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THE EPISTLE OF

PAUL

TO THE GALATIA]!(S.
INTRODUCTION.

Galatia.

Galatia was a tract of coTrntry lying on the northward part of that elcTftted
tableland which forms the central portion of the great peninsula we call
Asia Minor. On the south, those uplands rest upon the long range of the
Taurian Mountains running more or less parallel with the coast. On the
north, they are upreared, first by the Olympus range, which, commencing in
the neighbourhood of Pmsa (now Brusa), pursue a generally eastward
direction, nntil, after being pierced by the river Ancharias (Akaria), which
rises in those highlands, they are continued by the Aladag and JJlgaz
Mountains as far as the Halys (Kizil-Irmak). Anciently these lands were
to a considerable extent occupied by the Phrygians, then deemed, according
to Homer (' Iliad,' iii. 185
But
190), one of the finest races of mankind.
in the earlier part of the third century before Christ, hordes of Gauls,
after a detachment of their hosts had been repulsed in an attempt to swarm
into Greece, had managed to cross the Hellespont (B.C. 279), and had
poured themselves upon the western districts of Asia Minor, carrying
havoc and rapine in every direction. With the details of their ensuing
It is sufficient to remark that at
history we need not trouble ourselves.
length these wild tribes got bounded in within the limits of that country
to which they gave their own name, being a district which they had wrested
from its former Phrygian occupants. In the year B.C. 189 they were conquered by the Roman general. On. Manlius Vulso. The Romans, however,
found it advisable io allow them for a long time to remain to a considerable
degree independent, under princes of their own. One of these was the
Deiotaras whose name is familiar to the readers of Cicero as a friend and
a useful ally of his when Proconsul of Cilicia, and as afterwards defended
by him, in his Oratio pro Bege Deiotaro,' when arraigned before Julius
Csesar on the c>>«rge of attempting to assassinate him. This Deiotams,

—

'

OALATIANB.

k

"

INTKODUOTION TO
nnder one sovereign. On the death of a
Amyntas, B.C. 26, Galatia, with the addition of some
neighbonring districts, was constituted into a Romaa province under a
n.c.

65, first Tinitec! the Galatians

successor of

his,

governor.

In consequence of this it came to pass that the term Galatia is used in a
wdder and in a narrower sense. It sometimes designates the country
properly so called
sometimes, the Roman province made up of this
Galatia and other districts added thereto, which were difFerent at different
times. At the period we are now concerned with, these additional districts
;

were Lycaonia, Isauria, and a portion of Pisidia all lying to the south-west
and south of Galatia proper. If the term as used by St. Paul denotes the
country which was coextensive with the Roman province of that name, we
might reckon the Churches of Antioch of Pisidia (now Yalobatch'), as well
as those of Iconium (Konieh), Derbe, and Lystra, cities of Lycaonia, as
among " the Churches of Galatia." This hypothesis, however, is shown by
Bishop Lightfoot (' Galatians the Churches of Galatia '), as well as by
others, to be untenable.
It is the prevailing opinion of critics, and may
be confidently assumed as the facb, that the word " Galatia " is used by
the apostle with reference to this country in its strictftt" and more proper
;

:

sense.

At this time the Galatians were divided into three septs. (1) The
Trocmi, occupying the easternmost position, on the right bank of the
Halys, their capital being Tavium. Not far beyond their eastern border
lay Comana (now ToJcat), consecrated by being the sleeping-place of St.
Chrysostom and of Henry Martyn. (2) Next came the Tectosages, whose
capital city, Ancyra (Angora"), the capital also of the Roman province, lay a
little north of the very midmost part of the peninsula of Asia Minor
it
was famous in ancient times, as it is now, for the soft camlet fabrics woven
from the fine hair of its goats.
(3) Westernmost were situated the
Tolistoboii, or Tolistobogii, whose capital, Pessinus, situated south-westward
from Ancyra, lay under Mount Dindymus, and was world-famed as being
the chief centre of the worship of Cybele, the mother of the gods;
" Dindymene " (Horace) ; " cui Dindyma curie " (Virgil)
the worship
the report of which was blazed abroad everywhere by reason of the hideous
;

;

some of its priests, " Galli," or " Corybantes," and for
the frenzy of its devotees, excited by hautboys and bronzen timbrels (" Corybantia 89ra ").

self-mutilation of

has been stated that the Gauls gave the district which they occupied
own name. In explanation of this, we must observe that Galat is the
form under which the name, which in Latin is Oall, commonly appears in
Greek authors after the time of Herodotus, in whose Histories ' it appears
The Oallim of Europe, both Cisalpine (Lomhardy) and Prance,
as Kelt.
were each of them by the Greeks called Oalatia. In fact, the " Galatia
now before us was a third Qaul. It is to be furthei observed that when
It

their

'

St. Paul,

writing at the close of his

life

from Rome,

tells

Timothy (2

Tini.
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10) that Crescens was gone to Galatia, the word -vraa commonly, and
perhaps rightly, taken by Greek commentators, as referring to a European
Gaul, and not to that in Asia Minor. Oalat has very much the appearance
of being the very word Kelt slightly varied in its utterance ; but it is not
iv.

is so; it may rather be the case (Bishop Lightfoot
thinks) that Oalat and Kelt were diverging forms of the same word, applied

qaite certain that it

branches of the Celtic race. It has been surmised that both
Gall, with a Celtic suffix.
It is interesting to observe that the Gauls embosomed in Asia Minor
retained with " Celtic tenacity " their own original tongue to so great an
extent that their language is declared by Jerome, in the Introduction to
his Commentary on the Epistles, to be in his own time, which was more
than three centuries later than St. Paul, very much the same (eadem fere)
as he had heard spoken by the Gauls at Treves.
They used, however, the
Greek language as well, for which reason they were at times called by the
Romans Gallo-Graaci. Indeed, the Greek tongue, which under the empire
got to be used even in Bome itself more customarily than Latin, was in
vogue, as Jerome likewise observes, all over the East. They were thus
bilinguals at least ^not a few also, no doubt, being acquainted with the
language of their Roman masters as well. Sach was beyond question the
case of many of the countries subject to the Roman empire (comp. John
Thus when Paul and Barnabas were visiting the neighbouring
xix. 20).
country of Lycaonia, they no doubt addressed the people in Greek, assured
of being understood by them ; while they themselves failed to catch the
import of the cries uttered by the Lycaonian populace, who in their
excitement reverted quite naturally to their own more native speech (Acta
to diiJerent

exhibit the

same root as

—

xiv.

11—14).

Luke does not use the word
twice finds occasion to specify the district, and in
both instances he names it "the Galatic Land" (Acts xvi. 6; xviii. 23).
No doubt he found this designation of it already in use, though no instance
of its occurrence elsewhere has been produced, and chose to employ it in
preference to " Galatia," in order to make it more immediately obvious to
The Oalatie Land.

" Galatia " at

all.

It is noticeable that St.

He

whom

he was addressing his narrative, that it was
the Roman
not the entire Roman province of the name that he was now referring to.
So also then he uses the term " Phrygia " in both cases in close connection
with " the Galatic Land," there being no Roman province so called. He
thus conjoins thp two, as being linked together by a certain measure of
for in all probability not a few of the
identity in their populations
original Phrygian inhabitants still dwelt in the country, though now forming
readers to

;

a stratum of population subordinate to that of their Gallic conquerors. At
" had originally formed a part of the country of
all events, " the Galatic
the Phrygians.

•

iNTRODtTCTlON tO

Religion of the Galatians.

The

Gallic invaders do not appear to

have at once adopted the worship

of Cybele ; for when, in the third generation after the conquest, they were

attacked by the Romans, the Phrygian priests of Cybele met the Roman
general, clad in the robes of their ofB.ce, and chanting wild stiaina of
prophecy, in which they announced to him that the goddess approved of
his enterprise, and would make him the master of the country (Lightfoot,
quoting Livy, xxxviii. 18 Polybius, xxii. 20). Perhaps this prediction had
later the effect of making the Gauls, through its accomplishment, more
ready to submit to the claims made on behalf of the goddess to their
homage. At all events, they appear subsequently to have embraced her
worship most cordially. The fervid fanaticism of her rites would naturally
present a great attraction to the temperament of a people so excitable as
they were. Among the inscriptions found at Pessinus, as also at Comana
;

(Tohat'), there are several. Bishop Lightfoot observes, specifying priests of
Cybele by names which are evidently Gaulish. Her worship lingered long

in this its old

home

:

the

Emperor Julian found

it still

subsisting there, and

tried hard to revive this, as well as other Gentile cults, into

renewed vigour.
Galatians, however, served other gods as well (ch. iv. 8). At Tavium
the principal object of worship was a colossal bronze statue of Zens. At
Ancyra there was a magnificent temple of Augustus in white marble, still

The

subsisting in ruins. As their Lycaonian neighbours recognized Hermes as
one of their divinities as well as Zeus, we may well believe that his cult
also was accepted by these Gauls ; both were adopted from the Phrygians,
the former possessors of the soil, together with probably much, at least, of
their other idolatrous worship.

As being a less civilized race than that
which they dispossessed, they might have been on that account the more
ready to lend an ear to their religious teaching, especially since these idolatrous cults were very commonly localized, and consequently claimed
to be
taken on by the new-comers along with the places to which they were attached. They had besides brought with them forms of religious or
idolatrous
observance of their own, which, after the manner of idolaters, they would
more or less amalgamate with those others ; but of these we know nothing.
Jews

in

Galatu.

Amongst^ these idolatrous nations there was scattered

far

and wide a

large diffusion of Jews, forming, in respect to the spread
of the gospel, a
most important element of the population. In addition to
circumstances
tending, here as elsewhere, to their diffusion, it appears that
there

were some
which in Asia Minor were especially operative. Antiochus the Great,
King
of Syria, before he was compelled towards the close of his long
reign to
give

way

in the year

Bway over a wide

B.C.

191 before the advancing power of Rome, held
from the shores of the ^^ean

belt of contitry reaching

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALaTIANS.
right across the continent as far as beyond Babylon. And we leam from
Josephns (' Ant.,' xii. 3, 4) that this king, with a view to the consolidation of
his power, ordered his general Zenxis to remove two thousand Jewish families
from Mesopotamia and Babylon into Lydia and Phrygia, and to locate them
" in the castles and places most convenient ; " at the same time securing to
free exercise of their religion, making them grants of land for
building" homes and for husbandry, and conferring various immunities

them the

indicative of his confidence in their loyalty to his government.

scheme was fully carried

out, it

If this

would infer the implantation in those

countries of a population of not less than ten thousand people.
these could hardly fail of becoming established in Galatia. It

Some
is,

of

indeed,

quite supposable that the disquiets in these parts of his dominions which,

him to adopt this measure, had their origin in part in
the turbulent spirit of the Gauls recently settled in Asia Minor or still
At all events, these Jewish settlements in
roving about unsettled.
" Phrjgia " would become nuclei, sending forth ramifications which would
as he tells Zeuxis, led

quickly spread in districts so fertile as Galatia was. That Jews did abound
in the Galatic region in particular is evinced by another fact recorded by
Josephus (' Ant.,' xvi. 6, 2), who tells that by Augustus's command a copy
of an address which he had received from the Jews, together with a decree
of his issued in consequence of it, which ensured to them protection in
their religious observances, was inscribed upon a pillar in his temple at
Ancyra, the capital of the province. Accordingly, we find in the history of
the Acts abundant proofs of the great influence which the Jews were able
Minor of whose evangelization St.
Lake has given any details and the like may be presumed to have been the

to exercise in all these parts of Asia
;

case in other places his references to which are only brief and allusive.
The important influence of the Jewish population of " those parts " (Acts
xvi. 3) is further shown by the circumstance that, in consideration thereof,
St.

Paul at Lystra or Iconium thought

it

advisable to circumcise Timothy

to facilitate his evangelizing work.

Boman

roads.

The spreading abroad

of the

now commercial

people of

the Jews was favoured by the accommodation which the Roman government

provided for easier locomotion, in the roads it built intersecting these
countries of Asia Minor in all directions, and they are particularized (we
are told) in the Itineraries, and some of them are still in existence. These
passed through Gordium, formerly the capital city of Phrygia, and still in
traffic, lying on the north-western
and went out by Tavium, another important centi-e of
commerce on the eastern side. These roads had no doubt much to do with
the direction of the course which St. Paul took in his three great journeyings

those days an important centre of

frontier of Galatia,

in Asia Minor.

On

this subject the reader is refen-ed to the interesting

and highly illustrative chapters in Conybeare and Howson's work on St.
Pan! in which Dean Howson follows up the apostle's travels in those
countiies (ch.

vi.

—

viii.).

INTRODUCTION TO
The Jewish tindwre of the Epistle. Attention has been drawn by Dr.
Jowett and others to the especially Jewish character which in this Epistle
marks St. Paul's reasonings and style of illustration. And this has been
supposed to favour an inference which has been deduced from ch. iv. 9, that
This
the persons he addresses were to a great degree actually Jews.
inference, however, itself rests, as I venture to think, upon a mistaken

m

he.) ; while
view of the apostle's meaning in that passage (see note,
further he expressly affirms, in the immediately preceding verse, that the
Churchmen he is writing to had before their conversion been in bondage to
gods which were really no gods. Moreover, that they were Gentiles is
ii. 5, " That the truth of the gospel might continue
with you," and is rendered certain by their not having been circumcised,
but only solicited to receive circumcision (ch. v. 2, 3 vi. 12). The Jewish
tincture which St. Paul feels at liberty to give to his discourse admits of
being more satisfactorily explained by other considerations, which have not,
so far as I have observed, been sufficiently taken into account.
The method which the apostle uniformly pursued in his work of evangelizing the heathen, that is, by addressing in each place "the Jew first,"
was both justified and recommended for his adoption by the consideration
that Jewish converts might be expected to supply the most ready and,
when genuine believers, the most reliable instruments for the religious
guidance in the first instance of the newly formed Churches. The new
economy was professedly based upon the old, being in fact its proper and
its all along designed development
so that " the scribe discipled to the
kingdom of heaven " stood in a position, relatively to other Christians, preeminently favourable for being qualified to instruct his brethren drawn from
the Gentiles out of his already well-filled treasure he could bring forth
things old as well as new (Matt. xiii. 52). The " old things " were familiar
to his hand, and when illuminated and more completely vitalized by
combination with the new, were immediately available for the most effective
enforcement of the doctrine of Christ.
First presbyters mostly Jewish converts.
We read in the Acts that when
Barnabas and Paul, retracing their steps homewards, visited Lystra, Iconium,
and Antioch of Pisidia, confirming the souls of the disciples, they appointed
for them elders in every Church (Acts xiv. 21
We read this at first
23).
with some surprise ; how was it possible that communities composed of
converts so recently made, and after the small amount of Christian instruotion which was all they could have possibly received, should be able to
supply men qualified to take the lead in teaching as well as in practical
guidance ? Having in view bodies of converts in the present day gathered
in by our own missionaries, for example in India or in China, it strikes our
minds that the appointment to the presbyteral office of neophytes so recent
would seem to be a measure which, if unavoidable; would, however, be
fraught with great hazard. But our embarrassment is greatly relieved
when we recall to mind the converts from the synagogue. Here were men

clearly implied in ch.

;

;

:

—
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—Apollos, for example—who from their

earliest years had been familiar with
which were able, as St. Paul reminds Timothy, to
make men wise unto salvation through faith in Christ Jesus so that when
the way of God had been carefully expounded to them, they would find
themselves, under the Spirit's guidance, thoroughly equipped, as in fact

those sacred writings

;

men of God for every work of the ministry
cannot help feeling persuaded that it was in the

Apollos proved himself, as
(2 Tim.

iii.

main from

16, 17).

this

We

rank of converts that those presbyters were chosen.

And

obviously the same consideration applies to those who had been appointed to
" teach in the Word " the members of the several Galatian Churches (eh. vi.

They

6).

too,

we may

confidently assume, were in most or

many

cases

converts from the synagogue.

The Old Testament the only Scriptures, and handled after the methods of
Further, we must bear in mind that now and for some time
later the only Scriptures which Sunday by Sunday furnished those sacred
readings, which in the Christian assemblies, after the model of the sabbath
services of the synagogue, formed the basis of expository comment and of
exhortation, were the same as those referred to by the apostle in the passage
just above cited, that is to say, they were the Scriptures of the Old
Testament. In these their teachers searched for and found, and by these
they delighted to illustrate, those truths relative to our Lord's personal
history, which were embodied in the brief summary of Christian faith
instilled into the mind of the Church (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 3, 4, " According to
the Scriptures "). The histories of the Old Testament, its prophecies, its
devotional utterances, the precepts of the Mosaic Law itself as illustrative of

Jewish schools.

Cor. ix. 9), were, we feel certain, each successive
the view of the Christian brotherhood, by men of
to
presented
Lord's day

spiritual principles (1

originally Jewish culture, but -adding to that culture,

and so qualifying

it,

the all-important elements of the truth of the gospel. Now, it is obvious to
suppose that, in the hands of such teachers, the methods oi Biblical comment
and illustration would to a very great extent be the same as they had been
familiar with previously to their conversion, from their rabbinical education

Jewish schools and from the synagogue preaching.
of course, not meant that these readings and expositions of the Old
Testament constituted the whole of the service, or of even the public
addresses, on the Lord's day. Without importing into our conception of
the Church life of just this time the features which mark it in the por-

in the
It

is,

by Pliny, in his celebrated letter addressed
are able, however, to form some notion of
Bithynia,
we
fi-om
emperor
to the
And
its nature from glimpses afforded by the Acts and the Epistles.
forming our judgment from these, we cannot doubt that the Holy Eucharist
was celebrated at least every Sunday, and probably oftener that more or
less in connection with this, the feast called Love (Agap6) was held, furnishing opportunity for religious converse also that " psalms and hymna
and spiritual songs " were sung or chanted (Bph. v. 19). Moreover, thos«
traiture given fifty years later

;

;
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who had gifts of prophesying and of speaking in tongues had opportunity
given them of employing their gifts for the good of their brethren (1 Oor.
xiv.) ; and prayers were offered up which all could take part in or expresa
sympathy with. Thus the reading a;nd expounding of the Old Testament
Scriptures by no means formed the whole or even, perhaps, the main part of
these fraternal assemblies.

the business of

But

neither, again,

need we

suppose that the reading of those Scriptures with instruction founded
upon them was confined, as it perhaps was in the synagogue (Acts xt. 21),
In those days of early religious fervour, and of
to one day in the week.
thirst for the " spiritual milk which was without guile," meetings for social
worship and mutual instruction were, we may well believe, held from day
to day and from house to house, at which there would be going on a
perpetual repeating and inculcating of the ideas and words of Scripture,
with still the same Jewish tincture in the mode of expression and of
illustration.

This had been going on now for some years. Now, when the apostle wrote
to the Galatians, this instilling into the minds of the

this letter of his

Gentile converts of Christian truths clothed in the garb of Jewish thought

some at least of the Galatian Churches, for not less
By which time these disciples, with the quickness
and vivacity of intelligence which then, as CiBsar tells us, characterized
tb(i Gallic temperament, even as they do now, must have imbibed so much
of Jewish theological thought Christianized as would qualify them readily
to apprehend and assimilate any such trains of thought and reasoning as
those which we find in this Epistle. Their case was different from that of
the Thessalonian believers when the apostle wrote his two letters to them
these last were not yet prepared to receive instruction couched in those
forms their conversion from heathenism was too recent and accordingly
in those two Epistles we do not find it. But the Galatian converts stood in
a different position, as did also the Roman Christians (Rom. vii. 1), and
the Corinthian (1 Cor. x. 1, 11, and passim), and those to whom was sent
the encyclical letter which we know as the Epistle to the Ephesians
(Bph. iv. 2 V. 30 vi. 2) all these, though mainly Gentiles, were become,
had been going
than

on, in

five or six years.

:

—

;

;

;

;

by the time those letters were sent to them, familiar with the Scriptures of
the Old Testament, and could be addressed as being so.

Choeches of Galatia.
In Galatia there does not appear to have been any one city which St.
Paul made his head-quarters for evangelistic work in any such way as in
Asia he made Ephesus his head-quarters, and in Achaia Corinth. We have
no mention of Pessinus, or of Ancyra, or of Tavinm. The Epistle is
addressed to " the Churches of Galatia," as if there were a number of such
Churches, no one of which, perhaps, contained so large b body of members
to give it a distinguishing pre-eminence among the rest.
In those days, in

u
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which Christianity was extensively diffused, each considerable
town, or village even, had its own several " Church " presided over by
presbyters of its own, and in organization independent of the others. We
read, for example, of " the Churches of Galatia," " the Churches of Macedonia," and " the Churches of Judaea," but never of (say) " the Church of
Galatia," or " the Church of Judsaa," or the like. At the same time, no
connttieB over

however large its entire population, or however numerous the believers
dwelling in it, is spoken of as having more than one Church for example,
there was only one Church at Corinth, only one at Antioch in Syria, only
one even in Jerusalem, although in this last city, as St. James told St. Paul
(Acts xxi. 20), there were " tens of thousands " (/uvpiaSes) of believers.

city,

;

Three centuries

later, as

we

learn from

Bingham

('

Antiquities,'

ii.

xii. 2),

"not much larger" (the author
says) " than the Isle of Great Britain," there were, " as appears from the
ancient Notitiss of the Church," four hundred " bishops," some of them in
towns of quite small size. Now, whatever may be thought of the sense of
the word " bishop " in the da^ys of the apostles (of. Phil. i. 1), there can be
no question that, in the fourth century, each several " bishop " betokened a
separate Church presided over by him. There were, then, in the fourth
century, four hundred Churches in Asia Minor. Considering the size of
Galatia, a considerable aumber of these may be supposed to have appertained to this district, some of them from the days of St. Paul.
History of the Galatian Ohurchei a$ gathered from the Epistles, Of the

in the peninsula

now

called Asia Minor,

previous history of these Churches, as also of their subsequent history in
the apostolic age, our information is extremely slight. The only particulars
which we possess relative to the evangelization of this region are drawn

In the fourth chapter the apostle reminds his
itself.
the gospel to them at " the former time " (ver. 13)
preaching
that
his
converts
was occasioned by a bodily illness. But whether he meaas that it was illness
that led to his coming among them, or that befalling him whilst already

from the Epistle

necessitated a longer stay than he would otherwise have made, is
not quite clear. But the former seems the more probable interpretation.
The great salubrity of the northern part of this great inland plateau of
there

it

which Galatia formed a part is well known (see note on the passage).
Next, the apostle makes most grateful acknowledgment of the quite extraordinary enthusiasm of personal attachment which the Galatian converts
had then evinced towards him (see ch. iv. 14, 15, and notes). He also
adverts, in ch. iii. 2, 3, to their receiving the Spirit, and to the Spirit being
supplied to them expressions which show that in their case, as was indeed

—

very generally the case when the apostle himself first brought the gospel
impartation
to a new neighbourhood, its testimony had been sealed by the
Further, the form of expression in ch. iv. 13, " the formei
of charisms.
time (jo trpoTepov)," implies that there had been another visit afterwards
That thoi-e
before the writing of the Epistle, and probably only one other.
in
the
fervour
of personal
diminution
palpable
a
visit
second
this
been in

had

INTEODUCTION TO
attachment wliich had so gladdened his heart in his firat visit, is not
necessarily implied in the manner in which he expresses himself for the
phrase, " the former time," qualifies no more than the reference to his
but since three or four years had intervened, such a change 'vras
illness
hardly to be wondered at, especially when we consider the ohangeableness
which is the reverse side to the Celt's enthusiasm in his friendships though
;

j

;

the love of his disciples so dear, would naturally feel
pained and disappointed if their reception of him then really did show any
The reference which, shortly after the writing of this Epistle (as
coldness.
St. Paul,

who held

I venture to think), the apostle

have

to

made

to these

Churches in 1 Cor.

xvi. 1 will

be considered more fully further on.

Their history as gathered from the Acts. Comparing with these indications
we find bearing upon the subject in the Acts, written probably

that which

four or

five

we find, in perfect accordance so
made by St. Luke of two visits paid
The first took place in the early part

years later than the Epistle,

far as it goes with the Epistle, mention

by

St.

Paul to "the Galatic Land."

which the apostle, after his separation
from Barnabas, made in company with Silas. Starting from Autioch, he
Then
first visited the Churches already subsisting in Syria and Cilioia.
goiug, as appears most likely, through the passes in the Taurus which were
called the Cilician Gates {see Conybeare and Howson), most probably in the
spring of A.D. 51, the two holy evangelists came to Derbo, -Lystra, and
Iconium. In this neighbourhood the apostle adopted Timothy into companionship with them in the work. They then " went on their way through
the cities [apparently those of Lycaonia and Pisidia], delivering unto them
the decrees for to keep, which had been ordained by the apostles and the
xvi. 4).
elders which were at Jerusalem" (Acts xv. 41
The lapse of some
time seems indicated by the manner of expression in Acts xvi. 5, " So the
Churches [apparently of the parts just now referred to] were strengthened
The sacred historian then
in the faith and increased in number daily."
adds, " And they went through Phrygia and the Galatic Land, having been
forbidden of the Holy Ghost to speak the word in Asia [that is, the Roman
and came over against Mysia." That is all that
province so called]
Evidently his main interest in recording
St. Luke says about Galatia here.
this whole journey lies in that introduction of the gospel into Europe
which in especial it was designed by Heaven to effect a subject which
occupies his entire attention from this point down to the eighteenth verse of
Hastening on, therefore, to that most especially interesting part
ch. xviii.
•f this narrative, he abridges the earlier part of it into the brief statement
which has now been cited.
In Acts xviii., beginning from yer. 22, St. Luke proceeds to relate some
of that great missionary journey

—

;

.

.

.

—

made by the apostle. He
not now accompanied by Silas, but appears to have Timothy with him,
together with, no doubt, other associates in the holy enterprise.
After
" saluting the Church " of Jerusalem, probably in the year i.d. 53 or 64,
particulars of another great missionary journey

is
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" he went

down

to Antiocli and having spent 8ome time there, he wont
through in order the Galatic Land and Phrygia, stablishing all
the disciples." Then, after an interesting parenthesis respecting Apollos,
the historian adds (Acts xix. 1), "Paul having passed through the upper
country [that is, the upland plateau in the northern part of which the
Galatic Land and Phrygia were situated], came to Bphesus." At Bphesus,
as we learn from vers. 8 and 10, he spent upwards of two years, spreading
the knowledge of the gospel far and wide in the province of Asia after
which he crossed the sea to visit the Churches previously founded by him
in Europe.
;

forth, going

;

Date of the Apostle's leaving EpHEsua.
In the reference which St. Luke here (Acts xviii. 23) makes to the
" Galatic Land," we observe that, mentioning it as before in conjunction

with Phrygia, he now reverses the order in which the two districts are
named. This suggests the impression that the apostle approached those
countries by a diffierent route from before, one which brought him into the
Galatic first. This would be the case if he had ascended the plateau from
its eastern or Oappadocian side.
A few years later there were believers in
Cappadocia so numerous as to call for especial mention by St. Peter in the
first letter : " To the sojourners of the dispersion in Pontus,
Cappadocia,
Asia, and Bithynia." Before starting for that long
Galatia,
continuance in the West which probably he had already in view, St. Paul
appears to have been anxious to secure in the first instance, so far as he
might, ground already occupied. That he made a point of doing this is

greeting of his

shown, both by the words, " stablishing all the disciples," and the phrase
" going through in order (KaOei^s) " both expressions point to centres of
converts already formed. After completing the visitation of the Churches
in the Galatic and Phrygia, he probably inspected also the stations of
Christian work dotted over other portions of " the upper country " for
example, in Lycaonia and Pisidia ^before descending to the lowlands to
Now, when we consider that this extended tour from
reach Ephesus.
;

—

—

Antioch to Ephesus by a circuitous route, involving also frequent detours as
well as frequent stoppages necessary in the prosecution of his evangelistic
work, means a journey of not much less than a thousand miles, for the most

man of by no means robust health,
one subject to attacks of illness we can hardly suppose but that the
greater part of a year at the very least must have elapsed from the time of
If so, then
his leaving Jex'usalem before he reached the capital of " Asia."
supposing the visit to Jerusalem to have been A.D. 53 or 64, it was probably
not till the spring of 57, perhaps not till the spring of 58 (comp 1 Cor
svi. 8), that the apostle left Ephesus for Macedonia.
part probably on foot--the traveller a

—
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What

led to the Weitinq of the Epistls.

which the Epistle opens makes it clear that the »postl*
sti-ong emotion,
addressed himself to the writing of it under the impulse of
received.
He had
newly
had
which
he
(Jalatia
excited by tidings from
giving
heed
to certain
were
that
they
astonishment
and
grief
his
learnt to

The manner

in

fain " turn the doctrine of the gospel of Christ into itfi clean
contrary," and yielding themselves to their direction.
The seducers probably not strangers, hut Churchmen of Galatia itself.

who woald

Who

We

read in the
the seducers were the apostle nowhere explicitly states.
Acts (xv. 1) that the Jadaizing trouble at Antioch, which occasioned the
important conference held at Jerusalem, had originated with " certain men
coming down from Judaaa." And in the Epistle itself (ch. ii. 12) St. Paul
the coming to Antioch of " certain from James " as having, again
refers to

embarrassments indirectly connected with the
This has suggested to many the surmise
in Galatia, whioh was manifestly of a
movement
the
that the fomenters of
Jiidaizing character, had likewise come from Jerusalem or from Judaea, and
some have considered that the apostle's reference in the Epistle to such
persons having been the cause of the second trouble at Antioch was a
significant though veiled allusion to a similar cause of likewise the Galatian
The existence of this shade of allusion is, however, purely hypotrouble.
in that city, led to serious

same great

Judaisfcic controversy.

"

having no ground in what is really written. That " the tronblers
Lad come from Judsea or from any other place out of Galatia is a conjecture
both ungrounded and unnecessary. No hint of this is given in any one of
the several references which the apostle makes to them : none in ch. i. 7,
nor in ch. iii. 1, nor in ch. iv. 17, nor in ch. v. 10 12, nor in ch. vi. 12, 13.
The words (in ch. v. 10), " He that troubleth you shall bear his judgment
whosoever he be," appear to hint a certain eminence of position held by
one or more of these mischievous teachers ; and possibly this is also alluded
to in the words (in ch. i. 8), " Though we or an angel from heaven preach a
but the requirement of either passage is amply met
different gospel," etc.
by the supposition that one, or more than one, of the Galatian elders or
deacons themselves had committed the offence. This wonld be only in
accordance with what we read in Acts xx. 30, where the apostle warns the
Ephesian elders that from among their own selves should men arise,
speaking perverse things, to draw away the disciples after them. Possibly
it may have been this very experience of his, then quite recent, in respect
to the Galatian elders, which, together with probably other experiences of
a similar kind, prompted that utterance of warning at Miletus.
The
intimation in ch. v. 12, that it might be a very good thing if those who
were unsettling them would even inilict apocopS upon themselves, seems far
more appropriate and possible on the supposition that they were Galatians
who had fellow-countrymen among the priests of Pessinus, than on the
supposition that they were persons belonging to other lauds. Bat most

tlietical,

—

;
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especially the apostle's words in cb. vi. 12, 13 fayotir tie belief that the

who were themselves Galatians. They are
spoken of as '* undergoing circumcision " (irep«T«/xv()/i.^o( see note the
competing reading, TrepireT/iij/i^Vo*, comes to the same result : they had
evidently not been circumcised until they engaged in this movement)
moreover, they have no real care for the Jjaw themselves, but only wish to
save themselves from the risk of being persecuted persecuted, that is,
through the instigation of Jewish neighbours ; a description wholly inapplicable to persons coming from James or from Jud%a.
The feoitur^s of the noxious movement. The misphievons movement, then,
appears to have originated with certain Gentile members of these Churches,
who had loosened the hold which they had once appeared to have on the
fundamental truth, that faith in Christ is the alone and the sufficient ground
of justification before God, and were blindly and, so to speak, flounderingly
trouble originated with certain

:

j

;

—

—

The means they
casting about for other means of obtaining justification.
were gi-asping at consisted in obedience to certain selected prescriptions of
Iho ceremonial Ijaw. That they did not mean the adoption of the entire
ceremonial institute is shown by ch. v. 3. They had plainly not got to
that as yet. Circumcision was indeed being seriously talked about (ch. v. 2),
and the passage in ch. vi. 13 favours the belief that some of those most
forward in the movement had already made a beginning of submitting to

the rite in their own persons. It is distinctly stated that, under their leading,
Qalatian Churchmen were toying with the obsei-vance of "days, and months,
and seasons, and years " (oh, iv. 10), with a sort of ignorant but solemn
pedantio earnestness which must have been piteous to witness. In what
sort of doctrinal statement they formulated their " strange gospel " does
not appear.

were

One

thing, however, is clear

—by

some means or other they

instilling the sentiment that faith in Christ needed, in order to csom-

pletely justify, to be supplemented

by some

degfree of conformity to the

ceremonial I^aw given through Moses. That such was the spirit of their
teaching is apparent from the teaching which St. Paul puts forward for the
purpose of counteracting it ; for to that end he insists upon these two theses

—that faith in Christ Jesns

which any, whether Jews or
apd that the ceremonial Law was a purely
pedagogic and provisional institution, for ivhich there is no longer any
place at all in the relations between God and his people. The genius of
the movement is also illustrated by the apostle's relating the incident of St,
Peter's misguided action at Antioqh, and the reasoning by whiph he himself
openly con vipted -his error. For the mention of this incident would have
been irrelevant if it had not involved as its basis the emergence of a similar
mode of thought and feeling. The similarity consisted in the fact that
Cephas was treating those Gentile believers wlio did not conform to the
ceremonial Law as if tboy were not standing on the like footing of a<;ceptGentiles, are

made

sons of

ableness with believers
bpftsipn

is

the sole ground on

God

who

;

were conforming thereto-^the very misappre-

wbicb was now working in the winds of these Galatians, both tha
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Since on that occasion at Antiooh, Cephas had
iiiisleaders and the misled.
most certainly not enunciated in words the doctrine that faith without
ceremonial observances was insufficient for gaining acceptance, but only
appeared by his actions to be teaching it, it may be surmised that perhaps
neither did these Galatian subverters of the gospel in words preach their
" strange gospel," but simply preached it by their actions
namely, by
themselves practising, and by encouraging others to practise, certain
Mosaistic observances by studiously vaunting and glorying in such piaotices
and by discountenancing and putting out of the pale of fraternal
fellowship those who kept aloof from such Mosaism.
They perhaps did Bot
directly disown Christ as their Hope of acceptance, but they were turning
elsewhere for comfort and joy. Such movements of thought and feeling
especially when embodying themselves in distinguishing badges of outward
ceremonial action, are apt in general to be very catching with unwary and
unstable souls ; and we need, in particular, not wonder that among people
of Celtic warmth, fickleness, and impetuosity of temperament, it should
have spread with great rapidity from Church to Church, as it seems to have
;

;

;

done.

The attitude of the disevangelized party towardt 8t. Paul. No tendency
now described could be followed out by any without its rending

of the kind

them away more or

less consciously from the guidance of St. Paul.
It may,
be considered in no small degree probable that the open detaching
of themselves in the eyes of the Jews from discipleship to Paul
was, with
some of the ringleaders in the movement, one of the objects directly aimed
at.
It is in this way, as is explained in the notes on the
passage, that the
otherwise enigmatical statement in ch. Ti. 12 meets with its
satisfactory
interpretation.
They therefore allowed themselves to speak detractingly of

in fact,

his apostolic mission
an apostle of some sort, they said, he might be but
;
no such apostle as Cephas was an authority attached to his leadership
of
:

;

account than attached to James, the Lord's brother
there
were scores and scores of apostles going about, with quite as much
claim to
be listened to. If any showed themselves unwilling to renounce
one who
had once been so highly esteemed and loved, they were plied with
other considerations.
Paul himself, they said, was aiming at the introduction
of the
adopting of circumcision by his disciples, in the end,
when circumstances
were npe for it (ch. v. 11, on which see note) : when
among Jews who
indeed was more of a Jew than Paul ? and then again,
let them look at
his circumcising Timothy! If any would fain
hold fast by Paul very
likely they would, after aU, find themselves to
be not
infinitely less

•

running counter' to his
and purposes, though it might be perhaps
something like
foromg his hand, if they took the bold step of at
once being circumcised
At all events, they xmight with some plausibility,
though certainly with utter
falsity, pretend that nothing would be
more pleasing to James and the other
venerable pillars of the holy mother Church
of Jerusalem.
Oomparisan of Oalatian with OolosHan and
later defection.
With
real feelings

much
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which St. Paul
encountering in this Epistle, thus much is certain like cex-tain members
of another Church in that peninsula four or five years later, they no longer
were " holding fast the Head " "vainly puffed up by their fleshly mind,"
Ihey were urging their brethren to " subject themselves to ordinances,''

obscurity hanging about the precise nature of the perversion
ia

:

;

arbitrarily selected, of

"shadows" that

outward observances

satisfaction

hoping to find in these mere

;

for the requirements of man's sinful

soul

—

Theosophio
which was to be found only in Christ (Col. ii. 16 23).
speculations, such as were rife at Colossse, are not, however, spoken of by
In the next two or three centuries a
St. Paul in connection with Galatia.
great number of incongruous and monstrous forms of religious teaching
and practice flourished with rank luxuriance in the peninsula of Asia
Minor, Galatia holding a sad pre-eminence, as well as in neighbouring
schemes of heresy evolved oat of end-

countries to the east and south-east

;

Judaism and Oriental theosophy
Epistle to the Oolossiana and the
pastoral letters afford indications of some such as already emergent but
the prophetic spirit gave the apostle for'ebodings of far worse than these to
come. If the Head were not held fast, there would be no security against
lessly varied intermixtures of

cabalistic

with elements of Christian doctrine.

The

;

the incursion very quickly of the direst delusions.

With trembling

any tendency

therefore, the apostle hastens to check at once

anxiety,

to depart from

the gospel once for all proclaimed to the world.

The apostle
The apostle distinguishes the deceivers from the deceived.
makes a distinguishable difference between the seducers and their victims.
The latter he warns with stem severity, indeed, but with severity altwnating
with expressions of yearning affectionateness that they are falling away
from the God who called them to be in the grace of Christ that they are
foolishly yielding themselves to illusive spells that they are on the eve of
falling from grace; that they are being driven away from country and
home ; that the mother of us all is demanding that the sons of the bondwoman and such they are becoming shall be cast out. But those who
are subverting the gospel he denounces as anathema they shall bear their

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

judgment, whosoever they be; as witting maligners of Christ's servants
they deserve no better fate than to tank with priests of devils practising
the works of heresy, they shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
;

Thb Effect produoed bt the Letteb.

We hare no direct evidence to show what consequences ensued from the
sending of this letter. It would be hard to believe that it failed of success.
Indeed, its preservation to be enrolled among the volumes of the sacred
canon would seem to be of itself evidence that it had proved its effectiveness as an arrow of the Messiah's quiver sharp in the heart of his enemies
whereby the people had fallen under him. But the present writer ventures to
think that the fact that

it

was successful maybe come

at in

an indirect w^y.

;
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both of his letters to the Corinthians, mentions, an(J in the
Second especially urges, that a collection should he made on behalf of ths
" Now concerning
poor of Judaea. In the former letter he writes thus
of Gal^tia, so
Ohnrches
to
the
the collection for the saints, as I gave order
lay by him in
you
one
of
each
week
let
of
the
first
day
also do ye. Upon the
I come.
And
when
made
be
ooilections
that
prosper,
no
may
as
-he
store,

The

apostle, in

:

when

I arrive,"

etc.

(X Cor, xvi.

1—3).

Now, when was

it

that he had thus

given order to the Churches of Galatia ?
In the present Epistle he adverts to the relief of the poor of Judffia as a
matter which he was wont to make an especial point of promoting. In the
second chapter, when giving an account of the recognition which at
Jerusalem "those accounted to be pillars" had accorded to himself and
Barnabas as ministers of the gospel to the Gentiles, he adds (ver. 10),
" Only they would that we should remember the poor
the very thing this
which I was even of myself zealous to do." But he makes neither direqtly
nor indirectly any request to the Galatians, that they should make a colAgain, in the sixth chapter he enjoins
lection for the poor of JudoBa.
;

their teachers whatever good things
they themselves possess adding, as if addressing persons who were proving
themselves backward in the practice of this duty, a solemn and affecting
exhortation to works of beneficence, both towards men in general and
But here, again, there
especially towards such as are of Faith's household.
is no word respecting any collection for the Judaean poor.

upon them that they should share with
;

In the Second Epistle which he sent to the Corinthians he informs them
that he had told the Churches of Macedonia, from whose midst he was then
writing, that " Achaia had been prepared for a year past " (2 Cor. ix- 2
This statement needs not to be insisted upon as one of literal
viii. 10).^
exactness neither the apostle himself as is evident, nor the Macedonian
brethren to whom that was said, would be likely to regard it as other than an
;

utterance of

warm

feeling, expressing rather the speaker's general sensation

of the length of the interval

than the result of an exact retrospect.

or eight months had elapsed since the brethren in Achaia
their hearty response to the apostle's proposal to them to

had

If six

signified

make such a
might now, in the sanguineness of his heart, have
spoken to those then about him in the way that ha here describes. That
signification of their hearty response to his application had been coeval
probably with theirsending to ask him, as 1 Cor. xvi. 1 implies that they
had done, in what way he wished them to set about making and forwarding
the collection. Now, an interval of (say) eight months would bting us back
When from Ephesns he
to the closing portion of his stay at Bphesas.
signified to the Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 8) that he purposed coatinning in
that city till Pentecost, he was probably writing about the time of Eastei
(1 Cor. V. 7) and some such interval seems required for the importiinl
work which he then anticipated to be lying before him there (1 Cor. xvi. 9)
I would next put it to the reader, whether, in pondering I Cor. ^yI- ^, h(

collection, the apostle

;

—
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does not feel a certain ait of freslmess and recency hanging about the fact
alluded to in the words, "as I gave order to the Churches of Galatia"
whether the apostle does not mean something like this, " The other day I
received from the ChuroheB of Galatia a similar request that I would state
60 them in what manner I wished this business of the collection to be
managed, and the reply which I nia<de to them I now make to yoa."
This is, at all events, the impression which the words convey to my own
mind.<
If it be a just impression, then, taking into account the entire
absence in this Epistle to the Galatians of any reference to a proposal of
such a collection having been up to that time made to them, the following
interpretation of the whole circumstances would seem il coherent and

probable one.

Towards the

some while

close of the apostle's long abode at Ephesus, but

before he wrote his First Epistle to the Corinthians, he had formed the plan,

had visited the Churches in Macedonia and Achaia, of taking a
journey to Jerusalem and having this before him, he wished to set on foot
a collection for the poor in Judeea among the Gentile Churches of which he
had the oversight in Asia Minor and Europe, the proceeds of which should
be taken by himself or by " apostles " of the Churches accompanying
after he

;

when he repaired to the Jewish capital.
This plan was in his mind When that painful account reached him of the
wavering allegiance of his Galatian converts to the gospel, which made it
necessary to write this letter. With such a danger threatening the vital
interests of the Christian cause in that region, it did not seem seasonable to
directly moot the question of a collection just then; their attachment to
the goSpel and to himself as its apostle needed to be re-established in the
not until this had been efFected could he hope for a satisfirst instance
factory response on their part to an appeal of his for a charitable contribution
He refrains, therefore, frohi
ia be forwarded in connection with himself.
asking them in his letter for a Contribution. But having, as it were by the
way, told them of the request which James, Cephas, and John had made to
him that he would remember their poor, and having added how greatly he
himself was concerned to do so, he contents himself for the present with
taking occasion, from the niggardliness with which they assisted their
teaching ministers, to insist emphatically up"on the evil consequences to
himself,

;

themselves of sowing only to their own selfish gratification, and Upon the
blessed reward which awaits a persistent course of beneficence and there
If the confidence, Which he tellS them he felt towards them in
loayes it.
;

Lord that they would after all prove faithful to the gospel, were
which he had let fall tending towards the appeal he
would
make
be sure of themselves to bear fruit they would at
to
desired
any rate pave the way for making it. Meanwhile he must wait in anxious
hope tdV the result, which at present was a matter of infinitely greater
tlie

realized, the hints

;

importance, of their return to a cordial faith in Christ Jesus.
How deeply the suspense affected him we may in some degree imagine
QAtATIANS,

«

;
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from the aceonnt whioli

lie

has himself given in his Second Epistle to the

Corinthians of the anxiety with which he had awaited Titus's return, when
he had despatched him to Corinth to ascertain the effect produced by his
first letter, and of the unspeakable relief with which he had heard of their
eager and impassioned submission to his remonstrances concerning the
incestuous offender (2 Cor. ii. 12, 13; vii. 4 16).

—

Weeks and weeks would he have

these were

we know

mes

but our minds naturally
glance at Timothy, who probably was of Iconium, and Grains of Derbe, both
places in the adjoining district of Lycaonia
also at Luke, of perhaps
Antioch ; for these with others were in St. Paul's company in this journey
(Acts XX. 4) at Titus, too, the reliable messenger later on under somewhat similar circumstances to Corinth. Naturally the apostle would send
his letter by one qualified to help forward its effect by wise, faithful, and
strong-hearted words of his own. But time would have to be allowed for
his letter to do its proper work after it reached Galatia for it was not one
single congregation, but a number of detached Churches, these perhaps not
situated very near together, in which the evil leaven had been working
and Galatia was a long way off from Ephesus, Ancyra (Angora), the
principal city, being as the crow flies three or four hundred miles distant.
We cannot doubt, however, that the period of anxious expectation was
ended by the receipt of joyful tidings. What he wrote some months later,
sengera to Galatia.

'

Who

to wait before the return of his
not,

;

;

;

;

on the occasion of Titus's return from Corinth, was (very supposably)
dictated by the very remembrance of this happy hour.
" Thanks be unto
God, which always leadeth us in triumph in Christ, and maketh manifest
through us the savour of his knowledge in every place" (2 Cor. ii. 14). The
drooping faith of the Galatians in Christ Jesus their Lord had been revived
they had shaken off the "bewitchment" which had dimmed their
view of
his all-sufficient grace and had lured them away to the vanities
of Judaizing
ceremonialism. Breaking with those who had misled them, their
personal
attachment to the apostle had reasserted itself with even a measure
of its
foriner Celtic enthusiasm.
And now their cry was what they could do to
testify to their Lord and Saviour the sincerity of their
repentance and
devotion to him what also to convince their wise and
loving father in the
gospel that his confidence towards them in the Lord had
not been misplaced.
For one thing he had incidentally, but perhaps significantly,
alluded in his
letter to his anxious desire to assist his needy
brethren in Judsea. Gladly
would they take part in this. In what way would he
advise them to make
the collection of their contribution ?
And how should they forward it to
Judoea when made ?
In some such way as this, it may with
probability be surmised, had the
apostle been led to give to the Galatian Churches
those directions which he,
;

soon after

m I think, repeated in his First Epistle to the Corinthiajia.
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Date or the Epistle.
If the aliOTe reasonings, from data wliicli are confessedly in some degree
problematical, appear, however, to be on the whole approvable, then we arrive
at the result that the entire business of the Galatian trouble had been

brought to a satisfactory conclusion before the apostle despatched hia first
This, as was above stated, he did probably about
the Eaater-tide of either the year 57 or the year 58. We may, therefore,
assume it to be probable that the Epistle to the Galatians was written
some time in the winter months preceding that Easter, possibly as late as in
the preceding January.
As the Epistle was written after St. Paul had visited Galatia a, second
time (ch. iv. 13), we are constrained to assign it to this third great journey
of his for it would be doing great violence to the probabilities of the case
not to identify the two visits which the language of the Epistle presupposes
with the two which are mentioned in the Acts.
An earlier time in the journey has been assumed by some on the ground
thai<, the words, " so quickly," in ch. i. 6 mean, " so soon after you were
called," or " so soon after I left you."
But the phrase probably means
simply, " so quickly upon being tempted." See note in loo.
The cast of thought and language in this Epistle has so marked an affinity
to that in tliB two Epistles to the Corinthians and the Epistle to the Romans
lottsr to the Corinthians.

;

that the critical instinct protests loudly against a longer interval being
interposed between its composition and that of any of the other three than
the consideration of other kinds of evidence renders necessary.
If we suppose that the Galatian letter was written three or four months
before the Easter- tide on which, in great probability, the apostle wrote his
First Epistle to the Corinthians, then, since we know that the following
Easter-tide found him at Philippi (Acts xx. 6), after leaving Corinth, from

which he had despatched his letter
noble quaternion was issued forth

to the

to the

Romans, it follows that the whole
Church within little more than

one year.
It has been shown by Bishop Lightfoot

manner in which identical topics
makes probable, by this branch

that the comparison of the

are discussed in these letters severally
of internal evidence, the

fact,

which

attested also so far as the Epistles to the Corinthians are concerned

is

by

them to matters of personal history, that the Roman
was written the latest of the four. That this is so is due to the
character worn by the Epistle to the Romans, as being rather a calm and

references contained in
letter

deliberate treatise, than a letter properly so called evoked by the exigency

of particular emergencies.

But this method of argument appears to the present writer to become
extremely precarious when it is pushed further than this, for determining
the position in point of time of the Galatiau Epistle relatively to the two
Epistles to the Corinthians.

The

strife

which

St. Faul, just at this juncture

—
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of his ministerial career, that is to say, daring his third great missionary
journey, was called to wage incessantly and strenuously wherever he went
with Judaizers, with opponents or corrupters of the doctrine of our free

through faith in Christ, and with impugners of hia own
properly apostolical authority, would inevitably have led to the formation in
his mind, long before he left Bphesus, of a stock, so to speak, of considerations,
phrases, and probative texts, ready to be severally produced in over-varying

justification

grouping, and with varying degrees of fulness in the propoanding of them,
•ocording to the changing mood of the writer or the shifting entourage of
circumstances. There is no ground for imagining that we have in Galatians,

more than in BomanSj tokens
any of these objects of thought.
reason be assumed to have been each one

or in 1 Corinthians, or in 2 Corinthians, any
of the earliest presentment to his

On
of

mind

of

the contrary, they must in all
them a good while before quite familiar

to his consciousness.

Object ahd Contentb op the Epistle.

The

Is to recall the Galatians to the gospel which they
from himself-^the unchangeable gospel of justification by the
To
free grace of God, simply through faith in Christ, and not by deeds of the Law.
this end he finds it necessary to make it clear that he had received from Christ, and
from no man, alike his function as apostle and the message which, as such, he bad to

apostle's object iu the Epistle

hild at the first received

deliver,^-two points inseparably intertwined.

[This was necessary because, in the earlier part of his ministry in Asia Minor,
acting with Barnabas, and even again

when

when

acting with Silas, he had borne the function

from men ; whereas in the present stage of his ministry he had been
compelled openly to assert, what had all along been the faot, that he was an apostle
delegated immediately from Christ, without in this respect any human intermediation
at all. On these two points, namely, the two distinct senses of the word " apostle,"
of an apostle

and the circumstances now leading
higher

flense,

the reader

is

St.

Paul to openly assert his apostleship in the
two dissertations which close the Intro-

referred to the

duction.]

The

chapter

first

is

taken

ftp

with the proof of the two points above indicated ; the

second with their illustration.
Ch. L 1 5. The greeting

—

his

two

— clearly distinguished in this

earlier Epistles, those to

the Thessalonians

being of the highest character, while

it

also devoutly

—

respect from the greeting in

upon his apostleship as
and adoringly holds forth to view
insists

the redemptive work of Christ, the great remedy, as the apostle feels, for the evils
which he has now to encounter.
Vers. 6—10. " The gospel ye received from (Be Is unchangeable when In your
midst, I told yon, and now repeat it, that he that perverts its main essence, whatevei
liis station, must expect nothing less than destruction as an accursed thing."
Vers. 11, 12, " For 1 received it directly from God."
Vers. 13, 14. " It was no part of my early education ; I wm then an eager Judaisl,
;

persecuting the disciples of this gospel."

—

" And after God had revealed it to me, I had recourse to no human
Vers. 15
17.
creature for instruction, but forthwith gave myself to its proclamation."
Vers. 18 2i. "Three years after, not earlier, wishing to acquaint myself with
Cephas, I visited him at Jerusalem, and was his guest a fortnight

;

but saw no othei
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of the apostles, except James, the Lord's brother, be accounted as such.

After that

was discharging the work of my ministry in Syria and Cilicia, having been all the
while, from the first, personally unknown to the Churches of Judeea ; they only were
hearing of me that, without any communication with them, I was preaching the gospel."
Here St. Paul, with reference to the relations which be held to the
(Si. ii. 1
10.
ttlwfr apostles, brings out the fact, that when he went to Jerusalem for the purpose
ha part of comparing his statement of the gospel with that which was presented by
"those of reputation," particulai'ly on matters bearing upon the posiiion of Gentile
believers towards the- Law, what he heard from them in no way modified the doctrine
which he taught they, however, in the most public and marked manner, recognized
its truth, recognizing likewise his ministry to the Gentiles aa co-ordinate with theirs

I

—

;

to the circumcision.

Vers. 11—21.
The apostle then draws attention to a remarkable occasion, on which
he had made good, to the approval of the Church at Antioch, his position as an apostle
compared with that of Cephas, and had by reasoning vindicated his teaching on a
matter closely relevant to his present controversy with the Galatians, showing that
conformity with the Law of Moses inferred no superiority in a believer, and its neglect
no inferiority, for that the cross of Christ had for God's people annihilated the Law.
"I identify myself," he had then said, " with the crucified Christ: his death to the
liaw is my death to the Law ; his life in righteousness and joy is my life therein too."
Ch. iii. 1 14. With this thought fresh on his mind, the apostle next addresses
himself directly to the case of the Galatians. " Ye too have beheld Christ crucified,
Tell me, through what received ye
!
Is there witchcraft at work ?
and yet now
4&e Spirit? Was it not through faith simply resting in the Redeemer? And now are
ye perfecting, forsooth, the work of the Spirit by mere carnality ? Ye suffered bravely
the evils which Jewish bigotry brought upon you because ye would liave none of the

—

Law

:

you now

will

stultify that confessorship ?

Your own experience

of the out-

flowing of spiritual gifts and of Divine blessing (ver. 9) was in connection with simple
No
faith in Christ; ye were thus proved to be justified, as Abraham was, by faith.

such blessing comes ever through ceremonial works of the Law the Law works only
a curse ; it plainly tells you so ; tells you so that ye may find blessing in Christ who
bore its curse on our behalf."
18. " The promise solemnly given to Abraham and his seed, of blessing to
Vers. 15
come to all nations through Christ, cannot he set aside by the Law given hundreds of
;

—

years later."
Vers. 19—23. "No doubt the Law had a function divinely assigned to it; but its
subordinate position was shown in the very mode of its communication, being given
as to beings kept at a distance from God, and making their sin fast till faith should ba
revealed."

—

Law was our childhood's keeper, till faith should come. Now
become sons of God having put on Christ. Ye Gentiles are
and thus Abraham's seed, and, according to the promise, heirs of blessing."

Vera. 24

Ohi-ist's,

'^h. iv.

1

" The

29.

faith i» come,

—

7.

we

are

The

apostle here resumes the position of ch.

iii.

24, of the

Law

being

"We

were then treated as mere children,
aistodian of God's people's childhood.
no way our awn m^isters, under the A, B, G, of a worldly religion. But now, through
the incarnation and redemption of God's Son, we are made sons in enjoyment of our
inheritance ; and, what proves our sonship, God has poured into our hearts the joyous

ll-.s

Iree-hearted Spirit of adoption."

Vers. 8

ym,

—

11.

" In those days,

ye were idolaters

:

but as for
ive at any rate were God's worshippers
and ypt ye, of God's free choj<ie and constraining grace adopted
;

—

"

"

;
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among his people, must needs be setting yourselves, forsooth, in opposition to big
appointments, and must be going back again to tbat miserable A, B, C, with your
"
dayt, and months, and seasons, and years ' I
broken
into small bits by strong emotior.
passage
follows
a
12
Here
20.
Vers.

in

'

—

—

Earnest entreaty ; earnest assurances that he had no quarrel with them, he had too
tender a remembrance of their affectionate love to him for that : could they suppose

him

to

be other than loving to them, f

Others,

who were paying them

court,

had no

such tender care for their welfare as he. " O my darling children," he cries, "my soul
Would
is in travail for you, that Christ may be formed within you, not the Law
I knew how best to deal with you
Casting about for some line of thought to get hold of them, the
31.
Vers. 21
apostle bethinks himself of the story of Sarah and Isaac in connection with Hagar and
1

!

—

Ishmael, as presenting a kind of allegorical prediction of the two covenants portraying
the supernal Jerusalem and freedom and secure joy on the one side, and Sinai and
servitude and imminent expulsion on the other.
Ch. v. 1 i. This leads on to the warning. " We now are free : do not again get
;

held in a yoke of slavery

else

;

ye

will find yourselves, as Ishmael, dissevered

from

Christ and fallen from grace."
Disjninted sentences follow, intermingling terse statements of sweetest
12.
Vers. 5

—

doctrine with bewailment of the sad interruption in their cnce
against the contagion of evil

;

threatening of judgment upon their troublers

Vers. 13

really

—24.

here repeated, to

were by

;

indignant refutation of those men's

an outflashing wish that they would just make manifest

slanders touching himself;

what they

happy career; warning

confident hope that they will not disappoint his wishes

self-eviration.

The summary in the first verse, " Ye have been made
form a new starting-point for exhortation conceived in

men,"

free

is

a calmer and

more equable mood, and embodying a beautiful contrast between the flesh and its
works, and the Spirit and its fruits.
Ver. 25 ch. vi. 10. Warning against vain-glory and combativeness. Exhortation
to cultivate mutual tolerance and helpfulness; one's own improvement in place of

—

liberality in maintaining their teachers ; diligence to sow, not to one's
;
but to the Spirit perseverance in beneficence.
" Those who wish you circumcised do not care about
Ch. vi. 11 18.
Conclusion.
the Law, but only to curry favour with the Jews and escape persecution.
But ray sole
boast is the cross of Christ; and in Christ circumcision and uncircumcision are nothing,
renewal of heart everything joy be with those who feel and act by this rule
Let
none dare to harass me any more ; for Jesus' marks upon me evidence his presence with
me. The Lord be with you, brethren 1

cen seriousness

own

flesh,

;

—

:

!
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—Ghrysostom
;

;
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;
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;

;
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'

;

'

; '

;

'

'

—

;
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DISSERTATION L
Thk Import ok

'ihe

Tkrm "Apostlb" as applied

in

the

New

Testamjskt.

The use of the word " apostle " before it was adopted hy Christ. The Greek word
of which apostle is the Anglicized transliteration, is employed by classical
h .thors to describe a person only in the Ionic Greek of Herodotus
in whose histories
in the sense of " envoy," "commissioned messenger." In
it occurs twice (i. 21; v. 38)
tha Attic form of the language the word is of not unfrequent occurrence, but always
with a different meaning; never denoting an individual person, but only "a naval
expeditionary force " (Liddell and Scott, Lexicon ').
In the Greek used among the
Jews, the sense of the word as employed by Herodotus, but not, so far as critics have

••j(JirTo\oj,

—

—

'

observed, found in

(" I

am

any intermediate

writer, reappears afresh.

Thus

in 1

Kings xiv. 6

we have in the Alexandrine text of the
VKKr/pSs, "I am a hard apostle unto thee." Sym-

to thee with hard tidings ")

sent

Septuagint, 'E716

€iVi a.Tr6aro\os irp6s

at

machuB, the Jewish translator in the second century of our era, used a.iroaT6Kous to render
the Hohxew word tsirim in Isa. xviii. 2, where the Septuagint gives a diflerunt rendering
of tUe IL,brew word, though in three other passages (Isa. Ivii. 9 ; Prov. xiii. 17 ; xxv. 13)
tendjring it either " ambassador " (irpeir/SeuT^j) or " messenger " (S776A01). It appears
from diBcrent statements cited by Bishop Lightfoot, in his important remarks " On the
Name ana Office of an Apostle "(' Galatians,' pp. 92 101), that, at least subsequently to

—

the dbutiu«'tion of Jerusalem, the Jews used the term to designate persons employed
iicular letters despatched by their authorities
and, in particiiLir, that they
to convey
;

he members of a sort of council attending upon their patriarch, assisting
him in hii deliberations, conveying his orders to Jews at a distance, and collecting
of these tl .ir contributions to religious objects (Eusebiua, ' Montf. Coll. Nov.,' ii. 425;
Jerome, ' C«.. m. ad. Gal.,' i. 1 ; God. Theodos. xvi. ' Tit.,' viii. 14 ; Julian, ' Epist.,' 25

so termea

Now, as we cannot suppose that the Jewish
128, 134).
have chosen to borrow the term from the usage of those whom they
regarded as a. jhorred Nazarane heretics, we are led to infer that Christ, in thus designating the tv jlve, applied for his purpose a word which was already in vogue among
the Jews, and used by them in a signification more or less cognate to that which he
himself had in new in his own application of the term.
This oonclui on is confirmed by the consideration that, in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(iii. 1, 2), the vriter, whether St. Paul or one writing under St. Paul's suggestion,
applies the tera " apostle " to Christ in such a connection as to warrant the belief that
he does so as viewing Christ as standing parallel with Moses ; loading us on to the
further surmise that the Jewish theologians were themselves wont thus to designate
Mosoa himself. That they were accustomed to do so seems probable enough when we
Epiphanius,

authorities

consider

^»

Haeres.,' pp.

luld

how

frequently the verb diro<rTi\\tt

Exodus with reference
words respecting himself in John xvii. 18.
airlier chapters of

The review

is

used in the Septuagint Version of the
and compare our Lord's

to Moses' mission,

of the confessedly very scanty materials which are at hand relative to

the use of the term extrinsically to its application in the Christian Church, kfings us
to the following as probable conclusions

:

That at the period near the commencement of the Christian era it was cuncnt
oa designating an individual person, only in the Greek spoken by the Jewi,
1.

—
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2. That the Jews employed it exclusively to designate persons deputed by lome
eminent authority, and not to describe a mere ordinary messenger,
3. That it was applied exclusively to persons whose mission related to matters

connected with religion; so that the term was invested in the minds of those

Who used

with sacred associations.
In the New Testament two kinds of delegation principally denoted hy the term. The
evidence furnished by all the passages in the New Testament in which the word
"apostle" occurs, seems to make good the following statements: that, apart from that
it

application of the term to the Lord Jesus Christ

which we have

in the

Hebrews,

it is

used in these hooks with reference to two kinds of delegation only : the one being that
which was imparted immediately by Christ himself, without human intervention, ^this

—

being the higher kind of apostleship; the other, that which was received from a Church
or from Church oflScialS) appointing the recipient to the discharge of some function
relating to sacred things.

These two different kinds of delegation constituted two forms of apostleship, which
were quite distinct from each other, and operative in, so to speak, different planes of
action.

might occur

Cases, however,

in

which an apostle of the former

class

was

dele-

by a Church to execute a specific commission when the commission thus received
would constitute him an apostle of the second class. In such a case the delegate would

gated

be an "apostle" in both senses, the two senses still continuing distinct.
Apostles delegated immediately hy Christ. The only individuals assigned in Scripture
to the higher form of apostleship are (1) the " twelve disciples," or " the twelve," who
appear so prominently in the Gospels, who, having been elected, and expressly named
" apostles " (Luke vi. 13) by our Lord himself early in the course of his earthly ministry, were (with the exception of Judas) confirmed by him afresh in their apostleship

(Acts i. 2) after his resurrection ; (2) St. Matthias, likewise chosen by Christ himself to
fill the place among the twelve vacated by Judas's fall, on one of the ten days following
next after his ascension and (3) St. Paul.
We need not hesitate to assign Matthias to the class of those apiwinted to be apostles
;

by Christ

For they surely misconstrue the narrative relative to Matthias in
who find therein an election by the eleven themselves of
a new twelfth member of their body.
For, on the contrary, the eleven appear in the
record to have shown themselves especially careful to recognize the fact that it appei>
tiiined to Christ himself, both to " choose " which of the two disciples, who alone were
by their antecedents qualified to bo witnesses with themselves of the Lord's resurrection,
was the one that, according to the prediction of the psalm, was to "take Judas's offiofl}"
ami also to "show" to them which it was that he did choose. The xXTipoi were used
for the lot, not for voting.
The judgment of the Church respecting this appointment
is incidentally shown by Acts ii. 14
vl. 2 j for the twelve must have included Matthias.
" The appointment, being directly Divine, superseded the laying on of hands " (Bishop
Jacobson, on Acts L 26, in ' Speaker's Commentary ; ' whose rendering, however, <rf
fvyKarffvliMv by the words, " by vote numbered," is very questionable ; the ^^ipos in
the verb being here merely a counting and not a voting pebble).
The characteristioa of these npostles may be described as being In the main the
the

first

himself.

chapter of the Acts,

;

following
1.

:

They were

witnesses of Christ's resurrection, having seen

him

alive after his

passion.

They were

the chief depositaries of the truths of the gospel, which were Imparted
from the lips of Christ himself or through his teaching Spirit, to form
Christ's message through them to the world.
By them, either tb^iDselves pergonally
2.

to them, either

:

DISSEBTATION L
or mediately through

men

standing connected with them and recognized by them, was

this gospel to be proclaimed,

gospel to be organized

They were

3.

gifted

and

and

the

Church community which was founded upon

this

established.

with an accumulation of miraculous powers, which both were

theii pjedentials a^ Christ's delegates,

and enabled them

for the dischftrge of their

function.

They were the only hnman

4.

gifts to

They

5.

beings statedly empowered to impart mivacHlons

other men,
alpne of

men

wielcled the rarely exercised miraculous

power of

inflicting

the discipline of bodily suffering, which apparently on one occasion (Acts V.) included
the infliction of de^th.

To them, in short, was fissigned an altogether unique position in the S:ingdom
God a position which Christ mystically described as a " kingship," in the exercise

—

of
of

which they sat upon thrones, judging the mystical twelve tribes of Israel ; and which,
in another form of symbol, constituted them the " foundf|.tion " on \vhich the Ohiirch
was built the " twelve foundations " of the city " New Jerusalem."
In no other persons were these great characteristics seen united as they were united

—

none dared to join himself unto them," as possessing like supereminent
Portions of the ofiSces and of the siipernatnrt).! gifts which were clustered
together in their persons were, it is true, by the Holy Spirit distributed " according to
his will" among members of the Church, for its primary establishment and for its
permanent life and regulation ; and the apostolic function, eleyatcd as it was, was still
homogeneous with the character and function of the entire Christian commimity

in

them

:

•'

prerog?itives.

nevertheless, the "glorious

company

of the apostles" stand in the history of tlie

Having been "given" for the one specific purpose of
Church unique and alone.
founding the Church and fixing the faith which was then " once for all delivered unto
the saints," their function, after the analogy of the earthly work pf Christ himself,
neither needed nor was designed to be perpetuated through successors, whether in
one line or in several. In its very idt:a the apostolate was essentially proTisional and
intransmissible.

Apostles delegated hy the Ghwch. Passing on for the present from that higher application of the term " apostle," in which it was used to denote one who received his
apostolic commission direct from Christ himself without any human intermediation,

we have

to

consider another application of (he term which was in vogue in the
for we have to observe that, among Christians, the word was

Christian Church;

frequently applied to messengers proceeding upon some religious eiTand with credentials
cf a public mission from this or that Church.
Use of the viord "apostle" in 2 Oor. viii. 23; Phil. it. 25. This fact is disguised in the
Version by the word MaroMs being twice rendered " messengers " (2 Cor.

Authorised

23 Phil. ii. 25)—a rendering which removes from the eyes of the English reador
an application of the term " apostle " which supplies a valuable clue for the determination of several questions relative to this subject.
With the two passages last referred to, in
The apostles Andronicus Wid Juniui.
respept to both of which there can be no manner of doubt as to the import of the
In approaching the consideration of
term, we have probably to group some others.
more or less open to debate.
to
proceeding
ground
confessedly
are
we
these, however,
In Eom. xvi. 7 St. Paul writes, "Salute Andronicus and Junias [or, ' Juaia'], my
kinsmen [w. most probably, 'my fellow-Israelites'] and my fellpw-prisonevs, men such
were
as are of note among the apostles (o? rmes e'uriv Mniiioi i» to!s dToirT6\ois), who flisu
" may with probability be takw «# »
"
Junias
noun
Tt*e
before
wa*"
viii.

;

le Christ

I
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contraction of " Junianus." If the nominative of the proper noun ia " Juuia," as some
suppose, then the two persons may bejsonceiveil of as bearing a similar relation to each

other and to the Church, to that borne

by

by Aquila and

mentioned

Priscilla, just before

PauL

St.

The chief point of discussion, however, in relation to this passage lies in the words,
" of note [or, distinction '] among the apostles." Their most obvious sense is that they
were apostles distinguished among others who were such ; the form of expression being
'

" blessed among women," " among those born of women none greater," etc. ; and this
is confirmed by its being the interpretation which was without hesitation adopted
by the Greek commentators. But the difficulty of explaining how Andronicus and
Junias could have been " apostles," both perplexed ancient interpreters, leading some of
like

fiew

them

to the very improbable surmise that they were

—a

the Lord
fluous

surmise which would

make the

—and has induced some modem

critics of

two of the seventy sent forth by

following clause very lame and super-

eminence to take the clause

differently,

pointing to the estimate formed by the twelve apostles of these two disciples.
In confirmation of this latter view, reference is made to two passages in Euripides
'
(' Hippol.' 103 ;
Hec' 379), in which the phrase, iirlffv/ws ir Pporois, occurs, in the
former with reference to a goddess who could not be reckoned among " mortals."
viz. as

The

difficulty,

however, found in the more obvious interpretation disappears if

when a person had been commissioned by a Church

consider that,

we

as its delegate,

commissioned more than once, the circumstance would naturally
among the brethren, in consequence of which he
might, eveu after his envoyship had been discharged, still continue to be so styled.
Thus high priests who had been deposed from their office still continued to bear the
At least, we need not hesitate to admit that St. Paul might use
title of high priest.
the words in question in the sense of " men distinguished among those messengers that
Churches are wont to depute to brethren living elsewhere."
It is very supposable that Andronicus and Junias had been themselves deputed by
the Church at Jerusalem to visit Jewish believers in Home, converted when visiting
Jerusalem. Compare the eiriSrj/ioJyTes 'Puiiiuoi, " sojourners from Rome," spoken of in

and

especially if so

attach to

him

a special title to respect

Such a supposition, when we take into our viiew the delicate position
Acts ii. 10.
which St. Paul himself held towards the ruling minds of the Jerusalemite Church,
would seem to accord well with the respectfulness which he so studiously evinces.

The term

"fellow-captives'' does not necessarily infer

any personal

relations pre-

viously subsisting between these two "apostles" and himself; it may denote no
more than that, they having like himself suffered imprisonment in the service of
Christ, he was desirous of testifying at once the sympathy and the respect which on
that account he

felt

towards them.

The passage viewed

in this aspect serves to illustrate the manner in which the office
Church envoy was in those days regarded. In particular it transpires from it that
the title of " apostle " was a highly honorific one. This tincture of sentiment colouring
It and distinguishing it from the more commonplace desiai&tion of &yye\os, messenger,
may perhaps be discerned even in the two instances in miich it occurs in Herodotus.
But at any rate this certainly appears to have been the case when the term as denotin<'
a messenger came to be revived in the later Greek the fact tliat its use in this sense
was in some degree an archaism very possibly helping to invest it with a certain air of
respectfulness and it may very supposably have been on this account that it was ocn-

of

;

;

iidered the fitting designation to appropriate to persons receiving a commission relative
to lacred things.

At

all

events, in actual fact, not only

'g

this the senie in

which alone

it is

appne4

is

;

DISSERTATION
our jacred books, but

its

hoQorific compluxioa

is

xxvu

I.

also in

most instances quite

distinctly

rocognizable.

Very

clearly

may we

sion to cite from the

feel this to

Hebrews

be the case in the passage which I before had occa-

(iii. 1).

For both must

have seemed to the writer of
it was not unmeet
there placed side by side with the
it

that Epis'le that the designation of "Apostle " was in itself one which
to apply to Chrisl the
title of

Tbe

" High

Son of God, and also we see it
Jewish mind the most exalted of

Priest," to the

cannot but

feel

that St. Paul regarded

it

humac

famtionaries.

Rom.

xvi. 7,

among

viii.

23

Christians that one should be thought worthy of being an
27i« pseudo-apostles at Corinth.

all

as being a highly honourable distinction

considerate reader also of the passages, 2 Cor.

;

Phil.

ii.

25

;

" apostle of a Church."

An important illustration

of the position held in the

Church by those who in this secondary sense were named " apostles," is supplied by
the manner in which St. Paul, in the tenth and two following chapters of his Second
Epistle to the Corinthians, treats of certain persons who had come among those
brethren in this character.

These particular persons, it appears, were " Hebrews " and " Israelites," belonging, that
to the highest class of Jewish purists, and had come to Corinth bearing credentials of
their apostolic mission in the form of " commendatory letters " (2 Cor. iiL 1). This makes

is,

appear a highly probable supposition that they had been sent forth by the Church of
Jerusalem, like certain persons referred to in Gal. ii. 12 as having come to Autioch
" from James," who through their Israelite prejudices exercised so noxious an influence
it

This supposition helps to explain their taking so much upon
them, backed as they would be by the " Cephas " party and perhaps the " Christ " party
in the Corinthian Church. These men St. Paul describes as " sham apostles, treacherous
workmen, disguising themselves as apostles of Christ (iJ'euSoTriicrTeAoi, ipydrai Siixioi, /leraoxi/inTififiuefoi ejs hroffTi\ovs XptaTov)" (2 Cor. xi, 13). These expressions do not at all
warrant the idea that they had not really received the commission which they professed
they had received. The apostle writes here in the same sense as he does in ch. ii. 4, where
he describes certain persons in the Church of Jerusalem as " sham brethren, unwarrantin the Antiochian Church.

ably brought

in,

who had unwarrantably come

dtTcvt j^evSaSfKipovs, olriyfs

in to spy out our liberty (roiis irapeur-

itapei<T7J\6oi' KOTO(ricoirS<roi riiv

l^evBepiav riiiav)

;

" who, however,

no doubt, really were brethren, that is, outwardly members of the Christian brotherhood ; only, their inward habits of feeling and thinking were altogether incongruous
with their external position as professed believers in Christ. In like manner, we may
;
confidently assume that these pseudo-apostles also really were " apostles " but teaching as
received
the
Corinthians
had
from Christ
which
from
that
they did a different gospel

which was an inspiration of Satan, and being therework in Corinth instead of
furthering it, their spirit and their mode of action gave the lie to their assumed cha" pseudo-apostles."
raoter of being " apostles" in Christ's Church ; they were
Coming, then, as we must believe, to Corinth as " apostles," we learn that they
throv^h

St. Paul,

a

falsified gospel

fore in reality " ministers of Satan," thwarting Clirist's

claimed from the brethren there in that character an extravagant amount of deference
St. Paul had himself ever thought of claiming
fciacting from them in particular, as is clear from several intimations dropped by the

and of shows of respect, far beyond what
fipostle,

payment

in

no moderate measure

for their ministerial service.

All this

is

" Ye bear with a man, if he reduceth you to the condition of slaves, if he eateth you up, if he catcheth you as his prey, if he uplifteth him"
Their enormous exaggeration of their
self if he smiteth you on the face (2 Cor. xi. 20).

directly pointed at in the words,

importance as " apostles " suggests to the indignant and disgusted Paul, smarting at
the wrong done to bis owe beloved disciples, the use, two several times (a Cf r. xU 6
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" Those who are so super-exoess\ve\y apostles
Seems stiange, by the way, that many interpreters,
iaoluding even Oliryaostom, should have supposed that St. Paul is ia these word? referring to some of the twelye. Ia these three chapters the writer's mind appears altogether
absorbed by the aQtagonism between himself and the pseudo-apostles ; to none of tha
venerated twi'lve does he in these chapters make the slightest reference.
The professed function of these psendo-apostks. It appears to be a form of (professedly) evangelistic agency which is indicated in these chapters as exercised by the
" apostles " spoken of a kind of agency which, in those ages, was undoubtedly much
employed by the Church. At times ''apostles" were delegated and sent forth by
Churches for the discharge of other functions ; for example, Epaphroditus appears to have
been despatched by the Philippians as " their apostle," to bear to St. Paul a practical
expression uf their sympathy with him in his imprisonnaent. The " apostles " mentioned
xii.

11), of that phrasa of withering scorn,

(roils uTrJp

\fav iirotrTrfAom)."

It

—

in the eighth chapter of this Epistle to Corinth (ver. 23) were deputed to

of the alms collected

be treasurers

among

Gentile Churches for the poor in the Churches of Judeea.
But the specific business of the " apostles " now under consideration, as well as very
supposably that of Andronious and Junias mentioned above, eeems to have been, at

least in part, of a missionary character.

Paul seems to have in view such as being the professed and legitimate calling of
when he censures them as he alluHively does, as "glorying beyond
the measure assigned to them " (2 Cor. x. 15) ; that is to say, exercising their ministry in
St.

those pseudo-apostles,

—

field of labour already occupied by another apostle
an apostle owning a higher mission
than theirs in any case could be. Instead of evincing the respect due to him, viewed
even as a fellow-worker of their own class of apostleship, they bad rudely and insolently sought to thrust him aside in the estimation of the Corinthian Church, in
order to make room for themselves ; nay and this touched the inmost feeling of his

a

—

more than any disrespect shown
the gospel which he had delivered

soul far

to himself personally

aside

to that

—

they sought to thrust
Church, in order to make room for a
gospel which they were themselves bringing. And the gospel wherewith they would
fain have replaced his was in some way or other a vitiated gospel : they had in some
way tampered wilh the proper message entrusted to the evangelist, as is implied by
his expressions in 2 Cor. ii. 17 and iv. 2—" corrupting," "handling deceitfully the Word
of God." What was the precise form of the adulteration is nowhere clearly indicated,
neither in these three chapters of direct encounter with these adversaries, nor in that
which is so pervaded by the consciousness of their presence

earlier part of the Epistle

and by

indirect reference to them.

We

can only surmise

;

but, considering all the con-

ditions of the case, the surmise appears

more than merely probable, that they aimed
and the religious policy of the Corinthian Church

ultimately at modifying both the faith
after the same lines of reactionary Judaizinor, as those
sternly censured in the second chapter of the Galatians.

men worked

upon,

who

are sc

But however, both the existence and the distinguishing character of that pseudois here presented to our view reveal
to us both the existence and the

apostleship which

legitimate character of a genuine form of apostleship
T^ose pieudo-e^stles called themselves " apostles

which this other simulated.
of Christ;" "ministers of Christ."
We must not overiook the emphasis and persistency with which these impugners of
St. Paul's position connected their own official character
with Christ. They eaid they
" were Christ's "(2 Cor. X. 7); "ministers of Christ"
(2 Cor. xi. 28); and, what is of
pspecial Interest for us, as will be shortly seen in
our present inquiry, that they were
" iipostles of Christ " (2 Cor. xi. 13). Let us look
more closely at these several particulars.
I. In claiming to be regarded as " being Christ's "—that is, as "

belonging to Christ."

;

DISSERTATION L
as this genitive

means

in 1 Cor.

iii.

23 anJ

that they did not refer suhjectively to their

in Marie ix.

own

xtu

—the

41

nr'xt verse

shows

spiritual devotion lo Christ, nor to

their being as individual believers accepted

with Christ, but to their official character as
acting in Christ's employ,, and in their office authorized by him. Compare the
expression,
are God's fellow-workmen," in 1 Cor. iii. 9, which appears to mean

men

"We

" joint workmen with each other in God's employ."
2. When, again, they affirmed that they were " ministers of Christ," on the one hand
tho word SidKomi, in its technical sense, points to work of public service in the Church
but on the other, as connected with the genitive XpurroS, it also expresses the relation of

So that we have again here the notion of, so to speak, employees
he appoints them to. The phrase,
however, does not imply any such personal intercourse as that, for example, which subsisted between Christ while upon earth and his apostles or other disciples then attendant
upon him ; for we find it applied to persons who never saw our Lord, as Timothy and
Epaphras (1 Tim. iv. 6 Cd. i. 7). The attendantship denoted is of a spiritual kind,
being a ministry in the Church, which is Christ's body. But while this was their outward guise, they were, St. Paul intimates (2 Cor. xi. 15), in reality Satan's ^' ministers/"
servantship to Christ.

of Christ ready to go about such offices of service as

;

not Christ's.
3. This sense of " ministers of Christ " serves to illustrate the meaning in which
they claimed the designation of " apostles of Christ." As the phrase, " minister of

Christ," expresses a relation to him similar to that which an employee bears to his
employer, so the phrase, " apostle of Christ," seems to denote a relation to him analogous

to that

which an apostle bore

to hinr that delegated him.'

men would seem

tion of the designation, these

According to this construchanag be«i in

to have laid claim to

some sense delegated by Christ. But we have no seed to suppose, in this case, any
more than with reference to the title " ministers of Christ," that they claimed any
immediate personal relation to our Lord similar to that held by the twelve, but only
that spiritual ecclesiastical relation to him which they may be deemed to hold whom

Name and under his guidance, has commissioned for the parwhich they are engaged.
The honourableness of a Ghurch apostles function. The cases which have been now
discussed have brought to light the fact that, besides the twelve commissioned directly
his Church, acting in his
ticular

by
the

work

in

who received
of " apostles " in consequence of being despatched by some public body in

Christ in person, there were, in the infancy of the Church, persons

name

community for the execution of some trust connected with the Christian
and that, amongst other forms of sacred business entrusted to them, one was that

the Christian
cause,

of spreading the gospel.

The degree of estimation which
its

the

title,

in general

an honourable one, conferred upon

bearer would naturally rise with the dignity of the service which he was com-

missioned to discharge.

and custody of alms,

If

an " apostle " whose business related simply to the collection
conveyance to a venerated father in Christ of an affec-

or to the

tionate contribution to his needs, appeared in the eyes of his brethren invested with a
certain measure of dignity

by reason

of the public confidence thus reposed in him, much

'
It is possible to understand the genitive as ased like the genitive 0iov in the clause
are God's fellow-workers," that is, " in God's employ." Taken thus, tha
above-cited, "

We

mean " Church apostles," belonging to Christ," employed
by Christ, as other Church ofScers are. But such a construction would seem somewhat
harsh in itself and hardly warranted by usage ; at least we do not find similar designatioui
"a bishojp," of " aa
applied to other Church officers no such designation, for example,
elder," «t « an evanj;elist," « of ChrisC
phrase, "apostles of Christ," might

—

m

"
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more wonld

this be the case

when he had been

set apart for

a no less respongibia

men

the message of the gospel and of propagating
Id such a case the designation of " apostle " inferred among Ghristiacs a

function than that of conveying to

the Church.

twofold distinction, as

it

also carried along with

it

a claim to his maintenance by hia

converts.

Fictitious Konourableneta.

As has been

seen, it

was a

distinction so significant as ta

be capable of being abused for purposes of vain-glory, or insubordination, oi even
cupidity for gain.

The fact also that the office of public envoy was styled by the same title as had been
by Christ himself assigned to the twelve, would hardly fail of attaching to those who
bore it an additional halo of respect. The twelve disciples were "apostles of Christ;"
and they too were " apostles of Christ." Although it would be quite clear, upon a closer
inspection of the circumstances, that the predicate was not really identical in the two

and that the element of dignity accruing from the supposition that it tatu
was a fictitious one, it may nevertheless have often imposed on the unwary,
and Church apostles over-greedy of honour may at times have not been too scrupulous
That the " pseudo-apostles
to make an unfair use of this implement of imposture.
at Corinth were not too scrupulous to do so seems almost suggested by what St. Paul
says of these " guileful workers " in the thirteenth verse of the eleventh chapter.
cases,

identical

any rate, demanded that tliey should be deemed quite as much
Paul was, and even more certainly so.
Probable cause of the disuse of the title " apostles " in the Church. It may here fie
remarked, by the way, that in all probability this liabilityon the part of the unwary
to misconceive the relative character of the two apostolates, and the opportunity thus
offered to unprincipled bearers of the apostolic title for imposing on their brethren, by
each of which causes the distincKve pre-eminence in the kingdom of God owned
by those who were apostles in the higher sense was infringed upon and their authority

They

certainly, at

apostles as St.

impaired, led to the early and total discontinuance in the Church of the use of the
term as applied to those who were Church apostles only. The last occurrence' of
'
Since these words were written, there has come to light and been given to the
world by Bryennius, Metropolitan of Nicomedia, a tract in Greek of the early Church
which perhaps qualifies their import. This tract is entitled, 'Doctrine of the Twelve
Apostles.' It is, in effect, a brief manual of moral instruction, and of directions as to the
administration of the two sacraments, and a few other matters of Church regulation,
closing with a solemn reference to the second coming. The precise date of its composition
is being debated ; but it certainly was compiled very early, and not improbably before the
end of the first century. In this manual, directions are given in chapter xi. as to the
treatment of " apostles." The t\Telve are not mentioned or referred to, exci^t in the title

heading the

tract.

The passage

is

as follows

the things before mentioned, receive ye

:

" Whosoever shall come and teach you all
to the apostles and prophets,

Mm. ... As

according to the rule laid down in the gospel, so do ye. Let every apostle coming to you
be received as the Lord ; and he shall not remain a single day [only], but if there be need
a second also ; but if he remain three, he is a sham prophet (i(ieu5o7rpo^^T7)j). Let the
prophet when he goes forth receive nothing but a loaf of bread [to last him] till he reach
his lodging for the night but if he asks for money, he is a sham prophet."
Then follow
;

directions respecting " prophets."

It is obvious, I think, that the apostles here spoken of
answer exactly to the account above given, founded upon indications supplied by the New
Testament, of itinerant missionaries of the gospel, holding or professing to hold a Church

commission. The title given to them appears to seal beyond question the extremely early
date of the book; while, on the other hand, the directions given for their treatment
corroborate most strongly what has been above written respecting the "apostUe ' of
2 Corinthians and of £ev. ii. 3

—
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the

title

In Kb7,

an thus applied

ii.

3

:

apostles [that
find

them

"

Thou

is

probably that found in the message to the Epheslan Church
them who say they are

canst not bear evil men, and didst try

authenticated envoys of Christ's

is,

xxxi

I.

own Church], and

are not,

and

didst

false."

St. Luke's applying the term " apostles" to Barnabas and Paul.
The considerations
above adduced relative to a secondary form of apostolate engaged in evangelistic labour

—

•

enable us to understand, what otherwise appears a puzzling phenomenon the use by
St. Luke on two occasions of the desiguation " apostles " with reference to Barnabas

and Paul.

wo

Both passages are found in the fourteenth chapter of the Acts. In ver. 4
" The population of the city [Iconium] was divided ; and some sided with the

read,

Jews, and some with the apostles."
about to

offer sacrifice to

them as

And

gods, "

in ver. 14, the

When

Lycaonians of Lystra being

the apostles, Barnabas and Paul, heard

they rent their garments," etc
often in the Acts does St. Luke introduce the term " apostles," but not
in one instance is there any reason for our understanding the term otherwise than
as reciting the twelve or some of the twelve; while in most of these passages the
of

it,

Now, very

sequence of the narrative makes
in bis

On
St.

it

absolutely certain that

it is

the twelve that he has

mind.
the other hand, on no other occasion except in the two passages just cited does

Luke

even to

give this designation either to St. Barnabas or, which

is

yet mure remarkable,

St. Paul.

Further, nowhere' else in the

he

several passages

is

New

Testament

is

Barnabas so styled.

Though

presented as holding a position closely proximate to those

in

who

were apostles in the highest sense, yet nowhere is be called an apostle.
Delegation of Barnabas and Paul from AntiocJi.
In reading this section cf St.
Luke's narrative comprised in the thirteenth and fourteenth chapters, which records
the evangelizing journey made by Barnabas and Paul in company, we cannut fail to be
struck with the especial stress which the writer lays upon the circnmstance that this
journey was undertaken in obedience to an express commission which was given them
" by the Holy Spirit," through the prophets and teachers and the brethren at Antioch

a commission apparently " setting them apart "for this particular act of service. So
we read in vers. 2 4, " As they [Barnabas, Symeon Niger, Lucius of Gyrene, Manaen

—

Herod's foster-brother, and Saul] ministered to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Ghost
said. Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto 1 have called them
Then, when they had fasted
[to wit, by inwardly moving their own souls thereto].

ind prayed and laid their hands on them, they let them depart. So they, being sent
by the Holy Ghost, went down to Seleucia," etc. In conjunction with this
account of their first being sent forth on this journey, we have to notice the terms in
which its conclusion is described. We read in Acts xiv. 26 thus " And thence they
forth

:

from whence they had been committed [or, 'delivered over'] to the
^ace of God for the work which they had completed." Viewing these last words,
"'for the work which they had completed (eli th if/av ft iit\lipaicrav)" with those in
Acte xiii. 2, "Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called
sailed to Antioch,

them (i.<popl<raTe

.

. .

ets

rh tpyov t

irpo<rKiK\iiiitm avTois),"

we are

led to infer that the laying

on of hands mentioned in Acts xiii. 3 had respect, not to an investing of these two
servants of Christ with any permanent position in the Church, but simply to a commending of them to the Divine grace in the evangelistic journey on which they were
sent forth. This particular engagement took them probably a year, or a year and
a half, to fulfil. On their return to Antioch, however, it was at an end, and they were
then free to revert to the course of ministerial work with which they had beer
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previously occupied : " They tamed no
to say, with the ministering as before
XV. 35).

time with the disciples," taken up, that is
the Antiochian believers (Acts xiv. 28

little

among

1-

]

All this, making

it clear,

as

it

does, that the sacred historian has very distinctly

present to his

special

envoys sent forth upon a

as

renders

it also

mind the character of
then borne by Barnabas and Paul,

specific

misH^B,

in the highest degree probable thai

when, in Acts xiv. 4, 14, he makes use of the woid air6<rTo\ai in reciting their personaliLy,
he does so with reference to this especial envoyship.
I%e Church envoyship of Barnabas and Paul. St. Barnabas and St. Paul, then, are
presented here in the character of envoys of the Church. And if, in reference to this
procedui« in the Divine government of the Church in subjecting St. Paul, who had
received immediately fiom Christ himself the grace of apostleship, to this inferior form
of delegation received at the hands of men, we may, without incurring the charge of
iiTeverenoe or presumption, venture to iuterpret its motive or purpose, it may be said
that, in his going forth with St. Barnabas upon the business of forming new branches
of the Christian community, it was expedient and even necessary, with a view to
the maintenance of the visible organic connection of these new communities with the
apostolic Church, that their founders should bear the character thus assigned to them
of apostles issuing from the already subsisting Christian body.
Their apostolate wore an especially sacred character. Not only did it issue from the

Church of God sanctified in Christ Jesus ; not only was it conferred for the discharge
but it was, further, a direct' emanation from the
of an eminently sacred function
Holy Spirit, declaring his will by direct extraordinary revelation. This circumstance
exalted this instance of Church apostleship to an especial eminency above ordinary
;

cases of sacred envoyship

;

in fact,

it

raised it to a position

of dignity doBely

approximating to that kingly form of apostleship held by the twelve.
It transpires firom the
Tlieir Church apostleship involved subsequent obligation.
subsequent narrative of the Acts that, although St. Barnabas and St. Paul had " fulfilled the work " for which they had been designated when they returned to Autioch

Church expressly convened to receive it, they neveran especial relation to its results. For
on their return to Antioch from a journey to Jerusalem, on which they had been
despatched with other brethren to confer with " the apostles " and the mother Church
on the Christian position held by nncircumcised believers, we find (Acts xv. 36) St. Paul
proposing to his late co-missionary that they should start afresh on a journey of
visitation, comprising the round of cities in which, in their former expedition, they had
and gave in

their report to the

theless regarded themselves as still holding

preached the

Word

of the Lord, to see

how

their

new

converts fared.

Anti-HeUenic prejudice lingering in the mind of Barnabas. We cannot wonder
that they should feel this to be a business especially incumbent upon them. Who
ehould 80 naturally care for the estate of those brethren as they, their fathers, who
through the gospel had begotten them? We perceive, however, that St. Paul was
the one who both the most quickly recognized and the most heartily carried out this
inward, and no doubt Heaven-prompted, yearning of spiritual fatherhood towards those
nncircumcised converts. Loving and ingenuously evangelical as St. Barnabas had
heretofore proved himself to be, as, for example, most notably when he first came down
to Antioch and so fi-ankly and gladly welcomed the work of grace in the hearts of
Gentiles (Acts li. 23), yet, just about this time a time so fraught with heart-searching
conflict for men born and bred in the bosom of Mosaism
his behaviour, as glanced
at in ch. ii., proved that he had not been yet able to disenthral his spirit out and out
from all remains of Judaistio prejudice. In general the maxim holds good that th«

—

—

DISSERTATION
leaven of truth, however frankly

time

for

may

suppose,

the

it

may have

tsslli

I.

been admitted into the

aonl, still requires

modificatioa of former habits of thought and feeling; and this,

full

was the

case with St. Barnabas

;

we

nay, perhaps, even with St. Peter

himself.
It was not St. Barnabas, then, but St. Paul, who was the first to propose tlieir
undertaking this work of visitation. And it may be further surmised that, when
St. Barnabas insisted upon their being again accompanied by Mark, his doing so was

not altogether prompted by the partialities of kiiismauBhip, as has been so
supposed, but was quite as

much due

to the

same

commonly

secret bias of feeling in favour of the

more Mosaistically minded of his brethren, as not long before had warped his behaviour
when he "was carried away with Peter's dissimulation." St. Luke's nairative say?
nothing whatever of the relationship, but merely recites, as St. Paul's objection to Mark,
that his conduct in their foumev journey ha'1 proved

him not the

fit

man

to share

work of evangelizing the Gentiles; for that, as soon as ever they had begun
to throw themselves into that work in Asia Minor, he hnd at once left them.
What, in St. Paul's view, disqualified Marie for accompanying tjiem. What was the
precise reason for Mark's then leaving them is not stated, either here or in the foregoing passage in the history (Acts xiii. 13) which refers to this incident. Conjecture

in their

has ascribed

it

to deficiency ia courage, or to unsteadiness of character, or even

home-siokness.

When, however, we

take

into account

to

the general complexion of

Church affairs at this time, and the very determined manner in which St. Paul resisted
St. Bamabas's proposal to take him with thorn, it seems more probable that the conicutlcn hinged upon the burning question of the hour that question the right decision
of which St. Paul regarded, and justly regarded, as a matter of most vital importance,
namely, how the Church was practically to carry out the principle of the absolute

—

indifl'erenoy of circumcision in respect to

a Christian's status

among

his fellow-believera.

most probable solution seems to be that Mark had relinquished the enterprise
of evangelizing Gentiles before, and in St. Paul's estimation was unfit to be a fellowworker now with men going forth on the highly responsible business of authoritatively
organizing Gentile Churches, because, though no doubt accepting the truth that a man
is justified by faith in Christ alone without conforming to the ceremonial Law, he
nevertheless, like the vast majority of Jewish believers, had not as yet been able to
wholly divest his mind of those feelings of antipathy to an uncircumcised person
(i-Kpo^vaTiw ix'>'''"t Acts xi. 3) which were inwrought as it were into the very texture of
the Jewish cliaracter. If this was the case with Mark, there would he great cause
to fear that, in moving about amongst Churches of which Gtentiles formed the predominant element, he might evince, as Barnabas himself his patron had lately permitted
himself to do, a more cordial sympathy with the Jewish or with Judaizing members
than with their Gentile brethren standing upon their gospel liberty.
It was not enough that the great principles of evangelical doctrine should be
acknowledged or taught. Apart from correct doctrinal teaching, it was of absolute
necessity that those newly won disciples should be able to feel the piesence, on the
part of those coming among them as shepherds of their souls, of a genuine hearty
brotherly kindness towards themselves, a caring for their welfare and their enjoyment
of Church fellowship, and their sensibilities even, as great as for those of any highThis was what St. Paul saw to be
caste Hebrew who might be found amongst them.
required here an acceptance, not constrained and reluctant, but cordial, thorough-going,
and even joyous, of the maxim that in Christ Jesus there was neither Jew nor Gentile,
neither circumcision nor uncircumcision and the uncompromising manner in wMcii,
even to the rending asunder for a while of a most precious friendship, he insisted upon
Tlie

;

;
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Mark as a fellow-labourer in the work before them, is best accounted
on the supposition that he could not as yet discern in the young man this complete
emancipation from the prejudices of a Jew.
Separation of Barnabas and Paul. After the painful rupture which ensued between
the two holy men, the blame of which, so far as we are able to judjce, lay altogether
the rejection of

for

on the side of Barnabas, the latter, recognizing the present call of duty to which
St. Paul had drawn his attention, undertook one portion of the proposed tour of
This island, far more densely peopled
visitation, sailing away with Mark to Cyprus.
then than now, was not only their native country, or at least St. Barnabas's, but also
opened before them an ample and congenial sphere of labour in a population of which
Jews formed a very large if not even a preponderant proportion. An agreement appears
to have been come to that St. Paul should himself undertake the remaining part of the
service.
Accoidingly, adoptins; Silas for his fellow- worker, he embarked on the extensive, lalioriou.s, and perilous enterprise of retraversing the ground already twice gone
over in Asia Minor, being no doubt prepared further to go on elsewhere, whithersoever
the SjMrit of Christ should lead them.
St. Luke, significantly silent as to any similar
circumstance attending St. Barnabas's departure, adds, " Paul set forth, commended to
the grace of the Lord by the brethren."
St. Paul and St. Barnabas repeatedly appointed Church envoys.
The character
of (Church-commissioned) " apostle," which had before been stamped upon Paul's

personality

when

sent

commendation of him

forth

with Barnibas, might, apart from this special fresh
work now before him, have been

to the Divine grace in the

considered to be still clinging to him when going forth with Silas; for the work was
the proper and indeed nece-ssary continuation of that for which he had been set apart
At all events, that renewed commendation by the
in conjunction with Barnabas.

brethren implied the renewing of the stamp of apostleship upon St. Paul, as
imparted the like character to Silas.

it also

On four several occasions before this had St. Paul received in the Church either a
comcmission or a recognizing attestation which would of itself, according to the usaj;o
of the time, entitle him to the appellation of " apostle ; " and on each occasion in
conjunction with Barnabas.
1.

When

sent

up from Antioch "to the elders"

for the needs of the Christian poor of

Judasa (Acts

at Jerusalem with a contribution

30 ; xii. 25).
special sacred designation for the function by the Holy Spirit,
they were sent forth in company upon their evangelizing tour in Asia Minor (Acts xiii.,
2.

xiv.),

xi.

When, upon a
when

the appellation of "apostles"

is

expressly assigned to

them by

the

historian.
3. When they, in conjunction with certain other brethren, were despatched to
Jerusalem by the Antiochian Christians to confer with the apostles and elders on the
question of the necessity of circumcision (Acts xv. 2).
4. When they were commissioned by the apostles and elders, acting with the

expressed concurrence of the whole Church of Jerusalem, to bear, in conjunction with
" Juda.1 Barsabas and Silas, leading men among the brethren," to the Gentile converts
of " Antioch and in Syria and Cilicia," that important letter, the Magna Charta of the
Gentile Church, by which the Church " and the Holy Ghost" solemnly guaranteed the
fiecdom of Gentile believers from the Mosaic Law.
With reference to what passed on the important occasion of that conferenee at
Jerusalem we have further to note the following words which St. Paul wrote to the
Galatians some years later : " James [the Lord's brother, head ruler of the

Church

Jerusalem] and Cephas and John [the

chii;fest

of the twelve apostles],

who

o(

are raeog<
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me and Barnabas the right hands of partnership, that we
the Gentiles, and they to the circumcision " (ch. ii. 9).
This public formal act of the " pillars " of Christ's Church both metropolitan and

nized as being

should go to

pillars,

[or,

'

gave to

work

for

*]

embodied in the shaking oi haaas in the presence (no doubt) of a general
mreting of apostles, elders, and brethren, conferred upon St. Paul and likewise, no
doubt, upon St. Barnabas, the Church's commission to be envoys of the gospel to the
'ientiles in permanence ; for ministrations, not limited, as on that former occasion at
Antioch, to some one special work of service, but indefinitely and without limitation.
Thenceforward, wherever in the Gentile world St. Paul went bearing the gospel-^and
the like holds true no doubt also of Barnabas ^ho came as a formally authorized apostle
of the Church, and therefore also, the Church being Christ's body and his vicegerent
as herald of salvation to the world, as an " apnstle of Christ." This apostleship, let
nniversal,

—

me

again observe,

was not

identical,

from the beginning of his Christian

hut ran parallel with that which St. Paul had held
received from Christ himself with no human

life,

intervention.

That the title, "apostles of Christ," was borne by men who patently and (no
doubt) confessedly by themselves had received no such immediate appointment from
Christ in person as the twelve and St. Paul had received, has already been made cleai
from 2 Cor. xi. 13 (see above, p. xxix.).
St. Barnabas had yet earlier than the first of the fotir occasions above recited received
a like apostolical commission ; namely, from " the Chuvch " at Jerusalem, when he was
sent down to Antioch with authority to inquire upon the spot into the real ground of
"
tho fjdings, then felt at Jerusalem to be so astounding, that " the hand of the Lord

had th€T8 been effecting the conversion of Gentiles ['EAArjyai, not 'EWTiviardt], owning
no connection with the synagogue (Acts xi, 20 22).
That first arrival of St. Barnabas at Antioch was followed by his malcing that city
his principal place of abode for a long continuance ; at an early period of which he
went over to Tarsus to engage Saul's co-operation with him in the building up of that

—

highly important community of Gentile converts then rapidly forming in Antioch.
Though we are unable to define what was the precise ecclesiastical status held by St.
Barnabas during that time in the Antiochian Church, we cannot doubt he occupied a

very prominent position in

it

;

looked up to and reverenced and exercising by weight

of opinion a leading influence in its affairs, not merely on the ground of his eminent
ministerial gifts and of his noble personal character, but also as having come there in

the capacity of an apostle, delegated by no less an authority than the mother Church
of Christendom and the twelve apostles, irho as yet were still making Jerusalem their
head-quarters.
8t.

Barnahas's partial deflection to anti-Hellenitm.

The " sweet

reasonableness

"

which would seem to have been a natural constituent of Barnahas's chavacter, elevated
by the hallowing influences of the Holy Spirit, had in his case very greatly softened the
strict formalism and narrow-mindedness which still attached to Jewish believers in
In liberality of sentiment, in
general, and especially to the Pharisean section of them.
large-hearted candour, in love of the human race in general, he proved himself oii
various occasions to be far ahead of the great mass of his beheving fellow-countrymen.
Nevertheless, the character of apostle from Jerusalem, in which he had in the first
instance come among the Antiochiana, and which, as we have seen, was again and again

anew bestowed on him, formed a

tie

strongly linking him, in his ministerial

work

at

Antioch, to the Jerusalemite Church. In consequence of his sustaining this character^
brethren of the circumcision coming down from the capital would naturally resort to
him. would attach themselves to his immediate society, would expect to receive from
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Thus, go to speak, clustering around him, they would
liljely if they were old associates of his at Jerusalem
or high in Church estimation at home, to bring to bear iipon his mind, with reference to
the relations between the circumcision and the uncircumoision, an influence which would
be antagonistic in its tendency to the influence, for example, of St. Paul and of others
who heartily accepted and carried out into practice the principle of the absolute indifferency in Christ Jesus of all such outward distinctions. Their influence would tend
likewise to neutralize the effect which, but for this, the habit of brotherly association
day by day, both in the Church and in private, with spiritually minded Gtentile
believers, could hardly have failed to produce, in dispelling from his spirit any still
lingering remains of the old anti-Hellenic prejudice.
It is in this frequent association as an apostle of the Jerusalemite Church with the
members of that Church from time to time visiting Antioch, that we may probably
find the explanation of certain portions of St. Baruabas's behaviour subsequently to
his return with St. Paul from the conference at Jerusalem, which, after what we are
told of his previous history, appear both so painful and so disappointing.
The chord of
Judaistic sensibility, which else might have slept silent in his soul, and by continued
inaction in time have perished altogether, was, by that no doubt often recurring intercourse with rigorous Mosaists from the capital, kept alive and vibrating. It was a
perilous thing for even this " grey-haired saint," this hitherto " surest guide," to permit
himself thus to toy with " the old leaven of malignity." For thus it came to pass that

him countenance and Bupport.

be likely, especially would they be

on a certain occasion, when men standing well with James had come down from
Jerusalem, the Gentile brethren became aware, to their astonishment and indignant
grief, that Barnabas, their revered and confided-in teacher Barnabas, was allowing
himself to be so far overmastered by the treacherous inward sympathy with Juda-.cal
bigotry as at length to think it shame to be seen by those visitors familiarly consorting
as heretofore with the uncircumcision, brethren in Christ though they were, so far, in
fact, overmastered, as to be seen, in the wake of, alas
Cephas, slinking back from that
former brotherly association with them which, however, had only embodied in palpable action faith in the great cardinal truth of the gospel.
Well was it for them both,
and well also for the Christian cause at Antioch, that the fearless, whole-hearted Paul
was at hand to unveil to their own selves the unfaithfulness which they were showing
to their real inward convictions, and by public rebuke check its hurtful contagion.
ApostlesMp of Silas. We have now seen that the title of " apostles," in that lower

—

!

which it denoted Church envoys, was justly applicable both to St.
Paul and to St. Barnabas, and also in fact was in that sense given to them.
sense of the term in

We

have next to consider the case of Silas. When he went forth sharing St. Paul's
labours in that second great missionary journey of his recorded in the Acts, did he
share with him likewise the right to the title of " apostle " in the sense now assigned
to the

word ? and was the term in

The answer

this sense actually used of

him ?

to these questions is in part contained in the particulars relative to Silas

which have been already noted.

But

it

will be convenient to gather all the facts of

hia case together under one view.

The high position which, prior to the conference at Jerusalem, Silas held among the
Churchmen of Jerusalem is distinctly attested by St. Luke (Acts xv. 12), when he
designates Judas and Silas ts " men taking a lead (^youn4vovs) among the brethren."
At the conference itself the two men were selected and delegated to bear the misaira
then agreed upon to " the Gentile brethren in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia," and were
at' the same time directed to corroborate its statements by word of mouth.
With
Judas Baisabas we have no further concern

;

after this mission

he

in

altogether lost to
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But of Silas U may be remarked that, while staying at Antiooh as his headand while moving about, as to carry out the business entrusted to him he
no doubt did, both in company with Pauland apart from him, among the Christians in
those parts, in Syria and Cilicia in general as well as in the capital, he would be acting
ouf view.
quarters,

along in the capacity of a delegated envoy, " apostle," of the Jerusalem conference,
wearing a character which St. Paul would thus become accustomed to regard aa shared

all

by him with

And

himself.

we

observe another particular mentioned by St. Luke^ enhancing the conwhich Silas, with Judas Barsabas, would be regarded among Christians.
He speaks of them as '' being themselves also prophets," whose earnest and diligent exhortation, he tells us, proved of great benefit to the Antiochian believers (Acts xv. 32).
After discharging this commission, Silas and Judas returned to Jerusalem to those
who had sent them forth upon it (irphs rovs iiroarei^avras auroit, L. T. Tr. Eev., instead
of the words, irpbi toiis aTroa-Ti\ous of Textus Reocptus ; the same editors expunge ver.
Later, however, we find Silas again at Antiooh at
34, 'ESoJe S« T^ 2(\? tiri/jeicoi auToC).
least, when St. Paul, then apparently at Antioch, desired a companion for his second
journoy therefrom, he " selected " Silas to be the one to go with him.
here

sideration with

;

All this proves the high estimation in which Silas was held by the brethren, both at
Jerusalem and at Antioch. He would naturally appear to them as a man well fitted to
move side by side with Paul, whose peculiar calling as an " apostle " in the higher
sense was a fact as yet but imperfectly disclosed to the Church. At the same time,
St. Luke's dixpression (ver. 40), imAe^diievos 'S.lXav, indicates a certain subordination as
marking his position in relation to St. Paul an inference which is confirmed by the

—

manner in which St. Luke proceeds to narrate the commencement of the expedition for
he employs the singular number in the verbs found in Acts xv. 40 down to xvi. 3,
writing alaj vit nir^, not a^v avro'/, in Acts xvi. 3, furnishing a marked contrast with
the plural number which he uniformly employs in narrating St Paul's journey with
;

Barnabas.

On

we cannot doubt that Timothy, whom
and also Luke himself, who was about this time (cf.

the other hand,

party,

St.

Paul attached to the
Acts xvi. 10)

iCriT'lia-ai/.ev,

Mark had
and in training for a " better
Timothy, however, as it should seem,

likewise enlisted in the service, and perhaps others, were as truly vmip4rai as
been, helping in evangelistic

work under Paul's

direction,

degree" (1 Tim. iii. 10) to be attained by-and-by
holding among these subordinate workers the chief place.
Nevertheless, it is evident that Silas held in the party a higher position altogether
than any of these last-named subordinates; and when at their starting from Antioch
;

Paul was " delivered over (irapaSoffels) to the grace of the Lord by the brethren," we
cannot doubt that this solemn and formal act of commendation embraced with St.
Paul his coadjutor Silas as well; and that, as Barnabas and Paul when going forth on

now Paul and Silas when going forth on this, went as alike
" apostles," and sealed, we may also feel assured, with the like Divine sanction as Barnabas and Paul had been when they had been " sent forth by the Holy Ghost" (Acta
the former journey, so

xiii. 2, 4).

The

particulars

now

alleged relative to Silas's close association with St. Paul and

to acts of delegation or recognition whereby the Church connected them together as its
authorized agents, sufficiently evince, not. only that it would be perfectly justifiable,

but also that it would be extremely natural and obvious, for St. Paul, when he had
occasion to speak of the ministerial o£Sce exercised by himself and Silas ht conjunction, to describe it, and, if need were, to argue upon it, as a ministry exemised by
"apostles" or by " apostles of Christ " (see above, p. xxxv.)
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And we are able to adduce an instance of St. Paul's actually doing this, namelj, in
*
what we read in 1 Thess. ii. 5, 6.
" Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus." We shall, however, be better prepared for
entering into the spirit of what St. Paul writes in 1 Thess. ii. 5, 6 when we have
taken note of certain particulars in the account which St. Luke gives us in the Acts
(xvii.) of that very sojourn at Thessalonica which the apostle is there speaking of.
It appears from St. Luke's narrative that, although St. Paul certainly throughout that
great second missionary expedition occupied the position of chief and director among
his fellow-travellers, being in fact
at its

named

alone as agent, both, as already mentioned,

at its close (Acts xviii. 7

commencement and

— very conceivably, during Paul's
had gone elsewhere —yet in respect to that
tioned

St.

—22) when

Silas is

no longer men-

eighteen months' sojourn at Corinth, Silas
earlier part of the time which was spent in

Macedonia and Achaia, and which we are now concerned with, Silas appears very
story, both as sharing in the ill treatment which St. Paul underwent
at Philippi (Acts xvi. 19
40), and also as being closely at his side at Thessalonica, both
in evangelistic labours as indicated by the wording of the statement, " consorted with
Paul and Silas," in Acts xvii. 4, and in exposure to the danger of suffering further perprominent in the

—

secution (ibid., vers. 5

However

it

— 10).'

may have

been elsewhere, here in Macedonia, so closely were Paul and
and in suffering, that the Thessalonian

Silas associated with each other, both in doing

converts must inevitably have entertained sentiments towards thenj of equal or almost
equal reverence and love, regarding both the one and the other of them as alike their
tender, faithful, self-denying foster-fathers in the faith, and feeling assured that both

would have been
also their

own

alike well-pleased to impart to them, not the gospel of

souls, S3

God only, but
dear had they been to those two fathers of theirs in the gospe]

'
There is no just giound for supposing that Luke regarded the stay at Thessalonica as
bounded by that period of three weeks during which the " apostles " sought to win the
Jews to the faith. The narrative may be construed as taking at the commencement of
ver. 5 a fresh departure, prior to which there is no difficulty in our supposing even a considerable interval to have elapsed since the last of those three sabbaths which it has spoken of.
In comparing the history with the Epistles, we cannot but be struck by the fact that the
history makes no mention of any Gentiles being converted at Thessalonica except such as
were already connected with the synagogue as <re/3(ijiifj/oi "EWiji/es, whilst the First Epistle
describes those whom it addresses as having, in consequence of the " entering in" of the.

God from idols " (1 Thess. i. 9). But the comparison
which enables us to exphiin the foimer. The First Epistle makes the
reader feel that the writer and hia companions had been a much longer time in intercourse
with the Thessalonian converts than the history tells us of, and this impression is confirmed by the circumstance mentioned in the Epistle to the Philippians (iv. 17), that,
while St. Paul was at Thessalonica, the Philippians liad on two several occasions " sent unto
Ills need," the two towns being about one hundred miles apart.
St. Luke's narrative, from
some cause or other, takes up only two detached portions of the whole sojourn the iirst
portion relating to the very partial acceptance of the gospel by the synagogue at its oommenceraent the other, which in its substance links itself on to the former, to its abrupt
termination through the hostile practices of those Jews who did not believe. As this
fierce outburst of Jewish hostility was dictated by anti-Hellenic bigotry (1 Thess. ii. 15,
16),
and is best accounted for by the two " apostles " having devoted themselves so mainly and
BO successfully to the uncircumcision, we thus gain further corroborative evidence out of
St. Luke's own narrative for u prolonged interval devoted to the evangelization of the
writer and his companions, " turned unto

brings out another

fact,

—

;

Gentiles in Thessalonica.

be

;

but

it is

The

narrative of the history

not atUagonMie to the Epistle.

is iuetympleie,

as

it

often proves ^a

mxW

DISSERTATION L
(1 Tliess. H.

7—11).

TiniotTiy,

no

donl)t,

passages as Acts xvii. 14 and I Thess.

iii.

tonk hie part in the work as
2

;

but nowhere

is

is shown by such
Timothy spoken of in this

of the history as standing on a level with them in ministerial position, or
involved in like sufferings, or as threatened by the like dangers.
section

These considerations are sufficient to explain the manner in which St, Paul commences the two Epistles which he despatched to the Thessalonians from Corinth not
long after he

commenced

his eighteen months' sojourn in that city.

Both these letters
" Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus, to the Church of the
Thessalonians in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ Grace to you and peace," etc.
The facts above adduced show that it was impossible for him, when writing to these
begin with the same words

:

:

particular converts, to speak of himself as an apostle in a different sense from that in
which Silas might also hate been so designated impossible for him to write, for example,
thus: " Paul, apostle of Jeaus Christ by the will of God, and Silvanus and Timothous
;

our brethren," after the style of the letters to the Corinthians or of the letter to the
Homans. For it would have worn the appearance of breaking asunder before the eyes
of those affectionate converts that complete co-partnership in which

we feel sure they
were wont to regard Silas as associated with Paul. There was, indeed, no need for him,
when addressing disciples so attached and docile as these new converts of Thessalonica,
any such emphatic asseveration of his own distinctive peculiar apostolical
This was proved to he necessary later, when he was addressing Churches
where his authority was either actually impugned, as at Corinth, or dimly perceived, as
But at present this was not required, neither wc vld it have been suitable.
at Rome.
Further, it may be that as yet the time had not arrived when the Divine guidance,

to introduce

authority.

under which he habitually and coiijciously acted, should prompt him to cpenly assert
that high commissionership of his setting hiln on a level with the sacred twelve, which

some

five years later

we

find

him

so unflinchingly asserting in the next group of letters.

open declaration to the world. Hia
Church ; his relative importance,
the chiefest herald of the gospel to the Gentiles, was growing more and
the conditions of environing circumstances hitherto veiling his magni-

Things were, it is true, gradually preparing for
position was becoming more and more ascendant
as being of all

moi'e

marked ;

its

in the

away from around him. But the hour, we may
though fast approaching, was not yet the hour in which he was to be divinely
impelled to announce himself an " apostle " in that supreme sense in which Christ
himself used the term, when giving it to his chosen twelve.
We are now, as J
St. Paul speaks of Silas and Timothy as apostles with himself.
apprehend, in a position for understamiing the manner in which St. Paul applies the
ficent

vocation were rapidly falling

—

believe,

term " apostles " in 1 Thess. ii. 5, 6.
The whole passage is as follows : " For neither at any time did we resort to any
word of fawning, as ye know, nor to any pretext veiling designs of avarice: God is
witness! nor sought distinction on the part of men whether with you or with
others [literally, ' from you or from others'], though as Christ's apostles we might, if
we had so willed, have taken a burdensome position with you."
St. Paul is apparently rebutting certain calumnious aspersions -yith which, as ho
with no doubt good reason surmised, certain persons at Thessalonica, whether unbelieving Jews or mocking Gentiles, were disposed to assail himself or his fellow-workers.
St. Paul was wont, by means of the probably ill-paid and dirty work of making
tent-curtains of coarse Cicilian fabric, to earn money for the purpose of paying his
own personal expenses, and sometimes those of his subordinate companions. This is
evidenced, in reference to this second journey of his, besides what we read in these two
Epistles (1 Thess. ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8, 9), by Acts xviii. 3 ; 2 Cor. zi. 9 ; in referenc«

—

—
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by

to his first journoy taken with Barnabas,

1 Cor. Ix. 6, 15

;

in referee:: to the third,

by Acta xx. 34 ; 2 Oor. xi. 10, xii. 14.
Nor is this statement contravened by the fact that, in this very first visit of his to
Thessalonica to which he is here referring, he received gifts pressed upon his acceptance
by generous converts left behind at Philippi (Phil. iv. 15—17). These were extraordinary expressions of loving sympatliy with his evangelistic work (Phil. i. 5, 7), the
declining of which would not only have been mortifying to the kind hearts of those

they came, but also have tended to deprive them of their Divine reward
But these were extraordinary benefactions, more resembling "niissionary donations" than the payment of a stipend to a pastor by those to whom he is

from

whom

(Phil. iv. 17).

ministering.
It appears
is

most probable that

St. Paul, in

the second of the two verses

now

before us,

:
referring to this particular habit of self-denial, for the following reasons
pdpos
of
with
derivatives
reference
uses
he
to
burdening
instances
other
four
In
1.

converts with his maintenance; viz. imPaprja-ai, 1 Thess. ii. 9 2 Thess. iii. 8; /corexi. 14.
Compare also the use of KOTorapKijirai,
$df>TiriL, 2 Cor. xii. 16 ; i,Paprj, 2 Cor.
;

y Cor. xi.

9,xiL13, 14.

In ver. 9 he expressly says, " Working night and day, that we might not burden
This
(|iri;8ap^<roi)any one of you," apparently to illustrate the very statement of ver. 6.
remark is not neutralized by the interposition of vers. 7, 8. For those verses, slating
2.

which a nursing
the exact contrast of that disposition to assert
his own rights which, if he had required or even permitted them to maintain him, they
might have surmised to be actuating him. These very verses, therefore, form a perfectly germane introduction to the statement of ver. 9, connecting it with ree 6 as its

as they do the absolutfeness of his tender, self-devoting love as like that

mother shows to her

offspring, present

elucidation.

These SAAot are not
3. The words iV &\\a>y (ver. 6) point in the same direction.
Christian converts in other places ; for St. Paul's relations with them have nothing to
do with the matter in hand
itself.

St.

Paul

:

they are rather the unbelieving world in Thessalonica
that position of respectability (S6^a) which to

refers to his foregoing

had appeared to them to be no
no vulgar mechanic, but a man possessed of leisure enabling him
to devote himself to occupations of a purely intellectual or spiritual character.
The
sedulous toil which he devoted to a mere mechanical employment, especially an
employment so repulsive as that of tent-making, was in reality a self-abasement i and
so he expressly describes it in 2 Cor. xi. 7 Oiiavrhiy Tonuvav). Whatever certain schools
of Gentile philosophy might theorize, or whatever the maxims of Jewish rabbins
might inculcate (see e.g. Dr. Farrar, ' St. Paul,' vol. i. p. 23), for him to be continually
drudging as he did at a mere mechanical employment was a forfeiture of social rank,
depressing him low down among the base ones of the world. Wlierever St. Paul
refers to this particular of his conduct, we must bear in mind this element of its
character, its self-degradingness.
We must not suppose that all that he is thinking of
in such passages was the strain of supererogatory toil which he im] osed upon himself.
We may paraphrase this sixth verse thus : " Neither did we lay ourselves out to
people in general he would have seemed to hold, if he

Xfipovpyhs or fidvaviros,

stand well in men's eyes in a worldly sense

you with

neither in relation to you, by impressing
and by enforcing our claim to be lifted by
nor in relation to those around, by wishing to
to sordid occupations and free to live a life conyet, as Christ's apostles, this is what we were
in that capacity, we should have been fuUy

respectful regard for our position

your contributions above worldly cares
appear abore the need to have recourse
secrated to higher engagements
and
;

fully entitled

to

do; coming to you

;

;

"

;

DISSEETATION

ril

I.

authorized to stand upon our dignity, and to throw the burden of our maintenance
upon you."

entirely

Now, there are two distinct propositions implied in the last clause of this verse,
namely, that Christ's apostles were entitled to claim maintenance at the hands of those
who received their teaching ; and that the persons recited by the pronoun " we " were
apostles of Christ.

With

respect to the latter proposition,

it is

supposed by some that

St. Paul, in the

phrase, "apostles of Christ," was at bottom pointing to his own individual person as
" apostle " in the highest sense of the term ; and that he was led to use the plural

pronoun " we" in applying thereto this lofty predicate, partly by an instinctive slirinting
from egotism and self-obtrusion, and partly by a gracious and sympathetic brotherly
kindness which would fain share predicates, which in actual truth were applicable only
to himself, with those who in Christ's service were closely associated with him.
There can he no doubt that St. Paul does sometimes thus write. It is impossible,
for instance, to

2 Cor.

But

iv.

understand in any other sense

7—vi.

much

method of interpretation cannot be

this

that

we

read in the long passage,

10.

case.

satisfactorily applied in the present

,

It is difficult to imagine

how

It could be possible for St. Paul to use the plural
he alone of the party was an " apostle of Christ " in
that sense in which the term is supposed to be used. As well might a colonel, wheo
speaking of himself in conjunction with even the highest subordinate officers of his
regiment, extend to them the title of " colonels in her Majesty's army."
Besides, there is nothing to warrant the notion that it was any peculiar prerogative
of those who in the highest sense of the designation were " apostles of Christ " to
expect to he maintained by their converts. The seventy, who never, so far as appears,
were styled "apostles," were yet authorized by Christ to consider themselves, while
discharging the service he had enjoined upon them, as entitled to the benefit of the
maxim, " The workman deserves his wages" (Luke x. 7); and the apostle himself, in
1 Tim. V. 17, 18, puts it among the fundamental maxims of Church order, that those
who labour in speaking and teaching had a claim to be paid by the Church. So also

number, "

we

Christ's apostles," if

read in 1 Cor.

ix.

7

—

14.

These considerations warrant the conclusion that St. Paul, in the passage under
consideration, uses the term " apostles " in the same sense as that in which it has been
above shbwu (pp. xxxi., xxxii.) to be used by St. Luke in Acts xiv. 4, 14, and in which
the designation, " apostles of Christ," is employed by St. Paul in 2 Cor. xL 5 (comp.
p. xxix.); that is, he uses the expression with reference to the delegation or
authorization which both he and Silas had received, not only from the Antiochian
Church, but also from the supreme leadership of the mother Church at Jerusalem.
Timothy regarded in the light of a Church envoy. The case of Timothy, howevei,
claims to be here considered.
The addition of Timothy's name in the greeting prefixed to both the Epistleg to the
Thessalonians " Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus" may possibly not of itself prove
» particularly close partnership in official standing between the three persons named

—

•

—

In the apostle's mind there was an

affinity

between the two words,

!(!{o

and Bapos

—on

(2 Cor. iv. 17) to construct the strange phrase, fiapos Sd^risThis association of ideas was doubtless due to the fact that in the Hebrew 133 denotes hoth
heavu and glorious. It is very supposable that the apostle uaua the words ^Tri^apgooi, Karaaffinity so close as to lead

him

as comprising, each in one word, the doubi*
eapfjirttt, t^aprj, in the passages cited above
tense of hwdening others in supporting one's own dignity.

";
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since we have, in the greeting of the First Epistle to the Corinthians, " Paul, called to Im
an apostle of Jesus Christ through the will of God, and Sosthenes our brother," wher«
Nevertheless, the conjunction of
certainly such close partnership cannot be assumed.
the three names, with no words interposed to mark distinction in office, may be fairly
alleged as looking in that direction, if other evidence can be adduced favouring that

And

view.

such, I venture to think, there

is.

with reference certainly
same second journey with which we are now concerned, expresses himself thus;
" For the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who was preached among you by us, by me and
Silvanus and Timotheus, was not yea and nay" (2 Cor. i. 19). This manner of
speaking raises Timotheus from any such position of a mere " attendant (iirriperris),
whether upon Paul himself or upon Paul and Silas in conjunction, as Mark had held
with relation to Paul and Barnabas in the first journey, and assigns to him an independent footing, more or less co-ordinate, by the side of the other two preachers of the
St. Paul, in his third journey, writing to the Corinthians

to that

—

Son of God a footing at least so far independent and co-ordinate that the portraiture
which he had given of the Lord Jesus Christ could be referred to as additional to
and corroborative of that given by Paul and by Silvanus.
May it not, then, be the case that when, in the passage more Iiomediately under
consideration (1 Thess. ii. 6), he says, " We might as Christ's apostles have taken a
position burdensome to you," he refers to the "Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus"

whom the Epistle professes to come, as being all three apostles of Christ ?
An affirmative answer to this query is favoured by the references to Timotheus

from

which
Paul says of him," Ye know
the proving of him [i.e. what, when put to the proof, he was found to be], that as a
son to his fatlier \_q.d. like father, like child] he with me served (iSoiKmai) for the
;
furtherance of the gospel " served, that is, the Lord Jesus ; for that the persoQ
whom Timotheus is described as doing service to was Christ and not the Apostle Paul,
is not only evinced by the very form of the expression, ahir l/tol iSov\^v<fe, but also by
the superscription of the Epistle, " Paul and Timotheus, servants (5o5aoi) of Christ

we meet with

Jesus to

all

in the Epistle to the Philippians.

the saints," etc'

The

In

ii.

22

St.

Epistle to the Philippians,

it is

true, dates several

and perhaps seven or eight years later than
the Epistles to the Thessalonians but the " proving '' of which the Philippians were
cognizant may be probably conceived as commencing from the time when Timotlious
accompanied St. Paul on his first coming into Macedonia with Silas, though continuing
through that time also of the third journey when, as we know, St. Paul, being at
Ephesus, despatched him on a mission to Corinth, visiting the Churches of Macedonia
on the way (1 Cor. xvi. 10 Acts xix. 22). The passage shows that from the commencement of this period St. Paul regarded Timothy, not as a personal attendant
waiting upon himself, but as a fellow-bondservant with himself of Christ, working,
as he told the Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 10), the work of the Lord, that is, the work on
which the Lord was employing him, even as he himself did. As Paul himself, so also
Timotheus, owned a sacred commission which St. Paul felt himself bound to recognize
and revere.
In the Acts no account is given, either of any Divine call summoning Timotheus tc
a ministerial function, or of any other circumstances attending his appointment to such
an office. All that St. Luke states is that Paul, in this second journey of his, found, in
years later than even the third journey,
;

;

'

AoCAoj XpiffToG,

is

palpably not a predicate of mere disoipleship, as in 1 Cor.

vil.

22

character

The phrase here, as it almost always appears to do, designates an official
(comp. Bom. L 1; ch. L 10; OoL iv. 12; 2 Tiiu. iL 2:1; Titus i. 1; Jaa. L 1;

a Pet.

;

Bph.

Ti. 6.

i.

1

Jude

1).

DISSEKTATION L
the parts near Derbe

seem,

won

zIUI

—a convert,
— " who was very should
highly

and Lystra, a " disciple named Timotheus "

in the former missionary journey with Barnabas

it

spoken of by the brethren at Lystra and Iconium ; " that " he conceived the wish
(^ffeATjo-ey) that he should go forth with him," sharing the sacred enterprise on which
he and Silas were already engaged ; and further, that to qualify him lor dealing to
greater advantage with Jews, " lie took and circumcised him."
Wa need, however, feel no surprise that we find here no particulars of either call or
special designation, such as are found in Acts xiii. 1
3 with relation to Paul and
Barnabas, neither does the omission tend to discredit the idea that there were such.
It would not fall within the scope of the sacred historian's purpose to furnish such
details with respect to the various persons who were called to share St. Paul's labours
Aristarchus, Titus, Demas, Trophimus, and others, including Luke himself. The
circumcision of Timotheus is mentioned, not on his account, but as illustrative of St.
Paul's own methods of action.
Timothy's ordination. Nevertheless, in the letters which, a good many years later
as it would seem, St. Paul had occasion to write to Timotheus, we do find indications
of circumstances attending his first susception of the office which he held in the
Church, such as serve in some measure to explain those respectful references to that
office which we have just been considering.
When the apostle wrote those letters, he had appointed him to a highly important
and responsible post at Ephesus ; in fact, to exeicise for a while the like supremacy
in the regulation of Church affairs in that neighbourhood as St. Paul himself would
Timotheus, as many indications show, was
have exercised had he been there.
lemarkable for sensitiveness and for the modesty of his temperament modesty, perhaps, amounting to even an excessive measure of self-diffidence ; and he shrank from
the heavy responsibility imposed upon him. It was partly to combat this extreme
self-disirust, and not only to direct him how to conduct himself in his new position,
that St. Paul was now writing to him.
With the former object in view, he tells him (I Tim. i. 18) that, in entrusting him
with this important charge, he was only following out those inspired intimations of the
Divine will concerning him "which had led the way to him (kbto ras irpoayoiiras 4m
<re »po(/)j)TeIoi) ; " that is, as is suggested by the comparison of Acts xiii. 2, which had
in the first instance led the eldership of the neighbourhood and St. Paul himself to
solemnly set him apart for the work of an evangelist. The apostle himself feels, and
enjoins it upon Timotheus to feel, that the " prophesying " which first suggested that
long-ago consecration for his work furnished a topic of strong encouragement ; bo much
did he feel this, that he brings it forward again in 1 Tim. iv. 14, where he likewise refers
to it as the means of the " charism " being bestowed which was in him. " Neglect
not," he says, " the gift that is in thee, which was given to thee through prophesying in
conjunction with the laying on of the hands of the eldership."
For the like purpose of encouragement, he twice refers to the " charism," or " the

—

—

—

charism of God," which on that occasion had been conferred upon him. The medium
of its bestowment, he reminds him in one passage (2 Tim. i. 6), was the laying on of
his hands ; and how efficacious the laying on of his hands was wont to bo, when he
used it in the solemn exercise of his supreme apostolical office, was a matter which
Timotheus had had abundant opportunity for observing. The " gift " verily was " in
him," a holy fire statedly deposited in his breast, sure to kindle up into li-ving flames,
mightily effectual if only stirred and fanned by being faithfully made use of. In the
other passage (1 Tim.

and without

iv. 14),

in place of this reference to the laying on of his hands,

specifying- the proximate

medium

of the bestowment at

all,

ha reminds

;
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in conjunction with {fttri, not Sii) the laying on of the
This last circumstance of the sacred rite illustrated the high
It marked him out, in fact, as
character of the commission theu entrusted to him.
being in that ministration on which he was then going forth, an apostle of the Church,
and so an " a'postle of Christ." The eldership, hy laying tTieir hands upon him, in the

him

that the gift

hands of the

was conferred

eldership.i

solemn hour in which, before many witnesses (1 Tim. vi. 12), he was set apart fur
the service of an evangelist, set to their seal of the Church's formal authorization in iti
discharge.*

"

We are thus brought to the conclusion that when St. Paul says to the Thessalonians,
We might have been burdensome as Christ's apostles," he speaks of both Silvanus and

Timotheus as standing in conjunction with himself.
Thus had all three been delegated hy authoritative exponents of the Church's
practical judgment to go forth into the world to proclaim the gospel and to propagate
the Church.

In the passage of the Ephesians
11) in which St. Paul illustrates, with reference to the ascended Lord, the psalmist's
words, " He gave gifts unto men," he writes, " He it was that ' gave ' some to be
apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, some to be shepherds and
Viewed as spiritually called forth and endued by Christ as the world's
teachers."
Different Church offiotrs tpecified in Eph. iv. 11.

(iv.

was himself an "apostle" in that supreme sense in which the word
by the side of the august twelve; Siivanus was a "prophet"
Timotheus an "evangelist" (2 Tim. iv. 5). Viewed as parts of the

Benefactor, Paul

there used, standing

is

(Acts XV. 32),
Church, they were likewise the Church's accredited messengers and agents.

visible

St. Paul's reserve respecting his holding the higher

Up

years of his ministry.

journey into Europe, there

to this time, that
is

is,

up

form of

apostleship in the earlier

to the latter part of St. Paul's

first

reason to doubt whether that Divine direction under

which he habitually acted had led him openly and distinctly to annoimce and insist
upon the office of supremo apostleship with which in actual fact Christ had from
the first endued him. So far as can be discovered, he had hitherto acquiesced in his
being regarded as an apostle in the like sense as that in which St. Barnabas was an
apostle, or Silas, or even Timotheus namely, as an apostle of Christ because he was
an apostle of Christ's Church, delegated and sent forth either by some particular
Christian community or by leading representatives of the Christian body. It is true
;

that at the very

commencement

of his ministry, immediately after his conversion, as

(i.), he acted more independently ; for
he proceeded at once to act upon the commission which he had received immediately
from Christ, preaching the gospel which he had likewise received immediately from
But later, at the
Christ, without waiting for any ecclesiastical delegation whatever.

we

"

learn from this Epistle to the Galalians

Nowhere

are charisms said to be conferred by presbyters.

Apostles only, in that
to St. Paul, appear

supreme sense of the word in which it applied only to the twelve and
capable of conferring them by the laying on of hands.

"an evangelist" by the apostle
order of ministrnnts, as appears from
of their office are not now determinable.
of missionaries, to propagate the gospel
judge from the so-called pustoral Epistles, the

' Timotheus's function is defined as being
himself (2 Tim. iv. 5). This was a distinct
Eph. iv. 11; Acts xxi. 8 but the precise limits
In the main it should seem to have been that
;

including, at least occasionally, as

we may

that of

organizing superintendence of nascent Churches, involving the appointment of "bishops"
and " deacons." Timotheus's work at Ephesus, as well as that of Titos in Crete, was
probably that of an evangelist discharging an occasional service in that neighhuuiUood,
latber than that of a permanently located bishop.

.
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time when in the Acts the method of his ministerial agency begins to be more clearly
portrayed to us, we perceive him, first, brought into ministerial activity at Antiooh

by Barnabas, who himself had been deputed from Jerusalem

to visit the Gentile

converts in that city and had gone across from that place to Tarsus for the purpose
;
then, delegated from Antioch
with Barnabas, whose name stands the foremost of the two in the history (" Barnabas
and Saul," in this order) both now and for some way onwards, to convey to Jerusalem
a contribution for the poor of the brethren in Judsea ; then, delegated from Antioch, in
conjunction again with IWnabas, to go forth upon a far-extended evangelistic journey ;
then, deputed once more from Antioch vrfth Barnabas ("Paul and Barnabas" now)
and others to go to Jerusalem to consult the apostles and elders on the question of
circumcising Gentile believers; then, returning from Jerusalem in company with
other delegates, to convey to the Churches of Syria and Cilioia the Jerusalem rescript
on that subject, at which time the high attestation of the apostles and leading brethren
at Jerusalem had been accorded to his own ministerial work as well as to that of
Barnabas ; and, lastly, embarking upon another extended evangelistic expedition which
brought him at length into Europe, where, in an Epistle to the Thessalonians, he
designated himself and Silas and Timothens in conjunction as " apostles of Christ."
These facts betoken that hitherto, neither in the Church was St. Paul regarded as
invested with the like supreme form of apostleship as that which attached to the twelve,
nor was he himself wont to insist upon the assertion that he was so invested.
But when we come to the group of four letters which, after an interval of some five
years or more since the date of the two addressed to the Thessalonians, St. Paul in

of enli'^ting his co-operation in that field of labour

the latter part of the last-named journey despatched to the Galatians,to the Corinthians,

and to the Eomaus, we have to note in these a new tone in speaking of his apostleship ;
an intense, Solemn assertion of a peculiar kind of spiritual dignity ; evidently an
antagonistic assertion, one called forth

by the new form,

or at least

by the new

vehemence, of the opposition by which he found himself confronted.
In respect to this last-mentioned point, we observe that, in those two earlier letters
of his, addressed to the Thessalonians, he had spoken of bitter hostility and of tlieuce
accruing persecution. But these had come upon him mainly from outside the Christian
body, from unbelieving Gentiles and yet more from unbelieving Jews. There is in these
a reference
letters only one reference to difficulties thrown in his path from within
by no means explicit, yet with what we know otherwise not hard to explain. The
" absurd and bad men " from whom in 2 Thess. iii. 2 he asks the Thessalonians to pray
that he may be delivered, were in all probability Christians for the clause which he
adds, " for all have not faith," would seem a pointless truism unless written of a class
Already, then
of persons among whom men would be entitled to expect to find faith.
in those days St. Paul had found himself hampered in his work, and even perhaps
personally imperilled, by " sham brethren," who really were " bad " men as wall as
" absurd ;"• that is to say, men still un weaned from their sins (cf. Phil. iii. 18), and
moreover possessed with sentiments and predilections altogether " incongruous with

—

;

" as Christian believers.
their position

We may

safely identify in the persons thus

a kindred character with those whom, not long before
he thus wrote, he had had to contend with at Antioch and at Jerusalem (ch. ii. 4).
At that time, however, the evil had not grown to the formidable dimensions which it
dts'.ribed professed Christians of

afterwards assumed.

But now,

in the four letters of this later era, St. Paul

is

seen in

the very thickest of the conflict with such false brethren. The reactionary party in the
Church, which sought to neutralize the properly evangelical element of the gospel and
to bring Ohriati^B back to the bondage njore or less of JudaiC£^I eeremonialiim, was

—

the epistle to the qalatians.

xItI

head in every direction. And those who formed it, finding in St. Paul their
and most uncompromising opponent, set themselves to undermine hia
influence in every possible way.
They calumniated his moral character, personal and
ministerial, and they decried his apostolical authority.
This latter point is that with which we are now principally concerned.
By this juncture of circumstances, St. Paul was compelled, acting no doubt under the
direction of his Master, to openly proclaim, and in the strongest possible manner
maiutain, liis properly apostolical commission; that is, to proclaim and to insist upon
the I'act that he held a commission, received independently of any human agency.from
the ascended Lord, himself appearing to him in personal presence and conferring it
upon him a commission which put him upon a level with the reverenced band of the
twelve ; while he had it also to affirm and this was a point of even greater moment
than the other, one to which that other owed, in fact, all its own importance that the
gospel which he was sent to preach was likewise, as well as his commission, received, not
from men, but by direct communication from heaven.
But this is a subject the importance of which calls for a more specific disouaaioM to
raising its

most

effectual

—

—

be devoted to

—

it.

DISSERTATION U.
ThB OlBCUMSTANCBS WHICH AT THIS TiMB LED St. PaUI, DISTINCTLY AITD FDBLIOLT
TO ANNOUNCE TO THE CuURCH HIS PeOPEBLT APOSTOLIC CoUMISSION.
The religion of Christ essentially untrammelled iy outward forms of manifestation.
the most distinctively evangelical elements of the gospel may be ranked the
two following, forming, in fact, its great preparation and qualification for becoming the

Among

universal religion of

That

maukind

:

from any definite cereiuonial performances, unless so
two simple ordinances of baptism and the Lord's Supper may be so regarded,
constitutes the alone condition of justification and sonship with God.
2. That the " worship of God in spirit," apart from any definite rigid form of outward ceremony or observance, is everywhere his true and acceptable service, however
varying may be the outward form in which from time to time it is clothed.
The narrowing of Christ's religion by insistance upon certain forms. But the spirit
of ceremonial formalism, which is the natural outcome of the unregcnerated heart
when it comes into contact with the subject of religion, proves itself in all ages unable
1.

faith in Christ, apart

far as the

to satisfy itself

with principles so pm-ely spiritual as these

The " natural man "

makes them

intolerable.

to his taste

by superadding,

some

;

their bare spirituality

sets himself accordingly to qualify

them

upon the conscience of
outward forms or ordinances, in attention to which hia

in fact substituting, the injunction

species or other of fixed

soul can take refuge from the haunting idea of the need of a spiritual religiousnesa for

which

has no inclination, while he has, however, the comfort of knowing himself not
The forms or ordinances selected will soon come to be
regarded, not as mere seemly external concomitants of worship or of the religious life—
it

neglectful of religion altogether.

tn

which Ti«w,

if

appropriate in their character and uaed with a prudent appreciation
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of their true value, forms and ordinances, though of merely human devising, may be
both necessary and edifying but as essential, and as in themselves efficacious, for
making the worship or the life acceptable or more acceptable to God. In consequence,

—

in the eyes of those

who embrace them, such

fellow-Christians as go along with them
welcomed as indeed brethren while they who do not,
however truly believers in Christ, and though even confessed to be believers in him,
are nevertheless regarded as out of the pale of their brotherly recognition and sympatliy.

In their observance are to be

The Divine

;

"What God hath cleansed call not thou unclean," falls iipun
The Word of God must be made void to make room for the
commandments of men.

injunction,

their ears unheeded.

keeping of the

The

selection of the particular forms

shifting

and

variable.

(cficXoffpijo-Kefa),

and there a

as St.

and ordinances to be insisted upon is evermore
Being as it is, the child of mere carnal self-will, " will-worship "
Paul brands it with being, it takes now and here one shape, then

different one.

We gather out of the Epistles of

the

New

Testament

that,

was continually changing its aspect.
The narrowing of Christ's religion by Jwlaizing forma. One branch of this corruption
of the faith, the one which we are now more particularly concerned with, engendered by
the habits of thought which were deeply ingrained in the minds of the Jewish people,
assumed the Judaizing or Levitical type.
In its earliest while at the same time its most thorough-going manifestations, coeval,
in fact, with the very first coming into being of the Gentile Church, it laid down the
principle that circumcision and the keeping of the Law of Moses were essential cunas early as in the apostolic age,

—

it

even in ihe case of Oentile believers. No believer was tc
did not order himself according to this rule.
It is obvious how hurtful, not to say fatal, the operation of this dogma, if established
in the Church, must have proved. It" would have darkened the believer's sense of his
adoption ; it would have set upon the neck of the Gentile Church a galling yoke of
o itward ceremony ; it would have clogged or even arrested the progress of the gospel
ditions of salvation

essential

be recognized as a brother

among mankind.
strenuous resistance

who

Accordingly, Paul, in concert with Barnabas, offered
;

and

it the most
backed by the weighty support of
upon this extreme embodiment of

at Jerusalem itself, being

Cephas and of James, they succeeded in inflicting
ceremonial formalism the check of a public and authoritative rebuke.
Hard for Jewish believers to unlearn their Jewish particularism. The tendency,
however, which originated it was too congenial to the soil of Jewish sentiment for its
True,
roots and fibres not to live on underground, ever ready to sprout forth afresh.
when the question was put plainly and point-blank to the Jewish believer's Christian
consciousness, it could not refuse to acknowledge it to be true that faith in Christ did
avail of itself to deliver a man, whether Jew or Gentile, from all spiritual poUutedness,
and to present him clean and uurebukablo both before God and before man. But the
leaven of Christ's Word could not instantaneously permeate and transmute the inmost
spirit of even his sincerest disciples through and through ; the truth needed time^ with
apostles themselves it needed time, before it could modify into full conformity with
itself habits of thinking and feeling which they had received from their forefathers^
and had hitherto cherished as the precious heirloom of their race. And if there was
much that even the best-instructed and more spiritually minded among them found it
hard both to learn and to unlearn, what was to be expected from those Jewish converts—
and Ao doubt there were many such whose conversion was only half sincere, or who had
joined the brethren from some kind of superficial or half-worldly impulse, which left
the inner core of their convictions and sensibilities untouched ? These might not dare

—

to

;
openly gainsay the teaching of the " apostles and elderi " but

how

should they ia
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and

and all their careful
and rites which were designed
to separate them, as in fact they did markedly separate them, from other races
inferred,
after all, in the new economy no real distinction, and that in Christ Jesus there was
neither circumcision nor unciroumcision, neither Jew nor Greek ? With the large
bulk of the Jewish brethren in Judaea this posture of feeliag cauuot be assumed to have
existed Pharisees they had many of them been befoie their conversion, and Pharisees
their very inmost heart believe

feel that their circumcision

observance of Mosaic ceremonies and rites

—ceremonies

—

:

in heart they continued

still.

Circumstances favouring the spread of the leaven of Judaizing. And wherever they
went they would be, of course, ready to propao;ate in other Christian communities these

noxious sentiments of theirs, and abundant opportunity would offer to them for doing
The Jews in tlie then existing state of things were, as a people, especially

this.

migratory in their habits, and moreover
the gospel through their having

on a brief occasional

We must

many

of the Jewish believers

come from a perhaps

far distant

had

home

first

heard

to Jerusalem

visit.

mind that throughout the provinces of the Roman empire it
synagogue of each locality that commonly furnisheii the first nucleus of
believers; and with respect to not a few of these first converts everywhere, similar observations would apply to those above made with particular reference to professedly

ft-as

also bear in

the

believing

Now,

Jews

in Palestine.

obvious that, in a congregation of Gentile converts but lately sunk in the
idolatry and religious ignorance of heathenism, a Christian Jew, as having been trained
it is

from infancy in the worship of the one true God and in the knowledge of those Holy
Scriptures out of which the gospel itself sprang, especially if he came from Jerusalem
the first crssdle of the faith, where he had been in contact with those who had known
the Lord Jtsus himself upcn earth, would be natiinally felt entitled to especial consideration when sneaking of matters relating to Judaism and Christianity.
We cannot wonder, therefore, at finding that, far and wide among the ancient Churches
of the Gentiles, Judaizing corruptions of the gospel were early broached, and but too
readily found acceptance.
The degree in which the statement of evangelical truth
was vitiated, as also the degree in which the actual practice of Judaical observances
was introduced, would vary in different localities ; but the tendency was showing itself
in all directions, and, wherever it appeared, it would be the signal for division and strife.
Hie widespread and eager controversy ensuing thereupon. And the strife was just at
this time at its fiercest.
Judaizing corruptions of Christian faith and doctrine were on
all sides confronting and being confronted by those who insisted upon the truth as it
is in Jesus.
These latter maintained that in n* o;iso. whether of Gentile or of Jew had
the observance of Levitical ordinances anything whatever to do with the sinner's justification before God ; and further as a corollary of this general truth which was just liow

—

of essential importance
of conforming in

any

— that not

only was the Gentile believer free from the obligation

respect to the ceremonial laws of the

Jews

in order to his justifi-

cation before God, but that also this his complete justification before

God through

faith

in Christ, apart from any such ceremonial observance, claimed to be openly and practically recognized by Jewish believers, by the latter frankly and cordially fraternizing

with, the Gentile as standing, through their mutual union in Christ, on • perfectly
equal footing with themselves of acceptablcness and brotherhood.
St. Faul the foremost asserter of 6 entile freedom and equality.
And the chief champion of all, of evangelical orthodoxy, was St. Paul
He it-was that had persistently grap.
pled with the evil when first showing its front at Antiooh and then at Jerusalem ; not

single-handed, as

we know, yet we cannot doubt the main

inspiring genius ?f the truth'*

;
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•dvocacy ; and he had drawn forth from the Christian consciousness of the twelve apostles
and of James and of the elders and general hody of the Jerusalemite believers, that letter
of theirs registered in the Acts of the Apostles, which has been not inaptly styled the

Magna Gharta of the Gentile Church's freedom. Not long after again, as he himself
has informed us, he had been called to grapple with the mischief, and secure the fruit of
the preceding victory, at the second great capital of the then Christendom, the jrincipal
home and head-quarters of Gentile disciples. A Barnabas and even a Peter might some-

What he was at Jerusalem and
hesitate and falter, and did; but Paul, never.
then again at Antioch, that, as we have good reason to believe, in every such emergency
he proved himself still to be the ever-watchful, keenly discerning, intrepid, uncompromising guardian of the freedom of Christ's people. He himself knew, and the
Gentile Churches knew, and the Judaizing troublers of those Churches knew, that "h«
what

—

was

Those loved and rejoiced in their protector
and hated him.
Animosity of the Jews against St. Paul. For this unceasing vigilant antagonism
which he offered to the Judaizing influences at work in the Church, replete as it was
with blessing to believers in Clirist in all ages whose freedom from ceremonial bondage
he was the Lord's " chosen vessel " to convey to them, redounded in untold suffering
upon himself. He was already before the peculiar abhorrence of the Jews who did not
believe because, through the transforming grace of God, from being the bitter blasphemer
and persecutor of Christ, he had suddenly stood forth before the world as his devoted
and ardent minister. No other apostle, no other preacher of the faith, was regarded by
his fellow-Jews with any such feelings of rancorous animosity as alrearly on this account
fastened on the renegade Saul.
set for the defence of the gospel."

these feared their invincible adversary,

And now

the Israelite

mind found with

St.

position which, as a teacher of his Church, Christ

Paul another cause of offence. The
had set him to take up in reference to

was very easy to misconstrue, and with much
It was in this way that the first martyr
Stephen had perished, stoned to death as one who " blasphemed Moses and God," by
the unbelieving Jews, and to all appearance misunderstood and forsaken by his Christian
brethren themselves (Acts viii. 2). Very similar to Stephen's experience was now the
experience of Paul. The description of his doctrine, taking no doubt its origin in his
vigorous antagonism to the Judaizers, which was current among the Jews, not only
ajnong those who did not believe in Christ, but also among the Christian Jews themselves, was that he set himself to persuade the Jews of the dispersion to " apostatize
f-om Moses," and to abandon the practice both of circumcision and the Levitical
Eace prejudice, but especially the prejudice of
customs in general (Acts xii. 21).
reUgious partisanship, is wont to be alike unscrupulous and cruel; and the apostla
became the object of unceasing malignant obloquy nnd detraction.
Jewith and Judaizing brethren ready to gainsay^ St. Paul's apostleship. Not only
was his personal character assailed with accusations of insincerity, two-facedness, and
wilful perversion of the truth from interested motives—accusations which, as is shown by
his frequent references to them In his letters, affected his mind with the keenest painbut in particular also the authenticity of his call to teach was impugned. Why shonld
he be listened to ? His doctrine was palpably not the doctrine of James nor the doctrine
They did not set themselves to cry down circumcision and the observance
of Cephas.
What he really wished you to believe it might bo hard
of the customs as fte did
perhaps to exactly determine ; he said one thing at one time and to one set of hearers,
and something quite different at another time and with other surroundings for he
had " a yea and a nay " ever on the tip of his tongue, ready to use whichever of th«
the ceremonial law, was one which

colour of plausibility

it

to misrepresent.

I

;
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moment made the more convenient. But whatever his docc^me with no authority. Such apostleship as he had at all came at
last from Jerusalem, and Jerusalem disowned himl Such was the tenor of the wildest
form of opponency which confronted him.
St. Paul obliged to assert openly Ms highest apostolic authority.
It had hecome necessary, therefore, now that he should openly proclaim that supreme form of apostleship with
which Christ had invested him. This had not been considered so essential at an earlier
stage of his ministry. Four or five years ago, for example, when, in company with Silas,
he first visited Greece, at which time he wrote his two letters to the Thessalonians, he
had been coritent to still rank as one who shared his apostolical character with a Silas or
even a Timotheus. But the force and malignity of Judaistic oppugnancy had now risen
to such a pitch as to make it necessary, in the intereaisof truth and for the protection of
the Q-entile Churches, that he should distinctly and emphatically declare to the world,
not only the message which Christ had entrusted him with, but also his peculiar commission for the diz^livery of that message. And this he was doing, not out of his own
mind or in pursuance of a judgment which he had himself formed as to what he ought
to do, but under the sanction and no doubt immediate direction of Christ for he held it
in his power, if need arose and according as occasion required, to sustain his assertion
that he was endued with this highest form of apostleship by the signal manifestation
of "the signs of an apostle," both in the conferring upon obedient disciples of phenomenally miraculous gifte, and also in the infliction on obstinate gainsayers of the truth
two

his occasions at the

trine really was, it

;

of supernatural chastisement.

The statements now made, the reader, no doubt, will at once recognize as fully born*
out by the contents of the contemporaneous Epistles to the Corinthians, particularly
those of the Second, which is, in fact, mainly devoted to conflicts called forth by the
Judaizing movement, though not so much occupied as the Epistle to the Galatians by
the discussion of the Judaistic controversy itself.

Such was the position of affairs which drew forth from St. Paul the full public
announcement which he here makes of his properly apostolic office. It is probably the
very first that he made in an epistolary writing, and it serves to connect the Epistle to
the Galatians in point of subject very closely with the two Epistles to the Corinthians.
In fact, we may in this respect regard this Epistle as in a measure introductory to those
other two, as well as to that which was addressed to the Romans, which was no doubt
the latest portion of this great epistolary quaternion.
In Oalatia St. Paul's doctrine impugned rather than his apostleship.
have,
however, to observe that we do not owe the definite and emphatic announcement which

We

Paul here make» of his proper apostolate, especially or principally to assaults made
upon his position as an apostle. The fact that such assaults were
already beginiung to be made there is indeed not Improbable in itself, and appears to be
not obscurely indicated by the tone of the very first sentence. But the absence of
St.

in Cralatia directly

further distinct reference in the Epistle to this particular form of opponency igof itself
a proof that it is not this which the apostle now feels to be his direct and chief concern.
What in the Churches of Galatia furnished the chief occasion for this apologetic state-

ment was rather their incipient abe^ndonment of the gospel which he had preached
among them. That which he felt to be her* the most important feet was that the
message was impugned which he had brought them from Christ himself, not that his
authorization as an apostle to bring
object, to

which

it was, viewed by itself, assailed.
His present chief
his assertion of his apostleshii: Ss only subsidiary, is
to make it

distinctly felt that the message

was indeed Christ's <ery own,
revolting against that, they were revolting from Christ.

and that

therefore, i*

—

"
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CHAPTER L
Ven. 1—5. The introductory greeting.
The slylo of this greeting, compared with
those found in St. Paul's other Epibtles,
gives indications of hia having adJiessod
himself to the composition of the letter
under strong ijerturliation of feeling. This
transpires in the abruptness with which, at
the very outset, he at once sweeps asi le, as
it were, out of his path, a slur cast upon his
apostolic commission, in protesting that he
was " apostle, not from man nor through a
man." It appears again in that impetuous
negligence of exact precision of language,
"
witli which the mention of " God the Kather
is conjoined with that of " Jesus Christ
under the one prei)osition " through," as the
medium through which his apostleship had
been conferred upon him.
cannot help
receiving the impression that the apostle
had only just before received tliat intelligence
from Galatia which called forth from him
the letter, and that he set himself to its
composition while the strong emotions which
the tidings had produced were still fresh in
his mind. That these emotions were those
9f indignant grief and displeasure is likewise evident. He will not, indeed, withhold
the salutation which in all Christian and
ministerial courtesy was due from him in

We

were
such
expressions of affectionate feeling he does
witlihold,and all such sympathetic reference
addressing what, notwithstanding

still

Churches of Christ.

to matters

and individuals

Cut

of,

all,

all

personal in-

almost every other Epi.stle he
is seen indulging himself in, and which are
not even then fonnd wanting, when, as in
the case of the Corinthians, he has ocoaaioa
to administer much and strong rebuke. No
such sympathetic reference, we observe, is
found here. As soon as he has penned the
terest, as in

salutation, itself singularly cold in jwspeot

SALATIAN3,

to those he Is addressing, he at onoe proceeds, in ver. 6, to assail his readers with
words of indignant reproach.
Ver. I. Paul, an apostle (JlavKos ImS-

—

•ToAos) ; Paul, apottle. The designation of
"apostle," as here appropriated by St. Paul
in explanation of his right to authoritatively
address those he was writing to, points to a
function with which he was permanently
invested, and which placed him in a relation
to these Galatian Churches which no other
apostle ever occupied.
Some years later,
indeed, when St. Peter had occasion to
address these same Churches, together with
others in neighbouring countries, he likewise felt himself authorized to do it on the
score of his apostolical oharacter (" Peter, an
apnstle'of Jesus Clirist," 1 Pet. 1 1); but
there is nothing to show that St. Peter had
any personal relations with them at piesent.
Under these circumstances, it is perhaps
best in translation to prefix no article at all
before " apostle." This designation of himself as " apostle " St. Paul subjoined to his
name in almost all of his Epistles subsequent
to the two addressed to the Thessalonians.
The only exceptions are those to the Philipplans and to Philemon, in writing to whom
there was less occasion for introducing it.
He had now, in the third of his three gi'eat
journeys recorded in the Acts, assumed
openly in the Church the pop'tion of an
apostle in the highest sense. In several of
these Epistles (1 Cor. i. 1 ; 2 Cor. i 1 ; Eph. i.
1 ; Col. i. 1 ; 2 Tim. i. 1), to the designation
of apostle, St. Paul adds the words, " through
;
(Sii) the will of God " «.e. by means of an
express volition of God explicitly revealed.
In what way God had revealed this to be
his will is clearly intimated in this letter to
the Galatians, in which the words," through
Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who rai^^'d
him from the dead," which take the place
of the formula, " through the will of God,"

::

,:
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found eleewhere, indicate that

it

was through

.TeHos Christ raised from the dead that this
particular volition of God was declared and

brought to effect. The formula referred to,
" through the will of God," was apparently
introduced with the view of confronting
those who were disposed to question hig
right to claim this supreme form of apostleship, with the SBgis of Divine authorization
they had God to reckon with. The like is the
purport of the substituted words in 1 Tim. i. 1,
" According to the commandment of God our
Saviour, and Christ Jesus our Hope." Not
of men, neither by man {ovk air* avOp^iruv, oi/^h
Si' avBp^irov) ; not from men, neither through
a man.
The preposition "from" (4ir6)
points to the primary fountain of the delegation referred to; "through" (Sia) to the
medium through which it was conveyed.
The necessity for this twofold negation
arose from the fact that the word "apostle,"
as I have had occasion fully to set forth
elsewhere, was frequently among Christians
applied to messengers deputed hy Churches,
or, probably, even by some important representative officer in the Church, whether on
a mission for the propagation of the gospel
or for the discharge at some distant place
of matters of business connected with the
Christian cause.
St. Paul had himself
frequently served in this lower form of
apostleship, both as commissioned by the
Church to carry abroad the message of the
gospel, and also as deputed to go to and fro
between Churches on errands of charity or
for the settlement of controversies.
In
either case he as well as others "acting in
the like capacity, would very naturally and
properly be spoken of as an "apostle" by
otliers,a8we actually find him to have been;
as also he would appear to have been ready on
this same account so to designate himself.*
That he was an "apostle" in this sense
none probably would have been minded to
dispute. Why should they? His having,
«ven repeatedly, held this kind of subordinate commission did not of itself give him
a greater importance than attached to many
others who had held the same. Neither did
it

invest his statements of religious truth

with a higher sanction than
last

theirs.

was the point which, in

Tliis

Paul's
own estimation, gave the question of the
real nature of his apostleship its whole
significance. Was he a commissioned envoy
•

St.

For the proof of these statements, the

reader

is referred to

the following passages
25; 2 Cor. viii. 23; Eom. xvi. 7;
2 Cor. xi. 6, 13; xii. H; Bev. ii. 2; Acts
xiv. 4, 14
1 These, ii. 7 ; and to the discussion of the import and bearing of them
severally, in the essay on " Apostles " found
in the Introduotlon,

—Phil.

ii.

;

•"oh. 1.

1—24.

of men, deputed to convey to

others a
message of theirs i or was he an envoy
commissioned immediately by Christ to
convey to the world » message which likewise was received immediately from Christ?
Those who disputed his statements of religious doctrine might admit that he had
been deputed to preach the gospel by
Christian Churches or by eminently representative leaders of the Church, while they
nevertheless asserted that he had misrepresented, or perhaps misapprehended, the
message entrusted to him. At all events,
they would be' at liberty to affirm that the
statements he made in delivering his message were subject to an appeal on the part

human

authorities who
owed alike his
commission and his message to (say) the
Church of Antiooh, or to the Church at
Jerusalem, or to the twelve, or to James the
Lord's brother, or to other leaders whomso^
ever of the venerable mother Church, then it
followed that he was to be held amenable to
their overruling judgment in the discharge
of this apostleship of bis. What he tauglit
had no force if this higher court of appeal
withheld its sanction. Now, this touched

of bis hearers to the
had delegated him.

If he

no mere problematical contingency, but was"
a practical issue which, jast at this time,
was one of even vital importance. It had
an intimate connection with the fierce
antagonism of contending parties in the
Church, then waged over the dying body of
the Levitical Law. St. Paul's mission as an
apostle is most reasonably considered to
date from the time when, as he stated in his
defence before King Agrippa(Acts xxvi. 16,
17), the Lord Jesus said to him, " To this
end have I appeared unto thee, to appoint
thee a minister and a witness [uirijpfTrji' xal
fiiprvpa : comp. avrSirTaL Kol fmnperai, Luke
i. 2 and Acts i. 2, 8, 8, 22] both of the
things wherein thou hast seen me, and of
the_ things wherein I will appear unto thee
delivering thee from tlie people [AaoS, sc.
Israel], and from the Gentiles, nnto whom I
myself send thee ^ds otis i-yci a-TrotrTeWa (re
thus L. T. Tr. Bey.; the Textus Eeceptus
reads fij ots vvy ae ijroffT^XXo)] " (comp.
Acts xxii. 14, 15; 1 Cor. ix. 1). But though
hisappointment was in reality coeval with his
conversion, it was only in course of time and
by slow degrees that his properly apostolic
function became signalized to the consciousness of the Church. Nevertheless, there is
no reason for doubting that to his own consciousness his vocation as apostle was clearly
manifested from the very first. The prompt
and independent manner in which he at
once set himself to pr«u3h the gospel, which
itself, he tells the Galatiaus in this chapter,
he had received immediately from heaven,
betokens his having this eonsciousnesa.

"

Oft. I.
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The time and the manner

in which the fact
to others he would

an apostle through the agency of Jesus
Christ, he was not an apostle through the

seem, in a spirit of compliant obedience, to
have left to the ordering of his Master.
But by Jeans Christ, and Qod the Father,
who raised him from the dead (i\\&, Sti
'Itjo-ov Xpitrrov, Koi ®€ov trarphs tov lyeipavros
alnhv ix vfKpSv) ; livt through Jesus Christ,
and Ood the Father, mho raised him from
the dead. The conjunction " neither " (ouSf

human being; thus negativing,
apparently, the manhood of Christ, at least
as viewed in his present glorified condition.
The inference, however, is plainly contradicted by both 1 Cor. xv. 21 and 1 Tim. ii.
S; for the former passage points in "the
second Man" to the "Lord from heaven,"
while the other refers to him as permanent
"Mediator between God and men," both,
therefore, speaking of Jesus in his present
glorified condition.
To obviate this difficulty some have proposed to take the " but
(^Uwi), not as adversative, but as exceptive.
But there is no justification for this ^not
even Mark ii. 8 (see Winer's ' Gram. N. T.,'
53, 10, 1 b).
less precarious solution ia
arrived at by gathering out of the context
the precise shade of meaning in which the
word " man " is here used. Christ is indeed
" Man," and his true manhood is the sense
required in the two passages above oiled;

was

to

become manifest

),

which comes before

Si"

dvSpdnrov,

marks the

introduces as containing a distinctly
from the preceding, and
shows tliat the preposition "through" ii
used in contradistinotlou to the "from"
(airi) of the foregoing clause in its proper
sense of denoting the instrument or medium
through which an act is done.
St. Paul
afGrms that there was no human instrumentality or Intermediation whatever at work in
the act of delegation which constituted him
an apostle. This affirmation places him in
this respect precisely on a level with the
twelve ; perhaps in making it he has an eye
to this.
The notion has been frequently
broached that the apostleship which Bt.

clause

it

different negation

Paul made claim to was conveyed to him at
Antioch through the- bretliren who there,
under the direction of the Holy Spirit,
formally set him apart, together with Barnabas, for the missionary enterprise which they
forthwith entered upon (Acts xiii. 1 3).
But words could scarcely have been seleeted
which should more decisively negative any
such notion than those do which St. Pa\il
here makes use of. One form of apostleship
was no doubt then conferred upon Barnabas
and Paul but it was not the apostleship of
which he is now thinking (see essay on

—

;

"Apostles," pp. xxzi., xxxii.). In defining
the precise import and bearing of the expression, Si' avSpiiTov, " through a man," we may
compare it with its use in 1 Cor. xv. 21,
" Since Si' avBpdiTrou came death, 5i' dvBpiiirou
came also the resurrection of the dead;"
where in the second clause the word " man,"
employed to recite the Lord Jesus, contemplates that aspect of his twofold being vf hioh
places him as " the second Man " (1 Cor. xv.
47) in correlation to Adam, " the first Man."
Similarly, the parallel with Adam again in
Kom. v. 12, 15 leads the apostle to adopt
the expression, "the one Man Jesus Christ"
In 1 Tim. ii. 5, " There
(cf. also ibid. 19).

one God, one Mediator also between God
and men, himself Man [or, a man'], Christ
Jesus," our Lord's manhood, in accordance
is

'

with the requirement of the context, is put
forward as a bond of connection linking
him with every human creature alike.
These passages present Ciirist in the
But
character simply of a human being.
in the passage before us the apostle at first
•ight appears to imply that, because he waa

agency of a

—

A

but he

is also

more than man ; and

it ia

those qualities of his being and of his state
of existence which distinguish him from
mere men, which the context shows to be
now present to the apostle's mind. For the
phrase, " through a man," is not contrasted
by the words, " through Jesus Christ," alone,
but by the whole clause, " through Jesus
Christ, and God the Father who raised him
from the dead." That is to say, in penning
the former phrase, the apostle indicates by
the word "man" one invested with the
ordinary qualities of an earthly human
condition; whereas the "Jesus Christ"
through whom Heaven sent forth Saul as an
apostle to tlie Gentiles was Jesus Christ
blended with, inconceivably near to, God
the Father, one with him; his oneness
with him not veiled, as it was when he
was upon earth, though really subsisting
even then (John x. 30), but" to all the
universe manifested manifested visibly to
us upon earth by the resurrection of his
body; in the spiritual, as yet now to us
invisible world, by that sitting down on the
right hand of God which was the implied
sequel and climax of his resurrection. The
strong sense which the ipostle has of the
Unspeakably intimate conjunction subsisting,
'
since his resurrection, between Jesus Christ
viewed in his whole incarnate being and
God the Father, explains How it comes to
pass that the two august Names are combined together under one single preposition,
" through Jesus Christ, and God tne Father."
shall have to notice the same phenomenon in ver. 3 in the apostle's fonarala of
greeting prayer, "Grace to you and peace
from God the Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ " on which see the note.
have
the same c(u>««otion of Christ's personality

—

We

;

We

;
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consequent upon his resurrection in the
-words

apostle's

relative

appointment in Rom. i.
Jesus Christ through

his apostolic
where the
4, 5;
to

whom "he had

receiyed grace and apostleship," in contrast
with his merely human condition as "of
the seed of David according to the flesh,"
is described as " hira who was declared to be
the Son of God with power, according to the
spirit of holiness by the resurrection of the
dead." The clause, " who raised him from

the dead," has a twofold bearing upon the
point in hand. 1. It supplies an answer to the
objection which may be believed to have
been made to Paul's claim to be regarded as
an apostle sent forth by Jesus Christ,
by those who said, " You have never seen
Cbrist or been taught by him, like those
whom he himself named apostles." The
answer is, " You miglit object so if Jesus

were no more than a dead man but he is
he is a living Man raised from the
dead by the Father; and as such I have
myself seen him (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 1); and he
it was that in his own person, and through
no intervention of human agency, gave me
both the commission to preach and the
gospel which I was to preach " (see below,
;

not that

:

vers. 11, 12).

2. It

connects the action of

God

Father with that of Jesus Christ in
appointing Paul to be an apostle; for the
things which Christ did when raised from
the dead and glorified with himself (John
xvii. 5) by the Father must obviously have
been done from, with, and in God the
Father.
It would unduly narrow the
pragmatism of the clause if we limited it to
either of the two purposes above indicated
both were probably in the mind of St. Paul
The immediate context gives
in adding it.
no warrant for our supposing, as many have
done, that the apostle has just here other
truths in view as involved in the fact of our
Lord's resurrection ; such e.g. as he has
tlie

Eom. iv. 24, 2.5; vi.;
However cogent and closely relevant some of these inferences might have
himself indicated in
Col.

iii. 1

.

been with respect to the subjects treated of
in this Epistle, the Ejnstle itself, as a matter
of fact, makes no other reference whatever
to that great event, whether directly or
indirectly.
Should Si' avBp^irov be rendered
" through man," the noun understood geneas e.g. Ps. Ivi. 1 (Septuagint), or
" through a man," pointing to one individual
being 7 It is not very material ; but perhaps
the second rendering is recommended by the
consideration that, if the apostle had meant
still to write generically, ho would have
repeated the plural noun already employed.
Indeed, it may be thought a preferable
rendering in the other passages above cited.
The transition from the plural noun to the
inguUi, ai ii not«d by Bishop Lightfoot and
rically,

[cR,

t \~^ii.

others, " suggested itself in anticipation of
the clause, 'through Jesus Christ,' which
was to follow." In the expression, "God

the Father," the addition of the words, "the
Father," was not necessary for the indication
of the Person meant, any more than in 1 Pet.
" Believers in God which raised him
i. 21,
from the dead," or in numberless other
passages where the term "God" regularly
designates the First Person in the blessed
Trinity.
It would be an incomplete paraphrase to explain it either as "God the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," or as
" God our Father." It is rather, " God the

primary Author and supreme Orderer of
all things," or, as in

the Creed,

"God

the

It is best illustrated
Father Almighty."
by the apostle's words in 1 Cor. viii. 6, " To
us there is one God, the Father, of whom
[i.e. out of whom, €'£ o5] are all tilings, and
we unto him ; " and in Rom. xi. 36, " Of him,
and through him, and unto him, are all
things." The apostle adds the term in order
to make the designation of the supreme
God, who is the Source of his apostleship,
the more august and impressive.
Ver. 2. And all the brethren which are
with me (wal of o-iii/ t/tol iriii'Tss a5e\((>o();
and the brethren which are with me, one and
all.
The ordinary unaccentuated colloca-

—

tion of irdvTes would be, irdi/Tes ol trbv ifnol
i.Ss\<pot.
Its position here, where, perhaps,
it was thrnst in by a kind of after-thought,
marks it as emphatic : there is not one of
those about him who does not feel the like
grief and indignation as himself in reference

We

have a
to the news just now received.
similar collocation in Rom. xvi. 15. ndnres
would be marked as emphatic also if placed
last, as in 1 Cor. vii. 17 ; xiii. 2 ; xv. 7 ; Titus
iii.

15.

Our attention

sence of any name.

is

arrested

A

number

by the ab-

of persons
in the Acts (xviii.
18— XI. 5), and by the apostle himself in
his Epistles to the Corinthians and to the
Romans, as about his person atdifferent times
during the latter part of his third journey ;
and it does not seem very likely that not one
was now with him of those who had accompanied him, either in the first or in the
second of his two visits in Galatia. The
most probable way of explaining the entire
suppression of names is by reference to the
present mood of the writer ; he is too indignant at the behaviour of the Galatian
Churchmen to weave into his greeting any
such thread of mutual personal interest. It
is enough to intimate that all about him felt
as he did. Unto the Churches of Oalatia
(tois 4KK\iiia-lais rrjs TaKartas). The dry coldness of tone with which this is written will
be best understood by the reader upon his
comparing the apostle's manner in his other
letters, in all of wbioh h«
found adding

are

named by

St.

Luke

"

ei.L 1-24.3

TSfi ewsTLfi

fd

some words marking the

higli dignity which
attached to the communities he is addressing.
He is too much displeased to do this
now. The plurality of the Galatian Churches,
each of them apparently forming a distinct
organization, is expressed again in 1 Cor.
xvi. 1, " As I gave order to the Churches of
Galatia;" and agrees very well with what
we read in Acts xviii. 23, " Went through
tlie region of Galatia and Phrygia in oider
(KaSe^i) s), stablishing all the disciples." The
leaven of Judaizing, whether imported by
visitants from other regions or originating
within these Churches themselves, appears
to have been working very extensively among
these communities, and not in one or two of
them only. If the latter had been the case,
the apostle would not have involved the collective Churches in the like censure, but, as
in the case of Colossss, compared with the
" Ephcsians," Iiave singled out for warning
those actually peccant. This fact, of the
general diffusion among them of one particular taint, warrants the belief that certain
persons had been at the pains of going about
among these Churches to propagate it. Who
these persons were, or where they came from,
there is nothing to show. It has, indeed,
been assumed by many that, like those disturbers of the Antioohian Church mentioned in Acts XV. 1 and oh. li. 12, they had
come from Judffia, or rather Jerusalem. But
the Epistle gives no hint of this in respect to
the Galatian Churches. What the apostle
writes in oh. vi. 12, 13 points rather to the
suimise that this particular distraction was
cauted by some Churchmen of their own, who
had given tlieraselves to this heretical proselytizing in order to truckle to non-Christian
Jews living in their neighbourhood. Compare the apostle's foreboding respecting the
future of the Ephesian Church, in Acts xi.
30.
(See note on ch. vi. 12, 13.)
Ver. 3. Grace be to you and peace (x'^pis

—

vfuv Kol fipiivri); grace to you and peace.
Here, as often, we have combined the form
of salutation prevalent among Greeks, xaipc'V
(found in its unaltered form in Jas. i. 1, " wishing joy "), Christianized into X'^P'^' g™''<',
which denotes the outpouring of Divine benignity in all such spiritual blessings as
sinful creatures need ; and the Hebrew greeting, ihalom, which in its transformation into
upiivi) may he supposed to have dropped in
its

Christianized signification some of

its

originally comprehensive meaning, which
comprised all " health and wealth " as well
*•
peace," and to have generally expressed
the more limited idea of that calm sense of reconciliation and that perfect security against
evil which constitute the peculiar happiness
of a soul which believes in Christ. It is
nevertheless conceivable that ftp^vi;, as
lued in Hellenistic Greek, may at times have

as

mn

salatuns.

widened the sense proper to it in ordinary
Greek into the more comprehensive import
of the shalSm, which it was regularly employed to represent. From Ood the Father,
and from our Lord Jesus Christ (&ir!> 0fa3
TrarpoSj Kol Kvptov Tifjuov 'iTjffov XpiffTov). These
words regularly form a part in the apostle's
formula of greeting. With slight variations
they are found in all his Epistles, except,
perhaps, the First to the Thessalonians, where,
though read in the Textus Beceptus, they
are omitted by recent editors. " Our " is
added to " Father " in at least seven of St.
Paul's Epistles (Bomans,! and 2 Corinthians,
Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon). This warrants the belief that, when
as in 1 Timothy, Titus, and here, he wrote
"God the Father," he most probably did
•o with reference to God's fatherly relation
to the members of Christ's Church.
Tregelles and the margin of the revised Greek
text, in fact, read iifiav after Tarphs here,
omitting it after Kuplov. Uniformly in this
formula of greeting we find only one preposition, " from " (&ir<(), before the two names,
" God " and " Jesus Christ ; " as in the first
verse in this Epistle there is only one preposition, " through," before " Jesus Christ "
and " God." The apostle, looking upwards,
discerns, as St. Stephen did, in the inefiable
glory, the supreme God in whom he recognizes " our Father," and with him Jesus
Christ, "our Lord;" that is, our Master,
Head, Mediator, " through whom are all

and we through him." Grace and
peace coming down from heaven, must come
from God our Father and Jesus Christ our
Lord. From the very nature of the case it
is obvious that the blessings referred to come
things,

to us through Christ, though also "from"
him ; as also that St. Paul's delegation as
apostle, spoken of in the first verse, originated from a volition and appointment of
God the Father, as well as was brought
about " through " the ordering of his providence. But in each case the preposition
used by the apostle preserves its proper
force, not to be confused by our thrusting
into it another notion not just then in the
writer's view.
Ver. 4. ^Who gave himself (rov SSyrov
eaurdv). This is the s^ongest imaginable
description of what Christ did to redeem us.
The phrase occurs in.l Mace. vi. 44, with
reference to the Eleazar who rushed upon
certain death to kill the elephant which was
carrying the king,Antiochus: "He gave himIt
self (eSoj/cej' lauriv) to save his people."
is applied to Christ also in Titus ii. 14, " Who
gave himself for us ; " and 1 Tim. ii 6,
" Who gave himself a ransom for all." In the
next chapter, ver. 20, the apostle writes, "Who

—

loved me, an'i gave himself up (irapo!(!j'Tos
ia,uThv) for me."
Similarly, St. Paul writes
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Bom. viii. S2, " He that spared not [i.e.
'kept not back'] his own Son, but gave him
up (wapeSuKev aiirhv) for us all." The addition, in Matt. xxyi. 45, of the words, " into
the hands of sinners," and our Lord's utterauoe in Luke xxii. 53, " This is your hour,
and the power of darkness," help to illustrate the exceedingly pregnant expression
now before us. For our sins (yir^p t&v
This is the reading of the
auapTiaiii iifiSij/).
Textus Reoeptus, retained by the Eevisers.
On the other hand, L. T. Tr., for uirep, substiin

tute

These two prepositions

Ttepi.

iirip

and

are, in this relation as well as in some
If we follow the
others, used indifferently.

TTfpl

reading of Beo. L. T. Tr. Rev. (for very often
the manuscripts oscillate between the two),
we have uircp in 1 Cor. xv. 3, " Died for our

"To offer up sacrifices,
and then for the sing
Heb.
ix. 7, " Blood, which
of the people "
he offereth for himself, and for the ignorances
sing;" Heb.
first for

his

vii. 27,

own

sins,

;

of the people." On tlie other hand, we find
in the same authorities irepl in Rom. viii. 3,
"Sending his own Son in the likeness of
;
sinful flesh and for sin " Heb. v. 3, " As for
the people, so also for himself, to offer for
gins " (where, however, the Eeceptus has iirip

in the last clause, " for gins ")

" Whole burnt offerings, and

Heb.

i. 6,
e<icrijice$ for
;

Heb.x 18, "No more offering for sin;"
John ii. 2, 10, "Propitiation for our sins; " 1
Pet. iii. 18, "Died [or, 'suffered'] for (Trcpl)

sin;"
1

sins, the righteous for(67r^p)the unrighteous."

The

last

passage (1 Pet.

lii.

18) suggests the

remark that i-irfp is the more appropriate
word before persons, and jnpl before " sins."
"We find, however, that, in the Septuagint, in
thePenta tench irepl is used alsobefbre persons
as it is in Heb. v. 3 thus : Lev. v. 18, " The
priest shall make atonement for (irepX) him
concerning (irep!) his ignorance " in both
cases rendering tiie Hebrew 'al. So Lev. iv.
20, 26, 31, 35 ; Numb. viii. 12. On the other
hand, in Exod. xxxii. 30 we have " I will go
up unto the Lord, that I may make atonement for {trepi. Void) your sin." The truth
seems to be that Sire'p, which is more properly
" on behalf of," often denotes " for," equivalen t
to " on account of; " as e.g. Ps. xxxix. 11, Septuagint, "rebukes for sin " Eph. v. 20, " Giving thanks always for all things " Rom. iv.
9, " Glorify God for his mercy." And this sense
passes into "concerning," "with reference
to " a» 2 Cor. i. 8, " I would not have you
ignorant concerning our affliction ; " 2 Cor.
viii. 23, " Whether OB^i«2«»re about Titus."
On the other hand, irept, which more properly
denotes " concerning," " with reference to,"
passes into the sense of " on account of; " as
Luke xix. 37, " Praise God for all the mighty
works " John x. 33, " For a good work we
gtone thee not, but for blasphemy " 1 Cor.
concerning you " 1
i. 4, " I thank my God . .
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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give thanks to God for yon
i. 2, "
" Rom. i. 8, " I thank my God for [Reoeptus, fiirlp] you all." The use of irspl in
the verse before us, and in the similar passages above cited, no doubt followed its use

We

Thess.
all

;

in thephraBeirepla;uapTi'oj,whichintheLXX.
so commonly describes the " sin offering" of

the Levitioal institute. This phrase sometimes represents what in the Hebrew text ig
the simple noun (ehattatK) " sin," put for " sin
offering;" as e.g. Lev. vii. 37, "This is the
law of the burnt offering,of the meat offering,
and of the sin offering (cftaMatfe)," etc. (oStoj
i

v6iJ.os

r&v

iXoKavTCO/idToiv,

irepl a/iaprla!, etc.).

ital

Sometimes

it

duffias, Kol

represents

the same Hebrew noun preceded by the pre" For the sin of such or
position 'al, for
suoh a one (irfp! t^s a/iaprias rod Bcji/a);"
as e.g. Lev. v. 85, where the LXX. has, " The
priest shall make atonement for him tor the
sin which he hath sinned (i^i^dtrcrai irepV
avTov 6 Ifpehs irepl TTJs anaprlas %v ^ixapre)"
The precise force of irepl in this phrase was
probably " on account of sin," or " having
reference to sin;" senses of /n-Epl which, as
has been seen, are borne by ivkp as well.
This view of the force of these two preposi:

tions, as

employed in

this relation,

seems to

the present writer more satisfactory than
that which refers it to the notion of protection, "on behalf of" or "for the good of"
some one though it must unquestionably
be allowed that this is a notion which they
both of them frequently convey. To this
latter notion, indeed, we must in all probability refer the use of im^p in ch. ii. 20,
" Gave himself up for me," as well as in
1 Pet. iii. 18, " for the unrighteous " Luke
xxii. 19, 20, "Given for you," " Poured out
for you," and the like
and also that of trepX
in Matt. xivi. 28, " Shed for many " John
;

;

;

;

xvii. 9, " I pray for them " Col. iv. 3, "Praying for u».
"The result of this inquiry into
the u«it» loqtteiadi with reference to these
;

prepositions appears to be this : in what
manner the death of Christ affected our
condition in those respects in which that condition waa antecedently qualified by our
gins, neither imip nor vepX as prefixed to the
noun " sins " enables us precisely to determine, further than as it recalls for illustration the " sin offering " of the Law. For the
more complete development of the idea intended to be conveyed, we must look to other
references made in Scriptiure to the subject,
such as e.g. 2 Cor. v. 21 ; ch. iii. 13 ; 1 Pet.
19.
Thus much, however, we may confidently assume : both imkp and v-cpl as so
applied do alike warrant us in concluding,
not only that it was because of our gins that
Christ behoved to die, but also that big death
is efBcacious for the complete removal o{
those evils which aocme to us from 9ur sing.
That he might deliver
torn this piesent
i.

u

"

BH.

,
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world (iints i^4\riTai lifias Ik tou cuZi/os
ToS Ii'60'tStos Toyripov, Such is the reading
of L. T. Tr. Kev. while the Textue Eeceptus hag Sirens i^e\r)Tai rinas ^k rod iv^aruTus
aiivos vovripov) ; thai he might deliver us out
of the preieiU world, evil that it it. The verb
i^ttipeofnai, originally " take out," rondeiB the
Hebrew hitztzil in 1 Sam. iv. 8 and Jer. i. 8 in
the sense of "deliver;" it points to "the
present state" as one of helpless misery or
danger. Compare tlie use of the verb, Acts
vii.
10, 31; xii. 11; it is equivalent to
pieaBat, as found in Col. i. 13 and Luke i. 74.
The participle " present " or " subsisting,"
ivetrrds, is found in explicit contrast with
the participle " to come," /ieAKuv, Horn. viii.
38, " Nor things present nor things to come
and 1 Cor. iii. 22. We are, theiefore, naturally led to suppose that the apostle means to
contrast the " world " here referred to with
a " world to come ; " which latter is mentioned in Heb. vL 5, and seems synonymous
with the " world [literally, 'inhabited eai th']
to come," olKovfievri /leWouaa, of Heb. ii. 5.
Compare our Lord's words in Matt. xii. 32,
" Neither in this world nor in that which is
"
to cbme," and his contrast of " this world
with " that world " in Luke xx. 34, 35. The
Greek word here employed, aiSn, like Ttomiot,
is used with varying shades of meaning.
The two nouns, used interchangeably in 1
Cor. iii 18, 19 arc, however, not altogether
equivalent. The former originally denotes
n mode of time ; the latter, a mode of space.
In particular, ai&n is never used in the Greek
Testament to denote " mankind," as Jcoamos
not unfrequently is by all its writers. In
the Syriao Version, 'olmo represents both ai6a
and kogmos in all their senses, with a slight
variation in its form to represent aiSn in
Eph. ii. 2, " The course (aioii) of this world
(Jcosmoa)," as if it were '» The worldliness of
tliis world." Probably the same word 'oltno,
in the Chaldean-Hebrew language current
amongst the Palestinian Jews, was the term
( mployed by them in all those connections
in which either aion or kosmos would have
been used by them if speaking in Hellenistic
Greek; for it is to the Hellenistic dialect of
the Greek language that both words as so
employed belong. We never find aiSn at all
in any of St. John's writmgs, except in the
phrases, els rhv alana or 6IS robs atai/as, denoting " for ever." In other significations,
when other writers of the New Testament
might have used aidn, St. John always puts
koemos. The word aiSn, denoting a cycle of
time, is used also to signify a material world,
as Heb. i. 2 ; and, in particular, the state of
things found existing in that cycle of time;
and this aa viewed in various aspects. In
Luke XX. 34, 35 "this ai&n " contrasts the
present state, as one of mortality and succesiive reproduction, with " that aiSn," viewed
evil

;

;

aa one of immortality, in which processes
of reproduction are found no more. But in
Luke xvi. 8 " the children of this oitf» " are
those who live after the world-loving, sinful
fashion which characterizes mankind in
general in contrast with "the children of
lifht," who have been enlightened to recognize their relation to a spiritual world. In
St. Paul, "the present aiiii>" denotes the
entire moral and spiritual state of mankind
viewed- in the aspect in which he contemplated it a state wrapped in spiritual

—

"darkness," pervaded by ungodliness and
general immorality, and dominated by Satan;
as Bengel puts it, " tota oeconomia peccati
sub potBstate Satanje" (Eph. ii. 2; iv. 18;
2 Cor. iv, 4) ; a state from which Christians
ought to study to get wholly wtaned in all
their moral and spiritual habits (Bom. xii. 2;
Eph. iv. 22—24). In St. John, the phrases,
" the world (Icosmos)," or " this world " are
irequently employed to express the same
idea ; as e.g. John xii. 31 ; xvl 11 ; 1 John
ii. 15, 16 ; v. 19.
Out of this " power, empire, of darkness," in which by nature apart
from Christ's grace all men are hopeletsly
enthralled ; out of the giasp, inextricable by
any efforts of their own, with which Satan
holds them, the apostle recognizes Christ
as alone able to " rescue" us ; and even liim
only able to "rescue" us by Tutue of his
atoning sacrifice of himself. Thus, in an
eminently just application of the verb, he is
said to " 1 edeem " (\uTpoijffBat) them from

—

expression includes, not
only the idea of his paying down a ransom
for their emancipation, but also the thought
that, by the power of his grace, he makns tho
ransom effectual for the actual moral and
spiritual deliverance, one by one, of those
who believe in him: "He purifies them a
people of his very own, devoted to good
works " (TituB ii. 14). The position in the
Greek of the epithet " evil," standing in a
peculiar manner without the article after
"this present world" (toO aiaros toS I«iTTWTos Tiov7)pov), is discussed both by Bishop
Ellioott and by Bishop Lightfoot in their
respective Commentaries on the Epistle ; the
latter of whom takes it as equivalent to
" with all its evils." It seems to the present
writer that the syntax of the clause groups
it With Eph. ii. 11, " That which is called
circumcision, in the flesh, made [or, 'done']
all iniquity, wliich

with hands

(rris Keyo^evjjs ireptroti^s if

vapKl

where iv aapKl ^upOTroiiiTOU has no article, because it is a logical adjunct the circumcision " which is made
in the flesh with hands," ia of course no real
circumcision (cf. Bom. ii. fin.), and therefore is only one so "called."
So iu the
XeiponoiTiTov)''

:

present passage the epithet " evil " ii a
logical adjunct : the state of the world being
an "evil stM<*," craved Christ's redomptiou.

•

;
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and this fapt should malce that redemption
welcome to us. Similarly, in 1 Pet. i. 18 the
epithet " handed from your fathers (irarpoTrapw
SoToS)" added after " your vain manner of
a logical adjunct

life," is

:

the fact that

it

was ancient and traditional gave it so strong
a hold upon them as to crave the intervention of a no ordinary ransom to redeem them
from it. With the turn of thought, which
according to this view is indicated by the
epithet noviipoS having been added to the
noun without the article, agrees likewise
the emphatic position of the verb efe'AtjTai
at the head of the sentence. Christ gave
his own very self for this end, that he might
deliver us out of this wretched state of things
to which we belonged.
But the reactionary
movement now showing itself among the
Galatians would inevitably, the apostle feels
(see ch. v. 4), have the eifeot of making
void this redeeming work of Christ, and
of involving them afresh in their original
misery. If we adhere to the reading in the
Textus Receptus, toO iv.ejTaros aiSfvos itovrf
pov,yfe had best, perhaps, accept Winer's proposal (' Gram. N. T.,' §20, 1 a), and explain
the absence of the article by supposing alaiv
irovripibs as forming one notion, as in the

ca£e of fipu/jLa irvevfiaTiKhv and trSfia ttv, in
the Textus Eeceptus of 1 Cor. x. 3. But
this reading, though grammatically it runs
more smoothly than the other, is on that
very account the less likely to have been
the original one, and seems greatly to blunt
the significance of the adjective. May we
not detect in this epithet "evil " the sound
of a sigh, drawn from the apostle's heart by
this fresh

worry and disappointment

now

cropping up for him and for all who cared
for the success of the gospel ? His feeling
seems to be Oh the weary evilness of this
present state
When will it be brought to
an end by the appearing of that blissful hope?
(comp. 2 Cor. v. 4). According to the will
of God and our Father (kot^ t& ee\itfi.a tov
0EOV Kol Tvarphs rifiSiv') ; according to the wiU
of our God and Father. It is, perhaps, of no
great consequence whether we understand
this clause as pointing to the whole preceding sentence, " Who gave himself
world,"
or to the last clause of it, " That he might
deliver
. world."
But the former is
the more probable construction: (1) there
is no reason for restricting it to the last
words; (2) it is in perfect accordance
with the apostle's usual reference of Clirist'g
coming into the world and dying for u«
the Father's appointment, that he
to
slioulil here too be understood as referring
to this work of delivering grace also.
The feeling apparently underlies these
words of the apostle, that the Judaizing
which be has now before his eyes was both
getting Itself iu opposition to the supreme

—

!

.

.

.

.

.
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ordering of « our God "—and his sovereign
" will " who of us shall dare to contravene 7
and also thwarting the operation of his
For the laek ol
fatherly loving-kindness.
filial confidence in God's love to us, and
the slavish cei>emoaialism which characterized Judaical legalism, were both ol
them adjuncts of the unspjritual mind still
in bondage to " the fiesh" (cf. Bom. vii. and
viii.), and therefore part and parcel of " this
Comp. ch. iii. 3; iv. 3,
present world."
8 10 ; and Col. ii. 20, " Why, as living in the
world, do ye subject yourselves to ordinances,
Handle not," etc.? As Professor Jowett
observes, in this case ets well as in the
Epistle to the Bomans, " The salutation ii
the proem of the whole Epistle." The expression, " our God and Father," is pathetic
it is an outcome of the deep complacency
with which the apostle cherishe* the assurance of God's fatherly love given us in the
gospel a sentiment of complacency stimulated into increased fervency by antagonism
to the spiritual mischief confronting him.
Of our God and Father. So Eevisod VerThis rendering appears decidedly
sion.
preferable to that given by the Authorized
Version, " of God and our Father," though
grammatically this latter is confessedly not
The like remark applies to
inadmissible.
all the other passages in the New Testament in which @ebs koX Tlarifp is found
followed by a genitive ; namely, by TrdvTwv
(Eph. iv. 6) ; by Ti/j.av as in the passage before us (1 Thess. i. 3; iii. 11, 13; Phil. iv.
20) ; by tow Kvpiou iifiajf 'iTjtrov Xpi(rrov (Bom.
1 Pet.
XV. 6 ; Eph. i. 3 ; Col. i. 3 2 Cor. i. 3
i. 3); by roO
Kuplou 'l-naoS (2 Cor. xi. 31
[L. T. Tr. Eev. ; Eeceptus has toV Kvpiov
Tjfiuf 'Itjiyov XpuTTOu}; and by aitrod (Eev.

—

—

—

;

i.6).

;

—To whom be glory for

ever and
robs miuvas Twv
aiiivav. 'A/iiiy). 'rhis doxology is not introduced as merely a reverential closing up of
the greeting, before the writer hastens on
It is
to the subsequent words of rebuke.
rather an indignant tender of hcnnage to the
Most High, flashing forth from a loyal, filial
heart ; confronting and seeking, so far as it
thus may, to redress the wrong done to •' our
God and Father" by the Judaizing spirit
uprearing itself among the Galatians.
It
is similar in tone to the indignant doxology
in Bom. i. 25.
This view of its origin
explains the fact that, as connected with

Ver. 5.

ever.

a

Amen

greeting;,

(w ^

5<J|o ^Is

such doxology

is

found only

in this of all St. Paul's Epistles.
The
indignation which pervades the tone of the
whole passage favours the suppletion of ^(Ttu
rather than of ioTlv.
Perhaps, indeed.ftrTto
is in general the more natural suppletion.
In 1 Pet. iv. 11, where iarlv is added by
the writer, we have not so uuch a <Ureot

—

;

OH.
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Becription of praise as ao affirmation that
to God belongs or is due the glory of our
performing our several duties with reference
to this end.
In like manner in the (most
probably interpolated) doxology at the close
of the Lord's prayer in Matt. vi. 13, " For

thine is the kingdom," etc., the ascription of
praise is not so much expressed as implied.
Viewed in themselves, the words simply
state the truth wliich constitutes the groun j
for our addressing to " our Father " our
praises

and our

The

petitions.

article

is

most commonly prefixed to S6^a in such
ascriptions of praise, whether S6^a stands
alone, as Rom. xi. 36 ; xvi. 27 Eph. iii. 21
Phil. iv. 20 ; 2 Tim. iv. 18
Heb. xiii. 21
2 Pet. iii. 18; or in conjunction with other
;

;

nouns, as 1 Pet.

11; Kev. i. 6; vii. 12.
ii. 14 ; xix. 38 ; 1 Tim.
i. 17 ; Jude 25.
When the article is added
it marks the nouu as expressing its notion
viewed absolutely, in its entirety or universality: q.d. "Whatever glory is to be
ascribed anywhere, be it ascribed to him."
Thus ^ S(i|o iii equivalent to " all glory."
For ever avid ever ; literally, into the aidns of
the aidns ; apparently a form of expression
adopted to denote intensification or superlativenoss, like " holy of holies " (cf. Winer,

It is

iv.

wanting in Luke

'Gram. N. T.,' § 36, 2). It is used where
especial intensity is wished to be added to
the notion of long undetermined duration
The
as Eev. xiv. IX ; xv. 7; xxii. 5, etc
same notion is expressed, only with not the
same passionate earnestness, by the phrase,
*' into the aidns" in Luke i. 33 ; Bom. i. 25
ix. 5; xi. 36, etc.; and by "into the aidn,"
in Matt. xxi. 19; John vi. 51, 58, etc. Possibly there is a reference of contrast to " this
This, however, is
present aion " of ver. 4.
doubtful; for in ver. 4 ai6n points to a
particular condition of affairs subsisting in
this ai&rt, rather than to a mere mode of
duration, which latter is alone in view here.
The like observation applies to Eph. ii. 2

compared

witli ver. 7.

— It

is unnecessary qgain to remark
the disturbance of mind indicated by tlie
abruptness with which the apostle plunges
It cannot fail
into the language of reproof.
I marvel
to strike every careful reader.
The verb is used
(-BaviidCw) ; I do marvel.
here with reference to something disappointing, something felt to be painful as
So Mark vi. 6 with rewell as strange.
ference to the unbelief of the Nazarenes.
It is unjust to the apostle to take this "I
do marvel " of his as a mere artifice of
though unquestionably,
politic address:

Ver.

6.

;

'on

as Chrysostom and Luther have well noted,
The apostlo
it does soften his rebuke.
was genuinely surpiised ; for be had had so
much reason for thinking well of them (oomp.
How coul'l
•h. iii. 1: iv. 14, 15; v. 7).

converts, once ao cordial and elTectionate,
have possibly been so misled ? As he reflects
on the case, whatever feeling of resentment
mingled with his surprise turns off upon

the pseudo-evangelists misleading them ; and
accordingly it is upon these that his anathema
is pronounced, not upon tliem at all (cf. ch. v.
They, indeed, by listening to the
9, 12).
false teaching, were in danger of falling from
grace ; but this he rather com| lasslonatus than
angrily denounces. That ye are so soon removed (ort outw rax^fos /iCTaTtCetrfle); tJmt ye
are so quiohly falling away. This "quickly"
has been taken by many as meaning "so soon
after ye were called," and as consequently
furnishing some ground for determining the
time of the writing of the Epistle.
But
the comparison of the use of the same
adverb (raxeus) in 2 Thees. ii. 2, "Be not
quickly shaken ; " and in 1 Tim. v. 22, " Lay
hands hastily on no man," suggests rather
the meaning, "so quickly upon being solicited
thereto." The verb jUfTarWeirflai, to transfer
one's self to a different course of thinking,
acting, partisanship (cf. Liddell and Scott,
' Lexicon
'), is used both in an unfavourable
and in a good sense. Thus 2 Mace. vii. 24,
MeTaJdcjxevov wnh toiv Trarpiojv vofj-oiy I " If he
would give over following the laws of his
country;" Appian, ' Bell. Mithr.,'41: "Falling away, going over, from ( dith) Archelaus to
Sylla;" Jamblich, 'Protrept,' 17, "Chang*
from (avh) a restless and profligate mode of
life to an orderly one."
The verb, being in
the present tense, and not in the aorist or
the perfect, suggests the idea of an action
in its commencing stage, and not yet fully
consummated ; as Chrysostom observes :
"That is, 'I do not yet believe nor suppose
that the delusion has got to be complete
the language of one who will fain win them
back."
From him that called you into the
grace of Christ {airb rou KdKetravTos vfias ev
xdptTi Xpiarov) ; from him that called you to
be in the grace nf Olirist. The phrase, " he
that called you," recites the personality of
"our God and Father," spoken of in vers.
The calling of man into the kingdom
3, 4.
of God is habitually ascribed by St. Paul to
the First Person in the Trinity (cf. ver.
15; Kom. viii. 30; ii. 24, 25; 1 Cor, i. 9;
vii. 15, 17 ; 1 Thess. ii. 12 ; 2 Thess. ii. 14
2 Tim. L 9). God's name is omitted, as in
ver. 15 (where it is wanting in the more
recent texts), and ch. ii. 8, "For he that
The apostle impreswrought for Peter."
'

sively, even startlingly, describes their defection from the truth of the gospel as no

other than a defection from God himself;
similarly to the strain of language pursued
in Heb. iii. 12—15. " The grace of Christ"
recites the state of acceptance with God into
which Christians are brought by Chriat
through faith in him. So ch. v. 4, " Fallen
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away from grace;" Bom. r. 2, "Through
whom we have also had our access by faith
Tlie
iuto this grace wherein we stand."
genitive, " of Chrlat," denotes the Author, as
"
"
right(Phil. iv. 7) ;
in " the peace of God
eousness of God " (Bom. i. 17 iii. 21, etc.).
"
There is a pathos in the word grace," as referring to the sweet gentlenessof Christ's yoke
as contrasted with the yoke of ceremonialism which the Galatians were so foolishly
hankering after. The construction, " Called
;

you in the grace of Christ," is similar to
" Called us in peace " (1 Cor. vii. 15) " Ye
were called in one hope of your calling"
(Bph. iv. 4) " Called us ... in sanctification"
The verb "call," implying
(1 Thess. iv. 7).
as it does Ihe brinLiing into a certain stiite,
;

;

suggests the sense heru given to the clause,
in prtiference to our taking it as meaning
" called you by the grace of Clirist." Unto
another gospel (eU erepov evayye\tov) ; unto
another (or, a new) sort of gospel.
The adjective erepoy, as contrasted with &\\o used
in the next verse, appears to intimate the
changed quality of the object, its strange
new-fangled character. The adjective doei

take this shade of meaning.
1 Cor. liv. 21, 'Ev kTtpoyKdiaaois koX
4v x^^^f^'" tTepois,
men of strange

sometimes

Thus

"By

tongues, and by lips of strangers;" 2 Cor. xi. 4,
rifeu/xa krepov , . . eiiayyeKiov €Tfpoi',"Different
;
spirit . . . different gospel " 1 Tim. 1. 3, 'EreooStSatrKa\eiy, "Teach a different doctrine."
The reafler will find a brief but instructive
description of the difference at times observable between (Tepos and &\\os in Bishop
Lightfoot's note on the passage; who cites the
Septuagint rendering in Bxod. i. 8 of the
Hebrew "new king," which it gives Pa(r(Ketis

and a passage

in Xenophon's ' Cyro" If you accuse me . , .
another time when I serve you . . . you will
find me (Irep^i StaK6v!i>) another soit of attendant."
The phrase, "another sort of
gospel," ao far as giving the new form of
doctrine the title of "gospel" at all, if
fTcpos

:

pssdia,' viii. 3,

8,

paradoxical and sarcastic.

The paradox

is

corrected in what follows. The substantive,
" gospel," is borrowed, not without a tinge of
irony, from the pretensions of the innovators;
they, of course, would be ready to designate
their mangled form of Christian doctrine as
still " the gospel."
The epithet which the
apostle adds givei bis own view of it* character.

—

Ver. 7. Which is not another (t ouk trrtr
Already, in these very words, the
means to assert that essential unalterableneM of the gospel, which, with solemn
emphasis, bo in the two following verses
more fiilly afSrms. Thus much seems plain.
But, owing probably to the impassioned
eagerness of the moment, he here, as not
unfirequently elsewhere from tlte lijie cause,
iAAo).
apostle

[oh.

1.

1—24

expresses himself in language, the grammatical analysis of which is obscure and
For (1) the
in some degree uncertain.
relative " which " may be taken as reciting
"
the term gospel " only, that is, the gospel
which is properly so called ; in which case
we may read the sentence thus : " But the
gospel is not [never can be] other " other,

—

than it is as already preached to you;
(2) the relative may recite the " other [or,
new'] sort of gospel" of ver. 6; and then we
should have " Hut this other-fashioned gospel is not another gospel really," or, " is not
the real gospel reappearing in another form."
The former method presents undoubtedly, of
the two, the harsher way of construing ; but
constructions as harsh do occasionuUy present themselves in the apostle's style when
writing under strong emotion.
The exact
analysis, however, is merely a matter of
grammatical nicety; the substance of the
thought is quite clear. But there he (ei m^
eicriv) ; only there are. This construction,
of el liii followed by a finite verb, is found
i.e.

'

.

.

.

also in

Mark vi.

5, Ei ^))

. . .

e'flepeCireuire,

"Save

that ... he healed them." The force of el piii,
" except," in this passage as well as in some
others, may be described as partially exceptive; that is, it denotes an exception
taken, not to the entire foregoing sentence,
but to part of it only. Thus in Luke iv. 27,
" There were many lepers in Israel . . . and
none of them was cleansed, save Ifaaman
the Syrian:" where the pronoun "them"
recites the "lepers in Israel," but the "save"
refers to " lepers " only ; Eev. ii. 4, " Tliat
they should not hurt the grass, neither any
green thing, neither any tree, save the
men who," etc. : where the " save " points
back only to the words, " that they should
not hurt; " so again Rev. xxi. 27, "Save they
which are written in the Lamb's book of
life," points back only to the words, " there
shall in no wise enter into it." In all such
cases the rendering " only " or " but only "
would exhibit just the amouut of exception
which appears intended.
In the present
instance the most probable explanation is
this : the gospel can never be other than it
is ; except that among (t'.e. only among)
those who proclaim it (i.e. profess to proclaim it) there are some who so misrepresent
its import as to completely reverse its character. There be some that tronble you (nvts
elaiv ol rapaaanvrts i/ias) ; (here are certain
who are disquietitig you. The form of expression is the same as In Col, ii. 8, " Take
heed lest there shall be anyonetiiat maketb
spoil of you."
The sentence as it stands
differs from the supposable substitute, "cer^
tain persons are disquieting you," by
directing attention more to the persona
referred to than merely to their action
viewed in itself; it marks them out t^

;

eH.
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meriting strong censure, or (in Col., he. eit.)
as poisons to be carefully guardeil against.
Who tliese troublers were and where they
came from is uncertain (see note on ver. 2).
The verb rapdaaetv frequently means "to
alarm" or " disquiet," as Matt. ii. 3 xiv. 26
Luke L 12; xxiv. 38; John xlv. 1; 1 Pet.
And this is probably the sense in
iii. 14.
which it is used here and in the similar
passages, ch. v. 10 Acts xv. 24. It describes
the action of those who came to believers
reposing in a sense of acceptance with God
through Christ ; and filled their minds with
uneasiness and apprehension, by telling them
that they were not safe as they were, but must
do something else if they wished to really
possess the Divine favour. Others, however,
connect the verb with the notion of civil
disturbance, as in Acts xvii. 8, and thus
with raising seditions and shaking men's
allegiance, in conformity with the metaphor
of jneraTWefffie in ver. 6. And would pervert
the gospel of Christ (wal 6e\ovTss fieTacrrpe^at
ri fvayyeKiov tou XpuTrov); and would fain
turn into iti clean contrary the gospel of Christ.
The verb lieTaa-rpicjxiv is an appropriate one
to use with reference to such a misrepresentation of the gospel as the one now in the
apostle's view; for this converted it from a
doctrine of emancipation into a doctrine of
renswed bondage (comp. cli. v. 1 4). So
the verb is used in the only other passages
in which it is found in the New Testament,
Acts ii. 20, " The sun shall be turned into
darkness " Jas. iv. 9, " Let your laughter be
turned into momuing." So in Siraoh xi. 81,
" Turning good things into evil." Liddell
and Scott ('Lexicon') cite /teTo<rTpei//as =
;

;

—

;

" contrariwise," Plato, ' Gorg.,' 456, E ; Eep.,'
587, D.
In the phrase rd eiayjcMor rou
XpKTTov, the addition of the genitive, "of
Christ," with the twofold article, marks the
'

words with a stately emphasis. It was no
than thb gospel of Chbist that these
men were tampering with. "The gospel of
Christ" means here the gospel of which
Christ is the Author, as in " the gospel of
God " (Eom. i. 1), and which he had sent
less

forth his apostles to proclaim.

The

peculiar

emphasis and the connection forbid our taking the genitive as denoting merely the
Bubject-matter.

Ver.

8.

—But

;

though we (a\\4

koI

ihv

ruiiU); hut even if we ourselveg. This "but"
(4A\ck) is strongly adversative. What those
disturbers of the believer's peace would
have been fain to do was a thing impossible.

Heaven's gospel could not be thus changed.
And the attempt to thus change it, being in
effect to flght against God, merited God's
In the plural " we " the apostle incuise.
shrinking
tends principally his own self.
from unnecessary self-obtrusion, and tender
respectful sympathy with hia ministerial

A

n

brethren, prompt him not unfrequently to
veil his own individuality by associating in
this way with himself those who were w( nt
to s^are more or less in his evangelistic
labours and sufferings, although iu reality
what he says may apply principally to himself and only in a very modified measure to
tliem.
signal instance of this is furnished
by that whole passage in his Second Epistle
to the Corinthians, which begins with the
fourth chapter and goes on down to the
eleventh verse of the sixth. Nevertheless,
we should in all such cases imperfectly
represent the spirit of his words, if wo were
to substitute the singular pronoun " I."
In
the present instance individuals of the evangelizing party which were wont to accompany
him had, no doubt, been fellow-workers with
him also in Galatia, and are therefore here
inclusively referred to. Compare the plural
and the singular verbs in the next verse
The introduction of this reference to himself
and his fellow-workers, as well as that to
"an angel from heaven," seems meant to
make his readers feel that this was no question of distinguished personality, as if it
mattered who it was that taught a different
doctrine ; whether (suppose) it were a James
or a Cephas, for those revered names were
often used to cluak the designs of Judaizers
or whether it was one of the Galatiau
Cliurchmen themselves especially looked up
to (cf. ch. V. 10 and note).
An anathema
was his due, whoever he might be. In the
manner of its introduction we cannot fail to
recognize an underlying consciousness on
the writer's part of the highly distinguished
position which he himself held ; but there is
present the consciousness too that he was
nothing more than the mere organ or channel
of Christ's teaching ; from that teaching he
himself may not swerve without justly incurring the "woe" which he told the Corinthians
he should have to fear in case he preached
not the gospel (1 Cor. ii. 16). Or an angel
from heaven preach any other gospel unto
yon than that which we have preached onto
you (^ ^77€Ao^ i^ ohpavov evayyeKlCvToi iifuy
Trap' ft eiriyyeKiad/xsba vfuv) ; or if an angel
from heaven should set himself to preach unto
you a gospel other than that we preached unto
you. The coubtruction of the entire sentence
displays in the Greek a broken character
not quite so apparent in our Authorized
Version. The verb " should preach a gospel "

A

in the singular number (_euayye}d(riTai);
neglecting the "we," it attaches itself to
"an angel from heaven," which latter, as
being the higher, absorb! the previously
named gubjeot altogether, standing as sole
subject, both in the hypothetical clause and
in the concluding one, "let him be anathema." It is, of course, apparent that, if
the sentence of anathema would in the
is

;
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supposed case be the only proper one to
pronounce upon " nn ongel from heaven,"
it most certainly fastens upon any liuman
bting guilty of the same offence.
The
" angel from heaven " is like the " second
man from heaven " in 1 Cor. xv. 47 ; the
phrase," from heaven," denoting both coming
down out of heaven and also the higher
sphere of being to which the person spoken

times much discussion as to the bearing of tin
passage before us upon our controversy with
Eomanists respecting tradition.
If what
has been above stated is just, it follows that
these words of the apostle forbid our adding,

He

but, on the other hand, the addition ot
dogma or Church practice which is not out of
harmony with that sanctioned by Scripture,
these words do not forbid. Let him be accursed {aiii6iii.a ftrra) ; ht him he anathema,
that is, a thing doomed to destruction. The
word avaSeixa is originally identical with

Comp.

of appertains.

also

John

iii.

31, "

that is from earth ... he that is from
he avert." The force of the preposition irapA
ir

eiiayysXi^TjTat irap'

ft

euTjyyeKiirdfieBa

may

be illustrated by its use in 1 Cor. iii, 11,
" Other foundation can no man lay than
(irapi) that which is laid " where it points
to a new foundation, not to be by the side
of, but to supersede, the former one.
Taken
thus, it would seem to follow up the before
expressed notion of " another gospel " superseding, setting aside, the true gospel. This
sense of the preposition readily passes on to
that of "contiary to," which is profusely
illustrated by Liddell and Scott (' Lexicon,'
;

im verb, irapi, a. I. i. i, b), and which we have
in Acts xviii. 13, " Worship God contrary to
the Law [of Moses]; " Bom. xvi. 17, " Causing
the divisions
.
.
contrary to the doctrine
T hioh ye learned ; " Bom. i. 26, "use which is
against nature." It cannot be doubted that
the apostle is here thinking of a (pretended)
gospel which wai incompatible with the
true one, and not of merely additional elements of Christian doctrine which should
take their place alongside of those which
they had already received. Additional information, we may be sure, was quite as
necessary or desirable for the Galatians as
it was for either the Corinthians or the
"Hebrews;" neither of whom had ai yet,
as was intimated to them (1 Cor. iii. 2;
Heb. V. 12 ; vi. 1), been f^d with " solid food,"
but only with " milk," and whom it behoved
to "go on to fuller maturity " of knowledge.
The point in the apostles view was this:
what he had himself taught tliem was, eofar,
certainly true and to be depended upon, and
could not without treason against Christ be
set aside or superseded or essentially qualified ; whereas the teaching which was now
being foisted upon their previous convictions
did infringe upon what he had taught them,
seriously and even fundamentally.
The
tenor of the whole Epistle shows what were
the especial features of this gospel which
were now in question. The present question
.

concerned the "good news" tliat God,
through the cross of Christ, had emancipated
his servants from bondage to ceremonialism j
that God adopted them as simply believing
in Christ to be his sons in full possession of
his fatherly lovej and that by the Holy
Spirit he endued them with the consciousness of this adoption. There has been at

on any ground whatever, to the dogma or

Church practice sanctioned by Scripture,
any such dogma or Church practice as would
transform or essentially modify the former,

(anathema), a thing devoted, which
;
xxi. 5 is rendered " offering " but
Hellenistic Greek the former diverges
from the latter by being ordinarily applied
to " a thing devoted to destruction." In all
languages it sometimes occurs that a word,
one and the same originally, diverges into
aviBri/ia

in
in

Luke

two slightly

differing forms, used severally
to express different phases of the original
notion.
Archbishop Trench, in his ' Study
of Words,' p. 156, referred to by Bishop
Lightfoot in his note on this passage, instances " cant " and " chant," " human " and

"humane," and others.
In the LXX.
andlhema is used to render the Hebrew
word cherem, which in our Authorized
Version is translated " cursed " or " accursed thing."
Living things that were
clierem were to be put to death inanimate
objects that were cherem were to be de;

stroyed.
Thus in Deut. xiii. directions are
given as to what was to be done in the case
of an Israelite city which should have given
itself to idolatry : the inhabitants and the
cattle thereof were to be smitten with the
edge of the sword and the spoil of the city
was to be brought together and burned, and
the city itself " to be a heap for ever, never
to be built again."
And then (ver. 18),
"There shall cleave nought of the cursed [or,
' devoted
'] thing {cherem, avidtna) to thine
hand." Similarly, in Deut. vii. 26, of the
idols and the silver or gold on them, of the
Canaanites, " Thou shalt not take it unt4
thee, neither shalt thou bring an abomination unto thine house, lest thou be a cursed
thing ['be cherem,' or 'be anathema,' fo-ri
ai/iee/j.a'] like it;
but thou shalt utterly
detest it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it
for it is a cursed thing (avdee/id ia-Ti)." See
;

-25 Lev. xxvii. 28, 29
" The city shall be accursed [or,
devoted ' cherem, ai/dBefi.a'], and all that are
therein; only Bahab the harlot shall live; "
Josh. vii. 1, 12.
In the Now Testament
anathema occurs in four other passages. 1.
1 Cor. xii. 8, "No man speaking in tha
Spirit of God saith, Jesus is anathema."
also ibid., vers. 23

Josh.

vi. 17,
;

'

;

"
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Here the apoBtlo, no doubt, refer* to the
manner in which (he unbelieving Jews allowed themselves, already then, to speak
of our Lord. Oleaily they meant thereby
more than merely "excommunicate," which
palliated sense some have endeavoured to
give to "anathema;" they cannot be
supposed to have intended less than an
object which merited that utter extinction
to which he who was cherem was under
the Law
doomed
their
blaspheming
thought, no doubt, (aking into its view
not this world only, but Ihat •lao which is
to come.
2. Eom. ix. 3, "I could pray
that I myaelf were anathema from Christ
:

for

my

brethren's sake."

The reader natur-

about to find some qualiiicatioii
to give to an utterance which seems at first
sight to express a wish such as one who
loveil Christ so ardently as Paul did could
not possibly have entertained.
Yet the
words, " anathema from Christ," can mean
nothing less than being separated from
Christ fty a curse consigning him to perally casts

dition.

The

desiderated qualification

must

be sought in the phrase, " I could pray
this renders an imperfect verb (yivxiM'd'
which expresses a turn of thought similar
to that denoted in the (fiBeXov), " I could
wish," of ch. iv. 20, on which see note. In
each case the tense betokens a mere glance
(so to speak) of wish which is instantly
withilrawn. 3. 1 Cor. xvi. 22, " If any man
loveth not the Lord, let him be anatliema."
Here, too, the notion of Church-excommunication, whether by formal exclusion or by
the withdrawal of brotherly recognition,
The Israelite notion
is not satisfactory.
of being anathema, cherem, points to a no
mere negation, but to a condition of positive acoursedness linked with exposure to
Moreover tlie apostle
utter destruction.
refers to a man's interior sentiments with
respect to Christ a matter not within the
cognisance of human judgments. Who can
in many cases, or perhaps in any, determine
whether another loves Christ or not ? It is
in truth a warning against a soul's disloyalty
to the Lord Jesus, clothing itself in the form
of an execration an execration which, it is
true, is an impetuous flashing forth of the
;

—

—

apostle's own flaming sense of what is due
to Christ from every human being, but

which
gance.

is

nowise chargeable with extrava-

Its perfect justness, as well as the

which awaits it in the future
evinced, as by other considerations, so also by our Lord's own words in
41—46.
4. Acts xxiii. 14,
Matt. XXV.
"We have bound ourselveg under a great
curse " literally, *' We have anathematized
[or, ' solemnly bound '] ourselves with anathema (flvaS^iutTi dveSeimrlaaniV eaurois)."
Thev had said, no doubt, some such words
verification

judgment,

;

is
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" May we be anathema if we taste
aught till we have killed Paul " with
which we may conjoin Mark xiv. 71, " He
began to pronounce a curse (irafle^or/feiv)
and to swear " not, to be sure, pronouncing
a curse upon Jesus, but wishing himself to
be anathema if he knew that Man. There
can be little doubt that the anathema in
both these cases involved a reference to
eternal perdition. That no less is intended
by the term in the present verse and, therefore, also in that next to it, is further proved
by reference to the hypothetical "angel
froin heaven" who should be found preaching
a diiferent gospel. Being anathema must
involve for such a one excision from the
kingdom of light, together with whatever
as these

:

1

—

destruction
properly attends thereupon.
What, it will be asked, is the precise force
"
of the let him be," both here and in 1 Cor.

22 ? It cannot denote less than a complacent satisfied acquiescence. The apostleprophet not only foresees that, at the final
judgment, such will be the doom of the
wilful perverter of the gospel, but foresees
it with a mind at one with the Judge who
shall pronounce it ; he can himself desire,
he does desire, no other. It is his loyal
sympathy with Christ as Saviour, as caring
for the souls of men, that prompts him to
proclaim aloud for the warning of the false
teachers themselves as well as for the warning of those inclined to hearken to their false
teaching, his own solemn Amen to the terrible
sentence awaiting them. But if so, why not
allow the imperative its full force, and
understand the utterance as an imperative?
It is granted that the apostle was apt at
times to be carried away by the fervid impetuosity of his feelings, even when writing,
to the utterance of words which in calmer
mood he would be ready to a certain extent
xvi.

We

have a clear example of
to retract.
such retractation in 1 Cor. vi. 4, 5 (see note
below on ch, v. 12). But, in the case before
us, that the vehemence of the apostle's
language is a deliberate vehemence, and
no mere momentary outburst of excited
feeling, is proved by the solemn measured
iteration in the next verse.
And if wa
suppose, what seems to be most probable,
that that verse refers to a similar denunciation uttered among the Galatiaus a good
while before, the proof is all the stronger
that his language is no sudden exorbitancy
passionate emotion, but expresses an
abiding sentiment. We are to remember that
it is the very substance of the gospel which
the apostle feels to be assailed. The gospel,,
he knew, both by inspired insight and by
his own experience, to be " the power of
God unto salvation to every one that be-

of

lieveth."

Of

declared that

this gospel Christ

"he

had himself

that believed

it

should

;
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he saved, and he tliat disbelieved It ehould
Wherein
be coudciiiiied " (Mark xvi. 16).
iloos " being aualliema" diifur from "being
And if the disbelieving
condemned"?
" shall be condemned," can a less guiltiness
be supposed to attach to one who not only
disbelieved the gospel himself, but was also
plucking it out of the hearts of (ithers and
|ialmiiig olf upon them instead a false gospel
which was no salvation ? " But could St.
Paul, being such a lover of _eouls as lie was,
imprecate a doom of perdition to fall upon
Absolutely, we njay
any soul of man?"
say he could not; but conditionally, he
might, and that in perfect consistency with
his usual habits of feeling—conditionally,
on the supposition, that is, that the sin was
not repented of and forsaken. It w'as hia
very love of souls that would impel him thus
to speak, not only on behalf of the souls
which the bringer-in of a false doctrine
might destroy, but on behalf of the deceiver's

He

own self.

pronotinces the

doom in

order

We

have to rememto deter and tlius save.
ber, too, that the apostle is udt, at the dictate
of hia own passionate zeal for the truth,
constituting either a new sin or a new
measure of penalty. Ho simply, as prophet
andaposlle, utters forth the mind of him who
This last Consideris Lawgiver and Judge.
ation suggibts the limits within which only
can tlie apostle's action in this matter be
regarded as an example for imitation. It
is lawful to us to recite, as the Church of
England speaks in her Oomniinatioii OfiSoe,
" the general sentences of God's cursing
igainst impenitent sinners gatliered out of
Scripture " and by " general sen tences " we
are to Understand Sentences pronounced
upon olassei of offenders, not sentences upon
individual persons, to whom we may conIt is lawful
jecture them to be applicable.
also to us individually and right, that We
should add to the utternnce of each sentence
our hearty " Amen,'' and thus take part With
God and his Law, not only against sins

—

committed by our neighbours, but most
especially und above all against wilful translint beyOnd this,
gressions of our own.
none who are not special organi of intpiraiion
may ventiu'e to go, whether acting individuflUy or in any corporate capacity. An
anathema if a bolt of doom such as the
Almighty alone can fashion or make operative and we are invading the Divine prerogative and working mischief and peril for
ourselves if, on the one hand, we venture
to enlarge and make more specific than he
has done his " general sentences of Cursing,"
or, on the other, dilute the force of these
Boleuin warnings of his, and treat them
with disregard.
;

-

—

Ver. 9.
again (is

^As

we

said before, so say 1 now
koI fipn itdKiv \syu>)

ir/>4e((i^/co/i£C,

as

we haM said

[CH. L
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and

as

saying again. The complexion
of the sentence, especially in the Greek, a
good deal resembles that in 2 Cor. xiii. 1,'' I
have said beforehand, and I do say before-

now) I

am

hand (wpDiiptiKa, KaX TTfioXiya)), as when I
was present the ieoond time, so now being
absent." In this latter passage, the perfect,
" I have said beforehand," points to the
time indicated in the words, " as when I wai
present the second time." "The resemblance
between the two passages, notwithstanding
the somewhat different senses in which the
verb QirfioXiyfiv) is used in them, suggests
tlie view that here likewise in the first
clause the verb refers to some former occasion on which the apostle was personally
present with those he is writing to. Tlie

Greek verb

{tepoxiystv),

"say

before,"

i>

soraotimes equivalent to " forewarn," as
1 Thess. iv. 6; eh. v. 21 ; and 2 Cor. xiii, 9
(twice).
Sometimes it means "say on a
former occasion," as 1 Cor. vii. 3, ajid most
The first clause lias by
probably here.
some been supposed to refer to the pn ceding
verse.
But recent critics generally agree in
feeling that both the verb "we have said
before" and the adverb "now" suggest the
sense of a wider interval of time. The us9
of the verb in 2 Cor. vii. 3 has been cited on
behalf of the other view. But even if thf
somewhat doubtful idea be admitted tha/
2 Cor. vii. 3 points back to the twelfth vors«
of the preceding chapter, it would still fail
For not
to furnish an adequate parallel.
only is it parted from the earlier passage by
the number of Verses which intervene, but
also by a sucoessiun of varyin.g moods of
Acfeeling and diverse styles of address.
count has to be taken of the change of
number between "we have said bcfm'e"
The only
and "I am saying again."
probable explanation is that the "we"
recites the same persons as in the words " we
ver. 8; whereas Paul, as now
writing (probably) witli his own liand,
presents himself individually as reiterating
that solemn affirmation. The words, " now
also I am saying again," as marking a time
contrasted with that earlier one referred to,
contemplate the asseveration made in the
eighth verse as well as in this.
In the
"now" the apostle indicates, not so much
the moment of hia writing, as the just tlien
subsisting juncture of circumstances in
Galatia, which called for the renewal of his
commination. Its earlier utterance referred
to may have occurred eitlier in tlie second
visit (^ Galatia, mentioned iu Acts xviii. 23,
or in the first, mentioned in Acts xvi. 6.
When taking leave of hia disciples on
either occasion he may have been led to thui
emphatically insist upon the sacred, inviolable character dl the gospel, by his obgerva*

preached" in

m. 1 1-^.3

I'flE fittS'tLte

to

Hon oa the oTie hand of the floklenesa and
impresaionubleuess wliich chaiacterizeil this
people, ami on the other by tho frequency
with which perversions of Cliristiaii doctrine
were already seen to be infesting the
Compare also the apostle's
Churches.
warning to the Ephesians (Acts xi. 28 31).
If any man preach any other gospel unto yon
than that ye have received, let him be accursed
(«lf Tit iiias evayyeKl^erai irttp' i irape\d$ere,
k)>i9€Htt earai); if any man is preaching
unto you a gotpel other than that which ye
The verbal
received, let him be anathema.
variations in these words, as compared with
those in ver. 8, are slight. One, however,
deserves attention : " If any one is preaching"
compared with " If ... an angel should
By this change in the form
.
. preach."
of making tlie supposition, the denunciation
seems to come down out of the region of
bare hypothesis to that of, perhaps, present
reality.
If so, the thunder of the apostle's
anathema would be felt by his readers
approaching nearer and nearer to the head
of some particular individual among themselves,- towards whom their eyes would at
once be directed with the feeling that it
was, perhaps, his doom tliat the apostle was
now pronouncing. The construction in tho
Greek of tlie verb " pieaoli the gospel"
^eliayyeKiCoiJ-ai.), with the accusative of the
person to whom the mesbage is brought,
In
is found also in Acts xiii. 32 ; xiv. 21.
sense there seems to be no appreciable
difference between tliis construction of the
verb and that with tho dative as found in
the preceding verse and often.
Ver. 10. for do I now (Jlpri yip) ; for at
This "for" points back either
this hour.
to the fact of the apostle's having now bo
solemnly pronounced afresh the awful
anathema which at some former time he
had uttered ; or which, in effect, is nearly
the same thing, to the tone of feeling which
he in so doing evinced, and to his method
of apostolic action which he therein exemThe adverb Spi-i, as used In the
plified.
New 'l?estament, is distinguished from the
more common " now " (ySy), as denoting that
space of time which is most closely present.
This shade of meaning is coaspiouous, e.gr,
in the "Suffer it to be so just now" of
Matt. iii. 15, that is, during that brief,
quickly vanishing moment in which the

—

.

,
'

—

was by Divine appointment to
appear subordinate in position to his forerunner. So Matt. xivi. 53, " Thinkest thou
that I cannot beseech my Father, and he
shall i&pri) at this very moment send me
more than twelve legions of angels ? " John
xvi. 12, "Ye cannot bear them (SpTi)just
now;" in a very short while they would be
enabled to bear them. 1 Cor. xiii. 12, " Just
now (S/)Tt) we see in a mirror, darkly " wordi
Messiah

;

GAtAf lAl^S.

Ttite

written under a vivid sense of how brief the
interval is which separates the present state
of things from that of the life to come.
1 Pet. i. 8, " On whom, though just now
another cutcome of
(SpTi) ye see him not"
the same feeling. Similarly, in 1 Cor. iv.
13 viii. 7, ewr Spri means " until this very
hour " and, on the other side of the point
of time indicated iir' Spn is " from this

—

;

;

very hour" in Matt. xxvi. 64; John i. 52.
supposed that the apostle is
speaking of certain characteristics of his
present course of behaviour as a believer
and a servant of Christ, viewed in contrast
with the life which he had once lived when
an ardent disciple of Judaism. But the
narrowly restrictive form of the adverb
resists this interpretation.
He could hardly
with this reference in view have used the
phrase "just now," or "at this very hour,'
of a tenor of life which he liad been pursuing for now more tliau twenty years. Some
eminent oritici (Alfoid, ElUoott, Lightfoot,
Sanday) take this Spn as pointing to the
style of language which the apostle is "just
now " adopting " Now, when I use such
uncompromising language ; " or, " There is
tliat the language of a man-pleaser ?
Now

Many have

:

I

.

do

It is an objection to this view
that it gives the adverb a somewhat diverse
sense to that which it bears in ver. 9; for
whereas in ver. 9 &pTi points to the circumstances of the present hour as prompting
the apostle to the utterance of Ida anathema,
I," etc.

according to the view refenod to it here
points to the present hour as exhibiting the
It is
apostle himself in a certain aspect.
more obvious, and indeed gives the present
use of the adverb more f irce, to take it in
In
both verses with the like reference.
both the apostle refers to the present hour
as a juncture in which he felt that it had
become necessary to depart from his customary manner of using a winning style of
addresa.
At other times he will persuade
and please just note he cannot. Persuade
men, or Qod } or do I seek to please men 1
;

(^avSpiiirovs tcelBto

dpeiTKety;');

do

i)

Thv @e6v; %

fijTii

I persuade men

or

duBpiiTOiS

Godt

or

do I leek to please men i Expositors have
endeavoured to establish, as one sense of the
Greek verb rendered "persuade," that of
" making So-and-so one's friend." No doubt
it often means to prevail, or endeavour to
prevail, upon others, by coaxing, persuasion,
bribery, or anyhow, to go along with you in
some particular coui-se of thinking or acting
indicated by the context; hut it can nowhere
be shown to mean, when standing alone, " to
win So-and-so's friendship." In Acts xii.
20, "Having persuaded Blaetus" means
" Having got Blastus to concur with them."
Similarly, Matt, xxviii. 14, " We will persuad*
him," ami 2 Maoc. iv. 45, " With a view to

;
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.persnarle the king." The rerb ii used here,
as in 2 Cor. v. 11, "Knowing the fear of the

Lord, we persuade men." In that passage
the apostle states it to be his practice to
make use of all means of persuasion in
order to induce men to accept the gospel
message (comp. ibid., vi. 1, " Working
together with him, we intreat also that ye
receive not the grace of God in vain "). He
was not content with merely, as an ambassador, delivering the message and there leaving
the matter ; but made it his anxious concern
to gain for the message acceptance, by the
use of arguments addressed to the reason,
anil appeals addressed to the feelings, by
putting himself, as it were, by the side of
those he was addressing as one who sympathized to a large extent with their ways of
thought, for the purpose of conducting them
onward to concurrence with more perfect
views. Among many examples which miglit
be cited, illustrating his skill in persuasion, it
will suiBco to rufer to the manner in which
he dealt with the Athenians, with the Jews
when speaking to thenr. from the stairs, with
King Agrippa (Acts xvii. 22 31 ; xxii.
1—21 xxvi. 2, 3, 26, 27), and to his Epistle
Another feature, closely conto Philemon.
nected with the one now mentioned, and
here likewise referred to, is the care which
the apostle took to " please men ; " such a
care as produced a manner towards his
fellow-men far exceeding the courtesy and
shows of respectful consideration which
the law of charity ordinarily prescribes.
For example, instead of thrusting forward
into notice, as the spirit of unsympathetio
pride naturally pi ompts us to do, the points

—

;

on which he -diiltred from others, and in
reference to which he knew himself to be
standing on higher ground than they, he
chose rather to make prominent any points
of agreement which he could find already
subsisting, conciliating their candid interest
by thus fraternally putting himself on a
If this did not suffice for
level with them.
the purpose of enlisting their sympathies on
bclialf of himself and his views, he did not
hesitate, in matters morally indifferent, to
mortify and snub his own tastes, and forego
the dissentingjudgments of his own superior
enlightenment, " to buffet his body," as he
expresses himself in

1

Cor. ix. 27,

"and

bring it into bondage," by following, however distasteful to himself, such practices as
should get those whose spiritual improvement he was seeking, to feel, so to speak,
infortably at home with liiniself.
la
writing to the Corinthians the apostle in
one passage (1 Cor. ix. 19 23) dwells, at
some length upon this feature of his ministerial conduct, not ashamed of it, but manifestly glorying in it as a triumph of Christ's
grac« in his souL Presently after, at the
<

—

[CH.

I.
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close of the following chapter, he distinctly
propounds himself, as in this respect a
Clirist-like pattern, for their imitation, " Even

[he writes] as I please all men in all things,
not seeking mine own profit, but the profit
of the many, that they may be saved: be
ye imitators of me, even as I also am of
Christ." Both of these strongly marked
features of his ministerial character were
liable to be misunderstood, and by his
detractors could be easily misconstrued as
grave faults. He was, in fact, accused of
speciousness and insincerity, of double-faced
dealings, of simulation and dissimulation.
We can easily understand how readily such
accusations would be set on foot, and how
colourable they could be made to .appear.
That they paiufully affected the apostle's
mind is evidenced by the frequency of the
references he makes to them, and by the
earnestness and deep pathos of feeling
which not seldom mark those references.
It is to such sinister criticism that he
alludes, when in 2 Cor. v. 11, cited above,
after saying, " we persuade men," he adds,
" but we are become manifest unto God,"
meaning that, though he did make a habit
of laying himself out to persuade, yet
the entire sincerity of his action, however
misconstrued by men, was patent to the
Divine eye (comp. 2 Cor. i. 12). Now, we
have reason to believe that the apostle had
been apprised, or at least that he suspected,'
that in Galatia also such misrepresentation
of these characteristics of his ministry was
rife.
The Epistle supplies at least on*
token of such having probably been the
gather from ch. v. 11 that
case.
he had been said to be still "preaching
circumcision,"
They who said this did so
apparently in the sense that his having
hitherto kept back this point of his doctrine
in preaching to them was only an artifice of
" persuasion " that, in order to prevail upon
them to accept the Christian faith, he had
thought it expeilicut not at first to press
upon them the observances of Judaism,
while nevertheless he knew them to be
necessary and was prepared by-and-by to
insist upon their being attended to.
St.
Paul is conscious, therefore, of the existence
on the part of some of the Galatian Churchmen of unfriendly suspicions with regard
to his straightforwardness and uprightuess.
It is this stinging consciousness that occasions both the substance and the sharp
abrupt tone of what he here says.
The
substance of the verse may be paraphrased
thus "I have written decisively and sternly
for at such a critical juncture as the present
is it men that I can make it my business to
'persuade,' as they sneeringly but not untruly say I love to do ? or is it God that I
care, so to speak, to persuade, to wit o£ my

We

;

:
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fidGUty to the gospel which he has comII lilted to my trust?
They ecoffiiigly say I
]o\e to 'plqase men;' and I thank God 1
liftve been wont to 'please men' to the very
utmost of my power for their good ; but is
it my work just now to be pleai^illg men by
ways of sweet tenderness and forbearance?
If at this time I were still laying myself
out to ' please men,' these men, to wit, who
are making havoc of the gospel messMge, and
you who are ignorantly listening to them,
then were I no true servant of Christ."
The interrogative form into which tlie

—

.

language suddenly breaks ia
apparently, here also as in 2 Cor. iii. 1,
due to his that moment bethinking himself
of those malicious censuvers of him. We have
here an example of the form of sentence
which the grammarians call zeugma; that
(ipostle's

is

to say,

"God"

is

named

in conjunction

with "men," as an object to the action of
the verb "persuade," whereas this verb,
suitable enough with relation to men, can
only by a strain upon its proper sense be
The
employed with relation to God.
sentence would possibly have expressed
what appears to have been the apostle's real
meaning with less ruggedness, but certainly
with less intensity, if its second clause had
been (perhaps), "or coinmend myself to
God's approval ? (?) ffwia-Tdvai i/iavTir Tijj
©cij) ,)." (For other instances of zeugma, see
i. 64;
1 Cor. iii. 2.)
The addition of
the article before @e6v, while it is wanting
noun a more
dvBpdTrovs,
the
gives
before
grandiose tone, as if it were, " Do I persuade
men or God?" For if I yet pleased men, I
should not he the servant of Christ (ei en
avBpdiirots ^pecTKOv, Xpurrov SovKos oiiK &v
fiiiriv) ; if I still were pleasing mmi, I were no
servant (Greek, bondservant) of Christ's.
The received text of the Greek has "For
if I still (ei yap In);" but the "for" in
It makes no
omitted by recent editors.
difference in the sense whether we retain it
"
for," we should
or not, for, retaining the
have to understand before it, " I trow not,"
"
bondservant
word
" here
The
or the like.
expresses the official relation of a Christian

Luke

one especially at his Divine Owner's
So Rom. i. 1 Phil. i. 1
beck and call.
2 Tim. ii. 24 ; Titus i. 1 Jas. i. 1 ; 2 Pet. i. 1.
The apestle mesas, " I were no servant of
Christ in spirit and reality, whatever I
might call myself." A good many expositors
suppose the " still " to be said with reference
to the time before the apostle's conversion
" I were no apostle or Christian at all."
But (1) there is no indication either in this
passage or anywhere that the apostle regarded his life before his conversion ai
characterized hy tlie desire to please men;
(2) with the sense thus given to it, the
thought, as Meyer observes, seems excesminister,

;

;
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tame ; (3) as thus explained, it would
not harmonize with the apostle's explicit
and repeated declaration that, in the discharge of his high ofBoe, he did make a
point of pleasing men.
Ver. 11.
But I certify yon, brethren
Qyvatpl^di 5e [L. A. yyapi^a yap"] itfui/y aSeK(poi)',
now (or, for) I make known unto you,
brethren.
The external evidence, as well as
the judgment of critics, is so evenly divided
between the two readings, yvo>pl(ai 5e and
yvmpi^a yip, that the decision as to which is
to be preferred seems to lie with exegesis
rather than with diplomatic criticism. On
the one hand, the fact that the gospel which
the apostle had delivered to tlie Galatians
came to him by a. direct revelation from
Christ, would be properly viewed as a reason
for regarding it as sacred and inviolable.
Viewed thus, the reading, " now I make
known to you," appears justified as introducing a plea warranting the anathema of vers.
On the other hand, there is a differ8, 9.
ence of tone perceptible between the previous
context, which is strongly marked, as we
have seen, by intense excitement of feeling,
and the passage which commences with this
The relaxation in the latter of the
Terse.
stern, indignant severity of the former is
indicated (1) by the phrase, "I make
known unto you," which, as well aa the
equivalent phrase, "I would not have you
ignorant (ou 6e\a> vims ttyvoetv)," is with the
apostle a customary prelude to a context of
deliberate and measured btatemeut ; (2) by
the introduction of the word "brethren,"
even though, perhaps, holding the position
in the sentence which it does here, this
compellation has not the same pathetic
affectionateness as marks it when heading
a sentence ; and (3) by the strain of quiet
narration which the apostle now enters upon.
This change in the tone is somewhat adverse
to the supposition that the two passages
were, as originally written, linked together
by the closely connective "for." It suggests
to the careful reader the feeling that, after
the apostle had somewhat relieved his spirit
of the indignant excitement with which he
at first addressed himself to the writing of
the letter, he laid down his pen at the end
of the tenth verse, which had introduced a
topic of thought that threatened to lead him
aside from his present business ; and, after
pausing to reflect how he had best proceed, resumed his work with the purpose
of calmly showing, from the very circumstances of his personal history, that the
gospel which the Galatians had received
from him had solely a Divine origin. This
view of the passage likewise favours the
reading, " Now I make known to you." For
the conjunction Se has here that simply
metabatie or transitionary sense which it
sively

—
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often benrs when the writet
a fresh Beolion of disuourse.
ticular, tlie

conjunction

is

make known
Oor. viii. 1

;

passing on to
Thus, in parfound with " I

is

2
{yvmplCai)," in 1 Cor. xv, 7
and with " I would not ha-vo
;

you ignorant," in Eom.

i.
13 ; 1 Thess. iv.
In fact, the direct pur13; 1 Cor. xii. 1.
pose of the succeeding exposition would
Beom to be, not precisely so much to make
good the particular point that the gospel
which tlie apostle taught was sacred and
inviolable, as to show that it was certainly
true, and on that ground not to be departed
from. The verb yi/aplCw cannot mean "draw
attenlion to" or "remind you." Its only
Si use is " make known."
Its employment
here appears to indicate a feeling on the
apostle's part that the point nferiedto had,
perhaps, not as yet been made definitely
clear to those, or at least to some of those,
whom he was addressing. That the gospel
which was preached of me (t6 eliayyeMov rh
evayy€\i(r8ep iir' efinv, gri) touching the gospel
which was preached by me, that it. In the
Oreek, the noun " the gospel " is the accusa;
tive governed by " make known " while in
fact the object contemplated by the verb is,
not the gcspel itself in general, but certain
circumstances relating to it expressed and
implied in the following clause: "that it is
not after man's fashion." This kind of constiuctlou is of frequent occurrence in Greek
authors. Analogous examples are found in
ver. 13 of this chapter, and 1 Cor. iii. 20
XV. 15 ; ivi. 15. The aorist tense of (bayyeXlaSiv points to the same time as was referred to in " called you " (ver. 6) and '' w«
preached" (ver. 8), which are both in the
bame tense.
Is not after man (ovk ea-n
Kara &vSpwTrov) ; t» not after the fashion of
man ; that is, " is not to be estimated as a
merely human thing." The clause does not
immediately describe the origin of the gospel,
which point is distinctly brought out in the
next sentence ; but rather the character
which attaches to it in consequence of its
origin.
The sense of the phrase, " according to man," is illustrated by its use in 1
Cor. ix. 8, " Do I speak these things after the
manner of men (ttarAfii'^pioirov)?" i.e. "according to merely liuman principles of action." 1
Cor. iii. 3, " Walk after the manner of men."
On the other hand, in 2 Cor. vii. 10, " f^odly
;

sorrow," literally, " the grief which is according to God," is a grief such as God
inspires and approves and in Kph. iv. 24,
" The new man, whicli after God [literally,
'according to God'] hath been created," is
" created in conformity with God's model or
approval." The jiresent tense "is" marks
the permanent character attaching to Paul's
gospel ; it was " the faith once for all (liiraQ
delivered to the saints" (Jude 3).
Vor. 12. For I neither received it of
;

—
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man, neither was I tanght
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it (^oiih

yhp

iyii

irapa avOpcitirov irapiKa^ov avtS, oSre I5i5ax^'?'')i

for neither at the luind of man did I myself
The "for"
receive it or was taught it.
introduces a consideration fortifying the
foregoing aflSiSuation, that the apostle's
gospel was not in its characteristic complexion human ; it was no wonder that it
its
was not; for neither was it human
origin.
The "neither" (oDSe) points for"
subsequent
clause,
at
whole
ward to the
the hand of men did I tnyself receive it."
In a similar manner does "for neither"
(ouSJ yelp) point to the whole subsequent
clause in John v. 22; viii. 42; Acts iv. 34.
The iyii ("I myself") is inserted in the
Greek, as contrasting the preacher with
those to whom the gospel had been preached
(ver. 11), in the same way as it is inserted
in 1 Cor. xi. 23, " I myself received (^4yih
irap4\a^ov) of the Lord tliat which also I
delivered unto you." Some expositors (fts
Meyer, Alford) connect the "ftT neither"
with the pronoun "I myself" Only; ai if
the meaning were, " For neither did I, any
more than Cephas' or James, receive the
gospel from men." Tliis restriction of the
"neither" to the noun or pronoun only
whicli follows, is grammatically, of oouree,
not inadmissible (oomp. John vii. 6). But
there is nothing in the immediate context
to suggest the idea that the writer is just
now thinking of the other apostles, and the
seuteuce is perfectly clear without our introducing it.
It is quite clear that the
apostle means in the words oifrc iSiiixBTiv
to afBrm that man did not teach him the
gospel any more than deliver it to him.
But the verb " was taught," taken by itself,
does not convey the idea of merely human
in.itruction, being used continually in the
Gospels of our Lord's teaching, and John
xiv. 26 of the " teaching " of the Holy Spirit.
We must, therefore, conclude that the passive verb "I was taught it" is, in the
writer's intention, oonjuined with the active
verb " I received it," as both alike depending upon the first words in the sentence, " at
the hand of man." If so, we have here another instance of the use af the figure zeugma
(see above on ver. 10) for while the preposition irapa is used in its proper sense, when,
as here, it is connected with ivap4\a0ov, it is
only in a strained, impi'oper sense that it could
be employed, like uit6, with a passive verb,
to simply denote the agent.
Some diiHoulty
is felt in determining in what way the
writer regards the notion of "receiving the
gospel" as distinguishable from that of
" being taught it." It is possible that the
latter is added merely, as Bishop Lightfoot
Supposes, to explain and enforce the former.
But another view is deserving of consideratloa.
We may suppose " the gospel " to be

m

;
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rfgarded. In the one case, em a kind of
objective creed or form of doctrine,"reoeived"
by a man on ita being put before him, in
oongideration of the authority with which it
comes invested, an a whole and bo to speak
en bloe, before ever its details have been
definitely grasped by him.
But in addition
to tliis, and subsequently to this, this same
gospel may be regarded as brought within
the range of the recipient's distinguisliiiig
consciousness, by means of a, " teacher
from without, whether Divine or human,
instilling into his mind successively the
various several truths which compose it.
Now, it was conceivable that the apostle
may, in the sense 'above supposed, have
"received" the gospel direct from God or
from Christ, while, however, man may to a
large extent have been the "teacliing"
instrument, through which its truths were
brought home to his understanding. But in
the present passage St. Paul affirms that
in actual fact man had no more to do with
his reception of the gospel in the latter
sense than in the former. And this affirmation tallies closely with what we read in
the sixteenth verse of this chapter, and again
with the sixth verse of the next chapter,
both of which passages were wiitteu, no

doubt, with an eye to the very notion respecting the source of his knowledge of the
gospel which he is here conoeined to nega-

Textual critics diflfar among themwhether •Bt€ ("nor") or ol/Se ("nor
yet ") should be read before iSiSixBv- The
only difference is that "nor yet" would of
the two the more clearly mark a distinction
subsisting between the notions expressed by
the two preceding verbs. If we acquiesce
in the reading of the received text, which is
" nor," then, since the negative has been
already expressed, the idiom of our language
would here suppress the negative in " nor,"
and substitute the simple " or." But (aWd) ;
tive.

selves

but mily.

The

:

strongly adversative sense

which marks this form of "but" requires
that in thought we supply after it the words,
" I received it and was taught it ; " fur
which, in translating, we may f ut, as an
adequate substitute, the word " only."

Bishop Wordsworth translates

this

a,!0\.a

" except," citing in justification Matt.
XX. 23. But the grammatical construction
of that passage is not sufficiently clear to
justify us in giving to oAXa a sense which
does not appear conformable with its ordinary usage. The apostle, then, affirms that
it was not from or by man that he had
receiTed the gospel or been taught it. From
whom, then, does he mean that he had received and by whom been taught it ? Are we
to sayt God the I'ather? or, Jesus Christ?
Just at present, it should seem, the apnstle
contiadis'
it not concerned definitely or

U

tinctively to present to view either one of

these Divine personalities. As has been remarked above with reference to the words in
ver. 3, " from God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ," the two conceptions "appear
blended together to the apostle's view, when
he thinks of the Source from which spiritual
girts accrue to us.
His immediate purpose
is to assert that his gospel was in its origin
Divine, and not human.
For this it is
enough to say that it came to him " through

the revelation of Jesus Christ." But in
preparation for the discussion of those words,
it may be here remarked that the supreme
agency of God the Fulher, as in all else, so
also in particular in the communication to
the world of the gospel, is an idea very
distinctly put forth in a great many passages
of the New Testament, and is in fact the
dominant representation. As examples of
this, we may refer to Col i. 26, 27; Kph.
i. 9; 2 Cor. v. 18, 20; Heb. i. 2.
"The
words " which " the Son spake " were those
which "he had heard of the Father," as
were also those which the promised Paraclete
was to "speak." The first verse of the
Book of the Kevelation furnishes a striking
illustration of this truth.
It runs thus
" The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God
gave him to show unto his tervanta, even the
things which must shortly come to pass :
and he [i.e. Jesus Christ] sent and signified
it by his angel unto his servant John."
Of
course, the verse refers to that disclosure of
future events which forms the subjectmatter of the particular book which it
prefaces.
Nevertheless, what is written
here is no exceptional statement, but one
simply exemplary; it is true in this particular reference, just because it is true also
with reference to the whole of that disclosure
of spiritual facts which through the gospel
is made known to the Church.
By the revelation of Jesus Christ (5(' OTroKoAui/ieais 'l-i)tyou
Xpio-Toi;) ; through the revelation of Jesus
Tliis genitive clause, "of Jesus
Christ.
Christ," has by most interpreters been
undeistood subjectively ; that is, as denoting
the subject or agent implied in the verbnl
noun " revelation ; " in other words, they
suppose St. Paul herein presents Jesus
Christ as having revealed to him the gospel.
This does indeed appear to be the meaning
of the phrase, "the revelation of Jesus
Christ " in Eev. i, 1, just now referred to.
Taken thus, the words put befure us explicitly the agency of only Christ in the
revelation spoken of, leaving the agency of
God without specific reference. None the
less, however, does even in this case the
thought of God's agency naturally recur to
our ndnds as implied in connection with
the iiientiou of Jesus Christ, even as in the
first verse of the chapter where it is es-

""
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plicitly

human

to

not received

named therewith. But we have
observe tJiat in every other passage in
which the Apostle Paul uses a genitive
with the noun "revelation" (oVokiJa.uiJ'iO)
the genitive denotes the object which is
revealed. These are Eom. ii. 5, " Revelation
of the righteous judgment of God " viil. 19,
''Kevelntion of the sons of God;" xvi. 25,
"Keveliition of tlie mystery; " and tiie passages in which he designates our Lord's
second coming as "his revelation ; " 1 Cor.
i.
2 Thess. i. 7 ; with which comp.
7
1 Pet. i. 7, 13 ; iv. 13.
That in these five
last passages the genitive is objective and
not subjective, if it could otherwise be called
in questiou, is indicated by the circumstance that in 1 Tim. vi. 14, 15. where the
;

;

iipostle

usesthe word "appearing"(^i''"/"^''f'<t)

instead of " revelation," he adds, " which in
its own times he shall show who is the
blessed and only Potentate," etc., manifestly
meaning the Father. One ottier passage remains to be mentioned, namely, 2 Cor. xii. 1,
" visions and revelations of the Lord,"
which many critics take as meaning " vouchsafed by the Lord," and which in conseqtience
is commonly referred to in support of a
similar interpretation of the passage now
But it may be questioned
before us.
wliether the apostle does not there denote
by " visions " (birTaalas) a somewhat different class of" spiritual phenomena from
those denoted by " revelations of the Lord ;
by the former intending such visions as
those, e.g. in which he seemed to himself to
be transported into Paradise, or into the
third lieaven ; and by the latter, appearances
vouchsafed to him of the Lord Jesus in
personal presence. These latter, it is true,
might be also fitly sty led" visions" (oTTToViai),
as, in fact, the most important of them all
is styled in the speecli before Agrippa (Acts
xxvi. 19) ; whilst on the other hand, the
former may be justly supposed to be included
under the term " revelations," as employed
presently after in ver. 7.
but the addition,
" of the Lord," has at least much more point,
if

we assume the

above-stated discrimination

to have been intended between the two
classes of phenomena ; if, indeed, it is not a

quite Buperfluoui adjunct ou the other view
tor the "visions and revelations" referred
to would be, of couise, conceived of as
coming from "the Lord," without the
apostle's saying go.
Instead of being available in support of the subjective view of the
genitive before us, the passage 2 Cor. xii. 1
rather favours the other interpretaliou. And
this inteipretation of the words, " of Josus
Christ," as objective is favoured by the
subsequent context.
For comparing this
twelfth verse with the five verses wliich
follow, we observe that in this verse tlie
apostle affirms that his gospel wan uoi

[oh.

1,

in its character, because that

1—24.

he had

from man nor been taught it
by man, but only " through the revelation of
Then in the five verses
Jesus Christ."
it

which follow, to make this affirmation good,
he states that up to the time of his conversion he had been wholly averse to the
Christian doeti ine and intensely devoted to
Pbarisean Judaism, and that when God,
calling liim by his grace, " revealed his Sun
in him that he might preach him. among tlie
Gentiles" he applied to no human being for
mental (lirection, but kept himself aloof from
even those who were apostles before him.

Now,

in setting the statement of ver. 12
over against the professedly Illustrative
statement which follows, we observe that
"the revelation of Jesus Christ" in the
former occupies precisely the same position
in tlie line of thought

which in the

latter is

held by " God's revealing his Son in him

;

for the apostle attributes his possession
of the truth of the gospel in the one to " the
revelation of Jesus Christ," and in the other
to God's revealing his Son in him, and in
each case to notLing else. Surely it follows
" that the revelation of Jesus Christ " which
gives him the gospel in tlje one case, is
identical with "God's revealing his Son in
him " which, gives him tlie gospel in the
other.
Thus both the sense in which the
genitive is ordinarily found when joined with

the word "revelation," and the guidance
of the context, concur in determining for
the genitive in the present case the objective

This interpretation seems at first
sight to labour under the inconvenience
that, so construed, the sentence lacks the
clearly expressed antithethon to the foregoing noun "man," wliich we might naturally expect to find.
But in reality the
required antithesis is quite distinctly though
implicitly indicated in the very term " revesense.

lation; " for this essentially rai'ries with

it

the notion of an agency not merely superhuman, but Divine. It would be an altogether lontracted iind indeed erroneous view
of tlds " revelation " to suppose that it
means rio more than tho manifestation to
Saul's bodily scusin cf the personal presence
and glory of Christ.
Beyond question this
was of itself sufficient to convince Saul of
the truth that Jesus, though once crucified,
was now both living and highly exalted in
the supersensuous woild, and by consequence to furnish the necessary basis for
further discoveries of truth. But more was
required than the mere bodily sight of the
glorified Jesus.
This might confound and
crush down his antagonism, but would not
of itself impart converting and healing faith,

lien might " see " and yet " not believe
(John vi. 36). There was required also the
true and just perception of the relation whicli

:
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exalted Jesus bnre to individual human
snuls, in particular to Saul's own soul
aud-

tin's

;

further, of the relation which he bore tu the
dispensations of Gnd aa dealing with his
people, and as dealing with mankind at
large ; a perception of these things which
would then only be true and just when
accompanied with a duly appreciative, satisfying, adoring sense of the inKuite excellency
of what was tlius disclosed to him, and of
its perfect adaptation to the wants of man

—

sinfid.
In short, this "revelation" to
Saul "of Jesus Christ" involved that spiritual transformation which, in 2 Oor. iv. 6,
the apostle describes in the following words
"It is God, that said, Light shall shine out
of darkness, who shincd in our hearts, to
give the light [or, illumination] of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
Jesus Chi'ist." For in that passage, though
in the form In which he clothes his thought
he speaks as if conjoining others with himself, it appears almost certain that he is
describing there, as further on in vers. 7 12,
his own personal experiences (see beginning
of note on ver. 8), and also that he is de-

as

—

scribing that

first

introduction into his

own

understanding and heart of thetruths of the
gospel, which qualified him thenceforward
to fulfil his mission to proclaim it.
This
appears confessedly to have been in a very
marked degree a miracle a moral and spiritual miraole. In truth, tl;e new birth of a

—

soul into the kingdom of God (John
must ever be such, coming we know
not how. What, however, seems to dis-

human
iii.

;;

8)

tinguish this case from most others, even
from that of those previously called to be
apostles, is the rapidity with whicli was
formed in Saul the mind of "an api istle of
the Gentiles " a mind, that is, distinctly and
unhiiltingly conscious of the "mystery"
which in Eph. iii. 3 he says " was by revelation made known to him," the hitherto
kept back " secret " of God's love in Christ
to all the world. Gentile and Jew alike of
God's readiness and purpose to embrace
and bless with all spiritual blessings, without any reference now to Mosaism, every
human creature that simply repented and
believed in Jesus Christ. As the proclamation to the world of this " mystery " was to
be his great and pre-eminently distinguishing function, so at the very first he became
fitted and qualified for its discharge by its
impartation to his soul, not throuiiih slow
processes of thought and reasoning, but by an
in ward manifestation of the Christ, the suddenness and vividness of which corresponded
in no small degree to the suddenness and
vividness of that outward manifestation of
the Christ which was siinultaneously made
This presents itself
to bis corporeal sense.
to ui as, in the moral and spiritual sphere

—
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of our being, a miracle; and aa such the
apootle himself manifestly regard('d it.
It
is hard to believe but that he would have
repudiated with high disdaiu (1 Cor. ii. 15J
any attempt to solve the marvollousness
of the phenomenon in the alembic of rational
explanation any theory which should find
the phenomenon to be satisfactorily accounted for by these or those conditions
of his foregoing psychological history.
These last may liave prepared a favourable field of development ; but he knew
for a surety that the product itself was
no natural offspring of any spontaneous
operations of his own mind.
The very
phrase in the verse before us, " the revelation
of Jesus Christ," as well as the comparison
wh ich in 2 Cor. iv. 6 he draws between his
spii itual transformation and the supernatural
operation of the Almighty's fiat, "Let there
be light," plainly sliows that he would have
refused to allow the cause disuoveiable anywhere else save in the unexplainable operations of sovereign, almighty grace.
And in
all prudence we snould be content to be
herein nut wiser than he.
Ver. 13. For ye have heard (^KouiroTe 7tJ/>)
Thi.s " lor" introdnoLS the whole statement
which follows down to the end of the cliapter ; for the entire section is written witli
the view of substantiating the assertion in
ver. 12, that he had not received the gosprl
which he preached from man, but solely
through illumination imparted injmediately
" Ye have heard," i.e. have
from lie.iven.
been told ; as Acts xi. 1 ; John iy. 1, ami
" I am only stating what ye have
often.
already been apprised of, when I tell you
of," etc.
That the aorist tense of tlie Greek
word does not limit the expression to any
;

—

one communication, such e.g. as one made
by the apostle himself, is shown by the use
of this very aorist in Matt.

Luke

v.

21, 33, etc.

23; John xii. 34 Epli. iii. 2 iv.
21
2 Tim. i. 13 Jas. v. 11. Tlie apostle
appears to have been himself in the habit
of frequently telling the wondrous story of
what he once had been and of the change
wrought upon him. We have instances of
his doing this in full detail in his speech
from the stairs, and in his defeuce before
Agrippa (Acts xxii. 1 16 xxvi.), and with
;

iv.

;

;

;

—

less fulness in Phil.
It is therefore quite

iii.

;

4—8

;

1 Cor. xv. 8, 9.

supposable that he had

We

himself said as much also in Galatia.
observe, however, that the apostle does not
Bay, "heard from me," as he might have
done if he had himself been their informant
and, further, that the effect of the words, "ye
have heard," does not, in point of construction at least, of necessity extend beyond
the fourteenth verse.
are therefore at
liberty to surmise that what he hero refers
to as having been told them relates simply

We

;;

Hm

§g

fet*l9tLfi

to

and that
to hie life before his convprsion
the Bocouiits which they liad received of it
;

had cOmo through unfriendly informautB.
These may have been either unbelieyiiig
JewB or Judaizing ChristianB, who
wished by theee statements to disparage the
iiposlle's character as one who, if he really
was not dishonest, was at all events capable
of passing from one extreme of sentiments
to their direct opposite with the utmost
suddenness and lerity, and therefore was
not a man entitled to be regarded with con-

my

conversatiou in time past in
the Jews' religion (t^c f^Tjv avaaTpo(p-i]v ttotc
iv T^ *Itfu5ato-jufo) ; of my manner of life
"The manner in
formerly in Judaism.
which I once behaved mjselt' as devoted to
Judaism." The ttote belongs to the action
denoted in the verbal noun hva<rTpo(p'rii>, like
aKaitris rb SevTepOf^ cited by
7} Tris Tpoias
Meyer from Plato ('Legg.,' iii. 685, D).
*Ava(rTpo(p-f], conversatlo, which occurs repeatedly in the New Testament, is generally
rendejed " conversation" in Authorized Version (Eph. iv. 2'2
1 Pet. i. IS; iv. 12; Heb.
fidence.

Of

;

"Judaism" means "the religious life
of a Jew," which distinctively was Mosaism.
i Maoc.
It occurs in 2 Mace. ii. 21 ; xiv. 38
xiii. 7).

;

16.
Ignatius (' Ad Magn.,' 8) speaks of
"not living according to Judaism," as in ibid.,
St.
10, lie uses the word " Christianism."
Paul has the verb " Judaize " below, ch. ii.
iv.

14. On the objective accusative iti/oo-Tpocp^jc
as defined by tlie following clause, " how
that," etc., see note on fvayye^iof in ver. 11.

trite

&ALAttAKi

tott.Ll.-§i

" devastate," " harry ; " and in olaggical
Greek is used with reference to towns,
countries, and the like, being applied to
persons ouly in the poetical style (Liddell
atid Scott).
In the Nevf Testament it is
used only in relation to Saul's persecution,
apparently marking its deadly effectiveness
as well as Saul's determination if possible to
extirpaie the faith and its adherents.
The
expugnaham of the Vulgate would leem a
fair equivalent
Ver. 14. And profited in the Jews' re-

—

ligion(Kal npoeKOTTTOif 4v

r^

'loySaiVju^); a}td

forward in Judaism; that is, wna
going on lurther and further in Judaism.
The Greek verb (TrpoK/nrTeip) "to make

W'lS going

way," " advance," is found also Luke ii. 52
xiii. 12; 2 Tim. ii. 16; iii. 9, 13.
" In Judaism," i.e. in the sentiments and
practices of Judaism.
The particular kind
of Judaism which he bus in view was the
Pharisean form of Mosaism. A " Pharisee
and sou of a Pharisee," a high-caste " Hebrew sp] ung of Hebrews " (Acts xxiii. 6
Phil. iii. 5), Saui had thrown himself upon
tho study and observance, not only of all
the rites and ceremonies prescribed in the
written Law, but also of the doctrines, rites,
and ceremonies which rabbinical teaching
and Inidition added thereto outvying in
strictness those who were the strictest; never
satisfied without adopting whatever fresh
obseiviincea the authority of a Pharisean
rabbin might commend to his regard. Abova

Rom.

;

many my

equals in mine

own

nation (tnrep

How

that beyond measure I persecuted the
Churoh of God (^oti Ka6^ vTrfp$o\^v iSiuKov
T^i/ iKKKriaiav tov @eod); lioii) that heynnd
measure J was persecuting the Church of God.
The imperfect " was persecuting," as well as
the following, " was miiking havoc and was

advancing," points to what he was doing
when God interposed in the manner described in vers. 15, 16.
Compare the use of
the aorist iSiw^a in 1 Cor. xv. 9, where no
such simultaneity required to be indicated.
" Beyond measure " or " superlatively " ((cafl'
uircp^oAr))/) was, at least about this time, a
favourite phrase with St. Paul.
less eager
pen miglit have written "exceedingly"
Cf. Rom. vii. 13; 1 Cor. xii. 31;
l<r<l>6Spa).
2 Cor. i. 8; iv. 7, IV; xii. 7. "Of God."

A

This is added to " tlie Church " with jathos
of strong self-condemnation, as it is also in
1 Cor. IV. 9.
The apostle feels now that
his yiolence against the Ciiurch was a kind
of sacrilege. The sentiment is an echo of
Christ's words to him, " Why perseoutest thou
me ? " And wasted it (khI 4Tr6peouv out^v) ;

and making havoc of

it.

The Greek

verb

{ropSelv) used again in this relation below,
ver. 23, is similarly employed also in Acta
ix. 21, " made havoo of those who called

upon

tkiii

Nime." The verb properly denotes

" Above," beyond ; the same Greek preposition as in Acta xxvi. 13; Philem. 16, 21;

Heb.

iv. 12.
Suj-JjAiifitiTi?!, synonymous with
used in the Septuagint of Dan. i. 10,
equivalent to fiXiKidr^js or ^A.i{, the aif
being prefixed merely to make the notion
of parity more emphatic. Saul vaa then
"a young man" (Acts vii. 58), and the
" coevals "
reference which ho here

(TucTJAif,

is

makes to
of his, as sharing iu his Judaistio enthusiasm, but outstripped by him therein, seems
up at thjit time of a
party, " a young Jewry," as we miglit nowadays style it, especially espoused by the
to point to the rising

more youthful "Hebrews," which devoted
itself to the revival and consolidation of
Pharisean Judaism in its most advanced

We may conceive of them as actuated
antagonism, alike to the Gentilizing
the Herodians to the rigid bare
form of Mosaism cherished by the Sadilueeos which rejected that development of
spiritual doctrine which for many generations had been going on in many pious and
thoughtful minds and finally, and perhapa
most specially of all, to the new but rapidly
" In
spreading sect of the " Nazarenes."
my nation." The apostle says " my," »•
form.

by

spirit of

;

;

"

OH.
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ooiisoioua of the presence of the Gentiles to
whum he is writing. For the like reasun

he uses the singular possessive pronoun,

my people
in his address to
Felix, and in his defence before Agrippa,
this liinj; sitting only as an assessor by
oompliuient at the side of the heatlien
goTemor (Acts xxiv. 17; xxvi. 4). lilsewhere also St. Paul uses the word (ysms)
"nation" to denote the Jewish people
(I'liil. iii, 5 ; 2 Oor. xi. 26), whence ulso he
employe the [ihrase,"my kin3maii"(o'u77€VT)s
fiov), when addressing Gentiles to denote a
follow-Jew in contrast to Gentiles (Eom.
ix. 3; xvi. 7, 21).
In the present passage,
"

(ri eflcoj fiou) "

" among my countrymen " may be accepted
ag a near equivalent; only the classification
whioli the word "countrymen" presupposes
is founded on relation to country, wl.ereas
yevos denotei a blood connection, comprising
Jews of whatever country.
Being more
exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my
fathers (itepLaffUTep'jis ^ijKajTijS inrdpx<«i^ T(^f

The strong
" more excessively
which frequently occurs
in St. Paul's ardeut style, always retains
its
proper comparative sense
as e.g. 2
Cor. vii. 15 ; xi. 23
xii. 15.
It means,
therefore, " more excessively than they,"
The word fijAwr^jr, rendered "zealous,"
followed by tlie genitive " of tlie traditions,"
has much the same meaning as in the
plirases, "zealous of spirits [or, spiritual
{<ift8];" "zealous of good works;" "zealous of the Law " (1 Cor. xir. 12 Titus ii.
11; Acts xxi. 20); in all which passages
it is rendered in the Aulhorized Version
as here. Its meaning is illustrated by the
use of the verb from whioli it ia derived in
1 Oor. xiv. 1, "Desire earnestly spiritual
gifts," and 1 Cor. xiv. 39, " Desire earnestly
;
to prophesy " denotin;^, as it should seem,
" admire and long to possess " " aspire
wnTpucHv

adverb

fiov

here

irapaSicrsicv).

used,

{irfpurjorepas),

;

;

;

;

after" (see below, the notes on ch. iv. 17,
18). The clause may be paraphrased," With
more excessive fervency than they, affecting
[or, being devoted to] the traditions, of
my fathers." The only lemaining passage
iu the New Testament in which tlie Greek
word occurs as an adjective is Acts xxii. 3
"
(fjjAwT^s Tov 0€oS), "zealous towards God
(Authorized Version), "zealous for God"
(Kevised Version) ; where the sense is probably still that of fervent devotion, but
implying also a palliating reference to the intense zeal which the Jews were then showing
in vindicating the honour of God against
" Zeal towards " an
a supposed insult.
object implies also a " zeal for it ; " in other
Words, fervent attacliment and devotion has
also an outward-looking aspect .if reseutment and resistance against any who are
regarded as disposed to assail what we love.

23

And this latter element of thought, the vindicatory, is frequently the more prominent of
the two, in the use of the word " zeal " and
its derivatives, in the Helleuistical Greek
of both the LXX. and the
Testament;

New

while in some eases it is not clear which for
the moment is the most in the speaker's
mind.
The latter, no doubt, forms the
principal noHon of the name "Zealot" as
applied in the closing decades of the Jewish

commonwealth
had a

to a fanatical party, who
special vocation to vindicate
the honour of God and his service by deeds
of rancorous violence;
to
which party
probably at one time belonged the Simon
who in Luke vi. 15 is styled " Zelotes," a
word, no doubt, synonymous with the Chaldaio word "Oanansean" foujid iu Matt.
X. 4 and Mark iii. 18.
In the phrase, " the
traditions of my fathers," the apostle has
been supposed by some critics to allude
to the circumstance that he was " the son
;
of a Pharisee " thus making it equivalent
to " the traditions of my family."
But
the context shows that he is thinking
of traditions observed likewise by those
"coevals" of his to whom he refers; the
"fathers," therefore, are the forefathers of
the nation, equivalent to the " elders," in
the phrase cuiTent among the Jews, "the
tradition of the elders" (Matt, xv. 2).
Coiup. 1 Pet. i. 18, " Your vain manner of
felt tliey

life

your

(TTo.TpoTroLpaSSTov')

handed down from

In the possessive pronoun
" my " the apostle still speaks of himself as
a born Jew, in coiitrailistinction to Gentiles
such as he was add essing. If he had been
addressing Jews, he would probaljly have
written "our," or omitted the pronoun altogether, as in Acts .\xii. 3; xxiv. 14; xxviii.
17.
There seems to be a tone of mimesis
in the phrase q.d. " The traditions whic h I
proudly and fondly cherished as those of
my fathers." The adjective rendered "of
the fathers " marks them as those who had
transmitted (TrapeSoaai') those traditions
(?ra/)a5(i(reis), not
meiely those who iiad
possessed them.
It has been questioned
whether this phrase, " paternal traditions,"
includei those transmitted religious maxims
and observances which the Mosaic Law
fatliers."

i

:

itself prescribed.

"customs which

Probably

it

does.

The

[the Jews said] Moses
delivered (Tro/je'Sm/cey) to US " (Acts vi. 14),
as they appertained to "the fathers ''(TaTpwa,
Acts xxviii. 17), might also be justly designated as " the traditions of our fatheis." At
the same time, the apostle would hardly
have written as he here has done, if he had
had these alone in his view; he would
rather have introduced the venerable name
of " the Law."
The expression appears
oliosen as comprehending, together with the
prescriptions of the original Law, those

—

;
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transmitted maxims and usageB also which
are described in the Gospels (of. Mutt. v.
XT. ; xxiii. ; Mark vii.) as things said "by"
or " to " them of old time, or as " the traditions of the elders " the particular instances of such which are specified in the
Gospels being only samples talren out of »
a very large class (Mark vii. 4). Our Lord
himself, it ia true, made a distinction between these two classes of religious doctrines
or observances, rebuking Bpecifioally many
of the latter class, and discountenancing the
whole class in general when enforced on
men's consciences as a religious obligation ;
in contrast with " the Word of God," these,
he insisted, were "commandments" or
" traditions of men " (Mark vii. 7—13). But
;

a Jadaist would hardly have been disposed
to make the same distinction.
Bather, it
would be the habit of his mind to blend
and confound the two together as forming
one entile system of formal religion; regarding those of the latter class simply as
explanatory of the former, or as a fitting
suppletion required to give to the former due
coherency and entireness.
He would be
disposed to consider that portion of the
whole tradition which in reality was of purely
human device as invested with the like
obligatoriness as that other portion which
could truly plead the sanction of Divine
authorization.
It is plain that this was
the ease with those Judaists with whom,
in the Gospels, our Lord is seen contending.
And in all the references which St. Paul
makes to Judaism, whether as part of his
own former life, or ai confronted by him in
his apostolic agency, nowhere, either, is he
found making any distinction between the
two certainly distinguishable elements which
composed it. There were, however, different
schools of thought in Judaistic traditionalism, lome stricter, some more lax. We must,
thewfore, further define our view of the particular branch of " patern al trad tion s " which
the apostle here refers to by remembering
tliat, as he said in Lis S]3eeeh from the stairs
(Acts xxii. 3), he had been " instructed according to the ttrict manner of the Law of
their fathers;" trained, that is, to construe
the requirements of the Law as these were
interpreted by the strictest of all the schools
as he said before Agrippa, "After tlie
straitest sect of our religion I lived a Pharisee" (Acta xxvi. 5).
Here the inquiry
presents its If In what way does the subBtanoe of these two verses (13, 14) help to
bear out the apostle's statement in ver. 12,
that the gospel which he preached was
altogether derived from God's own immediate revelation to himself?
The whole
oompleiiou of the passage shows that the
point which the apostle is here concerned
to indicate relates to the posture of his our
i

;

—

[oh.

1.

1-

first receiving the
of those days, he says,
was animated by the sentiment of bitter
hostility to the faith ; by a stem resolve
the dictate, as he thought, of conscience— if
possible to extirpate the Church. Was it
supposable that a mind possessed with such
an abhorrence of the Nazarenes was nevertheless accessible to voices and teachings
coming to him out of their society? Agaia,
an earnestly religious man according to hia
lights, Saul's spirit was absorbed by devotion
to Judaism to the eager carrying out in
practice, and to tlie vindication, of those
modes of religious life which the revered
and fondly cherished traditions of his people
recommended to him. Was it credible tliat
he could for a moment have given a favourable hearing to statements, whether of
matters of fact or of religious belief, which
proceeded from a sect of latitudinariani
such as these, whose teacher had notoriously
been foremost both in trampling down the
fences of Pharisaism in his own practice and
in loudly denouncing alike its principles and
its representatives ?
Why, anything whioli
those men could have said would to his view

spirit at the

gospel.

time of his

The Saul

—

be

at once self-condemned because simply of
the quarter from which it issued. It may
be objected tliat words which he had heard,
we may confidently believe, from the martyr
Stephen, who, in the controversy between
Judaism and Christianity, may be regarded
as tn a certain degree Paul's own forerunner,
and very suppnsably from many another confessor of the faith of less enlight<inment
than St. Stephen, though at the time repelled from his acceptance through his allabsorbing Pharisaism, may nevertheless
have deposited in his mind pregnant seeds
of thought and instruction afterwards to
be fully developed.
To this objection it
appears a sufficient reply that the gospel
tlie
grace
God
to
all
mankind, untramof
of
melled by any Judaical restriction whatever, which was the gospel entrusted to
St. Paul, and whicli at tliis present hour of
conflict in Galatia he was more specifically
concerned to maintain, had at the time
of his conversion been as yet most imperfectly disclosed even to the most advanced
disciples of the faith.
This more perfectly
developed form of the gospel it was not
possible that he should have heretofore
heard from any Christian martyr or from
any Christian teacher; for at tliat time it
was still a mystery, not patent as yet to the
eyes of even apostles themselves (see Eph.
iii.

1—7).

Ver. 15.

—But

when

8i fiSSKriasv S &e6s);

it

pleased God (Sre

and when

it

teas the

good pleasure of God.
The Authorized
Voriion and the Revised Version have " but
when." To determine the exact force liere

";

;

CH.

1.
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of the eonjunotioti S4, we must consider how
the Bftntenee it introduces stands related

what precedes. The main underlying
thought of vers. 13, 14 was that the
habit of the apostle's mind before his conversion ,wa8 such as wholly to preclude the
notion of his having known the gospel up to
The main thought pervading
tljat hour.
vera. 15
17, and indeed pursued to the
end of the cliapter, is thnt, after he had
received fro n God, himself the knowledge of
the gospel, he had had no occasion to }iave
recourse to any mortal man, apostle or other,
for the purpose of further instruction therein.
to

—

It follows that the conjunction connecting
the two sentences is not adversative, ns it
would, of course, be taken if God's dealings

with him, described in vers. 15, 16, were the
this new paragraph, but is
simply the sign of the writer's passing on to
another thought not one contriisted with
the preceding, but merely additional. As
examples of the use of Se as continwitive and
not adversative, oomp. Luke xii. 1 1 16 xiii.
6, 10; XV. 11; Acts ix. 8, 10; xii. 10, 13;
Eom. ii. 3 1 Oor. xvi. 15, 17. It may be
represented in English by "and" or "and
again." In the reading of the Greek text
it is not certain whetlier we ought not to
omit the word " God " {d ®(6s). If it is a
gloss which has crept into the text, it is
unquestionably a just gloss. Similar oraisionsofthe Divine Name.as Bishop Lightfout
observes, are frequent in St. Paul (see ch. i.
The
Phil. i. 6).
6; ii. 8; Rom. viii. 11
verb tuSoiceTi' properly expresses complacency
"
In whom I am well
as e.g. Matt. iii. 17,
;
pleased " and often. And this notion may
be commonly traced in its use even when

main point of

—

,

;

;

;

followed, as here, by an infinitive. Thus in
1 Thess. ii. 8, "It would have been a
pleasure to us to impart," etc. ; in 1 Thess.
iii. 1, " It was painful to us to be left alone,
but under the circumstances we gladly chose
When applied, as here, to God,
to be so."
the notion of the pleasure which he takes
in acts of beneficence must not be lost sight
;
of ; " Was graciously pleased " oomp. Luke
xii. 32, " It is your Father's good pleasure

give yon the kingdom." In Eph. i. 5
the noun " good pleasure " points to the act
"
of predestination " spoken of as (if we may
venture so to speak of God) a volition of his
heart and not of merely his regulative
wisdom. The apostle seems led to use the
word here by the complacency and joy which
he himself felt in having been made the
recipient of this " revelation " those sentiments of his own bosom are, to his view, a
reflection of the Divine complacency in imparting it. At the same time, the reader
must be conscious of the deep sense, in fact
the supremely prevailing sense, which the
apostle has just here, that the imparting of
to

;

the revelation spoken of was the fruit solely
of a Divine volition triumphing over extreme
wickedness and infatuation on his own part.
Compare, in this respect also, the passage

Eph. i. 5, just cited. It is this feeling which
prompts the introduction of the deeply
emotional parenthesis consisting of the two
next clauses of the verse. Who separated
me from my mother's womb (6 d(poplaas /te
ix Kot\las iiriTp6s /iov) who set me apart from
my mother's womh. The verb ii<t>opi(a, set
apart, separate, which is found used in
;

other relations in Lev. xx. 26 (LXX. ) ; Matt.
xiii. 49; xxv. 32; Acts xix. 9; eh. ii. 12, is
employed here with an implied reference to
a specific ofiico or work. Such a reference
is explicitly added in Acts xiii. 2, " Separate
me Barnabas and Saul for the woik where;
unto I have called them " and in Rom. i. 1,
" Separated unto the gospel of God." There
is this distinction, however, between the
" setting apart " of the present passage and
that of Acts xiii. 2, that, whereas in the latter
it was one actually realized, here it is in the
Divine predestination only, which last seems
to be nearly the sense of the words, " whereTinto I have called them," in the Acts.
In
Rom. L 1 the verb probably includes both
" From my mother's womb " means
senses.
' from the time that I was as yet unborn
;

not perhaps exactly "ever since my birth,"
as Judg. xvi. 17 ; Matt. xix. 12 ; Acts iii. 2
xiv. 8; comp. rather Luke i. 15, as illustrated by ver. 41. The addition of these
words is designed to mark the purely arbitrary character of this predestination. Comp.
Eom. ix. 11, "The children being not yet
born, neither having done anything good or
bad, that the purpose of God according to election might stand." Viewed thus, the clause
appears as an utterance of adoring humility
on the p.irt of the apostle, combined, however, with the strongest possible assertion of
similar
the Divine origin of his mission.
statement of God's arbitrary selection of a
particular human being for a fiarticular
function is found in Isa. xlix. 1," The Lord
hath called mo from the womb; from the
bowels of my mother hath he made mention
of my name ; " ibid., ver. 5, " That formed me
;
from the womb to be his servant " and
again, with yet more striking resemblance,
in J er. i. 5, " Before I formed thee in the
belly I knew thee; and before thou earnest
forth out of the womb I sanctified thee, and
I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations
It is difficult not to
(Trpo(^i\Tii]v CIS ^Brn)."
believe that this conviction of the apostle
concerning himself as an object of God's predestinating purpose, and perhaps even the
form of its expression for compare the words
in the next verse, " That I might preach
him among the Gentiles (?8ve<nv)" was very
mainly derived from the Lord's words t«

A

—

—

"
;
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Jeremiah, applied by the Spirit to his own
particular case (comp. Acts ix. 15). The
apostle feels tliat all the while that he had
been pursuing that career of persecuting
impiety and passionate PliarisaiBin, tlie
Almighty had kept his eye upon him as his
predesti aed apostle, and been waiting for the
fitting hour when to summon him forth to his
work. And called me by his grace (nal Ka\4iras
^^ the "setting
fi€ 3m T7}s x'^P^'^^^ ^^'^°^^'
apart " mentioned in the previous clause unquestionably was a " setting apart " for the
apostolic ofBce, it might seem convenient to
understand the " calling " likewise as a
calling to be an apostle. So most probably
we are to take the words icKiirhs a-nSaroXos in
Kom. i. 1 as meaning " called to be an
"
apostle " and in Hi.b. v. 4 the verb " called
is used of one called to be a priest.
But the
;

prevailing sense of "being called," in St.
Paul's writings, refers to the bringing of the
soul to Christ and into his kingdom ; and
in this definite reference the apostle uses
the verb no less than tweuty-four times,
three of them in this Epistle (i. 6 v. 8,
And this, the regular use of the term,
13).
is quite in place here.
It was quite natural
that the writer, aftrr so vividly portraying
his former life when uuregeuer.ite, should
now distinctly advert to the mor:il transformation which by Divine grace he had been
the subject of. Tlie word " grace " denotes
God's freely expanding unnK rited goodness,
not as existing in himself, but as energizing
\

;

upon men. This is made clear by tlie introduction of the preposition (Sia) " through "
or " by." It is that " grace " whose " reigning" power the apostle so exultingly extols
in Rom. v. 15—21 (comp. Eph. ii. 5, " By
grace have ye been saved "). The notion of
mercy sliown to the utterly undeserving is
a prominent element of the word, connected
as it is here with the description of tlie
writer's former wickedness (oomp. the use
of the verb "obtained mercy (^ijXeriBriv)" in
1 Tim. i. 13, 16).
Tliis clanse, together
with the preceding one, is not to be taken
as a part of the historical statement in conjunction with tlie next verse, as if tracing
the successive bteps of the transaction, but
as a periphrastic designation of Almighty
God adapted to the circumstances of the
case.
The one article prefixed iu the Greek
to the two combined clauses shows this.
need not, therefore, perplex ourselves to determine the rel.ition in point of time which
the Divine acis here indicated bear to that
described in the verse which follows. The
tone of the verso is in a measure apologetic,
rebutting the prejudice which, we may be
sure, did in the view of many accrue to the
writer fr»m what he once had been. Thus :
" Nevertheless, God had all along, even from
the dawn of his being, set him apart to be

We
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his apostle ; God, by a marvellous exercise
of goodness, had called him forth out of that
evil state to be his own : unworthy, no
doubt, he had proved himself to be of such

mercy; but what God's grace had made him,
that he was; for who should date to contravene Ms hand (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 8 19) ? "
Ver. 16. To reveal hia Son in me (dTo/cn-

—

—

The renThv vlhy aurov iv i^oi).
dering " in me," t.e. " in my soul," or, in tl le
idiom of the New Testament, " in my heart,"
is quite borne out by the use of the same
numerous passages e.g.
preposition in

\6'pat

;

"Knew what was iu man;"
;
iv. 14, " Shall become in him a well
"
Christ in you the Hope of
Col. i. 27,
glory;" Rom. vii. 17, 20, "Sin which
dwelleth in me " Eom. viii. 9, " The Spirit
John
John

ii.

25,

;

of God d welleth in you " Bom. viii. 10,
" Christ in jou ; " Phil. ii. 13, " God which
worketh in you " (comp. also Eph. iii. 20
;

Col.

i.

Chrysostom

29)..

writes,

"But why

does he say, ' To reveal his Son in me,' and
not to me ' ? It is to signify that he had
not only been instructed iu the faith by
words, but that he was richly endowed with
the Spirit ; that the revelation had enlightened his whole soul, and that he had Christ
speaking within him " (' Comment, in Gal.').
'This exposition tallies remarkably with the
deocriptiou which the apostle in 2 Cor. iv. 6
gives of the process by which he had received
the " treasure " of the gospel ; " Seeing it
is God, that said. Light shall shine out of
darkness, who sliiued in our hearts, to give
the liglit [or, illumination] of the knowledge
'

ofthegloryofGodinthefaceof JesusOhrisC"
The " veil " which, while he was yet in
Judaism, " had been upon his heart," was
" with face unveiled " he was
t.iken away
;

enabled to " behold, as iu a mirror, the
glory of the Lord" (2 Cor. iii. 15—18).
i his account of his spiritual illumination,
written near about the same time as the
passage before us, shows the manner in
which at that time the transaction presented itself to his mind. This revelation
of God's Son to him involved, we may feel
certain, the revelation of him in the relations which, as the once crucified and now

exalted Christ, he bears to all mankind,
Gentiles as well as Jews, and in the relations which
he bears to his Church.
" Christ Jesus " wag then (to use the
apostle's words in 1 Cor. i. 30) " made unto

him Wisdom from God, both Righteousness and Sanctification and Redemption "
and what Christ was then of God made to
be to Paul himself, that also, as the joyful
recipient of the revelation at the same time
learnt, Christ was through tlie recipient's
;

own preaching of the Word to be of God
made to all who should receive his message.
The view of the passage above gives
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U required by

the tenor of the context. If
not admitted, there i8 nothing in the
whole passage to make good the apobtle's

it ia

affirmation, in ver. 12, that he had received
the gospel, not from man, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ.
If after the analogy
of such passages as 1 Tim. i. 16, " That in
me as chief might Jesus Christ show forth
all his long-suffering; " Kom. ix. 17, " That
power ; " 1 Cor.
I might show in thee
;
iv. 6, " That in us ye might learn "
we
were to take the present clause to mean
" To reveal to men the wonderful grace of
his Son by what he did tn my case," the

my

—

words would merely point to Clirist's mercy
shown to him as a sinner ; they would supply no statement of the fact of the apostle's
having been furnished with the knowledge
necessary in order that he might sliow the
glad tidings of him among the Gentiles.
In other words, the clause would neither
satisfy the requirement of ver. 12 nor that
of the dependent clause which follows. If,
again, after the analogy of the words, " Ye
tefk a proof of Christ that speaketh in me,"
in 2 Cor. xiii. 3, taking this to mean
" Christ that speaketh by me ; " or if the
words in Acts xvii. 31, " He wilt judge the
world in righteousness by [Greek, 'in*]
the Man whom he hath ordained," we propose to understand the meaning to be
" Keveal liis Son by me," i.e. by my preaching, we are met by the objection ttiat the
clause would anticipate the thought expressed by the following words: "That I
might show the glad tidings of him among
the Gentiles," which, however, stand as
expressing their dependent consequence.
Here the important question arises how
the reference which the apostle here makes
to the revelation of Jesus Christ made " in
him" stands related to the accounts repeatedly given in the Acts of the personal
sight of the Lord Jesus accorded to him at
his conversion accounts which aro confirmed in the Epistles by the apostle's own
words in 1 Cor. ix. 1, "Am I not an apostle?
Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" To
harmonize the two some have been led to
do violence to the phrase, " reveal in mo,"
so as to make it in some way or other to
mean " reveal to me," and thus render it
possible to make the words refer to that

27

the necessity of adopting either of these
methods of criticism by the consideration
that, in the course of the argument which
the apostle is now pursuing, there is nothing
to lead him to speak at all of the outward
circumstances accompanying his conversion.
All that he now has occasion to refer to is
the fact that at that time God Almighty
did himself give to liis soul so clear a view
of his Son as qualified hira at once to preach
the gospel to the Gentiles so' clear that,
not needing further illumintition, he had in
This
fact sought none of any mortal man.
is all that the line of argument requires the
apostle now to refer to.
reference to the
actual personal sight which he then had of
the Lord Jesus would in no way have served
Such reference would not
his purpose.
have even involved by inference, much less
have definitely stated, the point wliich he
now is concerned to state. This point is,
plainly, the communication to his soul of
the full knowledge of the gospel, and
nothing else; and accordingly it is this
alone that h& now makes mention of. It
has been questioned at what precise juncture in the narrative of the ninth chapter of
the Acts the revelation here spoken of
;

A

should be supposed

to

have taken place.

Our Lord's

personal manifestalion of himself
to Saul on his road to Damascus, involving
as it did the complete instantaneous overthrow of all his previous views, relative
alike to " Jesus of Nazareth " and to the
idea of the expected " Messiali," must have
been an all-important preparation for that
full disclosure of the truth to his soul which
is here indicated; but there is no sufficient
reason for identifying tlie one with the
other. The history of the Acts (xxii. 18)
and the Epistles (1 Cor. xi. 23; 2 Cor. xii.
1, 8) make mention of several occasions on

Others have had recourse to the
yet more violent and indeed utterly destructive expedient of inferring from this phrase

which our Lord appears to have shown himPaul and made important communications to him; and the incidental
manner in which these have come to be
mentioned suggests the belief that they
may have been only a few out of. many
similar instances, otliers of which have lain
unmeutioned. There may very supposably
have lieen such taking place (we will say)
presenlly after Saul's baptisim, and pointed
forward to by our Lord in his words to
Ananias, "I will show him how m uy things
he must suffer for my Name's sake " (Acts
It is very possible that we do not
ix. 16).
commonly bear enough in mind how little,

that the revelation of Christ made to the
ftpostle at his conversion was altogether and
exclusively spiritual ; and that the spiritual
sight of our Lord had been so realizing and

in fact, it is that the record tells us of this
most interesting event; and, in particular,
that we do not adequately realize the frequency and the intimate character of the

vivid as to have been even mistaken by the
ipostle himself for a manifestation actually
are relieved of
Oja^e
bJB senses.

communications to which this "choice instrument (ffKEiios eKhoy^s)" of Divine teaching woujd seem to have been adpntt^d Ijv

—

personal manifestation

made to Saul's

bodily

senses.

^
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And who (we may further ask)
venture to determine what part the
Lord Jesus took personally, that is, by personal intercourse, in the process of illumination of which the apostle here declares
himself to have been the subject, or how
much of it was effected by the agency of
the Third Person of the holy Trinity, cooperating with the intense action of Saul's
his Master.

may

own

earnest^

questioning, light-imploring

mind, especially during tliose three days
spoken of in Acts ix. 9? " For, behold, he
prayeth " (Acts ix. 11, 12). It seems only
I

reasonable to believe that the revelation of liia

Son whioli

(tlie

apostle says)

God vouchsafed

[CH.
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character of the service ; as if it were, " That
I should be a shower-forth of the glad
tidings." The aorist would have recited the
entire service as one whole. " Among the
Gentiles." Dean Howson very justly ob-

"We

serves,
should mark how emphatic
in all accounts of the conversion is the reference to his work among the Gentiles.
Thus, ' The Gentiles, unto whom now I send
thee, to open their eyes and to turn them
from darkness to light,' are named by
Christ himself in the first communication
from heaven (Acts xxvi. 17, 18). To Ananias the direction is given, ' Go thy way
for he is a chosen vessel unto me, to bear

to him, preceded his very first public appearance in the synagogues of Damascus as an
evangelist, and that this revelation was not
deferrerl, as some imagine it was, until after

my Name

his withdrawal into Arabia. Indeed, that
it did precede it appears to be conclusively
established by the statement of the verse
now before us and the next foUovring ; for
the course of action described by the writer,
both negatively and affirmatively, in the
words beginning with, " I consulted not,"
is represented as ensuing "immediately"
upon the "revelation in him of God's Son."
That the locality where this revelation was
made was Damascus or its vicinity is indicated by the words, " I returned to Damascus," in ver. 17. This circumstance betokens the cons'^iousness in the writer's
mind (bat ttie stnry of his conversion was
not unknown to his readers. That I might
preach him among the heathen {Im fliayyeKl(cafiat avrdv ey Tois e6ve(riy)i that I might
show the glad tidings of him among the GenIn this instance, as well as perhaps
tiles.
in some others, the Authorized Version
falls somewhat short of representing the
exact force of the verb fvayyf\lCe<r0at by

from Damascus, ' Depart for I will send
thee far off to the Gentiles' (Acts ixii.
21)" ('Speaker's Commentary,' in loc.).
Immediately (eifle'ais). The construction of
the sentence imperatively requires us to
connect this adverb with the two affirmative clauses which the writer adds to the
two negative ones which he first interposes,
and not with these two negative clauses
alone, while, however, its import is felt to
attach itself to these also. The turn of
thought seems to be this : " I felt at once
that I needed not to advise with any mortal
man ; no, not even with the older apostles
and accordingly I abstained from doing so
I immediately went away into Arabia, and
then forthwith came back to Damascus."

rendering
answers to

it

" preach," which more nearly

Kripicrcrtc.

In Luke

viii. 1,

where

in the Greek we have the two verbs together (^KTjpia-aojv Kal evayyeKt^ofisvos), our
translators were compelled to use another
term ; and accordingly they render €uo77€A" showing
iCo/iivos,
[Revised
Version,
'bringing'] the glad tidings of [the king"
dom of God] ; which shade of thought was
what the evangelist intended to suggest.
The verb surely always retains some tinge
of its original element of "glad tidings,"
though this may often have been more or
less attenuated, as in the case of the word
(vayyfMoy, gospel, itself, by its becoming
a set term. In the present instance, the
apostle's posture of feeling at the time when

the "joyful tidings" were

tirst

brought home

to his own heart seems to suggest a return,
at least here, to the original import of the

word.

The present

{tiieTff)^^i<i>f'<u)

tense of the Greek verb
to the continuous

points

before the Gentiles [and kings,

and the children of Israel].' ... To which
we may properly add what was said to him
at Jerusalem, when he first went thither
;

I conferred not (ow irpoaraveBefnjv') ; I con$ulted not.
The use of the Greek verb
constructed with » dative as meaning "ad"
vise with,"
seek counsel in personal intercourse with," is well illustrated by several
passages cited by the critics: Died. Sic,
xvii. 116, " Consulting the soothsayers con-

cerning the sign;" Lucian, 'Jup. Trag.,'
take me as your
§ 1, " Consult with me
adviser in business " Chrysippus (ap. in
Suidas, tub verb. veoTr6s), " Consulting a
dream-interpreter." Bengel takes the preposition irphs in the compound verb as
meaning " further, i.e. the Divine revelation was enough for me." But the instances
just cited of the use of the verb render this
;

;

doubtful.

On

this

point, see

Ellicott's

Commentary,' »n loe. In oh. ii. 6 the verb
requires to be taken differently (see note).
With flesh and blood {a-apKl koI al/iaTi). The
'

phrase, "flesh and blood," occurs te four
other places in the New Testament: (1) 1
Cor. XV. 50, " Flesh and blood cannot inherit
the kingdom of God, neither doth corruption
iaherit incorruption ; " (2) Heb. ii. 14,
" Since the children are sharem in fl«sh and
blood [the Revised Greek text reads ' blood
and flesh '], he »)eo bimielf in like mAoaei

;
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partook of the Rame;" (3) Eph. vi. 12,
"Our wrestling is not against flesh and
blood, but against . , , the spiritual hosts
of wickedness iii the heavenly places ; " (4)
Matt. xvi. 17, " Flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee, but my Father which
is in heaven."
In the first two of these
passages the phrase denotes thf bodily
nature of men viewed as subject to mortality ; which is the turn of thouglit also in
Ecclus. xiv. 18, where the human race is
styled a "generation of flesh and blood."
In the other two it denotes human beings
themselves, described by their material nature, but with reference to their comparative inefSoiency as viewed alongside, in (3)
with purely spiritual agents in (4) with
God. In precisely the same way as in the
last-cited passage, the apostle uses the
phrase here. Knowing tiiat God had himself revealed in him his Son, in order tliat
he should proclaim him among the Gentiles,
he at that crisis of action felt any reference
for teaching or practical direction to mere
men to be in his case altogether unnecessary.
As the next clause specifies tlie older
apostles, who are mentioned as being at that
time at Jerusalem, it may be that the
;

phrase, " flesh and blood," in its most immediate scope, contemplates believers or elders
(for probably there already were Christian
elders there) of Damascus. Ananias is the
only Damascene believer named in the history, though it speaks of others (Acts ix.
19) ; be was a man of remarkably high

estimation even amongst the unbelieving
xxvi. 12), and he had been
honoured by Christ with » special vision,
and sent by Christ on a special mission to
Saul. If Saul had felt it to be incumbent
upon him to advise with nny servant of
Christ, whether as to what he should believe or as to what he should do, surely to
Ananias he would naturally have looked.
But not even to an Ananias would Saul

Jews (Acts

refer for guidance at this juncture.

The

sense which has frequently been given to
the phrase, " flesh and blood," as meaning
" the dictates of one's own fleshly nature,"
ia neither favoured by its use in any other
passage (although "the flesh," standing
alone, might have admitted of such an init in any way suggested
by the tenor of the context. The apostle is
here dealing solely with his relations to
other men.
Ver. 17. Neither went I up to Jernsalem

terpretation), nor is

—

(oiSi airnXBoi/ [L. A. ott^AOov] eij 'lej>oa6KviLa)
"
neither went I up (or, away). This "neither

negatives one particular instance of the
general notion of " consulting flesh and
blood," in reference to which an exception
miglit else have not unnaturally, been sup-

posed likely.

;

It forms

ft

sort of oliroftx to

20

the negative. So Eom. ix. 16, "Not of him
that willeth, neitlier of him that runneth."
It is uncertain whether "went up" or
" went away " is the true reading of the
Greek text. If the latter, the verb is repeated after the following " but " (oWci),
as Bom. viii. 15, " Ye have received " Hebi
xii. 18, 22, " Ye are come."
To them which
;

were apostles before me (irpbs toIis irpi i/iov
airoiTT6Kovs).
For this " before me," comp.
Bom. xvi. 7. Every reader must feel the
of official parity with tho
twelve which transpires in this expression

consciousness

Paul's.
The like consciousness is
in 1 Cor. xv. 5
11, strongly as the
writer there expresses his sense of comparative personal un worthiness.
Why, it may be
askedgdoes the apostle thus particularly refer
to the " apostles before him"? The probable
answer seems to be, for the purpose of more
forcibly illustrating the assured conviction,
which from the very, first he entertained, of
the sufficiency and Divine authority of the
gospel which he had already received. But
I went into Arabia (aW' auriKdov els 'Apapiav) ; hut I went away into Arabia.
It is
impossible to determine what was the pre-

of St.

apparent

—

which St. Paul then went.
" Arabia " was in those days a geographical
term of very wide significance. Damascus itself appertained to Arabia so Justin Martyr
cise locality to

;

writes

Dial. c. Tryph.,' 305, A) "that Dawas of the Arabian country (rfis 'Apa-

('

mascus

though now [probably.
Bishop Lightfoot suggests, by Hadrian's
arrangement of those provinces] it has been
Pixfis 7^s), and is, even

assigned to what is called the Syrophoenician
country, none even of you are able to deny.''
So Tertullian, 'Adv. Mare,' iii. 13; 'Adv.
Judseos,' 9. At the time of St. Paul's abode
at Damascus the city was subject to an
" ethnarch of Aretas " (2 Cor. xi. 32) ; and
" Aretas," the King of Petra, is in the case
of several successive princes, styled "the
King of the Arabians " (2 Maeo. v. 8 ; Joseph^s, ' Ant.,' xiv. 1, 4 ; ' Bell. Jud. ,' i. 6, 2

The apostle's words
'Ant.,' xvi. 10, 8, 9).
may, therefore, describe a withdrawal into
some district, whether inhabited or uninhabited, not far distant from Damascus.
On the other hand, in ch. iv. 25, the apostle
refers to " Arabia " in connection with Mount
Sinai ; so that Arabia Petrsea may possibly
have been the country visited. And hero
the imagination is tempted by recollections
of Moses and the giving of the Law, and
of Elijah, to indulge in speculations with
reference to the especial appropriateness of
that vicinity for being Saul's place of sojourn
at this crisis of spiritual illumination aad
But all ttiis is concall to apostleship.
jectural : there is no solid ground whatever
for our believing that it was thither that hia
itepa were at this eeagun directed. And W9

;
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oannot bnt recollect, with reference to the
Ijjid Jesus, that when, after his baptism,
Lhe Bpirit drove him forth into the wilderness," with a view, as we may in all
overence believe, to hie preparing himself
or his high ministry as the Christ, no one
langfines that it was into the wilderness of
And this suggests
iinai that he was led.
the remark that, at this particular juncture
in especial, Saul's movements were directed
This we" seem
by heavenly guidance.
warranted to infer from our Lord's words
"
Else, and enter into the city, and
to him,
"
it shall be told thee what thou must do
(Acts is. 6). At such a season, indeed, the
unceasing cry of his whole soul a cry
surely not unieeponded to must have been,
"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"
For further description of the geographical
'

I

—

—

question, see Conybeare and Howson, ch. iii.
' Dictionary of the Bible,' articles " Arabia""
and " Aretas ; " Lightfoot's ' Galatians : Ex-

87—92, 6th eSdit. And returned
mrdarpe^a eh
again xmto Damascus (ko!
That is, " without going elseAa/xao-Kiii').
where or to any place where I could meet
with men who could be my instructors in the
This must be supposed to be
gospel."
implied; otherwise the narrative would
be illusive. As above stated, the "immediately " appears intended to qualify this
clause as well as the preceding. The evidential value of this reference to Damascus,
by implication indicated as the scene of his
cursus,' pp.

mMv

previously mentioned conversion, is strikingly illustrated by Paley- in his 'Horao
Paulin8a'(Galatians),cited by Dean Howson,
casual expiession at the end, and
in loo. "
an expression bruught in for a different
purpose, alone fixes it to have been at Damascus. Nothing can be more like sim-

A

plicity

and undesignedness than

this."

At

the risk of repeating some remarks already
made, I venture to propose the following as
a just paraphase of the whole passage, begospel which
ginning with ver. 12.
ye are swerving from I did not in any degree
receive from men, but solely through the
revelation of Jesus Christ which God himIt is evident that before
self made to me.
I knew Christ, during the time that I was
persecuting Grid's own Church with fanatical
fury, my whole heart and soul devoted to
the strictest Judaism of the Pharisees, I
was removed poles asunder from all possible
sympathetic contact with tliis doctrine.
That God's love was ready to embrace
every believer in Christ, whether obeying
Moses' Law or not obeying it, this was a
truth that in those days could not possibly
have gained access to my mind. And after
this, when God graciously illuminated my
soul with the sight of his Son, in order
th^t I might become the joyful herald »f

"My

—
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no mortal man,
whetheratDaniascusorelsewhercdidlapply
for further light; neither did I even repair
to Jerusalem to seek instruction from Christ's
own [former apostles I at once departed in
a direction which took me where I was still
far away [or, perhaps, ' which took me
further and further away '] from Jerusalem,
into Arabia and who should teach me this
doctrine in Arabia? And then, forthvrith,
I came back straight to Damascus, Damascus being my first appointed sphere of
his grace to the Gentiles, to

:

:

labour."

Ver.

18.—Then

fi(Ta Tfia ?T7)).
illustrate the

after three years (eireira
apostle's object is to
independent source of his

The

doctrine as not derived from men. This he
does here by indicating how long an interval elapsed after he first was made
acquainted with it before he ever got to
even Itnoijo Peter. By this he gives his
readers to feel how strongly assured from
the very first was his conviction of the
sufficiency and certain truth of those views
of the "gospel" which had been divinely

The obvious incommunicated to him.
ference from this view of the writer's present purpose is that, in his reckoning of
time, the terminus a quo in this verse is the
era of "God's revealing his Son in him,"
which in effect was that of his conversion.
There are two modes of computing time employed in the New Testament the inclusive
and the non-inclusive. According to the
former, just as "after three days" in Matt,
xxvii. 63 and Mark viii. 31, means in fact "on
the next day a Iter but one ;" so in the present
instance, " after three years " may denote a
not greater interval than " in the nest year
after but one." Compare the " by the space
of three years" {rpie-riav) of Acts xx. 31,
taken in conjunction with " for the space of

—

" of Acts xix. 10.
On the other
hand, according to the non-inclusive way
exemplified in tlie " after six days " of Matt,
ivii. 1; Mark ix. 2 (compared with the

two years

"about eight days" of Luke ix. 28), the
interval denoted may have been no less
than three whole years. Since it is to the
interest of the apostle's argument to mark
the interval at its greatest, the reader will
probably be of opinion that, if St. Paul had
had in his mind a space of time which was
not in reality less than three years, he
would have used a form of expression more
clearly marking this, and not one which
might be easily taken as meaning less ; and
therefore that the phrase, " after three
years," means in reality no more than " in
the year after the next, not before." I went
up* to Jerusalem (avIiKBov eU 'lepotriKuim).
The apostle writes "went up" with a Jew's
instinctive feeling of Jerusalem being the
capital and centre of his nation ^t}d
^^

"

«tt. t.

i-U.]
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; « feeling which would he all the
Btronger through the consciousneBs that it
was as yet the capital and centre also of
Christendom itself. To see Peter (iVrop^ffoi
Kq^av [Beceptus, UfTpoyJ) ; to cuiquaint mylelfunth Cephat. As the Greek verb here
used which ia found nowhere else in the
Kew Testament, and not found at all in the
Beptuagint has been often misunderstood,
it seems desirable to give a somewhat full
account of the manner in whicli it is employed in other writeri. The verb iaropeat,
derived, through to-Ttop or Vo-Tuip, knowing,
learned, from the conjectural root rfSa),
in the older Greek most commonly means
" inquire of some one about some person or
thing," and is constructed like iircparav and
other verbs of questioning. Thus, 6urip.,
' Phsn.,'
621, 'fli ri /i' i(nopeis TiJJt; "Ask me
thiB question;" Soph., 'CEd. Tyr.,' 1156,
*Oi' oZtos laropei, " Whom this man is inquiring about." So in Herod., ii. 19.
But
sometimes, still in the older Greek, it moans
"
simply "knowing" or personally knowing,"
with no associated notion of asking questions;
».g. .^sch., 'Pers.,' 451, Kukois t%
/ifWoy ta-Topav, " 111 apprised of the future ;
' £iUm.,' 455, IIoTepo 5* tarope'is KaKHs, "

religion

—

,

—

w

My

father thou knowest well." In the later
Greek it frequently denote* personally
acquainting one's self with some object,
whether a person or a thing. Here again,
as in its use just exemplified from iEJschylus,
the notion of asking questions is altogether
absent Thus, Josephus, ' Bell Jud,,' vi. 1,
8i 'Avijp, hv 4y&) Kar* iKitvov ifTTdprjffa Tbv
ir6\efiov, " When I got personally to know ;
'Ant.,' viii.2,5, 'lcrr6pii(rayi,p tivo, 'E\fd^apoti,
"I have in person seen Eleazar, releasing
demoniacs," etc.; 'Ant.,' L 11, 4, 'l<TT6p't)Ka
S' ouT^y, " I have myself been and seen it
(«.«. the pillar of salt);" Plutarch, ' Thes.,'
SO, T5)» x'^'P"" i<TTop^(rat, " See, inspect the
;
eountry " ' Pomp.,' 40, 'Irropriffat riiv irSxiv,
" See, or inspect the city." The result of
this evidence is that, in all probability, the
apostle means that he went up to Jerusalem

That
to acquaint himself with -Cephas.
in the present instance the verb was not at
all meant to suggest the notion of questioning, either directly or by implication, though
no doubt in the older form of the language
it often means questioning, appears from
two considerations : (1) The words, "I went
to question Cephas," with no indication
added, either speciQo or general, of the
matters to be inquired about, would present
a very bald and imperfect sentence; (2) it
would seem strangely incongruous that the
apostle, just when concerned to give point
to his affirmation that he received not his
gospel from men, but fully and completely
from God, should tell his readers that two
or three years after his conversion he went

31

up

to Jerusalem to make inquiries of
Cephas. Neither would the general use of
the verb warrant us in understanding St.
Paul to say that his object in making this
journey was to " see Cephas " in that sense
in which we sometimes employ the English
verb, to denote a friendly visit ; nor again
would it justify us in interpreting it to
mean " to put myself on a footing of acquaintanceship and friendship with him."
No instance has been adduced in which the
word has either of these two turns of meaning. Its import in the present instance
appears to be this: St. Paul was hearing
continually in all quarters a variety of
statements respecting Cephas, the leader of
the apostles, Oepliaa's doctrine, Cephas's
manner of conduct both personal and ministerial,
statements, we may be sure, not
always agreeing together. He knew the
great importance of Cephas's position in
the Church, not only with reference to the
Jewish section of it with which that
apostle was the most immediatoly associated, but also with reference to Geatile
believers, he having been first of all the
apostles divinely commissiojied to open the
door to the Gentiles.
For the prudent
shaping, then, of his own course in the
prosecution of his ministry as apostle, it was
of deep moment for St. Paul that he should
have a more exact understanding of Cephas's
personality, and of Cephas's principles of
conduct in dealing both with Jews and
Gentiles, than he could possibly gain from

—

mere hearsay. He therefore resolved, most
assuredly under Divine guidance, himself to
repair to Jerusalem, to apprise himself by
personal observation and intercourse of tho
true character of this most highly gifted and
most influential leader of Jewish Christen-

Thus much, and so far as I can pereeive no more than this, does the usage of
the verb in the Greek of the time warrant
us in finding in St. Paul's use of it in the
present passage. And this view of it is confirmed by its singular appiopriateness, when
thus understood, to the connection in which
it stands.
No term could have more signifiomtly implied thefeeling which the writer
entertained of the independence of his own
position us a messenger of Christ to the
world. Cephas's own self, he uitimates, was
the object which he sought by that journey
to get to know. That is, there is not the
faintest suggestion in the phrase employed
of his having felt his own knowledge of the
gospel to be imperfect, and that ho wished
to confer with Peter for the purpose of integrating his views. While, however, with
the apostle the ruling motive in taking that
journey may be supposed to have been as now
stated, we are still at liberty to surmise that
there were other accessory inducements,
dom.

U
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St. Paul felt that it was urgently needful f T
A/m, In the prosecution of his great mission,
to know Cephas well, he could not but have
also felt that it was of importance for the
success of the great cause that Cephas
sliould by personiil intercourse be enabled
to appreciate more certainly and diatinully

than was otiierwise possible what manner
of man Saul himself now was, and should
begin to recognize the gifts and calling

which tlieir common Lord had conferred
upon him. Further, it is impossible not to
bilieve that Saul would welcome with joy
the opportunity which this visit would afford

him of obtaining, from the lips of one who
wag a very principal eye-witiiess and minister in the matter discoursed on, more precise
and more reliable accounts than it is probable he had as yet received, of many particulars appertaining to Christ's sojourn
upon earth. And what a story Cephas had
to tell him
With what ravishment of
I

listening attention would Saul drink in at
his lips the marvels of that Divine life and
de^tb, which it had been his privilege so
closely to observe 1
And, on the other side,
what joy on earth had the elder apostle
griater than that of pouring into a truly
sympathetic bosom those precious treasures
of reminiscence.
His two Epistles, written

long after, evince dearly the profound,
sweet complacency with which his mind
waa wont to dwell upon them. If, in Plato's
immortal 'Phajdo,' a disciple of the martyred Socrates, when invited by a fellowdisciple, who by accident had not been at

Athens at tlie time, to tell him tlie particulars of his master's death, would comply with
alacrity, "for that to him nothing ever was

[oa.

i.

1-54.

should deny thee, yet will I never
deny thee," so soon rebuked by the triple
denial, and the Lord's glance of reproving

all

love; the appearing of the risen Christ to
hira individually on Easter Day ; the morning scene by the margin of the Sea ol
Tiberias, with its triple confession of love
and its triple charge ; the closing scene on
Mount Olivet ; liis wondrously blessed discourse on Ihe day of Pentecost hik great
work again with Cornelius, so full erf interest for the newly constituted apostle ol
the Gentiles now hearing it. The story,
told, we may be sure, with quivering lips,
with streaming eyes, with features kindling
with a rapture of holy, heavenly joy, unfolded a marvellous record of the redeeming Master's love and wisdom and power in
dealing with tliat human soul a Saviour's
work, such as might even in some respects
match that which Saul had himself to re;

;

cord.
And this no doubt mutual interchange of spiritual experience would reveal

each to the other, so as they never could
revealed.
Saul had come
thither for the purpose of acquainting himself with Ceplias'a personality
he went
away knowing something of the weaknesses
of his temperament, as well as able to love
and admire his loyalty of soul and straightforwardness in action, his zeal, the warmth,
the impetuosity even, of his affections, his
tender entire devotion to his Lord. It is

eUe have been

;

interesting in this relation to remark that
when, in writing to the Corinthians, St.
Paul recites historical proofs of Christ's
resurrection, the five appearances of the
risen Christ specified by him which were

antecedent to the one vouchsafed to him-

so sweet as to be remembering Socrates,
whether telling of him himself or hearing
another do it " (ii. iii. 5, ' Bekk '), how much
more might not Cephas feel thus in trans-

self,

mitting to his attentive auditor those leaves
of the tree of life which are for the healing
of the natiousl Nor can we doubt that
Cephas would rehearse to him the particulars of the Lord's dealings with his own
individual spirit
his own first interview
with its then mysterious word, " Thou shalt
be called Cephas " the summons, " Follow
me ; " the restoration to health of his feverstricken wife's mother; the miraculous
draught of fishe«, with the outcry, " Depart
from me, for I am a sinful man " and the
gracious response, "Fear not; from henceforth thou shalt catch men ; " the walking
on the boa, with its " Lord, save me " the
confessioa of his faith, " Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God," with the presently
ensuing shrinking from the predicted cross,
and the merited rebuke, " Get thee behind
me, Satan I " the beatifying sight of the
Transflguration ; the confident "Though

Of those five appearances, that to "James"
the Lord's brother in all probability is not
mentioned in the Gospels at all ; that to St.
Peter only in the way of most cursory allusion by the Pauline evangelist St. Luke. It
would seem as if thus early was stamped on
St. Paul's mind a form of historical recital
available for customary use ever after. The
certain truth of these appearances he then
got to be assured of through personal testimony borne to himself by Peter and by
James. And abode with him fifteen days
C«a\ iiri/xeiva irphs airhv fi/itpas Se/caTreyre);
and I tarried unth him fifteen dayt. The use
of the preposition here rendered " with " is
illustrated by 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 7
Matt. xiii.
56; John i. 1 ; 1 Thess. iii. t; 2 Thess.
ii. 5.
Since in the midst of a populous city
the propinquity and (probably) association
expressed by the preposition is referred to
the one individual CepbaB, the phtaae, " I

:

I

I

I

are those' which he was likely to have
been told of on the occasion of this visit,
when, as he states, he saw, together with
Cephas, also James the Lord's brother.

;

;
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tarried with him," Is with the greatest probability taken to indicate a sojourn at St.Peter's
house.
Else, why did not St. Paul write,
"I tarried in Jerusalem"? And this circumstance the apostle, as it should seem,
indicates, with a latent reference to its significance.
The fact was significant in various

most openly and emphaticwondrous transformation in the
mutual sentiments with which the two men
regarded one another. It was but a sliort
while ago, only some two or three years more
or less, that Saul was viewed by St. Peter
with repagnanee and dread, as tho bitter and
ways.

Tt testified

ally to a

influential persecutor of that flock of Christ
which tlio Lord had so pointedly committed
especially to his affectionate tendenoe. Even

personally on his own behalf Peter " must
have feared him, perhaps even have hidden
himself from him, when he forced his way
into Christian homes " (Dr. Farrar, ' Life of
St. Paul,' vol. i. p. 231). Only quite lately had
the scattered members of the Churoh ceased
to fear fresh onslauglits of the persecution
which Saul had so eagerly pressed forward,
and begun ouce more to openly assemble at
Jerusalem. Yet now there were here to be
seen, on the one side Cephas, forgivingly,
affectionately welcoming Saul to his house
and on the other, the late scornful and hostile
Pharisee submitting to be beholden to
Cephas for hospitality to Cephas for public
recognition as a brother in Christ
That
it waa with a lively recollection of that newbom mutual brotlierliness that the apostle
penned this brief record of his visit to
Cephas, dry and colourless matter-uf-fact
as it at first seems, we cannot doubt when
we look back upon the highly coloured
picture of his previous animosity against
the Church of God, and his intense Pharisaism, and also observe that immediately after
he brings directly into view the sentiments
of wonder and adoring gratitude to God
with which the Chtuches of Judiea beheld
the change which had taken place in him.
His mind is too intent upon the pressing
business of the hour to allow itself in melting mood to loiter upon mere reminiscences
of the past it takes in, nevertheless, witli
however rapid a glance, the remembrance of
those days; how strange, and withal how
affecting, his position had then been felt to
be
We are not, however, to suppose that
St. Paul devoted this most noteworthy fortnight altogether, or perhaps even principally, to fraternal intercoui'se with Cephas
and James and the other newly found
brethren in Christ residing in the capital.
We lenm from the history of the Acts that,
after the misgiving, which not unnaturally
had been at first felt by even the leaders
of the Christian community, as to the reality
of his conversion to the Mth, had been
I

I

;

I
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overcome through the interposition of the
generous-hearted Barnabas, his ardent zeal
thrust him forth without delay upon giving
public proof of his consecration to the cause
of Christ He owed it to that cause that, in
the place where he had so grievously and
publicly sinned against it, he should try
what he could to undo, if only he might,
the mischief which when last at Jerusalem
he had but too well succeeded in effecting.
For this end he addressed himself to that
very portion of tho population amongst
whom in tliose days of sin his hostility had
been so conspicuously shown. He sought
out the Hellenist Jews, whom he had then

been so active in hounding on to their
assault upon the holy Stephen, eagerly
striving now by eihoitation and argument
to win them to believe.
The endeavour
was, however, fruitless. Tho evil which he
had wrought in the past it was not given

him

in this field to repair.

Christ himself,

appearing in vision, warned him to desist.
Earnestly he entreated to be permitted thus
to plead for him; but his Master peremptorily

commanded him

"Depart quickly: they

to leave the city.
will not receive of

thee testimony concerning mo " (Acts xxii.
The wish was natural, and to his
18).
honour; but it was not for this that his
steps had been directed to Jerusalem.
He
should work for Clirist extensively elsewhere, and not ineffectually; but here he
was forbidden to stay. The eager, and for
himself fearless, champion obeys, curbing
his resolute spirit to compliance with the
arrangements which the brethren at Jerusalem made for his safe transmission to

whence he sailed for Tarsus
(Acts ix.).
Ver. 19. But other of the apostles saw I
none, save Tames the Lord's brother (iTcpov
Cassarea, from

—

5^ rStv airoffT6\uv ovk tlSoVf el ft^ ^laKtoffov rhv
iideXipbi/ Tov Kvplov); but no one hesides of
tlte apostlet law I, unless it were James the
Lord's brother. The words, " unless it were,"
are here proposed as a rendering of ei /urj, as
betokening a certain degree of hesitanoy on
the apostle's part as to the perfect justness

of the exception which he makes. The
reason of this will appear if we consider
that " James the Lord's brother " was not
really one of the apostles ; but nevertheless,
through the position which he held in the
Church of Jerusalem, and through various
circumstances attaching to him, stood in
general estimation so near to the revered
twelve, that St. Paul felt he was required,
in connection with his present statement, to
make this reference to him, when affirming
so solemnly that Cephas was the only
apostle that he then saw. For a fuller
discussion of the personality of "James
the Lord's brother," the reader is referred

;
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to the additional note at the end of this
chapter.
IIow it Came about that St. Peter
waB the only one of the twelve that St.
Paul then saw, there are no certain grounds
for determining.
The intimation in Acts

in the persecution which ensued
upon the martyrdom of Stephen, the apostles
still remained at Jerusalem when they
of the Church there were all scattered
viii. 1 thfit,

abroad throughout the regions of Judaea and
S:imaria, relates to a period two or three
years previous. The state of things was no
doubt now quite different; the Church
liad come together again ; but the apostles
may for the most part have been absent in
tlie country, engaged in their apostolic
labours, as St. Peter liimself is soon after
discribed as being(cf. Acts ix. 31, 32). The
surmise that this was the cause appeari more
]irobablo than the view which supposes them
to have continued distrustful, now that the
two great leaders, Cephas and James, had
been won over to frankly and publicly recogdifficulty has been
nize tlie new convert.
thouglit to result from a comparison of these
words of St. Paul with St. Luke's statement
in Acts ix. 15, 16, that Barnabas took and
brought him to "the apostles," and that he
" was with them " going in and out at Jerusalem. That he was not with them for long was
a fact not unknown to St. Luke, as we may
gather from what we read in Acts xxii. 18.
There is, therefore, no discrepancy in that
respect between the two representations.
But i» there no discrepancy between St.
Luke's mention of "the apostles" as then
admitting Paul into partnership with them
in public vrork, and St. Paul's so emphatically affirming that it was Cephas alone of
the apostles that he saw ? We must acknowledge that there is the same kind and the
same amount of discrepancy as e.g. obtains
between St. Matthew saying tliat those who
were crucified with Jesus reviled him, and
St. Luke specifying that one did so, but that
the other rebuked him. In all such cases, the
more vaf!;ne and general statement must in
all fairness be accepted, but with the molli-

A

—

fication supplied

by the one which

is

the

particular and definite.
It seems to
the present writer that there is a way of
quite naturally accounting for the form in
which St. Luke states the circumstances.
It is aa follows.
St. Paul had been two
years in imprisonment at Borne when St.
Luke compiled the Acts ; that is, St. Luke
wrote the book about A.D. 63 or 64, twentytwo or twenty-three years after St. Paul made
tills first visit of his to Jerusalem.
Barnabas
appears in the story as a disciple (Acts iv.,
fin.) some years apparently before even the
conversion of Saul. Considering, therefore,
the lapse of time, it would seem a not at all
improbable supposition that, when the Acts

more

[cb
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written, he vraa no longer alive.
And
the tone in which he is spoken of in the
book, whose author, as we know, was in
close association with St. Paul, and n«
doubt both drew from the apostle's inspiration many of the particulars he relates and
reflected his feelings, is generally so kindly
and respectful as to accord well with tho
supposition of Bamabas's decease, and even
of his then recent decease. The pensive,
touching reference to his character in zi.
24, introduced in the narrative in so unwonted a manner as it is, betokeni this.
Carefully does the historian indicate that
Barnabas was the new convert's sponsor
with the ot first distrustful brethren at
Jerusalem; also that it was be that went
and fetched Saul from his distant retirement
at Tarsus to co-operate with him at Antioch
also that he linked him to himself in thn
eleemosynary journey to Jerusalem, and
again under Divine direction in their great
evangelistic tour in Asia Minor, in both ot
wiiich expeditions Barnabas at the first appears as the leading figure of the two; after
which comes the mourn lul disruption recorded
at the close of the fifteenth chapter, the
last reference to Barnabas in the Acts.' That,
however, this interruption of their brotherly
attachment did not last long is shown by
the respectful and sympathetio manner in
which St. Paul, in writing to the Corinthians
(ix.), six or seven years after, speaks of
the oneness in sentiment subsisting between
Bamabaa and himself in labouring fcr
the gospel at their own charges. Since the
time that St. Paul sent that letter to the
Corinthians as well as this to the Galatians,
some five years had elapsed when St. Luke
wrote the Book of the Acts. All these considerations taken together agree perfectly
well with the conception that Luke had
heard his master, perhaps repeatedly, make
pensive reference to his old relations with
Bamabaa now gone to his reat. " When the
apostles at Jerusalem," he might say, "looked

was

—

upon me coldly and distrustingly, he it was
that took me by the hand [the reader will
note the pathos in theexpression, iTriKaP6iuvos
auThv Viyaye] and led me into their presence,
'

In Tcspeot to this particular incident,

we perhaps may

consider that St. Paul, in
accordance with his Customary self-abnegation, is willing himself to seem in his
disciple's narrative to have shared the charge
of "sharp contention" with the older disciple, though the latter, being clearly in the
wronrf as to the main question, may not unreasonably, in view of the entire position, be
supposed to have been the one to whom in
reality the censure of bitterness in the conduct of the dispute, principally at least, i|
not even entirely, attached.

W.tl—24.]
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and told them what the Lord had done with
niel" Whiit more natural than that Lnke
had heard Paul speaking thus, Barnahas's
dear venerated form looming in the far past
before the apostle's view as the principal
object just then of reminiscence, the surrounding figures in the scene more indefinitely realized
But when, years before
this, the apostle, Barnabas being still alive,
had been writing to the Galatians, and with
solemn carefulness as speaking in the sight
of Gtod, had set himself agonistically to state
I

the facts in their very exactness, of course
there would result a precision which in those
tender reminiscences uttered to his bosom
associate was not to be looked for.
Ver. 20. Wow the things which I write
unto you (& Be ypi^a vfiiv); now as to the
things which I am writing to y<m. The
looseness in the Greek of the connection of
this clause with the words which follow is
similar to what we find in the case of the
clause, toCto & 0ea>peiT€, in Luke xxi. 6. The
particular things meant are those which are
affiimed in vers. 15 19 and to the end of
the chapter; points wliich the Galatians
would hardly have become a| iprised of except
upon the apostle's own testimony. What
preceded in vers. 13, 14 tliey had become
acquainted with before, on the testimony of
others {" Ye have heard," ver. 13). Behold,
before God, I lie not (iSoii, ivdmov toO &eov,
Sti all y^fiSofiai) behold, before God, verily I
lie not.
The use here of on, which in
•'
verily " is paraphrase d rather than translated, in this as well as in several other
passages of solemn asseveration (2 Cor. i.
18; XI. 10; possibly Kom. ix. 2), savours
strongly of Hebraism, being very probably
identical with its use for. '3, the Hebrew
" that," in the Septuagint, e.g. in Isa. xlix.

—

—

;

18,

ZS

iyii, \4y€i

Kiptos, Uti irivras avTOvs

Bo in

as KSa/wv

ivSioTi.

citation in

Enm! xiv.

11.

St.

Paul's inexact

On this

use of the

conjunction, see Gesenius, 'Thes.,'
p. 678, B, 1, a, who observes that in such
cases there ia an evident ellipsis of some
such verb as "I protest," " I swear." The
apostle was frequently led by the gainsaying
of adversaries vitally affecting bis official
or personal character, to have recourse to
forms of the most solemn asseveration. In
addition to the passages cited above, see 2
Cor. t 23; Jci. 31; Rom. i. 9; Phil. i. 8;
If, as Alford
1 Thess. ii. 5 ; 1 Tim. ii. 7.
in effect observes, a report had been spread
among the Galatians that, after his conversion, he had spent years at Jerusalem, receiving instruction in the faith at the hands
of the apostles, the facts which he has now
stated would have seemed to hia readers so
astoundingly in contradiction to the- impression which tliey had received, as to require
% itrong confirmatory asseveration. " In the

Hebrew

present case," as Professor Jowett remarks,
" it is a matter of life and death to the apostle
to prove his independence of the twelve."
And his independence of them is strongly
evinced by the fact that, for several years of
life, during all which he was
preaching the same gospel as he now
preached, he had not even seen any of them
except Peter and James the Lord's brother
(if James could be reckoned as an apostle),
and these only during a short visit of a
fortnight at Jerusalem some three years after

his Christian

his conversion.

—

Ver. 21. Afterwards I came into the
regions of Syria and Cilioia (eireira ^\0ov tls
TCI KKlfiaTa T^s 2vpias Ka\ T^r KiAi/cfas) ; then
I came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia.
St. Luke tells us (Acts ix. 30) that " the
brethren brought hini down to Csesarea, and
sent him forth to Tarsus." The verb "brought
down" of itself indicates that the Csssarea
here mentioned was Cffisarea Stratonis, the
seaport of Jerusalem, and not Csesarea
Philippi towards Damascus (see Bishop
Lightfoot on Gal. i. 21). When, later, Barnabas required Saul's help at Antiocli, it
was to Tarsus that he went to seek him.
It is, therefore, probable that, in mentioning " Syria " with " Cilicia " as containing
" regions " (cf. Rom. xv. 23 ; 2 Cor. xi. 10) in
which, after this departure from Jerusalem,
he was actively engaged in ministerial work,
he is thinking of the northern part of Syria,
as in " Cilicia " he is thinking of the eastern
portion of Cilicia about Tarsus; northern
Syria and eastern Cilicia having a great
geographical afiSnity (see Conybeare and
Howson, vol. i. pp. 26, 130). It thus appears that the Epistle is in perfect harmony
with the Acts. To the apostle's labours
during this period that he was making
Tarsus his head-quarters, was most probably
due in no small measure the founding of the
Churches in Syria, and especially in Cilicia,
which are referred to in Acts xv. 23, 41.
Vers. 22 24. It is somewhat difficult
to determine, and when determined to make
evident in translation, the precise flexure in
the intonation (so to speak) of these verses.
So far as the present writer can see, it is
this : the Si in ver. 22 is slightly adversative to the foregoing sentence ; as if it were,
" During that time the people of Syria and
Cilicia saw a great deal' of me, but the
Churches of Judaea did not see me at all."
The 5e in ver. 23 introduces a contrast to
;
the foregoing " unknown by face " as if it
were, " They knew me not by face, but only
by report." The rendering to be now given
will endeavour to represent this view o£ tha
whole passage.

— —

Ver. 22.

—^And w«3 unknown by face

di ayyoovfLsyos

the

whiXs

t^

Trpoa&iTt^')

mhnown
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i^fi-n'
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irpoadirri!, fhj face," or "in pereon,"
marks (see Winer, ' Gram. N. T.,' § 31, 6, a)
the sphere to wliicb a wider term is re-

T^j

stricted, B8 Tois (ppeaiv (1 Cor. xiT. 20).
Ita
addition prepares the reader for the subse-

quent intimation

that,

though unknown by

personal presentment, he was not unknown
by repute (comp. 1 Thess. ii. 17, '[lpo<r<iir<f oi
(capBict).
The widened form of the verb, %ii.riv
ayuoovfifvot, instead of T]yvooiiiriv, intimates
the long-continued period, represented by
the words "all the while" in our rendering,
for which the statement held good ; which
observation applies also to the aKoiovTes
fi<rav of ver. 23.
The word "still," introduced in the Bevised Version, imports, as
I humbly venture to think, an idea not
actually expressed in the Greek.
The
apostle states no more than that the
Churches of Judsea had at that time no
opportunity of coming to know him personally.
There is no en. They had, that
is (for this is what seems
intended), no
opportunity of knowing him iu his new
character as a disciple of Christ. Whether
or not they had known him in the terrible
aspect of an unrelenting persecutor, is a
matter which for the present lies out of the
field of view.
The period to wliicli the
apostle moans this remark of his to apply
may be assumed to bo the whole time between his conversion and the close of tliis
stay of his in " Syria and Cilicia." This,
as we learn from the Acts, terminated with
Bavnabas's fetcliing him to join him in his
work at Autioch. After this he did become known to the disciples of Judaea.
Unto the Churches of Judaea which were in
Christ (reus 4KK\riffiats rrjs 'lovSalas tois iv
XpiirT^).
This honorific form of designation, " which were in Christ," breathes a
feeling on the part of the apostle' of reverential respect for those Churches, us already
organized communities vitally united to
Christ, while he was as yet only beginning
his Christian life (comp. Bom. xvi. 7, " Who
were also in Christ before me").
This
ceremonious respectfulness is the more in
place, inasmuch as the apostle had reason
to know that the doctrinal position which
he felt himself set to defend, in reference to
obedience to the Mosaic Law, was generally
distasteful to Jewish believers. Grateful is
it, however, to his own feelings to recollect,
and now thu» publicly to recognize, the
kindness and devout thankfulness which in
tliose early days of his Christian career they
had evinced with reference to him (see
note on ver. 24). At the same time, his
entire independence of the whole Jewish

community when first beginning to preach
plainly indicated.
is
It
was from no
Judaean C^orch Mny more than from Jeruggiua fknd it* apostles and elders that he

ioL L 1—24.

derived the gospel which he had then and
ever since been proclaiming. If we take
the bearing of the clause, " which were in
Christ," as above proposed, we have no need
of OScumenius's remark, endorsed by varioni
critics, including Alford and even Bishop
Lightfoot, that it was added to distinguish
the EKKA7)iriai of Christians from synagogues
of non-Christian Jews.
Indeed, the re-

mark

is

It is

true that

itself

open to grave exception.
inKX-riala

in the ringulai

number is used of the whole Israelite community antecedently to the Christian dispensation ; but it is never found either in
the New Testament or in the Septuagint to
denote, as awayay^ does, an organized collection of Israelites as such, dwelling in a
particular neighbourhood, in the way that
it is applied to an organized collection of
Christians in a neighbourliood neither is
the noun ever applied to Israelites as such
in the plural number.
The term iKiekiiaiai
would, of course, be taken to mean Christian
;

Churches and no other.
Ver. 23. But they had heard only (jLivov
5e tiKoiovTis ^aav) and they only from iime to
time heard say. They did not see him in
person, but only heard about him.
The

—

\

dilated imperfect, axoiovres fiaav, applying
to the whole space of time here referred to,
suggests the insertion in the translation
of the words, " from time to time." The
Sri is inserted after the Greek idiom in introducing the very words spoken in oralio
directa, as in Hatt. vii. 23 ; Hark ii. 1 ;
Jolin i. 40 ; iv. 1, eto. That he which persecuted us in times past (Sti '6 Stiiicai> ^juas
5roT€); he Uiat once was persecuting us.
The SuHkoiv is in the prseter-imperfect participle, of which we have examples in tv^Khs
Hv, &pTi p\4iru, John ix. 25 ; Ol iroT« tyres
Eph. ii. 13; Ti irpdrepov ivra PKdir(j>iifiov,
1 Tim. i. 13.
Now preaoheth the faith
which once he destroyed (j>vv fvayyeKl^erai
tJj' irore fir6p6ei); now precLcheOl
the faith which once he was making havoo of.
The use of the term " faith " is the same as
in Acts vi. 7, " Were obedient to the faith,"

TTiv iriariv

which

is equivalent to the "obeying the
gospel " mentioned Bom. x. 16. The object

to the verb edayy^Kl^ofiat is always some-

thing which

announced, never a thing
(cf. e.g. Luke ii. 10; Acts
36; Eph. ii. 17; iii. 8); so that
" faith " here cannot mean the faith which
men are to render to Jesus, but the doctrine
which they are to believe, to wit, that Jesuit
is Christ the Saviour.
We have here the
early beginnings of that objective sense in
which afterwards the word got to be so
commonly used in the Church to denote the

which
V.

42;

is

is

required

x.

Christian doctrine (see Bishop Lightfoot's
essay 'Galatians,' pp. 154—158). In tha
leoond clause, "which he was aometima

—

oa.

i.
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making havoo of," the " faith " is identified
with the Chuich which held it (oomp. ver.

We may

heartily accept Estius's comment, cited by Meyer, "Quia Ohrietifidelibua
fidem extorquere nitebatur," while we Btill
think it intolerably harsh to understand
" faith," as Meyer does, in a subjective sense.
A'er. 24.
And they glorified God in me
(/col eSiJlafov if ifiol riv @e6v) ; and they wera
glorifying God in me; that is, for what they
recognized as Ood's work in me and through
me; in my own conversion, and in my
effective ministering of the gospel to others.
The iv denotes the sphere in which they
foand occasion for praising God. Instances
of a somewhat similar use of the preposition
are 1 Cor. iv, 2, Zrjre'iTaL ey tois oiKovSfiots :
ver. 6, "iva kv ijiuv liiBrire: ix. 15j "iva
avTia yivriTai iv i/j-oi.
The sentence is not
essential to the line of thought in vers. 21
23.
The apostle was probably prompted to
13).

—

add

it by the complacency which he felt in
inti rest and sympathy which in those
days the Jewish Churches showed towards
him sentiments wliich afterwards failed

the

—

too much away into those of suspicion and
alienation (comp. Acts xxi. 21). He rejoices
to remember, and he will have the Galatian
Churchmen know, that once the believers of
the circumcision were proud of him, and
were satisfied that he was preaching the true
gospel of Christ. And his preaching was
the same now as it had been then.

Additional Notbb.

•

Ver. 17. The purpose of St. Faul'sjourney
into Arahia.
Tlie paraphrase given above
ill the Exposition explains wliy it is that the
spostle mentinns bis going into Arabia.
It
is because,at that juncture, lie loft Damascus
to go nowhere else, and because this was a
country where there was no man to teach
him the gospel. It explains, I say, why
St. Paul mentions the journey into Arabia
the journey itself it does not explain. But
this is a point which now claims consideration.
1. By ancient commentators it was
generally supposed that the apostle hastened
into Arabia in order at once to begin
"preaching the Son of God among Gentiles," in conformity with the Divine purpose in calling him to be an apostle, stated
To tliis view tliere are three obin yer. 16.
(1) If this had been his object in
taking that journey, the apostle might have
been expected to have added to tho statement, " I went away into Arabia," some hint
of such evangelizing work, e.g. " preaching
Such an
the Lord Jesus," or the like.

jections.

addition would have told most forcibly for
his argument, as showing, by his proceeding at once to preach the gospel which he
had received from God, that he ttad oon-
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sidored himself as already then equipped
with the requisite knowledge.
(2) The
apostle had no occasion to hasten away into
Arabia to find Gentiles to evangelize. Damascus itself was a Gentile city, in which
Jews, though forming so numerous a settlement there as to have more than one synagogue (Acts ix. 2), were, however, only
alien dwellers.
(3) It appears doubtful

whether it was the Divine

will that St. Paul
should exercise his ministry among Gentiles
immediately and in the first instance. In
narrations of liis ministerial work, especially
in its earlier stages, whether as related by
St. Luke or as sketched by St. Paul himsefi
(see Acts ix. 20—22 xxvi. 20), the apostle
is exhibited as addressing himself in the
first instance to Jews and to those Gentiles
who were found attaching themselves to the
Jewish worship, and only subsequently
turning to the uncircumoision. 2. A djfferent view has found acceptance with most
recent expositors, namely, that he went
away into Arabia with the view of withdrawing himself from all human society;
alike breaking himself off from his old
Pharisean associates among the non-believing Jews, and detaching himself even from
those Cliristian Jews who had been con
strained to own him as "brother " (Acts ix
;

17) ; in order tliat, by uninterrupted devotion to prayer, by meditation and study of

the Holy Scriptures unbiassed by any extraneous human influences, and, above all,
by laying, himself open to supernatural
communications from the Lord Jesus, and
to the informing operation upon his soul of
the Holy Spirit, he might win his way into
more perfect at-oneness with the facts,

and schemes of life, all hitherto
so strange to him, which had been just nav
presented to bis soul. It wUl readily occur
to the reader's mind how analogous such a
feature in St. Paul's history would appear
to that six weeks' retirement of the Lord
Jesus himself which intervened between liis
baptism and his entrance upon his public
ministry, to which reference was made
above. If, in the case of the guiltless ami
holy One, such a period of devout seclusion
was deemed meet, how much more was it
meet, and even above all ttdngs necessary,
in the case of one both in nature weak and
sinful, and with habits of thought and feeling up to that hour so alien to the work
to whicli he was now being summoned 1
The apostle's statement would doubtless
have been more clearly suggestive of this
view if he had written, "I went away into
the wildernesses of Arabia."
But if the
paraphrase above offered interprets his tenor
of thouglit justly, it did not lie within his
present scope that he should indicate tlie
purpose of his jouruey at kll; it cufficed
principles,

—
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that he should epeoify the locality as being

one which withdrew him away from all
who might have been supposed hia posMoreover,
view furnishes the most satisfactory
explanation of any that has been ofTered,

sible instructors in the gospel.

this

of the omission of this particular in St.
Such a retreat from the
Luke's history.
world needs not to be supposed to have been
long protracted. The wonderful vivacity

and quick

versatility

which characterized

both the intellect and the feelings of the
apostle rendered him capable under the
Divine grace of a spiritual transformation
vastly more rapid thau with most men
period of
would have been possible.
(say) forty days, such as that duiing which
Jeaua
were
Mosea, Elijah, and the Lord
severally withdrawn from human association, in order to be brought into closer communication with the spiritual worlil, may
perliaps have sufficed in this case also.
A.nd as the word " immediately " shows
that the departure into Arnbia was the first
course of proceeding adopted by the apostle
after his illumination, it is a liijjlily probable
supposition that it took place directly nfter
Upon
his baptism, mentioned Acts ix. 19.
returning to Damascus, he would naturally
way
that
St.
at once attach himself, in the
Luke in tlie verse just cited makes mention
" among
of, to the society of the " disciples
the Jews, and proceed without delay in tlie
synagogues to " proclaim Jesus, tliat he is
the Son of God " (Acts ix. 20). Such being
the conditions of tho case, it is quite supposable that St. Luke, though perhaps
aware of this journey into Arabia, migiit
not have felt that there was any occasion
not only because it occufor referring to it
pied so brief a space of time, but also because
it formed no part of that public life of St.
Paul which was the historian's proper
concern. He was not likely to have never
known of it, seeing that it had been stated

A

_

;

in this Epistle.

Ver.

19.

"Jamei

tha

LoriFs

brother^'

has been the subject of much
Many have considered the turn
of expression used by the apostlo to imply
that the James here spoken of, waa himself
one of tlie'original apostolic body to which
Cephas belonged. And from this it has
further been inferred that the passage
favours the notion that " James the Lord's
brother" wiig identical with "Jamea the
fon of AlphsBus" tlie word "brother"
being interpreted to mean " near kinsman,"
and taken in the present case to describe
one conceived to have been in reality a first
Tills verse
discussion.

—

couain. But there are ao many serious difflcultiea and precarious assumptions attaching to this theory, that atudents of the'
iacred history have of late shown an un-

wlllingneBS to acquiesce in the above-menThey are struck by
tioned identification.
observing that, so far as has been shown,
"
the notion tliat " James the Lord's brother
waa in reality only his cousin was nevei
heard of in the Church till it waa bioached
by Jerome very near the end of the fourth
century (a.d. 392); and further, that in the
New Testament the term " brothers," when
used to describe family relationship, is
always used in its usual and obvious sense
of persons who were regarded as being children of the same father or of the same
mother. When mention is made of James
(the son of Zebedee) being the brother of
John, or of Andrew being the brother of
Simon Peter, the reader never stops to consider whether they might not have been
cousins, but at once assumes that they were
brothers in the ordinary acceptation of the
term.
In reference to the case now before
us, some in ancient times, as for example
Helvidius— against whom Jerome wrote tlie
controversial treatise in which the theory of
cousinsliip ia first found stated and argued
for
and some also quite recently, have supposed " the Lord's brothers " to have been
later childien of his mother Mary, born of

—

her union with Joseph. But, apart from
any repngnance that has been felt to this
view which has its origin in sentiments of
piouB reverence, not to speak of mariolatrous
fanaticism, there ia another hypothesis
which seems to fit much better In with all
the circumstances, namely, that which regards our "Lord's brothers" as children of
his adoptive father Joseph, whom everybody
regarded as Aia father children horn to
Joseph in a former marriage. This view
has been proved to have been, with only
doubtful exceptions,' the one generally accepted in the early Church for more than
three centuries (see Bishop Lightfoot,
' Galatians,' Dissertation ii., " 'The Brethren
of the Lord "). This is scarcely the place
for discussing at length the details of the
critical controversy,
t cannot, however, forbear drawing attention to one aspect of the
question, which, so far as I am aware,
has not been sufficiently considered. For
the purpose of the present Commentary it
has the recommendation of involving no
subtleties of disputable interpretation, but
of making its appeal at onoo to the common
instincts of human feeling.
We have the

—

' Bishop Lightfoot ia inclined to concede
TertulUan to tlie supporters of the Helvidian
The present writer, however,
liypothesis.
ventures to demur to even this exception.
TertuUian's words do not seem to him to
require the interpretation thus put upon

them

(see

vivus,' vol.

Georgi's
iii.

pp.

*

Tertullianus

427— 429>

Bedi-

;

m.

J.
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teBtimony of St. John (vii, 8)
to within a few months of our
Loid's death, " his brothers diiJ not believe
on him." In the history of the Acts, indeed, immediately after the Ascen^lun, we
find them associated with that innermost
eirole of believers who, with the eleven,
were devoutly wailing for " the Promise of
the Father." But on the ev9 of the Feast
of Tabemaoles in the previous autumn, they
had not as yet professed themselves to be
Jesus' disciples.
This statement of St.
John's is made of them as a body. No hint
is given of any exception, either by St. Juhn
or by the Synoptists (Matt. xii. 16; Mark
iii. 21, 31 ; Lute viii. 19).
Ingenious combinations of various extremely questionable
premisses would fain interpolate into the
evangelist's statement at least one exception
but none presents itself upon the faee
of the story.
There the brethren uf the
Lord stand before us as unitedly holding
aloof, and as even inclined to treat his claims
comp.
with derision (John vii. 8, 4, 8
Mark iii. 21). Which of those two hypotheses which we are now comparing with
each other, as to the nature of their brothership to our Lord, is the one which the better
agrees with this unquestionable fact? Let
us first consider the one which supposes his
brothers and bis sisters to have formed an
elder branch of Joseph's family born of a
former marriage. There must have been at
least six in number living at the time of
our Lord's ministry (Mark vi. 3), and there
may have been more than six then; and
there may, again, have well been some
others besides, then deceased. It is therefore probable that some of them James, for
example, the eldest apparently of the bro*
then were adolescent, or even quite grown
up at the time of their father's second marriage. Judging from the ordinary experience of human households, what would seem
likely to have been the attitude of feeling
express

down

tliat,

;

;

—

—

animating this whole group of brothers and
and in particular animating James
who would, of course, take the place of their
representative and domestic champion, and
who is shown in the Acts and by his own
Epistle to have been a person of singularly
grave, taciturn, and magisterial temperament ^both towards their probably youthful
stepmother from the time of her marriage
with their father, and towards the Lord
Jesus himself during the period of his boy-

—

sisters,

—

hood, youth, and early manhood ? May it
not be' probably assumed that it was apt to
be at least unsympathetic reserved ? We
know from the "Fear not" of the Divine
message recorded Matt. i. 20, that the circumstances attending on our adorable Lord's
incarnation well-nigh proved a stumblingblock even to the just-minded, pious.

—

39

Heaven-directed Joseph.
that, in so small

Is it conceivable

a town as Nazareth, mis-

judging gossip did not make itself during
those months only too busy with a theme,
the real character of which men could not
possibly understand, and which yet was so

—

sure to attract attention distressfully busy,
both for the holy. Virgin herself and for her
affianced- husband?
And would none of
that malign whispering percolate to the ears
of the older members of Joseph's family,
depositing in their minds almost ineradicable seeds of prejudice against their atep-

mulher and against hero&priug? Bharao
and sorrow invested our Bedeomer's decease from the world; shame and sorrow
overclouded also even his entrance into it
by the necessity of the case, all, whether
old or young, who after the flesh were then
brought into close connection with him,
were also brought into fires of temptation,
out of which only much especial interposing
grace could rescue them unscathed.
At
all events, the new brother whom Joseph's
already numerous family were called upon
to accept must have been to their feeling
no own brother of theirs; hia mother was
not their mother.
This was a super-engrafted scion, half alien to the original
stock to which they belonged. In ordinary
domestic experience is not this usually of
itselfasourceof jealousy and estrangement?
We can well believe that, in oonrse of time,
the beauty of their stepmother's character
would be certain to win their esteem and
their confidence. And that it really did so
seems betokened by what we lead in the
evangelical history some thirty years after
their father's Union with Mary, when he
had himself, for some while apparently, departed this life; the mother and the brethren
of Jesus, though not as yet knit together
by mutual faitli in him, are, however, seen
acting in unison, as if swayed by their
mutual feeling of family connection (see
John ii. 12; Mark iii. 31). It is, however,
questionable whether the stainless purity
and the exalted moral excellence which
characterized their stepmother's Son would
in an equal degree draw their hearts to him.
Of old, Joseph the son of the patriarch
Jacob was isolated from hia elder half-brothers by the very virtues which exalted
him. They hated him, if in part for certain
other causes of offence, yet no doubt mainly
for this, that they felt that in moral quality
he was not of them. But the contrast
which obtained between the moral being of
the Lord Jesus and his adoptive half-brothers must have been incomparably greater
than that which made Joseph the "separated from his brethren." H* was altogether " holy and harmless," and therefore
altogether " sepajate from sinners." True,

—
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his human nature and hii human liTe
touoheil tlioii3 in a thousand ways; but
none the leas must they have been conscious
that, in moral and spiritual temperament, he
was not one of themselves. Must not this
consoiousnoBS have beea a source of inward
annoyance 1 of an annoyance all the more
fretting because they would,.of course, be so
wholly unable to understand how it was
that such B, difference obtained? Would
not they too be not seldom "moved with
envy " against this new Joseph ? In intellectual gifts, and especially in the faculty of
moral judgment and spiritual intuition, the
youthful Jesus was, in the judgment of all
around, and doubtless to his brethren's own
consciousness, incomparably their superior.
Could suoli superiority have been acquiesced
in by them easily and patiently in the case
of one so much their junior, who in fact was
at the best only half their brother? His
views and conceptions of religious truth
when he was twelve years old were such as
astonished the doctors of the Law at Jerusalem; we therefore cannot but feel sure
that, even in those earlier years of his life,
his thoughts and reasonings were wont to
move amongst the intensely loved revelations of God's Word vrith a freedom wholly
alien to ttevr habits of mind ; neither
shackled by Judaical legalism, nor regardful
of rabbinical h air-split tmg, nor disposed to
respect the traditions and dicta of the elders.
To the James and the Jude, whose natural
mental physiognomy, thuugb in its now
renewed Ohristianizeil aspect, is conspicuous
to us in their Epistles, the strain of religious thinking and utterance which we may
reverently believe to have been familiar
with the youthful Redeemer must in the
days of their as yet carnal and unripened
religiousness have beemed alike repugnant
and unintelligible. Granted, however, that
they could neither appreciate nor comprehend, yet, as being so much older in years,
they may well have deemed themselves
authorized, by virtue of their domestic
relation, to censure and rebuke.
And supposing that they did undertake by argument to gainsay words of his which more
especially offended them, how could it have
been possible for them to stand their ground
in encounter with One who in after years
was seen in the supreme arena of the nation,
confuting and putting to silence, and sternly
rebuking, the most powerful reasoners in
Jerusalem itself? Had be no occasion in
those youthful days to employ against them
similar implements of both intellectual and
moral correction? And since they would

—

not submit to be taught by him, would they
not perfoioe reteni their defeat ? Under conditions guoh as these, is it not quite easy to
imagine thkt, when the hour came for Jesui

[oh.
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to be manifested to Israel, it found Jamel
and his brothers altogether unprepared to
attaolj themsolvis to him as disciples; tlmt
they would bo much more ready to stand
aloof from hira as at least an enthusiast
nay, by-and-by to openly pronounce, as in
fact they did, that he must have gone clean

out of his mind ? This commends itself to
our acceptance as a perfectly self-coherent
hypothesis. Let us next turn our attention
to the other interpretation of the relation,
namely, that the brethren of the Lord were

A moment's
uterine brothers.
shows how different the conditions
would have been. On the supposition that
they were his younger brothers, sons of his

his

own

reflection

mother, then

we may

consider that, from

their earliest years, they had been trained,
and would naturally be disposed, to regard

him with the profound deference which
in a Jewish household was instinctively
accorded to the firstborn. This natural
sentiment of deference we must in all reason
believe to have been intensified by their
consciousness of his extraordinary mental
gifts, both intellectual and moral, as well
as by the estimation conceded to him by all
around; wliile this sentiment would be
sweetened in its tone by their sense of the
fairness and the affectionateness with which
he had always treated them, even when, as
elder brother, and especially after their
father's death, ho may have had occasion to
control or reprove them. The high estimation with which their neighbours as well as
their common mother regarded him would,
in this case, have been no occasion of offence
or jealousy ; he being in blood-relationship
one of tlieir very selves, t/tuiV representative,
respect shown to him would have been
rather a cause for pride : who (they would
feel) should be so loved and honoured as
their dear Jeshua?
With such habits of
willing affectionate deference, might it not
be reasonably expected that, when he issued
forth as the religious Teacher of his countrymen, his brethren would be found among
his most cordial adherents ? In that lower
sense in which we are wont to employ the
expression with reference to one another,
they had always believed in him; they
knew and therefore loved him too well not
to do so : would it not have seemed strange
if this constant attitude of their minds
towards him had not now at least helped
them forwards towards that higher faith
which the evangelist denotes by the termi
But they, one and all, did not believe in
him I The moral probability, that is, the
probability founded upon the consideration
of the natural effect of environing cirormstances upon human character and action,
affords an argument in favour of the former
bypotbegig which, to tb« pregent writei^

—

CH.

I.
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appears of exceeding great weig;ht, and in
fact decisive.
James must have been a son
of our Lord's ado|jtive father.
But if the
person here cited by the uftmo of James was
our Lord's brother in the sense now given,
he could not have been one of the twelve.
How, then, are we to account for his being
luentioned in this passage in a way which
certainly does, pn'md facie, favour the supposition that he was an apostle ? A solution
bas been sought in the consideration that.
In various places in the New Testament, the
designation of "apostle" ia applied to
others besides those who were apostles in
the highest sense. There were in truth
apostles in a secondary sense in that sense
of eoclesiasticiil delegates which the reader
will find discussed in the disserti^tion on
the subject of "Apostles," in the Introduction.
But this will not help u« here. For
(1 ) James the Lord's brother cannot be shown
to have been an apostle in tliis secondary sense.
(2) On the other hand, Barnabas both was
such and is so designated (see p. xxxi., seqq.).
And Barnabas not only was at Jerusalem
at the time here referred to by St. Paul, but
was tlie very person that introduced Saul to
" the apostles " as a true convert (Acts ix.
The following seems to the present
27).
writer a more satisfactory explanation
From the time of the Ascension, the " brsthren of the Lord" held, in the general
estimation of believers, a position peculiar
to themselves.
This is evidenced by the
manner in which, in Acts i. 14, St. Luke
refers to them.
After enumerating the
eleven apostles by tlicir names, he connects with them, as forming with them an
interior circle of disciples, " women "
wives, we may suppose, or near relatives
of apostles, perhaps also some other most
zealous female associates with the sacred
body " and Mary the mother of Jesus, and
his brethren." Furtlier on in the history,
in the account given in the fifteenth chapter
of the conference of " the apostles and
elders," the manner in which James, the
eldest of those brothers, is presented to the
reader when assuming the initiative in proposing the final decision, gives the impression, which has been almost universally
acquiesced in, that he spoke as a presiding
officer would speak who felt it his place
;

:

—

—

authoritatively to state tlie judgment which
be anticipated the meeting would adopt.
This impression tallies perfectly with the
tradition of Church history a tradition
which there is nothing in the New Testament to discountenance, but much to confirm that Jamea was the presiding elder or
bishop of the Church of Jerusalem. That
he should by general consent have been
oalled to occupy this position was very

—

—

uatuTft}.

He was

dietingiushed by venerable
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family connection, being not only through
his father a descendant of David's royal
lineage, but also the eldest "brother" of
the Lord Christ. He had been especially
honoured by Christ's appearing to him
singly after his resurrection. In personal
character ho is shown by his Epistle, as well
as otherwise, as a man singularly remarkable for gravity, for habits of devotion, for
intense single-minded earnestness, for magisterial prophet-like decisiveness of intellect;
while, lastly, he was fitted by strictness of
Hosaistic observance to be eminently acceptable to the Israelitish sentiments of the
members of tiiis particular Church. Altogether, it seems perfectly natural that he
should have been oalled to preside in it; to
be, at least in effect, "Bishop of Jerusalem,"
whether this particular title of "bishop,"'
as afterwards currently understood; was in
his lifetime accorded to him or not. At all
events, it had then come to pass, and pro
bably in the way now described had come
to pass, that " James and Cephas and John"
were recognized aa being " pillars " of
Christendom. The conference just referred
to took place, it ii true, some eleven ynari
after that first visit of St. Paul's to Jerusalem which he is here speaking of. In the
account, however, given in the twelfth
chapter of the Ants, of events occurring six
or eight years before the conference (the
precise dates of these events are assigned
differently by different ehronologers), and
only three or four years, possibly less, after
this visit, we have an indication afforded
us that James held this leading represenWe are told
tative position even then.
that St. Peter, on the night of bis miraculous release from prison, in view of himself withdrawing for a time from the neighbourhood, bade the believers whom he
found assembled at the bouse of John
Mark's mother, to " announce these tidings
to James and the brethren." This putting
forward of his name, coupleil with what we
read further on, gives us a glimpse of James
the Lord's brother as even then a foremost
figure in the rulership of the believers ol
Jerusalem the very foremost figure, it
should seem, among Christians next to the
august twelve. Such being James's position, we can understand how it was thai
St. Paul felt that, though his having seen
James was not precisely the same thing aa
aeeing another apostle, yet it was tantamount thereto in its bearing upon the autobiographical statement which he is now
making, and that therefore it was a fact that
as much required to be taken account of as
If be
if he had actually been an apostle.
had said, " Other than Cephas saw I of the
apostles none," without mentioning James,
tli« itatement, though in etriot Uter»lBe«

—

—

—
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true,

leii have conveyed a
btten as an argument
thorefore, aa a sort of after-

would none the
aud

false impresaioa,
illusive.

Ho

— for the sentence without the aJdi-

thought

comphte
James the
Attention was drawn

tion is grammatioally already
adds the words, " unless it were

Lord's

brother."
above, in the note on ver. 7, to the occasional use of El n^i ks " partially exceptive."
It is ill this way only that St. James is here
by implication grouped with the apostles.
He shared certain qualities attaching to
them which were so relative to the matter
in hand that the writer could not in this

reference pass him by without mention. It
is in a somewhat similar way that " the
brethren of the Lord" are grouped with
apostles in 1 Cor. ix. 5. One remark more
on the words, " the Lord's brother." They
have been commonly supposed to have been
addud for the purpose simply of making it
clear what particular individual among
several bearing the name of " James " the
writer is referring to. This view of their
bearing seems open to question. There was
only one man whom tlie rucltal of the name
"James" would naturally and of course at

[oh.

1.
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once recall to the minds of St. Paul's Oentile
readers the prominent leading figure in the
Israelite Church at Jerusalem. Accordingly
we find that when elsewhere St. Paul has
occasion to refer to him, he feels no need of
appending a defining description, but simply
gives the name.
Ho oli. ii, 9, 12 ; 1 Cor.

—

XV. 7. Similarly, St. Luke, when referring
to plainly the same person, not once in the
Acts thinks it necessary to explain what
James it is that he is speaking of (see Acts
xii. 17; XV. 13; ixi. 18).
He adds a further
description of the individual intended, only
when it is not the Lord's brother, as in
Acts xii. 2. Similarly also Jude, in his
Epistle, when marking his own personality
and therewith his claim to attention, desig'
nates himself as "Jude the brother of
James," taking it for granted that his
readers would understand what James was
meant. St. Paul's purpose in adding the
words seems rather to be thia: he wishes to
indicate why this James, not being an
apostle, yet needs to be here brought forward
at all. Viewed in this light, the clause
tells

against the supposition of his being
its favour.

one of the twelve rather than in

HOMILBTIOS.
The first line of the Epistle ii
TJie inspired authority of the apostle.
Ver. 1.
designed to settle the question of his authority and independence as a teacher of the
Church. The truth of the gospel, as he phrases it (ch. ii. 5), was involved in this
merely personal question.
L The hecessity fob vindioatino his authobitt. Emissaries of tho Judaistio
party, who had obtained access to the Galatian Churches, sought to undermine his
Thoy limited the term "apostle"
doctrine by denying or minimizing his apostleship.
almost exclusivfly to the twelve, and were thus enabled to assert (1) that he was not
an apostle in the highest sense, as he was not a personal disciple of Jesus Christ, and
therefore could not claim the inspiration of those on whom he breathed the Holy Ghost
(John XX. 22); (2) that, in any case, ho stood in official subordination to the twelve,
and was not, therefore, to be followed where he diverged from their teaching ; and (3)
that the proceedings at Antioeh (Acta xiii. 1, 2) necessarily implied that be received
alike his commission and his gospel from man.
" An apostle, not from men,
II. His com mission at onob originai. and Ditinb.
neither by man, but by Jesus Christ and God the Father, who raised hira from the dead."
1. He was a true, apostle. He emphatically asserts his independent apostleship, placing his
He affirms that he was an apostle before
official title in the very forefront of his Epistle.
he had any intercourse with the twelve (ch. L 17, 18), and thaton three different occasions
the apostles recognized his full apostolic standing (ch. i. 18, 19; ii. 9, 10; ii. 11
21).
He was, therefore, no delegate of the twelve, and had no secondary or intermediate place
He was, as he described himself to the Corinthians, " a
of authority under them.
2. His commission was not "from
called apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God."
The false teachers might have suggested that the pro(oTrb) men, nor hy (Sih) man."
ceedings at Antioeh implied a purely human commission. But he bad been called to
the apostleship long before his designation at Antioeh to a special missionary work
(Acts xxvi. 16 20). His calling was neither that of Matthias nor of Barnabas. He
was called neither by a body of men nor by an individual representing the authority of
such a body. 3. His commission was entirely Divine. " By Jesus Christ, and God ths
Father, who raised him from the dead." (1) It was hy Jesus Christ ; for hi|J oommiwiop

—

—

—
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dated from the day of hia conversion on the road to Damascus. " The Grentiles, unto
whom now I send thee " (Acts xxvi. 17). He speaks elsewhere of his having seen the
Lord, as a token of his apostleship (1 Cor. ix. 1). He was directly and immediately
"
called by Jesus Christ.
(2) It was hy " Ood the Father, who raised him from the dead

— acting

in and thro\igh Christ; the reference to the resurrection making it plain that
Jesus could call him, though he had not called liim when he called the twelve, and that
the apostleship was one of the gracious gifts conferred upon the Church by the ascended
Redeemer (Eph. iv. 11). Thus the apostle was not self-called to his high ofSce, and
does not even now refer to the source of his calling from vanity or self-assertion, but
frum a supreme regaid to the welfare of his converts.

—

Ver. 2.
The apostle's companions in the gospel. " And all the brethren which are
with me." It was alter his manner to associate brethren with him in the inscriptions
of his Epistles.
I. Who WERE THBSJ! BBETHREN ?
1. They imfe tiot the Christian ppople omotig toTuym
he resided ; for it was his habit to distinguish between "the brethren which are with
me " and " the saints " (Phil. iv. 21, 22). Besides, in that case he would rather have

spoken of the brethren as the persons with

whom

he wae.

2.

They were his eoHtagues

work and gospel travel, including probably Timothy and Titus, who had
accompanied him in his first visit to Galatia, and who had rejoined him there (Acts
xviii. 5), and perhaps Erastus, Trophimus, and others.
3. They were very numerous.
If the Epistle was written during the apostle's three months' visit to Corinth, toward
the close of a.d. 57, he was now accompanied by a larger number of brethren than at
almost any other time.
II. Why does he identify these bbbturbn with himself in the Epistle?
1. The concurrence of such brethren as Timothy and Silas, with whom the Galatians
were personally acquainted, might have the effect of conciliating their affection and
abating the bitterness of their opposition. 2. His emphatic reference to " all the brethren "
st,ems to show that there was no singularity in his views ; that he was supported by the
beet and the wisest of the Church's leaders, and that the Galatians, by repudiating
in gospel

Pauline teaching, were really severing themselves from the recognized guides of TJiiblo
Christianity.

Probably in the towns of Anoyra, Pessinus, and
interesting to mark that we have not in the New Testament a single
name of a place or person, scarcely a single incident of -any kind, connected with the
apostle's preaching in Galatia.
He had paid two visits to Galatia before this time.
The members belonged, as their
I. The MEMBELtsHiP OF THE Galatian Churches.
name siiiiiities, to the Celtic race, and differed in character and habits from all the
" It is the Celtic blood which gives a
other nations to whom Epistles were addressed.
Ver. 2.

Tavium.

The Churches of Oalatia.

It

is

We

hardly needed the authority of Cassar
distinctive colour to the Galatian character."
to know that instability of character was the chief difiBculty in dealing with the
Thus they
Galatians, and that they were prone to all sorts of ritualistic observances.
received the apostle with true Celtic heartiness at his first visit; they " received him as
an angel of God, even as Christ." The Church was mainly Gentile, but gathered rounrf
a liucleus of Jewish converts. The fact that this Epistle was addressed to Churches
over so extensive a tract of country would imply the wide prevalence of the Judaistic
heresy. Yet the apostasy was as yet only in its incipient stage. It is a characteristic
They
fact that false teachers never appear except in Churches already established.
seldom attempt the conversion of either Jew or Geiitile, thus carefully avoiding persecution ; but wherever they scent a
hast* to pervert the gospel of Christ.

work of grace from

afar,

they gather in eager

m

error, they were btdx true
IL Though the Galatiak Churches were
Churches op Christ. They were not guilty of idolatry or of total apostasy, but they

were stained by serious doctrinal corruptions and grave moral disorders. Yet the apostle
owns them as true Churches of Christ. The lesson is a rebuke to the unchurching spirit
80 often manifest in Christian history.

HI. The apostle's address to them was chabaotbbistio. He addresses them
simply as " Churches of Galatia," without one word of conunendation or familial

——

;
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greeting or kindly remembrance, such as we find in his addresses to other Churches.
He does not address them as " faithful brethren," as " the saints in Christ Jesus." There
He ends it with a
is something suggestive in this method of prefaoing the Epistle.
perceptible softening of tone, his last word being " brethren."

The apostolic henediction. " Grace to you and peace .'"rom God the Father,
Ver. 3.
and from our Lord Jesus Christ." This benediction is a proof of the hearty love of the
apostle, as well as a mark of his unswerving loyalty to the doctrine of salvation by
Christ only.

"Grace and peace." Nearly twenty times in
I. The BLESsiNOi wished for.
Scripture are these two graces linked together, but never so significantly as at present,
when the Galatians manifested a disposition to return to the Law with its terrors and
(Eom,
1. Grace is free, undeservd love manifesting itself in a free gift,
disquietudes.
It is also an operation of tliat free love
V. 15.)
It is the foundation of our redemi ition.
It is the first
grace, quickening, sanctifying, comforting, strengthening.
in our hearts
blessing the apostle asks for; it is what we all need; it isbut the beginning of blessings
innumerable. 2. Peace is not peace with God (Rom. v, 1), hut the peace that springs
from it. The true order of blessing and experience is not peace and grace, but grace
and peace. Grace is the root of pence ; peace is the inner comfort that sprin,L;s from
The apostle desires that the Galatians may not only share in Divine grac3, but
grace.
Without peace, thousands are unhappy, and the desire of
possess the assurance of it.
The
it causes many a pagan to bear laliour and pain in the vain effort to enjoy it.
worldly man longs for peace without grace. But the two are inseparably linked.
Without it there is no progress in religion, and no real test of the value of a man's
Ljither says, " Grace releaseth sin, and peace maketh the conscience quiet.
religion.
The two fiends that torment us are sin and conscience." Another says, " If you have
peace, you are rich without money ; if you have it not, you are poor with millions.*
II. The bouecb of these blessings. " From God the Father, and from our Lord Jesus
Christ " from God the Father as Fountain, and Jesus Christ as the Channel of conveyance to us. The highest blessings of the gospel, as well as the appointment to apostolic
'i'hey are here both associated as objects of
office, spring alike from Father and Hon.
Divine worship, and as the sources of spiritual blessing. This proves Christ's Deity.
" The living fountain of grace which ever flowed and never ebbed in the besom of our
God has been gloriously opened to a thirsty work in the bleeding side of Christ."

—

—

TTie sum and substance of the Epistle.
He here declares the true ground
Vers. 4, 5.
of acceptance with God which the Galatians practically ignored by their system of
legalism.

"Who gave himself for our sins." Our
I. Mark the selp-oblation of Christ.
Eedeemer was not killed by the hand of violence, though " by lawless hands" he was
crucified and slain he spontaneously offered himself, and his offering was not the
impulse of mere excited feeling. The expression, " gave himself," always points to the
Matt. xx. 28). It accords with his
free surrender of his life (1 Tim. ii. 6 ; Titus i. 14
own language, "I lay down my life of myself" (John x. 17); " How am I straitened
;

;

till it

be accomplished "
I

The Father

is

elsewhere described as providing the

sacrifice,

and delivering him up for us all (Rom. viii. 32), but the text describes his own priestly
act in accordance " with the Father's will." It is needless to say that the phrase does
not point to his incarnation, but to his death.
"Who gave himself for our
II. The relation between his death and our sinb.
Some divines connect Christ's death, not with the pardon of sin, but with our
sing."
deliverance from its power. They regard sin as a disease rather than as an offence, a
calamity rather than a crime against God they represent the difficulty as not on God's
In
side, but on man's, so that forgiveness is sure to follow upon spiritual recovery.
other words, they place life first and pardon next, basing our acceptance, hot upon
Christ's death, but upon the possession of the Divine life.
The Bible sense is that " his
blood was shed for the remission of sins." The life is regarded as the effect or reward
There is a direct causal- connection between Christ's death and the
of the Crucifixion.
pndon of our sins. The reason why he gave himself la her« assigned. Our sins were
the procuring cause of his death, lliis Is the plain tcaclitng of Isa. 131. S | Bom. ir. 2S
;

—
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3 1 Pet. iii. 18. Besides, It would be tautology for the apostle to refer here
mere human improvement, since the design of the sacrifice is to accomplish this veryimprovement, as we see by the terminating; clause. It would be absurd to confound the
means and the end, the cause with the effect.
III. The KruicAL result of the sacuificb.
" That he might deliver us from this
This shows the truly sanctifying result of Christ's death. This
present evil world."
marks out the gospel as an instrument of emancipation from a state of bondage. It
1 Cor. XV.

;

to

As the oblation is perfect, so the deliverance
there is, therefore, no compatibility between obedience to the
Mosaic Law and faith in Jesus Christ. The deliverance is from " this present evil
world;" not from the Jewish dispensation, which is nowhere called evil in itself, though
besides, the Gentiles had
it became so through a grave misapplication of its principles
not by Christianity been delivered from it ; nor is it deliverance in the sense of an
abandonment of our place and duty in the world ; but it is the world as it is, without
It was deliverance from the
religion, under curse, transitory, corrupt, and doomed.
corrupt coui'se of this world which was under bondage to gods (2 Cor. iv. 4), fjom that
world which was crucified to Paul and he to it (ch. vi. 14). It is deliverance from
the power of that world which has its thieefold seductiveness "in the lust of the flesh,
the lust of the eye, and the pride of life." Thus provision is made in the atonement
Chritit is become to us
for the sancti fication ag well as the justification of sinners.
" Sanctifioalion " as well as " Eigh'eoiisness."
IV. The oeioin of the whole work of Cubist. " By the will of God the Father."
It was an act of obedience on Christ's part to
It was the Father's appointed work.
" For this cause came I into the world, that I might do the will of
his Father's will.
my Father." Christ's sacrifice was thus in no sense a human plan, nor dependent upon
man's obedience; it was the effect of the commanded will of our Father vi.shinu to win
back his lost children. Therefore let ns not attempt to orerturu or uuutrajze the
system of grace by our legal obedience.
V. The doxology. " To whom bo the glory for ever and ever. Amen.'' 1. The
glory of salvation being due, not to man, but God, for its initiation, for its executiou,
for its bestowal, it becomes our duty to give him glory in all our worship and in all
our duties (1 Cur. x. 31). 2. The doxology is an implied reproof of the (Jalatians for
attempting to divide the work of salvation between God and man. 3. The praises of
the redeemed, though be;^un on earth, will continue through all eternity.

strikes the key-note of the Epistle.

secured by

it is

perfect

;

—

The sad defection of the Galatians. The apostle enters at once upon the
Ver. 6.
business in liaiid, and calls them to account for their incipient apostasy.
"I marvel that ye are so quickly
I. Mark the apostle's sorrowful surprise.
turning away from him who called you in the grace of Christ unto a different gospel."
1'he Celtic heartiness with which they received him at the first, " as an angel of God,
even as Clirist," might well excite his wonder at their rapid defection. He understood
human nature, but there was something in their conduct which baffled ordinary calHis surprise is tinged with sorrow, disappointment, periiaps the least touch
culations.
of anger, and has, unhappily, to occupy the place usually assigned in his Epistles to
thanksgivings for the gifts and graces of his converts. Yet there is a tender and cautious tone in the rebuke, as if to imply that his indignation was directed rather against
It does not exclude the idea that they might
their seducers than against themselves.
yet be recovered from their error.
"-Ye are so quickly turning away.* So soon
II. The rapidity of the defection.
after their conversion, or so soon alter their hearty reception of him (ch. iv. 14, 15).
How fickle and changeable the Celtic temper! Cassar says, " The Gauls for the most
" Giddy-headed hearers have religionem ephemeram, are
part affect new things."
"
wliirled about by every wind of doctrine, being " constant only in their inconstancy
" They had itching ears they had heaped to themselves teachers accord(Trappe).
ing to their own lasts" (2 'lira. iv. 3); that is, they liked to taste the humour
of teachers who would not disturb them in their sinful ways, and used " feigned
words (tt^oo-tois Koyoh)," rather, words fashioned so as to suit the humour of their
There are men who " by good words and fair speeches deceive the heart* of
disciples.
And the devil is always at hand to corrupt from the
the iimple " (Rom. xvi. 18).
;

—

—
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simplicity that is Sn Christ (2 Cor. xi. 3). The Galatians had begun to grow weary
sound doctrine perhaps from the rooted enmity of tlie carnal mind to spiritual
things, and error once received into a mind that Iras departed from the freshness ot
first love, talses firmer root than truth, bi'cause it is more in affinity with our lower
moods. Besides, tliere is something in error to recommend it to the curiosity, or pride,
or superstition of unstable natures.
It was not only in its incipienoy, a.s the
III. 'J'hb serious aspect of the defection.
•postle signi lies, but it was in real process of development. It had a double aspect. 1.
" From him who called you." This was not the apostle
It was defection friim a person.
himself, for he does not usually give prominence to his own labours, but rattier
ascribes the successes of tlie gospel to the grace and Spirit of God.
It was a defection
from God the Father, to whom the calling is uniformly ascribed (Rom. viii. 30 ; ix. 24 ;
1 Cor. i. 9)1
As such, the aposlasy had all the character of ingratitude. But tliis
apostasy, in its completed aspect, is a crucifying of Christ afresh, a fresh immolation of
the Eedeeiner. 2. It was ihfectionfrom, the system of grace. They were called " into the
grace of Christ." They had their standing in the dispensation of grace : for the call of God
works only in that sphere (llom. v. 15), and the Judaist emissaries sinned by attempting
to draw them off from thuir true standing-ground (Bora. v. 2).
Thus the Galatians
made a double mistalje, pregnant with the worst results they forgot that conversion
is God's Avork, not man's, and that the covenant under which the blessing is realized is
of works, but of grace.
IV. The "tekminus ad quem''of the defection. " To a different gospel." The
apostle does not concede that the Jewish teachers taught the gosjiel, even in a perverted form, though it mijjht be called a gospel by its teachers. Luther says, " No
heretic ever cometh under the title of errors or of the devil."
The apostle's phrase,
€Tepo», points to a difference in kind which is not involved in aWh,
The gospel, in fact,
lost its true character by the perverting additioiis of the Judaists,
V. The danger of apostasy. The foicible language of the apostle implies the
Of all falls tho?e cf
fearful risks involved in the perversions of the false teachers.
They fall from a great height of privilege They
apostates are the most melancholy.
They delibeiately jiart
lose all their past pains and sacrifices in the cause of religion.
with all the hopes of mercy and glory in the world to come.

—

of

—

ot

The true character of the pervertert. The apostle says that the " different
Ver. 7.
not a second gospel,
gospel " to which they were verging was really not another (oAXi)
lie abruptly corrects his phraseology so as to forbid the idea of the possibility of another
There is only one gospel " the gospel of Christ." The gospel of the Judaists,
jiospel.
tho\igh it formally accepted Christianity, revealed a different way of justification. If
it is a gospel at all, it is only in this sense, that it is an attempt to pervert the gospel
The passage suggests
of Christ,
" Certain persons." The
I. That the pekterters were well-known persons.
He speaks of tliem in this
allusion is not to their fewness or their insignificance.
nianncr without conferring any celebrity upon them, or exciting personal animosity
'I'hey may well rest in oblivion.
against them.

—

—

II.

It

80QGBST8

TWO CHARACTERISTIC QUALITIES

IN

THEIB CAREER.

1.

Tlieir

"They trouble you.'' They disturbed the minds of quiet and
unsettling influence.
honest Christians by unhinging doubts. They disturbed the peace of Churches by the
cleavage of new doctrines. They created schisms and rivalries that led to the weakening
of Christian love, and ultimately made way for Christians " biting and devouring one
another " (ch. v. 15). 2. Their .downright perversions of the gospel. " They would
pervert the gospel of Christ. So far as the Galatians were concerned, it had not become
a case of actual perversion. But there could be no doubt about the tendency of the
Judaist teaching. It was a reversal of the gospel, not merely by mingling law and
gospel, but by practically neutralizing all the merit of Christ which is the great characteristic fact of the gospel.

—

The apostle's anathemas. The severity of these sentences is directed
Vers. 8, 9.
against the Judaizing teachers, not against the Galatians, whom he evidently regardi
There is great mildness in his method of reproving the Qalaas Influenced by others.

—
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tians.
The apostle first puts a hypothetical case, applicable to himself and his colleagues in the gospel, even to angels in heaven, and then he deals with an assumption 0/
fact
fact that had actually occurred and was now occurring
that a f;ospel had been
preached different from that they had already received, and, in both cases, he ends with

—

—

an anathema.
I. Herkst is a vert beeious THmo.
It has power to damn the soul.
It is a sin
against Gnd, against the soul, against the truth, against the Church, against the world.
It is the habit of modern times to regard error in religious matters as in no way endangering the salvation of man.
flippant infidelity denies that a man is responsible for

A

There is a spirit abroad that leads men to think that everybody is right,
that nobody is wrong, that nothing but an evil life will bring retribution hereafter.
By men of this spirit the apostle would be regarded as cruelly illiberal and narrow.
Yet we must hold that there are fundamental doctrines in religion which are essential
The apostle regarded heresy as a serious thing when he attached a curse
to salvation.
to it.
And if the anathema would fall upon an apostle like himself, or ujion an angel
from heaven, it would be much more likely to fall upon men neither apostles nor angels.
II. 'i'HB Church has no powek to add doctrines to the gospel of Christ.
It
is bound to discover the whole truth contained in the gospel, to exhibit it in all its
relations, and to adapt it to the various exigencies of human speculation and the various
needs of men. But it has no power or authority to invent a new doctrine. Thus the
his beliefs.

apostle condemns the Church of Rome in decreeing new articles of faith, not only not
found in Scripture, but altogether inconsistent with it. The gospel will tolerate no
rival ; it will allow no alien elements ; it will admit no additions that would undermine its essential principles. All things necessary to salvation are to bo found in the
Word of God.
III. Apostles ahb not above the oospbl.
The false teachers may have sheltered
themselves under the authority of great names, probably the apostles at Jerusalem. But
Even
not even an apostle may publish anything contrary to the truth of the gospel.
an angel in heaven, representing the highest created authority, dare not oppose the
There is a disposition sometimes to excuse the heresies of zealous teachers on
gospel.
the ground of their great zeal or their pretension to godliness. But the truth is not
must always remembei
to be measured by any standard of mere human excellence.
Tliink of the fearful
that Satan can at times transform himself into an angel of light.
responsibility of a teacher !
must hold hard by the truth of the gospel if we would
not imperil the souls of men or diminish the comforts of believers.
It is not to be traced to personal annoyance at men
IV. The apostle's anathema.
who slighted or denied his authority as an apostle; for he was willing to involve himself
This anathema was not excommunication ;
in the curse if he taught anything wrong.
for an angel could not be affected by such a thing; but the very curse of the living God.
Whence, then, did the apostle derive the authority to pronounce it ? God only can
The apostle did it by the same authority that sent him to preach the gospel
inflict it.
the authority of that Lord who has the keys of hell and death.

We

We

—

" For do I now conciliate men, or
ITie apostle's explanation of his severity.
Ver. 10.
or do I seek to please men ? " Let them judge after his anathemas whether lie
would make concessions to please or conciliate the Judaists.
Perhaps the apostle had been charged by liis
I. It is wrong to be mbn-plbasebs.
enemies with a too accommodating spirit in being a Gentile to Gentiles and a Jew to
Jews. He says, " I please all* men in all things" (1 Cor. x. 33); but this referred to
circumstances in which he sought " the profit of men that they might be saved," and in
which there was no principle involved. The true principle is, " Let every one please
But
his neighbour for his good to edification ; for even Christ pleased not himself."
corrupt men-pleasing is that sinful complaisance to the humours and prejudices of men
which sacrifices truth, righteousness, and honour. This sentence of the apostle is a
rebuke to time-serving ministers who attenuate the claims of the gospel or conceal its
doctrines to avert the displeasure or catch the applause of their hearers.

God ?

II.

The service of Christ demands a complete indepbndekoe.

pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ."
dearly bought at the cost of the Lord's friendship. "

"For if I yet
friendship of men would be
man can serve two masters."

The

No

——

;
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Christ he owes obedience, reverence, diligence, faithfulness ; for he bore the " brands
Therefore his subjectiou to him implied the rejection of all human
authority in matters of faith.
Yet it was not inconsistent with his being " a Jew to
Jews," and " all things to all men," so long as he refused to compromise the truth of the
gospel.
The teacher who gives evidence that he pleases God rather than men, gives
evidence likewise that his teaching is just and pure.

To

of his slavery."

Vers. 11, 12.
TTte true origin of the apostle's gospel.
Here he begins the apologetic
portion of his Epistle, vindicating his independent apostolic authority.
The phrase with
"
which he prel'acos his statement,
I dcchire unto you, brethren," is at once solemc
and emphatic, as if he could allow of no misunderstanding affecting " the truth of the
gospel," and is a sign that, in spite of their aberrations, the Galatians are still dear to
him. lie calls them " brethren" after his first grave censure, as if he indulged the hope

them back to the truth.
His qospel was not human in its charaoteb. " The gospel which was preached
of me is not alter man."
He refers here, not to its origin, but to its character. 1. Jtii
not discoverable hy man.
Human reasoning -or human intuition could not have discovered its facts, its truths, its blessings. 2. It is not constructed on the principles or
ideas of human wisdom, which is carnal in its instincts, and therefore it is a " foolishness
to the Greeks " of speculative thought.
3. It is unchangeable in iti great principles
unlike the systems of men, which are constantly varying with the spirit of each age.
" For I neither received it of man,
II. His gospel was not human in its ohigin.
neither was I taught it."
1. He did not receive it from man, any more than the twelve.
Men receive most ol their knowledge from one another, yet he was no more man-taught
than Peter, or James, or John., He received exactly what they received he by apocalyptic conibiunications,-they by personal communications in the days of Christ's life.
2. He was not taught the gospel by man, much less by any apoatle.
In that case the fact
of his agreement with the other apostles proved that his knowledge of Divine truth
was in no sense derivative. It might be urged that Ananias gave the apostle full
instructions at his baptism.
Bat there is no evidence that Ananias gave him any
instructions; his errand was that Saul should receive his sight and receive the Holy
Ghost. Saul had, in fact, before this time, received his instructions on the way to
Damascus (Acts xxvi. 15 18). B. In matters o/ religious moment especially affecting
the foundation of a sinner's hopes, human teaching, human traditions, and human
of winning
I.

—

—

authority, are of slight importance.
III. His gospel came to him bt Divine revelation. His gospel was not human,
but Divine, for he received it by revelation of the Lord Jesus Christ. It had, therefore,
a Christly origin. The revelation is not to be identified with the visions of 2 Cor. xii.,
nor with the appearance of the Lord to him in Acts xxii. 18, nor wjth the period of the
sojourn in Arabia but with the appearance of Christ, as the Son of God, on the way to
Damascus, as " the fundamental central illumination," which was followed by a
progressive development.
The apostle might, therefore, well describe his gospel as not
We know nothing of the mode of the Divine communications the actual
of man.
results are contained in the writings of the apostle.
Thus it was that he spoke of " his
gospel," which exhibited, »s no other inspired writer did, " the mystery hid from
generations," which forms the distinguishing glory of the Ephesian and Colossian
He sees in the gospel a Divine plan of salvation, whose centre is Christ, and
Epistles.
whose end is the revelation of God's glorious perfection (Rom. xi. 36). The revelation
from Christ was thus a revelation of Christ. He was ^t once the Source and Subject
;

;

of

it.

Vers. 13, 14.
A retrospect of his career at a Jew. This would be the best proof that
he had not received his gospel from man.
" I was beyond measure persecuting
I. His ENMiTT TO THE Chbistian beligion.
the Church of God, and destroying it." His past career was notorious. "He persecuted
unto death " (Acts xxii. 4), " beyond measure " by no feeble or spasmodic effort,
limited to one spot, but by a persistent scheme of violence wrought with a fierce energy
He could not then have been learning the gospel of the very
that knew no weariness.
Kaiata he was hunting to death ; there could be no possible association between the

—

—

—
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persecutor and his victims that would allow of his learning the gospel.
On the
time he cherished the strongest prejudices and the fiercest hatred
against Christianity.
cur.ciary, at this

II. His intense zeal fob the Jewish eeligion.
He could appeal to the Galatians
themselves as having once heard " of his conversation in time past in Judaism," and
how he " was making progress in Judaism above many of his contemporaries in his own
nation, being more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of his fathers." 1. His zeal was
manifest in his earnest study of Judaism. He studied it under Gamaliel, with the best
advantages of instruction, and he excelled many of the young Pharisees of his own age
in the ardour and in the results of his studies.
He could not have made progress
without study. 2. It was still more manifest in his extraordinary devotion to the
traditions of his fathers.
This was the natural tol^en of an enthusiastic Pharisaism.
" He was a Pharisee, and the son of a Pharisee " (Acts xxiii. 6). (1) The traditions in
question were not the Mosaic Law, but the interpretations of that Law, which found
their true place afterwards in the Mishna.
They were, in a word, " the traditions of
the elders," which our Lord so severely condenmed.
They were traditions, strong in the
letter, weak in the spirit, strict in trifles, lax in weighty matters.
They made void
the Law on some of the plainest questions of duty. So is it with Roman Catholics in the
matter of tlieir tradii ions, which are either opposed to Scripture or unnecessary additions
to it.
(2) It is not unnatural to find unconverted men very zealous for ancestral
traditions ; more concerned, in fact, that they should be found to come from the Fathers
than from God. Zeal of this sort is often strong in proportion to its ignorance of the
truth.
The zeal of his countrymen the apostle readily concedes, but charges it with
being "a zeal not according to knowledge" (Rom. x. 2). It is in such an atmosphere
that the persecutor is bred.
Good intentions will never make
(3) Zeal is not religion.
anything really good with God. Zeal can never make the false true, nor justify any in
persecutmg the truth. Christians ought to imitate the zeal of false teachers, and to
manifest its pureness by jealousy for God's honour, by abundance of labours, and by

ardent love to Christ.
III. A BELIEVER OUGnT NOT TO BE ASHAMED TO CONFESS HIS BINS.
The apostle
makes an almost remorseful confession of his crimes against the Church of God
Once and again the dark recollection of his mad violence against the saints comei
lip in the midst of his grateful remembrances of God's forgiving mercy.
But all thai
n ild persecution only too clearly proved how little he was indebted to apostle or sai ^t

for the gospel

he gave to the Galatians.

Vers. 15, 16.

Jfter

Ms

conversion he

fooJc

no counsel

ivith

men

as to his doctrine or

The apostle is most emphatic in asserting liis independence of man. Mark
" Who Separated toe from my mother's
I.
His HIGH DESTINATION FROM BIRTH.
womb." Here is an instance of prevenient grace. From his very birth, and therefore
before he could have any impulses or ideas of liis own, God destined him to apostleship,
no matter how wayward or inconsistent may have been the career of his youth.
Looking back now upon his full history, we can see the marks of that momentous

career.

" separation."

We

see the working of prevenient, formative, restraining, preparatory
God did
see it: 1. In the splendid intellect witla which he was endowed.
verily prepare this large brain to be touched in his own time with heavenly fire.
2. In his education.
He was a pure Jew, not half Greek, half Jew, but thoroughly

grace.

We

versed in all the traditions of the Jews, and so trained in rabbinical traditions that he
could afterwards thoroughly understand and confront the Judaist spirit everywhere,
while he was led through inward struggles and fightings out of the darkness of J udaism
He could be
3. In his thoroughness of character.
iato the full light of the gospel,
nothing by halves as a sinner, he was the very chief of sinnera. Conversion made no
change in his temperament and in the force of his character.
" And called me by his grace." In
II. His call to qbacb and apostleship.
evident allucrion to the scene on the way to Damascns. The call of the Redeemer wse
That call was
in the same moment a call to conversion and to apostleship (Rom. i. 5).
not on the ground of his Pharisaic strictness and fastings and prayers, much less on the
ground of his mad violence as a persecutor. It had its origin wholly in grace. It was
of grace, not of worki,
ttALATIANS.
;

—

;
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in the apostle. " It pleased God to revesA
me." 1. Revelation is here opposed to the method of patient and piiJonged
study.
2. The gospel is a revelation of the Son in liis person, life, death, resurrection,
and ascension. It reveals him to poor sinners as " Wisdom, Righteousness, Sanotifica" In me." God
tion, and Redem|.ition."
3. It is a revelation in individual lives.
III.

Uis

The retelation of God's Son

Son

in

revealed his Son to Paul and in Paul as "the Hope of glory," showed him what ii "the
riches of the glory of this mystery."
It was a wonderful thing that the apostle should
liave all his fixed lileas unhinged in a moment, all his deeply rooted prejudices destroyed,
and the most com|irehensive views of a sini^ularly glorious system established in his
soul, not by a process of gradual inquiry or slow conviction, but instantaneously by the
revelation of the Son in him.
It was this revelation which enabled him ever afterwards
to hold forth the Son as the one transcendently glorious and luvmg Redeemer.
" Tliat I might preach him among the
IV. TnK DESIGN OF THIS REVELATION.
Gentiles."
1. It was not for his own individual salvation, but that he might be able
to make known to others what had been so graciou.-ly conveyed to himsulf.
2. It was
the Son who was to be preached to the Gentiles, not the Law, or circumcision, or holy days
not the righteousness of works, but " the righteousness oi faith." This was the true
scope of his apostleship.

—

V. The movino cause alike or call and revelation the good pleasure op
God. " It pleased God."- We see in his career, first and last, tlie sole agency of God,
and therefore there could be no dependence upon man or self for either call or
apostleship.

VI. Tub promptness and independent action of the apostle after his cali,.
" Immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood." He took no counsel with mortal
man ; ho did not take tlie usual methods of men in determining their conduct in critic^d
cases ; therefore there was no reason for the Ju<iaists to affirm that, after he had received
his revelation, it underwent modification at the hands of men.
There are times for
thonghtful and even prolonged consideration, but where God's will is perfectly clnar
there is no need to consult man. Our first duty to Christ is a prompt obedience.

—

24.
Vers. 17
Proofs of his entirdy indipendent course after conversion.
The
apostle adduces three or four separate facts to prove his independence oE the apostles and
of Judaic influence.
" Neither
1. His first jocknet after his conversion was not to Jerusalem.
went I up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles before me." It was very necessary
for him to show that he received no instructions from the apostles at the commencement
ofhis ministry, for the Judaists were saying to the Galaiians, " Ye are the disciples of the
apostles ; so is Paul ; therefore he has no superiority over us."
But he did not go to
Jerusalem to rehearse his experience or to receive either instruction or authority from
them. When he did go, it was not by command of the apostles, but entirely of his own
accord.
In his reference to them he sets himself strictly by their side, conceding to
them no superiority except upon this one point of priority of calling they were
" apostles before me."

—

U. His first act after conversion was his withdrawal into Abasia. "But
went into Arabia." 1. This fact showed that he had at once placed himself completely
beyond the reach of human influence. It was a proof of his statement that he did not
conler with flesh and blood.
2. His retirement to Arabia
that is, to the Sinaitic
peninsula uo* evidently for the pari ose °f solitary communion with Ood.
There
would be a natural yearning, after such a scene as broke his life into two widely sundered
parts, to be for a time alone with God, that he might receive in his heart the healing of
those wounds which the hand of Divine mercy had inflicted, as well as to learn by
revelation the glories of the gospel which was entrusted to him for promulgation among
the Gentiles. 3. This mysterious pause at the beginning of his career lasted a congidtrIt is not possible to say whether it was the whole of three years; for the
able time.
text merely asserts it was three years from the date of his conversion till his first visit
to Jerusalem, and we know that after his conversion he stayed a few days (ri/iepas rtvas)
with the disciples at Damascus, and returned again from Araliia to Damascus. Yet it
is probable that he wag the most part of three years in Arabia, as a sort of substitute,
we may suppose, for the three years' personal training of the other apostles under Christ
I

—

—

;
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This period of lonely thought and meditation was as proliflo of mighty results as the
year's solitude of Luther in the Warthurg, or as the iinprisonment of IIiiss in the castle
on the Rhine.
III. His first appearance iw public life afi'er tub Arabian beclusion was
NOT AT Jerusalem, but at Damascus. "I went into Arabia, and returned agnin
unto Damascus." It was natural that his career as an apostle shimld begin at the
scene of his gracious call, and nowhere else.
That anciuut city, wiih its unlirnkeu
history of four thousand years, standing on the great road of communioaliou between
Eastern and Western Asia, was a fitting starting-point for the career of one who was to
embrace both East and West in the amplitude of his apostolic labours.
" Then after three
IV. His first visit to Jerusalem after his conversion.
years I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter, and abode with him fifteen days." For
three years, at least, his course was perfectly independent
but his stay was so exceedingly short that there were few opportunities for his receiving instruction from the
apostles.
He did not see the twelve apostles, only Peter, and James the Lord's brother.
The other apostJes were probably absent at the time. He naturally sought the
acquaintance of Peter, because he was the oldest and most distinguished of the apostles
one, in fact, of " the pillars" (ch. ii. 9); but the language of Paul does not imply that
he went to consult him or to receive instruction or authority in regard to his worlc, but
rather, we may supijose, that the two apostles might come to an understanding with
;

—

regard to the future spheres of their apostolic labour.
Peter could influence him but
slightly in the matter of Gentile liberty, for he was not himself very clear or decided on
the subject. In fact, Peter was not at this time (Acts ix. 29) very clear about a

commission to the Gentiles at all.
The apostle's interview with James, who was
supposed to represent a strongly Judaic tendency, could not be sujiposcd to IJias him in
favour of Gentile hberty.
Thio fortnight's sojourn in Jerusalem was long enough to
enable Peter to know Paul and to ascertain the true character ol' his gospel.
But the
visit was abruptly ended by a plot against the apostle's life (Acta ix. 20) and by a
vision from heaven (Acts xxii. 17
21).
V. His NEXT MOVEMENT CARRIED HIM FAR FROM JekUSALKM. "Afterward* I Cani«
This shows how he left I'alestine altogether auci
into the regions of Syria and Cilicia."
passed beyond the reach of Judajan influence. There were C;hurclies in these Oilician
and Syrian regions at a subsequent period; proliably founded by tlie apostle at this
very time (Acts xv. 23, 41).
VI. He was personally unknows to the Jud^ban Chubcubs, and only known
BT fame as a converted persecutor. " And was unknown by face unto the Churches
But they had heard only, That he which persecuted
of Judaea which were in Clirist.
us in times past now preacheth the faith which he was once destroying. And they
glorified God in me."
1. He wat a stranger to the Judcean Churches ; for, in travelling
from Damascus to Jerusalem, after his Arabian seclusion, he visited none of the Churches
by the way, but went straight to the metropolis. Then he was so suddenly hurried
away from the city that he had no time to become known to the Judaeau Churches,
while, in any case, lie may have thought that, as the destined apostle of the Gentiles,
He must have become well
his way did not lie through the Churches of the Jews.
known to them if he had stood in very intimate relations with the apostles. 2. Tet he
was not a stranger by character and repute; for the Judaean Churches had already heard
of his conversion with joy. (1) The conversion of Saul the persecutor was a widely
known event. " 'I'hey kept hearing." Christian love made it impossible that they
should be indifferent to anytliiug that concerned so remarkable a man. (2) It is the
duty of Christians, not only to receive a converted persecutor, but to glorify God "in
him ; " (o) because hfs talents were no longer perverted to evil ; (ft) because they were
now employed to build up the faith he was once trying to extinguish in blood
(c) because nothing but God's grace could change the career of one who was preeminently "a blasphemer, and persecutor, and injurious." (3) The conversion of Paul
what an event to the world, to the Church, to theology 1 (4) The grateful joy of
the Judjean Churches over such a conversion was a rebuke to Judaists who aimed to

—

—

destroy his influence and undermine his authority.

VII. Mark the solemn asseveration of the apostle as to THEbE facts.
" But as to what I write unto you, behold, before God, I lie not." 1. The necessity for

—

"
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such a strong declaration shows how unscrupulous were the calumnies of his Judaist
enemies.
As there could be no witness to most of the facts hereinbefore recited, he can
only appeal direct to God. 2. The passage shows that swearing is not forbidden in
Matt. V. 31, Jas. v. 12. 3. As there are exigencies in life to Justify a direct appeal
to Ood, it is well that we should be able truthfully to cjdl God to witness upon our

conduct.—T. 0.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

— —

5.
In sending an Ejiistle to an apostate peoplt,
Vers. 1
Tlie gospel of self-sacrifice.
Paul does not indulge in unmeaning compliments. These Celts in Asia had been
showing some of their proveibial fickleness, and going back from the doctrine of
justification \iy faith to a ritualism whose development must be self-righteousness.
It is needful for their recovery from apostasy that the authority of the apostle and the
truth ol' the gospel should be put before them in unmistakable terms.
Hsnce we find
Paul plunging at once into^the needful expositions of his own apostleship and of the
gospel of Christ with which ns an apostle he was charged.
In this salutation we have
the following lessons distinctly tauglit :
(Ver. 1.)
I. Paul's apostleship was eecbivbd directly from Jksus Christ.

Doubtless he had merely human hands laid upon his head at Antioch (Acts xiii. 3),
but the imposition of the hands of the brethren was not the conveyance of authority,
but simply the recognition of authority as already conveyed. The " ordination
at Antioch was the recognition by the Church of authority and mission already
conveyed by the Lord to the apostle. Accordingly in this instance before us Paul
claims an apostleship directly from the hands of Christ. He was an apostle " not from
mon, neither through mun, but through Jesus Clnist, and God the Father, who raised
No intermediate hands conveyed the authority
hirn from the dead" (Revised Version).
he was conscious of having received it directly from the fountain-head. This
to him
gave him confidence consequently in dealing with the Judaizing teachers. It mattered
not to him what parade of authority these teachers made ; he stood as a rock upon his
own commission with all its hallowtd associations. And should this not instruct every
true teacher as to the source of his authority ? It is a mistake to imagine that men
can do more than recognize God-given authority. It is from Christ directly we must
each receive our ofSce. Church ofEcers, in putting their imprimatur upon any of us^
merely recognize a Divine work which they believe on due evidence to be already
;

there.

The desire or the apostle toe the Galatians' welfare. (Vers. 2, 3.)
lon;^ing of Paul and those assoc ated with him in his captivity for these
apostate (ialatians was that grace and peace from God the Father and from Christ
II.

The deep

" Grace," the gratuitous, undeserved favour which wells forth from
theirs.
the Divine heart, when it is received into the sinner's soul, produces " peace which
passeth all uuderstauding." It was this blessed experience Paul desired for the
Galatians.
They may have traduced his ol3oe and his character, but this did not
prevent him entertaining the deep desire that into " paths, of peace" they, like himself,
should be led. And indeed we cannot wish people bettor than that grace and peace
from heaven should be theirs. To live in the felt favour of God, to realize that it is
at the same time quite undeserved, produces a peace and a humility of spirit beyond

might be

all

price!
III.

Taa oraPEL Paul preached was that or the

relf-sacsificb o» Christ.

Jesus, ho asserts, " gave himself for our sins."
The foundation of the gospel
But we must always remember that self-sacrifice, if for the merest
is self-sacrifice.
In self-sacrifice as such there is no necessary virtue.
trifle, may be moral madnas^

(Ver. 4.)

A

man may

tii au UiUwly unworthy cause.
Hence the necessity for the
muit be maao out bt'fore its real virtue is establishea. T:^
necessity appears when we consider that it was " for our sins" he gave himself.
r\f
if our sins had been removed at some meaner cost than the blood of the Son of C'»V
we should be disposed to say that sin is after all a light thing in God's sight, swr*.
But inasmuch as it required such a sacrifice to take away s/^», =»
bagatelle to him.

lose his liie

wlf-sacrlfice of Christ

i.

—
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is made manifest to all.
Christ laid down his life, then, in a noble cause.
Surely to take away sin, to remove from human hearts their heavy burdens, to bestow
on me\, peace and deliverance from all fear, was a worthy object in self-sacrifice. We
utand before the cross, therefore, believing that the sacrifice upon it is of infinite value

enormity

and

He was no martyr by

efficacy.

glorious of

all

mistake as he died upon the

tree,

but the most

heroes.

IV. Christ's aim ih self-saceificb wab our dkliverancb from this PRESB^T
EVIL WORLD. (Ver. 4.) The world is the totality of tendencies which oin/ose themselves to God.
To love such a world is incompatible with love to God the Father
It is, moreover, made up of " the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the
(1 John ii. 15).
eyes, and the pride of life" (1 John ii. 16).
Now,
This was the danger of the Galatians.
a prey.

it is

to this world that the ritualist falls

The

revival of rites and ceremonies,
which had been fulfilled and therefore <lone away in Christ, pandered to the lust of the
eyes and to the pride of life.
Hmce Paul proclaims at the outset tliat one purpose
of the giispol of self-sacrifice is to deliver its recipients from the power of this present
evil world which is constantly trying to briTig us into bondage.
The religion of Christ
is freedom.
He means to deliver us from bondage. It«s our own fault if we are not
delivered.

v.

The final end of the gospel

n

always tub glout of the Fathkh.

(Ver. 5.)
Hence the doxolciiy with which the a|'Ostolio desire loses. It is with
doxologios that the dispensation of grtico must end.
Heaven itself is the concentration
of the doxologies which have been gathering upon earth; the full concert after the
terrestrial rehearsals.
And it is here that the safety of the whole dispensation may be
seen ; for if the glory of some imperfect being were contemplated, his designs would
But God the
of necessity run contrary in many cases to the real good of others.
Father is so perfect that his glory always consists witii the real good of all his creatures.
Doubtless some of his creatures will not believe this, and will insist on suspecting and
hating his designs. In consequence they must be exposed to his righteous indignation.
But this is quite compa-lible with the fact that the Divine glory and the real good of all
Happy will it be for us if we join in the rehearsals of his
are meant to harmonize.
glory here, and are promoted to the chorus full-orbed and like the sound of many
waters above. But even should we insist on discord, our own discomfort alone shall
be scoured ; discords can, we know, be so wedded to harmony as to swell and not
diminish the effect of the full orchestra. And God will secure his glory even in our
poor despite. B. M. E.
i

—

—

10.
Paul's intolerance of any other goapel.
After the usual apostolic
Vers. 6
greeting, Paul proceeds, not to congiatulate or compliment the Galatians in any way,
but to reprimand them for turning away from the gospel to ritualism. Their ides
of salvation through becoming Jews was subversive of the gospel of grace, and so the

8a
apostle shows himself intolerant of the false doctrine which was so mischievous.
sure is he of his position that he does not hesitate to denounce with the curse of God
any, be they men or angels, who would preach a different gospel from that gospel of
Moreover, if they imagined that to be popular
Christ's self-sacrifice which he preached.
he would trifie with principle, he gave them to understand that he would never, to propitiate public opinion, violate in the least degree his obligation as the slave of Christ.
ritualism is to fickle minds. (Ver. 6.)
I. It is marvellous how attractive
Now, by ritualism we mean a plan of salvation by rites and ceremonies. The principle
It is a substitute
is the same whether the rites and ceremonies are Jewish or mediajval.
Now, Paul marvelled that these Celts in Asia so speedily
for the gospel of grace.
turned away from the gospel of grace to a gospel of ritual. He -wondered at their
And yet, when we consider the sensationalism which underlies every
ritualistic system, we can understand the hold it has upon those constitutionally fickle.
"Whatever is showy, palpable, and helpful to self-esteem and pride secures the homage
of shallow minds. But the sad aspect of this tendency is that it removes bouIb from
fickleness.

Every rite and ceremony which is interposed as essential between man and God
Instead
creates a sense of distance between those whom the gospel would bring nigh.
of ritualism tending to intensify communion with God. it can only intensify the
««per«fo'WotM feeling which puts souls at a distance from him.
God.

—
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(Yet. 7.) For Paul would not
II. ErrtTALisM 18 A PERVERSION OF THE QosPEL.
admit that the ritualism imported hy the Judaizers into Galatia was another gospel
For if I am told I can be saved
in his view it was no gospel, but a perversion of it.
only by becoming a Jew, by being circumcised, and keeping the Old Testament ritual,
and that I cannot be saved by faith alone, I am deprived of the glad tidings which
Clirist's gospel gives, and projected upon a path of real self-righteousness.
It is the
same with modem ritualism. Salvation by ceremonies is the antithesis of salvation
by grace. It is » perversion of God's good news to man and must result in

disappointment.
III. We otioht, like Paul,' to be so sure op the gospel wb proclaim as to be
INTOLERANT OF ANY OTHER. (Vcr. 8.) Paul had got such a grasp of the gospel of
grace, the selt-sacrifice of Christ was so sure and so sufficient a foundation for man's
hope, that he could not tolerate any other message.
Even should he himself change
his views in the course of years and come to Galatia with another gospel, or should an
angel from heaven with an aureole of light proclaim another gospel than the one Paul
liad at first proclaimed, then is the apostle ready to call down upon his perverted self
or the perverted angel the Burse of God.
Now, this intolerant side of truth really
springs from the sure grasp we have of it. It is inseparable from intense conviction.
Of course, it is quite distinct from the intolerance which dictates persecution. Paul
would not persecute ; but he would leave the perverts in the hands of God that he
might deal with them. Persecution is devoting men to the curse of men ; the true
intolerance contents itself with leaving the offenders in the hands of a holy and just
God.
IV. The beinq who misleads his fellows about salvation deserves the
CURSE OF God. (Ver. 9.) Paul has not been rashly betrayed into intolerance of spirit.
He had expressed himself to the same effect on a previous occasion, probably during his
second visit to Galatia (Acts xviii. 23). He is now prepared to stick to his anathema.
He feels in his heart of hearts that the person who trifles with the eternal interests of
others and proclaims a false method of salvation deserves the Divine curse. The
gospel Paul had preached was the gospel of free grace. No simpler terms of pardon
and acceptance can be imagined than are offered in the gospel ; it is only devil's work
which those persons manage to perform who complicate salvation with rites and
ceremonies, making it less easy than God intends.
Having rep;ard, then, to the eternal
interests at stake, it must be admitted that the deceiver of souls deserves the curse of
Heaven. How solemn a responsibility it is to guide men to God
How clear and
unmistakable should the plan of salvation be made I How deep the guilt and how dire
I

the

doom

of those

who

pervert the gospel

V. The slave of Christ will not be the slave of public opinion. (Ver. 10.)
Paul was undoubtedly a man of great breadth of view and sympathy. It was a
principle with him to please his neighbour for his good to edification (Rom. xv. 2).
He
was ready to become all things to all men in the hope of saving some (1 Cor. ix. 22
And the Judaizers thought that this pleasing of men on Paul's part would
X. 33).
lead him to accept of their ritualism and give up his gospel if their policy was once
thoroughly popular. In short, their notion was that Paul was so enamoured of popularity that he would bow to public opinion at all hazards.
Now, this is what he repu" Do I now," he asks, " win over to myself men or God ?
diates in this last verse.
Or am I seeking to be an object of man's good will? No; and there is a decisive
reason against any such efforts.
If I were still pleasing men, if I had not resigned the
hope of human favour and of human approval, I should not be the slave of Christ."
This leads us into the wide subject of our attitude towards public opinion. Now, our
danger undoubtedly is in over-estimating it. Our safety lies in being slaves to Christ.
Ilia opinion is to be our one simple concern, and public opinion may coincide with or
differ from his, but we must hold firmly by our obligations to the one Master, and all
other things will range themselves rightly around us. The uncompromising slave of
Christ will be found to be after all the most considerate servant of men. B. M. B.

—

—

Paul's personal grasp of the gospel.
Vers. 11 24.
Paul, as we have seen, is so
certain of the gospel of grace being the only gospel for sinful men, that he is prepared
Lest it might bt
to pronounce an anathema on all who preach any other gospel.
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supposed that he took up this intolerant position rashly, he now proceeds to give us a
short autobiography, in which he shows how he had received the gospel, and what a
hold it had upon him.
Let us notice the salient points in this narrative.
L His life as a Jew. (Vers. 13, 14.) Paul, before his conversion, was the most
zealous persecutor of Christianity.
A strict Pharisee, he added to his self-righteousness
»n uncommon zeal for the old religion, and hesitated not to persecute to the death
those who had embraced the new. He was zealous, but not according to knowledge.
II. The eevelation of Jesus to him and in him.
(Vers. 11, 12, 1.5, 16.) It was
Jesus himself who undertook Saul's conversion. There was no intermediate instrument.
On the way to Damascus Jesus appeared to him in dazzling, overwhelming radiance,
add compelled the persecutor to recognize, not only his existence, but his sovereign
authority. That manifestation of Jesus to him revolutionized his life. Henceforth he
could have no doubt regarding the reign of Jesus Christ. This was the revelatinn of
Jesus to him the historic interview which made Paul's career so different and so
glorious.
But next there was the revelation of Jesus in Paul. This was by the Holy
Spirit entering into him and giving him Christ's mind, Olirist's heart, Christ's compassions, so that Paul became a revelation of Christ to other men.
Henceforward he
was a " Christophor," canyiug Christ in hira, not only as his Hope of glury, but as his
animating, regulating, ruling power. Paul was from that hour " possessed," but it was
by the Spirit of Christ. His personality became a new centre of spiritual fotca and

—

power.

Thus possessed by Jesus, hb became independent of men. (Vers. 16, 17.)
1. He became independent of popular
this independence of Paul hEwi two sides.
Now, it must have been
opinion. " Immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood."
very trying to surrender all his hopes as a Jew. The fact is, he was the foremost man
The nation would gladly have followed
of his ration just when Jesus converted him.
III.

Now,

man who had so much weight and force of character as
these hopes, and the friendships of his early years, and to fac«
the world a lonely man was trying. Yet he was enabled by God's grace to do so.
He made no truce with flesh and blood, but renounced all for Christ. 2. He felt
independent of apostolic recognition. He never thought of hurrying off to Jerusalem
to stand an examination at the hands of the apostles, and receive their imprimalur.
He dealt at first hand with the Fountain of authority. Hence he passed to Arabia soon
after his conversion, and in the solitudes of the de.sert, in the places associated with
his leadership.

Saul.

There was no

To renounce

all

such master spirits as Moses, Elijah, and Christ, he communed with Christ, and pondered
and laid the foundations of his theology. He called no man master ; he felt that he had
but one Master, and he was Christ. Now, this independence of character is what we
should all seek. It can only be secured when we have renounced self-confidence and
betaken ourselves to the feet of our Lord. There at the fountain of hfe and power we
can rise up our own masters and his faithful servants, prepared to do battle, if ueed be,
against the world.

IV. Paul's intebvibw at Jebhsalem with Cephas and James. (Vers. 18, 19.)
While Paul was properly independent in spirit, this does not imply that he was in any

•

way morose or unsocial. His internment in Arabia, his earnest study of the whole
plan of the gospel, only made him long for an interview with Cephas, the recognized
Hence he passed from solitude to society, and had an interview
leader at Jerusalem.
James, who had ministerial overof fifteen days with the apostle of the circumcision.
It must have been a blessed
sight of the Jerusalem Church, shared his society too.
meeting between the two mighty apostles. The meeting of two generals before some
important campaign was never so momentous in its consequences as the meeting of
these two humble men, Saul and Cephas. 'I'hey were set upon the conquest for Christ
one
of the world. Now, we have every reason to believe that the interview was simply
It was not that Saul might receive any authority from the hands either
for conference.
of Cephas or of James. He had his authority directly from Christ.
V. His evangelistic work. (Vers. 20—24.) Perhaps through mutual agreement
with Peter, Paul leaves Jerusalem and Jud«a and confines himself to the districts
the
beyond. Syria and Oilicia, territories beyond the bounds of Palestine proper, where
the Gentiles for his first
a|)Ostles were operating, were selected by the apostle to
He did not seek the acquaintance of the Churches in Jud»a. He
evangelistic efforts.

—
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own province. They heard gladly that the arch-persecutor had hecome a
They accordingly praised God for the monuchief preacher of the once despised faith.
ment of his mercy he had raised up in Paul. But his knowledge of the gospel and his
authority in proclaiming it were not, he wishes these Galatians to understand, derived
should surely learn from this autobiography of Paul the secret of
from men.
personal Independence and power. It consists in going to the sources themselves. If
we refuse to depend upon men and depend on the Lord only, we shall secure a gr^p
kejit to his

We

it which are impossible otherwise.
the world needs now is what it needed then men pervaded like Paul by the
B. M. E.
Spirit of Christ, and so radiating the true ideas about Christ all around.

of his holy gospel and an efficiency in proclaiming

What

—

—

Ters. 1 5.—Introduction. The tone of this Epistle is decidedly controversial. In
the first and second chapters the writer establishes against Judaislio assailants his
This, however, is only subsidiary to his main desijn, which is in
apostolic authority.
the third and fourth chapters, as an accredited servant of God, to establish the gospel
of Christ, or justification by faith against Judaism (a different gospel), or justification
by the works of the Law. The fifth and sixth chapters may be said to contain the
application.
There is thus the same central thought in this Epistle that there is in
the Epistle to the Romans. Here there is the thought as it flashed out against Judaism
as it threatened the very existence of Christianity in a very interesting circle of Churches,
and while the writer's feelings were still keen. In the later Epistle there is the thought
as it shaped itself against Judaism, when there was time to look at it calmly and in
its widest aspects. It is worthy of being remembered that an historical interest attaches
The Eomanism with which Luther was confronted bore a striking
to this Episrie.
resemblance to Judaism. On that account he was led to make a special study of this
" The Epistle to the Galatians," he said, " is my Epistle. I have betrothed
Epistle.

myself to it; it is my wife.
" Paul, an apostle (not from men, neither through man,
1. The writer.
I. Address.
but through Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who raised him from the dead)." Paul's
It was directed to men, and intended
apostleship was not without relation to men.
His appointment to office was announced to hira by a man (Ananias).
for their benefit.
But the authority under which the appointment was made was not derived from men.
Nor was it through man as the medium that it was commnnicaled. It was communicated through Jesus Christ. The Lord said by Ananias, " He is a chosen vessel unto me,
'

my Name before the Gentiles and kings, and the children of Israel." When
afterwards he essayed to preach the gospel at Jerusalem, he was overruled.
While
praying in the temple he fell into a trance, and saw Jesus, who said unto him, " Depart
The authority under which Paul
for I will send thee forth far hence unto the Gentiles."'
That is not the form in which
acted as apostle was ultimately derived from God.
For the same preposition is used in connection with God as with Christ,
it is put here.
as if God were in himself both the Medium and the Source of authority.
And, in
keeping with that view, one of the forms in which Ananias announced to Paul his
"
The Ood of our fathers hath appointed thee to
appointment to apostleship was this
know his will, and to see the Righteous One, and to hear a voice from his mouth."
Authority was communicated to Paul only through God as the Father, i.e. as acting
Ihioughhis Son Josus Christ. This great Agent the Father roisec^ /row tte rfeai. In
Iho corresponding place in Romans the raising of Christ is also introduced: " Declared
to be the Son of God with power, accordinj to the spirit of holiness by the resurrection
of the dead; even Jesus Christ our Lord, through whom we received grace and apostleship."
The thought there is that, as divinely attested in his resurrection, he could
The further thonght is suggested here that, as raised, he could
ajipoint to apostleship.
appoint him to apostleship. Ho was not among those who received appointment from'
Christ when he was in flesh hut the risen Christ had appeared to him, and, without
any elective body of men coming between, without any action of the Church as in the
election of Matthias, had immecZtaieZ?/ appointed him to apostleship,
2. Those associated
with him. " And all the brethren which are with me," However high ground Paul
took as ta his apostleship, that did not separate him from his brethren. He even
He was open with his companions in
courted their Christian sympathy and support.
travel, and divulged to them his thoughts, read to them his letters.
On this oocasiui;
to bear

:

;
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he conld say that they were at one with him. In the whole of his warm remonstrance
against giving way to Judaism, there whs not one expression whioli they wished him to
" Unto the Churches of Galatta." At the
tone down.
3. 2'Ae Churches addressed.
dawn of history the home of the Celtic race, known to the Greeks as Galatians, and to
the Romans as Gauls, was the continent west of the Rhine, with these adjoining islands.
Iq their migrations hordes of Celts poured into Italy. They also followed the course
Three tiibes of them, crossing the
of the Danube, turning southward into Greece.
Hellespont, after wide devastations, were confined in the heart of Asia Minor. The
tract of country which they occupied, about two hundred miles in length, and watered
by the Halyg, was called after them Galatia (land of the Celts). The head towns of
the three tribes were Tavium, Pessinus, and Ancyra. The original inhabitants were
Phrygians, and in later times there were additions of Romans and of Greeks and also
But the predominant element was Celtic, and the Celtic language was spoken
of Jews.
along with Greek. To peoples, then, with more or less of a Celtic origin this Epistle to
the Celts is invested with special interest. Paul came into contact with this new race
There is a singular meagreness of information regarding
in his second missionary tour.
All that is recorded is that, heint; overruled as to his intended route, he
passed through the region of Phrygia and Galatia. As meagrely it is said, in connection with his third missionary tour, that he passed through the same region in order,
Btablishing all the disciples. The result of his evangelizing was the formation of
several Churches.
They are (as was pointed out by Chrysostom) addressed here without
What there is of characterization is thrown into the salutation.
title.
Notwithstanding what he refuses to them at the present juncture,
II. Salutation.
he heartily wishes them well. 1. Blessing invoked. " Grace to you and peace." He
invokes grace on them, or the bestowment of the Divine favour, not because of merit in
them, but because of merit ohtained for them. As the result of grace, he invokes
peace, or the absence of inward misgiving, and as far as possible the absence also of
disturbing influences from without, Judaism included. 2. Fi om whom invoiced. " Prom
God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ." Ee first invokes blessing from Ood the
Father. He goes to the very fountain-head. The fatherhood of God is the ultimate
reason for our being hlessed. It is impossible to go hi.i;her than that. Where is there
hope for the child who disobeys his father's command? The hope lies in what the
He naturally pities his child, and desires to bless him. So where is there
father is.
hope for us in our state of disobedience ? The hope lies in what God is. He is the
his visit.

Fountain of all fatherly feeling. As the Father, he was moved with compassion toward
It was the fatherly
us, and desired to bless us notwithstanding all our unworthiness.
It is the fatherly feeling that moves to bless in
feeling that moved to redemption.
This, then, is the height to which we must lift up
connection with redemption.
our eyes, from whence cometh help. Ee also invokes blessing from our Lord Jesus
As the Father was formerly bound with Christ by the preposition " through,"
Christ.
" from." Such freedom
so now Christ is bound with the Father by the preposition
He who is the Channel is also the Source of blessing. He is Jesus,
is significant.
the higher Joshua, who saves his people from their sins. It was through him that
Father approaches
effect was given to the fatherly feeling in God, and that the
man with blessing. He is the Christ who was anointed of God for this end. He is
our Lord, as the successful Accomplisher of salvation placed over the house of God, to
whom it belongs to dispense blessing. It is to him, then, as sovereign Dispenser of
Central truth made prominent by being thrown into the
blessing that we must look.
presalutation. " Who gave himself for our sins, that he might deliver us out of this
sent evil world, accoiding to the will of our God and Father." The language has evidently a sacrificial colouring. The worshipper came with his sins before God. The
With his sins taken over, the animal
oblation he presented to God was an animal.
was
paid the penalty in its death. So the oblation which Christ presented to God
With our sins taken over, he really and fully suffered the desert of them in
himself
countenance. What gave this selfhis death, especially in the hiding of the Father's
his perfect trust in God,
oblation infinite value was the dignity of the Sufferer and also
and all-absorbing love for men, and never-failiny hope for their salvation in the
Christ gave
mysterious forsaking which made trial of him. The object with which
but also that ha
himself was, not only that he might deliver us from the guilt of sin,
;

_

—
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might deliver us from the manifestation of sin in this present evil world. This world is
thought of, not as it might have heen, but as it actually is. It might have been a good
Its evil character consists, not only in its opposing
world; it is instead an evil world.
itself in its opinion* and practices to men's good, but especially in its opposing Itself to
God. It is a world that, in its wickedness, foritets Gud, casts off God. "The Lord shall
not see " " \V liat is the Almighty, that we should serve hira ? " Now, Christ died that
we might be delivered from this tyrannous world, and introduced into the liberty,
if not at once of a perfect form of society, yet of a personal condition, and Church
condiiion too, in which God has something of the place to which he is entitled.
And all this is to be thought of as according to the will of our Ood and Father. The
Father lias the primacy throughout. It was in his will that salvation originaled.
"Then said I, Lo, I come: in the
It was his will that was carried out by Christ.
my God: yea, thy
volume of the book it is written of me, I delight to do thy will,
Law is witliin my heart." The outcome is the doing of the Father's will by man as it
is by the angels.
lil. DoxoLOQY.
"To whom be the glory for ever and erer. Amen." The foim;

(lation of the ascription of glory to

God

is

the glory displayed

by God in

salvation.

There was a glorious display of wisdom in the planning of salvation. There was a
glorious display of justice in the satisfaction made for sin.
There was a glorious
display of power in the overcoming of sin. There was especially a glorious display of
In view of such a display it becomes us to
love in its overflowing on sinners.
We cannot take it to ourselves. Our language must ever be,
ascribe glory to God.
" Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us." In what God has done for oiu" salvation
To every ascri|)tion
there will be found subject for our doxologies to the ages of ages.
May oui " Ami'n" become ever deeper,
of glory it becomes us to add our "Amen."
and may the circle of such " Amens" evermore increase. U. F.

—

Vera. 6

—

10.

Occasion of

the

Epistle.

I.

The apostle bxphessbs amazement

AT THE CHANGED BEARING OP THE GaLATIANS TOWARDS THE GOSPEL. " I marvel
thai ye are so quickly removing from him that called you in the grace of Christ unto
a different gospel; wliich is not another gospel: only there are some that trouble you,
and would ])ervert the gospel of Christ." Only in this Epistle are wanting prefatory
words of acknowledgment. In the case of the Corinthians he has words of warm
acknowledgment, because, notwithstanding irregularities, they were in the main
attached to the gospel. But all of attachment to the gospel that the apostle had
formerly been thankful for in the Galatians was now so endaniiered that he can only
approach them with a feeling of utter amazement. 1. The fundamental nature of the
change.
They were removing from him that called them in the grace of Christ unto
a different cospel. If this was a different gospel, then we have a description of the
gospel of Christ going before. It is the grace of Christ.
It is the good offer of pardon
and falvation, not on the ground of our merits, but purely on the ground of the
That gospel had lieen preached in Galatia, and in and
sacrifice and merits of Christ.
by it God had called them unto himself, unto fellowship with himself, unto holiness
and liappiness. But now they were moving away from him that called them in that
The difference was that it was no more the pure grace
gospel unto a different gospel.
Their departure from the gospel was
of Christ, but b mixture of grace and works.
not completed, tfie process was still going on but it was so fundamental a departure
2. The suddenness of the chanye.
They wore
that the apostle marvels at their guilt.
removing so quickly from him that called them in the gosjiel unto a different gospel.
Prom the point of their being called up to the present point, their Christian career had
certainly been short.
But that does not seem sufficient by itself to account for the
abruptness with which the apostle breaks in here, God had called them in the gospel,
and they had continued in the gospel up to a cei-tain point. From the experience of
his second visit, and from infonnatipn received, he was thinking hopefully of them
when all at ouce he is informed of apostasy in rapid progress. They were acting with
characteristic Gallic mobility.
Fickleness is the name applied to it, when the form
is evil.
A Gallic tribe might be to all appearance contented and prosperous, when,
suddenly impellKd by the love of change, it would move away to another locality.
" Almost all the Gauls," says Csesar, in his account of his Gallic wars, " are given to
;
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change." The G-alatians themselves were a striking example of this love of change.
This charaoteristic would be in favour of their reception of the gospel at the first.
But would they not as easily move away from the gospel ? In view of Gallic mobility,
the apostle of Christ needed to be as vigorous as the Roman captain was. 3. The
unsatisfactor inesa of the change. He had said " different gospel " with a certain
accommodation. It professed to be a gospel, and he objected to it that it was another
kind of gospel. That, however, might seem to contain an admission by him, which
ho does not wish to make, of there being many gospels, among which a selection might
be made. So he hastens to deny that this other kind is a second gospel. He lets it be
known that there is only one gospel of Christ. What was being palmed upon them
was only misnamed gospel. It was not improving the gospel to add circumcision to it.
And this perIt was only perverting it, making it no more the gospel of Christ.
version was being palmed upon them by men who had not their real good at heart,
whose real character was that of troublers, barassers. They would put upon them
And they were men who followed in
a yoke which Christians did not need to bear.
the track of the preachers of the gospel to break the unity of the Christian

communities.
II. The apostle pkonounoes ah anathema on pebvbrtebs of the gospel.
" But though we, or an angel from heaven, should pronch unto you any gospel other
than that which we preached unto you, let him be anathema." Anathema is a thing
devoted to destruction, or on which a curse is laid. An animal laid on the altar was
anathema, i.e. doomed to death. Christ was anathema for us, i.e. given over, and the
lie su/'poses two cases : it is implied that they are not
curse of God fell on him.
actual.
The first is the case of a genuine preacher of the gospel himself or any of
He (otliers assisting) had preadied the gospel among the Galatians.
his associates.
He had been the instrument of God in their conversion and in forming them into
Churches.
He had given them many proofs of his earnestness. If he— which God
forbid !— should bo so far left to himself as to turn his back on.his previous history
as a Christian teacher, if ho should profess to have got new light, if he should say that
they could be saved on any other ground than the grace of Christ, then (protecting
their liberty even a^iainst himself, and protecting the interests of Christ) his feeling
with regard to himself, acting in the way supposed, would be, "Let him be anathema."
The second «a the rase of an angel from heaven. This calls up an image of
extraordinary saintlineas, greater than that of any of the best men, who are all
compassed about with infirmity. What an influence is here supposed to back up
If an an<.'el should come among them, fresh from the presence of God,
a message
with the atmosphere of heaven around him if by the saintliness of his life he should
succeed in establisliing himself beyond all parallel in their affection and confidence;
if in this position he should teach that they could be saved on any other ground than
then (protectin'j; their liberty, and protecting the interests of Chri.st)
the ^race of Christ
he would say, "Let him be accursed." It might seem that this ia asseveration made
strong as strong can be ; but its strength is yet added to. Reaffirmation of a former
anathema. " As we have said before, so say I now again. If any man ])reacheth unto
you any gospel other than that which ye received, let him be anathema." At a former
time (it may have been on the occasion of his second visit) others had joined with him
in pronouncing an anathema which only differs from the foregoing in three minor
" If any man." 2. An actual
1. It is put in the moat general form.
particulart,
" If any man preacheth." Wherever they had tlie opportunity,
case ia supposed.
Judaizing teachers were doing what is denounced. 3. They had affixed their seal to the
They ha<i
It had not only been preached to them, but also received by them.
gospel.
from their own experience of it known what it was. The anathema in this form the
Being substantially the same as the foregoing, it is thus
apostle for himself reaffirms.

—

—

!

;

;

—

brought about that a threefold anathema is uttered against perverters of the gospel.
Nor'ia there anything in this inconsistent with good feeling. Let us suppose that one
man has in his power the lives of a thousand persons. By applying a match he may
be able to throw away all these valuable lives. Better far that he hiiliself should
It was iiut
perish than that by his wickedness a thousand persons should perish.
good work had been going on among them.
dissimilar in the case of the Galatians.
By the preaching of the gospel many had been brought to the Saviour. If the geod

A

—

—
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But
on, many more, from time to time, would be added to their number.
these pervorteis of the gospel succeeded, then all that good work would be spoiled.
Better far that they themselves shovild be wrecked in their interests than that by them
hundreds should be wrecked in their interests. There is a solemn warning here to all
The curse of God
perverters of the gospel, of whom there are not a few in our day.
rests on the man who would displace the grace of Christ as the sole ground of a sinner'g
work went
if

salvation.
III. The apostle TTJBNS his USB of STBONO LANaUAGE INTO AW ASGUMBNT
AGAINST HIS BEING A MAN-PLBA8BB. " For am I uow persuading men, or God ? or
am I seeking to please men ? if I were still pleasing men, I should not be a servant
of Christ."
His opponents warned men against his persuasive powers. He could make
He could prove that circimicisioii
the Jews believe one thing and the Gentiles another.
was ri!iht and that circumcision was wrong, as it suited him. Against this charge he
here, by the way, points the Galatians to the strong language which he has just used,
and has not used for the first time. Could it be said in view of that language that he
was making it his highest object to persuade men, i.e. without reference to truth,
without reference to Divine ends ? Was he not rather making it his hightst object to
persuade God, i.e. so to speak to men as to have the Divine judgment in his favour?
His opponents said more widely that he was a min-pleaser, that he sought by unworthy
methods to ingratiate himself into men's favour. The strong language he had used
could not be construed into man-pleasing. He had got beyond human good will in
becoming a servant of Christ. And as a servant of Christ he had known not a little of
what it is to want the good opinion and good will of men. R. F.

—

—

Vers. 11 24. Position. " For I make known to you, brethren, as touching the
gospel which was preached by me." To the remarkable outburst of feeling with which
the apostle 'approaches the Galatians, succeeds affectionate, calm statement. He
His object in writing to them is not to excommuaddresses them now as brethren.
Against the misrepresentations
nicate them, but to brino; them back from their error.
of the Judaists ho wishes to make known to them as his brethren his exact position,
touching the gospel wliich was preached by him. The gos[)el points to a system of
ideas by which men a'e to be enlightened.
It also points to a number of instituticms
by which men are to be moulded. It principally points to a method by which men are
Paul was not simply an utterer of thouL;hts, nor asetter-up of institutions,
to be saved.
but he was in the' first place a proolaimer of the way of salvation. He preached with
a view to his hearers taking action in a matter of infinite moment. Thrfe/old
exclusion of man from connection with the gospel as preached hy the apostle.
1. He
did not preach a man-made gospel. " That it is not after man." If a division of the
realm is disaffected, measures must be adopted to cope with the disaffection. Such
measures may be described as after man ; they are the result of human counsels.
There cannot be claimed for them perfection. The gospel is not after man ; it has
not been devised, by a man or by a body of men. It is free from imperfections that
attach to human methods. 2. The gospel was not delivered to him any more than to
" Neither did I receive it from man." There is not parthe other apostles hy man.
ticularized the supposition of it being his own invention.
may conclude, therefore,
against that being the form which the representation asainst him took. On the
supposition of it not being a human invention, this exclusion relates to the mods of
delivery.
The I is emphatic. He did not receive it, any more than the other apostles
" Nor was I taught it."
3. He was no pupil of the aptmtles.
received it from man.
On the supposition of it being no human invention he did not receive it in a particular
form, which may therel'ore be concluded to be the form which the representation
against him took.
He was not taught it, hy whom is left indefinite. As it is
unqualified, part of the idea must be that he was not taught it by the apostles.
'J"he
exclusion then comes to this in the end, that he was no pupil of the apostles.
Wliat is
included in the gospel as preached by the apostle. " But it came to me through
revelation of Jeaus Christ."
On this too the former language, by its Indefiniteness, has'
The twelve enjoyed three years of teaching under Christ on earth. It was
a bearing.
true that he was not taught in that way. The substitute for such teaching, apart from
lubsequent meditation, was that he was supernaturally furnished by Jestie Chmt
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" For ye have heard of my manner of life in
I. The Jcdaistio period of his life.
time past in the Jews' religion." He recalls the fact that they had heard, viz. from his
own mouth, when he was with thera, of his manner of life in Judaism. This Judaism
was a good thing in it« right conception and time. There wore human adjuncts of it
which were not good. It was intended that Judaism should be carried up into Christianity. To adhere to it, then, after Christianity had come, was to go against thp
Divine intention. This was what Paul did. 1. Outstanding feature of his Judaism
"How that beyond measure I persecuted the Church of God, and made havoc of it.''
The Church of Christ is named, from his later point of view, the Chnrch of God. He
now realizes it as the painful element in his guilt, that he persecuted the Church of God.
He was beyond measure a persecutor. It would appear, from the language which is used
in one place, that at his instance Cliristians were put to death " Ho persecuted this Way
unto the death." As a consequence, he made havoc of the Church. He had put the
Church at Jerusalem into confusion, and he was on his way to exterminate, if he could,
the Church at Damascus. 2. Spirit by which he was animated in Judaism. "And I
advanced in the Jews' religion beyond many of mine own age among my countrymen,
being more exceedingly zealous for the traditions of my fathers." He was brought uji in
Amid Gentile influences he would feel free in the world of
a Hebrew home in Tarsus.
Hebrew memories and hopes. We can think of him as showing forwardness beyond
:

many

own age while yet at the Hebrew school. The strong impression of his
may have led to his being sent on to Jerusalem for wider opportunity. In

of his

wardness

for-

the
youthful imagination,
to fire his youthful enthusiasm.
At the feet of Gamaliel he would come to a more
intelligent appreciation of the traditions of his fathers, i.e. of the Law, with its historical
accompaniments, and especially with its traditional interpretations. Here, too, we can
think of him as showing forwardness beyond many of those who were receiving
instruction along with him.
While yet a young man he seems to have become a
member of the Sanhediim, or ass-ombly of elders. For it is recorded of him that he
gave his vote for the death of Stephen. Where he was during our Lord's ministry we
liave not the means of knowing. But in the subsequent development of events he very
soon appears as a chief actor. It was here that he showed forwardness in Judaism
beyond many of his own age among his countrymen, being more exceedingly zealous
for the traditions of his fathers.
He was zealous beyond his own master, Gamaliel,
who, against manifestations of zeal, advised that, if Christianity were not of God, it
would come to noujiht. There was this to be said for Paul, that he had a keen
perception of the situation. He saw that Judaism, which he mistakenly but fondly
cherished, was threatened at vital points by the forces which were at work in Christianity.
He saw that, with its doctrine of a Messiah in heaven and the Holy Spirit from
heaven, with the patient bearing of its adherents, and with the progress it was making,
Either Judaism must destroy it or it would destroy Judaism.
it was formidable.
Therefore he was exceedingly zealous beyond many for Judaism.
1. Bis predestination to apostleship. " But when it was
II. The crisis op his life.
the good pleasure of God, who separated me, even from my mother's womb." This is
can believe that the kind of
the only mention that Paul makes of his mother.
mother he had was connected with his separation to apostleship. He was separated
from his birth. Being separated so early, there is precluded the supposition of human
agency, his own or that of others. The separation was the act of God. 2. His call ia
" And called me through his grace." This was on the road to Damascus.
apostleship.
It was through no meritorious doing of his own, but evidently through Divine grace.
He was engaged at the time in the persecution of Jesus. He had a vivid impression of
a Josus who was dead and buried, whom his disciples spoke of as alive, who was so
But now, by a superstrongly moving their heaits as to make him fear for Judaism.
In the actual
natural intervention, he got a vivid impression of Jesus as the Messiah.
appearance of Jesus the /ad was given him in a way which, notwithstanding all his
And making a
prejudices against it, he could not deny that he was risen and living.
3. His
total surrender, from that moment the authority of Christ was laid on him.
qualification for apostleship, " To reveal bis So» in me, that I might preach him among
city of his fathers there

was everything that was

fitted to excite his
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the Gentiles.'' In connection with his call there was given the fact of the Meseiahship
So it was the good
of Jesus, but there was also needed the expansion of its meaning.
pleasure of God, not only to give him an outward appearance, but an inward revelation.
The revelation of God's Son here is to be identified with the revelation of Jesus Christ
It probably succeeded, as it was based on, the appearance ol
in the twelfth verse.
Jesus.
It was not a natural excogitation, but a supernatural communication to b.s
mind of the great truths about Christ. It was this, that he might be fittud for preaching
Christ among the Gentiles.
" Immediately I conferred not
III. The period following the cbisis op his life.
with flesh and bluod neither went 1 up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles
before me : but I went away into Arabia ; and again I returned unto Damascus."
So
satisfying were the communications made to him by God that he needed nothing from
man. Immediately (made emphatic by position) he conferred not with flesh and
blood ; neither went he up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles (as though he
needed to get authority or instruction from them) ; but he went away into Arabia.
The retirement is mentioned to show that, during a most important period, he kept
away from Jerusalem. His first attempts at Damascus seem to have couvinced him
In silent communion with God
of the need of lengthened preparation for his work.
he sought what the other apostles got in a three years' course of training under Christ.
He had to adjust himself to the new situation ; he had to recast his thoughts. The
contents of the gospel, which had been supernaturally communicated to hioi, had in a
natural way to be examined and inwrought with his own thoughts. The facts connected with the earthly manifestation of Christ had to be gone over and assigned their
place in his thoughts.
If we are to suppose him drawn to the scene of the giving of
the Law (as is suggested in the fourth chapter), he would be helped thereby to read
the old in the light of the new. He had withal to brace his own soul in the new truth
against all contingencies connected with his work. After his retirement he returned
to the Christian circle at Damascus, only, however, to be compelled to leave it after a
brief experience of preaching.
IV. The period of his first visit to Jbrusalbm. Four facts to which he attached
importance as showing that his independence was not compromihed by this visit were
"Then after
1. He did not visit Jerusalem tiUthree years after his conversion.
these.
He was converted at the age of thirty. At that
three years I went up to Jerusalem."
time his powers had been matured. He had been accustomed to look closely into the
nature, drift, causes, worth of things. Three years of Ms application would sufHce to
achieve Lis independence as a Christian thinker, so that it could not be disturbed even
by Peter. 2. He visited Jerusalem then to make the acquaintance of Feter. " To visit
Cephas." It was not of purpose that he kept away from Jerusalem. It was simply
that, in the satisfying call and communications, he felt no need to draw to the senioi
apostles.
He freely recognized the work done by Peter, and, when the opportunity
Beyond that his visit had not
offered, he was moved to pay him a brotherly visit.
" And tarried with
3. His visit extended over no more than fifteen days.
significance.
him filteen days." As his object was to visit Peter, he stayed with him. He recalls
the preci.se length of his stay. He had not set that as the limit beforehand. But he
had to make a hurried escape from Jerusalem. And he recalls it now as a singular
piovidence, inasmuch as it took away the appearance of his being a pupil of the Apostle
4. His visit brought him into contact only with one man of note besides Peter.
Peter.
" But other of the apostles saw I none, save James the Lord's brother." James was
labouring with Peter in Jerusalem ; the other apostles were labouring elsewhere. This
James was not of the number of the twelve. The reason for mentioning him is that,
though not an apostle (in the strict sense which is necessary for the argument here), he
was the Lord's brother. He was brother in the sense of having the same mother as
our Lord. The perpetual virginity of Mary is not to be thought ot Our feelings are
no more shocked in thinking of James as her son than in thinking of her as the wife of
Joseph. The difficulty is that our Lord at the last committed hia mother to the care of the
Apostle John. But the difficulty to a large extent remains on the supposition of James
pass over one who in that relation (whatever he was
being only her stepson.
The conclusion to be come to is,
at the time) had the making of such a man in him ?
x\o% thftt James was no son of Mary, but thskt we are left in ignorance of the reason «(
:
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" Now touching the things
Attestation of the foregoing facts.
unto you, behold, before God, I lie not." The language aiiproaohes to
oath-taking. The facts were so important, as affecting his independence as an apostle,
that he gives them his- most solemn attestation.
v. The period following his first visit to JunusALEM. 1. Unknown hy face
unto the Churches of Judasa. " Then I came unto the roiiions of Syria and Cilicin.
And I was ?till unknown by face unto the Churches of Jiidjca which were in Christ."
So far from being sent out by the twelve, the sphere of his labour during this period
was far away in Syria and Cilicia. If we are to understand the Churches of Judsea as
distinguished from the Cluiich of Jerusalem, it does not exclude visits by Paul to
Jerusalem during the period in question. And it appears that there was one visit by
Paul during this period, viz. with contributions for the relief of the brethren in Judasa.
The re;ison for it not beitig mentioned here is that it was aside from his purpose. It
was a visit connected with his work in Syria and Cilicia. It did not affect his relations
to the twelve; for it was during a time of persecution, when he only came into contact
with the elders, and would have to make a speedy departure. It was still true that he
was unknown by face unto the Christian communities of Judasa. 2. Wliat they heard
" But tliey only heard say, He that once persecuted us now preacheth the faith
say.
It was only in this
of which he once made havoc and tliey glorified God in me."
way that they had knowledge of Paul. The great condition of salvation is used as an
equivalent for the ri4i4on of Christ. It shows how hugely faith bulked in Paul's
preaching. The Churches of Judasa (and they were uiuicr the influence of tlie Cburcli
of Jerusalem) asicribed glory to God on account of the marvellous transformation
wrought on Paul. It showed the good feeling of the twelve towards Paul, so different
from the feeling of the Judaists. And it showed also how these Churches rose above
Paul to God.—B. F,
his being passed over.

which

I write

;

Ver. 1.— Apostolic authority, St. Paul opens the Epistle to the Gahitians with an
unusual assertion of his own authority. Generally he describes himself as "the bondservant " of Jesus Christ, and addresses his converts with affectionate gentleness. But
something almost stern marks the beginning of this Epistle, and indeed characterizes
the whole of it; and the writer at the outset sets forth the highest claims of apostolic
rank. This was necessary because disloyalty to the authority of St. Paul had been
used as one of the strongest encouragements for unfaithfulness to the fundamental
It is very difficult to know when self-assertion is a duty,
principles of Christianity.
and more difficult to perform the duty with modesty. Yet there are occasions fur
most of us rare occasions when the cause of truth and rigliteousness requires the firm,
This is peifcctly consistent with unselfishness
dignified claim of one's lawful position.
and humility if the motive is some interest outside ourselves. Herein is the important
point, namely, that the self-assertion is not to be for our own honour, but lor the glory
of God, or the good of man, or the maintenance of right.
It does not originate in the man who
I. The apostolic authokitt is conferred.
He is "one sent," a messenger, a missionary, an ambassador. As tlie
possesses it.
prophet is the man who "speaks for" God, the Divine spoliesman, so the aposlle is lie
who is sent by his Lord, the messenger of Christ. Thus the apostolic authority is very
different from that of the philosopher which depends entirely on his own intellectuiil
powers, and that of the religious founder which grows out of the man's own spiritual
It is derived from the authori ty of Chribt.
ideas, and all purely personal authority.
Natural gifts can no more make a man an apostle than they can give a tree-lance the
right to command a national army.
1. It is not
II. The apostolic authoeitt is independent of human influences.
derived from a human origin. It is not " of men." No man and no body of men can
'J'o attempt such a creation is to put forth forged credentials; it is
create an apostle.
like the act of a man who engraves his own notes and passes them in currency as
though they h»d been issued by a bank. 2. It is not derived through a human medium.
Matthias was thought to be appointed by God since he was
It is not " through man."
chosen by lot after prayer for Divine guidance ; but he certainly received his apostleship,
such as it was, through men, for the election of him was arranged by the Church (Acts
This was not the case with St, Paul. The highesi authority is independent
I. 23
26).
»Jl ofiBcial management,
of all ecclesiastical arrangements and of
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sovereign commissions his
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Tin; udice derives its high influence from
Therefore the npostle is divinely inspired. The

ministers.

from Ood.

Church order that he estahlishes and the doctrinal truth that he preaches have both
2. It is also
claims upon our reverence, Iwcause they come through him from God.
from Christ. It is " through " Christ as beinc; received immediately from him, but it
Christ, however, is
also " through " God, for no distinction is here to be made.
The apostle is a Christian officer. His work is not to serve the
personally concerned.
general relision of faith In God and providence and natural revelation, but to promot«
is

the special faith of the gospel.

The apostolic authobitt
named as " the Father, who

dependent ok the resttrbection of Christ.
him from the dead." St. Paul alone of all
But
apostles received his commission in the first instance from the risen Christ.
other apostles were also especially endowed and sent forth by Christ after the

IV.

God

is

is

raised

the
the
Apart from the importance that attaches itself in
resurrection (Matt, xxviii. 1(j
20).
many ways to the resurrection of Christ as the proof of his victory, the assurance of
our future, etc., there is this particular point here of significance that Christ still lives,
that the apcjstle is not merely faithful to a memory, but serves a living Lord, that he is
not the successor of Christ, but the servant who carries out the fresh mandates of the
living and reigning King.
W. F. A.

—

—

Vers. 3, 4.

Christ's sacrifice

for our deliverance.

The

salutation is

more than

a

kindly expression of good will it is a true benediction based on the grand assurimce of
grace and peiice that grows out of a right understanding of the sacrifice of Christ.
St.
Paul describes the bearings of that wonderful sacrifice in order to give support to his
benediction.
But it is cIckt that he does this with great fulness and distinctness for a
further (lurpose. He wishes at the outset to set forth the fundamental principles of that
gospel which the Galatians are forBaking for " a different gospel, which is not another
gospel."
We have here, then, St. Paul's compendium of the gospel which, for force and
the most perfect of all comterseness, will even boar comparison with St. John's
peridiums of the gospel (John lii. IG). The two do not cover exactly the same ground,
for the gospel is so large that no sentence can comprehend even its leading truths, aad
BO many-sided that no Ufo minds can see it in the same light. Consider the main points
of the one now befoie us.
In the passage just referred to St.
I. Christ voluntarily bacbificed himself.
John tells us how God gave his only begotten Son on our behalf. Now St. Paul
reminds us that Christ also freely gave himself. It was of his own will, subject also
He could have escaped
to the will of his Father, that he lived a life of humiliation.
the cross by abandoning his mission. He went right on to death clearly knowing what
was before him, able to deliver himself at the last by calling legions of angels to his
The sell-sacrifice of Christ
aid (Matt. xxvi. 53), yet willingly submitting to death.
was distinct from suicide in the fact that he did not seek death, and only mit it in the
It is important to bear in
course necessary for the carrying out of his life's mission.
mind that the essence of the sacrifice of Christ lies in this conscious, willing surrender
of himself.
It is not the mere tortures he suffered, nor the bare fact of his death that
gives a value to his endurance.
If be had died of a natural disease after beai'ing worse
pain he could have made no atonement thereby. The willing "obedienci; unto death"
gires a sacrificial value to his death. 1. This only could be a " satisfaction" to Ood.
2. This only could be a claim upon cur faith and love.
II. The occasion of the sacrifice was oob sinb.
cannot say that God
would not have become incarnate if man had not fallen. But if the happy event at
Bethlehem would still have taken filace, the awful tragedy at Calvary would have been
spared.
It is not only that the sin of the world directly caused the rejection and
killing of Christ; his submission to death was occasioned by sin ; it was to save us
from the power and curse of sin. 1. Sin alienated us from God and occasioned the
need of a reconciling sacrifice. 2. Sin cast us into bondage and created the necessity
for a redeeming ransom.
III. The object of the saceifioe was to deltveb 08 from the present evil
WOBLD. 1. It was not to deliver us from Qod, as false notions of the atonement bars
;
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almost suggested but the very opposite, i.e. to deliver us from that which, is most
opposed to God. 2. It was not priniarily to deliver us from the future evil world, fri;m
the pains and penalties of sin there to be endured.
most degrading view of redemption is that which regards it as having little effect on our life now
as chiefly a means
of escape from future suffering.
3. It was essentially deliverance from the dominion of
the evil present, of our own bad habits, of the corrupt customs of the age.
IV. The dblivkbanob th0s effected was in accobdanoe with the will of
God. 1. The object was in accordance with the will of God. He was the first to
desire the deliverance of his poor lost children.
When they are delivered they are
brought out of conflict into harmony with his will. 2. The method of the deliverance
was also in agreement with God's will. It was God's will to send his Son. What
The whole sacrifice of
Christ did was accepted by God as well-pleasing in his sight.
Christ was an obedience and submission to God's will. Herein lay Its value (Heb. x.
The fact is here declared by St. Paul. He offers no theory to account for it.
9, 10).
Theories of the atonement are after-growths of theology, and valuable as some of them
may be, they are not of essential importance. The fact is the one ground for our
faith.— W. F. A.

A

—

—

The duty of intolerance. The frightful excesses of unchristian intolerance
Ver. 8.
that disgrace the history of the Church have led to a revulsion of feeling in which
The advocate of any kind of
indifference is honoured with the name of charity.
But the duty of
intolerance is regarded with aversion as a bigot and a persecutor.
intolerance at the right and necessary time needs to be more clearly discerned.
1. The exclusive claims of the
I. The grounds of the ddty of intolerance.
There is but one gospel ; a rival is a counterfeit. There is room for but one
gospd.
a rival is a usurper. For (1) The gospel of Christ is a declaration of facts, and facts
once accomi)lished cannot vary ; it is a revelation of truth, and truth is iutolerant of
error ; the highest truth, too, is one.
(2) The gospel of Christ is the most perfect satisAnother gospel could not be a better one, for this is all we want.
faction of our aeeds.
Nothing can be better than. forgiveness and eternal life through faith in Christ. (3) The
God would not sacrifice his Son to death
gospel of Christ is the only possible gospel.
The gospel is the expression of the
if redemption were to be obtained at a less cost.
As such it is the eternal voice of an immutable Being. 2. The
love and will of God.
honowr of Christ. He who proposes another gospel than that of Christ crucified and
Christ risen, directly insults the Name of our Lord. Loyalty to Christ compels Intolerauce for all enmity to him. That is no true Christian charity which has no regard for
the rights of the Lord, who should have the first claim upon our love. 3. The good of
men. The gospel offers the highest blessings to men in the greatest need. It is the
one anchor of hope to the despairing, the one comfort to the miserable, the one salvation
If it be true, we cannot permit so precious a boon to be lost through the
for the lost.
usurpation of a false gospel. The charity that would do this is like that which would
allow multitudes of sick people to perish through the maltreatment of a quack, rather
than be so unkind to him as to show the least intolerance of his delusions.
1. The rights of the gospel, not
II. The limits of the duty of intolebance.
Here, however,
St. Paul has just been asserting his claims.
the daims of the preacher.
he entirely subordinates them to his message. Intolerance commonly springs fiom
personal jealousy or party spirit, and therefore it is generally so evil a thing. We are
not to be intolerant for ourselves, only for the truth. The truth is infinitely more
important than the teacher. The rank, the character, the ability of the man should
count for nothing if he is unfaithful to the Christian trutL 2. The gospd itself, not
minor accessories. (1) Great liberty must be left in regard to details, both because
these often lie on debatable ground and because they are less important than charity.
There is a point beyond which more harm will be done in disturbing the peace of the
Church and wounding our lellow-Christians than good in establishing minor truths
(2) Account also must be taken of varying views of the gospel.
at^ainst all opposition.
E'ven the apostles did not state it in the same words ; Peter and Paul, John and Jamca
thus vary, though with unbroken loyalty to the central truth as it is in Jesus.
Lan<'ua<'e,'habits of thought, aspects of truth from different standpoints necessarily
Let us see that ws do not condemn a man for his clothes,
present "great variety.
»
galatians,
;
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SpiritiuU intolerance, not physical persecution. St. Panl pronounces a curse on the
But ho does not draw the sword upon him. He leaves him witli
of the gospel.
VVe have no excuse, then, for
God. There if he have erred, he will be rightly judged.
the exercise of violence ajainst those whom we regard as the enemies of Christ, but
only for bold testimony against their errors leaving all else in the bands of God.
In conclusion, see that (1) we receive the one true gospel, and (2) faithfully declare
it, and (3) firmly resist manifest perversions of it.—W. P. A.
3.

enemy

—

The destiny, call, and mission of St. Paul. I. Thk DTisTrnT. St.
Vers. 15, 16.
feels that from his birth he was set apart for the great apostolic work of his later
1. There is a destiny in every life.
God has his purpose of culling us into being.
years.
do not choose the circumstances
2. This destiny is determined /or us, not by us.
can with di fficulty escape
in which we are born, nor our own gifts and dispositions.
from our surroundings, and w6 can never escape from ourselves. Whether a man will
see the light as a prince in a palace, or as a beggar under a hedge, is entirely beyond
his control, and it is equally impossible for him to determine whether he will have the
genius of Newton or the inanity of an idiot. Yet how largely do these differences
effect a man's necessary future!
3.
may be long unconscious of our destiny. St.
Paul never dreamed of his while he sat at the feet of Gamaliel nor while he was
harrying the Christians. It is a secret of providence gradually revealed. 4. It is our
duty to work out our destiny by voluntary obedience to the will of God revialed in it
when once it is revealed to us. To resist it is to kick against the pricks.
can do
this, for, though set apart for a work, we may refuse to follow it by our free-will, but
at our great cost.
II. The call.
In the Acts of the Apostles the external details of the call of St.
Paul are described ; here he gives us only the internal experience. He only could give
this, and this was the really important thing.
The flashing light, the arrested journey,
the andible voice, the blindness, were all accessories.
The one important thing was the
inward voice that brought conviction to the heart of the man. Every a[iostlo needed
a call from Christ to constitute him such. But every Christian ha{< some Divine call.
have not the miracle to convey the call, and we do not want it. By the manifttt
claims that present themselves to us, by the discovery of our own powers and opportunities of service, by the promptings of our conscience, Christ calls us to our life's
work. To see a work for Christ needing to be done, and to be able to do it, is a
providential call to undertake it. It is a disastrous superstition that keeps us back
while we wait for a more articulate voice. God's will is manifest in the indication of
what is ri'.'ht. To know God'? will is to be called to his service.
]
1. Its object. The revelation of Christ. St. Paul was to make Christ
1. 'J H li MISSION.
known. He was not to spread his own religious notions, but only to reveal Christ.
He was not to teach a doctrinal Christianity so much as to show Christ himself. This
was to be done, not only by his words, but also by his life. He was so to live Christ
Before
that men should see Christ in him. Thus Christ was to be revealed in him.
he could preach Christ in words he must have the revelation of Christ in his own
person. If we do not reveal Christ by our lives, all our words will count for little, being
belied by our glaringly inconsistent conduct.
If we act like Christ, the silent influence
2. The scope
of our living will be the most clear and powerful setting forth of Christ.
of the miision, St. Paul was to preach Christ among the Gentiles. His own special
It was
gospel was the message that God's grace in Christ extended to the whole world.
not for his own sake nor even for the glory of Christ alone that he was called to his
VVe are all called
great mission. The highest missions are unselflsh and beneficent.
some way to minister to others.
can do it in no way better than by revealing
Christ to them in our actions as well as in our words.
W. F. A,
Paul
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Ver. 24.
Ood glorified in man. I. The Church should hbabtilt welcoms hew
coirv£BX8.
St. Paul proves conclusively that he obtained neither his Christian faith
nor his apostleship from the Church at Jerusalem. But in doing so he gives little
ground for the view of those who hold that he was in direct antagonism to that Church.
On the contrary, he distinctly asserts that the Jewish Christians welcomed him and
This was an ant of large-hearted confidence. 1. It
praised God for his conversion.

ca. n.
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shows a genuine Christian spirit to honour ungrudgingly a spiritual work in which we
have taken no part. There is always a temptation to slight such work and to re?:ard
the fruits of it with suspicion. 2. The beauty of Christian charity is also seen in the
walrm welcome of one who had been an enemy. The persecutor preaches what he had
opposed. That is enough for the Church at Jerusalem.
If we had more faith in such
conversions we should encourage them more readily. 3. The breadth of this charity is
still further noticeable in readiness to welcome as a brother a man whose views and
habits differ from our own.
From the first St, Paul's Christianity must have borne a
different colour from that of St. James.
But the common faith in Christ united them.
II. The glort op Christian graces is dub to God.
They are "graces" and
gifts, not attainments which a man acquires for himself.
The wonderful change of the
zealous persecutor of Christianity

mio the equally

zealous preacher

is

wholly attributed

God. It is not St. Paul who is glorified by the Church at Jerusalem. We make
the mistake of unduly praising the character of a saint without recognizing sufficiently
the source of his saintliness, or we make the equally foolish error of honouring the
preacher for the fruit of teaching which would never have been reaped but for the
Divine power of which the man was only the conductor.
III. God's glory is nowhere shown more richly thah nt the work
of
Christian grace. It flashes from the face of nature, glowing in the broad heavens,
smiling on the beautiful earth. It breaks out through the course of history in grand
indiioations of providential justice and mercy.
It gleams in wonderful truths revealed
Above all, it shines
to the eyes of seeYs who speak it forth in articuhite prophecy.
most brightly in the life and person of Christ. But as Christ is full of grace and truth,
every Christian has some measure of the same blessings, and according to his measure
God may be glorified in a man. Man often dishonours
manifests the glory of them.
God. He may also reveal God's glory. Just as the brightness of the sun is not seen
in its beauty till it is reflected from earth, or sea, or sky, the glory of God must be
shown on some object. Shining on the face of a Christian, it is revealed. It is well
Our religion is too selfish, and therefore it is too gloomy. We often
to recognize this.
pray when we should be praising. We seek good things for ourselves unceasingly when
wo should be losing ourselves in the contemplation of the glory of God. We cannot
Add to that glory; yet we may and should glorify God by joyously dpr.laring the works
to

of his grace.

—W. F. A.

EXPOSITIOIT.

CHAPTER

n.

In the preceding chapter, St. Paul has
been concerned to make clear the position
that neither the gospel which he preached
nor the commission which he held was derived from the older apostles : the history
first years of his ministry showed
The apostle is now addressing himthis.

of the

self to a different

show that

subject

;

he wishes

to

his gospel, though not derived

from the older apostles, had, however, while
recognized as standing on an Independent
footing, received the sanction of their ap-

This being. his object, he had no
ocoasion to refer in any way to visits which
he may have made to Jerusalem between
the one mentioned in ch. i. 18 and the one
proval.

here referred to. The tenor of his argument, therefore, so far, does not of itself

determine wbetUer this visit vina either the
one mentioned in Acts xi. 30; xii. 25, or
the one described in Acts xv., or possibly
some other not recorded. That, however, it
was in reality that of Acts xv. rather than
that of Acts xi., xii., hardly admits of a
doubt. If we compare the circumstances
here related with those which marked the
condition of Church affairs at Jerusalem on
the two occasions severally as described by
The imprisonment of St. Peter
St. Luke.
and the whole state of distress presented to

us in Acts

xii.

make

it

well-nigh incon-

ceivable that any such incidents

should

have then occurred as St. Paul here speaks
of; while, on the other hand, the question agitated on the occasion described in
Acta XV. corresponds precisely ia character
with the mutual relations here described
as subsisting between St. Paul and the be^

;
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lievcreof the circumcision with their leaders.

What

Paul

St.

hero relates

fits

in very

naturally into the circumstances related in

Acts XV., though the situation is looked at
from different points of view. " I went up
again," he gays not, " I went np a second
time." (For a more complete discussion of
;

Conybeare and Howson,
appendix on 'The Chronology of
Bishop Lightfoot, additional notes

this questioD, see
vol.

i.,

Gal.

ii.

;

'

ii.
10 ; and Dean Howson in
'Speaker's Commentary,' New Testament,

after

vol.

Gal.

iii.

p. 51&.;

The chapter

falls into

two

sections.

Of

these, viewed in their leading purport, the
first (vers.

1

— 10)

exhibits the recognition

formally accorded to St. Paul's gospel and
work by the highest authorities of the

Church of the circumcision
(vers. 11

— 21)

light the independence

of his position

;

the second
sti iking

displays in a very

and co-ordinateness

when standing

face to face

with the very chiefost of the apostles.
But while these seem to be their leading
objects, we find the apostle weaving in, after
his manner, trenchant references to other
matters relevant to the maiu purpose of the
Epistle, and even enlarging upon them.
Ver.

—Then fourteen years after

1.

(eirfira

Bia Seicareffcydpav erUv) ; then after a space
of fourteen yeart. Eeokoned from when ?
think from the visit mentioned in

Many

from the time of his consight, the former seems
the more obvious view ; but fuller con-

ch. i. 18
version.

;

others,

At

first

sideration determines for the latter. The
apostle lays stress upon the interval being
" It was not less
SI) long ; as if it were,
than fourteen years after, that a conference
took place between me and the older
apostles relative to the gospel which 1

during all which time I was
preach
preaching it on a fuoting independent of
them." There appears no other motive
than this for his specifying the numlier of
years. This being so, the specification would
naturally at once include the whole period
during which he had. been so engaged, and
not leave it to the reader to add the two
or three years which had elapsed before the
I went np again
visit mentioned ch. i. 18.
to Jerusalem with Barnabas (vaxiv avifitiv
It is quesils 'lepotrJAu/ja p.fThL 'Bapvi^a).
tionable whether this "again" covers the
clause " with Barnabas," or not. We assume
with confidence that this visit to Jerusalem
We know,
IS the one described in Acts xv.
therefore, that there had been at least one
journey to Jerusalem previously taken by
;

[CH.

II.

1- -21

Paul in conjunction with Barnabas, viz.
that of Acta xi., xii. We know also that
he had been in close association with Barnabas in that first visit to Jerusalem mentioned above in ch. i. 18 (comp. Acts ix. 27)
it is very possible that they had then come
up in company. Now, so affecting was the
interest for St. Paul with which both these
visits were fraught, the one on his own
account, the other on account of the distress
then suffered by the Church, that we may
feel certain that, in the careful review he is
now taking af the past, both of them would
most vividly recur to his recollection; so
vividly that it is quite conceivable that he
was writing to the Galatians of his "going
again to Jerusalem uoith Barndbaa," with
allusion to those two former vitiits, though
he has not before named Barnabas's name
in connection with that one which alone he
has spoken of. If this view is not admitted,
we must suppose a comma present after
" Jerusalem. " And took Titus with me
also ; or rather, perhaps, and took_ in oar
comjiany also Titus {avfXTTa,pa,\a^(i>v val T^roy),
The ahv in avjAMapoKafiiov seems to allude to
the others whom Paul and Barnabas, as
mentioned in Acts xv. 2, took with them
on that journey. So also in Acts xii. 25
and XV. 37 ; for in these two passages we
are not to suppose that John Mark is named
as being their sole comi>anion, but rather
that he is specified only in preparation for
what has afterwards to be told concerning
him. In Acts xv. 39 napaXa^6vra without
the ahv simply indicates that Mark was
with Barnabas, without reference to others
St.

who may or may not have been with them.
The singular number of the participle,
appears to indicate a certain
independent action which St.
Paul had by this time gained for himself,
even when viewed in relation to Barnabas
Paul himself attached Titus to the company.
At any rate, it needs to be noted that St.
Paul speaks of himself as simply " going
up with Barnabas," not as " taking Barnabas
with him " for it would be a misconception
alike of the import of the words before us,
and of the relative position as yet outwardly
obtaining in public action between the two
men, to think of Paul as the leader and
chief organizer of the accompanying party
and of Barnabas as subordinate to him.
The higher apostolate of Paul was at that
time only in process of manifestation, not
as yet fully realized in the Church (see
avixTTopaKa^Jiii,

footing of

:

;

Introduction, Dissertation II.). Nothing is
known of the antecedents of Titus, save that
he was a " Greek " (ver. 3), both his parents

apparently being Gentiles, and that St.
Paul, in designating him in the Epistle
addressed to him (i. 1), as his " true
child " (yv^o'Ki)' riKvov), leemi to mark him

;

JH.

II.
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Lut SB • convert of his own; while the
in which he is here named to the
Galatians suggests the surmise (hat he was
no stranger to themselves. The apostle
.nay be supposed to have secured his being
ippointed by the Antioohiau Church to be
one of the deputsition to Jerusalem, both
that he might be a representative of the
Church of the unoircumcision, and on
account of his great moral fitness to take
pait in the delieate and critical business
ihon on foot. About the time the apostle
wrote this letter to the Galatians, he was
much employed by him, being entrusted
with missions, which, like that earlier one,
required especial firmness and discr. tion
tempered with truly Christian sentiment
fcf. 2 Cor. il. 13; vii. 6, 13-15; viii. 1(5, 22;
cii. 18.
See Mr. Phillott's article on " Titu» "
Dictionary of the Bible').
(n Smith's
Ver. 2. And I went up by revelation or,
md I went up in accordance with a revelation (^ave$7]V 5e Kara cLTrOKaKv^^iv), The form of
ienteuce in the Greek is similar to that (e. j.)
in John ixi. 1
Eom. iii. 22 Jas. i. 6 a
word of the preceding context is taken up
afresh for the purpose of being qualified or
explained.
Eevelations were frequently
made to the apostle, both to communicate
important triitlis (Eph. iii. 3) and to direct
or encourage his proceedings. They appear
as,
to have been made in different ways
through dreams or visions (Acts xvi. 9, 10
xviii. 9; xxii. 18
21; xxvii. 23); through
prophets (Acts xiii. 2; xxi. 11); often, no
djubt, through a strong impulse borne in
upon his spirit, prompting him to, or debarring him from, some particular line of
coniluct (Acts xvi. 6, 7).
The journey now
in question being tliat recorded by St. Luke
(Acts XV., init), we have to observe that St.
Luke ascribes his going to a decision come
to by the biothren at Antioch (Acts xv. 2).
But there is no discrepancy here. It is an
obvious supposition, that the apostle, taking
into consideration, perhaps, the prejudice
enteiiained against him at Jerusalem, not
only, as Christ had himself intimated to iiim,
by the unbelieving Jews (Acts xxii. 18),
but, as Jamea later on confessed, by even
Uie members of the Church itself (Acts

manner

'

—

;

;

;

:

:

—

21 ; comp. on botli points, Bom. xvi. 31),
at fifgt some hesitation in accepting the
commission ; was he by going likely to forlixi.

felt

—

ward their views? but that his hesitation
was overruled by Christ himself, who in
some w«y revealed to him that it was his
Similarly, when
will that he should go.
visiting Jerusalem for the first time after
his conversion, his hasty departure from the
city is attributed by St. Luke to the care of
the disciples for his safety (Acts ii. 25);
whereas St. Paul, in his speech from the
stain, ascribes it to a " trance," in which th«
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Lord appearing to him bade h'.m to depart
thence without delay (Acts xxii. 17, 2]),
The two accounts in each iuotanoe are
mutually supplementary, the one viewing
the case historically from the outsi.le, the
otlier as an autobiographical reminiscence
from within. The apostle's reason for thus
pointedly mentioning the especial direction
under which he took this journey, had
evidently reference to it-f being the design
of Christ, that thereby, together with other
objects to be subserved by it, the doctrine
and ministerial work of Paul should be
sealed witli the recognition of his first

—

apostles and of his earliest Church a result
of prime necessity for the prosperous development of the whole Church; more important, perhaps, than even its more ostensible
res nit as dedoribed by St. Luke.
And com-

muuioated unto them

and I laid

(khI aveee/nnv avTois)

before them.

;

The verb

occurs in
the Nesv Testament besides only in Acts
XXV. 14r, where it means simply giving the
king an account of Paul's case with the view
apparently of getting his opinion upon it.
In the present case St. Paul stated his
doctrine to the persons referred to, with the
view likewise of seeing what they would
say ; but certainly not witli any intention of
having it modified by their suggestions
(cf. the use of AxeffeTo in 2 Maco. iii. 9,
which presents a curiously similar conjunction of particulars). By them, i.e. those there,
are obviously meant, not the inhabitants in
general, but the Christians of tlie place,
tliough not immediately before mentioned.
have the like use of the pronoun in
Actd XX. 2 ; 2 Cor. ii. 13. That gospel which
The
I preach (ri evayy4\tov i Ktjpiirato).
present tense of the verb points to the whole
period of his ministry up to the time at
which ho was writing. It is implied that
his teaching had been the same all along.
Elsewhere he styles it "my gospel " (Eom.
Among the
ii. 16; xvi. 25; 2 Tim. ii. 8).
Gentiles (^v to7s eBveai); alluding to the
complexion of his doctrine as bearing upon
the acceptance of Gentiles before God simply
upon tlieir faith in Christ (of. Eph. iii. 1,
But privately (kot' iSlav S4). The
6, 8).
phrase, icar" iSiav, occurs sixteen times besides
in the New Testament, always in the sense
ot privately, apart (cf. e.g. Mark iv. 31; vi.

We

To them which
81, 32 ; vii. 33 ; ix. 2, 28).
were of reputation (toIs SoKomt) ; them who
were of repute } men eminent in repute and
position. The phrase, oi Sokovvtss, was used
in this sense both in classical Greek and in
the later " common dialect " (Eurip., ' Hec.,'
294 ' Heracl.,' 897 ; Troad.,' 617 ; Herodian,' vi. 1).
There is no reason to suppose
'

'

;

is any tone of disparagement in
the plirase, as if the persons spoken o(
" seemed " to be more than they really were.

that there

;

—
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apostle repeats this participle thrice in

—

the following context once (ver. 6), as here,
absolutely; and twice (vers. 6, 9) with ati
infinitive.
This harping upon SoKovvres
suggests a surmise that St. Paul's gainsayers in Galatia had been fond of using
the expression to designate the persons referred to in disparagement of himself as a
man comparatively of no mark. Compare
the almost mocking reiteration of "superlatively chief apostles," in 2 Cor. xi. 5 and
xii. 1 1, referring to " pseudo-apostles."
In
order to determine who were the persons the
apostle thus distinguishes, we natui ally refer
to St. Luke's account of the circumstances.
St. Luke, then, seems to speak of three
several meetings held on this occasion. The
first (in ver. 4) when Paul and Baniabas,
with their fellow-deputies, were " received
by the Church and the apostles and the
elders " when " they [Paul and Barnabas]
declared what great things God had done in
co-operation with them."
It cannot have
been then that St. Paul gave this exposition
ofhis gospel. But certain of the Pharisees
who had joined the Church began loudly to
insist upon the necessity of Gentile converts
being circumcised and conforming to the
Law. Whether it was at this first meeting
itseU that this took place, or subsequently,
"
at all events " the apostles and the elders
judged it to be undesirable that the matter
should be further discussed in so large an
assemblage of the circumcision, before, in the
calmer atmosphere of a private conference,
they had themselves considered what course
it would be best to adopt.
Accordingly, St.
Luke tolls us (ver. 6), " the apostles and the
elders came together to see about this
matter." " After much discUssioi; had taken
place," which upon a question so closely
touching the Jew's national sensibilities
must even in this more select body have
been fraught with no ordinary excitement,
the rising passions of controversy were
stilled by Peter; he recalled the story of
Cornelius, and founding thereupon, he
warned his hearers, that by imposing, as
many perhaps even of those then present
were wishful to do, the intolerable yoke of
Mosaism upon the neck of the Gentile disciples, they ran the risk of contravening and
provoking God for after all (he significantly
reminded them), their own hope of salvation,
as well as the hope of Gentilu believers, was
that they would be saved through the grace
of the Lord Jesus. Thereupon the " whole
company" (irA^fioj, in ver. 12, is used by
St. Lnke in the same way as in his Gospel
(xuil 1) when speaking of the Sanhedrin
the eldership of the very large Church of
Jerusalem must of itself, without the doubtful addition of elders from Judasan towns,
have formed a considerable body) listened
;

;
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with hushed and respectful attention to Paul
and Barnabas, while they gave a detailed
account of what great signs and wonders
God had wrought amongst the Gentiles
through them.
After this, upon James's
"
proposition, " the apostles and the elders
came to the resolution that, in conjunction
with the whole Church, they would choose
and depute certain members of their community to convey to the Gentile brethren a
certain letter, which very probably (of. as to
diction, vers. 17, 23, with Jas. ii. 7; i. 1)
James himself, as presiding in their meeting,
witli the eononrrence of the apostles and the
elders, drew up. The words," with the whole
Cliurch," coming in here for the first time
since ver. 4, indicate a third meeting, in
which the general body of believers was
prevailed upon to concur in the measures
before agreed upon in the second more
private meeting.
According to the more
approved reading of ver. 23 (omitting the Kal
before aScKipoi), the letter issues from " the
apostles and the elder brethren " alone, as
these also were the persons with whom
(ver. 2) the deputation from Antioch had
been sent to confer. Now, upon the review
of all the circumstances as now stated, the
second of these three meetings would seem
to have presented just such an opportunity
as would Euit the design which St. Paul had
formed, of expounding liis teaching to the
leading spirits in Jerusalem. When he and
Barnabas were relating those signs and
wonders by which the seal of Divine sanction
had been put upon their ministry among
the Gentiles, it was natural that Paul, here
no doubt, as generally " the chief speaker,"
should tell their hearers with the utmost
distinctness what that teaching was which
Heaven had thus ratified most especially
;

that part of it which was so directly relevant
to the practical question which was then in
debate, and which is so emphatically set
forth in the Epistles to the Galatiaus and
the Romans to wit, that all who believe in
Christ are justified and have full peace and
sonsbip with God without any worki <il
Mosaical ceremonialism. This was precisely
" the gospel " which here (ver. 2) he speaks
of as "preached by him among the Gentiles."
" The apostles and the elders " answer perfectly to the description of oj SoKovfrfs. For
there is no reason lor supposing that the ol
SoKovvTfs of vers. 2 and 6, or the of SoxovvTes
fhaC T< of ver. 6, represent exactly the same
persons as the ol SoKovvris ariKoi tJvai of
ver. 9.
These last are to be conceived of
rather as representative of those larger
bodies of men recited in the former three
references "James" representing the elders
(for the present writer makes no question
but that tLiS James "the Lord's brother"
was the presiding officer or Bishop of the

—

—
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Church of Jerusalem, and not one of the
twelve apostles), and " Cephas and John "
representing the twelve, who may be believed to have been all of them at Jerusalem
at this time, though these two, certainly tlie
leading ones, are the only ones whose names
there happened to be occasion for specifying.
Lest by any means I should run, or had run,
in vain (ju^ Trajs els Kivhv Tpexoi ^ ^Spa^oc).
The comparison of 1 Thess. iii. 5 {p.^ nas
eireipairei/ u/jias 6 iretpd^djv, KoL els Kei'hv yevTjTai

i kSttos 7ifiS)v) shows that rptx" '^ the subjunctive. The present teuBe, lest I ehcmid he
running, points to the time of wliioh he is

writing and the time onward therefrom.
classical

Greek

it

In

would have been rpexot/u.

The use of tho verb rpexw, " run," " rush
on," a favourite word with the apostle, well
characterizes the zealous forward speeding
manner of his activity. "In vain;" to an
empty result; for no good. He intimates
that there had been a danger lest the fruits
of his earnest work among the Gentiles,mi<<ht
through some cause get wrecked. That
this is what he means is clear from 1 Thess.
iii. 5 just cited
and not that there had been
any fear lest he might himself havo been
somehow mistaking his way most especially,
not lest he had been at all mistaken in the
doctrine wliich he taught, a thing which lie
does not for one moment imagine.
His
work would have been in danger of being
spoilt if the Gentile Churches as planted by
himself liad been disowned or discountenanced by the mother Church, or if they had
got split up into factious 'parties by the
;

;

intervention, e.g. of persons coming "from
James," telling them that they were not in
a state of salvation. To guard against this
danger, he was led by Christ himself to seek
« formal recognition of his doctrine by tho
apostles and the elders of the Jerusalemite
Church, and through them by that Church
itself.
As the rank-an"d-file of the Jewish
believers at Jerusalem were even bigotedly
attached to the Mosaic Law, and also regarded St. Paul himself with great suspicion,
he might very easily have failed of gaining
the recognition he required, if he had at
once brought the matter before the general
body. If their spiritual leaders had not first
come forward in the cause of truth, it was
but too probable that some fanatical Musaists
would have gained the ear of the multitude,
and hurried them away in a course of headlong opposition to Paul and his teaching,

from which

it

might have been very difficult

afterwards to recall them.
Ver. 3.— But (uAA') ; and yet. " Though I
explicitly stated to the leading men in the
Church of Jerusalem what I taught respecting the relation of Gentile converts to circumoision and the Mosaic Law, yet in the
et)4 they, by thuir support, enabled v» to
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withstand the pressure which wag for a
while applied for getting Titus circumcised."
Neither Titus, who was with me,
being a Greek, was compelled to be circumcised (^oiSe TItos 6 <riiv ifiol, "EKKriv &v T\va-yKdfffli) iripiTixi]BrivaC) ; not even was Titus who
was with me, heinq a Greek, compelled to

he eircumeised.
This, St. Paul intimates,
was a crucial case.
Titus was a Gentile

pure ; not (like Timothy) having one parent
of Jewish extraction and therefore capable
of being identitied with the Jewish people,
but Gentile-born of both parents.
The

"who was with nie," after ver. 1,
was quite unnecessary for mere deflnition
in fact, it is not added for definition, but to
mark the close association with an uneircumcised Gentile which the apostle openly
displayed at Jerusalem. He took him wltii
him, we may suppose, when he came befoi'o
the Church at its public assemblies when
he appeared before the select meeting of tho
apostles and elders
when he joined the
brethren in the agapse and tlie Lord's
Supper occasions of fraternal communion,
in which the piesence of a " dog," " an
nnoircumcised Greek," would be tenfold
obnoxious. We cannot, by the way, but
clause,

;

;

;

—

marvel at

courage in thus
paraded fellowship with Titus sure to give deep otfenco
to the vast majority ofhis Christian brethren,
but it might also well expose him to serimia
personal risks among the highly inflammable
populace of the city.
At Jerusalem his
" soul was among lions." The two clauses,
" who was with me, being a Greek," illustrate tho " not even."
Openly displayed as
was Titus's companionship with St. Paul
before the eyes of all the Jews, both believers
andunbelievers,and Geutileashewasknown
to be, yet not oven in his case was circumcision
persistently insisted upon. The aorist tense
of i]vayK6,<TBn is significant of the ultimate
result it implies that an attempt was made
to get Titus to submit to the rite, but failed.
AVe must observe that St. Paul does not
write, " I was not compelled to circumcise
Titus," but " Titus was not compelled to be
circumcised."
This appears to make a
material difference.
By putting it as he
has done, the apostle intimates that it was
to Titus himself that the pressure was
applied.
Titus was plied, we may suppose,
with theological argument, with appeals to
his brotherly sympatliies, with appeals to
his prudent care for public peace, with
threats of social and religious excommunication, and with stern, in<lignant remonstrance.
But sustained, as he all through
knew himself to be, by at least St. Paul,
if not also by his fellow-deputies, he through
it all maintained his firm stand upon bin
liberty.
The " we " of the effo^nev in ver. 5,
acting.

;

St. Paul's great

Not only was

this
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cised,

We

—

wholly clung to. But if we suppose this,
we cannot imagine that the writer would
have said that Titus was not compelled to
be circumcised " by reason of those false
brethren," if these had been the very
persons alluded to as having tried to compel
him. It is more probal)le that the persons
alluded to were certain influentinl members
of the Jewish Church, with a strong body,
perhaps, of the tlduis of that Church, having
possibly the cunenrrence even of James and
of Cephas.
James and the elders, on a
later occasion (Acts xxi. 18
26), urged Paul
himself to undertake the performance of
certain Mosalcal observances, with the view
of conciliating the believers of Jerusalem.

—

It is, therefore, quite supposable, at this
earlier and as yet immature stage in the

development of the practical application of

question.
Ver. 4.

—And

Uwougb

fftitb

that because of false brethren unawares brought in (Sia Sh robs
irapeL(TdKrous ij/evSaSeXcpovs) ; and that because
of the false brethren witlwut warrant brought
The conjunction Se often is not adverin.
sative, but only introduces a fresh thought
of a qualifying or explanatory character
(comp. av4^7}v 5e and Kar* l^iav 5e of ver. 2),
The rendering of our English Version represents the connection with the preceding
sentence quite correctly. The designation,
" false brethren," after the analogy of " false
apoiitlcs," "false prophets" (iffuSuirtiirToAoi,
2 Pet. ii. IX
i//6u5oTr/30(f)i7Tai, 2 Cor. xi. 13 ;
were those who were not really brethren in
Christ, but had superinduced the profes•ion of such over a state of mind radically
incompatible with it not " children of God
;

in Christ Jesus," but only

OH. n. 1

—

21.

simulating faith in Christ ; outwardly " b«ip>
tized into Christ," but not inwardly, and
Tho loud demand
therefore not really.
which those false brethren were making,
that all Gentile converts should be circum-

no doubt. Includes at least Titus.
The
question, however, arises Who were they
that for a while endeavoured to force c.rThe converts from
cumcifiion upon Titus ?
the sect of the Pharisees, mentioned by St.
naturally
(Acts
the first to
Luke
xv. 5), are
But the moulding of
occur to our minds.
the sentence in the next verse discouncannot help
tenances this solution.
identifying the " false brethren " there
spoken of with just those very Pharisean
converts men who had simply thrown tho
cloak of professed Christian discipleship
over the old
Pharisean legalism still

the evangelical doctrine, that Titus was
now being dealt with in a somewhat similar
manner. But whoever they were that were
doing it, it is plain that, in effect, they were
working towards the same practical result
aa the most eager of the Mosaist legalists,
only by a dill'erent mode of approach.
Titus in particular was fastened upon for
this assault, apparently hectiuse St. Paul
had brought him wilh him as a crucial
instance whereupon to try the general

i

was

distinctly rested

—

i

by them

tlpon

the principle that otherwise those converts
were not qualified for sonship in God's
family or for admission to Church fellowship
with, at any rate, the believing circumcision.
This demand of theirs, made upon
this pernicious prinuiple, it was that had
raised the present controversy, and had
brought Paul and his fellow-deputies to
Jerusalem.
If, under such circumstanoes,
Titus, with St. Paul's concurrence, had consented to be circumcised, then, whatever
the motive of his consenting, it would have
seemed to those false brethren, and not to
them only, but indeed to the Church at
large, that all had agreed in recognizing
the soimilness of that principle of theirs
that circumcision was indispensable for perfect Divine acceptance. This consideration,
we may believe, Titus and St. Paul now
urged upon those who, not themselves
alleging that principle, nor even allowing it
to be true, yet, on other grounds, were
recommending and pressing for Titus's cirAnd the ar^'ument prevailed
cumcision.
They withdrew that pressure
with them.
of theirs, and consented to leave Titus
to stand there before (he Church and tho
world, a claimant of full admission to a!.
Christian fellowship while still in unciroumcision.
It was those false brethren
themselves, then, that made it impossible at
the present juncture that those who helii
fast to the truth of the gospel should accept
counsels of compromise or conciliation. In
matters of indiiference (a5m<Jjo/)o) there is
a time for conciliation this no one cotdd
ever be more ready to see and act upon than
but there is also a time for
St. Paul
the unbending assertion of truth, and
the clamours of the false brethren made the
present to be one of the latter kind.
In
that particular juncture of Church development, the doctrine itself of the absolute
justification of men tijrough faitli in Christ
If Titus was not qualified
was at stake.
for Christiiin fellowship by simply his faith
iu Christ, then neither was he quulified for
acceptance with God by simply his faith.
Without warrant brought in.
In the compound verbal Tropeio-d/cTous, the preposition
irapa appears to point, not so much to the
manner in which they had been brought
in, as e.g. stealthily, craftily, ai to the circumstance that they had no business to be
brought in at all ; they were an alien brood.
The Greek glossologists, Hesychius, Photius,
and Suidas, render it dwdrpiot, i.e: alien.
In i Pet. i. 1, irapfKri^avffir «<(>»«(» iwwMiw,
;

;

cH. n.
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reference is made to the alien charaotpr of
the teaching spoken of. The apostle's foeliog is that men who do not accept the
truth that through faith in Christ we are
justified, and through faith only, have no
proper place in the Church of Christ (comp.
Who
ch. V. 4, 5). If the question be asked
brouglit them in? the parable of the tares
The devil (comp.
suggests the answer
2 Cor. xi. 15 ii. 11). Who came in privily
(o'lnves 7rapei<r5)A8o;') ; o set of men who without warrant came in. The preposition iropi
in the verb has the same force as it has in

&pav ft^aixev). To whom; 'I.e. to the false
brethren; not the persons immediately referred to in ver. 3 as soi king to compel
Titus to be circumcised. These last used
advice and persuasiou; the false brethren
demanded with clamour (Sei, Acts it. 5).
The phrase rendered for an hour occurs
also John v. 35 2 Cor. vii. 8 ; Philem. 15.
There seems to be an underlying allusion to
those occasions on which the apostle did, as
he says, " to the Jews become as a Jew, to
the weak, weak" (1 Cor. ix. 20, 22); but
this he would not do when dealing with

TrapetffaKrovs. Soalsoinirap£to'eSu(roi'(Juile4).

false brethren,

To apy out our liberty which we have in

turn gospel freedom into legal slavery. We;
The words oh oiSi
I, Barnabas, Titus.
most certainly belong to the original text.
Not merely does only one uncial manuscript
omit them, but their omission would leave
behind a sentence self-con vioted of absurFor it would run thus: "But bedity.
cause of the false brethren without warrant
brought in, a set of men who without warrant
came in to spy out our liberty, that they
might degrade us into slaveiy, we yielded
for a season with subjection, that the truth
of the gospel miglit lastingly abide with
you ; " yielded, i.e. by circumcising Titus
for this is what this reading most probably
supposes St. Paul to have done. In this
sentence the vituperative description of the
false brethren, so extended and so intensely
emphatic, instead of being an implied argument in favour of the course of action
which the ap"stle states ho adoptea, namely,
concession to those men, both lacks all
motive for its introduction here, and works
wholly in favour of the opposite course, of
The only suitresistance to their wishes.
able and logical description of those for
whose sake tho concession would have been
made would have been that they were
bretliren meaning well, but weak in the
faith, who should, by concession for a season,
be won over to more perfect accord with the
goapel. (On this reading, see Alford, and the

—

—

;

Christ Jesus (icoTO(rK0jr5)(rai ri/v 4\ev8fpiav
rifjiav ^v exOiU*" ^^ ^ptCfip 'ItjctoC); to spy out
These men
that liberty of ours which, etc.
had come into the Church prepared to detect
and to regard with the keenest dislike anything, either in doctrine or in Church action,
which would infringe upon their own
For
legalism, and to waj{u war upon it.
tills notion of hostile intent is strongly sug"
King*
gested by the verb to spy out " (cf. 2
X. 3 ; 1 Chrori. xix. 3 ; and KaTaxTfcoirsvtrat in
The infinitive (of purpose),
Josli. ii. 2).

viewed in reference to the men themselves,
can be understood only of their disposedneas to make this use of their membership
lor they can hardly be supposed to have en;

tered into the Church for that definite object
but the apostle views them as emissaries
of tho great enemy ; Satun's design thus to
wage war with our gospel liberty (comp.
2 Cor. xi. 13, 15) is by a bold figure ascribed
This
in this infinitive to his instruments.
liberty means the whole spirit of freedom
which faith in Christ imparts to the Christian, including, for

one thing, his emanci-

pation from the yoke of ceremonialism, but
That they .might
containing also more.
bring us into bondage {Iva riimt KaraSouAd;irou(rii'[Receptus, KXTahovXdaaivTmJ), The
reading of six of the uncial manuscripts
-(Toxrii' ; of one,
is /coToSouAcuiroucrii' ; of three,
-aavrai. The variation in the nwod of the
verb is immaterial ; for the construction of

though
%va (of purpose) with an indicative,
classical
strano-e to the eye of the student of
the
Greek, is not foreign to the writers of
Testament ; but the variation in the
Ka-raSouXdiffavrat
mnce aSects the sense.
would mean " bring into bondage to them-

New

not

the

selves," which most probably
apparently means
writer's meaning; he
by enslavrather, "deprive us of our liberty
v. 1).
ing u» to -the Law"(cf. ch. iv. 25;
The simple verb iov\6a, occurs repeatedly;
here and in
the compound Ka.TaSov\6w
is

sense degrade
2 Cor. xi. 20, intensifies the
us into slavery.
.
by suDVer. 5.— To whom we gave plaoo
irpiij
eOU
(oT»
bow
for
not
jeotton, no,
:

m

;

whose aim was in

eifect to

—

fuller discussion of it in Bishop Lightfoot, pp.
121
123.) By subjection (rp {nroTay^): in

—

uay of subjection. Ag fnro-ray)) In the
other passages in which it occurs means tho
habit or spirit of subjection, and never an
act of submission (cf. 2 Cor. ix. 13; 1
Tim. ii. 11 ; iii. 4), it probably denotes
here subjection of spirit to those who were
BO authoritatively laying upon us their
He might give way in a point
injunctions.
of this kind in a spirit of brotherly concession; but he would bow to no man's
imperative injunction. The article before
vTtoTayij is tlie article before an abstract
noun, as in rris aydinis (ch. v. 13) ; rij iKaCor. i. 17). That the truth of ths
<l>pt<f (2
The
gospel ('/vo 71 oX^fltio TOv tvayyeKtov),
tmadulteraieil dootrioet
truth, th9 sure

the

;
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is embodierl In the gnspol, and jg iti
very hinge and substance. The siime phrase
is found in CJol. i. 5.
The " truth " is that
erunciated in ver. 16, and tliat it is the very
essence of the goepel is declared Bom. i. 17.
The refusal of Church fellowship to a believer iif tliis giispel except he were circumcised, by just iiifi renco vitiated and, indeed,
nullified tlie truth that faith in Christ is
the solo and stiliflolcnt ground of justificaMight continue with you (SittfiEdj)
tion.
Ttpii iVS')Might never cease to have its
home with you, to bo believingly entertained by you. Aia/ieva is an intensified
form of fi4va>. Tlie preposition irpJs is used

which

as in ch.

mind

where see note.

18,

i.

sible that,

may

iis

not spi

A

It is pos-

the Galatians
have been in St. Paul's
time, but only the Gentile
1

fold observes,

ciiilly

at tliat

in general
and tliat for greater
impressivene^s he applies to the particular
only
shared
what was
by it in the general.
It is, however, supposable that the cases of
tlie several Churclies which he had then
lately founded with Barnabiis were much
in his thoughts at tliat tiiiie; for, as is
shown by his numerous references to his

Churches

;

specific iTiterce.~soiy

prayer, his spirit

conversant

incessantly

with

was

"all

the
Churclios" (2 Cor. xi. 28); and he was
anxiously cognizant of efforts made from
the very first by legalizing Christians to
pervert tlioir faith. It is not certain that
Acts xvi. li records the first occasion of his
visiting the "Galatic country;" he may
have been there and founded "the Churches
of Galatia " before the occurrences described
in Acts XV. and the opinion is even held
by many tliat Iccinium and Derbe, beloDging to tlio Roman province of Galatia, were
two of "the Cliuiches of Galatia" (see
;

Introduction, p. 2).
Ver. 6.— But of these

somewhat
now from

{airh

Se

who seemed

to be

Ttiy SoKoivrtov ejyal Ti)

(hose who were reputed to be tomeThe conjunction Si does not seem
adversative
here, but simply introto be
ductory of a now particular. The writer is
about to introduce, which he does In the
next five verses (6—10), a fresh illustration
of the independent position, which in point
both of do( trine and of ministerial footing
he held in rcl.ition to the first apostles and
to the heads iif tlie Jerusalemite Church,
and at the same time of the full recognition
which in both respects these had accorded
The construction of this sentence,
to him.
as it proceeds, is interrupted and changed.
When St. Paul wrote, from those who were
reputed to be nometrhtit, he would seem to
have meant tn add, " I received nothing
fresh either in knowledge of the gospel or in
authority as Christ's minister," or something to that eftect ; but in his iudiguaiit

what.

;

[ow- "•

1—21

parenthesis asserting bis independence witt
respect to those whom his gainsayers in
Galatia would seem to have pronounced his
superiors, both in knowledge and in office,
he loses sight of the beginning of the
sentence, and begins it afresh in another
form with the words (i/io\ yhp ol SoKovi/Tes),
for they who were of repute, etc. Reputed
to be somewhat; that is, thought highly of.
The phrase is of frequent occurrence, both
in Greek and in Latin authors,
It is obvious that he refers to the twelve and the
leaders of the mother Church of Jenisaleiii.
Whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter
to

me

(^diroTui TTOTe

^ffav, oiiiey not Statpepet')

;

of what sort they at any time were maketh no
matter to me. The ii7roioi( of what sort) is suggested by the preceding n (somewhat), and
the ^<rav (they were) by the SoKoivTwv (reputed); from those reputed to be somewhat
whatever they really were. The comparison
of the usage of bnoios in other passages
(Acts xxvi. 29 ; 1 Cor. iii. 18 1 Thess. i. 9
Jas. i. 24) hardly favours the specific interpretation, "how groat."
In respect to the
?raTf,in a classical author, asBisliop Lightfout
observes, we should liave no hesitation in
taking it as equivalent to cunque. But the
word occurs in the New Testament in thirtyone other places, and in not one is it cunque,
but always the adverb of time, either
" sometime," " in time past," as above, ch. i.
13, 23; John ix. 13; or "any time," as
1 Cor. ix. 7; 1 Thess. ii. 3.
The latter
shade of meaning seems the more appropriate here.
The any time, thoufjh not to
be limited to, would, however, cover tl.e
lime when the twelve were in personal
;

—

attendance upon our Lord a circumstance
which St. Paul's detractors were no doubt
wont to hold up as a mark of distinction not
possessed by him. It seems best to take of
what sort as dependent upon the following
words, maketh no matter to me. This last
clau.se is not exactly equivalent to " I care
not," as if it were an almost supercilious
waving aside of the consideration ; it is
rather a grave assertion of a matter of fact.
Wlatever were the gifts of knowledge and
spiritual insight which the twelve or other
heads of the Jerusalemite Church possessed,
or whateve* their ministerial privileges oi
authority, whether derived from personal
intercourse with the Lord Jesus when upon
earth or in any other way, Paul's knowledge of the gospel and Paul's apostolic
authority were neither of them at all
affected by them. Now, at tlie time that
he is writing this Epistle, he was just the
same in respect to the possession of the
essential truth of the gospel and to his apostolic authority as if he had had no intercourse with the spiritual rulers of the Jewish
Chutcii. Opd acoepteth no man's person

;

in.

II.

1—21.]
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(vpiatntw 9As i.v9pdnrov ob XmitPdrei). The
order of the words in the Greek throws
especiiil emphasiB upon " person : " perum of
man God aceepteth not that is, it is never
on account of his person that God aceepteth
a man. This phrase, " accept a man's perBon," is of frequent occurrence in the Bible.
In the New Testament it is always used in a
bad sense, which in the Old ia by no means
the case. This difference is due, as Bishop
Lightfoot obserTes, to the secondary sense
of actor's tnaslc attaishing to the Greek noun,
the actor on the Greek stage, as also on the
Roman, being wont to wear a mask suited
to the character in which he appeared;
whence also rp6aamor got to signify this
character itself. The corresponding technical term among the Bomans was peruma,
a word never used of the natui'al face, as
Trp6<runro» was.
This explains the adoption
of this last term in its Anglicized form by
our English translators in the phrase now
before us. With the like metaphorical application of the idea as that which was so
common among the Romans, the word " person " seemed well fitted to denote the part,
or certain accessories of the part, which a
man plays on the stage, so to speak, of

was evidenced by the fact
that Paul's knowledge of the gospel was
already so complete and his work was so
honoured by God, that those whose person
seemed to many so markedly superior to
his, found that all they had to do was to
frankly recognize his teaching ai already
adequate and complete, and his work aa
standing on a perfectly equal footing with
their own.
Ver. 7. But contrariwise (a\Aet roivavrlor); as 2 Oor. ii. 7; 1 Pet. iii. 9.
This
•'contrariwise" is illustrated by the forefor his person

;

human

in contradistinction to his more
and essential character. The phrase
denotes accepting a man, for example, for
liis worldly rank or position, for his office,
for his nationality, even for his Church
life,

interior

status (see Jaa. ii. 1, 9 ; Acts z. 34 ; 1 Pet.
i. 17).
The special adjuncts of a man's
person referred to in the present passage
are those of the outward call aforetime to be
apostles and personal attendants upon the
liord Jesus while upon earth, and, in the
case of St. James the Lord's brother, personal relationship to him. And St. Paui
means to intimate that Ma knowledge of
Divine truth and hia ministerial fidelity and
efGoiency might be as real and as great, if
God's will were so, as the knowledge and
ministerial fidelity and efSciency of the
twelve and St. James, whom his gainsay ers
were honouring so far above him merely for
their peraon'a sake. God made no such
difference between him and them, but
wrought with him just as much, for they
who seemed to be somewhat in oonference
added nothing to me (^/lo! yap oi SonoSi'Tis
ohSiii irpoaavidfVTo) ; for to me they who were
of reptke in eonferenoe added nothing. The
vSrb irpetrafeecvTO, as it stands here, appears
related to the aveBdfiriy of ver. 2. I laid
before tliem my gospel j they imparted to

nothing fresh {irp6s). Thus Chrysostom
In eh. i. 16, where the
and Theodoret.
jame verb occurs (see note), there is no-

me

thing to accentuate the irpSs, as there is here.
The " for " appears related to the foregoing
Tlikt God does not respect man
•lause.
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going note.

When they saw

(lS6vTfs);

when

This implies that the fact
was new to them. A few of them, no doubt,
were apprised of it previously, Cephas in
particular (see ch. 1. 18 and note); but the
majority of that assemblage of apostles and
elders knew Paul chieQy by hearsay, and
hearsay not always the most friendly to
him. The three named in the next verse
are to be conceived of as acting as they did
in order to give expression to this newly
they got to aee.

awakened

\

'

feeling of the general body, and
not merely to their own individual judgment. That the gospel of the unolioumcisiou
was committed unto me, as the gospel of the
ciroumoision was unto Peter (2t4 Tre-irla-Tev/xai
rh ivayyeXiov t^s ixpaSvarlas, KaBlbs neVpor
Trjs irepiT0|ii7)j); that I had been put in trust
of the gospel , . . aa Peter of that of, etc.
The perfect present imriaTtviuu, viewed
from the time of their seeing it. So the
preaetit optoitoioutrtv in ver. 11, and /ieVci
in John i. 40.
The perfect is used and
not the aorist (cf. Rom. iii. 2), as marking

the then stiU continuing holding of the
trust, and also perhaps, as implying the continuing identity of the doctrine preached.
(For the construction of the accusative eukyy4\ioi> after ireirtaTiufiai, comp. 1 Thess. ii.
4; ITim. i. 11.) Gospel of the unoireumcision.
The word "gospel" is frequently used by
St. Paul to denote, not so much the substance of its doctrine as the business of proclaiming it (oump. Rom. i. 1, 9 ; zv. 19
1 Cor. is. 14, 18; 2 Cor. U. 12); and thus
the gospel of the uncircumoision does not
indicate any diversity in the doctrine communicated to the unoireumcision from that
communicated to the Jews, but simply a
diversity in the sphere of its proclamation.
'AKpofivcrria denotes the class of the uncircumoisod in contrast to vepiTOfiL-li, that of
the circumcised, aa in Rom. iii. 30. Aa
Peter of that of the circumcision. This distinction between the spheres of work entrusted severally to the two apostles held
good of them only as viewed in the main in
either case ; for as St. Peter was, in fact, the
first who opened the gospel to the Gentiles,
and afterwards, towards the close of his
work, cared for the welfare of Gentile Ohria-

;
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tians by writing his two Epistles to them,
BO also St. Paul everywhere in his ministerial work addressed himself in the first
instance to the Jews. Nevertheless, in the
main, Peter was the head of the Church of
the oirciimcieed, Paul of that of the uneiroumcised.
But liow completely the substance of Peter's doctrine was one with that
of Paul's is strikingly evinced by his two
Epistles (see 1 Pet. v. 12). It is difficult to
feel that St. Paul could have written as he
here does, if he was aware that St. Peter
had been constituted by the Lord Jesus to
be hia own vicar upon earth, supreme over
the whole Church and all its ministers.
Ver. 8. For he that wrought effectually
in Feter to the apostleship of the ciroumcision (A yap ^vepyiiffas Il^Tpep els airotTToA^j/
Trjs irepiTo/iTis) ; he that had wrought on Peter'i
behalf for apostleship of the circumcision. In
form, the sentence is an absolute statement
of fact ; but its bearing in the context would
be fairly represented by rendering it relatively, " for that he who," etc.
for it was
the perception of the fact here sfcited which
led that assembly to the conviction that
Paul had been entrusted with the apostleship of the uncircumcision.
The dative
nerpcji can scarcely be governed, as the

—

;

Authorized Version presupposes, by the
preposition in ivipyfia-as, this verb not being
a separable compound; it is rather the
dativaa commodi, as in Prov. xxxi. ]2,'Ei'ep76i
When operation in a
t4> dySpX els dyadd.
subject is meant, the preposition 4v is added,
as Eph, i. 20 ; ii, 2 ; oh. iii. 5. The worker
is God, not Christ (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 6 ; Phil,
God wrought on Peter's behalf for
ii. 13).
apcistleship of the circumcision; that is,
towards, in furtherance of, his work as their
apostle, by constituting him their apostle,
by making his ministry effectual in turning
their hearts to Christ, and by miracles

wrought by his hands, including the impartation through him of miraculous gifts to
for guch were " the signs of
his converts
the apos'Je " (2 Cor. xii. 12). The same was
mighty in me toward the Gentiles ilvl\pyrt<re
Kal itiol eir rb. %Bvt{) ; had wrought also on my
Comp. Acts
behalf towards the Gentiles.
XV. 12, " They hearkened unto Barnabas iind
Paul rehearsing what signs and wonders God
had wrouglit {iirolTjaev) among the Gentiles
by fhem " where likewise, as here, the
anrist tense is used of action they were then
looking back upon as past. The absence
of Barnabus's name in this verse, though
mentioned in the next, is significant. Barnabas was not an apostle in ttiat highest
sense of the terra in which Paul was an
apostle, and which alone he is now thinkt-g
of; although he was associated with Paul,
both in ministerial work and in that lower
form of apostleship which both had received
;

;

from

men

sertation

I.

1—21.

[oh. m.

(oomp. Acts xiv.

4,

14

;

and Dis-

in the Introduction).

Ver. 9.— And when James, Cephas, and
John, who seemed to be pillars, perceived the
grace that was given nnto me (/cal yi/ivres
riiv

x^P^"

rV

ioBuaiv

fiot 'Ic^KuySos

Kal

Kiiij>ai

SoKovvres ffriXoi ejj/ai); and
perceiving of a certainty the grace that was
given unto me, James and Cephas and John,
those reputed to be pillars (gave). This is the
order in which the words stand in the Greek,
in which the participle yv6vTes (" perceiving
of a certainty ") stands co-ordinate with the
participle l^lvns {" when they saw ") of ver.
7, so that this latter participle has " James,
Cephas, and John " for its subject equally
with the former, and vers. 7 and 9 appear
as forming one sentence.
The expression,
" the grace that was given unto me," occurs
also 1 Cor. iii. 10 ; Horn. xii. 3 ; x v. 15 ; in
which passages, as well as here, it is used
with a definite reference to the ofBce of
apostle having been conferred upon him
together with the qualification and aid for
its efficient discharge.
This definite reference to a heavenly gift connected with his
official character is prominent in the apostle's
use of the word " grace," also in Eom. i. 5 ;
1 Cor. XT. 10 ; 2 Cor. xii. 9. The " grace that
Kal

*lai&tn'7jSf

ol

.

was given unto him," therefore, sums up the
having been put in trust of tbe
gospel of the uncircumcision, and of God's
having wrought on his behalf in his discharge of that trust, which are presented in
the two preceding verses.
There is not
much difference in the meaning of the participle yvivTis in this verse as compared
facts of his

with the participle i56vT€s in ver. 7 for as
we find the verb " seeing " used with reference to objects not discernible by the bodily
sense but perceived only through the
medium of evidencing facts, as in ver. 14 of
this chapter, and in Luke ix. 47 xvii. 14
Matt. ix. 2 Acts xi. 23 xiv. 9 xvi. 19 so
also the verb iyvwv is sometimes used of
;

;

;

;

;

;

perceiving, becoming apprised of, some fact,
as Mark vi. 38 ; viii. 17 ; Luke ix. 11 ; John
xii. 9, when there is no clear intention of
emphasizing the idea of certain knowledge.
Sometimes, however, it seems as if the
writer liad such intention, as in Mark viii.
17 XV. 45 Luke viii. 46 ; Phil. ii. 19; and
probably it was in this more emphatic sense
that the apostle here substituted "knowing"
;

;

the foregoing "seeing." "James, uud
and John."
This James is, no
doubt, the same James as appears in Acta
XV. holding so prominent and apparently
presidential a position in the great meeting
of vers.
21. The "James" of the old
triumvirate of the Gospels, " Peter, James,
and John," was now no more. This JameR,
whose personality has been discussed above
in note on oh. i. 19, is named first, befoie eveo
for

'Cephas,

6—

;

;
;

OH. h.
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Cephas and John, though not an apostle, as
being the leading " elder " (bishop, as suoli
a functionary soon got to be designated) of
the Church of Jerusalem for in the classification of the component members of that
meeting in Acts XT. 6, " the apostles and the
elders," James must be assigned to the lalter
category. The twelve had no distinctive
official
connection with this particular
;

Church more than vrith other Churches
and, therefore, in meetings held at Jerusalem,
the presidential posiition would naturally be
conceded, not to any one of the apostles, but
to the man who was statedly recognized as
the superior " elder " of this particuliir
community. St. John's name is not mentioned in Acts XV. ; but in other places in
St. Luke's history " Peter and John " are
found acting in conjunction, and this in such
a manner as to betoken their holding a very
prominent place among the apostles (Acts
iii, 1
iv. 13 ; Tiii. 14).
The reason why
these three are named, and none but these,
is probably that on the occasion refei red to
these three alone James as on behalf of t lie
Cliurch of Jerusalem, and Peter and John
as on behalf of the twelve stepped forward
at the general request before tiie meeting,
and formally all three clasped hands with
Paul and Barnabas in token of their recognizing and ratifying their doctrine and
ministry. In reference to the name " Cephas,"
it may be observed that
St. Paul finds
occasion to name this apostle nine times in
seven of these he writes, according to the best
manuscripts, " Cephas " (1 Cor. i. 12 ; iii. 22
ix.5;xv.5;ch.i. 18; ii.9,14); in two,"Peter"
(ch. ii. 7, 8).
The Judaizers in the Church,
;

—

—

;

whether at Corintli or in Galatia, in tlieir
morbid hankering after whatever was distinctively Jewish, were sure to affect the use
of the Ilebraic form; on which account,
probably, St. Paul, in dealing with these
men, is seen so frequently using this form
Tho$e reputed to be pillars. The
himself.
apostle's object in adding this clause is
apparently, to indicate why these three,
lather than any others, represented the rest
in this act of formal proocedinp:, and at the
same time to intimate to his Galatian readers
the supreme character of the attestation thus
afforded, both to that gospel of his which

certain

among the

Galatians

were

now

tampering with, and to his official character
which those same persons were beginning to
"Pillars." The apostle, years
disparage.
writing to Timothy, speaks of its
being the proper function of " the Church
of the liviug God " that she should be " a
pillar and settled basis (iSpata/io) of the
truth," i.e. upholding the truth (1 Tim. iii.
This suggests to us his meaning in
15).
Those three
using the same figure here.
men were by general consent looked up to
after, in

aa especially steadfast upholder! of the truth
of the gospel or of the Christian cause. In
Eev. iii. 12 the "pillar" seems thought of,
not so much as upholding a superstructure
as of soniethina; itself stationary, and also,
perhaps, beautiful and glorious.
Clement
of Rome, in his Epistle to the Corinthians
(§ 5), borrows the phrase with a more extensive application.
The idea couched in
the word " Cephas," rock, is so nearly identical with that of "settled basis," that the
like affinity of ideas as led the apostle to
connect "pillar" with the latter term in
1 Tim. iii. 15 may be supposed to have led
him now to connect " pillar " with " Cephas "

and his two illustrious brethren. They gave
me and Barnabas the right hands of

to

fellowship (Sepias ^Sasxav ^fiol xai Bapva^cf
Koivaii/lai) ; they each of them clasped each
of us by the right hand, in token that they
both did then, and would thereafter continue
to, regard us, and we also them, as partners
with one another in a common work.
meet with the phrases, " give right hands,"
" receive right hands," in 1 Mace. xi. 50, 52
xiii. 50, with reference, apparently, to the
victor concealing, and the vanquished accepting, terms of peace to be ratified by the
mutual cjasp of right hands. This, however,
is not precisely what is meant in the present
case thero is no room here for the notion of
reconciliation. Neither seems there intended
a signification of love, such as the "kiss of
love " would have afforded. This hand-clasp
simply ratified by a palpable gesture the
formal assurance between the two parties
that they regarded each other as friendly
partners in a common undertaking. Tiiat
the use of this gesture in ratifying compact
has been very common in all ages, is shown
by the instances in Liddell and Scott's
'
Lexicon ' (Ae|ia), and in Facciolati ("JDextra "), as well as by Bishop Lightfoot's note on
the present passage. Its use among the Jews
is attested, not only by the very phrase employed here and in the Maccabees, but by
the phrases, " strike hands" and " give one's
hand," in Job xvii. 3 ; Prov. vi. 1 ; Ezek.

We

;

Josephus's remark in 'Ant.,' xviii.
on the unique inviolability which the

xvii. 18.
ix. 3,

Persians, Parthians, and other Oriental
nations felt to attach to engagements thus
ratified, by no means precludes the supposition that Jews used this gesture of guarantee,
but only shows that it was not with them
the most sacred of all forms of covenanting:
they would, of course, regard an oath by the
Name of God as affording a higher sanction.
In the case now under consideration there
was no " strife " between James, Cephas,

and John, and Paul and Barnabas, which
needed to be "ended" by "an oath:" the
solemn and cordial mutual pressure of the
right hand seems just the kind and measure

;
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of form appropriate to the circumstances.
That we should go nnto the heathen, and
they nnto the circumcision (7m v/ie^s els tci
aOrol S^ els r^v

^Bi^Tj,

that

ireptTOfi-fjii)

;

literally,

(or, for) the Oentiles, and tliem(or, for) the circumcision, without

we unto

selves

unto

We have a very similar ellipsis of
the verb in a carefully balanced antithesis,
and before the same preposition tis, in Bum.
V. 16 (comp. also 2 Cor. vUi. 14).
We may
read it either thus, " should go unto," as in
both the Authorized and the Eevised Versions; or, "sliould be ministers for,"takingthe
eiswith the like shade of meaning, as in ver.
8. This distribution of the several provinces
of work is shown by the subsequent practice
on both sides (see note on ver. 7, sub fin.) to
have been intended to be geographical rather
than national ; which understanding is also
indicated by the mention in the next verse
of " the poor " whom Paul and Barnabas
were, notwithstanding this distribution, to
bear in mind they were the poor in Judsea,
the province of James, Cephas, and Jolin.
Ver. 10. Only they would that we
should remember the poor (ijlSpov tSv tttuxm"
onltjj that vie should be
'iva fivTifxovivta^iv)
mindful of the poor, or perhaps, their poor
for the clause must be understood subjectively, as referred to the standpoint of those
who " gave us the right hands of fellowship."
(For the order of the words in the Greek,
comp. 2 Cor. ii. 4 John xiii. 29.) If there
is the ellipsis of any participle at all which
needs to be supjilied, which many critics suppose, though Meyer not unplausibly thinks
otherwise, perhaps "stipulating" presents
itijolf more readily than either "willing" or
" requesting " for this %va depends as
upon the Sejfcs tSaiKay aa the preceding
'Ifo. does, and therefore seems to introduce
something as much as that a part of the
compact. What the apostle means is this
" In one respect only did this mutual compact of equal brotherly partnership leave
us who were ministers of the Gentiles
unfree in relation to the circumcision and
their ministers ; we consented to allow ourselves bound to be mindful of the duty of
helping their poor. In all other respects,
W9 were to still pursue the same plan of
oangelization as we had been pursuing,
with no modification of either our doctrine
or Church priiclice; with no such modification, for example, as these false brethren
were clamouring for." St. Paul's methods of
work thus received the full sanction of the
"pillars," being recognized by them as
standing on the same level of truth and
heavenly guidance as their own. The same
which I also was forward to do (b koI
the very thing
fffiravSaa-a airh toCto jroiijiroi)
this whieh I vias even of myself zealous to do.
The Kol makes prominent the notion of
any

;;

verb.

;

—

;

;

mmh

;

:

;
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intense earnestness, which St. Paul is woiit
to express in the use of irirouSa^ai, as well
as of (TiTovB^ and ffirov^aios. He did not
merely consent to bear in mind the poor of
Judaea; apart from such stipulation, apart
from regard to any request of James,

Cephas, and John, it was a matter which
of himself he regarded as one of very great
importance, demanding his most earnest
attention.
The especial force of this verb
iaTToiSaira is
evinced by Eph. iv. 8
1 Thess. ii. 17
2 Tim. ii. 15 and especially
by 2 Cor. viii. 16, 17, in which the frame of
;

mind

it

expresses

;

is

distinguished, as here,

from that of mere willingness to consent
The principal
to another person's request.
reason for making this matter so prominent
prevaildistress
lay, no doubt, in the great
ing amongst the poor in Judsea, justifying
the application of the principle stated in
2 Cor. viii. 14, 15 (see Stanley's note on
But we can hardly err in
1 Cor. ivi. 1).
supposing that, as a subsidiary motive,
both the leaders of the Jewish Church and
St. Paul himself were greatly influenced by
the consiJcration that such practical manifestation of Christian sympathy would both
evince, and help to cement, the unity with
each other of the Jewish and Gentile
Churches. It was this organic unity which
constituted the obligation of rendering such
assistance (comp. Bom. xv. 27 with Rom. xi.

How perseveringly and how ear17, 18).
nestly the apostle strove to aid the poor of
the Jewish Churches both before and after
the conference here spoken of, is seen in
Acts

xi.

29,

30;

1 C!or. xvi. 1

(where

re-

feience is made to collections in Galatia)
2 Cor. viii., ix. ; Rom. xv. 25—27 ; Acts
xxiv. 17. Since in this last cited passage
it is only incidentally that St. Luke is led

mention the collection which St. Paul
brought with him in that journey of his
to Jerusalem recorded in Acts xxi. 17, it is
quite supposable that he brought collections
with him also in that former visit merely
glanced at in Acts xviii. 23. We may
surmise that St. Paul has a special purpose
in mentioning to the Galatians tliis particular item of that important compact.
In
his First Epistle to the Corinthians, written
at no long interval whether before or after
the sending of this letter, he tells them
(xvi. 1) that he had given order to the
Churches of Galatia respecting the manner
in which they should collect for this object.
It seems the more probable supposition that
those directions were not given until this
letter had had the happy effect of restoring
better relations between himself and them
than he was able at present to reckon upon.
Meanwhile, however, this historical reference
would serve to prepare them in some measure
for the appeal, when he should think it

to

—

OB. a.

prudent io make
xvi.

—
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Introduotion, pp.

xviii.).

It is well to obserre, in reference to this

—

whole passage (vers. 6 10), the extent to
which the apostle goes in identifying Barnabas's position with his own. Barnabas
had laboured with himself as evangelizing
" apostle " sent forth with himself from the
Antioohian Church, and both before and
after that missionary journey in the neigh-

bourhood

he

of

Antioeh

itself.

Accordingly

that the " pillars " had
without qualification recognized the work
of them both and had fraternally greeted
their further prosecution of it. But it is of
himself alone that he speaks when he contrasts Cephas'i apostleship of the circumcision with hia own apostleship (for this ia
implied) to the Gentiles. The reason for
this is tliat Barnabas was not an apostle in
that other higher sense of the term in which
Cephas and himself were (see Introduotion,
tells his readers

Dissertation I.). Again, when mentioning
the stipulation which the " pillars " made,
that we should be mindful of their poor, he
does not add, "the very thing this which
we were of ourselves resolved to do," but
makes the observation with reference to
himself only. This is explained by the
unhappy rupture which St. Luke tells of
as so soon after occurring between them
which account of St. Luke's finds thus here
a latent confirmation. What we otherwise
know of Barnabas's character leaves no
room to doubt but that be too zealously set
himself to carry out the stipulation in that
separate sphere of work among Gentiles
which, after the rupture, he engaged in.
But this is no longer St. Paul's business,
while relating facts falling under his own
cognizance.
And this consideration tlirows
light upon the time of the action expressed

by the aorist 4<nroiSa(ra it does not mean,
"I had already before been forward to do
so;" for then he would not have left out
:

Barnabas but, " thenceforward in my whole
subsequent career I zealously made it my
business," the aorist embracing the whole
in one view.
Further, our attention i« arrested by
the extreme importance and the pregnant
significance of the incident here related.
Here was one who,, neither directly nor
Indirectly, owed to those who had been
;

,

previously sent forth by Heaven as teachers
of the gospel, either his conversion, or his
knowledge of the Christian doctrine, or

preach ; but had nevertheless
gone forth proclaiming what he affirmed to
bo Christ's gospel communicated to him by
Divine revelation, gathering disciples to be
baptized into Christ, and combining such
In what relation
disciples into Churches.
4id this doctrine of Paul and the Church
his mission to

organizations which he was setting on foot
in the Gentile world stand to the doctrine
of the twelve and to the Church organizations framed by them in connection therewith at Jerusalem and in Judssa? These
last were assumed to be from heaven ; were
those more recent phenomena, of doctrines
taught and societies formed by Paul, in
harmony with the previous ones ? Unquestionably and glaringly there were important
differences between the textomal religious
life of the twelve and the Jewish believers,
and the external religious life which Paul
taught the Gentile Churches to adopt. The
twelve and the Jewish Christians in general
still practised in their daily life the usages
of Mosaism, blending the use of such outward forms and ceremonies as appertained
to Christian disoipleship with those older
habits of life preserved intact ; in the
Gentile Church as moulded by Paul the
usages of Mosaism were altogether wanting.
Was the seal of Heaven to be recognized
as affixed to the Pauline doctrine and the

Pauline Church life, as certainly as it was
seen to be affixed to the doctrine of tho
twelve and the Judaeo-Christian Church
life ?
Yes.
The verdict of the great
leaders of the Jewish Church decided for
the full recognition of the Pauline doctrine
and the Pauline Church life as in root and
essence identical with their own, and as
equally with their own derived from heaven.

was A decision come to in the teeth of
and deeply ingrained prejudices
pipmpting to the adoption of a different
conclusion ; and must have been due to
overpowering evidence leaving them no
alternative, seconded we may believe by the
secret swaying of their souls by the Holy
It

intense

We

cannot help reflecting (1) how
disastrous the effects would have been of
a decision of another kind ; (2) how remarkably is here illustrated the essential
oneness of theK)hristian life amidst most
extreme diversity in its outward manifestation ; and (3) what a strong attestation
is afforded to the certain truth of the
gospel, revealed to the world through two
wholly distinct channels of commxinication,
which yet concurred in delivering what was
in reality one and the same message.
Ver. 11. In the narrative whioh the
apostle next proceeds to give, several points,
we may suppose, were definitely meant by
him to be intimated to his readers. Thus
Ghost.

—

to those Gentile Galatians who were
ing in their attachment to himself

waver-

and

to

the gospel which he had preached to them,
he shows his claim to their firm affectionate
adherence, on the ground of the steadfastness with which, as before at Jerusalem so
now afresh in Antioeh, he had successfully
asserted their lights and their equal stand-

"

;
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ing -with Jewish believers, when these were
assailed by ''certain coiue from James." In
contrast with his own uiifliuohing charapioneliip of their cause, were here seen vacillation
and inconsistency on the part of " Cephas
were, then, any j\istified in exalting thcise
"pillars, JameB and Cephas," as certain
were disposed to do, for the sake of disparaging him f This experience at Antiooh
should lead them to regard with suspicion
Jewish or PhilorJudaic biethreu, who were
setting themselves to tamper with the truth
of the gospel.
Crooked conduct was sure
to accompany such darkening of the truth,
as on that occasion was most palpably
evinced in the case of even Barnabas, and
was in open encounter before the whole
Church exposed and rebuked. And, especially, there was tlie grand principle that
the Law of Moses was for the Christian
believer annihilated through the crucifixion
of Christ ; which principle he had then
held aloft in the view of the Church, and
here takes occasion to enlarge upon, because
;

was BO directly relevant and helpful in
respect to the trouble now springing up
in Galatia. But when Peter was come to
Antioch (3t€ Sk ^Afle Kijcpas [Receptus, Xlerpos']
lis 'AvTuixeiav); hut when CeplMS came to
Antioch.
The reading Ki7(f>os for nhpos is
generally accepted. The time at which this
incident took place is in a measure deterit

mined, on the one side, by its being to
all appearance after the visit to Jerusalem
which has been previously spoken of, and,
ou the other, by the reference to Barnabas
that is, we are naturally led
in ver. 13
to assign it to that time of Paul's, and
united
Barnabas's
labours at Antioch which
It can
is briefly indicated in Acts xv. 85.
hardly have occurred subseqviently to the
rupture between them which St. Luke immediately after describes. The manner in
which St. Peter's coming to Antioch is
introduced seems to betoken that his coming
thither was not felt to have been ai all an
extraordinary circumstance.
It is open to
us, and indeed obvious, to conjecture that
;

the visit was made in the course of one of
those joumeyings of St. Peter " tliroughout
all parts," of which another, taking place
fourteen years or more previously, is mentioned in Acts ix. 33. As the " apostle of
the circumcision," he was, we may reasonably suppose, in the habit of traversing,
in company often with his wife (1 Cor. ix. 5),
the whole of those districts of Palestine
which were largely inhabited by Jews, and
extending as far as Antioch itself, in the
exercise of apostolic supervision over the
Jewish converts. Quite supposably, this
was not his first visit to this city. The
lengthened continuance of his stay, which
maj be inferred from ver. 12, is thus

[€H. n.
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explained. It may be assumed that it was
this exercise of apostolic superintendence
that gave rise to the tradition, which gained
early acceptance in the Church (Busebius,
' Hist. Eccl.,' ili.
36), that Peter was the first
Bishop of Antioch. His presence there
now, while St. Paul was also there, found,
probably, its analogy, twelve or fourteen
years later, in the simultaneous presence of
St. Peter and St. Paul at Bome ; St. Peter
being there also, we may suppose, in the
discharge of his office as apostle of the circumcision. I withstood
to the face
(ffarcii •npStrtoTTOv auT^ cLvreiTT'itv),
I seized an
opportunity at a meeting of the brethren
(ver. 14) of publicly confronting him as an
adversary. It seems almost suggested that
their spheres of work at Antioch, which
was a very large city, were so far not identical that they were not commonly to be
seen together. The verb cLUTiarriv, " set

Mm

myself to oppose him," expressing determined oppugnancy (2 Tim. iii. 8 Jas. iv. 7
1 Pet. V. 5), strikes us the more, as coming
Bo soon after the " gave us the right hands
of fellowship" of ver. 7. His adopting
;

this mode of recalling his straying brother
instead of dealing with him in a more
private manner, is indicated with an evidently intended pointedness. His course of
proceeding was both justified and required
by the public nature of St. Peter's offence,
and by the necessity of promptly exposing
and beating back the aggressions which
Israelitish bigotry was always so ready to
make upon the perfectly equal footing possessed by all believers, by virtue simply of
their relation to Christ.
Because he was to
be blamed (Sn Kwriyvatyfiivos ^v)\ because
be etood condemned. The perfect passive
verb is commonly felt to point, not so much
to tho censures of bystanders, as to the
glaring wrongnoss of his conduct viewed
in itself (comp. John iii. 18; Bom. xiv. 23).
The rendering to he hlamed, correct so far as
it reaches, is inadequate in expressing the
sense which St. Paul had of the gravity of
It is interesting to note
St. Peter's offence.
the clear reference to this verse made in the
second century by the Ebionite author of the
' Clementine Homilies,' who
(Bishop Lightfoot observes, ' Galatians,' p. 61), writing in
a spirit of bitter hostility to St. Paul, who
is covertly attacked in the person of Simon
Magus, represents St. Peter as addressing
Simon thus: "Thou hast confronted and
withstood me (^Ivavrios ayBfCTT-qKis jiioi). If
thou hadst not been an adversary, thou
wouldest not have calumniated and reviled
my preaching. ... If thou oallest me condemned {Kareyvwaiievov), thou accusest God
who revealed Christ to me" ('Horn.,' xvii. 19).
Not only is this a testimony to the authenticity of the Epistle; it betokens also th<

CH. n.
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sore feeling which thla narriitive of St.
Paul's and the manner of its diction left
behind in the minds of a certain section of
Jewish Christians.
Ver. 12. For before that certain came from
JameB (irpb rod yap k\9e7i' Twas &irh'laK(i>$ov).
Since the apostle writes " from James," and
not " from Judaea " (as Acts xv. 1) or " from
Jerusalem," the surmise suggests itself that
these men had a mission from St. James.
Alford'i view appears probable, that St,
James, while holding that the Gentile converts were not to have the observance of the
Law forced upon them, did nevertheless
consider that the Jewish believers were still
bound to l;eep it. Possibly he liad sent
them to Antiooh to remind the Jewish Christians of the city of their obligations in this
respect.
This would be in no way inconsistent with Acts XV. 19, where the emphatic
words, " them which from the Gentiles turn
to God," tacitly imply that the obligations
of JewUh believers continued the same as
before (comp. Acts xxi. 18 25). He did
eat with the Gentiles (jier^ rav iOvuy a-vj/ij-

—

—

The Greek expression is no doubt
equivalent to rots eflced-j avviiaBiiv (comp.
Acts xi. 3 see Matt. xvii. 3 compared with
Mark ix. 4). Tliere appears to be no ground
for restricting this " eating with " them to
uniting with them at the agape or at the
Lord's Supper. The words in Acts xi. 3,
spoken some ten years before this, " Tliou
wentest in (€iV7)A.9es) to men still in their
unciroumoision, and didst eat with them,"
pointed to a social participation of food
rather than to one merely religious though,
it must be confessed, these two things were
not as yet so sharply distinguished from
each ether as it was afterwards found necessary ihat they should be (1 Cor. xi. 34).
While thus eating witli Gentiles, St. Peter
may well have fortified his mind with
the thought, that the Lord Jesus had been
wont to hold, not merely teaching converse,
but social intercourse also, with persons
whom " the scribes and the Pharisees " regarded as themselves unclean and by contact
polluting (Luke v. 30; xv. 2; xix. 7).
Christ, it is true, both himself observed the
Law and taught his disciples to observe it.
He wore " the border " {Kpia-mZov) attached
to his garmc«t; but he did not wear the
On
"border" unnecessarily "enlarged."
the contrary, the rabbinical exaggerations of
legal prescriptions, inconsistent with charity
or with reason, he was wont emphatically
Mark vii. 1 13).
to repudiate (Matt, xxiii.
But when they were come, he withdrew and
separated himself (Sre Sh ^\Bov, vm<rT€\\e
Kol i.^^piCft eavrSv) but when they came, he
began to shrink back and separate himself
from them. 'Eavrhv is governed by uireVreAAev as well as by apdoiC^l', imiuTtWiV taurhv
adiev).

;

;

;

;
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being equivalent to {irto-TeAAcTo, the ase of
which middle voice is illustrated by Acts
XX. 27. The Gentile converts could not but
perceive that his manner with them was less
openly corJial than heretofore. He was no
longer so ready to go to their houses. In
public, he shrank from being seen with them
on terms of frank and equal companionship.
Fearing them which were of the ciroumoision (^oPoijievor tovs e« irepfTo^^s) ; fearing the brethren draitmfrom the circumaision.

If the apostle had written tpo$. t

V

w^piToiiiiv,

the expression would have taken in the notbelieving Jews as well whereas the preposition ^K, like hri in Acts xv. 19, indicates
the branch of mankind from which the converts had come (Acts x. 45 ; xi. 2
Col. iv.
11 ; Titus i. 10).
Ver. 13.— And the other Jews dissembled
likewise with him (xaX avvuTriKpi6r\irav airif
;

;

KaX ol Koiiroi 'louSatoi);

and

the rest of the

Jews dissembled likewise with Mm.

"The

Jews," i.e. the Christian Jews who were at
Antioch before these brethren " from James "
arrived there, and who, as Cephas had done
till, their coming, associated quite frankly
with the Gentile Christians. " Dissembled
with him " they as well as he acted in a
manner which did not faithfully represent
their own inward man.
They were, in
reality, convinced that Christ had made all
;

those who believed in him alike righteous
before God with themselves, and alike meet
But
to be admitted to Christian fellowship.
now, by practically siding with those who
treated their Gentile brethren as more or
less unclean, not fit for them to associate
with, they disguised their real sentiments
from " fear " of forfeiting the confidence and
good will of those narrow-minded Jews.
The apostle brands tljeir beliaviour as " dissimulation " or " hypocrisy," because their
motive was a deceitful one. They, though,
no doubt, in a degree unconsciously, wished
to make those newly arrived Jews suppose
that they themselves did at bottom feel as
they did as to a certain measure of uncleanness attaching even to the believing uncircumcision.
Insomuch that Barnabas also
(So-re Kal Bapvd0as)

;

so that even' Barnabas.

The last man from whom such conduct could
The expression shows
have been expected
how deeply the apostle felt Barnabas to
1

sympathized with himself
Gentile believers ; as, indeed,
the history of the Acts proves, beginning
Further,
with xi. 21—26 to xv. 12, 25.
the tone of this reference to him, written
occasion
spoken
three or four years after the
of, as well as of that which he makes in his
First Epistle to the Corinthians (ix. 6),
written at nearly the same time as this
Epistle to the Galatians, shows in the most
natural manner the high and cordial esteem

have

hitherto

with regard

to

;
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with which he than regarded him, notwithBtanding the unhappy variance which sprang
tip between them soon after the circumAgain, years
stitnces
here meationed.
later on, ho commends Mark to the consideration of the Colossians (Col. iv. 10), as
being a cousin of Barnabas B, this giving
him a high title to their respect. Obviously,
the disapproval which St. Paul so openly
expressed at Antioch of the behaviour of St.
Peter and those who acted as he did, Barnabas, it seems, being one of them, helps to
explain the sharpness of his subsequent
difference with Barnabas concerning Mark.
If St. Paul now, so long after the occurrence, does not hesitate in calm relation to
brand the conduct of the party with the
stern censure of " hypocrisy," it is not likely
that he denounced it with less severity at
the time in the excitement of actual conflict.
How sharply and unsparingly he
could on occasion express liimself, his
Epistles elsewhere very abundantly exemplify; and such vehement censure, so
publicly expressed, and, which rnade it so
especially cutting, so justly deserved, might
well leave a sore feeling in the mind of the

whole Judaic party.includingeven Barnabas,

making the latter but too ready to take
umbrage when the apostle insisted, with

much justice, upon the
want which Mark had evinced of thoroughgoing sympathy with the workof evangelizing

apparently again so

tbe Gentiles. This last was, in fact, a continuation of the oonfliet waged with Cephas
probably but a short while before. On this
point tbe Acts and the Epistles sustain each

Was carried away with their dissimulation {ffvyairfix^V o.vrSiV t^ inroKpiffei) ;
The position
or, with thehypoority of them.
of outS;/ (" of them ") is emphatic. St. Paul
means tliat, if it had not been for their
hypocrisy, Barnabas would never have fallen
into so grievous a mistake in conduct himself.
The construction of the verb trwairiyofuu here is the same as in 2 Pet. iii. 17
the dative which follows in each case being
governed by the avv in the verb: "their
dissimulation" was as it were a mighty
torrent which swept oven Barnabas away
other.

with it.
Yer. 14.
But when I saw that they
walked not uprightly QaW' ire liSov Brt ovk
ipBovoSovai) but when I saw tliat they were
not walking rightly. The strongly adversative k\\h seems to Imply : But I set myself
"
the mischief; comp. " withstood

—
;

to

stem

The precise force of opflflrroSeiv is
doubtful. The verb occurs nowhere else
except in later writers, who, it is tliought,
borrowed it from this passage. Etymologically, according to the ambiguous meaning
of ipSis "straight," either vertically or
korizontally it may be either "walk up(ver. 11).

—

—

[<M.ttl—21.

rightly," that li, " ilncerely" which, however, is an unusual application of the notion
of opBSrris ; or, " walk straight onward," that
As the apostle is more conis, " rightly."
cerned on behalf of the truth which he was
contending for than on behalf of their
sincerity or consistency, the latter seems the
preferable view. Compaae the force of the
same adjective in opSoPariTv, opBorpaytTy,
According to
ipBoSpo/ii^i', opBoToiieiv, eto.
the truth of the gospel (jirpbi r'hv ox^fleiac
ToB euayyeKiov); with an eye to the truth of
Tlp6s, " with an eye towards,
tlie gotpd.

may refer to the truth of the gospel, either
as a rule for one's direction (as in 2 Cor. v.
10, Tlphs & tirpa^ev) or as a thing to he forwarded (of. "Tnlp rris iryriBelas, 2 Cor. xiii 8).
The same ambiguity attaches to the use
of the preposition in Luke xii. 47. The
"truth of the gospel," as in ver. 5, is
the truth which the gospel embodies, with
especial reference to the doctrine of justification by faith.
Peter and Barnabas were
acting in a manner which both was inconsistent with their holding of that truth, and
contravened its advancement in the world.
1 said unto Peter ^dTrov rip Kiji^S [Receptus,
Here again we
neVp^j]) ; I said fo Cephat.
Cephas.
Before them all
are to read
At some general meet(^prnpoirBiv irivToiii).
ing of the Antiochian brethren. Both the
expression and St. Paul's proceeding are
illustrated by 1 Tim. v. 20, " Tliem who sin
{so. of the elders] reprove in the sight oi
If thou, being
all (ii/dmov irivruv tKeyx^)"
a Jew

(ei <rv, 'louSaTos 6wdpx<i>y)
if thou,
originally a Jew, at thou art. 'Tira/jxw, as
distinguislied frnm Up, denotes this, together
with a reference to subsequent action starting from this foregoing condition. Compare,
for example, its use in ch. i. 14 ; Phil. ii. 6.
This distinctive shade of meaning is not
always disoernible. livest after the.manner
of Gentiles, and not as do the Jews (^iBvMas
^ns Kol otiK 'louSaiKws); livest a$ do the
In what
Gentiles and not as the Jews.
sense, and to what extent, were these words
true of St. Peter? Wlien, In the vision at
',

Joppa, unclean animals together with clean
were offered to him for food, he had answered, "Not 80, Lord; for I have never
eaten anything that is common and unclean." This shows that, up to that time,
the personal teachings of Christ when he
was upon eartli had not relieved his mind
of the sense that to use certain kinds of
meat was for him an unlawful thing. The
heavenly rejoinder, "What Gk)d hath
cleansed, make not thou common," appears
to have been understood by him with relerence, at least in the first instance, to human

beings (Acts x. 28). There seems to be no
doubt that the habit of mind generated
by long subjection to the Levitical Law,

:

eH.u.
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producing repugnance to Gentiles as habitually using unclean meats, he brought with

him when cTossing Cornelius's threshold;
and that it is quite supposable that, in
"eating with Gentiles" while his visit to
Cornelius continued, he had had no occasion
to break through those barriers of restriction
which the Law of itself imposed. But, on
.tlie other hand, it is also quite supposable
that the answer made to him in the vision
had, if not at once, at least later, led him'on
to the further conviction that God had now
made all kinds of meat lawful for a Christian's use, altiiough, when consorting, as in
the main he had to do, with Jews, he would
still bow to the Levitical restrictions.
The

Petrine Gospel of St. Mark appears, according to the now by many accepted reading
of Kadapi(a>y in the text of vii. 19, to have
stated that Christ in teaching, " Whatsoever
from without goeth into the man, it cannot
defile him," had said this, "making all
meats clean." There is no question that in
St. Paul's own view at that epoch of his
ministry when he wrote this Epistle, " nothing," to use his own words, "is unclean
of itself" (Kom. liv. 14; 1 Cor. x. 23, 25);
and we have no reason to doubt that he
had " been in the Lord Jesus persuaded " of
this long before,
at the very outset probably of his ministry. It is, therefore, not
unlikely that this same persuasion of the
real indifferenoy of all kinds of meat had
been by Christ instilled into St. Peter's
mind as well. But if it were thus in respect to the use of meats, it would be thus
also in reference to all other kinds of purely
ceremonial restriction. Very shortly before
these occurrences at Antioch, St. Peter had
at Jerusalem openly and strongly expressed
the feeling which he experienced, how intolerably galling were the restraints imposed
by the Levitieal, not to say by the rabbini"a yoke," , he said,
*al, ceremonialism;
" which neither our fathers nor we were able
language which seems to betoken
to bear"
a mind which had spiritually been set at
liberty from the yoke. On the whole, tlie
inference naturally suggested by St. Paul's
words, " Thou livest as do the Gentiles, and
not as do the Jews," commends itself as the
true one ; namely this that St. Peter, not
on that occasion only, but also on others,
when thrown into contact with masses of
Gentile converts, was wont to assert his
Christian liberty ; that, like as St. Paul did,
so did he : while, on the one hand, to the
Jews he became as a Jew, to them under the
Law as under the Law, that he might gain
the Jews, gain them that were under the
Law, so also, on the other, to them that
were without Law he became as without
Law, that he might gain also them (1 Cor. ix.
Why oompeUert thou the Gentiles
20, 21>

—

—

—

to live as do the Jews? (irSj [Eeoeptui, tQ
t4 l0vri ivayKi^eis 'lovSat((tv j). In place of
rl, why, recent editions read, irus, how,
which is B more emphatic interrogatory
witli a tinge of wonderment ; as if it were,
" How is it possible that
?" (so 1 Cor.
XV. 12). The verb " Judaiee" oocnrs in
the Septuagint of Esth. viii. 17, " And many
of the Gentiles had themselves circumcised
and Judalzcd {tovSd'i^ov) by reason of
their fear of the Jews." It is plainly equivalent to JouSai'Kajs (fjv.
Compellest, i.a.
gettest thyself to compel.
The " compul-

sion" applied by Cephas was a moral compulsion he was, in effect, withholding from
them Christian fellowship, unless they
Judaized. Put into words, his conduct said
this : " If you will Judaize, I will hold fellowship with you ; if you will not, you are not
qualified for full fraternal recognition from
me." The withholding of Christian frater;

nization, short of formal Church excommunication such ns 1 Cor. t. 3 5, is a powerful
engine of Christian influence, the use of
which is distinctly authorized and even
commanded in Scripture (Bom. xvL 17;
1 Cor. V. 11 ; 2 Thess. iii. 6, 14 ; 2 Tim.

—

5 ; Titus iiL 10 ; 2 John 10), and may on
occasion be employed by private Christians
on their own responsibility. But its use,
when not clearly justified, is not only a
cruelty to our brethren, but an outrage upon
what St. Paul here calls the trutii of the
gospel.
It is at our peril that we grieve,
by a cold or unbrotherly bearing towards
him, one .whom we have reason to believe
God has " received " (Rom. xiv. 3 ; xv. 7).
If God in Christ owns and loves him as a
son, we ought to frankly own and love him
as a brother.
Ver. 15. We who are Jews by nature
(riiieis (pitrei'louSaioty, we being Jews bynature;
In point of conor, we are Jews by nature.
Hi.

,

—

struction, it may be observed that, after
eidSres in the next verse, recent editors concur in inserting S4. With this correction of
the text, we may either make this fifteenth

separate sentence, by supplying
are Jews by nature," etc., and
begin the next verse with the words, " but
yet, knowing tliat . . . even we believed,"
etc. ,* or we may supply in this verse " being,"
and, conjoining it with " knowing," take the
two verses as forming one sentence ; thus
" We being Jews . . . yet knowing that . . .
even we believed," eto. For the general
sense, It is quite immaterial which mode of
construing we adopt. The Bevisers have
preferred the latter. The former makes the
passage run more smoothly ; but this, in construing St. Paul's writings, is by no means a
consideration of weight. "We," that is,
"I Paul, and thou Cephas," rather than
" I Paul, and thou Cephas, with those who

verse a

icntv, "

we

"
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are acting with thee ; " for we read before,
" I aaid unto Cephas," not " unto Cephas and

the Test of the Jews." " By nature " because
we were Jews by birth. But the two eipreMMoas, " by nature " and " by birth," are
not eonvertible terms, as is evident &om
eh. iy. 8 and Bom. ii. 14 ; the former covers
wider ground than the latter. The prerngatiTOB attaching to the natural position
of a born Jew were higher than tliose which
appertained to a circumcised proselyte.
This is why he adds, " by nature." " Jews
a term of honourable distinction, closely by
its etymology connected in the mind of a
Hebrew with the notion of " praise " (oomp.
Gen. ix. 8; Eom. ii. 29); a term, therefore, of theocratic Taunting (Bom. ii. 17).
And not sinners of the OentUes (koI ouk 4^
iBvSiv a/iapTciiKol^; and not of the OenliUt
sinner§.
The word " sinners " must be here
taken, not in that purely moral acceptation
in which all are " sinners," but in that mixed
sense in which moral disapproval was largely
tinged with the bigoted disdain which the
theocratic Israelite felt for " the uncircumcised ; " the Levitically purist Jew for them
who, having no " Law " (Syo/ioi), wallowed in
every kind of ceremonial pollution, "unclean," » dogs " (comp. Matt. XV. 37; Phil,
iii. 2 ; Acts ii. 23).
As a notion correlative
to that of " Jews," the word is used by our
Lord himself when he spoke of his being delivered into the hands of " sinners " (Matt.
xxvi. 45; comp. Matt. xx. 19). As correlative to that of persons fit for the society of
the righteous and Levitically holy, it is used
by Christ and the evangelists in the phrase,
"publicans and sinners," in which it is
nearly equivalent to "outcasts." So the
;

;

apostle

uses

it

here.

With an

ironical

mimesii of the tone of language which a
self-righteous legalist loved to employ, he
means in effect, "not come from among
Gentiles, sinful outcasts." May not the
apostle be imagined to have quite lately
heard such phrases from the lips of some
of those Pharisee - minded Christians to
whom Cephas was unhappily now truckling ?
For the right appreciation of the train of
thought which the apostle is now pursuing,
it is important to observe that both Cephas
and Paul had reason to regard themSelves
as having been, before they were justified,
einneri in another sense of the deepest dye.
St. Paul felt to the very end of his days that
"he had once been, and that therefore in
liimself he still was, a chief of sinners
(a/iapTaAois, Siv irpuTSs elui iy£) and surely
the wickedness into which Cepiias precipitated himself on the morning of his Lord's
;

passion must have left ever after in his mind
too a similar consciousness.
Ver. 16. Knowing (eiSiiTes Se : see note on
ver. 15) ; yet kmywing.
That a man is not

—

[oh. n.
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by the works of the law (Sri ai
SiKatovTai &y9pairos ^f tpytov v6^iov)\ Of, 6j
works of
Thai
; or, by works of the Law.

justified

Law

is,

works prescribed by the

The verb

Law

of Moses.

SiKaioDrai is in the present tense,

is itating a general
sentence, Oi Siicaiovrai i^
(pyar v6iiov, if regard be had to the exact
sense of the propoeition i^, may be supposed
to mean "doe* nnt- derive rigliteouaneas
;
from works of the Law " does not get to bo
justly regarded as holy, pure &om guilt,
appi'ovable, tn cotuequence of any things done
in obedience to Gtod's positive Law. The
precise meaning and beefiag ef the aphorism
Bat by the faith
will appear presently.
of Jesus Christ (eai^ ^^ Sid irtffTeais 'Irjffov
XpiffToS); but only through faith of Jesus
Christ.
'Eau pi-fi, like el i^, properly means
" except," " save ; " but St. Paul would have

because the apostle

primsiple.

The

own position if he had allowed
"works 'of the Law" could ever have

betrayed his
that

any part whatever

in procuring justification.

'EAy 11^ must, therefore, be understood here
in that partially exceptive sense remarked
upon in the note on ch. i. 7 as frequently
attaching to ci /i'^, that is, it means " but
only."
The apostle plainly intends to make
the categorical afSrmation that no man gains
justification save through faith in Christ;
ob SfKoiouTai 6.v6p(airos ei ^^ 5td wiffTeas 'Irjaov
XpuTTov. The variation of the proposition,
Sid in this clause for ix in the preceding
clause, we find again in Phil. iii. 9, " Not
having a righteousness which is mine own,
that which is (^k vdjmv) of the Law [t.e.
derived from the Law], but that which is
(8in Trier etas) through faith of Christ." That
no real difference is here intended in the
sense \s shown by the use immediately after
of 4k in the clause, %va SiKaiaOufiej' iK iriiTTews
XpivTov. For the apostle's present argument it is immaterial whetlier we are
said to gain righteousness through faith or
from it As Bishop Lightfoot, however,
observes, " Faith is, strictly speaking, only
the meana, not the source of justification.
The one proposition (Sid) excludes this latter
notion, while the other (^k) might imply it.
Besides these, we meet also with
iriirTei
(Phil. iii. 9), but never Sid itia-riv, ' propter
fidem,' which would involve [or, might perhaps suggest] a doctrinal error. Compare the
careful language in the Latin of our Article
XL, 'per fidem, non propter opera.' " The
genitive 'lr)(rov Xpurrov after vtiTTfoit is
paralleled by ex*''* itUtiv 0€oS in Mark xi.
22, and by TrliTTeios avTov in Eph. iii. 12.
Possibly the genitive was preferred here to
saying els 'IncroSy X/mrriii', as verbally presenting the sharper antithesis to ipyan
v6ii.ov.
Even we (koI iiiieis); just as any
sinful outcast of a Gentile would have to do
Have believed ia Jesus Christ (eis XptaTit

M
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'Itlffovy

who more

Relieve.

verse,

iTurreiffanev); did in Christ Jeetu
The aoriet of the verb points to the
time of flrat making Christ the object of trust.
The changed order, in which our Lord's
proper name and his official designation
appear in this clause compared with the
preceding, and which, somewhat strangely,
ia ignored in our Authorized Version, does
not seem to have any real significance ; such
variation frequently occurs in St. Paul, as
e.g. 1 Tim. i. 15, 16; 2 Tim. i. 8, 10; Eph.

In the present instance it may have
1, 2.
been dictated by the reversal of the order of
That
"deas,
the
nitrreas and 'ItjitoS Xpurrov.
we might be justified by the faith of Christ
Re(Yvo SiKatadaifjiev 4k irlffTeots Xpto'ToD).
nouncing all thought of gaining righteousness by (or from) doing works of the Law,
we fixed our faith upon Christ, in order to
gain righteousness by (or from) believing in
him.
The form of expression does not
determine the time when they expected to
become righteous
but the whole comi.

;

plexion of the argument points to their
justification following immediately upon
their believing in Christ. That full recognition of fellow-believers, which is tho hinge
on which the discussion turns, presupposes
their being already righteous through their
And not by the works of the law
faith.
This is added ex
(koI ouic ef Ipyav vd/iov).
abundanti, to clench more strongly the
affirmation tliat works of the Law have no
For by the
fctfcct in making men righteous.
works of the Law shall no flesh be justified
(SiiJTi [or rather, Hri] ou SiKoiwS^iirtToi ^| epyap
This simply repeats the
y6fiov irSffo <rci/)|).
affirmation in the first clause of the verse,
with only an intensified positiveneas the
future tense, " shall be justified," expressing,
not the time at which the act of justification
takes place, but the absoluteness of the rule
that no human being is to expect ever to be
justified by works of the Law. In Bom. iii.
20 we have Identically the same sentence
with the addition of" in his sight." Instead,
however, of the Si6ti found in that passage,
mai.y recent editors here give Sti, there
being no more difference between Si6ti and
;

between "because that" and
In both passages it looks as if
the apostle meant to be underatood as citing
oTi

than

" because."

a locus probativus; and the addition of the
words, " in his sight," in Romans indicates
that the authoritative passage referred to is
Ps. cxliii. 2, which in the Septuagint reads,
'Oti ov SiKOKoS^ffcTOJ

4v(iiri6i/ (Tov iras

(av.

The

added in both, is a
comment of the apostle's own, founded aa
the people
it Bliould seem upon the caae of
clause, 4i ipyav

vS/jlov,

of Israel, whom the psalmist manifestly included in his universal statement; those
who had the Law yet lacked justification
before God, every one those even of them
;

85

or less were doing its worka. Thi»
viewed as a statement of the individual experience of the two apostles Peter
and Paul themselves, is verified with respect
to the latter by the accounts given in the
Acts of his conversion. With respect to St.
Peter, its verification is supplied to tha
student of the Gospels by his
realizing the proceas of feeling through
wliich that apoatlo'a mind passed in the
several situations thus indicated: "This
day thou ahalt deny me tlirice ; " " He went
out and wept bitterly ; " " Go and tell his
disciples and Peter, he goeth before you into
;
Galilee " " The Lord is risen indeed, and
hath appeared to Simon ; " " Simon, son of
John, lovest thou me ? " " They worshipped
reflective

him, and returned to Jerusalem with great
joy." Further, the highly animated languau;e with which, in their writings, each of
these apostles St. Paul, for instance, in the

—

Riimana (v. and viii.) and Ephesians, and
St. Peter in several passages of his First
Epistle portrays the peace and exulting
joy which Christ's disciples experience
througli faith in him, is evidently drawn
from their own mental liiatory. And this
happy experience of theirs was, most palpably, in no degree whatever derived from
works of the Law, but solely from the grace
As St. Peter had recently intiof Christ.
mated at Jerusalem, their hearts, as truly as
tho hearta of their fellow-believers of the
Gentiles, " GoJ had cleansed " from the
sense of guilt and poUutedness before him
"by faith" (Acts xv. 9). It ia necessary
here to be quite clear as to the nature of
those "works of the Law" whiuh the
apostle has now in his view. This is determined by the preceding context. Tlie
works of the Law now in question were
those, the observance of which characterized
a man's " living aa do the Jews " and their
non-observance a man's "living as do the

—

It was the disregard of these
works on the part of the Gentile believers
which the Jewish Christians, whom St.
Peter would fain stand well with, considered
aa diaqualifying them from free asaociation
with themaelves. So, again, when St. Peter
was " living as do the Gentiles," he was
viewed as setting at nought, not the moral
precepts of the Law, but its positive ceremonial precepts only. It is the making that
distinction between believers living as do
the Gentiles and believers living as do the
Jews, which Peter and the brethren from
Jamea were in effectmaking, that the apostle

Gentiles."

here seta himself so sternly to reprobate.
It is with this view that he here asserts the
principle that through faith in Christ a
man is made righteoua, and that through
faith in Christ only can he be, these works
having nothing whatever to do with iti

"
;
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" You Gephai," he says, " and I were living
as do the Jewa; uo unclean sinners of
Gentiles were we I And both you and I

have been made Tightex>UB. And how?
Not through those works of the Law, but
througli believing in Christ Jesus. And
these Oentile brethren, from whom you are
now shrinking back as if they were not
good enough for us to associate with, they
believe in Christ as truly as we do ; they are
therefore as truly righteous as we are. It
is absurd for you to try to thrust upon them
those works of the Law ; by the works of the

—

Law can neither they be made

righteous nor
yet we. So neither, on the other hand, by
disregarding the works of the Law can
either they or we be made sinners." This
last position, that the neglect of the works
of the Law does not disqualify a fellowChristian for brotherly recognition, is
plainly essential to his present argument.
But this is true only of the neglect of the
positive Levitical precepts of the Law; the
neglect of its moral precepts does disqualify
him (1 Cor. v. 11). Does it not seem a just
inference from this course of argument, that
no man whom we have reason to believe to

be justified by faith in
refused

either

Christian

Chrisit is

to be

assoeiatiun

or

Church fellowship ?
Ver. 17. But if, while we seek to be
justified by Christ {et Se^^jTourres SLKataBTJvai

—

iv XpiffTy ) ; hut if while leehing to lie jusin Christ. The present participle,

tified

" while seeking," that is, " while we sought,"
referred back to the time indicated in the
word*, "we believed," of the preceding
verse the time, that is, when, made aware
that works of the Law could not j ustify, they,
Cephas and Paul, severally set themselves
to find righteousness in Clirist.
At that
time they in heart utterly renounced the
notion that " works^ of the Law " had any
is

—

upon a man's standing before God;
they saw that his doing them could not
make him righteous, as well as that his not
doing them would not make him a sinner
(see Matt. xv. 10—20). This was an essential feature of their state of mind in seeking

effect

righteousness in Christ. They distinguished
Levitical purity and pollution from spiritual
and real. And the principle was not only
embraced in their hearts, but, in course of
time, it embodied itself also, as occasion
served, in outward deed. They, both Paul
and Cephas himself, were bold to '" live after
the manner of Gentiles " (ver. 14), and with
Gentiles to freely associate.
If this w»s
wrong, it was most heinously wrong ; for it
would be notliing short of a presumptuous
setting at nouglit of God's own Law by
which they flagrantly proved themselves to
be, in

But

it

a fatal and damning sense, sinners.
was by the gospel that they had

[oft.

n.

l-2t

been led to think thus and to act thus; in
other words, by Christ himself. Would it
not, then, follow that Christ was a minister
to them, not of righteousness, but of sin, of
damning guilt 7 'fhe participle "seeking"
does not merely mark the time at which
they were found to be sinners, but also and
indeed much more, the course of oondnot by
which they proved themselves auoh. The
words, "ill Christ," are not equivalent to
" through Christ," though the former ides
includes the latter ; the preposition is used
in the same sense as in the sentences, " In
God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ
(1 Thess. i. 1) ; " Of him are ye in Clirist
Jesus" (1 Cor. i. 30); " Sanctified in Christ
Jesus " (1 Cor. i. 2). It denotes a state of
intimato association, union, with Christ,
involving justification by necessary consequence.
Oomp. Phil. ill. 9, " That I may
be found in him, not having a righteousness
of mine own, even that which is of the I^aw,
but that which is through faith in Christ."
ourselves also are found sinners {evpeOTiliff Kal auTol o/ndpTO)\oi) ; we oursehes also
tinners.
The word " f lund "
were

We

found

hints a certain measure of surprise (comp.
Matt. i. 18; Acts viii. 40; Eom. vii. 21;
2 Cor. X. 12 ; xii. 20), Cephas was behaving
now as if to his painful surprise he had
found himself to have been previously acting
in a most guilty manner.
The word " sin-

ners " appears to denote more than the state
of ceremonial unclcanness incurred by vio
lating the prescriptions of Levitical purity
indeed, it meant more even as used by
thorough-going ceremonial ists (as in ver.
15); it points to the gross outrage which
would in the case supposed have been put
upon the majesty of God's Law. In the
next verse " transgressor " is used as a con" Ourselves also " as truly
vertible term.
as any Gentile of them all.
There is a
touch of sarcasm in the clause, having a
covert reference to St. Peter having turned
his back upon his Gentile brethren as unfit
for him to associate with ; he thereby wag
treating them as "sinners."
Is therefore
Christ the minister of sin t (ipa Xpurrbs
afiap-rias Si&Kcvoss); is Christ a minister of
sin 1 'Apo is found in the New Testament
besides only in Luke xviii. 8 and Acts viii.
30, in both which passages it simply propounds a question, without indicating
whether the answer is expected to be negative or affirmative.
So Soph., ' CEd. T.,' ip'
^(pvv KaKds 1 S,p' oix' f «s &i>ayyos i
The inference here is so shocking that the apostle
is unwilling to put it forward except as a
question that might fairly be asked tipon
such premisses. This gives the sentence a
less repnlsive tone than the reading, which
without an interrogatiTe puts it thus : "Apa
Xpurrhs atiaprtttt SidKoyos. God forbid (j^if

—

;;
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" Abhorred be the thought I " we
both Bay ; but (the apostle means his interlooutor to understand) since it cannot
without horrid impiety be said that Christ
was a minister to us of sin and not of righteousness, it follows of necessity that we did
not sin against God when we set the works
of the Law aside and sought righteousness
in Christ alone without any respect had to
them. The Greek phrase is one of several
renderings which the Septuagint gives to
til© Hebrew word ehali'lah, ad profana,
which is frequently used interjeotionally to
relegate some thought to the category of
what is utterly abhorrent and polluted.
y4voiro).

The Hebrew word

discussed fully in
Geseniua's ' Thesaurus,' in verh. St. Paul
uses the Greek phrase twice again in this
Epistle (once absolutely, iii. 21, and once
inweaved in a sentence, vi. 14) ; ten times
absolutely in hu Epistle to the Bomans (iii.
It occurs also Luke xx. 16.
4, 6, eta).
It
is impossible to mend the vigorous rendering
of our Authorized Version.
Ver. 18. For if I build again the things
which I destroyed (et yap h KariKvaa, ravra
irciXtv oiKo^ofia) ; for if I am huilding up
again the things which I pulled down.
I
make myself a transgressor (irapaPaTriv iimv
Thv ffvviffTTjfjii [or, o'vi/nrrdi/Wf another form of
the same verb]) ; o transgressor is what I am
ihowing my own self to be. I must be wrong
one way or the other ; if I am right now, I
was wrong then ; and from the very nature
of the case now in hand, wrong exceedingly
EO less than an absolute transgressor. This
word " transgressor " denotes, not one who
merely happens to break, perchance inadverdently, some precept of the Law, but one
who, perhaps in consequence of even one
act of wilful transgression, is to be regarded as trampling upon the authority of
the Law altogether (comp. Eom. ii. 25,
27; Jas. ii. 9, 11, which are the only places
of the New Testament in which the word
occurs ; it is therefore a full equivalent to
the word " sinner" of ver. 17). The Greek
verb evytar&i'a, " to put forward in a clear
light," is used similarly in 2 Cor. vi. 4 ; vii
11.
It is much debated, and is certiiinly
nowise clear, how fax down in the chapter
the rebuke addressed to St. Peter extends.
If it docs not reach to the end of the chapter,
as some think it does, the break may be very
well placed at the end of this verse. For
this verse clearly relates to St. Peter,
whether actually addressed to him or not
notwithstanding that the verbs are in the
hypothetical first person singular, they cannot be taken as referred to St. Paul, not
being at all applicable to his onse. On the
other hand, with the nineteenth verse the
first person is plainly used by St. Paul with
reference to luB own sel^ which is indeed

—

;

ia

marked by the emphatic
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iyl> with

which

it

opens.
Ver. 19. For I through, the Lav am dead
to the Law {lyi> yap Si4 v6fiov vi/up i,ir48ai>ot>)
for I, for my part, through the Law died unto
the Law.
This ^yi is not the hypothetical
" I " of ver. 18, which in fact recites the
personality of St. Peter, but is St. Paul
himself in his own concrete historical per*
Bonality.
And the pronoun is in a measure
antithetical ; as if it were: for whatever may
be your feeling, mine is this, that I," etc.
The conjunction "for" points back to the
whole passage (vers. 15 18), which has
described the position to which St. Paul had

—

—

himself been brought and on which he still
now, when writing to the Galatians, is
standing he here justifies that description.
" Through the Law " through the Law's
own procuring, through what the Law itself
did, I was broken off from all connection
with the Law. From the words, " I have
been crucified with Christ," in the next
verse, and from what we read in oh. iii. 13,
most especially when taken in connection
with the occurrences at Antioch which at
any rate led to the present utterance, and
with the hankering after Judaioal ceremonialism in Galatia which occasioned the
writing of this letter, we may with confidence draw the conclusion that St. Paul
is thinking of the Law in its ceremonial aspect, that is, viewed as determining ceremonial purity and ceremonial
pollution.
He is here most immediately
dealing with the question, whether Jewish
believers could freely associate without
defilement in God's sight with Gentile
believers who according to the Levitical
Law were unclean, and could partake of the
like food with them. The notion of becoming
dead to the Law through the cross of Christ
has other aspects besides this, as is evinced
by Eom. vii. 1 6 ; a fact which is indeed
glanced at by the apostle even here ; but of
the several aspects presented by this one
and the same many-faced truth, the one
which he here more particularly refers to is
that which it bore towards the Law as a
ceremonial institute. That which the Law
as a ceremonial institute did in relation
to Christ was this it pronounced him as
crucified to be in the intensest degree ceremonially accursed and polluting; to be
;

;

—

—

most absolutely cherem. But Christ in his
death and resurrection-life is appointed by
God to be the sinner's only and oompleto
salvation. It follows that be who by faith
aud sacrament is made one with Christ,
does, together with the spiritual life which
he draws from Christ, partake also in the
pollution and aooursedness which the Law
listens upon him ; he is by the Law bidden
away: he can thenceforth have nooonneo*

—
;
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tion with it, the Law itself will have it bo.
" But (the apostle's feeling is) the Law may

curse on as it will : I have life with Giid
and in God nevertheless." This same
aspect of the death of Christ as disconnecting believers from the Law viewed as a
ceremonial institute, through the pollutedness which the Law attached to most
especially that form of death, is referred to
The phrase, "I died
in Heb. xiii. 10—13.
unto the Law," is similar to that of "being
njade dead to the Law" (efloi/aTcfJflrjTe t^
and being " discharged [or, ' dev6iiif),
livered*] from the Law (^KaTTjpyfidTj/Mev airb
Tov vSinov)" which we have Eom. vii. 4, 6
though the particular aspect of the fact that
the cross disconnects believers from the Law
is not precisely the same in the two passages, since in the Romans the Law is
viewed more in its character as a rule of

moral and spiritual life (see Kom. vii. 7
That I might live unto Ood (^va 0e^
23).
YVw); ""»' 1 might hecome alive unto God.
It is not likely that Ci\aw is a future indicative, although we have KixTatovX^ffovixiv
after Xva in ver. 4, and the form (/la-ofiev in
Bom. vl. 2; for the future would most probably have been Qhaoiim, as in ch. iii 11,
It is
12: and Rom. i. 17; viii. 13; x. 5.
more likely to be the subjunctive of the
^(-ncra, which, according to the now
accepted reading of e(n<Tei' for ivfo-Ti) xal
where,
ayef-qafy, we have in Bom. xiv. 9
as well as the (Ijaupi.ev of 1 Thess. v. 10,
"
In
become
verbs
alive."
denotit means
ing a state of being, the aorist frequently
(though not necessarily) means coming into
that state, as for example, ewT^x^"<'^^t " ''6"Living unto
Oiime poor" (2 Cor. ii. 9).
God" here, as in Rom. vi. 10, does not so
much denote any form of moral action towards God as that spiritual state towards
him out of which suitable moral action
would subsequently flow. The apostle died
to the Law, in order that through Christ
he might come into that vital union with
God in which he might both serve him and
find happiness in him; this service to God
and joy in God being the " fruit-bearing "
in which the "life" ig manifested (Bom.

aorist

;

vii. 5, 6).

;

—

Ver. 20. This verse brings out into fuller
detail the several points bound up in the
succinct statement of ver. 19. I am oruoifled with Christ (Xpia-rf aweffraipwiiai) ; I
I
on
have been erucified with Christ.

am

the cross, fastened thereto with Christ;
the object, therefore, with him of the Law'i
abhorrence and anathema. If we ask, how
and when he became thus blended with
Christ in his crucifixion, we have the answer
jsuggested by himself in Bom. vi, 8, 6, " Are
ye ignorant, that all we who were baptized
into Christ Jesus were baptized into his

[oh.
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death ?" " that our old man was omcifleil
with him?" It was by believing in Christ
and being baptized into him comp. ch.
iii.
27, "All ye who were baptized into
Christ did put on Christ" words which
have to be takon in connection with the
reference to " faith in Christ " in ver. 26.
The perfect tense of the verb avKaraifuifiuu
points to a continued state of being, following upon that decisi re crisis of his life
the apostle images himself as still hanging
ou the cross with Christ, while also sharing
in his resurrection-life his " old man " is ou
the cross, while his spirit partakes in and
;

—

;

renewed by Christ's life in God (Bom.
The pragmatism of the passage, however, that is, its relevancy to the
subject discussed by him with St. Peter,
is

vi. 6, 8, II).

consists in the twofold statement : (1) that
the Law as a ceremonial institute has now
nothing to do with him nor he with it,
except as mutually proclaiming their entire

disseverment the one from the other; and
(2) that nevertheless, while thus wholly
apart from the Law, he has life in God, an
he further proceeds to declare. Nevertheless I live (f» 5e). Notwithstanding all tli*
Law's anathema, I am alive unto God
(comp. Rom. vi. 11), the object of his lov»,
and an heir of his eternal life. With thl«
exalted blessedness of mine the Law cannot
in the slightest degree meddle, by any de.
termination which it will fain propound d
cleanness or unoleaiiness. No ceremonial
pollution of its constituting can touch thit

my

life.

liever's

My

own life and my fellow-beGod is infinitely removed

life in

from the possibility of receiving taint of
pollution through eating (say) of blood, or
suet, or pork, or through touching a leper
or the remains of a deceased man. Nothing
of this kind can mar or stain my righteousness or

my

fellow-believer's righteousness.

Both he and I, sharing in the like *' life "
and righteousness, rejoice and exult together ; let the Law denounce us for unclean
as loudly and as bitterly ai it will. Nay, ii
I were to allow myself to be disquieted by
any such denouncement of pollution, X
should, in fact, be allowing myself to harbour misgivings and unbelief touching thci
very essence of the grace of Jesus Christ.
Yet not I, but Christ liveth in me {ovk ir.
i-yii, fp 5e iv iiioi Xpurrds); and yet no longer
I, but Christ liveth in me.
It was essential
to the apostle's argument that he should
assert himself to be, in spite of the Law's
anathema, " alive," in the full possession
of life in God; but he hastens to qualify

by explaining how entirely
thia life of his to Christ ; and, in
his eagerness to do this, he compresses tha

this assertion

he owes

assertiim and the qualification in one clause
so closely together as, in a way not at all uu>

";

;
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usual with him, well-nigh to wreck the grammatical construction.
method, indeed,
has been proposed by critics of disposiug
this clause with respect to the preceding in
such a manner as to make the sentence run
quite smoothly; thus: ZS Sh ovksti 4y(i,
Cv
86 4i 4no\ Xpi<TT6s
that is, as given in the
margin of the Eevised English Version, " I
haT6 been oruoifled with Christ; and it is
no longer I that live, but Christ liveth in
me."
But not only does this method of
construing altogether efface the apostle's
assertion of his being alive notwithstanding
the Law's malediction an assertion which
agrees so thoroughly with the defiant tone
of the argument, but the abruptness of the
construction as presented in the ordinary
reading of the passage is its very recommendation for such uncouthness of style
is wont to show itself in St. Paul's more
eager, impassioned passages. "No longer
I " a« in those old days when I prided

A

:

—

;

;

myself on being an especial favourite of
Heaven, eminently righteous through meritorious doings of my own, through my punctilious observance in particular of all that
the Law prescribes for gaining and maintaining ceremonial sanctity (oomp. Phil. iii. 4,
"In those days it was I that was alive
6).
it ia not so now."
The €7^ efai)', "I was
alive," of Eom. vii. 9, serves again as a
perfect illustiatiou of tlie phraseology of the
present passage only we have still to bear
;

in mind that Ihe apostle is at present conteijplating tlie ceremonial aspect of his old
life, rather than, as in the Bomans, the
moral the two being no doubt, however, in
•his former Pharisee scheme of religion,
essentially conjoined.
The in-being of
Christ is to be understood as blending in
one the two notions, of Christ as the groimd
of our acceptableaess before God and of our
being alive unto God, and of Christ as the
motive spring of true practical well-doing
(Bom. viii. 10). The two things, though
notionally distinct, cannot exist apart, but
the former is the more prominent idea here.
And the life which I now live in the flesh
" Life " still denotes
(6 Si vvv (Si (V aapKi).
his spiritual state of being, and not his
moral activity, though by inference involving this latter ; as if it were " the life
which I now possess." The construction of
% QSi is paralleled by the % imieavt, " the
death that he died, he died," and the h Q,
"the life that he liveth, he liveth," of
Bom. vi. 10. "Now," as well as "no
longer," stands in contrast with his old life
in Judaism. But, on the other hand, " in
;

the flesh," viewed in conjunction with (4y
jriiTTti) " in faith," or " by faith," must be
taken as in Phil. i. 22, that is, as contrasted
with the future life while we are in the
fleah "we walk by faith, not by sight"
;

89

(2 Cor. T. 7). I live by the faith of the Son
of God ^4v irlffTU ^e3 --^ tov vlov tov ©eoO)
1 live by faith, the faith which is in the Son
of God. By faith, not by works of the
Levitical Law.
It was by faith in Christ
that I first became partaker of this life ; it
is by faith in Christ that I continue to partake of it ; letting go my faith in Christ, I
partake of the life no longer. The especial
relevancy of this statement of the apostle's,
whether with respect to the matters agitated at Antioch, or with respect to any such
revival of Levitical notions of acceptableness with God as was now perplexing tho
Churchmen of Galatia, is the warning which
it implicitly conveys that, to revert to Levitical notions of uncleauness or of righteousness, was to sin against faith in Christ, and
therewith against the very essence of a
Christian's spiritual life. It was the strong
sense which the apostle had of the absolutely fatal tendency of such relapses towards Judaism that inspired the deep
pathos which here tinges his language.

Hence the magnificent
recites

by which he
"the Son of

title

Christ's personality,

God;" possessing as such an
commanding claim to his people's
wliioh they dare not decline.

absolutely
adherence,

Hence,

too,

the words which follow. Who loved me,
and gave himself for xna (tov ayaniiffavTis
/i€, Kol trapaSivTos eavrhv ^ep efwv)
wlio
loved me, and gave himself up for me.
Fain would the reader realize to his mind
the fervid, thrilling tones and accent of
voice in which the apostle, while uttering
those words, would give vent to the sentiment which so powerfully swayed his whole
life, and which he so vividly describes in
" The love of
writing to the Corinthians
Christ constraiueth us; because we thus
judge, that one died for all, therefore all
died [namely, to all but him]; and he
died for all, that they which live should no
longer live unto themselves, but unto him
who for their sakes died and rose again
(2 Cor. V. li, 15). The same appropriation
of Christ's love to his own individual self
which the apostle here gives utterance to,
"who loved me, and gave himself up for
me," may every human creature also express in whom only is the faith which
takes hold of bis love. In fact, the apostle
speaks thus for the very purpose of prompting every individual believer who hears
him to feel and say the same. This, he
indicates, should be their feeling just as
much as his; a sentiment just as irresistibly regulative of their life.
Why not ?
Do they not also owe to him all their hope
on behalf of their souls? For the expression, " gave himself up," comp. ch. i. 4 and
note.
The Greek verb TrapaSSvros is distinguished from the simple Siyrot, " gav«
;

:

;

;
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himself," hf ill bringing more distinotly
into view tlte notion of Christ's giving himself over into the hands of those who sought
his life.
Ver. 21. I do not frustrate the grace of

—

&06TV T^KX^P'** "^OV QiOv) \ I do 7Wt
reject the grace of God. As I should be doing,
if,
instead of resting with "glorifled"
(1 Pet. i. 8} fstisfaction in the fatlierly love
and complacency with which God regards
me in Christ, I began to give anxious heed
to what the Law prescribes touching things
or persons clean or unclean, and to deem it
possible and needful to secure acoeptableness with God through works of ceremonial
performance. If it were only for one single
reason alone, I do net, I cannot, thus slight
and set at nought the state of grace with all
its attendant blessings into which God has
in Christ Jesus brought me. The "grace
of God" presents that entire notion of the
kingdom of grace wliich the apostle sets
forth, and on which he descants with such
glowing animation, iq the fifth cljapter of

God

;

(^OUK

his Epistle to the
itself

stands

in

Komana,
vivid

The term

contrast

to

of
that

slavish, anxious, never assured

working for
acceptance, which characterized the Jewish

and eharacterizea the legalist
As the apostle does
Christian as well.
not write iyii oIik i.9fTa, which would mean,
" I do not set aside, not I," he is not to be
read as if just now emphasizing a personal
contrast between himself, and either St.
Peter or the Judaizers with whom St. Peter
legalist,

was then to outward appearance taking
sides ; he is at present simply winding up his
recital of his remonstrance at Antioch with
the one terse argument, with which he then
justified his own position, and, as if with a
sledge-hammer, at once demolished the
position of the Judaizers. The verb iflerS
means " reject," " turn from as from a thing
unworthy of regard ; " as in Mark vii. 9,
" Ye reject the commandment of God, that
;
ye may keep your tradition " Luke vii. 30,
" The Pharisees and lawyers rejected for
;
themselves the counsel of God " 1 Thess.
that rejecteth [our testimony
iv. 8,
touching this], rejecteth not uiau, but God
man that halh set at nought
Heb. X. 28, "
Moses' Law;" in which lost passage it
indicates, but without itself fully describThe
ing, a more aggressive disobedience.
rendering " made void," adopted by the
Bevisers, in the sense of "disannul," is
doubtless fully authenticated by cb. iii. 15
Since even an
1 Tim. V. 12; Heb. ix. 18.
apostle could not "disannul" the "grace of
God" viewed in itself, this sense of the
word, if adopted, would, as well as the perhaps questionable rendering of our AuthoVersion, "frustrate," apply to the

"He

A

ri^

previous

work of Divine grace wrought

[cH. n.
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npon the apostle's own soul . But the logieal
connection of the following clause is more
easily shown by our reverting to the sense
before given to the verb, which in tlie New
Testament is the more usual one. Tor if
righteousness come by the Law, then Christ
is dead in vain (ci yiip iib, vinov Sixatoffivi]^ &pa Xpttrrds Sapeay &,ire6avev); for if
through the Law m righteousness, then did
Christ for nought die. This one reason is
decisive. The sole reason why ttie Son of
God came into the world to suffer death
was to do away our sins and make us
righteous with God.
But if sin can be
purged by the purifications of the Law, and
cleanness before God is procurable by
Levitical ceremonies, then there was no need
for this ; then the Crucifixion, for this one
end ordained and from the beginning of
time prepared for by the Father, and foi
this one end, of his own free choice gone
forward to, brought about, and undergone
by Christ himself, was a simply superfluous
sacrifice.
We might have been saved, nay,
have perchance saved ourselves, without it.
It is impossible to find in all Scripture a
more decisive passage than this in proof
both of the fact of the atonement and of its
supreme importance in the Christian system.
This is emphatically Christ's great work
Compared with this, all besides is either
subsidiary or derivative.
Ampiilv, (as a
mere gift,) "for nought;" that is, without cause, there being no call or just oociision for it ; thus, John xv. 25, " Thoy bated
me loiihout cause ; " 1 Sam. xix-. 5, Septus^
gint, " Slay David without a cause ; " Ezek.
vi. 10, Septuagint, " I have not said in vain
that I would do this evil unto them; " Ecolus.
xxix. 6, " He hath got him an enemy without cause."
The apostle adds nothing as
to the effect of his remonstrance.
It is
impossible, however, to doubt that, so instinct as it was with the power of the Holy
Spirit, it proved successful, not only in the
healing of the mischief which had begun to
show itself in the Antiochian Church, but
.

also in its effect

upon

St. Peter.

Nothing

has transpired of any later intercourse
between the two apostles. But the thorough
honesty which in the main was one of St.
Peter's groat characteristics, notwithstanding the perplexed action in which from time
to time he got involved, through the warmth
of his sympathetic affections and his sometimes too hasty impulsiveness, would be
sure to make him pre-eminently tractable to
the voice of a true-speaking and holy firiend
and, moreover, in the present instance, St.
Paul was appealing to sentiments which he
had himself recently proved at Jerusalem
to be deeply operative in his own bosom.
How deeply operative, is further evinced
in his

own two

Epistles, written

some eight
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or ten years later than this Epistle, and
addressed also in part to the same Galation
Churches ; in which be not only weaves
into his language not a few expressions and
turns of thought which hare all the appearance of being borrowed from Epiatles of St.
Paul, but also in the second of them makes
direct mention of those Epistles, speaking
of them aa standing on the fooling of "tlie
other Scriptures," and of their author as
'"
our beloved brother Paul ; " notwithstanding that one of those very writings contains
the extremely plain-spoken aoconat of that
sad fall of lus at Antioch, which we have
here been considering. (On St. Paul's later
relations with St. Burnabas, see above on

ver. 13.)

Additional Notb.

— The

Judaism of (ha earliest
Any
Church not rabbinieal.
one who will be at the pains of reviewing
the contents of the four Gospels with au eye
Ver. 12.

Pentecostal

to this particular subject, cannot fail to be
struck by the frequency with which Ohrist
in his own conduct placed himself in even
the sharpctt antagonism to the " traditions

of the eldeis," and enoouiagod his diaoipiee
And
in likewise setting them at nought.
this he did in cases in which the contrast
Of his behaviour to the abject submissidn to
i^hose traditions paraded by the Pharisees
must have been most striking, and have
jarred, no doubt, very often even painfully,
upon the ill-instructed religious sensibilities
of those, who had grown up in the belief
that to observe the traditions was both
seemly and pious and to neglect them
unseemly and schismatical. Vor example,
in daily life, neither be nor his disciples

would "baptize" tliemselves when coming
market, nor even apply
lustral water to their hands before taking a
meal, though there before their eyes stood
the vessels filled with water which had been
provided for the guests and which the other
guests were pimctual in using. It was not
without significance that in liis first miracle
he withdrew the water which had been set
apart for such lustrations from one use of it

home from

the

which he would pronounce to be utterly
frivolous and vain, to apply it to one which
should really be serviceable and beneficent.
Again, many were the restrictions which
the traditions imposed upon men's actions
on the sabbath restrictions which not only
were additional to those enjoined by the
Law, but also in many eases contravened
the calls of mercy and benevolence. Such
restriotiona Christ very frequently, and in
the most public and pointed manner, so as
to directly challenge attentiou to what he
did, broke through, and taught his disciples

—
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ts disregard; the Pharisees being repeatedly
io enraged at these transgressions of the
traditions [as to endeavour in oonseqnenoa
to take his life. The fastings enjoined by
the traditions, he and his disciples likewise

offended the Pharisees by taking no acoonnt
of.
The traditions of especially one popular
chool of teaching allowed so great a facility
of divorce as served to disguise a frightful
excess of licentiousness, in which many of
the Pharisees were themselves implicated;
in opposition to which Christ was wont
publicly to declare that connections formed
after divorces not justified by adultery were
themselves adulterous. Continually was the
Lord warning his followers against the
leaven of Pharisaism, to wit. Its ostentation in religious observances ; its laying so
much stress upon the outward act, in neglect
of the inward motive and the postore of the
spirit ; its draining away the forces of moral
earnestness from the prosecution of justice,
mercy, and troth, to squander them upon
scrupulous and vigilant devotion to the
veriest trifles of formalism ; the consequent
hollowness and hypocrisy of the religious
character of its votaries; their love of
money; their eagerness for social distinction ; their cruelty to the poor amid all
thair ostentatious almsgiving ; their hardheartedness to the fallen; their intense,
devilish hatred of real piety.
All the four
Gospels abound in indications of that antipathy to Pharisaism and traditionalism
which Christ both entertained himself and
was careful to instil into the minds of his
disciplea.
It cannot, therefore, be questioned that the disciples who formed the
first nucleus of the Christian community,
especially the twelve and the brethren of
the Lord, were animated by similar sentiments of anti-Pharisaiem and so also the
Pentecostal Church at Jerusalem aa moulded
under their influence. The Law of Hoses,
no doubt, they continued to obey, as their
Master had done the Law of Moses, however, as construed in the more humane and
spiritual sense put upon it by the Sermon on
the Mount, and not aa stiffened and hardened
into intolerable cruelty by the rabbinism
which the Pharisees insisted upon. Such,
we may feel certain, had been the attitude
of St. Peter's mind in reference to the Law
when, years before at Joppa, he had received
the summons to go fcnd visit Cornelius at
Ceesarea. It was with constraint put upon
his own hitherto cherished tastes that ha
submitted to the call ; and when he entered
the Gentile's house, the fibre of Isroelitism
in h is soul is seen quivering, shrlnkiDg back
from the step which he was compelled to
take. "Ye yoorselves know," he said to
the company of unoiroumcised men among
;

—

whom he

found himself, "that

it

ia

oa

—
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u

unlawful tiling for a man that
a Jew to
join himself or to come unto one of another
nation; and yet unto me liath God showed
that I should not call any man common or
unclean."
It was painful to him as an
Israelite and a Mosaist ; but God's declared
will was leaving him no alternative.
Now,
whence had arisen those feelings of repulsion? Partly it was, no doubt, a kind of
caste sentiment.
It had been then more
than two thousand years a traditional consciousness with the Hebrew race that their
circumcision lifted them to a higher level
than the rest of mankind stood upon; aud
the persuasion inspired them with a disdain
of UDcircnmcised nations, which with the
most had little or no admixture of really
religious feeling, being felt by the idolatrous
Ephraimites as well as by the less unfaithWith the more pious
ful children of Judah.
members of the nation, this repulsion from
Gentiles was partly the outcome of their
sense of the deep degradation, religious and
moral, in which heathen nations were
sunk, steeped as they were in idolatry ; but
their sense of this was greatly intensified by
the moral efiect of the separation from other
nations enforced by the ceremonial law.
This was effected partly by the distinction
between clean and unclean animals, which,
recognized in an elementary degree as early
as the time of Noah, was made in the
legislation a matter of very
Lovitical
minutely definite prescription (Lev. li.);
and partly by the prohibition of eating
either certain kinds of fat (Lev. iii. 17) or
blood : to partake either of the flesh of an
unclean animal, or of suet or blood, was
emphatically declared by the Law, and by
the long-inherited tradition of the nation

had grown

to be instinctively felt to be,
"defilement" and "abomination." There
is no ground for supposing that St. Peter's
shrinking back &om Gentiles as common or
unclean was caused by rabbinisra. Babbinism, no doubt, added much to the bitterness
of the repulsion with those who served the
traditions; but even where there was no
bondage owned to the dicta of the elders,
repulsion from the contact of a Gentile
was a powerful sentiment, having its roots
deep in the instinctive sentiments of the

Hebrew race aud in the feelings instilled by
the |)eiemptory euactmeuta of the Divine

[OH. n.
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Now, however, in Cornelius's house,
Peter does not allow his spirit to ba
dominated by sentiments such as these.
God aud Christ his Master were making
it manifest, as in other ways, so especially
by tlie astonishing illupse of the Holy
Spirit into these believing hearers of tlia
gospel message, that they were no longer
unclean, and therefore he cannot possibly
any longer treat them as unclean. He
tarried with them certain days, and, according to the charge immediately after preferred
against him and not denied, ate with them.
That he partook of the same food as they,
whether of a kind forbidden by the Mosaic
Law or not, is not stated and is no necessary
inference drawn from tli e circumstances. He
Law.
St.

'

would not, we may well believe, scruple now
to recline at the same table with them ; but it
may be readily imagined that for a guest so
highly revered, ol wliose Jewish sensibilities
respecting food they could not be unaware,
even if he or the six Jewish brethren who
accompanied him from Joppa did not make a
pointof apprising them,the wealthy centurion
and his family would be only too anxious
to provide such food as both he and his
felli iw- visitors would find acceptable.
Thus
St. Peter might have "eaten bread" with
the Gentiles, neither, on the one hand, himself breaking the Levitical Law by partaking (if food which was forbidden to him as a
child of the legal covenant, nor, on the other,
declining to recognize the full acceptableness before God and the equal brotherhood
in Christ of believers who were stUl in their
nncircumcision. The caste feeling of proud
disdain of unoircumcised men as men of an
inferior grade, and the dread of ceremonial
defilement from contact with those who
were levitically unclean, dared no longer
assert themselves, could, indeed, no longer
be permitted to lodge in his bosom, in the
face of the clear proof which had been
afforded that the Almighty had in Christ
adopted them as his own .children equally
with himself. Thus it appears that when
at Antioch, at the time here referred to by
St. Paul, Cephas was seen partaking of
social meals in company with the Gentile
converts, he was only acting in the same
way aa ho had lUsted at Ctesarea ten years
before.

HOMILBTICS.
Vers. 1—

7%e latth of Christian liberty fought over the oa$e of Titus. The apostle
proceeds to show that, on his subsequent journey to Jerusalem, he maintained hia
independence, and was recognized by the other apostles as possessing equal authority
with themselves.
6.

L Hi8 NEXT DiTEBTiEV WITH THE

AFOBTLES.

" Th«n fourtaen years

after I

went up

CH.
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again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, and took Titus with me also." 1. The period of
thi» visit.
It was fourteen years from the date of his conversion
not from the date of
his former visit to Jerusalem
for ho seems always to view his conversion as the true
starting-point of his career. The word " again " does not determine whether he here
refers to the second or third visit. It was evidently his third visit ; for the second was
with alms, when he probably saw no apostle, for the gift of the Gentile Churches was sent
to •' the elders," not the apostles, " by the hands of Barnabas and Saul " (Acts xi. 30).
There was no need to mention all his visits to Jerusalem, only those which gave him
opportunities of intercourse with the apostles. This visit, then, was that of Acts xv.,
the period of the council of Jerusalem. 2. Hi» companions on this visit Barnabas
and Titus. There was something significant in this companionship. Barnabas, a pure
Jew, was the companion of the apostle in preaching freedom from the Law. He was
on* of the most beautiful characters in New Testament times, especially distinguished
by the generosity of his disposition. Titus was a Gentile Christian, not even circumcised, and may have been sent to the council as the representative of Gentile Christians.
The apostle tooli him there as an illustration of Christian liberty, for the council would
be obliged to decide whether Titus was to be circumcised or not. Thus the apostle
manifested the consistency of his doctrine and his practice.
This is the first
mention of Titus in Scripture ; for the Galatian Epistle preceded the Second to the
Corinthians, in which his name occurs in terms of high commendation. 3. The
interval between his visits to Jerusalem was filled with constant labours as an apostle.
He was engaged during all this period in independent labours, and therefore before the
apostles could have had an opportunity of recognizing his work.
During this time the
apostles never thought of calling in question his free gospel. The Acts of the Apostles
supply the history of his labours during this time (Acts xi. 26; xiii. ; xiv. 28).
According to St. Luke, he was sent by the
4, His Journey was taken " by revelation."
Church at Antioch (Acts xv. 2), and therefore was not summoned by the apostles to
give an account of his gospel. But the revelation may have suggested the very action
of the Church at Antioch, or it may, on the other hand, have confirmed it. The apostle
was in any case assured of Divine guidance at a most critical epoch in Christian

—

—

—

history.

His bold yet pkudbnt exposition of his gospel. " And I went up by reveand laid before them that gospel which I preach among the Gentiles, but privately
to them of reputation, lest by any means I might be running, or have run, in vain."
1. His public exposition.
(1) It was addressed to the general body of Christians at
Jerusalem, not to the apostles or elders exclusively ; for he expounded the gospel " privately " to the apostles. (2) His gospel was that of justification by faith without
circumcision.
(3) It was a gospel which had not changed since the council ; for he
speaks of it as that which " I preach," not which " I preached." The conference, therefore, made no change upon it.
2. His private exposition.
(1) It was addressed to the
" to them of reputation," as Peter, James, and John are called in ver.^9. Not
apostles
so called in any spirit of irony, but because it is as authorities their names came at all
in question. Besides, one of them, James, was not an apostle. (2) Its object was to
have a more thorough discussion, with a view to a mutual understanding in the interests
of peace and the gospel. A private conversation admits of greater freedom and discursiveness in dealing with difficult or contested points. The apostle did not seek the
testimony of men, as if the Word of God could not stand without it ; but he knew that
a cordial understanding with the apostles would add powerfully to the confirmation of
the faith. If his gospel was approved by apostles, it would be clear of the charge of
He knew,
singularity, and would no longer be regarded as an invention of his own.
He
besides, that, if the leading men could be gained over, the multitude would follow.
was anxious for the success of the gospel, " lest he should run in vain," for a misunderstanding at that critical moment might involve the loss of his past and future labours, by
imperilling the free mode of his offering the gospel_ to the Gentiles. Grave differences
of judgment among ministers of the gospel compromise alike its authority and its
practical effect. (3) There is nothing here to justify a secret and underhand policy.
The Church of Rome points to this case as favouring its doctrine of reserve. It is
II.

lation,

—

necessary to see, however, the utter groundlessness of this assertion. The apostle did
not say one thing in' private and another in public, but communicated, as he expressly

—

;
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gospel on both occasionB. Openly he expounded it to the Christians at
Jerusalem, but entered into its doctrinal aspects more deeply in private.
HI. Thk apostle's vigtobt. " Titus was not compelled to be circumcised," Greek
though be was. 1. Tlie ktnguagt impliei that ^orts had been made to thi» end, not
by the afwstles, however, but by " the false brethren." But these efforts were defeated
by the council. Had the council been of the opinion of the false brethren, Titus would
have been compelled to be circumcised. 2. Mark the Jirtnneas of the apostle. " Not
even Titus "—though he was brought into close contact with the Jews, and might
therefore have taken a more conciliatory course toward them, especially in the great
centre of Judaist influence " was forced to be circumcised." If the apostle yielded ai
Jerusalem, he must yield everywhere else. Yet he allowed Timothy to be circumcised
at Lystra, but that was a case of deference to the scruples of weak brethren.
For the
sake of gaining souls he Will renounce liberty. But he will not allow the truth of
the gospel to be sacrificed by men who say that circumcision is necessary to salvation.
" And this, because of false brethren
3. Mark the ground of the apostle's firmness.
insidiously brought in, who came in privily to spy out our liberty which we have in
Christ, that they might bring us into bondage."
That is, he resisted the circumcision
of Titus, because the false brethren would have taken advantage of the concession to
bring the Gentiles into bondage to legal ceremonies. (1) Who were the false brethren f
They were persons at Jerusalem, not at Antioch (2 Cor, xi. 26). They were brethren
only by profession, and therefore more dangerous than open enemies. " Pharisees at

—

and traitors assume the name and gSlrb of believers.'' The apostles
did not coincide with them. They must have been Judaizers. Yet all Judaizers were
not necessarily false brethren ; but these were Christians only in profession. (2) 2%e»>
furtive attitude. They were " brought in insidiously," either into the ministry or into
the membership of the Church. They had a standing somehow that entitled them to
influence the usage or doctrine of the Church.
False teachers always enter the Church
" These hell-scouts are skulking in every corner " (Trapp).
in disguise (2 Pet. ii. 1).
The policy of such persons has nothing of Christian simplicity in it. (3) Tfieir design.
" To spy out our liberty which we have in Christ." Their work was " inspection for
a sinister purpose." An impure intention was at the bottom of the movement. The
liberty they threatened to destroy was not spiritual liberty in general, but that which
was compromised by the demand of subjection to the ceremonial law. The liberty
of believers was a present possession enjoyed by virtue of their union with Chiist.
" To whom we gave place by subjection, no,
4. The result of the apostles firmness.
not for an hour." If he had done it once. Christian liberty would have been sacrificed.
The characteristic truth of the gospel justification by faith without the deeds of the
Law was now safe. It was to " remain steadfast " with the Gentiles. Thus truth
and freedom were henceforth to go together.
heart, these spies

—

—

Vers. 6

He

—

is still

9.
7%e apostle takes counsel with the other apostles
asserting his apostolic independence.

on perfectly equal terms.

L His bebukb of thobb who leaned upon auteobitt. " Those high in reputation
whatsoever they were, it maketh no difference to me : God respecteth no man's person."
The apostle does not mean to disparage either the reputation or the authority of the
other apostles. It was not his interest to do so, because it was important for him to
show that he was even acknowledged by them. But the false brethren had unduly
exalted the authority of the " pillar apostles," so as to establish a sort of papacy in
the Church. He was, therefore, led to show that, in matters of faith, the authority
of individuals has no weight ; that we are bound to lean upon God, not upon men, even
though they be persons of position and respectability, " Gx)d accepteth no man's person."
He may employ whom he pleases to carry out his work, and can qualify them fully
The Galatians were " respecters of persons," inasmuch as they deprefor the purpose.
ciated the apostle, because the twelve were apostles before him and enjoyed the peoidiar
privilege of personal intercourse with the Lord on earth.
The apostle declares, in fact,
that God did not prefer James, or Cephas, or John to him, much less employ them to
appoint him to apostolic office.
II. The afobtleb addsd nothiso to hib infobiiation ob authobitt bt theib
ACTION AT TBB ooNrEBBHtoK. " They who seemed to be somewhat added nothing to me.'

—
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Ha got Bothtng from tbem ; they added nothing to Ms knowledge of the gospel : he
received no new instructions ; tbey were perfectly indepenrtent one of another. They
did not interfere with the course he had hitherto pursued, much less question its
rightness.
ni. Thb ai>osti.i», oh the oontbart, praotioaUiT approved his oc«m«B. "But
contrariwise, when they saw that 1 was entrusted with the gospel of the uncircumcision,
as the gospel of the circumcision was to Peter . . . they gave to me and Barnabas the
ri"ht hands of fellowship."
1. They acknowledged his perfect equality with Peter.
(1) Ai to apostolic commission. " When they saw that I was entrusted with the
gospel of the uncircumcision, as the gospel of the circumcision was to Peter," These
words suggest : (o) That the gospel is a solemn trust. There are many human trusts
ft-Qia which men naturally shrink because of the risk, labour, and anxiety involved in
their futhful discharge.
Yet the apostle thanked God that the weightiest of all
"
trusts had been committed to him who was " a blasphemer, a persecutor, and injurious
is sufficient for these things?"
(6) The
(1 Tim. i. la). Still he could say, "
gospel is one, though it may be addressed to different circles of hearers. It is not
implied in the apostle's language that there were two separate gospels one for the Jews,
and another for the Gentiles ; for both Peter and Paul, as we know by their discourses
and their Epistles, were in complete harmony as to the way of a sinner's salvation,
(c) The gospel was committed to Paul, not by Peter or any other apostle, but by
God himself. (2) As to apostolic success. " For he that wrought effectually lor Peter
toward the apostleship of the circumcision, the same wrought for me toward the
Gentiles." (o) The equal success of the two apostles. The false brethren boasted
that Peter's gospel was most effectual in conversions, and that he himself was a
mighty worker of miracles. The success of Paul was equally manifest. (6) The
true source of success in both cases was God himself, who worked mightily in the
two apostles (Phil. ii. 13; 1 Cter. xU. 6). All gifts, all adaptation, all power, come
from him. Thus Divine appointment was signified equally in both cases by the
2. The apostles acknowledged his officAal status and prerogative
effectual working of God.

Who

—

hy ffitinff him th» right hand offellowship in respect offuture labours, " But when
James, Cephas, and John, who have the reputation of being pillars, became aware of
the grace that was given to me, they gave to me and Barnabas the right hands of
fellowship, that we should go to the heathen and they to the circumcision." They
recognized him as a fellow-labourer, " for the grace given to him," both in respect to his
success and his calling by grace to the apostleship. (1) Mark the wisdom of a division
of labour. They made a sort of convention as to the limits of their future labours
a convention, however, which could not always be very strictly observed. Paul was,
no doubt, mainly concerned with the Gentiles, but usually preached first to the Jews
in all places that he visited. Peter and John resided in their later years among the
But it was an arrar)gement, notwithstandinc;, that was well calculated to
Gentiles.
promote the growth of Cliristianity at a time of great friction between the Jewish and
Gentile elements in the Christian Church. Peter could not have been universal bishop
or pope, if he was the apostle of the circumcision ; for he practically conceded to Paul
the apostolato of the largest part of the world the Gentile nations. (2) The important
hearing of this convention upon the position and a/athority of the apostle. Those who
so frankly entered into this arrangement " had the reputation of being pillars in the
Church." They were so regarded even by the " false brethren " and the Judaists
everywhere. Their act was therefore calculated to cut the groundjrom under the feet
of the disaffected, who would see in it an approval of Paul's gospel, (a) The apostle
does not call the three pillars apostles, but " those in reputation," for one of them,
James the Lord's brother, was not an apostle. (J) Peter was not head of the Church,
Even James is mentioned here
for he received exactly the same commission as Paul.
before Peter, evidently because of his permanent connection with the great centre of
Jewish Obristianity. It was very important for Paul to be able to quote James on his

—

(e) The gospel does not stand upon the authority of one apostle, any more than
of twelve. It is the gospel of God. (d) The conduct of the apostles in this whole
transaction is worthy of genwal imitation. They first examined Paul's doctrine and
listened with candour to hia explanations, and then gave up their particular opiniowi
wiMB thoy beeame convinced of hia Divine commission.
side,

— —
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Ver. 10.
The daims of the poor saints in Jerusalem. " Only they asked us that wa
should rememher the poor ; which very thing I also was forward to do." While they
gave us the right hand of fellowship that we should go to the Gentiles, there was an
agreement that we should rememher the poor of the circumcision.
I. Who werb the foob ?
They were the poor saints in Judasa, not in Jerusaleni
merely (1 Cor. xvi. 1). Their poverty arose, prohahly, from " the spoiling of their
goods," 80 familiar in persecuting periods, as well as, perhaps, from forfeiting business
relations

A

with their own countrymen.
COMMON AGREEMENT TO REMEMBER THEM.

1. It IS ogreeobh tomark this unity
There ought to he no division with regard to
the poor.
The dictates of humanity, the demands of duty, the claims of interest, alike
enforce % due consideration of the poor, but especially of those who belong to the
household of faith. 3.
comnwn object of charity ought to have a uniting effect on
people separated by other interests or opinions.
III. The apostle's speciai, anxiety on theib behalf.
1. Se would naturally
desire to conciliate the Jews and destroy their anti-OentiU prejudices.
2. Yet his
liberality was no token of dependence upon Jerusalem.
3. The prospect of ingratitude
from the Jews would have no effect in repressing his charitable zeal on their behalf. 4.
The apostle was more forvmrd on their behalf than any other apostle. How he fulfilled
the engagement is abundantly manifest (1 Cor. xvi. 1 ; 2 Cor. viii. ; Bom. xt. 26).

II.

offeeling in the midst of controversy.

2.

A

—

Vers. 11 14.
Hie apostles rebuke of Peter at Antioch. There is no record of this
scene elsewhere in Scripture. It is a further proof of the apostle's independence as
well as of his devotion to Christian liberty.
I. Consider the conduct op Peter.
1. ?%« scene of this interview between Peter
and Paul Antioch. It was a city on the Orontes, in Syria, the scat of the Macedonian
empire in Asia, chiefly inhabited by Greelis, liberalized in thought by considerable
culture.
It was the second capital of Christianity, Jerusalem beiiie; the first, and held a
prominent place as the centre of Gentile Christian life. What occurred here would have
wide results. 2. The time. Itoccurredprobably during the sojourn of Paul and Barnabas
at Antioch, after the council of Jerusalem had settled the whole question of the relation
Peter's conduct was,
between Jewish and Gentile Christians (Acts xv. 30 10).
therefore, all the more singular and indefensible, because it was so necessary to secure
cannot forget that, long before, the
Christian liberty on the basis of the decrees.
vision from heaven showed him the worthlessness cf Jewish traditions (Acts x. 27).
" Before that certain came from James, he was eating with the
3. The circumstances.
Gentiles; but when they were come, he withdrew and separated himself, fearing them
of the circumcision." Those who came from James were not false brethren, nor even
necessarily Judaic zealots, but certain persons whom he sent to Antioch, not to impose
a yoke of ceremonies on the Gentiles, but t» reassure Jewish Christiaas as to their
right to observe the divinely appointed usages of their fathers, which the decrees of the
Jerusalem council had done nothing to overthrow. The conduct of James was perfectly
Yet it is probable they pleaded that there was no warrant in the decision
legitimate.
of the council for the freer intercourse with Gentile Christians which Peter had been
The Jewish Christians were still to " keep the customs," and not to mix
practising.
freely with the Gentiles (Acts xv 19). When these persons came to Antioch, they found
Peter eating with Gentiles as he had done before (Acts x.), disregarding the isolation
established by Levitical laws. They found him, in fact, living as a Gentile, not aa a
Jew. Peter at once, through the influence of fear probably the fear of losing his
began to withdraw himself from the Gentiles,
influence with the Jewish Christians
discontinning his eating with them, without giving one word of explanation, and
attaching himself to the Jewish Christians, as if the old distinctions of meats were still
"
It is not said that the " certain from James
in force and still sacred in his eyes.
reproached him with his laxity. It may have been, after all, an empty fear on his part.
Yet it was a most extraordinary act of tergiversation on the part of one of the " pillars "

—

—

We

.

—

—

4. Its effects upon both Jews and Oentiles at Antioch.
It involved the
of the Church.
Jewish Christians in the hyprocrisy of Peter himself. " And the other Jews dissembled
"
even thoso very persons who rejoiced at the decision of the
likewise with him
council (Acta xv. 31). The Jewish couveits might -be tempted to belieye that the

—

—
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Mosaic

—

Law was

still

in force.

" Even Barnabas was

—

also carried

»7

away with

their dis-

simulation." " Even Barnabas " my fellow-labourer in missionary work, " a good man,
full of the Holy Ghost and of faith," who once fought by my side the l»ttle of Gentile
liberty (Acts xv.), who had hazarded his life by my side (Acts xv. 16)
" was carried
away " by the force of such a formidable example in opposition to his own judgment
and conviction. This incident probably led to the separation of Barnabas from Paul
(Acts XV. 39), for they never after appear together, though the affectionate relationship
between the friends was never broken. But the effect upon the Gentile Christiang at
Antioch must have been something almost inconceivable. They would no more meet
with their Jewish brethren at the Lord's Table. They Were treated as unclean. Peter's
condust virtually condemned their liberty, and was an indirect attempt to bring them
under the yoke of Jewish usages. " Why," says Paul, " compellest thou the Gentiles to
The compulsion was exercised by the authority of bis example
live as do the Jews ? "
for the Gentile Christians could not know of his dissimulation, but would rather think
he had changed his opinion upon the subject of the relation of the Gentiles to the gospel.
5. The true character of Peter's action.
It was hypocrisy ; for he acted against his
better convictions, as if it were really wrong to eat with Gentiles. He concealed his real
convictions. No voice had been louder at the council in protesting against the iihposition of a yoke which " neither we nor our fathers were able to bear." He certainly did
not " walk uprightly." 6. Its true explanation. This is to be found in Peter's
He was that
character, which was one of unusual strength and of unusual weakness.
apostle who was the first to recognize and the first to draw back from great principles.
He was the first to confess Christ and the first to deny him ; the first to own Gentile
" The fear of man is often as authoritative as papal bulla
liberty, the first to disown it.

—

and decrees."
" I withstood him to the face, because he was condemned."
II. The rebuke or Pattl.
there was no difference of
There was no controversy between the two apostles
opinion it was only a case of indecision in acting up to one's unchanged convictions.
Peter was self-condemned, for his conduct bore the broad mark of inconsistency. 1. TAe
reiuke was public. Such as sin openly should be rebuked openly. It is a necessary
ind difficult and much-neglected duty, and ought always to be discharged in a loving
temper, without vanity or haughtiness. Here it was administered before the assembled
Church at Antioch, Jews and Gentiles otherwise it would have failed to influence the
Jewish converts. Its publicity was necessary, as it was essential in the circumstances to
2. The rebuke was fully justified.
establish fixed principles for all coming time.
(1)
Peter was condemned by his own act. (2) The rebuke would prevent the Zealots from
being hardened and confirmed in their error. The Judaists would be allowed to receive
no encouragement from Peter's tergiversation. (3) The Galatians would receive a new
They would be made to see what it
lesson as to the relation of the gospel to the Law.
was " to walk uprightly according to the truth of the gospel." 3. It was meelcly and
piowly received. There is no record of Peter's answer. But there was no sharp conIt is pleasing to think that the rebuke did not sunder
tention between the apostles.
" our
the friendship of the two good men. Years after Peter speaks of his rebuker as
beloved brother Paul also " (2 Pet. iii. 15). 4. The rebuke proves at least that Paul was
on an equality with Peter. If the rebuke had been administered by Peter to Paul,
Yet nothing said by Paul affects in the
hov/ we should have heard of Peter's primacy
It was not a case of error in doctrine,
least the apostolic authority and dignity of Peter.
but of inconsistency in conduct. " Ministers may err and sin ; follow them no further
;

;

;

1

than they follow Christ."

The true
Vers. 15, 16.
way of salvation is not
His words to Peter imply

the

way of salvation. The apostle then proceeds to show that
by the works of the Law at all, but in a quite different way.

" "We being Jews
I. The necessity op justification fob both Jews and Gentiles.
by nature, and not sinners from among the Gentiles." He tells the Judaists the Jews
had some advantage over the Gentiles. Yet, after all, the Jews themselves, such as Paul
to renounce trust in Judaism and to find their justification in
apostle shows the necessity of justification elsewhere in the case of
"
Gentiles (Rom. 1., iL . " All the wurld is found guilty before God

and Peter were obliged
Christ Jesus.

The

both Jews and
GAIijnANS.

*
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(Horn. Hi. 19). The charge is abundantly proved, and the sentence has gone forth
" Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things written in the book of the Law

do them " (ch. iii. 10).
n. The natube op justipication. " Knowing that a man is not justified by the
works of the Law, but by the faith of Cbriat." Its meaning is to declare a person to be
to

iust.

It does

not mean either to pardon or to

make just.

a stiictly judicial act.
pronounce lighteoua ;
meaning. That is, the sense
It is

Newman admits that it signifies, not "to make righteous," but " to

yet he says it includes the " making righteous" under its
of the term is counting righteous, but the sense of the thing is *' making righteous."
This is to make nonsense of language. To say that it means " making righteous " is to
make justification and sanotifioation the same thing. This Romish divines actually
do ; yet they regard sanotification, that is, infused or inherent righteousness, as the
ground of justification. That is, sanotification is at once a part of justification and the
ground of it. Can a thing be at once part of a thing, and at the same time the ground
of a thing ? The meaning of the term " justification " is fixed by its opposite, " condemnation," which is, not to make wiclted, but to pronounce guilty. "He that
justifieth the wicked, and he that condemneth the just, even they both are abomination
" If there be a controversy between men, and they come
to the Lord " (Prov. xvii. 15).
unto judgment, that the judge may judge them then they shall justify the righteous,
and condemn the wicked " (Deut. xxv. 1). " The judgment was by one to condemnation, but the free gift is of many offences unto justification of life" (Rom. r. 16).
The terra is thus forensic. Justification includes more than pardon, because : 1. The
very terms imply a difference, 'i'o pardon is to waive the execution of the penal
sanction of the Law. To justify is to declare that the demands of the Law are Batiafied,
not waived. Pardon is a sovereign act justification, a judicial act. 2. Pardon is
remission of penalty, in the absence of a satisfaction. It is not an act of justice. But
justification proceeds on the ground of a satisfaction.
One is the remission of punishment ! the other is a declaration that there is no ground for the infliction of punishment.
3. The apostle speaks of "the blessedness of the mem to whom the Lord imputeth righteousness without works" (Eom. iv. 6). To impute righteousness is to justify. To
pardon a man is not to ascribe righteousness to him. 4. The terms of Scripture require
this distinction.
It would be unmeaning to say, " No flesh shall be pardoned by the
works of the Law." Justification includes both pardon and acceptance with Grod. It
includes a title to eternal life, and therefore is called " justificatina of life," and on account
This is the
of it men are made heirs according to the hope of eternal life (Titus iii. 7).
"true grace of God in which we stand." God does more than pardon ; he "imputeth
"
"
righteousness without works." Christ is made
the righteousness of God to us.
are " accepted in the Beloved." Yet the pardon and the acceptance are never separated.
All who are pardoned are justified, and all who are justified are pardoned.
III. The gbouno op justipication.
man is not justified by the works of the
I>aw, but by the faith of Christ."
1. It is not by the works of the Law.
(1) Of what
Law f It is not the mere ceremonial law, though that was here prominently in question.
(a) It is the whole Law— the Law in the sense in which the apostle's readers would
understand it, that Law whose violation brings in the whole world guilty before God
(Rora. iii. 19). (6) The apostle never contrasts the works of the ceremonial with the
works of the moral law, as if to imply that we cannot be justified by the first class,
but may by the second. The opposition is always between works in general and faith,
"
(c) He excludes a« inadequate to our justification those very " works of righteousness
(Titus iii. 5), that is, according to Romish theology, works done after regeneration,
which may be regarded as possessing the highest order of excellence. He even
excludes the works of a good man like Abraham, the father of the faithful (Bom.
iv, 2).
(d) The objection of Bom. vi. 1, that if works are not the ground of our
Justification, we may live in sin, supposes that good works of every sort are excluded
from the ground of our justification. (2) The works, then, of the whde Law (^ Ood are
eaxluded. Because Scripture repeatedly asserte the fact.
We are not justified " by our
own righteousness, which is of the Law " (Phil. iii. 9). (a) The Law demands perfect
obedience, and no obedience at one time can atone for disobedience at another (cb. iii.
There was no need
10, 21 ; V. 3). (5) If we are justified by works, Christ is dead in vain.
(c) Our salvation would not in that case be of grace,
for hii death (ch. ii, 21 ; y. 4),
;

;
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tut of debt (Rom. xi. 6). (d) It wouH give room for boasting, which is excluded by
the law of faith (Eoni. iii. 27). 2. Our justification is by the faith of Christ. There
are two facta here set forth
faith and the object of faith.
The faith that justifies
ia distinguished by its object, Jesus Christ,
The two prepositions (Jk and S<4), used in the
passage are designed to mark, respectively, source or cause and instrument. (1) Oonsider the relation offaith to our justification. Strictly speaking, Scripture never says
that faith justifies, but that we are justified by faith, (a) Faith is not the ground of
our justification. Yet it is said, " Abraham believed (iod, and it was counted to him
for (ei'j) righteousness " (Rom. iv, 3),
This does not mean that faith is the graciously
admitted ground of justification. For : (o) We are never said to be justified on account
of faith (8ick trivTiv), but through (5ift) faith or of Qk) faith.
(j3) This view of the
relation of faith to justification is not consistent with those passages which affirm that
the ground of our justification is not anything in us or don« by us; for faith is a worlc
done by us, quite as much as prayer or repentance. (7) It is not consistent with
those passages which malie Christ's merits, his blood, his death, his cross, the ground
Faith cannot, therefore, be at once the ground and the instrument
of our acceptance.
of our justification. (5) We are saved by the righteousness of another, but that righteousness is always distinguished from the faith that apprehends it (Bom. i. 17 ; Phil,
iii, 8
Faith cannot, therefore, both be and not be that righteousness. (») The
11).
apostle, when he says that Abraham's faith " was counted tohimfor(6<s) righteousness"
or " as righteousness," meant merely to say that faith, not works, secured iiis salvation.
The word eii is used in two senses—'" instead of" and " with a view to," and Ellicott is
of opinion that the idea of destination ia here blended with that of simple predication.
Thus if Abraham's faith is equivalent to righteousness in Gud's account, it is because
" It was not the act of believing which
it is designed to secure that righteousness.
was reckoned to him as a righteous act, or on account of which perfect righteousness
was laid to his charge, but the fact of his trusting God to perform his promise introduced
hinj to the blessing prcimised " (Alford). (6) Faith is not the ground, but the instrument
We have
Jt receives and apprei)ends Christ in his righteousness.
of our justification.
proved that faith is merely the instrument of our justification when we have proved
that the only ground of our acceptance with God is the finished work of Christ, and that
the only grace by which we rely upon that work is faith. For there is a relation between
justification and faith which does not exist between justification and every other grace.

—

—

(2) Gonsidtr Jesus Christ as the object of faith.

—

The Saviour appears

in this passage

under throo names Jesus Christ, Christ Jesus, and Christ ; as if the apostle meant to
emphasize at one time the loving humanity, at another the official work, at another
simply the Saviour in whom Jew and Gentile alike have their meeting-place. The
" faith of Christ " includes a reference alike to his person and his work. The emphatic
phrase, "we believed upon Christ," shows that faith is not a mere intellectual belief,
but an act of trust, in which the soul goes out to him as at once " Wisdom, Righteousness, Sanctifioation, and Redemption,"
IV, The knowledge op ocb justification. " Knowing that we are justified." There
a twofold aspect of this knowledge. It is 1. Doctrinal. The apostles, both Peter
and Paul, understood the true doctrine of a sinner's justification, as we see by their
discourses and their writings. 2. Experimental. They realized it in its blessed fruits.
They had an assured sense of God's favour, and of all the blessings involved in it.
v. The effect op oub justification. The only effect pertinent to the present
discussion was the new relation of the justified sinner to the Law. In virtue of his
union with Christ, be died to the Law. There was, therefore, no longer any question of
" the beggarly elements " of • forsaken
his submission to legal observances, or to
is

;

Judaism.

—

Vers. 17 19. An objection met. " For if, while we are seeking to be justified in
" we
Christ "—our union with Christ being the spring and fount of all our blessings
ourselves also " as well as these Galatians who are sinners and Gentiles " were found
!
to be sinners, is Christ a minister of sin ? God forbid
I. The true attitude op ali. justifiep peebons in relation to sin and Christ.
1. Th^ renounce all legal righteousness, such as the Judaists boast of, and reduce
thenuelTfiB to tJw level of Gentile *'unuer«i" There is no difference between Jew ao^

—

—

—

—
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Gentile at the first point of contact between the bouI and the Saviour, They are alike
They -are pronounced
guilty before God.
2. They look for justification only in Christ.
just by God because they are in Christ.
3. Because the Jewish Christians, in renouncing the Law, reduced themselves to the level of sinners like the Oentiles, Christ did not
there/ore become a minister of sin, because that renunciation was carried out under his
authority. Yet Peter seemed to say by hia conduct that the renunciation was altogether

wrong.

—

INC0NSI8TBN0T OF Peteb's coNDaoT. " For if I build again " as you, Peter,
" the very things which I destroyed, I am proving myself a transgressor."
Because the work of legal reconstruction would imply that my work of demolition was
wrong. You, Peter, prove by your conduct that your former setting aside of the Law
was a transgression.
III. The Law was itself designed to make way for something better than
ITSELF. *' For I through the Law died to the Law, that I might live unto God." 1. Tht
apostles death to the Law. " I died to the Law." The Law in question is the Mosaic Law.
The apostle's readers could understand it in no other sense. This denth came through
" the body of Christ." " Ye also became dead to the Law by the body of Christ "
(Eom. vii. 4). He bore its penalty, and was therefore no more under its curse ; and
therefore, as " I have been crucified with him " (ver. 20), so that his death is my death,
" I through
I died to the Law in him.
2. The Law itself led directly to that death.
the Law died to the Law." Not merely because it was a schoolmaster to lead me to
Christ or manifested its own helplessness to justify, but because it was through the
Law that sin wrought death in me (Bom. vii. 8). The Law took action upon me as
a sinner. It wrought its will upon Christ when it seized him and put him to death.
But in that death the Law lost its dominion over him, and therefore over us. Thus
Christ is shown to be the " end of the Law for righteousness." Thus the apostle might
say to Peter that " in abandoning the Law he did but follow the leading of the Law
" I
3. Death to the Law is followed hy life to Qod as its great purpose.
itself."
died to the Law that I might live unto God." It is suggestive that this was the very
end of Christ's death. " For in that he died, he died unto sin once ; in that he liveth,,he
liveth unto God " (Rom. vi. 10). We are, therefore, to reckon ourselves " alive unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord." This death to the Law does not involve lawlessness
or fireedom from moral restraints ; for in its very nature it involves " death " to that
II.

The

are proposing

—

As we live in Christ, and Christ lives in God,
is the strength of the Law.
wrapped up in God. Therefore we cannot " serve him any longer in the
;
oldness of the letter, but in the newness of the Spirit " " in the newness of life
" bringing forth fruit unto God."
sin,

which

cur

life is

—

Ver. 20. Fellowship with Christ in his death and in his life. " I have been crucified
nevertheless I live ; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." The apostle is showing how
he died to the Law and became released from legal bondage ; it was through his looming a partaker of the death of Christ.
" I have been crucified with Christ."
I. Fellowship with Christ in his death.
I was one with him under Law and in suffering
1. -Here is a true identity of position.
and death, so that when he died I died with him. I died in him when he died as my
Thus baptism for me signifies "baptism
surety, satisfying Divine justice for me.
are buried with him in baptism unto death."
unto his death " (Rom. vi. 4) ; "
Me " planted in the likeness of his death." All this purports the interest of the
2. Jt is a positivrt, involving a threefold change
believer in the merit of Christ's death.
of relation. (1) " As crucified with Christ," I become dead to the Law, so that the
Law shall no more become " an occasion of sin " (Rom. vii. 5, 6). (2) I become dead
udto sin, and therefore no more the servan*: of sin (Rom. vL 6 16). (3) I become
dead to the world, and the world to me (ch. vi. 14).
IL Fellowship with Christ in his life. " Nevertheless I live ; yet not I, but
Christ liveth in me." This a mystery to the world. The apostle is dead and is yet
" If we died with Christ,
1. Our death with Christ involves our life with him.
alive.
we believe that we shall also live with him " (Rom. vi. 8). It is thus we realize " the
power of his resurrection " (Phil. iiL 10). Thus " we shall live with him by the
power of Ood " (2 Cor. xiiL 4). Z. It i$ not a l^t iohieh has its root in the aposUt

We
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by nature "dead" (Epb.

ii. 1), and cannot quicken
Neither can we sustain this life nor
prolong its existence. This fact explains at once the backslidings, the fears, and th»
" Christ liveth in me."
unfruitfulness of believers.
3. Okrist is the very life of the soul.
" Because I live ye shall live
(1) He is the substance as well as the source of that life.
also " (John xiv. 19) ; " Christ, who is our life " (Col. iii. 4) ; " He that hath the Son
hath life " (1 John v. 12). (2) This life is in virtue of a union with him produced by.
the Holy Spirit. Thus we become " one spirit " with him. (3) Christ is the cause of
its continuance (Eph. iv. 15, 16
John xv. 1 8 ; vii. 48). 4. The Messed fruits of
this life.
The life is not in the believer's own
(1) It is an absolutely secure life.
keeping. (2) It involves a near relationship to Christ (John xv. 6). (3) It is the life
at once of earth and of heaven.
5. It is a life of which the apostle was fully conscious.
He does not say, " I am elected," or " I am justified," but " I live." He speaks the
language of happy assurance. He knows he is spiritually alive. His confession is a
rebuke to those who doubt the possibility of attaining to the " full assurance of hope."

himself.
ourselves.

Our

life

I."
is

are

no natural

principle.

—

;

Ver. 20.
7%e nature and conditiwts of Christian life. "The life which I now liv
in the flesh I live in the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me.'
There is a mystery surrounding the origin of all life.
I. The nature of this life.
There is mystery, too, in regeneration (John iii. 8). Yet spiritual life is due to th».
quickening power of the Holy Spirit, through the Word, "making all things new.'
The first effect of regeneration is faith; and the life thus begun is sustained by the
indwelling of the same Spirit through all the stages of a sanctified experience, till it
shares in the glorified life of the Redeemer in heaven.
That is, in the body
^it is life " in the flesh."
II. The condition of this life
All life physical, intellectual, moral is exposed to risk of some sort. Frost or
disease may undermine animal life ; madness may
li^^htning may blight flower or tree
So Christian life is exposed to many risks, simply because it i<
attack intellectual life.
Ufa " in the flesh," that is, in a body with passions and appetites prone to evil, and in a
world with many seductions that appeal to the senses. Yet we must not regard the
body with ascetic aversion, as if it were the sole cause of the soul's embarrassments. It
is God's wonderful workmanship ; it is the temple of the Holy Ghost, to be kept fret
from defilement ; and it is and ought to be the willing servant of the immortal spirit in
all the various activities of Christian life.
faith. Faith is not merely the instmmenSs
III. The medium of Christian life
It is the principle which maintains
of our justification, but the root-principle of our life.
"live by faith;" we "walk by faith;" we
this life in its constant exercise.
;
" stand by faith ; " we " overcome by faith " we are " sanctified by faith ; " we are
" kept by faith " through the power of God unto the final salvation. As the principle
which unites the soul and the Saviour, it is the conduit which carriea the mighty

—

—

—

;

—

We

supplies of grace into the soul.

IV. The external support or nurture of this life. " The Sixt of God, who
loved me, and gave himself for me." 1. All life finds its nurture or suyfiort in sources
external to itself, which it assimilates to its own inner growth. So it is iu the animal and
the vegetable worlds. Thus the soul finds its support in the Breart of life who came
down from heaven. It is not faith that supports this life. Faith is nothing apart from
He might
2. It is not the Son of Ood merely who is the support of this life.
its object.
be only " Guide, Philosopher, and Friend," as in Socinian theology; but our life could
find no adequate fulcrum or point of support in the Son of God thus regarded. The
apostle emphasizes (1) the love and (2) the sacrifice of Christ, " who gave himself for
me." He is no Saviour to me unless he is my High Priest, my Substitute, my Surety.
V. The apostle's assurance of his personal interest in Christ's work. He does
" he gave himself for us," but " for me." Thus he
not use terms of generality, such as
added assurance to his faith.
VI. The life in question ib dbsioned to be manifest. It is life to be lived.
" The life which I now live in the flesh." Life may be secret in its origin, but it
cannot see the life of the tiny seed-grain cast by
comes forth into visible display.
the husbandman into the ground, bnt it gradually makes its way to the surface through
are not to " hide our light undel
Thus our life is to be an open life.
»11 ©bstadM.
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a bushel " we are not to bury our talent in the ground ; but as " ye have receiveil
Christ Jesus the Lgrd, §o walk ya in him." It is the duty of the saints to be witnesses
to the Lord j it is their privilege to glorify him ; it is their glory to reflept th« image
of his blessed character.
;

Ver, 21.

— ^0 /rmtration of Divine grace in

frustrate the grace of
without cause,"

God

;

for if rlghteQUsness

" I do not
the apostle's teaching.
come by the Law, tben Christ died

I. The obacb qp Gop is jhb tbub soubce of balvatiok.
This grace was manifested
in the death of Christ, and in the blessings derived to believers from their union with
him. The apostle's trust in him only magnified the grace of God.
II. Its pbustratjon was possible on Petbb's principles.
If any attempt were
made to put works in the place of faith, or to mix works with faith as a ground of
justification, or to establish a system under which oeremonialisrn was made essential to
salvation, the grace of God were effectively frustrated.
III. The ultimate principle intolvbd in this frtjstbatioit, " If righteousness
come by the Law, then Christ died without cause." 1, The righteowtnesa in question is
that by which a man becomes right with Ood.
man might attain to this righteousness if he could keep or had kept the Law of God. But he has broken the Law and is
under its curse. Tlie righteousness must therefore be reached in another way. It comes
" by faith," not " by the Law " (Phil. iii. 9), 2. Chrisfs death is altogether unnecessary
on the supposition of a righteousness by the Law.
should the Son of God have
died to procure what a sinner can win for himself by his own personal obedience?
This closes the argument in the most effective manner.

A

Why

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOES,

—

Vent 1 10. The apostolic conference. Fourteen years elapsed between the first
and second visits of Paul as apostle to Jerusalem. During this interval of severe
work he had experienced the opposition of the Jiidaizers. He deemed it advisable,
therefore, ani was also impelled by the Spirit, to go up to have a conference with the
apostles about the whole policy to be pursued in the Gentile mission.
before us he relates what took place in connection with the conference.

In the verses

And

here

we

leam^-

How

A8REEABLE TO THE MIND OF THE SPIEIT THE CONFEaBNOE OF BRETHREN IB.
For Paul went up with Barnabas and Titus " by revelation." The Spirit
him to confer with the apostles at Jerusalem, and to strengthen his own
judgment by securing theirs. And in the conference he seems to have laid before them
the gospel of free grace which for fourteen years he had been preaching among the
His statement was an exposition of his message, how he had taught the
Gentiles.
Gentiles that they weie to be justified by faith and not by ceremony. Moreover, he
was careful to enter into conference only with those who were of reputation, whose
judgment would command respect, and to insist on the conference being private and
Now, there can be no question about the great value of such confidential
confidential.
interchanges of thought by brethren. Even when there is not much light shod upon
the path of duty, as seems to have been the case here, there is yet the confirmation of
I.

(Ver. 2.)
impelled

the Lord's servants in the propriety of their course.
II. In CONTENTION WITH OTHERS we SHOULD HAVE CLEARLY BEFORE OS THE INTEBBST8
OF THE GOSPEL. (Vers. 3 5.) Titus, who accompanied Paul to Jerusalem, had been
He was a Greek,
Paul's companion in Galatia and in the mission tours of Asia Minor,
a Gentile therefore, as distinct from a Jew. He had not, like Timothy, any Jewish blood

—

in his veins.

When

the Judaizers, therefore, urged that Titus should be circumcised,

and so become a proselyte to Jewish ceremonials, Paul resisted the demand so
determinedly that no circumcision of Titus ever took place. In doing so, Paul had
the interests of truth clearly in view. Had he yielded to the clamour, the gospel
would have ceased practically to be a power in Galatia. It would not have continued
with them. It would have been said, on the contrary, that Salvation does not come by
It was the interests of the gospel which Paul bad
faith alone, bnt by ceremony as well.

'
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clearly in view.
It would be well if we had always so clear a view of the interests of
truth in our contentions with others. It is to be feared wo sometime.s fight for our
should suspect our
censistenoy and personal interests rather than for the gospel.
motives until we see the gospel's interests clearly involved in our strug£;le.

We

III. A OONFEBENCE MAY ADD NO PRE8H LIGHT TO WHAT WB HAVE, BUT BIMPLT
CONFIRM OS IN OUR couRBB. (Ver. 6.) The apostle admits that the brethren at
Jerusalem seemed to the Galalians to be most important judges of such matters aa
were brought before them.' He himself did not form the same extravagant opinion of
their Bbility, for he felt assured that " God accepteth no man's person," and that he, as
an apostle born out of due time, had as much light given to him for his work
Hence he states plainly that they imparted
as those who were in Christ before him.

him in the conference. They simply confirmed him in the practice of
Christian liberty. And this will often be the case in Christian conferences. It is not
the ftesh light they shed upon doctrine or duty, but mainly the confirmation they afford
of lines of duty already taken up. This, however, ought not to be despised, but rather
gratefully accepted as according to the will of God.
IV. The imprimatur of the apostles is sionifioant. (Vers. 7 ^9.) It is to
be observed that Paul never sought apostolic ordination. He and Barnabas were
designated by the brethren at Antioch when about to proceed upon their first missionary
journey (Acts xiii. 1 3). But he had never all these years sought for ordination at
the hands of the apostles who were in ofBce before him. At the end of fourteen years
he gives in a report, and all that he receives from the apostles is " the right hand of
fellowship." In this connection we may quote from the able book of the "American
He is contending for Paul, not
citizen " on ' The Philosophy of the Divine Operation.'
Matthias, being the twelfth apostle. After showing Paul's superior marks of apostleship, he proceeds, " Ordination, where there is no Holy Spirit, is not scriptural ordination.
The laying on of hands by men who do not possess the Spirit of Christ themselves is
nothing to

—

—

not conseoration. Hence of&ces and interests imparted by men or Churches whose
The men appointed
spirit is merely formal and secular have no Divine validity.
imder such circumstances may be good and useful, as many of them are. CommunicaBut the seal of God is not in the act
tions of grace from above may be granted them.
of ordination. And Paul, called of God, with only the right hand of fellowship given
him by the apostles, does the work of God better than Matthias, ordained by nonepiritual administrators."

V. Thb remembrance op the poor was always to chabactbrizb THE Christian
(Ver. 10.) The apostles, in recognizing Paul's policy and mission among the
MISSION.
Gentiles, merely reminded him of the care of the poor, which was to be a first note of
the Christian mission. The gospel is preached to the poor ; it charges itself with their
" poor laws " arose.
It was with the gospel the obligation recognized by the
care.
The care of the poor was not felt by other religious systems as it is by Christianity.
And it is questionable if the poor are as well cared for by law as they would be if left
to Christian love.* Now, there can be no doubt of this trait of Christianity being a
most important evidence of its Divine origin. The care of the poor would never have
become the commonplace it now seems to be had not Christianity charged itself with
the enlightenment and the care of the poor (Matt. xi. 5). The Christian commune, the

noble experiment which succeeded Pentecost, put for a time poverty outside the
Church's pale (Acts iv. 34). But even when poverty is driven out of the Church, it
Christianity must provide.
This is one
will still exist in the world, and for the poor
themselves, nobly responded to the call
of its groat missions; the apostles, though poor
and faced the problem ; and so must we all in our spheres i£ we have aught of the
B. M. E.
apostolic spirit.

—

Tht apostolic strife at Antioch,
Vers. 11 18.
ference Paul next mentions the strife which Peter

Passing from the Jerusalem conand he had at Antioch. Peter had

which the Authorized Version
'
Of. Lightfoot on the use of the present, ot ioKotvTes,
as a past.
and even the Revised Version translate
"'-'*•"— -* *>">
» Of. 'The Letters and ot'—
The Houses of the Loudon
Kmelia Stephen and
'

;
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come down

to see the work of God among the Gentiles. In his large-heartedness he
had not only approved of it and rejoiced in it, but, laying aside all his Jewish prejudices,
he had taken his seat at the table of the Gentiles, and had eaten whatever was placed
before him. But certain " false brethren" having come round, and hwving urged the
imperative necessity of ceremony, he yielded to his fears, withdrew from Gentile society,
and lived in quarantine with the Judaizers. It would appear also that Barnabas was
entrapped into similar vacillation; so that there was nothing for it but for Paul to
stand up like a man and denounce Peter for his weakness. In doing so he was contending for the truth of the gospel. Let us look into the subject a little more closely.
(Ver. 12.) It was only right, and what
I. Consider Peter's life of liberty.
we should expect, for Peter to throw aside his Jewish narrowness, the punctiliousness
about meats and drinks, and to go in for brotlierhood with the Gentiles at their feasts.
Here we have the noble and big-hearted apostle acting upon his own better impulses.
It is the foe of that narrowness which so often
It is such liberty the gospel fosters.
keeps men from uniting. It is the foe of that little-mindedness which keeps so many

We

estrangement.
cannot be broader in our sympathies or freer in our life than the
gospel makes us. It can be easily shown that the so-called liberties beyond its sphere
are real bondages.
II. Consider Peter's return to eondage.
(Vers. 12, 13.) When the Judaizera
came down from Jernsalem, they were so positive about the necessity of the Jewish
ceremonies and scrupulosities, as to put pressure upon the apostle ; so that, taking
counsel of his fears, he deliberately withdrew from Gentile society and shut himself
Tliis was a sore fall.
lip with the Jews.
And so astute were these brethren in
their dissimulation that Barnabas was also led away.
It is well to see clearly how
bondage sets in immediately on our abandoning principle and acting on the pressure of
our fears. Men fancy that, when called upon to act on principle, they are forfeiting
The free are those who act upon the
their liberty; but the truth is all the other way.
dictates of truth; the slaves are those who have surrendered principle because of
in

pressure.

(Ver. 14.) It must have been
III. Consider Paui/s noble reprimand of Peteb.
a trial for Paul to take his stand against his senior both in years and in the apostolate.
He must have appreciated the delicacy of his position in standing up against the conduct
of the apostle of the circumcision. But he felt constrained to rebuke his brother as by
And in no way can we testify so powerfully
his vacillatina; conduct traitorous to truth.
to truth as when we take the field, however reluctantly, against those we respect, and
who are deservedly popular, but who have somehow erred in judgment upon some point
of importance. It requires courage and firmness ; but it always has its reward in the
extension of truth and of God's kingdom.
IV. Paul shows that the question op justification was really involved in
Peter's conduct. (Vers. 15 17.) Peter had very properly, though a Jew, lived
Why, asks Paul,
after the manner of Gentiles, and so manifested his Christian liberty.
does he now turn round and require Gentiles to live like Jews? Is it to be thus
insinuated that ceremonies save men's souls? Is not this the vilest bondage? Is not
the gospel, on the contrary, the embodiment of the truth that a man is not justified by
the works of the Law, but by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ? If Jewish ceremonies
are still necessary to justification, then the work of Jesus Christ, in which we are asked
Such ceremonialism is thus seen to be in conflict with
to trust, cannot be complete.
the gospel of justification by faith alone. To tell men that ceremonies must save them
is to turn them away from Chrifet as the object of trust to rites and ceremonies as the
I to believe in the power of baptism and of the sacraments as administered
object.
by certain persons in order to salvation ? or am I to trust my Saviour? The two methods
The meaning of all
of salvation are totally distinct, and it is fatal to confound them.
such ceremonialism is to put souls upon a false track, so far as salvation is concerned.
It is to translate man's justification from the true foundation in Christ's work to the
rotten foundation of self-righteousness. Against this we must ever wage persistent war.
V. Paul consequently insists on the sinfulness op the leoal spirit. (Ver. 18.)
For what we destroy in accepting the gospel is all trust in ceremonies as grounds of
The works of the Law are seen to be no ground of trust for justification and
salvation.
If, then, after having destroyed the aelf-righteoua and legal spirit, and fled
salvation.
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for refuge to Jesus as our Hope, we turn round like Peter to rebuild the edifice of selfrighteousness and legalism, we are simply making ourselves transgressors.
are
forfeiting our liberty and piling up fresh sin.
Hence it is of the utmost moment that
we should clearly and constantly recognize the sinfulness of the legal spirit. It robs
Jesus of his rightful position as Saviour of mankind. It casts away the gospel and
goes back for salvation to the Law, which can only condemn us ; it makes the sacrifice
of Jesus vain and only increases sin. Against all legalism, consequently, we must wage
incessant Avar.
Nothing is so derogatory to Jesus or destructive of men's souls. It is
another gospel, but an utterly fallacious one. Unless Jesus has the whole credit of
salvation, he will not bo our Saviour.
He must be all or nothing. " Other foundation
can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ." E. M. E.

We

—

—

Vers. 19 21.
The death of legal hope the life of evangdical obedience. Paul proceeds in the exposition of Peter's mistake to show that it is only when through the Law
we die to all legal hope, wo can live unto God. JVhen legal hope has died within us,
Christ has room to live and be the source of our spiritual energy.
I. CoNSiDEB THE DEATH OF LEOALISM.
(Vers. 19, 20.)
The idea of self-righteousness or Pharisaism was and is that we can live through the Law. But the more careful
analysis of sin leads us to see that the Law can only condemn and slay us. The same
experience became our Lord's when he became our Representative. Though obeying
the Law in every particular, he found that, in consequence of our sin, for which he had
made himself responsible, the Law demanded his death in addition to his obedience, or
rather "his obedience even unto death." Not until he was crucified had he satisfied
the demands of Law. In his crucifixion, therefore, he died to the Law. It had after
that no more claim upon him. When he said on the cross, " It is finished," he died to
the Law. Now, it is only when we enter into this purpose of the crucifixion, and die to
" The death of legal
all hope from the Law, that we are in a position to live unto God.
The legalism must die within us before
hope ' is "the life of evangelical obedience."
we get into the large place of new obedience. Among the many purposes of our Lord's
death upon the cross, this was a prime one, viz. to wean us away from all idea of
winning life by law-keeping, that we may gratefully receive it as the gift of fi:ee grace.
(Vers. 19, 20.) Though legal hope has died, so
II. CoNBiDBB THE LIFE UNTO GoD.
that Paul is " dead to the Law " like Christ in Joseph's tomb, he is at the same time
enabled to " live unto God." In truth it is then that the life unto God begins. For
life by the Law is life for self; whereas when we die to all legal hope, we are delivered
from the self-life, and enabled to live the life of consecration to God. And when does
this life of consecration to God come ? By inspiration Christ comes and lives literally
within us by his Spirit, so that we become in a real sense inspired persons. Consequently, Paul declares that it is not he himself who lives the consecrated life, but
" Christ liveth in me." He abandoned himself to the Spirit of Christ, and thus made
way for the life of consecration. Nothing is more important, then, than this selfabandonment to the Spirit of Christ, who is the Spirit of consecration. This is the
holocaust of the Christian life, the abandonment of every faculty and power to the
Divine fire, that all may rise in sublimity to heaven.
(Ver. 20.) Paul has abandoned
III. Consider the law op the new life.
himself to the Spirit of Christ. His life becomes in consequence one of simple dependence
upon the Son of God ; or, as it is here put, " The life which I now live in the flesh, I live
;
by the faith of the Son of God " or, as the Eevised Version has it, " And that life which
The selfI now live In the flesh I live in faith, the faith which is in the Son of God."
abandoned life is the life of constant dependence upon the Son of God. But this being
BO, the law of Christ's life necessarily becomes the law of the life of consecration. What,
then, is the law of Christ's life ? It is the law of love leading to self-sacrifice ; for of the
Son of God it is here said by Paul, " Who loved me, and gave himself for me." Christ,
He became the
in consecrating himself to God, dedicated himself to our salvation.
voluntary victim; he died that we might be redeemed. Hence self-sacrifice is the law
Now, no other system but Christianity secures such self-abandonment
of the new life.
and self-abnegation. The Hindu self-abandonment to Brahma, for example, is abnndonment to a desireless condition. "He remains," it has been said, "stupidly still
(immobile), his arms in air. Brahma is his death, and not his life," Again, Mob am-
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"It is true," says the same writer,
the faculties of the soul as Brahma does; but he
renders them fatalistic, fanatic, and ganguinary. He is for his adorers the fire which
consumes them, and not their life." The Jesuit, again, has a self-abandonment to
the chief of his order at Rome ; but in renouncing judgment, affections, will, and
conscience to his superior, he allows hia true life to be killed, and his obedience is only
the galvanism of spiritual death.* It thus turns out that all other self-abandonments
but that to Christ are counterfeits, and his only stands the test of experience. He
rouses us to action, to intelligent self-sacrifice. He teaches us to " live not unto
ourselves, but unto him who died for us, and rose again" (2 Cor. v. 15).
IV. In this arkanqement thbkb is no frustration, but a magniftino of the
GBAOB OF God. (Ver. 21.) If righteousness came by ceremonialism, if ceremony were
the secret of salvation, then assuredly the grace of God would be frustrated, and Christ
have died in vain. If legal hopes are still legitimate, then the crucifixion of Christ was
a mere mnrtyrdom by mistake. On thg other hand, when we have seen clearly, as Paul
did, that the Law cannot save us, but must be given up as a ground of hope, then we
gather round the cross of Christ, and we adore the devotion which thereby secured our
Legalism is the antithesis and frustration
salvation, and we magnify the grace of God.
of Divine grace; whereas the life of consecration, which the death of all legalism
Let us
secures, is the true exaltation of God's grace manifested in a crucified Saviour.
make sure, then, of the crucifixion of the legal spirit within us, and then the consecrated life which the contemplation of Christ crucified inspires shall be found to be the
true way of magnifying the grace of God. B. M. B.
"that Allah does not

is

kill

crude fanaticism.

all
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Vers. 1

— 10.

Period of third visit to Jerusalem. Three preliminary points are
" Then after the space of fourteen years I went up again to
(1) Time.
It is possible to date this from his conversion, but it is more natural and
quite tenable to date it from the last-mentioned visit. If so, then we have seventeen
important years, during which all the interccurse that Paul had with the senior apostles
extended to fifteen days spent with Peter in Jerusalem. That, surely, was very little
on which to found a representation of his being a pupil of these apostles, or one acting
under their orders. (2) Companions. "With Barnabas, taking Titus also with me."
The mention of Barnabas as his principal 'companion helps to identify the visit with
that recorded in the fifteenth of the Acts. Titus also is brought in, as afterward to be
Both may have been known to the Galatian Churches, and would be able
referred to.
to bear witness to the accuracy of his account of the conference. (3) Impulse. " And
The impelling influence was a supernatural communication
I went up by revelation."
made to him, that it was his duty to go up to Jerusalem. It may have been with or
against his own inclination. It was certainly conjoined with the action of the Gentile
Churches. But what determined his action was no feeling of his own as of doubt about
his teaching, or summons from Jerusalem to give an account of his teaching, but simply
The private conference. The great feature
the intimation to hira of the Divine will.
There was the public conference, of which we have a
of the third visit was conference.
But there seems to have been beforehand a jinVate
record in the fifteenth of the Acts.
conference with the men of repute, which alone is mentioned here, as being that which
affected the question of his independence as an apostle.
(1) Subject of conference.
" And I laid before them the gospt-l which I preach among the Gentiles." He laid not
before some, but before all the Christians at Jerusalem, the gospel which he wai still
He made it a public enough matter that
in the habit of preaching among the Gentiles.
mentioned.
Jerusalem."

ho preached justification by faith. He made it equally public that, as an inference
from that, ho taught that there was no necessity to impose circumcision on Gentile
" But privately before them who were
converts. (2) Season for private conference.
of repute, lest by any means I should be running, or had run, in vain." While courting
publkily, ha had a regard to prudence. The gospel he preached might have a strange

He did not, therefore, in the first place lay it before the
soutkd to them at Jerusalem.
But he began by laying it privately before the three
general body of Christians there.
afterward mentioned, viz. James, Peter, and John. They had special qualifications for
understanding what was to come up for
>
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nice points, could be gone into with them that could not so suitahly be gone Into at a
public conference. They were, moreover, men of repute, men of leading, who might be
expected to influence the others. If, then, he secured a good understanding with them,
his course, both what it had been and what it might yet be, would have its full effect.
Whereas, If for want of the proper means being used, he failed in securing a good
understanding, he would really be impairing the effect of what he had done or might
yet do. Besults of private conference as hearing on the question of independence
I. He did not yield on the question of liberty.
1. No compulsion tixu u$ed
in the case of Titus. " But not even Titus, who was with me, being a Greek, was
compelled to be circumcised." This was a good case for trying the question of liberty.
Timothy, who was after this circumcised in accommodation to Jewish feeling, was of
half-Jewish extraction. Titus was of pure Gentile extraction. Was he, then, necessitated to circumcise Titus ? No ; it was a notorious fact that under the eye of the three,
under the eye of the whole Church, he was allowed to go about Jerusalem with an
uncircumcised Gentile convert as his recognized companion and assistant. That was
not as though he had weakly yielded at the conference. It was, on the contrary, a
signal triumph obtained for liberty.
2. The reason of his taking so firm a stand was
that it was made a question of liberty.
Character of the false brethren. " And that
because of the false brethren privily brought in, who came in privily to spy out our
liberty which we have in Christ Jesus, that they might bring us into bondage."
They
were false, men who had never really agreed to the terms of Christian membership.
They had become connected with the society ef Christians, not as genuine believers in
the Lord Jesus Christ, but on falsely pretending faith. They climbed into the Christian
fold by some other way than Christ. There were others in the background who prompted
them to make a false profession. They acted as the tools of others for illegitimate
They stole into the Christian camp, not because
purposes. Espionage was one purpose.
they had any delight in being there, but simply as spies. What they wished to spy
out was the liberty enjoyed by the Gentile Christians, i,e. liberation from circumcision
More particular]^ '.t was the action of the Church in
in the possession of Christ.
Jerusalem in view of the association of an uncircumcised Gentile convert with Paul.
further puqjose was bondage. They spied out the liberty that they might have it
Their tactics were to make a demand for the circumcision
as an object for their attack.
Their success would hax.s been the enslavement of Gentile Christians. Stand
of Titus.
made by Paul against the false brethren. " To whom we gave place in the way of
subjection, no, not for an hour ; that the truth of the gospel might continue with you."
Peeling may have
It was a bold step, in the first place, to take Titus to Jerusalem.
been stronger than he expected to find it. How was he to act ? It would, no doubt,
have been pleasing to many if he had seen his way to circumcise Titus. Under certain
circumstances he might have been free to do it in the way of accommodation. But seeing
that the false brethren, by the circumcision of Titus, meant the enslavement for ever
of Gentile Christians, he gave place in the way of subjection, no, not for an hour. He
acted thus decisively in the interests of all his Gentile constituents. And his successful
resistance on this occasion, which some were now seeking to turn against him (as
though he had then given in his submission to Peter and the rest), was really a triumph
obtained for the Gentile Christians everywhere, for which particularly they, the
Galatians, should show gratitude in the way of resisting the assaults of the Judaists on
them. Let the truth of the gospel justification simply by faith continue with them.
1. They imparted iwthing to
II. He pbesbrvbd his equality with the three.
him. " But from those who were reputed to be somewhat (whatsoever they were, it
maketh no matter to me ; God accepteth not man's person) they, I say, who were of
repute imparted nothing to me." The construction with which the sentence commences
" Prom them of repute " would naturally be followed up
is not carried out to the end.
by " I received nothing." But instead of that, after the parenthesis which is in three
" they of repute," which is followed by " imparted
clauses, it is taken up in the form
nothing to me." The three were reputed to be somewhat, and Paul does not mean to
bint that this reputation was not deserved. What he has to do with is that their
reputation should be thought to destroy his independence. He esteemed them, and he
was glad to know of their being esteemed. In that respect their reputation did matter
It is not upon reputation that
to him, but it mattered nothing for his independence.
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Grod proceeds in his clioice or acknowledgraent of instruments.
And with all their
reputation they imparted to him no additional authority or element in teaching, as
superiors to an inferior.
2. They recognized him.
As having an independent trust.
" But contrariwise, when they saw that I had been entrusted with the gospel of tha

uucircumcision, even as Peter with the gospel of the circumcision (for he that
wi'ought for Peter unto tha apostleship of the circumcision wrought for me also
iiiito the Gentiles)."
Of the men of repute, ho singles out Peter as the prinoipal
representative of the circumcision. He was entrusted with the gospel whose sp'iere
wna the circumcision ; and he presented it, as may be seen from his aodress and
Epistles, with a certain adaptation to the Jews.
The burden of his early proaching
was the great crime which the Jews had committed in crucifying their Messiah,
and their duty to repent of that crime and to trust in Christ for salvation. When
he writes to them as the Dispersion, he ia still a Jew, in dwelling on the ancient
glories of the race.
His miml is imbued with the deliverances wrou'iht for them, the
majesty and sanctity of their temple, the sacred functions of the priesthood, the my.stery
of sacrifice, all receiving their fulfilment in the Christian manifestation.
He is also a
Jew in looking forward to a glorious future. His gospel points away to " the inheritanca
incorruptible and undefiled, and that fadeth not away;" "the salvation ready to be
revealed in the last time " " the appearing of Jesus Christ." But Paul was on a parity
with Peter. He was entrusted with the gospel, whose sphere was the uncircumcision,
and he presented it with a certain adaptation to the Gentiles. Not shunning Jewish
imRgery, he combined with it a certain free use of Gentile imagery. And it was
specially given him to preach, what Peter indeed had learnt before him, that the
Gentiles were to be admitted into the kingdom of God without fcoin.: required to submit
This parity of trust was made evident to the men of repute at
to circumcision.
Jerusalem. And the way in which it was made evident was this. It was evident
that Peter was appointed to the apostleship of the circumcision by the abundant energy
with which God supi^lied him for working among them. It was equally evident that
Paul was appointed to the apostleship of the Gentiles by the abundant energy with
which God sujrplied him for working among them. As having such a trust by the display
of grace toward him. "And when they perceived the grace that was given unto me."
The conclusioa was forced home on them that he had an independent trust. When
they compared that with their former knowledge of him, they could only ascribe it to
Their knowledge was now of him as a remarkable trophy of grace. 3. They
grace.
gave him/ormal recognition. " James and Cephas and John, they who were reputed to
Ije pillars, gave to me and Barnabas the riglithandsof fellowship, that we should go unto
the Gentiles, and they unto the circumcision." The three are now mentioned by name.
'J'he last mentioned is John, and it is remarkable that in this, the only mention of him
by Paul, he is represented as doing a kindly act. Peter, who is called Cephas (which
James is here
also means " rock "), has just had a wide sphere connected with him.
placed before him on the same ground on which he presided at the public conference,
viz. as representative (not necessarily bishop) of the mother Church at Jerusalem.
His taking the lead made the formal recoroition of Paul the act of the Church : while
the association of Peter and John with him gave it a wider significance. These three
were had in estimation as pillars (stoops, supports), i.e. men upon whom (humanly
speaking) the keeping up of the Church greatly depended. Their formal recognition
extended to Barnabas. They recognized in what was not exclusively Eastern fashion
(being rather universal), by each giving the right band of fellowship. That in regard
Gentile and Jewish
to which they expressed fellowship was the division of work
which is not to be understood with the greatest strictness. The fellowship they
expressed amounted to giving Paul and Barnabas their hearty good wishes in theil
" Only they would that
separate and co-ordinate sphere. 4. They only recommended.
we should remember the poor ; which very thing I was also zealous to do." There ia
a recognized ecclesiastical distinction between an injunction and a recommeniiati<mi
The three did not, as ecclesiastical superiors, lay their authority upon Paul soA
Barnabas ; they only, as brethren, made a request of them. The request chimed ia
with Paul's own habitual feeling. He speaks only for himself, his zeal extending
beyond the time when he could speak for Barnabas, who shortly afterwards parted
from him. Thus conclusively does he establish his independence. The matter o< tia
;
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was remembering the poor. It was a request that came very naturally from
They were coiineoteii with a poor Church. Intolerance, too, was more ril'e
and keen in Palestine than elsewhere. And it would often be a perplexity to them
taking them to the throne of grace ^liow the poor under their charge were to bo
provided for. They therefore took occasion to commend them to these representatives
It was a providendal arrangement that the Jewish Christians
of the Geutile Churches.
were to some extent dependent for support on the Gentile Christians. It tended to
call forth ihe charity of the lat(er and to counteract the narrowness of the former, and
thuB to promote unity. It is a peculiarly Christian thing to remember the poor. Christ
has shown men to be equal iirespective of condition, in that he has died for ail, and
would have all raised to sonship. Having taught us to care for men's souls, he has
taught us, as we could not otherwise so forcibly be taught, to care also fur men's bodies.
We are to show our affection lor Christ in ministering to the wants of his poor. And
wo will show a tenderness even for the wants of those who are not with us in the same
request
tlie

three.

—
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him to the face." From
and Barnabas went down to Antioch, where,
Antioch,

I

resisted

Antioch. "But when Cephas came to
the public conference at Jerusalem, Paul

They sejjavated
it is said, they tarried.
Peter to Antioch must be referred to this period, seeing
Barnabas is mt-ntioned as still with PauL There was move than resistance made to
Peter there was the going, up to him, meeting him face to face, and chargini; him with
iuconsisleiioy.
So significant was this.'that three such ll'athers as Origen, Chrysostom,
and Jeiome were only able to get over it by unwarrantably supposing it to be simulated.
It was Paul himself who quoted the words, " Thou shalt not speak evil of a ruler
of thy people." He could not have borne himself thus to Peter if he had owed obedience
But, haviuL; an inilependont sphere, and being
to him as his ecclesiastical superior.
specially entrusted with the liberty of the Gentile Christians, he had a right to speak
Ireely.
Nor was there imjiropriety in his bringing this incident forward heie, although
it reflected ou Peter, seeing that it was necessary to put his independeuce beyond
question, which had been calleil in question in the Galatian Churches.
"Because he stood
I. How THE OCCASION DEMANDKD HIS WITHSTANDING OF Pbtbb.
condemned." He was condemned by his own conduct. Its inconsislency was so
marked. 1. Be/ore thecoming of certain from James, he mixed freely with the Oentile
"For before that certain came from James, he did eat with the Gentile^."
(,'hristians.
It is (liflicult to say whether, or how far, James is involved by the introduction of ids
name here. There is no reason to suppose that he sent these men (especially as Peter
was already on the spot) to raise the question of intercommunion in the Church at
lie had been remarkably explicit on tlie question of circumcision at the
Antioch.
public conference in Jerusalem. We can understand liis not being thoroughly liberated
from Jewish narrowness. And those men who used his name or came frura under his
The question related to eating
influence may have been of a more timid type than lie.
This was forbidden under the old order of things, on the ground of
with the Gentiles.
But when Jews and Gentiles were both within
its being a barrier against heathenism.
There was no need for the barrier bang
the one Church, circumstances were chan'j;ed.
But it was difficult for those who had becti accustomed to the barrier to
continued.
regard it as done away. The difBoulty had beeii got over at Antioch, but it still
Peter had been broadened in his ideas, and when
existed t;0 comers from Jerusalem.
he came to Antioch he had no difficulty in entering into the free communion which
He lived as though lie had been one of the Gentiles. He
h<4d been established there.
made no diffi;rciice at private meals or at the public agripas. To see a leader like Peter
following such a course promised well for the interests of lit erty. 2. On the coming
" But when they came, he drew back and
certain from James, he gave way to fear.

alter this stay.

The

visit of

;

of

separated himself, (earing them that were of the circumcision." He drew back until he
occupied a sei arate position. The influence by which he was swayed from the course
His fear was occasioned by the coming of
which he had been following was fear.
The objects of his fear were they of the circumcision, i.e. Jewish
certain from James,
Christians, especially at Jerusalem, with whom these comers from James would comneed not
municate. He was afraid of what thev of the circumcision would say.
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be surprised at his being suddenly swayed from a noble course. It was of a piece with
his nobly daring to walk on the water toward Christ, and then, when he looked on the
troubled water, crying out in fear, " Lord, save me ; I perish." It was of a piece vrii'u hi«
drawing his sword in defence of his Master, and then, when questioned by the servants
in the hall of the high priest, denying him three times, the third time with an oath.
So he had made a noble vindication of his conduct on a former occasion, when taken to
He was still acting
task for going in to the uncircumcised and eating with them.

under the same noble impulse when at first in Antioch he freely associated with the
Gentile Christians.
But when he saw certain from James, from no unbrotherly feeling
toward Paul or toward the Gentile Christians, but, simply afraid of how it would affect him
with them of the circumcision, he drew back and back until he placed a decided distance
between him and the Gentile Christians. 3. Bis dissimulation was followed. "And
the rest of the Jews dissembled likewise with him ; insomuch that even Barnabas was
carried away with their dissimulation."
Peter's conduct is characterized as dissimulation.
That was the head and front of his offending. And a very serious offence it
was. It was not that he was narrow-minded like the comers from James, but that he
concealed his liberal sentiments. It was not that he had changed his mind, but that
he acted as though he had changed his mind. This was serious, not only in itself, but
For Peter held high position as an apostle. His influence would
in its consequences.
have carried the rest of the Jews forward in their free intercourse with the Gentiles.
But when he dissembled, he carried the rest of the Jews with him in his dissimulation.
Numbers carry influence as well as position. !^ven Barnabas got into the stream. He
was a man of position. He had been under the influence of Paul, and with Paul had
championed Gentile liberty at Jerusalem. But when the rest of the Jews dissembled
with Peter, the consequence was (expressed, if not by "insomuch," by "carried") that
he was carried away as by a stream. Paul was equal to the occasion. " But when I
that they walked not uprightly according to the truth of the gospel." The influence
fiom James was not decided enough. Peter dissembled, the rest of the Jews followed,
even Barnabas was carried off his feet, only Paul walked, as the expression here is, with
straight feet,
the stream did not carry him away: for which the Church to all time is
He saw that they were not straight-footed, that they were being carried
his debtor.
away and aside from the path of gospel liberty. He saw what was at stake, that it was
really, as before, the enslavement of the Gentiles ; and therefore, unawed by the reputation of Peter, unawed by the influence of numbers, unshaken by the desertion of
Barnabas, he to the face withstood Peter.
II. The wokds with which he withstood Pbteb.
"I said unto Cephas before
them all." It was not silent, dogged withstanding; it was rational withstanding. Paul
had his reason, which he stated, not only promptly, but puhlidy. Peter's offence had
been public, especially in its consequences. It was not a case, therefore, for consulting
the feelings of the oflender. There was public procedure to be counteracted. They all,
as well as Peter, needed to be brought back to the truth of the gospel.
And therefore
whtit he said, he said, not behiud Peter's back, nor to him in private, bitt to his face
" If thou, being a
before them all.
1. PcUr was not acting fairly with the Gentiles,
Jew, livest as do the Gentiles, and not as do the Jews, how compellest thou the Gentiles
to live as do the Jews?"
Paul proceeds upon Peter's practice. He had been living up
to that time in Antioch after Gentile i'ashion, i.e. in disregard of the law of meats, and
not after Jewish fashion, i.e. showing regard to the law of meats. There was no consistency, therefore, in compelling the Gentiles to Judaize.
That is the word which is
in the Greek (distinct from the former mode of expression), and which ought to have
been in the translation as guiding to the meaning. The force put upon the Gentiles
was not the force of Peter's example, but the force or logic of Peter's position. It was
not that Gentiles needed to be circumcised in order to have communion with Christ,
which had been disclaimed at the public conference but it was that they needed to
be circumcised in order to have communion with Jewish Christians. In that respect

saw

—

;

was putting the Gentiles to the necessity of Judaizing. 2. Jewt as well as Oentiles
to believe on Christ in order to he justified, " We being Jews by nature, and not
sinners of the Gentiles, yet knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the
Law, save through faith in Jesus Christ, even we believed on Jesus Chiist, that we might
be justified by faith in Christ and not by the works of the Law because by the works

it

needed

:
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of the Law shall no flesh be justified." Three times 18 the word "justified" used here,
three times are the works of the Law disclaimed as the ground of justification, and throe
times are we said to be justified by faith in Christ. Paul proceeds on the fact that
they (and he includes himself) were Jews. The Gentiles were sinners (actually)
hence the need for a barrier being raised against Gentilism. The Jews were privileged.
There was much in the distinction, apart from the self-righteousness that might be put
into it, and wliich Paul here meets with a touch of irony. But there was nothing in
To be justified is to be regarded as having met the requiremects of
it for justification.
Law. They, Jews, saw two things witli regard to justification. They saw that a man
The requirements of the Law are briefly that
is not Justified hy the works of the Law.
we love the Lord our God with all our soul, with all our strength, and with all our
mind and that we love our neighbours as ourselves. This loVe should be exhibited
But, as they fall far short of such a standard, they are not the source
in our works.
out o/' whicli we can bo justified. They saw also that a man is justified through faith
They saw where justification was not to be found; they, beyond
in Jesus Clirist.
Not seeing it in themselves, iti their own works,
that, saw where it was to be found.
they saw it in Christ. He has met all the requirements of Law. His work can carry
a favourable sentence. And we are justified hy means of faith in him ; not because of
the nature or degree of our faith, but simply because of our faith bringing us into a
relationship to Christ as our Surety, in which we are regarded as having met all the
requirements of Law. Seeing these two things with regard to justification, they, Jews,
acted upon them. They believed on Christ Jesus not othervdse than the Gentiles.
They sought to be justified, not on the ground of their own works, but on the ground
They saw that works could not be the ground from their own
of Christ's work.
Scriptures, in which they read, " By the works of the Law shall no flesh be justified."
3. Paul repudiates an inference from Jews needing to take up the position of sinners
along with Oentiles, in order to be justified in Christ. " But if, while we sought to be
justified in Christ, we ourselves also were found sinners, is Christ a minister of sin ?
God forbid." He is proceeding upon the former statement. They, Jews, were not
that was equivaltnt to their being found sinners.
justified by the works of the Law,
This name, jarring to the ear, had formerly been applied to the Gentiles. Were they,
then, to be classed as sinners with the Gentiles in order tcr be justified in Christ? Was
that not (some might say) making Christ a minister of sin? Such an inference with
God forbid. It is no more making Christ a minister of sin
all his heart he repudiates.
than one who comes with the means of escape to a man who is unconsciously perishing
The first ministry that man needs is the ministry of
is the minister of danger to him.
must be roused out of our self-pleasing dreams to see that we are sinners.
conviction.
And Christ is doing us a loving service when, even in his offer of salvation, he convicts
us of sins. 4. He is rather proved the transgressor who huilds up after pulling down,
" For if I build up again those things which I destroyed, I prove myself a transgressor."
The connection is that, instead of Christ being the minister of sin, he himself would be
proved the transgressor. While not using Peter's name, he puts Peter's case. Peter
had pulled down, in becoming a Christian believer ; he had abandoned Law-righteousNow he was building up again, in giving the Law a place for justification. If
ness.
He would certainly be a transhe, Paul, did that, he would be proved a transgressor.
gressor between the time of his pulling it down and the time of his building it up again.
" For I through the Law died
5. Eis own experience carried him beyond the Law,
;

—

We

The Law was the instrument by which
I might live unto God."
there was effected his death to the Law. It showed him to be a sinner, but that led
to his seeing how the cxase was removed, how all the claims of Law were for ever met
He was
so that he became a dead man to the Law, placed for ever beyond its power.
a dead man to the Law, that he might be a living man to God in his having his
covenant standing secured, but also in his having his being vitalized by God and drawn
towards God. 6. Ee presents in himself a threefold contrast. (1) Crucified, and yet
he lives. " I have been crucified with Christ ; yet I live." The contrast has already
been presented ; here (if we adopt the punctuation, to which there is no decisive objecHow he became a dead man to the Law was by sharing
tion) it is made to stand out.
death with Christ as his representative, even the particular form of death, viz. eruciThe contrast was startling (to the disciples and to the murderers) when Christ
unto the Law, that

—
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presented himself alive after his crucifixion. " I am he that liveth, and was dead."
This representation repeats the contrast in us. Nay, our crucifixioa is carried down so
that not in successive moments but in the same moment we share v\itli Christ in hi
" And yet no
crucifixion and in his resurrection.
(2) Himself, and yet not himself.
longer I, but Christ liveth in me."
The crucifixioa has not been the annihilation of
self; for it can still be said, "I live.''
It is he who, as a liviug man, stretches himself,
wlio before was crucified.
All the elements in tlic, new life are ours as subsisting in us.
But there has been the crucifixion of the old self There is a rapidity in the thought
Nn longer I. It is no longer self tiiat is the central principle of our life. That is a
false, God-opposing self that has been, and is being, taken forth and crucified before our
eyas.
Away with self in the place that does not riglitfully belong to it.
change has
been made from wrong to right. It is Christ we have placed at the centre of our life
rrom which centre he rules the whole life, fills us with his own light, and strength, and
peace, and joy, so that it is truly Christ living in us.
life in the flesh, and yet a
(3)
life offaith. " Aud that life which I now live in the flesh I live in faith, the faith which
"
is in the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself up for me.'
exist here in a
double connection first, with the transitory on one side; and, secondly, with the untrausitory on the other. The sponge gets its food and life from the fluid, ever-moving waters
of the sea; but it must be also fastened to some rock that does not move, aud gives firm
anchorage to it in the waters. The bird has wings connecting it with the air, and feet
on which it takes the ground for rest or settles in firm hold on its perch for the sleefi
of the night.
Trees get their feeding largely from the air, and the light in which their
foliage so receptively spreads itself and their limbs so gracefully play
but they must
have their roots also taking firm hold of the ground, by these to be localized and keiit
erect and steady in the storms.
By such feeble analogies we conceive the double state of
man, connected on one side with infinite mutabilities in things, and on the otlier wiih
immutable ideas and truths and God." The great object with which our I'aith brings
us into communion in the unseen world is here said to be the Son of God, who loved us
and gave himself for us. And what we have to do in our life in the flesh is to draw
our life from redeeming love. What we have to do amid our experience of sin is to
appropriate redemption. And this we have to do, not once, but habitually.
7. Wliat
" I do not make void the grace of God : for if righteousness is throu. h
his care was.
the Law, then Christ died for nought." His care was to magnify the grace of Qod in ike
death of Christ. He would not allow the Law to be sufficient for righteousness, becaiif-e
that would be to make void the grace of God in a way which was never to be thought >f,
viz. making the death of Christ superfluous.
All make void the grace of God who live
as though Christ had never died. Let us magnify the grace of God by regarding the
death of Christ as all-sufficient for righteousness taking it as our righteousness. R. i'.

A
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Ver. 7. Diversities of administrations. L The gospel is offered to men in all
CIRCUMSTANCES OF LIFE. It is for mcu of every race, practising all varieties of social
habits, living in different stages of civilization, holding the utmost diversities of creed,
viewing the gospel itself from many distinct standpoints. None are so privileged as
not to need it the circumcised want it. None are so neglected as to be excluded from
it;
^the unoircumcised have it preached to them.
In the breadth of Divine love God
has so ordered it that means shall be found for spreading his grace in the various
directions where it is needed.
II. Different men are called to different fields of Christian work. Division
of labour is as valuable in the Church as in business.
This princi[le is generally
recognized in foreign missions. It would greatly economize work and money and save
much unseemly strife if it were equally acknowledged at home. It is to the shame of
the Church that so much of its efforts is spent in maintaining the rivalry of the secta
and parties, while the great world lies neglected. If the labourers are few it is a scandal
that they should he quarrelling for their rights on the little patch already cleared.
W« are too short-sighted. We should " lift up our eyes." There the fields white to
the harvest would call us out to broader efforts.
HI. The various functions of Christian work ark determined by the various
G[FT8 of the Christian LAnouKEns. St. Paul was most fitted for Gentiles, St. Peter

—

for

Jews.

—

They wisely recognized

their diversity of vocations.

It is

important to aee

—
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that we are in the right work. What is the best work for one man may be very
shall fail if we slavishly cu|jy the njost siiocesbful servants
unsuitable for another.
of Clirist in a line that may not be ours.
Butler could not organize a revival; nor
may be discouraged needlessly at our failure. Try
could Wesley confute deism.
Bome other work till the riglit work is discovered. The important point is to find our
are not necessarily most
mission in our capacities rather than in our inclinations.
Still sympathy with a particular work is one great aid
fit for the work we like best.
to success; only let us see that we do not confound this \v\th self-will or ambition.
Rather it is the best
IV. DivEKSiTY OF ADMINISTRATIONS IMPLIES NO DiscoiiD.
When all attempt the same work jealousy and rivalry spring
security for harmony.
up.
If wo diller nnturally we are sure to come in conflict wlien trying to do the same
thing.
The ox and the ass are useful beasts, but bad yokefKllows. 'Ihe Apostles Paul
and Peter could not have remained on friendly terms if they had kept to the same
shonld show friendshii) for those who are carrying on a different work from
field.
our own, recugniy.ing them as fellow-servants with one Master.
V. ThK SAM 10 TUUTI-I AND GKAGE ARU FOUND IN DIVERSITIES OF ADMINISTRATIONS.
There is but one Chiist
St. Paul and St. Peter preached essentially the same gospel.
and one narrow way. Diversity cannot go beyond the one gospel without becoming
\V. F. A.
apostasy.

We

We

We

We

—

A

told rebuke.
There cau be no doubt that this rebuke oifered by one
Ver. 11.
apostle to another was real and earnest, and not, as St. Jerome tried tomaintain,adramalic
have here, then, the startling spectacle of the two leading apostles in
pretence.
Yet it is plainly implied that they were not opposed in their general woik.
conflict.
It was not their teaching nor their normal practice, but one particular act of weakness
that occasioned the trouble.
Plainly St. Peter was to blame. If St. Paul's view of
I. Apostles are fallible.
the gospel were correct as we must all now hold Ht. Pgter was wron j;in ceasing to eat
with Gentiles. But even if the view of the Jerusalem Church were correct, he was
not the less to blame in first following the more liberal course, and then abandoning it
out of deference to the party of James. He was clearly inconsistent, and it is evidoit
that his inconsistency was not due to change of conviction, but only to culijable weak1. If an apostle fail, who else will presume to bo safe ?
2. The " fear of man
ness.
that bringeth a snare " is a fruitful source of temptation to manj- of the best men,
seem to be ashamed of our charity
especially in regard to sins against charity.
more than of any other grace, and yet it is the noblest and the most essentially ChrisNeither in
3. Distinguish between apostolic teaching and apostolic conduct.
tian.
his preaching uor in his writing did St. Peter defend the course he pursued at Antioch.
Inspiration lor teaching does not imply faultlessness in action.
St. Peter was the senior apostle,
II. It is eight to kbuuke dangerous faults.
and it might seem presumptuous to oppose him. He was the foremost apostle, and
opposition might endanger the peace of the Church. Many would let delerence to
years and rank and fear of jiainful discord prevent them from acting as St. Paul acted.
But right is above all personal considerations. There are interests of the Church that
may be ruined by a slavish fear of disturbing peace. The peace thus secured is a fal.sn
There are times when controversy in the Church is a duty of paramount
peace.
importance. It may be the only security against fatal error. Yet, though then the
1.
least of evils, it is still an evil, and should not be undertaken without grave reason.
In the present instance the question was of vital importance. It cut at tie root of the
unity and brotherhood of the Church. If Christians could not eat together at the
" agape," tfce simple but all-significant meal of the ChrisI ian family, the Church would
It demanded even the
be broken up. This was no light matter to be overlooked.
contention of apostle with apnstle. Let us see that the importance of the cause is
2.
sufficient to justify the painful consequences of a controversy before opening it up.
The question was of public interest. The lault of St. Peter was no secret, nor did it only
concern himself. His powerful example affected others, till even St. Barnabas was led
away. No private friendship can be pleaded in excuse for letting a public evil go
unchecked. In such cases brother must oppose brother, though his heart bleeds at the
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—

—
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necessity.
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III. EEBtTKB SHOULD BE OPEN AND DIRECTLY OFFERED TO THE OFFENDER.
St. Paul
" withstood him to the face." It needed no little courage for the new and often-suspected apostle thus to challenge the first man in the Church. Few have such courage,
and many only betake themselves to backbiting. If we have anything against a man,
the right thing is to tell it him to his face. This is the only honourable course.
It is
due to him in fairness. It prevents misunderstanding, and often saves a long and
widespread quarrel. Such a course escapes presumption if it is taken with an honest
conviction that the conduct opposed is wrong, with a sincere desire to save others
from the consequences of it, with all humility in regard to one's self as equally fallibla
and with great kindness and charity for the offender. Yet we are not all called to this
work. It requires a Paul to rebuke a Peter wisely and well. W. F. A.

—

These words contain the pith and kernel of the
Justification iy faith,.
Occurring in historical narration, they strike the key-note of what is rather an
expostulation and appeal to pievious convictions than an original, calm argument, such
St. Paul says
as is the treatment of the same subject in the Epistle to the Komans.
he convicted St. Peter of inconsistency in requiring Gentiles to Judaize, by reminding
him that even they, Jews as they were, weie not justified on account of works, but
through faith in Christ. By an easy and natural transition this reminiscence is made
the occasion for passing from the historical to the doctrinal part of the Epistle. That
great truth which called forth the protest of apostle against apostle is the truth from
which the Galatians, like the Christians at Antioch, are being lured away. It is of the
essence of Christianity to them as it was to their sister Church, and as it will be to the
Ver. 16.

Epistle.

Church
I.

in all ages.

Chisistianity brings justification.

What

is justification

?

Some have under-

"making

righteous," others as "accoimting righteous." It is plain that
St. Paul does teach that real righteousness is obtained through faith (e.g. Eom. iii. 21).
But it is equally plain that the natural rendering of such a passage as that now before
us suggests the idea of treating or reckoning as righteous. The inference is that St
Paul used the expressions in both senses. And the inference from that is, not that he
was confused in thought or consciously ambiguous, but that he saw a much closer
connection between the two than Protestant theology, in revulsion from Komanism, has
always made apparent. Justification is the immediate result of forgiveness. God
cannot think a man to be other than he is ; but he can act towards him better than he
This is
deserves, can treat a sinner as only a righteous man deserves to be treated.
Now, forgiveness is personal and moral. It is not mere remission of
justification.

stood

it

as

The justification which is the consows the seed of positive righteousness by
it did not do this it would be immoral.
Justification is itself jiistified by its fruits. This great boon is the first grace of Christianity.
Until we are forgiven and thus justified we cannot begin to serve God.
II. Chkibtianity declares the failure of attempting to secure justification
THROUGH works OF Law. All the world over men have been making frantic but futile
efforts in this direction.
A sickening sense of failure is the invaiiable result (Bom,
vii. 24).
It is like the vanishing of a nightmare to see that the whole attempt is a
mistake, that God recognizes its impotence, and that he does not expect us to succeed
in it. 1. We cannot he justified through works of Law, because if we do our best we are
unprofitable servants, and have only done what we ought to have done. The slave whose
whole time belongs to his master cannot earn anything by working overtime. Future
obedience is simply obligatory on its own account ; it cannot atone for past negligence.
2. We cannot renew our own nature by anything we do, seeing that we only work
outwards from our nature. While the heart is corrupt the conduct cannot be justifying.
Law restrains and
3. There is no life in Law to infuse power for holier service.
Only love and grace can do that. 4. Neverrepresses ; it cannot renew and inspire.
theless, obedience to the principles of the Law is not superseded by any other method of
It is the justified through faith, and they only, who truly obey the Law,
justification.
delighting to do the will of God.
1. Faith is
III. Christianity promises justification through faith in Christ.
the means of justification, not the grounds of it. We are not justified on account of
It is reconciliation

penalties.

and

restitution.

not a mere external thing.
infusing the highest motive for it. If

sequence

is

It

—
—
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but through faith. Faith is not, taken as itself, a virtue serving just as works of
were supposed to serve. The one ground of forgiveness and renewal is the grace
of God in Christ. Faith is the means of securing this, because it unites us to Christ.
2. This faith is in Christ, not in a creed.
We may cast our thoughts about Christ into
a creed. Yet what is necessary is not the understanding of and assent to any doctrines,
but trust in a Person. 3. The faith is active trust. It is not only believing about
Christ, but relying on him in conduct.
For example, it is like, not only believing that
a certain pillar-box belongs to the post-ofifice, but also dropping one's letter into it. 4.
faith,

Law

It is trust to Christ in all his relations, and therefore as nmch the confidence in him as
our Lord and Master that directly leads to obedience, as passive reliance on him as a
Saviour for the forgiveness and renewal which we can never work out for ourselves.—
W. F. A,

Ver. 19. Dying to Law and living to Ood. Here is a history of man's experience
with Law. At first the vision of Law crushes and terriiies. Then it works deliverance
from the life that is wholly given up to it. This deliverance is not for autinoniian
licence, but for spiritual life in God.
L What is it to die to Law ? Law here ia not merely the Mosaic code. It is
generic.
Every nation has more or less some conception of law. We all feel it in our
conscience.
To live for this, to toil simply to meet its requirements, to be gloomy and
despondent at our failure, is to live to Law. This by no means implies perleot or even
It may go with absolute failure ; it is never found resulting
partial obedience to Law.
Now, to die .to Law is to be free from
in the complete harmony of Law and conduct.
this galling yoke.
It is to be liberated from the frightful vision of an obligation that
the nightmare feeling that we must do
is imperative and yet beyond our powers
what we cannot do. It is freedom, too, from the habit of living in regard to Law as
the rule and motive of life.
We can understand how the gospel does
II. How DOES Law lead to this besult ?
Bat Law
it by offering forgiveness and by calling us to a better method of holiness.
also strangles the life that dwells in it. 1. It condemns our failure, and so shows us that
2. It proves itself impotent to give us tlw means of
it is vain to attempt to live in it.
fulfiUing its requirements. The longer we live in it the more do we see that such a
Thus we gradually cease to feel drawn to it. At length we confess
life is fruitless.
our failure and abandon the attempt. The Law has then killed the life we had in it.
Regarded by itself it is a
III. What is the object of this death to Law ?

—

miserable disaster. Law points to righteousness. To cease to live in Law is to dismiss
the discredited guide in the wilderness and to be left alone. By itself the result would
be ruinous.
But it is only permitted in order to clear the way for something better.
must not rest in freedom from Law. To be free from the obligation and free from
the penalty, and to have no new and better life, would be the collapse and degradation
of all moral order. That is a false and fatal gospel which consists only in the promise
1.
of such a result. The only reason for allowing it is to secure the new life in God.
This means exchanging a blind submission to Law for a loving obedience to our Father
in heaven. 2. It means abandoning the helpless command for the inspiration of a
It is therefore no selfish salvation
lioing presence. This is the true Christian life.
that is offered to vis, but a life of self-dedication, a losing of self in God. Note that
the Law does not lead to this result, nor does dying to the Law. Thus far only the way
The new life in God flows from the gospel of Christ. W. F. A.
is prepared.

We

—

Crucified with Christ. St. Paul's Christianity was identification of the
Ver. 20.
Christian with Christ. It was not merely believing a scheme of doctrine, nor following
union
a certain course of devotion, nor accepting an offered grace. It was absolute
with Christ in spiritual experience. Nothing is more characteristic of the apostle than
step
the way in which, in almost every Epistle, he describes the Christian life as going
by step with the life of Christ from the earthly humiliation and death to the heavenly
triumph. Here the most essential elements of that experience are pointed out, and the
secret of

them

declared.

^

,
.
m.- i
expbbiengk. 1. Crucifixion with Christ. Inis Is no
may
be said to
ua,
we
Christ
died
for
figure of speech, meaning only that, inasmuch as

I.

The essential Chbistian

.

.
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have been crucified representatively in him. The passionate earnestness of St. Paul in
He
describing his own spiritual renewal goes far beyond any such shallow cor]cei)ti9n.
is plainly describing what he really endured.
The old life is killed
(1) This is death.
out. The passions, lusts, habits, and associations of the life in sin, self, and worldliness
ire mortified.
Christianity is not simply educational.
It is first of all militant
purging, scourging, killing. (2) This is crucifixion a painful, violent death ; for it is
no light matter to destroy the life in sin, so full of pleasant attractions, and so deeply
rooted in our inmost nature and a judicial execution, wrought on us by the vindictive
powers of our own treacherous passions when once we turn from them to faith in
Christ.
Our union with Christ necessitates this
(3) This is a crucifixion with Christ.
death of the old life and brings it about. The new wine bursts the old bottles. Conscience and Law fail to destroy the old life, though they reveal its hideous deformity.
IBut when we come to Calvary and reach out to the dying Christ, entering into his
experience by faith and vivid sympathy, the old self receives its mortal wounds. Then
we can live the former life no longer. 2. Christ living in us. St. Paul feels that he
has so given himself up to Christ that the ruling power in him is no longer self but
Christ.
This is true Christianity. (1) It is life.
die that we may live.
begin with mortifying the old life, but we do not continue to exist in a barren asceticism. New energies spring up from the grave of the old life.
(2) This life is Christ's.
It derives its power from Christ, it is swayed by the will of Christ, it seeks the ends of
Christ, it breathes the spirit of Christ, it is lived in personal communion with Christ.
Selfish aims and self-devised resources are gone, and in their place the grace of Christ
is the inspiration, and the mind and will of Christ are the controlling influences of the
new life. This is not a future possibility, out a present attainment. The life is now
lived in the fiesh.
II. The SEcnET OF THIS EXPERIENCE.
1. It is realized through /aj%
St. Paullives
" in faith." The power of Christ to destroy the old life and live himself in \is depends
on our faith in him, and is exercised just in proportion as we yield ourselves to him in
trustful reliance and loyal obedience.
No fate will make it ours, no mechanical
influence will secure it.
Intelligently, voluntarily, we must exercise faith in him to
be joined to him in crucifixion and new life. Eaith is always the greatest bond of
union. 2. It is determined by the love and sacrifice of Christ. Here is the motive
for our faith.
The love of Christ constrains us. The gift of himself for us reveals
and confirms his love and brings it home to our hearts. The explanation of the revolution in St. Paul's life, of the death of the persecutor, and the creation of the apostle,
To enjoy the same experience we
is his coming under the influence of these truths.
must (1) fix our thoughts on the same great, wonderful love and sacrifice of Christ;
and (2) appropriate them personally to ourselves. " He loved me," etc. W. F. A.

—

—
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Orace frustrated. I. If we seek foe righteousness by means of Law
USB OP THE GRACE OF GoD. Here are two rival methods for obtaining
righteousness.
The first is wide and various, by means of Law, any law the Levitical
system, ascetic discipline, rites of heathen mysteries. Stoic philosophy, our own attempts
The second is specific, the grace of God, the grace
to conform to an outside rule.
shown in the gospel, the grace that comes through the sacrifice of Christ. These two
methods are mutually exclusive. They run in opposite directions. The Judaizing
party was trying to combine them. The Boman Catholics made the same attempt
w hen they regarded justification as the result of works wrought by means of grace.
But, though grace does lead us to conformity with Law, it can only do so in its own way
by changing the heart and planting principles of righteousness, not by assisting the
old servile effort to keep certain external ordinances.
The old stage-coach can be of no
By so much of the distance as you go by road you
assistance to the express train.
leave the rail and therefore lose ground. The mistake of neglecting grace for Law is (1)
foolish, for we thus lose a help freely offered ; (2) ungrateful, for we refuse the gift of
God ; and (3) dangerous, for we shall be to blame for the failure that could Lave been
avoided had we not declined to avail ourselves of God's method of righteousness. All
attempts, then, to increase holiness by monastic rules, regulations of a religious order,
specific TOWS, or restraints of formal Church discipline are unchristian.
The highef
righteousness must be attained by the same means through which the first elements
Ver. 21.

WE MAKE NO
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were secured. Auy other method is poorer and weaker. We begin with grace ; wo
can never improve upon grace.
11. If eiqhteousnbss were attainable by means op Law, CHBiax's death would
HAVE BEEN TO NO PUKPOSE. 1. The method of Law was the older method. If this had
been successful there would have been no need to add another. If the Old Testament
were enough the New Testament need never have been produced. 2. The method of
Law was the less costly method. We do not turn to more expensive methods if no
guperior advantage is to be gained by them. The new method is only possible at the
greatest possible cost.
The righteousness by Law required no special sacrifice. The
righteousness by grace required the death of the Son of God. How much superior
must God consider it to be willing to pay so heavy a price in order to secure it to us 1
We may be sure that, if by any easier way the same results could have been reached;
God would have spared his own Son. Yet they who neglect this grace for the old
method of Law proclaim by their actions that the great sacrifice was unnecessary. For
themselves, too, they do malse it a useless thing. This is the pathetic side of their
error.
Eefusing to avail themselves of the grace of God, they bring it to pass that, as
far as they are concerned, Christ died in vain.
^W. F. A.

—

EXPOSITIOlf.
recent days derive it from piQa, pdaxa,
speak ; as if it were " to bespeak a

CHAPTER HL
Yer.

1.

TttXiiTai).

—

foolish

Oalatians (2 hi6-nroi

In thus apostrophizing them, the

apostle brands their present behaviour, not
in
"
general (comp. Luke xxiv. 25). " Foolish
to allow yourselves to be thus robbed of
your happiness. The transporting feeling
of elevation and joy with which, in ch. ii.
19 21, the. apostle describes himself as
crucified with Christ to the Law, and as
living in Christ and through Christ, makes
him the more keenly sensible of the senseless folly shown by the Galatians in taking
up the observance of the Law. Who hath
bewitched yon, that ye should not obey the
truth? (tIs VIMS 40&(rKai>e; [Keceptus adds,
Tp a\-nBetif fiii ire/flc<rflai]) I tefto in hit envy
With respect to the
4id lewiich youi

any lack of intelligence on their part

—

—

Greek

text, there 1b

now no doubt amongst

editors that the words, rp a\ri8fl(f

/iii

ireiBc-

<r8ai, " that ye should not obey the truth,"
are not genuine here, being in all probability foisted in from ver. 7. We have,
therefore, to omit them and to read i0d(TKavev as before oXs. 'Efida-Kaver is a remarkable word, and calls for comment. In common

man."

The nouns

pdtrKavos,

PatrKavla,

following the senses of the verb, express
the ideas, either of envious detraction or
of sorcery (see Schneider ; Passow ; Liddell
and Scott). In the New Testament the
word occurs only here. In the Septuagint
we meet with it in Deut. xxviii.*54, where,
for the words, "His eye shall be evil towards his brother," we have Baa-Kavu t^
o<pda\ii$ ouTou -rbv aBe\<piv avroS, meaning
apparently, " He shall grudge with his eye
;
his brother " and so again in ver. 56, the
same phrase is used analogously of the
tender woman, " She shall grudge with her
;
eye her husband " Ecolns. xiv. 6, " There

not a worse man (to5 fiatrKaivovros iavrSv)
than he that grudges his own self;" ibid,
ver. 8, "Evil is (i fiatricdvav o(pBa\ii.0) he
that grudgeth with his eye." &i Scripture,
both in the Old Testament and the New,
and in the Apocrypha, the phrases, "the
eye being evil," "the evil eye," following
the Hebrew, always denote envy, ill nature,
niggardliness (Deut. iv. 9 ; xxviii. 54, 56
Prov. xxiii. 6 [comp. Prov. xxii. 9, "a
bountiful eye "] ; Matt. xi. 15 ; Mark vii.
is

Nowhere either in the Scriptures or
in the Apocrypha is there any reference
to " forelooking," unless perchance the

Greek, paffKaiveiv rivd, to treat one with
malignant words, means either to slander,
belie, blacken character, or to oast upon
hi«n primarily words conveying baleful
B^lls, and then, in later usage very fre-

22).

^l-jntly, baleful spells of any kind, and
"
more especially spella from the " evil eye

connected with the Hebrew word for " eye,''
which, however, few critics suppose. Ignatius, ' Ad Bom.', 3, has OuSettotc ificurxivaTe

(Aristotle, Plutarch); in the language of
old English superstition, " forelook " or
" overlook."
Indeed, so closely did this
last notion cling to the verb, as to have

suggested to Greek grammarians for its
etymology, ipdeat Kaivnv, " to kill with the
eyes."

The more

soientific etymologists of

me'onen, Deut. xx. 10 (Authorized Version,
"observer of times"), is etymologicallv

oiiSeva,

e5iSa|oTt, "never gmdged
This Septuagintal use of the

HWovs

any man."

verb presents, as the reader will observe, a
somewhat different shade of meaning to
any of those cited above from the lexicons

Following, however,

its

^idance, we mav

"

:

m

*flE fiPlSTLH TO

undeiBtand

the apostle as here asking,
ill-natured jealousy was it that
did light upon you ? " and as intending to
convey these two ideas (1) the envy of
their once happy state which actuated the
agent referred to; and, (2) by implication,
the baleful effect wrought by the envier
upon them. The aorist of the verb seems
to jioint to a decisive result.
He had, it is
hinted, succeeded in his wish; he had
robbed them of the blessedness which had
excited his jealousy.
In respect to the
"

Whose

:

former idea, elsewhere (ch.

iv.

17, "

They

would fain shut you out") the apostle
ascribes the action of their misleaders to
sinister designs, against their well-being.
It is, indeed, this thought that iuspires the
extreme severity of his language above in
ch. ii. 4 ; the $dir'Kavos, of whom he here
speaks, belonged to, or derived from, them.
In short, the pathetic question here before

us breathes the like indignation and vexation as that in ch. v. 7, " Ye were running
on well who did hinder you that ye should
not obey the truth ? " the last words of
which passage, though not ailmissible here
in the text, would, however, if there, form a
perfectly correct explanatory clause.
The
more distinctly to mark the effect actually
produced, by the envier, very many commentators have enwoven into their interpretation of i^aaKmev, besides its Septuagintal
sense, its other sense of blasting with some
kind of charm "The malignity," Chrysostom
writes, "of a demon whose spirit [or, 'breath']
had blasted their prosperous estate." Great
use has been made, in particular, by many,
as, e.g. Jerome and, according to Estius, by
Thomas Aquinas, of the superstition of the
" evil eye," which, in the countiies bordering on the Mediterranean, bas in all ages
been so rife.
Bishop Ligbtfoot, in his
interesting note on the passage, offers the
" Christ's death in
following paraphrase
vain ? O ye senseless Gauls, what bewitchment is this ? I placarded Christ crucified
:

—

:

:

Ye sulfeied them to
this gracious proclamation of

before your eyes.

wander from

your King. They rested on the withering
eye of the sorcerer. They yielded to the
fascination and were riveted there. And
the litie of your souls has been drained out
of you by that envious gaze."
It may,
however, be questioned whether the apostle
would have recognized his own thought in
this thorough-going application of tlie superIt is doubtful
stition of the "evil eye."
whether he used the verb ipiaxaviv with
reference to any species of sorcery at-all;
if he did, he may have intended no
more than this: "What envious ill-wisher
has by some strange, inexplicable sorcery
BO wrought upon you? Or, how can I explain your behaviour, except that yon have

but

THE GaLaWANS.
been acting
Surely such

under some

tea. lit i--29.

binding spell?

folly is well-nigh ineouceivabi*

men

in free possession of their own
(1) each of these two renderings of the passage is open to the objection
that St. Paul, in writing eflaa-fcavei', either
might have intended to express by the word
"envious grudging," according to its Septuagintal use, or he might have meant
some kind of sorcery according to a common
aoceptation of the term, but could hardly
have meant to convey both senses together.
('2) The introduction of the supposition is
inconvenient, not only because there could
not have really been any such ingredient
in the actual oircumnitances of the present

with

souls."

But

but also because its mention would
serve to excuse the folly of the Galatians,
as indeed Chrysostom observes that it does,
rather than to enhance its censure, which
latter would have been more to the apostle's
purpose. (3) It seems especially improbable
that the apostle was thinking of the " evil
eye " when we consider the entire absence
of its mention in the sacred writings. Sefore
whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently
set forth, crucified among youl {oh kut'
case,

6(pda\fiohs 'iTjffovs Xfntrrhs Trpoeypti<l>7i, iv iifuv
4aTavpap.4vos ;)', to whom, before yowr very
eyes, Jesua Christ had
aforetime (or, openly)

been (literally, was)
set forth crucified
The genuineness of the
{among yoa)?
words, ev u/uii/, "among you," is very doubtful.
Tlie Revised Greek text omits them.
The words, kkt' 6<j>ea\fj.ovs, " before your very
eyes," are very pointed ; for the Greek ex-

pression, comp. Kara irp(io-tiiiroy(oh. ii. 11), and
Aristoph., 'Ban.,' 625,
aoi kot' 6(p6a\ij.ovs
Keyri, "that he may say it to your very
face."
The sense of TrpoeypdcpTj is much
disputed. It is not clear whether the irp6
is the " before " of time or of place.
Of the
other passages in the New Testament in
which this compound verb occurs, in Rom.
XV. 4 twice, and Eph. iii. 3, irph is certainly,
and in Jude 4 probably, not so certainly
(comp. 1 Maco. x. 36, " enrolled "), " before "
of time. In the present passage a reference
to the proplieoies of the Old Testament
seems out of place. It is far more suitable
to the connection to suppose that the apostle
is referring to his own preaching.
Some
commentators, retaining the words, 4i/ ipuv,
connect them with npo(ypd(pTi in the sense
of " in you," comparing " Christ in yon
(Col. i. 27), and " written in your hearts "
(2 Cor. iii. 2); and so render the words thus
" written of, or described, before in you."
But such an expression, sufficiently awkward
in itself, would further be very unsuitably
introduced after the words, " before your
very eyes." Supposing we take the xph as ol
time, there is no satisfactory explanation
of tlie iypi^, if undeibtood in the tense ol

W

; ;

TO.

m. 1—29.]
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writing, there being no taMet (bo to speak)
Buggesled on which the writing could be
conceived of as done.
rp(l(pa, it is true,
means "describe" in John i. 45 and Eom.
X. 5
but it is still a description in writing.
We are, therefore, driven to assign to the
verb the notion of portraying as in a paint;

ing, a sense which in Common Greek it
certainly does sometimes bear, and which
attaches to it in the Staypd(l>(o of Ezek. iv. 1
viii.
10 (Septuagint),
thus gain the
sense, "had before been set forth or portrayed;" before (that is) the envier assailed
you. This same sense, of portraying rather
than of writing, would be also the best to
give to the verb, supposing the irph to be
understood as the " before " of place ; which
conception of the preposition Bishop Lightfoot contends for, urging the use of the verb

We

vpoypiipsiv,

and the nouns

and
npoypa^il, with reference to the placards on
which public notices were given of political
or other matters of business.
When, howvpSypafi/j-a

ever, we consider how partial the apostle
is to verbs compounded with irpi of time,
as is seen in his use of irpoantdo/iat, irpoaKoiai,
irpoafiaoTavw,

npoeKirl^w, vpoeydpxofiai, irpO'
trpo6TOifj,tiC(»J, Trpoevayye\i^o/iai,
vpoKaTayyeWai, ,TrpOKaTapri(a, irpoKvpioncu,
vpairdaxio, not a few of which were probably
CTra-yye^Ao/^at,

compounded by himself

as he wanted them,
appears highly probable that, to serve
the present occasion, he here forms the
compound vpoypdrlxa in the sense of "portraying before," the compound not existing
elsewhere in the same sense. He compares,
then, the idea of Christ crucified, presenttd
to his hearers in his preaching, to a portraiture, in which the Redeemer had been
so vividly and with such striking effect
exhibited to his converts, that it ought in
all reason have for ever safeguarded their
souls against all danger from teaching of an
alien character. If the phrase, iv iiuv, be
retained, it appears best, with Chrysostora
and many others, to understand it as meaning, that St. Paul had presented Christ
it

such lively colours to their view,
that they had, as it were, seen him hanging
on the cross "in their very midst." The
position of icrravpwpiivos, disconnected from
'IjjtroCs Xpurris and at the end of the senWhat
tence, gives it intense signilicance.
the idea of Christ crucified was to his own
self, the apostle bad just before declared
for him it at once had destroyed all spiritual
connection wi Ih the ceremonial Law, the Law
which bade the crucified One away from
itself as accursed, and also by the infinite
love to himself which ho beheld manifested
in Christ crucified for him, had bound him
crucified In

him by spiritual ties both all-constraining and indissoluble. And such (he means)
should have been the effect produced by
to
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that idea upon their souIb.
their happiness in

him

What envier of
could, then, possibly

have torn them from him ?
This same
portraiture of " Christ crucified " whioh he
reminds the Galatians he had in thoso days
presented to them, he also, as he tells the
Corinthians (1 Cor. i. 23; ii. 2; 2 Cor. v.
20, 21), had been intent on holding up
before the Greeks of Achaia while, further,
he intimates to the Romans, in his Epistle
to them, how eager he was to come and at
Rome also hold up Christ as him whom
God had set forth to be a Propitiation,
through faith, by his blood (Kom. L 15, 16;
iii. 25).
Both to the Jew and to the Gentile,
;

both

Greeks and to barbai-ians, both
and to unwise, this, emphatically
was the alone and the sovereign salva-

to
to wise

tlds,

This picturing forth of the crucified
One, however, would hardly from Paul's
much with the outward
particulars of the passion it might have been
this, in a far greater degree, in St. Peter's
presentment of it, who hail been himself
witness of those sufferings but Paul, with
his habits of thought, as we know them from
tion.

lips concern itself

;

;

his writings, who knew Christ as in the spirit
rather than as in the flesh, would occupy
himself more with the spiritual idea of tlio
cross its embodiment of perfect meekness
and gentleness and self-sacrifice, of humility,
of obedience to the Father's will, of love to
all mankind, of especial care for his own,
and its antagonism to the spirit of Levitical
ceremonialism.
"Such presentment," remarks Calvin, •' as if in a picture, nay, as if
actually crucified in the very midst of the
hearers themselves, no eloquence, no artifice of rhetoric, can produce, unless that
mighty working of the Spiiit be assistant
of which the apostle speaks in his two
Epistles to the Corinthians (e.^. 1 Cor. ii.
4, 5, 13, 14 ; 2 Cor. iii. 3, 6).
If any, therefore, would fain duly discharge the ministry
of the gospel, let them learn not so much to
apply eloquence and declamation, as to
likewise so pierce into men's consciences
that these may truly feel Christ crucified
and the dropping upon them of his blood.
Where the Church hath painters such as

—

these,

she veiy

little

needeth any more

representations in wood and stone, that is,
dead images, very little any paintings; and
certainly among Christians tlje doors of the
temples were not open for the reception
of images and paintings until the shepherds either had grown dumb and become
mere dolls, or else did say in the pulpit
no more than just a few words, and these
in BO cold and perfunctory a manner that
the power and efficacy of the gospel ministry was utterly extinct."
Ver. 2. This only would I learn of you
(toCto ii6»ov 0e\a /iaBiiy &p' bum) ; thit

—

—

;;
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mwld J learn from you. I need ask
nothing more to show that the Law is
nothing to you, than that yon should tell
me this. Beceived ye the Spirit by the
works of the law T (4^ epjav v6iu>v rh licEv/ua
^Xifiere;'); mas it in consequence of works of
oiAg
for

the

Law

that ye received the Spirit 1 I

came

amongst you as an apostle, preaching the
gospel, and upon your baptism laying my
hands upon you and the Holy Spirit came
;

down upon you, proving the

reality of his
presence both by signs and miracles and
powers, and also by the love, joy, and peace
with which your hearts were filled ; sealing
at once the trnth of my doctrine and your
own position individually as recognized
heirs of the kingdom of God. Yon remember that time. Well, how was it then ?
Had there a word been then spoken
touching meats or drinks, or washings of

purification (besides your
baptism into
Christ), or circumcision, or care of ceremonial
cleanness? Had you attended to any one
point whatever of Levitical ordinance 7 Had
either you or I oast one thought in that

direction? The
referred to must

"works of the

Law"

here
still be works of ceremonial
performance, not those of moral obedience
for repentance, the practical breaking off
from sin, the svirrender of the soul to God
and to Christ in faith and loyal obedience,
the outward assuming of the character of
God's servants, the purpose and inchoate
performance of works meet for repentance,
these actings of compliance with the morcH
Law were there. The gift of the Spirit was
evidettced by charisms plainly supernatural
but it comprised more than the bestowment
of these. Or by the hearing of faith 1 (fi l{
was it in consequence of
ciKo^s TtlffTias ;)
The noun &«oii dethe hearing of faith t
notes sometimes (what is heard) "report,"
"rumour," as Matt. iv. 24; xxiv. 6; Bom.
X. 16, 17; sometimes, especially in the
plural, the organs or sense of hearing, as
Mark vii. 35 Luke vii. 1 ; Acts xvii. 20
Heb. V. 11; 2 Tim.iv. 3, 4; sometimes the
act of hearing, as Matt. xiii. 14; 1 Sam.
XV. 22 (Septuagint). The last appears more
suitable here than the first taken (as some
take it) as describing the doctrine or message which they heard respecting faith;
"
standing as i,Koii does in contrast to " works
which would have been an acting of theirs,
this likewise was most probably meant by
the apostle subjectively of something appearing on their own part. "Were you not
at once received into the kingdom of God
and filled with joy in the Holy Spirit, immediately upon your believing acceptance
With exquisite
of the gospel message?"
propriety, as Bengel observes, is hereby
marked the nature of faith, not working,
but leceiviug. This agrees also best with
",

;

w

[oh. in.

1—29,

the illustration which in ver. 6 the apostle
gives of the phrase as introduced by him
again in ver. 5.
Ter. 3. ^Are ye bo foolish 1 having began
in the Spirit, are ye now made perfect by
the flesh t (oStui &v6riToi iffrt; iyap^d/ievoi
TrveifutTi, vvy aapxl ivtTe\f'urBe')', are ye so
foolish f having begun with the Spirit, are ye
now finishing Wifb the flesh ? Tivei/iaTi, as
contrasted with arapKi, means the element of
spiritual existence (comp. the use of wveviia
in Bom. i. 4; 1 Pet. iiL 18) into which they
had been brought at their conversion by
the Holy Spirit's influence ; including the

—

spiritual sensibility

which bad at

first

and spiritual activity
marked their Christian

as e.g. joy in God in the sense of
pardon, adoption (ch. iv. 6), love to God,
life,

affectionate attachment to their spiritual
teacher (ch. iv. 14, 15), brotherly love
among themselves: at that hour aU their
soul was praise, joy, love. Sapxl denotes a
lower, merely sensuous kind of religiousness, one busying itself with ceremonial

performances, observance of days and festivals (ch. iv. 10), distinctions of meats, and
other matters of ceremonial prescription;
with petty strivings and disputings, of
course, about such points, as if they really
mattered at all ; in which kind of religiousness the former tone of love, joy, sense of
adoption, praise, had evaporated, leaving
their souls dry, earthly (comp. " weak and
beggarly rudiments," ch. iv. 9 ; and for the
Perhaps the
use of <rdp^, Heb. ix. 10).
apostle includes also in his use of the term
the loss of spiritual victory over sin. If in
place of surrendering themselves to the
leading of the Spirit (comp. ch. v. 18) they
put themselves under the Law, then they
fell back again under the power of the
" flesh," which the Law could only command
them to control, but could of itself give

them no power

to control

(Bom.

viii.

3).

Version, "begun in," is
doubtless faulty, in taking iriniiiwri as governed by the 4v of the compound verb.
The two verbs Mpxa/iai and iiriTe\eir are
balanced against each other in 2 Cor. viii. 6;
Phil. i. 6. 'EiriTcXciirfiE may be either a
passive, as it is rendered in the Authorized
Version, " Are ye made perfect," f.e. "Are ye
seeking to be made perfect ; " so the Bevised
Version, "Are ye now perfected;" or a
middle verb, as l7riTeA.o£juai is often used in
other writers, though nowhere in the New
Testament or Septuagint. The latter seems
the more suitable, with the understood suppletion of " your course " or " your estate,"
as in our English word "finishing." The
apostle is partial to the deponent form of

The Authorized

verbs.

—

Ver. 4. ^Have ye suffered so many tbingi
in vain t if it be yet in vain (roa-avTa tiiStr*

a

;

OH.
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tvffer aU fhofe
if indeed really for
ambiguity of roffavTo, which

C1K7) ; ^ye Koi tlierj) ;
troubles for nought i

nought.

The

did ye

means either " so many " or "so great," is
preserved by the rendering all those.
The
Kovisers put so many in the text, and " or so
great " iu the margin. In respect to iirddiTe,
the leading of tho context in which the
T.jTse is embedded might incline us to take
the verb in the sense in which it frequently
occurs in Greek writers, that of being
subjects of such and such treatment, good
as well as bad as, for example, in Josephus,
*Ant.,'iii. 15, 1, "Offa xo6(i»T€j e| airov xal
irriXiKuiv
evepyeiTiwv fieraKa^Svres, " What
;

treatment having received from him [«c.
God], and what huge benefits having partaken of" the character of the treatment
being sufficiently indicated by the context
as being that of kirjdness. But it is a fatal
objection to this view of the passage that,
in the forty passages or more iu which the
verb ttda-xoi is used in the Kew Testament,
it never is used of good treatment, but
always of bad; and so also always in the
Septuagint. We are, therefore, shut up to
the sense of " suffering ills," and must endeavour to find, if we can, some oircumstancea marking the troubles referred to
which might serve to explain the seemingly
al)rnpt mention of them here.
And the
probable explanation is this those sufferings were brought upon the Galatian converts, not only through the influence of Jews,
but also in consequence of the bitter enmity
with which tlie Jews regarded St. Paul, as
bringing converts over from among the
Gentiles to the service of the one true God
apart from any regard to the ceremonial
Law of Moses. That Jews in general did
thus regard St. Paul is shown by the suspicion which even Christian Jews felt
towards him (Acts xxi. 21). For this no
doubt. It was that the Jews iu Asia Minor
persecuted him from city to city as they
did, their animosity against him extending
itself also to those who had attached themselves to him as his disciples. That it did
extend itself to his disciples as such appears,
as from the nature of the case, so also from

—

:

,

Acts
tions

xiv. 22,

" That through

we must

many

enter into the

tribula-

kingdom of

also it is evinced by the strongly
indignant tone in which he speaks of the
persecuting Jews in his two Epistles to the
Thessalonians, written near the very time
16
to which he here alludes (1 Thess. ii. 14
2 Thess. i. 8, 9) this indignation being
best accounted for by the supposition that
it was roused by his sympathy with the
similarly originated sufferings of the Macedonian brethren to whom he was writing.
That the troubles here referred to emanated
from the hostility of Jewish legalists may

God; "as

—

—
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be further gathered from oh. t. 11 ; vi. 12
(on which see Exposition). Those Jewish
legalists hated both St. Paul and his converts, because they alike walked in " the
Spirit," that is, in the element of Christian
spirituality emancipated from the bondage
of the Law, and not in " the flesh " of Mosaic
ceremonialism. Hence it is that the mention in ver. 3 of the Galatian brethren
having "begun with the Spirit," leads him
on to the thought of the sufferings which
just on that very account had been brought
upon them. " For nought." This adverb
etKTi sometimes means, prospectively, " to no
good," as in oh. iv. 11, " bestowed labour
upon you in vain," and probably in 1 Cor.
XV. 2
sometimes, retrospectively, " for no
just cause," as in Col. ii. 18, " vainly puffed
up." The English phrase, " for nought,"
has just a similar ambiguity. The apostle
mav, therefore, mean eitlier this Did ye
suffer all these troubles to reap after all no
benefit from your suffering them, forfeiting
as you do (ch. v. 4) the reward which you
might else have expected from the great
Eetributor (2 Thess. i. 6, 7) through your
forsaking that ground of faith on which ye
then stood, if indeed ye have forsaken it ?
or this Did yo provoke all that persecution
without just cause ? ^if, indeed,' there was
no just cause as ye seem now to think.
According to the former view, the Galatians
were now nullifying the benefit which
might have accrued to them from their
former endurance of persecution according
to the latter, they were now stultifying
their former conduct in provoking these
persecutions.
The first seems somewhat
the easiest. E{ ye, es in Col. 1. 23. The
concluding clause has been here regarded
as a reaching forth of the apostle's soul
towards the hope that better thoughts
might yet prevail with the Galatian waverers, so that they would not lose the
reward of having suffered for Christ
hope which he thus glances at, if so be he
might thus lure them to its realization. But
another view of the words has commended
itself to not a few eminent critics, namely,
that the apostle glances at the darker pro•peot; as if he had said, "If it be, indeed,
merely for nought, and not for far worse
than that By falling away from the gospel,
ye not only lose the crown of confessorship
ye forfeit also your hope of your heavenly
inheritance" (cf. ch. v. 4). Tlje conjunction
KaX is, confessedly, sometimes almost equivalent to " merely," " only," as e.g. in Homer,
' Odyssey,'
i 58, 'Ufifvos koI nairyhv airoBputTKovTo, voTJffai ^s ya'iTis, " Longing if only but
to see the smoke leaping upward from hia
native land." But in the present case et ye
does not so readily suggest the last proposed
luppletion of thought as it does the other.
;

—

—

—

;

—

I

:

—
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Ver. 8.

—^He therefore

that ministereth to

yon the Spirit, and worketh miracles among
you (i oSv iirixopTiyHv vfuv -rh Jlvivfia, KaX
ivepySov Svvdfieis iv v^'iv)\ he then that sup'
you the Spirit and worketh powers
"
in yon, or, miracles among you. The " then

pliefh to

marks the taking up afresh of the topic
brought forward in ver. 2, with especial
prominence given here to tlie miraculous
manifestations of the Spirit's presence. The
argumentative treatment of this topic of the
gift of the Spirit was interrupted in vers. 3
and 4 by curt, strongly emotional interrogatories, darted forth upon the apostle's
recollecting the animated spirituality which
marked those early days of their discipleship.
The impassioned debultoriness of his language here, together with its abrupt,
niggardly wording, is paralleled by ch. iv.
10 20. Perhaps these features in the form
of the composition were in part occasioned
by the circumstance that he was writing
this Epistle with his own hand and not
through an amanuensis ; such manual exertion being, it should seem, unusual with
him, and from some cause oven laborious and
painful : and so from time to time he appears,
as it were, laying down the pen, to rest, to
The compound
quell emotion, to reflect.
verb iTTixopTj'yci'i', supply, differs probably
form
simple
from the
xopiT"" only by indicating profusion in the supply; but this
qualiScation of its meaniug is too slight to
be representable in translation. Besides 2
Pet. i. 5, 11, we find it in 2 Cor. ix. 10, " He

—

tliat

supplieth (6 imxopriyai/) seed

.

.

.

sliall

supply (xopnyhai^') and multiply your seed
for

sowing;" Col.

the body

ii.

19,

"From whom

all

;

being supplied " 1 Pet. iv.
11, "As of the strength which God supplieth."
And with similar application
tlie substantive " supply " (^irnxopvyla) in
Phil. i. 19, "Supply of the Spirit of
Jesus Christ;" Eph. iv. 16, "Through
every joint of the supply." These passages
make it clear that "he that supplieth"
And this conis no other than God.
clusion is borne out by the comparing of
the other clause, " worketh powers in you,"
with 1 Cor. xii. 6, " It is the same God (i
ivepyav) who worketh all in all " (riforring
wliich passage shows
to the charismata)
"
that " powers " {Swdiieis) are not " miracles
themselves as in Matt. vii. 22 and xi. 20, and
often, but power to work miracles, the
plural number pointing to tlie various forms
.

.

.

—

of

its

manifestation, as in 1 Cor.

xii. 10, 28,

present participles
iTTixopvy^" t'li^ kufpySiv as describing an
agency which the Almighty was continually
29.

The apostle uses the

putting forth among believers in general,
including the Galatiau Chiurches themselves.
Doeth he it by the works of the Law, or by
the hearing of faith 1 (^{ Ipyay v6p.o\> i) ii

[oh. ni.
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in consequence of works of
the
sparingness of words above noted, the apostle
barely jots down, so to speak, the substance
of the interrogative dilemma, without filling
in the form of the question. The suppletion
would naturally be that of our version,
" doeth he it."
The substance of the
argument apparently required no more
than, as before, the question Was it in
consequence of works of the Law or of the
hearing of faith that the Spirit and his
wonder-working powers were received ?
But instead of putting it so, St. Paul interposes the personality of the great God
himself as imparting these great gifts,
aaking his sentence thereby the more stately
and impressive : it is with God in the might
of bis working that these corrupters of the
gospel have to reckon.
The importation
of the Spirit and the oharisms evidenced
God's complacency in the recipients.
On
what was that complacency founded? on
their earning it by ceremonial performances,
or on their simply opening their hearts to
receive his love ? It was a question wliicli
tUe Galatian Churchmen might, if they
would, see the answer to in experiences of
their own. Among themselves these powers
had appeared, and no doubt were still opera" Well, then," says the apostle, " look
tive.
and see : are they not operative in those
only of you who had received them upon
the mere acceptance of righteousness
offered them through faith in Christ simply,
without having given any heed to Mosaic
ceremonialism? Have any of you received
them after taking up with such ceremonialism ? " The apostle, it will be observed
and the remark is one of no small importance makes an appeal to simple matters

Akovs
the

irfoTeioy;)

Law or of the hearing of faith t With

—

—

of fact, founded upon his and their
familiar acquaintance with the facts,
defyiTig

contrailiction.

We may

own
and

be

sure,
therefore, that the facts were as he indicates,
however small the extent may be to which

we, with our imperfect knowledge of the
circumstances, are ourselves able to verify
In some degree, however,
his statement.
we can. Besides the striking illustration
afforded by what occurred in the house of
Cornelius (Acts x. 44), we see that such
charismata were bestowed, and in some
instances, as, e.g. at Corinth, in exceeding
great profusion, in the train of St. Paul's
evangelizing ministrations ; and how remote
those ministrations were from the inculcation, or even the admission, among Gentile
converts of Mosaic ceremonialism we know
perfectly.

—

6.
Xven as Abraham believed God,
was aooounted to him for righteonsness (Kadciis *A^pa^fi iiritrTevire r^ €)e9>, koX
i\oytir$n aiT^ fls SiKoisiriivigi') was reekoned

Ver.

and

it

;

;
:
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un<D him for righteousness. The answer to
the question in the foregoing verse is so
obvious that the apostle goes on as if that
answer had been given, namely, that it was
simply in consequence of the hearing of
faith that God conferred on any the Holy
Spirit and his powers.
This, he now adds,
was in exact conformity with what was
recorded of Abraham ; as soon as Abraham
heard the promise made to him, " So shall
thy seed be," he believed it, and by the
hearing of &ith was justified. The mutual
correspondence of the two cases lay in this,
that in imparting to those believers the
Iloly Spirit, God showed that they were in
his favour, were justified people, simpljr
because of their faith ; even as Abraham
was shown to be in his favour, having
likewise by faith been justified.
The
apostle weaves into his sentence the very
words of Gen. x.v. 6, as they appear in the
Beptuagint, with scarcely any modification
the Septuagint reading thus Kat 4ir'urTiv(r(y
'A0pa/i T^ 0e^, leal eKoyitrdt] avT^ els StxatoBut in doing so he both himself
ffivrir.
:

and will have his readers feel, that
they are words of Scripture from which, as
such, reliable conclusions might be drawn,
as is shown by the next verse.
In the
Hebrew, however, the passage runs as in our
Authorized Version, " He believed in the
Lord, and he accounted it to him for
righteousness." The words are quoted with
substantially the like agreement with the
Septuagint and divergence from the Hebrew
feels,

Bom. iv. 3, and by St. James in his
Epistle (ii 23) {iwlcrTfvffi Se 'A0pah/i, etc.).
" It was reckoned ; " in the Hebrew, " he
reckoned it ; " " it," that is, his believing
God regarded it as imparting to him perfect
acceptableness, his sins no longer disqualifying him for being an object of the Divine
favour. It is of the greatest importance to
take note what the kind of faith was which
God reckoned to him for righteousness.
It was not simply a persuasion that what
God says must be true. As Calvin remarks.
Gain might have a hundred times exercised
faith in what God had said to him, without
thereby receiving righteousness from God.
The reason why Abraham was justified by beUeving was this : a promise had been given
him by God of his fatherly goodness towards
him; and this word of God's he embraced as
also in

certainty. The faith, therefore, which the
apostle is thinking of is the faith which has
respect to some word of God which is of
such a sort that reliance upon it will enable
a man to repose in God's love to him for
The reference to
time and for eternity.
St. Paul makes in
very brief terms he expands in the
fourth chapter of his Epistle to the Eomans
to a considerable length, ending with these

Abraham's case which

uoh

;
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words: "Now it was not written for his
sake alone that it was reckoned to him [for
righteousness] but for our sake also, unto
whom it shall be reckoned, who believe on
him that raised Jesus our Lord from the
dead, who was delivered up for our offences,
and was raised for our justificatiou." Christ's
death and resurrection are God's word and
guarantee to the whole human race, assuring
us of his forgiveness and of his offer to us
of eternal life. If we hear this word with
;

committing ourselves to his love, God
on that ground at once justifies also us. It
is evident that, in the apostle's view, the word
faith,

"righteousness," as used in the recited
passage of Genesis, does not mean " a
righteous act," that is, that Abraham's
believing God's promise was viewed by
Heaven with approval; but complete acceptableness investing Abraham himself.
In consideration of that exercise of faith
God accounted him a righteous man. Th«
Greek phrase, ehoyia-BTj els SiKaioiriy'riJ'i •' was
reckoned for righteousness," »'.«. reckoned
as being righteousness, is similar to \o-yi(rB^fai (is ou5ec, "reckoned as nought"
(Acts xix. 27); tu irepiTOfiiiv Koyttr9i}<reTai,
" reckoned for circumcision " (Kom. ii. 26)
Koyi^erai eis aitepiia, " reckoned for a seed "

—

(Eom. ix. 8). Are we to infer from these
two verses, 5 and 6, that in the apostle's
view all who received spiritual gifts were
thereby proved to be, or to have been,
justified persons and in enjoyment of the
Divine favoin?
We can hardly think
this. The phenomena disclosed to us in the
two Epistles addressed to the Corinthians,
as to tlie moral and spiritual behaviour of
some at least of their body, tend to show
that individuals possessed of charisms were
found in some instances to make a very vainglorious use of them, and needed to be
reminded that tlie thaumaturgic gifts were
of a fleeting character and of incomparably
less value than qualities of moral goodness.
Certainly Christ himself has told us that
" many " will at the last be found to have
been possessed of such miraculous gifts,
whom nevertheless he " never knew." One
of the very apostles was a Judas. Perhaps
the solution is this: companies of men
were dealt with in the diffusion of theso
gifts according as they were characterized,
viewed each as a whole, though there might
be individuals in each company imperfectly,
very superficially, some perhaps not at all,
animated by the sentiment generally prevailing in the body. If a community as a
whole was pervaded extensively by a spirit
of frank acceptance of the gospel doctrine
and of pious devotion, its members brought
by baptism into the "body which is Christ,"
the Holy Spirit made such a community
his habitation (1 Cor. iii. 16, 17; vi. 19

;
:
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and diffused his gifts among
diversely and to all appearance
indiscriminately (1 Oor.xii. 13); at all events
not in such wise discriminately as that
degrees of personal hoUnesa and acceptableness before God could at all be estimated
as standing in proportion to the outward
brilliancy of thaumaturgie gifts severally
2 Oof.
its

vi. 16),

members

—

Ver. 7. Know ye therefore (ytvdtrKert
Critics are
Spo) ; or, ye perceive iheii.
divided between the two renderings, the
imperative and the indicative, both here
and Matt. xxiv. 43; 1 John ii. 29. In
Luke X. 11 and Heb. xiii. 23 yiviiaKeTe is
certainly imperative. The categorical imperative seems of the two the more suited
to the apostle's impetuous temperament.
The verb yivdaKa, like the Latin nosco,
properly denotes "to come to know," "learn,"
" perceive," " get apprised ; " iyvuKu. or
eyvaiy, like novi, having more properly the
sense of " knowing." IJut this distinction
doeBnotalvvaysholdjase.g. Bom.vii.l. That
they which are of faith (on ot ix irtareas') ;
that the men of faith; that is, who derive tbeir
position from faith, belong to faith, are above
Compare
all things characterized by faith.
the expressions, tois e| epiSdai, " the men of
factiousness," i.e. " factious men" (Kom. ii.
8); rhir kK mtrreas 'IJiffoS, "the man of faith
in Jesus," taking his stand thereupon (Rom.
Closely affine to this usage of the
iii. 26).
preposition, if not quite the same, is, i im Ik
Tijs aXriBeias, " that is of the truth " (John
xviii. 37) ; ol ix v6iiov, " they which are of the
Law " (Rom. iv. 14) ; Siroi i^ ^pyav vifiou
eiiriv

(ver.

10 of this chapter).

The same

are the children of Abraham (ovrol ilam viol
The
'A|8poa/x) ; these are eon» of Abraham.
form of expression is precisely the same as
in Bom. viii. 14, " As many as are led by
the Spirit of God (oitToi ilfftv vloi ©eoiJ)
these are sons of God." In both cases the
absence of the article before viol suggests
the feeling that the apostle is simply stating
a predicate of the class before defined, but
not now affirming that this predicate is
confined to that class, although, again in
each case, he knew that it was so confined.
Just here, what he is concerned to affirm is
that the possession of faith is % complete
and BufQcient qualification for sonship to
Abraham. There is, perhaps, a polemical
reference to the teaching of certain in
Galatia, that, to be sons of Abraham or
interested in God's covenant with his people,
it behoved men to be circumcised and to
observe the ceremonial Law. This error
satisfactorily met by the affirmation of the present verse, that the being
believers, simply this, constitutes men sous
of Abraham, In the tenth verse the apostle
goes furtii«r, aggressively denying to tboM

would be

[oh.
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" were of the works of the Law " th«
possession at all of Abrahamio privilege.
The class, "men of faith," did in fact
include Jewish believers as well as Gentile
but just here, as seems probable from what
is said in the next verse, the apostle has
in view Gentile believers only. The writer's
thoughts are hovering round that promise
of God (" So shall thy seed be ") which had
been on that particular occasion the object
of Abraham's faith. That this was the
case we may infer from his citation of the
words in Bom. iv. 18, the explanation of
which had been prepared for by him in what
he has said before in ver. 16, " To the end
that the promise may be sure to all the
seed : not to that only which is of the Law,
but to that also which is of the faith of
Abraham, who is the father of us all." It
was this that led him to speak of being sons

who

of Abraham. This train t)f thought i»
pursued further in the next two verses.
Ver. 8. Tbe substance of this verse,
taken in conjunction with the next, is this
The announcement which the Scripture
records as made to Abraham, that " in him
all the nations sliould be blessed," that is,
that by being like him in faith all nations
should be blessed like him, did thus early
preach to Abraham that which is the great
cardinal truth of the gospel preached now
it proceeded upon a foresight of the fact
now coming to pass, that by faith simply
God would justify the Gentiles. As well
as the Scripture quoted before from Gen. xv.,

—

so this

announcement also ascertains to us

the position that they that are of faith,
and they alone, are blessed with the believing patriarch. Such appears to be the
general scope of the passage but the verbal
And
details are not free from difficulty.
the Scripture, foreseeing {irpolSovffa ?€ ^
;

atut, again, the Scripture, foreseeing.
;
'She conjunction Se indicates transition to
another item of proof, as, e.g. in] Rom. ix.
The word " Scripture " in
27, "Hiroias S4.
2 Pet. i. 20, "no prophecy of Scripture,"
certainly denotes the sacred writings as
ypa<p'ti)

taken collectively, that is, what is frequently
recited by the plural, ai -ypaifxiL, " the Scriptures."
So probably in Acts viii. 22, " the
passage of Scripture."
are, therefore,
warranted in supposing it possible, and
being possible it is here also probable, that
this is the sense in which the apostle now
uses the term as well as in ver. 22, rather
than as denoting, either the one particular
passage cited or the particular book out of
which it is taken. This view better suits
the personification under which the Old
Testament is here presented. This personification groups with that in Roo. ix. 17,
" The Scripture saith unto Pharaoh, For this
very purpose did I raise thee up." In baUi

We

;:
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oases the "Scripture" is pnt in place of
the announcement which Scripture records
as haying been made, the Scripture itself
being written after the time of both Abra-

ham and
them.

Pharaoh, and not addressed to
But here there is the additional

of foresight being attributed to
Scripture a foresight, not exactly of the
Holy Spirit inspiring the Scripture, but of
the Divine Being who, on the occasion referred to, was holding communication with
Abraham ; although, yet again, " the Scripture" seems in the words, "foreseeing that
G'jd would justify," etc., distinguished
from " God." The sense, however, is clear
Scripture shows that, as early as the time
of Abraham, a Divine intimation was given
that God would, on the ground of faith
simply, justify any human being throughout
the world that should believe in him as
Abraham did. Eabbinical scholars tell us
that in those writings a citation from Scripture is frequently introduced with the words,
feature,

—

"What

sees the Scripture?"

or,

"What

" That God would justify
the heathen through faith (on ^k iricrrews
SiKaiol ri. eBpri d @e6s) ; that by (Greek, out
of) faith would God justify the nations.
The position of ex itliTTeas betokens that
the apostle's point here is, not that God
would justify the Gentiles, but that it was
by faith that he would do so irrespectively
of any fulfilment on their part of cereThe tense of the
monial observances.
present indicative Sikoio? is hardly to be
explained thus: would justify as we now
see he is doing. The usual effect of the
m-atio obliqua transfers the standpoint of
time in Bikoio? to the time of the foresight,
the present tense being put instead of the
sees

he

[or,

'

it'] ?

.

future (SiKotiSirei), as intimating tljat God
was, so to speak, even now preparing thus
to justify, or, in the Divine estimate of
spaces of time, was on the eve of thus
justifying; analogously with the force of
"
the present tense in the participles "given
and "poured out" (SiSd/ievov, inxovSimvop)
in Luke xxii. 19, 20. The condition of
mankind in the meanwhile is described in
shut up unto the faith that
vers. 22, 23
question arises as
was to be revealed.
to the exact interpretation of the word iSpi)
as twice occurring in this verse. Does the
apostle use it as the correlative to Jews,
" Gentiles ; " or without any such sense of
contradistinction, " nations " including both
Jews and Gentiles ? In answer, we observe
(1) The great point in these verses (6 9) is,
not the call of the Gentiles, but the eflSoacy
of faith without Leyitical ceremonialism, as
summed up in the words of ver. 9. (2) The
original passage which the apostle is now referring to is that in Gen. xii. 3, where the
Beptuagint, conformably with the Hebrew,

—

;

A

—
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has Kal ivev\oy'\B-ftffovTai ev ffol iraa'ai at ^v\at
T^s 73s: incur Authorized Version, "And in
thee shall all families [Hebrew, mishpeehSth']
:
of the earth be blessed " only, through som a
cause or other, instead of " all families,"
he writes the words, " all nations " (TrdvTa
t4 eflKTj), which we find in what was said by
the Lord to the two angels (Gen. xviii. 18),
Kal ivevKtyyTjB-fiffoi/Tai 4y auT^ [that is, Abraham] jrtJvTo Ta eBi/ri ttjs 75)! Authorized
Version, " all the nations of the earth "
:

(Gen. xxii. 18, and the promise to Isaac,
Gen. xxvi. 4, are irrelevant to the point

now under

consideration).

We,

therefore,

are warranted in assuming that, as idvij
might be used as coextensive with (pvXul
(" ifamilios "), it really is here employed by
the apostle with the same extension of
application. We' may add that, most certainly, the apostle utterly repudiated the
notion that God justifies Gentiles on a
difierent footing from that on which he
justifies Jews : whether Jews or Gentiles,,
they only who are of faith are blessed with

Abraham and, whether Jews or Gentiles
all who are of faith are blessed with him.
;

Preached before the gospel unto Abraham,
saying (7rpoeu7j7*yeA^(raTO rqj 'A^paAft, 3ti)
preached the gospel beforehand unto Abraham, saying. Very striking and animated
;

the apostle's use of this word vposmiyyehiaaTo, a compound verb, minted no doubt
for the occasion out of his own ardent
thought, though it is found also in his
senior contemporary, Philo. It is plainly an
allusion to the " gospel " now openly proclaimed to the world aa having been " by
anticipation" already then announced to
Abraham, the Most High himself the herald;
signifying also the joy which it brought to
the patriarch, and (Uhrysostom adds) his
great desire for its accomplishment.
The
blessed and glorious gospel of the grace of
God bus been the thought of God iu all
ages.
May we connect with this the mysterious passage in John viii. 56? In point
of construction, the verb eiayyeXi^onai is
nowhere else followed by 3tj: but as it
is sometimes found governing an accusative
of the matter preached (Luke i. 19; ii. 10
Acta y. 42 ; viii. 12 ; Eph. ii. 17), there is
no harshness in its construction with on,
which we may here represent in English
by " saying." In thee shall all nations
be blessed (}vev)uyp)ei)aovTai [Keceptus,
is

euAoyijfl^irocTai] iv ao\ irivTa Tci

efli'i)).

" In

thee " as their type and pattern, in respect
both to the " blessing " bestowed upon him
and to the faith out of which his blessing
sprang. The " blessing " oonsists of God's
love and all the well-being which oaa flow
from God's love; the form of well-being
varying according to the believer's circumstances, whether in this life or iu the liiii

"
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to

oome

he

it receives its

;

consummation with

utterance, " Comu, ye blessed
(eiXarYTiii4yoi) of my Father, inherit the
final

you from the foundaInto this condition of
UessednesB the sinful and guilty can only

kingdom prepared

for

tion ol the world."

be brought throagh justification ; but justification through Christ does of necessary
consequence bring us into it. The compound form of the verb, el'eu\oyr|9^|(rovTal,
added to ^i> o-ol, forcibly indicates that moral
inherency in Abraham, through our being
in faith and obedience his spiritual offspring, whereby alone the blessing is attained and possessed. Chrysostom remarks,
" If, then, those were Abraham's sons, not,
who were related to him by blood, but who
follow bis faith, for this is the meaning of
the words, ' In thee all nations,' it is plain
that the Gentiles are brought into kindred
with him." Augustine explains " in thee,"
similarly : " To wit, by imitation of his faith,
by which he was justified even before the
sacrament of circumcision." Luther writes,
" In Abraham are we blessed, but in what
Abraham ? The believing Abraham, to
wit; because if we are not in Abraham,
we are under a curse rather, even if we
were in Abraham according to the fiesh."
Calvin likewise : " These words beyond all
doubt mean that all must become objects
of blessing after Abraham's fashion ; for he
is the common pattern, nay rather, rule.
But he by faith obtained blessing ; therefore
faith is for all the means."
Ver. 9. So then they which be of faith
are blessed with faithful Abraham (_&trre ot
ix vlffreus, evhoyovvTcu a-iiv r^ itiffT^ *APpadfi),
" Are blessed ; " are objects of benediction.
The apostle gathers from the words cited in
ver. 8 the two particulars, that there are
who get to be blessed like Abraham and
with him, and that it is by faith like
Abraham's, without works of the Law, that

—

they do so. He seems to have an eye to
the sense of Divine benediction which the
Galatians had themselves experienced, when
upon their simply believing in Christ the
Spirit's gifts had been poured forth upon
them. The word " faithful " (itio-t^) is inserted, ex abundanti almost, to mark the
more explicitly and emphatically, the condition on which both Abraham and therefore
This
others in lum gain the blessing.
being "in Abraham," which is here predicated of all who gain justification and
God's benediction, is analogous to the image
of Gentiles, being by faith " grafted," and
by faith abiding, in the "olive tree," which
we have in Eom. xi. 17, 20. The verbal marhs
is generally passive, "one to be believed
or trusted in," and so a man " of fidelity
but it is also at times active, in the sense
pf "one who believes," as John xx, 27;
;

[oh. ni.
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Acts X. 45 2 Cor. vi. 15 ; Eph. L 1 ; 1 Tim.
10 ; V. 16 vi. 2 (so ia fiirurros, John xx.
27; oKiySviaTos, Matt, vi 30).
In consequence of this use of the term in Soriptare,
both Jidelis in ecclesiastical Latin *nd
"faithful "in English have often thi» aig.
;

iv.

;

nification.
Ver. 10.

—

many

works
yhp (^
epyaif vi^ov eltrlv, iirh Kwrdpav tiirtv) ; under
a curee, or, under cursing,
"For." The
apostle is now making the clause in the
preceding verse, " they who are of faith,"
of the

^For as

Law are

as are of the

under the onise

(ij<ra£

the limiting description of those who " are
blessed with faithful Abraham;" I say,
they who are of faith ; for they who are of
the works of the Law are in a very difi'urent
case. In the phrase, " are of the works of
the Law," the preposition " of" («k) has the
same force as has been already noted in the
phrase (ver. 9), "they who are of faith;"

—

dependence upon, belonging to,
taking position from ; and it marks a moral
posture of mind voluntarily assumed. The
apostle in laying down the aphorism of the
present passage has doubtless an eye to
those of the Galatians who were moving
for the adoption of circumcision and the
ceremonies of the Levitioal Law. Withdrawing from the category of those who
were of faith, they were preparing to join
those who were of the works of the Law. If
their taking up with circumcision, and with
these or those of the Levitical ordinances,
it signifies

was not mere childish trifling ; if in serious
and solemn earnest it meant anything, it
meant this that they looked to gain ifrom

—

these

observances acceptableuess before
God, as performing works commanded by
his Law given through Moses but in that
view they were bound to take the Law in
;

and do every work which it
prescribed, ceremonial and moral alike ; for
all of it came invested with the like authority and as a part of that institution was
alike binding (see oh. v. 3). Let them now
consider well how in such circumstances
their case would stand. That the " works
of the Law" which stand foremost before
the apostle's view in the present discussion
are those of a ceremonial character is apparent from the tenor both of vers. 12 19
of the preceding chapter and of vers. 1 10
of tlie next. There is, indeed, generally
this difference observable between the phase
of the Law regarded in this Epistle, as compared with that which engages the apostle's
its entirety,

—
—

thoughts when writing to the Romans: in
the Komans the prominent notion of the
spiritual condition of those under the Law
is that they are in a state of guiltiness,
condemnation, spiritual inability, unconquered sin; while in the Galatians the
prominent notion of their condition is that

;

CB.
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thej are In a state of slayery, that the dispODsation they are under is spiritually an
enslaving one, a yoke of bondage (ch. iii.
In the
2-1 ; iv. 1—3, 9, 24, 31 ; v. 1, 13).
Romans the moral aspect of the Law ia
mostly in view; in this Epiatle its ceremonial aspect. The consideration of tbese
distinctive features marking this Epistle
will perhaps prepare us the more readily to
apprehend the particular shade of meaning
with which the apostle uses the words, " are
under cursing." He means, not precisely
that a curse has already been definitely
pronounced upon them so that they now

stand there condemned, but that the threatening of a curse is always sounding in their
ears, filling them with uneasiness, with
constant apprehension that they shall themThe noun Karipa is
selves fall under it.
thus used for malediction, cursing, in Jaa.
"
Therewith bless we the Lord and
iii. 9, 10,
Father; and therewith curse we men ; . . . out
of the same mouth cometh forth blessing
and cursing (^si\oyia koX Kardpa) " Deut.
xxvii. 13 (Septuagint), " These shall stand
for the cursing upon

Mount

—Kardpas)for the denouncement of the

(lirl Tijs

Ebal "

^that is,

several curses with which they were to threaten
different classes of transgressors. As many,
says the apostle, as are of the works of the
Law are under a black cloud of malediction,
which is ready to flash forth in lightning
wrath upon every failure in obedience.

And what man

of them all can hope not to
that inexorable lighting down of
judgment ? Supposing them to be ever so
exact aud punctual in their observance of
those ordinances of the flesh which certain
of those Oalatian Churchmen are hankering
after, how will it fare with them in respect
to those other weightier precepts of the
Law which require spiritual obedience?
For one single example, how will they be
able to render unfailing obedience to the
commandment. Thou shalt not covet ? Beyond question, the apostle writes with the
sense which he has so fully developed in
bis Epistle to the Romans (iii. 9 20 ; vii.
7 24; viii. 3), that no one under the
economy of the Law ever did, or ever could,
continue in all things which were written
in the Law to do them ; and that therefore
they that forsook the gospel of Christ to look
to the Law for acceptance with God would
beyond doubt become, nay, taken as they were
at any moment had already become, each
individual, the specific object of malediction,
t child of cursing, a child of wrath (2 Pet.

merit

—

—

14; Eph. ii. 3; Rom. iv. 15). Nevertheless, his purpose just here may be presumed to be, not to afSrm this, but rather
to point to the miserable state of apprehensireneM »nd fear of instant wrath which
tbaj who were of tite works of the Law
ii.

must needs be in bondage
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to.

Most com-

mentators, however, understand Kardpa as
meaning, not " cursing " or uttering general
sentences of cursing (malediolio), but "a
curse " (maledictum), that is, a specific curse
incurred already by eacl) individual in
consequence of his having of a certainty
already sinned against some commandment
of the LawT if not against some ceremonial
commandment, at any rate against some

moral precept. Whichever way we understand it, such (the apostle at all events
means) was the condition into which those
Judaizing Gentile converts were preparing
to precipitate themselves.

For

it is

written,

every one that oontinueth not in
all things which are written in the book of
the Law to do them (yiypairrat y&p 2tj
[Receptus has yhp without gri, which conjunction is according to the Greek usage
introduced superfluously] 'EiriKaTdpaTos nas

Cursed

is

6$ ovK ^fi^evet if iraffi rots yeypa/xfieyots iv r^
^i&\itp Tov v6}iov^ Tov TToiTjtrat aiJTtf). The

Septuagint (Deut. xxvii. 26) has '%TrtKardpaTos vas b [this i of doubtful genuineness]
&v9pamosi ScTts ovk ififievei [or ififievei] iv
vaffi rots \6yots tov vSfiov ro^ov, rod voiTJffat
aijTois.
The Hebrew ia correctly given in
the Authorized Version, " Cursed he he that
confirmeth not aU the words of this Law to

The apostle, quoting the Septuagint apparently from memory, gives the
general sense ratlier than the exact words.
He that sins against a commandment, as (to
use the Septuagint phrase) he does not
"continue in" it, but departs from it, so
also, he, as far as his action reachea, sets it
aside or abrogates it instead of "confirming"
The word "all," not found in our
it.
present Hebrew text, is stated by critics to
be in the Samaritan as well si in the SepThis is the last of the twelve
tuagint.
several maledictions pronounced from Mount
Ebal, and certainly includes in its scope the
ceremonial as well as the moral precepts of
the Law. But what did this maledictioa
Certainly it expressed abhorimport ?
rence ^the Divine Author of the Law, and
his ministers and people accepting, pronouncing, and ratifying the denunciation,
all join in repudiating the offender, casting
him out from among them with loathing:
What practical effect
so much is clear.
was to be given to the malediction, even by
men in this life, not to speak of the action
of God hereafter in the life to come, is nowhere indicated; but all could see thus
much the offender, if dying unreconciled,
would depart hence accursed of both man
and God. The notion of guiltiness before
God and accursedness incurred by transgression of merely ceremonial precepts has
been so greatly effaced from men's oon•oiousness by tiaa teaching, direct and ior
do them."

—

—

"

m
direct, of

(Tttfi

EttS*fLE

Christ'a goepcl, that

we

fO

find it

hard to realize to our minds that there ever
existed a posture of the spirit answering to
such a notion, or, if such did exist, that it
could be other than the fruit of an uninstructed, ill-trained state dl the conscience,
liut it was not this, so lon°; as the economy

For these positive
of Moses was in force.
laws were laws of God, binding during his
pleasure upon the conscience of every
Israelite ; and in proportion as an Israelite's
consciousness of the existence of Jehovah
and of his own covenant relation to Jehovah
was real and vivid, in that proportion would
lie be careful, scrupulously careful even, in
obeying those positive laws.
He had,
indeed, to duly estimate the comparative
importance and obligation of positive and
of moral precepts, especially when in actual
practice they came into conflict, according
to the principle laid down for example in
Hosea vi. 6 ; but it was at his peril that he
at any time neglected the former, though
still less might he dare to neglect the latter.
For every Israelite, as long as the Law continued in force, that which was said by
Christ was strictly true, and in both clauses
meant to be taken in solemn earnest, "These
latter ought he to do, and not to leave the
other undone" (Matt, xxiii. 23). It was, for
instance, a matter of conscience for the
truly conscientious Israelite to carefully
purify himself from pollution incurred by
contact with the dead, and to abstain from
swine's flesh; he might not neglect such
purifications or partake of such meat without
breaking a commandment of God's, without
therefore incurring God's displeasure; and
it behoved him to feel that he could not,
and in proportion to the sincerity and depth
of his religious sentiment he did feel it.
Now, even when Israelites lived in a world
of their own, comparatively free from the
presence of Gentiles, the observance of the
Levitical Law must needs have been at times
felt to be an irksome or even anxious obligation; but its irksomeness and anxiety
must have been greatly increased when
Gentiles were not merely brought into close
contact with them, but were even their
masters. St. Peter confessed how burdensome it was felt to be, when he pronounced
it a yoke which neither they nor their
fathers had been able to bear.
The feeling
of relief must therefore have been inexpressibly great when an Israelite could come
to be assured that those positive laws had
ceased to be obligatory ; that even if from
habit or from national or social sentiment he
continued to observe them, yet his conscience
was quite free to disregard them without
fear of displeasing God ; that God's covenanted mercy had no longer any reference
whatever to such observauoee, and that be

TttE (JALAfiANS.
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might worship him acceptably, Bnd hold
joyful communion with liira (say) in the
Lord's Supper, though he had just before
been handling a corpse without being since
purified, or eating "unclean" meats, or
working on the sabbath day. This relief
the gospel brought; God's servants learnt
vrith joy that they were righteous and accepted before him simply through faith in
Christ without those " works of the Law."
The curse was reversed. Now it ran thus
" Anathema be he who doth not wholly trust
Anain Christ crucified for righteousness
thema be he who brings dead ordinances of
the Law to darken his brethren's joy I
Ver. 11. But that no man is justified by
the law In the sight of God, it ia evident
(Sri 5^ iv vi^at oiSels SiKatovrcu vaph t^
0f £) ; hut that in the Law no man is justified
To "be justified"
wiih God, is evident.
means to he brought out of a state of guiltiness aud cursedness into a state of acceptThe apostle, assuming that every
ance.
one is guilty and under a curse, now shows
that the Law oifers no means of justification.
" But." The apostle is meeting the notion
that, though one who is of works of the Law
is evermore threatened with a curse ready
to light down upon him, and though the
curse ha» been, as it cannot but have been,
actually incurred, yet, by setting himself
afresh to the endeavour and thenceforward
continuing stea^lfast in all things written in
I

—

the Law, he may thus win pardon and
righteousness with God.
To obviate this
conception, without stopping to insist upon
the fact that through indwelling sin no man
possibly can continue in all the things
written in the Law, he puts the notion
aside by stating that this is not the method
of justification which Scripture recognizes.
This he shows by adducing that cardinal
aphorism of Hubakkuk, by which, as it
should seem, the apostle was wont to substantiate the doctrine of justification by
faith (comp. Eom. i. 17; Heb. x. 38). The
way in which the passage is here introduced,
almost as an obiter dictum, and as if not
needing a formal indication of its coming
out of Scripture, suggests the feeling that
the passage, as taken in the sense in
which the apostle reads it, was one already
familiar to his readers, no doubt through
his own former teaching. When in the Acts
(xiii. 39
41) we read that in the synagogue
at the Fisidian Antioch, in close connection
with the statement that through believing
in Christ a man is justified, he cited anothet
passage of Habakkuk (i. 5), denouncing unbelieving despisers, we cannot doubt that
he had made good his statement about
justification by alleging this same probative
" In the Law ; " that is, as being in
text.
the sphere and domain of the L»w<

—

<^'
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pare the use of the same preposition: Eora.
ii.
12, " As many as have sinned under
[Greek, 'in'] the Law;" iii. 19, "It saith
to them that are under [Greek, ' in '] the

An exactly

Law."

parallel construction is
found in Acts xiii. 39, " From all tilings
from which ye could not by [Greek, ' in ']
the Law be justified." They could not as
being in the Law find therein any means
" Is ju.stifiecl with
of gaining acceptance.

God ;" comes to be accounted righteous with
"With God;" not merely outwardly,

him.

Levitically, in the jndgnient of a Levitioiil
priest
but inwardly and in reidity, in God's
estimation. The preposition " with " (irapa)
is used similarly in Eom. ii. 13, " For not
the hearers of the Law are righteous with
God ; " 1 Cor. ii. 19, " The wisdom of this
world is foolishness with God." It is God
himself that justifies the sinner (Rom. iii.
30 ; iv. 5) ; but the apostle does not write
" is justified by God," because he is confronting the notion so natural to man, and
above all, to the Judaizing legalist, that a
man is to make himself righteous by doings
^ceremonial or moral of his own. For,
The just shall live hv faith (6 Sikkios ix
Tria-reois (fifffTat) ; tlie righteous hy faith shall
The apostle is not weaving the prolive.
phet's words into his own sentence simply
as aptly expressing his ovm thought, but
is citing tJiem probatively as wor^is of Scripture; as if he had said, "As Scripture saith,
The righteous," etc. The same is the case
with the words introduced in the next verse
out of Leviticus ; so Eom. ix. 7. In Eom.
XT. 3 and 1 Cor ii. 9 the apostle inserts,
" according as it is written," as in parenthesis, before adding the words of Scripture
in such a way as to form a continuation of
his own sentence. " The righteous by faith
shall live; " that is, the righteous man shall
draw his life from his faith. It is generally
agreed upon by Hebrew scholars that in

—

—

the original passage (Hab. ii. 4) the words,
" by his faith " (or possibly, adopting another reading of the Hebrew text, " by my
faith," that is, by faith in me) bidong to
"
"shall live," rather than to "the righteous
(see on this point Delitzsch on Heb. x. 38,
and Canon Cook on Hub. ii. 4, in Speaker's
Commentary '). And that St. Paul so understood it is made probable by the contrasted
citation of " shall live in them " in the next
verse. With this conjunction of the words,
the passage suits the apostle's purpose pert
fectly ; for if it is by or from his faith that
tho righteous man lives, then it is by or from
his faith that he gets to be accepted by God
The "faith" spoken of ia
as righteous.
shown by the context in Habakkuk to mean
Buch reliance upon God as is of a steadfast
character, and not a mere fleeting or occasional aoceptanca of God's promisea as true.
'
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is plainly the view of the passaga
which is taken by the Pauline writer of the
Hebrews iu x. 38.

This

—

Ver. 12. And the Law is not of faith (6
Se v6fios ovK iffTiv ^K iriaTeus') ; but the
is not " by faith." This is closely connected
with the latter part of the preceding verse,

Law

forming another portion of the proof
Ver.
is there introduced by "for."
11 should end with a semicolon, not with
a full stop. The He at the beginning of this
as

which

verse is slightly adversative, setting "the
Law" in contrast with the notion of " living
by or from faith." These words, " by or
from faitli " (^k iricrrems), are borrowed from

the preceding citation. We may paraphrase
thus The Law does not put forward as its
characteristic principle, " by faith " the
characteristic principle of the Law is rather
tliat which we read in the third book of
Moses (xviii. 5), " The man who hath actually
done them shall live by them." But, The
man that doeth them shall live in them (aAA',
'O TTOt^ffas aura [^vOptarros] (-^(rerai 4v ai/Tois
(the word iyBp'airos is ondtted by the recent
editors, as having crept into the text from the
Septuagint) ; but, Se that doeth them shall
live in them. The whole verse (Lev. xviii. 5)
in the Authorized Version, following the
Hebrew, stands thus " And ye shall keep
:

;

:

:

my

statutes and my judgments
a man do, he sliall live iu them

:

which
I

:

am

if

tlie

Lord." The Septuagint runs thus :
And
ye shall keep [or, and keep ye '] all my
statutes and all my judgments, and ye shall
do them [or, ' and do ye them 'J : the man
that doeth them shall live in them (& iroi"

'

^ffas

avTCL

&v6potTTos C'^ffeTai iu

avTOis)

:

I

am

the Lord your God." It thus appears
that the pronoun " them " recites " my statutes and my judgments."
But this tho
apostle is not at present particularly concerned to specify; his main point here is
that the Law requires such ami such things
to be actually done, before it holds out tho
prospect of life to be gained thereby. Those
under the Law were bound to render strict
obedience to all its requirements, whether
moral or ceremonial; and whosoever set
aside any of whichever class was constituted by the Law a " transgressor " and a

man " accursed."

As it stands in the passage of Leviticus referred to, the clause
which is cited bears not so much the aspect
of a promise as of a restrictive statement
implying a threatening or warning, and is
therefore in harmony with the comminatiou
The "doing" here
quoted in ver. 10.
spoken of differs essentially from evangeComprising as it did in
lical obedience.
very large proportion the observance of the
ceremonial prescriptions (Trpo<rriS.yixaTa) of
the Ijaw, it points to a course of conduct in
which a man, striving to earn pardon and
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compounded verb ayopdCa, buy,

acceptance by a meritorioug life, had continually to be tiirninu; his eye, slavishly and
under fear of the "curse" in case of failure,
towards an external Law, whose detail of
positive enactinents, in addition to the
regulation of his moral conduct and inward
spirit, he was bound with scrupulous exactness to copy in his life.
The spiritual
obedience of " faith," on the other hand,
evolves itself (in the apostle's view) freely
and spontaneously ft-om the inward teaching
and prompting of God's Spirit, of which it
is the natural product or " fruit " (ch. v. 22).
Such are these two forms of religious life
when viewed each in its idea. When, however, we compare the spiritual state of many

is found
with reference to Chrisf a death in 1 Oor.
"
vi. 20 and vii. 23,
Ye were bought with a
;
price " 2 Pet. ii. 1, " The Master that
bought them " Eev. v. 9, " Didst purchase
unto God with thy blood." In the present
passage it is not the blood of Chrisf as in
1 Pet. 1. ,18, that is regarded as the purchase money, for the notion of expiation
with blood of sacrifice is not even glanced
at but rather, as the next words show, his
taking upon him the accursedness and pollution which by the Law attached to every
one crucified. "From the curse of the
Law;" its cursing affects us no more.
God's people are, in Christ, no longer, oa
they were before, subject to his disapproval
or abhorrence, in consequence of transgressing the positive, ceremonial enactments of
the Law of Moses. In respect to that class
of transgressions, its cursing expended itself, and perished, upon the crucified body
of the Son of God. Being made a onrse for
us (ysi'iifj.ei/os imep 7]fi&v Kardpa); having
heeome on our hehalf a curse. The position
of Kardpa makes it emphatic. The form of
expression, "become a cuise," instead of
" become accursed," is chosen to mark the
intense degree in which the Law's curse
;

—

;

even sincere believers in Christ, so far as we
can estimate it, with the spiritual state of
(say) the marvellous author of Ps. cxix. or
of David and other pious Israelites, as disclosed in the exercises of pious feeling gar-

nered in that same devotional book, we
cannot fail to perceive that an Israelite
under the Law might yet be not " of the
works of the Law," but in no small degree
qualified to teach the Christian believer
himself, even in the life which is " of faith,"
" Shall live in them;" that is, shall find in
them a fountain, as it were, of life. The
Targums, Bishop Lightfoot observes, define
the meaning of " living " by " life eternal."
Ver. 13. Christ hath redeemed us ttoja
the curse of the Iip.W (Xpurrhs fiijat i^yiyipaa-ev
^K T^s Kardpas Tov v6fiov) ; Clwiid houglf-t U9
The position
off from the curse of the Law.
of the word " Clirist " in the Greek, heading
the sentence, makes it emphatic Christ ;
he alone; no means offered by the Law
hath procured justification for the sinner.
" Us ; " not merely the Israelites after the
flesh, who were visibly under the Law : but
either all mankind. Gentiles as well as

fastened upon the Lord Jesus.
Compare
the expression, "made him on our behalf
sin," in 2 Cor. v. 21.
Probably the form of
expression was suggested to the apostle by
that -found in the Hebrew of the passage of
Deuteronomy which he proceeds to cite
(see next note but one).
The preposition
virep, " for," " on behalf of," may possibly
mean " in place of," as (perhaps) in Philem.
but this idea would have been more
13
distinctly expressed by dcW: and the strict
notion of substitution is not necessary to
the line of argument here pursued. Tor it
is written (yiypaiTTai yip").
But the more
approved reading is Sn yeypaTrrm, because it
is written ; which more definitely marks the
writer's purpose of vindicating the propriety
of his using so strong an expression as " becoming a curse." Cursed i» every one that
hangeth on a tree (ivncaTdpaTos irSs i
Kpsfidfi.ei'os iir} |iJ\oi;) ; or, upon wood (Dent,

—

—

;

Israelites, being declared by the Law unclean and unholy, both ceremonially and
morally, and thus under its curse (comp.
"for us," 2 Cor. v. 21); or God's people, the
children of Abraham, prospective as well as
present (comp. John xi. 50 52 and ch. iv.
" Redeemed," or "bought us off." The
5).
Slime compound Greek verb occurs ch, iv. 5,

—

" That he might redeem [buy off] them who
were under the Law " obviously, buy off
from being under it. Another Greek verb,
KvToia, ransom, is rendered "redeem"

xxi. 23). The Septuagint has KfK^Tiipaiidvos
[or, KaTTipapifyos} vni 0eoS iras Kpffi^UffOs

;

in Titus

ii.

14;

1

compound verbal

Pet.

i.

noun

Roij).

iii.

24

re-

23 ; 1 Cor.
The apostle may be supposed to
i, 30, etc.
have preferred to use i^ayopa^u here, as
pointing more definitely to the price which
demption, in

;

[or, iras

viii.

the Eedeemer paid ; for in KvTp6a, redeem, this notion of a price paid often lies
so far in the background as to leave the
ferh to denote simply "deliver." The un-

•

every

i Kp."]

e-irl

^i\ov,

" Cursed by

God

hiinging on a tree." The Hebrew is qillath elohim talui, " a curse of God
is he that is hanged."
The words, " every
one " and " on a tree," are additions made
by the Septuaigint; the latter expressiqn,
however, is found in the preceding clause,
as also in the jireceding verse ; so that the
sense is given rightly. The apostle depart*
from the Septuagintal rendering of the Hebrew phrase, " a curse of God," probably
because he regarded the rendering as inwi18

18; whence the
aTroXtfrpaKri?,

[cH. in. 1-

oije

;

?a.
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curate ; for the phrase, " curse of God," is
probably a Btrongly intensive form of expression, like " wrestlings of God," in Gen.
XXX, 8 ("great wrestlings," Authorized

See note on " exceeding great
city" (Hebrew, "a city great unto God")
in Jonah iii. 3, in Speaker's Commentary.'
According to this view, ^TrtKardpaTos, in
which the element ^irl is intensive, is a just
interpretation; while it also makes the
clause more striking as an antithesis to the
We are, percTTiKaTipuros, etc., in ver. 10.
hnpa.justified in adding that it would not
have exactly suited the apostle's purpose
to admit the words, " by God " for, thougli
the Law pronounced flie crucified Jcsua a
" curse," God, in the apostle's feeling, did
not in this case ratify the Law's malediction.
To understand the bearing of the
verse rightly it is necessary to be quite
clear as to the sense in which Christ is
The
here said to have become a curse.
context shows that he became a curse simply
Version),

'

;

by hanging upon a

tree.

No

spiritual trans-

such as that of our guilt being laid
upon him, comes into view here at all. It
was simply tlie suspension upon a cros^
that imparted to him, in the eye of the

action,

Law,

this character of accursedness, of ex-

In other words,
Ihe accursedness was the extreme of ceremonial poUuteclness ceremonial, with no
admixture of guilt or spiritual pollution. It
has, indeed, been attempted by critics, Jewish
as well as Christian, as Bishop Lightfoot
has shown, to justify this apliorisra of the
Law, by the plea that one thus punished

treme abhorrent defilement.

—

supposed to have
form of execution by some
But, plainly,
of
guilt.
enormity
especial
such previous guiltiness might not have
been present the man crucified, or impaled,
or hung might have suffered upon a false

might

inferentially be

merited

tlils

;

But though he had suifered
accusation.
'.mjustly, his being gibbeted would, notwithstanding his innocence, constitute him " a
curse of God" all the same. Ceremonial
poUutedness, as well as ceremonial purity,
was altogether independent of moral conAnd at present the line of
siderations.
thought which tUo apostle is following
relates simply to questions of Levitioal or
Have
ceremonial purity or defilement.
Christian believers as such anything to do
with these matters? This is tlie poiiit at
The apostle proves that they have
issue,
nothing to do with them, upon the ground
that the crucifixion of Christ did away
wholly with the ceremonial Law. It will
only confuse the reader if he supposes that
the apostle means here to embody the whole

doctrine of Christ's sacrificial aiouement
at present oonoerned with stating the
t«lation which hii passion bore to the Law.
lie is
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The passage before us illustrates the meaning of the words in ch. ii. 19, " I through Oit
Law died unto the Law " he felt himself
disconnected from the ceremonial Law, in
consequence of that Law pronouncing Christ
crucified "a curse of God."
question
arises, how far the crucifixion of Christ,
viewed in this particular aspect of its constituting him in the eye of the ceremonial
Law an accursed thing, modified for those
who believe on him the effect of the malediction which the Law pronounced upon such as
violated its moral precepts. The following
observations are offered for the reader's
consideration. The Law given in the Pentateuch is uniformly spoken of in Scripture
as forming one whole.
Composed of precepts, some moral, some ceremonial, some
partaking mixedly of both qualities, it constituted, however,one entire coherent system.
If a part of it was destroyed, the whole Law
as such itself perished. If so, then the cross
of Christ, by annihilatingits ceremonial enactments, shattered in pieces tiio whole legislation, so that the disciples of Christ are uc
longer at all under its dominion, or subjects
jurisprudentially (so to speak) to its coercive
])uniiive power.
Yet its moral precepts, so
far as they embodied the eternal principles
of rectitude, would, so far, and because they
do so, and not because they were part of
the Law given through Moses, continue to
ex]ires3 the will of God concerning us.
Being, however, " letter " and not " spirit,"
they were always altogether inadequate
expressions of that Divine will a vrill which
:

A

—

which

evermore changing its
form and aspect towards each human soul,
is

spiritual,

is

according to the ever-varying conditions of
its spiritual position.
The moral precepts
of the Law are for us no more than types or
figures, mere hints or suggestions of the
spiritual duties which they refer to they
cannot be regarded as definitively regulative
laws at all. Thus they appear to be treated
by Christ and his apostles as e.g. Matt. y.
;

;

21—37

;

1 Cor. ix,

8—10

light that the Church

;

of

and it is in this
England regards

Decalogue in her PreAnd, analogously, the
curse which the Law pronounces upon those
tliem, in reciting the
Comniunion Ofiioe.

who

set any of its precepts at nought,
whether moral or ceremonial, may be regarded as a mere type, revealing, or rather
giving a slightest most imperfect glimpse
of, the wrath with which the Divine justice

burns against wilful transgressors of the
eternal Law ; a hint or suggestion, again,
and not its direct denouncement, God's
people, however, by being through faith
united to the crucified and risen Christ,
become through his cross dead to the whole
Law of Hoses, both as regulative and as
punitive,
freed from it absolutely; bb^

—

—

;

;

m
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however, to be without Law unto God
only, the Law they are now under is a
spiritual
Law, one conformable to the
nature of that dispensation of life and of
the Spirit, to which througli the Risen One
they belong. With tliis view it agrees that
the execration which the Law pronounced

XpiuTiy); (hat upon "(he natioru" might
the blessing of Abraliam in Christ
The phrase, els ri eflyjj , . , yevriTai,
Jesue.
is illubtrated by the use of yiyyetrBm els,
" arrive at," or " accrue to," in Acts xxi. 17
XXV. 15; Eev. xvi. 2. For the preposition
€is we may also comp. Bom. iii. 22, " Unto

upon the Son of God as crucified, and by
pronouncing which the Law itself perished,
be regarded as a most significant and
impressive symbol of the epiritual import of

(eis) all

is to

our Lord's death.
It pronounces to the
universe that, for those who by faith are one
with Christ, the wrath of Divine justice
against

them

as

quenched in the

sinners
infinite,

is

quenched

Divine love and

•

righteousness of Christ.
Ver. 14. Two results are here stated as
having flowed from the abrogation of the
Mosaic Law which was effected by the
crucifixion of Jesus : one, the partioi])ation
of Gentiles in "Abraham's blessing," to
which they could not have been admitted
as long as the Law was authorized to shut
them out from God's covenant us unclean
the other, the impartation to God's people,
upon their faith only, apart from acts of
ceremonial obedience, of the promised gift
of the Holy Spirit. Are these stated as
co-ordinate results, in the same way as a
repeated Hva (" In order that ") introduces
co-ordinate results in Kom. vii. 13 ; 2 Cor.
Or is the second a
ix. 2; Bph. vi. 19, 20?
consequence of the first ? In favour of the
first view, it may be said that, in point of
fact. Gentiles, as such, were not admitted
into a participation in Abraham's blessing
till some time after the day of Pentecost.
But on the other hand, it may be urged (1)
that, though not as yet actually admitted,
yet in the Divine purpose, and in the
ordering of the conditions of tlie case, they
might have come in, the door was open,
though the threshold not actually crossed ;
and (2) that their admissibility may be supposed to have been in the Divine counsels
the prerequisite condition of the Holy
Spirit being imparted, it not being fitting
that the Spirit should be given so long as
the Law was, so to speak, standing there,
authorized to debar from this, tl)e most
essential portion of "Abraham's blessing,"
any who were partakers of Abraham's blessing.
In the three passages referred to as
favouring the construing of the two clauses
as co-ordinate, we have not as here two
different results, but one and the same, only
in the second clause more fully described.
The second view seems, therefore, the more
probable one. That the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles through
eis to iSvi] ri ev\oyla roS
Jesus Christ

—

—

(W

'A$ptthii yei/TiTai iv XpiffTcp 'iTjiroD: BO

leoemt

editors

readi

in

place

of

most

'lijo-ov

come

and upon

(e'-Trl)

all."

By

to

eflcj),

the whole context shows, the apostle
means in particular "the Gentiles," the
non-Jews, as such. At the same time, the
phrase is evidently used, as found ready at
hand in the passage cited by him in ver. 8,
" In thee shall all the nations (eSj/jj) be
blessed," which passage also suggested the
notion of "the blessing of Abraliam." It
had therein been foretold that all the nations
should, by exercising the fnith of Abraham,
obtain the same blessing ; and (says the
apostle) we see now by what method the
" In
benefit hos been brought to them.
Christ Jesus;" not merely by him; the
blessing is, so to speak, immanent in Christ,
both procured by him and obtained by the
nations through their comint,' by faith into
union with him.
Comp. Epii. i. 6, 7, "His
grace which lie freely bestowed upon us in
the Beloved; in whom we have our redemption;" Col. ii. 10, "In him ye are made
full _" and the like. " The blessing of Abraham." The expression, being drawn from
the passages in Genesis in which the Lord
assures Abraham that "he would bless
him," and that " in him all nations should
be blessed," must be taken to import the
as

;

Divine good will and whatever ben

i

fits

would

therefrom result. Men arrive at ti is " benediction " by beinp; justified ; but justification
is only the entrance into it, and not the
whole blessing itself.
It is styled Abraham's blessing, as having been emphatically declared to have been possessed by the
patriarch, "the father" of all who should
thereafter receive it. That we might receive
the promise of the Spirit through faith

T^v ^7ra77eAfai' rov Uvei^aros Kd^ojfjiey
The pronoun " we" points,
not to the Israelites as such, nor to Israelite
believers in particular, but to those wlio
were viewed as God's covenant people.
These had hitherto been Abraham's natural
seed only; and had also hitherto been
under the Law. But the time had come
when they were to receive the full " adoption
of sons," and therewith the Spirit of God's
Son (ch. iv. 5, 6); which, however, could
not coLiie to pass until the Law, "the yoke
of slavery," had been cleared out of the
way, opening the gate to God's benediction
(Yea

Sia T^s Trig-Teas').

to all believers,

whether Jews or Gentiles.

The Law and the Spirit could not coexist.
Where the Law had sway, there was tutorship (7roi5oTi»7(a) and slavery. Such, it
true, was needed, so long as the Spirit

is

wM

";

ME

«ia.ittl-§§.3
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them

under discipline. But when tliis outward
code had been taken out of the way, " nailed

God

to Christ's cross," then the people of

—

could not be left without the Spirit the
Spirit of holiness, as well as, or rather,
because also, the Spirit of adoption which
accordingly was forthwith im|iarted, the
sole condition of the bestowment being
their living obedient faith, felt and by baptism professed, in Christ and in God. Comp.
Eph. iv. 13 —18, as containing a full piesentment of these facts relative to the introduction of the new covenant, and in the
same order of sequence. Thus the apobtle
has triumphantly returned to the thesis
from which he had started in the two first
verses of the cha^jter Christ crucified, and
the receiving of the Spirit witliout works
" The promise of tlie Spirit
of the Law.
is the Spirit which had been promised
the
"
w<K\l
promise " here denoting, not as in
Hcb. xi. 33, the word assuring a subsequent
'oestowmentjbut as in Luke xxiv. 49 and Heb.
si. 39, the beetowmeut itself.
The apostle
points not merely to such passages of the
;

—

;

Old Testament as had definitely foreannounced the outpouring of God's Spirit
(Joel ii. 38; Isa. xliv. 3; and the like),
but the whole "kingdom of God," or "world
to come," whose blessedness therewith came.
Ver. 15.— Brethren, I speak after the

manner

of

men

(aSeXt^o^,

/caret

&vQptanov

Xdya). " Brethren." The tone of indignant
reproach with which the chapter opened
has gradually subsided in the course of
the apostle's argument; so that here he
appeals to the Galatian Churchmen as
" brethren '' as if to bespeak their candid
attention to the consideration he is about
" I speak after the manner of
to allege.
men." I say it as stating a principle com;

monly recognized in human life, in respect
to contracts between man and man (see note
on the phrase, ch. i. 11). In a similar
manner, in Heb. vi. 16, 17 the writer refers
to human methods of ratifying solemn engagements, in order to illustrate a course of
proceeding on another occasion condescendingly adopted by God. Though it be but a
man's covenant, yet if it be (when it hath
been) confirmed, no man disannuUeth, or
addeth thereto (SjUOjj avdp^irou HeKvpatfjLeyrjif
StadiiKitv oiiSeh i.BeTe'i

^

eTriSiaTda-arerai).

The

Authorized Version has thus happily rendered the '6/ius, which is here transposed
out of
1 Cox.

its logical

xiv. 7,

position, as

and as en

it

is in

is

also in

Eom.

.

m
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not there; for moral beings, forming a
people of God's, must be under some Law
and, if there was not a law written on the
" fleshy tables of the heart " by God's Spirit,
there behoved to be one embodied in an
outward code of ordinances, which should
coerce men's frowardiiess and keep

;

6.

The apostle's meaning is that, if even men
are constrained by their sense of justice to
abide by this rule, much more may the AUrighteous One be expected to do so. This
a fortiori suggestion (for St. Paul only
hints this consideration by introducing tl;e
word Sfias without explicitly developing it)
is similar to the a fortiori argument more
explicitly stated by our Lord with reference
to God's justice, in Luke xviii. 6, 7 ; and to
his fatherliness, in Luke xi. 13. "Covenant."
The word Stad'l)Kri, properly "disposition,"
which, in classical Greek, generally means
" will," " testament," is used in the Septuagint to render the Hebrew Serift, covenant, in
which sense it occurs once in Aristophanes.
Aves,' 439; and it appears to denote "covenant" in all the thirty-three places in
which it is found in the New Testament
'

for

even Heb.

ix.

17 can hardly be allowed

to be an exception.
Bishop Lightfoot observes that the Septuagint translators and

New

the

Testament writers probably preto crmS4\Kn, the ordinary Greek
word for " covenant," when speaking of a
Divine dispensation, because, like "proferred

Siad-fiKr)

mise,"

it

God.

Perhaps the terms appeared to them

better expresses the free grace of

more suitable

also in this application, because one of the parties to the engagement
was no other tlian the supreme sovereign
Disposer of all things. " Confirmed ; " ratified; as it were, signed, sealed, and delivered. " No one; " meaning neither of the

two covenanting parties. "Addeth thereto " addeth any fresh condition, such as
would clog the action of the previous en;

gagement.
The apostle adds this with
reference to the supposition that the Law
of Moses might have qualified the Abrar
hamic covenant by limiting its benefits to
persons ceremonially clean.
Ver. 16. Now to Abraham and his seed

—

were the promises made (tm
4^pildr]ffav [or, e^piQriaav]
T(j?

fTirepfiaTt

auToD);

now

5e 'A0paa.fi
al ^TraryyeXiai, koI

to

Abraham were

the promises made (Greek, spoken) and to his
seed.
The question now to be determined

who the parties were that were concerned
in the covenant made with Abraham, and
with respect to whom the principle just
stated must be taken to apply. Of course,
God is himself one of the two parties. This
the apostle assumes without specific mention
in this verse, though he refers to it in the
next. On the other side, he discerns " Abraham and his seed;" for the form of the
sentence, we feel, lays emphatic stress
upon the latter copartner. He has in view,
apparently, in part, the promise recorded
in Gen. xiii. 15, " All the land which thou
seest, to thee will I give it, and to thy seed
;
for ever " perhaps in part the vision related
in Gen. xv., wherein (ver. 18) " the Liord
is,

a
"
;
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marie a oovenant with Abram, saying, Unto
thv seed have I yiven tilia laud," etc. ; but
moat partiouliirly, since on this occasion
circumcision wna appointed as the "sign of
the covenant," the words in Gen. xvii. 7, 8,
" I will establish my covenant between me
and thee and thy seed after thee in their
generations for an everlasting covenant, to
be a Gfod unto thee, and to thy seed after
thee ; and I will give unto then, and to thy
seed after thee, the land wherein thou nrt
a stranger, all the land of Canaan, for an
everlasting possession; and I will be their
God." In the present connection the reference is not so obvious to the important promise in Gen. xxii. 17, 18, on which snch
18.
These
stress is laid in Heb. vi. 13
passages, in their primary and plain nbvious
covenant
establislied
by
the
point
to
sense,
a
Lord between himself on the one hand, and
Abraham and Abraham's natural seed on
the other; ratified nn the persons of Abraham and Ills offapring by the seal of circumcision, and collating to them the gift of the
land of Canaan. But the nposlle teaches
ns to read tliese passages mystically : in
place of Abraluim's natural seed substituting
"Christ," a spiritual seed; and in place of
the land of Canaan substituting a spiritual
inheritance.
For "covenant," to which
term the apostle reverts in the next verse,
we have hero " promises " thus also in Hob.
vii. 6, Abrihara is described as "he that
had the promises." He saith not. And to
seeds, as of many ; hut as of one, And to thy
seed (oiJ \4yef Ka) Toh airepiuunv. Sis
voWaj/' ciW', its icj}' eyos* Kal r^ ffirepfiarl
<rou).
The use of the preposition e'itI with
A.e'7€i, as meauing " of," not found elsewhere
in the New Testament, occuis repeatedly in
Plato (see Ellicott and Alford, and Winer's
' Gram.,'
47, g). With " many " and " one,"
we are, of course, to supply " seeds " and
"seed." It has been questioned whether
Biich a form of expression as " to thy
seeds" would have been possible in the
Certainly we do not in the
Hebrew.
Hebrew Bible find a plural of the noun
xera' when used for "oflFspring," blit only
when used for a grain of seed. But still,
such a plural may not have been unknown
to St Paul in the Hebrew spoken in his
time; for it oceur.f, De Wette tells us, in

—

;

M

the Chaldeo Paraphrast for "races" in
Josh. vii. 14; Jer. xxxiii. 24; Gen. x. 18.
Such a grammatical cavil to his observation,
however, the apostle miglit well have
brushed aside Ijy giving his objector to
understand that it was not upon a nicety
of lingual criticism that he was taking his
stand, but upon a fact wliicli was not to be
called in question; namely, that of the
many brandies of descendants owning
broham as their progenitor, there was only

[ch.

m.

1— 2S.

one contemplated by the Almighty as destined to inherit the promise. This principle

among several lines of
descendants he has himself drawn marked
attention to in Kom. ix. 7, 8, by quoting the
words, " In Isaac shall thy' seed be called,"
and adding the gloss, " That is, it is not the
of discrimination

children of the flesh that are children of
God ; but the children of the promise
arc reckoned for a seed."
And so here.
Among Abraham's descendants one particular head of a race
was beforehand
si/lected in the counsels of God, whose
issue alone should inherit. As tlie principle
of discrimiiiative predestination was ajiplied
with respect to the inheriting of the promises
viewed in their secular meaning, so also was
it applied with respect to the inheriting of
them si)iritnally: to only one branch of
Abraham's descendants did the Divine
Dis|io^er guarantee the promised grant
llial which should originate from Abraham's
great Descendant, Christ, and which was to
be in liini and by his name to be called.
Which is Christ (ils itrn Xpia-rSs) that is,
which seed is Christ; the gendiT of
the relative pronoun, which logically, as
reciting a neuler noun, trirep/ia, should be
neuter, being according;; to a very common
usage of the language made masculine by
the attraction of the predicate Xpurrify.
;

The word "seed" still retains its signification of a collective noun, and does not
even here denote a single descendant
sense which usa^e would not justify us in

—

assigning to it; for even in Gen. iv. 25
zero' acker means "other oifspring," and
not " another offspring." The word "Christ
is it.self employed by the apostle as a collective, as in 1 Cor. i. 13, " Christ is divided 1" or, "Is Christ divided?" xii. 12,
" As the body is one, and hath many members, ... so also is Christ."
It is usual in
the Hebrew idiom to apply to a people the
very name, uumoditied, of the head from
which they derive; as "Israel," "Jacob,"
" Ephraim," "Judah," and a large multitude
of instances. It is certain from vers. 27 29
that St. Paul has in view those who are " in

—

Christ" as being in and with him the
" seed " to whom the "inheritance" was by
that covenant given. Jesus, viewed in his
own solitary personality, has no place in the
apostle's present argument: lie it was nut
that was to inherit the blessing, save oidy
with, or ralhor in, that multitude of human
beings for whose sake he is there at all.
Perhaps it is on that account that his
title "Christ" is alone named, in
preference to "Jesus" his appellation fts an
individual man. Having thus ascertained
as definitely as we may what it is that the
apostle here states, wo are naturally led to
consider on what grounds he is justified

offic al

!

;

•
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affixing to th« passage or passages of tlie
Old Testament which he refers to, the sense
that he does; both as to the import of tlie
gift which the covenant guaranteed to
Abraham's seed; and as to the specilio seed
itself as being " Christ." The answer to such
questioning is, for us, at ouoe in a groat
measure determined by our belief in the
elaims which St. Paul mates to be regardeil
as an inspired teacher. With this belief, we
do not wait first to ascertain that hia exposition is warranted by linguistic or historical reasoning before we will give it our
assent.
accept his exposition as one
iniparted to himself by heavenly teaching,
and as the result of inspired spiritual insight
gazing into the oracles of God.
refuse
to regard it, as some would fain persuade us
to do, as mere midrash of unscientific rabbin-

We

We

ism. Perhaps, indeed, rabbinism itself in its
better schools and iii such St. Paul had
himself in his earlier years been triiined
was often far more profound and scientific
in its scriptural exegesis than many who
have not been conversant with Jewish commentators are disposed to imagine.
His
exposition is, therefore, not at once and of
course oondemnetl, because, if indeed it bo

—

—

the fact, its method seems to bear upon it
the brand of being rabbinical. Thus much is
clear its substance was beyond all question
not drawn from rabbinism, but learnt from
higher teaching.
If at first it arouses in
our minds a feeling of surprise, and even a,
degree of hesitation in accepting it as it lies
there before us, we may have good grounds
for suspecting that this is owing, not to our
superior wisdom, but to the superficiality of
the views which we are in the habit of
taking of the histories and utterances
found in the Old Testament. Fuller and
clearer insight into tlje depths of inspired
teaching will perhaps enable us by-and-by
to giasp with a firmer hold than now the
veritable reasonableness and certainty of
this apostolic woid, and to discern its coherency with other portions of revealed
Meanwhile it may conciliate our
truth.
judgment to a more unfaltering aci^eptanco
at once of what we here read, if we will
consider how transeemlently great is the
glory of the personage whose Name is here
attached to Aliriiliam's spiritual seed, and
how transcendent too is the corresponding
glory of that economy of benediction which
The
that august Being has brought in.
infinite grandeur of " God manifest in the
flesh" imparts its magnificence both to
the community which he graciously takes
into union with him, and to the " kingdom
of God " which through him they inherit.
The glory of Clirist fills the v/liole Ohuroh,
which, resplendent therewith, eclipses into
tier obscurity all other communities here-

—
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tofore promised to be recipient of Divine
blessing : those, feeble types of her, fada
away at her coming, their glory and very
beins; absorbed in hers.
need, then, not
hesitate to believe that she with her Lord

We

was from the beginning contemplated by the
Almighty in tlie revelations of future benediction which he accorded to men, certainly
with a view ultimately to this crowning
dispensation and that anteiior dispensations
;

of benediction were symbolically predictive
of this.
Ver. 17. And this I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed before of God in
Christ (toDto Se A-eyoj, StadijKTlf TrpOKeKvpw
li.evriv
uifi
xoi)
@eou [Ruceptus adds, iis
X/>i(rT(fi/]) and I say this: a covenant coitjirmed
We have heru the application
before of God.
of the aphorism laid down in ver. 1.5. " And

—

;

I

;

say this " that

is this."

is,

"

And what I have

A» God had

alrca ly bifore

to say

made

covenant with Abraham and his
Law given so long alter cannot
have been intended to do away with it;
fundamental principles of even human civil
equity disallow of any such procedure.

a solemn
seed, the

" Oonfirraed before."

It the confii-mation or
ratification is to be distinguished as additional to the solemn announcement, we may
find it either in the " seal " of circumcision
(item. iv. II), or in tlie oath "with which
God interposed" (Heb. vi. 17) after the
sacrifice of Isaac.
The words els XpurT6v,
" with reference to Christ," are expunged
friim the tctt by most recent editors.
If
grnuine, they would seem intended to emjiliasize that position of "Christ" (i.e. in
cfi'uct his Cliuri h) as future copartner with

Abraham, which has been already affirmed
in the prece. ling verse.
The Law, which
was four hundred and thirty years after (i
juera

reTpa.ic6a'Lct.

Kal TpiaKOVTa errj

[Receptus

instead of here,
the sense] yeyoviis

I'cads eTT) bi^fore rerpaKScna.,

with no

diiference

to

fiifios)
the Law, having come into existence
four hundred and tldrty years after. This
;

number

of years the aposile finds in Exod.
In the Hebrew text of that
40, i\.
passage this term of four hundred and thirty
years di fines the stay of the Israelites " in

xii.

Egypt." But in the Septuagint, as well as
in the Samaritan text, the term defines the
sojourn of the Israelites (" themselves and
their fathers " is, according to Tischendorf,
added in the Alexandrian manuscript)
" in the land of Egypt and in the land of

Canaan." With the view presented by this
Septuagintal version agrees a definite Btate-

meut of JosophuB (' Ant.,' ii. 15, 2), " They
left Egypt
. four hundred and thirty years
after our forefather Abraham
came into
Canaan, hut two hundred and fifteen yean
only after Jacob removed into Egypt." In
two other passages, however (' Ant.,' ii. 9, 1
.

.
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JoBeplms speaks of the
Egypt as lasting " four hundred
;
years " probably following in this computation the period mentioned in the Divine
communication recorded in Gen. xv. 13, and
cited by St. .Stephen (Acts vii. 6) in his
defence. It is unnecessary here to attempt
to determine the chronological question,
which is one not free from difficulty. Our
readers are referred to some valuable observations of Canon Cook's, in his note on
Exod. xil. 40; who on apparently strong
grounds considers that a longer period than
two hundred and fifteen years must be allowed for the sojourn in Egypt (see, however,
Mr. Reginald S. Poole's aiticle, " Chronology," in ' Dictionary of the Bible,' vol. i.
pp. 321, 322). If the Hebrew text of Exod.
xii. 40 as we have it is correct, and if the
Septuagintal version of it errs in including
the sojourn of the patriarchs in Canaan in
the there mentioned period of four hundred
and thirty years, then the number of
years which the apostle here specifies,
counting apparently from Abraham's arrival
in Canaan when he received the first of the
promises cited above in the note on ver. 16,
is less tliaii he would have been justified in
stating by the interval between Abraham's
arrival in Canaan and Jacob's going down
But, however, even if the
into Egypt.
apostle's mind adverted to this particular
point at all, which may or may not have
been the case, it plainly would not have
been worth his while to surprise and perplex
bis readers by specifying a number of years
different from that whioli they found in the
Greek Bible, which both he and they were
accustomed to use, even though the greater
number would have in a slight degree added
to the force of his argument.
Cannot disannul (ovK ditvpoi) ; doth not disannul. The
present tense is used, because the apostle is
describing the present position. That it
should make the promise of none effect (els
rh icarapyrjaai r^v e-Kayye\iav). The *' covenant" is here to a certain degree distinguished from " the promise." The latter,
being the fuiidamentiil and characteristic
portion of the former, is brought prominently forward, for the purpose of illustrating the character of the Christian economy
as being above all things one of grace and
gratuitous bestowment. The feeling also,
perhaps, underlies the words that with
one of generous spirit and who so largeheai-ted and munificent as God?
in proportion as a promise which he has given is
large and spontaneous, and the expLctation
raised by it eager and joyous, in that proportion is it impossible for him to baulk the
promisee of his hope. The "promise" was
" To thee end to thy seed will I give this
;
land " the " covenant," that Jehovah would
*

Bell. Jud.,' T. 9, 4),

aflSiotion in

—

—

[oh. ra.
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be their God, and that they should recognise

him

as such.
Ver. 18. Tor

Law,
71

—

it is

if

the inheritance be of the
yiip ix j>6ij.oj>

no more of promise (ei

K\Tipovo/x'ia, ouKe'Ti[or,ouK ^Ti]

for if from a

Law

e'f ina-yye\las);
the inheritance accruet,

accrues no longer from a promise. The
two nouns " Law " and " promise " have no
article, being regarded here in their several
characteristic principles, which were not
only diverse, but contrary. The Law says,
" The man that doeth these things shall
live by them " and this while enforcing a
it

;

great variety of minute positive principle!
by severe threats and penalties. The promise bestows of free grace without works.
The promised bestowment is here styled
" inheritance," because received by Abraham's seed as his heirs (see ver. 29 and
ch. iv. 1).
In the Old Testament it ii
a favourite designation of the land of Canaan as e.g. in Ps. cv. 11. Here it relates to
a spiritual possession. Oukcti seems preferred by editors of the text, when used
logically, as if it were. It no longer appears
to be (so Eom. vii. 17; xi. 6); whereas
oiiK 6T1 might be referred to a oliange which
took place at the time when the Law was
given. But God gave it to Abraham by
promise ( rqJ 5i 'A^paifi Si' eirayyeKias Kex<ipiffrai S &e6s) ; hut God hath freely given it
The verb xapfCiM"'
to Abraham by promise.
emphatically marks a gift as freely and
lavishly bestowed
(compare its use in
Eom. viii. 32 ; 1 Cor. ii. 12). The perfect
tense points to the now and evermore enduring effect of tlie promise. The position
of i &ehs is emphatic God, no less than
he (comp. Kom. viii. 31). The march of
this sentence, with which the apostle closes
up this paragraph of the discussion, gives,
as it stands in the Greek, the reader to feel
the apostle's soul dilating with wonder and
delight as he gives expression to the two
notions the gracious freeness of the gift,
and the Divine personality of the Giver.
The mention here of Abraham alone,
without " his seed," is perhaps due to the
apostle's sense of the long priority of this
guaranteed bestowment to the giving of
the Law. In appreciating the tone of the
passage, we must not lose sight of the
venerableness of this personage, the primordial father, not only of the Hebrew race,
but of all believers in Christ to the end of
the world.
Ver. 19.-^Wherefore then serveth tie
law ? (t£ oZv 6 ii6iios ;) ; what then (or, why
then) is the Law ? The apostle is wont thus
to introduce the statement of some objection
or some question relative to the point in
hand which requii'es consideration (of.
;

—

I

—

.Kom.

iii.

1

;

iv. 1).

that, while the

He

wishes

now

Law was a Divine

to

show

ordinance^
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was yet not intended to supersede the
previously ratified covenant, but rather to
prepare for its being completely carried out.
It was added because of transgressions (rav
wpa^&ceojv x^P^ trpoimidii) on account of
transgressions it wot superadded. As x^P'"
denotes that so-and-so is done in consideration of this or tliat; this latter may be
either some antecedent fact furnishing

it

;

ground

for subsequeut action, sfi iu 1 John
12; Eph. iii. 1 ; Luke vii. 47, or uome
pixMpective result, which the action signified
the verb is intended to forward, as Jude
16.
Here it intimates that the Law
was given from a regard to men's sinful
actions, with an implied contrast with the
covenant of Christ's gospel, which was
concerned with men's justification and benediction.
The province of tlie Law is to
expose sins, rebuke them, pronounce God's
curse upon them, coerce and restrain them
by the discipline of a system of outward rites
and ceremonies. The office of the Law, as
dealing with sinners as continuing sinful,
iii.

m

while unable to make them new creatures,
is indicated by St. Paul in 1 Tim. i. 9,
where, after saying, " The Law is not made
for a righteous man, but for the lawless and
unruly, for the ungodly and sinners," he
proceeds to add a catalogue of offender!
chargeable with the grossest form of criminality; which furnishes a most apt

word vapafiaans (" transgressions ") wiiioh he here uses, and which
marks sins in their most wilful and most
eondemnable character. What was spiiitually the outcome of the Law's action upon
men's sinful nature, in making their " sin
exceeding sinful," the apostle has vividly
portrayed in the seventh chapter of the
Eomans. This last point, however, is probably not even glanced at here ; and it is
only by straining the sense of x'^P'-" *^**
some commentators, notably Meyer, find the
apostle to be here stating that the Law was
added for the behoof of transgressions, as it
were in their interest, to increase and intensify them, as in Boin. v. 20, that the trespass might abound. This, however, is not
naturally found in the present passage. All
that the apostle here states is that the Law
merely dealt with sins, having no function
in relation to life and righteousness. The
article before iiapafiainaiv indicates tlie whole
class of objects referred to, as e.g. in toIs
illustration of the

avSpi-Kois

(Heb.

U

ii. 27).

This " superadded "

inconsistent with the
oi/5' imSiaT&traerai, "nor addeth thereto," of
ver. 15 ; inasmuch as it points to a Divine
ordinance, which stood, so to speak, in a
different plane from the covenant of grace,
and in no way interfered with it. Till the

(irpoo-eTrflrj)

not

seed should come C&XP'^ "'' ^^^V '''^ o-irepiMt.')
The form of expression indicates the purpose
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him who arranged it all, that the Law
should last only so long, and was to ccme
to an end when the seed came. To whom
the promise was made (^ 6Trj)776A.Tai) to
whom the promise hath been made. The
perfect tense of the verb, as in the case ot
KcX<^P'i''Tai, in ver. 18, points to the still continuing validity of the promise.
The
"seed "is "Christ;" the historical Christ,
indeed, but still viewed collectively as
summing up in himself all who should be
unii.^ to him. And it was ordained by
angels in the hand of a mediator {Siarayels
5i' ayyF\av, ev x^'P' fisirlTov) ; being ordained
throiiyn angels by tjie hand of a mediator.
The verb " ordain " (Starda-ireii/), being most
commonly used for " command," " order,"
as Luke viii. 55
1 Cor. vii. 17, is introduced
in preference to SoBeis (comp. ver. 20 and
John i. 17; vii. 19), as making more pro
miuent the notion of imperative action oc
the part of the Divine Lawgiver. The
whole passage is tinctured with the feeling
that the giving of the Law, as contrasted
with the dispensation of the Messiah, was
of

;

;

marked by

distance, sternness, alienation.
meaning of the mention of
" angels " as the medium of communication
on the side of Heaven, and of " a mediator "
as the selected medium of reception on the
side of Israel (compare the contrast between the two dispensations in Heb. xii.
18 24). This representation of the Law
as given through angels is unmistakably
made again in the Epistle to the Hebrews,
in the words, "The word spoken through
angels" (ii. 2), where also it is placed in
the same contrast with the gospel as spoken
by the Lord Jesus, which here is plainly
implied, if indeed it is not expressly alluded
to, in the enigmatic words, " but God is one,"
in the next verse. This view of the Law as
communicated through the medium of
angels is distinctly referred to by St. Stephen
as the accepted belief of the Jewish theologians before whom he spoke : " Ye who
"
received the Lawas the ordinancesof angels
(Acts vii. 53), where the phrase, 8iaTa7as
ayy4\ai', forms a remarkable parallel to the
words, HiaTayels Si' ayyiXav, now before us.
The same view is put forth by Josephus
(' Ant.,' XV. 5, 3), "
having learned the
most excellent of our doctrines and thu
most holy part of our Law through angels
from God." Such, then, vas iucontestably
the current belief of the Jewish people,
both Christian and non-Christian. The
Hebrew theologians directed a great deal of
attention upon the doctrine of angels, of
which the " boundless genealogies " spoken

This

is

tile

—

We

of by St. Paul (1 Tim. i. 4 ; comp. Col. ii. 18)
was certainly one diseased branch.
may
without improbability suppoie that their
esegetical sagacity, not unaided by th«

We

;
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Spirit of God promiBedby him to his people
upon their restoration from Ca[ilivity, detected the particular fact here indicatad in
Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Ps. Ixviii. 17 ; Exod. xix.
The countless hosts of his " saints"
16, 19.
who attended upon the Lord on that occasion were not surely mere spectators and
to their interveiiiioii acting out the volitions
of God might be most reasonably ascrilied
all the pljysical sights and sounds which
gare to the giving of the Law its sensible
awfulness (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 16). " They
;

raised the fire

rent the roek

and smoke they shook and
tliey framed tlie sound of the
;

;

trumpet they effected the articulate voices
which conveyed the words of tlie Law to the
ears of the people, and therein proclaimed
and published the Law whereby it became
'
the word spoken by angels " (Owen, Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews,' ii. 2).
In the hand of a mediator (^y x^'P' /ietrirou)
;

;

'

'

hy tke hand of a mediator, '^v x^'P't i" ™
by the hand, is unquestionably a Hebraism,

being in the Septuagint the ordinary literal
rendering of the Hebrew beyad ; see e.g.
Numb. iv. 37, 45 which passages likewise
show us whom the apostle means to designate as the mediator; in reference to whicli
comp, also Deut. v. 5, "I stood between
(avd/ieaov) the Lord and you at that time
[t.e. at the giving of the Law], to show you
the word of the Loid." So Philo (' Vit. Mob.,'
678) speaks of Moses as acting like a /ieo-iTTjj
Kol SioAAcJkttjs, ' mediator and reconciler."
Schottgen (' Hor. Hebr.') gives numerous
examples frim the rabbinical books of this
application of tlie term " mediator " to Moses.
This conception of Moses as a mediator
seems implied also in tlie words, " Mediator
of a better covenant "and " Mediator of a new
covenant," which we have in Heb. viii. 6 and
Evidently
xii. 24, with reference to Christ.
the mention of a mediator in the present
passage Is intended to point to the relations
between the Lord and Israel as being those
of distance and estrangement. If it be
objected that the same inference would be
deducible from the description of Christ as
"Mediator between God and men," in 1 Tim.
to say, in answer, that
il. 5, we have it
Christ, being in his nature both Go and
only
mediates
between God and
man, not
men, having made atonement or reconciliation by his cross, but in his own being
;

I

unites God and man, abolishing actually
that state of mutual alienatioii which the
mediation of Moses by figure implied but

oould not in eality do away. We, too, were
enemies to God before we were reconciled
by the death of his Son (Rom. v. 10); but
now, being reconciled, we are at one with
God in Christ Christ's life in our nature
both guaranteeing and effectuating our
^ntinued »tate of reoonciliatiou with the
i

:

Father as well ai

cm

[oh. ra.

own

1—29.

spiritual

«nd

etei-nal life.

—

Ver. 20.
This verse, closing the short
paragraph commencing the verse which
precedes it, appears designed to mark the
difference of the relations which subsisted
between the Lord aud Israel at the time of
the giving of the Law, compared with those

which subsist between God and Abraham's
seed in the covenant of grace. Now a mediator is not a mediator of one (S Sh /ieiriTris
evhs ovK eo-Ti!'). The article with liealmt, lithe mediator," marks the noun as a
class noun, giving it the sense, "a mediator
as such." Compare the use of the article in
"
ToD aTTotrr6Kov, in " the signs of an apostle
(2 Cor. xii. 12); in d ayaShs &v9pawos, " a
terally, "

good man" (Matt. xii. 25); in 6 Spydrns,
"the labourer is worthy of his hire" (Luke
The clause means this : a mediator
X. 7).
Implies the existence of more than one
party, of two parties at least, for hi[n to
mediate between of two parties not at one,
but standing on such terms towards each
;

other as make his intervention necessary.
So far as it characterized the giving of tlie
Law viewed in contrast with the establishment of the covenant of grace, the
mediation of Moses, as has been already
observed, did not put an end to the estrangement between the Lord and Israel: the

estrangement went on throughout Moses'
life
throughout, the Israelites
stand
marked with the brand of " transgression."
;

Tlie genitive ev6s, " of one," is the same as
the genitive in ^ealrris ©eou xai avQp&nav,
literally, " Mediator of God and men," in
1 Tim. ii. 5
it marks the party or parties
towards whom the function of mediation is
exerciseil ; so that what the apostle hero
afSfms is that there cannot be only one
such party. But God is one (i Sc ©eis eis
eiTTii').
When we consider the number of
interpretations given of this clause in connection with the preceding, which have
literally been computed by hundreds (the
reader will find a spicilegium of some sixty
or eighty of them in Meyer), we may
infer with certainty that the sense which
the apostle intended to convey is not an
obvious one not one which lies near the
surface.
So much appears, however, in the
highest degree probable, that he refers
either to some disadvantageous circumstance attaching to the Law or to sumo
advantageous circumstance attaching to tlie
covenant of promise, aud is viewing the two
in contrast the one with the other.
On
these grounds the present writer has loag
since acquiesced in the view propounded liy
:

—

Windisohmann in his Commentary on this
Epistle, and which is accepted by Bishop
EUioott, that the unity here predicated o/
God is the oneness subsisting between tbu

—

;

CH. ni.

Father and
Father and

The
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tlie

Son.

in his

Son

God

is

one in

— Christ onr

tlio

Loid.

now

present to the apostlu's
presently after stated by him
(oh. iv.4), that the Son has been "sent forth"
by God to redeem us and make us sons, and
has tlms become the "Christ," that "Seed
of Abraham" to which the promises had
lieen made (ver. 29 of this chapter). Hereby
the most perfect oneness is established between God and the heirs of the promise;
for these are "clothed with Christ" (ver. 27)
tlie Son of God; and he being one with
the Father, they in and through him are
really and permanently "reconciled into
God," as the apostle writes in Col. i. 20.
Compare our Lord's words in his intercessory prayer (John xvii. 21, 23), "That
ihey all may be one ; even as thou. Father,
art in me, and I in tliee, that they also
may be in us. I in tliem, and thou in me
that they may be perfected into one." That
tliid sense lies deep down in the apostle's
words and would not have readily been
presented by them to the minds of his
readers, forms no valid objection to this
interpretation; for the history of the exegesis
of the passage proves that this must have
been the case with the sense which the
apostle really designed to indicate, whatOn the other hand, it is
ever that was.
K sense which perfectly suits the requirement of the context; for it illustrates the
superiority of the oovenunt of the promise
to the covenant of tlie Law in the strongest
manner possible. The nut has a very hard
shell, but it yields a delicious kernel.
Ver. 21. ^Is the Law then against the
promises of God ? (_d odv vSfios Karh twi/
iirayy fXtSiv tov &eov ;}. " Against " (kot^),
as oh. v. 2.S ; Rom. viii. 31 ; Matt. xii. 30.
Since the apostle has already (vers. 15 18)
disposed of the notion that the Law may
liave superseded or csuentially qualified the
promise, this word "against" can hardly
intend adverse action of that kind, but
rutlier imports simply contrariety of spirit
This objection the apostle
or purpose.
meets by stating that the tpirit and purpose of the Law were not contrary to the
promises, inasmuch as the Law did nut
offer to interfere with the work which the
fact is

mind, and

is

—

—

promises were to do, but was designed to
bo auxiliary to their function by preparing
God forbid (jujj
the vay for its discharge.
The tone of abhorrence with
7fVoiT<)).
which the apostle negatives the inference
(see note on oh. ii. 17) is due, not so much
*o its mere unreasonableness, as to Iho
nimost blasphemous character which he
To think
feels to attach to the notion.
that one unquestionable revelation of the
fftithful, unchangeable God can be contrary
ia spirit or purpose to another equally

:
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unquestionable revelation of his I Tor if
there had been a law given which ooold
have given life {el y&p iS6en yS/ibs i Swdlitvos fttjoiroi^irai) ; for if a Imv> had been
given aueh as could malce alive.
The construction of the article in the phrase, rSnos
6 Swiifievos, is similar to that in edvrj rel /i^
^XO^'Ta (Rom. ii. 14) ; fjtAprvifi rots irpoKeXfpoTovriiiivois (Acts X. 41).

The noun

is

put undetermined, a narrowing determination with the ai tide being then added
" If [in the Law of Moses] had been given
a Law such as," etc. By fastening attention upon the Law as unable "to make
first

marks its character as
contrasted with the new covenant, the characteristic function of which is that of
imparting a life-giving Spirit. The Law
made men feel their sin, their spiritual
incapacitation, " the body of death " which
enthralled them (Rom. vii.) ; but the
grace which should instil Into their souls
the life of love which they lacked, it had
So far only reaches the
not to bestow.
unfavourable estimate of the Law's function
given here : it was not "able to make alive."
Verily righteousness should have been by
the Law (Jivrtos ttv eK v6^ov ^f r] iiKaioffivri) ;
in very deed then from the Lave would have
aocrued righteousness. " In very deed then."
But as the case now stands, it is a delusion
to think it can, as the unbelieving Jews do,
and as some of you seem minded to do.
"Oi/Tus, ai Luke xxiii. 47; 1 Cor. xiv. 25.
If the Law could have quickened men with
alive," tlie apostle

it would have brought them
This is what the apostle here
But why so ? That in the economy
grace there is no just iication without

spiritual life
j ustiiication.

affirms.

of
spiritual quickening, nor spiritual life without justification, we arc clearly apprised by
many passages of St. Paul's own writings,
The explanotably by Rom. viii. 1 10.
nation, however, is probably this: in the
apostle's view, the gift of the indwelling
Spirit, to banotify us and enable us for living
a spiritual life, is conditioned by a state of
acceptablenesswith God; until we have been
brought into a stato of grace, we are not
qualified to receive this the supreme proof
of Divine love. It is " because we are song
that God sends the Spirit of his Son into
our hearts, crying, Abba, Father " (ch. iv.
If, then, the Law can be supposed
6).
capable of imparting the Spirit of life, it
must be supposed capable of antecedently
imparting righteousness. The "inheritauoe"
of Abraham's seed includes both, both accruing to them from faith. So far was the

—

Law from having these gifts to bestow, that
on the one hand, Moses' ministering of the
Law

to the people

was a ministration of

condemnation (2 Cor. iii. 6 9% and on the
other, it brought quickening, indeed, but
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not to the sinner's

spirit,

but to his sin

(Bom. vii. 9), intensifying Its malignity and
working death (ibid., vers. 10 13). These

—

views, so explicitly expressed by the apostle
in the two nearly contemporaneous Epistles
just cited, reveal to us what was in his
inind when writing the words before us,
and may be properly adduced to explain

them.

—

But the Scripture hath oouYer. 22.
cluded all under sin. (aXAii awiKXeiafv rj
ypatf)^ tA TTiij/TO virh afxaprtav) I on the contrary, the Scripture hath shut it all up under
sin.
On the sense which the phrase, " the
Scripture," sometimes bears, denoting the
sacied writings collectively and not one
particular passage, see note on ver. 8.
Here, as in ver. 8, we feel ourselves at
liberty not to limit the apostle's reference
to one passage, as that cited in ch. ii. 16 or
ver. 23 of this chapter, but to uuiiersland
him as including in bis scope the teaching
of Holy Scripture in both these and other
places ; having probably in view gome such
general summary of the contents of God's
Word as bearing upon the subject, as he
It is higlily prohas alleged in Bom. iii.
bable that some such summary, very possibly this identical one with variations, he
was wont frequently to employ, as he
certainly had constant occasion to do,
'in reasoning with his fellow -Jews and
As
others, in synagogues and elsewhere.
in ver. 8, so here, the term " Scripture " is
so applied as to invest Scripture with a sort
of personal agency, which in stricter propriety would be predicated of its Divine
Author. We have, in fact, presented to us
the action of God himself in his orderiug of
that older economy, and nut merely the
statement of Scripture describing tlie con" Sliut it all up
dition of things under it.
under sin; " leaving no loop-hole of escape.
The sense of the verb is illustrated by its
use in the Septuagint (Josh. vi. \), "Jericho was (jrvyKeKAsifffiei/T}') straitly shut up."
God, in the appointments and revelations of
the Law, found and pointedly left his people, so to speak, under the operation and
overmastering of sin, providing for them
therein, and as yet, no such outlet from either
its condemnation or its power (" the law of
sin," Eomans) as he purposed in after times
The description stands
to open for them.
in marked contrast with the blessed liberty
predicated in the next chapter of the
children of "Jerusalem which is above."
This condition of things under the old
economy is represented as being only a
provisional ordering of the Divine Disposer,
made with a view to a perfect manifestation
of delivering goodness to come by-and-by.
" Shut up . . that," etc.
have a remarkable parallel to this twofold significance of
.

We

[CK.

III.

1—29.

" shut np," both as present and ai prospeotive, in Bum. xi. 32, " God hath shut up all
men unto disobedience {(ruviKhaaev 6 ©ebt
T0i}5 TtdfTas sis &.irel6eiav^, that he might
have mercy upon all;" where likewise the
providential ordering of God is spoken of,
and ijot the description of Scripture only.
There we read roiis vdvras, here rd vivra,
with an evident propriety in the choice of
gender; for there St. Paul is thinking of
Jews and of Gentiles as severally coming
under the operation of the Divine "shutting
up " here he is not thinking of varied personalities, but rather of the entire circumstauces of men under the legal economy.
That the promise by faith of Jesus Christ
might be given to them that believe (iVa ^
eirayyehta 4k irtffTeas 'iTjffov XpifTTOu 5ody
rots iriaTiiovffC).
The term " promise," as
connected with the verb " might be given,"
denotes beyond doubt the thing promised,
as in ver. 14, "the promise of the Spirit:"
Now, if
this is " the promise " meant here.
we were to join the words, "by faith of
"promise,"
Jesus Christ," with the noun
we should have to understand the two together as meaning, " the promise which was
made to Abraham because of his faith in
Jesus Christ " and this would be attended
with u twofold inconvenience : (1) the
term would have to be taken in two senses
in the same sentence ; it would first mean
here, " the word of promise spoken to Abraham," and then, when immediately after
taken with the verb "might be given," it
would change its sense into that of " the
thing premised ; " (2) this method of construing the sentence would import a new
thought, one which did not, so far as we
know it may have done so, perhaps, but
there is no proof of it belong to St. Paul's
views of the subject ; namely, that " Jesus
Christ "—not merely " Christ," but " Jesus
;

'

;

—

—

—

Christ," tlie historical Son of David was
believed in by Abraham, It appears safer,
therefore, to connect the words, " by faith
of Jesus Christ," with the verb; thus: "that
the promise might by faith, as a consequence of faith, of Jesus Christ be given to
them that believe." The apostle redoubles
the mention of " faith " as the qualification
" Faith 1 Faith I
for receiving the gift.
with none of your wretched works of ceremonialism 1 " Compare for this iteration
of faith, vers. 2—7.
He adds, " of Jesus
Christ," to "by faith," to mark that the
bestowmeut of the blessing was delayed till
Christ should have actually come, to whose
line amongst Abraham's posterity the promise had been made. The apostle intimates
that the ulterior purpose which God liad in
in then " shutting it all up under sin,"
the purpose which is described in this last

Tiew

senteuce, was likewise signified

by

" Scrip'

;

OH.

III.
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ture," as well as the condition of comparative

helplessness and oondemnution, under whioh
those subject to the I^aw were detained.
The participle tois vKneiouai is either a
class substantive (as Acts ii. 44 ; 1 Cor. xiv.
22), " to believers," or the present tense of
the participle points to action contemporaneous with that expressed by the verb, "to
them that should believe."
Ver. 23. The feature whioh distinguishea
this new paragraph (vers. 23, 24) from the
preceding (vers. 21, 22) is the more distinct
statement of the pxdagogic function of the
Law as preparatory to that economy of
grace whioh was the ulterior purpose of the
Lawgiver. In the meanwhile (the apostle
here says) we were committed to the custody
of the Law. But before faith came (jph
irlffTtv).
The " but " is anTov 5e eXflcTi/
tithetic to the oloBing clause of ver. 22, from
-which is taken up afresh the mition of faith,
there spoken of as of old destined to become
at the proper time the qualifier for the receiving of the' promise. " Faith " denotes,
not objectively, "the faith," that is, the
gospel, as ch. i. 23, a sense in which it is
seldom used, and which is repelled here by
the whole context ; but subjectively, the
principle of belief in One who gives of
mere grace. This, by a bold and surely
jubilant figure of speech, is personified as
" coming " for men's deliverance, while the
" Law " is also personified as the stern cus-

—

tV

todian under whose charge till then men
were detained. Compare the frequent references in the Ptalras to "light," " truth,"
" righteousness," " word," etc., being " sent,"
"commanded," by the Lord, as if angels,
despatched for the help of his saints (Ps.

3 xl. 11 Ivii. 3 cvii. 20, etc.).
were kept under the Law, shut up

xliii.

yoixov

;

;

;

i(j>povpoviJi.€daj

(rvyKGKKeiffixevoL

Revised Text;

We
(uTri
|^iru7-

according to
Scrivener, L. T. Tr.]) ; we were kept in ward
under the Law, shut up. The " we " recites,
not exactly Jewish Christians or Jews,
except per aecidens, but God's people. The
verb (ppovpsTv, keep carefully guarded, is
used with a prominent notion of protection
1 Pet. i. 5 ; whilst in 2 Cor.
in Phil. iv. 7
xi. 82, as here, the more prominent idea is
Comp. Kom.
that of preventing egress.
vii. 6, " The Law wherein we were holden
K\ei.6iMvoi,

so,

;

(/£oT6ix<!^«ea)."

So Wisd.

xvii. 16, of

Egyp-

the plague of miraculous darkness,
were imprisoned, unable to move,

tian!, in

as

it

'Eippovffiro els riiP tciSripov eipKriiy KaraK\eur8els, " Was kept in ward, having been

shut up into the prison which had no uon
'The reading (ruyK\ei6iievoi or a-vy
bars."
KKeU/isvoi, although highly witnessed to by
uncial manuscripts, appears to be accounted

by the reading iti B, avyKKeurp-ivoi. (very
probably a clerical blunder for avym-

for

l4l

whioh may have given it vogue.
seems alone suitable
to the passage, q.d. shut up for good and
The present participle would leqiura
all.
to be understood of the repression of a constantly repeated endeavour to escape (or,
what ?). As the verb avviKXeunii occurs in
K\(uTp.ivot),

The

perfect participle

the preceding verse, avyKeKKeur/ievoi takes
the shade of meaning, " shut up as I said."
TJuto the faith which should afterwards be
revealed (ets r^v fi^Wovaav tciffTlv OTToKa" Unto " with reference to,
\v(\>6Jtvai).
with an eye to, the coming economy of free
grace, to which they were then to be trans;

The same preposition (els) is used
feired.
in the same manner in the next verse, " unto
Christ." In the words, t^v fiiWovcrav iriaTiv
airoKaKv(pBrivai, we have thie same form of sentence as in Itom. viii. 18, np!>s Trji' jjiiWovaav
Si^av a.TroKa.Kv(pB7Jvat, " For the glory which
shall hereafter be revealed." In both oases,
the emphatic position of pieWouaav appears
to indicate, not merely that the manifestation was future, but that the future would
be sure to bring it the predetermining
"Eepurpose of God made it certain.
;

:

vealed " the principle of faith as accepting
a gift bestowed of free grace, though not
unknown to the pious of former ages (Eom.
iii. 21)— for liow in any age could one conscions of sin look for any gift at the hands
of tile Almighty except thus? was destined, under the " gospel of the grace of
God," to come forth into conspicuous prominence as the one supremely commanding
element of religious seutimout.
Ver. 24. Wherefore the Law was our
schoolmaster to bring us unto Clirist (Zorre 6
v6^os TratSayuyhs ri/xait/ yeyovev els Xpi(rT6v') ;
wherefore the Law hath been the keeper of
our childhood to keep us unto Christ. With
St. Paul, Sere, so that, frequently is
used to introduce a sentence which is not
dependent in construction on the preceding
words, but is one which makes a fresh departure as if with the adverbial conjunction
" wherefore," or " so then." Thus ver. 9
ch. iv. 7; 2 Cor. iv. 12; v. 16; 1 Thess.
iv. 18, in wliicli last passage it is even followed by an imperative. Teyovev differs
from ^v or eyevero by describing past action

—

—

as ending in a result whioh still continues.
The verb ytypecrdai frequently denotes
" prove one's self," " act as " (comp. 1 Thess.

7 Acts i. 16 vii. 52). The Law hath
done with us (says the apostle) the work of
a child's caretaker (psedagogtui), with an eye
to Christ, to whom we have now been
handed over. (For the use of els, see note
on ver. 23.) Psedagogus has no equivalent
" pedagogue,"
in the English language
"schoolmaster," "tutor," "guardian," tire
all inadequate, covering each one an area of
thought more or less quite different. "Tutor,"
ii.

;

;

;

;
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as the inasouline of " govemeis," comes per; but a tutor to a gentleman's

haps nearest

children is generally an educated man, and
often of like rank in life with those he is
with ; whereas a piedagocjus was usually a
slave an element of thought probably very
near to the apostle's consciousness in his
present use of the term. In illustration of
this and other points bearing upon this
subject, the reader will be interested by a
passage cited by Bishop Lightfoot out of
Socrates is
Plato's 'Lysis' (p. 208, C).
" ' They let
questioning a young friend.
yon have your own ruling of yourself: or do they not trust you with this,
either?' 'Trust me with it, indctd ' he
' But as to this, who has the ruling
said.

—

1

of

you?' 'This man here,' he said, 'a
' Being a slave, eh ?
' But what of

tutor.'

'

that?' said he ; 'yes; only, a slave of our
own.' 'An awfully strange thing this,' I
said, ' that you, freeman that you are,
should be under the ruling of a slave. But
further, what does this tutor of yours, as
your ruler, do with you ? ' ' He takes me,'
said he, 'to a teacher's house, of course.'
' Do they rule you too, the teachers ? ' ' Cer'
tainly, of course.'
mighty number it
seems of masters and rulers does your
father think proper to set over you.'"
Teaching, except possibly of the very first
rudiments, was not the pxdagogus's business, but only the general care and superintendence of his charge— taking him to
and back from his teachers' houses or the
schools of physical training, looking after
him in his play hours, and the like. In
applying to the Law the figure of a psedagogus, the features which the apostle had in
view were probably these the childhood
or non-age of those under its tutelage;
their withdrawal from free parental intercourse ; tlieir degraded condition probably
as being under seiTile management; the
exercise over them of unsympathizing hardness (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 15, " Though ye have
ten thousand tutors in Christ, yet have ye
not many fathers"); coercive discipline;
the rudimentary character of their instruction (this particular, however, is likewise of
questionable application) ; the temporaiy
and purely provisional nature of the condition under which they were placed; its
termination in the full enjoyment of freedom and of participation in theb fathei's
The clause, "unto Christ,"
inheritance.
can hardly mean "to bring us to Christ,"
tempting as this interpretation may seem, in
view of the verbal constituent (Sfto) " bring"
ill TratSuyuy6s, and of the fact that it was one
>art of the duty of the child's keeper to take
f
For there are the foliifan (o his school.
lowing objections to taking it so : (1) The
child-keeper's relation to his charge did not

A

:

[oh. in.

1—29,

end with his taking him to school, but continued on throughout his non-age (2) the
function of Christ is not viewed here as
;

instruction ; (3) if this construction had
been in the apostle's view, he would have
written irphs Xpicrdv or eis XpicTTov, as in
the eh 5i5o(r/«£\ou ("to the teacher's house")
of tho passage above cited from Plato.
must, therefore, understand the preposition
as in the preceding verse, " with a view to."
Tiie next clause is the explanation. That
we might be justified by faifil {'.I'u ex -Trlareas
iiKamdafieii) ; in order that by faith we might
get justified.
This clause is the most important part of the sentence. Not from the
Law was to come righteousness ; the Law
was no more than introductory or preparatory ; righteousness (once more the apostle
reminds the Galatians) was to come to us
as a free gift through Christ, upon simply
our faith, the Law having now nothing to
do with us. Hence the emphatic position
of the words 4ic irtiTTeas. The apostle doe&
not, in the present connection, make it his
business to explain in what way the Law
was preparatory, which he does in Bom.
vii. ; his purpose at present is to insist upon
its purely provisional character.
What we
have here is a description of the relation of
the Law to God's people viewed collectively
but we can hardly fail to be reminded, that
this experience of the collective people of
God very commonly finds its counterpart
in respect to the ethical bearing of the Law
in the experience of each individual believer.
Only, we have still to bear in mind that the
apostle is thinking of the Law just now
more in its ceremonial aspect than its

We

ethical.

Ver. 25.
(4\8ov(rris

—But
Se t^s

after that faith

is

come

hut now that
this white-robed, joydeliveranoe
(see note

iriffTcas)

;

Faith hath come ;
bringing angel of
on the words, in ver. 23, "before faitfa
came "). We are no longer under a schoolmaster (oirK6Tt inrh Traidaya}y6v eff/iei/) we
are no longer under a Teeeper of our childhood.
When a child becomes of age, as determined by his father's arrangement, the
psdagogua's function, of course, ceases so
I

;

;

also when we(God'8 collective people) became
believers in Christ, we had reached the era

appointed by our Father for our coming of
age, and the Law lost all hold upon us.
This triumphant conclusion is based upon
the premiss that the Law was the piedagogua of God's people, and nothing more.
This premiss is itself proved true to the
apostle's conviction, by the very nature of
the case.
Ver. 26. ^For ye are all the children of
God by faith in Christ Jesus (ir<£vTcs yhp viol
@eov iffre Sih Trjs viirTeas iv Xpiffr^ 'Itio'ov)
for ton» of God are ye all through faith in

—

;
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Christ Jetat. " For; " that is, what Is jnst
affirmed (ver. 25) is true, because ye are
"bods", and no longer "children." "Ye
;
are " in ver. 25 it is " we are." The whole

course of the argument, however, shows that
the persons recited by each of the personal
pronouns are in effect the same, namely, the
people of God; otherwise this verso would
not furnish proof, as by the "for" it professes to do, of the statement of ver. 25. The
change from " we " to " ye " has by some
been explained as due to the writer's wish
"
to preclude the sippoaition that the " we
in ver. 25 applied to Jewish believers only.
more satisfactory explanation is that he
wishes to give the statement in vers. 22 25,
which is general, a more trenchant force as
applying to those whose spiritual difficullics
he is now dealing with. In 1 Thess. v. 5,
" Ye are all sons of light, and sons of tho
day we are not of the night, nor of darkness," we have the oonverse transition.
There likewise the persons recited are in
effect the same and the change of person in
the pronoun, making the discourse, from
exhortation addressed to others, pass into a
form of cohortation applying to all CI iriatians
alike, including the writer himself, is dictated by tho apostle's sympathetic kindness
for especially his Thessalonian converts.
" Ye-Bre."' The fact that faith is the sole and

A

—

:

;

eufflcient

ground of qualification eliminates
by which the Law has

all those distinctions

heretofore fenced off Gentiles, pronouncing
them •' separated as aliens," " strangers to
the covenants," and " without God " (cf. Epli.
ii. 12).
In the sequel (ver. 28) the apostle
passes on from the thought of this partieular
outward distinction of Jew and Gentile to
the tliought of all other purely external
" In Christ Jesus." It is dedistinctions.
bated wliether this clause should be connected with " faith," as if it were tt^o-tcwj t^s
4v Xpurr^ 'lri<rov, the article being omitted, as
in Col. i. 4 ; Eph. i. 15, and often ; or witti
the words, " ye are sons of God," with a
comma following the word "faith." Both
modes of construing find in the sentence at
last the same contents of thought ; for each
of the two propositions thus severally formed
contains by implication the other. It probably suits the connection best to take the
apostle as at once affirming that it is in
Christ Jesus that we are God's sons through
faith, rather than as leaving this to be inferred from the fact of our being sons through
"In Christ" is, with St.
faith in Christ.
Paul, a very favourite form of indicating the
channel through which the great blessings
of tlie gospel are realized (cf. Eph. i. ,3, 6, 7,

II

;

ii.

6, 7, 10, 13, 21, 22 ; iii. 12, etc.).
of God." It is quite clear that the

" Sons
term " sons "

come

(u'loi)

denotes those

who have

into the full enjoyment, so far ai the
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life is concerned, of the position
their birth had entitled them to ; and
that it stands in contrast with their earlier
position when children in years under a
psedagogus.
The noun vtos, son, itself,
however, while it is never used as synonymous with viiirios to describe one as a child
in years, yet, like tckvoc, child, does not ordinarily betoken more than simple relationship as the correlative with "father;" for
which reason uMs(as well as riKvov) is used in
such phrases as "children of disobedience,"
" of Israel," " of light," " of tlce day," " of the
devil," " of perdition." In Heb. xii. 6—8 vl6s
is applied in the case of one who is as yet
under tho discipline of the rod ; but even there
uicis of itself immediately designates his filiiil
relation only.
St. Vaul never uses the word
nais at all, though he has TraiSfa in 1 Cor.
xiv. 20 for children in years, in place of the

present

which

word vfiTTtos- which he ordinarily employs
(Eom. ii. 20; 1 Cor. iii. 1; xiii. 11; Eph.
iv. 14; Heb. v. 13), and which we find
presently after in vers. 1 and 3 of the next

The particular modification of
in which the apostle here uses the
term is justified by the consideration wliich
he presently puts forward, that a son of even
an opulent or high-born parent, while a mere
child, possesses no more freedom than if he
were the child of any other person ; his heirship or distinction of biith is for so long
more or less veiled; it is not until he passes
out of his nonage thrt he appears in his
proper character.
Ver. 27. For na many otyon as have been
baptized into Christ (So-ot yip eh Xpurriv
4ffavTl(r0TiTe') ; for all ye who were baptized
"For;" pointing back to the
inu> Christ.
whole preceding verse, but e.-pecially to the
words, " in Christ Jeaus." " All ye who were
baptized ; " more literally, " ye, as many as
chapter.

meaning

—

were," etc. The rendering in our Authorized
Version, "as many of you as have been
baptized," allows of, if it does not suggest,
the surmise that the apostle was aware of
there being those among the Cliristians he
was writing to who had not been " baptized
into Christ."
But the context proves the
fullaoy of this surmise; for the baptism of a
part of their body, whatever its consequences
to those particular individuals, would have
furnished no proof of the foregoing statement, that " all " of those whom he was addressing were "sons of God." The class
marked out by the oVoi is clearly coextensive
with the " ye all " of ver. 26. The fact is
that tliis 00-01 marks out a distinct class, not
taken out from amongst Christians, but from

amongst mankind at large. As compared
with oXripfs, which the apostle might have
written instead, it may be regarded as
atfirming with greater positiveuess than
oVtii'cs would have done, that what is predi

"

:
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cated in the subpeqiient clause Is predicated of every individual belonging to the
class deflned in this. It may be paraphrased
thus : As surely as ever any one of you was
baptized into Christ, so surely did he become
clothed with Christ. Precisely the same
considerations apply to the clause in Bom.
Vi. 3, " All we who were baptized (Stroi
iffaiTTMrififv) into Christ Jesus werebaptized
into his death."
similar paraphrase may
be given in ver. 10 of this chapter So surely
as any are of the works of the Law, so surely
are they under a curse; and in Rom. vih.
14, So surely as any are led by the Spirit of
God, so surely are these sons of God. Below,
in ch. vi. 16, " As many as shall walk by this
rule," the '6<rot does mark out a class from
among the general body of Christians, who
were not all acting thus. So also Phil. iii.
15, • As many as be perfect." Were baptized
into Christ (eij Xpia-rhy ipaTtrla-eriTi).
So
Eom. vi. 3, "Baptized into Christ Jesus,
baptized into his death."
The question
arises
What is the precise force of the preposition "into" as thus employed with
relation to baptism?
With the present
passage we have to group the following
" Baptizing tliem into (eis) the Name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost " (Matt, xxviii. 19) ;" Were all baptized
into (eis) Moses in the cloud and in the

A

:

—

sea"

we

(1 Cor. x. 2); "In (^r) one Spirit were
baptized into (eij) one body " (1 Cor.

all

xii. 13), which
is preceded by

statement, we must observe,
the apologue of a body with

many members ending with "so

also

is

Christ" (ver. 13). With reference to these
passages we may observe that, since in
1 Got. xii. 13 (" We were baptized into one
body") the preposition retains its strict
sense of " into," and since " Christ " is perpetually set forth ag for Christians the sphere
of their very existence, in whom they are
that which distinctively they are, it is
reasonable to conclude that, when the apostle
here and in Rom. vi. 3 uses the expression,
"baptized into Christ," he uses the preposition in its strict sense; that is, meaning
that Christians are in their baptism brought
into that union with, in-being in, .Christ
which constitutes their life. Nor does 1 Cor.
I. 2, "were baptized into Moses" (where
both theAuthorizedand theRcvised Versions
render, "unto," the latter adding in the
margin, " Greek, into "), present any real
objection to this view.
For in comparing
objects together, the apostle not unfrequently puts a very considerable strain upon
a phrase when h« wishes to bring the two
several obi«ots under one category, using it
alike of that to which it is most strictly
applicable, and of that to which it is not
applicable strictly, but only in a very qualiCompare, as a very noteworthy
find lonie.

[CH. in.

1—29.

instance of this, his application of the words
(^Koivaj/la, Koivav6s), " communion," " having
.

communion,"

in 1 Cor. x.

16—20 (Revised

which the expression, " having
oomniunion with devils (jcoivuvohs twv SaiVersion)

;

in

yiyviaBai)" is, surely with consider
able violence, applied to the case of personi
eating things sacrificed to idols; but ia
applied thus by the apostle because he
wishes to present a parallel to that real
"communion of the blood, of the body, of
Christ," which Christians are privileged to
have in the Lord's Supper. Similarly, in
vers. 2
4 of the same chapter, for the purpose of exiiihiting a parallelism, he strains
the expressions," spiritual meat," "spiritual
drink," justly and precitely applicable to
the Lord's Supper, to apply them to the
manna and water from the rock, the meat
and drink of the Israelites in the wilderness,
although the only justification of their being
thus designated cont-ists in their having
been supernatuially supplied, and perhaps
also that they had a typical meaning.
can thus, then, understand how, with reference to the other sacrament in ver. 2 of the
same chapter, he strains the expression,
" baptized into," justly descriptive of Christian baptism, by applying it to that quasiimmersiun of the Israelites in passing
" through the midst of the Red Sea and
under the cloud," which he construes into a
lijivlosn

—

We

" baptism " which made them over to a sort
of union with, in-being in, Moses, thenceforward their lawgiver and leader.
The
import of the expression, "baptized into
Moses," is to be estimated in' the light
thrown upon it by the more certain import
of the expression, " baptized into Christ
not this latter to be explained down for the
purpose of making it correspond with the
other.
This view of the clause before u»
helps us to understand the words in Matt,
xxviii. 19, " Baptizing them into the Name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost " in the comprehension of which wo
are further assisted by the very remarkable,
pregnant use sometimes made in the Old
Testament of the word " Name," when it is
employed to designate that presence of
Divine power and grace which is the security
of God's people and the confusion of their
enemies (see Prov. xviii. 10; Pa. xx. 1, 7;
Ixxv. 1 Ita. XXX. 27, etc.).
For the baptism
which brings men "into Christ" brings
them into the Name of the triune God as
manifested to us in the gospel. Such an
interpretation of these words approves itself
fully with reference to their use in the
supremely solemn hour of spirit-fraught
utterance recorded in Matt, xxviii. 19; notwithstanding that in other passages, of plain
historical narrative, sucli as Acts viii. 16 and
xiz. 5, it may be more natural to take tii«
;

;

;

;

OH. nx.
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preposition in the phrase, " baptize into the
of Christ," in a lower and less determinate sense either as " unto," " with
reference to," or, which seems more probable,
as pointing to that professed connection
with Christ as his people (" Ye are Christ's,"
1 Cor. iii. 23), into which the sacrament
brings men. But this lower interpretation,
if admitted in those passages, has no claim
to donlinate our minds when endeavouring
to apprehend the full import of the passage
now before us, and of Eom. vi. 3. In these
the apostle is evidently penetrating into the
inmost significance and operation of the rite
and therefore beyond question means to
indicate its function, as verily blessed by
God for the translation of its faithful recipienti into vital union with Christ. For
the just comprehension of the apostle's
meaning, it is of the utmost consequence to
note that he introduces this reference to
baptism for the purpose of justifying his
affirmation in ver. 26, that in Christ Jesus
those whom he is addressing were all sons
of God through faith. This consideration
makes it clear that lie viewed their baptism
as connected with faith. If there was any
reality in their action in it at all, if they
were not acting an unreal part, their coming
to baptism was an outcome of faith on their
part in Christ.
By voluntarily offering
themselves to be baptized into liis Name,
they were consciously obeying his own instructions : they were manifesting their
desire and their resolve to attach tliemselves
to his discipleship and service ; to be thenceforth people of his, as by him redeemed,
and as expecting at his hands spiiitua) life
here and perfected salvation hereafter.
Therefore it was that they were in their
baptism translated "into Ohrist;" their
voluntary act of faith brought them under
such operation of Divine grace as made the

Name

—

the transcendent change
which the expression indicates for it is
abundantly apparent that a spiritual transition such as this cannot be wrought by a
man's own volition or action, but only by
the Land of God as St. John testifies (John
Have put on Christ (Xpiarhf iytSii. 13).
In Bom. xiii.
traa-Be) ; did put on Oirist.
14 we find the imperative used, " Put ye on
There
(ivSicraffBe) the Lord Jesus Christ."
the phrase has an ethical application, dethat
adoption
of
whole
system
of
noting the
habits which characterized the Lord Jesus,
and presents in a more definite form that
"putting on" of "the new man" which is
insisted upon in Eph. iv. 24. This can
hardly be its meaning here rather it is to
be regarded as a more determinate form of
the nation of " being justified." The penirite effectual for

;

;

'

;

tent convert,
faith

by that

decisive action of his

which by seeking "bap/ism into Christ"
QALATIANS.
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put forth his hand to lay hold of the
righteousness which is by faith, became invested with this particular form of " righteousness," namely, that very acoeptableness,
in the sight of God, which shone in Christ
himself. In that hour God "made him
acceptable in the Beloved" (cf. Eph. i. 6,
endued
ix^-p^'^'^^^v Vf^^ ^y TV TiyaiTTi^ev^')
this poor guilty creature with tlie lovingkindness with which he regarded his own
Son. The middle voice of the Greek verb,
though it denotes in Bom. xiii. 14 action of
the Christian's own, is not to be so far
pressed as to exclude the notion of our
having in this case been subjected to the
;

action of another. Comp. Luke xxiv. 49,
" Until ye be clothed (evSuo-ijo-fle) with power
from on high " 1 Cor. xv. 53, " This mortal
must put on (4i'Sv(Ta(r8ai) immortality ; " so
2 Cor. V. 3. It is the exclusive prerogative
of God to justify the sinner ; and therefore
it must have been by him that the believer
became clothed with Christ, not by himself,
though it was by his own voluntary act that
he came under this operation of the Divine
grace.
It is, perhaps, impo.?sible more
strongly to express the intense character (so
to speak) which belongs to the righteousness which comes to us through faith in
Christ, than by the form in which it is here
exhibited.
The apostle, however, in 2 Cor.
V. 21, uses an expression which may bo put
by the side of it : " That we might become
the righteousness of God in him." It ia now
clear how completely this verse makes good
the affirmation in the preceding one.
have indeed been made eons of God in
Christ Jesus if we have become clothed
with Christ. For what other in this relation
does the phrase, " sons of God," denote as
applied to ourselves, than the intense love
into the bosom of which God has received
us? No higher degree of adoption to be
sons is conceivable ; though the complete
manifestation of this adoption still remains
in the future (Eom. viii. 19).
Ver. 28. There is neither Jew nor Greek,
there is neither bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female (ovk tpi 'lovSaios
oiSe "EWtiv, oIik ivi SovKos ou5e iK^vBepos,
OVK ivi &paev Ka\ 6ri\v) ; there it no Jew here
nor Gentile (literally, Greek), there ia no bondman here nor freeman, there is not here male
and female. The word wi, occurring also in
1 Cor. vi. 5 (according to the now accepted
reading) ; Jas. i. 17 ; Ecolus. xxxvii. 2
and very noticeably in Col. iii. 11, is pro;

We

—

;

bably (see Winer's 'Gram. N.

§ 14, 2,
' Anm.') an
adverbialized form of the preposition 6i',of the same description as the thus
accented -ndpa and en. The prepositional
element implies a somewhat indefinite indication of a sphere in which the statement
of the clause holds good. The Kevised
T.,'
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VerBlon renders, " there can be," and Bishop
Lightfoot, " there is no room for " but
Bcolua. xxxvii. 3 and 1 Coi. vi. 5 do not
much favour this particular modification.
In Ool. ill. 11 we have a very similar passage there, after describing CbristiauB ai
" having put on (^vSuiriifiei'oi) the new man,
which is being renewed unto knowledge
after the image of him that created him,"
the apostle adds, "Where there is not
Gentile [Greek, 'Greek'] and Jew, circumcision and unoircumcislon, barbarian,
Scythian, bondman, freeman ; but Chriat
is all [literally, 'all things'] and in all."
We may group with tliem also 1 Cor. xil.
12, 13, "Bo also is Christ; for in one
Spirit were we all baptized into one body,
whether Jews, whether Gentiles [literally,
' Greeks'], whether bondmen, whether freemen." In all three of these passages we
see the reference both to "Jew and GonThe
tilo " and to " bondman and freeman."
particular nieutiou of these two forms of
suggested
by
outward classification was
the circuuistanoes of the Christian Church
Wherever the
generally at that time.
apostles went, they were sure to be confronted by questions and difficulties arising
both from the one and from the other. In
the kinu;dom of God were Jew and Gentile,
were circumcised and uncircumoised, to
staud on the same footing? Should believers as such be concerned to vary their
treatment of ono another or to modify their
owu condition from regard to these circumstauceis? Questionings of this description
were being agitated everywhere, and most
especially just now in the Galatiaii Churches.
And, on the other point, the universal
existence of slavery more or less throughout the civiliied world would necessarily
give occasion to a variety of questions
relative to the position which bondmen
should hold in the Christian community;
how a bondman on becoming a Christian
should stand, or what he should do, in
respect to obedience to his owner or to
seeking a change in his condition. St.
faul, in bis Epistles, has briefly discussed
some of these points, as In 1 Cor. vii. 20—24;
Eph. vi. 5—9. So often had the apostle
occasion to affirm the perfect ideulity of
;

;

Christian privilege possessed by all believers
in Chribt, that the statement would naturally
mould itself into a sort of formula. In
Coloasians be varies the form by inserting
" barbarian, Scythian ; " degrees of national
In plaou
civilization made no dilTerence.
of this, he here adds the particular, tiiat
diversity of sex made no difference.
cannot tell what especial reason he had for
introducing these modifications in writing
to the Culossians and the Gulatiaus rePossibly he had none beyond
speotlToIy.

We
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the pleasure which he

felt in dilating oa
the large catholicity of the Divine grace.
In the clause, ouk ivi 6,f<ttv ksI BfiKv, " there
is here no male and female," the neuter
is used (remarks Alford) as being the only
gender which Will express both.
The
change of form, " male and female," from
"no Jew nor Gentile," "no bondman nor
fi-eeman," was perhaps suggested by the
passage in Gen. i. 27 {&p<ref /col fl^Au); " male
and female created he them," which is
quoted in Matt. xii. i ; Mark x. 6. If so,
the olause may be regarded (as Bishop
Lightfoot says) as forming a climax :
" even the primeval distinction of male and
female." But perhaps the change is simply
made for the sake of variety; as in the
way in which several of tiie classes are
introduced in the Colossians. For ye are aU
one in Chiist Jesus (rriti'Tes yiip i/ieTt tXa
iari iv XpiffTiy 'IrjiroO) ; foT all ye are (me
and the tame man in Chriat Jeaut. The
pronoun vfiels, ye, is inserted to recite
emphatically tlie qualification already expressed; as if it were, "ye being whiit ye
are, believers baptized into Christ."
The
apostle's object here is not, as in 1 Cor.
xii. 13; Col. iii. 11
15, to exhort to the
performance of certain mutual duties on
the ground of the unity which in Christ
is established among all believers, but to
enforce the view that each individual's title
to the inheritance is altogether irrespective
of external distinctions, and is based entirely,
in one case as well as in another, upon his
being clothed with Christ. The woid fh is
"one and the same," as in ri> %r tfypoyovprfs,
" of one mind " (Phil. ii. 2) ; and in th Bfis,
tU /ic<r(Tr)s, " One and the same God, one
and the same Mediator " (1 Tim. ii, 5). So
Ohrysostom : " Tliat is, we have all one

—

form and one mould, even Christ's. What,"
ho adds, "can be more awful than these
words? He that was a Greek, or Jew, or
bondman yesterday, carries about with him
the form, not of an angel or archangel, but
of the Lord of all, yea, displays in his own
person the Christ" The distribution of the
universal quality to each individual, so far
OS the grammar of the sentence is concerned, is imperfectly expressed. But the
grammatical inadequacy of the verbal exposition is not greater than in 1 Cor. vi. 5,
"Decide (avi niaoo tou &Sc\i^oi< outoC) between his brethren," literally, " between his
brother " and in vers. 19, 20 of the same
chapter, a&na ifian, " your body " not " thy
body," nor " your bodies." The apostle has
in view the subjective application only of
the principle here stated; each was to feel
that, having the qualification which be ha*
explained, he himself is a eon of God and
full inheritor, without casting about for any
further qualification, us, for example, from
;

;

"
;
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here affirmed to be "Abraham's seed," because, being clothed with Christ, they share
his position. The same result is arrived at
either way. And heirs according to the
promise (wa! [which word is rejected by
recent editors] kot* strayyeKiau KKijpopSfiot);
" Heirs,"
heiri in punuance of a promiee.
not of Abraham, but of Goii ; for the notion
conneots itself with that of the sonship to
€K)d, which has been predicated in ver. 26
of believers in Christ ; and these two united
oonoeptions form the topic of tlie first seven
verses of the next oliapti^r. This is in
accordance with Rom. viii. 16, 17,
are
children of God and if cliiklren, also heirs
heirs of God, joint-heirs with Clirist." It
goes upon the same lines of thought as the
statement made above in ver. 16, that the
promises were spoken, not to Abraham only,
but also to his seed as well ; the seed being
conceived of by the apostle, not as inheriting
from Abraham, but as holding an independent position of their own at his side.
The benefits acoruing to them have been
styled "the inheritance" in ver. 18, which
verse also serves to illustrate the spirit of
the (jlause now before us, by affirming that
the inheritance was a free gift of God conveyed by a promise, and not one to be either
gained or made sure by obedience to a
ceremonial law as the Galaiians were in
danger of supposing. Tlie aitiole is wanting oefore "promise" liere, ns it was also
in ver. 18 ; because the apostle is not
thinking immediately of the lermt of the
promise, but rather of its di.^tinclive character
as a promise, betokening a fiee gift of God.
The inheiitance is no dcniht the adoption
of sons, both in its flrstlrnits in this life
and in its complete manire^tnlion hereafter
in the bliss and glory of heaven (ot Bom.
viii. 23, 30; 1 Pet. i. 4).

eeremoDial Judaism. Tlie principle plainly
is pregnant with an objective afiplication
also; namely, as to the manner in which
they were to estimate and treat each other
and every baptized believer, notwithstanding
any circumstances of extrinsic diversity
whatever.
Ver. 29.— And if ye be Christ's (ei Sh
ifieh Xpurrov) and if y« are Ohrist's.
The
S4 Bimply mftrks a fresh atage in the argument, BS • g. linm. vUi. 17, el Si riitva, xal
For the preceding verse is no
KKripaviiuti.
digression, requiring us to render this S^
"bnt." but simply an amplification of the
notion of putting on Christ in ver. 27
nnd tlie present clause recites that previuus
concl usion, to serve for a premiss toafurtlier
;
conclusion. " Are Christ's " comp. 1 Cor.
lii. 23, " And ye are Christ's, and Christ ii
God'g." This genitive here, as also there,
denotes the closest and most intimate approximation conceivable, " Christ's own ;
covering, in fact, the notion of being clothed
with Christ ; and expresses what that " one
and the same man" is, wiiioh according
to vei. 28 in Christ Jesus all had become.
Oomp. Titus ii. 14, Kabv Trtpioicriov, " a people
of his very own." Then are ye Abraham's
then
seed (^&pa rov 'Aj8paa/4 trirep^a ^ffre)
eeed of Abraham are ye. "Ye," Gentiles
tliough ye be.
apostle
has
In ver. 7 the
afBrmed that they who are of faith are sons
of Abraham; in ver. 16, tliiit the promises
were made to Abrahani and " his seed,
which is Christ." We have seen that in
that ver. 16 " Christ " appears to mean tliat
branch of Abraham's otl'spring which was,
so to speak, to proceed from Chri.st and
was to be called by his name. If, however,
" ( ,'hrist " be there taken to mean the
individual Son of Abraham, Jesus, then
those who believe in him and tiave been
baptized into him are to be understood as
;

"We

;

;

HOMILETICai
Ver. l.^-Beginning of the polemic part of the Epistle. The apostle has finished his
task of self-vindication, and now proceeds in regular theological method to expound
and defend the doctrine of justifieatioa by faith without the deeds of the Law. " O
whose eyes Jesus Christ was
. . before
foolish Galatiansl who bewitched you,
evidently set forth in you, crucified?"
"0 foolish Qalatiansl who bewitched you?"
I. The apostle's severe reproof.
Reproof is allowable and necessary, especially when it is prompted by luve to God and
"
truth and by a tender interest in the welfare of men. 1. He points to the " vntcheries
way
accounting
and
inexplicable
of
for the sudden
of the false teachers as the only
change of sentiment in Galatia. There must have been some extraonlinary power of
delusion or of fascination at work to throw them so completely out of the line of
Christian thought. Whether it was the witchery of logic or the witchery of sanctity,
2. The Qalatians were "foolish " in
it was most effective in deluding the Galaiians.
yielding to »uch ensnaring delusions. They were not answerable for the conduct of their
deluders, but they showed an uncommon folly. The Celtic nature is quick, but unstable.
.

The change was a

senseless one.

—
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IL The inbxcusableness of their conduct. "Before wliose eyes Jesus Christ
was evidently set forth in you, crucified." The apostle refers to his own clear exhibition of gospel truth in Galatia, and especially to the individualizing distinctness with
which the Redeemer was set before his converts as the only Hope of salvation. It was
not only an exhibition, like a placard exhibited before their eyes, but it had its
answering impression " within them." How, then, with such a view of Christ's
person and work, could they have opened their minds to such destructive errors?
IIL The trxje theme of the gospel Christ crucified. Naturalistic writen give
us a Christ exalted far above the average altitude of men, but • man nevertheless;
rationalistic writers give us a Christ as a leader of thought or as an example of self" We preach Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling-block,
sacrifice and sympathy.
to the Greeks foolishness ; but to tliem that are called, . . . Christ the Wisdom of God,
and the Power of God." The death of Christ, as expressing the whole mystery of
redemption, involved the whole matter in dispute. There could be no compatibility
between Christ's cross and Jewish legalism. We can, therefore, well understand why the
apostle resolved to know nothing in his preaching but Christ, and him crucified.

—

Vers. 2

—

The

argument in this controversy. I. Application of
" Received ye the Spirit by the works of the Law, or by the
hearing of faith ? " He begins by a practical test, which can be easily settled by
experience and history. He refers to the time of awakening grace and first love. They
had "received the Spirit." 1. He concedes that they were Christians, \h.ou^ they were
" The Holy Spirit is tlie characteristic
neither faithful, nor stable, nor sound.
possession of believers." " If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his."
The reference may have been both to ordinary and extraordinary gifts of the Spirit.
2. He concedes that they were conscious of the possession of the Spirit,.
They had no
occasion to ask him what he meant by their receiving the Spirit.
Christian people
ought to possess, not only a good hope through grace, but " a full assurance of hope."
II. The beoeption of the Spirit possible, not on the pkinoiplb of Law, but
OF GRACE. Though the Spirit was given under the Law, it was never given on a
principle of Law, but it was under the gospel dispensation that it was given in Pentecostal power and abundance.
No man ever yet received the Spirit, as the Author and
Sustainer of the new life, by " the works of the Law," or by a course of obedience
specially designed to work out salvation. Conspicuously, as to historic fact and inward
experience, the Spirit was given to men in connection with the first promulgation of
the " word of faith " at Pentecost.
The Spirit was given " by the hearing of faith."
" Faith Cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God." Yet the hearing that
brings faith with it is only possible through the S|>irit's power, for many hear who do
not believe, and therefore receive not the Spirit. There is no inconsistency here.
need the Spirit to enable us to believe, but the hearing is instrumentally necessary to
our fuller reception of the Spirit. The apostle here, however, seems primarily to refer
to the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, of which Peter spoke when he said that, after
his preaching the Word, " the Holy Ghost fell upon them as upon us at the beginning " (Acts xi. 15).
ni. The donation of the Spirit is not on principle of Law, but «t gbace.
" He that ministereth to you the Spirit and worketli miracles in you, doetli he it by
the works of the Law, or by the hearing of faith ? " He first spoke of the reception,
now he speaks of the donation of the Spirit : he first referred to a particular point of
time, namely, their conversion ; he now speaks of the principle of God's continued
not the apostle— whether to work miracles
It is God who ministers the Spirit
action.
of power or miracles of grace. But he does it, not on the principle of legal obedience,
but on the principle of grace working through the instrumentality of the preached
gospel.
He is " the God of grace," who sent his Son, " full of grace and truth," to pour
grace into innumerable hearts.
IV. The follt of attempting to degin on one principle and to khd on
ANOTHER. "Are ye so foolish? having begun with the Spirit, are ye now being
completed with the flesh?" This is folly, lor it is to reverse the natural order of
The opposites here are not Christianity and Judaism, but the essential and
things.
If we beein our life with the Spirit, it must reach it>
vital priaaiple of each.
5.

apostle's first

THE test of experience.

We

—

—
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Spirit.
The introduction of the flesh would be the annihilation of
the Spirit. Judaism ministers to the sensuous element in our nature by making
religion a thing of rites and ceremonies ; but this is to go back upon all the progress

maturity with the

we have made

in

life,

light,

and blessing.

uselessness of their past euFFERiKos. " Did ye suffer so many things
in vain ? if it be yet in vain."
1. It is a sign of sincerity to suffer for our opinions.
There is no record in the Acts of a persecution in Gsilatia but the Jewish element was
strong «ao;igh there as elsewhere to resent by violence the contempt put upon their
Law by the Gentiles being freed from it. There is a possible reference to these sufferings
in the Epistle (oh. v. 11).
2. Tou stultify all your past sufferings if you recede from
the gospel.
All these sufferings represent so much wasted endurance or misery. 3. TTie
" If it be yet in vain." He
apostle's reluctance to thinh their sufferings were in vain.
hopes better things of liis converts. He knows that God keepeth the feet of his saints,
BO that they cannot altogether lose the things they have wrought.

V.

Thb

;

—

—

Second argument the case of Abraham. The natural answer to the
Verg. 6 9.
previoys question is " thnnigh the hearing; of faith," and this as naturally suggests the
case of " faithful Abraham."
The Jews boasted of their relationship to Abraham, and

an example taken from his history would have special force.
justification of Abeaham was not throuoh circdmcisiok, but bt faith.
" Even as Abraham believed God, and it was counted to him for righteousness." No
exception could be made to these words, for they were the very words of Moses (Gen.
XV. 6). The apostle dwells longer on the Old Testament, because the Judaists would
naturally appeal to it. 1. Abraham was not accepted fur his virtues or his piety, or his
circumcision, but because " he believed God, and it was counted to him for righteousness " (see homily on ch. ii. 16). His faith was accepted as righteousness, not as an act,
for it had no merit in itself, but as a fact, for it was not by works, but by faith, he was
accepted. His faith was the mere instrument of his justification, not the ground of it ; for
Scripture always represents it as being " through " faith or " of" faith, never on account
of it. 2. The transaction here referred to occurred hundreds of years before the Law was
given on Sinai, and even some time before circumcision was appointed as a " seal of
righteousness." If he, therefore, could be justified without circumcision, and prior to
Abraham was not circumcised
it, how then could the Judaists insist on its necessity?
in order to be justified, but circumcised because he was justified. 3. The doctrine of
It
the apostle was not, therefore, in any sense a novelty, as the Judaists might think.
was at least as old as Abraham.
"Know ye therefore that they
II. The true cokcbptiok of Abrahamic bonship.
who are of faith, the same are sons of Abraham." 1. It is not Abraham's blood, but
Abraham's faith, which establishes the connection between the patriarch and his descendants.
The Jews might say, " We have Abraham to our father " and they might ask
in surprise, " What profit, then, is there in circumcision ? " They would imitate his
circumcision rather than his faith. But the apostle says emphatically that the true
sons are " they of faith," whose fundamental principle is faith. 2. It is Christ who
makes the nexus between Abraham and us. We believe in Christ, who is Abraham's
seed; therefore we are sons of Abraham. 3. There is but one Church in the two
Some modern sects hold that the Church is a New Testament organisadispensations.
tion, and that Old Testament saints have no part in it. How can this be, if we believers
" are ble.ssed with " not apart from
" faithful Abraham " (ch. iii. 9)? The apostle
shows how Abraham has the heirship, the sonship, the kingdom, the glory, on the
ground of the promise. He did not, therefore, receive the promise only for his children.
Take the promise of the Spirit from Abraham ; we take it from ourselves. Is the
father of the family to be excluded, and only the children to gain admission to the
therefore
I.

The

;

—

kingdom?

—

„
ni. The proof from ScBrpruRK. " Moreover, the Scripture, foreseeing that God
justifies the heathen through faith, announced the good news beforehand to Abraham,
saying. In thee shall alt nations be blessed." 1. The exact import of the promise.
the curse of which he presently
(1) The blessing is justification, which is opposed to
.

,

But that includes a title to eternal life as well as pardon. (2) The unity of
Abraham and bis siiritvial descendants. He is the root and the representative of his

speaks.

;
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The unity ia not that established by circumcision, but eomething far deeper.
God had purposes of mercy toward the heathen. These purposes included their

seed.
2.

on the same grounds as those which secured the acceptance of the Jews.
was particularistic, »ad was so far temporary and preparatory
In Christ there was to be henceforth
to a dispensation universalistic in its character.
" neither Jew nor Gentile." 8. The wny of salvation is the same in both dispensations.
Old Testament saints were saved exactly lilte New Testament saints, by faith in " the
Lamb slain from the foundation of the world." The Levitical system was in itself an
evangelical representation of the true method of salvation. 4. We see here th$ value q/
Scripture /or proof, for confirmation for comfort, through all ages.
" So theu they which be of
1 V. Community as well as unity in the blessino.
faith are blessed together with the faithful Abraham."
1. The blessing.
It it the
manifestlition of Divine favour.
Tlie blessing and justification are regarded in the
context as correLitive terms. 2. 'J'he community between Abraham and his teed.
(1) He is " faithful Abraham," because of the simplicity, strength, and activity of his
faith.
He manifested all these characteristics of faith in (a) his self-expatriation
(b) his readiness to sacrifice Isaac; (c) his warlike courage; (d) his self-abnegation in
the case of Lot. (2) He is the " father of the faithful." There are but two properly
representative men, the first and the second Adam but Abraham holds a relation of
his own, though not of a federal character, towards all who are his seed spiritually. He
and they are blessed together. 3. The ground of this community. It is the promise
of God, " In thee shall the nations of the earth be blessed," realized in course of time
in the common faith of all who, whether Jew or Geutile, trust in one Redeemer, and
find in him their true inheritance as joint-heirs with him.
iustificaiion

The Jewish

ilispensation

,

;

—

Ver. 10.— Third argument the curse of the Law. " For as many as are of the works
of the Law are under the curse for it is written. Cursed is every one that continueth
not in all things written in the book of the Law to do them." The apostle is carried
naturally by antithesis of thought from tiie blessing of faith to the curse of the Law.
This is " the curse of the Law " of ver. 13, from which the Law itself
I. The curse.
cannot deliver men, for its function is to condemn. 1. It is not the mere civil pttnishment inflicted on the Israelites for the transgression of the ceremonial or judicial Law.
The context shows that the curse is a far deeper thing, for the contrast is Ixtween
wrath and blessing, condemnation and justification. Besides, the passage refers to
Gentiles who could not be affected by the dispensation al pecnliarities of Judaism.
2. The curse is Ihe Divine sentence upon transgressors involving doom and shame, the
loss of God, and separation from him ( Isa. lix. 2),
The curse includes the penal sanction
of the moral Law a Law written in the hearts of Gentiles as it was delivered to Jews
on tables of stone ; so that Gentiles and Jews were alike imder curse. It is a mistake,
therefore, to regard the curse as the mere natural consequenco of tran^ression, as
disease is the consequence of debauchery ; it is a penal eviL
II. Tee sanoe or tbe oubsk.
It extends to "as many as are of the works of the
Law."
distinction is here necessary between being of the works of the Law ard
being under the Law. The Old Testament saints were under the Law, but they were
not under curse, because, like Abraham, they " saw the day of Christ afar off." They
" believed God, and it was counted to them for righteousness." They apprehended
God's mercy and grace under the saciificial forms of the Jewish economy. But the
curse must necessarily descend upon " all who are of the works of the Law," because
they have broken it and are still breaking it day by day.
III. How the cckse comes into ofeuation.
It is by • Divine sentence which
pronounces the curse upon all transgressors of the Law. The curse here quoted ie the
last of the twelve curses pronounced by the Levites on Mount Kbal (Deut. xxvii. 26).
The ref-rence points to ethical, not ceremonial, requirements. 1. 2'Ae Law deithonds
practical obedience.
It is not " hearers " of the Law, but " doers," who are in question,
" Every one." There is no room for a proxy or a
2. It demands a personal obedience.
mediator.
3. It demands a perfect obedience ; for it covers " all the things written " in
the Law. 4. It must be a perpi tual obedience. " Cursed is every one that continueth
not." The least failure involves the transgression of the whole Law (Jas. ii. 10).
All the evil that is involved in that terrible
fi. The effect of transgression it curie.
:

—

A

—
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" Death and hell are the end of every sin, but not of every sinner." 6, The Lau
It is not abrogated, though Judaism is no more.

exists to curse transgressors.

—

no
by

Fourth argument the inconsistency of Law and faith, " But that
Vers. 11, 12.
man is justified in the Law in the sight of Qud, it is uvideat : for, The just shall live
faith.

sliall live

But the Law

is

not of faith : but, Tliu

man

that hath doue these things

in them."

1. Not because a perfect obedience
I. Justification ib out of the sphere of Law.
would jiot bring justification, for the fundamental principle of the Law is, "'J'he man
" (Lei?, xviii. 5). 2. But heoiuse no one
tli.at hath done these things shall live in them
is able to obey the Law perfectly.
Thus salvation becomes impossible on tlie principle

Law.
Scripture assbktb the connection of justification with vaith. "The
just shall live by faith." The apostle shows tlio Judaistshow ihey njisa|iprehended the
ddotrino of the Old Testament; for, several hundred years before Christ, the Prophet
llabakkuk connects life eternal with faith. "I'heLaw is not of faith;" it does not
doing, not bcUuving, is the demand of the Law and it
tind its starting-point in faith
is in no sense or manner connected with faith.
ol'

II.

;

;

—

Vers. 13, 14.
Fifth argument our salvation it hy Christ mide curse for us. Two
thoughts are here brought into contrast the Law cnndemn9il us Christ redeemed
us " Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having become a curse for us."
L Tub nature of the redemption. He " redeemed us." 1. This language does
not countenance the theory that there was nothing in Ghrist's work but a mere deliverance fiom the power of sin. That is certainly involved in his death; for he came to
"redeem us from this present evil world " (oh. i. 4), and " to redeem us from all
iniquity" (Titus ii. 14). 2. Neither does it cuuni.eiiance the idea that Christ redeemed
us by entering into union with man and living a sinless human life, which is reproduced in us by means of fellowship with him. Neither of these theories makes any
proviriion for the rectification of man's relation with God, which is only effected through
Oil ri -it being made a curse for us.
He " became a curse for us." This is
II. How Christ achieved the redemption.
an unfathomable thought. Yet let us try to interpret it in the light uf Scripture. We
are not redeemed by Christ's Divine doctiine, nor by his marvellous holiness ofcharacter, but by his entering into our very position before God, becoming " a curse for

—

;

:

us."

The Lord

visited

upon him what the Law awarded

to us,

and by that substitution

our redemption was secured. We are not to suppose that the Son of God was less the
object of Divine love at the very time that he was, in an official aspect as his righteous
Servant, an object of Divine wrath. His Father always loved him. The assertion is
made, firsts that the curse of the Law rests upon trans.iiessors; then, that we are
then, that this result was achieved by Christ becoming a
liberated from that curse
curse for us. The passage shows what Christ was in God's account, not what he was
in the eyes of men who despised him.
" For it Is Written,
III. How HIS DEATH TOOK UPON IT THIS ClIARAOTEB OF CURSE.
Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree " (Deut. xxi. 22, 23). The allusion here
is not specially to Christ, but to a command that those executed by Jewish law should
not remain hanging on the tree all ni^jht. It does not refer to death by crucifixion,
which was not a Jewish punishment, but to the exposure of the body after death, on
But how was such a person accursed? Not because he was hanged
erouses or stakes.
upon a tree, but he was hanged upon a tree because he was accursed. The apostle
does not mean to attach the idea of shame to the mode of Christ's death ; for he was not
made a curse by his mere banging on a tree, but he hung there because he was made
;

a curse for us.

IV. The ULTIMATE DESIGN OF THE REDEMPTION. " That the blesslng of Abraham
might come on the Gentiles in Christ." That is, the curse-bearing prepared the way
1. The
for the blessing, which was henceforth to stream forth upon the whole world.
blessing was Justification of life, not mere temporal blessings, which were restricted t«
the Jews. 2. It was to reach the Gentiles " in Christ," who was made the curse for
•us" ^both'"Jews and Gentiles" not through the Law, which demands a perfect

—

—

— —
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The stream was destined
obedience.
3. It was designed for Oentiles as well as Jews.
toflowthroiifjh Jews to the Gentiles, freed from all the Uraitatiuns of the old dispensation.
V. The iiE,--UL'r of the blessing. " That we might receive the promise of the Spirit
Theie is here an obvious return to the question of the second verse,
answer is now given to that question. It was not through the Law, but
through faith, we realize the promise of the Spirit. This was the special subject ol
Eph. i. 13). Our Lord has placed us in tha
promise (Joel ii. 28; Acts i. 4, 2
dispensation of the Spirit, and has opened all blessings to men out }£ his crosa and
his tomb.
through

and a

faith."

definite

;

—

A

new lint of argument the relation letween the covenant and the Law.
to this point the apostle has touched upon no point that we have not seen in the

Ver. 15.

Up

Epistle to the Bonians.
Now he breaks new ground. "Brethren, I speak after the
manner of men ; Thoui^h it be but a man's covenant, yet if it be confirmed, no man
disannuUeth, or addeth thereto."I. It is allowable to use human analogies in enfobcembnt of Divine tbpth.
The phrase, "after the manner of men," has various significations in the apostle's
writings, 'but he evidently means here tliat the human analngy is perfectly appropriate,
and that that which is true of a mere human arrangement is a fortiori of an arrangement

made by God.
II. The conditions of covenant-making in human life.
1. A covenant is an
arrangement between two parties for mutual benefit, with an implied character of permanence. It is designed to perpetuate a relation of some sort. 2. The covenant stands
ill the integrity of cM its provisions without either party having the power to annul it or

addfnsh

clauses, whether consistent or inconsistent with its provisions.
Implication that what is tbub of a human covenant is essentially
INVOLVED IN the IDEA OP A DiviNB COVENANT. It is irreversible and irrevocable,
since it is a covenant established by oath.
God swears and he will not repent. The
Judaistic theory, however, under the form of a supplement, would really effect the
to

III.

entire abrogation of the covenant.

Ver. 16.

The contents of the covenant and

the parties to

it.

" Kcw to Abraham and

his seed were the promises made."

" The promises." They are elsewhere spoken
I. The CONTENTS of the covenant.
This promise carries the whole of
of as "the promise." It was repeated several times.
salvation within it. It is elsewhere referred to as " the oath and the promise "
" the
two immutable things in which it was impossible for God to lie" for God confirmed the
promise by an oath, and the promise is linked with the Melchisedec priesthood of Christ,
and thus involves all that is involved in priesthood, that is, atonement and intercession.
It is the promise that bears up the burden of the world's hope, for it is on the ground
ef it we have " fled for refuge to the hope set before us " (Heb. vi. 18, 19).

—

—

II.

—

The parties to the covenant. These are God on the one side; Abraham
other.
Not Abraham alone, but Abraham and his seed. " And he
not. And to seeds, as of many but as of one. And to thy seed, which is Christ."

and his seed on the
saith

;

nor strictly the spiritual posterity of Abraham, but
Christ himself, in whom the Jewish race found its embodiment and to whom the spiriThere is a distinction between Christ personal
tual posterity was organically united.
and Christ mystical, regarded as the second Adam, as the Head of the body. Thus we
understand how the whole body of believers is expressly called "Christ " (1 Cor. xii. 12).
They are " all one in Christ," and " if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed "

The seed was not the Jewish

race,

(ch. V. 28, 29).
III.
nboessakt

A

conclusion. If the seed is Christ, then the promise was not yet
but awaiting fulfilment, when the Law was given. It could not, therefore, he
disannulled by the Law, nor could the Law add fresh clauses to it.

fulfilled,

The irreversiblenesi of the covenant hy the Law, " This, however, I say,
Vers. 17, 18.
that the covenant that has been confirmed before in reference to Christ, the Law, which
was four hundred and thirty years after, does not disannul, that it should do away with
the promise."

—
111.1—29.]
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The covenant on its own indbpbndent foundation. 1. It stands irrevocable
indestructible because it has been confirmed by Ood, that is, by an oath ; for,
" Because he could swear by no greater, he sware by himself, saying. Surely blessing 1
will bless thee, and multiplying I will multiply thee " (Heb. vi. 13, 14).
This oath is
to us the sure ground of hope.
2. It has exclusive relation to Christ regarded as the
I.

and

the Ohwch.
He sealed this covenant with his blood, and thus the " cup of
blessing " in the Lord's Supper has become " the new covenant in his blood." All
covenant blessings reach us by Christ through his Spirit. 3. It stood for ages alone.
The Law came four hundred and thirty years after.

Head of

II. The inability out the Law to affect the covenant.
1. The Law and the
covenant proceed on two entirely different lines, and cannot there/ore traverse each
other's course. 2. I%e lateness of the Law, as an historic institute, leaves the covenant as
it/ottnd it in the ayes of its undisputed validity. Therefore the Law cannot disannul
the covenant so as to throw invalidity into the promise.
in. The inheritance not possible by the Law, bdt by the pbomibe. "For if the
inheritance be of the Law, it is no more of promise but Gfod has given it to Abraham
by promise." 1. The inheritance covers more than the land of Canaan ; it involves
" the heirship of the world " (Rom. iv. 13) but it symbohzes the blessings of the Messiah's kingdom, and especially of that " better country " which was an object of wistful
expectation to Abraham himself. 2. If the Law abrogates the covenant, the inheritance would in that case come of Law ; but it is positively asserted that " God has given
it "
the perfect tense marking the duration of the blessing " to Abraham by promise."
;

;

—

Theuseand nature of the Lato. "What then is the Law?" Theapostle's
Veri.19,20.
reasoning seemed to make the Law a quite superfluous thing. In the eyes of the Judaists
It was necessary, therefore, to show its nature,
it was God's most glorious institute.
ofBce, and characteristics, and its relation to the covenant of promise.
It was really
inferior to the dispensation of grace on four grounds, which themselves explain its
nature and use.
" It was superadded because of transgressions." 1. It
I. The Law discovers sih.
was not to checJe sin. 2. Nor to create sin. 3. But to discover it. " By the Law is
the knowledge of sin " (Rom. iii. 20). This discovery would necessarily multiply transgressions (Rom. V. 20), just as the introduction of light into a darkened room makes
manifest the things that were before unseen. " I had not known sin but by the Law "
(Rom. vii. 7). Many sins were not seen to be sins at all till the Law threw its intense
Thus the great service of the Law was to awaken conviction of sin
light upon them.
The ceremonial and the
in the heart and to make men feel their need of a Saviour.
moral Law had equally this effect. The system of sacrifice had no meaning apart from
the fact of sin. What a mistake, then, was that of the Judaists who imagined that
the Law could give them a title to eternal life in virtue of their obedience to its

commands
IL Tee

I

Law was a

tempobaet and intbrmbdiatb dispensation. "It was superthe seed shall have come to whom the promise has been made." This refers
to the coming of Christ who is " the Seed." The apostle puts himself back to the time
of giving the Law, and looks forward from that starting-point to the future incarnation.
The Law was thus a mighty parenthesis coming in between Abraham's promise and the
coming of the seed, and was specially preparative and disciplinary in relation to that
future event. It was destined then to pass away as a dispensation, but the moral Law,
which it held in its bosom, was to abide in its full integrity. That Law still exists in
Christianity, with its old power of manifesting sin and carrying conviction to sinners so
as to shut them up to Christ.
III. The Law did not comb dikeot from God to man, as the promise oamb to
Abraham, but thbouoh anobls by a uediatob. " Being ordained through angeU in
the hand of a mediator." This is another point of inferiority. God gave the promise
to Abraham immediately, not mediately by angels or through any intervention like that
of Moses ; unlike the Law, which was superadded through this double intervention. 1.
(1) Evidence of Scripture on the subject.
27ie share of angels in the giving of the Law.
Stephen says in his speech that the Israelites received the Law " at the ordination of
"
angels," or " according to the arrangements of angels (Acts vii. 53). The Law is elseadded

, . .

till
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where described as " the word spoken by angels " (Hob. li. 2). Yet in the history of
the pying of the Law there is no reference to angels, not even to their presence. In two
passages their presence, but not their ministration, is referred to (Deut. xxxiL 2; Ps,
Ixviii. 17). (2) As the Law is said to have been ordained hy means of angels and " the
word spoken by angels," it is probable that the angels made it audible to the people or
were connected with the terrible phenomena which accompa"nied the giving of the Law.
The angels came between God and the people (Ps. Ixviii. 17). (3) The presence of
angels may have led in time to a perverted doctrine of angel-worship, against whidi the
apostle warns the Colossians (Col. ii. 18).
2. The share of Moses in the giving of the
Law. It was "ordained ... in the hand of a mediator," wlio was Moses. He describes his
own mediation : " I stood between you and the Lord at that time" (Deut. v. 5, 27).
We are not to
It was Moses who bore the tables of stone from God to the people.
suppose that the reference is designed to mark the inferiority of the Law to the covenant
of promise, which, too, had its Mediator, Jesus Christ the Lord. He is not contrasting
the Law and the gospel, but,the Law and the promise of Abraham ; and he asserts that,
while in the one case the angels and Moses bad to do with its conveyance, God in the
other case gave the promise without the intervention of either man or angel.
IV. The Law was dependent upon conditions, the promise was absolutis. "Now,
n mediator is not a mediator of one, but God is one." The very idea of mediation
implies two parties, who are to be brought into some relation with each other through
the Intervention of a third person. In the case of the Law, there were two parties God
;
and the Jewish people. In the case of the promise, " God Is one " he is mediatorless
no one stands between him and Abraham, as Moses stood between God and the
Israelites in the giving of the Law. There is a numerical contrast between " one " and

—

—

"of one."

— 25.— 2%« Law designed

to be mhservient to th»promim.
Though the Law
the promise in the four points already suggested, it is not antagonistic to it.
"Is ttieLaw against tlie promises
I. The Law is not antagonistic to the PROnitSK.
1. The Law and the promise are equally of Divine origin
two
of God ? God forbid."
distinct parts of the Divine plan, each part with its own distinct purpose to be carried
out inside the Divine plan. The distinction between them is not that the one Is good
and the other evil ; for " the Law is good if a man use it lawfully," while the promise is
self-evidently and essentially so. 2. There would be antagonism if life came by the law.
" For if there had been a Law given that could have given life, verily righteousness
should have been by the Law." In that case, the Law and the promise would have come
In the one case, salvation would
into competition as two diverse methods of salvation.
have come " of debt " in the other case, it actually comes " of grace." If life came by
3. The Law was absolutely
the Law, there would, in fact, be no room for free gift at all.
incapable of giving life. If it could have done so, it would have been chosen as the
method of salvation, because, in that case, man had only to use his faculties to
accomplish it, and the agony of the cross would never have been necessary. But the
thing was impossible; salvation is a Divine work, and, if it cotnes at all, it must come
from the quickening power of the Spirit. 4. If life could have come by the Law, its result,
which is righteousness, would have cwne in the same way. But the apostle has closed
up the way of righteousness through the Law by many strong texts.
IL The TRtiB EFrECT and design of the Law. " But the Scripture shut up all
under sin, that the promise by faith in Christ might be given to them that believe." 1.
The Law shuts up men under sin. The Scripture, rather than the Law, is here represented
It pronounces all to be guilty before God, but solely in virtue of the conas doing it.
demnation pronounced by the Law. The phrase here employed is Tery expressive. Men
with
are, as it were, closed in, or shut up, on every side, with only one way of escape
no way left open but that of faith. 2. jTftere is a gracious purpose in this legai ituxtr" That the promise by faith in Christ might be given to them that believe."
ceration.
" the promise," with all it involves, (2) The channel of blessing—
(1) The bli'ssing
" faith.' That is a precious conduit-pipe between the soul and the Saviour. (3) The
" them that believa.
How
source of blessing " Jesus Christ." (4) The recipients
evidently all blessing reaches us, not by the Law, but by grace I
"
But before faith came, wa
III. The Jjsws ik wabd under the old disi>ensaiioh.

Vers. 21

is inferior to

—

;

—

—
—

—

—
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were kept under the Law, shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be revealed."
1. The old dispensation described cts the age " he/ore the faith."
(1) This does not mean
that there was no faith in a Redeemer in pre-Christian ages. To say otherwise is to say
that there was no salvation in those ages. The apostle shows elsewhere that Abraham
was saved as Ohristiaus are now saved (Rom. i v.). (2) Pious Israelites lived "before
the faith came," because "the faith in him as really existent, or as Jesus, came with
himself into the world." 2. The wardship of the Law in the old dispensation. The
apostle identifies himself with the whole body of believers under the old economy, and
represents them as under the strict surveillance of a rigorous janitor, who held them
firmly under the discipline of the Law, with the design, however, that the very severity
of their bondage might lead them to look believingly for escape to the Lord Jesus Christ.
" Shut up under the Law unto the faith which should
3. The design of this wardship.
afterwards be revealed." There was thus a gracious purpose in the very Law which was
thus seen not to be " against the promises of Qod." The Law still brings conviction of
It-is not to be supposed " that the faith
sin and shuts men up to the faith of Christ.
had not been revealed " from the earliest ages of the world for Christ was the promised
Seed to Adam but there was a veil upon men's minds till it was rent in the death of
Christ.
The faith revealed in due time was the faith of Christ incarnate.
IV. The Law o0r schoolmaster for Christ. " Wherefore the Law has become our
tutor for Christ, that we might be justified by faith." Thus we see how "Christ becomes
the end of the Law for righteousness." 1. The symbolic ritual of the Law pointed expressly
" Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us." The sacrifices had no meaning
to Christ.
apait from their typical relationship to Christ. The Epistle to the Hebrews is the best
commentary on the Book of Leviticus. The Law with its sacrifices was always leading
the Israelites to the " Lamb slain from the foundation of the world." 2. The moral Law
was always leading to Christ ; for it revealed sin, which deserved God's mighty condemnation. 3. The spiritual insufficiency of the Law was its constant preparation of the

—

—

Kulfor

the faith of Christ.

The

apostle has already traced justification to
Believers
traces adoption to faith.
are not children of Abraham merely, but sons of God. It is clear, then, that they are
no longer children "in need of a schoolmaster." "For ye are all" both Jews and
Gentiles " sons of Qod by faith in Christ Jesus."
L The foundation of bonship. 1. It originates in the distinguishing grace of
"are predestinated to the adoption of children'' (E ph. i. 4 6). 2. It is
Ood.
based on the incarnation of the eternal Son, who became the Son of man that his
people might become the sons of God. The Father loves them in his Son, and lo iks
upon them with the complacency with which he regards his Son. 3. It it based on
the mediatorial work of Christ ; for, as it is in Christ " we have redemption through his
blood," so in him we " have obtaiued the inheritance." Besides, God has sent forth
his Son " to redeem them that were under the Law, that we might receive the adoption
of sons " (ch. iv. 4, 5).

Ver. 26.

The Kessing of adoption.

faith, the inheritance to faith, life to faith

;

now he

—

—

—

We

II.

—faith.

We

i.

12).

"by

We

become " sons of God by faith in
that we do not become sons of God by
only become sons on
nature children of wrath." 2.

The instrument op adoption

Christ Jesus " (John
are
nature. 1.

It is clear, then,

We

believing.
III.

The adoption

is

common to all believers, whether Jew or Gentile.

It ia not enjoyed in a varying degree by believers, as some seem to think, as if God
regarded them with varying degrees of affection. " Beloved, now are we the sons of
God," The adoption carries with it Divine favour, discipline, training, tenderness,
conformity to the image of God's Son.

IV. It
for

we

m

a privilege conobbnino which bblibvebs abb not left in doubt;
we are children of God (Rem. viii. 16).

receive the witness of the Spirit that'

The import and obligations of baptism, "For as many of you le were
Ver. 27.
baptized into Christ did put on Christ."
1. It declares our union with Christ,
I. The import or baptism into Christ.
We are baptized into his death, so far as we partake of its benefits, and are like him

—

;
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We

the world and sin.
are by haptism separated from sin and devoted
text does not imj^y that all baptized persons have been baptized into
Christ.
Calvin well remarks that the apostle treats of the sacraments from two points
of view.
Wlien he is arguing with hypocrites, be declares the emptiness of the outward
symbols and the folly of confiding in them. But in dealing with the case of believers,
while he attributes no false splendour to the sacraments, he refers emphatically tc tl'»
inward fact signified by the outward ceremony. There is no warrant in this passage
for the doctrine of baptismal regeneration, because the very persons here referred to
were regenerated before they were baptized. Baptism followed upon their profession of

The

faith in Christ.
II. The obligations ov baptism.
They did " put on Christ." Baptized into his
death and buried with him in baptism, they rise with him into newness of life. They
put on Christ like a cloak. The beauty of holiness is to be upon them, because they
are " predestinated to the very image of Christ." The text is very expressive. 1. Christ
is put on for a complete covering.
Not merely as a girdle to the Liiis, but to enfold
the whole manhood of believers. The idea is not that of protection from the coldness
of an outside world, but that of the full adornment of Christian character. Believers
are so to put on Christ that the world may see Christ in the believer himself.
2. Christ
is put on for a constant covering.
Not as a beautiful robe to be worn on high days and
holidays, but on every day, in every scene of human life. 3. While believers are here
represented as having put on Christ at their baptism, it is quite consistent for the
apostle to say, " Put ye on the Lord Jesus Cljrist" (Eom. xiii. 12), and " Put on the
new man " (Eph. iv. 24). They are two sides of one great truth, representing in
the one case a change that was complete from the very beginning, and in th« other a
change that is incomplete, but in process of still further development.

Ver. 28.
The unity of believers. "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
bond nor free, there is not male and female : for ye are all one in Christ Jesus."
I. It 18 AN OBGANio UNITY.
Believers are " one body in Christ " (Rom. xii. 4, 5)
" one man ; " "one new man " (Eph. ii. 15).
The unity in question is no ecclesiastical
unity ; for it joins together those who are ecclesiastically separated, and it connects
together the believers of all generations. 1. It has a seven/old relationship. " Tlieie
is one body, and one Spirit, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one hope of your calling,
one God and Father of all " (Eph. iv. 4 6). 2. Jt is created in Christ by the
Holy Spirit. It is Chi"st, not the Spirit, who " hath made both one" (Eph. ii. 14) ;
and we, " being many, are made one body in Christ " (Eom. xii. 5). But wherever the
Spirit is there is union with Christ.
The indwelling of the Spirit is therefore the bond
of unity in the Church.

—

II.

It

18

A UNITY WHICH OBLITERATES OB IGNORES HANY WORLDLY OB NATURAL

DISTINCTIONB. All distinctions, whether of condition, or nature, or sex, are in Christ
lost sight of or forgotten.
1. National distinctions.
"There is neither Jew nor
Greek." This distinction meant much in pre-Christian ages. The Jews were God's
peculiar people, blessed with great privileges and prepared for great destinies. The
Greeks, representing the Gentile world, stood apart from the Jews "aliens from the
commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenants of promise " (Eph. ii. 12). But

—

Jew and Greek

stand on exactly the same footing in the kingdom of God, possessed
of equal privilege, equally sons of God, and equally heirs of God, Christ broke down
the middle wall of partition that severed them for ages, and made them one common" There is neither bond nor free." Slaves
wealth.
2. Distinctions of human station.
were excludeil from certain rites of heathen worship. But Christ takes the slave by
the hand and places him in his kingdom side by side with the free man. The largest
body of practical counsel in the apostolic Epistles is directed to slaves. 3. The distino" There is not male and female." The apostle does not touch the original
tion of sex.
subordination of the woman to the man, which is a still existing fact (1 Tim. ii. 1 1
14),
but shows how, religiously regarded, men and women are equal. Their relation to
Christ does not destroy the old fact, but causes it to be lost sight of. How true it ia
that Christianity alone has elevated women, has created the sentiment which destroys
slavery everywhere,
preates » better understanding among tb« natioas c^ the

wd

world

i
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Hie heirs. " And if ye be Ghrlst'i, then are ye Abraham'! seed, and heirs
according to the promise." Mark how the apostle moves from point to point.
I. Believbus are Christ's possession.
They are so : 1. By gift. " Thine they
were, and thou gdvest them me " (John xvii. 6). 2. By purchase. " Ye are bought
with a price" (1 Cor. vi. 20). 3. By conquest. "Tlie people shall be willing in the
day of thy power " (Pd. ex. 3). 4. By their own self-surrender. They are " a living
sacrific*."
They have " committed themselves to him " (2 Tim. i. 12).
II.

Christ's people abb Abbahah's seed.
Christ himself is Abraham's Seed
and therefore they, as one with him in the mystical union, are Abraham's

(ver. 16),

III. The heirship op puomisb.
They became heirs, not by any legal observances,
but according to the promise made to Abraham. 1, The inheritance is the only one
worth having. 2. It is the only one that can be kept for ever. 3. It is, unlike earthly
riches or honours, within everybody's reach.
4. It is the duty of heirs to live according
to their prospects, to walk worthy of a Father's house, and to behave like a brother

to brethren.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

The hewitchery of Law,

Paul, having stated his position as dead' to
in the present paragraph to appeal to the
Gralatians to free themselves from the bewitching power of Law, and to yield themselves
to the faith in a crucified and now risen Christ, which alone secures justification and
And here we notice
its cognate blessings.
Vers. 1

the

14.

Law and

inspired

by

Christ, goes

on

Saviour for the
I. How Law can compete successfully with a crucified
HOMAGE OF THOUGHTLESS HEARTS. (Ver. 1.) Paul here declares that two attractive
powers had been presented to the Galatians a crucified Christ in his own preaching,

—

in the preaching of the Judaizers ; and, to his amazement, the Law had
so bewitched them as to lead them to look for salvation to Law-keeping instead of to
the Baviour. And yet it only brings out the fact that there is in Law and self-

and

tlie

Law

righteousness a hewitchery which is continually leading souls back to bondage. It
seems so natural to establish some claim by Law-keeping and ceremony that poor souls
are from time to time falling into legal hope and its delusions. The superstition, which
is abroad now, and leads so many to ceremonials for salvation, rests upon this foundation.
It is the fascination of an evil eye which is upon the foolish votaries ; they fancy they
can save themselves by Law, and maintain their self-complacency and pride all the
time. But it is delusion pure and simple.

All THAT Law can really do for sinners is to condemn them, (Vers. 10, 13.)
Law is this to condemn every one who falls short of perfect
obedience. No partial obedience will be entertained for a moment. " Every one that
ocntinueth not in all things which are written in the book of the Law to do them," is by
II.

The position taken up by

—

This tremendous deliverance ought to be the death of all "legal
the Law "cursed."
hope." The soul who continues to hope in the Law, after such a definite utterance
One breach of Law is sufficient to secure the curse.
only proclaims his foolishness.
The Law maintains its demand for perfect obedience, and, if this be not rendered, it can
do nothing but condemn. It becomes the more amazing that any after this could be
bewitched by Law. Surely if the Law can only curse sinners, the sooner we look for
salvation in some other direction than Law, the better. And to go back to Law-keeping
from grace, in hope of acceptance, is clear retrogression.
IIL Justification and its cognate blessings can only come by faith. (Vers. 2
The Law in the nature of things cannot justify sinners. It has no means
9, 12, 14.)
of doing so. But God in his grace has provided a way of justification. It is through
the merits of his Son. And here we must remember that imputation </ merit is the
commonest fact of experience. There is not one of us who does not get a start in life
and a consideration extended to us which are due to the merits of others, a respected
are surrounded with a halo of glory by
parent or some deeply interested friend.
Their character helps us tea position and opportunity
virtue of the character of others.
we could not otherwiie obtain. It may be called a mere asaociation of ideas, but it ia

We

—

;
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In the same way Jesus Christ
strictly the passing of merit over from man to man.
has come into our world, allied himself with our sinful race, merit.ed consideration and
acceptance hy obedience to Law, even as far as death, and this merit of the Divine
Man passes over to believers. In the Father's sight, therefore, we are regarded as just,
notwithstanding all our sin. We have been justified through faith. But besides, the
believers obtain the Spirit to dwell within them, so that a process of saoetification i^
And the indwelling Spiiit
set up within them as soon as justification takes place.
may manifest his presence and power in wonderful works, as appears to have been th
case with these Galatians (ver. 5).
So that Divine grace not only secures the justification of all who trust in Jesus, but their sanctification and spiritual power as well.
Wondrous blessings are thus the outcome of Divine grace, and the heritage of those
who believe. What a change from having to endure the curse of Law I
IV. Abbaham illustbates the benefit of faith in God as contbabted with
RELIANCE ON Law. (Vers. 6 9.) The legalists claimed Abraham as their father. One
would have .supposed that Abraham had been the greatest ceremonialist of the early dispensation. But the truth is that Abraham was justified and accepted by simply believing
God when he promised a world-wide blessing through Abraham's seed. The blessing
came to the patriarch through simple trust in God. Those who hoped in Law-keeping,
therefore, were not the true followers of Abraham.
It was only those who trusted
God for salvation and blessing who walked in the patriarch's footsteps. Consequently,
all the ceremonialism which tried to shelter itself under the wings of Abraham was a
simple imposition
The " merit-mongers," as Luther calls them in his Commentary,'
have thus no pretence of countenance from the case of Abraham. It was to simple trust in
God he owed his standing before him. How needful, then, it is for us to shake ourselves
free from every remnant of self-righteousness, and to look simply and implicitly to
The Christ who became tho curse for
Christ alone
It is by faith we stand and live.
us by hanging on a tree, calls us to trust hiiq for acceptance and inspiration; and in
R. M. E.
trusting him we find the promise amply redeemed.
<

—

'

I

I

—

—

Vers. 15 22.
The covenant of promise. Having taken up the case of Abraham as
illustrating the necessity of faith, Paul proceeds to state the Abrahamic covenant as
one of promise. The Mosaic covenant, promulgated four hundred and thirty years after,

could not, he argues, disannul the previous covenant. It must have a supplementary
purpose ; and this he shows to be to drive the souls who have been made hopeless by
the Law into the arms of the " faithful Promiser." The following lessons are sug-

made with Chbist as Seed of Abbaham. (Vers. 15, 16.)
promises of God out of their relation to Christ.
No wonder that they then seem incredible. They are too good news to be trae. But
the exceeding great and precious promises are all yea and amen in Christ (2 Cor. i. 20)
they are promises made to Christ and secured by his obedience ; and consequently they
ought not to seem at any time incredible. Now, when God spoke to Abraham of a
I.

The covbnaht of

pbomisb

We are too prone to contemplate the

universal blessing being given through the patriarch's " Seed," it never suggested to
Abraham any idea of merit upon his part. He simply hoped upon God's word, which
would be fulfilled in due season. The Seed would convey the blessing. The old man's
hope rested upon liis Seed, the Christ whom the ages would reveal. The Seed might be
meritorious, but Abraham felt that he himself was not. In the humility of felt helplessness, therefore, he trusted God, and found pardon and accepiance and inspiration
through his trust. It is just here we must all begin. The Lortl Jesus deserves the
The covenant of grace made with him by the Father
fulfilment of all the promises.
has received a fulfilment of its conditions so far as he was concerned ; and so he can
claim the promises as no more than his due. Their guarantee is in his obedience imtu
death.
n. Th« Sinaitio Law could not disannul thb covenant of fbomise. (Vers.
17, 18.) Four hundred and thirty years elapsed and, lo, another covenant is made with
the seed of Abraham. At Sinai, and through the mediation of Moses and of angels,
a " fiery Law " went forth from Heaven, and the question Paul answers here is what
He adduces the fact that legal
effect this latter covenant had upon the former.
documents when once perfected are not disannulled by subsequent ones. Tha latet

;
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documentg must proceed upon the validity and power of the preceding. Hence the
Mosaic Law could not render the Abrahamic covenant of promise null and void. It
must consist with and supplement the preceding. The promise made to the seed of

Abraham remained in force, notwithstanding the thunders of Mount SinaL Nay, the
thunders of Sinai were, as we shall next see, to incline the people to accept the previous
promise. There was no antithesis between promise and Law ; but Law came to incline
the people to embrace the promise. There was something more venerable and more
sacred even than the covenant at Sinai, and this was the promises made to Abraham
in Canaan.
These were the well-head of Jewish privileges. The Jews had not been
called to law-keeping and self-righteousness, but to promises exceeding great and
precious to be won by their Messiah. It was to faith, not to ceremony, that their system
reaJly summoned them.
III. The purpose of the Law.
(Vers. 19
22.) Was the Sinaitio covenant, then,
k work of supererogation? By no means. It was a grand instrument, when rightly
What did it reqnire ? Perfect oberegarded, to drive sinners into a Saviour's arms.
dience. Did the people at Mount Sinai fancy they could render it ? Nay; the utterance
of the ten commandments in the great and terrible tones convinced them that they
could not stand up in their own strength before such a holy God. Hence their flight
from the mount (Bxod. xx. 18). Hence their cry for the mediation of Moses (ver. 19).
In a word, the effect of the publication of the Law was to overwhelm the people with a
sense of their sin. Tliis is the purpose of the Law. It is not to feed man's hope of
slalming life by law-keeping ; it is, on the contrary, to kill that hope and send him to
God's free grace that he may be saved by faith in the promises. The Law is to secure
our despair of self that we may build all our hope on the Saviour. What, then, were
the ceremonies of Judaism ? They were embodiments of the promises. The Judaizers
said, " We are to be saved by observing these ceremonies " but the truth was that the
ceremonies were enacted to make the promises emphatic and to lead sinners away from
self-righteousness to God and his mercy. The ceremonial Law was a pictorial gospel,
to keep up the hearts of those whom the moral Law had reduced to despair ; but the
false teachers made the ceremonies saving, and so ignored the gospel they embodied.
K. M. E.
May we be kept from aU analogous mistakes

—

;

I

— —

—

2%e Law-school and the home-coming. Paul, in the present section,
Vers. 23 29.
pursues the thought of the purpose of Law. It is the tutor to convey certain lessons to
the soul and to si cure thereby the soul's return to- the Father and the home. Let us
look at the interesting line of thought thus given.
(Vers. 23, 24.) The idea was once entertained that the Law,
I. The Law-kohool.
as irojSa7ii)7(Js, meant the slave who was entrusted with the guidance of the child to the
But this notion is now abandoned, and, as the superior slaves were
school of Christ.
often entrusted with the education of the child to a certain age, the idea which is now
accepted from this passage is that the soul goes to the school of the Law, and learns
from the Law the lessons which fit it for coming home to Christ. Christ is not the
Schoolmaster to whom Law leads the soul, but is the elder Brother of the Divine family
to whom the lessons of the schoolmaster, the Law, leads the enlightened soul. The Lawschool is an institution of great strictness and severity. Hence we are represented here
as " kept in ward under the Law " (Revised Version). Like one of the great barracks
which are called euphoniously "public schools," and where, as in public prisons, the
youths are for some hours daily confined, and out of which they are thankful to escape
so the Mosaic Law is meant to be the severe training-school which will make us relish
ever so much the freedom and comfort of home.
(Ver. 24.) The lesson of the Law is personal
II. The burden op its teaching.
unworthiness, the impossibility of our ever saving ourselves. The more we study the
ten commandments, the more we enter into the spirit and meaning of the moral Law,
the deeper must be our conviction that we cannut keep it perfectly, and so must be
But the Jews, instead of holding hard to the teaching of the
liable to its penalties.
moral Law, turned their back upon it and betook themselves to the ceremonial Law as
their hope of life. Their notion was that, though they might neglect the weightier
matters of the Law, such as judgment, mercy, and faith, they were perfectly safe «o long
ks they tithed the mint, the anise, and the cummin (Matt, xxiii. 23). Instead of leant'^
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ing Law's lesson and being " shut up to faith," they mistook the lesson altogether and
shut themselves up to ceremony. The Law was meant to defeat self-righteousness ; the
pupils allowed it to minister to self-righteousness. Instead of being shut up to faith, they
remained in the school of Law for ever and never got home. Now, every well-conducted
school impresses upon its pupils the desirability of their getting beyond its lessons and
The broad liberty of manhood and of home lies in supposed suniigb*its confinement.
beyond it, and the school training encourages the vision. So with God's Law ; it ii>
designed to create a longing for the liberty in Christ and the larger opportunities that
liberty implies.

The homb-comino.

If we learn the true lesson from the Law,
and we seek justification by trusting him.
Faitli is thus the home-coming of the soul
and undoubtedly no schoolboy ever came
whistling so joyfully home, even when his home-coming was the final one, as the soul
does which has learned to trust and love Christ. Then the sense of imprisonment
and confinement gives place to a sense of freedom. As children of God in Christ Jesus,
we rejoice in the abundant liberty of liome. Our education is so far finished when we
have learned to hope in our elder Brother only. Then do we know what it is to be " at
III.

we

are carried

by

it

(Vers. 25, 26.)
to the feet of Christ,

;

home" with God.
and so do all of us
come home to God.
;

The prodigal son enjoyed himself greatly at the father's banquet,
for we are all prodigals by nature, when by faith and repentance we

IV. Unity in Ohkist. (Vers. 27, 28.) The home-coming is attended by the entertainment of the Christian spirit. By that spirit all caste-distinctions die. Having put
on Christ, we do not look contemptuously on any, but hopefully on all. The Jew and
the Greek forget their national differences and separations ; the bond and the free do
not dwell despairingly or proudly on the accident of birth ; the man does not tyrannize
over the woman, and neither will the Christian woman, when she secures her rights,
tyrannize over the man ; but each and all will rejoice in their unity in Christ. Christ
thus proves himself to be the unifying element in the human race. Coming near to
each, he brings each near to all, and establishes around his person the brotherhood

man.
V. Faith also introduces souls to thb friyileoes op the Abbahauio family.
(Ver. 29.) Unquestionably the Jews were the heirs of magnificent promises. But is
it carnal Jews that are to get them ? is it men who are only descended from Abraham
according to the flesh? May ; Abraham has a spiritual seed, and all who are Christ's
through faith become children of Abraham. Paul thus proclaims a chosen generation,
whose fellowship may be entered by faith and not by circumcision, by the Christian
spirit and not by Jewish ceremony.
This is better than converting the world to
Judaism, to convert it to Christ, and through relationship to Christ to count kindred with
Abraham. " We are the circumcision," as he says to the Phihppian converts, " who
worship God in the spirit, who rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the
of

iii. 3).
The Law teaches us a precious lesson if it sends us for salvation to
and enables us to find in fellowship with our Lord the privileges of the chosen
R. M. E.
people becoming ours.

flesh " (Phil.

Christ,

—

—

14.
Appeal to experience and
Vers. 1
SHOWN FROM their OWN EXPERIBNOB.
their first impressions

of the

cross.

"

whose eyes Jesus Christ was openly

Scripiure.

L Foolishness

of the Galatians

Expression of astonishment in view of
foolish Galatians, who did bewitch you, before
1.

set forth crucified ? "

Paul's address to Peter

concluded with his presenting the dreadful supposition of Christ having died f«r nougtit.
He with that turns to the Galatians, and calls to their recollection the memorable
impression which the first presentation of Christ crucified had made on their^ minds.
There had been, as it were, a localization of the cross among them. Christ had been
BO presented to them that preacher and time and place were all forgotten.
There on
Galatian soil was the cross erected ; there was the Holy One and the Just taken and
nailed to the tree ; there his blood flowed forth for the remission of sins.
And they
were deeply affected, as if the crucifixion scene had passed before their eyes. It is
a blessed fact that the evil of our nature is not insuperable that there is in the cross
what can act on it like a spell. Even the greatest sinners have been arrested and
It is, on the other hand, a serioui fact that
•ntraiu!«d by the eye of the Crucified One.

—
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can be presented to us in a fascinating form. Here the Galatians are described as
who bad been bewitched. It was as if some one had exerted an evil spell on
them. His evil eye had rested on them and held them so that they could not see
him by whose crucifixion they had formerly been so much affected. And the apostle
wonders who it could be that had bewitched them. Who had been envious of the
evil

those

which the Crucified One had obtained over them ? What false representations
had he made? What flattering promises had he held out? Such a one had great
guilt on his head ; but they also were chargeable with foolishness in allowing themselves to be bewitched by him.
The Galatians were by no means stupid they were
rather of quick perception. They had the strong emotional qualities of the Celtic
nature their temptation was sudden change of feeling. They were foolish in yielding

influence

'

;

;

*,o

their temptation, in not subjecting their feelings to the guidance of reason, in not

And the apostle, in charging
using the Divine helps against their being bewitched.
home foolishness on them, would have them recall what the cross had once been in
2. The one admission he asks of
their eyes, in order to break the present spell of evil.
them in order to prove their foolishness, "This only would I learn from you, Eeceived
ye the Spirit by the works of the Law, or by the hearing of faith ? " He felt that he
had such a hold on them from their past experiences that he could have asked of them
many admissions. With one, however, he will be content. This had reference to the
reception of the Spirit. The gospel dispensation was the dispensation of the Spirit. It
was by the sacrifice of Christ that the Spirit was really obtained. It was soon after the
off(!ring of that sacrifice that the Spirit was poured out, as though liberated from previous restraints. The great blessing, then, of that dispensation, obtained they it by the
The Law is to be understood in the
work* of the Law, or by the hearing of faith ?
sense of the Mosaic Law, which the Judaists sought to impose on Gentile Christians.
The Law and

Works are the characteristic of the
faith are here placed in opposition.
hearing is the characteristic of faith. Was it, then, by Law-working that they
had received the Spirit ? When would it quantitatively and qualitatively have sufficed for
Was it not the case, too, that the greatmajority of them in
their receiving the Spirit?
the Galatian Churches had not been under the Law ? They had not been circumcised,
and yet the Spirit had been received by them. Was it not, then, by the hearing which
belongs to faith ? They had not tediously to elaborate a Law-righteousness. They
had not to work for a righteousness at all. They had simply to hear in connection
with the preaching of the gospel. They had to listen to the proclamation of a righteousness elaborated for them. And while their faith was imperfect, and could not be in
itself the ground of their justification, they had, as perfectly justified, received the Spirit.
" Are ye io foolish ? "
3. Two points in which their foolishness was shown at its height.
"
they
made.
Having
begun
in
the Spirit, are ye now
beginning
had
(1). They belied the
They began by renouncing the flesh, by confessing that, with
perfected in the flesh ? "
the weak elements in their nature, they never could arrive at perfection. In despair
of the flesh, then, and in order to be delivered from its weakness, they cast themselves
upon the Spirit. They called in Divine help against their sinful tendencies. This was
the right beginning to make. And having thus begun, they should have gone on, in
But they were proving
dependence on the help of the Spirit, toward perfection.
untrue to the beginning they had made. They were going back to the flesh, wliich
they professed to have left behind as a source of dependence. They were now saying
that it, forsooth, with all its wealtness, was able to bring about their perfection. (2)
They stultified their sufferings. " Did ye suffer so many things in vain? if it be indeed
They suffered many
in vain." It is to be inferred that they suffered persecution.
They suffered for Christ, and it
things, though of their sufferings we have no record.
may have been for liberty in him. That gave a noble character to their sufferings,
and promised a glorious reward.. But now, with their changed relation to Christ,
There was no longer a Christian halo around
those sufferings had lost their character.
them. They were simply a blunder, what might have been avoided. They could not
hope, then, for the reward of the Christian confessor or martyr. The apostle is, however,
unwilling to believe that the matter has ended with them. In the words which he
appends, " if it be indeed in vain," he not only leaves a loophole of doubt, but makes an
appeal to them not to throw away that which they had nobly won. 4. The one admission
reverted to with special reference to the mirctculous operations of the Spirit, " He therefore

Law

;
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that Bupplieth to you the Spirit, and wnrketh miracles among you, doeth he it by the
woiks of the Law, or by the hearing ol laith ? " It was God who supplied the Spirit tc
them. He especially supplied the power of working miracles. It is taken for granted
that miracles were still being wrousht in connection with the Galatian Churches.
The miraculous operations of the Spirit are not more remarkable in themselves than his
ordinary operations ; but they were more excefitional. Beino; more easily ai)preciated,
too, they were especially fitted to attract attention to Chiistianity, and to commend
it to them that were outside.
And as the Galatians had thrown doubt on their relation to Christianity, he very naturally meets them by making his appeal to the
evidence of miracles. Did God give any token of his approval to those who were
identified with the works of the Law
to the Jiidaizing teachers ? Was there any exceptional power possessed by them ?
Did not God work miracles through those who

—

were identified with the hearing of

—through the

faith

jM-eachers of the gospel?

was that not conclusive evidence that he was with them in their teaching
II. The case of Abraham with
ebpeeencr to justification.

And

?
1.

He wtu

iy faith. Scripture statement. " Even as Abraham believed God, and it was
reckoned unto him for righteousness." There could be no question regarding the hiah
authority of Abraham's example. And the best way to deal with it was in connection
with Scripture. What, then, was tlie Sori]jture account of Abraham's justification ? In
Gen. XV. 6 it is said, "He believed in the Lord, and he counted it to him for righteousness." It is not " He was circumcised, and that was reckoned unto him for righteousness." There is no mention of his justification in connection with his circumcision.
Indeed, he was just.fied before he was circumcised.
(Abraham's case, then, tells
against justification by the works of the Law. On the other hand, he was a signal
example of the liearing of faith. He heard God saying to him, "Get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will
show thee;" and he went forth, leaving country and kindred and home, not knowiug
whither he went. He heai d God saying th^it he should have a seed numerous as the
stars of heaven, and it was Ijis crediting this as God's word, though it conflicted with
all human experience, tliat was reckoned unto him for righteousness.
Again, he heard
God coramaniiing him to offer up the son of the promise, and, notwithstanding all the
It is true that this was personal
difficulties it involved, he acted upon what he heard.
righteousness so far as it went. It was the right disposition towards God. Abraham
approved himself before God by his faith, and by his works which evidenced his faith.
But it is not said that this was his righteousness.
It was not meritorious righteousness ; it was simply faith grasping the Divine word which made him righteous. It
was imperfect faith, and therefore could not be the groinid of his justification. But the
language is that "it was reckoned unto him for righteousness." Though his faith was
not meritorious, was imperfect, it was reckoned unto him as though he had fulfilled
the whole Law. Prom the moment of his hearing in faith he was fully justified.
"Know therefore that they which be of faith, the same are sons of AbraInference.
ham." The ccintcntion of the Judaists would be that the keepers of the Law were the
true sons of Abraham. The apostle regards this Scripture as a disproof of their
Abraham was notably a believer. He heard Gud speaking to him on various
position.
occasions, and it was his humbly distrusting his owu judgment and listening to the
voice of God for which he was commended. It was, therefore, to be known, to be
regarded as indisputable, that believers, those who have faith as the source of their
life, and not thuse who are of the works of the Law, are the true sons of Abraham.
Scripture with preface.
2. 2%« promise on which his faith rested.
"And the
Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel
beforehand unto Abraham, saying. In thee shall all nations be blessed." The Scripture
is here put in place of the Author of Scripture, and" foresight is ascribed to it which is
properly to be ascrihed to God. The foresight of God was shown in the form in which the
promise was given. It had nothing of Jewish exolusiveness about it, but was suitable
Indeed, it could be described as the gospel preached beforehand unto
to gospel times.

justified

Abraham.

my

The

langua,i;e recalls

our Lord's words,

"Your

father

Abraham

rejoiced to

and was glad." It was the promise of blessing without Miy
It was the promise of blessing to all nations.
There was
thus the same ring about it that there was about the angelic message when Jesus wa«

day, and he saw
see
restriction of contents.

it,
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" Behold, I bring yon good tidings of great joy, whioli shall be to all people."
God, having in view the extension of the blessing to the Gentiles, promised it in
Abraham. He did not promise it in Moses, who was identified with the Law but he
promised it in Abraham, who was characteristically a believer. The being ira him points
to Abraham, not only as a believer, but as holding the position of the father of believers.
He was thus more than an example of the mode of justification. It was in him that
the blessing was given, that the connection was formed between faith and justification.
It is as his seed, or sons, that it is to be obtained by us.
General inference. " So
then they which be of faith are blessed with the faithful Abraham." He has already
shown who the sons of Abraham are, viz. " they which be of faith." Pounding, then,
upon thai, as well as upon what he has just quoted, his conclusion is that believers are
sharers with Abraham in his blessing.
He not only stood in the relation of father to
believers : as a believer himself, he was blessed.
He had especially the blessing of
justification, which has been referred to.
And along with him do all believers enjoy
especially the blessing of justification.
(1) A curse lies on the workers of the Law.
" For as many as are of the works of the Law are under a curse." So far Irom enjoying the blessing, they are under the curse. Having laid down this pro[)osition, he
establishes it in "the most conclusive manner.
Even the form of the syllogism is
" For it is written. Cursed is every one which conapparent. Major proposition.
tinueth not in all tilings that are written in the book of the Law, to do them." The
words are a quotation from Deut. xxvii. 26. They form the conclusion of the curses
pronounced from Mount Ebal. The Law requires obedience to be rendered to it in every
precept.
And it requires obedience to all time. If a person kept all the precepts and
transgressed only one, or if he transgressed one at last after having kept all for a lifetime, he would thereby be i)laced in a wrong relation to the Law, and would be subject
to its curse, as really as though he had been a flngrant and lifelong transgressor.
All
are cursed who do not render whole and continued obedience to the Law. Minor
-proposition.
"Now that no man is justified by the Law in the sight of God, is
evident." Of the major proposition he did not need to offer any proof, because it is
Scripture ; but this minor proposition, in his singular love for proof, especially from
Scripture, he will not assume.
It therefore becomes the conclusion of another syllogism
Major proposition of second syllog ism. " For, The righteous shall live by faith."
This is cited from H;\b. ii. 4, and is also cited in Rom. i. 17 and Heb. x. 38. The
spirit of the Old Testament passage is given.
The reference was to a season of danger
from the Chaldeans.
An announcement of deliverance was made in plain terms.
" Behold," it is added, " his soul [either of the Chaldean or of the heedless Jew] which
is lifted up is not upright in him ; " i.e. priding himself in his own sufficiency, he was
destitute of righteousness, and therefore it was to be presumed, from the theocratic
standpoint, would perish ; " but the just shall live by faith ; " i.e. relying on promised
The
help, he would be righteous, and thus obtain the theocratic blessing of deliverance.
New Testament bearing is obvious. Relying on Divine righteousness, he is righteous,
and thus has title to life. Formally, what the apostle lays down here is that none hut
Minor proposition of second syllogism. "And the Law is not
believers are justified.
of faith ; but. He that doeth them shall live in them." The principle of faith is
The principle of the Law, as
reliance on the promise in order to obtain a title to life.
brought out in the quotation from Lev. xviii. 5, is reliance on our own doing of all the
precepts in order to obtain a title to life. Thus all doers must be excluded from the
And thus, by formal proof, is the minor proposition of the first
class of believers.
syllogism established, viz. No man is justified by the Law in the sight of God. And,
born

:

And

;

being established, the conclusion of that syllogism follows, which is given in the
clause of the tenth verse, " As many as are of the works of the Law are under a
curse." (2) How the blessing is enjoyed by believers. Redemption from the curse. " Christ
redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having become a curse for us for it is written.
Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree." The Jews (with whom Paul identifies
himself) were under the curse of the Law for many precepts transgressed, and transgressed many times. They found a Redeemer from the curse in Christ, who redeemed
them by becoming a curse for them, t.e. on their behalf, and, by implication at least, in
their stead.
The transference of the curse, as of sin, was quite familiar to the Jewish
He not only became cursed, but abstractly and more strongly he became a
fuind.
it

first

:

•
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curse ; he became the receptacle of the curse of the Law.
And in his great fondness foi
Scripture exhibited in the whole of this paragraph, the apostle points out that this
was in accordance with words found in I)eut. xxi. 23, " Cursed is every one that
hangeth on a tree." 1'he words did not refer to crucifixion, which was not a Jewish
mode of putting to death ; but referred to the hanging of the body of a criminal
on B tree after death as a public spectacle. The words were applicable to Christ,
because he was made a public spectacle, not only in hanging on a tree, but in
being nailed to a tree. 'J'he infamy which Christ was subjected to from men was
a very subordinate element in his death. There was especially the wrath which he
endured from God, the hiding of the Father's face from him as the Representative of
sinners.
This was the curse (all curses in one) by bearing which he became

Eedeemer.
Extension of the blessing to the Oentiles.
Twofold aim of redemption.
" That upon the Gentiles might come the blessing of Abraham in Christ Jesus." The
effect of the endurance of the curse was the opening of the blessing to the Gentiles.
The Law, in its precepts and curse, no longer presented an obstacle. The whole meaning of the Law was realized the whole curse of the Law was exhausted. So complete
was the satisfaction rendered, that there could be no supplementing it by worlds of the
Law. All that was needed was faith to receive the satisfaction presented in Christ,
and not in the Law, for justification.
Thus did the blessing attain its world-wide
character, announced to Abraham.
Gentiles had simply to believe, like Abraham,
in order to be blessed in and with Abraham.
Beception of the Spirit. " That we
njight receive the promise of the Spirit through faith."
Not only was there the
extension of the blessing enjoyed among the Jews, which was eminently justification
(as appears from the whole strain of this paragraph) ; but this extension was
signalized by the sending of a richer blessing.
This was the realization of the promise
of the Spirit.
In this the Jews were sharers. All alike were recipients of the Spirit,
simply through faith. And thus the apostle, after a remarkable chain of arguments,
comes back to the point from which he started. B. F.
;

—

—

Vers. 15 22. Promise and Law. From this point the apostle has a softened tone
toward the Galatians. He deals with them now more in the way of instruction and
counsel than of correction and' rebuke.
L The promise was not invalidated bt the Law. 1. Human analogy. " Brethren,
Though it be but a man's covenant, yet when it hath
I speak after the manner of men
been confirmed, no one maketh it void, or addeth thereto." When the apostle professes
to speak after the manner of men, he is not thinking; of himself as having to come
down from tlie spiritual standpoint, but of God as greater than man, and of his having
to use a certain freedom in arguing as he does from a man's covenant to God's covenant.
We are not to understand " covenant " in the sense of " testament." It is an engagement
under which one comes to another with or without engagement on the part of that
To be thoroughly valid a, covenant must be confirmed. Testimony must be
other.
given that an engagement has been really and fully entered into. The signing of a
legal document is a common mode of confirmation.
We read frequently in old times
of confirmation by oath. When a covenant has been confirmed, no one maketh it void
or addeth thereto. Meyer says, "no third party;" but the language is applicable even
He is not free to set his engagement aside
to the person who comes under engagement.
or to modify it by additions. It is different from the case of a testator while he is stiU
living.
In signing a will he has come under no engagement to any one, and is free to
cancel it or to add a codicil. But when an engagement has been entered into it can
neither be set aside nor modified by additions, but stands to be carried out to the letter.
2. Two points to le taken into account in applying the analogy. (1) The covenant with
Abraham was of the nature of a promise. " Now to Abraham were the promises
spoken." This brings down the general idea of covenant to a special kind. Promise
In its purest form, as employed
is not a contracting for benefit and with conditions.
by the apostle, it is an engagement to bestow blessing, without conditions attached. It
is here used in the plural number, not because distinct blessings were promised, but
because the same blessing was repeatedly promised, with variety of form and circumgtance.
(2) The covenant of promise was made, not only with Abraham, but included
" And to his aead. Ha iaith not. And to ieeds, aa of many ; but as of on«,
Ckriit,
:

"
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to thy seed, which is Christ."
With resemblance in form to the rabbinical style
of arguinect, this cannot be said to have anything of rabbinical feebleness. The poiut
is, that the idea of plurality might have been brought out in the form given to the promise.
said, " And to thy descendants," thus excluding reference to one in
Instead of that it was said, " And to thy seed," which is applicable, though
not necessarily limited in application, to one. The apostle, having pointed this out,
declares (does not argue) that there was an intended application to Christ.
As he was
the Seed of the woman, so also was he the Seed of Abraham. Thu bearing of the
declaration is, that, Christ having been included in the promise, it had to be made good
" Now
to him as well as to Abraham.
3. Application of the analogy.
(1) Position.
this I say
covenant confirmed beforehand by God, the Law, which came four hundred
and thirty years after, doth not disannul, so as to make the promise of none effect."
So far as God was concerned, the promise had full validity as soon as it was announced
(Gen. xiii. 15). So far as Abraham was concerned, it was confirmed by the fire passing
between the pieces of the sacrifice (Gen. xv. 17), and by oath (Gen. xxii. 18), and also
by repetition (Gen. xvii. 8). It was also confirmed to the other patriarchs (Gen. xxvi.
4 ; xxviii. 4). That being the case, it could not be set aside by the Law, which was
four iiundred and thirty years later.
If it had been a covenant imth conditions, then it
might have been inferred that, the conditions not having been complied with, the Law
had been introduced. Thus the Law would virtually have displaced the covenant.
But the apostle's positiou is that the covenant, being of the nature of promise, there
orild be no displacing of it by the Law. " So as to make the promise of none effect
cjmes in as qualifying the assertion. Whatever covenant the Law might have displaced, it could never displace a covenant of pure promise. (2) Argument by which it
" For if the inheritance is of the Law, it is no more of promise but
is supported.
God hath granted it to Abraham by promise." The blessing is described as the
inheritance, which had a reference beyond the land of Canaan to the heavenly Canaan,
and oven to the whole earth, which is now to be regarded as the earthly Canaan. If the
inheritance was associated with the Law, then it must never have been promised. For
promise, according to the apCstle's understanding of it, is engagement to bless without
conditions.
But the inheritance never could be associated with the Law. For it was
authenticated that God freely promised it to Abraham. By this promise, then, to speak
after the manner of men, God was bound.
He was not in the position of a testator
who could cancel or add fresh clauses. Nor was he in the position of one who had
made a covenant with conditions which had not been complied with. But having given
an unconditional promise, he could not under any circumstances withdraw it.
" What then is
II. FOUE POINTS IN WHICH THE LaW DIFFERED FROM THE PROMISE.
the Law ? " 1. It was additional to the promise. " It was added because of transgressiong."
It was never intended to stand alone.
It was simply intended to be an
" It was added
adjunct to the promise already given and still continuing in force.
because of transgressions." There is not yet brought into view the purpose which the
Law served with reference to transgressions, checking them, making them clear. It is
simply indicated that the introduction of the Law was necessitated by the disposition
There is the same teaching here as by our Lord with regard to the law
to transgress.
It was not, he said, so from the beginning ; but was necessitated by the
of divorce.
hardness of men's hearts. So, with regard to the Law and its rigour, it was not so from
God began with promise; and it was only when it was not sufficiently
the beginning.
responded to that the Law was introduced, not as a substitute, but as an addition to
the promise. 2. It was a temporary addition. " Till the seed should come to whom the
promise hath been made." As it was an after institution, so it was never intended to
It had reference to
last
It had not the permanence which belonged to the promise.
the coming of the Seed to whom the promise had been made. That was the great
reason of its existence. There is not yet brought into view the purpose which the Law
It is simply indicated that it was so related
served with reference to the coming Seed.
to Christ that, when he came to receive the promise, it was necessarily done away as an
3. It was given mediately hy Ood, "And it was ordained through angels."
institution.
The connection of the angels with the giving of the Law was prominent in Jewish
It is remarkable that there is no mention of them in the historical account
tradition.
They are thus introduMd in Deut. xxxiii. 2 : " The Lord came from Sinai,
in EzoduA.
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and rose up from Seir unto them : he shiner! forth from Mount Paran, and he cams
with ten thousand of iiis saints : from his riglit hand went a fiery law for them." The
ten thousand of his holy ones were doubtless angels. So in Ps. Ixviii. 17 it is said,
"The chariots of God are twenty thousand, even thousands of angels; the Lord is
among them as in Sinai, in the holy place." This fact was so recognized among th«
Jews that Stephen could tell tliem that they had received the Law by the disposition
of angels.
Their connection with it was not confined to accompanying the Lord, or
ordering the miraculous accompaniment.
But the language in Hebrews " the word
spoken by angels " lalien along with the language here, points to them as the instruments employed by God in delivering the Law. This circumstance is introduced by the
apostle here, in keeping with the context, not to glorify the Law, hut to show that God
stood at a distance Irom men in the giving of the Law. It was something which was
in a manner foreign to him.
Therefore, in giving it he did not come immediately into
contact with men, but interposed angels on his side. 4. It was mediately received by
men. "By the hand of a mediator." This was Moses. "I stood between the Lord
and you." In the giving of the Law great stress was laid on the fact that the people
were not fit to draw near to God to receive it from him. Therefore a mediator was
interposed on man's side.
Added comment on double mediation. "Now a mediator is
not a mediator of one ; but God is one.'' It is said that tliere have been as many as four
hundred and thirty diffi rent interpretations of these words. If that speaks to extraordinary labour bestowed on the interpretation of the words, it also speaks to extraordinary
misdirection of labour. It can be said that now there is substantial unanimity of interpretation.
The first, statement docs not refer to Moses nor to Chiist, but to a mediator
generally; and means that a mediator implies two parlies, between whom the mediation
takes place. The second statement, that God is one, has often been taken to mean that
God is one of the two parties, the ctiildren of Israel being the other party, which is

—

It means thai God is mediatorless in the
promise. In the Law, God kept at a distance, interposing mediators on his side and
interposing also a mediator on man's side. But in the promise God came immediately
into contact with Abraham, employing no mediator, but speaking to him as to a friend,
" Is the Law then against
III. The Law was no r ani iGONtSTio to the promise.
the promises of QoA ? God forbid." In keeping with what has been said, God identifies
himself with the promises, and not with the Law. They were not.however, antagonistic.
" For if there had been a Law
1. 'J'he Law did not supply the condition of the blessing.
given which could make alive, verily lighteousness would have been of the Law." In tha
case supposed (righteousness being of the Law, and so making alive), the Law would ha v«
been antagonistic to the promise. There would have been an antagonistic mode of
justification,
I'he blessing would have been put on the ground of obedience to the
Law. The apostle repudiates that supposition, without any disparagement of the
Mosaic Law. It had a perfectness of its own. If there had been a Law fitted to give
liie, he strongly asserts that would have been the Mosaic Law.
It was raised above all
mere human law. It presented an admirable idea of righteousness. That it did not
actually effect righteousness was simjily because that w.is impossible. 2. The Scripture
rr presented men as all shut up to the obtaining of the blessing simply ty faith.
"Howbeit the Scripture hath shut up all things under sin, that the promise by faith in Jesus
Christ might be given to them that believe." Scripture is not the Law, but rather that
which holds Law and promise in harmony. The office ascribed to Scripture is peculiar.
It has placed, not only all men but all things (man's surroundings) under sin as gaoler.
In this imprisonment there was not finality
On the contrary, it was with the view ot
magnifying the promise. Not by doing the Law, but by believing the promise, is the
blessing attained.
As the promise was made good to Jesus Christ, and was thus identified with him, faith in him, as obtaining the blessing for us, has become the simple kod
all-sufficient principle of the religious life.
B. F.

pointless for the purpose of the argument.

—

23—20. Be/ore and after faith. I. Befomj taith OASa.
"But before
came." The faith which is here brought into prominence is that which was
historically manifested when Christ came.
Faith existed before Christianity, as is
evident from the eleventh of Hebrews.
There was trust in the Divine word. But the
attitude toward Christ was that of expectancy. " We who had before hoped ia Ohriit,"
Vers.
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It had been faith along with the observance of the Mosaic Law.
But when the gospel
of salvatioa was preached, it was faith, pure and simple, on Christ. 1. The state of
"
OocTi people under the Law.
were kept in ward under the Law, shut up." They
were wards of the Law.
strict watch was kept over them, as those who could not
manage themselves. This went the length of their being in custody. (1) There were
manifold restrictions. The limits were greatly narrowed within which they were free
to act. Even their common life was encompassed with ceremonial regulations.
However good these were, there was this to be said, that they were outwardly imposed.
And they had the eCfeot of multiplying the occasions of offence. They made many
things sins which were not sins in themselves. There was thus a heavy pressure laid
on the life. The moral Law, too, came in with its oppressive " Thou shalt not." (2)
27jer« was the feeling of helplessness produced. The Law represented the Divine requirement. As a revelation of what God required, it raised a very high ideal. God was to
be loved with the whole soul, and a man's neighbour as himself. But at the same time,
it did not bring with it strength for the attainment of this ideal.
It, therefore, sometimes even stimulated the sinful life. It excited desires which it had not power to
quell.
And thus it worked towards despondency. (3) There was the feeling of guilt
produced. The Law revealed what ought to have been attained ; but, revealing at the
same time the wide distance between the ideal raised and the actual attainment, instead
of being a witness of its high ends as accomplished, it became an accuser. (4) There
were appeals to fears. Its " Tliou shalt not " was accompanied with a threat. There
was a curse pronounced on the breaking of every one of its requirements. (5) There
was the feeling of condemnation produced. The Law, in showing them their guilt,
showed them also to be condemned sinners, actually lying under the curse. Thus the
outcome of its working was the eliciting of the cry, "
wretched man that I am, who
shall deliver me out of the body of this death ? "
2. The goal intended for them.
" Unto the faith which should afterwards be revealed," It is to be remembered that
the Law existed alongside of the promise, to which it was simply an addition. It is to
be remembered, also, that the ceremonial part of the Law had promise largely mixed up
with it, many of the types being really prumises. And, so far as the promise was concerned, there could be, in the religious life of those times, a feeling of liberty in the
enjoyment of forgiveness and in the hope of the attainment of their ideal. There was
grace, too, in the heart of the Law.
It was a disciplinary institution, preparatory to
It was with a view to the people of God being brought into a higher
Christianity.
state, into the freer relation of faith, which was to be revealed when Christ came.
" So that the Law hath been our tutor to bring us unto Christ, that we
Illustration.
might be justified by faith." The pedagogue (formerly translated " schoolmaster," now
" tutor") was one who got his name from leading the child to school. He had the responsible
office of superintending the education of the child, and also his morals and manners. He
had strictly to regulate and watch over the employments and deportment of the child,
and he was armed with the power of punishment. The pedagogic function is what
belongs to every parent. He has liimself or by deputy to educate his child, physically,
The restrictions he has to lay on the employiatellectually, morally, and spiritually.
ment of his time, thoughts, energies, are not agreeable to him, but they are with a view
The Law is thus laid upon him that it may be ultimately within
to his being of age.
him, and that he may do that which is rii;ht and proper with no sense of bondage.
The people of God were under the Law as under a pedagogue. They were treated as
children, and had their duty minutely prescribed to them and their fears appealed to.
This produced a sense of bondage, but it was that by-and-by they might the better
welcome Christ and those higher influences he was to bring with him. The leeling of
guilt and condemnation which the Law produced was that Christ might be longed for in
his justifying merit to be received through faith.
THAT FAITH IS COMB. " But now that faith is come." 1. Christian
II.
are no longer under a tutor,"
are no longer under the disemancipation. "
do not need rules outwardly imposed on us, now
sipliue of the Mosaic institution.
are absolutely freed from
that the higher Christian influences are operative in us.
the ceremonial Law, which received its fulfilment in Christ. The moral Law could never
be called Mosaic, rather it was that round which the whole Mosaic institution was
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needed to hold up before us higher ideas of righteousness. It is still needed
in us deeper conviction of sin.
It is still needed to keep us to the true source
of our security. But what thus disciplines us, is the Law as it has received its highest
it is still

to

work

exhibition in the cross of Christ.
From it, as connected with the Mosaic institution,
we are freed. 2. Christian sonship, (1) The relation described. " For ye are all sons
of God." Gentiles as well as 'Jews are sons of God.
are not in the relation of
slaves, without any feeling of freedom.
Neither are we in the relation of servants, with
such freedom as belongs to them. But we are in the freest relation of sons of God.
Neither are we mere children, but we are sons tliat have come of age. That does not
mean that we are to leave our Father's house. " The servant goeth away; the son abideth
ever."
are independent, not in being liberated from our Father's control, but in
having our Father's will so much within our heart that we act according to it without
the need of rules being imposed on us. (2) How the relation is formed. " Through
faith."
We are not sons of God hy virtue of our living in a Christian land. Multitudinism is alien to Christianity.
cannot be Christians merely in the mass. The
state, whatever it has to do with religion, cannot relieve us of the responsibility of
acting for ourselves.
We are not sons of Ood by virtue of
connection with godly
parents. There is a certain law of heredity in religion. " The unfeigned faith that is in
thee ; which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and thy mother Eunice ; and, I am
persuaded, in thee also." The promise is to us and to our children ; therefore there is
encouragement to use the means. Still, all that parents can do is to act upon their
children by good advice and example and prayer. They cannot relieve their children,
any more than the state its subjects, of the responsibility of thinking and acting for
themselves.
We are not sons of God by virtue of our having been baptized. Baptism,
as we shall presently see, is an important Christian rite. It should he attended with
regenerating grace. Only, when there is no evidence of regeneration in the life, it is
vain to be satisfied with baptism. It should be used simply as an argument for taking
action in accortiance with it.
We are not sons of Ood by virtue of our being membert
of a Christian Ch<aroh. There has been, in this case, examination by a representative
of the Church, and admission has been granted; but this is not to he rtsted upon.
Man is not the lord of our conscience. Every one must judge for himself as to the
evidences of his being a child of God. And if he was not a child of God before
admission, the fact of his admission will not make him one. He is just presumably
what he was before. The Church has no magical virtue. It can assist men in becoming
children of God, but it cannot do more than assist. And when Church connection does
not benefit, it will certainly add to condemnation. £ttt we are sons of Ood through
take action for
This is the instrument by which we become sons of God.
faith.
ourselves.
Our souls lay hold upon Christ.
place our dependence on his finished
work, and we are not only justified, but are adopted into the family of God. (3) Causal
element in which our sonship subsists. " In Christ Jesus." Christ alone can make us
sons of God. Our rulers cannot make us sons of God. Our parents cannot make us
Even the Church
sons of God.
rite like baptism cannot make us sons of God.
cannot make us sons of God. Christ alone_can. He is not the means, but the efficient
cause.
It is in him that our sonship is originated and is maintained.
(4) Sign of our
" For as many of you as were baptized into Christ did put on Christ." By
sonship.
insisting on faith the apostle has supplied a counteractive to superstitious ideas of
baptism. But this shows how much importance he attached to it. Baptized into
And from the connection it is to be understood ttat
Clarist, they did put on Christ.
they so put on Christ in baptism as to stand in the same relation to God in which
3. Christian equality.
Christ stands to God.
(1) What it is. It sometimes matters
very essentially in whose hands is the advocacy of a doctrine. In the hands of the
communists, who have the modern intellectual activity without any hold upon the
everlasting principles of religion, there is no more dangerous doctrine than that of
As used by them, it would lead to complete anarchy, disturbing altogether
equality.
the present order and putting no stable order in its stead. It is already, in one or other
of its phases, producing a feeling of insecurity among the supporters of old institutions,
extending to that of monarchy. Paul, also, is an advocate of equality; but he was
held by everlasting truth and love. And, in his hands, equality is a safe doctrine, whi£^
would indeed he the salvatioa of society, curing prevent canker and alienation, aad
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Introducing a blessed order such as would realize the golden age. As men we are
" God hath made of one blood all nations of men that dwell upon the
lay aside this and that and all the other unlikenesses, till we come to
earth."
that which refuses to be tal^en away. And this, we say, is man, the same as to kind
under all conditions. The apostle pointed to the everlasting common humanity, when
he quoted to the Athenians the words, " For we ara also his offspring." Adam, the
source of humanity, is declared to be the son of God, i.e. by constitution. " Which
«as the son of Adam, which was the son of God." What Christianity does is, not to
avid a new element of sonship to our constitution, but to bring us back into the reality
and forward into the full flood of this relationship. It is after establishing our sonship
ill Christ that Paul proceeds here to lay down his doctrine of Christian equality.
And by
it he means that, in regard to this most essiential element, there are no classes, no distinctions.
There are not some in the position of superiors and others in the position
of inferiors, but all are placed on the same platform, and that the highest platform of
sonship.
All are sons of God, therefore all are equal. (2) Specimens of earthly distinctions which are obliterated in Ohrist. " There can be neither Jew nor Greek." The
Greek is the weaker member in this coupling, but he was by no means to be despised.
As there was greater natural inventiveness among the descendants of Cain than among
the descendants of Seth, so there was greater intelleotal force and culture among the
Greeks than among the Jews. Not to speak of their art, their poetry, their philosophy,
Significant of
their language itself, slowly formed, was a magnificent product of mind.
a widespread Greek influence, that language had mastered' even the Je'frs. The mob
at Jerusalem were prepared to hear a Greek oration from Paul, only they gave the
more silence when he spoke in the Jewish vernacular. And, what was more, the Greek
language was chosen by God as the medium of conveying the Christian revelation. And
yet the Jew, thus inferior, was of more consequence than the Greek. In the wise
purposes of God, which looked beyond one nation, the Jew was raised to very high
religious privilege, and any Greek could only share in the same privilege by being
naturalized as a Jew. But what was Jewish was at best only external and subject to
removal, and was actually removed when the Divine purposes were matured. And
now, in and through Christ, the universal Mediator, the Gentile is as near and dear to
God as is the Jew. We are so much accustomed to the Gentile being in Christian privilege
that it is more to the point now to say that the Jew is as near and dear to God as is the
Gentile. Under Christianity there is no privileged nation. In Colossians it is said that
there is neither barbarian nor Scythian in Christ. The Scythians were those who
appeared barbarians to the barbarians. In Christ there is no barbarian far down in the
There is not even the Scythian, down at the very bottom and
scale of civilization.
only too readily despised by the despised. Christ does not belong to the white skin;
but even under the black skin and crisp hair aud imperfect configuration there may
be the same consciousness of sonship that the finest of Europeans has, in Christ There
is a common ground, upon which all peoples and nations and tribes can meet, deep down
below all distiuctions of colour and figure and civilization, which thus appear as
" There can be neither bond nor free." There can be no greater diversity
unessential.
in social position than between the bondman and the freeman. It may be said to be
rights to bestow his labour where he thinks he can
infinite ; for the freeman has rights
get most for it, rights to demand redress if he thinks himself injured, to be judged if
he is complained of. But the bondman has no rights, being classed as a chattel. Cato,
censor-general of morals, a Boman more virtuous than the Romans, gives written advice
to the farmers "to sell worn-out iron implements, old slaves, sick slaves, and other odds
and ends that have no further use on the farm 1 " But, though thus put out of the ranks
and trampled upon by men, ho could be conscious in his own mind of his rights as a
man, and, what availed more, through the gospel of the grace of God preached to and
received by him, he, a man, the equal at bottom of his master and of that master's
master, the august Caesar, ^he could be ranked as a son of God, without any superadded badge of inferioiity, as much a son of God as Paul himself. There is a most
touching, most beautiful exemplification of this in Paul's brief Epistle to Philemon.
Paul takes as much interest in Onesimus, a runaway slave, converted by him at Eome,
He calls him his very heart, aud, more than a
as though he had been a noble born.
mrraut, even a brother beloved to Philemon, both in the flesh and in the Lord. The
essentially equal.
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between men in respect of social standing, between tbe sovereign and the common
subject of the realm, between the nobleman and the peasant, between the rich and the
poor, between master and servant, sometimes so impresses us that we do not think of
their being equal at all, they seem beings of a different order ; but in Christ there is no
difference ; there is a great absolute equality before God, who is no respecter of persons,
and the man with a Christian heart under a rough exterior is full brother to the Christian gentleman, and the servant-girl who loves her Bible is of as much account as her
Christian mistress.
Paul says to slaves, wanting to be set free, "For he that is called
in the Lord, being a servant, is the Lord's freeman ; likewise also he that is called, being
free, is Christ's servant." It has been made out of this, not tliat there are no conditions
in Christ, but, what also puts us on an equality, that all conditions are possessed in
" If a man is a slave, he may be free in Christ. If free, he may have the joy
Christ.
of utter submission to an absolute master in Christ.
If you and I are lonely, we may
feel all the deli>ihts of society by union with him.
If surrounded and distracted- by
comjianionship, and seekiiK for seclusion, we may get all the peace of periect privacy
ill fellowship with him.
If we are rich, and sometimes think that we were in a position
of less temptation if we were poorer, we may find all the blessings for which we sometimes crave poverty in communion with him. If we are poor, and fancy that if we
bad a little more, just to lift us above the grinding, carking care of to-day, and the
anxiety of to-morrow, we should be happier, we may find all tranquillity in him."
" There can be no male and femalo." This distinction in sex has more foundation in
nature than the distinction of men by nationality or by their social standing. " Male
and female created he them." In the resurrection, the distinction, in its physical
aspect, will have no place ; but now it reigns, and forms an agreeable contrast in
humanity. But it also disappears in the lower ground of a common sonship. There
sons and daughters, saith the
is daughterhood spoken of in that passage, " Ye shall be
Lord Alniiglity ;" but generally it is a filial standing, without any distinction of sex,
that is indicated. "And, after all, women are men. Their relation with God is an
immediate one. They stand in exactly the same position with regard to him as man
and, in this supreme point of view, the equality of the sexes is perfect, as is that
between the rich and the poor, the powerful and the weak. The two sexes are only the
two forms, or two functions, of our common humanity, the members of which are all
The service of God is
called to serve and glorify God, some as men, others as women.
the substance, the rest is only the mode or the accident. Now, we fully believe that
God has made the woman for the man, in that he has dualized man, for whom it was
not good to be alone, and who would have been alone in a moral sense, and in that sense
more especially, with a being exactly similar and perfectly equal to himself; but we
cannot, we must not, imagine that the whole feminine sex has been called out of
nothingness into beinji, merely to complete the existence of iudividuals of the other
sex.
The proposition, " the woman was made for the man," has, therefore, for counterpoise and" complement, another proposition
the woman has been created for herself, or,
better still, " man and woman both have been created for God." Inferencet.
We are to
rejoice most in that wherein we are eqiud.
It is not external advantages or points of
superiority over others that can afford any man the deepest, purest joy.
If he is vain
of these, and allows them prevalence iu his thoughts, he will certainly forfeit his joy.
When the seventy returned from their missionary tour, they were flushed with the joy
of • new-found power over devils : " Lord, even the devils are subject unto us, through
thy Name." Christ directed them to the true source of joy : " Notwithstanding in this
rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you, but rather rejoice that your names are
written in heaven." 'Ihat God numbers us among his children that is the kumble,
equalizing element in our joy. It is not implied that inequalities are to he repudiated.
There are inequalities in the providence of God, mainly for pm-poses of trial; and we
are not to find fault with them, " Brethren, let every man, wherein he is called,
therein abide with God." The instance in point was the converted slave, who, when
he came to the knowledge of Christ, was not to go away and demand a change of condition ; but if it was the will of God that he should still remain in slavery, he was to
ibide therein with God, content to enjoy that freedom with which Christ had made him
The same consideration might lead a man not to shirk, like Jonah, but to take a
free.
rcry high position, for which, perhaps, he had no natural liking, but to which be fult
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that he was called by a higher will. But, whatever the position intended for us, we aVe
to accept of it as an expression of the will of God ; and, if we see the same will in the
stations which others occupy, that will keep us right in the midst of inequalities.
It
has been remarked " that a great part of the duties of life are based, and must be, on
the fact that men are unequal ; some inferior, some superior ; some elected to power and
Everything here will depend on how much
leadership, and some to homage and trust.
of personal Quality and soul-force different men may have for their endowments; how
much reason, conscience, love, will, vision, music, science, and worship they have room
for ; and then it will be seen what precedences they are to yield, what deferences to pay,
Thug far the true
or what patronages to assume, what forward conditions to support.
beauty of life will consist in a due observance of inequalities ; every man consenting to
be himself, and let everybody else be himself too, in his own true measure." There are
duties founded upon our equality as Ghristians. " Whosoever shall give to drink unto
one of these little ones a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, verily, I say
unto you, he shall in no wise lose his reward." One might perform the same litlle act
from considerations of humanity, but it is the performing it from considerations of
discipleship that receives the commendation of Christ.
There is a whole tier of virtues
rising up here, for which there is required the greatest delicacy, and wljiuh are really of
the finest mould. They are such as will be suggested by the names, Christian courtesy.
Christian consideration, and the like. Here is culture, accomplishment, for any ChrisThere have none of us learned enough to show contian lady or Christian gentleman.
sideration all round the Christian circle because of sonship and equality in Christ.
Some have a long, hard lesson to learn here, who, perhaps, little imagine it. The
They naturally like to
inequalities of Providence form their peculiar temptation.
associate with persons of their own tastes and manners, and, perhaps, they are so accustomed to regard men because they are rich, because they are influential, that they cannot
bring their minds to respect a man simply because he is a Christian. Now, how
becoming it is that those who are unequally placed in providence should meet freely
It would let the rich
together on the ground of an equality in the Divine covenant
feel more potently that wealth and station and culture are on the outside ; and it would
let the poor see that honesty and piety are not confined to them. Whatever opportunities
for meeting may be enjoyed in the common walks of life, there is a special meetingground afforded for all classes in the Church. Here the rich and the poor meet together
the Lord is the Maker of them all, The Church is the place where most of all we should
be helped to understand and to feel the levelling influence of Christian love, and to
value and to honour the Christian under all distinctions. There is an equalizing process
going on under Christian influencei. If we take the Jew and the Greek as bringing
before us national distinctions, there is better feeling between nations than there once
was.
Christian in a nation sees and feels that in Christ all nations are one, that there
If
is a common salvation for them, and that the loss of one is really the loss of all.
there is a considerable body of Christians in each nation, especially known, in some
degree, to one another, that will be the strongest counteractive to hostile feeling; and
it will only be in seasons of great national excitement that these will be home down,
and, perhaps, themselves carried away, by the national impulse. Certainly, in calm
moments there is a growing conviction that the true and best condition to be sought
after is that which Christianity puts before us, and gives us reason to hope for
brotherhood of nations, free from selfishness and intrigue, in which nation shall not lift
up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more. Tlie second distinction
Although
between hond and free in that particular form is very nearly obliterated.
Christianity did not preach revolution, did not incite to a rising of the slaves against
»heir masters, yet it has led indirectly to the abolition of slavery. When it represented
even slaves as some of them invested with the privileges of sonship in Christ, in the
logic of events the conclusion was sure to follow, that their rights as men could not justly
be withheld from them. The poor African race lias been the last to know the elevating,
equalizing power of Christianity ; and some think that they may be gradually matured
to be the equals of Europeans in civilization, having great capacities of vision, of
There will be an equalizing even in that which communists
song, and of worship.
have an eye to material condition. Only this is to be got at, not by any flashy communistic schema, but by Chiistianity having more the moulding of the conditions oi
!
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trade and commerce, and also more the moulding of the individual character.
The last
distinction between male and female has been materially changed by Christianity. Her
equality before God was a lever power which could not but raise woman out of that
see the process going on in
degradation into which man's sin had brought her.
India which has taken place in many nations, zenana agencies especially spreading

We

The tnost reai inequality is that which is
influences which must eventually liberate.
produced by sin. If we are equal iu sonship, let us also be equal in fidelity. (3) Ground
of our Christian equality. " For ye all are one man in Christ Jesus.' And if ye are
Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, heirs according to promise."
It has already been
implied that we are equal because of our sonship in Christ. That it may be placed
beyond doubt, it is explicitly stated that we are equal because of what we are in Christ.
And we are in Christ in such a way that, because he is Abraham's seed, we are

Abraham's seed

too.

And,

as

Abraham's

seed,

teaching

is

we

are heirs according tc the tenor
So that the

This heirship he proceeds to connect with sonship.
that our equality is based on our sonship in Christ. B. F.

of the promise.

—

Ver. 1. Bewitched. Here, it is said, the doctrinal section of the Epistle begins,
the preceding section being historical and the concluding section hortatory. But how
unlike this is to a cold abstract theological argument the opening woids clearly show.

mere speculations of

divinity. His object is practical, personal,
rather than argues, and appeals to experience for confirmation.
He is not simply shocked at a heresy; he is grieved aiid hurt at the
All error that leads us away
unfaithfulness, the weakness, the folly of his hearers.
from Christ is sad and shameful.
St.

Paul cares

earnest.

little for

Thus he expostulates

I. The FIKST ODJECT OF THE TRUE PREACHER OF THE GOSPEL IS TO SET FORTH ChRIST
CBUciFiED. 1. He preaches Christ. Christ is Clirislianity. To know him is to know
all.
St. Paul was most anxious to make manifest the person and character and life of
Christ.
To demonstrate a system of doctrine or to expound a " plan of salvation "
was not his method of preaching the gospel. Only show men Christ ; that was enough.
Even doctrinal errors would melt and vanish before that vision. 2. He preaches the
crucified Christ was a King humiliated, a Lord slain; yet herein
crucified Christ.
see Christ, not only as a beautiful character,
lay the essence of St. Paul's gospel.
a great Teacher, or a wise Reformer ; we see him dying revealing thus his faithfulness,
3. He preaches Christ by
his purity, his love, suffering for us, sacrificed for us.
St. Paul says that Christ was " placarded " before the eyes of
setting him forth openly.
the Galatians. This suggests a vivid, pictorial style of language united to an energetic,
almost dramatic, force of expression. The whole effort of the apostle was to make his
hearers see Christ. No doubt the method was in some respects specially adapted to the
Celtic excitability and the semi-barbarous condition of the Galatians, and was in form
very difierent from the apostle's manner of speaking to the cultured Athenians on the
Areopagus. Yet to the Greeks at Corinth he says he determined to know nothing
among them "save Jesus Christ, and him crncified." It is to be feared that of late the
pulpit has lost weight through abandoning descriptive for argumentative preaching, in
deference to the supposed higher intelligence of the age, but in defiance of the natural
disinclination of average men for reasoning and of their susceptilility to visual imagiWhatever may be said as to the method of doing it, it is plain that what is
nation.
most wanted for the man of culture, as much as for the illiterate man, is not to understand Christian theology, but to see Christ.
II. Taar who have once been Christ orucified set forth openly icubt be
" bewitched" IP they ever forsake him.
1. They must have seen him.
The vision
by the hearer may be missed through no fault of the preacher. There must be the eyei
to see. Cattle that see only the grass at their feet will not be impressed by the grandest
scene of crag and moor. They who see Christ to any effect must see him spiritually,
not merely as the crowd about the cross saw his bodily agony, but as St. Paul set forth
the great, awful fact. 2. Such a vision of Christ will produce a profound impression.
No one who saw the sea for the first time really saw it returned home the same
Sinking deep into our hearts, they saturate
There are sights that transform.
man.
our whole nature and haunt our memories for ever. Such is a true vision of Christ
At the sight of the cross. Christian lost his burden, never to recovex it. TU*
crucified.
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Divine majesty of sorrow and love that illumines this vision, once possessing a man's soul,
should dwell with him for ever. 3. To forsake Christ alter such a vision is only possihle
through some strange malign influence.
St. Paul coiniiares it to the blighting effect of
the evil eye. To turn to the Lord from such a gracious sight as to a higher and better
thing is indeed most unaccountable. If anything allures us from Christ after we have
once truly seen him, it must be an irrational influence to which we weakly succumb,
for no reasonable attraction can be greater than the power with which, when onc« lifted
1^ before them, he draws all men to himself. W. P. A.

—

Vers. 2

—

Going hack. In expostulating with the Galatians for forsaking grace
Paul api/cals to their own experience. He is not expounding the gospel for
the first time to strangers; he is arguing with Cliristians who know its power. His
argument applies to all who turn aside from the early life of faith and grace to any
Their own experience rises up in
supposed improvement of human discipline.
condemnation of them.
Three proofs of the foolishness of such a course are here

for

Law,

5.

St.

given.
It is absurd to think
I. This coubsb reverses the natural order or progress.
These two, the flesh
of being perfected in the flesh after having begun in the Spirit.
and the Spii'it, correspond in oiir experience to the two metliods by Law and by grace
through faith. It is the weakness of Law that it is external, and governs only external
Grace
acts, that it directs the flesh, the outer life, but infuses no inward spiritual life.
does not concern itself directly with such outward acts. It is a spiritual inspiration,
and faith is a spiritual act. Now, the natural progress is from the outward to the
Children first learn to obey direct
see this in our personal experience.
inward.
commands, and gradually learn principles of right conduct, until conscience takes the
Earlier
place of external authority. With the race the same progress holds good.
forms of religion are more external. The latest is the most spiritual. To turn away
from the spiritual is not merely to go back ; it is to revert to a more improper method.
liighest religion.
Nothing can exceed the power of faith and
. Spiritual religion is the
If these influences are slow in ripening the perfect character,
love and inward grace.
it is absurd to think of hastening the result by reverting to weaker influences of Law

—

We

iaA formal rules.
(Ver. 4.) St.
II. This coukse stultifies the past endurance of persecution.
Paul's allusion implies that the Galatians had been persecuted as we know other
Churches had been at the instigation of the Jews. If the Jewish Law were the highest
method of righteousness, persecution provoked by slighting or opposing it must have
been endured for nothing. This was an argumemtun ad hominem. We have to make
We are also appealed to
sacrifices in other ways if we are faithful to spiritual religion.
by the memories of our fathers, who testified to spiritual liberty at the rack and the
When we play with the broken chaius which they cast off, and even forgo them
stake.
afresh by submitting to the revival of old formalities and superstitions, the spirits of
those martyred heroes of Protestantism rise up to rebuke us. Or does the most noble

—

—

page of England's history describe only a huge, quixotic delusion ?
III. This course contradicts the evidence afforded by the power that flows
FROM SPIRITUAL GRACE. (Vcr. 5.) St. Paul and other men eodued with the Spirit
wrought miracles. The most rigid follower of the Law could not do so. But more
than power over material things grew out of the grace of the Spirit. The conquests of
the gospol flowed from faith and spiritual gifts. The men of formal devotion never
turned the world upside down. There is no fire in Law. The new creation of the world
only follows spiritual activity. It is the work of the men of faith. " By their fruits
ye shall know them." Whatever fascination there may be in religions of strict rules
and rigid ordinances, we find that it is the free spiritual energy of unfettered souls that
moves the hearts of others. This religion of faith and grace which possesses the most
Diviiua power must be for us the highest and best. ^W. F. A.

—

—

The faith and llessing of Abraham. Not only, ssys the apostle, did
Vers. 6 9.
you begin the Christian life in faith, but even Abraham, whom the Jews reverence as
their great exemplar, and whose heir they profess to be, even he was justified by &ith
and therefore they who enjoy his blessing are the possessors of the same faith.

—

!
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faith. He knew nothing of the Levitical Law. He
Nor was it an intelligent
His faith was not assent to a creed.
conviction of any " plan of salvation " obtained by means of a miraculous foresight of
the atonement to be accomplished many centuries later in the sacrifice of Chriiit. It
was a grand, simple trust in God. It was shown in his forsaking the idols of his
forefathers and worshipping the one spiritual God, in his leaving his home and going he
knew not whither in obedience to a Divine voice, in his willingness to sacrifice his son,
in his hope of a future inheritance. Such a faith is personal reliance, leading to active
Abraham's faith is the model
obedience and encouraged by confident anticipation.
For us faith is to rely upon Christ, to be loyal to Christ, to hope in Christ,
faith for us.
and also to accept the fuller revelations of truth which Christ opens up tc mb as
Abraham accepted the Divine voices vouchsafed to him. For the contents of faith
The spirit of it, however, must be always the
will vary according to our light.
I.

Abraham was a man of

walked by

faith.

same.
II.

Abbaham'b faith was bbokonbd to him fob riohteousness.

The

special

point in Abraham's character was not his holiness, but his faith. God's favour flowed to
him through this channel. It was the way through which he, though imperfect and
sinful, as are all the sons of Adam, was called to the privileged place of a righteous man.
This is recorded of him in the sacred history (Gen. xv. 6), and therefore should be
admitted by all Jews. So much for St. Paul's special argument. For us the important lesson is that, if so famous a saint, living even under the older religion, was
accepted through faith, how much moi'e apparent is it that faith is necessary for us
The reasons for relying on faith are (1) historical faith justified Abraham, therefore it
faith brings us into living fellowship with God, and so
will justify us ; (2) theoloyical
opens our hearts to receive the forgiveness that puts us in the position of righteous
men ; and (3) mural faith is the security for the future growth of righteousness, with
the first effort of faith the first seed-prace of righteousness is sown.
III. Participation in Abraham's faith is the condition of participatiom in
Abraham's blessing. Jews claimed the blessing by birthright, Jewish Christians,
Both were wrong.
oilered it to the Gentiles on condition of their becoming as Jews.
Abraham received his blessing through bis faith. It was necessarily conditioned by
faith.
Only men of faith could have it. Therefore Jews who lost faith lost the
blessing.
But all men of faith are spiritual sons of Abraham. Therefore all nations
Indeed, the
are blessed in Abraham just in proportion as they have a similar faith.
Canaan came and went. Spiritual
finest legacy left by the patriarch was his faith.
F. A.
blessings such as faith includes are eternal.

—

—

—

—W

The curse of the Law and the curse of the cross. I. The Law brings a
Ver. 13.
CORSE. It is not itself a curse, though it is a heavy burden. It was not sent for the
purpose of injuring us, nor, rightly obeyed, would it cause any evil to fall upon us. It
But we have all broken the
is the breach of the Law that is followed by the curse.
Law. So long, then, as we continue to live under the Law the curse hangs over us.
Instead of hankering after a religion of Law, as the Galatians were doinij, we should
regard it with horror as for us sinners only a prelude to a fearful doom. The eurse is
the wrath of God, banishment from God, death.
This great truth implies three things, 1.
II. Christ redeems prom this curse
Christians are set free from the curse of the Law, (1) by the free forgiveness that stays
the curse from falling on those who have incurred it in transgressing the Law ; and
(2) by removal from the dominion of Law for the future, so that its ret^uirements no
longer apply, and principles of love resulting from grace have full sway.
Obligations
to righteousness are not thereby diminished, but increased ; the motive for fulfilling
them, however, is no longer the terror of a curse, but the spontaneous devotion of love.
cannot fling off the yoke of Law nor
2. This liberation is effected by Christ.
If done at all it must be done by One mightier than us.
dispel the curse.
Hence the
need of a Saviour. The gospel proclaims, not only deliverance, but a Christ who
accomplishes it.
3. The deliverance is at a cott.
It is redemption.
The cost is
Christ's endurance of a curse.
III. Christ supfeeed the curse op the cross.
He was not cursed of Qtoi. It ii
significant that that expression is omitted in the quotation from the Old Testament

We

——

We

no evidence of any mysterious Bplritual curse falling
we are told in what the curse consisted. It was the
endurance of crucifixion itself. That was a death so cruel, so horrible, so full of shame,
that to suffer it was to undergo a very curse. Christ was crucified, and therefore the
curse fell upon him. Moreover, this curse is very directly connected with the breach
of the Law by us.
1. Death is the penalty of transgression.
Christ never deserved
this penalty of violated Law, yet, being a man and mortal, he suffered the fate of fallen
men. 2. It was man's wickedness, i.e. nothing else than man's violation of God's Law,
that led -to man's rejection of Christ and to Christ's death.
The world flung its curse
on Christ. By a wonderful act of infinite mercy that act of hellish wickedness is
made the means throu;;h wliich the world is freed from the curse of its own sins.
IV. Christ's enddeance of the oubse of the cross liberates us from the curse
OF the Law. He freely endured the curse. He endured it for our sakes. He became
have
(see Deut. xxl. 23).
upon Christ. On the contrary,

" a curse

for us."
1. His endurance of the curse gave weight to his propitiatory sacrifice
of himself. This was the most extreme surrender of himself to God in meek submission.
As our Representative, he thus obtained for us Divine favour and grace of forgiveness in
answer to that most powerful intercession, the giving of himself to a death that was
a very curse lathcr than abandon his saving work. 2. Christ's endurance of the curse
for us is the grand inducement for us to leave the "beggarly elements" of Law and
devota ourselves in faith and love to him who died for us. W. F. A.

—

Tlie everlasting covenant.
I. Divine aRAOE is pledged by covenant.
Ver. 17.
grace here referred to is offered to Abraham and through him to all nations
(Gen. xii. 1 3). Thus offered in covenant, it is (1) definitely js/omjsed by God, (2)
with the confirmation of an oath, (3) on condition, however, of ovlX faith. We are not
left to speculate about the grace of God as a possibility ; it is distinctly revealed.
Nor
are we in doubt as to its permanence ; it is pledged for the future.
1. As a revelation of truth it is
II. The covenant of Divine grace is eternal.
eternal.
Truth does not vary with time. When oirco a genuine truth has been seen,
no later knowledge of another truth can set it aside. The discovery of Australia did
not invalidate the earlier discovery of America. 2. As a declaration of Ood's will it is
eternal.
God does not vacillate, like a fickle, capricious despot. He is constancy itself.
What he wills now he wills for ever. 3. As a pledge of Ood's honour it is eternal.
It is in infinite condescension to our weakness that God makes us a promise.
ought to be able to rely on his love and goodness alone. But since he has mercifully
stooped to encourage us in our poor faith by promise and pledge, herein lies the greater
assurance to us of his changeless grace.

The

—

Wo

III.

The covenant of grace

is

more ancient than the curse of the Law.

The

the Law over the gospel because of its greater antiquity.
But St. Paul reminds them that the promise on which the gospel is founded is a still
Grace precedes wrath ; love is anterior to Law. The first
nfore ancient Divine word,
vision of God is a revelation of loving-kindness. The weight and dignity of hoary age
shallow research discovers Law; dig
are with the blessings of God's goodness.
deeper, penetrate further, and you find love.
Judaizers claim precedence

for

A

IV. Later Divine utterances mat obsoueb but cannot abolish the covenant
OF OBACB. 1. They may obscwe it. The severity of the Law appeared to hide the
gracious promise to Abraham. Dark dispensations of Providence sometimes come
between us and God's love. We cannot reconcile the harder with the more pleasing
utterances of Scripture. Stem voices sometimes repel us when we are hungering for
2. Nevertheless, these later revelations do not nullify the
gentle voices tc comfort.
earlier promises. The grace is still undiminished, though for a time it is beyond our gaze
and grasp. Presently it will break out in more than its pristine splendour, as the sun
shines more brightly than ever after it has been hidden by a biief summer shower.
The purpose of grace both precedes and outlives the threatenings of Law. The
thunders of Sinai are but an interlude between the promise of love at Bethel and its
fulfilment at

Ver. 19.

Bethlehem.—W. F. A.
The

bwigregsions."

The Law, we are told, was "added because of
object of the Law,
This cannot mean that it was instituted to restrain transgressions—

—

—
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the normal object of Law
since tliat assertion would he opposed to the main drift of
the apostle's argument nor can it signify simply that the Law was added to reveal
transgressions, or this would be more directly stated ; nor certainly can it mean that
the Law was intended to produce transgressions, to serve as an instrument of sin
a purpose which would be more diabolical than Divine. Probably St. Paul's meaning
i.e. to give to
is that the Law was intended to convert sins into transgressions
amorphous and almost unconscious wickedness a definite form, so that it could be
seen, handled, chastised, and cured (Rom. vii. 8, 9).
L Sin is naturally obscuee. It spreads through the soul as a rank malaria, felt in
We feel ourselves to be ailing, but
its evil effects, but not clearly seen and known.
cannot lay our fingers upon the seat of the disease. Just in proportion to its internal
character it is dangerous yet in the same proportion it is vague and beyond our reach.
It is darkness and death
things vast, shapeless, without definition, mere blank
negations.
Nothing is more erratic than an unenlightened conscience.
spiritually
ignorant person cannot tell when he sins or how far his guilt extends. He is like a
blind man groping among pathless wilds, stumbling and falling he knows not how or
where.
II. Law converts vaqde sin into definitb transgression.
It does not simply
reveal the hidden sin, as the acid develops the photograph and as the daylight lays bare
the ugly ruin.
It gives to sin a new form and character, as the chemical reagent
precipitates a solution.
It compels the diffused sinfulness to crystallize into sharply
defined offences.
The force of the tide is not seen till the wave breailcs against the
shore.
The current of evil is strong, but unrecognized, till it meets a Law and dashes
Sin lurks in our hearts and creeps through our lives as a
over it in wild assault.
Then a Law is declared, " Thou shalt not steal," or, " Thou
formless spirit of evil.
Sin meeting this directly breaks the Law. Now, it is a clear oflFence,
shalt not kill."
a definite, chargeable transgression, capable of being brought home to the criminal.
III. This conversion op sin into transgression is for cue ultimate good.
At
It seems like God tempting us.
first it looks cruel, if not immoral.
But God does not
send the inducemsnt to sin. He only sends the forbidding Law, which gives form to
1. Thus Law becomes an external conscience.
By means of
the sin already present.
;

;

;

it

we know how

far

—

we have

fallen.

A

2.

It liecomes

an occasion for

the

Divine chastise-

ment which we need in order to be brought to repentance. 3. It prepares us to receive
the gospel by rousing us from the slumber of indiffeience, making us see how evil and
how helpless we are, and so urging us to seek redemption from the curse of Law in ths
grace of Christ.— VV. P. A.
Direct communication with Ood. The mediator here referred to is not
but Moses, for St. Paul is describing the proce.ss through which the Law was
This he contrasts with the direct flow of grace in the gospel. A mediator
given.
implies more than one party, and the gifts that come through mediation do not come
immediately from the hand of the giver. But God is one persoil, and. in Christ* he
immediately confers his grace upon us.
I. A religion of Law separates us from direct communion with God.
The
The Jew regarded it as
Levitical Law depended on an elaborate system of mediation.
given through angels. Moses received it for the people. When the Israelites saw
the terrors of Sinai they shrank back and begged Moses to go alone for them Into the
presence of God, and thus they received the Divine message through their human
Subsequently it was administered through the priesthood.
leader (Exod. xx. 18, 19).
The consequence was that the people were not admitted to the sanctuary. The penalty
of relying on a human intercessor out of fear of God was separation from direct
communion with Heaven. This penalty is still paid by those who pursue the same
course.
The maguifjing of human priesthood and the elaboration of ceremonial
religion by one school in the Chuich, and the over-dependence on human teaching and
preaching of another school, put new mediators between us and God, and so scijarata
us from the privileges of immediate Divine fellowship. The same result follows the
slavish observance of rules and regulations laid down by the wisest and holiest of
Those men come between us and God.
teachers.
" God i»
II. Thk highest belioion consists in dieect communion with God.

Ver. 20.

Christ,

—

on. in.
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one." When he speaks to us we have all that we need. Many advantages helong
to this pure and lofty relation with God.
Truth is no
1. Clear visions of truth.

longer adulterated with human imaginations.
This is
2. The full efficacy of grace.
not weakened hy the harsh and ugly additions of man's hlundering attempts to
improve his fellow-man. It flows clear and full in its own heavenly beauty. 3. The
blessedness oi fellowship with Qod.
There is no joy
religion of Law is irksome.
in obedience forced by constraint.
But direct communion with God is itself the source
of the deepest joy, and it makes all service glad, so that we delight to do the will of
God,
III. The cwspel bbings to us this belioion of dibbot communion.
It Is true
that Christ is a Mediator> but in quite another way from the mediation of Moses.
Moses and all human mediators stand between us and God, so as to separate us from
him and darken the vision of his glory by their human shadows. But Christ only
comes between to bridge over the gulf that separates, to unite us to God, to be the
mirror in which the presence of God is revealed; nay, to bring God to us, made
manifest in the flesh. Tbus in Christ we have immediate communication with God.
Through him we not only know that God is spirit and must be worshipped in spirit
and in truth, we also have grace thus to worship. In Christ God's grace directly flows
to us with all its fresh, untainted purity and power.
In Christ we have grace to enter
through the rent veil to the holiest place, and to rest in the eternal light of Qod's near
presencc-^W. F. A.

A

Vers. 24, 25.
The tutor. The image of the Law as a tutor would apply directly to
the condition of the Jews, to whom the Levitical system was given in their religious
childhood in order to prepare them for the privileges of sonship which Qhrist was to
confer.
But what was true of them is more or less true of all of us. For the religious
history of Israel is just an emphasized epitome of the religious history of the race.
Through longer ages, by more obscure methods, in spite of more grievous lapses, God
is educating mankind as he educated the Jews.
Though in their case the process was
hastened by the tropical heat of prophetic inspiration, and the results are portrayed
in the clear light of a Scripture revelation, the method is still essentially the same.
Law comes first and serves as the tutor till the gospel of Christ brings the liberty
Individually we pass through a similar education. The function of Law
of manhood.
is here described.
Law is a tutor.
The tutor or poedagogos was
I. The tdtob besteains and.conteols his pupil.
not so much the teacher as the person to whom was entrusted the charge of the whole
moral direction of the child. He had an almost absolute authority, such as English
lads with the greater freedom allowed among us would resent as a galling yoke.
similar function pertained to the Jewish Law, and pertains to all law in so far as
In particular note three
it comes into practical relations with our religious life.
characteristics common to the control of the tutor over his charge and the dominion
1. Rigid orders.
The tutor would leave little to the discretion
of a religion of Law.
So Law
of his pupil, nor would he be likely to explain the reason for his mandates.
requires definite actions and aifords little scope for the intelligent consideration of general
2. Compulsion.
principles and none for freedom of action upon them.
The tutor
commands. He does not spare the rod. Law depends on threats and fear of punishment, or on hopes of reward, or at best on a stern sense of necessary obligation, and
not on love and willing acquiescence. 3. Restraints. Probably the old tutor would
check and repress rather tlwn guide, encourage, and develop the natural disposition
Law says, " Thou shalt not," with more emphasis than " Thou shalt."
of his pupil.
Much that entered into
II. The tutoe is suited to the peeiod op childhood.
the stern old system of discipline was as unfitted to youth as to manhood, and we are
beginning to see the advantages of a freer kind of education. Nevertheless, certain
restraints are essential to the condition of childhood, and the relaxing of them must be
most disastrous. The duty of implicit obedience must be learnt before it is possible
Conscience must be educated by
to understand the principles of abstract morality.
Law. In the infancy of the race the pure spirituality of Christianity could not be
perceived, and a lower, narrower religion was all that came within the grasp of men.
There is a law enclosed within the gospel, and those wfeo are spiritually too backward
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m. 1—29.

to say, "The love of Christ constraineth me," are reminded that " whatsoever a man
Boweth that shall he also reap."
m. The tutor prepares for the time of hakhood. If he does his work well
he does not convert his pupil into a slave. By teaching the habit of obedience he
prepares for a willing acquiescence in a higher will ; by inculcating a certain course
of action he lays the foundation for a character in harmony with it. Thi« preparatory
lafluence in e<lucation admits of wide application ; t.g. the boy must first master the
rules of arithmetic in order that he may subsequently comprehend the principles of
mathematics, must take grammar as an introduction to philology, etc. Thus St. Paul
gives no excuse for the Marcionite heresy, which rejects the Old Testament religion
He not only allows it to be good in its way, but the only thing
as a bad thing.
possible in its time and a direct preparation for the later and freer religion.
There is
a continuity in history, there is a continuity in God's providential control of history,
and there il a continuity in the growing stream of grace, that flows through history.
Christianity stands on the foundation of Judaism. The Old Testament is useful in
preparing us for Christ. Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten that part of this efficacy
is negative.
The very fiulure of the Law and its increasing irksomeness prepare for
Christ by making us feel the need and enjoy the liberty of his grace.
IV. The tutor is dismissed when the time of manhood arrives. The tutor
who was useful to the child will be a hindrance to the grown man. The submission
which was dutiful in childhood becomes servile in manhood. The yoke of the Law
is not the less a nuisance to the Christian because it was a necessity for the Jew.
There is great skill in the apostle's argument, for, while showing that he was no enemy
to the Law but appreciated its utility, he pointed out that that very utility involved
its being superseded.
Its purpose was important, but preparatory, to prepare for the
gospel.
The blossom must fall that the fruit may develop. W. P. A.

—

—

Vers. 26 29. SonsMp. Liberated from the tutelage of Law through faith and on
account of his union with Christ, the Christian is exalted into the condition of a free
son of God and enjoys the large privileges of sonship.
God is the lather of all mankind, and all
I. The condition of sonship.
human creatures, even the most ignorant, the most degraded, and the most vicious are
naturally God's children. The prodigal son is still a son and can think of " my father."
Nevertheless, it is clear that St. Paul often speaks of a sonship that docs not belong
to all men a sonship which is the Christian's peculiar condition and is not even shared
by the Jew, a sonship which is not enjoyed by natural birth, but mnst be received by
What does this mean? 1. Near
adoption, i.e. by a special act of Divine grace.
rdationskip with Ood. The son is most closely related to his father. But the disobedient child who forsakes his home is practically dead, for him practically tho old
The son, too,
relation is severed.
It needs to be -restored if ho is to enjoy it again.
with St. Paul is not the young child in the nursery, but the older child admitted into
The Jew was kept in the nursery separated from God by
the society of his father.
a "mediator" (ver. 19) and a " tutor " (ver. 24). The Christian is admitted into close
This is an idea always associated with St. Paul's
fellowship with God. 2. Liberty.
The son is no longer the child " under guardians and stewards,"
description of sonship.
who " differeth nothing from a bond-servant." He is a free man enjoying the conSuch are Christians ; to them the mind and will of God are
fidence of his father.
revealed ; they are free from restraints of formal Law ; they are put in positions of

—

trust.

The

origin of sonship. 1. Through faith. This is an important point in the
So long as we have not faith we remain in tutelage and at a
Faith breaks the yoke and brings us into the presence of God.
distance from God.
Faith teaches us to realize that God is our Father and to trust him fearlessly, and so
2. By union with Christ.
Christ is <A« Son of God.
to take the position of sons.
Yet he is not desirous of keeping his privileges to himself. On the contrary, he laboured
and suffered that his people might share them. The baptized, that is to say, all of the
Gtelatian people who accepted Christianity as a religion, had happily gone further and
They had since backslidden, but they were no
really entered into the spirit of it.
hypocrites. Living Christianity is " putting on Christ," being clothed with the spirit
II.

apostle's argument.

—
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of Christ. They who do this through faith in Christ becoms one with hinii »nd, as
his brethren, become sons of his Father.
III. Thb C0N8BQUBNCB8 OP soKSHip.
1. Vhiverfal brotherhood.
are all one
"in Christ Jesus." Here is the secret. The fraternity that sprang from the mere
enthusiasm of philosophic philanthropy led to the guillotine. It is only union in
Christ that secures true lasting union among men.
As all colours melt into one
common, brilliancy under the rays of a very strong light, all distinctions vanish when
Christ's presence is deeply felt.
The old antagonism
(1) National distinctions vanish.
of Jew and Gentile disappears.
Christianity now tends to blend nations. (2) Social
distinctions vanish.
Slaves are free in Christ. Free men are servants to Christ. The
gospel is the enemy of all caste-feeling. (3) Even distinctions of sex count for nothing.
This meant much in ancient times, when cruel injustice was done to women. Women
are under eternal obligations to the gospel, which has freed them from an unworthy
bondage and given them their true place in the world. 2. T%e inheritance of ancient
promises. The son of a king is an heir. What shall be the inheritance of a Son of
God? To him it is said, "All things are yours." The Jew cherished the promises as
a hope'. The Christian enjoys the fulfilment of the promises. As yet the fulfilment
is but partial, though enough to be an earnest of better things to come for those sons'
of God who are being made "meet for the inheritance of the saints in light."

We

W.

P. A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

rV.

—

A

form of
How I say {Xtytu 5f).
Ver. 1.
expression usual with the apostle when introducing a new statement designed either
to explain or elucidate something before said
^cf. oh. iii. 17 ; V. 16 ; Eom. xv. 8, aooording to
the Received Text ; 1 Cor. i. 12. So toOto
Si 4>7i/u, 1 Coi. vii. 29 ; xv. 50). It is intended
apparently to quiclsen attention : " Now I
wish to say this." In the present case the
apostle designs to throw further light upon
the position taken in oh. iii. 24, that God's
people, while under the Law, were under a

bondage from which they have now been
emancipated. Compare the somewhat similar
process of Illustration adopted in Rom. vii.
2 4. In both passages it is not a logical
demonstration that is put forward, but an
illustratively analogous case in human exmetaphor, though not strictly
perience.
an argument, yet frequently helps the reader
to an intuitive perception of the justness of
the position laid down. That the heir, as
long as he is a child, diifereth nothing from
a servant, though he be lord of aU (_4<i>' '6itov

—

A

^(l6voi> 6 K\ripoi'6nos piiiriSs i<TTiv,obSii> Statjiepet
Sailiov, xifios iriii'Taii' &v) ; to Jong at the heir
it a child, he differeih nothing from a bondeervant, iiiough he is lord of all. The article
before K\-r\pov6nos, heir, is the class article, as

before

iiealrris,

mediator

(ch.

iii.

20)

—"an

In the word cTJirios the apostle evidently hai in view one who as yet is in his
nonage— as in English law phrase, "an
infant."
In Roman law language, infant is
a child under seven, the period of minority
In Attic Greek,
teaching to twenty-five.
heir."

the correlate to one registered amougst
" men " was a vaTs. It does not appear that
the apostle means to use a technical legal
expression. He contrasts injwtos with liv-qp
Bph. iv. 13, 14. "Diiferin 1 Cor. xiii. 11
eth nothing from a bond-servant;" i.e. it
nothing better than a bondservant, as Matt.
vi. 26
X. 31 ; xii. 12.
The verb Suupfpetv
seems used only iu the sense of your differing from another to your advantage, so that
rh Sta<l>epovTa are things that are more excel;
lent. " Lord," " proprietor " the title to the
property inheres in him, though he is not
yet fit to handle it.
Yer. 2. But is under tutors and governors
;

;

—

(iAAct

iiirh

kiFiTp6irovs

^(TtL

ko.)

oiKop6[iov$)i'

but is wider guardians and stewardi. 'Et^Irpairos is, in Greek, the proper designation of
a minor's guardian ; as, for example, is shown
by Demosthenes's speeches against Aphobus,
who had been his inlrpoTtos. These speeches
also show that the iirirpoiros was entrusted
with the handling of the property of his
ward. Yet, as oiKovofios more especially denotes one entrusted with the management
of property, it should seem that St. Paul
uses the former term with more especial reference to the guaidian's control over the
person of his ward. The ward has to do
what the Eir^TpoTros, guardian, thinks proper,
with no power of ordering his actions aooording to his own will ; while, on the other
hand, the youth is not able to appropriate
or apply any of his property further than as
the "steward" thinks right; between the
two he is bound hand and foot to other
people's control. The plural number of the
two nouns indicates the rough and general
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way

in which the apostle means to sketch
the case , speaking in a general way, one
may desoiibe a minor as subject to " guardians and stewards." Until the time appointed
of the father (Jixp^ TrisirpoBefffjilas rod •naTp6s).
The noun irpoBuxiiia, properly an odjectiTe,
Sipa or T)ii4pa being understood, is used very
commonly to denote, either a determined
period during which a thing is to be done
or forborne, which is Its most ordinary sense
(seeReiske's 'Lexicon to Demosthenes') ; or
the further limit of such a period, whence
Symmachus uses it to render the Hebrew
word for " end " in Job xzviii. 3 ; or, lastly,
a specifled time at which a certain thing was
to take place, as, for example, Josephus,
' Ant.,' vii.
4, 7, " When the {TrpoBfaiiia) day
appointed for the payment came." This last
seems to be tlie meaning of the word liere,
though it admits of being taken in the second
sense, as describing the limit of the child's
period of nonage. The somewhat loosely
constructed genitive, tov iraTp6s, "of the
fatlier," may be compared eitlier with the
SiSoKTol TOV @iod, " taught of God " (John
vi. 45), or, in a somewhat different application, " the chastening and admonition of the
Lord " (Eph. vi. 4). In reference to the
whole case as state<l by the apostle, it has
been asked Is the fatlier to be conceived of
as dead, or as only gone out of tlie country,
or how ? It is sufficient to reply that " the
point of the comparison" to use Bisliop
Lightfoot's words " lies, not in the circumstances of the father, bnt of the son " and,
further, that to supplement the description
which the apostle gives by additional particulars not relevant for the purpose of the
comparison would only tend to cloud our
view of its actual import. In fact, any image
tixken from earthly things to illustrate things
spiritual will inevitably, if completely filled

—

—

—

;

found to be in some respects baiting.
Another inquiry lias engaged the attention

out, be

of commentators, as to liovv far the particular
circumstance, that the period of nonage is
made depundent upon the father's appointment, can be shown to agree with actual
usage as it then obtained. It would seem
that no positive proof has hitherto been
alleged that such an hypothesis was in strict
conformity with cilhor Greek or Roman or
Hebrew law. And hence some have had
recourse to tho precarious and far-fetched
supposition that St. Paul founds his thesis
on Galatian usage, arguing that such would
have been In accordance with tliat purely
arbitrary control which, according to Csesar
(' Bell. Gall.,' vi. 19), a paterfamilias exercised over wife and children among the

kindred tribes in Gaul.
ever,

that

The

scruple,

how-

now referred to arises from supposing
we know more about the facts than we

really

do know.

So far as has been shown,

[CH. IV.

1—31.

we cannot tell what was really the precise
rule of procedure which, in the case described
by the apostle, prevailed either in Judaea, or
in Tarsus, or inGalatia; nor again from what
region of actual experience St. Paul drew
his illustration.
We, therefore, have no
possible right to say that the case which he
supposes was not fairly supposable. On the
contrary, when we reflect how open the
apostle's mind was for taking note of facts
about him, and how wide and varied his
survey, we may safely rest assured that his
supposed case was in reality framed in perfect accordance to the civU usage, to

which

the Galatians would understand him to refer.
the same time, it must be conceded that,
amongst different modes of arranging a
minor's case which actual usage permitted
or may be imagined to have permitted, the

At

apostle selected just that particular mode
which would best suit his present immediate
purpose.
Ver. 3. Even so we {oSra koI v/ieW) ;
we also. This " we " represents the same
persons as before in oh. iii. 13, 21, 25 (see
notes), namely, the people of God; a society
preserving a continuous identity tlirough
successive stages of development, till now
api)earing as the Church of Christ.
The
plural pronoun recites, not individuals, but
the community viewed as a whole, having
the now subsisting "us" as its present
representatives. Individually, Christians in

—

u

general now, and many of those who then
when the apostle wrote belonged to the
Church, never were in the state of nonage or
bondage here referred to. It is, however,
notwithstanding this, quite supposable that
St. Paul's account of the history of the whole
society is in some degree tipted by the recollection of his own personal experiences.
When we were children (Sre ^/lev niTrioi);
that is, when we were in our nduage. The
phrase is not meant to point to a state of
immaturity in personal development, but
simply to the period of our lieing withheld
from tlie full possession of our inheritance.
This is all tliat the course of thought now
pursued requires; and we only create foi
ourselves superfluous embarrassment by
carrying further the parallel between the
figuring persons and the figured. The spiritual illumination enjoyed by the Christian
Church, compared with that of the preChristian society, presents as great a contrast
as that of a man's knowledge compared with
a child's; but that is not the point here.
Were in bondage under the elements (or,
rudiments) of the world (iwh to ffrotxeia tov
KOu^oi/ ^/Aey SeSovActf/ieVot) were held in bond'
age under tlie rudimenti of the world ; or,
were under the rudiments of the world brought
into bond-eervice. This latter way of construing, separating ^/ley from the f«tticipU
;

;

1—31.]
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SeiovKttiihoi to connect it

with the words
which precede, is recommended by the parallel, which the words, "wore under the
rudiments of the world," then present to
the word B,"iB under guardians andstewards,"
in ver. 2; while the participle "brought
into bond-service " reproduces the notion expressed by the words, " is no better than a
bond-servant," of ver. 1.
The participle
" brought into bond-serviee," then, stands
apart, in the same way as the participle " shut

up " does

in ch. iii." 23.
This, however, is
only a question of style the substantial elements of thought remain the same in either
way of construing. Tiie Greek word (TtoiXeict calls for a few remarks, founded upon
the illustration of its use given by Schneider
in his ' Greek Lexicon.'
From the primary
sen se of " stakes placed in a row," for example,
to fasten nets upon, the term was applied to
the letters of the alphabet as placed in rows,
and thence to the primary constituents of
speech then to the primary constituents of
all objects in nature, as, for example, the
four "elements" (soe 2 Pet. iii. 10,12j; and to
the " rudiments " or first " elements " of any
branch of knowledge. It is in this last sense
that it occurs in Heb. v. 12, " What are the
((TToix™) rudiments (of tho beginning, or)
of th(] iiiB* principles of the oracles of God "
;

;

(on which compare the passage from Galen
quoted by Alford at the place). This must
be the moaning of tlje woid here; it recites
the rudimental instruction of children, as
if the apostle had said, " under the A, B, 0,
of the world." This is evidently intendrd
to describe the ceremonial

Law

for in ver. 5
the Law," recites
;

the phrase, " those under
the same persons as are here described as
"under the rudiments of the world;" as
again the " weak and beggarly rudiments,"
in ver. 9, are surely the same sort of " rudiments" as ape illustrated in ver. 10 by the
words, " Ye observe days, and months, and
seasons, and years." Since the Law under
which the people of God were placed was
God's own ordinance, we must infer that,
when it is here designated as "the A, B, 0,
of the world," tho genitive can neither denote the origin of these rudiments nor yet
any qualification of moral pravity, but only
the qualification of imperfection and inthat is, it denotes the ceremonial
feriority
institutions of theLawas appertaining to this
earthly material sphere of existence, as contrasted with a higher spiritual sphere. Thus
" the A, B, C, of the world " is an expression
as nearly as possible identical with that of
" carnal ordinances " (literally, ordinances
of the flesh), used to describe the external
ceremonialism of the Law in Heb. ix. 10;
which plirase, like the one before us, is used
with a full recognition, in the word " ordinances" {iiKcudnara), of the IjBW as of
;

181

Divine appointment, while the genitive "of
the flesh " marks its comparative imperfection. They were, as Conybeare paraphrases,
" their childhood's elementary lessons of outward things." This designation of Levitical
ceremonies as being an "A, B, 0," or
" rudiments, of the world," appears to have
become a set phrase with the apostle, who
uses it again twice in the Oolossians (ii. 8,
20), where he appears, if we may judge from
the context, to have in view a (perhaps
mongrel)form of Jewish ceremonialism which,
with circumcision (mentioned in ver. 11),
conjoined other" ordinances" (Soyyuara) mentioned in vers. 14, 20, relating to meats

and

drinks and observance of times, illustrated
in vers. 16, 21.
This, he tolls the Oolossians, might have been all very well if they
were still " living in the world " (ver. 20)
but now they were risen with Christ
with
Christ, who had taken that " bond " (,x^ip6ypa(ftoii,\er. 14)outof the way ; and therefore
were called to care for higher things than
Buch merely earthly ones as these. Some
suppose that the apostle has reference to the
religious ceremonialisms of the idolatrous
Gentiles, as well as those of the Mosaic Law.
These former ceremonialisms belonged, indeed, to " the world," both in the sense above
pointed out and as tinged with the moral
pravity characterizing the "present evil
world" in general. But these cannot be
here intended, forasmuch as it was not to
such that God's people were by his ordinance subjected. The other rendering of cttojXf't ^"elements" which tlie Authorized
Version puts into the text, but the Eevised
Version into the margin, was probably
selected in deference to the view of most of
the Fathers, who, as M[eyer observes, took the
Greek word in its physical sense Augustine referring it to the heathen worsliip of
the heavenly bodies and the other cults of
nature; Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Ambrose to the new moons and sabbaths of the
Jews, viewed as determined by the motions
of the sun and moon Jerome, however, interpreting it rudimenta diseipUnse. On the
other hand, in Col. ii. 8, 20, both of onr Versions have " rudiments " in the text and
" elements " in the margin ; in 2 Pet. iii. 10,
12, " elements" only. " Brought into bondI

—

—

—

:

;

service " (SeSowAaiyueVoi), namely, by the act
of the supreme Father imposing upon us the
yoke of his Law.

Ver.

4.

—But when the fulness of the time

was oome

(3tc Si ^\9€ t5 irKitpuna toS
Xpivov) ; hut when the completion of the term
(Greek, Mme) came. " The completion of the
term " is the notion answering to " the time
appointed of the father" in ver. 2. The
" time " (xpivos) here most probably «sorresponds to the period terminated by the
vBoBiaula I that is, it is the interval vhiok

"
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God

latt.

n. l-Sl.

So Acts
avr^ TiaaapaKovrur

Antioch " "God hath sent forth his angel ")
^the preposition reprei»euted by " forth " ex-

triis XP^""^' " When he was well-nigh forty
years old ;" literally," When there was being
completed to him a time of forty years"
(comp. also Acts vii. 80; xxiv. 27; Luke
ixi. 24 ; 1. 57).
The substantive (rrK'tipuna)
" completion " occurs in the same sense in
Eph. i. 10, " Dispensation of the completion
of the times." The apostle might apparently
have written i>s Se iirKripiSri S xp6iios, " But
when the term was completed ;" but he pre-

presses with more or less distinctness the
idea that the person sent belonged intimately
to the place or the society of the person who
sent him. In no one passage is it without
its appreciable value.
The verb caroffreWa,
without this second prepositional adjunct of
^1, is used, for example, in John xvii. 18,
both of the Father sending the Son and of
Christ sending his apostles " into the world,"
but without putting forward this indication
of previous intimate connection. So the
verb TTc/tiro) is used in like manner of God
sending his Son iu Bom. viiL 3, and of the
mission of the Holy Spirit in John xiv. 26.
It was, no doubt, optional with the writer
or speaker whether he would employ a verb
denoting this particular shade of meaning
present in the 4^ or not; but we ore not,
therefore, at liberty to infer that, when he
chooses to employ a verb which does denote
it, he uses it without a distinct consciousness
of its specific force In the clause before us,
therefore, as also in ver, 6, the writer must
be assumed to have had in his mind at
least the thought of heaven as the sphere of
existence from which the Son and tiie Spirit
were sent, aa in Acts xii. 11 above cited, if
not of some yet closer association with the
Sender. The reference to a previously subsisting intimacy of being between ths
Sender and the Sent, which we trace here in
the preposition i^ of the compound verb, ii

vii,

ordained should

first elapse.

23, 'Hs S^ ^irKTijiovTO

fers to express it in this particular form, as

colouring the idea with a certain pathos of
solemn joy at the arrival of a time so long
expected, so fraught with blessing (compare
the use of the verb " came " in ch. iii. 25).
Why the supreme Disposer, tlie Father of
his people, chose that particular era in the
histoiy of the human race for his children's
passing into their majority is a deeply
interesting subject of inquiry.
Much has

been said, as for example by Keander and
Guericke in their Histories of the Church,

and by Sohaff in

his History of the Apostolic

Church, on the preparedness of the world at
large at just that juncture for the reception
of the gospel. It may, however, be questioned whether tlie apostle had this in his
mind in the reference here made to the
Divine prothesmia. So far as appears, his
view was fastened upon the history of
the development of God's own people,
which up to this time had been under the
pedagogic custody of the Mosaic Law. Indeed, in just this context he does not even
advert, as he may be supposed to have
done in ch. iii. 21, to the effect produced
by the Law in preparing God's own people
for the gospel, but speaks only of tho
negative aspect of tlie legal economy; that
is, of those features of "bondage," " powerless ness," and " poverty " which marked it
as a state of oppression and helplessness.
Tiie training, probably implied in the refer-

ence to its "rudiments," stands back for
the present out of view; the only notion
which is actually brought prominently forward being the comparatively degraded
condition in which the child-proprietor was
for that while detained.
God sent forth Ms
Son (^laircffTeiXei/ d ®ehs rhy vthv aiiTCv). The
terms here used require to be very closely
considered they are fraught with the very
essence of the gospel. Tlie compound verb
efo«oirT^XA.iii occurs in nine other places of
the >few Testament, all of them in St.
Luke's Gospel and the Acts. In six of these
(Luke i. 53 xx. 10, 11; Acts ix. 30; xvii.
14 ; xxii. 21) the 4^ is well represented in
our English Bible by " away." In the remaining three (Acts vii. 12; xi. 22; xii.
11) " (Jacob) sent forth our fathers first;
:

;

—

"Tbey

gent forth Barnabas as tar as to

;

in

Rom.

viii. 3,

where the verb employed

ia

indicated in the emphatic reference
implied in tho pronoun Ioi/toB, " sending his
own Son." In endeavouring next to determine the import of the expression, " his Son,"
as here introduced, we are met by the surmise that the apostle may have written it
proleptically, or by anticipation ; that is, as
describing, not what Christ was before he
was sent forth, but the glory and acceptableness with the Almighty which marked him
as the Messiah after his appearing in the
world ; for when, for example, in another
place the apostle writes, " Christ Jesus came
into the world to save sinners," he must be
vcn\l>as,

understood as expressing himself prolepticdesignating the person who came into
the world by the name and ofSce which he
bore as among men, and not as he was before
he came.
proleptie designation is thereally,

A

fore conceivable.
But this interpretation of
the apostle's meaning is resisted by the

tendency of the context in the kindred
passage in Eom. viii. 3, " God sending his
"
own Son in the lihenest
the
itn

flesh of
;
of
added words betoken very strongly
that Christ was viewed by the apostle as
having been God's Son before he appeared
in the Hesh.
And such is the impressicnt
which a reader not preoccupied with otit«i
for those

;;
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ideas would naturally receiTe also here. The
conTiction thu* this is what the apoatle
really intended is corrohorated by references
which he elaewliere makes to Christ's pretncarnate existence and work; as, for example,
hi Phil. ii. 5, 6; Col. i. 15, 16; the latter of
which passages, by describing " the Son of
God's love" as "the Firstborn of every
creature, because by him all things were
created " (see Alford, and the ' Speaker's
Commentary ' on the passage), betokens tliat
St. Paul regarded him as having been even
then the " Sou of God " and this, too, in the
sense of derivation from " the substanoe«of the
Father," " begotten " (as the Nioene Creed
recites) " of his Father before all worlds."
may, therefore, reasonably believe that
the Apostle Paul, whose views alone are now
under consideration, recognized these two
senses of the term, namely, the theological
and the Christological, as inseparably blending into one when thus applied to the Lord
Jesus ; for we must allow that it appears
alien to his manner of sentiment and of
;

We

representation to suppose that he ever uses
In
it in the purely theological sense only.
the view of the apostle Christ was the " Son
of God," not only when appointed to be the
Messiah, but also before he was "made to
be of a woman." Indeed, it should seem
that this conception of his person is just
that which forms the basis for the subsequent
statement that the object of his coming into
the world was to procure the adoption of
sons for us. Made of a woman (yevifi^voy
This,
4k ywaiKSs) ; made to be of a woman.
indeed, was.probably the sense intended by
King James's translators, when they followed
Wickliffe and the Geneva Bible in rendering
" made of a woman ; " whilst Tyndale and
Cranmer, followed by the Revisers of 1881,
give " born of a woman." Just the same
divergency of renderings appears in the same
English translations in Eom. i 3, " made of
the seed of David (yevo/ievov 4k ffnepfiaTos
Ao;8/S)," except that "Tyndale has " bo-

gotten" instead of "bom."

The

difference

appreciable and important:
"made" implies a previous state of existence, which "bom" does not. So far as the
present writer can find, wherever in the
New Testament the Authorized Version has
" born," we have in the Greek 'either tcx$rjvau or yevvriBrji'at : 76i'6(r8oi never having
this sense at all. As in ch. tii. 13 (yevd/ievos
ivip fii).ay Karopa), " Being made a curse for
us," and in John i. 14 (A Aiyos irdp^ iyeveTo),
" The Word was made flesh ; " so here God's
Son is described as " made to be of a woman,"
the phrase, "of a woman," being nearly
"
identical in import with the word " flesh
in St. John, distinctly implying the fact of
the Incarnation. The preposition " of " (Ik)
in

sense

is

ienotes derivation of beuag, as

when

it if
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found after the verb "to be " in John
47,

"He

that

is

of

viii.

God;" "Ye

are not of
the claim which

God," pointing back

to

(ver. 41) the Jews had
God for their Father.

made tliat they had
The construction of

ylyvo/iai, to come to be, with a preposition
occurs frequently, as in Luke xxii. 44 ; Aets
xxii. 17 ; Rom. xvi. 7 ; 2 Thess. ii. 7.
There
can be no doubt that y^vS/ievoi' must be
taken in the next clause with the same
meaning as here. Made under the Law
(yev6nevoi> uir^ v6fiov'); that is, made to he
under the Law. The " Law " here, as in the
clause immediately after " those under the
Law," indicates, not Law in general, but that
particular law of tutorship and of domination over one as yet in the depressed condition of a minor, which the apostle has just
before spoken of; that is, a law of ceremonies and of external oult. The article is
wanting in the Greek, as in Bom. ii. 12, 23
cannot be unch. ii. 21 ; iii. 11, etc.
conscious of a tone of pathos in the apostle's
language, thus declaring that he who had
before been no less august a being than
God's Son, should in conformity with his
Father's will have stooped to derive being
"from a woman," as well as to become subject
to such a Law of servitude as that of Moses
was,
In the second chapter of the Philipplans we have a similar account of the
Incarnation, in which, with similar pathos,
the apostle remarks that he took npon him
the form of a " bond-servant " (5oSa.os), being
made to be in the like condition to that of
men (ev d/ioi^naTi Mptiirav yevSiuvos) ; but
in that passage the line of thought does not
lead to a definite reference of his being made
subject to the ceremonial Law. The apostle
probably thinks of Christ as being made
subject to the Law by his being circumcised
a child of Israelite parents, bo long as he was
uncircumcised, was repudiated by the Law
as one not in the covenant. With reference
to the preceding clause, " made of a woman,"
we are naturally led to inquire why this
particular was specified. It doei not appear
to be essential to bis argument, as the next
clause certainly is. Probably it was added
as marking one of the sucoessive steps down
which the Son of God descended to that
subjection (" servitude," ver. 3) to the ceremonial Law which the apostle is most particulai'ly concerned with.
As in Phil. ii. he
is exhibited, first as emptying himself; next,
form
taking
upon
him
the
of a bond-servant
as
by being made man ; and then at length as
brought to "the death of the croes;" so
here, more briefly, he appears aa "sent
forth " from the bosom of the Father ; next,
;
as made " the son of a woman " then as
brouglit under the Law, to the end that (of
course by the Crucifixion) he might buy o£f
from tmder the Law those who were suhjcel

We

;
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thereto.
If the apostle intended anything
more definite by introducing this first clause,
it may have been to glance at that fellowship with the whole human race, with all
" bom of women " (yemiiTo^s •yvmuKai/, Matt.
xi. 11), into which God's own Son came by
becoming himself " of a woman " (oomp. 1
Tim. ii. 5). To refer to yet another point,
we can fearlessly affirm that this sentence of
the apostle is perfectly consislenl with the
belief in tho writer's mind that our Lord
was born of a jnVgiJn-mother, for a specified
reference to this fact did not lie in his
way just at present, and therefore is not to
be desiderated. The only point for consideration in tliis respect is whether the
expression employed does at all allude to it.
Many have thought that it does. But when
we consider that "one bom of woman,"
yevvTirds yvvaiicds, in Hebrew yelud issliah,
was a set phrase to denote a human creuture
(cf.
Matt. xi. 11; Job xiv. 1; xv. 14;

12 [Septuagint]), with no parwoman except as the
of our being introduced into the
world, it has been with much probability
judged by most recent critics tliat the clause
shows no colouring of such allusion. Nover*heless, we distinctly recognize in it the
sentiment expressed in the familiar verse of
XXV. 4

;

xi.

ticular reference to the

medium

the ancient hymn : " Tu, ad liberandum
Buscepturus hominem, non horruieii virginis
uterum ; " else, why did not the apostle write
yevSfm^oif if ffapKl or

—

yeyS/jt-efoj/ &vdpciytrov ?

Ver. 5. ^To redeem them that were under
the law Qlya rohs vivh v6fj.oif i^ayopdart^ ; that
he might redeem (Greek, huy off) them which
were under the Law. In what way Christ
bought God's people off, not only from the
curse, but also from the dominion of the
Law, lias been stated by the apostle above,
ch.
iii.
13, "Christ bought us off
(Xpio-Tos T]nas 4^Tiy6pa<rey) from the curse of

at

the Law by being made on our behalf a
curse " (see note). But why, in order to
effect this object,

was

it

prerequisite, as it

here implied that it was, that he should
be himself "brought under the Law"?
The directions which the Law in Deut.
xxi. 22, 23 gave with respect to those
" hanged on a tree " were apparently held
by Joshua (Josh. viii. 29; x. 26, 27) to
apply also to the case of persons so hanged
who were not Israelites. If so, does it not
is

follow (an objector

may

say)

tljat

Jesus,

eTen if not un Israelite under the Law,
would, however, by being crucified, have
fallen under the curse of the Law, and
thereby annihilated the Law for all who
by faith should become partakers with him,
whether Jews or Gentiles? why, then,
should he have been brought under the
Law? The objection is met by the con8id«iati(Hi that, in order that Christ might

[oh. IV.
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Law by becoming subject to
was necessary that he should
himself be perfectly acceptable to God, not
only as being the eternal " Son of his love,"
abrogate the
its curse, it

but also in the entire completeness of his life
as a man, and, therefore, by perfect obedience to the will of God as, declared in the
Law, under which it had pleased God to
place his people. The Law, whatever the
degradation which its ceremonial institute
inferred for "the sons of God" subjected
to it, was, nevertheless, for the time, God's
manifest ordinance, to which all who sought
to se»ve him were bound to submit themselves.
They could not be righteous before
him unless they walked in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord
blameless (Luke i. 6).
That we might

(U tV

receive the adoption of sons
vioBcalav airoKa,PaiiJ,^v) ; that is, that our adoptive sonship might be actually and in full
measure made over to us. The " we " recites
God's people; the same persons as those
indicated by the preceding piirase, " those

which were under the Law," which phrase
was not meant to define one particular class

among God's

peojjle, but to describe the
conJitioQ in which God's people had been
placed. iTheir Father had put them under
the Law with the view of their being at
his appointed time bought off from the
Law and admitted to the full enjoyment
of their filial privileges. This purpose of
their Father, signified beforehand in the
promises to Abraham, explains the article
before vhOiaiav : it was the adoptive sonship which had been guaraut(jeii to them.
Hence the use here of the verb a-TtoKd^ufi^r
instead of AaiSwjuy: for the prepositional
prefix of this compound verb has always its
force; generally denoting our receiving a
thing in some way due to us, answering
to its force in the verb aTroSi'Sa^f, repay;
sometiracs our receiving a thing in full
measure (comp. Luke vi. 34, 35 ; xvi. 25

30 xxiii. 41 ; Eom. i. 27 Ciol. iii.
24; 2 John 8). In Luke xv. 27 it is receiving hack one lost.
The seuond T^/o is
subordinate to the first; the deliverance of
God's people from the Law was in order to
their introduction into their complete state
of sonship.
The noun vloBitria does not
appear to 6cour in any Greek writer except
St. Paul; though fleVfloi vtSii, vths fleriis,
vlSderoSy & KOTci detriv irar^p, are found in
various authors. After the analogy of other
compound verbal nouns with a similar termination (JipKieyioaia, ayavoBitria, Sea-fjLoBeirla,
etc.), it means first the act of adoption, as,
perhaps, Eom. viii. 23; Eph. i. 5; and then,
quite naturally, the consequent condition
of the adopted child, as in Bom. viii 15;
ix. 4 ; and this seems its more prominent
xviii.

;

sense beie.

;

£oiu,

is.

1 suggests tke sh*

OH. IV.
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mise that the term had been in use before
among Palestinian Je\ys, witU reference to
Israel's state under the theocracy, and that
St. Paul borrowed it thence with reference
to the Christian Church, in which it found
a more complete realization.
Ver. 6. And because ye are eons (Sti !e

—

The

apostle is adducini; proof
that God's people had actually received the
adoption of sous ; it was because it vas so,
Hhtti God had sent .into their bcatts the
Hoi; Spirit, imparting that vivid consciousness of Bonship which they enjoyed. The
fact of the adoption must have been there,
to qualify them to be recipients of this
divinely inspired consciousness. The affirmation in Bom. viii. 16, "The Spirit himia-Tt uioi).

witness with our spirit tliat we
are childien of God," closely resembles our
present passage; but it is not identical.
tire not made sons (the apostle intimates) by the Spirit giving us the consciousness of sonship ; but, having been previously
made sons, the Spirit raises in our spirits
sentiments answering to the filial rehiti >a
already established. The position of tfee
clause introduced by " because " is like that
in 1 Cor. xii. 15, 16. The persons recited
by the " ye " are still God's people ; not
the Galatian believers in particular, except
as a portion of the whole Church of God.
The apostle puts the thought in tliis form
to bring the truth more strikingly home to
This he does more closely
their minds.
But that
still in the next verse by " thou."
he has in view God's people as a whole is
clear, not only from the whole strain of the
context, but also from the phrase, "into our
God hath sent
hearts," in the next clause.
forth (l|air6'(rTei\ec 6 &i6s); God sent forth.
The tense indicates that the apostle does
not refer to a sending forth of God's Spijit
to each individual believer, parallel to that
" sealing " which believers are stated to be
subjects of in Eph. i. 13. This historic
airisk, as it does in ver. 4, points to one
that by which the
partiealar emission
Comforter was sent forth to take up his
dwelling in the Gliurch as his temple
through all time (John xiv. 16, 17: Acts
The Spirit of his Son. The Spirit
i. 4, 5).
which "anointed" Jesus to be the Christ;
which throughout animated the God-Man
Jesus; which prompted him in full filial
consciousness, himself in a certain critical
hour with loud outcry (jucra iroavyris icrxvpas,
self beareth

We

—

V. 7) to call out, "Abba, Father I"
phrase, " his Son," is astiological ; by it
the apostle intimates that it was only coagruous that the Spirit which had animated
the whole life of the incarnate Son should
be shed forth upon those who by faith
become one with him, and should manifest
bis presence with them, as well as their

Heb.
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nnion with Christ, by outcome of sentiment
similar to that which Christ had expressed.
Since the sonship of Christ is here spoken
of as if it were not merely antecedent, but
also in some way prepaiatory to the sending
forth of the Spirit, it best suits the connection to construe it, not, as in ver. 4, as
that belonging to him in his preincarnate
state of being, but as that which appertained
to him after being " made to be of a woman,"

and

in which his disciples might be considered as standing on a certain footing of
This harmonizes with
parity with him.
the relation which in the Gospels and Acts
the sending of the Spirit is represented as
holding to his resurrection and ascension.
The interpretation above given in one point
presupposes the apostle's knowledge of the
story of the agony in the garden, when,
according to St. Mark (xiv. 36), Jesus him.self used the words, " Abba, Father."
This
presupposition is warranted, not only by
the probabilities of the case, but also by
what we read in oh. v. 7 of the Epistle to
the Hebrews, Pauline, certainly, if not actually St. Paul's.
We have to add that ti\e
Gospels not only make repeated mention of
our Lord as addressing the Supreme Being
by the compellative of "Father," but also
represent him as constantly speaking of
God as bearing that relation both to himself
and to his disciples. This mode of designating the Almighty was characteristic in
tlie higliest degree of Jesus, and up to that
time, so far as appears in the Scriptures,
unknown. The manner in which the apostle
here speaks of the "sending forth" of the
Spirit in cL.se proximity to the mention of
the "sending forth" of the Son, strongly
favours tlie belief that he regarded the
Spirit, as being also a personal agent.
In
Ps. civ. 30 we have in the Septuagint
" Thou wilt send forth (^lairoo-TeXeis) thy
Spirit, and they will be created."
In Ps.
xliii. 3 and Ivii. 3 God is implored to " send
forth \_i^aTT6(rrei\oi', Septuagint] his light
and his truth," " his mercy and his truth ; "
these being poetically personified as angelic
messengers. Into your hearts (eis Tas icapSias ijj.a)v).
But this reading of the Textus
Receptus is, by recent editors, replaced by
the reading, «s ras KapSlas iinSiv, into o:ir
hearts^ the other reading being regarded as
a correction designed to conform this clause
with the words, " ye are sons," in the preceding one. In both cases the apostle has
in his view the Church of God viewed
generally. His putting " our" here instead
of "your" was probably an outcome of his
fffiling of proud gladness in the thought of
his oTn happy experience.
precisely similar change in the pronoun, attributable probably to the same cause, is observable in the
remarkably analogous passage iu Bom. viii.

A

"
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15, "

Ye

received not the spirit of bondage
but ye received the Spirit
of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Fatlier."
Crying (KpciCov); crying out aloud.
The
word expressing loud utterance betokens in
this case undoubting asBuranoe.
No faint
whisper this of an inner consciousness, shy,
reticent, because afraid to assure itself of
so glorious, so blissful a relation ; no hesitating half-hope ; it is a strong, unwavering
conviction, bold, though humbly bold, to
thus address the all-holy Supreme himself.
The " cry " is here attributed to the Spirit
himself; in Bom. viii. 15 to believers, these
being the Spirit's organs of utterance;
presently after in the Romans, vers. 26, 27,
the Spirit himself is said to " intercede with
groanings which cannot be uttered, . . according to the will of God." Analogously, in the
Gospels, evil spirits in demoniacs at times
are said to " cry out " (Mark i. 26 ; ix. 26),
while in other passages the cry is attributed to the possessed person. Abba, Father
Ill addition to Eom. viii.
('AiSySS, 6 Ylariip).
15, just cited, the same remarkable words
are found once only besides, in Mark xiv.
36, as uttered by our Lord in the garden.
St. Luke (xxii. 42) gives only " Father
(.ndr^p); St. Matthew (xxvi. 39, 42), "my
Father" (niTep piov. in ver. 39, however,
/iou is omitted by Tisohendorf, though he
retains it in ver. 42).
St. Mattliew, by
adding fiov to Udrep here, w^hich he does
not add in li. 25, 26, seems to indicate tlmt
the form of address which our Lord then
employed bespoke more than uoual of fervency or of intimacy of coramuninii. According to Purst (' Oonoordanoe '), " Abba,"
t43N, occurs frequently in
the Targums

again unto fear

;

.

"sensu proprio et honorifico;" in the Jerusalem Targum taking the form " Ibba,"
N3N. In consequence, we may assume, ol
the "honorific" completion of this form
of the word, it was in Chaldee the form
usually employed in eompellation, or for
the vocative. The hypothesis that either
the Divine Speaker, or the Evangelist Mark,
or the Apostle Paul, added i nar^p as an
explanatory adjunct to the Aramaic "Abba,"
for the benefit of such ks might need the
explanation, ia resisted (I) by the threefold recurrence of the conjoined phrases in
just the same form (2) by the absence of
any such intimation of a translation as we
find given in other passages where an
Aramaio word is explained, as in Mark
T. 41 ; vii. 11, 34; John i. 38, 41, 42 ; xx.
16; Acts ix. 36; (3) by the addition of
i Jlmiip being made by S*, Paul in the
KomanB, when writing with a glowing
ardour of strong feeling wholly repugnant
to the didactic calmness of a translational
glois: he does not pause to add such a
gloss to "Maran atha" in 1 Cor. xvi. 22,

where

it

[on. iv.
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would seem to be much more called

The apparently

for.

nominatival form of
lends no countenance to this view,
shown by the comparison of Matt,

S nariip

as

is

:
Luke viii. 54, ^ rats,
in the Septuagint, Ps. viii. 1, 9,
Kipios filial/: Ps. vii. 1, Kipte, i

xi. 26, ya(, S Tlariip

lyeipe

Kipif

:

and
i

Another hypothesis that the
@e6s liov.
twofold compellative was meant to intimate
that God was now Father alike to Jewish
believers and to Gentile, is wrecked upon
occurrence in St. Mark. The present
writer ventures to surmise that tlie conjoined phrase originated thus: The Lord
Jesus, being wont very commonly to substitute for the name " God " the designaticn
of " Father," may be supposed to have used
its

for this designation the

word

"Abba"

as

the honorific form of the Ghaldaio noun for
"father," in much the same way as the
Jews regularly substituted the noun Adonai,
an honorific form of Adonim, "lord," or
"master," for the unutterable tetragrammatou, niiT.
Instead of Adonai, Christ
(it may be supposed) customarily employed
the word "Abba," as an almost proper
name of the Supreme Being. When our
Lord had occasion to apply the word
" Father " as a common noun to God, whether
in addressing him or in speaking of him,
we may infer from the Peshito-Syriao Version of Mark xiv. 36 that he added another
form of the same original noun "Abj," or
" Obj," instead of or in ad.lition to " Abba."
The ndrep of Luke xxii. 42 may have been
used to represent "Abba;" St. Matthew's
Xldrfp fwv to represent " Abj " or " Obj."
The use of " Abba, i narV " by believers,
probably quite an exceptional use, was
adopted, both as a conscious reminiscence
of Christ's utterance in the garden they,
by conjoining themselves thus with their
Lord, pleading, as it were, his Name as
their warrant for claiming this filial relation
with the Most High and also as an intensely emphatic description of God's fatherhood, by conjoining together the almost
proper name denoting his general fatherhood by which (supposably) Christ was used
to designate God, and the common noun by

—

—

which Christ's disciples had by him been
taught to address him in prayer, and which
"embudied their sense of his especial fatherhood to those who serve him. The apostle
is not to be understood as intimating that
the Holy Spirit does actually produce in
every heart in which he dwells the definite

j

'

oonsoiouaness of sonship. It is enough for
his purpose that the nisuB, the endeavour
and tendency of his spiritual operation, is
in all cases in that dueotion, though through
slackness on their own part so many Christians fail of conquering for themselves the
full possession of their inheritance.
But,

;;
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we need not (be implies) go back
Mosain ceremonialism to seek (here for

however,
to

our assured sonship.

here—here,

iu Christ,
presence of his Spirit.

We

have

it

already

and in the indwelling

—

Yer. 7. Wherefore then art no more a
aervant, hut a son (S<rT€ ovh en el SoSXo;, 4aa'
vlis); $0 then, no longer art thou a bondurvant, but a son.
"nare, properly " so
th&t," is frequently used by St. Paul for " so
then " or " wherefore," to state a final conclusion (cf. Ter. 16, below ; oh. iii. 21 ; Bom.
It here marks the conclusion
vii. i, etc.).
resulting from the statements of the preceding six verses, viz. of Grod having sent
forth his Son to do away with the Law, subi'ection to which had marked the nonage of
lis people, and to raise them to their complete filial position, and of his then sending
forth his Spirit into their hearts loudly
protesting their sonship. " No longer art
thou ; " by this individualizing address the
apostle strives to awaken each individual
believer to the consciousness of the filial
position belonging to him in particular.
Believe it : iu Christ Jesus, thou, thine
own very self, art a son I The phrase, " no
longer," marks the position of God's servant
now, as compared with what it would have
been before Chi-ist had wrought his emanci-

pating work and the Holy Spirit had been
Bent forth as the Spirit of adoption; then
he would have still been a bond-servant
he is not that now. This abrupt singling
out one individual as a sample of all the
members of a class is an instance of the
&eiy6T7is of St. Paul's style (comp. Bom. xi.
17; xii. 20; ziii. 4; xiv. 4; 1 Cor. iv. 7).
The individual cited by tho "thou" is
neither a Gentile convert only nor a Jewish
believer only; it is any member of God's
"A son," a member of God's
kingdom.
family, an oIkuos rov &eov (Kph. ii. 19),
one free of all law of bondage and in full
possession of a son's pri vile>i;eB ; no sinner,
now, under his Father's frown; but accepted, beloved, cherished, honoured with
his Father's confidesce. And if a son, then

an heir

of

Qod through

KKllpOv6fAOS Sia

.

Christ (ei Sc vl6s, koI

06oO [BeOeptUB,

K\ljpOp6fJiOS

B€oi Sia XpuTTOvT) ; ancZ if a son, an heir also
through God. So Bom. viii. 17, "And if
children (TCKra), heirs also heirs of God,
;

joint-heirs witli Christ."

"The inheritance

here meant is the possession of every blessing which the theocratic kingdom entitles
And the
its members to look forward to.
point of this added clause is that no further
qualification is needed for our having a
vested right in that inheritance, than that
which is supplied by faith in Christ, uniting
IU to him and making us sharers with him
no such qualification, for example, as the
tH-OSsa^S teac^iouaries insisted u|)on (see

Ibt

Acts XV. 1); no observance of ceremonial
whether of the Law or of such freaks

rites,

of heretical " will-worship " as ore referred
Thy faith in Christ
to in Col. ii. 23.
(says in cifect the apostle) gives thee
now for good and all an assured place in
whatever inheritance God designs to give
his people. The manuscripts and other
authorities for the text present considerable
variety in the reading of the last words of
The reading adopted by L. T.
this clause.
Tr., Meyer, Alford, Lightfoot, and Hort »nd
Westcott, namely, KXripovi/Mos Sii @eov, is
that found in the three oldest uncials, and
]iresents a form of expression which was
likely so greatly to surprise the copyist as
to set him naturally upon the work of revision; whereas that of the Beceived Text,

0eou 5ia XpiffToVf would have
seemed to him so perfectly natural and easy
that he would never liave thought of altering it. The words, "heir through God,"

K\7fpov6iJLos

taken in connection with the foregoing context, insist upon the especial appointment
uf the supreme God himself ; his intervention displayed in the most conspicuous
manner conceivable, through the incarnated

Son and the

sent-forth Spirit.

The

believer

here said to be a son and an heir " through
God," in the same sense as St. Paul afSrms
himself to be an apostle " through Jesus
Christ and God the Father," aad " through
the will of God " (oh. i. 1 ; 1 Cor. i 1) for
"of him and through him and unto him
are all things," and most manifestedly so,
the things composing the economy of grace
which the gospel announces (Bom. xi. 36).
The apostle has thus brought back his discourse to the same point which it had
reached before in ch. iii. 29.
The reader
will do well to carefully compare this section of the Epistle (vers. 3—7) with Bom.
vii 25 viii 4 and viii. 14 17.
With
great similarity in the forms of expression,
the difference of the apostle's object in the
two Epistles is clearly discerned. There be
is discoursing the more prominently of the
believer's emancipation from the eontroUing
power of a nnfvl nature, which, under the
Law, viewed under its moral aspect rather
than its ceremonial, was rather fretted into
yet more aggravated disobedience than
quelled or overpowered. Here bis subject
is more prominently the believer's emancipation from the thraldom of the Law's ceremonialism, which iu the present Epistle,
relative to the troubles in the Galatian
Churches, he has more occasion to deal with.
Both the one deliverance, however, and the
other was necessary for the believer's full
consciousness of adoptive sonship ; 4iid each
was, in fact, involved in the other.
Ver. 8. Eowbeit (oAAtt) ; a strongly adVe^ative conjunction, belonging to t^e
is

;

—

—

—

'

—

;
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whole sentence comprised in this and the
next verse, which are closely welded together
by the particles nev and Se. In contravention of God's work of grace just described,
they were renouncing their sonship and
making themselves slaves afresh. Then
(t((t6 /ieV).
The yucV, with its balanciug

I

I

I

I

I

I

as often. is the case, unites together
sentences not in their main substance
strictly adverse to each other, but only in
subordinate details contrasted, of which we
have an exemplary instance in Bom. viii.
17, K}\.i]pof6fious fiey 0eoC ffvyKKT]f)Ov6^ovs 5^
XpiaTov. In such cases we have often no
resource in English but to leave the /uei/
untranslated, as cm Authorized Version
commonly does ; " indeed " or " truly," for
example, would be more or less misleading.
The truth is, the apostle in these two verses
is heaping reproach upon the Galatian
Judaizers; first, in this verse, for their
former (guilty) ignorance of God and their
idolatries, and then, in the next verse, for
their slighting that blessed friendship with
God wliioh they owed only to his preventing grace. In dealing with Gentile Christians the apostle repiatedly is found referring
to their former heathenism, for the purpose
of enforcing humility or abashing presumption, as fur example in Bom. xi. 17
^25;
XV. 8, 9; 1 Cor. xii. 2; Eph. illl— 13, 17.
In the c£iso of the Galatians his indignation
prompts him to use a degree of outspoken
severity which he was generally disposed to
forbear emjjloying.
The "then" is not
defined, as English readers might perhaps
misconstrue the Authorized Version as intending, by the following clause, "not
knowing God," which in that version is
" when ye knew not God " a construction
of the words which the use of the participle
would hardly warrant; rather the time
referred to by the adverb is the time of
which he has before been speaking, when
God's people were under the pedagogy of
the Law.
This, though when compared
with Christ's liberty a state of bondage, was,
however (the apostle feels), a position of
high advancement as compared with that of
5e, here,

—

—

heathen

idolaters.

These

last

were " far

while the Israelites were "nif;h"
(compare the passages just now referred to).
During that time of legal pedagogy the
Galatians and their forefathers, all in the
apostle's view forming one class, were
wallowing in the mire of heathenism.
When ye knew not God (ouk flS6Tes @e6ii);
ye ktieui not God and, etc, " Knowing not
God " describes the condition of heathens
also in 1 Thess. iv. 5, " Not in the passion of
lust, even aa the Gentiles which know not
(tA/h^ eiS6ra) God ; " 2 Thess. i. 8, " Eendering vengeance to them that know not (toii
p^ *iSi^w) Ogd." Both of these passaget
off,"

I

I

I

[oh. IV. 1

—

31,

favour the view that the apostle does not in
the least intend in the present clause to
excuse the idolatries which he goes on to
speak of, but rather to describe a condition
of godlessness wh ich, as being positive rather
than merely negatiTe, inferred utter pravity
and guiltiness. He uses ouk with the participle here, in place of the fiii in the two
passages cited from the Thessalonians, as
intending to state an historical fact viewed
absolutely a sense which is made clear in
English by substituting an indicative verb
for the participle.
Ye did service unto
(_iSov\eiaaTe'); served; devoted yourselves
to.
The verb is, perhaps, used here in that
milder sense in which it frequently occurs
as in Matt. vi. 24; Luke xv. 29; xvi. 13;
Acts XX. 19; Bom. vii. 6, 25; xiv, 18; 1
Thess. i. 9. The Bevised Version, however,
gives " were in bondage to " in the present
instance, but " serve " in the passages now

—

The aorist, instead of an imperfect,
describes the form of religious life which
they then led as a whole. Them which by
nature are no gods (to7s (piaei /tii oi<rt

cited.

eeo7s).

The TextuB Bcceptus has

toTs ;u^

o?<ri Bfois, which would apparently
mean " which are not gods by nature, but
only in your imagination " like " There be
that are called gods," in 1 Cor. viii. 5
Zeus, Apollo, Here, eto., mere figments of
imagination (pomp. 1 Cor. viii. 4).
Tlie
more approved reading suggests rather tlie
idea that the objects they worshipped might
not be non-existent, but were certainly not
of a Divine nature; " by nature," that is,
in the kind of being to which they belong
(Eph. iL 3; Wisd. xiii. 1, niratoi (piirei).
The question may be asked If they were
not gods, what then were they?
The
apostle would probably have answered,
" Demon! ;" for thus he writes to the
Corinthians (1 Cor. x. 20) : " The things
which the Gentiles sacrifice they sacrifice
to devils (Scu/jLoviois'), and not to God."
Alford renders, " to gods which by nature
-exist not," etc. ; but the more obvious sense
of oiaiv is that of a copula merely (comp. 2
Chron. xiii. 9, Septnagint, " He became a
ipiiTfi

;

—

priest

(ti]5 iii] Siiti

—

fley) ").

Ver. 9. But now (vCk Si); and now.
(See note on " then " in ver. 8). After that
ye have known God, or rather are known of
God (yi/SvTes @e6v, liaWoy Se yvatrBeyrts iirh
@tov) ; after that ye have gotten to know
God, or raOter to be known of Ood. (Donsidering the interchangeable use of yvavai

and

John viii. 55 and
seems precarioug to make
much distinction between them aa applied
to the knowledge of God,
The former,
however, is the verb more commonly
used in this relation ; by St. John, in hia
First Epistle, where go mvob if said of
or iyvaxivai

2 Or.

V. 16, it

liSevai in

;
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knowing God, exclusively

although In
;
other relations he, both in Epistle and
Gospel, uses the two verbs interchangeably.
The expression, " to know God," is oue of
profound pregnancy denoting nothing less
than that divinely imparted intuition of
j

God, that consciousness of his actual being,
viewed in his relation to ourselves, which
is the result of truly "believing in him."
Moreover, as it is knowing a personal
Being, between whom and ourselves mutual
action may be looked for, it implies a
mutual conversanoy between ourselves and
him, as the term " acquaintance " (oj
yfHa-rot Tivos), as used in Luke ii. 44 and
xxiii. 49, naturally dues.
So that " having
gotten to be known of God " is very nearly
equivalent to having been by God brought
to be, to speak it reverently, on terms of
acquaintanceship with him; and this does
indeed seem to be meant in 1 Cor. viii. 3.
The Galatian believers had in very truth
gotten to know God, if they had learnt to
cry out unto him, " Abba, Father." And
the remembrance of this happy experience
of theirs, which he had, we may suppose,
himself witnessed in the early days of their
discipleship, prompts him to introduce the
correction, " or rather to be known of God."
Their having attained such a consciousness
of sonship'had been, as he writes, ver. 7,
" through God " he it was that had sent
forth his Sou that his people might receive
the adoption of sons ; he that had sent
forth his Spirit into their hearts to give
thrsm the sense of sonship he had shown
that he knew, recognized them to bo his
(2 Tim. ii. 19), by gifting them with the
blissful prerogative of knowing what he
was to them. The correction of "knowing " by " being known " is analogous to
that of " apprehend " by " being apprehended" in Phil. iii. 12. The pragmatic
value of this correcting clause is to make
the Galatians feel, not only what a wilful
self-debasement it was on their part, but
also what a slight put upon the Divine
favours shown to them, that they should
frowaidly repudiate their filial standing to
adopt afresh that servile standing out of
;

;

which he had lifted his people. What was
this but a high-handed contravening of
God's own work, a frustration of his gospel?
And this bv them whom only the other
day he had rescued from the misery and
utter wickedness of idolatry

I

How

turii

haeh (ir<5s iiriarpeipiTe jra\ij')
hmo turn ye back again. An abrupt change
from the form of sentence which the foregoing words naturally prepared us for;
which might have been such as we should
have by simply omitting the " how." As if
it were, " After having gotten to be known
of God, ye we turning back again—bow can

ye again ;

or,
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—to the weak,"

etc.
This " how," as in
simply a question of remonstrance; not expecting an answer, it bids
the person addressed consider the amazing
unseemliness of his proceeding (so Matt.
xxii. 12; comp. also 1 Tim. iii. 5; IJohn
iii. 17).
The verb iiria-Tp€(l>etv frequently
denotes " turning back " (Matt. x. 13
xii. 44; 2 Pet ii. 22; Luke viii. 55).
To
the weak and beggarly elements (_M rk

ye?
ch.

ii.

14, is

;

affdei/TJ

Kai

ittwxo

ffToixeia)

;

the

mere

elementary lessons, the A, B, C (see ver. 4,
and note), which can do nothing for you
and have nothing to give you The description is relative rather than absolute.

The hoiTi-book, useful enough for the mere
child, is of no use whatever to the grown-up
lad who has left school. In Heb. vii. 18
is made of " the weakness and
unprofitableness " of the Levitical Law
relative to the expiation of sin; whioh is
not precisely the aspect of the Law which
is here under view.
The word " beggarly "
was probably in the writer's mind contrasted with "the unsearchable riches of
Christ " (Eph. iii. 8). Whereunto ye desire
again to be in bondage? {oh iriiKiv iva0ey
iSov\iieiy fleAexE /) ; wheretmto ye desire to be
in bondage over again f The verb SovKeistv
is here, differently from ver. 8, contrasted
with the condition of a son enjoying his

mention

independence (see ver. 25 and ch. v. 1).
would be an insufferable constraint and
degradation to the full-grown son to be
set to con over and repeat the lessons
full

It

of the infant sohooL
'AvoBiv, afresh, over
again, intensifies iriMy by adding the
notion of making a fresh start from &e
commencing-point of the course indicated.
The application of these words, together
especially with the phrase, "turn back
again," in the preceding clause, to the case
of the Galatian converts from idolatrous
heathenism, has suggested to many minds
tlie idea that St. Paul groups the ceremonialism of heathen worsliip with that of
the Mosaic Law. Bishop Lightfoot in particular has here a valuable note, in which,
with his usual learning and breadth of
view, he shows how the former might in
its ritualistio element have subserved the
purpose of a disciplinary training for a
better religion. Such a view might be
regarded as not altogether out of harmony
with the apostle's spirit as evinced in
his discourses to the Lycaouians and the
Athenians (Acts xiv. 15 17 ; rvii. 22 31).
But though in his wide sympatheticalness
he might, if discoursing with heathens,
have sought thus to win them to a better
faith, he is hardly just now in a mood for
any such sympathetic tolerance. He is
much too indignant at the behaviour of
these Galatian revolters to allow that their

—

—

;
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fonner religioag ceremonies could haye
lieea good enough to be admitted to group
with &08e of the Law of Moses he has just
before adverted to their former heathenism
for the very purpose of (so to speak) setting
them down a purpose which would be a
good deal defeated by his referring to that
;

—

cult of theirs as in any respect standing
on a level with the onlt of the Hebrews.
Indeed, it may be doubted whether, at the
utmost limit to which he would at any
time have allowed himself to go, in the

"economy" which he unquestionably was
used to employ in dealing with souls, he
would, however, have gone so far as to class
the divinely appointed ordinances of Israel,
the training-school of God's own children,
with the ritual of demon-inspired woishipa.
It is much easier to suppose that the
apostle identifies the Galatian Churchmen
with God's own people, with whom they
were now in fact (rifi.<t>uToi, blended in
corporal identity with them. God's children
had heretofore been in bondage to the
A, B, 0, of the Law, but were so no longer ;
if any of those who were now God's
children took it in hand to observe that
Law, then were they, though not in their
,

individual identity, yet in their corporate
identity, turning bach again to the A, B, C,
from which they had been emancipated.
The former expeiience of Israel was their
experience, as the " fathers " of Israel were
their fathers (1 Cor. a. 1); which experience
they were now setting themselves to renew.
Yer. 10. ^Ye observe days, aud months,
and times, and years (juiepas irapaT7ipe7<ree,

—

KoX fiTJvas, Kol Katpoisf Kal it/tavrovs')

;

days

ye are intent on observing, and moiUhs, and
seasons, and years.
In the compound verb
irapaT-np^Ty, the prepositional prefix, which
often denotes "amiss," seems rather, from
the sense of "at one's side," to give the
verb the shade of close, intent observation.
This may be shown by the circumstances
to be of an insidious character; thus the
active iraparjipeTi/ in Mark iii. 2; Luko vi.
7 ; xiv. 1 ; Acts ix. 24, and the middle
irapaTiipouiuu, with no apparent difference of
Josephus uses
sense, in Luke xx. 20.
"
the verb of " keeping the sabbath days
(' Ant.,' iii. 5, 8), and the noun vaparhpriais
Tuv voniiiMv, for " observance of the things
which are according to the laws" ('Ant.,'
viii.

8,

9).

The accumulation

of nouns
furnishing

with the reiterated " and,"
another example of the SeiviiTjjs of St.
Paul's style, betokens a scornfully impatient
mimesis. These reactionaries were full of
featival-observing pedantry—" days," " new
moons," "festivals," "holy years," being
always on their lips. The meaning of the
first three of the nouns is partially suggeeted b^ OoL ii. 16, "J^et no man Judge

[oh. rr.

1—SI.

yon ... in respect of a feast day, or » new
moon, or a sabbath day ({opr^i, rov/iiivlas,
(ra^fiJiTuv) " in which passage, we may ob;

a similar tone of half-mocking
mimesis where the same ideas are apparently
presented, but in a reverse order. Comp.
also 2 Chron. viii. 13, » Offering according
to the commandment of Moses, on the
sabbaths, and on the new moons, and on
the solemn feasts, three times in the year,
even in the feast of unleavened bread, and
in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of
tabernacles."
The "days," then, in the
serve, there is
;

present passage, we may suppose, are the
sabbath days, together perhaps with tCe two
fast days every week which the Jewish
tradition prescribed (Luko xviii. 12). The
" months " point to the new moons, the
observance of which might occasion to these
Gentiles considerable scope for discussion
in adjusting themselves to the Jewish
calendar, different no doubt from the calendar

The
they had been hitherto used to.
" seasons " would be the annual festivals
and fasts of the Jews, not only the three
prescribed by the IJevitical Law, but also
certain others added by tradition, as the
Feasts of Furim and of Dedication. So far
we appear to be on tolerably sure ground.
The fourth item,

" years,"

may refer either

—

to

the sabbatical year (Lev. xxv. 2 7), which
at any rate latterly the Jews had got to
pay much attention to (1 Maco. vi. 49, 53
Josephus, ' Ant.,' xiv. 10, 6 also xiv. 16, 2
Tacitus, ' Hist,' T. 4) ; or possibly the
jubilee years, one such fiftieth year, it might
Bengel
be, falling about this time due.
(' Gnomon ') supposes that a sabbatical year
whicli
date
might be being held .D. 48, to
he assigns this Epistle ; while Wieseler
(' Chron. Synops.,' p. 204, etc., referred to by
Bishop Lightfoot) offers a similar conjecture
for the year a.d. 54 autumn to a.d. 55 autumn.
Very striking is the impatience which the
apostle manifests in overhearing as it were
the eager discussions occupying the attention of these foolish Galatian Judaizers.
Their interest, he perceived, was absorbed
by matters which were properly for them
tilings of no concern at all, but which, with
ostentatious zeal as such persons do, they
were making their concern. The cause of
their doing so lay, we may believe, in the
;

which was growing up in their
minds that such like outward observances
would of themselves make their life acceptfeeling

able to God ; this general sentiment habiting
itself, in the choice of the particular form
of outward ceremonies to be adopted, in the
observance of the celebrations given by
God to his people frr the season of their
nonage.
The principle itself was no doubt

repugnant

to

the

apostle's

mind,

apart froiQ the Judai^n^ form which

even
was

it

—

;
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assuming, and which threatened a defection
from Christ, Curious regard to snch matters
he evidently on its own account regards
with scorn and impatience. But therewith
also the old venerable religion, localized
at Jerusalem as its chief seat, would under
the impulse of such sentiments be sure to
perilously attract their minds away from
the "reformation" (5i({()8iB(rij, Heb. ix. 10)
to which it had now been subjected and
they were in danger of losing, nay, had
in great degree at least already lost, the
zest which they once had felt in embracing the exceeding great and precious
gifts which Christ had brought to them.
Wl)at was there here but the "evil heart
of unbelief" spoken of in Heb. ili. 12,
" in departing from the living God," now
manifesting himself to his people in his
Son? It is this animus characterizing the
behaviour of tlie Galatian Churchmen
;

which marks its essential difference as
compared with that observance of " days "
and " meats " which in Bora. xiv. the
apostle treats as a matter, relative to which
Christians were to live in mutual tolerance.

As long as a Christian continued to feel
his relation to the Lord Jesus (Bom. xiv.
6

9), it

mattered not

much

if

he thought

desirable to observe the Jewish sabbath
or to abstain from eating animal food.
He might, indeed, make himself thereby
chargeable with spiritual unwisdom ; the
apostle clearly thought he would; but if he
still held fast by Christ as the sole and
all-sufficing Source to him of righteousness
before God and of spiritual life, he was to
be received and welcomed as a brother,
without being vexed by interference with
these foolish tenets of his.
It became
different when his care for such really
indifferent externals took his heart away
from a satisfied adherence to the Lord
then his ceremonialism or asceticism became
rank and even fatal heresy. And this was
what the apostle was fearing on behalf of
his once so greatly cherished disciples in
Qalatia.
Yer. 11. I am afiraid of you, lest I have
estowed upon yon labour in vain Qpo0ovimi
'i/ws, fiif Tras eiKV KewovlaKa th v/ias) ; I am
It/raid of you, Ust by any means I have
bestowed labour upon you in vain. That is,
this behaviour of yours makes me fear
whether I may not have bestowed labour
similar construcupon yon fruitlessly.
liou of fi-^ was with an indicative occurs
in 1 ThesB. iii. 5, Vlii iras diretpatrfv u/iSj i
it

—

A

whether the tempter
may not have tempted you;" followed by
the subjunctive, Kaf tU mvov yevi\Tcu i Kivos
rifiuv, "And lest our labour should [in the as
?et future msuU] prove to be for no good/'
treipi^av,

'hla

•'

Fearing,

pawage

:

in the Thessalonians serve* to
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Illustrate the nature of the mischief, irhieh,

in the present case, the apostle feared might
result.
For one thing, there was the hurt,
the perhaps fatal hurt, which the Galatian
believers might themselves receive from that
virtual renouncement of their spiritual inheritance which they now seemed to be
foolishly making.
But there was also the
disappointment which would accrue to
himself through the failure of hia work
among them : " For what," as he wrote to
the Thessalonians, ii. 19, " is our hope, or
crown of glorying ? Are not even ye, before

our Lord Jesus at his coming?" The same
anticipated joy ho speaks of in writing to
the Philippians, as about to accrue to himself from the steadfastness of his converts
" That I may have whereof to glory in the
day of Christ, that 1 did not run in vain,
neither labour in vain." This anticipation
was a joy which he would fain not have
wrested from him.
Ver. 12. Brethren, I beseech yon, be as I
am ; for I am as ye are (ylvea-Be iis eyii, Sn
(ca7ci' (is v/ifts, &SeK<poi, Seofiai); be ye ai I;
because I on my part am as yo; brethren, I
entreat. We may compure 1 Cor. xi. 1, " Be
imitators of me, even as on my part I am
of Christ (fUfiTiTai fiou ylviadi, K<i6i>s Kcty^

—

There is no need in respect to
to accentuate the notion of change:
this verb often means simply "show one's
XpuTTov)."

yivfirffe

self,"

" act as ; " as

Traibia yiveffQe

.

.

.

;

1 Cor. xiv. 20, Mr;
5e (ppeffl t4\€ioi yiyeffde:
;
often.
as I " to wit,
e.g.

rat's

ibid., XV. 58, and
"Be
rejoicing in Christ Jesus as our sole and
all-sufficing Eighteousuess before God, and
in that faith letting go all care about rites
and ceremonies of the Law of Moses, or
indeed ceremonialism of any kind, as if
such things mattered at all here, in the
business of being well-pleasing to God,
whether done or forborne. " Because I on
my part am as ye." I, a bom Jew, once
a zealous worker-ont of legal ceremonial
righteousness, have put that aside, and have
placed myself on the footing of a mere
Gentile, content to live like a Gentile
{46yiKS>s Koi oliK 'louSaiKus, eh. ii. 14), trusting in Christ like as any Gentile has to do
who was bare alike of Jewish prerogative
and of ceremonial righteousness.
This
"for" or "because" is an appeal to them
for loving sympathy and fellow-working.
What was to become of him if Oentiles
withheld from him their practical sympathy
with his religious life?
To what other

quarter could he look for it ?
sympathy he was an utter

From Jewish

The
outcast.
aSeh(pol, S^o/iai, " brethren, I entreat," comes
in here aa a breathing forth of intense
imploring. And a remarkable instance is
here afforded of that abrupt, instantaneous
tiansiUon in the expression of feeliim

—

;

m
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Paul when writing
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characteristia of St.
in one of his more

passionate moods.
Compare for this the
flexure of passionate feeling prevailing
through the tenth and three following cliapters of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians.
Just befole, in this chapter, vers. 8 11, the
language has been that of stem upbruiding,
and, indeed, as if de haul en bos; as from
one who from the high level of Israelite
pre-eminence wag addressing those who
quite recently were mere outcast heathens.

—

But here he seems suddenly caught and
away by a flood of passionate
emotion of another kind.
The remem-

carried

brance comes to his soul of his own former
Borrowi, when he " suffered the loss of all
things," as he lo pathetically tells the
Philippians (iii, 4 14) ; when in the working out of his own salvation, and that of
the Gentiles to whom he had been appointed
to minister, he had cut himself off from all
that he had once prized, and from all the
attnobments of kindred and party and
nation.
terrible rending had it been for
him when he had ceased to be a Jew; his
/ieeh still quivered
at the recollection,
though his spirit rejoiced in Christ Jesus.
And now tliis mood of feeling prompts him
to oast himself almost as it were at the feet
of these Gentile converts, adjuring them
not to turn away from him, not to bereave
him of their fellowship and sympathy. Te
have not injured me at all (auSeV /le iiSiKiio-aTt); no wrong have ye done me.
This
commences a new sentence, wliich runs on
through the next three verses. The apostle
is anxious to remove &om their minds the
apprehension that he was offended with
them on the ground of unkindness shown
by them towards himself. It was true that
he had been writing to them in strong terms
of displeasure and indignation; but this
was altogether on account of their behaviour towards the gospel, not at all on
account of any injury that he had himself
He is well aware of the
to complain of.
virulent operation of the sentiment exmaxim, "Odimus qnog
by
the
old
pressed
Isesiraus;" and is therefore eager and
anxious to take its sting out of the mutiul
relations between himself and them. When
the apostle is writing under strong emotion,
the connecting links of thought are frequently difficult to discover ; and this is the
case here. But this seems to be the thread
of connection: the Galatian Christians
would not be ready to accord him any
sympathetic compliance with his entreaty
that they would "be as he was," if they
thought he entertained towards them sentiments of soreness or resentment on personal
There was no reason, he tells
gronndi.
them, why they should they had done him

—

A

;

[m.

t*.

1-91,

no wrong.

There is no reason for supposing
that the time of the action referred to in ouSeV
lie ^Si/ofo-are is identical with that indicated
by the aorista of the two next verses. From
the words, rb itpSrepov, "the first time," in ver.
13, it is clear, as critics have generally felt,
that there had been a second visit after that
one.
If so, a disclaimer of offence taken
during the first visit would not have obviated the suspicion of offence taken during
a later one. The aoritit of iiSiK^a-are must,
therefore, cover the whole period of inter
Perhaps thus : whatever wrong you
suspect me of charging you with, be
assured I do not charge you with it ; there
was no personal affront then offered me. In
wliat follows, it is true, he dwells exclusively
upon the enthusiastic demonstration which
they made of their personal attachment to
him when he first visited them; but though
the assertion here made is not to its full
extent proved good by the particulars given
in vers. 13 and 14, and thougJ» the enthusiasm of personal kindness tliere described
must, under the circumstances, have very
considerably abated; yet, very supposably,
nothing may have occurred since then
notliing, for example, during hii second
visit— which would show that they now
disowned those feelings of love and respect.
At all events, he refuses to allow that tliere
had. No personal affront had he to complain
of ; while, on the other hand, their former
intense kindness had laid up as it were a
fund of responsive affection and gratitude
in his bosom which could not be soon exconrse.

may

liausted.
Ver. 13.

—Ye

know (otSare If); and ye
apostle very often uses the verb
oiSaiiev or otSarc, conjoined with either Se,
ydp, or Kai^s, when recalling some circumstance of personal history (1 Cor. xvi. 15
Phil. iv. 15; 1 Thess. ii. 1, 2, 5, 11; iv. 4;
2 Tim. i. 15) or to introduce the statement
of a doctrine as one which would be at once
recognized as certain or familiar (Rom. ii.
2; iii. 19; viii. 28; 1 Tim. i. 8; 2 Thess. ii
The phrase as so used is equivalent to
6).
[or, 'you'l do not need to be told,"
etc. ; and with Si is simply a formula introducing such a reminiscence, this conjunction having in iuch cases no adversative force,
but being simply the Si of transition (metabatic) ; equivalent to " now " or " and," or
not needing to be represented at all in translation; so that the Authorized Version is
perfectly justified in omitting it in the present instance. The phrase may be taken aa
meaning " And you will well remember."
If the apostle had intended to introduce a
statement strongly adversative to the last
preceding sentence, he would probably have
written &\\c( Touvavriov (oh. ii. 7) or some
such phrase. How thxongh infirmity of Vi^
know.

"We

The

;
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flesh I

preached the gospel nnto you (in

Si'

t^s ff&pKbs ^utiyyiMffdfnjv itfuv');
that because ef an infirmity of the flesh I
preached the gospel unto you. " An infirmity
of the flesh : " that is. a bodily illness. The
noun do-fleVeia is used tor " illness" in Jolin
afxSGveiav

4; Acts xxviii. 9; 1 Tim. v. 23; Matt,
viii. 17.
It also denotes a nervous disablementi as Liike xiii. 11, 12 ; John v. 5. The
verb aaeevia is the common woid for " being
sick," as Luke iv. 40 ; vii. 10 Johu xi. 3, etc.
It is possible that the apostle meant to say
that the Galatians might not unnaturally
have thought themselves treated slightingly
in that his remaining among them so long was
owing to illness and not to his own choice
but that yet, for all that, they had shown
themselves most eager in welcoming their
involuntary visitor.
The words, however,
do not require to be thus construed, and in
all probability intend no more than to bring
back to their remembrance the disonler
xi.

;

under which he was then suffering.

The

illness would seem to have been of a nature
to make his personal appearance in some
way unsightly, and even repulsive ; for the
eJciTT^a-oTe, spat out, of the next verse
suggests even the latter idea. Evidently
this disorder, as also the one noted in 2 Cor.
xii. 7, 8,

did not disqualify

him

for minis-

altogether.
He adverts to the
circumstance, as making it yet more remarkable and more grateful to his feelings, that,
terial

work

notwithstanding

the

disagreeable

aspect

which in some way his disorder presented
to those about him, they had cherished his
presence among them with so much kindness
as they did and also witli sucli reverential
respect. How it was that his illness brought
about this protracted stay, whether it was
that he fell ill while journeying through the
country so as to bo unable to pursue his way
to his ulterior destination, or whether the
remarkable healthiness of th<: climate either
first attracted him thither or detained him
there for convalescence (see Bishop Lightfoot, ' Galatians,' p. 10, note 2, for the character of the climate at Angora, the ancient
Anoyra), it is impossible for us to determine.
It is noticeable that St. Chrysostom's comments on the passage appear to show that
he considered the apostle to be simply stating
the circumstances wnder w/iicft und not those
in consequence of which he preached the gos-

pel to them; and so also QSuumenius and
Thoophylact paraphrase Si' affBeneiav by jusri

suggesting the conjecture that
iiir'fleyeias,
they and St. Chrysostom understood the
words as equivalent to " during a period of
iuiirmity of the flesh." But this gives to
Sio with an accusative a sense which, to say
the least, is not a common one. Is this
illness of body to be connected with the
ndiction, most probably a bodily afilictiun,

OALATIANS.
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mentioned in 2 Cor. xii. 7, 8, " the stake in
the flesh"? This latter nffli(ition has been
discussed very fully by Uean Stanley and
Meyer on the Corinthians, by Bishop Lightfoot in his commentary on the Galatians,
and by Dr. Farrar in his Life of St. Paul.'
'

appears to have first befallen the apostle
after the " revelations " accorded to him
fourteen years befure he wrote his Second
Epistle to the Corinthians, which he is supposed to have done in the autumn of a.d.
This would bring us back to about
57.
It

The

A.D. 43.

apostle's first visit to Galatia,

according to Bishop Lightfoot, p. 22, took
place about a.d. 51.
When we consider
that no doubt many of those wearing labours
and hardships, interspersed with frequent
suflering of gross personal outrage, recounted
in 2 Cor. xi. 23—27, had been undergone in
the eight first of those fourteen years (the
stoning at Lystra certainly had), it must
seem very precarious to conjecture that the
malady here refeired to was a recurrence of
just that particular disorder experienced
eight years before. How many other ailments might not the apostle have been subject to, n mid the cruel allotment of suffering
and liardship which prevailingly marked
his course I It is quite as probable, to say
the leust, that he may then have been suffeiing in health or in limb from some assault
of personal violence recently undergone.
St. Luke gives no particulars whatever of
this portion of St. Paul's journey, which is
only just mentioned in Acts xvi. 6.
The
apostle visited Corinth for the first time not
many months after this first sojourn in
Galatia: and it is interesting to observe
that he speaks of his hi»ving then ministered
to them ill " feebleness " (ao-flefe/^ 1 Cor. ii.

a manner strongly suggestive of bodily
At the first (ji irphepov); the
an expression plainly implying
first time
that there had been a subsequent sojourn.
Eespeetiug this latter visit, all we know is
3), in

weakne.i8.

—

what we have so cursorily stated in Acta
xviii.

23

;

unless, perchance,

we may be

draw some inferences relating to
what we read in this Epistle itself.

able

from
Ohronologers are pretty well agreed in placing
to

it

the commencement of this third apostolical
journey about three yeara after the com-

mencement of the second.
Ver. 14.

—And

my

temptation which was

my

flesh (kcI rhv irsipairixhv hfiav [Receptus, Tretpa(rfjL6y fiov rov] ^v r^ trapKi juou); and

in

was a temptation for you in my
" In my flesh " that is, in my bodily
appearance.
Instead of vfiav, the Textus
Kcceptus gives /tou riv: but ifuSv is the
reading of the best manuscripts, and, as the
more difficult one, was the one most likely
to be tampered with it is accordingly accepted by recent editors with gi«at unani<
that which

flesh.

;

;

—
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yours ? " that is, what was its value In respect
of patlietio self-commiseration. _ to the depth of conviction on which it was
"Your trial" brings out the sentiment' fouuded? ris being qualis, as Ijuke x. 22;
xix. 3, etc., which would bring us to much
how greatly his affliction would be likely
to Indispose his hearers to listen to his
the same result as ttou : or, " How great, then,
was that gratulation of yours I "
But the
message ; it " tested " very severely the
" then " (oiv) comes in lamely ; r6Te (" at
sincerity and depth of their religious sensibility.
that time ") would have been more in place;
Ye despised not, nor rejected (o4«
and, further, it is questionable whether the
^^ouGei'^jo'aTe, ovSe e|eTrTi5(raTe); ye scouted
The disfigurement on the
t/j of admiration ever occurs without the
not, nor loathed.
wonder taking a tinge of inquiry, as, for exapostle's person, whatever it was, did not
ample, Mark vi. 2; Luke v. 2l'; Col. i. 27,
detain their attention ; they did not, at least
which would be out of place here. With the
not long, occupy themselves with indulging
more approved reading, iroS oSf, the apostle
their feelings of ridicule or disgust
their
asks, " What is, then, become of that gratuBonse of it got to be soon absorbed in their
lationof yourselves?" The"then" recitestha
admiration of the apostle's character and in
fact, implied in the description given of theil
their delight in the heavenly message which
e^oveeyeo!,
former behaviour, that they did once felicitate
he bronght to them. The verb
in
themselves on the apostle's having brought
the New Testament found only in St. Luko
them the gospel. This is moredirectly bronght
and St. Paul, means always, not merely " to
into view in the words which follow. Aa
despise," but to express contempt for a
the verb fiaxapi^a means "pronounce happy,"
thing, "to scout" (conip. Luke xviii. 9;
as Luke i. 48 and Jas. v. 11, the substantive
xxiii. 11; Acts iv. 11; Rom. xiv. 3, 10; 1
/laKapm/ihs denotes " pronouncing one to be
Cor. i. 28; vi. 4; 2 Cor. x. 10; 1 Thcss. v.
happy ; " as Rom. iv. 6, 9. So Clement o(
Grotius observes of e^evTiaare that it
20).
Rome ('Ad Cor.,' 50), who weaves the
is a figurative expression drawn from onr
apostle's words into his own sentence with
spitting out of our mouth what greatly
the same meaning. This felicitation must
offends our taste ; quoting Catullus (' Carm.'
50, ' Ad Lie.') : " Precesque nostras, Oranius,
have been pronounced by the Galatians
upon themselves, not upon the apostle ; the
have
remarked
that
ne despuas." Critics
apostle would have spoken of himself on
iKTrrieiy, which is not found elsewhere used
the object of their ti\oyia, not of their
thus metaphorically as airoirTieiv is, is proFor I bear you record {fiaprvpa
naKapiffn6s.
bably so applied here by the apostlo to
yap iixiv) \ for I hear you witness ; testify on
produce a kind of alliteration after e^oudert)your behalf; the phrase always denoting
aare : 88 if it were " Non reprobastis, nee
commendation (Rom. x. 2; Col. iv. 13). ComBut received me as an angel of
respuistis."
pare " Ye were running well," oh. v. 3. The
God, even as Christ Jesus (dAA* ws i,yyeKov
verb denotes a deliberate, almost solemn,
@iov iSe^affSi /if, &S Xpiarbv 'Ivjirou!/) ; hut
averment. That, if it had been possible, ye
as an angel of God received ye me, as Christ
would have plucked out your own eyes, and
Tlieir first feeling of aversation from
Jesus.
have given them to me {Sn, ei Suz^artiy, robs
}iis peisonal appearance gave place to emomessage
of which he
o(f)6a\fJLobs vfj.5v 4^opv^avT€s iSi/jKare [Receptions of delight in his
the
embodiment,
and
were
of
tus, &>/ iS^KCiTf] /xoi) ; that, if possible, ye had
seemed as it
spitted out your eyes to give them to me.
reverential love and gratitude to himself.
'the phrase, i^opicrtretv o^ed\iji,oiit, occurs in
His manifest absorption in the glad tidings
he brought, and in love to his Lord, iria- 'the Septuagint of Judg. xvi. 21 and 1 Sam.
xi. 2, Hebrew, " bore out the eyes."
The
diating his whole hein;:; witli his unbounded
omission of the &p, which is rejected by recent
benevolence and gladsnmeness as the meseditors, perhaps intimates the certainty and
senger of peace (Epli. ii. 17), was recognized
readiness with which they would have done
by them with a response of unspeakable
faint parallel is affjrded by
it ; but the particle occurs very sparingly in
enthusiasm.
the New Testament as compared with clas1 Thess. ii. 13.
sical Greek. There seems something strange
Vcr. 15. Where is then (or, what was
in the specification of this particular form
then) the bleosedness ye spake of 1 (iroS oSr
)',
of evidencing zealous attachment. If there
otiv
6
jxaKaptafibs
iifi^av
^c]
[ReceptnB, t£s
had otherwise appeared any question ol
gratulation
yourselves
that
where, then, is
of
milking gifts, the apostle might have Keen
The reading, -noo oiv, which
(or, of yours) f
conatiued to mean, " Ye were ready to give
is that of the best manuscripts, is now goneme anything, your very eyes even ; " bu
rally accepted in preference to that of tlie
this is not tlio case.
Possibly the p rliculai
Texlus llcceptus, tIs oiy ^v, in which, howmention of " the Churches of Ualatia " in
ever, t/s oii> stands on a higher footing of
1 Cor. xri. 1 may have been ficcasioned by
evidence than the remaining word ^c. This
their having shown an especial readiness,
latter reading may be taken to mean: either,
'
'a geoon
enjoum among
•'Of what sort, then, was that gratulation of
niity.

a

tinge

;

A

—

;

ctt.tv.
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them, to take part in the collection referred
or by their having been the first
Churches he came to in that particular tour,
the directions which he gave to them being
given also to all the Churches he went on to
but on this point see Introd. p. xvi.
visit
The tone of ch. vi. 6 10 does not betoken
especial open-handedness on their pait,
to;

;

—

words, "let us not
liberality once displayed but now declined from. On the whole,
this specification of " eyes " seems rather to
point to there having been something amiss
with the apostle's own eyes, either from ophthalmia or as the effect of personal outrage
perpetrated upon him. It is espi cially deserving of notice how the apostle, in the two
clKUses of this verse, links together their joy
in their newly found Christian blessedness
with their grateful love to liimself ; the latter
fact is adduced as proof of the former. Their
gospel happiness, he feels, was indissolubly
unless,

perhaps,

the

grow weary," hint at a

woven in with their attachment to him : if
they let go their joy in Christ Jesus, as, apiirt
from any qualiflcntion to be acquirc-d by
observances of the

Law

Buffieiont righteousness,

of Moses, their allthey must also of

become estranged from him, who
wos nothing if not the exponent and herald
to them of that happiness.
This consideranecessity

tion is of great moment for the right understanding of the next verse.
I therefore become your
Ver. J 6.
enemy, becausa I tell you the truth? [ao-Te

— Am

fX^P^s vfjLciv yeyofa a\7i0evaiy vfilv;"]; so then,
am I become your enemy, because I deal with
you according to truth f This is a wailing
remonstriince against an apprehended incipient state of alienation. " So then," Strre
(see note on ver. 7), occurs repeatedly before
an imperative ; as 1 Cor. iii. 21 ; iv. 5 ; x. 12
Phil. ii. 12 ; iv, 1 ; Jas. i. 19 ; here only
before a question. Its consecutive import here
lies in the essential identification between
their attachment to St. Paul and their allegiance to the pure gospel. If they forsook
the gospel, their heart was gone from him.
Naturally also their incipient defection from

truth was accompanied by a jealousy on
how he would regard them, and
by a preparedness to listen to those who
spoke of him, as Judaizers everywhere did,
tlie

their part

with disparagement and dislike. No doubt
the accounts which had just reached him of
the symptoms showing themselves among
them (rf defection from the gospel, and which
prompted the immediate despatch of this
Epistle, had informed him also of symptoms
of A commencing aversation from himself.
The construction of yeyoya with aKrieevav is
similar to tliat olytyova Atppuii' with Kavx<itifros in the Toxins Eeceptus of 2 Cor. xii. II,
which is perfectly good Greek, even though
the word Kavx<l>u-iv<>s must be removed from

the text as not genuine.

195

The verb " I am

become " describes the now produced result
of the action expressed by tlie participle
aAriBeiay, " dealing according to truth "
an
action which has been continuous to the
and
present hour
is still going on.
If the

—

apostle were referring only to something
which had laken plao^ at his second visit,

he would have probably used different tenses;
either, perhaps, ix^P^^ vixur iyiuifxTiy a\riflf^Juf—compare •pavri' , , . KaTepya^ofiivTi in
Eom.vii. 13(or with a contemporaneous aorist
participle, aAi)6«i!iros); or, ix^piis vimv yeyova
aKriBiiiras, like ehai ;ttwx'''-'5a
yevoithn"
avSpl krepcf in Rom. vii. 3.
As it stands,
" dealing with you according to truth "(ctA.?)Seiav v)iiv) expresses the apostle's continuous
declaiatiou of the gospel, and his never-

flinching insistance upon the mortal danger
of defection from it (see ch. i. 9, vposipr)and " 1 am become your enemy "
KOLfi^v)
points to the result now manifesting itself
from this steadfast attitude of his, in consequence of their consciousness of meriting
'i'he verb i.\Ti9iva occurs
his disapproval,
only once in the Se.ptuagint in Gen, xlii.
16, El iA-ridiveTi % oli, " Whetlier there be any
truth in you" (Authorized Version and
Hebrew) and once besides in the New
Testament in Eph. iv. 15, ' AKriBeiovTcs iv
i.ydirri, wliere the verb denotes, apparently,
not merely being truthful in speech, but the
whole habit of addiction both to uprightness
and to God's known truth ; for we can hardly
leave out of our view this latter idea, when
we consider how frequently tlie apostle designates the gospel by the term " the truth "
(2 Cor. iv. 2 ; vi. 7 ; xiii. 8 ; ch. iii. 1 ; Eph.
i. 13; 2 Thess. ii. 10, 12, 13; 1 Tim. ii. 4).
*'
Enemy " is either one regarded as adopting a hostile position to them, or one viewed
with h(jstile feeling by them, which latter is
its sense in Eom. xi. 28 ; 2 Tliess. iii. 15. The
above exposition of tlie import of this verse
is confirmed by the consideration that the
Epistle afforrls no trace of the apostle's relations with the Galatian converts having been
otlier than mutually friendly at even his
second visit to them. This fact is implied
in ver.l2, and<:h. i. 9 furnishes no evidence to
the contrary ; for those warnings may have
been uttered in his first visit as well as in
his second, without occasioning or being
occasioned by any want of mutual confidence.
This view of their mutual relations is confirmed likewise by the feelings of indignant
astonishment with which evidently the
apostle took up his pen to address them in
this letter: the tidings which had just
reached him had been a painful surprise to
;

—

;

—

him.
Ver. 17.— They isealously affect yon, but
not well {(rjKowtv U|uSs oi KaAois) ; Aey admire you in no good way. Of the sever^

;

198
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senaea of the verb Cn'^ovv, those of " envy,"
"emulate," "strive after," are plainly unsuitable in this verse and the one which
follows.
So also are the senses " to be zealous on one's behalf," " to be jealous of one,"
which in Hellenistic usage crept into it,
apparently from its having been in other
senses adopted to represent the Hebrew verb
qmne,a,n{\ borrowing these from this Hebrew
verb. The only phase of its iiieimiiig which
suits the present passage is that wbioh it
perhaps by far the most frequently presents
in ordinary Greek, though not so commonly
in the Septuagint and in the New Testament, namely, " to admire," " deem and pronounce highly fortunate and blessed." When
used in this sense, it lias properly for its
object a person
but with a suitable qualification of meaning it may have for its object
something inanimate. Very often is the
accusative of the person accompanied with
the genitive of the ground of gratulation, as
Aristophanes, ' Ach.,' 972, Zi]A.c5 ere ttjs ii^ou\fas, " I congratulate, admire, you for your
olevrmesB ; " see also ' Eqnit.,' 834 ' Thesmoph.,' 175 ; ' Veep.,' 1450 ; but not always
thus Demosthenes, 'Fals. Legat.,' p. 424,
" (0aU|Uctfouiri Kal (hiAovitl) they admire and
congratulate and would each one be himself
;
the like " ' Adv. Lept.,' p. 500 (respecting
public funeral oratious), " This is the cuslom
of men admiring ((n\oiyTwv) virtue, not of
men looking grudgingly upon those who
on its account are being honoured ; " Xenophon, ' Mem.,' ii. 1, 19, " Thinking highly of
themselves, and praised and admired (fijAoupAvovi) by others " Josephus, ' 0. Ap.,' i. 25,
" (CTjAou/ieyovs) admired by many." It thus
;

;

;

be often just equivalent to oA^iCa
or fiaicaplCa, with the sense of which latter
verb it is brought into close neigh bouihood
in Aristophanes, 'Nubes,' 1188, "'Blessed
{ixiKap), S trepsiades, are you, both for being
BO wise yourself and for having such a son
as you have,' thus will my friends and
tellow-wardsmen say. In admiration of me
Probably this is the sense in
(C'lAoCi/Tts)-"
which the apostle uses the verb in 2 Oor.
xl. 2, ZtjXS yap v/ias &eov fi)A^, " I rejoice in
your felicity with an infinite joy " referring
to the intense admiration which he felt of
their present felicity, in their having been
betrothed a chaste maiden to Christ; not
till the next verse introducing the mention
of his fear lest this paradisaical happiness
might be darkened by the wiles of Satan. It
is lu a modified shade of the same sense that
the word is employed where it is rendered
" covet earnestly " in our Authorized Version in 1 Cor. xii. 31 xiv. 1, 39. In the
seems

to

—

;

—

—

;

now

before us, then, (Ti\ov<riv vfias
probiibly means "they admire you," that is,
they tell yon so. They were expiessin g strong
adruiration of the high Christian character

passage
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gifts of these simple-minded
the charisms which had been

and eminent
believers;

bestowed upon them (ch. iii. 2) their virtues,
in contrast especially with their heathen
neighbours; their spiritual enlightenment.
No doubt all this was said with the view of
courting their favour; but fijAoffre can hardly
itself mean " court favour," and no instance
of its occurring in this sense has been adduced and this rendering of the verb breaks
;

;

down utterly in ver. 18. The persons referred
to must, of course, be understood as those
who were busy in instilling at ouce Judaizing sentiments and also feelings of antipathy
to the apostle himself, as if he were their
enemy (ver. 16). The Epistle furnishes no
indication whatever that these persons were
strangers coming among them from without,
answering, for example, to those spoken of
in ch. ii. 12 as disturbing the Antiochiau
Cliuroh.
It is quite supposable that the
warning which, not long afier the writing of
this Epistle, the apostle addressed to the
Ephesian elders at Miletus (Acts xx. 29, 30),
when putting them on their guard against
those who " from among their own selves
shoidd rise up speaking perverse things to
draw awaydisoiples after them," was founded
in part upon this experience of his in the
Galatiau Churches. Galatian Churchmen it
may well have been, and no other, who now
(as the apostle had just been apprised) were
employing that xpr)(rToXo7ia Kal euAoyia, that
" kind suave speech " and that " speech of

compliment and laudation," which in Bom.
xvi. 18 he describes as a favourite device of
this class of deceivers, to win the ear of their
unwary brethren. " In no good way ; " for
they did it insincerely and with the purpose
of diawing them into courses which, though
these men themselves knew it not, were
nevertheless fraught with ruin to their spiritual welfare. Yea, they would exolndeyou;
(aAAi ^KKAeiirai i/ios 84\ov<tu'^; nay,
you ovi i» their wish. The
reading " us," noticed in the margin of the
Antliorized Version, is probably a mferely
conjectural emendation made in the Greek
text by Beza, wholly unsupported by manuscript authority.
The aWa is adversative
to the oiJ icaK&s, the secondary thought of
the preceding clause, in the same way as the
aWh in 1 Oor. ii. 7 is adversative to the
secondary negative clauses of ver. 6, The
verb "shut out," with no determinative
qualification annexed, must have it supplied
from the unexpressed ground for the " admiration " denoted by the verb (nKoiJatv. The
high eminence of spiritual condition and
happiness on the possession of which these
men were congratulating their brethren,
they would be certainly excluded from if
they listened to them. Compare tlie phrase,
" who are ungettling you," diiviug you out

or, us

rather, to shut

oa. !V.
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house and home, in ch. v. 12, where Bee
That ye might affect them (Vra mroiis
fTjAoure) that ye may admire themselves. The
Df

founded happiness

Dote.

fication

;

poaition of oi/to!is

emphatic. We
that, being detached

makes

it

may paraphrase thus
fivm regard to my teaching, and made to
feel a cert<iin grave deficiency on your own
part in r&apect to acceptableness with God,
ye may bo led to look up as disciples to these
kind-hearted sympathetic advisers for in:

Btruotion and guidance. The construction
of 'Iva with f7)A.oST€, which in ordinary Greek
is the present indicative, (rjKare being the
form for the present subjunctive, is precisely
similar to that of 'ha /u^i with <j>vaiov(rde in
1 Cor. iv. 6.
When it is considered how
punctually St. Paul is wont to comply with
the syntactical rule with reference to 'Iva, and
that these two remarkable deflections therefrom are connected with contract forms of
verbs in -6a, Ruckert's suggestion seems to
be perfectly reasonable, that the solecism
lies, not in the syntactical construction, but
in the grammatical inflexion, contracting <(?)
This form of coninto -ov instead of into -a>.
traction may have been a provincialism of
Tarsus, or it may have been an idiotism of
Other expedients of exSt. Paul himself.
planation which have been proposed are
intolerably harsh and improbable.
Ver. 18. But it is good to be zealously
affected always in a good tiling, and nut only
when I am present with you (Kokhv Se (nhov(tBoi [Keoeptus, rh (T)\oS<T6ai] iv icaX^ iroyTOTe, Kol /IT? fiivov iv T^ Trape7vai jue vphs
ifj.as') ; but good it is to be admired, in what
is good, at all times and not only when I am
That is, but as to being
present with you.
admired and felicitated, the good kind of
admiring felicitation is that which, being
ten>''ered on a good account, is enjoyed at all
times, and not only, my little children, when
I am with you, as on that first occasion when
jou were so full of mutual felicitation and
joy in the newly found sense of God's adoption and love in Christ Jesus. In signification, this fi)\oD(rflHi, to be admired, is

—

19'/

for this later poor gratimere falbe

of being recipients of

he yearns to bring them back to
what they were so senselessly casting away,
and that they should hold it fast, a stable
joy, whether he was with them or not. This
would be the case if " Christ were truly
flattery,

formed in them."

The

phrase, iv xaXif,
similar to iv Kpuirrai
(Jolin vii. 4) ; d iv t^ <pavep^, iv ry Hpvintp
'loviaXos (S.om. ii. 28, 29).
The sphere in
which this admiring felicitation acts must
"
"
be what is good ;
here that highest good
which tliese Galatians were in danger of
losing, if, indeed, they posdcsaed it
being,
and knowing themselves to be, sons of God.
It is a doubtful point whether ver. 19 should

" in what

is

good,"

is

—

be conjoined with this present verse, with a
colon between vers. 19 and 20, and a comma
only at the end of ver. 18 ; or whether tlie
sentences should be separated as they appear
in our Authorized Version. But at all events,
the earnest, anxious, tender affeotionateness
which, as it were, wrings the apostle's heart
writing ver. 19, is to be felt already
working in his ooul in the writing of this
eighteenth verse. The sense above given
to the verb (riXovv, though disallowed by
Alford and Bishops EUioott and Lightfoot,
appears to be that recognized by the Greek
commentators Chrysostom and Theophylact.
Ver. 19. My little children, of whom I
travail in birth again uutU Christ be formed
iu you (reKvia ixov [or, riKva jitou] oiis ir&Kiv
adtvw, &XP^^ ^^ fiop(l>Q}6rj Xparrbs iv u^7v') ; my
little children (or, my children) of whom 1

m

—

am

again in travail, until Christ be formed

and frank sympathy with each other's happined£ of those days comes back to the apostle's
mind with fresh force, after his brief mention and rebuke of the false-hearted gratulations and compliments by which they were
now in danger of being ensnared. With a

in you. It has been above remarked to be
doubtful whether this verse should be conjoined witli the preceding verse or with
tliat which follows.
The objection to the
latter arrangement, presented by the Se at
the commencement of ver. 20, is thought by
many to be obviated by a number of instances which have been alleged in which
this conjunction is used with a sentence
following a vocative compellation (see
Alford, BlUcott). But such cases appear
marked by a tone of vivacity and snrpiise
which is not present here. On the other
hand, the tone of loving affectionate anxiety
breathing in this verse links it more closely
with the preceding than with the following
one, in which such pathos is no longer discernible, but is replaced by a deliberative
attitude of mind. The word tckvU occurs
as a compellation here only in St. Paul's
writings, tliough repeatedly in St. John's
Epistle and once in his Gospel (John xiii.
33), where it appears as used by our Lord
in an access of deeply moved affeotionateness.
St. Paul addresses Timothy as " hia

gentle reprehension of their levity, in that
they were now bartering that former well'

child " (tiKvov) in 2 Tim. ii. 1 and 1 Tim. i.
18, not only aa a term of endearment, but ag

//.aKapiCecSai, to be congratulated, and was illustrated in the firdt note
on ver. 17, especially by the reference to
Aristophanes, ' Nubes,' 1 188. Zri\ov(r8ai iv t$
irapeivai yite irpi s u/ias, " to be objects of admira-

equivalent to

tion

when

I

am

present with you,"

is

mani-

" the
The
gratulation of yourselves," of ver. 15.
vivid remembrance of the simple-hearted joy
festly

a

recital of the

fiaicapt<Tfi.is v/iav,
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denoting also his having been spiritually
begotten by bim (comp. Philem. 10 1 Cor.
Iv. 15).
Here tbo like sense attaches to the
word, as is clear from the following clause,
" of whom I am again in travail " but the
diminutive form of the noun, agreeing well
with the niition of a child at its birth,
combines in this case apparently a tender
allusion also to the extremely immature
;

;

of their Christian

character

discipleship

(compare " babes (i/^irioi) in Christ," 1 Cor.
iii. 1)—80 immature, in fact, that tjje apostle
is

travailing of

them

afrcsii,

ea

if

not yet

born at all. This particular shade of meaning, however, must be sacrificed, if we
accept the reading rexva ftov, "my children," which is highly authenticated. The
verb aSiva cannot be understood as pointing
to gestation merely ; it can only denote the
pangs of parturition. The apostle by this
figure describes himself as at this hour in
an anguish of desire to bring the souls of
his converts both to a complete state of eonship in Christ Jesus, and to a complete
roneciou»ness of tliat state now at lengih
bring tliem thereto, though that former
travail had seemingly been in vain. In 1 Cor.
iv. 15 and Philem. 10 he refers to himseir as n spirituiil father of his converts,
and tliia too with touching pathos. Great
la tl e pathos too of his reference to himself
as, ill his fostering care of his Thessalouian
converts, like a tender " nursing mother
cherishing her own oliildrun," and also as
of a "fiither" of them (I Thess. ii. 7, 11).
But neither of those passages equals the
present in the expression of intense, even
anguisi.ed, longing to effect, if only he
might bo able to eifoot it, a real transformation in the epiiitual cliaracter of these
Galalian converts. " Until " I cannot rest
till then I—" Christ be formed in you." The
verb iiopif>6u>, form, occurs only liere in the

—

—

New

A
7,

ill

in its uncompounded shape.
cited from ' Const. Apost.,' iv.
it occurs in the phrase, " formed

Testament

pass;igo

is

which

man

in the womb." In the Septnagint of
lixod. xxi. 22 we have i^twrnuriiemv at the
uiiboru infant. It certainly seems as if the
apostle used the word as one belonging to
the same region of thought as the iiilva,
but, with the like bold and plastic touch as
elsewhere characterizes his use of imagery,
refusing to be tied to thorough-going consistency in its application.
Compare for
example 2 Cor. iii. 2. When the hour of

"

w5i'6 J is come, the period of the " formation
of the babe has expired. Further, as stowing the freedom of the writer's use of
imagery, the easiest way of taking .iv vfuv
is to suppose that "Christ" is here viewed
as " within " them, and not as a likeness
to which they are to be conformed ; comp. eh.
;
U. 22, " Chiist liveth in me " and Col. i. 27,

GA.LA.TIANS.

[en. iv.

1—31

where the "mystery" of the gospel ii
the words, " Christ in you the
hope of glory." He cannot rest, he means,

summed up in

till the image, thought,
of Clirist as the
Object of their sole And absolute trust, as
the complete ground of their acceptance
with God and their sonship, shall be perfectly and abidingly formed in their hearts.
The hour in which a perfectly formed
" Christ," that fair Divine Child of joy and,
hope, has cnme to be there, in their hearts,
will be. the hour in which the apostle's
travailing pangs have issued in their birth.
No doubt tije apostle is writing to persons
baptized into Christ and thus clothed with
Christ(ch. iii. 27); persons, in the language
of tiie Church, " born again." But however
Btraitly we choose to be restrained in the
use of such images, solidifying into rigid
dogma similitudes nsed for such passing

illustration as the occasion of the moment
requires, the sacred
writers
themselves

recognize no such restriction.
As Chrysostom observes in his 'Comment»ry,' the
apostle's language in eiieot is, " Ye need a
fresh new-birth, a fresh remoulding (avay^vCTftrectfS er^pas
v/j.7v
Sei Kal hvait\Aceas)"
Baptized into Christ as those Galatians
were, they were, however, in his view no
true sons of God, until Christ had been
really

formed in their hearts.
I desire to bo present with you

Ver. 20.

—

now

(j^BeKov Sk vapeTyat Trpds ifxas &pTl); I
could viish to he preeent with you this very

hour. The it marks here simply a transition
to another thought, and, as is not unfrequently the case, and as our Authorized

Version assumes, needs not to be represented
in translation at all.
Bishop Lightfoot
writes, " But, speaking of my presence, I
would I had been present," etc. But this
explanation is not necessary. The imi>erfect
verb IjeeKov, like the 40ou\6iJi7ii' of Acts xiv.

23 and the nixi/iV" of Rora. ix. 3, denotes
a movement as it were which had just been
stirring in the mind, but which for good
" I could almost
reasons is now withdrawn
wish
but long distance and pressure of
:

other duties make it impossible."
Thus
much in explanation of the withdrawal of the
wish. The wish itself was occasioned by
the feeling that the yearning desire of his
soul might perhaps be more likely to be
Boliieved if, by being on the spot, he were
enabled to adapt bis treatment to a more
distinct consciousueps of the circumstances
than he can possibly now have. "To be
present with you ; " the very words are
repeated from ver. 18. It was well both
with you and with me when I was with
you would that I conld be with you now
(On SpTi, " this very hour," see note on ch. i. 9.)
:

And

1

to

tpaviiv

change
uov).

my
The

voice (ital iwd^ai tj)»
tenie of the infinitiv*

;

OH. IV.
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aWdiat liardly nllows U8 to tako the woid
as meaninu; " from moment to moment
aoeoidiiig to tlie rapidly Viirying emergencies." This would have been expiessed
lather by hKhiira^ui.
The questiun then
arises
Change: from what to what? to
which a great variety of answers have been
proposed. The cine is probably supplied
in the words, " be present with you this veiy
hour." This &pTi, contrasting aa It does the
very present with the former occasions on
which the apostle had been with them,
suggests that he meant that the tone of his
utterance would need to be different if
amon«;st them just now from what it had
then been. Then, it was tlie simple, uuauxious, joyous, exposition of the blessed
gospel, untrammelled by fear of being misunderstood ; Buch a way of speaking aa one
would be naturally drawn on to pursue
who found himself addressing those whom
he could confide in, and who were disposed
frankly and lovingly, with an honest and
good heart, to drink in from his lips the
simple faith. Perhaps he might now find
it necessary to replace that mode of utterance by guarded words, by stern reasoning,
by the refuting of wilful misconceptions,
by exposing and abashing cavil and objection.
Tor I stand itt doubt of you ; or, /
am perplexed for you (iLiropov/iai yhp iv
iiuv) ; I am perplexed about you.
Compare
Qaf^a iv u/xic, " I am in good courage conAs "in"
cerning yon" (2 Cor. vii. 16).
the Corinthians the apostle found ground
for good ouurage, so "in" the Galatians he
found ground for perplexity. This explains
his wishing that he were with theui.
Ho
would in that case be less unable to clearly
understand their state of mind.
Ver. 21. Tell me, ye that desire to be
under the Law (\4yeri ixot, ol iirh vSfiov
BeKovTes cTrai).
After the outburst of
affectionate earnestness expressed in the
last four verses, the apostle seems to have
paused, reflecting in what way he could the
most effectually convince these Galatian
legalists of their error.
At length, a consideration occurs to him, wliich he impetuously so to speak hastens to abruptly
Ho has before (ch. iii. 29)
set before them.
shown to the G.ilatian believers that they
were " Abraham's seed." He now means to
show that, as children of Abraham through
faith in Christ, they stood on a far higlier
footing than the children of the Sinai
covenant did a position which, by subjecting themselves afresh to the Law, they
would forego. The verb " desire" (JSiXovres),
ag here introduced, intimates that this
aspiration of theirs was a mere freak of
self-wUl, there being notliiilg in the circumstances to prompt it. So in ver. 9, " Ye
desire to be in bondage." |n consequence

—

—

—

mo
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of there being no article with vijxov, some
would render vwh v6ixov " under Law," that
is. Law viewed in genere, as in Eora. iv. 15.
But the whole scope of the Epistle resists
this view.
The apostle's contention with
the Galatiiiu pervertors of the truth is
not concerning Cliristians being subject to
Law absolutely, but concerning their being
subject to It Law of outward ceremonial
observance ; that is, to the Law of Moses
for there was no other system of positive
ordinances by which, as of Divine authority,
they could imagiue themselves to be bound.
The noun vi/ios is used without the article,
like other monadia nouns with an understood specific reference (ior examples, QeSs,
KipioSj XpurrSst Xlfeufxa, bia,3u\oSj icoa/ios')
as
it is also Eom. ii. 23; ill. 31; iv. 13, 14;
V. 13 ; 1 Cor. ix. 20 ; ch. ii. 21 ; iv. 5 ; Phil. iii.
Do ye not hear the law t (rdv vd/ioi/
5, 6.
ouie &KoieTf ;) ; to that Law give ye no heed i
The article is here prefixed to udfion to
make the repetition of the noun the more
telling; just as it is in Rom. ii. 2S, "Oj iv
vdfjLQt Kavx^Tatf Sia rris 7Tapa^d(reus tou vSp-ou
t6v &ehi/ cLTtfidCeisi The verb ^KotJere, hear,
like our " listen to," means " take to heart
what it says;" as in Matt. x. 14; Luke xvi.
There is no reason for attributing
29, 3i.
to the verb such a sense of listening to an
oral utterance as should warrant us in
supposing, that the aposlle is thinking
in particuliir of the Galatian Christians
as in tlio habit of " hearing ' the Pentateuch
and other Old Testament Scriptures read,
whether in Jewish synagogues (cf. 2 Cor.
iii. 14, 15 ;
Acts xv. 21) or in Christian
assemblages. That such Scriptures in tlie
Septuagint Version were customarily read
aloud when Christians assembled for united
worship, especially in the absence or denrtli
of other inspired writings, is more than
probable ; we know from Justin Martyr
(' Apol.,' i. p. 83) that such was the custom
from Sunday to Sunday in his days, when
there were airotrrohiKd vwop^vTj/xoi'eiifiara also
available for sueh use. Moreover, the existence of such a custom helps us to understand how it was that tlie apostle could
here, as in Rom. vii. 1, presuppose with
Christian believers an acquaintance with
the contents of the Pentateuch. But we
require more here than the thought, " Are
;

ye not wont to hear the Law read?" It
rather an acquaintance with its contents,
and taking due account of them, that he
is

demands of

his

readers.

Some

uncial

manuscripts have a.myivd)(TKeT(, read, instead of imaisre. This reading of the text
would only imply, not without a touch of
sarcasm, the sense which the more accredited
reading, aKoiere, may be understood as
directly denoting.
The use of the word
" Law " to denote at once the system of

;
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Mosaic legislation and the historical recoid
in which it is embedded, is remarkable.

The Jews were accustomed

to designate the

Pentateuch by this term (comp. Matt. v. 17
xvi. 16
xxiv. 44) ; and whoever
would fain subject tlieniselves to the positive enactments of the Mosaic Law as
possessing Divine authority, would of course

Luke

;

feul themselves bound also to accept the
teaching of the historical record as clothed
with the like authority. The apostlo liiniself also aocopted both as alike coming
from God; only he required that the Divine
purpose in both should be clearly understood and be suitably complied with.
Ver. 22
For it is written {yiypamai
yap) for Hie Scripture saith. The phrase
does not here, as it does usually, introduce
the citation of a text, but prefaces a brief
summary of facts these facts being recited
ill words
gatliered out of the Scptuagint
Version of Gen. xvi. and xxi., in much the

—

;

;

from the sacred history.

[CH. IV.

The word

1—31.

waiSta-Kii

in classical Greek means a girl either slave
or free. In the Septuagint it is generally
a slave (not, however, in Euth iv. 12, where
it renders the Hebrew na'araK) ;
in the

New

Testament it is always a maidservant.
Paul borrows the word from the Septuagint of Gen. XV. and xxi
shere "it
renders the Hebrew ihiphchah. Hagar was
the personal property of Sarah. The other
by a freewoman (/cai eva Ik t^s iKev84pas)
and one by the freewoman. The word
" freewoman " is never applied to Sarah in
the story in Genesis ; not even in the passage freely quoted in ver. 30 but it was an
obviously true description, and with perfect
fairness introduced in antithesis to Hagar.
As applied to one holding so princessly a
St.

;

;

position in the story as Sarah, the idea of

a freewoman stands coloured with a deep
tincture of dignity.

Ver. 23.

— But

he who ;wa3 of the bond-

same way as tlie story of Meloliisedec is
sketched in Heb. vii. 1 4. That Abraham
had two sons (Hn 'A^paafi Svo vlohs fax^^^ t
that Ahraham had gotten two sons; for eax^v

after the flesh (aAA' i iiev
Kara trdpKa yeyeptnyraty ;
howbeit the son by the handmaid is shown as
bom (or, begotten') after the flesh. The o\A.a

not exactly equivalent to dx^i/.
tion has been drawn to other sons

strongly adversative; both, indeed, were
sons of Abiaham, but there was a marked
distinction in the way in which they
severally came into being. The apostle has
evidently in his eye the analogy presented
by the natural birth of the Jewish descendants from Abraham, as contrasted with
the birth of Abraham's spiritual seed
through faith in the promises of the gospel.
This point, however, he is content with
merely, in vers. 28, 29, glancing at. His
main point is the condition of both mother
and child in each case, as being either both
free or both in bondage.
It is not clear
whether the apostle by yeyevyriTat meant
" born " or " begotten," the verb being used
in both senses; but neither is it material.
The perfect tense of the verb eith&r supposes us to be as it were present at the time
of Islimael's expulsion, in which case it
would mean, " hath been born," or is used
with reference to the record in the history,
meaning in this case " appears in the story
as having been bom." So the perfect tense
is used also in Heb. vii. 6, SeSeKdraice,

—

Attenbom of
Kc'turah (Gen. xxy. 1, 2), who both in
uncient and in modern days (see Windischmann) have been very plausibly interpreted
as analogously pointing forward allegorically
to those heretical bodies, now vanished,
which threatened such danger to the Church
in the first centuries.
But the apostle's
concern here is exclusively with the posture
of affairs subsisting at the time of Hagar's
and Ishmael's expulsion from the patriarch's
family, quoted in ver. 30 from Gen. xxi.
Even if he had seen fit by allegorical
exposition to apply Scripture to those dire
forms of utterly perverted Christianity,
which lie certainly did look forward to as
about to arise, it is very questionable
is

whether he would have conceded to them
so venerable a parentage as having Abraham for their forefather. Mosaism in its
place was a thing of Divine origin, even
as Christianity itself was, both of them
" covenants " of God ; not so the monstrous
forms of Gnostic and Manicheiin teaching
which horrified the primitive Church. In
fact, typology, that is to say, the interpretation of Old Testament Scripture as bearing a designed allegorical sense, requires
The tracing of
very cautious liandling.
analogies is an interesting and pleasing
exercite of theological ingenuity ; but it is
one thing to trace a parallelism, and a quite
different thing to detect a latent predictive
sense intended by the Holy Spirit. The
one by a bondmaid (eVa iK ttjs iratditrKrisy
;

one hy the handmaid ; the expression
pointing to the individual mother knoWa

woman wag bom
4ic

Trjs

TraiSiiTKTis,

is

eli\6yriK€, and
Heb. I. 18, eyKeKaiyia-rai
"According to the flesh " does rot precisely

course of nature "
the word " flesh " rath'^r contrasts the
present visible sphere of human life with
the invisible spiritual worH, in much the
same way as " flesh " is so often contrasted
with " spirit." Ishmael was bom " after the
flesh," because he was born in the common
course of nature Isaac was bom (ver. 28)
" after the Spirit," because his birth was
connected with the invisible spiritual world
" through the promise," which on the one

mean " in the common

;

;

a

;
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hand was given by God the great Sovereign
of the spiritual world, and on the other was
laid hold of and made effectual in that same
world of spiiitual action by Abraham's and
Sarah's faith. Sut he of the fieewoman
was by promise (4 8J Ik t^i iKevBipas, Si'
[Beceptus, Sia t^s] i-xayy^Xiai) ; hut the son
hy the freewoman through a promise (or,
through the promise). If the article before
^ira77€A(os be retained, it is to be taken as
pointing to the well-known promise made
by the Lord to Abraham, both in the night
in which God made a covenant with him
(Gen. XV.), and afresh, in a more definite
form, on the eve of the destruction of
Sodom (Gen. xviii.). This promise was the
means of Isaac's being born, calling forth
as it did an acting of faith in God, both in
Abraham (Rom. iv, 17 21), and likewise
in Sarah (Heb. xi. 11), in consideration of
which the Almighty beyond the course
of nature gave them this child.
Ver. 24. ^Whioh things are an allegory

—

—

a\\riyopovfiiva)\ which things
are written (or, expounded) with a further
meaning.
The relative aTiva, as distinguished from a, probably means " which
facts, being of this description, are," etc., or,
" things, which are of such a sort that they
are," etc. (comp. Col. ii. 23 in the Greek).
The apostle, perhaps, intimates that the
particulars just recited by him belong to
a class of objects distinguished among other
objects presented to us in the Old Testament
by having a further sense than the literal
historical one; the literal historical sense,
however, by no means being thereby super(Sirivd

seded.

4ffTiv

Comp.

1 Cor. x. 11,

things happened unto them
aKKriyopeiir,

or

these
ruiri-

by way of figure ']." The
is shown by lexicons. Lidand others, to mean, either

Ktas) as figures [or,

verb

"Now

(riiroi,

'

dell and Scott's
to ipeah a thing allegorically or to expound
a thing as allegorical. Bishops Ellicott and
Llghtfoot furnish passages illustrative of
both meanings, particularly of the second
and the latter adds the observation that it
is posaible that the apostle nses the verb
here in the sense of being allegorically expounded, "referring to some recognized
mode of interpretation." St. Paul did at
times refer to authority extrinsical to his
own (Eph. iiL 5 ; 1 Cor. xi. 16 ; xv. 11).
But whichever of the two possible senses of
thd verb aWTjyope7iT6at was the one here
intended by the apostle, there is no impro-

bability in the supposition that not now for
the first time was the narrative of Hagar
and Ishmael thus applied : it is quite supposable, for instance, that it had been so
applied at Antioch, in the animated discussions in which Paul, Barnabas, and Silas
encountered the Judaists in that Church.

A'

">l'

evect*

it is

not merely Bupposable,
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but in a high dci^ree probable, that at least
some of the historical persooages, institutions, and events of the Old Testament
Scriptures were wont to be allegorically
treated by leaders of Christian thought of
the highest authority. We cannot acquiesce
in the position adopted by some critics, that
such allegorizing is to be relegated to the
region of mere Jewish rabbinism, now to be
regarded as exploded. And we need not
here insist upon the consideration that a
rabbinical origin would constitute no valid
objection to our acceptance of such allegorizing treatment of Soriplure, because
that the results of rabbinical exegesis and
of

rabbinical

investigations

in

theology

—

were in many cases of the highest value
fact which those who are acquainted, for
example, with Professor Keuss's 'Histoire
de la Th&logie Chr^tienne' will not be
disposed to question.
For we resist the
attempt to thrust us back upon the school!
of the rabbins, as if it were from them only
that St. Paul derived this allegorical method
of Scripture exposition. Those schools may
have made him acquainted with it, it ia
true but altogether independently of rab;

binical instruction, the leading teachers of

the Church, even before Paul's conversion,
" unlearned men,'' iSiajroi, as the rabbinists
regarded them, had, as we cannot doubt,
learnt thus to apply Scripture in the sohoul
of Jesus. Christ himself, not only before
his passion, but also, and we may believe
with greater definiteness and particularity,
after his resurrection (Luke xxiv. 27, 45 j
Acts i. 3), had imparted to his apostles and
other disciples some expositions of historical
facts

of the Old Testament, which must

tijis description, and which
would suggest the legitimate application of
the same method in other analogous in-

have been of

And

those men were not only disbut were likewise
though
especial,
not the exclusive, organi
of the Holy Spirit's teaching in the Church
(John xvi. 12—15; Eph. iii. 5; iv. 11).

stances.

ciples, pupils of Jesus,

Particular allegorical expositions, therefore,
received amongst those apostlei and prophets of Christ, came clothed with the
highest authority, emanating as they well

might have done from Christ's own oral
teaching, or from an immediate special leading of Ills Spirit. And, further, we feel
ourselves

entitled

to

believe

that

the

supreme Kevealer of spiritual truth to
mankind might well think fit to appoint,
not only words or ceremonial institutions
as means of imparting religious instruction
or of prophetical indication, but historical
incidents as well
not merely so ordering
the manner in which his inspired organs
framed their narratives of certain occurrences as to wake tboge narrativei pro;

;
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phetioal, bnt also in bis disposal of human
aifairsso ordering the occurrences themselves
as that they should be prophetical ; furnishing (so to speak) tableaux vivants, in which
the faitli of his servants should read, if not
spiritual facts which were as yet future, at
least spiritual facts after they had come to
pass, the prophetical adumbration of wliich,
now recognized by them, would serve to
conE»m their belief iu them and their comjuehension of them. The fact that Christ
repeatedly and most pointedly referred to
the strange experiences of Jonah as prophetical of his own passion and resurrection proves to a certainty that events
might be predictive as well as utterances
of prophets.
Our Lord's use of the story of
the brazen serpent, of the gift of manna,
and of the Passover (Lulce xxii. 16) points
have also apoin the same direction.
stolical guidance in construing the Passover,
the Exodus, tlie story of Melchisedec,
Abraham's offering up of his son, the yearly
Fast of the Atonement, as legitimately
subject to similar treatment. Since the old
economy with its histories and its ordinances
originated from the same Divine Author as
the new, it is no unreasonable belief that in
the things of preparatory dispensations he
had set foreshadowings, and in no scant
number, of those great things in the spiritual
economy which from " eternal ages " had
been his thoughts towards us, and iu which
the whole progress of human history was to
In the apostle's
find its consummation.
discussion of his subject there are in part distinctly specified, in part merely indicated,
a great variety of contrasts ; these the
reader will find presented by Bengel in liis
'Gnomon' in a tabulated form with great
For these are the two covedistinctness.
nants; or, testaments {aZrai ydp tlai Sio
[Receptus, el<nv at Sio] Smfl^/cai) ; for these
The Textus
two covenants.
women
Beceptus has ai Sio SiaBrJKai : but the article
What
is expunged by all recent editors.
the jostle means is this: the circumstance
that Abraham had two wives pointed to the
fact that there were to be, not one covenant
only, but two.
He has previously (oh. iii.
15, 17) spoken of " the promise " as a covenant; while also this term was already a
familiar designation of the economy which
God appointed to the natural "seed of
Abraham." Compare also Jeremiah's mention of these two " covenants " (xxxi.
For the use of the verb "are," comp.
31).
is B, and
Matt. xlii. 87—39 ; Eov. i. 20.
is A, in the characteristics which they

We

an

A

B

The one from the Mount
one from
Sinai (pia /lii/ &irb Spovs Sim)
Mnunt Sinai. The /ita 5^, or, ri Sh Seurepa,
which should have followed to make the
sequel of the sentence conformable witli its
have in common.

;

[oh. IV.
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commencement, is, in form, wanting, having
in the framing of the sentence got lost sight
of, through the parenthesis introduced immediately after this clause to illustrate its
bearing ; for the words v Sh &vm 'UpovaaKiiij.
of ver. 26 only in substance furnish the
apodosis to this protasis, being themselves
evolved out of wliat immediately precedes
them. The covenant which is ota- mother is
styled, in ver. 28, '• promise." Windischmann
proposes for a formally corresponding apodosis

something of this sort

:

'H Si Sevripa,

iir'

&vuBfv\ elj iKevdepiav yevvaffa,
lia^fla, avaroix^l Si rp Hvai 'UpouiKfvdepa 4crrl /lera ruv 7eKPuy

ovpaj/ov (or,
TJTfs IittI
ffaXi{(U,

f)

avTTJs ToireffTtP Tjfxwy (or, oXrivh ifffiev ^^eis).

" F] om Mount Sinai ; " being promulgated
from Mount Sinai, it fakes its being therefrom.
Which gendereth to bondage {eU
SovXeiav •yevvHaa)
hearing children unto
hondof/e.
Those subject to a covenant are
regarded as its offspring; as Acts iii. 35,
" Ye are the children ... of the covonant,"
•

etc. : their lives are moulded by its direction ; tliey come under the promises, or the
discipline, assured by its terms; in short,
they owe to it tlieir spiritual condition.
The apostle assumes it to be a manifest fact,
having before repeatedly asserted it, that
those under the Law are in a condition of
servitude. Which is Hagar (ij-rij iirTlv''Ayap');

which is Hagar. The meaning of ^rir here
is, " which being such in cliaracter as it is,
is Hagar."
This covenant, with its children,
being wrapped in an element of slavery, ii
kindred in character with Hagar and her
offspring.
It is objected that Ishmael was
not, in fact, a slave.
But as Hagar does not
appear to have been a recognized concubine
of Abraham, in the same way as Bilhah

and Zilpah were concubines of Jacob, but
continued to be Sarah's handmaid ("thy

still

maid," Gen. xvi. 6), her child was, of course,
born into the same condition. With Sarah's
consent, it is true, Abraham might, if he
had thought fit, have adopted him as a child
of his own ; but this does not appear to
have been done.
Ver. 25. For this Hagar is Uoimt Sinai
in Arabia. This clause ))as been the subject

—

of much conflicting opinion
The reading of
the Greek text is itself much debated, and
in the original authorities (manuscripts,
versions, and Fathers) it appears in a great
variety of forms.
detailed discussion of
the latter point would be out of plao« here
and for the premisses from which the critical
judgment is to be drawn, the reader is
referred to Alford, and to a detached note
which Bishop Lightfoot adds in his ' Commentaiy,' at the end of this fourth chapter.
Only the main result needs to be stated.
There are two forms of the text, between
which the choice lies. One is that of t^e

A

—

"

cff.

IV.

1—31.]

;;
;
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Textus Eeceptus, namely, Ti yhp'Ayap, Jit's
Spos iarlv iv Ty 'Apafiii}, " For the word Hagar
is Mount Sinai in Arabia."
This ia maintained by Meyer, Alford, Ellicott, and Sanday. The other, omitting the word 'Ayap,
runi thus: T6 yhp Siw Spos iinXi/ iv rfj
'Apa0i^ "For Sinai is a mountain in Arabia."
This is accepted by Bentley, Lachmann,

and ipos belongs to the predicate ; that is,
that "Ayap must be expunged from the text,
and that we adopt the other reading, Td yap
Siva Spos iffTlv ip rrj 'ApoiSi^, " For Sinai ia
a mountain in Arabia," the well-known land
of Hagar and her descendants ; Gen. xvi. 7
xxi. 21
XXV. 18 (see Mr. Poole's articles on
" Hagar " and " Shur " in the ' Dictionary

Tregelles, Tisohendorf

of the Bible ').
The article is prefixed to
Sim as having been already j ust mentioned
The
as if it were " for this Sina is," etc.
purpose of the clause, however it be read, is
plainly to make more colourable the allegorical exposition ; it explains why the
locality of the giving of the Law has been
referred to in tlie words, " one, from Mount
Sinai" a local specification quite alien to
the apostle's usual manner in referring to
the old covenant, and only had recourse
And
to here for this particular object.
t'n the same rank with)
answereth to (or,

(latturly),

Bengel,

De Wette, Windisohmaun, Howson, and
Lightfoot.

In respect to the original au-

thorities, there is

exist

not generally thouglit to

any great preponderance in the

dence

evifor either the retention or the omission

of the word " Hagar."
The decision, therefore, depends chiefly upon a comparison
of the internal probabilities. In order to
this, we must gain as clear a view as we can
of the meanin!!; of the above two readings.
That of the Textus Eeceptus, Tb yap "Ay up
'Ziva. &pos iffTij/ ii/ TJ7 *Apoj8ioi, according to
Ohrysostora, as well as modern critics, means
this : " For the word Hagar is [represents]
in Arabia Mount Sinai." Ohrysostom remarks, " Hagar is the word for Mount Sinai
;
in the language of that country " and again,
' That
mountain where the old covenant
was delivered, hath a name in common with
tlie bondwoman."
Critics make reference to
oh. i. 17, " I went away into Arabia." " It
is difficult," says Dean Stanley, ' Sinai and
Palestine,' p. 50, " to resist the thought that he
[St. Paul] too may have stood upon the rocks
of Sinai, and heard from Arab lips the
often-repeated Rajar, rock, suggesting the
double meaning to which the text alludes."
But the Arabic word for " rock " is chajar,
differing from Sajar, the Arabic form of tlio

bondwoman's name, by having

clieth for its

instead of he. Further, Ihe
Arabs would have used the word only as a
common noun, " rock," and not as a proper
noun, the name of the mountain.
St. Paul
could not have mistahen the one for the
at
other.
There is no evidence
all to substantiate Chrysostom's assertion that tlie
Arabs did name the mountain Hagar; he
apparently thought so only because the
apostle seemed to him to affirm it. See
Lightfoot further on this point. Moreover,
the sentence, " The word Hagar is Mount
initial

letter

Sinai in Arabia," is not what St. Paul would
have written to express this idea ; either,
instead of "in Arabia" he would have
;
written " in the language of the country
or else, " for the Mount Sinai is calted Hagar
in Arabia." Another objection to this reading is the order in which the words Stva and
Elsewhere where the words are
Spos stand.
conjoined the order is, as in ver. 24, upos
3a'«.
The passages are these : Exod. xix.
18, 20; xxiv. 26; xxxi. 18; xxxiv. 2; Neh.
The reversal of th?
ix. 13; Acts vii. 30.
order here indicates that SicS is the subject,

;

—

u

Jerusalem which
'I(povaa\iiii)

;

now

is ((Tuo-toix^' Se

and standeth

(literally, in the

salem that now

in the

Tp

same

vvi>

class

same column) with

The use

is.

the Jeruof the verb

the reader will find amply illustrated in Liddell and Scott's ' Lexicon.' In
the military language of Greece, illustrated
out of Polybius, ot avaTotxovvTis were those
standing in the same file or ooluuin, one
behind another (aa ol cru^vyuvyres were those
standing side by side in the same rank).
Hence, as if tabulated on a board, ideas
a-ua-Toixei"

belonging to the same class, both types and
antitypes, were conceived of as if placed in
a vertical line in column, and so were called
irvaToixovvTis : whilst ideas belonging to a
class contrasted with the former, both types
and antitypes, were conceived of as placed
liorizontally opposite to the former in another
column; the two sets of contrasted ideas
being avTia-Toix" to each other. Thus in

we have two columns

the present instance

Hagar, slave mother

;

Sarah, freewoman.

Ishmael, slave child;

Believers, free children.

Covenant from Sinai ;
Jerusalem that now

Pro ra iee.
Jerusalem that
above; etc.

is; etc.

ii

(Compare Erasmus's note in Poole's ' SynopIt is not improbable, aa Bishop Lightfoot observes, that St. Paul is alluding to
some mode of representation common with
Jewish teachers employed to exhibit similar
sis.')

allegories (see Bengel's note above referred
may, therefore, conclude that the

to).

We

subject of the verb auaroix^'t, whatever it is,
is regarded by the apostle as standing in the
same category with the now subsisting
Jerusalem, especially in the particular respect which he presently insists upon
namely, as being characterized by slavery.
For this is the main point of this wholt

;;
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nUegorieal illustration ; that Judaism is
slavery and the Christian state liberty. It
is not tlear whether the subject of this verb,
"standeth in the same column with," is
" the covenant from Mount Sinai," or " Hagar," or " Sinai."
If either of the two
former, then the first clause of this verse is
The construction runs the
a parenthesis.
most smoothly by adopting the third view,
"
which takes Sinai" as the subject. Sinai,
that gave forth the covenant which is represented by Hagar, "stands in the same
"
" the
column "
(hat

with

now is

Jerusalem

for Sinai is the starting-place of the

;

covenant

which has now its central abode in Jerusalem; the people that was tJiere is now
here; and the condition of slavery into
which Sinai's covenant brought them marks
them now at Jerusalem. And is in bondage
with her children (SouAeuei -yap [Receptus,
5ou\euet Se] ^era tcov Teicvciijj auT^s) /or she
is in bondage with her children.
The reading 7&f) is substituted for Se by the editors
with general consent. That the subject of
the verb " is in bondage " is " the Jerusalem
that now is," is apparent from the contrasted
sentence which next follows, "but the Jerusalem that is above is free." " With her
children " repeatedly did our Lord group
Jerusalem with " her children " (Matt, xxiii.
37; Luke xiii. 35; xix. 44), having, however, in view the city itself with its inhabitants while St. Paul probably regards
Jerusalem more in idea, as representing
Judaism in its central manifestation " her
children" being consequently those who
were living under the Law. The apostle
here assumes that this mystical Jerusalem
with her cliildren was in bondiige, making
the fact a ground for identifying her with
Hagar. That the fact was so St. Paul
knew, both from his own experience and
from his observation of others. The religious
life of Judaism consisted of a servile obedience to a letter Law of ceremonialism, interpreted by the rabbins with an infinity
of hair-splitting rules, the exact observance
;

;

;

;

of which was bound upon tlie conscience of
its votaries as of the essence of true piety.
The apostle also probably took account of
the slavish spirit which very largely characterized the religious teaching of the
ruling doctors of Judaism; their bondage,
that is, not only to the letter of the Law,
but to the traditions also of men; that
spirit which those who heard the teaching
of the Lord Jesus felt to be so strongly
contrasted by his manner of conceiving and
piesenting religious truth. "Ho taught as
one having authority, and not as the
But the main point now contemBtribes."
plated by the apostle was bondage to
-

ceremonialism.
Vcr. 26.— But Jerusalem which

is

above

is

foH. IV.
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free (rj 5€ &vq} 'lepoucaX^^, ^KevOepa itrTii/) ;
hut the Jerusalem that is above is free. The
mystic Jerusalem in which Christ reigns,
the Son of David, who is at the right hand
of God.
For the word " above," &va, comp.
Col. iii. 1,2," Seek the things tliat are above
(ra &va) where Christ is, seated at the right
hand of God : set your mind on the things
tliat are above ; your life is hid with Christ
in God ; " and Pliil. iii. '20, " Our citizenship
This is identical
(n-oAlrevfia) is in heaven."
with the "heavenly Jerusalem" of Heb. xii.
standing
in
contrast
which,
with the
22,
" mount that might bo touched and that
burned with fire," Sinai with its soulcrushing tenors, appears associated with
the pacifying blood of Jesus, and with
communion with all that is holiest and
The essential identity of
most glorious.
the contrast in the two passages, which are

bespeaks a common
and the same mind. The
supernal Jerusalem is not chiefly contrasted

mutually

origin

illustrative,

in one

with the Jerusalem " that now is," in point
of time : she is not the future only, though
in the future to be manifested the holy
city. New Jerusalem, coming down (as St.
John writes) from God out of heaven (Rev.
xxi. 2) ; but she is there now, with God.
It
would be in harmony with St. Paul's representation to suppose tliat he conceives of
her having been there with God in heaven
of old, her citizens upon earth being the
true servants of God in all ages. In former
ages, however, she was comparatively barren
it needed that the enthronization of the
Goil-Man, " the Mediator of the new covenant" (Heb. xii. 24), on " God's holy hill of

—

Zion," should take place before she could
become the prolific mother here shown to us.
Conimentatora refer to rabbhiical speculations lelative to a Jerusalem which was
conceived of as existing in heaven, as
illustrated by Schottsen's 'Dissertatio de
Hierosol. Caslesti' ('Hor. Hebr.,' vol. i.
diss, v.), and also by Wetstein both here and
on Eev. xxi. It would be interesting if we

could determine when those rabbinical speculations first arose, and how far it may be
judged probable that they or some earlier
form of them out of which these sprang
suggested anything to St. Paul for the form
in which he clothed his own conception of
this idea; there may have been such.
Meanwhile, we cannot but he struck by the
purely ideal and spiritual character in which
the apostle here exhibits his conception of it
though something like aterrene manifestation
in the future seems indicated in Rom. viii.
" Is free " the counterpart of Sarah, as
21.
mentioned in vers. 22, 23. That this Jerusalem is free, the apostle feels it needless to
state; she to his very consciousness is the very
home and bosom of God's love, having hei
;

en. IV.
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very existence, as well as her outward-acting
power, in his pervading, actuating Spirit.
Bondage, oonisti'aint, tliere cannot be for all
yolitions are tlif;re harmonized, absorbed, by
the Spirit of love uniting her component
elements both with each other and with
God. Which is the mother of us all (ijTis
itrrl fiilTTjp rii^ai/ [Eeceptus, iriivToii/ yifi.wii'])
which is our mother. Here again, as in yi-r.
24, TJTis means " which, being such as she is,
is our mother."
We look at the Jerusnlem
tiiat is above, and in her princely freedom
wo recognize what we her children are.
Ti'.e ndvTay, wbicli the Textns Receptus has
before ^^^UMc, and wliioh is by the general
consent of critics rejected, is witli much
probability supposed to have come into the
text by the copyist's recollection of the
similar sentence in Rom. iv. 16, 17, 'APpad/i,
;

;

But Tra/'ToJi/,
iari TTOTT^p irayrav T^fiav,
which there belongs to the essential thought
Us

of tlie context that God had made Abruliam
" the father of many nations," is unnecessary
here, where the apostle is chiefly concerned
with the freedom which characterizes the
family of promise. If documentary evidence
proved it to be genuine, it would find its
justification in the notion of the fruitfulness which now at length, as the apostle
presently shows, is given to the supernal

Jerusalem.
Ver. 27.

—For

it

is

written (yfypa-irrai

The

points indicated in the section
of Isaiah (liv.) referred to by the quotation which is made of the first verso, and
which amply make good what the apostle
has been stating and implying, are these:
that a new economy was to appear; that by
this economy a multitude of servants of
God should be called into being; that this
multitude should in numbers far surpass
those called into being heretofore ; that tliia
economy, though newly manifested, had
been in existence before, but comparatively
unblest with offspring ; that it was to bo
known as an economy of forgiving, adopting love, involving a principle of spiritual
life and of spontaneous, no longer constrained and servile, obedience.
need
not hesitate in asserting that the last-named
new
economy
were,
features of the
in the
apostle's view, included in the prediotion he
means to refer to, although hot contained in
iliose words of tlie prophet wliich he has
For it is one of the
expressly quoted.
characteristics of a Jewish religious teacher's
method of citing Scripture, noted by the
learned Dr. Biesenthal, himself a Jew, in
his ' Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews ' (' Binleitung,' p. 54), that he is wont
to omit in his express citation more or less
of the passage referred to, leaving it to his
hearer or reader to supply the omitted
portions ixom his own knowledge, even
yip).

We
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when

these are most material for the arguas e.q. in Heb. vi. 13, 14, the " oath,"
fully recorded in Gen. xxii. 16, is not itself
contained in the citation mnde by the writer.
The above-named, then, we may assume to
have been points which the apostle regarded
as contained in the passage he refers to,
because they are contained in the section
of which the cited words are an integral
portion.
Wliaiever may be thought of the
applicability, in a measure, of the prophet's
language in the section alluded to, to the
case of Israel restored from the Babylonian
captivity, yet tliat such an appliea'tion furnishes no complete explanation of its import
is clear from the circumstance that tliis jubilant prophesying follows immediately upon
the delineation in the preceding chapter of
the suiferings of Christ a delineation which
ended with the intimation of the results
which should follow in the triumph over
mighty powers opposing the Sufferer, and in
the work of justification whicli he would
accomplish upon " many" (Isa. liii. 10 12).
That the SLCtion was understood by our Lord
to refer to the new economy which he was
himself to introduce, is evidenced by his
citing the words, " All thy children shall be
taught of the Lord " (vcr 13), as pointing to
the spiritual illumination which should at
the time referred to characterize the people
of God universally, so universally that none
would be numbered amongst God's true
people, that is, amongst the diseiples of his
Son, who had not " heard from the Father "
(John vi. 45).
have, then, in this section
of Isaiah a distinctly predictive description
of a condition of spiritual well-being which
was to result from Christ's mediatiou that
is, of the illumination, peace and joyful
sense of God's love which then should be
the "heritage of the servants of the Lord."
This, construed in the apostle's imagery,
connecting itself with that of the words
which he expressly quotes, is the larye
multiplication of the children of the freewnman, bringing forth her offspring into a
state of freedom and ademption in the great
Father's family. The Greek rendering of
the passage given by the apostle is identical with that of the Vatic,
text of the
Septuagint.
The Alexandrian text varies
only in adding Kal -ripirov, " and be glad,"
to the word ^6ri<Tov, " cry," apparently to

ment

;

—

—

We

;

m

explain what kind of crying out was intended. Bejoioe, thou barren that bearest
not (ei'(/)pai/0?;Ti ffreipa ij oil TiKTOvffa). The
Authorized Version as well as the Revised
thus renders the Greek here; but in the
original passage in Isaiah the former renders,
" that didst not bear," the Hebrew having
the preterite indicative ; and similarly, the
" travailest not " in the next clause here is
" didst not travail " there. The participles,

;
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may be classed with
pxeva in John ix. 25, expressing tile normal state as liitherU) known,
though just now subjected to a change.
Break forth and ory, thou that travailest not
Qv^oy Koi ^6r)<roti ^ oiiK u>Umv(ra); break
forth and shout, tltou that travailest not. But
the Hebrew has "break forth into singing"
instead of " break forth and shout " and so
in Isa. xlix. 13; the word for "singing"
TlKTovira

and

aSivovtra,

TU((>\ks &v, &pTt

;

denoting unarticulated cries of joy,
ixic 5, and often. The Hebrew
"break forth" appears to mean
(for joy)," as in Isa. xii. 6, etc.

as in Ps.

word for
"scream
For the

desolate hath many more children than she
which hath an husband (8ti i!oX\di, tA reKva
Tfjs ifrl)nov (ioXAoi'

t)

rijs ^x"^"'')*

'''^''

Sj»Spo);

for more are the children of the desolate than
The word
of her which hath i,he husband.
" desolate " represents the same Hebrew
participle in 2 Sam. xiii. 20, where the
It
Septuagint has xiP^"'"""^"" widowed.
points in the present case to the solitary
and unhappy condition of a woman " forsaken by her husband " (comp. Isa. liv. 6).
On the other hand, the words, rrjs exoiirris
rhv HvSpa, render the one Hebrew word
be'ilah, the passive participle of the verb
Compare the use of
ba'al, cohabit with.
this verb in Deut. xxiv. 1 (" married her,"
Authorized Version ; a-uvoiK^ay aurf, Septuagint) ; Deut. xxi. 13, " and be her husband."
The wonls, therefore, denote her that had
her husband living with her as such; "hath,"

as John iv. 18 ; 1 Cor. v. 1 ; vii. 2. " The
husband " is conceived of as belonging both
to her and of right to the " desolate one."
Perhaps rhv iySpa may be rendered "her

In the prophet's view, the
husband."
" woman which had her husband " was the
visible Israel, possessing the temple and
the other tokens of the Lord's dwelling in
her midst; the "desolate one" was the
spiritual or the ideal Israel to be manifested in the future; for the present out
of sight and seemingly in abeyance; but
tliereafter to be quickened into fertility by
the inhabitation of the Lord (for he in the
prophet's vision, ver. 5, is the Husband),
revealed in his first suffering then glorified
Servant as portrayed in the foregoing prophesying. So exactly do these two images
correspond with "tlie Jerusalem that now
Sb " and " the Jerusalem that ia above," of
t,he apostle's imagery, that bis use of the
prophet's words is plainly no mere accommodation to his purpose of language which
was in reality alien to the subject, but is
the citation of a passage regarded by Iiim
as strictly predictive, and therefore probative of the truth of his representation.
The view of this prophecy of Isaiah found
in

Clemens Bomanus, Ep.
and in Justin Martyr,

§ 2,

ii.,

'Ad

Cor.,'

'Apol.,' p. 88,

[ch. iv.

1— 31.

which regards it as referring to the Gentile
Church as contrasted with the Jewish, ia
plainly a misconception of its import: the
rejoicing mother of the prophet, as well as
supernal Jerusalem of the apostle,
knows of no distinction in her believing
offspring, between Jew and Gentile, comprising both alike.
Ver. 28. Now we, brethren, as Isaac
was, are the children of promise (^/ueis Si,
&d€\<t>olf icarcb 'icraa/c, 4irayye\las reKva ifffitv
[or, i/xeis S4 . ,
ia-Te]) ; now we (or, now
ye), brethren, after the manner of Isaac, art
children of promise. In the Greek text it ia

the

—

.

uncertain whether

we should read

rifnis

.

.

.

" or " ye are."
. . ^(TTe, " we are
difference is that " ye are " would
more directly thrust upon the attention of
the Galatians the conclusion, which " we
are " would express in a more general form.
ic/iev or ujufis

.

The only

" After the manner of Isaac " Kara as in
Eph. iv. 24, Toy Karci @ihv KTiaeivra i 1 Pet.
i.
15, Kartt TOi' KaAcVavra : Lam. i. 12,
Septuagint, 'Ahyos Korefc rh &\yos /wv. The
apostle is viewing Isaac as in the manner
of his being brought into being, the type,
to which the children of the mystic freewoman were in after ages to be assimilated.
In both cases the children are born or
begotten through a promise which God of
his own free grace hath given, and which,
by an accepting faith, is appropriated and
;

made

Thus

Isaac was born (see
The children
of the supernal Jerusalem are begotten
through the gospel, which in etfect is a
promise of adoption through Christ to be
children of God held out to all who will
accept it. Obviously the cases differ in
this
that in one it was the faith of the
parents which made the promise effectual
in the other, the faith of those who in
consequence of believing become children.
But none the less is it true that the result
is due to an announcement proceeding out
of God's own free grace " Not of works
but of him that calleth " (Gom. ix. 7 13
ver.

effectuaL

23 and Eom.

ix. 8, 9).

—

—

comp. John

—

12, 13; 1 Cor. iv. 15 ; Jas. i.
18; 1 Pet. i. 23). The "promise" is not
the parent of the children ; this,
the
i.

m

imagery now present to the apostle's mind,
is in the antitypal case the mystic Freewoman. The genitive "of promise" is a
genitive of qualification, pointing here to
the means through which the children are
begotten. Compare a somewhat similarly
loose use of the genitive in Bom. ix. 8, " Not
the children of the flesh . . . but the children
of the promise."
The case of baptized
infants is not in the apostle's view.
Ver. 29. But as then he that was bom
after the flesh perseonted him that wai bora
after the Spirit {dhX &aitip rirt & kot^

—

'

a;

;
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(For the plirase, " after," or " according to,
the Spirit," see note on ver. 23.) It must be
conceded that the apostle somewhat btiains
the expression in applying; it to the case
of Isaac but he does it for the purpose of
;

manner

of his birth as homogeneous with that of his antitypes ; for
these are they of whom it is the more
characteristically true ; for they are bof»otten through the Spirit's agency, into the
Spirit's kingdom, to be to the uttermost
perfected by the Spiiit.
The imperfect
cSfcoKc, was persecuting, points to the scene
presented to our view in Gen. xxi. 9, in
the midst of which intervenes the injunction, " Cast out," etc. ; or possibly the apostle
regards what then took place as one among
other incidents exhibiting tlie same animus
on the part of Ishmael.
cannot doubt
that St. Paul points to the word " mocking,"
which occurs in the passage referred to.
At the feast held in honour of Isaac's being
weaned, " Sarah saw the son of Hagar the

exhibiting the

We

Egyptian, which she had bom unto Abraham, mocking." The same Hebrew verb is
used of insult and disrespect in Gen. xxxix.
14, "He hath brought in an Hebrew unto
us to mock us;" so again ver. 17. The
Septuagint, as we now have it, instead of
" mocking," has iraiCovra juevet 'lo-a&K toD uioS
nuT^j, " at play with Isaac her son ; " which
would indicate no unkindness on Ishmael's
part, but suggest the idea that Sarah's

resentment

a movement of
by her seeing Ish-

was simply

jealous feeling, roused

mael assuming a position of equality with
a child of hers. But the apostle disregards
interpretation, if indeed the words,
" with Isaac her son," had already then
been interpolated into the passage. As
those words are not in tlie Hebrew, the
participle, lacking any such explanatory
adjunct, would fail of itself to express this
idea.
It is further rendered improbable by
the disparity in age between the two lads
for Isaac, having been just weaned, would
be only two or three years old, whilst
Ishmael would be sixteen or seventeen. It
is much more likely that Ishmael, having
arrived at these years, participated in
Hagar'B feelings of jealousy and disappointment that this child should have come
to supersede him in the position which, but
for this, he might have held in the family;
and that, on the occasion of this " great
feast," by which the aged pair were celebrating their pious joy ov6r this "child of
promise " as well as very markedly eigualizing his peculiar position as Abraham's
h6ir, the elder-bom indulged himself in illnatured and very possibly profane ridicule
of the circumstances under which Isaac was
bom. Hagar's feelings towards her mistress
bad of old been those of upstart insubthis
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ordination (Gen. xvi. 4). That both mother
and son were very greatly in the wrong is
evidenced by the sanction which Heaven
accorded to the punishment with which they

were
quote

The

(see Wetstein)
passage from the
rabbinical treatise, * Bereshith rabb.,' 53,
" Babbi Asaria said Ishmael said to
15.
Isaac, ' Let us go and see our portion in the
field ' and Ishmael took bow and arrows,
and shot at Isaac, and pretended that he
visited.
tlie

critics

following

:

;

was in sport." St. Paul's view, therefore,
of the import of the Hebrew participle
rendered " mocking " is corroborated by the
rabbinical interpretation of the word
consideration which in such a case is of no
small weight. The particular word, " persecuted," with which the apostle describes
Ishmael's behaviour to his half-brother, was,
no doubt, like the expression, " born after
the Spirit," suggested by the antitypal
case to which he is comparing it. But the
features justifying its application to Ishmael viewed as typical were these spiteful
jealousy ; disregard of the will of God
antipathy to one chosen of God to be
Abraham's seed ; abuse of superior power.
Even so it is now {oSto) koI vvv) ; even 00 he
does now. Tlie full sentence represented by
this elliptic one is : " even so now does he
that is born after the flesh persecute him
that is bom after the Spirit." This was a
fact with which the apostle's experience was
but too familiar. In Asia Minor itself, as
the Acts abundantly testifies, from city to
city had he been dogged by the animosity
of the " children of Hagar." No doubt
something of this had been witnessed even
in the Galatian towns, of the evangelization
of which we have no equally full par-

—

—

ticulars

;

there, too,

we may

believe,

St.

Paul's converts had had to note the abhorrence with which their master was regarded
by the adherents of the old religion ; and
it was natural that this ehould have a
tendency, to lessen his hold upon their
minds; for were not the Jews the ancient
Israel of God, the depositaries of his revelations ?
Moreover, the hostility which
harassed
would also alight more or
less upon them as being disciples of his
(see ch. vi. 12, and note). All tliis might
make some of them the more ready to listen
to Judaizing suggestions.
In this verse,
therefore, St. Paul is not merely breathing
out a sorrow of his own but is fortifying
the Galatian believers against a temptation
assaulting themselves.
Ver. 30. Nevertheless what saith the
Scripture ? (oAAa ri \4yei 7] ypatpij'). ** Nevertheless :" man is acting thus ; but, what doth
God say touching the matter ? The similar
question in Bom. xi. 4, " But what saith the
answer of God (4 xpvi""'Krnhs) to him?"

Mm

—

;
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"
favours the belief that by " the Scripture
the apostle does not mean Scripture in
general (as e.g. John x. 35), but the particular " passage of Scripture " to which he is
referring (cf. John xix. 37 ; Acts i. 16). The
animation of his tone is that of the triumphant assertion of the Almighty's will as
an all-sufficing answer to all objections and
all discouragements.
For " the Scripture "
"
is equivalent to " the utterance of God
not merely as found in an inspired volume,
but because of the circumstances attending
upon the speaking of the words (comp. Kom.
ix. 17
They were, indeed,
oh. iii. 8).
uttered by Sarah ; being, however, not words
of a simply jealous and petulant woman, but
of a righteously indignant matron, whose
;

;

if severe, requirement was enforced
upon the reluctant Abraham by God's own
express commnnd. Tlie historical fact ifcsilf,
aa thus recorded, was singularly noticeable,
standing in a position marldng it as peculiarly significant
that it really was a type,

just,

:

prophetical of a certain future spiritual procedure, is ascertained for us by the apostle's
exposition.
Cast out the bondwoman and
her son : for the sou of the bondwoman shall
not be heir with the son of the freewoman
(^KjSaAe T^v iratSlffKrjy Kal rhv vlhv avrijs' ov

yap

fji^

icKTipoyofi-fiffrj

[or, KKripoi/Ofi-fifret] 6 vlhs

rod vtov ttjs 4\ev64pai^
east out the handmaid and her
; for the
son of the handmaid shall not inherit with tlie
son of the freewoman. The Septuagiut has
" Cast outtAis(TaiJT»)j')hanclmaid and her son
for the son of this (rairris) handmaid sliall
rrfs TraiSitrKTis fjL€T^

mn

not inherit with my son Isaac (/iera toS mov
the apostle's citation being literally exact, except that it has not the words
TaiiTTir/ and Tavrris (whicli are not -in the
Hebrew), and substitutes " the son of Ihe
freewoman " for " my son Isaac." His object in these -changes, which do not in tlie
least affect the substance, is to mark the
utterance the more distinctly as God's own
voice, speaking of the parties concerned, not
as Sarah did, being one of tliem, but as
supreme Ruler and Judge: for the Lord
adopted her decision for h!s own. In respect
to Islimael's exclusion from inheriting, the
instance of Jephtliah (Judg. xi. 1, 2), excluded in somewliat similar terms by the legitimale sons of his father (" Thou shalt not
inherit in the house of our father for tlie son
of a harlot woman art thou "), does not apply.
Hagar was not a " harlot " but stood wilh
respect to Sarah in much the same positidu
as did Bilhah and Zilpah to Eaohel and
Leah. We cannot doubt but that the discrimination made between the two sons,
whatever was the character of Sarah's feelings in the matter, is to be ascribed to God's
own sovereign appointment (see Eom. ix. 7,
Ib thu terrible sentence, by which
11).
fiov 'IffadK);"

;

;
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Hagar and Ishmael were driven forth beyond
the pale of God's most especial guardianship
blessing, the apostle hears the voice of

and

God bidding away from his covenant all who

—

disbelieved the gospel all, that is, who set
aside God's assurances of his free unmerited
love to all who believed in Jesus, It should
seem that it was mainly for the purpose of
introducing this denunciation that the apostle
has been at the pains to trace out the alUhgoriciil meaning of tlie narrative.
The
apostle is not now thinking of the national
excision of the Jews ; he is contemplating,
not nationalities, but habits of mind servile
legality on the one siile, and on the other
faitli accepting a free gift of grace.
It is at
their extreme peril, he in effect tells the
Galatians, that they forsake the latter to taka
up with the former; God has shown that by
so doing they will forfeit the inheritance
altogether.
Ver. 31. In the Greek text of this verse,
taken in connection with the first of the next
chapter, there is a great diversity of readings.
The following are the forms in which it is
presented by the principal editors: (1)
Textus Beceptus : "Apa, aS€\<pot, ovk ifffiep

—

—

—

TTatSia-Kris

Texva,

aWa Trjs

4\evdfpas.

Trj 4\ev-

Beplif oiv
f XptffThs fjfjLcis Tt\€v6epaiTe, o-T^/cere,
Kal fih irdXtv (vyi^ Sov\sias ii/ex^a8e. (2) L. T.
Tr., Meyer, Revisers, W. aud H, : Aiii, oSeA<l>oi,

OVK

depas.

4(riihv TraiSiffKTjs

Tp

fKevSepia

ffTJjtteTe olv,

KoX

liii,

rewya,

ij/ias

aWa r^s

4\ev

Xpuj-rh! i]KevSipa>(re,

k.t.K.

(3) EUicott

&Se\(()Oi', oiiK eiT/nev iralSiVKTjs Te'/tya,

:

A/d,

oAAi t^s

4\evd4pas. Tp i\sv0ept^ f rj/ias Xpitrris ii\evBepacre trr^KeTE o5>', /cal k.t.A. (4) Lightfoot:

reKva, aX\a
Xpitrrds
The following are the probable translations of these
several forms of the text :
(1) " Therefore,
brethren, we are not a handmaid's children,
but children of the freewoman : stand fast
then in [or,' by ,'or,' to'] the freedom with which
Christ set us free and do not again get held
in a yoke of bondage."
(2) "Wherefore,
brethren, we are not a handmaid's children,
but children of the freewoman: with freeAf(f, ade\<po(f oiiK 4afjLev iraiSifrmis

TTiS

ihevBepas

ih^vBepic^

tt?

^

Tj/ias

TiAEuflepaJtre" iTT^lceTe oSi», (cal k.t.A.

—

;

dom did Christ set

us free ; stand fast, then,"
(3) " Wherefore, brethren, we are not
a handmaid's children, but children of the
freewoman; in the freedom with which Christ
set us free stand fast, then, and," etc.
(4)
etc.

"Wherefore, brethren, we are not a handmaid's children, but children of Iho freewoman by [i.e. 'by virtue of] the frendom [cr,
'children of her who is free with that freedom '] with which Christ set us free ; stand
fast, then, and," etc.
It will be seen by the
above tliat there appears a general agree-

ment among recent editors of the Greek text
upon three points: (1) they all substitute
Sib for &Dtt
an alteration which makes nd

—

"
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whatever in the sense

expunge the

oli/

;

after eAtiBepicj;

insert oin after o-T-^/teTe.

(2) they
(3)

The forms

they

(3)

and

(4) are identical except in the punctuation.
The construction of the dative 4\euBepla. with
(TriiKeTf in forms (1) and (3) is difficult,
and has not yet been quite satisfactorily

accounted

We

for.

miss the preposition

If,

immanence which is
evidently intended, and to express which eV
is elsewhere found present
as 1 Cor. xvi.

to eipross the idea of

;

27 iv. 1 j 1 Thess. iii. 8. The
arrangement given in form (3) is, in addition, gieatly embarrassed by the " then "
standing so far on in the sentence this
particle marking, as it does, an inference from
the sentence in the preceding verse.
The
furthest plueo in the sentence adduceil by
('
Winer Gram. N. T.,' § 61 ) is the fourth word,
iu
Cor. viii. 4. The fourth form presents by
far the easiest construction. It seems strange,
liowever, if this was the original text, that
it came to bo changed into shapes so much
more difficult to construe. In the second
form, the clause, "with freedom did Chiist
set us free," seems somewhat strangely
phrased ; but this iteration of the idea of
freedom, marking the apostle's anxious insistance upon it, may have led the copj'ists
to suspect an error of transcription, and thus
have set them upon the endeavour to improve, as they thought, the text before them.
Tile same anxious iusistance upon an idea
leads the apostle to a somewhat simil ir
introduction of a clauss which is almost a
parenthesis, in Bph. ii. 5, "By grace have
ye been saved." It will be noticed that tlie
variations in the text above noted make not
the smallest diiference in the main contents
of thought. The same factors of thuught
are present in all. The further remarks
13

;

Phil.

i.

;

—

I

now

to be

made

will

assume

for •their basis

Wherefore,
the second form of the text.
brethren, we are not a handmaid's children,
This Siii
hvi children of the freewoman.
(Eeceptus, Spa) gathers up the result of tlie
exposition,
allegorical
not
whole foregoing
that of its concluding portion only, as a
basis for practical remark. " We are not a
;
handmaid's children " that is, " It is not
a slave-girl that is our mother." The article
is wanting before jraiSiVxTjs, not because the
apostle is thinking, as some imagine, of there
being other handmaids besides Mosaism, as,
for example, heathen ceremonialism ; for the
context points to only one slave-girl that
can possibly answer to Hagar ; but because
he wishes by contrast to fatten attention
upon the character of her who »s our mother.
Hence also there is no V«« or iSiUeis, as in
" But children of the Ireewoman," or
ver. 28.
" of her who is free ; " not defining what
individual is our mother, but, who our mother
is being now assumed as known, marking

GA.XiATIAN»

what her condition
Christ set us free

is.

20\f

With freedom did

(tj? eXeudeplq. y)f/.as

Xpiarhs

This clause both justifies and
explains the word "freewoman." Ourmother
is a freewoman, because all her children
have been emancipated hy Christ ; and the
nature of her freedom is likewise defined by
the nature of his work. This sense is more
directly asserted in the fourth form of the
Greek text " children of the freewoman by
Uie freedom with which Christ set us free
but it is in reality contained in the second.
Christ's emancipating work was twofold ; ha
at once, by his atonement, effected our deliverance from guilt, and by the manner of his
death (oh. iii. 13) disconnected his people
from the ceremonial Law. The former aspect
of his work is essential to the beneficial effect
i)\iv04paiiTe),

—

;

of the latter.

The

clear realization of the

he has effected our perfect reconwith God cuts up from its roots all
desire even, that we should ourselves strive,
either to make or to keep ourselves acceptable
with God by obedience to a Law of positive
ordinances while we also must see that, as
connected with a Crucified One, it is impossible
that we can be in harmony with the Mosaic
ritual.
A desire to Judjiize cannot coexist
witb true fnilh in our crucified Redeemer. By
affirming that Christ hath set us free, the
apostle points, not merely to our release from
real or fancied obligation to obey the Law
of Moses, but also to our "joy in God through
our Lord Jesus Ch rist, through whom we have
received reconciliation " (Kom. v. 11). Stand
According to this reading,
fast, therefore.
CT^KeTe standing alone receives its colour of
reference from the context. So 2 Thess. ii.
15.
Here it means the steadfast holding to
a whole-hearted assurance that in Christ
Jesus our freedom is complete. And do not
again get held in a yoke of bondage. The
verb evexoiicu is used (Herod., ii. 121) literally of being caught and held fast by a
man-trap; also figuratively of being entangled with perplexities (hropiriaiv, Herod.,
i. 190), with a curse, or with guilt, or with
arbitrary dicta of a teacher (see LiddLll
and Scott). The condition of a slave is
described by the word "yoke," 1 Tim. vi. 1,
"Offoi flalv uTri (vyhv SovXot, " As many as
are bond-servants under the yoke." And it
was probably with this particular shade of
meaning that St. Peter used the term at the
conference at Jerusalem respecting the ceremonial Law (Acts XT. 10) "a yoke which
neither we nor our fathers had strength
enough to bear;" referring to it, we may
suppose, as slavery, not merely because
obedience to it was difficult, but as being
observed from a legdistio anxiety to approve
one's self thereby to the Divine acceptance
This
or to escape the Divine displeasure.
view of the passage explains how the aposUe
fact that

ciliation

;

—

—

";
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to use the word " again " of these
Galatian converts.
They had been once
;
tinder the yoke of an " evil conscience " but
Christ had come to them also, who were "afar
off" in Gentile guiltiness, preaching peace,
"
as he had come to them that were " nigh
in the Israelite covenant (B])h. ii. 17).
Bnt
if they could not have " peace " and " access

was able

[oh. IV.

1—31,

Father" save through conformity with
Mosaic ceremonialism, then their " freedom"
was forfeited they sank back again into

to the

;

their former state of bondage.

.

But

see also

the note on ver. 9.
This exhortation to
" stand fast " presupposes that they had not
yet lapsed, but were only in danger of it
(comp. the iifTorieeaef of ch. i, 6).

HOMILETICS.

— —

Vers. 1 3.
The Church of Ood in its minority. The apostle now passes to a new
phase of argument. He has used the similitudes of a testament, a prison, a schoolmaater, to mark the condition of believers under the Law
he now uses the similitude
of an heir in his nonage. The Galatians are here taught that the state of men under
the Law, so far from being an advanced religious position, was rather low and infantile.
;

Mark
I. The hbib'8 potential position.
He is " lord of all." He is such by birth and
condition ; and, if his father is dead, he is actual possessor, though he may not in the
years of his minority enjoy his property or assert his complete mastery over it. This
passage implies that saints under the Law had experience of blessings enjoyed by saints
under the gospel, though their dispensational privileges were fewer and their knowL dge
far less perfect.
There is but one inheritance in which the saints of all dispensations
share alike they are all "Abraham's seed" by faith in Christ Jesus.
IL The period of discipline and subjection. " The heir, as long as he is a
child, differeth nothing from a bond-sei-vant." 1. The infantile period. The apostle
does not refer to childhood in the physical sense so as to imply any weakness of understanding or immaturity of judgment, but childhood in its legal aspect. He refers to
The pre-Christi.in state was childhood ; the Christian
the lifetime of the Church.
The heir in his nonage thus represented the state
state was ripe age in full possession.
of the world before the gospel, when both Jews and Gentiles were under tutelage
because he had said in the third chapter that all, both Jews and Gentiles, were heirs
and children of God. 2. Its discipline. The heir is " under guardians and stewards."
This subjection is necessary to ensure that he should not misapply his powers or waste
his property.
The discipline is manifest in two or three respects. (1) The heir is no
better than a bond-servant, who is secured in food and clothing such as his master may
allow him, but he has no more power of independent action than the bond-servant.
He can do no act except through his legal representative. The guardian watches over
his person; the steward over his property.
The Law is here represented as filling this
double place in relation to Old Testament believers. (2) The heir is under training,
for he is " in bondage under the elements of the world."
(a) It was a burdensome
condition; for the Levitioal ordinances "gendered to bondage;" "a- yoke," says Peter,
" which neither we nor our fathers were able to bear " ^very exacting in its demands
and ineffectual in the result. Every duty was minutely prescribeil, and nothing left to
the discretion of worshippers, as to worship, la^lOur, dress, food, birth, marriage, war,
(b) The education was limited to " the elements of this world ;
trade, lax, or tithe,
the fire, the altar, the incense, the
to elementary teaching through worldly symbols
blood-shedding having reference to things material, sensnous, and formal, rather than
Thus the Church in its minority had outlines of spiritnal truth
to things spiritual.
The elements in question were " weak and beggarly,"
suited in a sort to its capacity.
though those of the Jews were much superior to those of the Gentiles, because they were

—

—

—

—

appointed by God.
IIL The period of discipline was to be temporary. "Till the time appointed
of the father." Tlie father's will was to be supreme in the whole transaction. The
Church was not always to be under Law. The fulness of time was to end the nonage
Believers were not, therefore, to be always children.
of the Church.
"This is a
powerful battery," says Calvin, " against Soman Catholic ceremonies : they are to aid
the ignorant, in sooth ; but it was during the nonage." " Are Roman Catholics," he

—

CH.
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asks, " children or fuU-cfrown men ? "
It also condemns the Judaists for going back
to " elements of the world," which had their place and use only in a condition of nonage.

"Yet the

poiie

and Mahomet have

tried to bring back the race, free

and of

full age,

to its minority again."

Vers. 4, 5.
The fulness of time with its hlessings. This corresponds with " the time
appointed of the father." The nonage of the Church was past.
The world bad
arrived at mature age.
new dispensation was at hand.
I. The fitness op the time.
The new dispensation was no abrupt phenomenon,
for it came at the fittest time in the world's history.
1. When all the prophecies of the
Old Testament centred in Jesus Christ. When the whole economy of type had done
its work in preparing a certain circle of ideas in which Christ's peison and work would
be thoroughly understood; when the Law had worked out its educational purpose.
2. When a fair trial had been given to all other schemes of life.
Not only art and
education, culture and civilization, but Divine Law itself, had done their utmost for
man, yet notwithstanding tlie knowledge of the true God was almost lost among the
heathen, and true religion had almost died out among the Jews. The necessity of a new
provision was thus demonstrated.
3. It was an age of peace, in which the world had
a breathing-space for thinking of higher things, in which the communications of the
Eoman empire facilitated the progress of the gospel, and in which the Greek language,
being all but universal, was ready to become the vehicle of the new revelation. Thus
the fulness of time was the turning-point of the world's history, in which Jesus Christ
became its true Centre. Thus, as Sohaff says, the way for Christianity was prepared
by the Jewish religion, by Grecian culture, by Roman conquest by the vainly attempted
amalgamation of Jewish and heathen thought by the exposed impotence of natural
civilization, philosophy, art, political power; by the decay of old religions; by the
universal distraction and hopeless misery of the age; and by the yearning of souls after
the unknown God.
" God sent forth his Son." These words imply the
II. The mission op the Son.
The Son existed as a Divine
pre-existt'nce as well as tlie Divine nature of Christ.
Person with God before he came to be made of a woman. He was the eternal Son
They are two distinct Persons, else
of God, as God th(3 Father is the eternal Father.
the one could not send the other. He came, not without a commission, for the Father
sent him and he came to do the Father's will, and became " obedient unto death, even
His mission was not the ransom, but the presupposition
the death of the cross."
of the ransom, the possession of the Divine nature giving it an infinite value.
" Made of a woman." This language
III. The tkub humanity op the Son.
Implies the possession of a higher nature; for if the Son possessed no other than mere
humanity, where would have been the necessity of saying that he was " made of a
woman"? The phrase points significantly to his supernatural conception, for there
'The apostle teaches his true humanity.
It is
is an exclusion of human fatlierhood.
a significant fact that Mary is here called simply, not "virgin," or " mother of God,"
;
but " woman " just as John in the phrase, " the Word became flesh," ignores the
virgin-mother. There is nothing in Scripture to sanction the Mariolatry of the Church
of Rome. The incarnation of the Lord is here represented as the deed of God the
Father, as it is elsewhere spoken of as the Redeemer's own act (2 Cor. viii. 9).
Without his sharing in our humanity he could possess neither the natural nor the
legal union with his people which is presupposed in his representative oliaracter. Thus
he becomes the second Man of the human race, or the last Adam.
IV. His place under Law fob man. "Made under the Law." This clause
affirms that he was made under the Law for the sake of those under Law, and therefore
not from any personal obligation of his own. AVe were born under Law as creatures
he took his place under Law for the ends of suretyship. The phrase does net signify
merely that he was born a Jew. His subjection to the Law, as well as his mission, was
in order to our redemption ; the one was the way to the other, as appears from the
particle which connects the last clause of the fourth verse with the first clause of
Both Jews and Gentiles were under Law as the condition of life by the
the fifth.
The meaning of the phrase is that he placed
fact of birth (Rom. ii. 14; iii. 9).
bimBelf under Law ^ith a view to that meritorious obedience by which we ua

A

;

;

;

;

—

;
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accounted righteous (Rom. v. 19), Thus he fulfilled all the claims of the Law foi
us, both as to precept and penalty.
V. The design of the mission op the Son, " To redeem them that were undsr
the Law." His object was to reiieem buth Jews and Gentiles from the curse of the
Law, and from subjection to it. He was visited with the penal consequences of sin,
with its curse and wages (ch. iii. 13), from the day he entered into humanity by
incarnation.
The deliverance wrought for us was the result of purchase. Thus we
are entitled to regard the cross of Christ as the fulfilment of the Law, the expiation
of sin, the ransom of the Church, the sacrificial blood which brings us near to God
in worship.

VI. The ultimate besult op the eedemption, " That we should receive the
Believers were even
adoption of sons." This does not mean sonship, but son-position.
Now
in Old Testament times true sons of God, but they were treated as servants.
It
they emerge into the true condition of sons. The aiioiition has three foundations.
"
"
is by free sovereign grace ; for
we are predestinated to the adoption of children
(Eph. i. 6). It is by incarnation, according to the text ; it is by resurrection. Jesus, the
We
Son, is the Form, the Fountain-head, the Fulness from which they all proceed.
are chosen to be sons in him who is tlio eternal Son; we are regenerated by his Spirit;
the basis and example of the worlc of sanctification is the Son of God, born into our
nature by the same Spirit ; and " the resurrection of the just," which the apostle
hinascif strives to attain (Phil. iii. 11), and which is limited to the "sons of God"
(Luks ix. 36), has its type in Jesus, the First-begotten from the dead,
Tlie evidence of sonship.
Ver. 6.
"And because ye are sons, God hath sent forth
the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, crying, Abba, Father." The presence of the
Spirit was the witness of their sonship (Rom. viii. 15).
" God sent forth the Spirit of his Son."
Here are
I, The mission op the Spirit.
the three Persons of the blessed Trinity, "God manifests himself in the Son, but
communicates his life by the Holy Ghost" (Oosterzee). 1. lie is called the "Spirit
of his Son," just as he is called the "Spirit of the Father." The title applies to the
Son, not in his Messiahship, but in his Godhead. He is often described as the Spirit
of Christ and, if that were all, it migiit imply that he is simply related to Christ in
But he is called the
his office as Mediator, either given to Christ or given by Christ.
Spirit of God's Son, which is not a title derived by Christ from his office, but from
necessary and eternal relation. It cannot be supposed that he is the Spirit of the
Father in one sense and to one effect, and the Spirit of the Son, who is also God,
It is this eternal and necessary relation which
in another sense and to another effect.
is the ground of his coming forth in the free interpositions and covenant operations
of his grace. 2. The mission of the Spirit. Just as in the fulness of time the Son
was sent forth, so in the fulness of time the Spirit wa.s sent forth to apply and witness
the redemption purchased by Christ. It is the Spirit who unites us to Christ in our
effectual calling, and makes us " sons of God by faith in Christ Jesus."
3. The sphere
of his operations. " In your hearts." It is thus an inward, sanctifying, saving work
for it has its seat in the heart, in which the habits of grace are implanted, and out
" I will put my Spirit within them."
of which are all the issues of life;
" CryII, The office which the Spirit performs in the believer's heart.
ing, Abba, Father."
1. The crying is the earnest importunate prayer of the believer, of
which he is the organ and the Spirit the agent. The intensity of feeling in prayer is due
to the Holy Spirit, who enables us to realize our need and the fulness of supply in Christ
Jesus. 2, Theory finds voice in the tender accents of " Abha, Father." The two woidt—
one Aramaic, and the other Greek ^are a fitting type of the union of Jew and Gentile
in Christ, The dearest conception in Christianity is the fatherhood of God,
Tlie
believer is enabled by the Spirit of the Son to realize the tenderness as well as the
dignity of the new relation in which he stands by adoption,
" Wherefore thou art no more a
III, The conclusion op the whole matter.
;

—

but a son; and if a son, then an heir of God througti Christ." Thus the apostle
corroborates the closing verse of the third chapter : " And if ye be Christ's, then are
ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise." The slave is not an heir ; the
gon enters on his father's inheritance, which comes to him, not by merit, but by promises
slave,

——
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" Hovvbeit then, when ye knew not
Ver. 8. An appeal to the Oentile Qalatians.
God, yo did service unto them which by nature are no gods." The aposlle here seems
to turn to the Gentile portion of the Church, and impresses upon them the folly of
placing themselves under the yoke of Mosaic Law.
" When ye knew not God." The
I. Consider theik former ignorance of God.
apostle gives no hint here of that self-satisfied agnosticism of our day, which says
either we cannot or we do not know anything of God, but simply asserts the fact that
they did not as Gentiles know God. God is not unknowab'e. The apostle explains,
in the first chapter of Romans, how the knowledge of God died out of the minds of
men. It occurred through a deliberate perversion of the moral powers of man. They
knew not God, and were thus in a terrible sense " without God in the world." Yet
they were not without religion.
Religion is a necessity of man's nature, and hence its
universality. It may be dimmed by superstition and ignorance and sin; it may bo
yet it is never wholly lost.
lift to rust by disuse, till it has all but disappeared
" Ye
II. Consider the superstition that was built upon this lONoiiANCE.
did service unto them which by nature are no gods." 1. The objects of their superthe gods had
stitious worship were no gods, tie says elsewhere they were demons
no real existence. They were either evil spirits or dead men, or the lights of heaven
d('ified by human ignorance and folly.
It is fearful to think of the wides])read delusions
It was full of labour and
of the heathen.
2. Their worship was a degrading bondage.
" The bondage of the Jews was pedagogic ; the boii.iage of the
fear and suffering.
Gentiles was more wretched, for they did not know God at all." The Gentile bondage
was terrible with its sacrifices, its mutilations, its orgies, its cruelties. It degraded the
mind, fettered the imagination, cramped the heart, of its votaries.
;

:

Ver. 9. A protest against relapse. " But now, after having known God, or rather
were being known of God, how are you turning again to the weak and beggarly
"
elements, whereunto ye desire again to be in bondage ?
The Galatians had
I. Mark their new position of knowledge and privilege.
come to know God througli the preaohinf; of the gospel. 1. This v;a.s their high
" This is life eternal, to know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ,
privilege.
whom thou hast sent." 2. It was a sign of Divine feVowship. " I am the good Shepherd,
and know my sheep, and am known of mine." 3. It came through Christ. "No man
knoweth the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever he will reveal him." But
there is another side to this truth. They were " rather known of God," as if to obviate
any possible inference that the reconciliation implied in this knowledge may have been
the effect of man's action. It was an affectionate and interested knowleilge on God'a
" In thy hght shall wo
part which made knowledge of God possible on their part.
God knew them ere they knew him.
Sfce light."
They
II. The inconsistency of a return to weak and bbgqarly elembkts.
had been slaves to the " elements " under the forms of heathen idolatry they were now
1. This threatened
going back into bondage to elements under the form of Judaism.
relapse implied that they had no true understanding or appreciation of the simple
The seeds of defection and apostasy lie in almost every heart.
gospel of salvation.
The apostles surprise at their inconsistency : arising partly from his knowledge
2.
of their full and cordial reception of the gospel at the beginning, and partly out of the
character of the religion for which they were parting with " the truth of the gospel"
" weak and beggarly elements." This language of contempt applies to the legal rites of
the ceremonial Law, which v\ere, of course, of Divine appointment, and as such to be
regarded with due honour. But the elements became " weak and beggarly " by their
misapplication in the hands of Pharisaic men. They were " weak," because they had
no power to justify or promote salvation (Rom. viii. 3) " beggarly," because they
The worshippers,
could invest no sinner with " the unsearchable riches of Christ."
The apostle might well
after all their drudgery, found themselves none the better.
express his sui-prise to find Christians going back upon mero elements which thu
;

;

gospel

had

for ever superseded.

The apostle now gives a specimen of this
I'he observance of days.
Ver. 10.
bondage. " Days ye are observing, and months, and seasons, and years." The days

—
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with other times of religious observance ; the months were tha
exactly observed; the seasons were annual festivals, as Passover,
Pentecost, and Peast of Tabernacles ; and the years were the sabbatical year and tha
year of jubilee.
!• Not that they
I. The grounds of the apostle's condemnation of holt days.
The Judaists,
wm-e not of Divine appointment. God expressly appointed them all.
after all, had more to say for themselves than the Roman Catholics for their fasts and
festivals, which were not appointed by God.
2. Not that Jewish converts were torong
in observing them ; for he himself observed some of them, and there was a liberty
" One man esteemeth one day
allowed in this transition period of the gospel.
above another another esteemeth every day alike. Let every m^n be fully persuaded
in his own mind " (Rom. xiv. 5). Thus the Jewish converts were in the habit of
" keeping the days unto the Lord."
3.
Ee condemns the Oalatians, as Oentiles,
for observing days which, as Jewish, had no relation to them, and most of which, as
Jewish, applied only to the conditions of society in the Holy Land. The Galatians
aie accordingly condemned: (1) Because they attached importance to ecclesiastical days,
" like children who were in bondage to the elements of the world," suited, it might
be, to the infancy of the Church, but no longer applicable to a state of spiritual
Similarly in Col. ii. 16 he says, " Let no man judge you in meat or in
manhood.

were the Jewish

siibbaths,

new moons, always

:

drink, or in respect of a holy day, or of the new moon, or of the sabbath days."
This
(2) Because they regarded the observance of these days as essential to salvation.

was a

still

more

I'atal

error.

The condemnation

in pkinciple still abides in Cheistianitt. 1. It cannot
apply to the observance of the Lord's day, because (1) the apostle has not such a day in his
thoughts at all when he censured their observance of days ; (2) because, so far as we
know, the Lord's day was a fully accepted observance iu the Church from the very
first, both by Jews and Gentiles ; (3) because a day of rest existed before the establishment of the Jewish economy, and could not, therefore, be affected by the downfall of
Judaism. 2. It cannot apply to the case of individuals voluntarily observing days of
fasting and thanksgiving for their own spiritual edification, while they do not
attempt to make them obligatory on others. 3. Jt cannot apply to the right of the
Church, by its own authority, to appoint such days of fasting or thanksgiving as public
This idea
emergencies may suggest as necessary to the highest interests of man.
excludes the thought of any special holiness attaching to the day itself. 4. But it
does condemn the appointment by the Church of stated and permanent days which take
their place, as a religious service, with all the regularity of the weekly sabbath itself.
The apostle displaces all the Jewish days of observance without exception as belonging " to the rudiments of the world," and allows to the Gentiles no day of regularly
appointed worship but the Christian sabbath. The tendency of holy days is, not to
This, at least, is manifest
spiritualize the week, but rather to secularize the sabbath.
II.

in

Roman

Catholic countries.

The apostle's apprehensions for his converts. "1 am apprehensive of you,
have bestowed upon you labour in vain."
apostle mdch labour.
He was their spiritual
I. The Galatians cost the
father; he had paid them a second visit which was full of effort and anxiety ; and this
The apostle never
Epistle represented effort and anxiety in a very extreme form.
spared himself. He laboured more abundantly than all the apostles.
It was doubtful whether he would
II. His dnceetainty and concern for them.
succeed after all in repelling the attack of the Judaists and rescuipg his converts from
But, though he labours in uncertainty, he works in hope.
their injurious influences.
" Other work-folks find their work as they left it, but a minister hath all marred many
times between sabbath and sabbath " (Trapp). Yet it is manifest that it is not his
own interest, but that of his converts, which is his supreme anxiety at this moment
Ver. 11.

lest I

of crisis in Galatia.

—

Ver. 12. An affectionate call to liberty. " Brethren, I beseech you '' as if he would
redouble his tenderness to converts so dearly loved stand in your true Christian liberty
apart from the weak and beggarly elements of Judaism,

—

—
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asks them to stand on the same platform of libeett with himself,
as lam''
free your.sell from the bondage of ordinances as I have done
" for I also have become as ye are," standing in your Gentile freedom, that I might
preach the gospel to you Gentiles. I became "as without Law to them that were
without Law, that I might save them that were without Law " (1 Cor. ix. 21). He had
abandoned the legal ground of righteousness as well as the ceremonial formalism of the
Jews, and he now invites the Gentiles to stand beside him in this position of freedom
and privilege.
IL The question between him and them has no personal element whatever.
" Ye did me no wrong." Though they were led to deny or doubt his apostleship, he
hjd no personal ground of complaint against them. The interest at stake was far
I.

"Become ye

—

deeper.

—

16.
A retrospect with its lessons. The apostle seeks an. explanation of
changed attitude toward himself.
I. He recalls the cibcumstanoes of his first relations with the Galatians.
" Ye know how on account of an infirmity of the flesh I preached the gospel unto you
at the first." 1. JEKs visit was not designed, but accidental.
He was travelling through
their country on his way to regions beyond, when he was seized with illness and detained
so long that he found an opportunity to preach the gospel.
Precious infirmity to the
Galatians 1 It was an opportunity providentially created. 2. f/is preaching was
therefore in a sense compulsory ; a circumstance which greatly enhanced the enthusiastic
welcome of the Galatians. His infirmity might not admit of travel, but it was compatible with a considerable evangelistic activity.
II. The nature of his infirmity.
1. It vias sharp physical distress.
(2 Cor. xii.)
2. It rmist have teen humiliating to himself ; for it was designed as a check to spiritual
pride : " Lest I should be exalted above measure." 3. It must have been a severe trial to
a man with such sleepless zeal ; for it threatened to hinder his activity as an apostle.
4. It could not be concealed from others.
5. It had a tendency to cause loathing in thost
who had intercourse with him,. Perhaps it accounted for "his speech being contemptible " and " his presence weak." 6. It was chronic. It is impossible to know
what it was, though learned opinion gravitates between the theory of falling sickness
and that of disease of the eyes. It had the effect, at all events, of checking him in his
travels at a momentous period, when the Galatians became his debtors for the gospel.
1. They did not treat him
III. The sympathetic temper of the Galatians.
with either indifference or loathing. " And your temptation which was in my flesh, ye
despised not nor loathed." His bodily ailment might have led them to the rejection of
liis preaching. 2. They conferred upon him unusual honour and affection. "But received
me as an angel of God, even as Jesus Christ." Angels are the highest of created beings,
and it is good " to entertain angels unawares." But Christ is higher than angels. The
passage implies the Galatian attachment to Christ, for they received Paul as they would
have received Christ. " He that receiveth you receiveth me." 3. They would have
undergone personal suffering on his account. " I bear you record, that, if it had been
possible, you would have plucked out your own eyes, and have given them to me." An
extraordinary mark of affection ! But it is merely a proverbial mode of speech taken
from the indispensableness of the eyes. " We owe more than the eyes of the body to
those who have given us the eyes of the soul." 4. They had congratulated themselves
upon their unspeakable privilege in having such a teacher. " Where is then the blessed"
ness ye spake of?
IV. Suggested cause of the Galatian change. "So then am I become your

Vers. 13

their

the truth to you ? " The apostle refers not to the plain-speaking of
the Kpistle nor to the occasion of his first visit, but to a second visit which brought to
1. Enmity created by truth-speaJcing
light the incipient action of Judaist principles.
implies a grave departure from the truth. The truth-teller is disliked because he
People generally
inflicts pain, but the pain shows there is something wrong within.
" Truth breeds hatred as the
dislike to think that others know their particular faults.
2. The truth-speaker is our best
fair nymphs the ugly fauns and satyrs" (Trapp).
"Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but the kisses of an enemy are
friend.
deceitful" (Prov. xxvii. 6). 3. Think of the courage of the apostle. He tells the

enemy by speaking

——
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Galatians the truth at the sacrifice of their personal friendship and love. Truth was
a more precious thing than man's esteem.
It was the very truth of the gosix;!, with
mail's salvation hanging upon it, and therefore incapable of being betrayed or surrendered through any spirit of unworthy compliance or men-pleasing.
Vers. 17, 18.
The tactics of the false teachers. The apostle is naturally led from tha
thought of the Galatian alienation to speak of the seductive arts by which it was
caused.

" They are paying court
I. Their arts op skduction.
Thoy manifested an anxious zeal to win over the Galatians

to you, but not honestly.'"
own party. They

to their

tried with fair words and fine speeches to seduce them, professin'^, no doubt, a deep
interest in their welfare, as well as great zeal for the glory of God ; but their mt/tives

were not " honest."
" Nay, they desire to exclude you in order that ye
II. The design -op these arts.
may zealously alfect them." They aimed at isolating their conveits from the sounder
portion of the Ciiurch that they might thus be led to throw themselves completely into
the hands of their .seducers. They wished to form them into a separate cliqui'. The
first object of errorists is usually to undermine the confidence of converts in their old
teachers, and then to get themselves regarded as alone worthy to fill their place.
" But it is good to be courted fairly
III. "The character and aim of true zeal.
at all times, and not only when I am present along with you."
1. Christian zeal must
spring from a Christian motive—love to Christ, love to the truth, love to the souls of
men. Zeal must be according to knowledge. 2. It must be exercisrd toward Christian
ends.
Not like the zeal of inquisitors, for the destinction of heretics, but for the glory
of God and the advancement of truth.
3. It must be permanent, and not fitful, in its
There are many difficulties to check zeal, such as the perpetual
influence. " Always."

antagonism between the Church and the world, the friction of human efibrt, and the
law of the members in believers themselves. But the zeal of believers ought to he as
lasting as the realities of religion are permanent.
4. H ought to be independent oj
encternal guidance or suggestion ; whether faithful teachers are present or absent.
Vers. 19, 20.

A

tender appeal to his converts,

The

Epistle alternates from reproof

argument and from argument to entreaty.
I. The apostle's earnest desire fob their growth into spiritual, manhood.
" My little children, of whom I travail in birth again till Christ be formed in you."
" My little children " implying (1) that he had
1. Mark the tenderness of his address.
'
been the instrumeut of their conversion, he had " begotten them through the Word
(Jas. i. 18); (2) that they were still little children, with much of the feebleness and
" Of whom I
simplicity of childhood.
2. Mark his deep anxiety on their account.
to

;

travail in birth again."

The

idea not being so

much

that of pain as of long-continued

was a renewal to him of the birth-pains that accompanied their regeneration.
" Till Christ be formed in y<iu." This refers, not
3. Mark the end of all his anaiely.
The false teachers had
to their regeneration, but to their progressive sanctifioation.
not Christ, but Muses but he aimed at the
tried to form a new shape in their hearts
complete development of their spiritual manhood, at the fully forcaed results of Christ
effort

;

it

—

—

within them.
" I am perplexed about you '' as to their
II. His pbeplbxitt on their account.
If
actual spiritual condition as well as how to recover them to the truth of the gospel.
the apostle had doubts about the Galatians, they might well have doubts about thema proof that faith may consist with doubts of our personal salvation.
selves
" I could, indeed, wish to be present
III. His desire for a personal interview.
personal interview would necessarily
with you now and to change my voice." 1.
2. It might revive the old affection in its entireness.
dissipate many misapprehensions.
3. /* would give him an opportunity of changing his tone.
He had been severe in his
rebukes, but if present with them he might deal with them with all the softness and
letter is a dead messenger, for it can give no more than it
tonilemess of a mother. "
bath." But the living voice can adapt itself closely to all times, occasions, and personsi
;

—

A

A

Vers, 21

—

^23.

An

appeal to Bible history.

" Tell me, ye that desire to be under

—
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the Law, do ye not hear the Law ? " The apostle makes a fresh appeal to convince the
Galatians of the essential difference between tiie Law aod the promise; The reasoning
is conveyed in language of affectionate remonstrance.
Consider
I. The importance of his aeoument.
The Law itself, upon which the Galatians
laid such stress, showed that they were not meant to be under it.
If he could prove
from the Law of Moses that Abraham's children by faith wei-e free from the bondage of
the Law, no furtlier argument was needed to show that obedience to the Law was not
necessary to salvation.
IL The argument as embodied in the history. " For it is written, that Abraham
had two sons, one by the bondmaid, the other by the freewoman howbeit, he who
was of the bondwoman was born after the flesh, but he of the freewoman was of the
promise." Here we have: 1. Two sons of Abraham Ishmael and Isaac, Ishmael beins
mentioned first, because he was born first. Abraham had otlicr sons by Keturah, but
they had no relation to the particular illuslrations desired by the apostle. 2. Two
the bondmaid Ua.'ar whom Sarah gave to Abraham that he might
different mothers
not be without offspring; and the fri-ewoman, Sarah. 3. Two entirely different condiIshmael was born in bondage and in the common course of nature ;
tions of birth.
Isaac was born in freedom and against nature, when Sarah was old, according to " the
promise." These are the simple historic facts which I'orm the basis of the apostle's
allegorical explanation.
4. They are Scripture facts.
"It is writtt-n," as if to show
that God's Word is decisive upon the question.
.

;

—

—

Ver. 24.

Allegorized interpretation of the facts.

"

Which

things are to be alle-

gorically treated."

The apostle does not mean to
I. The facts are capable of this treatment.
signify that the facts are not historical ; nor does he mean to explain them away as if
;
they were allegory like Banyan's ' Pilgrim's Progress ' nor does he mean that Moses
shaped his narrative in Genesis with a view to this allegorized treatment. It is more
correct to say that the lives of these real personages were so shaped by Divine providence as to afford a striking illustration of other events or objects. The two covenants
were prefigured in the Old Testament under the image of the two wives of Abraham
M?d their seed respectively. There is nothing in the apostle's usage to .justify the
allegorizing methods of Origen and the rabbis, which destroy the true sense of Scripture.
If we admit the apostle's inspiration, we cannot reject his allegorical interpretation of
the ancient Tacts.

—

"For these" that is, the two
II. The contrast between^ the two covenants.
women " are the two covenants." Hagar and Sarah represent the two covenants in

—

three important points of contrast.
1. In the historic origination of the covenants.
One dates froni Mount Sinai " one, indeed, from Mount Sinai ; " " which is Hagar
Ibr this Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia." This was the covenant of Law, which finds its
representative in the religious attitude of "the Jerusalem which now is." (2)
i rue
The other iates from the promise made by God to Abraham. This was the covenant
the idtal
of promise, which finds its representative in " the Jerusalem which is above"
metropolis of Christ's kingdom, " the heavenly Jerusalem." 2. In their religious effects.
" gendereth to bondage," and answers to " the Jerusalem
(1) The covenant of the Law
which is in bondage with her children." The apostle had already described this very
bondage under the Law, under schoolmasters, under stewards and tutors, under
"elements of the world." (2) The covenant of promise involves freedom and corresponds to " Jerusalem which is free, the mother of us all," whether Jews or Gentiles.
Believers are therefore " to stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ has made his
Both Hagar and Sarah were to have larga
people free." 3. In their future expansion.
posterity, but Sarah was to have the larger family, according to Scripture prophecy
The original promise " In thee and in thy seed shall all families of the earth
itself.
be blessed " implied this pregnant fact. But a voice from Isaiah sets it forth in an
impressive light, "Eejoice, thou barren, that bearest not," that is, Sarah, or the
Abrahamic covenant ; " break forth and cry, thou that travailest not : for the desolate
hath many more children than she " (Hagar) " which hath the husband " (Abraham),
Thus Abraham was to become
'i'hus Sarah was to become " the mother of nations."
tb« heir of the world, and Jjws and Gentiles were to enter into his wide inheritft9C«.

—

(1.)

—

—

—

——
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Vers. 28 31.
The apostle points to a further
Conclusion of the whole matter.
coincidence between the type and the antitype.
" He that was born after the flesh persecuted him thai
I. Mark the histobio fact.
was born after the Spirit." He refers to Ishmael's mockery of Isaac. As the elder son,
with the right of primogeniture, he ridiculed the feast given in honour of Isaac as the
heir.
The spirit of persecution was in that mocl^ery that sprang out of jealousy and
ill

feeling.

Maek its allbooeio sionificancb. " Even so it is now.'' The persecutors of
Paul were Judaists " bom after the flesh," for they claimed to inherit the blessings of
the covenant by virtue of carnal ordinances. They were adroit in all the arts of cruel
mockery. Scripture tells the vivid story of persecution directed against the Christianity
of the first age by the fanaticism of the Jews.
The apostle might well say in his first
epistolary writing concerning the Jews, " who both killed the Lord Jesus, and the
prophets, and drove out us ; and please not God, and are contrary to all men
II.

(1 Theas.

il.

15).

The inhbeitance an exclusive

possession.
"Nevertheless what saith the
Scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and her son for the son of the bondwoman shall
in no wise be heir with the son of the freewoman."
The apostle adopts the words of
Sarah addressed to Abraham not giving any hint of the nearness of the destruction of
Jerusalem and its whole ecclesiastical polity, but emphasizing the importance of the
Galatians standing clear of the doomed system. As there could be no joint heirship
between Ishmael and Isaac, so there could be no fusion or amalgamation of Law and
gospel.
Judaism could not be combined with Christianity. It was to be utterly caft
out, though it then tenaciously held its ground side by siile with Christianity even
within the Church of God itself.
IV. Inference from this whole alleoorio lesson. " So then, brethren, we are
not children of a bondwoman, but of the free." "We, as Isaac, was, are children of
promise." Let us, therefore, recognize our true position with its blessed immunities
and privileges. Let us forsake the dangerous fellowship of those who are children of
the bondwoman. The Galatian tendency was false and evil ; for it involved their losing
\vh»t tliey had and getting nothing better in its place.
Their true attitude was that
of freedom.
III.

:

;

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vers. 1

—

Paul, having spoken of the Law-school
in the preceding sections, and of the participation of believing Gentiles in the privileges of the Abrahamic family, proceeds in the present section to speak of the times
before Christ's advent as infantile, of the advent as the fulness of times, and of the
majority which is realized by believers through the gospel. Four leading thoughts are
thus presented.
I. The imperfect times.
(Vers. 1
The Old Testament times represent the
3.)
experience of all men before the reception of the gospel. They were the minority of
humanity. The soul was then like a child who is placed under stewards and guardians,
and is not allowed to take charge of itself. It lived by law and rule, and had not
entered upon proper self-government and independence. Now, all the world was in
this legal condition as well as the Jews.
Nay, we are all before conversion in it ; we
are legalists by nature, we do what is prescribed with more or less fidelity, and congratulate ourselves upon the doing of it.
It is the "infantile" stage.
It ia the
imperfect times, as contrasted with the riper experience the gospel brings.
And yet it
is better that the soul should be at the school of Law than wandering waywardly after
its own devices.
Better be under restraint than be utterly spoiled by getting our own
way.
ought not to under-estiiiiate the discipline which the Law-school secured.
IL The advent of the Son. (Vers. 4, 5.) It was Christ's coining which brought in
the fulness of times. He came to put an end to the world's minority and to secure the
world's redfmi)tion.
He did so by being "born of a woman," by being "born under
the Law," and undertaking all his brethren's responsibilities. Having obeyed the Law
in its penally of death for disobedience as well as in its precepts, he redeemed men
7.

Majority through the gospel.

—

We

—
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from the condemning power of Law, and secured their adoption as Bons. The world at
the advent of the Son must have looked differently to the eye of God the Father.
For
milluuiums he had been looliing anxiously down to see if there were any tliat did underBtand and seek God. But, alas the verdict had to be that " they are all gone aside,
they are all together become filthy : there is none that doeth good, no, not one " (Ps.
But at the advent of Christ a new example presented itself, a new type
xiv. 2, 3).
aroge
a sinless Being appeared upon the stage, with all the interest around him of sinlessness.
A breach of continuity took place when the babe was born in Eetlilehem.
Instead of the world being now condemned wholesale, it possessed for the Divine mind
a deep attraction.
The drama of sinlessuess amid temptation was being carried on,
and a repulsive world became the centre of moral and spiritual power. A new age
thus dawned upon humanity. Man's minority waa over and his inheritance) was at
I

—

hand.
III. Thb advent of the Spirit. (Ver. 6.) The magnificent panorama of sinlessness,
however, miuht have passed impressively before the eye of God, and have given fresh
interest to the problem of humanity, without at all affecting men themselves.
But
the advent of the Spirit secured men in tlieir spiritual inheritance.
The cry of the
human heart, which had been so indefinite before, became definite and pathetic. It
became the cry of children who had learned at last to feel at home with God. The
converted Jew and the converted Gentile began to cry to the one Father in heaven,
and to feel "orphans" no more (cf. John xiv. 18). The Holy Spirit as the Spirit of
adoption enables human hearts to look up hopefully to heaven, and to realize that it is
no longer empty, but filled with the presence of an infinite and all-merciful Father,
who desires above all things the welfare of his children. It is tliis marvellous arrangement of the advent of an infinite Spirit of adoption which ensures the reality of
adoption, and makes all the sons feel at home. Poets doubtless wrote about man being
" God's olfsjiring " (Acts xvii. 28), but the fancy of the poet could only become a fact
of human experience when the indwelling Spirit prompted the cry, " Abba, Father."
IV. The heir thereby entbkbd upon his majority. (Ver. 7.) The termination of
But we
slavish fear, and the advent of a sense of sonship, is what we call conversion.
hardly realize at once the meaning of our inheritance. How magnificent it is I To
realize that God no longer is angry with us, but looks down with ineffable tenderness
to realize that, though we have nothing of ourselves, we
as our heavenly Father
have become heirs of all things, and find that all things are being made to work
together for our good (Eom. viii. 28) ; to realize that we are " heirs of God through
There is happiness when noble heirs roach their majority.
Christ," is surely glorious
What feasting and good will and congratulation goes on in the baronial halls ! Poets sing
of it, and artists paint the scene. But no joy of majority on earth can compare with
the joy which attends the sense of our spiritual majority before God. The baron's heir
is filled with mingled feelings if his heart beat true, for he knows that the condition of
his inheritance is, alas his father's death. He must be base indeed who can contemplate
such a condition without emotion. But when the Spirit of adoption comes within us
it is to enable us to realize that, not only is our majority come, but also our inheritance
The Father never dies,
as sons of God ; into this inheritance we may enter at once.
and his presence, instead of keeping us out of our enjoyment, consecrates and enlarges
" All things are ours, if we are Christ's" (1 Cor. iii. 20-^23).
it to a heavenly fulness.
May we no longer live as bond-servants before God, but enter by adoption into the
pri^ leges of sons 1— E. M. B.
;

—

!

1

—

11.
The return of the legal spirit. Having spoken of the majority which
Vers. 8
intended we should realize through the gospel, Paul proceeds next to speak about
Before Paul's advert to
the return to legalism which had characterized the Gauls.
Galatia and his gospel message, they had been idolaters, but his preaching had brought
them face to face, so to speak, with God. Into this Divine knowledge they had dipped,
but, alas it had only been a swallow-flight, for, after tasting the liberty of the gospel,
they had flown back to bondage. They had skimmed the surface of salvation, and had
winged their way back to the old legalism which had characterized their idolatrous
days.
Here, then, we have suggested—
(Ver. 8.) Ths
I. The Legalism which necessabilt characterizes idolatry.

it is

I
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philosophy of idolatry la a most interesting inquiry. Nowhere is it more succinctly
The idols are there shown to be after th<j image of their
Bet before us than in Ps. cxv.
makers (rer. 8), and, conversely, their worshippers become assimilated to them. Tha
stolid idols which the poor artists make are simply copies of the stolid life around
them ; and the worship of the idol makes the stolidity perpetual. It is the apotheosis
of inaction and of death. Hence it will be found that idolatry can secure notbing
higher than ritualism, that is, the performance of rites and ceremonies for the sake of
achieving a religious reputation, and not for the sake of communion with the object of
worship. For in the case of the idol there can be no communion of mind with mind
or of heart with heart. The form consequently is everything and the fellowship is
nothing. If there be no self-righteousness promoted by the ceremony, it promotes
absolutely no interest at all. Hence the whole genius of idolatry is legalism. If men
are not achieving some religious reputation, they are achieving nothing at alL
Paul
consequently was looking back to the idolatrous life of the Gralatiaus, and carefully
analyzed it when he recognized in it the expression of a purely legal spirit.
II. The gospel promotes acquaintanceship with God. (Ver. 9.) It seeks to bring
about an interview with God. Paul's experience on the way to Damascus is typical.
He there became acquainted for the first time with Jesus Christ as his Divine Saviour.
Ue there felt that it was nearer the truth to say that Jesus had found him than that
he had found Jesus. It was true that he had comie to know God in Christ, but this
was the consequence of God in Christ in the first instance knowing him. Now, Paul's
missionary life was to promote the same acquaintanceship among men. He wanted
these Galatians to know God through realizing that God previously knew them. And
he had hopes that they had entered the charmed circle of the Divine acquaintanceship.
He hoped that they had experienced the truth, " Acquaint now thyself with God,
and be at peace." This is the essence of the gospel. " This is life eternal, to know
[i.e. to be acquainted with] thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou
hast sent."
III. The return to legalism.
(Vers. 9, 10.) The false teachers had come from
Jerusalem to preach np the virtue of Jewish rites and ceremonies. Hence the fickle
mountaineers of Galatia fell into their superstitious observances, and fancied that, if
they kept carefully the Jewish calendar, with its weekly, monthly, annual, and septennial feasts and fasts, they must hereby propitiate the Supreme. Accustomed as
idolaters to the making of religious reputations, they could enter the more easily into
the legal spirit for which the false teachers called. And indeed there is nothing so
insidious, because there is nothing so palatable to the natural heart.
To be in a
positioii to achieve a religious reputation, to win by our own hands certain characters
and certain rights, is wonderfully flattering and grateful to human pride. We need to
be constantly on our guard against the temptation. 1. One way is by remembering
how " weak," as Paul here puts it, the elements out of which we would manufacture
our reputation are. They do not bear analysis. Once we touch them with honest
thought they stand in felt helplessness before us. Ceremonies which do not lead to
communion with God, ceremonies which are simply to add to human pride and tester
self-righteousness, are weak as water, and can only harm us.
2.
should remember
They can minister no wealth of thought or feeling to
also how " beggarly " they are.
the superstitious soul. They are merely the instruments of bondage.
IV. The danger op the legal spirit. (Ver. 11.) If Paul's preaching only resulted
in such an outbreak of legalism, then he would regard his mission among them*as
" love's labour lost." There is no difference between the legalism of Judaism and the
legalism of idolatry.
Both are mere phases of self-righteousness. The gospel has
missed its aim altogether if it leave people in legal bondage. The gospel is the great
scheme for overthrowing self-righteousness. It emancipates the soul from the delusive
hope of establishing any claim before God, It shuts us up to the acceptance of salyation as God's free gift. It deposes self and makes free grace supreme. Hence Paul's
anxiety to see the Galatians brought back from legal bondage to gospel liberty. Unless
they gave up their hope from ceremony, and betook themselves to hope in the Saviour
It is most important that the exceeding danger of the
alone, then they must be lost.
legal spirit should be constantly kept in view, that we may maintain our standing on
the footing of free grace. E. M. E.

We

—

—
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Vers. 12 20.— The appeal of the Buffering apostle. To render Paul's appeal raorf
emphatic, he proceeds next to remind them of the tender relations in which he had
stood to them when he preached the gospel to them the first time.
He had been
suflering from the thorn in tlie flesh ; he was consequently a very weak specimen
when as a preacher he stood before them; but the message was so emancipating to their
They would
souls that they would have done anything for him in their gratitude.
have even plucked out -their own eyes and have given them to him. Why, then, should
they turn against him when he seeks to tell them the truth ? It is consequently the
pathetic appeal of the apostle to those who had once been so interested in him.
(Ver. 12.) He wants the Galatians to
I. Paul's example of Ciimstian liberty.
be as he is, for he is as the Gentiles are so far as legalism is concerned. How did Paul
Not certainly as Peter had done at Antioch, in a vacillating
act among the Gentiles?
spirit.
He sat down deliberately at the tables of the heathen and carried no Jewish
The ceiemonial Law did not bind him to keep his
scruples into Gentile society.
converts at arm's length or to insist on their submission to Jewish scruples. He felt
that Jesus had fulfilled for him all righteousness, and that he was consequently free
from the ceremonial yoke. Hence with the greatest breadth of view and consistency,
Paul acted the free and social part among the heathen.
(Vers. 13
He
15.)
II. Paul's appeal fob something like the old sympathy.
had appeared among them in a suffering condition. The " thorn in the flesh," which
had been sent to buffet him and keep him humble, had manifested itself in full force.
There is every reason to believe that it consisted in weak eyes, which never recovered
the shock on the way to Damascus. But the weak-eyed, despicable-looking preacher
His hearers so sympathized
(2 Cor. X. 10) had got an admirable reception in Galatia.
with his message as to forget his outward weakness, nay, rather to so sympathize with
him in it as to be ready to pluck out their own eyes arid give them to him, if it had
been possible. The poor pieacher was in their estimation an angel of God, and was
received with the same cotisideration as they would have extended to Christ Jesus himThis was admirable. And Paul wishes them to revive this sympathy for him
self.
and lead them along the path of liberty he himself is treading. How deep and pathetic
the true sympathy between pastor and people oustht to be

—

!

III.

The unreasonable chabacteb of their present antipathy.

(Ver. 16.)

Because of Paul's faithfulness they are inclined to resent his interference with theii
legalism as a hostile act. But he would have them to analyze their antipathy fairly
and to own how unreasonable it is. And yet this has been the fate of faithful men
They are hated because they tell the truth. The unreasonableness of
in all ages.
antipathy to a man who tells us God's truth may be seen in at least three particulars.
2. Because the truth makes men free
1. Because the truth sanctifies (John xvii. 19).
3. Because the truth saves (1 Tim. ii. 4).
(John viii. 32).
IV. Attention may be misinterpreted. (Vers. 17, 18.) The false teachers were
assiduous in their attentions to Paul's converts. They could not make enough of
them. But Paul saw through their designs. Hence he declares, " They zealously seek you
in no good way ; nay, they desire to shut you out, that ye may seek them " (Revised
It was a zeal to get the Galatians under their power; it was to make them
Version).
ritualists of the Jewish type, and so amenable to their Jewish authority and direction.
converts require warning against the designs of zealots whose prerogative it is to
and put the simple under bondage. Now, Paul had paid all
He compares himself to a mother who had travailed
sorts of attention to the Galatians.
with them and would consequently nurse them wi th the utmost tenderness. He courts
comparison between his attentions and those of the false teachers. He more than
insinuates that they are receiving different treatment at their hands than they did
when he was present with them. It is only fair and right that attention should be
weighed in the balances carefully, and a selfish fuss not be confounded with an unselfish

Young

curtail Christian liberty

and disinterested enthusiasm.
,
V. A pastor's spiritual anxieties about his people. (Vers. 19, 20.) Paul had
been in agony for their conversion when in Galatia. But their legalism has thrown
him into perplexity about them. His agony, like a woman's travail, has to be
He will not be content till Christ is formed within them as their true Hope
repeated.
of glory. He wishes he were present with them once again and were able by tender,

—
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maternal tones to convince them of the unselfish interest he has in them.

1—31.

The whol«

instructive as showing how painful is the interest of a true pastor in his flock
mother's anxieties should
and to what straits their waywardness may reduce him.
summon a pastor to an eutbusiasm of affection for those committed to his charge.

case

is

A

E.

M. B.

—

The children of the londwoman and of the free. Paul now passo
Ver. 21—ch. v. 1.
from a personal appeal to an allegorical argument from the Law. As legalists, they are
asked if they will not hear the Law which in its history really conderaas them aa
children of the bondwoman and not children of the freewouian.
For such an allegorical
interpretation we are content with Paul's authority, since he was inspired of God in his
handling of Scripture as well as in writing additions to it. His rabbinical education
would incline him to allegory ; but we would not in consequence take any liberties
with Scripture on the same track. Still, as we face the history as given in Gen. ixi.
with Paul's heip in our hands, it gives a very interesting and beautiful application of it.
L Let us consider the child of the bondwoman in his baklt years. (Ver. 23.)
Ishmael, as the child of Abraham, had for thirteen years a happy and interesting li!e.
He was the issue of a union promoted by Sarah in her own despair. Upon him the
patriarch looked with all an old man's pride ; and, had not God expressly forbidden it,
Abraham would have looked no further than Ishmael for a son and heir. Hagar naturally
played the haughty part before her mistress and despised the beautiful woman because
of her barrenness.
But as soon as Isaac came to gladden the aged pair, Hagar and
Ishmael fell of necessity into the background. In due time thercis the weaning ftast.
" Hagar and her son heard the merriment," says Robertson, "and it was gall to their
wounded spirits ; it looked like intentional insult; for Ishmael had been the heir piesumptive, but now, by the birth of Isaac, had become a mere slave and dependant ; and
the son of Hagar mocked at the joy in which he could not partake." Now, Ishmael all
these years was the type of the legalist who prides himself on his observance of the
ceremonies. Just as the boy thought that he was son and heir by undisputed right and
title, so the legal spirit imagines that in God's house his rights cannot be disregarded.
In the pride of self-satisfaction he sees no rival in the house and is disposed to brook
none. And yet a touch of fate will make him realize at once his slavery and outcast
condition.

But for the promise of God,
II. Consider next the son of promise. (Ver. 23.)
He belonged consequently to a different order from
Isaac never would have been born.
Ishmael. Ishmael was the son of nature ; Isaac was the product of grace. In this
Isaac is the type of the son of the gospel, as Ishmael is the type of the son of the Law.
Isaac is born to freedom, to honour, to inheritance ; while Ishmael is cast out as the
slave who has no recognized rights in the household. So is it with the free-born son
The believer is God's son
of the gospel as contrasted with the legalists of Paul's time.
through the freewoman ; he has his inalienable rights in Goil's household ; he may be
persecuted and mocked by the Ishmaels who are but bondslaves ; but he is destined to
keep the field of privilege in spite of foes and triumph over them at last.
(Vers. 24
One
III. Legalism and gospel freedom abb incompatible.
30.)
house could not hold both Ishmael and Isaac. They could not get on togethiT. No
more can the legal and the gospel spirit. Self-righteousness and faith in Christ are
irreconcilable.
Hence the war between the legalists and the apostle. It was war to
The principles are antagonistic, and the one must triumph over the
the bitter end.
other.
And liberty is sure to triumph over legalism in the end, as Isaac triumphed

—

over Ishmael.
IV. The consequent duty of maintaining otm Christian liberty. (Ch. v. 1.)
Paul calls upon the Galatians not to go back to bondage, but to maintain the freedom
which Christ has given them. If he has fulfilled the ceremonies, why should they go
back to the bondage of observances ? If they are born as childrer of promise, why go
back to the birth of bondslaves? 'It is like emancipated slaves insisting on surrendering their freedom. What the liberty bestowed by Christ is in its length and breadth
may be realized from the close and climax of one of Liddon'a masterly sermons. " It
is freedom from a sense of sin, when all is known to have been pardoned through the
atoning blood freedom from a slavish fear of our Father in heaven, when conscienca it
;

—
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eye morning and evening by that penitent love which fixes it.eye upon the Crucified ; freedom from current prejudice and false human opinion, whci
the soul gazes by intuitive faith upon the actual truth ; freedom from the depressing
yoke of weak health or narrow circumstances, since the soul cannot be crushed whicli
rests consciously upon the everlasting arms ; freedom from that haunting fear of death,
which holds those who think really upon death at all, ' all their lifetime subject to
bondage,' unless they are his true friends and clients who by the sharpness of his own
death ' opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers.' It is freedom in time, but also
and beyond freedom in eternity." May we realize our rights as children of the free
offered to his unerring

1

-E. M.

E.

—

11.
Vers. 1
Majority and minority. I. The child cjominq to his majobitt.
Analogy. " But I say that so long as the heir is a child, he diflfereth nothing from
a bond-servant, though he is lord of all ; but is under guardians and stewards until the
term appointed of the father." At the close of the preceding chapter Christians were
described as Abraham's seed, heirs according to promise. It is with regard to this that
the apostle now makes use of an analogy. It is a very simple and well-known case on
which he founds. It is that of an heir, while he is a child or is a minor, as we say, i.e. has
the paternal control yet exercised over him. He may be the heir of a kingdom ; but, so
long as he is in his nonage, he differeth nothing from a bond-servant, though he is lord
of all.
He is better in some respects, but not better in respect of subjection to control.
He is under guardians of his person and stewards of his property. When the Priuoe
of Wales in his childhood on one occasion refused submission to his governess, appealing
to his dignity as heir of the throne, Prince Albert very pertiuently read him this
passage out of the New Testament. Thb supposition is that a minor has not yet
wisdom to guide him ; his will therefore, meanwhile, is a cipher. He can only act
through guardians and stewards, who are understood to carry out the father's will.
This arrangement continues in force until the term appointed of the father. It has
been a question whether Paul contemplates the father here as dead. It is enough to
say that he is regarded as in the background, while his will is operative. In the case
Objection has been taken to Paul
to which the analogy applies the Father is alive.
describing the limit of dependence as appointed of the father, when in most countries
it is fixed by statute.
The infancy of a Roman child ended at seven; he donned the
virile gown at seventeen ; he was not entirely emancipated from tutelage until he was
twenty-five. There is this to be said, that the limit was not necessarily fixed by statute
that when it was so fixed it was in name of the father, and that there was discretionary
power within the statute. 1. 77ie Church's minority. "So we also, when we were
children, were held in bondage under the rudiments of the world." The minor here is
But it is scarcely a Pauline idea
generally supposed to be bolh Jews and Gentiles.
that the he;itiien compared with Christians were as children compared with men, heirs
Certainly their religions
in their minority compared with heirs come to full rights.
were not the rudiments which God taught them. The reference is to be determined
by the way in which the analogy is introduced by the apostle. He points back to his
description of Christians as Abraliao-'s seed, heirs according to promise.
He must oe
understood, therefore, as pointing now to those who were formerly Abraham's seed,
heirs according to promise. These were the children over whom God placed guardians
and stewards. The instruction he gave them was of a rudimentary nature. They
were not taught religion in its perfect form (which is Christianity), but only the
rudiments. These were true so far as they went ; still, they were only religion in a
form suitable for children. They were rudiments of the world, i.e. of the outward and
sensible ; for the world in an evil sense cannot be brought into connection with the Pa ther
teaching his children. It is by the outward and sensible that abstract truth is introduced into the minds of children. So, while the Church was in its childhood, God
This
carried forward its education by outward services and sensible representations.
was inconceivably better than being left to themselves, as the heathen were ; but it
was bortdage in comparison with the spirituality which was to be brought in with a full
" It was a yoke," said Peter, " which neither we nor our fathera were able
revelation.
to bear." The amount of bodily service required by Jews, in their frequent washings
and journeys to Jerusalem, w^s very great And aven the types, in their keeping back
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This was the Church in its state of minority.
The Church's majority. It is matter for thought that the Church came to its
niajority in connection with the greatest manifestation of Oodhead.
(1) Time of the
Ohriatian manifestation. " But when the fulness of the time came." The fulness of
the time was the moment in which time received its full significance.
It was that
toward which all that went before was moving, and from which all after-time is dated.
It corresponds to " the term appointed of the father."
It was the time appointed
in the counsels of the Father.
But the appointment was founded on the foreseen fitness of circumstances.
It would not have been a fitting time, we may
understand, if Christ had appeared immediately after the Fall. As the nature of sin
had only very partially been manifested at the first, there would have been no proper
appreciation of redemption. Neither would it have been a fitting time, we may understand, if Christ had appeared at the commencement of the Jewish nation.
It would
Aave been as if some high work of art were submitted for criticism to novices. Christ
appeared when circumstances were so prepared that the deepest, most lasting impression
of his work could be produced on men.
Even heathenism was a preparation for
Christianity.
It was bo chiefly in a negative way.
It was, as it is represented in the
Bible, the wild olive tree.
It was humanity left to itself.
It was an experiment on a
vast scale as to. what man unaided could or could not do. And, though there was a
feeling after God, and weak longing for redemption, yet, as the result of the experiment,
it was conclusively proved that the world by wisdom knew not God.
When Christ
came great Pan was dead. The old religions were manifestly powerless to impart any
spiritual consolation, or to check sin which came to its full manifestation.
The chosen
people were sinful humanity with Divine helps. And, though they greatly pointed the
lesson of what man could not do, yet there was not a little drilling of them into the
idea of the Divine unity, the idea of an overruling Providence, the reality of sin,
the plain meaning, confined the spirit.
-!.

the conception of righteousness, the certainty and mode of redemption. And there
were some who had so entered into the preparatory Jewish system that, at the time
of Christ's appearance, they were waiting for the consolation of Israel. In the outward
state of the world, too, there was a conspiring of remarkable providences
Tlie whole
world wta included in one empire. There were facilities of intercourse between nations,
such as had never existed before. The great Boman roads were the prepared means by
which the gospel was to be carried to all quarters of the earth. Tliere was very much,
too, one language.
With the victories of Alexander commenced a movement toward
the general use of the Greek language, the most expressive of all languages.
There
was also a cosmopolitizing of the Jews. They were to be found in all the great centres,
with their monotheism and Messianic hopes. And lastly, it was a time of universal
peace.
The whole world was quiet and at rest. The temple of Janus was shut. Such
was the time chosen by God for the appearance of Christ. (2) Manner of the mani(a) The Divine Messenger. " God sent forth his Son." The pre-existtnce
festation,
of Christ is implied. God sent forth from himself from his own immediate presence.
It was not an archangel whom he sent forth, but his own Son.
As the Son of God,
Christ was eternally pre-existent— the equal in every respect of the Father. In the
Son, the Father saw himself perfectly reflected. And yet he was in a mysterious way
subordinated as the Son to the Father, To him, then, it essentially belonged to be sent
forth, as on creation, so on redemption.
On his part there was a perfect response. For,
in the volume of the book of the Divine counsels it was written that he was prepared
at the fitting time to speed forth to do the Father's will.
(6) Bis birth of humanity.
" Born of a woman." Though unborn as the Son of God, he was subjected to the
ordinary law of human birth. " Man that is born of a woman," said Job and so also it
was true of Christ that he was bom of a woman. He was not a separate creation from
humanity, without father, without mother.
But he was brought into the closest
relation to humanity by having a human mother.
Even from the first he was looked
forward to as the Seed of the woman, (c) Sis birth of the Jewish race. " Bora under
the Law." Historically he wa» connected with the Jewish race. It has been said that
what the Jewish nation provided was the mother of our Lord. His surroundings
were Jewish. He was subjected to the rite of circumcision. He was placed under
obligation, not only to the Law of God generally, but to the Mosaic Law in particular.
It is not to be inferred that he was merely Jewish.
For the singular thing is that,
:

—
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though, brought up a Jew, in his teaching and life he did not give the impression oi
belonging to one nation more than to another. Still, the Mosaic system had authority
over him, and had to do with his training as the Messiah. (3) Twofold aim of the
manifestation,
(a) Deliverance from the Mosaic system. " That he might redeem
them which were under the Law." It is true that God sent forth his Son to redeem
from the curse of the broken Law generally, and from the curse of the Mosaic Law in
particular ; but it is also true that, in connection with that, he had a subsidiary design
to which prominence is given here.
It was that, by his Son discharging all the obligations of the Mosaic Law, and answering its ends, it should no longer continue a
burden on the conscience. And it is well to have this subsidiary design connected with
the great sending forth of the Son. (6) Instating of Christians as sons. " That we
" is to be taken in the wider sense here, as
might receive the adoption of sons." "
it was taken in the narrower sense in the third verse.
The reference is Abraham's
seed, heirs according to promise.
As these were, in the minority of the people of God,
Jews, so now are they Christians. The design of the sending forth of the Son was to
bring up the people of God into the position of sons. Not only does the time of his
being sent forth rule the time of their becoming sons ; but the fact of his being Son
seems to rule their getting the position of sons. The Son goes forth, and it is sons he
brings with him to glory. Such was the twofold aim of the manifestation. He proceeds
to show how God did not stop short at giving us the position of sons.
He followed it
up by giving us the qualification of sons. The Sx'irit of the Son our qualification as
" And because ye are sons, God sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our hearts,
sons.
crying, Abba, Father." Our qualification was the Spirit of his Son, i.e. the Spirit who
was sent forth on the Son, and who fitted him for his work. He was within him as
the Spirit of the true Son. In the darkest hour Christ conquered by being true to the
Father. The Spirit proceeds from Christ upon lis. He is also within us as the Spirit
of the true Son. He draws us to God as our Father.
That is the congenial element
of his working. The word " Father " is the outcome. His is the language oi filial conHis is the language of filial affection. His is the language of fi,lial obedience.
fidence.
His is withal the language of earnestness. He is represented as crying, i.e. importunately calling. And he is represented as crying, " Abba, Father." The idea is emphasized by repetition.
And it is expressed in two languages, Aramaic and Greek,
strikingly showing the fusion of Jew and Greek in Christ. According as the. Spirit of
Christ thus dwells in us are we qualified and have the realization of our freedom as
song.
General conclusion regarding heirship. " So that thou art no longer a bondservant, but a son ; and if a son, then an heir through God." He individualizes what
he says by changing from the plural to the singular. Even the Gentile had not to
pass through Judaism into the kingdom of God. The fact of sonship having been
formerly arrived at is simply stated here as the basis on which a conclusion is drawn
regarding heirship. If thou hast the position of a son, and the qualification of a son,
through God's infinite love, art thou not certainly an heir through the same love ?
Thus it is made out that the people of God have attained to their majority. They
have the heirship, not of mere children, «.e. without rights, but of sons, i,e. with full
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rights,

Thb

son falliko back into his minoeitt.

So he represents the Qalatians.
at that time, not knowing God, ye were in
bondage to them which by nature are no gods." It was their disadvantage that they
were ignorant of God. That being the case, it was not to be wondered at that they did
The religious instinct, if it does not find the true, will find the false.
service to idols.
These
If we have not God to fill up the vacuum of our nature, we must have idols.
Galatians had done service to them which by nature were no gods. Paul's idea in one
They
jiiace (1 Cor, x. 20) is that they were devils whom the heathen worshipped.
They had not the nature of
fjertainly were only Divine in their own imagination.
What bondage to be in
God;', they disputed for power; they were not even moral.
What fearful bondage to think of him
error regarding the greatest of all objects I
" But
2, Their relapse.
as not only imperfect, but as swayed by the vilest passions 1
now that ye have come to know God, or rather to be known of God, how turn ye back
again to the weak and beggarly rudiments, whereunto ye desire to be in bondage over
agdn? Ye observe days, and months, and seasons, and years. I am afraid of you, lest
II.

1.

Their idolatrous past.

OALATIANS.

"Howbeit
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by any meatig I have bestowed labour upon you in vain.*" They had come to knoif
It wa^ then that they first
God, i.e. when the gospel was preached among them.
knew God in his unity and in his real character as a God of Inve. But, having said
this, he corrects himself.
for
It was rather that they had come to be known of God
it was purely of God that the gospel came to them.
They were not thinking of it
even Paul was not tliinking of it ; for it did not lie within his plan to preach the gospel
By a singular providence, to which he refers in the next para'j:raph, he was
to them.
constrained to turn aside to Galatia.
It was God, then, that had given them the
;

advantage.
The relapse from Christianity into Judaism as affecting the position of the
Christian sabbath. How are we to undtrstrmd the language which is employed in this
place and in Col. ii. 16, 17 ? Are we to infer from the teaching of the apostle (for it
is no more than an inference, and a startling thing it is to be left to inference) that,
as Christians, we are relieved from obligation to keep sacred one day in seven ?
It is
not unnecessary, in view of all that has been written on these passages, to guard against
an understatement of the difficulty. For instance, it is said by Ridgeley and others
that certain feast days, being withdrawn from a common to a sacred use, were called
sabbaths, and that the apostle alludes exclusively to these. Unless the difficulty is
fairly admitted and mastered, it is sure to leave doubt on the mind, and to be
ever coming up for settlement in exegesis.
There is really only one diflSculty,
but it is presented under different forms.
The passages in question are similar;
There are
so much so that the same writer can readily be detected in both.
two statements in Galatians, and these correspond to two statements in Golossians.
Taking, then, the parts which correspond as one, we have to deal with two statements, (o) There is a statement about distinctions of times. The statement made by
the apostle in this Epistle is that Christians, by observing days, and months, and
seasons, and years, were returning to bondage, and that, on that account, he was afraid
of them, lest he had bestowed labour upon them in vain. In the preceding context
his teaching is that they have the liberty of sons, and are not as under tutors and
governors. It is to be noted that the bondage referred to was in making distinctions
as to times.
His order of classification is to begin with the more frequent and to
proceed to the less frequent observances. There are first days, or weekly observances
then there are months, or observances connected with the new moon ; at a longer
interval are the seasons, or great festive occasions, of which there were three in the
year; and, at the longest interval, are the years, in which the reference is to the
sabbatic year and the year of jubilee.
The corresponding statement in Colossians is
that Christians are not to be judged in meat or in drink (or, in eat'ng and drinking),
or in respect of a feast day, or a new moon, or a sabbath day (Revised Version), on the
ground, as given in the context, that the handwriting which contained these things has
been put out of the way, being nailed to the cross. Under the head of distinctions

As
there is a sub-classification having reference to distinctions in meats and drinks.
to meats, tbere were some that were appropriated to holy uses, and numerous
As for drinks by themselves, wine was
prohibitions are mentioned in Lev. vii. 10 21.
The
forbidden to the Nazarites and also to the priests duriiig the time of service.
apostolic teaching is that Christians are entitled to disregard such distinctions.
The classification of times in Colossians (years being omitted) proceeds in the reverse
order from the less frequent to the more frequent, beginning with the feast day, and
ending with the sabbatn day. What meaning is to be attached to the sabbath day
that, as Christians are freed
will be seen ; but the apostolic teaohins is plainly this
from the observance of the three principal feasts, and freed from the observance
connected with the new moon, so also are they freed from the observance of the
In reference to the passage in our Epistle, Alford remarks, " Notice
sabbath day.
how utterly such a verse is at variance with any and every theory of a Christian
sabbath, cutting at the root, as it does, of all obligatory observance of times as such."
And similar remarks are made by him elsewhere. But : (o) In that view of it, the
conclusion
a mach voider one than can eonsittentty ie admitted. It is not merely
that we are under no obligation to observe a Chrisliau sabbath, or, in other words, that
we are free to observe it or not as we see fit ; but ii goes further, and is this that tht
accept Alford's remark on the
cbservanee of a Christian sabbath implies fault.
word translated " observe." There does not seem to be any meaning of superstitious
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or inordinate observance, but merely a statement of the fact.
the ordiuary observance of a Christian sabbath supposes the

The view, then, is that
making of distinotiona
as to days which are all done away with under Christianity.
How, then, is this
observance of one sacred day in seven regarded by the apostle ? It Is condemned by
him as a bondage from which we need to be freed. Nay, more, it is held as affording
giOLiiid for fears being entertained with regard to our very Christianity. " I am afraid ol
yuu, lest by any means I have bestowed labour upon you in vain." If that, then, was
really the view of the apostle, should we not have expected of him that, in his own
practice, he would have disregarded all distinctions of days ? But how does that consist
with what is recorded of him ? If we tuin to Acts xx. 6, 7, we find what his practice
was, upon which Alfurd thus suitably comments ; "
have here an intimaticn of the
continuance of the practice, which seems to have begun immediately after the Eesurrection, of assembling on the first day of the week for religions purposes."
If we tuin
next to 1 Cor. xvi. 2, we find him issuing a general order to the Churches connected
with the first day of the week, upon which Alford again suitably remarks, " Here

We

there is no mention of their aitemhling, which we have in Acts xx. 7 ; but a plain
indication that the day was already considered as a special one, and one more th;\n
others fitting for the performance of a religious duty." If, thtn, the apostle thus
recognized a distinction in time, how can he escaTje from the condemnation which lie
passed upon these Galatian Christians?
Was he not in bondage in so distinguishing?
and have we not reason to be afraid of him t It is either this or the conclusion drawn
is too wide.
And what are we to make of the consistency of the writers who take this
view ? They no sooner make out the language of the apostle to have reference to all
distinctions of time whatsoever, than forthwith they search about for reasons for the
observance of a sacred day. Alford upholds the observance of the Lord's day as an
institution of the Christian Church, analogous to the ancient sabbath, binding on ni
from considei'ations of humanity and religious expediency, and by the rules of that
branch of the Church in which Providence has placed us. And Frederick William
_Robertson-says, " So far as we are in the Jewish state, the foiurth commandment, even
in its rigour and strictness, is wisely used by us; nay, we might say, indispensable."
And further he says, " Experience tells us, after a trial, that those Sundays are the
happiest, the purest, the most rich in blessing, in which the spiri tual part has been
most attended to those in which the business letter was put aside and the profane
literature not opened, and the ordinary occupations entirely suspended." That is to say,
the apostlfe was afraid of the Galatian Christians for making a distinction of one day in
modification of so wide
seven; and yet the Galatian Christians were right after all.
It is there
a conclusion as is supposed is suggested by the passage in Colossians.
stated that we are not to be judged in meats and drinks ; that is, we are freed from all
such distinctions in meats and drinks as existed under the Law. But yet it is the case
that, under the New Testament dispensation, there exists a diatinclion of meat and
For in the Lord's Supper we have bread and wine appropriated to holy uses
drink.
and placed under certain restrictions. And, if it does not follow from the apostle's
language that all distinctions of meats and drinks are done away with under Christianity,
so neither does it necessarily follow that all distinctions of time are done away with.
(;8) We are to understand the language of the apostle to have reference to Jewish inslilutioni a* a whole. It is not as though there had been before him the one point i«
Then his argument would have been The Jews
i/ right to obseive one day in teven ?
did that ; we as Christians are r».lieved from it, or rather are to be condemned, if we
countenance such a distinction. But, instead of that, the apostle is giving a characteristic
of Jewish institutions as a whole. There was a multiplying of distinctions in them,
both in respect of meats and drinks and in respect of times. And what the Galatian
Christians were chargeable with was their abiding by all such distinctions as were
made under the Law. Nay, they probably added to them by adopting gospel distinctions
To circumcision they added baptism ; to the Passover they added
or symbols as well.
the Lord's Supper ; and to the observance of the seventh day they added the observance
They were making the
It was a legalistic spirit which possessed them.
of the first.

—
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more complicated, more burdensome In its outward prescriptions, than the Law,
No wonder, then, that the
it is characterized by simplicity and freedom.
They were
apostle was afraid of them because of their making so many distinctions.
gospel

whereas
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endangering the gospel ; ftey were forgetting their privileges as sons. (7) We are ta
understand the language of the apostle to have reference to Jewish institutions in so far
as they were Jewish.
The sabbath was not a purely Jewish institution ; it existed
from the beginning. The essential idea of it was a proportion of time devoted to God
The proportion was
in acknowledgment of his sovereign right to all our time.
sovereignly fixed at one-seventh, and there is reason to believe that it was fixed
in relation to our physical constitution.
Under the Law the sabbath, while retaining
its original character, received certain ceremonial adjuncts.
It was numbered among
the moadeem, or feasts ; and was, indeed, placed at the head of them. " Concerning the
feasts of the Lord, which ye shall proclaim to be for holy convocations, even these are
my feasts. Six days shall work be doue ; but the seventh day is the sabbath of rest."
The special services appointed for the sabbath in the sanctuary were these : first, the
doubling of the daily burnt offering two lambs instead of one, with a corresponding
increase in the meat offering; and then the presenting of the fresh loaves of shewbread
on the Lord's table. When, then, the apostle says that we are not to be judged in
respect of the sabbath day in the same way in which we are not to be judged in respect
of the feast day and in respect of the new moon, this meaning is plainly suggested
that
we, as Christians, are freed from all the ceremonial adjuncts of the sabbath. But, more
than that, there was a practical question as to the observance of what was called the
sabbath as distinguished from the Lord's day the observance of the seventh day as distinguished from the first. The connecting of God's time with the seventh was froin the
beginning, but it had been very much bound up with the Jewish ceremonial. It also
came to be regarded as the Jewish day as distinguished from the Christian day; and it
had a certain position as such during the period of transition. The apostle, then, may
be understood as deciding for the Chris'tian Church that they were under no obligation
to observe two sacred days in the week. Now that they observed the Lord's day they
were freed from the observance of the sabbath. But at the same time, the sabbath had
This Christ declared when legalism was expiring, and not
a broad human aspect.
certainly as thoush the sahbath were expiring with it.
He said that the sabbaih was,
made for man. It lies embedded in our deepest nature. It is needed under all earthly
conditions and dispeuBations ; and is not certainly to be numbered, like the feast day
and the observance 3onnected with the new moon, among things Jewish, from which
Whether it is the seventh day or the first is matter
as Christians we are freed.
of Divine arrangement for the time being ; but underneath both there is the obligation
laid in our nature, from which we cannot be freed, to devote a proportion of our time
to God.
(6) There is a statement made regarding the transitory nature of ceremonial institutions in which the sabbath is included. There is not much difficulty
presented by the statement in this Epistle, that ceremonial institutions are weak
and beggarly elements. This language is to be applied to them in respect of their
having served their purpose. They had been, with certain drawbacks, very helpful
and rich in blessing to God's people. They may have been once so to some of these
Galatian Christians, but, now that the Divine authority had been removed from them,
now that the gospel had come in their place, to turn to them was indeed to turn to the
weak and beggarly elements. So it was with the sabbath, or seventh day. It once had
the Divine sanction. It once was one of the channels through which the Divine blessing
But, now that it was no longer to be observed as the sacred day, now that the
flowed.
Lord's day had come in its place, to turn to it was to turn to one of the weak and
beggarly elements. Nor is there much difficulty presented by the corresponding statement in Colossians that ceremonial institutions are the shadow of things to come,
whereas the body is of Christ. That does not exclnde the possibility of there being a
know that circumsign to represent the substance, the reality, after it had come.
the
cision represented regeneration, the putting away of the sin of the flesh.
Divine blessing accompanied it as the shadow of the coming reality. But when the
reality came that corresponded to circumcision, it was put by Christ into the New
Testament institntion of baptism. In the context here the two ordinances are closely
interwoven in the apostolic thought. "In whom ye were also circumcised" (the
reference, says Alford, being to the historical fact of their baptism) " with a circumcision
not made with hands, in the putting off of the body of the flesh, in the circumcision of
know, too, that the Passovcl
Christ: having been buried with him in baptism."
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pointed forward to a sacrifice to be offered for sin. And it was a nourishing ordinance
as the shadow of the coming sacrifice.
But when Christ, our Passover, was sacrificed
fur us (and it happened at the very time of the offering of the paschal lamb), the great
reality was put by Christ into the New Testament institution of the Lord's Supper.
And so it seems to be with regard to the sabbath. It pointed forward to the reality of
a rest in Christ, and as such it was refreshing.
But when the reality came, and needed
no longsr to be shadowed, it was put into the institution of the Lord's day. And we
have reason to think that it will remain there for us until its full disclosure in heaven.
B. F.

—

—

Vers. 12 20.
Personal appeal. I. He asks bboipkooitt. " I beseech you, brethren,
be as I am, for I am as ye are." Born a Jew, in accommodation to them he had taken
up the Gentile position, i.e. in respect of freedom from Jewish ordinances. Let them,
as brethren, show reciprocity.
Let them give up their adopted Jewish practices and
occupy the Gentile position along with him.
n. He recalls with pleasure their receptioh op him. 1. Negatively. " Ye did
me no wrong." He was free to confess that he had no ground of personal complaint
against them. 2. Positively. (1) It was an infirmity of the flesh that was the occasion
of the first of his two visits to them. " But ye know that because of an infirmity of the
flesh I preached the gospel unto you the first time."
This infirmity of the flesh is not
mentioned by name, and has given rise to conjecture, with which subjective feeling has
mingled. When the Church was persecuted, it was supposed to be persecution. The
monks supposed it to be carnal thoughts. Luther supposed it to be a temptation of the
devil.
The language plainly points to a lodily malady. Eegarding the first visit of
Paul to Galatia we read, "And they went through the region of Phrygia and Galatia,
having been forbidden of the Holy Ghost to speak the Word in Asia." It may be
uoierstood that it was by means of the bodily malady that the Holy Ghost forbade his
preaching in Asia and at the same time directed his way into Galatia. And it was
while detained by the malady that he preached the gospel to the Galatians. (2) Eis
infirmity proved no hindrance to them. " And that which was a temptation to you in
my flesh ye despised not, nor rejected; but ye received me as an angel of God, even as
Christ Jesus." That which was in his flesh was a temptation to them. It was something which made trial of them. While it did not wholly silence him, it interfered
with him as a public speaker. It might have led him to be despised or rejected (the
latter word, literally " spit out," pointing to a more active form of contempt).
It is
a wrong thing to despise any one because of what God has made him ; but want of
good feeling might have led them to turn his infirmity into ridicule ; or their ignorance
as barbarians mijjht have led them to think that he was spurned of the gods, and therefore to be spurned of them.
Instead of yielding to the temptation, however, and
throwing contempt upon him because of his infirmity, they received him as though he
had been an angel sent to them from heaven ; nay, they received him as though he
had been Christ himself. Their Celtic emotionalism came out in the reception they
gave him. It gave, as we have seen, a peculiar vividness to the message. It was as
though Christ had been actually crucified before their eyes.
So it threw a peculiar
halo round the preacher. They warmed toward him and heaped kindnesses on him,
as though it had been the Master himself.
III. He contrasts their present with their past feelino toward him. " Where
then is that gratulalion of yourselves? for I bear you witness, that, if possible, ye
would have plucked out your eyes and given them to me." There was no more gratulation of themselves because by a singular providence Paul had found his way among
them with the gospel. Their Celtic realism was gone. That realism had gone to a
great length.
If it had been possible they would have plucked out their eyes to have
given them to Paul. This language seems to point to an afiection of the eyes as the
malady from which Paul suffered. This supposition agrees with the conditions. It was
ju8t such a malady as would interfere with his comfort and effectiveness as a speal;er,
while not reducing him to silence. It was just such an occasion as the Celtic nature
would seize and work upon. To make the gospel messenger freer for his work, they
would gladly have parted with their very eyes, to make up for his deficiencies. And it
was only the impossibility of thus serving Faiil that kept them back from the sacriflfOft
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in the flesh, as following upon Paul being in the third heaveni, and as
pointing to something acute, agrees with the supposition of his being a sufferer from an
affection of the eyes.
Whether we interpret the words here as deriving point from a
weakness of Paul's eyes or not, they are manifestly expressive of a very warm feeling
toward him, which now seems to him to have fled.
IV. He contrasts his ooNDtrcT and that of the false teachers toward them.
" So then am I become your enemy, because I tell you the truth ? " He
1. Eis fidelity.
had told them the truth on the occasion of his second visit. He had also been telling
them the truth, with a certain sharpness, in this letter. That showed that he was no
flatterer of them to gain his own ends.
He did not believe in friendly relations being
maintained unless on a basis of reality. Was it, then, a reasonable thing that he should
he regarded by them as their enemy, as standing between them and their good, because
he expressed himself according to the demands and under the restraints of truth? Was
there any ground wliich could be stated for their change of feeling? 2. The dishonour" They zealously seek you in no good way ; nay,
ableness of the Judaizing teachers.
they desire to shut you out, that ye may seek them." He refers to the false teachers,
whom, with a certain fooling of di^'nity, he does not name. They made the Galatians
the objects of their zealous attentions. But they did not do this in a disinterested
manner. 'I'heir object was to shut the Galatians out, i.e. to isolate them from Paul and
the Christian circle, so as to become themselves the exclusive objects of the zealous
attentions of the Galatians.
They were thus mere flatterers, to gain their own ends.
Instead of placing themselves under the restraints of truth, they gave themselves the
licence of error.
While condemning them on this ground, the apostle makes a twofold
reservation. (1) Be is not to he condemned who makes others the objects of his zealous
attentions in a good matter. " But it is good to be zealously sought in a good matter."
condemn those who would compass sea and land to make one proselyte. But it is
to bo borue in mind that the zeal is a good thing in itself.
What is to be condemned
is misdirected zeal.
And what is to be commended is, not the want of zeal, but zeal
intelligently directed toward the good, especially the highest good, of others.
Let the
soul be on fire with a desire to do good. Let there be a compassing sea and land, not
to make proselytes, but to bring souls to Christ.
And we are not certainly to resent,
but to welcome, the zealous attentions of others in the matter of our salvation.
ought to be thankful that we are not let alone, but that there are those who care for
our souls. (2) He did not lay any claim to exclude others from seeking the good of
" At all times, and not only when I am present with you." If others
the' Oalatiani.
sought the real gixid of the Galatians in his absence, he had no feeling of jealousy toward
them. On the contrary, he would bid them God-speed.
V. He BXPiiESSES a desire to be present with them. 1. Affectionate address.
"
little children, of whom I am again in travail until Christ be formed in you." He
addresses them, not as children, but, more tenderly, as little children, after the mannei
of John. He was not as a father to them (according to the conception here), but, more
tenderly, as a mother.
He had endured -much In prayer and thought and service on
And he had thought that his motherly endurance had been rewarded
their account.
in their spiritual birth. But it was as if he had been disappointed in them. And there
was the recurrence of the same motherly endurance, on their account. The object for
which he endured was their spiritual birth. This is not thought of as the development
of self, even of their true self.
Nor is it thought of as a Pauline development, the
accepting of a Pauline doctrine, the being recipient of Pauline influences. But it is
thought of as the development of the Christ within them. Christians are those who
have Christ as the Germ and Norm of their development. 2. Reason for his pretence.
" Yea, I could wish to bo present with you now, and to change my voice ; for I am perplexed about you." He wished to be present with them, in the hope that ho would be
able to bring back the old relations between them.
In that case he would be able to
change his voice, to adopt a gentler tone, which was more congenial to him and would
be more pleasant to them. Meantime, he could not be all gentleness, for hl« information led him to be perplexed about them.
He had not given up all hope of them, but
the fears he had sometimea made his voice to grate on t^em, as it waa nut pleasant to
himseli— B. F.
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Ver. 21
ch. v. 1.
Allegory of Eagar and Sarah,
To them that desired to be undti
Law he proposes to read a lesson out of the Law. "Tell me, ye that desire to ba
under the Law, do ye not hear the Law?" He conceives of them as men who could not
do without the bondage of the Mosaic Law, and he will read their condemnation out o'
the Pentateuch, in which that Law is contained.
L History ok which the allbqobt is founded. " For it is written, that Abrahais
had two sous, one by the handmaid, and one by the freewoman. Howbcit, the son
by the handmaid is bom after the flesh ; but the son by the freewoman is born through
promise." The two sons, Ishmael and Isaac, had the same father. They differed in
two respects. 1. Ishmael was by the handmaid, Eagar ; Isaac was by the freewoman,
Sarah. 2. Ishmael was horn after the flesh, i.e. according to the ordinary course of
nature.
That there is not excluded from " flesh " a certain ethical meaning is seen
I'rom its being opposed in the twenty-ninth verse to the Spirit. Isaac was bom through
piomise, i.e. through the Divine efficiency present in the promise, surmounting natural
the

obstacles.

" Which things contain an allegory." By " which things " we are
merely those which have been mentioned, but the whole class of
things pertaining to Hagar and Sarah. Allegorizing is explaining one thing by another.
In this case there is the plain historical meaning to begin with. Upon that there is
imposed a second meaning. We are not to understand that the apostle evolved this
second meaning out of his own thoughts. But God really meant more than the historical meaning.
It is true that God thinks through, all history ; especially does he
make known his thoughts through sacred history. More particularly in his dealings
with Hagar and Sarah he intended to indicate what his dealings were to be with others,
represented by them. " For these women are two covenants." 1. Eagar, (1) She"
represented the Sinailic covenant. "One from Mount Sinai, bearing children unto
bondage, which is Hagar." Hagar was an Egyptian bondwoman in the household of
Abraham. To the mind of God, she represented the Sinaitic covenant. As Hagar
bare children unto bondage, so the Sinaitic coveuant bare children unto bondage. A
remark it made regarding the locality of Sinai. " Now this [the thing] Hagar is Mount
Sinai in Arabia." Mount Sinai is situated in Arabia. This country is inhabited by
the descendants of Hagar. The Arabs to this day regard themselves as the sons of
Hagar. It was a country with which Paul had been made familiar during his residence
in it for three years after his conversion.
Once, in its lightnings, and thunderings, and
blackness, and darkness, and tempest. Mount Sinai had beeu made to body forth the
terrors of the Law.
As Paul had felt it in its oppressive blackness and ruggedness,
it seemed to body forth sufficiently the despair of the Law.
It was a fit locality for
bondmen. (2) 27ie Sinaitic covenant answered to the Jewish Church. " And answereth
The Sinaitic
to the Jerusalem that now is : for she is in bondage with her children."
covenant answered to the literal Jerusalem that was then standing, t.e. the Jewish
Church. What was true regarding the Sinaitic covenant was true also regarding the
Jewish Church, which was its embodiment. The bondwoman represented both. The
Jewish nation at that time was a mother whose children were bom to pass under the
Roman yoke. So viewed ecclesiastically it was a mother whose children were born to
pass under a yoke more grievous than the Roman. 2. Sarah, " The other is from
Mount Zion, bearing children unto freedom, which is Sarah. Now this Sarah is Mount
Zion in the Holy Land, and answereth to the Jerusalem that is above, for she is free
with her children." That, we may suppose, is how the allegory would have run if it
had been fully drawn out. It has already been stated that Sarah represents the other
covenant, t.e. the gospel covenant. And it may be regarded as implied that, as Sinai
breathed the spirit of despair, so Zion breathed the s|>irit of hope. But all that the
apostle does here, is at once to oppose the Christian Church to the Jewish Church.
" But the Jerusalem which is above." Opposed to the literal Jerusalem, which was
then undestroyed, was the spiritual and indestructible Jerusalem, of which even now
we are regarded as citizens. (1) The Christian Church regarded as a mother. It has
" Is free, which is our mother." We are taught to think
three marks, (a) It is free,
We are the Church's sons, through the efficiency of
of tha Church as our mother.
Christ in the Church and its services. All our well-springs are in the Church. It is
of Zion that it is said, " This man and that man was born in her."
The Church of
II.

Alleqobt.

to understand, not

—

;
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We

Christ is reprpsented by the freewoman.
are tatight to regard it as the home of
freedom.
feel free in our covenant position before God, in our immediate relation
" For it is
to him, and in our glorious prospects,
(b) It has .a numerous offspring.
written, Rejoice, thou barren that bearest not ; break forth ami cry, thou that travailest
not : for more are the children of the desolate than of her which hath the husband."
This is a quotation from Isa. liv. 1. In the same prophecy (li. 2) use is made of
God giving Abraham and Sarah a numerous offspring. In this language the propheJ
makes use of Sarah having a more numerous people descended from her than Hagar
And what the apostle does in quoting it is to give the fact another application. The
Church represented by the desolate Sarah is to have a more numerous offspring than
the Church represented by the favoured Hagar. (c) It has an offspring according to
promise. " lAovf we, brethren, as Isaac was, are children of promise."
are not
certainly children according to the course of nature, or in virtue of influences that
belong to our nature.
are children through the Divine influences that are efficient
in the gospel surmounting great natural obstacles.
are miraculously, snpernaturally
" But as then he
born. (2) An instructive parallel added,
(a) The persecutors.
that was born after the flesh persecuted him that was born after the Spirit, even so it
is now."
It is said, in connection with a festival in honour of the weaning of Isaac,
that Sarah saw the son of Hagar, which she had bom unto Abraham, mocking.
This

We

We

We

We

little circumstance is referred to here, not so much for what it was in itself, as for its
forenhadowing the bearing of the Arab tribes toward the Israelites. As the deseeudanta
of Ishmael persecuted the descendants of Isaac, so in the apostle's day did the Jews
persecute the Christians.
It was a well-known fact that they were the bitterest
enemies of the Christians and were the principal instigators of persecution against
them, (i) Their fate foreshadowed. "Howbeit what saith the Scripture? Cast out
the handmaid and her son for the son of the handmaid shall not inherit with the son
of the freewoman."
Ishmael could not be allowed to live in the same house with
Isaac.
He had to be cast out and was no sharer of the inheritance with him. So the
Jewish Church and the Christian Ch'irch could not coexist. Jews could only be in
the Church as Christians. As Jews they were cast out of the special covenant position,
the stern reality of which was soon to be made evident in the destruction of Jerusalem
and the breaking up of the Jewish nationality. (3) General conclusion regarding our
state of freedom.
"Wherefore, brethren, we are not children of a handmaid, but of
the freewoman." Exhortation founded on it. (a) To maintain our freedom. "With
freedom did Christ set us free : stand fast therefore." We owe our freedom to Christ.
And it can be said that with a great price have we obtained our freedom, that price
being his blood. We are not, therefore, to treat lightly what has been so deaily won.
We must show our sense of it by maintaining it in its entirety. (6) To enchew bondage.
" And be not entangled again in a yoke of bondage."
They had formerly been
under tlie yoke of heathenism they were not to put themselves under the similar yoke
slave who has been liberated does not voluntarily put himself into
of Judaism.
the hardships he has left. So they who had experienced the sweets of Christian liberty
were not to go back to bonds. E. P.
;

;

A

—

We

naturally ask the question which forms
Vers. 4, 5.
The advent in redemption.
could not God effect his
the title to Anselm's famous book, ' Cur Deus Homo ?
gracious purposes without the incarnation of his Son? The verses before us throw light
on this question. Ver. 4 indicates the two leading points of the humiliation of our
Lord the personal and the moral. Ver. 5 shows the object of these respectively.
" The Son of God was born a man, that in him all men might become sons of God
"
he was born subject to Law, that those subject to Law might be rescued from bondage
(Lightfoot).
" He was
I. Christ became a Son of man that wk might become sons of God.
born of a woman " " that we might receive the adoption of sons." His humanity was
'

Why

—

he had a natural body and soul, and he entered the world by birth. His humanity
was a humbling of himself (see Phil. ii. 7, 8). It was the emptying himself of

real

;

primasval glory ; the subjecting himself to earthly limitations of knowledge, power, etc.,
even down to the unconscious helplessness of infancy ; the endurance of the toil, the
weariness, the distress of a hard life, ending in that horror and mystery which we cali

OH.iv.
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" death." Consider how this incarnation of Christ leads to our adoption. 1. Tt ia the
of his influence over us. Attraction is in proportion to nearness. To influence a
man you must descend to his level. There the power of sympathy is most felt. So
Christ stooped to us that he might lift us (see Heb. iv. 15).
2. It is the source of Ms
power to conquer our great foes, sin and death (see Heb. ii. 14). Sin and death chain
us down from the glory of the Divine life. To conquer these Christ faced them. 3. It
is the ground of his atonement with Ood.
God could not welcome us while all right
and justice opposed. Christ, as the representative Man and for his brethren as both
Priest and Sacrifice, opened the way back to God (see Heb. ii. 17).
Hence the great
privilege
Divine sonship. He became as we are that we might become as he is; he
joiued himself to us that we, united with him, might rise to his glorious life.
II. Cheist was made subject to Law that he might free us feom the bondaob
or Law. 1. He was bom subject (1) to the Levitical Law as a Jew ; (2) to the
social law
subject to his parents, etc. (Luke ii. 51) (3) to the civil law (Matt. xvii.
24 27); (4) to the moral law not only to that pure morality which God and all
holy beings follow, but to the definite precepts of morality which accompany the
limitations of human life. 2. He was also subject to the penalties of the Law though
himself sinless: (1) to the shame and trouble of the world generally which he shared
secret

—

—

—

—

—

;

in entering it ; (2) to death, the distinctive doom of sin.
3. How does this lead to
our liberation ? (1) By facing the death-doom of the Law Christ conquered this for us.
The largest liberty is in
(2) By obedience to the Law he triumphed over the Law.
obedience. The Law is made for evil-doers ; it is powerless against the good.
Christ
makes his people righteous (Rom. viii. 3), and so frees them from Law. (3) By rising
from obedience to the letter of the Law, to the higher obedience of the Spirit, he leads
us also to that freer service of love which is the emancipation from Law. W. P. A.

—

—

Ver. 6. " Abla, Father." L Trust in the fatherhood of God is a PEruLiAKLY
Christian grace. 1. Christ revealed the fatherhood of God. Mohammedans think of
"Allah" as an omnipotent autocrat, and Jews regard "the Eternal" as a lighteous
Lord, but Christians know God as " our Father in heaven." It is not that the idea of
the fatherhood of God was not conceived before the time of Christ, for Hebrew psalmists
found comfort in it (Ps. ciii. 13), and even Homer sang of " the father of gods and
men." But (1) Christ gave prominence and supremacy to anjdea which before was
only co-ordinate with, or even less regarded than, other Divine attributes ; and (2) he
revealed for the first time the richness and tenderness of this the inmost character of
God. 2. The fatherhood of God is to Christians a relationship of love and gentleness.
God is not regarded, like the Boman father, as one who might be a terror to his children.
The " Abba, Father " in the old home language the language of the nursery suggests
the feelings of little children to their father, and may we not say their mother (see
Isa. xlix. 15)?
The type of the citizen of the kingdom of heaven is a little child a

—

—

;

his parents is the pattern of the purest Christian devotion.
Nevertheless, this childlike confidence does not conflict with the rightful authority of
God. The father is not weak because he is gentle. The trust of love is an obedient
trust.
3. From trust in God's fatherly love the Christian life grows into a habit of
The yearning of the soul for God is met only to be deepened and intensiaspiration.
fied, so that the Christian learns to press on ever nearer and nearer to God, the burden
of his hearth 3 desire finding utterance in the cry, " Abba, Father."

little child's affection for

II.

This grace grows out op an inspiration of the Spirit of Qod's Sox.

Christ reveals the fact of the fatherhood of God ; but the m^re knowledge of that fact
which we may derive from studying the words and life of Christ will not enable us to
It is little to know that God is a Father if we
realize the spirit of trustful sonship.
do not experience the love and close relationship of his fatherhood. So great a change
is required before wo can do this that nothing short of a Divine insniration can make it
possible.
Indeed, it is Christ's Spirit in us that utters the cry, " Abba, Father." Thus
the yearning of the soul for God is itself the result of God's visit to the souL All
Because Christ lived in trust and communion with
aspiration springs from inspiration.
God, his Spirit entering us enables us to do the same. He is the true Son, and therefore
\is ^irit gives to us the grace of sonship.

IIL

The Divine

inspirati6n depends on our relation of sonship with Qod^

—
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Though God is naturally the Father of all, it is not every one who can cry, " Abba,
Father." The mingled trust and aspiration of such a cry are only possible to those who
are sons indued, reconciled to God aud restored to the family home.
The Spirit that
inspires the cry is not given to all.
We must be receptive if we are to receive it. Tlie
The sonship, St. Paul
Spirit of Gid's firsthorn Son is given to the true sons of God.
Therefore
teaches, is the consequence of our own faith, and the inspiration follows.
the consciousness of trustlul aspiration towards God as our Kather is a proof of sonship.
The Spirit thus bears witness with our spirit that we are sons of God. W. F. A.

—

—

Ver. 7.
The son and the slave. The Christian is compared to the son, the Jew to
the slave. The gospel brings sonship, Law inflicts bondage. The sonship of the new
order involves liberty and heirship.
Consider some of the privileges herein implied.
I. InTELLIQEKT PHmCIPLBS SUUSTITUTED FOE SPECIFIC COMMANDMKNTS.
The slave
is ordered to do this or that without his master condescending to tell him the reason
for his mandates.
He is bound to a blind, implicit obedience. Nothing is done~ to
develop his understanding and to help him to choose and decide on his own judgment.
But the son is admitted to his father's counsels, and educated so as to reason for himself
and to act on the dictates of his own conscience. The Law keeps men as slaves. It
commands, it does not explain. Ghristmrnty (1) enlightens so that we see the principles of righteousness, understand their inherent rightness and discern their ap])licability to specific cases
(2) liberates by allowing us treedom to apply these principles
according to our own conscientious convictions, instead of forcing upon us a rigid conrse
of conduct.
II. Love as a motive instead or compulsion.
The slave may hate his master
and only obey in fear of the lash. The true son is above this abject, servile obedience.
He has learnt to love his father, and from love to seek to anticipate his father's
wishes and willingly to endeavour to please him.
The Law comiijaniis, threatens,
drives, compels.
The gospel persuades and attracts. The Chiistian obeys God
because he first loves God. The secret is that Law cannot change our hearts, while
the gospel does "create a new heart within" us, so that we no longer need the
;

restraints of

Law, but earnestly

desire to please

God.

in place of servile infebioritt. The slave is kept at
a distance from his master, holds an inferior position, and is excluded from familiar
intercourse.
The son Mves at home in the presence of his father and enjoys close
companionship with him. Law keeps us at a distance from Goil. Jews were made to
Christians are brought
feel a sense of separation caused by their Levitical system.
near through Christ and belong to the family of God.
BlOn INHEEITANCa IN BXCHANOB FOB HELPLESS POVEBTT.
The slave Ciln
IV.
own nothing. All he earns and his very person are the property of his master. Sons
Law allows us to gain nothing it is a hard master ; but the gospel offers
are heirs.
the richest gifts. Christians, being God's sons, become fellow-heirs with Christ.—
W. F. A.
III.

Family fellowship

A

—

Vers. 8, 9. " Beggarly rudimentg," I. The old heathendom.
St. Paul needs to
remind the Galatians of the evils of the condition from which they have been liberated.
We are all inclinerl to gild the past with false glories, looking back vith fond regict to its
lost delights, while we forget the things thatjtroubled it. Note three characteristics of this
evil past. 1. Ignorance of God, The heathen were without the light, the joy, the guidance,
and the help that come with the true knowledge of God. All men who are sjiiritually
dead to God are thus heathen at heart. The heathenism that was congenital was ?ome
excuse for moral failure; for men cannot serve the God they do not know. Conduct which
is pardonable in the ignorant, however, is inexcusable in those who know God.
2. The
worship of those who are no gods. Man must worship. The monstrosities of heathenism
are a palhetic witness to our religious nature, which, if it has not light for its healthy
development, will exercise itself in the most distorted manner rather than be suppressed.
But such religion is based on a delusion. The worshipper prays to what does not exist.
So do all who erect their own notions of divinity and do homage to them instead of
learning to serve the God of revelation. 3. Spiritual hondage. The Galatians seem to
have been entangled in the toils of a mongrel religion^ which combined the lerriblo

—
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superstitions of their Celtic forefathers with the immoral mysticism of their Mirypan
neighbours. The result was a bondage at onco of fear and of lust. But all heathen
religions keep their devotees in subjection.
Eeligious liberty is a fruit of Christianity.
II. Tub new Christianity.
This was in all respects a deliverance, an advance, and
an elevation. It involved great spiritual acquisitions.
1. The knowledge of Ood;
cannot trust, love, or serve a God of whose character
always the first essential.
and will we are ignorant. Any faith that precedes this knowledge is faith in the
priest, not faith in God.
2. Being known of Ood.
The apostle corrects himself. It
was not enough to speak of knowing God. Though that was the first essential step
towards the new life, it is not now the most characteristic feature of that life.
must not rest in the knowledge of God alone. Knowledge is not redemption. The
further step is to receive the grace of sonship from God and the inspiration o! the Spirit
of Christ wherewith we breathe the aspiration to God as to our Father (ver. 6)l
"known of God."
S'lch an experience shows that we are acknowledged by God
III. The relapse.
Is it possible that any should consciously and wilfully choose
to fall from such privileges as those of the new Christianity to such bondage as that
of the old heathendom ?
It was important that the Galatians should see that theii
perversion to Judaism was essentially such a relapse.
The startling point of the
apostle's argument lay just in this
that, with the insight of inspired genius, he saw the
identity of the religion of Law which his converts regarded as a more progressive stage
of Christianity with their old discarded heathenism.
At first sight it might appear
that austere Mosaisra could have nothing in common with corrupt Phrygian orgies and
gloomy Celtic sacrifices. Yet the bondage was essentially the same. They had three
points in common.
1. Their rudimentary character.
Both were mere beginnings.
Christianity had left both behind. The advanced scholar should not waste time over
the alphabet ; the graduate need not matriculate afresh.
For the
2. Their weakneis.
purpose of creating righteousness and regenerating character the Levitical Law with all
its lofty morality was as impotent as the impure and horrible rites of the old Oalatiaa
cult.
3. 'i^hiiir poverty.
Both were " beggarly." After holding the pearl of great prioCj
it was strange that any should turn from such riches of Divine love to any other
religion which, lacking the wondrous grace of the gospel, was by comparison as a
beggar to a prince. Yet all make this mistake who forsake the grace and liberty of
the gospel for the bondage of rites and holy days and priestly authority.
W. P. A.

We

We

—

—

—

Vers. 10, 11.
Observing seasons. St. Paul considers the observing of days, and
months, and seasons, and years as so gross an instance of relapse to the weak and beggarly rudiments that he fears on that account that he may have bestowed labour in
vain on the Galatians. So grave a judgment on the observance of seasons may startle
us if we do not consider what the apostle really is condemning.
The sabbath was made for man, and it
I. There is a right regard for seasons.
is therefore good for man that he should make use of the one day in the week that is
Clearly if other seasons, such as Christmas, Easter,
set apart for rest and worship.
the coming of the new year, the harvest, etc., can be utilized profitably, the recognition of them may be justified on good grounds.
1. The profitable arrarigement of
There is a time for everything. Christ did not utter his parables of judgment
time.
at the wedding least in Cana. We need time for worship. Though we should ever live
in the spirit of prayer, we must still have distinct seasons of undistracted devotion if
our religious life is to bo deep and vigorous. It often happens, moreover, that what can
be done at any time is not done at all. As it is well to set aside a definite portion of
one's income for charitable purposes, lest too little or even none should be left after
satisfying innumerable personal claims though really if we love our neighbour as ourselves we shall count nothing wholly our own
so, while Qt(A demands all our time, and
while any season is suitable for devotion, some time must be set aside for worship, or
the busy w ork of life will absorb the whole.
2, The exigencies of public worship.
The social requirements of Worship make set seasons necessary when all the worshippers
can mutually agree to assemble themselves together. The same principle requires
3. The influence of association.
definite places of worship.
Wo are all more or less
Birthdays, wedding-days, and death-days, days of joy and day*
affected by sentiment.
of sorrcw, are chronicled in our almanacs, and the recurrence of them naturally raises

—

—

'

—
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sympathetic emotiona. The same applies to the great Christian anniversaries, and the
power of association may help us to profit by the lessons of the Incarnation at Ohristmaa
and of the Resurrection at Easter.
II. There is a DANOERons obsbkvancb or seasons.
1. Regarding the mere observance of the seasons as a virtue on its own account. The means receives the credit due
only to the end. Mere " sabbath-keeping " is no good thing. The question is, " What
good do we do or gain through use of the privileges of the day?" 2. The idea that the
holy season sanctifies what would be otherwise common. 3. Making the sanctity of
the day an excuse for neglecting duty. This was the fault of hypocritical Pharisees in
the time of our Lord. Charity was sinned against that the sabbath might be respected.
4. Treating the religious observance of the holy season as an excusefor irreligion at other
seasons.
How many in Roman Catholic countries seem to think that attendance at
Mass in the morning gives an indulgence for attendance at the theatre in the evening
How many Protestants seem to think that cessation from business on Sunday shows
so much respect for religion that all the work of the week may be carried on in utter
worldliness !
Surely it is best not taput up the shutters on the first day of the week,
act

if this

is

only a piece of hypocrisy intended to cover the sin of using false weights

and measures and selling adulterated goods on the other six days.
In conclusion, let us remember that each man must draw the line between the harmless use and the dangerous observance of seasons for himself.
It depends much on
natural constitution and on early habits. If some Christians seem rather over-observant
of days, those who with St. Paul regard all days, the sabbath included, as in themselves
equally holy, are not to judge their weaker brethren, but to reverence their devotion
and to be charitable to their failing (Rom. xiv. 5, 6). W. F. A.

—

Labour hestowed in vain. I. An apostle mat bestow labour in vain.
Paul might thus fail, we are not to be surprised when we do not meet with success.
are not responsible for the results of our work, but only for the faithfulness of our

Ver. 11.
If St.

We

efforts.

II.

A

work

is

TRUE WORKMAN WILL BE ANXIOUS NOT TO BESTOW LABOUE IN VAIN. Christian
not mere treadmill drudgery. It is labour of interest, of sympathy, of love.

of Christ will be anxious, not only that he may be saved, though, perhaps,
but that his work may he preserved (1) for the honour of Chiist ; (2)
for the welfare of men ; (3) for the personal interest occasioned by self-sacrificing toil.
If we care nothing for the results of our work, this is a manifest proof that our heart is
not in it, and therefore that the work will be ill done.
must earnestly desire a
good harvest if ever we are to be rewarded with the sight of the ripe golden ears.
III. The PROSPECT of failure in work will lead an earnest man TO DO ALL HE
CAN TO prevent IT. It was the dread of such failure that called forth the whole Epistle
to the Galatians from St. Paul. 1. Failure, though in prospect, may often be obviated by
improved methods, for we may be ourselves to blame for the want of success that we
attribute to the stubbornness of the soil.
It is a mistake to be wedded to any one
method. The slavery of routine is fatal to success. New emergencies demand new
plans.
Beware of sacrificing the work to the machinery. 2. Failure may be avoided
by more earnest efforts. St. Paul expostnlates with the Galatians. He exhibits something of the long-suffering of God. It is foolish and weak and wrong to despair at the
first lack of success.
God despairs of no souL If we were more hopeful and more
patient we should be more fruitful.

The servant
" BO as by

fire,"

We

lY. It is lamentable to be in this condition of those upon whom labour has
BEEN BESTOWED IN VAIN. They who thus fail are without excuse. All that has been
done for them will rise up in judgment against them. How terrible to have been
privileged with the ministry of an apostle, of a St. Paul, and, in spite of all his eloquence,
his seal, his self-sacrificing devotion, his inspiration, to make shipwreck at last I
who have the New Testament in our hands have that ministry for our benefit. If
after enjoying the privileges of living in a Christian country and receiving Christian
teaching we fail of entering into the Christian life, all the labour spent in vain upon us
will condemn us.
The responsibility rests on each individual soul. It is a delusion to
throw the blame on the preachers. The highest influences, even up to the preaching of
a St Paul, will fail, unless we yield our own hearts in obedience to the truth.
W. F. A.

We

—
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Ver. 16. A friend mistaken for an enemy. On his first visit to Galatia, St. Paul
was received, so he tells us, " as an angel of God, even as Christ Jesus." He paid, it
appears, a second visit to the province, and then the fickle people treated him with
coldness and luspicion because he found it necessary to point out their faults and the
danger of them, as though he had become their enemy solely because he told them the
truth. This narrow and unfair conduct of the Galatians is only too common to human
nature. The causes of it are worth examining, and the evil of it being detected as
a warning against a repetition of the same egregious blunder.
It is
I. It is sometimes the ddty of the preacher to tell unpleasant truths.
a mistake to suppose that because he has a gospel to declare he must let only honied
phrases fall from his lips. Jeremiah set up the prophesying of smooth things as the
one sure test of a false prophet (Jer. xxviii. 8, 9). John the Baptist prepared for the
Christ uttered some of
gospel by denouncing the sins of his fellow-countrymen.
the most terrible words ever spoken (e.g. Matt, xxiii. 33). The Church has been too
much pampered with comforting words. We need more preaching to the conscience.
Nature is not all roses and lilies ; nettles and vipers
1. There are unpleasant truths.
exist. The page of history is blotted with tears and blood. There are many ugly facts
2. The great ground on which the preacher is required to
in our own past experience.

we are all sinners. The doctor who describes the cases
3. The purpose for which it is
in a hospital must say much about terrible diseases.
necessary to utter painful truths is to lead to repentance. It is not done merely to give
pain nor to drive to despair. The lightning flash reveals the precipice that the unwary
traveller may start back from destruction. Until we know ourselves to be in the wrong
utter unpleasant truths is that

way we shall not turn to a better.
II. The pebachbb of unpleasant truths must expect to be treated as an enemy
BY the very men HE IS TRYING TO HELP. This has been the case all the world over
with the prophets of Israel, John the Baptist, the apostles, reformers in every age, and,
above all, Christ himself, who was crucified simply because he told truths that stung
the Jews to madness. The noblest heroes of the " noble army of martyrs " suffered on
It is well to understand and be ready for such treatment even in the
this account.
It can be explained, though
milder form which it generally assumes in our own day.
It may be traced to the following causes :
of course it cannot be justified.
1. The
influences (if association. The messenger of ill tidings is hated for his message. Milton
calls the bird that foretells " a hapless doom " " a rude bird of hate." 2. Misinterpretation.
It is assumed that the preacher wishes trouble because he pi'edicts it, that he has
corrupt conscience. Men often
pleasure in humiliating us by revealing our faults. 3.
refuse to admit unpleasant truths about themselves, treat them as libels and the

—

A

them as libellers of the race.
A GREAT BLUNDER TO TREAT THE PREACHER OF UNPLEASANT TRUTHS AS AN
ENEMY. 1. It is foolish. Truth is not the less true because we are blind to it. The
revelation of its existence is not the creation of it. 2. \i\a unjust. The faithful servant
preachers of
III.

It

IB

of Christ, like his Master, will wish nothing but good to those whose guilt he denovmces.
He is the enemy of the sin just because he is the Friend of the sinner. 3. It is

ungenerous. It is always a thankless task to tell unpleasant truths. For a idan of
kindly disposition it is a most painful task. He undertakes it for the good of his
It would have been much more pleasant for St. Paul to have retained his
friends.
popularity at the expense of the Church's welfare. He is an ungrateful patient who
W. F. A.
treats as an enemy the surgeon who hurts only that he may heal.

—

—

31.
The oHlegory of Hagar. Writing to men who were unduly subservient
Jewish Law, St. Paul clenches his argument with an appeal to what he regards
as the typical meaning of the history contained in that very Law. This was an argumentum ad homines. It is important, when possible, to convince men on their own
ground. Among believers in Scripture, arguments are naturally drawn from Scripture.
Only it is necessary to bear in mind that there are different " views " of Scripture ; so
that we must not be impatient if the dogmatic assertion of our own interpretation as
To many the allegory of Hagar seems to be an
Scripture itself is not acquiesced in.
A reference to it is chiefly useful to move our
illustration rather than an argument.
sympathies. It needs to be- preceded by solid reasoning founded on direct statements of

Vers. 21

to the

"
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Thus St. Paul argues from tlie history of
use of the typical significance of Hagar,
Scripture.

Abraham

(oh.

[oh. v.

iii.

6) before

1—26

making

L Both Sabah and Haqab were of tub household op' Abraham. The very
honours conferred upon Hagar led to her ultimate rejection from the home through the
spirit of insubordination they bred in her.
The Law was given by God. We must not
assume ttiat all things of Divine origin possess equal value, nor because a thing is only
intended for some lower use and is set aside vtrhen that use has been made of it, that 11
is therefore inherently bad and cannot have come from God.
IL Haqab was only a bondwoman, while Sarah was a wife and a frebwoman.
a type of the fundamental distinction between the Law and the gospel.
1.
(I) to constraint and compuhion ; (2) to definite precepts and
irksomt details ; and (3) to the burden of past transgression and omissions. 2. The
gospel brings freedom (1) iu forgiveness of the past uni justification by faith for the
future ; (2) in revealing general principles of righteousness and giving us liberty to apply
them for ourselves ; and (3) in infusing love as the motive of obedience.
IIL IsHUAEL WAS A SLAVE, WHILE IsAAO WAS FREE. The children took the status
of their mothers.
enjoy only the privileges of the religion under which we live.
The Law cannot develop liberty. As it is a system of bondage, all who follow it lose
their freedom, whether they will or no.
The gospel confers liberty on all who accept
it
even on those who at first have not faith, or hope, or desire to be free.
IV. IsAAO ONLY RECEIVED THE PROMISE. God's blcssiiig comes to the free soul. If
we cling to our fetters we lose the grace of God. Liberty is the parent of innumerAs we free ourselves from superable good things, politically, socially, religiously.
stition and needless restraints we rise into the healthy atmosphere where the largest
Divine blessings flourish.
V. IsHMAEL WAS FINALLY OAST OUT. The Law, having done its part, is discarded.
The Jews lost their peculiar ptisition as the central spiritual light of their age when their
mission was completed.
The tutelage of Law may be useful for a time, but to dwell
W. F. A.
iu it perpetually will be to become ultimately castaways.

Herein

is

The Law imposes bondage

We

—

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

V.

Ver. 1.— (See p. 209.)
Ver. 2. Behold, I Paul say unto you (ISe,
I Paul say unto
The adverbial exclamation XSe, found
you.
in St. Paul's writings only here (iu Eom.
ii. 17 it should be el Se), seems to be more
abrupt than iSoi!, pointing to the immense
importance and yet possibly unexpected
character of what follows. The Galatians
might be surprised to hear it; but that
which they seemed disposed to take in hand
was fraught with utter ruin. " I, Paul :
he thus puts forward his personality, a«

—

iyi) TlavKos A^^ai vfuv); lo,

solemnly gaging his whole credit and nsponsibility upon the truth of that which
he is about to affirm. The turn of thought
is somewhat different iu 2 Cor, x. 1 and £ph.
There is no reason to suppose that
iii. 1.
he is glancing at the use which might have
already been made or might be made of
the fact of his having himself circumcised
Timothy. That if ye be oiroumoised (gri Jcbc
vepntfi,vri<r9() } that if ye set about havirtg

The present tense
yourselves eireumcised.
IS used also in the next verse and in ch. vi.
12, 13 i 1 Cor. vii. 18. Compare the present
In Acts xv. 1
tense, StKaioiirer, in ver. 4.

the irepiT^;»iT)(r9« of the Textns Reoeptus is
rep'aoed by recent editors by irFpiT/irjeiJTE,
which is better suited to the posture of mind
of those Pharisee Christians who had iu
view the abhorrent uncleanness attaching,
as they cousideied, to those described as axpojSuo-T/af exoyTcj (Acts xi. 3); upon whom
themselves the Jews fastened the epithet
of aKpopuffTlof not as a mere colourless anti^
theton to TepiTofvli, but as a selected term of
reproach as objects of offence and disgust.
The apostle, on the other hand, is here not
thinking of outward corporeal condition ; for
he presently (ver. 6) affirms that in Christ
it mattered nothing whether a man
were in irepiTOfi^ or in aKpojSuo-Tfo, as indeed
he proved to be his feeling by circumcising

Jesus

Timothy (Acts xvi. 3). It is the posture of
mind that the apostle is thinking of exclusively. What was this ? The very warning
of this verse shows, that, in wishing for circumcision, these Galatians did not intend to
withdraw from Christ; and it appears from
the next verse that they did not, either, contemplate the doing of the whole Law. But
then,too, the fourth verse, in whioh apparently
the apostle means to explain and justify the
assertion of this second verse, indicates that
they sought ciroumcisiou with the vi«w oj

;
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being justified by the Law not, as has just
been remaiked, by obeying the whole Law,
but by submitting themselves to the Law so
far as undergoing this one rite prescribed
The conclusion to be drawn from
by it.
;

that what the apostle
have yourselves circumcised with the view of thereby obtaining
righteousness before God, ye forfeit all hope
of receiving benefit from Olirist (see note on
ch. iv. 10). In comparing the present passage
with ch. vi. 12, 13, we observe that, while here
he is dealing with those who sought circumcision with the view of assuring their righteousness before God, he is there referring to
persons actuated by an altogether different
Christ shall profit you noget of motives.
these premisses

means

is this

:

thing (Xpiffrhs
future tense

is

If ye

obSlv

viicis

Si<pe\ii<Tfi).

"

The

marks the certain

result of their
Christ (as you will

ueing circumcised
And) will never profit you anything'"
(Bishop Ellicott). The future time is not,
in particular, for example, the time of Christ's
second coming but that which follows upon
their receiving circumcision the hour in
which their distrust in Christ eventuated
in the overt act of having therasalves circumcised for the purpose of gaining righteousness thereby, would decisively cut them
off from Christ.
Their circumcision would
be for them the sacrament of excision from
Christ.
We may compare with this the
awful passage referring to the consequences
accruing to Jewish Christians from their
relapsing to Judaism, in Hcb. x. 2B 30. It
is difficult to overestimate the importance
of this passage, in determining the relation
between trust in Christ's atonement and participation in the benefits of that atonement.
It is at his extreme peril that a Christian
allows himself in misgivings as to whether
Christ's mediation is all-sufficient for the
securing of his peace with God and his part
in God's kingdom. It is by reliance U[)on
Christ's work that his salvation through
Christ is secured
by distrust in it his
salvation ia brought into peril by definite
unbelief his salvatiori is forfeited. This is
ia perfect accordance with the apostolic
doctrine in general; but rarely is it so
:

'

;

—

—
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points, not to the substance of the subsequent
affirmation, as if it were a repetition of that
made in the preceding verse, which in fact
it does not appear to be, but to the solemnity
with wliich he mukes this fresh affirmation.
For the phrase, " I Paul say unto you," was
one form of solemn affirmation which in
personality as Christ's
effect gaged his
apostle and as actio;; in his name ; and this

"I protest"
import.

is

another of equally solemn

To every man that

{iravrX apBpc&ircp ireptTefivo/iivtfi)

ia
;

oiroumoised
to every

man

that is having himself drcumeised, St. Paul's
statements elsewhere, and his own proceeding in circumcising Timothy, as well as the
present context, make it certain that, however
absolute and universal his affirmation at first
sight seems to be, it is nevertheless meant to
be taken as made with reference to certain
understood conditions. Thus : " I protest to

any one of you Gentiles, who, being already
baptized into Christ, has himself circumcised
with the view of winning righteousness
and favour with God, by obeying this one

—

The
pr<83cription of the Law
that,'.' etc.
conjunction Si is most probably the Si of
transition (metabatio), introducing a fresh
particular merely ; and in this instance, as
often, it needs not to be represented in
translation at all.
Certainly <* for " is not
its meaning.
Possibly, as De Wette supposes, it points back, as an adversative, to
the words, " Christ shall profit you nothing,"
That
as if it were " but on the contrary."
he is a debtor to do the whole Law (iin ocjxiKertjs iffrlv 'SXavrhv ySfioy

TrotTjtroi)

;

that he is

strongly and incisively asserted as it ie here.
Ver. 3. lor I testify again (/japriponai Si
vi\iy) ; I protest again. In using the word
naprtlpoimi, pro teste loquor, " I speak in the
presence of a witness," the apostle intimates
that he is making his affirmation with »
definite sense of the Lord being his Witness
(cf. Bph. iv. 17, " This I say and testify in
the Lord "). The original construction and
force of the verb are shown in Judith vii.
28, VlapTipoiJju i/jitr rhv otipavhv (to! thv ynv.
The apostle is wont to use it with a distinct
sense of its emphatic import (see Acts xx.

under obligation (Greek, is a debtor) to do the
whole Law. By having himself circumcised,
he adopts the token of the Iiord's covenant
(Gen. xvii. 11, 13) made with those who
were his people after the flesh he enrolls
himself with them to share with them their
obligations.
And to them the Lord had
given the Law of Mount Sinai to be their
appointed pedagogue till the Christ should
come. " By being circumcised " (he means)
" you of your own accord put yourself back
afresh under this pedagogue, and just his bidding yon must do. And for what ? All the
ordinances and ceremonies he puts you upon
observing will leave you as fur off as ever
from remission of sins and justification with
God
And this self-surrender to the pedagogue God has not asked for at your hands
while what he does require, that you withhold, even faith in him whom he hath sent;
niiy, not merely withhold your belief, but by
open act and deed testify your cZisbelief in
him." Under all that the apostle is here
writing there appears to lie the principle,
which, however, he has not distinctly stuted,
but which we see to be true, that ciroumcision was the peculiar badge of " Israel

The word "again"

after the tiesh," appertaining to theoi alone

;

;

—

26: 1 Tbess.

ii.

11).

;

I

—
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and not to be meddled with by any who did
not mean to become naturalized as fellowcitizens with them. (For the use of o^fi\4Tns
iffrivyComp. Rom. viii. 14.) The noun more
commonly points to a debt incurred, or
guiltiness;
obligation.

but here

it

(imply

denotei

—

4.
Christ ia become of no effect unto
(kot7)P7^67Jt€ anh toD XpiiTTov); or, y«
have diiconnected yourselvet from Chritt.

Ver.

you

The verb

Karapyc'ii' is a favourite word with
Paul, occurring twenty-seven times in
his Epistles, including twice in the Hebrew!,
whilst in the rest of the New Testament it
occurs only once, and that in the Pauline
St. Luke (xiii. 7). Its proper meaning is " to
make inoperative," " make of no effect," aa
above (ch. iii. 17). The phrase, KarafiyftaBai
air6, etc., occurs Bom. vii. 2, " If the husband
die (xwriipyqrai airS), she is discharged from
the law of the husband;" it ceases to have
any effect upon her ; so ibid., ver. 6, " Now
we have been discharged from the Law
(Kwnjpyfidri/Mev anh tou i^Sfwv) ; ** it has ceased
to have any operiition towards us.
The
phrase combines the two ideas leparation
suggested by the a.n6 (comp. Bom. iz. 3),
and the cenalion of a tcorh (%pyov) or on
effect till then wrought by one upon the
other of the two parties: the two parties
have nothing more to do with each other.
The sense given in the Authorized Version
is perfectly justifiable ; only, perhaps, here
the passive takes, as it sometimes does, the
nvSective sense of the middle verb ; but it
may be that the apostle means simply to
express the result which has accrued. The
aorist tense of KartipyilOTire, as well ai of
the ifeTreVoTe, expresses the certainty and
promptness with which the result followed
U[)on the (supposed) act. Whosoever of yon
are justified by the Law (otrives
yiiuf
BiKEioSffflc); tuoh of you a* go about to hejui;
"
literally,
tified by the Late.
By the Law "
in the Law; seek to find in the Law the

St.

h

means of

justification (of. ch.

iii.

11,

and

The

present tense ia the present of
design or endeavour ; the result in this case
being, in fact, unattainable (ch. iii. 10, 21).
Ye are fallen from grace (ttjs x^""' f(eirt(Tare); ye have fallen from the state of grace.
" Grace " denotes the condition of acceptance
with God into which faith in Christ brings
us.
Cf. Rom. V. 2 : " Through whom we
have had our access by faith into this grace
wherein we stand." The verb iKvlwru ii
used
in 2 Pet. iii. 17, " Lest— ye/aH/rom
note).

(eKTfffiiTe)
Triirra,

hast

Eev.

your
ii.

5,

own steadfastness." So
" Remember whence thou

fallen [ir^irrtuKas

:

Beceptus, ckt^ttv

In classical Greek the verb was
frequently used as a set term to describe
those who, in the alternating auccess of
adverse factiona in the several independent
/caij."

[oh. t.

1—2&

Greece, were compelled by a more
powerful adverse party to submit to exile
its correlative verb being ixfidwa.
This
fact leads Bishop Lightfoot, having an eye
to the e/ciSoXe of ch. iv. 30, to render i^eveaaTe
hero, " are driven forth and banished with
Hagar your mother." But this very idiomatic colour of meaning it seems very preeariouB to give to the word in the Greek of
St. Paul.
The more general signification of
the term is amply sustained by its use in
Plutarch as cited by Wetstein,
Ver. 5. For we through the Spirit (^jiers
yhp vyei/iart); for we for our parts by the
Spirit.
"We" who abide in Christ, and
continue steadfast in the grace into which
Christ haa brought us ; that is, we believers
in Christ, as such. Not, " I and those who
go along with me," as e.g. in Phil. iii. 17.
"By the Spirit" Ili/ew^o can hardly here
mean, as in ch. iii. 3, the element of spiritual
life; but much more probably the personal
cities of

—

Spirit of God, referred to as inspiring and
prompting the action of the believer's mind.
The presence of this Spirit has been already

described as the distinguishing blessing of
believers in Christ (ch. iii. 2—5, 14 ; iv. 6)
while presently after (ver. 18, ircetf/ioTi:
22 25) the apostle dwells on the work of
the same Divine Agent in regulating the
Christian's habits of feeling and action
(the dative as in vers. 16, 18 ; Bom. viii. 13)
It is here referred to as evincing the Divine
sanction which attaches to the particular
action of faith and hope now to be described

—

(comp. Bom. viii. 15—17; Eph. i. 13).
Wait for the hope of righteousness by faith
CiK riffTfas i\irlSa SiKatoffvvris irfKSfX^l^fBa) ;

from the ground of faith do wait for the hope
of righteouineet. The term which haa &e
principal accent in this clause is ix trlcmcas,
" from the ground of faith." This appears,
both from the preceding context, in which
the opposed idea of "justification by the
Law" holds the foremost place, requiring
here the confronting mention of "faith,"
and also from the next verse, which substantiates the statement before us by affirming the all-importance of " faith." In point
of construction, ^k iriffTcais does not appear
to qualify "righteousness," although, from
the classical text Uab, ii. 4 (Septuagint), i^
ia 80 often connected with SIkmos and
SiKaioStrecu: but rather the whole clause,
" wait for the hope of righteousness.
What the apostle is now concerned to say is
that it is by virtue of our faith that we look
forward to hereafter receiving the hope cf
righteousness. This, of course, includes our
beioi; by faith justified.
The word " hope "
here designates the object hoped for, and

not the sentiment itself. So Kom. viii. 24,
"hope that ia seen;" Col. i. 5, "the hope
which is laid np for yon in the heavens *
;

"

;

OB.V.
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il. 13, "looking for the blissful hope."
genitiTe, "of righteousness," may be
(1) the "genitive of apposition," the hope
which is, or which consists of, righteousness,
similar to the genitives in the phrases, " the
earnest of the Spirit," "the sign of circumcision," "the leaven of malice," "the
reoorapenae of the inheritance," " the peaceable fruit of righteousness " (2 Cor. t. 5
Kom. iv. 11; 1 Cor. v. 8; Col. iii. 24; Heb.
"
xii. 11) ; or (2) " the hope of righteousness

Titus

The

may mean

the hope that appertains unto
righteousness, which would be the "inheritance" spoken of in ch. iii. 18, 22, as
accruing, not " from the Law," but to those
who are justified by faith. The apostle is
not wont to speak of justification as a
blessing to be received at the day of final
decision, to which he evidently here refers,
but as a blessing received at once by those
who believe in Christ as the fruit even here
of their faith. Thus Kom. v. 1, "Being
Justified

(SiKaiaBfyres)

by

faith,

we have

;" ibid., ver. 11, "We have
now received the reconciliation." Thus
also in this Epistle (ch. iii. 24 27) it is
declared that, in consequence of being justified by faith, we are clothed with Christ
and God's adopted sons (see also ch. iv. 6, 7).
There can surely be no question of the
already received justification of those in
whom the Spirit testifies that they are sons.
Nor does Phil. iii. 9 (" That I may be found
in him, having . . . the righteousness which
is through faith in Christ ") speak a different
language : he aspires (be there says) to be
in that final judgment fonnd in possession
of a righteoosness which he had received in
this life through the faith which he had in
this life exercised. As Bengel here observes,
"Paul, in mentioning things beyond, includes
and confirms things present." Of Judaical
legalism it was true that it did not think
itself already possessed of righteousness,
but with an ever-unappeased conscience
Iieace

with

;

God

—

S41

is used with reference to objects or events
pertaining to the close of the present dispensation : Som. viii. 19, 23, 25 ; 1 Cor. L
7; Phil. iii. 20; Heb. ix. 28.
The preposition iirh in this compound verb is
probably intensive, expressing thoroughgoingness; an entirely assured, steadfast
expectation, persistent to the end.
Ver. 6. For in Jesus Christ (eV yap Xpi" For ;
trr^ 'iriirov) ; for in Christ Jesut.
to prove that it is from the ground of faith
that we look for the final awards due to
righteousness, and not from obedience to
any ceremonial law. " In Christ Jesus "
means more than in Christ's religion. We
had the phrase above, ch. iii. 28, "All ye
are one man in Christ Jesus." It occurs
frequently in St. Paul's writings ; remarkable instances are supplied in Rom. xvi. 17,
"who were in Christ before me;" ibid., 11,
" which are in the Lord ; " 1 Cor. i. 30,
"of him [».e. of God] are ye in Christ
Jesus." It is, perhaps, best illustrated by
our Lord's own parable of the vine in John
XV. 1
4.
The spiritual uni(jn with Christ
therein portrayed is maintained and operative through the action of the soul habitually cleaving to and depending upon him,
and constantly receiving from him responsive gifts of spiritual vitality and power.
Neither circumcision availeth anything,
nor unciroumoision ; but faith which worketh

—

—

by love (oSre

irepiro^^ ti iirxiet, oSre axpafivcTiOf a\Xcb Trttrris St' aydirtis itfspyovfievT]) ;

neither circumcision availeth anything, nor
uneircumcision ; but faith operative through
love.
In two other passages the apostle
makes a very similar statement. One is
below, ch. vi. 15, "For neither is circumcision anything, nor uneircumcision, but a
new creature." The other is 1 Cor. vii. 19,

the privilege and glory of faith that it
can enjoy the assurance of being even now
justified and at peace with, "at one" with,
God. Most certainly, what the apostle here
ealls "hope " is not the sentiment which we
so often thus name when we intend thereby
an imperfectly assured expectation of some
probably coming good, in the apostle's
vocabulary it denotes a confident anticipation unclouded by doubt (comp. Rom. viii.

which with its context runs thus " Was
any one called being circumcised ? let him
not become uuoircumcised (ji^ imo-irdcrea').
Hath any been called in uneircumcision ?
let him not be circumcised.
Circumcision
is nothing, and uneircumcision is nothing
but the keeping of the .commandments of
God." The comparison of these three passages suggests (1) That the " availeth not
anything " now before us is tantamount to
the " neither is anything " and to the " is
nothing " of the other two passages ; and
that the meaning in each case is that
neither circumcision nor uneircumcision
has any effect /or good; for since the anti-

23-25; Heb. xi. 1). In fine, this is what
the apostle means
Christians, as led
by the Spirit of adoption, do rest in the

thetic affirmation in all three cases states
what is effectual for good, it is obvious to
infer that it was of a beneficial eifect only

was alwayi

still

striving after it; whereas

it is

:

We

confident anticipation of receiving the inheritance which is the future award of the
righteous, on the ground of our faith in the
Lord Jesus. The verb oireKie'xojiai, in all
the six other passages in which it ia found,
PALATIANS,

:

:

that the apostle was thinking in the foregoing statement.
(2) This leads to the
question why "uneircumcision" should be
thus repeatedly affirmed, twice to the Galatians, to be of no beneficial effect. More

S

"
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must be meant than a mere completing of
tlio Benteuce by adding to the mention of
" circumcision " the mention of Ita opposite.
It is olear that there were those who imagined that uncitoumoision made a favourable difference in men's religious condition,
just aa there were others, like these Galatian reactionaries, who imagined that circumoision did. That there were persons to
be found in the Church who held tlie former
view ia put beyond doubt by the exhorta" Let

for its Bubjeot an ImGram. N. T.,' § 38,
such
an
agent
is said IvspyetirSat in
6); and
the sense always of " proving, acting out,
its vitality and power," and never of simply
"doing" such and such things. It is nowhere followed by an accusative. It is thug
distinguished from ifyyd^o/Mai, which either
is followed by an accusative of the work
done or is used absolutely of " doing work,"
as in Matt. xxl. 28 Bom. iv. 4, 5 ; 1 Cor.

personal agent (Winer,

which immediately precedes 1 Cor. vii. 19,
now under review with the passage immediately before us ; with reference to which
exhortation comp. 1 Maco. i. 15; Josephus,
' Ant.,' xii.
5. 1
It was in no such ways,
the apostle tells them, that the Divine
approval was to be either gained or secured ;
and only mischief would result from entering upon tliem. (3) The antithetic affirma-

•nttTTis

tion of

what

really

t«

eifeetual

for

our

well-being varies in the three
passages; but it is natural to infer that
that which in all three is declared to be the
thing of vital importance, either is at bottom
one and the same thing, or at least necessarily involves it. " Faith operative through
Jove" must be identical with, or involve,
"the keeping of the oommandmentg of
God," and " a new creature."
close examination of the first of these three sentences
will ihow that it is so.
The participle 4yepcannot be a passive, as Estius
yovij.4rri
maintained; who even asserted a passive
sense for the verb 4vipyeiir9ai in all the
eight other passages in which it is found
(Rom. vii. 5 ; 2 Cor. i. 6 ; iv. 12 ; Eph. iii.
20 ; Col. i. 29 J 1 Thess. it. 13 ; 2 Thess. ii.
7 ; Jaa. v. 16) In perhaps not one of these
passages is a passive meaning probable;
while in some of them, as Eph. iii. 20 ; CoL
Thess. ii. 13, it is palpably ini. 29; 1
admissible. In the case before us, if a passive sense were admitted, we should have
tlie expression, " faith wrought in us by
;
love " an account of the genesis of faith
which must be judged to be in the strictest
sense of the word preposteroui. Fiiith does
indeed grow and become perfected through
love; but it is not in the first instance
wrought in us by love, except indeed it be
God'» love to us (Bph. ii. 4). In those passages of the New Testament in which the
verb ivepyilii occurs in the active voice
(Matt. xiv. 2; Mark vi. Ii; oh. ii. 8, twice;
1 Cor. xii. 6, 11; Eph. i. 11, 20; ii. 2;
Phil. ii. 13), the subject of the verb is a
personal agent, or one which, as in Matt
xiv. 2 and Mark vi. 4, is probably spoken of
as such. It ia most commonly followed by an
accusative of *h<' th)«»g wrought, which,
the reader to
however, ia sometimes left
•upply
The middle voice appears in St.
spiritual

A

W

'

;

iv. 12.

.

. 1—?6

Paul always to have

him not become unoircnmcised,"

tion,

£oH.

The

apostle, therefore,

by the words,

means, not
" faith through love doing works of beneficence," but "faith evincing its vitality
and power through the love which it begets
in us;" "faith by love operative and influential."
Love fs not contemplated as a
separate acting of the Spirit, added on to
faith as it were by an extrinsic effort of the
soul, but as a product of faith itself, by
wliicli faith exerts its own internal energy.
5i*

aydijTjs

evepyov/xeyifj,

The apostle's meaning becomes clearer il
we consider the object on which the justifying faith of the Christian fastens. This
tlie apostle describes in thia Epistle at
Christ, " who gave himself for our sins
" who loved me and gave himself for me "
When this marvellous
(ch. i 4; ii. 20).
exliibition of Divine compassion and love ia
through faith in very deed caught sight of
and realized, it naturally becomes a truthpower, exercising over the man an influence
imperative and supreme. This was the
apostle's own experience ; so much so that he
seems to struggle with language while compelling it to describe the intensity of selfdevotion vdth which it animated him. In
this Epistle we may cite the passages oh. ii.
20 ; vi. 14. And in other Epistles he writes
Let it sufSee to cite
in a similar strain.
2 Cor. V. 14, 15 : » The love of Christ constraineth us; because we thus judge, that
one died for all, therefore all died ; and he
died for all, that they which live should no
longer live unto themselves, but unto him
who for their sakes died and rose again "
adding, in ver. 17, " Wherefore if any man is
in Christ, he is a new creature ... all thinga
are of God, who reconciled us to himself
through Christ" ^words which show what
he meant by the " new creature " mentioned
;

;

;

—

below, ch. vi. 15. Thus the apostle evinces
how in his own case faith through love became operative and influential. Christ's
love to himself, on being realized by him,
awakened in his soul a sentiment of grateful
affection to hia Bedeemer, which was so
strong and influential aa thenceforward to
sway and regulate the whole of his life. To
complete, however, our estimate of the
apostle's view of this matter, we muat not
forget to take account of the words ** b]r the
Spirit " in the preceding verse. The Spin!

—
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alone can

make even

the love of Christ thus
which but for his
quickening grace remain, even in sight of
the cross, still nurabed and cold. The accordance of the notion of " faith through love
influential with our souls,

operative and influential" with tliat of a
' new creature" has been already indicated;
and no other principle than this can enable
us for the " keeping of the commandments of
;
fiod " and this does, and even constrains
the soul to keep them. " But," it may be
asked, "does the ordinary experience of
Ohriatian men and women as we see them
bear out this representation? Is faith in their
case thus operative and influential?" It
would be foolish to say that it is ; with the
average, even of those Christians who make
a religious life their most serious concern,
it is not.
And the case was no doubt the
same with the average of Christian believers
But this we can
in the apostle's own time.
affirm ; in proporlion as our faith in Christ's
being our reconciling Redeemer is vivid
and real, in that proportion la it energiziug
and transforming. It is in its own nature
essentially love-inspiring and consecrating.
It argues a miserable defect in our faith
when we have to supplement, as we so often
must, its vitalizing power by injunctions
and restraints of "the letter" and "the
Law ; " BO far as it Is so with us, so far we
If
live as "bondmen" and not as "free."
" the Son makes us free, then are we free
;
indeed " and this is how he makes us free
he imjiarts to us the gift of love to himself;
and that makes obedience to be no longer a
constrained service, but a very instinct of
our nature.
Vers. 7 12. In these verses the language
Their
ii remarkably curt and disjointed.
style seems to betoken, either the mind of
painful
enbarrassment,
the writer musing in
uncertain how best to grapple with the case
before him through imperfect knowledge of
the circumstances (" Who did hinder you ? ");
or, possibly, the painful effort which it cost
the apostle to " write with his own hand."
In ver. 13 he at length takes up a line of
thought which he is able to follow on with
fulness and fluency.
Ver. 7. Ye did run well (Irpfxert KaXas);
well ye were running. " To run " is a
favourite figure with St. Paul, drawn from the
foot-iaces of the Isthmian Games or other
public games common throughout tlie Roman
empire, and applied above (ch. ii. 2) to his
own oourie of apostolic service, but here, as
in 1 Cor. ix. 24—27; 2 Tim. iv. 17; and
Pliil. iii. 14, in a wider reference to the
course of general Christian obedience. In
vers. 5, 6 the apostle has indicated the
proper character of a Christian believer's
Vfe, as one which is animated by a faitb

— —

—

fM

fY

•fpzin^

through

love,

and by the

antioi-
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pation of attaining hereafter the awards to
be rendered to the justified. Compare the
general strain of thought, strUtingly similar
to that in the present context, pursued in
Phil. iii. 12 14.
Obviously, one important
element in the comparison is the Christian's
forward advance in self-improvement, aj
well as his continuing prosecution of work

—

for

Christ's

cause.

These

characteristics

had, and not long before, marked tlie manner
of life of the Galatian Christians.
Upon
the recurrence of this recollection, here
again, as in ch. iii. 1^4 ; iv. 1.3
16, the
apostle bewails the change that had taken
place.
They had been so full of joy and of
love in believing (ch. iv. 14, 15).
But now
an incipient relinquishment of their hope in
Christ had left them cheerless, and, in consequence, ready to look abroad in quest of
other grounds of assured confidence ; while
also the thence ensuing conflicts of controversy and faction had marred their once
happy mutual concord (ver. 15). The form
of Christian life which the Galatian Churchmen had in those days presented to view
was apparently similar to that which at an
earlier date he had described as marking
the Thessalonian Church (1 Thess. i. 3),
and at a later time applauds in the Colossian
(CoL i. 4—6, 8). Who did hinder you or,
wlw did drive you back (t^s u/iSi iveico-if/e
[Receptus, ai/eicojj/e]). The we'/toij/e of the
Textus Receptus would mean, as in the
margin of our English Bibles, "Who has
driven [or, beaten, struck '] you back," and
would be illustrated by the use of the verb
in Wisd. xviii. 23, "Standing between, he
beat back the wrath," as Aaron did. But
ivcKa^f is the reading of all recent editors.
The precise meaning of iyKiirTa does not
seem to be, as some suppose, " to stop," but
rather "to hamper, shackle, impede." It
occurs Acts xxiv. 4, "be tedious;" 1 Thess.
ii. 18, " Satan hindered " Rom. xv. 22 and
1 Pet. iii. 7, " hindered."
So the substantive
iyKoirii, 1 Cor. ix. 12, " That we may cause
no hindrance to [clog the success of] the
gospel."
Possibly this sense ia derived
from the hindrance caused to the traveller
by the road being "cut into" or cut up
before he goes over it.
Bnt it is more
probably connected with the use of K6Tn-<a
"
in the sense of worry," as in Demosthenes,
' Olynth.,' ii.
p. 22, " Worried from time to
time by these expeditions up and down." So
here, " Who was it that clogged your steps
in running your race?"
Not positively
"arrested your steps:" this dieastrous
result, it was to be hoped, was not yot
brought about ; they were only as yet laggine

—

;

'

;

in their course. This interrogation "who
does not BO much demand that the evil
worker Bhall be named and brouglit ta
light,
express the pity of it, that any one

M
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shoulJ have been able to work them bo much
mischief as in ch. iii. 1 . Nevertheless, the
author of the mischief had cause to tremble
(see ver. 12, and note). That ye should not
obey the truth t (rp liK-ne^ia [T. Tr., Liglitfoot, omit the rp] ^t^ ireieeo-eoi ;) ; that ye
ihouXd not he hearkening unto the truth (or,
unto truth) 1 " The truth " directly cites the
gospel ; that is, the gospel which proclaimg
righteousness as theirs who believe in Christ,
apart from worts of the ceremonial law;
comp. ch. iii. 5, "That the truth of the
gospel might continue with you," the particular phase of the gospel there intended
being clearly evinced from the circumstances
referred to. "Truth," without the article,
denoting "that which is true," cites the
Bame by implication. The verb irelBoij.ai,
frequently rendered in the Authorized Version by " obey," as Kom. ii. 8 and Heb. xiii,
17, properly means to lend a compliant ear
to advice or persuasion ; " to hearken," as
Acts V. 36, 37, 40; xxiii. 21; xxvii. 11.
The apostle means that they were turning
their ears away from the truth to listen to
pernicious counsels or teaching. The verb
is in the present tense with reference to the
continued attention which they ought to bo
now giving to the gospel.
Ver. 8. This persuasion oometh not of
him that calleth you (^ Trufffiov^ ovk ix tov
KaXovvTos vfiai); this persHanon,oi the mind to
hearken to this doctrine, is not from him that
calleth you.
The exact force of the word
ireitr/jLoyii, which 80 far as has been noted
does not occur in any earlier writer, is disputed. We may group it with titiArta-fiov^i,
;

—

forgetfulnesB

mency;

;

^eKT/iop-fi

-nKriaiiovii,

(sparingness), cle-

fulness, satiety;

are likewise verbal nouns formed
perfect passive Q-n-i\e\ri<rfi.ai, etc.).

which

from the
And the

comparison favours the concluBion that
TTiitr/ioyii denotes the disposition, state, or
habit of mind evinced in being persuaded
in the way now thought of.
So the Greek
commentators CEcumenius and Theophylact
understand it of their having heen persuaded
to Judaize.
The explanation of the noun
as an active verbal, as if it were the persuasion which was aoliciting them from
without, does not seem to be bo well borne
out by its etymological formation, but
appears nevertheless to be that accepted by
Chrysostom. This noun, setfinviigly not often
used, appears to have been selected by the
apostle to brand the belief in the truth of
Judaizing views which the GalatianB were
imbibing as being in nature diverse from
the Ti-io-Tis, faith, which realizes the truth
of the gospel; it is the product of overpersuasion, of cozenage even, rather than an
acceptance of the plain setting forth of tlie
simple teutli, while " faith " is " the gift of
Ood " (Eph. i. 19, 20 ii. 5, 8), Aa Chrysos;

tom

[oH. V. 1-

observes, " It

was not men's persuasion
but the power of God,
which persuaded the souls of those who

(TTiifffiovi] ayBpttiTrii/Tf),

By "him

believe."

plainly
v. 24).

you"

that calleth

is

meant God (comp. 1 Thess. ii. 12;
" The present participle is preferred

here to the aorist, because the stress is laid
on the person rather than the act " (Bishop
Lightfoot).
That persuasiblenesi of the
Galatians was not from God ; at the best it
was from the world (comp. Col. ii. 20) but
was it not, rather, from Satan, whose emissaries those false teachers were (comp.
2 Cor. xi. 15)? The apostle makes this
assertion categorically, knowing it to be
true. The gospel which he had brought to
them had been sealed by the gifts of the
Spirit accompanying its reception; while
the doctrine they were now in danger of
listening to was another thing altogether
(ch. i. 6)— a thing with an anathema upon it.
Ver. 9. A little leaven leaveneth the
whole lump {/uKpa f(!/i7| i\ov rh <pipajj.a
Cv/ioT) ; u little leaven leaveneth flte whole
kneading. This proverb is cited again in
precisely the same words in 1 Cor. v. 6, with
the words prefixed, "know ye not that."
In both passages the leaven is an element
but our
of evil, and so also in Matt. xvi. 11
Lord applied it also to an element of good,
which was to penetrate (apparently) the
whole mass of humanity (Matt. xiii. 33).
What has the apostle precisely in his view
as the leaven in the present instance ? In
1 Cor. V. 6 it is unchastity, which, if once
tolerated in a Church, especially amid bo
licentious a population as that of Corinth,
would be but too likely to impregnate balefully the sentiment of the whole community.
And here likewise, as there, the leaven does
not appear to denote, as some have supposed,
the individuals in whom some noxious element was conspicuous, but that noxious
element itself; namely, to judge from the
colouring of the immediate context, the
" readiness to hearken " to " another gospel,"
which was promising comfort and sense of
acceptance, more or less, in the practice
of at least some of the outward ordinances
of Judaism. This leaven had already begun
to work, embodying itself in the observance,
pedantically and ostentatiously, of the days
and feasts of the Jewish calendar (ch. iv.
10). Now, a movement of mind manifesting
;

—

;

itself

in

some form of external
it begins to show

when once

religionism,
itself in a

Christian community, has a great tendency
to spread.
For always, iu every Church,
there are unstable souls, too often not a few,
never able to come to the knowledge of the
truth; which have never truly discerned
Christ's all-sulBciency for their spiritual
needs, or have lost any superficial penussion
of it once enjoyed; and which, ooiMcionsl;

a

;

OH.

.
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what they as yet possesB,
and nevertheless only toying with spiritual
things, are ready to adopt almost any novelty
unsatisfied with

religious behaviour offering itself for
their acceptance. The particular form in
which the external religionism of seekers
after another gospel clothes itself varies
according to varying tastes or circumstances.

of

Among

the Galatian Christians such persons
were now beginning to feel attracted by
that venerable kind of outward piety exhibited by devout or professedly devout
Jews ; but in their own practice committing
the fatal blunder of mistaking the external
shows of saintliness for the reality of saintliness, and but too willing to make the
former serve in lieu of the latter. The danger
'Of the leaven spreading was, in .the "present
case, increased by the instability of character
and the quick impulsiveness belonging to
the Celtic temperament. The true antidote
to this " leaven "is in every age the same
namely, that which the apostle in this

—

Epistle strives to administer the gospel of
the righteousness and Spirit of Christ
erucified.
Ver. 10.

—I have oonfidenoe in you through

the Lord

(_4yii jre'iroifla

ets u/ias iv Kvpltji');

my own

I

part have confidence with respect
The pronoun e'yi preto you in the Lord.
fixed to the verb, perhaps, distinguishes the
writer from some about him, particularly
those who had just before brought that unfavourable report of the state of affairs in
Galatia which had prompted the writing of
this letter.
The apostle has himself a vivid
remembrance of their warm-hearted acceptance of his message (ch. iv. 13 15), and of
their sufferings in the good cause (ch. iii. 4).
" Have confidence with respect to you." The
preposition ets is used as in 2 Cor. viii. 22,
equivalently with
in 2 Cor. iL 3 and 2
Thess. iii. 4; in which last passage ("We
have confidence in the Lord touching you "),
as well as in Phil. ii. 24 (" I have confidence
in the Lord that I myself shall come
shortly"), the phrase, "in the Lord," expi esses, not the object of trust, but the
sphere of consciousness in which ho is able
So also here, in the
to feel this confidence.
realized presence of the Lord Jesus, the
apostle feels that his care for his people,
and his faithfulness towards those in whom
" he has begun a good work " so conspicuously as in their case, warrant him in
entertaining a strong assurance that, after
all, they would not disappoint his hopes
(comp. Pha i. 6 ; 1 Thess. v. 24). This expression of confidence implies, of course, a
measure of underlying apprehension; wliile
it is also in effect an admonition, couched
in an affectionate form, designed to rally
them back to their true allegiance. The
phrase, "with respect to you," sepwates
for

—

M

I

US

case from that of any who wera
" troubling them " kindly implying that, in
the main, they were still unpervei ted. That
ye will be none otherwise minded (Srt oiiShv
(JaXo (ppovfiaere) ; that is, that your sentiments will continue, or will be found to be,
such as I have been setting forth as thosa
inspired by the gospel, and such as you
once manifestly entertained. The future
tense of the verb seems to point forward to
the time when his appeal should have
reached them, and have led them to bethink
themselves as to what, in spite of perhaps
some momentary superficial wavering, their
sentiments at bottom really were. (For the
sense of tlie verb ippovCiv, comp. Acts xxviii.
22 Phil. iii. 15.) But he that troubleth you
(i 5^ rapda-trar i/ias) but he thml u troubling
you. " But : " indicating that, even if such
a person's machinations proved abortive,
through their steady adherence to the
gospel, that man should receive his deserts
none the less. In oh. i. 7 we had " There
are some that trouble you." Comparing the
two expressions, the one in the singular
number, the other in the plural, we may
conclude, either that the phrase i rapicraav
designates any one who shall be found
falling under the description of a Tapaaaav,
i.e, any one of those referred to in the
plural number ; or that it points to one particular individual on whom the apostle had
his eye as the prime ringleader of the rest.
If we adopt the first view, the clause, " whosoever he be," appears to mark the absoluteness of the resolve expressed by the apostle,
while leaving in indeflniteness the individual
to whom it would apply. With the second
view, the same clause would affirm that no
circumstances attaching to the offender,
such as (suppose) a mission from leading
Churchmen in Jerusalem, or official eminence
in a Galatian Church, or any other, should
shield him, as he or others might suppose
that it would, from the effect of the sentence
to be pronounced upon him. The second
seems the more probable view; and, in
unison with it, it appears supposable that
the hypothetical case stated in ch. i. 7 (" if
we or an angel from heaven ") had an eye
to the eminent position held by the person
here alluded to. This individualization of
the threatening would make it the mure
telling when the letter should arrive
thunder-olap bursting forth upon the head
of that arch-troubler. Shall hear bis judgment, whosoever he be {Paariaei rb K/jf/na,
ffo-Tij &» ^).
With the phrase, Paa-rdCeiv
Kpifia, compare \a,fi,0dveiv Kpi/ta in Luke xx.
47 ; Eom. xiii. 2 ; Jas. iii. 1. " Shall bear,"
as a heavy burden (comp. ch. vi. 2, 5>. The
Kpiiia shall be laid upon him, and carry it

their

;

;

;

—

he shall, whether he will or no. The Kpifia,
judgment, is the "sentence;" the aeci<
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Bion of the Jnd<;e npon big eondnot, and
the consequent punisliment.
The apostle
threatens that he will bring into exercise
the "power" which, as he says in 2 Oor. xiii.

the Lord had given him for the edifiand the use of which
would be accompanied by consequences
proving that " Christ was speaking in him"
(ibid., 2, 3).
Instances of its exercise aie
seen in 1 Oor. T. 4, 5 1 Tim. i. 20 ; Acts
xiii. 11.
How grievous was this offender's
guilt has been strongly declared by the
" anathema " of ch. i. 7 9.
Ver. 11. And I, brethren (_iyll> S^, iSsA.10,

;

—

(pol) ; hut in respect to myself, brethren.
The
personal pronoun is again accentuated. It
had
been
seems that it
affirmed by some one,
most probably that individual " troubler " of
the preceding verse (on which account the
point is just here mentioned), that the
apostle did himself " preach circumcision."
The compellation " brethren " has a tone of
pathos in it : it appeals, not merely to their
knowledge of his experience of perseeution,
but to their eymputliy with him under it.
He is grappling to himself, as it were, the
better-minded of those he is writing to. If
I yet preach cironmcision (ei ircpiro/iV ^t'
K7ipi<r<rit)); if I am etill preaching cireumcision.
The phrase, " preach circumcision,"
ii lite that of " preaching the baptism of
repentance " in Mark i. 4 ; it denotes openly
declaring that men should be circumcised.
The force of en is best explained by supposing that the apostle is quoting the assertion
of this gainsayer " Why, Paul himself up
to this hour still preaches circumcision, just
as he did when he followed Judaism." And
taking it thus, we may discern a shade of
irony in the apostle's repeating the en in
his reply: "Why, then, am I' still persecuted up to this hour ? " He had begun
to be the object of persecution as soon as he
began to preach Christ, as he pathetically
reminds the Corinthians (2 Cor. xi. 32; cf.
Acts ix. 24). In trying to imagine tow this
gainsayer could have given the least colour
of probability to so audacious an assertion,
we may suppose that he would point to St.
Paul's behaviour at Jerusalem, and no doubt
elsewhere, when he " to the Jews became as
a Jew ; to those under the Law as under
the Law " (1 Oor. ix. 20) ; and in all probability, as Chrysostom and others have
observed, cited the well-known fact of his
circumcising Timothy ; and there doubtless
were other facts of a similar complexion,
all which, with a little distortion, might
enable an unscrupulous or a merely very
eager opponent to dress up a statement like
that "befure us with • certain amount of
plausibleness. Why do I yet snlfer persecution 1 (t( In St^Koiuu ;) ; why am I still
persecuted t The apostle distinctly implies

1—28

(1) that his persecutions were mainly oe.
oasioned by the hostility of the Jews ; and
(2) that the hostility of the Jews mainly
originated in his teaching the doctrine that
the cross of Christ put circumcision, together vrith the observance of the Law of
Moses, aside as terms of acceptance with
God. The first point is fully borne out by
the history of the Acts and various allusions
in the Epistles, showing that the fact was
BO, both before and after the time wImo this
letter was written.
The second is perfectly
consistent with the history, and alone fully
explains it. Then is the offence of the cross
ceased (Spo Kar^pynrai rh iTKaii'Sa^ov rov
a-Tavpov"); then the itumhh'ng-Uoeh of the cross
hath been done away.
'I'he btumbling-block
of the cross is that which makes the cross
a stumbling-block. In 1 Cor. i. 23 " Christ
crucified " is designated as " to the Jews a
stumbling-block ; " while to Gentiles it simply seemed "folly." "Then" follows up
an arf<ument ex absurdo, as in 1 Cor. xv. 14,
18.
The apostle means that the cross
would not be to Jews the stumbling-block
that it was if it had been preached in conjunction with the obligatoriness of circumcision together witli the observance of the
ceremonial law, upon those who believed
in Christ. If, then, he had preached Christ
crucified thus, he could not have been so
offensive to the Jews. But it was all otherwise. It has been supposed that the notion
of a crucified Messiah was offensive to
Jewisli feeling, merely because it ran
counter to their conception of the Christ as
a secular king and conqueror.
St. Paul's
words show that this was not the cabC.
That preconception of the Jews no doubt
made it difficult to them to believe in the
Jesus wliose worldly career had been closed
by an early violent death ; even as before
our Lord's passion it had made it diiBcult
to the apostles to believe that he was thus
to die.
But after tlie question whether the

cation of hig people,

—

Lob. v.

—

Christ was predestined to beasuffering Christ
(Acts xxvi. 23) had been discussed, and it
had been shown from the Old Testament
that the Messiah was to suffer before he
should reign, it had yet to be determined in
what relation the particular form of Jesus'
death stood with respect to the Mosaic Law.
Gentiles would naturally think ot the cross
chiefly, indeed solely, as a sign of extremest
ignominy they thought scorn of the Christians who looked for life from " this Master
;

of

theirs,

who was

crucified" (Lucian>

But

to Jews, with tlie habits of feeling to
which they had been trained in the school of
Moses' Law, the cross was more than a sign of
extremest ignominy to them it was a sign
also of extremest poUutedness. Kow, to the

—

1

j

it had been given to see, with
more distinctness than the general body ol

Apostle Paul

"

;

BH. V.
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believers at Jerusalem appear to have seen
it, the
inference to whioli the iinger of
Divine providence pointed in the particular
form of death which, in the counsels of God,
had been selected for the Christ to suffer
(cf John xviii. 32). He had seen that faith
in the crucified Saviour, by just consequence
and in the Divine purpose, disconnected
those, who embraced it as the supreme
element of spiritual life, from all obligation
to the ceremonial law as viewed in relation
to their acceptance with God (ch. ii. 19, and
note). And because he held forth this truth,
and insisted upon its vital importance in
determining the mutual relations of Jew
and Gentile in the Ciiristian Oburch, therefore it was that he drew upon himself the
peculiar unrelenting enmity with which tlie

They could manage to
live on terms of peace with their fellow- Jews
at Jerusalem who held that the Christ
predicted in the Old Testament was to be,
in the first instance, a suffering Christ, and
trusted in Jesus as fulfilling those predictions; for they saw that they, while
believing in Jesus, continued, as St. Jamea
told St. Puul all of them did, to observe and
to be zealous for the Law (Acts xzi. 20)
they were able, therefore, in some degree to
Jews pursued him.

tolerate tlieir " heresy."

But

St.

Paul was

led by the Saviour of all the world to adopt
The truth, which lay
a different line.
wrapped up in the manner of Christ's death,
and which at Jerusalem was left, so to
speak, in its latency, it became necessary
for tho welfare of mankind that Paul should
bring forth into view, and apply for the
doing of the work which it was designed to
accomplish.
The cross annihilated the
obligatoriness upon God's people of the Law
of Mosoa. And, by teaching this, this apostle
revived against himself the animnsity which
had flamed forth so fiercely upon St. Stephen,
who was charged with saying that "Jesus the
Nazarene was to change the customs which
Mosea had delivered unto them." It illustrates the economy which marks the Holy
Spirit's development of revealed truth in
the consciousness of the Church, that this
consequence of the crucifixion of our Lord
was for a while left so much in abeyance in
The fact
the mother Church in Judasa.
stands on the same footing as the development of the doctrine of the essential Godhead
of the Lord Jesus ; for this too would seem
to have been not at once and by an abrupt
illumination brought distinctly home to the
eonsciouauesa of the Hebrew Church, but to
have been deposited like a seed in its bosom
to unfold itself gradually. It seemed meet
to the Divine Wisdom to cradle the infant
faith tenderly, that it should not be exposed to too great risks through want of
aympathy on the part of its first nursing
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mother towards these two of

its

most impor-

tant elements.
By-and-bye, when circumstances allowed, the same great apostle, who
in his Epistle develops tlie doctrine of the
cross in relation to Mosaism, could with
advantage address the Hebrew Church,
either himself or through another whom he
inspired with his thoughts, that Epistle, in
which the Godhead of Jesus is proclaimed
with as much clearness and emphasis as the
dissolution of the Mosaic institute in face of
the new spuitual economy.
The Epistle to
the Hebrews, however, in proving that the

new covenant was superseding the

old, does
not lay the chief stress of the argument upon
the Crucifixion, but upon tho utter unavailingness of the Moaaio priestly functions for
the clearing of the conscience as compared
with the efficacy of Christ's one offering.
Nevertheless, the other point is not altogether
neglected at least, a kindred argument is
suggested in Heb. xiii. 10 13, in which
passage contact with Clirist as suffering
without the camp is spoken of as inferring
a pollution which was incompatible with
" serving the tabernacle." The " cross " is
definitely named only once, and that with
relation to extreme " shame " attaching to it
;

—

(Heb.

xii. 2).
In other Epistles whiuh are
certainly of St. Paul's own composition, the
"cross" is mentioned in connection with
the abrogation of the ceremonial law, in
Eph, ii, 16; Col. i. 20; u. 14; but the
manner in which it brought about this result
is nowhere so plainly indicated as in this
Epistle to the Galatians, in which "the
cross" is the very key-note of the whole
discussion.
The flashing out of resentful
feeling which we read in the next verse was
probably in part evoked by the clear glimpse
which the apostle this moment caught of
the conscious msincerity of those seducera,
shown in their making or adopting such an
assertion respecting himself as he here rebuts, which facta proved to l>e so glaringly

false.

—

Ver, 12, I would they were even out ofl
which trouble you (jd/jcxov koI airoKij^oi/Ton
oi avaararovvTes ifias)
would to Qod they
would make themselvet even as the apocopi oj
Cybele (Greek, would even mutilate themtelves), who are casting you out of country
and home J The word tf^eAoy, originally a
verb, had got, thus stripped of its augment,
to be a mere particle of wishing.
Its sense
with an indicative aorist is seen 1 Cor. iv. 8,
',

'0(pt\6r ye 4$a<ri\eiaaTe, " Would to God ye
had come to your kingship [which ia far
from being really the case yet I] ; " Bxod. xvi
3; Numb.xiv. 2; xx. 3(Septuagint),''Oi|)eAo>
airtBamiiev, "

Would

to

God we had died

with an indicative imperfect, 2 Cor,

I

xi, 1,

avelx^aBi fiou iimphr a<ppo(riiiri3,
" Would to God ye were lie. could be] tolerant

'OcfcAoi/
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of a little foolishness of
for it?] ;" Kev.

iii.

mine I [might I hope
h, etc.,

15,'0(l>e\ov ^luxphs

" Would that thou wert cold," etc. With an
indicative future (an extremely rare combination), it may still be regarded as expressing a longing that something might bo
looked forward to, which in reality is not
to be anticipated; different from a simple
desire tliat a thing may be, unaccompanied

by

the feeling that it cannot be, which is its
force with an optative, as in Ps. cxix. 5.
The tone of especially fervid aspiration, the
vivacity, which usually marlrs wishes intro-

duced by o(\>iXov, is perhaps unduly tamed
down by the rendering "I would that."
In respect to the verb hiroKS^ovjaty Greek
scholars are pretty well agreed that the
passive rendering of our Authorized Version,
" were cut off," cannot be defended. There
is
no certain instance (Bishop EUicott
remarks) of a similar interchange of the
middle voice with the passive. The sense
of the verb is shown by the Septuagint
rendering of Dent, xxiii. 1, Owk eureXfiaprai
QXaZias Koi itiroKeKofifievos els iKK\T}<rtav @sov :
where the word a-KoKeKoiinhos answers to the
Hebrew heruth thSpliltah, rightly rendered
in the Vulgate and in our English Bible
(cf. Gesenius's ' Thesaurus,' and Fiirst, under
shffphkaK).
"This meaning is assigned to
aiToiU^ovTai" observes Bishop Lightfoot,
" by all the Greek commentators, I believe,
without exception (the Latin Fathers, who
read ' abscindantxir ' in their text had more
latitude), and seems alone tenable."
(See
Grotius, in Poole's ' Synopsis.') This interpretation gives its full force to ital ("not
only circumcise, but even," etc.) : it explains
the form of the aspiration as one not likely
to be realized; whereas the excision from
the Church of these extremely aberrant
members, falling nearly if not quite under
She anathema of the first chapter, was a
thing quite within the apostle's own power:
it harmonizes with the intense resentment
which colours the phrase, oi avaiTTaTovvTes
The sentiment, it is
(see below).
t'ii.as
true, seems one which it would be impossible for a public speaker, or even a writer,
amongst ourselves to give such open ex-

pression to.
as framed in

Nevertheless,

when viewed

amid the surroundings which

environed it at the time, it wears none of
that aspect of coarseness which would
confessedly be felt to attach to it under the
conditions of modem life. That the worship
of Oybele at Pessinus, one of the principal
cities of Galatia, wag deformed by the
practice of guch self-mutilation on the part
of gome of its devotees, was a matter of
universal notoriety, and we may confidently
assume that the apostle, when in the neighbourhood, heard frequent mention of those
apoeopi as they were called, and thus wag

[oh. t.

1—26,

led now to allude to it as he seems to do
in this malediction. For it is a malediction,
as Chrysostom describes it; a malediction,
however, which in severity falls far short of
the anathema which has been previously
pronounced. Good weie it (he means) for
the Church, and even perhaps themselves, if
they would have the rashness to go a little
further with what they call " circumcision,"
which in their case is mere concision (Phil. Iii.
2),

and make

it

clear

to

all

men how

purely senseless and unchristian their action
in this matter is. " Casting you out of
country and home." The verb auaa-TaTom
occurs besides only in Acts xvii. 6 (" turned
upside down ") and Acts xxi. 38 (" madest
an uproar"). It is not found in classical
Greek, in which we have in its stead
ayaffTarovs voiuj/ or riOhai the verbal ad:

jective iyiirraTos,

when

it is applied, as
populations, meaning,
"made to rise up and depart," "driven
from house and home;" applied to cities,
» ruined," " laid waste " (Liddell and Scott).
Chrysostom observes, "Well does he say,
ayajTaTovvres {/fxas I for they compelled
them to abandon their own proper country
Bud liberty and heavenly kindred, and to
seek an alien and strange one ; casting
them out of Jerusalem which is above and
free,' and forcing them to wander abroad
as captives and perforce emigrants." The
present tense of the participle po-fnts to
the action of these perverters as one which,

it

frequently

is,

to

'

if successful,

would have

(ver. 10) the apostle

this result;

hopes to defeat.

which

The

selection of this particular verb, which goes
far beyond the Tapdaa-ovTes before used,

and which the word "unsettle" adopted
here by the Revisers, does not, as commonly
used, completely represent, betokens the
apostle's intense feeling of the ruinous
consequences of the proposed Judaizing
reaction.
It shows that he adds the words
aetiologicaUy, that is, to justify his strong
words, iijie\ov aTroKiiifoi'Tai. The energy of
both expressions suggests the feeling that
probably the apostle would not have written
as he has here done except for his burning
resentment on behalf of Christ's people
threatened with so great a hurt. In 1 Cor.
vi 4 indignant feeling carries him away
beyond himself to an utterance which in
the next verse he virtually retracts, remarking, " I say it to move you to shame."
Perhaps we have here something of the
game kind.
Ver. 13. For, brethren, ye have been
called unto liberty (i^ius yhp eV eAeuflept?

—

^K\^fl7)T6, i.Se\(poi) ; for ye, hrethien, were
called unto (Greek, for) freedom.
The
" for " points back to the closing wordi
of the preceding verse, which implied a
settled state of well-being from which those

;

OH. T. 1
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tronblers were driving his readers; that
happy state (the apostle says) was the very
glory and essence of their " calling." This,
of course, vfas that condition of free men
described at the end of the foregoing
chaptflr, and summarized in the first verse
of this chapter. This is again, even more
briefly, rociipitulated in the first clause of
the present verse. As the summary in the
first verse supplied a starting-point for the

warnings against the Judaizers which have
taken up the foregoing twelve verse.s, so
this new summary furnishes the startingpoint for exhortations designed to guard
tlie evangelical doctrine against antinomian
perversion, by insisting upon the moral
behaviour required of those who enjoy the
freedom which Ohiist gives. These exhortations occupy the remainder of this
chapter and a part of the next. "Ye,"
being what ye are, believers baptized into
Christ.
The verb " were called " expresses
a complete idea, meaning of itself without
any adjunct, " called by God to be people
of his own " (cf. " calleth," ver. 8, and the
{«asages there cited). The words, " unto,"
or " for, freedom," supply an adjunct notion
as in Eph. iv. 4, the clause, " in one hope
of your calling," dtjes to the same verb.
So again 1 Thesa. iv. 7, " For God called us,
not unto [or, 'for'] uncleanness, but in sanctiThe preposition e'lri, both in the
fication."
passage last cited and in the present verse,
denotes the condition or understanding

upon which God had called them they
were "called" upon the understanding
that they should be in a state of liberty.
So Eph. ii. 10, " Created in Christ Jesus
unto [Greek, for '] good works." God calls
us in Christ to be free in these three
respects (1) free from condemnation and
conscience of guiltiness (2) free from pupilage to a ceremonial institute of positive,
carnal ordinances, and from bondage to a
:

'

:

;

letter-Law; (3) free, as consciously his
children, knit to him by his adopting Spirit,
which makes us partakers of his nature.
Only u«e not liberty for an occasion to the
flesh (ji6vov fi^ T^v 4\€vdepiav els a<popix))tf
rfis aapxis) ; only, no freedom which ehall be

an

;

occasion to the flesh 1 or, only,

make

not

vour freedom into an occasion for the flesh.
The noun i\ivBefiav, being in the accusative,
cannot be taken as simply a resumption of
the i\ev9ip'uf immediately before. In Ms
eagerness to at once bar the antinomian'a
abuse of the gospel, the apostle omits the
verb which should account for this accusative; and the result is a sentence which
may be taken as grouping with various
passages in classical Greek authors, being
in fact quits a natural way of speaking in
any language ; such as in Demosthenes,
'PliiL,' i p. 45, *' No ten thousand . . . mer-
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cenaries for me I (jxi] /xoi ixvpiSvs . . , ^emvs)
Sophocles, ' Ant.,' 573, " Np more loiterings
but . . , (nil rpiphs 6t' aWi . . .); "Aristophanes, ' Aoh.,' 326, " No false pretences for
In
. .)."
me, but
. (fi-fi fioi Trp6<paa-iP, dWd
such cnses it simply weakens the rivaoity of
the style, if we supply any verb. The alternative rendering supplies 83tc, which is in
fact found iti two uncial manuscripts, P, G,
or oVoxp^cipo-Se, proposed by CEuumeniug
In the former way of construing we have
in thought to supply a second t)]v after
iKeuBfplav, as in 1 Ooif. X. 18, BXtireTe rhi/
'\(rpa}j\ icark aipica. : 2 Cor. vii, 7 ; Col. i. 8
Eph. ii. 15. The preposition eir ia used as
Kom. xi. 9 : 1 Cor. xiv. 22, etc. The
sense of the noun d<popiiii, starting-point, is
well illustrated by its use, in the military
language of. Greece, for a " basis of operations" (cf. Eom. vii. 8, 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 12;
1 Tim. V. 14).
Eeflectiou at onoe shows us
that a "freedom" which allows a man to
obey the behests of his lower nature is only
by a false use of the term capable of being
grouped with that freedom wherewith Christ
makes us free. It adopts out of the latter
the single element of emancipation from
ceremonial law and lotter-Law, and lets
go altogether the concomitant notions of
spiritual emancipation which are of its
very essence. Such an emancipation hands
its victim clean over to the thraldom of sin
(John viii. 34; 2 Pet. ii. 18, 19). St.
Peter, in his First Epistle, addressed to a
large group of Churches founded by St.
Paul, including those of Galatia, has a
number of passages which apparently take
up sentiments and even expressions found
in St. Paul's writings (see 1 Pet. v. 12), as
it were, ratifying them ; and possibly he has
an eye to the present verse when he writes
(1 Pet. ii. 16), ' as free, and not using your
freedom for a cloak of wickedness, but as
bond-servants of God." " The flesh " is not
''

;

I

.

.

.

have its own way, but is to own the
mastery of the Spirit. But by love serve
one another (aWoL Sici ttjs ayaTvijs SovKeiere
aW-ti\ois); hut through love be in bondage to
one another; i.e. let love make you bondservants to one another. The verb SovXeia
also means " do acts of bond-service," as
Eph. vi. 7 and 1 Tim. vi. 2. This sense
is included in the " being in bondage " here
spoken of. In the present posture of affairs
in these Churches, the apostle sees occasion
for selecting just here one particular branch
of Christian goodness to enforce upon their
observance. Presently after (vers. 16 2t)
he enlarges the field of view tliough even
there still giving much prominence to the
vices of malignity and to the benignant
virtues. Just now he has his eye especially

to

—

;

on the evils of contentiousness
and upon love as their corrective.

(ver.

15),

We may
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suppose such evils wero now especially
amongst the Gulatians, whose natural
ohnacter, commonly described as quarrelsome, WU8 apparently evincing itself iu
connectiun with the disputes which the
teaching aud yet more tlie outward action
of the Judaizers were giving rise to. In
fact, a loving temper of mind, along with
rife

other benefits, is recommended also by this,
that It guards Ohurches from corrupting'
innovations in doctrine and Ohurch practice;
checking oui self-will and our obtrusive
vanity, it leads us to avoid giving uneasiness to others by thrusting upon them new
notions or new modes of conduct, and makes
it our ambition to keep the unity of the
The pattern
Spirit in the bond of peace.
set by our Lord (John xiii 15), both in
washing his disciples' feet and indeed in
his whole incarnate life (Phil. ii. 7), was
grandly imitated by the apostle himself
22), who in outward things
(1 Cor. ix. 19
habitually sacrificed the pride of independence and self-assertion, and the pride
of apparent self-consistency, in his devotion
He here
to the spiritual welfare of men.
preaches just what he himself practised.
Yer. 14. For all the law is fulfilled in
one word, even in this ; Thou shalt love thy
neighbonx as thyself (6 yhp nas i/6iws iv iA

—

—

\6yif ireir\ilpmTat [Receptus, irATjpoETal], iv
TIM, *AyaTrTi<r€is tov trKriffiov ffou dis ffeavrSy

[Keceptus, 4auT((>']) ; for {he whole Law hath
in one word teen fulfilled, even in this, Thou
shaU love thy neighbour as thynelf. Tiius is
very briefly enunciated what in the Epistle
to the Komaus (xiii. 8
10), written a
short while after, the apostle more fully
develops thus : " Owe no man anythiug,
save to love one another-: for he that loveth
his neighbour hath fulfilled (Treir\iipaKe) the
Law. For this. Thou shalt not commit
adultery, Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt
not steal, Thou shalt not covet, and if there
be any other commandment, it is summed
up {avaKetpoAaiouTai) in this word, namely,
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.

—

Love worketh no

ill

to his

neighbour

:

love

the fulfilment (TrXiipa/id) of the
Law." This passage of the Bomans may be
regarded as a lengthened paraphrase of
From the comthe one now before us.
parison of the two, several things are made
clear. We see from it what is meant by the
therefore

is

Some
irfTrA^pojToi, "bath been fulfilled."
have been disposed to regard it as equivalent
to it.yaKt(pa\aiovTaL, "it is summed up." Not
to urge that it is very doubtful whether the
verb admits of this sense, it is enough to
observe that in the parallel passage the

verb

TrATjpoSi/,

filled,

both in

and the verbal

hath fulfulfilment,

ireirXiipaKe,
irKifpaiia,

to fulfil in actual obedience ; and that
the perfect tense of the mA-lipaTiu of thia

means

[oh. v.

1—20.

passage reappears in the vtuK^paiKt of ths
other. The sentence in Komans, " He that
loveth his neighbour (rhu iTepot) hath fulfilled the Law," that Is, as
the context
shows, " the whole Law," makes it clear
that, by the words before us, " the whole
Law hath been fulfilled in one word," is
meant that the whole Law hath been fulfilled in the fulfilling of the one word, "Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." The
whole Law is regarded as couched in that
"one word." In the larger passage the
Law, BO far as it is explained, is represented
as regulating our behaviour to our neighbours, for the apostle cites exclusively commandments of the " second table; " in addition
to which, we observe that the inunediately
preceding context (vers. 1 ^7) is taken up
with the discussion of duties to our fellowmen, sliding into what follows through the
words, " Owe no man anything, save to love
one another." This suggests the inference
that when the apostle snys, " He that loveth
hath fulfilled the Law; "and at the close
of the paragraph, " Love is the fulfilment of
the Law," he has in view that part only of
the Law which enforces the duties appertainin|<; to human relationships, aud not the
whole Law as enforcing, together with these,
the duties we owe to God for " love," he
says, ",is the fulfilment of the Law, because
And
it worketh no evil to hie neighbour,"
this might seem fiuther to justify the like
inference with reference to the passage
before us ; and here also the immediate context (ver. 13) points only to relations be-

—

;

tween man and man, maJdng no reference
to our relations towards God.
And this
inference we seem warranted in accepting.
Only, we have to bear in mind that the
apostle has already taken account of our
spiritual relations to God, in stating (ver. 6)
that in Christ Jesus the all-important and
only thing is faith working through love.
For the faith which he means is plainly the
principle which unites the soul to Christ
Jesus, and in him to God as our reconciled
Father, through the vitalizing and actuatiug
power of the Spirit of adoption. And precisely the same consideration presents itself
with respect to the parallel passage in the
Bomans ; for there, too, the apostle has been
previously engaged in building up the gospel doctrine of Christ's redeeming us from
the control of a condemning Law, which is
also mere "letter," and can give no spiritual
life; and of his handing us over to the law
of the Spirit of life, whereby the requirement of the Law is fulfilled in them who
walk, not after the flesh, but after the Spirit
(Kom. Tiii. 1—4> The apostle takes it for
granted that it is with these views in theii
minds that his readers will receive wbat he
here writes.
Further, account is to ba

—
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taken of the Bpiritual sonse in which the
apostle uses the terms " law " and " love."

Under the term "law" he no longer

in-

Law

of Moses, either as a ceremonial institute or as a letter-Law regulating

tends the

Bpiritual law, of

but that higher and
which the precepts of the

letter-Law are

only incomplete

moral

behaviour;

adumbrations

hints or

—the good and acceptable and

perfect will of God (Eom. xii. 2). Likewise,
" love " he designates a very

by the term

different tiling from that principle of kindness, good nature, benevolence, which an

Aristotle or Cicero, an Epictetus or Plutarch, could conceive and describe, and in
their- own practice exemplify; witli St.
Paul, as with St. John, it is a fruit of the
Spirit, an emanation of Christ's life in the
boul, orKaiiioally and vitally ramifying out
of filial love to God. They that were in the
In order that
fieah could not please God.

we may fulfil the Law, the prime and indispensable requisite is that the Spirit of
Christ be dwelling in us and leading us.
Ver. 15. ^But jl ye bite and devour one
another, take heed that ye be not consumed
one of another (ci Sc ciAA^Aovs SdniieTe Kal

—

but if ye be biting and eating ttp one
take heed that ye be not one of
" Biting " and
aiiather utterly destroyed.
"eiiting up" are images drawn from carnivorous animals furiously fighting with
each other.
The verb KanaBieiv, eat, up,
which in 2 Cor. zi. 20 and Matt, xxiii. 14 is
applied to the eating up of a neigiibour's
goods, is here employed in its more literal
sense, in order to furnish a figure describing
that intense desire to vex and damage an
antagonist, which but too often disgrace*
the so-called religious controversialist or
partisan.
The verb dvoKiaKw, utterly destroy, occurs besides only in Luke ix. 51 and
2 Thess. ii. 8, of destruction by fire or lightning ; so the compound KaTat>d\t<rKor, Heb.
xii. 29.
It points to another sphere of hurt
than that referred to in the two foregoing
verbs; for while these latter describe the
eager endeavour to sting and " run down "
a theological opponent, the former describes the utter laying waste of the inward
The orthodox opinion may
life of piety.
survive, and perhaps be even made clearer
accurate
; but the kernel of filial
and more
love and joy in God, and of love towards our
brethren, may by the <pi\oveucla, the bitter
antagonism, of controversy have got to be
altogether eaten out.
Cliristiau disciple
who has ceased to love, Christ teaches us, is
utterly refuse
salt which has lost its savour
and hopeless of recovery (Mark ix. 50).
Ver. 16.—Thislsay theii(Xe7«Se). Like
rauTo S^ A^yoi in ch. iii. 17, and Xpyoi Se in oh.
iv. 1, the )ihraso, Aeya) S4, here introduces a

6^Te)

;

aittither,

A

—
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further illustration of a point already referred
It points back to the line of remark commenced in ver. 13 in the words, " No freedom
to be an occasion to the flesh I but through
love be in bondage one to another." The
voluntary bondage of love is one most important part of the spiritual life; as indulgence in malignant passions is also a
leading branch of the working of the flesh.
The mention, therefore, of these two points
in vers. 14, 15 naturally leads up to the
more general exhortation of the present
passage. Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil (fiT, fulfil not) the lust of the flesh
(JlveiliaTi iripnraTeiTf, KaX iiriBvixlav aapnhs oi>
Iii) TeAeVriTe) ; walk by the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil the lust (or, desire') of the flesh. The
precise meaning of the several words and
statements in this verse, as also in the two
which follow it, have been much disputed.
It must sufiSce here briefly to explain and
justify what appears to the present writer
the true view. The word " spirit," it seems
to.

most natural to understand in all three in
the same sense. To take it in the first two
verses as meaning that part of our composite
being which has the nearest afSnity to the
higher moral and spiritual life (\r;i6ther as
in a state of nature or as informed by the
Spirit of God), whilst in ver. 18 its import
is determined by comparison with other
passages to be the Divine Spirit, appears to
be an arbitrary variation of its sense, which
there is no necessity for adopting. The
" Spirit " is mentioned alongside with " the
flesh," not liocause it belongs to the like

category of being a part of our nature, but
because he has been graciously sent fortli
by God to contravene in us that evil principle which else we should be unable to
overcome. This evil principle ii termed
"the flesh;" not as being merely sensual
corruption, though vices of that class are
mentioned in verd. 19 and 21 as leading
instances of its working ; for we see in vers.
20 and 21 vicious works of the flesh specified, which are to be referred to malignity
(comp. 1 Cor. iii. 3), or to a perversion of
the religious element, rather than to sensuality. It appears, therefore, to denote the
principle of corruption which taints our
moral nature in general that which in
the ninth of the Thirty-Nine Articles of the
Ohurohof England is defined under theheading of " Original or Birth-Sin." The word
" flesh " may be supposed to have been selected to denote this, because tlie depravation
of our sensuous beings into sensuality constituted the most prominent and noticeable
form in which the general degradation of
our state from its proper nobler life in God
manifests itself. The dative case of ni/c^/uari,
marks either the sphere, element, path, in
which we are to walk, whiuh is intended b/

—

9e«
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rendering in our Authorized Version,
" in the Spirit," as the dative is used with
nopeiiadat (Authorized Version, " walls ") in
Acta ii. 31 liv. 10, and with vepncaTeTy,
walk, in Acts xxi. 21; 2 Cor. xii. 18; or
the rule according to which, together with
tlie enabling power 6^ which, our dailybehaviour is to be regulated, so as to be
synonymous with the phrase, "walking after
(/caTti) the Spirit," in Eom. viii. 4.
The
meaning at all events seoms to be. Let the
piompting of the Spirit be your guide, and
tlie grace of the Spirit your strength, in the
course of your life continually.
This is
afterwards expressed as being " led by the
Spirit " (ver. 18), and as an " orderly walking by the Spirit " (ver. 25). The exhortation implies two things: first, that the
Christians addressed, had had the gift of
the Holy Spirit imparted to them (oomp.
ch. iii. 2 ; iv. 6, where " our hearts " includes
the persons addressed 1 Cor. xii. 13) and
next, that this gift would not avail for the
actual sanctification of their life without
diligent endeavours after self-improvement
tlie

;

;

;

on their own part. Comp. Phil. ii. 12, 13,
" Work out your own salvation [i.e. by your
own endeavours work out your salvation]
with fear and trembling for it is God which
;

worketh in you both to will and to work,
for his good pleasure."
Tlie generality of
the form in which the exhortation is couched
intimates that they were to endeavour to
live in compliance with the Spirit's promptings in all the branches of spiritual activity
proper to their Christian calling; not only
in that of " love " already adverted to, but
in those others also which the apostle
preseutly after counts up in vers. 22, 23. It
inculcates, therefore, the cultivation of a
joyous spirit of filial love towards God, as well
as a high strain of virtuous conduct towards
their fellow-men and in relation to their own
selves.
In the next clause, the words, ou ^j)
TEAeV7)T€, " ye shall not fulfil," are by many
(see margin of our Authorized Veiiion)taken
in an imperative sense; as if it *ere, walk
by the Spirit, and by no means fulfil the
It is, however, witli
desire of the flesh.
much force objected to this view that,
although the future with ou ii often used for

an imperative, as ou kAi'i^sis, ovk 4iriopiiii<reis,
etc., there is no instance adduced of ov ixi)
being used in the New Testament in this
sense.
We are led, therefore, to adopt the
other view, that the passage belongs to that
form of sentence in which an imperative
clause is followed by a clause denoting the
result which will ensue in case the direction before given has been complied with;
as e.g. " Come unto me . . . and I will give
you rest." In place of the simple o6 TeA.c'(rcT6, we have the more emphatic form, ou /iij
TeAe'ffTjTe, "Of a surety ye will not," etc.

[CH. Y.

1—28.

By

writing thus the apostle strongly accentuates the statement that walking by
the Spirit is absolutely incompatible with
an indulgence in the inclinations prompted
by the flesh. There is probably a twofold
doctrinal inference couched under this emphatic statement; namely, Ye will of a
surety not fall under the Law's condemnation
(comp. Rom. viii. 1 4) ; and. Ye will not
need the Law's restraints (1 Tim. i. 9). But
it is pregnant also with a hint of rebuke
and of practical direction, not uuneeded by
the Galatians (ver. 15).
The article is
wanting before iiriBv/ilav, probably because
it is wanting before <rapK6s, as in KaTa$o\^s

—

KStr/iov,

X.

6;

Luke

iprymv

50

xi.

v6ij.ov,

(Tapxis.

The verb

preference

to

;

apxn^ ktiVcwj,

Eom.

iiriSvfilav (TapKhs is

put

iii.

for

20, etc.

r^v

;

Mark

so that

itrtdvfiiav -ttjs

TeAeVrjTe is selected in

iroiTicrnTe

(cf.

Eph.

ii.

2,

express the idea that it is
impossible for one walking by the Spirit to
carry into full effect any desire of the flesh.
For this is the proper force of the verb
Te\f7r, of which the ever-memorable TereX€o-Tai, " It is finished " (John xix. 30), is a
typical illustration. This meaning obtains
even in Eom. ii. 28 and Jas. ii. 8. The
apostle seems to concede that the desire of
the flesh may be felt by one who is walking
by the Spirit; nay, even in at least an
inchoate degree, given way to ; but this
much he affirms, that it will be impossible
for such a one to carry it out into full
accomplishment. This qualified representation of the Christian's holiness is intimated
in the next verse more explicitly.
Ver. 17. For the flesh lusteth against
the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh
(tj yap ffctpl iTTtdiffiei Kara rod IlyeiS/xaTOj, rh
Se TJi>€viia Korefc tt^s aapxSs); for the flesh
doth lust (or, hath desires) against the Spirit;
but the Spirit likewise against the flesh. The
first clause, " fir the flesh hath desires
against the Spirit," justifles the mention of
"the desire of the flesh" in ver. 16, as
being an experience which Christians in
general have still to deal with ; as if it
were, "For the flesh really is present still,
originating within you desires contrary to
those prompted by the Spirit." Then the
apostle adds, " but the Spirit likewise [or,
' hath desires'^ against the flesh; " intimating
that, although the flesh was still at work
within, prompting desires tending away
from holiness, that nevertheless was no
reason for their giving way to such evil
inclinations ; for the Spirit was with them
as well, originating desires after what wag
irowvpTes)

to

—

holy aud good; and he would help them
against those other inclinations towards
evil, if only they would surrender themselves to his guidance.
That this is the
proper way of construing these two passages

CH. V.
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Beems letokened by the Se. If the apostle
had just here moaut to say, " There are two
mutually opposing priuoiples at work within
you," for the purpose of justifying by explicit statement the tone of ver. 16 which
impUet this fact, he would have written,
T« yap ffcipl imdv/ji.e'i Kara to5 Ylviv/j-aTos,
ri
Kal Th ilvev/na Kara "rris crapicds: or, ^ fiei/
yap (rap^ . . . rh Se Tlvivjm, eto. ; " For both
hath the flesh desires against the Spirit
aud the Spirit against the flesh ;" or, " for
on the one hand the flesh hath desires . . .

and on the other," eto. But the adversative Sf standing alone tends to disjoin the
two clauses rather than to conjoin them so
closely togetlier as the Authorized Version
leads us to suppose.
need supply no
other verb than eVifluiner, "hath desires,"
with the words, " but the Spirit ; " for thig

We

verb

is

used in a good sense as well as in a

bad ; as

e.g,

Luke

xxii. 15,

iiriBvput^

eVt-

;
eiptriaa, " with desire did I desire " 1 Pet.
1.
12, "the angels desire (4-KiBviiov<nv) to
look into " Phil. i. 23, " the desire (tViBvpiav) to depart." In fact, the verb properly implies a simply strmig wish, not
;

necessarily an ill-governed one. • And these
are contrary the one to the other (javra yap
aW-ijAots avriKeiTaL [KeceptUB, Tavra
Sh
ai/rlKstrai aWiiKoisy) ; for these oppose them-

Taking the
the one to the other.
former two clauses as has been proposed
"
above, we can discern the force of the " for
introducing this new clause. The apostle
having been by two several turns of thought
led to state, first that the flesh prompts
desires or action in opposition to the Spirit,
and then, as a dislinct sentence, that the
Spirit prompts desires or action in opposition to the flesh, he now conjoins the two
several notions in the affirmation of the
mutual antagonistic agency of these two
" For these oppose themselves
principles
the one to the other." The verb aiirlKeip.ai
always denotes opposing action, and not
mere contrariety of nature being used as a
participial noun for " adversaries " or "opponents" inLukexiii.l7; xxi.15; ICor.xvi.
9; Phil. i. 28; ITira. v. 14; and as a verb
in 2 Thess. ii.4 and 1 Tim. i. 10, to denote Betting one's self in opposition to. This clause,
therefore, describes the continual endeavour
of the flesh and of the Spirit to thwart and
defeat each other's action In the hearts of
the persons spoken of. So that ye cannot
do the things that ye would (^Iva n^ ft tiy
64\riTe, TaGra iroi^re ) ; to the end that what
things soever ye fain would do, those ye shall
not do.
This last clause describes the result
aimed at by each of those conflicting principles, namely, to thwart each of them the
volitions prompted by the other.
The
words remind us of Horn. vii. 15, Oii yhp i
6iK<a, rovTo Trpinau, " For not, what thing I
selvei

;

;
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dol practise;" ibid., 16, *0 oS
teKa, rovTo iroiSi, " What thing I fain would
not, that I da; " ibid., 19, Ov yi.p 1 0e\a iroiw
&ya66y, d\V t ob deKot KaxSv, rovrn Trpdfftru,
" For not what good thing I fain would, do
I do; but what evil thing I fain would not,
that I practise." The comparison of the
indefinite relative, " what things soever ye
fain would do (ft fee efXrin)," in the present
passage, with the more definite " what
thing I fain would do," or " fain would not
do (ft 6e\a), h ou BiXw)," in the Eomans, points
to the conclusion that by the clause, " what
things soever ye fain would do," is meant,
" whichever be the kind of your volitions,
fain would, that

whether they be those prompted by the
prompted by the Spirit." In
comparing; the two passages, it is important
flesh or those

to notice that in the seventh chapter of the

Eomans the apostle is concerned exclusively with the frustration of our good volitions, which, there, are not ascribed to the
prompting of the Holy Spirit, but to the
prompting of our own moral sense quickened
by the voice of the Law's commandment.
Such good volitions he represents as overpowered by tlie controlling influence (" law")
of the evil principle, "the flesh;" a condition of miserable thraldom, out of which,
the apostle (ibid., 25), with triumphant gratitude, alludes to believers in Christ being
delivered delivered by the coming in upon
the scene of a new agent, "the Spirit of
life:" whereas, in the passage before ns,
he is describing the condition of believers
in Christ, to whom now has been Imparted
this new power for doing what is good.
In
these, " the mind " (Eom. vii. 25), powerless
before to overcome the law of sin, is succoured by the piescnce of a mighty Ally,

—

through whom, he intimates elsewhere, the
believer has it wiihin his power to do all
things (Phil. iv. 13). Many expositors, including Bishop Lightfoot, take 'Im in the
present clause as denoting simply the result
actually brought about; thus the Authorized Version, "so that ye cannot do the
things that ye would."
Whether this
sense, of result actually produced, can be
shown ever to attach to iva. followed by the
subjunctive, is a question which has been
much debated. In 1 Thess. v. 4, " Ye are
not in darkness that (ha) that day should
overtake you as a thief," the particle
"that" points to the ordering of Divine
providence spoken of in the two preceding
verses, that they who are in darkness should
be taken by surprise by the coming of the
day of the Lord. It is certainly possible so
to understand the particle hero; the mutually thwarting agency of the flesh and
the Spirit may be understood as latently
attributed to Divine providence ordering
that thus it should be. But this view would

"

;
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hardly Beem to harmonize, either with the
almightlnes8 of the Divine Agent engaged
in the conflict or with the triumphant language of Eom. viii. 1 4. In actual experience, it doea indeed seem to be but too
often almost a /laxh MppoTios, a drawn
battle; so greatly is tlie Spirit's agency
clogged and hampered by the weakness of
liuman faith and the inconstancy of human
purpose. But it does not need to be so. In
the case of St. Paul himself, as we may infer
from all that he says of his own career subsequent to his conversion, and in perhaps
not a few cases besides, the Spirit has been
completely and persistently triumphant. It
tlierefore appears inconvenient to suppose
that the apostle means to escribe such a
result to the ordering of Divine providence
making it inevitable. Certainly such a
eonstructioQ of the passage is not necessary.
We escape from it altogether by ascribing
the notion of purpose latent in this Ifa, " to
the end that," to the nisus severally of the
two agents. Taken so, the passage affirms
this : Will whatever you may, whether good
or evil, you will be sure to meet with an
adverse agency, striving to bar the complete
accomplishment of your desire. There appears to be no good reason for limiting the
application of this statement, as some propose our doing, to the case of immature
Gliristians, in whom Christ is as yet imperWith every
fectly formed (ch. iv. 19).
Christian, to the very last, tlie life of holiness can only be a fruit of conflict ; a conflict on the whole, even perhaps persistently,
successful; yet a conflict still, maintained
by tlie help of the Spirit against an evil
principle, which can never, as long as we
live, cease to give occasion for care and watch-

—

fulness (see 1 Cor. ix.

24—27

;

1

Tim.

vi.

12; 2 Tim. iv. 7). Why, it maybe asked, is
the apostle concerned to refer to this conApparently because the Galaflict here?
tians showed by their behaviour that they
needed to be stirred up and put upon their
guard. They wore, as the apostle (1 Cor. iii.
3) told the Corinthian believers then were,
" carnal, walking as men." They had foregone the sense of their adoption ; they were
worrying one another with contentions.
The flesh was in their case manifestly
thwarting and defeating the desires of the
Therefore the apostle here reminds
Spirit.
(hem of the conditions of the Christian life
it is to stimulate them to that earnest endeavour to walk by the Spirit, without
which (ver. 24) they could not be Christ's.
Ver. 18. But if ye he led of the Spirit, ye
are not under the Law (ei Se nvei/iaTi &-yf<r8e,
ovK iari inrd v6iiov) ; hut if ye are led hy the
Spirit, ye are not under the Law. The ^iense
of nvei/ioTi as denoting the Spirit of God is
put beyond question by the parallel passage

—

[oh. t.

1—26.

(viii. 14), ** As many as are led
Spirit of God (Jlviiijuni @eov iyovrai),
these are sons of God." The dative case with
&yo/j.ai in both passages is illustrated by 2

in

Romans

by the

" silly women ladea with sins,
divers lusts ^ayS/i^va dinBoiiilais
TroLKt\ais')."
In all three cases the dative
must be the dative of the agent, there being
in 2 Tim. iii. 6 a slight personification.
This use of the dative is not in prose writers
a common construction with passive verbs,
though not altogether unknown (Wiuer,
'Gram. N. T.,' § 31, 10). In the present
case its harshness is perhaps relieved by the
circumstance that the noun does not represent an agent whose personality is markedly
conspicuous db extra, but rather an internally swaying influence, whose personality
is a matter of faith.
Hence in 2 Tim. iii. 6
wo render, " led away with divers lusts."
This shade of sense mis;ht be represented by
rendering, " led with the Spirit." In Luke
iv. 1, " led by the Spirit," we have ^-ytTo iv
T^ TlpeviiaTi. In all these passages the
passive, " being led," must, from the nature
of the case, include the voluntary self-subjection of those led. In Romans, " being led
by the Spirit" stands instead of "walking
after tlie Spirit" in ver. i; "being after
the Spirit" in ver. 5; "by the Spirit
mortifying the deeds of the body" in ver.
Similarly, here it is tantamount to the
13.
" walking by the Spirit " mentioned above
The phrase cannot be fairly
in ver, 16.
understood of merely having that presence of
the Holy Spirit, which is predicated of the
whole " body of Christ," even of those members thereof whose conduct is plainly not
regulated by the sacred influence (comp. 1
Cor. xii. 13 ; vi. 19) ; it must be understood
as describing the case of such as recognize
its presence and yield themselves to its
guidance. The sense of the phrase, " being
under the Law," is illustrated by oh. iii. 23,
" we were kept in ward under the Law "
oh. iv. 4, " made to be under the l^aw
ibid., 5, " to redeem those which were under
the Law " ibid., 21, " ye who would fain be
under the Law;" Eom. vi. 14, 15, "not
under the Law, but under grace ; " 1 Cor.
ix. 20, " to those which are under the Law
as under the Law, that I might gain those
who are under the Law." These are all the
passages in which the expression occurs.
The inference is clear that the apostle
designates by it the condition of ivch as are
subject to the Law of the old oovenaut,
viewed as a whole, in its ceremonial aspect
as well as its moral ; hia meaning would not
be exhausted by the paraphrase, " subject to
the condemnation of the Law." What he
affirms here is this If in the course of youi
lives you are habitually swayed by the inward motions of the Spirit of God, then you

Tim,

led

iii.

6,

away by

;

;

;

:

;
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are not subject to the Law of the old oovenant. The connection between the premiss
aad the conclusioa has been clearly shown
by the apostle above (oh. It. 5 7); it is

—

that the possession of the Spirit of
adoption proves a man to be a " son "—one
who has attained his majority and is no
longer subject to a pedagogue. This aphorism of the apostle, that if tliey were led by
the Spirit they were not under the Law,
suggests the inquiry ^Bat how was it with
tliose Christians who were not led by the
Spirit? Would the apostle teach, or would
he allow us to say, that Gentile Ohriatians
(for it is to such that he is writing), and
Jewish as well, if not guided by the Spirit,
were bound to obey the Law of the old
covenant ? With reference to this point we
are to consider that the apostle has elsewhere clearly stated, for example in Bom.
xi., that tlie Church of Ood forms, in solidarity with Israel of old, one "Israel of
God," as he speaks in the sixth chapter of
this Epistle (ver.
16); Gentiles, being
" graffed in " upon the original stock, have
this,

—

thus become branches {ai/itpuToi) having one
common life and nature therewith or, in
the language of another figure, "fellow-heirs,
and fellow-members of the body, and fellowpartakers of the promise in Christ Jesus,"
with those who originally were heirs and
forming the boiiy and partners in the promised blessing (Eph. iii. 6). This leads us
to the view that God's Law, the revelation
of his will relative to his people's conduct,
given in successive developments patriarchal, Mosaioal, prophetical is, with such
modifications as have been made by the
crucifixion and the priesthood of Christ, and
by the mission and work of the Holy Spirit,
God's Law relative to his people's conduct
;

—

—

The cross and priestly work of Christ,
as we are taught by this Epistle and the
Epistle to the Hebrews, do for all Christians
eliminate from this Law its ceremonial prescriptions altogether ; but its moral prescriptions, more fully perfected by the moral
teaching of Jesus and his apostles, are still
incumbent upon them. Those Christians
wlio really give themselves up to the Spirit
to be taught and animated by him, who are
as St. Paul says (ch. vi. 1) "spiritual," these
use this Law (as Calvin phrases it) as a
doctrina liberalis ; the Law of the Spirit of
life witliin them leads and enables them to
recognize, and so to speak assimilate, the
kindred import of the Law embodied in the
letl^er ; which thus ministers to their- instruction and consolation (Rom. xv. 4 ; 2 Tim.
iii. 16 ; 1 Cor. ix. 10).
The letter of the Law
is now theii helper, no longer their absolute
rigid rule ; as a rule it is superseded by the
law written in the heart (2 Cor. iii. 6 11;
Hob. viii 8 11). Aa Chrysostom writes in
still.

—

—

m
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his note on the present passage, " They
are raised to a heif;ht far above th« Law's
injunction."
But in the degree in which
they are not spiritual, but natural (i^uxucol,
1 Cor. ii. 11
16 ; Jude 19), in that degree
must they use the letter of the Law, in the
New Testament as well as the Old, as the
rule of their conduct. We, those who have
been sacramentally brought into covenant
with God, cannot be left to ourselves ; either
we must be sweetly, persuasively, instinctively, swayed by the Spirit of God within,
or else own the coercing dominion of the
written Law. In fact, the same individual
Christian may at diiferent times be subject
to alternation between these two diverse
phases of experience, passing over from one
to the other of them according to his fluctuating needs. Christians may, therefore, be
broadly divided into three classes (1) the

—

:

spiritual (oh. vi. 1

;

Kom.

viii.

1

— 4)

;

who

(2)

are aa yet in bondage to the
letter; (3) those who are living after the
flesh—" carnal " (1 Cor. iii. 3). The above
statement of the case commends itself as in
accordance with what the apostle writes in
1 Tim. i. 8—11, «
know that the Law is
good [kokSs : cf. Bom. vii. 12] if a man use it
lawfully [yo/ilfiois, according to the manner
in which God has directed us to use it in his
gospel (ver. 11)], knowing this [having his
eye upon this], that the Law is not marie
(pi KEirai) for a righteous man, but for the
lawless and disobedient, for, . . . according
to the gospel of the glory of the blessed
God." In contrast with this Law, coercing
impiety and immorality wherever it is found,
whether in the world or in the Church, the
apostle has before in ver. 5 declared that its
function is superseded in the case of the
spiritual believer: "The end of the commandment [see Alford] is charity, out of a
pure heart and a good conscience, and faith
unfeigned." The perpetual obligation of the
Law given under the old covenant, subject
to the qualifications noted above, appears to
be emphatically afiSrmed by our Lord : " I
came not to destroy the Law, but to fulfil
for verily I say unto you, till heaven and
earth pass away, one jot or one tittle shall
in no wise pass away from the Law, till all
things be accomplished " (Matt. v. 17, 18).
And the recognition of this principle underlies all his moral teaching ; as, for example,
in the sermon on the mount ; in his controversies with the .Tewish rabbins; in such
passages as Mark x. 19; Matt. xxii. 37; 40.
The moral Law given in the Old Testament
amalgamates itself with that given in the
New, forming one whole.
Ver. 19.— Now the works of the flesh are
manifest (i^awpck S4 ian rhtpyaTiis aapKdt).
The apostle's purpose is here altogether one
of practical exhortation. Having in ver. 13
tliose

We

—

";
;
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emphatically warned the Galatians against
making their emancipation from the Mosaic
occasion for the flesh, and in ver.
16 affirmed the incompatibility of a spiritual
walk with the f ul Blment of the desire of the
flesh, he now epeoifles samples of the vices,
whether Id outward conduct or in inward
feeling, in which the working of the flesh is
apparent, at if cautioning them; adducing just those into which the Galatian converts would naturally be most in danger of
falling.
Both in the list which he gives
them of sins, and in that of Christian graces,
he is careful to note those relative to their
Church life as well iis those bearing upon
their personal private life.
Instances of
enumeration of sina which may be compared
with that here given, are found, with respect
to the heathen world, in Eom. i. 29
31
with reference to Christians, Eom. xiii. 13
1 Cor. vi. 9, 10
2 Cor. xii. 20, 21 Eph. v.
3 5, followed by a brief indication of fruits
of the Spirit in ver. 9 Col. iii. 5—9 ; 1 Tim.
i. 9, 10; 2
Tim. iii. 2—4. "Manifest;"
namely, to our moral sense we at once feel
that these are the outcome of an evil nature,
and are incompatible with the influence of
the Spirit of God. " Works of the' flesh "
means works in which the prompting of the
flesh is recognizable. The phrase is equivalent to " the deeds or doings of the body,"
which we are called to "mortify, put to
death, by the Spirit " (Eom. viii. 13). In
Bom. xiii. 12 and Eph. v. 13 they are styled
" works of darkness," that is, works belonging properly to a state in which the moral
sense has not been quickened by the Spirit,
or in which the li^ht of Christ's presence
has not shone. 'Wliieh are these (aTiva iari) ;
of which tort are. Adultery, fornication, uncleanuesB, lascivionsness (nopveia [Beceptus,

Law an

—

—

;;;

;

;

;

;

aKadapaiuy atreX-yeta). This
is the first group, consisting of oifences
against chastity sins against which the
Church has to contend in all ages and in all
countries; but which idolatry, especially
such idolatry as that of Cybele in Galatia,
has generally much fostered. The first in
our English Bible, " adultery," is rejected
from the Greek text by the general consent
of editors.
But in fact, " fornication
(jropviia) may be taken as including it (Matt.
V. 32), though it may also stand at its side
as a distinct species of unchastity. "Uncleanness " covers a wider range of sensual
sin (" aU unoleanness," Eph. iv. 19) ; solitary
impurity, whether in thought or deed ; unnatural lust (Eom. i. 24), though it can
hardly be taken as meaning this lust alone.
" Lascivionsness," or " wantonness," is
scarcely an adequate rendering of aatKyfia
in this connection ; it appears to point to
reckless shamelessness in unclean indulgences. In classical Greek the adjective
tiotx^ia, -TTOpveia],

—

[CH. T.
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i-fffKyns describes a man insolently and
wantonly reckless in his treatment of others
but in the New Testament it generally appears to point more specifically to unabashed
open indulgence in impurity. The noun is
connected with " uncleanness " and " fornication " in 2 Cor. xii. 21 ; with " uncleanness" in Eph. iv. 19; is used of the men of
Sodom in 2 Pet. ii. 7 comp. also 2 Pet. ii.
18; I Pet. iv. 3; Jude 4 (cf. 7). Only in
Mark vii. 22 can it from the grouping be
naturally taken in its classical sense.
;

—

Idolatry, witchcraft (eiSoiXoVer. 20.
\aTp(ia, (papixaKiia) ; idolatry, sorcery. These
two form a second group— sins of irreligion
and such as would be likely greatly to beset
new converts from idolatry.
msiy compare, in respect to the former, the temptations which the apostle recofjnizes the

We

danger of in the case of the Corinthians

(1

Cor. viii. and x.). " Sorcery." The word <papimmia, originally denoting the use of drugs
merely, means, sometimes, their use for poisoning but this sense would not be very
suitable here.
But the nouns (pap/i.aK6s,
;

tpapfiaK^^s,

and

t^ap/xoKcio, like vencficus

and

veneficium in Latin, are also often useil with
reference to the employment of drugs in
charms and incantations ; and thence of the
employment of black arts in general magic,
sorcery, witchcraft; cf. Hev. ix. 21; xxi. 8;
xxii. 15 ; where the Authorized Version
gives " sorceries," " sorcerers ; " and in the
Septuagint, Exod. vii. 11, 22 ; viii. 18
(Authorized Version, " magicians ") ; Isa.
xlvii. 9, 12 ("enchantments").
See also

—

fiayiiioVf

fiay^iats

(*'

sorceries "),

Acts

viii.

The claim to the possession of such
powers, common at Ephesus (Acts xix. 19
9, 11.

2 Tim.

and rife, perhaps,
heathens, certainly so

13, ydrires),

iii.

universally

among

Eiiman empire round the Mediterranean, had no doubt been a snare also to
the Galatians. Bishop Lightfoot adverts
to a very stringent canon of the Council of
Ancyra (the capital of Galatia), a.d. 814,
condemning (fiapfiaK^tai. It may be doubted
whether the apostle himself would regard,
in the

had reason to regard, pretensions to such
supernatural arts as merely delusive or
•uperstitious.
Experiences such as that
recorded in Acts xvi. 16 18, would hardly
permit him to do bo.
Hatred, variance,
emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies
(_^X^pai, epis [Beceptus, ^peis], Cij^oi, eufi.ol,
or

—

4pideicu, SixoffTaaiaif aipe<reis)

;

enmities, strife,

jeahmsies, wraths, factions, divisions, heresie*
(or, parties).
This third group, to which
belongs also the envyings ((pSSvoi), to^e*'""

with

the probably not genuine rnKTO'^ri
of the next verse, is bound together
by the common characteristic of malignity.
This vice of our nature, so inveterate in out
fallen state
the antithesis to the love which

(i/wfj/oi)

—

OH. V.

is
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the essence of goodness

enough as

—

^fg,

itrangely

H

at Slat sight seems, most
readily stimulated into rnnoour by diiferences In religion. As at this very same time
at Corinth, so here in Galatia likewise, the
" flesh " displayed its malignity in "jealousy,
strife,

and divisions

(,(rj>^os

k41

fpis

kkI

from this cause
(1 Cor. iii. 3). " Enmities;" manifestations of
aversion openly displaying itself. " Strife;"
the outward mutual conflict of persons animated with such sentiments. The plural
number of ^/leis, strifes, given by the
Texlus Eeceptua, as well as, perhaps, the
plural of (rj\oi, jealousies, which not
improbably should also be read iu the
Sixoo-Tdirioi)," originating

singular, (riXos, jealousy,

may have owed

introduction by the copyists to the
plural number of ?xSpa', which is not questioned.
The precise import of CrjKos, rendered "jealousy," is not easily determined.
It is spoken of as a virtue in John ii. 17,
" the zeal of thine house ; " Bora. x. 2, " zeal
;
for Goil " Phil. iii. 6, " touching zeal, persecuting the Church ; " 2 Cor. vii. 7, " your
fervent mind [or, ' your zeal '] for me ; " ibid.,
its

"what zeal." But in perhaps all
these cases, the ardent favouring of what is
good is thought of as either ready to take,
or actually taking, the aspect of boiling
resentment against its assailants ; thus also
Heb. X. 27 (" fiery indignation," Authorized
Version), literally," zeal of fire." So in ch. i. 1 4,
" zealous ; " oomp. Exod. xx. 5, &ehs fijA-wT^j,
"jealous God " (Authorized Version) ; Heb.
il qanna.
To this; line of meaning is to be
referred Acts v. 17, "filled with indignation ((fi\ov)." In another class of passages the word denotes a wrong state of
feeling, where in the Authorized Version
it is uniformly rendered " envy " or " envying."
These are Acts xiii. 45 (Revised
Version, "jealousy "), where it surely means
the resentment which the Jews felt at the
supposed invasion of their own theocratic
prerogatives. Iu the remaining passages of
the New Testament in which it occurs it is
linked either with "strife," as it is here;
namely, Eom. xiii. 13 1 Cor. iii. 3 ; 2 Cor.
xii. 20 ; or with ipieeld, as Jas. iii. 14, 16.
In these passages there does not seem any
reason on the face of them for supposing that
it means " envy," that is, grudging to another some advantage ; this iu Greek is
more probable view is that Cv^os
<l>e6ms.
denotes eagerness to find in another some
ground for hot leseiitment against him.
Perhaps we have no single equivalent word
in our language, "jealousy" being the
nearest approach. Iu the Epistle of Clement of Kome to the Corinthians, ch. 4 6,
we have a long list of instances given of
persons who have suffered through being
objects of Cn^os : in many of them " envy,"
ver. 11,

;

A

—
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or " rivalry," would seem to be the more
prominent notion in the word but in others
it appears to mean rather "jealousy;" in
some the same as in Acts v. 17 or xili. 4.1.
The next word Bv/iol, wraths, denotes
violent ebullitions of passionate anger; the
plural pointing to different occasions prompting such. The following term, iptBeTat (rendered "factions"), was formerly imagined
to be etymologioally connected with cpis,
strife
a notion which is now generally
abandoned. The verb from which it is derived, ipiBfia, is to act the part of an fplBos,
day-labourer, the noun signifying "labour
for hire;" then, scheming or intriguing
for a post of employment and next, " partyaction," "the contentious spirit of faction."
In the New Testament it occurs six times
besides here.
In Kom. ii. 8, toii Se ^{
iptSelas (Authorized Version, " them who
are contentious "), it appears to denote those
who set themselves iu factious opposition to
the trutli, the apostle having no doubt
especially in his eye Jewish gainsayers of
the gospel.
In Phil. i. 16, "some preach
Christ ^1 ipiBetas," it points to factious opposition to Christ's divinely appointed heralds.
In Phil. ii. 3, "let nothing be done kot'
^pideiay" the same sense of factious opposition to others is quite suitable.
In the
;

—

;

remaining passages, 2 Cor.
fij\oi, Bvnol,

ipi9e7ai,

xii. 20, where
come together as Ihey

—

do here, and Jas. ill. 14 16, where, as
above noted, it is conjoined with f^Aoc, the
notion of " factiousness," or " faction," perfectly satisfies the context.
In the present
passage the plural, ipiBeiai, denotes factions
feelings roused on behalf of this cause and
that ; such sentiments as are likely to eventuate in Sixoa-Taa-lai, divisions, that is,
more distinctly formed parties " standing
apart " from each other ; whilst these again
culminate in atp4(reis. The noun Stxoa-raalat occurs also in 1 Cor. iii. 3, where they
are spoken of as indicative of a fleshly mind,
and in Kom. xvi. 17, "Mark them which
cause divisions and ^a-xtivSaKa) occasions of
stumbling." We may regard this word £.a
standing in the same relation to aipi<reis as
the ax'^aixara, " divisions," or " schisms," do
which are mentioned in 1 Cor. xi. 18, " When
ye come together in the Church, I hear that
dimsiona exist among you; and I partly
believe it; for there must be also heresies
among you." In endeavouring to ascertain
the exact import of this last word (aipeVeu),
''
heresies," we must first ascertain the sense
in which atpens was currently used before
it

was employed

to

phenomena

describe

appearing iu the Church. The proper sense
of " choice " was in this word often limited
to the specific sense of " choice of views,"
particularly in philosophy or religion that
is, it meant " ways of thinking " and then,
;

;

"
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by an easy transition, " those who followed
a putlcular way of thinking " " a school
of thought." Thus it occurs in Dionysius
of Halioarnassus, De Dem. et Arlst.,' 7, etc.
(see Liddell and Scott).
This sense wna so
current in Dionysius's time as to appear in
Latin in the contemporary writings of
Cicero ; thus, in ' Prooem. Farad.,' Cicero
writes, " Cato in oa est hseresi [so. the Stoic],
qucB nullum sequitur fiorem orationis ;
'Ad FamU.,' xv. 16; *Ad Att.,' xiv."14.
Similarly Vitruvius writes, 'PrsBf.,' 5,
" Pythagorffl hteresin sequi."
It is not
always easy to discriminate whether the
"school of thought" so designated means
the way of thinking itself or the set of men
who held it. In this sense the word is used
in the New Testament.
Thus Acts v. 17,
" the high priest and all they that were with
him, which is the heresy (aipens) of the
Sadducees ; " where it means the sect, and
not their views. So again, Acts xv. 5,
" certain of tliose of the lieresy of the Pharisees;"ibid.,xxiv.5,"ringleader of the heresy
of the Nazarsaans," where TertuUua plainly
meant those who held the views of the
Kazarssans, and not the views tiiemselves.
But, on the other hand, in the same chapter
St. Paul in his reply (ver. 14), when he says,
" After the way which they call a liereiy, so
serve I the God of our fathers," evidently
uses the term as applying to "the Way"
itself (comp. Acts ix. 2), and not to the
people who followed it. In Acts xxvi. 5,
" after the straitest heresy of our religion
(flpi)(rK€/os) I lived a Pharisee," the word
may be taken either way. In Acts xxviii.

—

'

22,

;

"oouceming

this heresy, it is

known

to

ns that everywhere it is spoken against,"
it seems, of the two, to be rather the more
obvious way to take it of "what Paul
thought," than of the persons so thinking.
If, however, it be taken of persons, it is of
course to be taken of them as holding and
representing such views. In 2 Pet. ii. 1,
" false teachers, who shall privily bring in
heresiei of perdition," tlie qualifying genitive, "of perdition," would seem to favour
our understanding the "heresies" of the
doctrines of these false teachers, rather than
of tlie parties following their teaching. On
the whole review of these passages, it is of
the utmost importance to note the manner
in which, in Acts xxiv. 14, etc., St. Paul
treats TertuUus's application of the term to
the Christian faith. " I confess," he says,
" that after the way which they call oVpeo-is,
BO serve I the God of our fathers, believing
all thiilgs which are according to the Law,
and which are written in the prophets:
having hope towards God, which these also
themselves look for, that there shall be a
resurrection, both of the just and unjust."
In thus speaking, the apostle repudiates the

[oa. V.

1—26,

application of the term atpsiris to the Christian faith; not, however, on the ground that
the term denoted a flagrantly erroneous and
vicious form of doctrine ; for there is nothing to show that this was the idea which
TertulluB meant to convey to Felix's mind,
in BO designating either Christians or their
faith : what, indeed, should Felix care about
the soundness or unsoundness of their doctrines ? The apostle rather repudiates the
term, because, as signifying " choice," it implied that the views referred to were adopted
on the prompting of individual opinion or
liking. That it was not this, he shows by
referring partly to the broad basis of Divine
revelation in general as propounding the
doctrine of the resurrection, which lay at
the foundation of the Christian faith ; and
partly to the fact that his accusers themselves admitted that doctrine.
Christiana
believed that Jesus was raised from the
dead, not because they " chose " to think so,
but because God's Word taught them so to
believe.
are thus landed at the conclusion that, antecedently to its introduction

We

into the language of the Church, the term
alpeiris denoted a school of thought or a set
of opinions ; sometimes the opinions themselves ; sometimes the people holding them
but that it was understood to do so with
reference to points on which there did not
appear to be any decisive authority to determine men's convictions, and respecting
which, therefore, men might choose their
own opinions as they thought themselves
best able. This conclusion will help us to
understand its import in 1 Cor. xi. 19, in the
passage before us, and in 2 Pet. ii. 1, as well
as the passage in Titus iii. 10, 11, in which
the case of " a man that is an heretic (SvBpunros aipeTM6s) " is dealt with. It is clear,
from ch. i. 6 9, that the apostle regarded
the " gospel " which had been delivered to
the world (Jude 3) by himself and his fellow-apostles, as being a revelation so certain
and authoritative that any teacher introducing doctrine seriously infringing upon
its substantial import would subject himself
to the extreme malediction of Glod.
The
whole tenor of this Epistle shows that its
author considered the Churches of Oalatia
as at this very time in danger of either producing from th^ir own bosom, or else admitting from the teaching of others, doctrine

—

which would be thus

fatally subversive of
the truth. Was it not, then, extremely probable that, when here enumerating, with an
especial eye to the case of the Churches ha
was addressing, " the works of the flesh,"
which would cut oflf those who gave themselves up to their practice from the inheritance of the kingdom of Ood, he would
specify this particular " work " of propounding, or embracing when propounded hr

BB. 1.
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should vitally deprave

others, doctrine wliioli

the truth which God had revealed? Any
doctrine which thus tampered with the gospel would, of course, be a alpcais views of

—

men's own devising and " choosing." The
as has been seen, might also describe
a body of adherents to such false doiitrine.
ISut in the passage before us, in which the
works of the flesh are recited, and not the
doers of such woiks,.the term must describe,
not persons, but acts acts, that is, of conceiving or propounding in the Church views
subversive of the gospel, and gathering
adherents to such views; such adherents
would, among Chiistians, form a dVpeo-ir
terra,

—

antagonistic to the doctrine of Christ received
in the Church. " Caballings " and " divisions," ipiBe7ai

and

Sixoa-rafflai,

might

arise

among

Christians who still hold fast to the
substanee of tlie gospel ; fatal to the spiritual
life, it might be, of those indulging in them;
but yet essentially different from " heresies,"
because not involving departure from the
faith once for all delivered to the saints, or
coniciouB rebellion against the accredited
organs of revelation. Here the apostle has
in vi?w the more hateful phenomena, of manconeoived dogmas taking the place of God's
gospel dogmas so alien to the gospel tliat
adherents to them would be marked
among Christians as forming " sects," which
in their spiritual genesis were apart from
the Church and incapable of being amalgamated vi ith it. For the Church is the product of the truth, "the Word of God" (1
Pet i. 23—25; Jas. i. 18); whilst these
"sects" are products of merely human
notions or oven of " doctrines of devils " (1

—

Tim.

iv. 1

:

of.

Ool.

8,

ii.

19).

That same

Judaizing spirit which was now working
among the Churches of Galatia proved,
very early indeed, largely prolific of such
" heresies," especially in Asia Minor ; those
"heresies "in particular which are known
by the name of Gnostio. The apostle knew
that such evils were coming, and it is certain that he anticipated their development
with dread (see the later First Epistle to
Timothy (iv.) ; tlie contemporaneous First
Epistle to Corinth (xi. 18); the earlier
Second Epistle to the Thessalonians (ii.);
also Acts XX. 29, 80) not without cause, as
liistory shows; for in truth it was only
after a terrible, indeed an internecine conflict, that the Church in the second and
third centuries succeeded in treading this
By the time that
serpent-brood underfoot.
St. Paul deputed Titus to take the over" heresies"
Churches
of
Crete,
sight of the
were so far developed that he ia oareful to
direct Titus (iii. 10, 11) how to deal with
any man who attached himself to them
;

'y&v9pmiov

alpsriK6i>).

bim once and again;

He
if

is

to

admonish

the warning proved

he was thenceforward to decline
having anything to do with liim (itapanov);
for that he might be sure that, being such.
he was already completely wrenched ofl
from vital union with the body of Christ
(J^ia-TpaTTTai), and was doing what was
;
wrong, " self-condemned " eWier (that is)
condemned by the very nature of his profruitless,

ceeding, or condemned in his own consciousness.
It seems that the apostle regards
the simple fact of his giving himself to a
"heresy" as proving all this; for he makes
no reference to any other pravity shown by
the offender ; he has an eye, evidently, to the
consideration that the man who forsakes
the teaching of Obriat, given through his
follow a alpea-is,
accredited organs, to
knows that he does bo ; knows that he is no
" (Ool. ii. 19), but
"
Head
longer holding the
is following a mere " tradition of men " (ibid.,
With such a one Titus had no com8).
mon ground. It is of prime importance in
estimating the nature of this " work of the
flesh ," with a practical view to our present circumstances, that we bear in mind this feature
of it that it ia a relinquishment, a conscious
relinquishment of the teaching of Christ, a
breaking off from " the Head " The above
view is precisely that given by Tertullian,
'De Prsesoriptionibus Hsretioornm,' 6.
Bishop Lightfoot, in'.his Introduction to hi*
Commentary on this Epistle, pp. 30, 31,
writes thus; "It is not idle, as it miglit
seem at first sight, to follow the stream of
history beyond the horizon of the apostolic
The fragmentary notices of its subseage.
quent career reflect some light on the temper and disposition of the Galatian Church
in St. Paul's da/. To Catholic writers of a
later date, indeed, the failings of its infancy
seemed to be so faithfully reproduced in its
mature age,. that they invested the apostle's
rebuke with a prophetic import. Asia Minor
was the nursery of heresy: and of all the
Asiatic Churches it was nowhere so rife as
The Galatian capital [Anoyra]
in Galatia.
wa3 the stronghold of the Montanist revival,
which lingered on for more than two centuries, splitting into diverse sects, each
distinguished by some fantastic or minute
Here, too, were to be
ritual observance.
found Ophites, Manicheuns, sectarians of
all kinds."
Ver. 21. Envyings, murders (ip86pot [Beceptus adds tpdyoi, rejected by most
editors]).
These belong properly to the
third group, and should have been placed
in the same verse with them. We have the
like alliterative combination of the Greek
words in Bom. i. 29, ipe6vov, <p6vou. Judging
from the evidence of manuscripts, the
genuineness of (p6yoi ia extremely doubtful.
Begard being had to the particular circumstances of the Galatian Churches, which the

—
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had in Ms eye In this
enumeration, "murders" seems too strong a
word to be appropriate ; and this consideration seems to prove the word here not authentic. Drunkenness,revellings {ii€0ai,Kaiioi);
drunkennesses, revellings.
have the same
two plural nouns in Bom, xiii. 13, xd/wis koI
udeais.
This fourth group represents sins
of excess. Here, too, the apostle touches a
form of vice, to which abundant testimony
shows the Galatians, as well as other
branches of Celts, to have been especially
prone. It was, perhaps, this marked feature
of the Galatian nationality in particular
that led St. Peter, in addressing the
Churches of "Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia,
Asia, and Bithynia," to speak (1 Pet. iv. 3)
of their having formerly walked in " lasciviousness, lusts, wine-bibbings, revellings,
carousings (filvo<(i\vyiais, Kdifiois, TiiTois), and
abominable idolatries." And such like (koI
TO, S/ioia Toirois) ;
and tlwse (works) which
are like to these. Of the which I tell you
before, as I have also told you in time past
(S Trpo\4y(o vfuj/f Ka8i}s [Receptus, HadiiS KoQ
irpoeTwov) ; of the which Iforewarn you, even as
I did forewarn you The construction of the
accusative S is precisely similar to that of Sc
in John viii. 51, 'Ov vikIs Myere in &shs
apostle no doubt

We

.

vix&v iffTu

The

irpd

in irpoxiyoa, as also in

the Tcpoetirov which follows, has reference to
the time when it shall actually be proved
wlio are to enter into the kingdom of God.
"As I did forewarn you;" this previous
warning was probably given at his very
first preaching of the gospel to them
he
would no doubt at once speak plainly to
people, very commonly sunk in vice and
excess, of the awards of the " judgment to
come." That they whioli do such things
that they
(Sri 01 Tck roiavra irpdirffovTes)
The present
which practise lueh things.
tense of vpAeaovTes Is more suitable than
the aorist, as being the language of warning with reference to future conduct (cf.
Rom. ii. 2, 3, 7—10). Shall not inherit the
kingdom of God (fiacnKelav 0f oC ov K\i\povop.iiaounv). The apostle uses the same words
in writing to the Corinthians with reference
to the sins to which they were the most
prone (1 Cor. vi. 9, 10). So Bph. t. 5, "No
fornicator, nor unclean person, nor covetous
:

',

an idolater, liath any inherithe kingdom of Christ and God."

man, which
tance in

is

This "kingdom"
1

Thess.

who

ii.

also refeiTed to in
worthily of God
into his own kingdom and

12,

is

"Walk

you
("His ownl"

callcth

Astonishing prospect I); 2 Thesi. 1. 5, "That ye may be
kingdom
of God, for
of
the
counted worthy
which ye also sufTer; " 2 Tim. iv. 18, " will
save me unto his heavenly kingdom." The
like designation of the future felicity is
giTen by St. Peter (2 Pet. i. 11), "entrance

glory"

[CH. V. 1

—

26,

into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ," and by St. James
5), "heirs of the kingdom which he
[God] promised to them that love him." It
is derived from our Lord's own teaching, as,

(ii.

e.g. Matt. xxv. 34, "Inherit the kingdom
prepared for yon;" Luke xii. 32, "It is
your Father's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom." It is the manifestation and consummation of " that kingdom of heaven,"
or " kingdom of God," heralded by Christ
and his forerunner as " at hand," which the
Prophet Daniel had pointed forward to
(Dan. ii. 44
vii. 13, 14, 18).
Bondage to
" the flesh " in this life is constantly declared throughout the New Testament to
form an insuperable bar to an entrance into
that exalted state. And what is the alternative prospect?
This the Apostle Paul
does not here specify, though elsewhere he
does so with awful emphasis ; as e.g. Rom.
;

ii.

8.

Ver.

22.—But the

fruit of the Spirit (4 Si
ToG Tlvdixaros). As it was with a
hortatory purpose, to warn, that the apostle
has before enumerated the vices into which
the Galatian Christians would be most in
danger of falling, so now with an answering
hortatory purpose, to point out the direction
in which their endeavours should lie, he
reckons up the dispositions and states of
mind which it was the ofSce of the Holy
Spirit to produce in them.
In the Epistle
to the Colossians (iii. 12
15), written
several years after, most of the features here
specified reappear in the form of direct •xhortation ("kindness, meekness, long-suflfcring, love, peace, thankfulness ")
" joy "
being there implicitly represented by
"thankfulness." Theword"fruit" here takes
the place of " works " in ver. 19, as being a
more suitable designation of what are rather
states of mind or habits of feeling than
concrete actions like most of those previously
Rapirhs

—

—

enumerated "works."

The word

"fruit,"

moreover, describing in the vegetable world
a matured product, is very commonly used
in the New Testament with reference to
such product as is not only of a pleasant
but also of a useful kind ; thus, " fruits meet

repentance ; " the fruit of the True Vine
John xv. 2 16 which glorifies God ; the
abundant fruit of wheat (John xii. 24) the
fruit of righteousness (Phil. i. 11 ; Heb. xii.
11); the fruit gathered by an evangelist
(John iv. 36 ; Rom. i, 13) ; so that it was no
doubt introduced here, as also in Eph. y. 9,
for

in

—

;

with the intended

suggestion,

that the

graces here specified are results answering
to the design of the great Giver of the
Spirit's influences, and are in their own

nature wholesome and grateful. The singular number of the noun is employed in
preference to the plural, which ia found e.g.

;;

OH. T.

;
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Phil. I. II »nd Jas. iii. 17, in consequence
probably of the feeling which the apostle
had that the combination of graces described is {n itt entirety the proper outcome
in each individual of the Spirit's agency
the character which he will fain evolve in
every soul subject to his dominion, comprises
so that the absence of
all these features
ftny one mars in a degree the perfection of
the product. The relation expressed by the
genitive case of the noun, " of the Spirit,"
is probably much the same as is expressed
by the corresponding genitive, "of the
flesh;" in each case meaning "belonging
to," or " due to the operation of; " for the
agent who in the one case does the works is
not the flesh, but the person acting under
the influence of the flesh so here, the fruitbearer is not " the Spirit," but the person
controlled by the Spirit. Comp. Kom. vii.
4, "that we might bring forth fruit unto
God;" John xv. 8, "that ye bear much
These fruits do not appear upon
fruit."
us without strenuous endeavour on our own
Accordingly the apostle exhorts the
part.
Philippians (ii. 12, 13) to work out their
own salvation with fear and trembling,
because they have so august a co-Agent
working with and in them. Indeed, it is
for the very purpose of prompting and
dirsoting such endeavour that this list of
gracious fruits is hero given (comp. ver.25).
The enumeration does not expressly mention such dispositions of mind as have God
These, however, may be
for their object.
discerned as lying couched under the three
first named, "love, joy, peace," and possibly
under " faith " certainly joy and peace
are the proper products of our hearty acceptance of the gospel, and of that alone
they presuppose the establishment of a conscious state of reconciliation with God. But
just here the apostle seems more especially
concerned to show how blessed, under the
Spirit's guidance, the Christian's state will
be, and in what manner Christians as thus
led will act towarils one another (cf. vers.
15 and 26). The Christian life is habitually
regarded by the apostle much more as a cor;

;

;

porate, fellow-Christian, life, than, owing to
various causes, some of which we may hope

in course of removal, we modern
are
Christians, and especially English Churchmen, are in the habit of regarding it. Is
cannot separate this
love (eiTTiv iyditr;).
branch of Christian character from those
which follow, as in essence distinct from
them ; it is organically connected with them,
and in fact, as stated above (ver. 14), involves them all, being " the bond of perfectness" (Col. iii. 14). In the " dithyramb of
love," chanted in I Cor. xiii., the apostle
triumphantly proclaims this truth ; as also
on the other hand in 1 Tim. i. 5 he afBrms

now

We
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that true Christian love has its root in "a
pure heart, a good conscience, and genuine
faith."
The soul cannot be free for the
activity of genuine love, towards fellowbelievers and towards fellow-creatures in
general, as long as it is restrained is its

toward the supreme common
Father of all; the inward vice of mind,
whatever it may be, which darkens the
spirit
towards heaven must inevitably
cramp and benumb benevolent action universally (comp. 1 John v. 2). In truth,
&ydirri means a loving temper of mind which,
like the love which God bears towards us,
is in a degree irrespective of merit, welling
forth towardt all being, so far as circumstances permit; though with greatest intensity towards God and those in whom it
can recognize the image of God. Hence St.
John is able to reason as he does in 1 John iv.
emotions

20, "

He

that loveth not his brother

whom

he hath seen, cannot love God whom he hath
not seen." Joy (xapeJ). It is impossible to
accept Calvin's notion, that this means a
cheerful carriage towards fellow-Christians,
though it includes it; it must mean the
glad-heartedness produced by entire faith in
God's love to us (comp. Rom. xiv. 17 ; xv.
The exhortation which is here im13).
plied, that such sentiments should be carefully cherished, is elsewhere given explicitly
and with reiteration ; as e.g. 1 Thess. v. 16
Phil. iv. 4.

There is thus much ground

for

Calvin's view, that the inward feeling of
satisfaction and joy, which is tho proper
fruit of a true Christian's faith in the gospel,
cannot fail to manifest itself in his behaviour
towards his fellow-men by a sacred species

of light-heartednesB and hilarity which it is
impossible for us to manifest or to feel, as
long as we have within a consciousness of
estrangement from God, or a suspicion that
things are not well with us in relation to
him.
It is probable that the apostle, in
writing down this word, did it with a consciousness of the contrast which is presented
by the coldness and severity of feeling towards others which are begotten by the
bondage of legality (comp. 1 Pet. i. 22).

Peace

{elpijvri).

This

is

conjoined

with

"joy" in the two passages of the Romans
just before cited (xiv. 17) : " The kingdom
of God [t.e. its great blessedness] is not
eating and drinking, but righteousness and
;
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit " (xv.
13), « The God of hope fill you with all joy
and peace in believing, that ye may abound
"
in hope, in the power of the Holy Spirit ;
in both which passages the "peace" referred to is the serenity of soul arising from
the consciousness of being brought home to
the favour of God and to obedience to hia
will.
On the other hand, the term as hero
introduced seems likewise intended to stand

;;
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in contrast with those sins of strife and malignity noted before among the works of the
flesh, and tlierefore to point to peacefulness
in the Christian community.
The two are
vitally connected:
the Spirit produces

peaceful harmony among Christians by producing in their minds, individually, a peaceful sense of harmony with God and a
compliancy in all things with his providential appointments. This resigned trustfulness towards God quells at their very
fountain-head those disturbances of passion
and that inward fretting and impatience in
reference to outward things, including the
behaviour of others, which are the main
causes of strife. The interdependence between inward and outward peace is Indicated in 2 Cor. liii. 11; Col. iii. 14, 15.
If "the peace of God rules, is arbitrator
{PpaPdei), in our hearts" individually, if
it "holds guard over our hearts and our

thoughts" (Phil. iv. 7), it cannot fail to
produce and maintain harmony amongst us
towards one another. Long-suffering, gentleness, goodness

(^fiatcpodufila,

xPV^'^^'^V^t €tya-

Barrivn^; Umg-svffering, liindnesi, goodness.
These are actings of the all-comprising grace
of " love." For the two first, comp. 1 Cor.
xiii. 4, "Love
suffereth long, is kind
(juctfpoflujwe?, xf"?'^''"^''^''""') • " while the third,
" goodness.," sums np the other actings of
love enumerated in vers. 5 and 6 of the
same chapter. It is difficult to distinguish
between xflf'^i'^^s and ayaSwavvi], except

so far- as that the former, which etymologically means " usableness," seems to
signify more distinctly "sweetness of disposition," " amiability," " a compliant willingness to be serviceable to others." It is,
however, repeatedly used by St. Paul of

God's benignity (Rom. ii. 4; xi. 22; Eph.
Titus iii. 4), as ayaBaaiv-it also is by
7
many thouglit to be in 2 Tbeas. i. 11, wliich
last point, however, is very questionable.
This latter term, a-yaOoxrivi], occurs besides in
Eom. XV. 14 and Eph. v. 9, as a very wide
description of human goodness, apparently
Faith
In the sense of active benevolence.
ii.

;

(ir/o-Tij);

faiih or faithfulness.

It is

dis-

puted in what precise shade of meaning
the apostle here uses this term. The sense
of "fidelity," which beyond question it
bears in Titus ii. 10, seems out of place,
when we consider the particular evils which
are now in his eye as existing or in danger
of arising in the Galatian Churches. Belief
in the gospel suits this requirement perfectly, and presents us with the apparently
needed contrast to the " heresies " of ver. 20.
If this sense seems not to be favoured by the
immediate neighbourhood on one side of
" kindness " and " goodness," it is, however,
quite coherent with the " meekness " on the
Mher, if we understand by this latter term

THE GALATlANS.
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[ea. f.
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• tractable

spirit, compliant to the teaching
of the Divine Woid; comp. .Tas. i. 21, "receive with meekness the implanted word,"
and Ps. XXV. 9, " The meek [Septuagint,
irpjeTj] will he guide in judgment, the meek
(Trpaeh) will he teach his way."
In Matt,
xxiii. 23, "judgment, mercy, and faith,"
the term seems (comp. Mieah vi. 8) to refer
to faith towards God.
In 1 Ttm. vi. 11,
godliness,
"righteousness,
faith,
love,
patience, meekness," there is no reason for
interpreting it otherwise than as faith in
God and his gospel ; and if so, its collocation thero with " love, patience, meekness,"
countenances us in taking it so here, where
it stands in a very similar collocation. Comp.
Eph. vi. 23, " Peace be to the brethren, and
love with faith, from God the Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ."
"Ver. 23.
^Meekness (Trpairns). (On this,
gee last note.) The humble submissiveness
to the teachings of Divine _ revelation, to
which this term probably points, stands in
contrast with that self-reliant, headstrong
impetuosity which in the temperament of
the Celt is apt to hurry him into the adoption of novel ideas wliich he has not taken the
trouble seriously lo weigli.
It may, however, stand in antitliesis to self-reliant-arrogance in general. Temperance (iyKpareta) ;
or, self-control.
This stands opposed both to
tlie " fornication,
uncleanness, lasciviousness," and to the " drunkenness and revellings " before mentioned. Against such there
is no Law (tfara twv Toioiruv ovk tffri v&ixos)
against such things as these the Law is not
or, tliere is no Law. As tlie apostle does not
write " against these things," it seems that
he viewed tho foregoing list of graces as one
of samples only and not as exhaustive
which fact is likewise indicated by the
absence of the copulitive conjunction (cf.
Matt. XV. 19); so that Kara. tSiv Toio&rwp
represents "and things the like to these;
against which," etc. If we render, with tho
Authorized Version, "there is no Law," we
must suppose still that tlie apostle means
that the Law which all along he has been
speaking of is in particular "not against
them." "Against;" a8inch.iii.21. Tlie Law
finds nothing to condemn in these things,
and therefore no ground for condemning
those who live in the practice of them ; tlie
same idea as is more explicitly brought out
in Eom. viil. 1
4.
There is a tone of
moiosis, of suppressed triumph in this sentence.
"Wlio shall lay anything to tlio
charge of God's chosen ones ? "
Ver. 24.-—And they that are Christ's (oi 5J

—

;

—

ToS XpiffToC

'Iricrov

[Eeceptus omits

'lT|(ro5]

ttow they that are of the Christ Jesus.

;

The

exnression, <5 Xpi<rThs'lri(rovs is not a common
one. It occurs besides in Eph. iii. 1, tov
XpiiTToi 'lTi<roS, where, however, as indop(?

—
;
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here, editon are not quite unanimous in
retaining 'Itjo-oS : and Ool. ii. 6, t^c Xpta-Thi/
Xpierris 'Irjcrovs without
'IriffoCi/ rdi/ Kipiov.

the article is continually met with. The
presence of the article seems to betoken
that the word " Ohrlst" is introduced as an
official description rather than as a proper
name, " the Christ Jesus " being thus a
phrase similar to "the Lord Jesus." Not
being so familiar to us as this latter, it

appears at first more uncouth than it really
is.
To understand the precise force of the
conjunction Se, we must review the foregoing
context. In vers. 16, 17 the apostle puts in
contrast with each other, " walking by the
Spirit" and "fulfilling the desire of the
flesh.''
In the three following verses (19
21) he points out what kind of life the
flesh prompts men to pursue, and its fatal
consequences ; in vers. 22, 23 the character
formed by the Spirit's influence, and its
blessed immunity from the censure of the
Law. He is now concerned to show how
these oousiderations apply to Christians.
Christian (he says) by becoming such puts
away the flesh is alive, therefore, if at all,
by or to the Spirit this being so, he must
in all reason by the Spirit's direction rule
liis conduct.
It results from this review
that the Se turns the course of remark upon
s new topic, namely, the essential character
of a Christian's profession as a premiss to

A

;

;

ii-troduco ttie practical conclusioa stated in
ver. 25.
The use of the possessive, " of the
Christ Jesus," is similar to that in 1 Cor.
;
iii. 23, " ye are Christ's " Rom. viii. 9, " he
is not his;" ibid., xiv. 8, "we are the
Lord's." Comp. also 2 Tim. ii. 19 ; Titus ii.
14, " a people for his own possession ; " Eph.
i.

14.

We

are

made

Christ's people, out-

wardly aud in covenant, by baptism but
we cannot be his very own, really and
vitally (Eom. viii. 9), unless through faith
we recognize him as our Lord and of our
own free will and deed attach ourselves
heartily to his disfipleship. In that hour of
;

,

renunciation of sin we in truth " fasten the
Have crucified the flesh

flosh to the cross."

(t^;' ffdpica effra^ptaffav).

That

is,

have put

away from them, as a thing to be abhorred,
that it might die the death. These three
several particulars of thought appear combined in the mixt mode embodied in the
The verb, denoting
word " crucified."
it

cross, and not putting
death by crucifixion, intimates the lingering character of the death which the flesh
was to undergo. It was, indeed, put away
at once, by a final decisive act of the will
but it would still for a wliile continue to
Viewed thus, the notion represented
live.
by the image harmonizes with the statement
in ver. 17 of the continued conflict which
ia being waged within us between the flesh

simply affixing to the
to

Spirit. The time when the Christian
did thus affix the flesli to the cross is indicated by the form of expression, of being
" of Christ " there can have been o* time
since he has been Christ's at which thii
thing had not been already done. It is,
alaa, but too possible to take the flesh stiU
living down from the cross and clasp it
afresh to our bosom but cherishing that as
our friend, we are Christ's no longer. Above
(oh. ii. 20) the apostle wrote, " I am hanging
on the cross with Christ: but I live;" but
with a difierent application of the image.
There he was thinking of the relation into
which his union with the crucified Jesus
brought him with respect to the Mosaical
Law. Here he has in view the renunciation
of sin which accompanies the addiction of

and the

J

;

ourselves

to

Christ's

service.

There he

himself is crucified ; here, the flesh. The
cross once more recurs in oh. vi. 9, with yet
another reference.
The description here
given by the apostle of Christian conversion
tallies well with that given by him in Eom.
vi. 3
11.
There, however, the change
through which a man becomes a Christian is
couched under a different image that of a
death and resurrection, analogous to and
founded upon the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ, which, in baptism, administered
according to the original primitive mode,
are represented by the immersion in and the
emerging from the water. While illustrating
this image, the apostle further «ays (ver. 6),
" Our old man was crucified with him (truceffravpiiBri), that the body of sin might be
done away, that we should no longer
be in bondage to sin " where the Greek
word rendered " was crucified with (him) "
again denotes being affixed to the cross, in
sympathy with him " who was made sin for
us," with the view of bringing to nought
" the body of sin " which phrase, " body of
sin," is nearly equivalent to " flesh," being
the sum total of the vicious activities in
which the flesh manifests itself; this bringing to nought or doing away (^Kardpyriffis) of
the body of sin, being the result ultimately
to follow from the crucifixion, aud not
identical with it. In the passage in the
Eomans now referred to, the apostle brings
to view, not only the just now cited description of the negative side of our regeneration,
but also its positive side, of a passing into
a new sphere of activities " walking in
newness of life," and " living unto Ood in
Christ Jesus." In our present passage the
negative phrase is alone definitely stated.
The difference ia probably due to the fact
that the figure of crucifying the flesh supplies the illustration of only the negative
aspect; whereas baptism, with its watery
burial and resurrection, represents the positive aspect as well. With the affeotionfl ai4

—

—

;

—

""
;
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lusts (irbv rots iraBiiiiaat koI reus imBvulais) ;
with its affection) and its lusts. The differ-

ments of the world, why, as though living
in the world, do ye subject yourselves to

ence between " affections" and " lusts " may
be probably assumed to be this tliat tlie
former denotes disordered states of the soul
viewed as in a condition of disease, well
represented in the Autiiorized Version by
" affections " while tlie latter points to the
goings forth of the soul towards objects which
it is wrong to pursue.
In Pliil. iii. 10;
1 Fet i. 11 and a number of other passages
the noun iraeimara means " sufferings."
Only once besides is it used in an ethical
sense ; in Eom. vii. 5 we read, " The iro8^IMTo, of sins which were through the Law
wrought in our members to bring forth fruit
unto death " and in vers. 7, 8 the apostle
instances " coveting " (emflu/ifa) as wrought
by sin in his soul, by occasion of the commandment, " Thou shalt not covet." We
seem led to conjecture that he meant
that a sinful condition of the soul (iradTj^ua
a/xaprtas) was by the commandment stimulated into a mere aggressive action. We
have irdeos in GoL iii. 5 and 1 Thess. iv. 5,
and the plural xaSij in Bom. i. 26 ; in each
case of exorbitant sexual desire. But in the
apostle's use of na.Biifi.aTa in its ethical sense
we seem to have neither the notion of
extreme intensity nor the limitation to one
particular class of desire, which are both of
them apparent in his use of iraBos. This
clause, " with its affections and its lusts,"
adds nothing to the substantial sense of
" the flesh." The apostle seems led to subjoin the words by a pathetic remembrance of
the moral miseries appertaining to " tlie
flesh "
" those affections and those desires
thereof which are so hard to control, and
which are at the same time so fatal to our

ordinances,

—

;

,

;

—

welfare."
Ver. 25.
nvei/iari) ;

—If we

Exact

live in the Spirit (eJ (aiifv

we live by, or to, the Spirit.
have commonly recognized the

if

critics

difficulty of precisely

determining either the

sense in which the dative case of Tlveiimri is
used, or the meaning of the verb "live."
This verb is here distinguished from the
verb of the next clause ((rToixa»Mf ) ill much
the same way as it is distinguished from the
verb " walk " (TrtpmaTtiv) in Col. iii. 7, " In

which ye also walked aforetime when ye
In both passages it
denotes the moral sphere of existence in
choice
to live.
In
oui
ruling
which it is
Col. ilL 7 the apostle says that their chosen
sphere of existence was once worldliness and
vice; and, when it was so, then they had
tlie

lived in these things."

followed in detail those different forms of
degrading sin which he has specified in
ver. 5.

The verb "live"

is

used in the

same sense of the general setting of our
moral habits viewed as a whole in Col. ii.
20, " If ye died with Chiist from the rudi-

Handle not, etc. ? " So, likewiso
Bom. vi. 2, " We who died to sin, how shall
we any longer live therein ? " also Bom. viii.
13, " If ye live after the fle8h,jye must die
but if by the Spirit ye make to die tha
deeds of the body, ye shall live " in which
;

passage the changed sense of the verb
in the second sentence is noticeable. In the
passage before ua, the " we" of the verb fajiuej/
are of course the same persons as are recited
by the phrase, " they who are of the Christ,"
in ver. 21. These persons have fastened the
by a final, professedly
flesh to the cross
irrevocable resolve, they have renounced
sin.
The purpose that was the proper,
necessary concomitant of this, was to make
the domain of the Spirit thenceforward
their sphere of existence ; their life was now
to be in the Spirit; as the apostle writes
(Bom. viii. 9), " Ye are not in (eV) the flesh,
but in (tV) the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit
;
of God dwelleth in you " for in this last
passage the phrase, " in the Spirit," is contrasted with " in the flesh," each denoting
the sphere of moral habits ; in which sense
" the flesh " is often used, as well as at other
times of the vitiated nature itself, the indulgence in which characterizes that sphere.
So probably "according to the Spirit of
holiness," in contrast to " according to the
last

;

flesh," in

Bom.

i.

3, 4.

How,

as in

Bom.

9 the apostle uses the word " Spirit
in two senses, first of the sphere of moral
habits determined by the Spirit's influence,
and then of the Holy Spirit itself, so he
would appear to do here. In respect to
the relation expressed by the dative case,
although the iy of Eom. viii. 9 is here
wanting, ii admits of being taken of the
sphere of being in which Christians as such
live; for so we find the dative used in 1
Pet. iii. 18, "put to death (aapKi) in the
flesh,but quickened {Uvfi/jMn) in the Spirit,"
viii.

as also the dative aapxl is constructed in eh.
The relation exir. 1 of the same Epistle.
pressed by the case, however, may be that
which it denotes in Bom. vi. 2, 10, "die
;
(o/ioprJ?) unto sin " ibid., 11, " dead unto
;
sin, alive unto God " Bom. xiv. 6, " live
unto the Lord, die unto the Lord " 2 Cor.
;

" live unto him that died for them
thus Bishop Lightfoot takes it. The "if"
is logical rather than conditional ; they 'vho
are Christ's have no life but in the Spi>*it,
and are thus bound in the details of their
conduct to act accordingly. Let us also
walk in the Spirit (Jlvtinan ical arotxaiifv);
by (or, unto) the Spirit let im also walk. The
dative is here most naturally understood of
the rule according to which we should walk.
If the relation intended by the dative in tha
preceding clause is expressed hy "to," it
:

V. 15,

;
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might be most convenient to render it eimilarly here; but even so, it must mean with
reference to the Spirit as our rule and guide.
The verb aroixiiv, " to move in a {(ttoTxos,
i.e.) line or row with others " (see Liddell
and^Scott), is no doubt chosen in place of
irspnraTeii/, the more usual word for " walk,"
as denoting an orderly, well-regulated way
of behaviour.
This tinge of meaniug is

tive KeviSo^as occurs only here in the New
Testament, as the substantive KtyoSo^la is
only found in Phil. ii. 3. The Sd^a from
which It is derived may be either " notion,"

discernible in the other iustauces of its use
in the New Testament, oa oh. vi. 16; Bom.
iv. 12; Phil. iii. 16.
Ver. 26. Let us not be desirous of vain
glory (jiTi ytvtineda Ker6So^oi) ; let us not be
vain-gloriora.
The communicative form of
exhortation in which the speaker conjoins
himself with those whom he addresses in
order to soften the tone of superiority implied in exhorting them, connects this verse
closely with the preoeiling one, in which
also it i* employed.
liidued, as in outwardform of expression this verse coheres with
vcT. 25, so also in substance it coheres

But here icey65o^oi is considered by. most
critics to mean " affecting, desirous of, empty

—

with the whole passage beginning
with ver. 13 ; for this is throughout levelled
against a spirit of contentiousness then rife in
the Galatian Churches. One cause to which
the apostle thinks this ill state of things to
be especially due was the spirit of vainglory or self- vaunting a weakness to which
tho Celtic race has ever been markedly
prone (see Lightfoot's ' Introduction,' p. 14).
The soi'tened form of exhortation visible in
the use of the first person plural has been
traced also by many critics in the use of the
verb 7i>/(5/i£tfa, as if the writer meant to
imply that they were not as yet really vainglorious, but were in danger of becoming so.
This, liowever, is not so clear. This verb is
ofttn used when there is no reference at all
intended to pasiiing out of a former state
into a new one, but simply as meaning " show
Thus
one's self," " be in act, so and so."
strictly

—

Bom.

ivi. 2,

"she hath been (JyiviTo) a

suocourer of many;" Phil. iii. 6, "fouud
;
(yei/^^eyos) blameless " 1 Thess. i. 5, " what
manner of men we showed ourselves (fijivif
Very often
erijifv) ; " ibid., ii. 7 ; Jas. i. 25.
is this verb so used in exhortations, and
tense
as
Rom. xii.
present
;
especially in the
16, " Be not (jj^i ylveaBi) wise in your own
;
conceits " 1 Cor. iv. 16, " Be (yivicee) imi;
tators of me " (so ibid., xi. 1 ; Phil. iii. 17)
1 Cor. X. 32, " Be giving no occasion for
stumbling (flvpiaKimoi ylveaSe) ; " xiv. 20,
" Be Qylvea-es) not babes in understanding,
but in understanding be (yii/taBe) full-grown
men ; " and: so often. In many of such oases
there can be no reference to preceding conduct, whether in the way of approval or disapproval, but simply an exhortation to be
or not to be so and so. The Authorized
Versio)!, therefore, is quite right in here
lendoriug, " Let us not be," etc. The adjec-

"opinion,"

Wisd.

Accordingly in
'
Ad Magnes,'

"glory."

or

xiv. 14,

and Ignatius,

11, KemSoiia appears to

mean

of vain, idle notions with

compare

the

words

the following

which we may

6p66So(os,

krepSSoios.

glory ;" so the Authorized Version, "desirous
of vain glory," where " vain glory " are two
words, not one. Such empty glory would
mean glory founded on distinctive qualities,
which either are merely imaginary, not
existing at all, or which, if tliere, give no
Perhaps, however, the
real title to honour.
56^0.

of this

compound

ia

always " notion,"

" opinion," only varying so far in meaning as
sometimes to denote opinions respecting ourselves as Suidas says, " KeyoSo^ia, a vain
thinking respecting one's self;" at other
times, notions about other matters. The best
interpretation of the word as here used is
suggested by the apostle's own words in the
next chapter (ver. 3), " if a man thinketh
himself to be something when he is nothing,
he deceiveth himself." As again in Phil ii.
3, " Doingnothing through faction or through
vain glory " the sense of the second noun ia
illustrated by the converse, " But in lowliness of mind each counting other better than
himself," suggesting its meaning to be the
disposition to claim a superiority over others
which we are not entitled ta " Wise in our
own conceits " (Rom. xii. 16) is one form of
this vicious quality; but there are others,
all, however, fundamentally and intensely
inimical to a spirit of loving sympathy with
other men. Provoking one another, envying
one another (aAX-^Aous irpoKoXov^^voi, aA\^\ois tpBovovvTfs); challenging one another,
envying one another. Here again are two
Greek words found nowhere else in the New
;

;

Testament

—

7rpoKoA.o0jnai

and

(pBovii.

The

rendering of the first in the Authorized
Version, " provoking," is perhaps not meant
in the sense in which this English verb is

now commonly

used, and in which it also
frequently occurs in our English Bible, of
" making angry," but in the proper sense of
the Latin verb provocantes, "challenging," e.g., to legal controversy, or to battle, or
to mutual comparative estimation in any
way. Any superiority, real or imaginary, in
gifts spiritual (as charisms) or natural,
in eloquence, in theological acquirements, in
qualification for ofSoe, in public estimation,
even in moral consistency (for what follows
in ch. vi. 1 seems to point in this last direction), might be among the Galatians either
an occasion for self-vaunting or a subject of
envy on the part of those who felt themselvei

——
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east in the shade. What it was in actual
facts which gave the apostle occasion for
administering this implied reproof, it is imThere is an evident
possible to conjecture.
correlation between the "challenging" on
the part of those who felt themselves strong,

[oh. v.

I— 2«.

and the " envying " on the part of those who
found themselves weak ; both faults being,
however, traceable to one and the same
root the excessive wish to be thought

—

much

of.

HOMILETICa
" Stand firm, therefore,
TJie importance of ttanding hy Christian liberty.
Ver. 1.
in the liberty for which Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled again with the
yoke of bondage." The apostle hopefully assumes that the Galatians had not yet
surrendered their liberty.
It might well be described in such terms by
I. Judaism was a yoke op bondage.
the Apostle Peter at an earlier period (Acts iv. 10). The bondage consisted in the
number, complexity, and variety of its rites and ceremonies, associated with days, and
weeks, and months, and years; in the burdensome repetition of sacrifices; in the
expensiveness of the old ritual; in the time and labour consumed in purifications and
washings; and in the place which every trivial or important transaction of life, such
as marriage, burial, ploughing, sowing, reaping, held in the religious economy of a
theocratic people.
The Gentiles in Galatia had had experience of the degrading yoke
of heathen bondage.
Were 'they to bo "entangled again" with a yoke, even that of
Judaism?

The liberty here referred to is exemption from
II. The liberty won by Christ.
the rites and requirements of the ceremonial Law, including circumcision itself. But
1. It sets the leliavw
that liberty implies a great enlargement in Christian blessing.
"
have received, not the spirit of bondage
free from the terrors of the old economy.
again to fear, but the spirit of adoption." Christ has freed us from many fears that
must have marred the peace of Old Testament saints. 2. He destroys the physical
drvdgery of religion. His yoke is easy as his burden is light. 3. His liberty lift*
us out of the state of spiritual childhood in which the Jews dwelt, that we may have
a larger comprehension of the mysteries of the kingdom (Heb. vi. 2).
1. It would
III. The importance of standing by oub nbwly acquired liberty.
2.
man
be an insult to Christ, who hought it, if his followers were to surrender it.
may bear an unjust burden, but not a burden upon conscience. 3. It is our interest to
stand in the full liberty of the gospel. " As free, yet not using our liberty as a cloak
4. Our firmness wiU
of maliciousness, but as the servants of God " (1 Pet. ii. 16).
encourage others to a resolute assertion of Christian liHerty against ail sortt qf ritualistic

We

A

priesihoods.

A

The apostle assumes a severer and a
shows that there is something worse than
It
folly in turning aside to the Law, for it is to take an absolutely destructive course.
"If ye be circumcised,
is absolutely impossible to reconcile circumcision with Christ.
Christ shall profit you nothing."
For
I. This does not waekant the condemnation of circumcision in itself.
it was a Divine appointment, not only a national rite to distinguish Jews from Gentiles,
but " a seal of the righteousness of faith " (Eom. iv. 11). Nor does it condemn circumcision as a past act on the part of a Jew born under the ancient economy, nor as a
mere prudential act as giving a more ready access to the Jews, for the apostle himself
Ver. 2.

solemn

and emphatic warning.

more authoritative tone

—"

I

— and

Paul "

circumcised Timothy (Acts xvi. 3).
II. He condemns circumcision beqarded ab

a bitk necessary to salvation.

1.

This position involves the rejection of Christ, as if he had not wrought out a .complete
Those who support it imply that they have entered upon another mode of
salvation.
2. As circumcision was one of the types or shadows that was to pass
justification.
away with the death of Christ, its continuance seemed a constructive denial that he had
come at all. 3. Circumcision was utterly meaningless to Qentiles, who were not of
Abraham's race. If, therefore, they were circumcised, it meant that they found the rite
4. The declat-ition qf the apostle, " Christ shall profit
ftecessary to their salvation.

—

—
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you nothing" tm/pTiaticaUy applies to the rites and ceremonies of the Romish Church,
which are not even of Divine appointment like circumcision. Trapp saya, " Pharisaical
and popish justiciaries are entangled in the fond conceits of their own righteousness."
But Christ will profit none but those who, "not having their own righteousness,"
desire to be found in Christ, having the righteousness of God by faith.

The Jndaizing teachers did not,
Ver. 3.
77ie obligations involved in circumcision.
perhaps, allow their converts to realize the full extent of the obligation involved in
circumcision.
I. The apostle beitekates the extent of this oblioation in the case of the
Circumcision was not a
CIRCUMCISED. They are "debtors to do the whole Law."
mere badge of Jailaism, as bajitism is of Christianity, but it involved a profession of
obedience to the whole Jewish Law. It was not competent to select a few precepts for
obedience ; for the circumcised was a debtor to do " the whole Law." The false teachers
did not observe it themselves (ch. vi. 13), yet it was their duty, on their own principles, to observe it unremittingly, completely, and without external help, in every
department of it.

The danger of

this oblkjation. Circumcision could only profit on one suppo" It verily profiteth if thou keep the Law " (Horn. ii. 25). But, in case of
failure, it had no power to save from the curse.
Circumcision in that case Ijecomes
uQcircumcision that is, it will not save you from being treated as a transgressor or
treated as if you had never been circumcised.
II.

sition.

—

Ver. 4.
The logical results of the Judaistic position. Christ profits only those
united to him, and a Soul departed from him is undone for ever. This would be the
exact risk of such Galatians as, following Judaistic guidance, sought to be "justified by
the Law." Consider
"Christ is become of no
I. Theib doctbinb involved sbpabation from Christ.
Representing circumeffect unto you;" rather, "you are done away from Christ."
cision as the bond of connection with the Law, the apostle declares circumcision to be
a de jure separation from Christ, in whom all legal engagements were fully met.
Justification by grace and justification by Law are mutually exclusive.
If we can be
saved in any other way than by Christ, we do not need him, and the adoption of that
other way is a renunciation of him. To be "without Christ" is the most miserable
as wrH as the most fatal position in life.
II. Their doctrine involved a dbpabtdbb from the system of salvation by
OBAOE. " Ye are fallen from grace." The clause has no bearing upon the doctrine of
the perseverance of saints, for the grace here spoken of is not personal religion, but the
system of salvation by grace. Law and grace are opposites ; that is, the dispensation
The justified person in the one case works
of Law and the dispensation of grace.
out salvation by his own obedience ; in the other he simply receives it. The apostle
declares the mode of justification by personal obedience as iuvoiviug the rejection of
thtr

mode

of justification

by

Christ.

The hlessed prospects involved in the true doctrine of grace. " For we through
Ver. 5.
the Spirit wait for the hope of righteousness by faith." This passage is not to be
understood as saying merely that believers_ have no other hope of justification but by
faith in Christ, or that believers wait for the hope of being justified by faith.
The
lighteousness was, in fact, already theirs, and therefore not an object of hope at all.
The apostle means that we are enabled by faith, in the power of the Spirit, to wait for
the hope that is lodged in the heart of the righteousness that "is of God by faith in
Christ Jesus."
I.

The central point

is

the kiqhtbousness to which faith and hope alikb

in fact, no fulcrum, or point of support, apart from this righteousness, which is itself independent of all our graces, and therefore in no way affected by
our varying frames or feelings. The Judaistic heart would cling to a righteousness by
works, because it seemed to think it could understand a bargain between God and man,
but it saw no absolute security in mero grace. Yet "it is of faith, that it might bs
of gruce ; to the end the promise may be sure " (Bom. jv, 16).

CLDio.

They have,

—

—
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We

" wait for
II. Consider The hope that is wrapped up in this righteousness.
the hope of righteousness;" that is, not the hope of being righteous or attaining righteousness, but the hope that belongs to the righteousness already described.
In pofjsession
of this righteousness, what may you not hope for ? All the blessings of the new anti
better covenant which Christ sealed with his precious blood ; all things necessary tft
our present well-being and our future blessedness.
III. Faith enables us to wait fob this hope. It is itself " the substance of thingf
hoped for." The hope leans upon the faith. Hope is the eldest-born daughter of fait>
(Rom. V. 1 3). Apart from faith there can be no hope. The necessity of faith ii>
evident. The believer finds that when he becomes righteous by faith he becomes •
stranger and a pilgrim on earth, his path through the wilderness one of tears and toils
and conflict, and he is disappointed to find that difficulties with the world arise from
the moment his difficulties with God are ended. It is a great perplexity.
He forgets,
however, that he has to walk by faith, not by sight. Faith is not fruition. It is not
heaven. It is, after all, " but the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of thing*
not seen."
IV. Consider how the Spirit enables us to wait for the hope of righteousness
BY faith. 1. He strengthens faith. As it was the Spirit who first imparted faith, in
the act of regeneration, so it is the Spirit who sustains it in exercise through all the
stages of Christian destiny.
2. He gives a glorious view of tlie hopes wrapped up in
the righteousness. 3. He acts upon our power of waiting as being the Spirit of prayei

—

(Rom.

viii.

20).

The essential principle of Bible Christianity. After condemning circumcision
Ver. 6.
he qualifies his statement to the extent of making it neither better nor worse than
uncircumcibion. But then he reduces them both to the one level of religious ineptConsider
ness.
I. The power of Christianity consists not in distinctions like those which
BBPABATE Jbw AND Gentilb. " In Chiist Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumoision."
A man is not saved because he is circumcised, nor lost
because he is not. Circumcision does not introduce a man into union with Christ, and
the mere absence of it does not lead to a deeper fellowship with the Saviour. It is,
thei'efore, a mistake to have the form of godliness without the power.
II.
The true powbb of Christianity lies in faith working by love. 1.
Faith is fundamental in Ghristian life, at least on man's side, as regeneration is fundamental on God's side. This fact is not inconsistent with the fact that Christ himself
is the only Foundation, for he is the Foundation absolutely, whether we believe in him or
not ; but faith is the foundation which we lay when we are enabled through the Divine
Spirit to place ourselves on the ti-ue Foundation laid in Zion.
2. It is not a mere historical faith, nor a speculative belief in doctrines, which may be allied with a cold and
"
unloving heart ; for it worketh by love." It is not, therefore, a " dead faith." 3. It is
justifying faith, for it is the instrument of our justification; and it is perfect in itself
The Romish idea, that it is " faith
80 far as it apprehends the righteousness of Christ.
made perfect by love," is founded on a mistranslation, for the verb is not the passive, but
the middle, as always in the New Testament, and is opposed to the doctrine of the
apostle, which is that faith is not a work and has no merit, and by its very relation to
justification protests against the merit of all human works.
4. It is at the same time
an operative faith ; for " it worketh by love." It is, indeed, a mighty power. " It
overcomes the world."
Love is the channel in which faith flows forth to bless the
world. (1) It is evident that love does not work of itself; it works in the strength of
faith.
No man loves a Saviour whom he cannot trust. All who are united to Christ
by faith become partakers of his Spirit, one of whose fruits is love (ver. 22) and
•

;

this love is the principle of all obedience

(Rom.

Love

metal, for
into the mould of love does faith pour love itself.
(3) Love flourishes exactly as faith
flourishes.
If, through distress, you begin to doubt the Lord's goodness and wisdom,
there is a fear that the heart will become cold toward him. The faith and the love will
increase or diminish together.
(4) Though faith worketh by love, the love reacts upon
faith and adds to its power.
Love leads to admiration, for it sees Christ's love, faithfuland faitli s^ys at once, " I can trust Jmn more than ever." But lovs
aess, and power
;

xiii.

10).

(2)

is faith's

—
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—
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likewise forbids unbelief. Was there ever true love in man or woman that it did not
The want of mutual confidence in the marriage relation is the death
forbid distrust?
Puritan
of love, (5) Faith and love are the great allied principles of Christian life.
divine says, " Faith and love are the two arms and the two eyes without which
Christ can neither be seen nor embraced." Another says, " Faith and love are the two
conduits lain from the Christian soul to the Fountain of living waters, fetching in
from thence a daily supply of such grace as wUl certainly end in a fulness of glory."
(6) The pregnant statement of the apostle condemns alike all hypocrites and legalists, an
Well as all who are careless or slothful in the Lord's service.

A

—

The sudden swerve of the Oalatians from the truth. Thsy had been
progress in the truth, when they suddenly started aside through the
influence of the Judaists, to the deep sorrow and unfeigned astonishment of the apostle.
Vers. 7

9.

making a hopeful

Mark
" Ye did run well." An old divine says,
I. Thk Christian life is a oood race,
" To run in religion is well, to iun well is better, and to accomplish the race is the best
It is well in its beginning ; so it was emphatically in Galatia : it is well in its
and the apostle gives us a fine example of running in his own case " he
pressed to the mark, for the prize " (Phil. iii. 14) : and it is well in its end (Heb. xii.
" To obey the truth."
1. The course.
1). There are three things here to be considered.
of all."

—

progress,

This the Galatians were ceasing to do under alien influence. The tnith of the gospel
already hinted at (ch. ii. 5, 14), as opposed to every perversion or modification, was the
clearly marked course for the believer's race ; and it was truth, not merely apprehended
with the intellect or admired by the imagination, but obeyed from the heart, realizing,
in fact, " the obedience of faith." 2. The condition. " Looking to Jesus, the Author and
Finisher of our faith " (Heb. xii. 2), for guidance, strength, acceptance, comfort, and
To use a phrase of old Berridge, " Galatian anvils might
eternal life (Jude 20, 21).
bo used to hammer the doctrines of grace as thin as possible," so as eventually to check
the progress of the gospel altogether; for salvation is entirely of grace, and that
grace through Jesus Christ 3. The 'prize is a crown of life (Rev. ii. 10), a crown of
righteousness (2 Tim. iv. 7, 8), an unfading crown (1 Cor. ix. 25 ; 1 Pet v. 4).
" Who did hinder you ? " The fact is
II. Hindrances in the Christian race.
instructive that such hindrances arise ; but they ought to teach us the lesson of our
entire dependence on Christ for strength and protection (John xv. 4), and the necessity
of constant watchfulness (Mark xiii. 37).
The apostle's mode of asking the question,
"Who did hinder you?" 1. Implies astonishment at the sudden perversion of the Galatians. 2. It asserts that it did not spring from any Divine call : " 1 1 cometh not from him
that calleth you" (Bom. ix. 11, 24; 1 Cor. i. 9; vii. 15); it is, indeed, inconsistent
with all the purposes included in the effectual call of God. 3. The question has a
conciliatory aspect; for he does not, at least primarily, charge the perversion upon
themselves, but upon their Judaistic seducers. 4. Its answer pointed to these seducers,
concerning whom we may infer that : (1) They were few. He does not ask the question
to ascertain the name of the individual who had led them astray ; but it is significant
"
that twice over he speaks of him as an individual person, " Who (jls) did hinder

you

"

He

?

It is true that the seducers are also spoken of in the
that humbleth you."
plural number : " I would they were even cut off which trouble you."
The two forms
of phraseology imply that they were few, but that there may have been some one man
of commanding influence among them.
(2) Their influence was not grounded in
;
argument, but in *' persuasion " for they dexterously flattered the pride of the Galatians
and worked upon their devotional feelings. Beligious seducers have a wonderful art of
"beguiling" unwary souls "with enticing words" (Col. ii. 4). Christians ought,
therefore, to beware of credulousness in spiritual things.
(3) Their influence, as well at
their doctrine, was essentially evil, though at present it might be but " a little leaven."
" Leaven " is here used in a bad sense for the principle of corruption, " Beware of the
leaven of the Pharisees." But the apostle here refers to persons, not to doctrines, for
he could never speak of the Judaistic heresy as " a little leaven " since it superseded
Christ (4) Their influence threatened to grow. Leaven was infectious. "
little
leaven leaveneth the whole lump." The Judaists, by their arts
their flatteries, might
yet d«bafie the entire Chr)t>tiaQity of Galatia.

A

wd

—
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in. The necessity fob inquiring into the causes op kbligious baoksltdino.
The question of the apostle implies this necessity. 2. There is danger in neglectThe " little leaven " would thus have time to work unhindered.
ing the inquiry.
If wo have been hindered from runnir g
3. Our inquiry ought to bear practical fruit.
well, let us seek the cause, and apply for restoring grace by prayer, repentance, and
If we have been restored from falls or preserved from
faith (Hos. xiv. 1, 3, 8).
hindrances, let us caution others of their danger (Heb. iv. 1) and concern ourselves
about their welfare (Luke xxii. 32) and restore the fallen in a spirit of meekness (ch.
Thus it will be manifest that to run well must be conducive to. our present
vi. 1).
comfort, to our abiding usefulness, and to our future happiness.
1.

Tlie apostle's sanguine hopes of Qdlatian recovery.
The swerve toward
Ver. 10.
Therefore he assumes a hopeful tone in dealing
ritualism was in its mere incipiency.
with the Galatians as a Church. " He fears the worst, but hopes the best."
It is good to be of a
I. The ground of his hopeful confidence. " In the Lord."
hopeful temperament, and good to have good men to think well of our state, as their
judgment will be according to truth and charity. The ground of the apostle's confidence
was not (1) that there would be any change in the teiDper or arts of the seducers ; for
" they always wax worse and worse " (2 Tim. iii. 13) ; (2) nor in the force of liis own
argumentative expostulations, nor in a mere return of that affection for him which was
once so ardent and so self-sacrificing ; but (3) " in the Lord " himself, who had power to
recover them out of their error. " Paul may plant, and A polios water ; but it is God who
giveth the increase " (1 Cor. iii. 7). It is he, and he only, who can make the Galatians
" like-minded " with the apostle, by blessing his reproofs, his arguments, his tender
urgencies of appeal.
II.

The unsettling tendency of false teachers.

—

The Greek word

ia

very

expressive " he who excites tumults among you," or who " disturbs you." Perhaps the
apostle had in view a particular teacher who was specially dangerous.
Such teachers
(1) shake old j^rinoiples from their firm foundations ; (2) shake tlie hearts of men by
unsettling doubts and distracting conflicts ; (3) and shake the stability o< Churches,
often scattering the flock as sheep without a shepherd.
He " shall bear his judgment,
III. There is a judgment fou religious seducers.
whosoever he he." 1. It will be a just judgment. It will be according to his works.
2. The judgment will
His end will be, as the apostle implies, a sure condemnation.
not be averted by the hi^h opinion seducers entertain of themselves, nor by their
high position in the Church, nor by the high esteem in which they may be held by

man.

A

Ver. 11.
false imputation repelled. Perhaps one of the false teachers might say
that the apostle was himself one of the subverters of the gospel, for he had circumcised
Timothy. " And 1, brethren, if I yet preach circumcision, why do I yet suffer persecution ? then is the offence of the cross ceased."
I. It is bight for good men to eepel false accusations against their ohahactbr.
There are ultra-spiritual people in our day who decline to notice attacks upon themselves, because, as they say, the Lord will preserve their character ; and yet they are
often found to do unlovely and uncharitable things condemned both by the Church and
the world. The apostle could well say, at one time, that for him it was hut a small
matter that he should be judged by man's judgment ; but he as pointedly says, " Let
;
not your good be evil spoken of " "Let your moderation be known to all men ;"aad he
counsels Timothy that deacons " must have a good report from them that are without"
He himself always resolutely defended his moral consiBtenoy.
II. Consider the soundness and relevancy of his answer.
1. Et makes no
allusion to the case of Timothy, because that could not justify the Judaistio doctrine of
It was not because he deemed the rite necessary for Timothy'* salvacircumcision.
tion, but to meet the scruples of weak Christian Jews, that he became for the time "as
A Jew to the Jews." 2. He aslcs, " Jf I preach circumcision still, why do youptrsecute
me f " If I preached circumcision, 1 should not be persecuted. I should be exactly
where you are. 3. £ut that position would imply that " the offence of the cross had
ceased."

The

cross

was a gtumbling-bloc^ to {ho Jews, because

their Saviour

w^*

—
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presented to them in circumstances of humiliation, as a crucified Man. But it wai
doubly so when it appeared as the very meaus of atonement, so that a Jew, by simply
beieving in Christ, might, without legal observances, be saved. The cro3s is still an
offence to more than Jews or Greeks, for it humbles the pride of man, it dethrones all
priesthoods, and makes the sinner directly dependent for salvation upon the Lord himself.
It humbles man's pride ; yet, " whosoever believeth in him shall not be ashamed." The
gospel is throughout the religion of a crucified Saviour and of a ruined sinner not a
mere system of morals, nor a mere revelation of truth, but a scheme of remedial mercy.
We cannot alter it or shape it in accordance with the false pbilosophizingi of the
world. " Blessed is the man whosoever shall not be offended in me."
;

A

The apostle had been so profoundly
fierce stroke of apostolic irony.
the false accusations of the Judaizers and their fanatical zeal for circumcision,
"
which was, after all, a mere glorying in the flesh," that he throws out a wish that
those who were trying to unhinge Galatian Christianity would themselves exemplify
this " glorying" to the extent that was so familiar among the worshippers of Cybele at
Pessinus, one of the towns of Galatia. His readers would have no difficulty in understanding the allusion. If circumcision was good, the priests of Cybele had something
better to offer.
It was a piece of contemptuous sarcasm, which exhibits the passionate
feeling of the apostle caused by their unceasing efforts to undermine the gospel for the
sake of a mere mark in the flesh.
Ver. 12.

stirred

by

Tlie meaning of Christian liberty.
The false teachers deserve this severity
Ver. 13.
of treatment, for they would deprive you of your liberty.
I. The Christian oallinq is to liberty. He had already counselled them to stand
fast in the liberty wherewith Christ had made them free (ver. 1)
^a liberty which lifted
them out of legal bondage, and, above all, destroyed the yoke of ancient ceremonialism
and now these Judaizers were attempting to strike at the root of their calling.

—

The deep and unchangeable

distinction between libektt and licentious" Only use not liberty for an occasion to the flesh." This counsel was specially
needed for a Celtic people emerging out of the old immoral paganism. It shows : 1.
That duty is not destroyed hy liberty. Their escape from legal bondage did not involve
the annihilation of all moral restraints or the abrogation of the moral Law.
In fact,
the gospel brings believers under a weightier obligation to duty than the Law possibly
«in do, for it brings upon the believer the mighty constraint of Divine love (2 Cor. v.
They were no longer justified by the Law, but the Law was still a rule of life.
14).
The Antinomians of Germany and England held that believers were under Law in
no sense ; that they were under no obligations to obedience ; and therefore were ready
(jnough to use their liberty under the gospel " for an occasion to the flesh." It is still
very necessary to emphasize the obligations of Christian people under the gospel, for
gross immoralities have been committed by men with an extravagant view of gospel
liberty. Christ came to call sinners to repentance, not to licentiousness; to take his yoke
nixin them, and yield their members instruments of righteousness unto holiness. 2.
Christian people ought to use their liberty wisely. There is a margin left for human
discretion in the application of gospel principles. Perhaps a too free use of our Christian
liberty has often become an occasion of sin.
Therefore a Christian divine suggests that
'n matters of duty we ought to do too much rather than too little, but in matters of
indifference we should rather take too little of our liberty than too much.
" But by
III. The only bondage allowable in Christianity la mutual lots.
Jove serve one another." There is an antithetic force in the original, which is not so
ihvious in the translation : If you must have bondage, let it be the bondage of mutual
Love is to be the means by which the mutual bondage is to be manifested. 1.
Ibve.
Thia bondage is not degrading. Though they were servants of each other, they were
not masters of each other. " All ye are brethren." Christ himself is our example in
this service : " I am among you as one that serveth." This one fact lifts this duty to
an incomparable height of dignity and impressiveness. 2. It is this which wUl keep
your libertyfrom degenerating into licentiousness. Their love for one another, grounded
in their love for God, would set them upon all opportune ways of benefiting each other.
Thus love ia the one debt always to be discharged and always due. " Owe no man
II.

ness.

—
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Bnything, bnt to love one another " (Rom. xiii. 8). The counsel of the apostle seems to
suggest the existence in Galatia of factious quarrels and unchristian isolations.

thy

—

The spirit of the Law. Mutual service was only possible through mutual
this love was expressly commanded in the Law, which says, " Thou shalt love
neighbour as thyself."

Ver. 14.
love,

and

What

Law

which finds its tolfilment in love ? It is not the law of
I.
is the
Christ, nor the law of liberty, nor the law of the Spirit of life, but (be very Law of which
the apostle has been speaking all through the Epistle. His readers could not have
understood him if he had used tne term '^ Law" in a different sense. It follons, theretore,
that the Law must still be in force, because its essential commandment, love, remains
for perpetual fulfilment.
Love was always, even in Old Testament times, the fulfilment of the Law. The sum of the Decalogue is love (Matt. xxii. 40). The apostle
says, " He that loveth another hath fulfilled the Law" (Rom. xiii. 8, 9) ; but this does
not imply, as Antinomians say, that if we have love we have nothing to do with the
Law. Believers are exhorted, in the passage quoted, to love one another on the ground
of its being a requirement of the Law. It is absurd, then, for the Antinomians to talk
of love as being higher than Law, for love is just the fulfilling of the Law, and nothing
perfect love would keep the whole Law;.
It is, therefore, absurd for Romau
more.
Catholics to affirm that love justifies as well as faith, because love fulfils the Law.
Sin
hinders the perfection of our obedience, and therefore love cannot perfectly fulfil the

A

Law.

How

loving oub neighbour fulfils the Law. It is the want of love that leads
If we rightly loved our neighto commit murder, adultery, theft, false witness.
bour, these sins would be impossilsle. But we cannot rightly love our neighbour till we
have loved God. " He that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love
God whom ho hath not seen ? " " This is the love of God, that (fvo) we may keep his
commandments." Q'here is a necessary connection between love to God and love to our
neighbour (1 Cor. viii. 1 3).
II.

men

—

nothing higher in the sphere of ddtt than this love. The Positivists assume that they have discovered in "altruism " a principle hit(her than either
Law or gospel ever taught. Whereas we are commanded in Scripture to love our
neighbour as ourselves, the Positivists say that we ought to love him better than
ourselves.
We are to deny ourselves for the sake of others. This is Christ's idea but,
if there be no future life, it would be the mark of a fool, and not of a hero, to deny

There

III.

is

;

The idea of altruism, however, fails to realize itself in the lives
Besides, if one's own happiness ought not to be a good to himself, there
In a few years it will make
is no reason why he should secure happiness for another.
no difference to me what I have been, whether I have practised altruism or not. The
world has not yet discovered a principle for regulating human relationship that can
supersede Christianity.
myself

for

anybody.

of Positivists.

Ver. 15.
The evil effects of heresy. " But if ye bite and devour one another, take
heed that ye be not consumed one of another."
L Heeest Genders bitter disputes. The presence of the Judaists would naturally
cause constant strife, whether they succeeded or whether they failed, for the Galatians
would take sides, and be thus launched into endless debate. The strifes, of which
Church history Is so full, are not due to the truth, but to the efforts of errorists to
debase it or to destroy it. Believers are bound to contend earnestly for the faith once
delivered to the saints.

The

injurious effect op dissensions upon the Church. 1. They put an end
Spiritual life is impoverished and all but killed.
2. They injure
the credit, character, and usefulness of Christian people. " Hatred, envy, reviling, are
" (Starke). If Christians appear to bite and devour
.IS the teeth of snakes and lions
one another, the world will receive an impression of extreme cruelty in the character of
II,

to Christian peace.

the followers of the gentle Jesus.

in. They tend to scatter and destroy the Church.

•'

Ye

will be

consumed one

of another." The contest will not ena in a victory to either party, but will end in the
common extinction of both. The idea is taken from wild beasts which tear their

—
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victims to pieces till nothing is left. " Dissolution is the daughter of dissension
(Nazianzen). The Gentiles, seeing Ohristiaus quarrelling, would be repelled from
Christianity, converts would go back to their old heathenism or their old Judaism, and
the Christian community might be entirely broken up.

—

The life and warfare of the Spirit in the sold. This important
Vers. 16 18.
passage sujrgeats a comprehensive view of the Spirit's work in the believei-'s life.
1. " Walk in the Spirit."
Nothing
I. TflE WORK OF THE SpiRiT IN THE BELIEVER.
could be more descriptive of the natural effect of the spiritual cliange produced in
regeneration.
The new-born child soon discovers symptoms of activity. The language
It is not enough that
of the passage reminds us : (1) Of our dependence on the Spirit.
we begin the Divine life ; we must maintain it through all its stages and experiences.
The exercise* of a believer are only effectual by the Spirit. (2) It implies consistency.
Our life must be in harmony with the mind of the Spirit. His will must be our
constant guide. " Therefore grieve not the Holy Spirit." " The fruit of the Spirit is
Only thus can we walk in the Spirit.
in all goodness and righteousness and truth."
If we walk, we make progress in our journey. "Enoch
(3) It implies progress.
walked with God." 2. Led hy the Spirit. This implies an entire surrender of ourThe traveller in a strange land
selves to the authority and guidance of the Spirit.
must follow his guide. So the believer is led by the Spirit with the Word, which is
the chart of his journey through life. The term implies, not an isolated act of the
Spirit, but a continuous help provided through all parts of a believer's life.
II.

The reasons by which we are here urged to maintain oub dependenob

This is selfT/iere will be no fulfilling the lusts of the flesh.
guidance will keep us apart from all sinful indulgences, from all
The Spirit and
earthliness, from all the sins and purposes of the merely natural man.
shall not trust in our own strength, and so we
the flesh exclude one another.
shall be kept; we shall consult his will supremely, and he will deliver us from the
2. The warfare between the flesh and the
perversities and delusions of our own will.
Spirit demands extreme care on our part to he always in the Spirit's complete disposal.
(1) The conflict in question is inevitable. Indwelling sin is the calamity of all the
people of God. Two powers are at work within one and the same person. If there
were no such strife, with the irreconcilable antagonism involved in it, there could be
no grace. "The flesh lusteth against the Spirit." It uses the senses to mar the
It presents to the eyes what will inflame evil passions ; it appeals
Spirit's power.
through the ear to appetite; it finds the tongue often too ready to serve its purposes.
" The Spirit lusteth against the flesh." He is there entrenched within the soul and
the eye, the ear, the tongue, the hand, the
will not be dislodged. He uses the senses
He conveys thoughts, suggests impressions, and
foot
for the purposes of edification.
imparts motives, which restrain, guide, and influence the soul. (2) The effects of the
" So that ye cannot do the things that ye would." This implies that the
conflict.
believer would be free from temptation, but he cannot ; he would uninterruptedly serve
God, but he cannot ; he would be perfect as God is perfect, but he cannot. It is a
comfort, after all, to think that on account of the Spirit's operation a believer cannot
get doing all the evU he would. (3) This conflict is not without its spiritual advanIt humbles the believer, by giving him a better knowledge of his sin ; it makes
tages.
him more watchful ; it endears the Saviour to him ; it commends the riches of Divine
grace ; it calls into exercise all the graces of the Spirit and all the faculties of his
3. The Spirit's
nature. It makes him long all the more for the rest of heaven.
guidance exempts us from the Law. " If ye be led by the Spirit, ye are not under the
Law." The Galatians were for putting themselves again in subjection to Law and
" Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
forgetting the free rule of the Spirit.
liberty." It was necessary to remind them that they were now "dead to that in which
they were held " (Rom. vii. 4). It was no longer to them " a Law of sin and death."
" The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus " made them free from it. How, then,
does the Spirit's guidance set them apart from the Law ? (1) The Spirit discovers the
hopelessness of acceptance with God through Law. (2) He enables the believer to
acquiesce in the blessed discovery that " Christ is the end of the Law for righteousness
(3) He enables the believer to regard the Law in a new
Jo every one that believeth."

UPON THE Spirit.
evident.

The
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lighl.

It

is

now a

rule of life.
The believer does not tremble before it, because Christ
delights in it after the inward man. It is to him a Law. of liberty,
not really under it as a way of justification.

fulfilled it.

He

DOW

is

that he

[oh. v. 1—52(3.

—

Vers. 19 ^21.
Classification of the worJcs of the flesh.
The picture here exhibited
apostle is a frightful abyss into which he asks us to look down.
have sin
in its many varieties pictured in many parts of Scripture (Rom. i. 18
32 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 2),
but here we have a most complete account of the works of the flesh.
I. The works op the flesh.
The flesh and the body are not s3'nonymoug. The
apostle usually speaks of the body in terms of respect
unlike ascetics, who regard it as
an enemy, load it with abusive epithets, and try to weaken it with fasts and vigils and
penances. He always depreciates and condemns the flesh as a constantly evil tendency
in our actual nature.
There are sins in this catalogue of an intellectual nature, which
cannot be projierly ascribed to the body, though they are true works of the flesh. The
flesh represents, then, the whole system of corrupt nature, as it breaks forth into
seventeen different forms of transgression. They fall naturally under four heads.
1.
Sins of sensual passion. " Fornication, unoleanness, lasciviousness : " the first hardly
reckoned a sin in pagan countries the second including unnatural sins, which had a
fearful import in the East ; the third, the impure propensity indulged without check of
reason or shame. All three are grouped together elsewhere (2 Cor. xii. 21). 2. Sins of
superstition.
"Idolatry, sorcery " the first referring to the worship of false gods and
of images, which was familiar to the Galatians in connection with idol-feasts; the
second to the occult dealings with the world of spirits, so common in Asia Minor. 3.
Sins of social disorder. " Hatred, strife, envy, outbursts of anger, cavillings, divisions,
factions, envyings, murders."
It has been remarked that there is a climax in this
catalogue of nine evils, for what begins in hatred ends in murder, after it has passed
through a whole succession of disturbing and distracting experiences. They are all
violations of brotherly love, representing the selfish, unyielding, bitter spirit, which too
often enters into reactionary agitations both in Church and state.
4. Individual
" Drunkenness, revellings:" having exclusive relation to ourselves, not to
excesses,
others.
The two terms refer to scenes of gay and wanton dissipation.
They are " manifest."
II. The works of the flesh have an overt chaeacteb.
The flesh, as the sinful principle, breaks out into open acts of transgression, which are
manifest alike to God and man, manifest by the light of nature and by the Law of
God.
see the history of the flesh in the whole record of man's moral degradation
and his resulting misery. These seventeen sins may not all be equally manifest, for
some are gross and others more refined ; they may not all be equally heinous in the
sight either of God or of man; and many of them, hateful in God's sight, carry no
brand of social reprobation with man. Yet they are all manifest, open, tangible proofs
of a life at enmity with God.
" They who practise snoh things shall not inherit
III. The apostolio warning,
the kingdom of God." 1. .The kingdom of God, founded by Christ, is a holy kingdom,
and consists of those who have entered it by regeneration, who are led by the Spirit,
who are heirs of the promise, who are " made meet for the inheritance of the saints in
light." 2. Transgressors prove their want of meetness for it ; they find no enjoyment
in it; it has no attraction for them ; for these works of the 'flesh are altogether inconsistent with the character of the kingdom of God.

by the
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IV. The necessity that exists for repeated warnings against sin. "I tell
you before, as I have already told you in time past." We need " line upon line, precept
upon precept," to deepen the impression of the hatefulness of sin. It is well to
convince sinners of their individual

sins,

that they niay be shut

up

to fly to the Befuge,

Vers. 22, 23. " The fruit of the Spirit." Here we have the picture of a lovely garden
all the choicest growths of the Spirit.
I. The nine oeacbs of the Spirit.
(1) The apostle speaks of the nine as constituting the fruit of the Spirit, as if to imply that it takes all the nine, and no mere
selection of graces oat of them, to form the one fruit of the Holy Spirit.
Christian
character must be fully and harmoniously developed. (2) Mark the differenco between
the works of the Sesh and the fruit of the Spirit. Sin is our work ; the (caces ar*

with

—
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the Spirit's growth in us. (3) The nine graces throw themselves naturally into three
groups, each group condsting of three the first group, " love, joy, peace," touching
our relations to God ; tha second group, " long-suffering, gentleness, goodness," touching
our relations to our fellow-men; the third group, "faith, meekness, temperance,"
touching the regulation and conduct of our own individual Christian life. 1. First
group. " Love, joy, peace." They all spring out of the filial relation into which we are
brought by faith in Christ. Love is the tie that binds our hearts to God as our Father
joy is the glad emotion that springs up after our reconciliation with God ; peace is the
summer calm that settles down upon the soul that has entered into its rest. Love has
been called the foundation of the fabric joy, the superstructure ; peace, the crown of the
work. Love has a primary place, for it is " shed abroad in the heart hy the Holy
Ghost.'' Joy is dependent upon love, and may well be called " joy of the Holy Ghost."
It is enshrined in the very heart of love.
It rises and falls, with love itself, like the
thin thread of mercury in the thermometer, by the action of the surrounding atmofphere.
Peace is linked with joy " in believing." Peace and joy are the two ingredients of the
kingdom of God (Rom. xiv. 17). It is " the peace to which we are called in one body "
(Col. iii. 15), which will keep our hearts and minds in the midst of all worldly
" Long-suffering, gentleness, goodness." The first group
agitations.
2. Second group.
blends naturally into tlie second, for there is a near relation between peace and longsuffering.
The graces of this group begin with the passive and end with the active,
for long-suffering is the patient endurance of injuries inflicted by others ; goodness is
an active principle, not a mere kindly disposition; while gentleness or kindness is
something between the two a principle, however, which tends largely to promote the
usefulness and the comfcrt of life, lessening the friction that enters more or less into all
our intercourse with our fellow-men. 3. Third group. " Faith, meekness, temperance."
These three graces refer to the regulation of Christiim life. It is curious to find faith
seventh, and not first, in this list of graces. Faith is the root-principle of all graces. It
goes before love itself, for it " worketh by love," and it precedes joy and peace, which both
spring from our believing (Rom. xv. 13). It has, therefore, been suggested that faith
is here taken for fidelity. There is no reason, however, for any departure from its usual
meaning. Faith is here regarded, not as the means of salvation or as the instrument
of our justification, but as the principle of Christian life, which controls and guides it.
Thus faith supplies the strength of self-control that is implied in temperance, and is
the secret spring of that meekness which is an ornament of great price. Temperance
comes last in the list of graces, because self-control is the end of all Christian life.
Like the governor in machinery, it adds nothing to the power at work, but it equalizes
the power so as to produce a uniform type of work.
II. MaBK the special PKIVIIiEQE THAT ATTACHES TO THESE NINE GRACES. " Against
such there is no Law." There is Law against the seventeen works of the flesh to
condemn them ; but there is no Law to condemn the nine graces of the Spirit. There
is Law to restrain the sinner
it exists for the purposes of this restraint
hut in the
graces of the Spirit there is nothing to restrain. They all chime in with the requirements of the Law, because they radiate from that love which is the very fulfilling of
the Law. Thus those who are led by the Spirit are not under Law.

—

;
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Ver. 24.
iTie distinguishing feature of Christianity.
It is manifest in the very
nature of the case that a Christian has crucified the flesh by virtue of hia union with
Mark here
Christ.
" They that are
I. The MOST chakacteeistio DESiGNATioir OF TRUE BELIEVERS.
TTie expression implies (1) that they are Christ's by purchase, (2) by
Christ's."
deliverance, (3) by possession, (4) by dominion.
They are not his merely by external
It is natural, therefore, that they should manifest the fruit of the Spirit.
profession.
" They crucified the flesh
II. Thk most chabacteuistio part of Christian lifb.
with the affections and lusts." This points to a past act, to their conversion, in which,
by virtue of their union with Christ, they were baptized into his death (Rom. vi. 4).
"Nae believer is "crucified with Christ" (ch. ii, 19), but here the flesh, witii its seventeen categories of evil, is crucified likewise : " Our old man has been crucified with
Thus the flesh is robbed of its supremacy. Thus union with
him, " (Rom. vi. 6).
Christ secures alike our salvation from the guilt and the power of sin. " Wken Chritt

— —

m
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came in the flesh, we crucified him when he comes into our hearts, he crucifies us."
The flesh, with its passions and lusts, represents vice on its passive and active sides.
;

If the flesh has thus been crucified,
life.
" Crucified: . . . nevertheless I live" (ch. ii, 20).
L OuB Chbistian life is by the Spirit. " If we live by the Spirit." This 1 fe
1. It is
consists in the knowledc;e of (jod, in his love, in his favour, in his image.
originated by tJie Holy Spirit.
We are dead in trespasses and sins ; it is the Spirit
which giveth life. He is "the quickening Spirit" (John vi. 63); "a Spirit of life"
(Rom. viii. 2). 2. It is maintained by the Spirit. " We live by the Spirit." " He
abideth with us."
" Let us also walk by the Spirit." There
II. OuK Christian walk is by the Spirit.
must be a principle of life before it can become manifest in the outward conversation.
There must be a correspondence between the ontward walk and the inner standard.
The walk here referred to points to something very orderly and deliberate, like the
walk of soldiers marching in lank. This walk includes (1) the guidance of the Spirit
(Rom. viii. 14) ; (^) the support of the Spirit (Eph. iii. 16) ; (3) the drawings of the
Spirit: "So that ye walk after the -Spirit " (Rom. viii. 1,4); (4) the growth of the

The consistency of the Ghristian

Ver. 25.

we

live

by the

efficacy of the Spirit.

character in all the fruit of the Spirit (ver. 22).

No

Ver. 26.

departure allowed

from

the spiritual standard.

Guide and Upholder, there ought to be no room

for the

If the Spirit is our
indulgence of a proud or con-

tentious or envious dispositien.

L Vain-bloey. "Let us not become vain-glorious." A mild and suggestive
warning against an evil only in its incipiency. It is vain because it rests on no basis
of reality because, like a bubble, it bursts in a moment and is seen no more ; because
it leads to strife and envy.
This applies to the habit of challenging others to
II. " Pbovoking one another.''
;

combat, as

if

Galatian Christianity had not been already sufBciently spoiled by con-

troversies.
III.

" Envyino one another.'' The challenges of the strong might excite the envy
How beautifully the gospel calls the sainta to peace, not to doubtful

of the weak.
disputations I

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vers. 2 12. Falling from grace. Paul in the present section exposes the legal
and ceremonial spirit as a fall from tlie moral magnificence of grace. It has been well
said that " it is harder to abolish foims than to change opinions.
Ceremonies stand
long after the thought which they express has fled, as a dead king may sit on hia
throne stiff and stark in his golden mantle, and no one come near enough to see that
the light is gone out of his eyes and the will departed from the hand that still clutcliea
the sceptre." Circumcision was such a form, and against its improper use Paul has
all through this Epistle to protest. The thought of the present section is elevating aud
sublime. Let us follow the outline^
I. Paul herb implies the moral magnificence of salvation by grace. (Vers. 4, 5.)
For when we consider how this plan of salvation turns our minds away from self to
God in Christ, giving all the glory to the Saviour and taking all the blame to self, we
see that it is morally magnificent.
Self-confidence is destroyed, and confidence in
Christ becomes all in all. The whole sphere of activity is illumined by devotedness
to him who has lived and died for our redemption.
Gratitude thus is the foundation
of morality, and all idea of merit is put out of sight. The more the gospel is studied
as a moral system, the more marvellous and magnificent will it appear. This will
further exhibit itself if we consider what the working principle of the gospel is.
It is,
as Paul here shows, "faith working through love "(ver. 6, Revised Version), And faith
is the mightiest factor in the world's progress.
Suppose that faith were supplanted
by suspicion, and men, instead of trusting one another, lived lives of mutual suspicion,
the world's progress would come speedily to an end. The gospel, then, takes this
paighty principle of faith and, turning it towards Christ, it secures love as its practical
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Love to God and consequent love to men becomes the law of our lives. All
lovely is thus evoked, and the system proves its moral magnificence and
practical power.
outcome.

that

is

II. It is the oharacteristkj of leoamsm to dbpbeciate the 0B088. (Ver. 11.) Id
a scheme of free grace the cross of Jesus Christ is central and all-important.
How
could selfish hearts be emancipated from their selfishness, had not the Holy Spirit the
cross of Christ to move them ?
The cross is the self-sacrifice of incarnate love, and
the grandest appeal of all history for self-sacrifice in return. It is, moreover, a fact
and not a ceremony a fact which bears no repetition, and which stands in its moral
grandeur alone. But legalism comes in to depreciate if possible its moral value. The
insinuation is thrown out that circumcision is essential to the efScacy of the cross.
The cross is made out to be a mere adjunct to the Jewish ceremonial. Its offence
ceases.
It is no such instrument of self-sacrifice as it was intended to be.
The brave
apostle who preaches " Christ crucified " as the only hope of salvation is persecuted for
doing so, and the whole legal band arrays itself against him. It is thus that the legal
spirit depreciates and dishonours the Crucified One.
III. All this implies in the legal spirit a fall fbom obacb.
(Ver. 4.) This is
the key of the present passage. The soul, which so depreciates the cross as to go away
and to try to save itself by ceremonies, has fallen from a moral grandeur into deepest
selfishness.
Christ profits in nothing the soul who is bent on saving himself.
The
righteousness of Christ, which is unto all and upon all them that believe, cannot consist
with the self-seeking and self-confidence which self-righteousness implies.
must
choose our saviour and adhere to him. If our saviour is to be ceremony, which is
only another way of saying that our saviour is ourselves, then we may as well renounce
all hope of salvation by Christ.
sever ourselves from Christ when we seek to be
have descended in the scale of motive
justified by the Law (Revised Version).
wo have taken up the selfish plan; we have " fallen away from grace."
IV. Paul ahticipates that his bxposueb of legalism will cure the Galatians
OF it. (Ver. 10.) He believes that legalism will be destroyed and rooted up by laying
bare its real meaning. The leaven will not be allowed to spread. It is most importaot
in the same way to be meditating constantly upon the magnificence of the gospel
.system as a moral system. Thus shall we prize it more and more, and never think of
surrendering it for any rival and selfish system. R. M. E.
;

We

We

We

—

—

15.
Having shown the magnificence of the gospel
Vers. 13
TTie liberty of love.
system, Paul now proceeds to define that freedom which it secures. It is not licence,
but love, which it induces ; and love not only fulfils the Law, as legalism does not, but
have the following points
also prevents the bitter strife which legalism ensures.
suggested
(Ver. 13.) The grace which
I. The distinction bbtwebn licence and libbbtt.
has freed us from the legal spirit has not endowed us with a liberty to live licentiously.
The liberty it gives is totally distinct from licence. Licence is liberty to please ourBut God in
selves, to humour the flesh, to regard liberty as an end and not a means.
His liberty is a means and not an end ; it is liberty
his gospel gives no such liberty.
to live as he pleases, liberty to love him and love men, liberty to servo one another
must guard ourselves, then, from the confusion of mistaking licence for
by love.

We

:

We

liberty.

the bbal liberty. (Ver. 13.) As a matter of experience we never
we have learned to love. When our hearts are going out to God in
Christ, when we have at his cross learned the lesson of philanthropy, when we have
felt our obligation to God above and to man below, then we are free as air and rejoice
Then we refuse licence as only freedom's counterfeit, for we have learned
in freedom.
a more excellent way. We cannot imagine a loveless spirit to be free. He may
II.

Love

is

feel free until

achieve an outlawry, but he
III.

Love

is

is

not, cannot be, free.

the bbal fulfilment of the Law.

(Ver. 14.)

The

legalists in their

system of self-righteousness spent their strength upon the mint, the anise, and
righteousness, judgment, and
the cummin ; while the weightier matters of the Law
Ceremonies and not morality became their concern.
The
faith
were neglected.
tithing of pot-herbs would entitle them to Paradise. In contrast to all this, Paul shows

little

—

—

—
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that Christian love, whicli is another name for liberty, fulfils the demands of Law.
The meaning of the commandments published from Sinai was love. Their essence
Hence the
is love to God and love to onr neighbour, as well as to our " better self."
gospel throws no slight on Law, but really secures its observAnoe. The whole system
turns on love as the duty and the privilege of existence. While the Law is, therefore,
,

Saved through the merits and grace
rejected as a way of life, it is accepted as a rule.
recognize in God the
of Christ, we betake ourselves to Law-keeping con amore.
s\ipieme object of grateful love ; we recognize in our neighbour the object of our love

We

;
and we honour the Law of God as " holy and JTJst
between the legal spirit and the gospel spirit is that
in the one case Law is kept in hope of establishing a claim ; in the other it is kept in
token of our gratitude. The motive in the one case, being selfish, destroys the high
standard of Law. It fancies it can be kept with considerable completeness, whereas
it is kept by the best with constant and manifold shortcoming.
The motive in the
other case, being disinterested, secures such attachment to the Law, because it has
been translated into love, that it is kept with increasing ardour and success. Slaves
will never honour Law so much as freemen.
IV. Love is the true antidote to strife and division. (Ver. 15.) The ritualistic or legal spirit into which the Galatians had temporally fallen manifested itself in
sti'ife and bickerings.
This is, in fact, its natural outcome. For if men are straining

for

God's s.ike and for his

and good."

The whole

own

sake

difference

by punctilious observance of ceremonies, they will come
It cannot be
of necessity into collision. It is an emulation of a selfish character.
conducted with mutual consideration. As a matter of fact, organizations pervaded by
the legal spirit are but the battle-ground of conflicting parties. But love comes to set
all right again.
Its genial breath makes summer in society and takes wintry isolation
and self-seeking all away. Mutual consideration secures harmony and social progress.
Instead of religious people becoming then the butt of the world's scorn by reason of
their strife and divisions, they become the world's wonder by reason of their unity and

every nerve to save themselves

Then shall concord and all
It is, love, therefore, we are bound to cultivate.
myriad blessings come into the Church of God and the world be subdued before it,
R. M. E.

peace.
its

—

—

We

26.
must not
Vers. 16
Christian progress realized through antagonism.
suppose, however, that the love which God gives us as our liberty cau work out its
Opposition we know it will meet in the world
will without experiencing opposition.
of selfish men ; but Paul here points out the antagonism it meets within our own personalities.
The flesh antagonizes the Spirit. Love does not get its own sweet way as
often as we would. Self becomes a battle-ground, and God contends with the flesh for
the supremacy of the soul.
So violent is the contention that the flesh is actually
" crucified with its affections and lusts."
are introduced, therefore, to the law of
Christian progress which, because of our sinful nature, has to be through antagonizing
the sinful tendencies in the interest of love. Observe
(Ver. 17.) As UllmaBn has
I. Sin leads man to fali. out with himseli".
beautifully said, " Man forms a nnity, which is, however, only the foundation of that
higher unity which is to bo brought about in him, as a being made in the Divine
Image, by means of communion with God. Now, sin does not merely obstruct this
unity, but sets up in its place that which is its direct opposite.
He who has fallen
away from Qod by sin, does, as a necessary consequence, fall out both with himself
and with all mankind. True unity in man is possible only when that which is Godthat is, the mind acquiesces in the Divine order of life, and governs
like IE him
the whole being in conformity therewith.
But when he has once severed himself
from the true centre of his being, that is, from God, then also does that element
of his being, his mind, which is akin to God, and which was intended to be the
connecting and all-deciding centre of his personal life, lose its central and dominant
position; he ceases to be lord of himself. and of his own nature; the various powers
which make up his complex nature begin to carry on, each for itself, an independent
existence ; the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit wages a fruitless war with
the flesh (Ten 17); sinful desire becomes dominant, and while the man seems to
be in the enjoyment of all imaginable liberty, he has lost the only true liberty and bu

We
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fiecome a slave to himself; for

' whosoever conimitteth sin is the servant of sto' (John
34; Bom. vi. 16 23). He ia the dependent of self; and being thus the slave o(
self, he is also the slave of pleasure, and of all those objects which it requires for its
satisfaction."
Man becomes thus a distracted manifold, instead of a God-centred

—

viii.

unity.

IL The Spirit of Christ antagonizes the distkaotino tendencies and BEDUCBa
MAN TO A DNITT AGAIN. The Way in which we are united in heart and being is by
having Jesus Christ pressed resistlessly upon our attention. Faith realizes -in Christ
not only a perfect personal Ideal, but also a Saviour on whom man may evermore
depend. " The Christ of Christendom is not simply a Master to be loved and revered
he i3 a Saviour to be leaned upon. His followers are to have that profound sense of their
own weakness and sinfulness which renders them sensitive to the purifying and reforming
influences that radiate from the personality of Jesus.
Without this, their love for the
ideal would lead to no practical results ; it would be merely an aesthetic sentiment,
expending itself in a vague and fruitless admiration. But combine the two and you have
the most effective reforming influence that the world has ever known." Christ is not
only the unifying element in Church life, but in the individual life as well. He fuses
all the distracted faculties into a glorious unity, and makes man his own master instead
of his own slave. Hence, to quote the writer last referred to, " Christianity alone among
all religions maintains a constant antagonism to the special tendency which controls
the nature of its followers."
III. But POSITIVE feuit is produced

by the antagonizing Spirit as a glorious
SET-OFF to the WORKS OF THE FLESH WHICH HE DESTROYS. (VcrS. 19 24.) ReligioU
is not to be regarded as a negative thing, contenting itself with antagonisms, but has
positive and most important fruits.
It is not a system of severe repressions, but a system
full of stimulus towards a better and fuller life.
It does not merely forbid " fornication,
uncleanness," etc., under the penalty of exclusion from the kingdom of God, but it
produces " love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness,
.self-control." What a catalogue of virtues ! What a contrast to the works of the flesh
Thus is man restored to something like his true and better self. The gospel of Christ
is not a weary round of prohibitions, but is a glorious system of positive attainment, in
a Divine life, which is loving, joyful, peaceful, and humane to its deepest depths.
IV. Against such spiritually minded ones there can be no Law of condemnation. (Vers. 18 23.) Law, when translated into love, becomes light. God's commandments are not grievous to the loving soul. In the keeping of them there is a
Hence the Law presses heavily and hardly upon no loving spirit.
great reward.
" There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Chiist Jesus, who walk
not after the flesh, but aftei- the Spirit " (Bom. viii. 1). It is to such a blissful experience
we are asked to come. B. M. E.

—
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Circumcision. 1, Paul solemnly puts before the Galatians the
Ve/s. 2 12.
true state of the case. " Behold, I Paul say unto you, that, if ye receive circumcision,
Christ will profit you nothing." Commencing with an arresting word, he introduces
Lis own name with all the solemnity of oath-taking, witness-bearing. " Behold, I Paul

What the weight of his testimony is directed against, is their submitSAy unto you."
ting to circumcision. This was what the Judaizing teachers were aiming at, and, seeing
that they were making false representations, he declares to the Galatians, as if their
destinies were at stake, the real state of the case.
For them, Gentiles, and at the
instigation of the Judaizers, to submit to circumcision would be excluding themselves
from all advantage by Christ. It was either circumcision or Christ with them. There
was no middle ground for them to take up. There was no submitting to circumcision
and clinging to Christ at the same time. If they submitted to circumcision, they must
make up their minds to forego all that they had hoped for from Christ. 1. How he
malcet it out that circumcision excluded them from Christ. (1) Circumcision impliet
an obligation to do the whole Law. " Yea, I testify again to every man that receiveth
circumcision, that he is a debtor to do the whole Law." Again does he clear his conscience by emitting his solemn testimony.
This testimony was more particularly
directed to every man among them that, under the influence of the Judaizers, had any
thought sf submitting lo circunacision. The apostle, as it were, take* him wde, Mid
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earnestly and affectionately warns him.
Let him consider what he is doing. He ii
hringing himself under ohligation to do the whole Law, and that personally, with this
risk attached, that,'if he fails to do the whole Law, he comes under its curse. (2) Doing
" Ye are severed fiom Christ, ye who
the whole Law excludes from Christ and grace.
would be justified by the Law ; ye are fallen away from grace." The apostle takes the
doing of the whole Law to be equivalent to the working out of the whole of their justification.
That was necessarily to the entire exclusion of Christ. There was nothing
left for him to do.
His work was made of none effect. They were severed from Christ
and all the benefit of his work. They were thus fallen away from grace. Formerly
they stood upon the merits of Christ, they had their Surety to answer for them ; now
tliey had themselves, immediately and fully, to answer to God for their Law-keeping.
" For we through the
2. TJiS case of Christians stated.
(1) The expectancy of faith.
Spirit by faith wait for the hope of righteousness."
The thought in its simplicity is
that we hope for righteousness.
This can only be the righteousness on the ground of
which we are justified. There is a difficulty in this being presented as future, when
it can be immediately and fully enjoyed.
Some attempt to get over the difficulty by
supposing the meaning to be the hope that belongs to righteousness, i.e. the hope of
eternal life.
But that is attaching a not very obvious meaning to the language. If we
think of justifying righteousness as future, the reference can only be to the vindication
of its sufficiency on the day of judgment, and further to the establish! ng of our personal
interest in it on that day.
The latter reference especially seems borne out by tlie
associated language.
are represented as in the attitude of expectancy.
wait
for the hope, i.e. now the realization of the hope of righteousness.
This expectancy
being based, so far as God is concerned, in the work of the Spirit on our hearts, and so
far as we are concerned, in the exercise of faith, is based in reality.
But being based
at the same time in that which is not completed, it partakes of imperfection.
are
not so sure as those Judaists were who rested on tlie fact of their being circumcised.
are not so absolutely sure as we shall be when judgment has been pronounoed in
our favour.
are confident that the righteousness of Christ will be shown to be
all-sufficient as the ground of justification.
And we hope, more or less confidently,
according to the operation of the Spirit in our hearts and the working of faith, that it
will be shown that we are possessors of that righteousness.
(2) The energy qffaifh.
" For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumoision ; but
faith working through love."
The apostle here does not take so high ground with
regard to circumcision.
He had forbidden the Galatians to submit to circumcision, on
the ground that it would exclude them from Christ. Here he puts circumcision on a
level with uncircumcision, as availing nothing within the Christian sphere.
Neither
The outward form
is what avails baptism, which has taken the place of circumcision.
What
is a matter of indifference, unless as it is connected with the inward reality.
must ever be demanded is, as the representation is here faith, and not a dead faith,
but, according to the conception of Paul as well as according to the conception of
James, a faith that is operative. And the energy of faith goes out in love. There is,
as we are taught here, a blessed harmony between these two graces. If we believe that
not only God is, but that he is inexhaustible Goodness, we must be drawn out in love
And if we believe that the Son of God condescended to become man
towards him.
and devoted himself for lis, we must be impelled out beyond ourselves towards the
good of others.
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II. Certain bearings op the case on the Galatians.
1. They were hindered in
a good career. "Ye were running well; who did hinder you that ye should not
ohey the truth ? " (1) Points in a good career, (a) That it he directed to a right end.

Their career in
This is brought out in connection with their obeying the truth.
heathenism was vitiated by their being involved in error. The true idea of life had not
But when they obeyed the truth they took Christ to be their
been revealed to them.
And that is
end and undertook to shape their career according to the rules of Christ.
necessary to the commencement of a good career. (6) That it he commenced early. If
the Galatians did not commence in early life, yet they commenced as soon as an
opportunity in providence was presented to them, and so far they can be cited as an
example of commencing early.
It would have been a great advantage to them to
There would sov have \ieni
iuir« been taught and moulded as Christians in youtb.
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and undo. The laws of association and habit would
have been working all along in their favour. And there would have been more time
in which to advance to excellence and usefulness, (c) That it he pursued with enthusiasm.
In the Galatians the warm Celtic temperament was warmed under the
their heathen education to unlearn

influences of the cross.
apostle. Thfiy did

was

It

run well

;

this especially that called forth the admiration of the
his converts none had displayed greater enthu»iasm

among

in the Christian race, (d) Tliat it he pursued with steadiness.
It was with regard to
this that there was danger to the Galatians.
Would they continue in their ardent
attachment to the gospel? Would time cool their ardour, or would it be transferred
to some other doctrine ?
Especially would they continue steadfast in the face of
hindrances that made tiial of them ? It was that which was now being tested. (2)
Eindrcmces. There aie rocks and weeds wliich are put as hindrances in the way of the
farmer cultivating the soil. There are difficulties to be overcome in connection with every
worldly calling.
need not wonder, therefore, at there being difficulties in connection
with the Christian calling. It is only by conquering difficulty after difficulty that we
gain the heights of excellence. The greatest difficulties are those which arise from curSelves, from our own weak and treacherous hearts.
But we are referred more here to
hindrances which arise from others. " Ye were running well ; who did hinder you ? " In
the word which is used there is an allusion to breaking up roads, by destroying bridges,
raising barriers.
There is suggested, by opposition, a representation of what our duty
is to our felh)w-men.
are to act as pioneers, clearing the way before others by
are to act
levelling high places, filling up hollows, throwing bridges across rivers.
towards them so that they shall have not only no temptation to fall, but every help
And when there are those who throw obstacles across our path we arti
to well-doing.
not to feel annoyed, as though we had only to deal with them. But we are to feel that
God is making trial of us through them. And therefore we are not to succumb, but
Thus out of the eater shall come forth meat
to persevere in the face of obstacles.
out of our hindrances shall come forth the manly virtues. 2. It was not God who was
seeking to persuade them to he circumcised, " This persuasion came not of him that
calleth you."
Persuasion may mean either the state of being persuaded or the act of
persuading. The latter seems more in keeping with the context. The course to which
the Judaizers would have persuaded the Galatians would have been, in its consequences,
disobedience to the truth. They would not attempt, we may suppose, to get them to
set aside the cross. Their policy was rather to get them to add circumcision to the cross.
This persuasion came not of hira that called them. It was not in accordance, either
with the idea that was in the Divine mind in calling them, or with the idea that was
in their own minds in choosing the calling, which was in both cases making Christ
everything in the road to everlasting happiness. It did not come from above, from the
GnA who saved them and called them to everlasting glory, but it came from beneath
from the enemy of mankind. 3. He was a/raid of the spread of error among them,
"
On the one hand, the Judaists, in order
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump."
On the other hand,
to gain their point, would bo inclined to minimize its importance.
the Galatians might think the Judaistio teaching had made very little way among
The apostle puts them on their guard by telling them that a little leaven
them.
leaveneth the whole lump. This saying also occurs in 1 Cor, v. 6. The reference
By tolerating such
there is to a case of gross immorality in the Corinthian Church.
immorality, there would be danger of the whole Corinthian Church being lowered in its
moral tone and practice. So by the Introduction of a little Judaistic leaven, such as
the toleration of the circumcision of a single Gentile convert, there would be danger of
tae Christian communities of Galatia becoming Judaistic, i.e. communities upon
which the blessing of God would not rest, from which the Spirit of God would
And so a little leaven of carelessness in the household, in companionship,
depart.
4. He had confidence in them that they would remain
leavens the whole lump.
unchanged.
"I have confidence to you-ward in the Lord, that ye will be none
otherwise minded." He had confidence that they would not change from a Christian
His confidence was not founded on reports received
to a Judaistic way of thinking.
regarding them. For these, as we have seen, threw him into a state of perplexity.
But he had confidence to them-ward in the Lord. He had confidence in the use
•ppoiated meaa». He had confidence in the power of prayer. He had prayed to Qoi on
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might be none otherwise minded. He had confidence in bringing
proper representations before their minds, as he had endeavoured to do. He had confidence especially in the great Head of the Church making use of the means in the
interests of the Galatian Churches and of the whole Church.
6. 27*6 trouhler would
hear his judgment. " But he that troubleth you shall bear his judgment, whosoever he
be," Que is separated here, not as ringleader, but for the sake of individualization. Ho
is represented as a troubler.
He acts over the part of Satan who, seeing the happiness
of Eden, envied our first parents its possession. So he, spying the peace and prosperity
of the Galatian communities, cannot let them alone ; he must introduce his Judaistic
leaven.
BUt this troubler, whosoever he be (thus searched out and held up before
them), shall bear his iudgment.
God, indeed, makes use of him in making trial of
them. And they shall be judged for the manner in which they have dealt with his
representations testing them or not testing them.
But let him know that he shall
have the sentence, and the burdensome sentence, of a troubler passed and carried out
upon him. 6. Jt was evident that he was no preacher of circumcision. " But I, brethren,
if I still preach circumcision, why am I still persecuted? then hath the stumbling-block
of the cross been done away."
are not under any danger of attaching a materialistic
meaning to the cross. Whilst the wood to which were nailed Christ's hands and feet
has now long ago mouldered away, and has no existence unless in the imagination of the
superstitions, the spiiitual associations of it remain.
It is the greatest fact that was
ever accomplished on earth or ever brought to the knowledge of earth's inhabitants,
and which will not decay in time or in eternity that the adorable Son of God, coming
down to our human condition, onco became obedient unto death, even the death of the
cross.
It is this which is set forth in Scripture as the Divine and only instrument of
salvation. It was this which Paul made the great burden of his preaching.
Whatever
remedies or methods were proposed or 'advocated by others, " We," says he, who was
himself a wonderful trophy of the cross " we preach Christ crucified." But it was said
in Galatia for a purpose that he preached circumcision, i.e. in addition to the cross.
He could easily have given an explanation of the circumstance on which this sharge
was founiled, viz. his having circumcised Timothy ; but taking the representation as
it was
that he was actually a preacher of circumcision he puts a question and draws
a conclusion.
The very pertinent question he puts is
(1) He puts a question.
was he persecuted ? Was it not the fact that it was the Judaizers who led to his
being a prisoner for the gospel in Eome? Did that not show that they knew very well
that there was a real and deep antagonism between their preaching and his ? (2) He
draws a conclusion. If this course, falsely attributed to him, were followed, to add circumcision to the cross to please the Judaists, and some other point to please some other
party ; if all parties were thus to be suited, then it strikes the apostle that this result
would follow, the offence of the cross would cease, and that seems to him a most
undesirable result, entirely to be deprecated.
If the cross gives such satisfaction all
round, and does not offend, as well, he thinks, stamp it a failure and proclaim abroad
its utter ineflioiency as a means of conversion.
Wherein lies the offence, the scandalizing property, of the cross?
It does not lie in its offending any true feeling or principle
of our nature.
In Christianity there is nothing that is wantonly harsh or rude. Its
langunge is, " Giving none offence." " Woe unto him by whom the offence cometh I
But the offence of the cross lies in its running counter to the inclinations of the
unrenewed heart. It can be seen, then, how it could not be true, but must be a proved
lie, if it did not offend ; it would be giving in to the natural heart, which it is the
purpose of God not to flatter, but to subdue, (a) The cross is an offence because it does
not merely please the imagination. Men are fond of ritualism in religion. Now, the
cross is singularly simple and unadorned. In this respect it stands markedly in contrast
with what preceded it. This is not pleasing to many. They would put ornaments
upon the cross to take away its offensive simplicity. But that is a wrong tendency.
The most beautiful rites and gorgeous shows, instead of drawing to the cross, as the
meaning sometimes is, are more likely to usurp its place. The worshipper, instead of
having his heart reached, is likely to have only his imagination pleased. Let the cross
be left to its own simple power, though the imagination should be offended. It can do
without ornaments ou it in our day as well as it did in Paul's day, (b) Z%« crois ii
reason.
It was to the Greeks foojjshneas,
un offence because it is humbUny to pride
their behalf, tliat they
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apt to be to intellectual people still to the Greeks of the present day, to
men, to the reading portion of the community. That is at least what all such
have to surmount. The cross seems foolishness to them. They would like a difiScult
problem on which to exercise their intellects. Now, in one sense, the cross is above
r:ason, inasmuch as reason could never have found it out.
But in another sense it is
1 elow human reason ; it is a revelation, a doctrine all found out for man, and a doctrina
whict is level to the meanest understanding. The result of the philosophic craving
was, at a very early period of the Church, the rise of Gnosticism. It was very much a
blending of the Greek philosophy with Christianity. It was the religion of mind, those
eaibvacinL; it professing to have a deeper insight into Christian facts than the common
And since the disappearance of Gnospeople, who took them in their obvious sense.
ticism, there has been, again and again, and is at present in some quarters, an effort to
consider the literary and reading class so as to give the cross a philosophic cast, with
the view of attracting them. Now, there are some ways of speaking to intellectual
people better than others, and nothing is to be hoped for from irrational or dry
discourse, yet, if the cross is turned into a philosophy, it may attract some, but it is
not likely to benefit them. Let the cross be presented as level to the lowest intellect
let it be presented as a simple, divinely revealed fact, speaking to the heart more than
let there be no fear to offend pride of intellect, which must be humbled
to the intellect
(c) 7%e cross is an offence because it ii humhling to selfbefore the soul can be saved,
righteousness.
It is a strange infatuation of the natural heart that, with no righteousness to lay claim to, it is yet so natural to it to flatter itself with having a righteousness.
The cross, going upon the supposition that we have no righteousness of our own, and
In the Koman Catholic
that all the praise of our salvation is due to God, is an offence.
system there is a place given to works alongside of the merits of Christ, which is very
it is

literary

;

We

pleasing to the feeling of self-righteousness.
are all apt to construct a theory of
Now, the cross must never be presented
salvation in which there is a place left for self.
Let the cross be
to please self-righteous people ; that would be a fatal compromise.
pror.laimed as the impossibility of our own righteousness, as the grace of God in a
righteousness freely provided for us. That is a doctrine which must offend, but it is
the only doctrine that can satisfy the conscience, (d) The cross is an offence lecatue 0/
And that cuts into
It demands that we forsahe cherished sins.
its large demands.
natural liking, that is painful like a crucifying, and therefore an offence. But the cross
must be presented as giving no quarter to sin, as the most tremendous proof that sin
is not to be permitted, as showing how sin is utterly abhorred and condemned of God.
And to lie acknowledging the cross, while tolerating sin in ourselves, is crucifying the
It demands self-sacrifice.
Son of God afresh and putting him to an open shame.
'J'he cross-life is characteristically a life of self-sacrifice. Christ was sacrificing all along,
and when he came to the cross he sacrificed his all sacrificed his life in the most awful
circumstances. And those who would take up the cross must be prepared to follow
Christ in liis course of self-denial. And there, again, is where the offence of the cross
But as the cross of Christ can never be blotted
arises.
Its requirements are too high.
It is the standard up to which our life
out, so its requirements can never be lowered.
musi be brought if we are to attain to our perfection. There is one blessed way in
whicn the offence of the cross ceases, and that is, when we have been humbled by it as
sinners, and have been led to own its power. Then we admire it for the light it throws
And
on the Divine perfections, and for the power there is in it over human hearts.
we say, " Far be it from me to glory, save in the cro»B of the Lord Jesus Christ." 7.
Be wishes the Galatians deliverance from the unsettling teachers. "I would that they
which unsettle you would even cut themselves off." In the case of the offender against
morality in the Corinthian Church, the apostle issued a decree that he should be cut
That could not be done in this case, because these teachers were
off by the Church.
not under the jurisdiction of the Galatian Churches. They came to teach them as they
were free to do ; and all that the Galatians could do was to refuse them a hearing.
That this was the apostle's mind may bo gathered from the wish he expresses that
they would cut themselves off. As they could not be cut off by the Church, let them
cut themselves off. As they were only imsettling the Galatian order, let them leave
Galatian soil. But he does no more than wish. It was certaiidy by itself desirable ;
but it might be the purpose of God that these unsettling teachers should be left thera
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Vers. 13
Freedom sustained hy the Spirit, I. Use of Christian feeedom.
" For ye, brethren, were called for freedom." Paul, having wished the Judaizing teachers
off Galatian soil, justifiea the strenfjth of his wish.
They would have led the Galatians
into bondage, but God had called them for freedom.
He makes a distinction between
the possession of freedom and the use of freedom. He had been under the necessity of
making prominent their possession of freedom in contending against the Judaists; he
would, however, remind them, as brethren, that there was responsibility connected with
their use of freedom.
It is thus that he slides into the more practical part of the Epistle.
" Only use not your freidom for an occasion to the flesh."
1. Dangers of freedom.
By the flesh, which here becomes a leading word with the apostle, we are not to
understand our corporeal nature. Nor are we to understand by it depraved tendency
in connection with our corporeal nature.
But we are to understand by it depraved
tendency as a whole, extending to our higher nature as well as to our lower nature.
It is true that in this depraved tendency our lower nature has the preponderance.
And that is the reason why the whole goes by the name of flesh. But the constant
element in depravity is not sense, but it is self as opposed to God and to the good of
others.
The admonition of the apostle, then, is, not that we abstain from all bodily
gratification, as though sin were seated in the body, nor simply that we abstain from
all fleshly sin, but that we abstain from all selfish gratification.
The Galatians
had been called for freedom, i.e. for ultimate and complete freedom ; they were
not, with their first experiences of freedom, or with their strong realization of it as
against Judaistic error, to imagine that thej were free to indulge the flesh.
That is
what, as free, we must be on our guard against, if we would not fall back into bondage,
Let us not turn oiir liberty
if we would come to the goal of our freedom in Christ.
" But
into hcentiousness.
2. The binding of freedom,
(1) Love binds the free.
through love be servants one to another." As it is self in the flesh that leads to atuse
of freedom, so it is love that determines the right use of freedom. Love is going out
beyond self. It is that which binds us in service to another. The Galatians were free
from Jewish bonds only to put on the bonds of Christian love. So it is true that we
Thus
are free from the bonds of guilt only to bind ourselves in service one to another.
to balance our freedom
there is the bondage of love.
(2) The whole Law is fulfilled in
" For the whole Law is fulfilled in one word, even in this ; Tho m
love to our neighbour.
'1
shall love thy neighbour as thyself."
he one word here is the summary of the second
table of the Law.
Tho quotation is from Lev. xix. 18. It appears, from " neighbour "
there following upon " children of thy people," that the neighbour- of the Jew was his
fellow-Jew. Christ has taught us to regard as our neighbour every one who is in need,
temporal or spiritual. When we are commanded to love our neighbour as ourselves, it
is implied that it is a right thing to love ourselves.
There is a true self-love.
arc
to love ourselves intensely. It does not appear that we can be too much in earnest about
our own well-being.
are to love ourselves rationally.
are not to seek only a
section of our interest, but we are to seek our true interest as a whole. In these respects
our love to our neighbour is to resemble our love to ourselves.
are to love our neighHis good is as much to God as is our own good.
bour in the same intense manner.
And in all ways in which we can advance his good we are to be as much in earnest
about it as though we were advaneiug our own.
are to love our neighbour in the
may love intensely and yet be guided by reason.
same rational manner.
are
not to seek only part of our neighbour's good. To give as much time and attention to
our neighbour's business as to our own would not ordinarily be for his good, nor would
it be fair to one in comparison with another.
Circumstances may arise in which duty
may ix)int to sacrifice for another, even to the extent of life. Let us, then, love our neighhour as we love ourselves, both intensely and rationally. The teaching of the apostle is
that he who has observed the second table of the Law (as summarized) has fulfilled the
whole Law. Surprise has been expressed why there should be no reference to the Srst
table of the Law.
But the reason is obvious. He who has only gone the length of the
Our love to God must bo carried tt) comfirst table has not fulfilled the whole Law.
pletion, in our loving oiu: neighbour as ourselves.
According to the thought of th«
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Apostle John, we onlj- properly love our Father-God, whom we do not see, when we love
our brother-man whom we see. (3) There is disaster at the opposite pole from love. " But
if ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be not consumed one of another."
The languau;e is taken from wild beasts. The fact of the Galatians being thus warned
may be explained partly by their excitable Celtic temperament. They are warned of
what they might expect the consequences to be. None would come off victors, but they
would be consumed one of another. In such biting and devouring there is a large consumption of time. There is distraction from useful work. There is sometimes the
consumption of means in litigation. Tliere may be the consumption of life in bra wis.
There is always the consumption of good feeling, and, along with that, there is the
Cdnsumption of the richer elements of the s|jiritual life.
II. The FLESH AND THE Spirit.
1. The Christian rule is walking hy the Spirit. "But
I say. Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh."
The apostle
calls attention to a point to which he advances in the subject he has in hand.
This is
laying down the Christian rule as between the flesh and the Spirit. In the flush, or
our depraved nature, there is lust or desire for sinful gratification in some form or
another. How are we to be delivered from this, so that it shall not be fulfilled? The
way is positively to follow the leading of the Spirit. The idea is not that we are to
follow the tendencies of our renewed nature.
That is missing i\x% personal aspect of
the leading. The Spirit, indeed, renews the nature, and excites within it holy desires
which seek for gratification. But the Spirit gives personal guiding, especially in and
by the reason and conscience in connection with the Word. And as a Guide he is allsuflicient.
He is an internal Guide. He throws all the light that we need upon the
And he affords timeous guidcharacter of desires and actions, upon the path of duty.
ance.
For whenever we are disposed to turn from the straight path to the right hand
or to the left, ii is then that we hear his voice behind us, saying, " This is the way, walk
ye in it." 2. The Christian rule is founded on a contrariety between the flesh and the
" For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh ; for
Spirit.
these are contiary the one to the other ; that ye may not do the things that ye would."
The lust excited within the flesh is against the desire excited by the Spirit ; the desire
excited by the Spirit is against the lust excited within the flesh. This conflict of desires
For the flesh and the Spirit are contraries. They represent depraved self
is necessary.
and God. They are as far apart as light and darkness. What is true of the one, then,
cannot be true of the other. What the one moves toward in desire, the other necessarily
moves against. Of this conflict of desires we are conscious in our own experience. When
the Spirit impels to good, the flesh opposes when the flesh impels to evil, the Spirit
Thus in two ways we cannot do the things that we would. And we have in
opposes.
this conflict of desires, as free beings, to determine whether the Spirit or the flesh shall
have the dominion of our hearts. 3. The Christian rule excludes regulation by the Law.
" But if ye are led by the Spirit, ye are not under the Law." The Spirit is an allsufficient Guide. His regulation renders unnecessary all other regulation. He regulates
fie regulates in connection with
within, and that is better than outward regulation,
all (lircumstances that arise, and that is better than having the rule to apply for ours^lTes.
He is a timeous monitor, warning when the danger arises, and that is better
aan being dependent on memoiy. 4. There is contrast in tKe manifestalions of the
tesh and the Spirit. (1) 2%e works of the flesh. We are to understand mani festations of
Even
aepravity, and concrete manifestations as distinguished from abstract qualities.
when the abstract word is used, it is in the plural, with the effect of giving it a concrete
character ; not the feeling of wrath, but separate extiibitions of wrath ; not the feeling
of jealousy, but acts or workings of jealousy, (a) What they are. " Now the works of
the flesh are manifest, which are these." Before enumerating them the apostle describes
them as manifest, i.e. easily distinguishable or glaring. It may be pointed to as a proof
of depravity that vocabularies have more words descriptive of forms of sin than words
Under the fruit of the Spirit he gives a list of nine.
descriptive of forms of holiness.
But under the works of the flesh his list extends to fifteen, properly sixteen. And the
"
word translated " which implies that he did not profess to give an exhaustive list it
wonld have been easy for him to have added other instances. This comparison is confirmed by the relative number of words for sins and graces employed in Scripture, (o)
Sins qf undeannest. "Fornication, uncleanness, laticivLousuesa." The sacond ia th«
;
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word ; the first describes a special form ; the third describes a special aggravanamely, open disregard of propriety. There is a sad prevalence of these sins still;
it can only be said that they have been made more to hide their head.
(j8) lUicit inter'
amrse with the unseen world. " Idolatry, sorcery." What is illicit in idolatry is the
use of images to represent the unseen powers.
What is illicit in sorcery (lit-trally,
"pharmac/') is the use of drugs, potions, and other things, with the idea that they can
influence the unseen powers to produce love or hatred, prosperity or adversity.
It can
be said that this class of sins has almost disappeared with the diflfusion of Christianity.
" Enmities." This is the generic word ; including not only
(7) Breaches of charity,
the graver, but all breaches of charity. " Strife, jealousies." In strife the variance may
generic
tion,

be slight; in acts of jealousy there is more deep-seated variance. "Wraths, factions."
The former describes outbursts of anger. The latter describes deliberate and concerted
compassings of selfish ends, especially by means of intrigLie. "Caballings" some traaslate it, " cabal " being made up of the initials of an English ministry in the reign ot
Charles II., who were credited with sacrificing iirinciple to place. " Divisions, heresies."
The former may only be ot a temporary nature. Heresies, by which we are to understand not heretical opinions, but rather their embodiments in heretical sects, are
divisions of a decisive nature.
There is conveyed the idea of complete separation from
the Church of Christ. Hence what is said of the heretic that he is condemned ot
himself, i.e. in cutting himself off he has carried out the extreme sentence on himself.
* Envyings, murders." The latter is omitted in the Ruvised translation, against the
manuscripts, and against the form of classification followed by the apostle under this
head. The former is want of love to our neighbour in his property; the latter is want
of love in that which is most precious to him.
(S) Sins of intemperance. " Drunkenness, revellings."
The first is the generic word ; the second brings in a special association, viz. joviality.
The special point of view is to be noticed hero. There are
Home who lay the blame of intemperance on the manufacture of drink, on facilities for
its sale, on the customs of society.
And it does bear a relation to these things. But
the apostle goes to the root of the matter, in tracing it to the depravity of the human
heart.
Drunkenness and revellings are works of the flesh, manifestations of alienatifin
from God. The advantage of this point of view is that it points to what can be the
only effective remedy, viz. a change of heart through the operation of the Spirit.
may suppose that those
"And such like." He could have mentioned others.
can see that some of
are named wliich it was important for the Galatians to note.
them would be connected with their temperament, which was neither melancholic nor
phlegmatic, and also with their surroundings.
are not all inclined to sin in the
same form or forms. That lias a dependence on idiosyncrasies and surroundings. But
we have all the same depraved heart for which to be humbled before God, and against
which to pray. (6) Whai they entail. " Of the which I forewarn you, even as I did
forewarn you, that they which practise such things shall not inherit the kingdom of
God." He is very emphatic in his warning of the Galatians. He had forewarned them
when with them. Again he forewarns them. He acted on the principles enunciated in
Ezekiel : " Son of man, I have made thee a watchman unto the house of Israel ; thereWhen I say to the
fore, hear the word at my mouth, and give them warning from me.
wicked. Thou shalt surely die ; and thou givest him not warning, nor speakest to warn
the wicked from his wicked way, to save hislife the same wicked man shall die in his
iniquity; but his blood will I require at thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked, and
he turn not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked way, he shall die in his iniquity,
but thou hast delivered thy soul." What the apostle, in the spirit of these words, say«,
is that they which are in the habit of doing such things shall certainly be punished.
Their very characters unfit them for the kingdom of God. Moreover, they are rebels
against the government of God ; and as such they must be dealt with. Their punishment is represented as exclusion from the inheritance which otherwise they would have
gained. (2) The fruit of the Spirit. We are to understand the result of the workings of
the Spirit. Fruit is applied here not to concrete manifestations or workSj but to abstract
qualities from which works proceed.
It is not said that the fruit of the Spirit is ma,niQualities are not so conspicuous as works, and especially spiritual qualities.
fest.
The
apostle refers us to qualities in the spiritual, not because he regards works as unimpui taut, but because qualities must so much be taken into account in eatunating their
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Fruit points to organic unity. The works of the flesh are confused and cotiOne lust contends with anothov for the mastery. But the fruit of the Spirit is
like woU-formed fruit.
All is consistent. And one grace by its growth does not take
from another grace, but contributes to the richness and beauty of the whole, (a) What
" But the fm it of the Spirit is love." This stands at the head of the list as comit is.
prehending or carrying with it all the rest. This is a characteristic result of the Spiiit's
working. The apostle beseeches by the love of the Spirit. And we are told of the love
of God, i.e, apparently the love which constitutes the very essence of God, being
shed abroad in our hearts through the Holy Ghost given unto us. Therefore we need
not be surprised at the apostle connecting the Spirit, first, with the imbuing, dyeing
deep of our nature with love. " Joy, peace." These two go together, not as good dispositions, but as feelings which always accompany good dispositions.
With the former
we associate movements, thrills; with the latter we associate repose. God is infinite
Love, and therefore he is infinite Joy and Peace. And our being, through the Spirir,
pulsating with his, now he sends a thrill of joy through us, and now he introduces his
own calm. Oh what a joy in what God is I Wtiat a height of ecstasy does it admit
of !
And what a calm too in what God is
It takes away all the feverishness of sLis
and quiets us to the very depths of our being. And ever, as love animates us as it
animates God, does the thrill pass through us, and the calm come into us, cupelling
doubt and fear and all restlessness of spirit. " Long-suffering, kindness, goodness."
These three go together. The first la bearing with others for their good. It is that
which marks the outgoing of the Divine love toward us as sinners. And therefore it is
Love (not only in God, but in all beings)
fitting that it should be reflected in us.
" suffereth long," and, it is added, " is kind." The word translated " kindness " seems
to point to delight in men as our fellow-beings. God delights in us as beings whom he
has made. He feels kindly disposed toward us, as a father does toward his children.
And so are we to delight in others for what they are, especially as having come from
God, wearing a noble nature. And we are to feel kindly disposed toward them, wishing
especially that, as they have a noble nature, they may not fail of having a noble
The word translated "goodness" seems to point to a disposition to benefit
character.
The highest form of
others, extending to all forms in which they can be benefited.
goodness is when we are impelled to help others to live well. " Faithfulness, meekness,
temperance." The first is having such a love for our neighbour that we would not injure
him by breaking our promise to him. God is a Rock, while infinite tenderness, and there
should be something of the rock in us, that dependence may be placed on us in the various
relations of life. Meekness is required when wrong has been inflicted on us. It especially
points to us having the command of our feelings under wrong. Temperance is selfcommand. It has come to have a special reference to our having the command of our
appetites.
When temperance is bom of worldly prudence or of self-reliance it is not
what it should be. It is only real and beautiful and everlasting when it is pnidnced
by the Spirit, when it is the outcome of a changed heart. (6) What it does not entail.
" Against such there is no Law." The apostle might have extended his list. He would
have us think not of these only, but of all such, and think this regarding all such, that
against them there is no Law. If these things are in us, then the Law can never be
adverse to us.
shall be removed beyond the condemnation of all Law. That is his
shall be blessed in the very possession of
way of saying that we shall be blessed.
shall be blessed in our enjoying the smile of God.
these dispositions and feelings.
"And they that are of Christ Jesus
5. Christians are leing delivered from the flesh,
have crucified the flesh with the passions and the lusts thereof." At a past period, in
That idea is now being carried out into fact. There is a
idea, they crucified the flesh.
deadening, a slow and painful crucifying going on in the flesh. Its passions are being
depleted of their heat ; its lusts are being depleted of their force. The conflict is still
going on ; but the Spirit is gaining triumphs over the flesh, and there is promise of the
Spirit gaining a complete triumph, of the flesh with all its inclinations to sin being
"If we live by the Spirit, by the
annihilated.
6. The Christian rule re-enforced.
If the life of the Galatians had depended on the Law, then
Spirit let us also walk."
their first and imperative duty would have been to have submitted to circumcision ; and
their duty after that would have been to have subjected themselves to the whole disciBut, as they were in the better poa'tion of depending
pline of the Mosaic ordinances.
works.

flicting.
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on the Spirit, it was their duty to take the rule of their life simply
from him. 7. The Christian rule is applied to vain-glory. " Let us not he vainglorious, provoking one another, envying one another." Vain-glory is glorying in what
we do not have, or in what we have in a way that is not real or according to a false
standard. The spirit of the practice is sufficiently hrought out in the language here.
There is a provoking, literally a calling forth, to the field of contest. As the result of
the trial, some arc filled with a sense of their importance as superior in strength or in
agility, in birth or in wealth, in culture or in honour. And others are filled with envy
of those who are thus superior.
But as we are not to glory in fancied possessions, so
we are not to glory in possessions as though we had bestowed them on ourselves, or
with an exaggerated idea of their importauce. That would be glorying in what had
not foundation in reality. " But he that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord." Let us
glory in wnat God is, and let us glory also in what God has bestowed upon us. Let
us glory especially in having a covenant standing before God, and in covenant grace
which has passed into our characters. That is having a foundation of reality for our
entirely for their life

glorying.

—B. F,

Ver. 1. Christian freedom. St. Paul concludes the arguments and expostulations
of the two previous chapters with a vigorous exhortation. This has, of course, its
special application to the condition of the Galatian Churches, and the liberty to which
it directly applies is deliverance from the bondage of Law.
But it admits of wider
application to the circumstances of our own day.
have here brought before us a
privilege, a danger, and a duty.
L PKiviLEGE. Christ confers freedom (see John viii. 36). 1. Religious freedom.(1) From servile terrors of superstition ; (2) from priestly tyranny ; (3) from mechanical,
ritual ; (4) from external constraints in moral and religious life
and (5) from the rule
of the flesh over the spirit. 2. Intdlectital freedom. Unbelievers sometimes arrogate
to themselves the proud title of free-thinkers ; yet it would seem too often that the
only freedom they allow is freedom for expressing ideas with which they sympathize.
The bigotry of Eoman Catholic intolerance seems likely to be equalled by the bigotry
that many leading opponents of Christianity -show towards those who decline to
abandon their faith. It is Christ who breaks the fetters of the mind. The Christian
dares to think. The grounds of this liberty are (1) loyalty to truth, and faith in
its ultimate triumph; (2) light and power to attain truth.
3. Political freedom.
This is the outgrowth of Christianity (1) through the spread of the spirit of universal
brotherhood, and (2) through the cultivation of conscience which makes the gift of
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liberty safe.
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II.
DANOEB. Christian freedom is in danger. 1. It is attacked from without. It
has to face the assaults of the ambitious. There are always those who desire to exercise
undue influence over others. There is danger in officialism. The official appointed as
a servant of the general body usurps the place of the master. The fable of the horse
who invited a man to ride him is thus often exemplified. 2. It is undermined from
within. The force of habit wears grooves that become deep ruts out of which we
cannot stir. The dead hand lies heavy upon us. Creeds which were the expression ol
free thought contending in open controversy in one age become the bonds and fetters
of a later age. Eitual, which palpitated with living emotion when it first joined itself
naturally as the body to clothe the soul of worship, becomes fossilized, and yet it is
cherished and venerated though it hangs about men's necks as a dead weight. The
very atmosphere of liberty is too bracing for some of us. It will not allow us to sleep.
Therefore love of indolence is opposed to it.
III.
DUTY. We are called to take a stand against all encroachments on oui
Christian ireedom. Here is a call to Christian manliness. The freedom is given by
Christ ; but we are exhorted to maintain it. He fought to win it ; we must fight to
hold it. This is not a mere question of choice a matter only of our own inclination
or interest ; it is a solemn duty.
must stand firm for liberty on several accounts.
1. That we may not be degraded to servitude. It is a man's duty not to become a slave
because slavery produces moral deterioration. 2. That we may have scope for th*
unhampered service of Ood and man. 3. That we may hand down to generation*
following the heritage of liberty. Once lost it cannot be easily recovered.
owe to
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our descendants the duty of maintaining intact tlie entail of a giand possession which
we received from our forefathers, and which was secured to them at great cost.

W. F

A.

Ver. 5.— The hope of righteousness. L What it is. The hope of righteousness
appears to be the hope of realizing righteousness, the hope of becoming righteous.
In
St. Paul's language a hope is not our subjective anticipation, but the thing for which
we hope. Such a possession we as Christians anticipate. 1. Righteousness is a great
treasure.
It is a worthy object of desire.
It is better than any rewards it may entail.
To hunger and thirst after righteousness is to feel the deepest and purest appetite for
the best of all spiritual possessions. 2. Righteousness is not yet enjoyed. It is a hope.
Even the Christian who has the faith that admits to it has not yet the full heritage.
The longer we live the higher does the magnificent ideal tower above us until it is seen
reaching up to heaven. Some righteousness we enter into with the first effort of faith,
but the foretaste is only enough to make us yearn for more. 3. We may confidently
hope/or righteousness. It is a hope, not a mere surmise, that urges us forward. We
are encouraged by the promises of the gospel. It is a grand inspiring thought that
every Christian has the prospect of ultiniate victory over all sin and ultimate attainment
of pure and spotless goodness.
U. How WE ARE TO EEOABD IT.
are to wait for it.
must exercise
1.
patietice.
Sudden perfect holiness is impossible. The idea that it has been attained is
one of the most awful delusions that have ever ensnared the minds of good men.
Physically, of course, it is possible for us never to sin, and to be perfectly holy, as
physically there is nothing to prevent us from drawing a mathematically straiglit line;
but in experience the one is no more realized than the other, and morally both are
equally impossible. The law of life is progress by gradual development. 2. Never
theless, we must earnestly anticipate the future righteousness.
We must wait for it as
those who wait for the morning, t.e. we must watch. To be indifferent about it is not
ti; wait for it.
Indifference will disinherit us from the hope.

We

We

III. With what grace we can thds rboakd it.
1. Through the Spirit.
Here as
often elsewhere we cannot be certain whether the apostle is referring to the Spirit of
God or tc our spirit. The two work together. Human spirituality is the fruit of the
inspiration of the Divine Spirit.
It is in this spiritual state of mind that we liate sin
and long for righteousness, and have glimpses of the future that cheer us with the
prospect of the great hope. Our desires and anticipations are always fashioned and
coloured by the state of our hearts. Waiting for the hope of righteousness is a habit
of soul only possible to those who are spiritually minded.
2. By faith.
Here we

Faith (1) makes us heirs of
to the key and secret of the whole experience.
righteousness ; (2) is the present assurance of things hoped for, and therefore of this
great hope ; and (3) leads us into that spiritual atmosphere where waiting for the hope
of righteousness becomes natural to us.
W. P. A.

come

—

Ver. 6.
Faith working through love. St. Paul has just been writing of the relation
He now shows how it is connected with love.
can only
of faith to hope (ver. 5).
In experience they blend and interact one
separate the Christian graces in thought.
with another.
It works,
Christ tells us that it can move mounI. Faith is an active powbb.
Through lack of faith the disciples had not strength to cure a lunatic boy
tains.
(Matt. xvii. 19, 20). This faith of St. Paul is very different from the " dead " faith
which St. James scouted with so much scorn. It is not a cold intellectual conviction
of the truth of cert&in propositions called collectively a creed. Nor is it a mere passive
reliance upon the efficacy of the " finished work of Christ," or upon the grace of God
which is to do everything for us while we slumber in indifiference, or upon Christ
himself solely as a Saviour. It is active trust rousing all the energies of our soul to
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loyal service.
II.

We

its bnebot in love.
do not read of love working throngh
prefer to regard the mutual operation of the two graces.
are
with the idea of love as a motive, and we can well understand how faith
give it a ground and channel of definite action. But the converse is here.

Faith shows
some would

faith as
familiar
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its own energy and discovers a field of enterprise in love.
Faith inspirgs love, as love also in turn inspires faith. We believe in and trust the
goodness of Christ, and so we are moved to love him. If we did not believe, in his
love we should never return it. 2. Faith having once roused love exercises itself in
promoting the objects of love. Wo trust in the unseen Gbd, we also love him ; then we
try to please him, to enjoy his favour, and to live in his presence—objects of love; but
objects we should never seek if we were not supported and urged on by our belief in
and trust to what is beyond our sight and experiuDce.
III. Faith working through love m the one essential condition oy buooess in
THE Christian life. Circumcision is of no use. Uncircumcision and the liberty that
boasts of it by themselves are useless. Mere barren liberty is nothing. Freedom is
conferred that in it we may have a field and range for noble enterprises. Mere rites,
baptism, etc., mere observance of religious services, will not advance us in the spiritual
life, neither will resistance to the bondage of such things.
The negative side of
Protestantism is no gospel if we rest only in that. Spiritual, active life is the great
thing.
Faith alone would not suffice, because our supreme duties are love of God and
love of man, and faith is only valuable as it leads up to these. But love alone would
not suffice, for without faith, even if it came into being, it would languish and perish in
" Faith working through love " this is the motto for the healthy Christian
despair.
life.
He who relinquishes this will turn not only to a lower method, but to a worthless
aud fatal one. Nothing else will avail, and nothing more is needed for growth up to
the attainment of the most perfect saintliness and Sie most fruitful service. ^W. F. A.

Faith begins to operate in
1.
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—

Past attainments no not dispense with the necessity
" Ye did run well." So far, so good. That was a matter of
thankfuhiesa.
I^ut it would count for nothing against the unworthiness of a slackened
pace.
Old laurels wither. Every day has its new duties. We must not waste to-day
in congratulating ourselves on the success of yesterday.
The tide is against us; to
rest on the oars is to be swept back.
No nation can prosper on its past history if the
spirit of heroism has forsaken its citizens.
As Christians, we never reach the goal till
we have crossed the river of death. Till then we must be ever " pressing on and
bearing up," or we shall assuredly make shipwreck even after earnestly runnirg over
Ver. 7.

Eindered.

1.

OF PRESENT PROGRESS.

the longest, steepest, roughest course.
II. Past "attainments condemn ub fob neglectino present PROOREsa.
We are
judged by our own past selves. Our history is witness against us. The past proves
that we could run weU. It shows that wo admitted the obligation to do so.
Those
who have never known Christ may plead ignorance. But they who have tasted of his
grace and experienced the blessings of it and used it for some work in the Christian
life, are without excuse if they turn aside at last.
III. Past attainments hake the neglect o» present progress PEcnLiARLY bad.
It is melat.choly to see a life rendered abortive from the first, but it is much more
mournful to witness the failure of a life that began in promise and made good way
towards success. All the hopes and toils and sacrifices of the past are wasted. How
painful to be so near the goal and yet to give up the race I to unk within sight of the
haven
Such a broken life, like a day opening in a cheerful dawn and passing through
a bright noon to a dark and stormy night, is of all lives most deplorable. " Ye did
run well ; who did hinder you " what pathos there is in these words 1 Christ wept
over Jerusalem sadder tears than the ruin of Sodom could call forth.
IV.
must beware or tub danger of neglecting present progbebs after
SUCCEEDING WITH PAST ATTAINMENTS. "Wlio did hinder you ? " There must have
been new hindrances and possibly surprises and unexpected checks. 1. We must not
rest satisfied with the estahlishment of good habits.
Habits may.be broken. 2. We
must be prepared/or new dijumltieg. The way that is now so smooth may beoom*
suddenly rough and stony.
I

—

Wb

"We know the anxious strife, the eternal lawi,
To which the triumph of all good is given^
High sacriiioe, and labour without pause.
Even to the deatti else wherefore should the ey«
Of man oonveise with immortality i "
;
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—
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9.

Leaven.

A familiar

proverb applied in the present instance to doctrinal
to spread through the whole
community of Galatian Christians. The proverb is useful, however, as a caution
against the spreading of evil generally.
Evil is like leaven.
I. The pkikciple.
1. It has a life of its own.
Leaven is the
yeast-plant.
We must not neglect evil with contempt as an inert dead thing. A low
and horrible kind of life infests the remains of death. The lower in the order of life
the organism is the more persistent will its vitality be. Yeast may be preserved dry
for months and yet retain its power of fermentation.
The most dejrraded forms of
evil are the most difBcult to destroy.
2. Evil, like leaven, sfirea(?s rapidZy.
Leaven is
the chosen emblem of evil, just on account of its extraordinary rate of growth. While
the Church slumbers her enemy is sleepless. If we are not actively resisting evil it will
be constimtly encroaching upon the domain of goodness. It is folly to neglect a small
evil.
child may stamp out a flame which, neglected, would burn a city.
Scotch
the young vipers while they are yet in the nest, or the brood will crawl far and wide
beyond our reach. 3. Evil, like leaven, assimilates what it touches. The best men are
injured by contact with it. All the powers and faculties of the individual, all the
resources and institutions of the community, are brought under its fatal spell and turned
to its vile uses.
4 Evil,like lea,ven, is associated with corruption. Fermentation is the
first stage of decomposition.
The leaven of evil is the leaven of moral rottenness and
Ver.

errors, introduced

by a small party of Judaizers, but tending

A

death.

A

II. Applications op the principlb.
1. Doctrinal.
small error unchecked grows
into a great perversion of truth.
lie once admitted spreads deceit and confusion in
all directions.
2. Ecclesiastical.
The Jewish custom advocated by a few of the
Galatian Christians seemed to some, perhaps, an insignificant matter. But if it had
been permitted to spread, undoubtedly it would have broken up the whole Church.
3. Moral.
(See 1 Cor. v. 6.) The taint of immorality spreads like a noxious contagion, (1) in the nation
for the whole country's sake we must not allow " the
residuum to sink into corruption ; (2) in the Church hence the necessity of reviving
Church discipline ; (3) in the individual small faults breed great sins. Beware
of "the little foxes that spoil the grapes." W. F. A.
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I.
The danobr. St. Paul was no
Vers. 13 15. Liberty and not licence.
antinomian. No Hebrew prophet ever insisted more strenuously on the necessity of
With him freedom from
righteousness than did the champion of justification by faith.
the bondage of Law is not release from the obligations of duty. If tedious ceremonial
observances are discarded, eternal principles of morality are only exalted into the
higher supremacy. If we are not required to shape our conduct according to rigid rules,
we are thrown back on principles of wider bearing and more absolute necessity. But
New-fledged liberty is
there was danger that this should not be fully recognized.
tempted to take strange flights. This is an inevitable peril accompanying an undoubted
boon. For fear of it many have dreaded to grant the liberty. But such policy is shortsighted and cowardly. The danger is itself the condemnation of the old bondage. The
worst indictment against slavery is that it makes men servile. Unwise parents, who
impose needlessly irksome home restraints, are preparing for their children a terrible
peril when the coveted liberty is at length necessarily attained. The compressed spring
is sure to open with violent energy.
IL The caution. How shall the aanger be avoided? St. Paul points out the
means. 1. Admonition. Let men see clearly the two sides of life. While some dwell
exclusively on Law, others confine themselves too much to the mere fact of liberty.
Much gospel preaching is dangerous from its one-sided ness; In preaching " liberty
to the captives," let us not forget to preach also that " the kingdom of heaven is at
hand ; " in offering the blessings conferred by Christ as the Saviour, let us not neglect to
2. Instruction.
Liberty requires ligiit;
set forth claims made by him as the King.
The captive may be led in darkness ; the freeman must see where to turn his footsteps.
Ignorance may be the motncr c^ ^ko devotion of spiritual slaves, but knowledge is
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necessary for the devotion of free men. 3. High, principle. It is only the spiritually
are fit for spiritual liberty.
are only able safely to use our release
from the serritude of Law when we willingly put on the yoke of service one towards
another.
The unselfish man is the one man who can use without abusing the privilege of the free man.
He who has Christian charity joined to his Christian liberty
\vill fulfil the essential principles of the Law while exulting in deliverance from itg
crushing constraints. W. F. A.
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Ver. 16,
Walking by the Spirit.
I. The tbue Christian wili. aim at not
ruLFiLLiNO THE LUST OP THE FLESH. It is the fashioti of the age to decry asceticism.
St. Paul was not an advocate of the monkish ideal according to which there was a virtue
in restraining desires and activities which are harmless in themselves. But this revulsion of our own day with its "fleshly school" of poets goes much further in the opposite direction and honours as "natural," what St. Paul would repress as "carnal."
It
ignores two most important facts. 1. We have a higher and a lower nature.
A man
is as much an animal as a dog is.
But he is also something more. In his right state
the spiritual controls the animal in him. To be truly natural is not to reverse this
relative position.
To permit the lower self to dominate the upper self is to allow a
most unnatural rebellion against right order to take place within us. As it is natural
for a man to walk with his head erect, and as he is in an unnatural posture when he
has fallen with his head downwards, so, as Bishop Butler has taught us, it is truly
natural for conscience to be supreme, and it is going against nature to let the lower
powers have unbridled liberty. 2. Our lower nature is unduly powerful. It has been
indulged. It lias broken through its proper restraints. It has grown too strong, while
the higher spiritual nature has been starved and checked and weakened. As fallen
creatures, we have lost the right balance of our powers.
Our present nature is a
corrupt nature.
To reverence the unrestrained exercise of all our nature, as it now is,
is to treat corruption and confusion with the honour that belongs only to order and
perfection.
The evil of the unrestrained sway of the lower nature is seen in its fruits
Poetry hides them, but conscientious truthfulness declares them, and a more hideous
Such fruits are certain proofs
collection of horrors cannot be imagined (vers. 19
21).
Hence the aim of all right-minded men must be to check the
that the root is evil.
"lust of the flesh."
XL The secret of success in this aim is walkino by the Spirit. It cannot
be accomplished by mere resistance and repression. This is why the method of Law
failed.
No laws will make a nation moral. Positive influences only can counteract
the furious passions of the lower nature.
must walk by the Spirit. 1. Spiritual
things must he the chief concerns of our lives.
We must draw off our thoughts from the
lower things by engaging them with the higher. Our own spiritual nature will thus
grow stronger to resist the impulses of "the flesh." 2. Ood'a Holy Spirit must be
sought as the guide and strength of our highest activities. Our spirituality can only
real, direct influence will
flourish as the outcome of the indwelling Spirit of God.
thus strengthen our better selves against the evil powers within. 3. Spirituality growing out of the indwelling of Ood's Spirit must become a habit of daily life. It is not
enough that we have brief moments of devout elevation above earthly things, if, when
we return to the world, our hearts and minds are as much occupiedj with the lower
must "pray without ceasing." Tiie tone
interests of life as if we knew no others.
and temper of our mind in the world must be above the world.
4. This condition is
The Spirit we need is " the Spirit of Christ."
realized through union with Christ.
When we are Christ's we crucify " the flesh with the passions and lusts thereof," and
learn to walk by the Spirit.— W. F. A.
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The two selves. I. Evert man has two sklves—a bisuex self and a
Ver. 17.
lower self. 1. A bad man has his better self. When temptation is away, in calm
thoughtful moments, or when he is stricken by mortal illness or bowed with a great
sorrow, or perhaps when tno beauty or a sunset or the strains of sweet music call up
memories of childhood, the true self will rise in the heart of » wicked man with pain
and unutterable regrets. 2. A good man has his lower self. The human saint is far
The body and its appetites are with him; the
removed from the heavenly angel
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meaner powers,

its earthly passions, its self-regarding interests.
Thert
the spiritual life is dull and feehle ; then some sudden temptation, or
even without that the depressing atmosphere of the world, will reveal to a man his

w>ul has its

are times

worse

when

side.

IL The two selves are in conflict. They are not content to lie at peace each
k. its own domain.
Both are ambitious to rule the whole man. While the flesh brooks
any restraint, the Spirit strives to bring the body into subjection. Thus it comes to
pass that life is a warfare and the Christian a soldier. The battle of life is not mainly
"A
a fighting against adverse circumstances and external concrete evils of the world.
man's foes are they of his own household," nay, of his own heart. The great conflict
is internal.
It is civil war
rebellion and the effort to quell it ; of all wars the most

—

fierce.

IIL The oonpliot between the two selves is such that bach ib held in
CHECK BY THE OTHER. " Ye cauHOt do the things that ye would." There is a deadlock.
Each army holds itself safe in its own entrencliraents. Neither can turn the
enemy's position.
Not that there is perfect balance of power. In most of us one or
other force gives a temporary advantage. In many the lower self has the upper hand
in many, let us thank God, the better self maintains the supremacy.
But neither has
the victory that will enable it to drive the other off the field. I5ad men, now and
again, see yawning before them deep, black pits of wickedness, from the brink of which
No man is
they stai t back in horror, arrested by the invisible hand of conscience.
wholly bad, or he would cease to be a man he would be a dovil. On the other hand,
it is clear to all of us that no good man is wholly good.
IV. In THE STRENGTH OF THE SPIRIT OF OhRIST THE BETTER SELF OP THE CfiRIBTIAN WILL ULTIMATELY OBTAIN COMPLETE VICTORY. The Stress and strain of the war
is but for a time.
In the end all enemies shall be subdued. Meanwhile the secret ol
success is with those who " walk by the Spirit." So great a hope should lighten " the

—

burden of tho mystery."

" The heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world."

Now

life is broken, confused, inconsistent, discordant.
But this is but the time of
passing conflict. With victory there will come true harmony of being and growth to
the full stature of the soul. W. F. A.

—

The fruit of

The graces op the Christian

life
Neither of the two rival
that virtue comes by practice and that it is taught by
theories of Greek philosophers
Nor would he agree with Plato that it
instruction would commend itself to St. Paul.
arises in the intuitive recollection of innate ideas, nor with Aristotle that it is the
result of habits. Neither would he permit the modern separation of religion from morals.
Morals need the inspiration of religion. Religion when truly alive must control conduct.
The first great essential is for our spirit to be possessed by the Spirit of Christ through
Then Christian graces will appear as fruits of the Spirit. We must begin
faith in him.
within.
We cannot produce fruits by manipulating the outside of a dead stump. Life
Only internal spiritual
is the one essential, and from life within grows fruit without.
life can produce external Christian graces.
II. Nevertheless, the Christian graoeb need to be directly cultivated.
Although the tree produces the fruit from its own life, the branches must be pruned and
It
trained and the fruit sheltered from cold and protected from vermin and wild birds.
We must watch the
is ict enough to think only of the inmost sources of a holy life.
Christian ethic is an important branch of
cofirse of it and guide it aright throughout.
religious instruction, and is not to be ignored as unimportant because it is only serviceable in subordination to the cultivation of the inner spiritual life.
Such
III. The Christian graces have special chabaoteristics op their own.
a list as is here given by St. Paul has a charaeter of its own. Some of its constituent
for there is a common
larts might be found in a heathen moralist ; perhaps all of them
conscience in all mankind. But the selection as a whole and the form and character of
The one significant fact about it ii that
It are foreign to the atmosphere of paganism.
Vers, 22, 23.

the Spirit.

GROW out of the indwelling OP THE

—

]

—

I.

SpiRiT OP GoD,

;

;

m

tMfi JlPlStLfi

to THE

GALATlAly+S.

tea.

n.

1—

li).

a portrait of Ghritt. Christianity is putting on Olirist. He is our great Exemplar
true life is walking in iiis footsteps. In particular note : 1. Attention is directed to
St. Paul cared little for
internal principles rather than to external rules of conduct.
Pagan ethics treat chiefly of
casuistry.
2. Emphasis is laid on the gentler graces.
masculine virtues. Christian ethics add what are commonly called the feminine. Yet
there is nothing unmanly in the gentleness of true nobility of character thus rerealed.
3. Charity and its fruits receive the principal place in the list.
IV. The paetioular gbaoks in the list given by St. PahIi are worthy of
SEPABATB CONSIDERATION. 1. Three graces of general disposition : (1) love, the root
of all joy ; (2) the special joy of self-sacriflcing love ; and (3) peace, attained later, but
more constant when attained. 2. Three graces in our conduct with others : (1) passive
long-suffering ; (2) kindness, which wishes well to others ; and (3) beneficence, which does
it.
3. Three more general graces : (1) fidelity, not made unnecessary by general kindness ; (2) meekness when opposed by the evil in other men ; (3) self-control in keeping
uader the evil in ourselves. " Against such," says St. Paul, with a touch of humour,
" there is no Law."—W. P. A.
it is

Our

EXPOSITION..

CHAPTER VL

Ver. 1.
if (or, aUhougK) a man
be 'overtaken in a fault (aSe\<i>oi, 4&.v xal
vpoKrifftO'p livOptaTTos ey nvt
vapanTtlifiaTi)
lyrethren, if even a man halh been overtaken
in some trespass. " Brethren ; " the compellation so introduced betokens a somewhat
pathetic urgency ; of. above, oh. iii. 15
iv. 31 ; V. 11. But Pliil. Iii. 13, 17 suffice to
show that its occurrence at the beginning
of a sentence does not necessarily indicate
the commencement of a new section of
discourse to which notion we, perhaps,
owe the division of chapters here made. In
fact, this paragraph is most closely connected with the preceding; the apostle's
object being to point out that not even
a moral delinquency into which a brother
has £allen should lead us to indulge our;

;

—

selves

in

instances; thus: Luke xi. 8, "if (ical) even
will not give them uuto him because
he is a friend ; " 1 Cor. vii. 21, " but if even
thou art able to become free ; " 2 Cor. iv. 3
xi. 6.
The verb TrpoKaii.fia.vto occurs besides
in the New Testament in Mark xiv. 8, " she
hath come beforehand to anoint [or, 'she
hath anticipated the anointing of] my
body;" and 1 Cor. xi. 21, " taketh before
other his own supper."
more helpful
illustration, however, is furnished by Wisd.
xviL 17, where, speaking of the horrible
darkness falling quite suddenly upon the
Egyptians, the writer says, "Whether he
were husbandmun or shepherd or labourer
in the field, he waa overtaken and endured
(irpoKritpBiXs l/ifyev) the ill-avoidable necessity ; " the vph in the compound verb
meaning before he could help himself in
any way. So here, 7rpo\j)09p means be surprised, overtaken, before he is well aware
wliat it really is that he is doing. "Surprised;" but by whom or what? Not by
a person detecting the offender in the very
act; as if it were equivalent to KaTa\ri(pey
iiravToipiiptf (John viii. 4)
for the apostle is
not at all concerned with the evidence for

he

—^Brethren,

any feeling of superiority in

dealing with him, or to vaunt even to our
own selves (gee ver. 4) our greater consistency.
In short, he is enforcing by a
strong instance the exhortation in ver. 26,
" Let us not be vain-glorious." " If even
a man hath been overtaken." The apostle
supposes the ca«e as one which might very
well present itself; the form of expression
Qidv, not ft), however, not pointing to such
a case having already occurred. How possible the supposed case was, was plain enough
from the enumeration of the " works of
the ilesh " above given, so many and so
multiform. Some critics have embarrassed
themselves by supposing that the ko!
(" even ") must, of course, emphasize the
first succeeding word npoKritpBri, " hath been
overtaken." But it may just as probably be
meant to emphasize the whole clause, " a
man halh been overtaken in some trespass."
Tkis is proved by a number of other

A

;

the delinquency, which is the important
consideration in John viii. 4, but simply
with the fact. Rather, overtaken by tlie
force of temptation ; as the verb " taien "
ii used with " temptation " in 1 Cor. x. 13;
hence the words which follow, " lest thou also
be tempted." The writer thus commends
the delinquent to iympathetio commiseration.
But there is no palliation indicated
by the word " fault" or " trespass." Not once
in the fifteen other passages in the New
Testament in which the noun irapi^TTw^a
occurs is there any token of such palliation
being intended. The petition, " forgive u«
our treijpasses," is sufficient to exemplify

;;

<1H.

VI.
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this statement. The trespass may be nothing
less than one of the works of the flesh
before specified. The preposition 4v " in,"
not " by "—points to the unhappy condition in which the delinquent is sujiposed
to be, out of which it is the business of
Cliristian charity to extricate him.
Com-

—

[aro tho expreseions, " die in your sins;"
dead in tiespasses " and the imagery of a
snare of the devil," in 2 Tim. ii. 26.
Ye which are spiritual, restore euoh a
one (i5;ieis ol •jrvevixariKol KarapTlC^Te rhv
rotoviov).
The apostle intimates that the
business of reoovoring a fallen brother is
one which those Christians are not qualified
to undertake who, by reason of the strong
tincture of the flesh still existing in their
moral charaolei', may themselves be justly
styled " carnal " (comp. 1 Cor. iii. 1).
Putting as it were such persons on one side,
the apostle summons to the work those in
whom the Spirit hath gained bo marked an
ascendantiy that, compared with the generality of Christians, they may be classLd
as "sphitual." It was incumbent on such
(he says) not to stand aloof, as if it were not
their concern, or as if the delinquent were
to be treated as an enemy or outcast (comp.
2 Thess. iii. 15), far less to indulge themsolv js in taking pleasure in his inconsistency
"

;

•'

as i.lustrating their own spirituality, but to
come forward to his assistance. Others,
who might justly feel less qualified to act
in the case themselves, miglit, however, take
from the apostle's direction the hint that
at least they should lend their sympathy
to the work of their more capable brethren,
desire and pray for their erring brother'B
The
recovery, and not exult over his fault.

verb KuTapTiCeiv, " to make a thing fit, even,
just that which it properly should be," is
used in Matt. iv. 21 of repairing nets ; 1 Cor.
i. 10 of a Christian community restored to
its proper condition of unanimity ; 1 ThoBs.
iii 10 of making good any lacking of faith.
It is used also (Liddell and Scott) of setting
a broken limb. But there is nothing to
show that the apostle has any one particular
iinnge of disorder in view. Tlie present
tense of the imperative seems to mean,
" apply yourselves to restore him ; " the
actual achievement (^KaraprtiraTe) may not be
in tlioir power. In the spirit of meekness
(eV TrvfijiMTi Trp<}6THTos) ; in a spirit of
have the same phrase in
meeknett.
1 Cor. iv. 21, " Shall I come to you with a
"
rod, or in love and a spirit of meeknesi ?
The term " spirit " seems as it were to hover
between the sense of the Holy Spirit and
of that particular condition of our own
spirit which is produced by his influence

We

(compare "spirit of adoption." Rom. viii. 15).
But the latter seems here the one more
immediately intended. It is not identical,

295

however, with the phrase, " meek spirit,"
which we have in 1 Pet. iii. 4. The meekneiJB or teuderness meant is that of one
who, humbly conscious of human infirmity

own infirmity included, is
prepared to be very considerate and gentle
towards the ignorant and those out of the
way; loth to use the "rod." Considering
thyself, lest thou also be tempted {<rKoiruti
in general, his

azavrfiVy

thine

ju^

own

KoX

self,

<jh

lest

looking to
;
thmt also he tempted.

TreipacSris)

The change from the plural to the singular
makes tlie warning more impressive and
searching. The verb anoiTiiv in the New
Testament always denotes looking intently
sometimes on sometliing to bo guarded
against, as Luke xi. 35 and Bora. xvL 17
at other times, at something to be aimed at
or imitated (2 Cor. iv. 18 ; Phil. ii. 4 iii. 17).
The former is meant here. The Christian
is to be on his guard against his own weak
and corrupt nature lest he withhold help,
or adequate help; lest in helping he get
betrayed into the sin of Pharisaio self:

;

;

—

righteousness the sin of harshness, cenTfie clause is to be viewed in
conjunction with the thought of the unceasing conflict between the flesh and the
" Tempted,"
Spirit mentioned in ch. v. 17.
so as to fall (1 Cor. vii. 5 ; 1 Thou. iii. 5 ;
Matt. vi. 13).
Ver. 2. Bear ye one another's burdens
{a.Kki]\wv TO ^ipi] Paffrd^iTe'); carry ye, or,
he ready to carry, the heavy loads o/ one
The position of aWiiAuv gives it
anotlier.
especial prominence ; as it stands here it
seems pregnant with the exhortation, "Look
not every man only at his own griefs, but
at the griefs also of others" (of. Phil. ii. 4).
The word pdpos, weight, points to an
excessive weight, such as it is a toil to
carry.
Matt. xx. 12, " who have home the
burden (fiturritratii -rh pipos) and heat of
the day." So in Acts xv. 28. In 2 Cor.
iv. 17, " weight of glory," the phrase, suggested by tlie double sense of the Hebrew
word Itabhod, indicates the enormous greatness of the future glory. The supposition
that the apostle was glancing at tlie burden
of Mosaical observances, superseded as a
matter for care on our part by the burdens
of our brethren, seems far-fetched. These
" heavy loads " are those which a man
brings upon himself by acts of transgression : such as an uneasy conscience
difficulties in his domestic, social, or Church
relations ; pecuniary embarrassments ; or
other.
But the precept seems to go beyond
the requirements of the particular case of
a peccant brother which has suggested it,
and to take iu all the needs, spiritual or
secular, which we are subject to. (For
jSoiTTtlfeii' of carrying a toilsome burden,
oomp. Matt. viii. 17 ; John xis. 17 ; Acts

soriousnesB.

—

—

"

";
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And so fulfil the law of Christ
ovTus &van\7ipiffaTe [or, ayairXTjpiiffere']
rhy vSfjLov toC XpuTTov) and so fulfil (or, ye
XT. 10.)

cTi'ai

(Koi

.

;

The seiiee
ehall fulfil) the law of Christ.
comes to much the same, whether in the
Greek we read the future

indicative or

the aorist imperative. If the imperative be
retained, it yet adds no new element of
precept to the foregoing tlxe clause so read
prescribes the fulfilment of Christ's law in
tlie particular form of bearing one another's
burdens. If we read the future, the clause
affirms that in so doing we shall fulfil his
law; which in the other case is implied.
Many have supposed the word " law " to be
here nsed for a specific commandment; as
for example Christ's new coramiindmeut that
we should love one another. So St. James
St. Paul,
(ii. 8) writes of the " royal law."
however, never uses the term in this sense
in his own writing, though in the Epistle
to the Hebrews (viii. 10; x. 16), the plural
"laws" occurs in citation from Jeremiah.
It seems better to take it of the whole moral
;

institution of Christ, whether conveyed in
distinct piecept or in his example and
Comp.re with the present
spirit of action.
passage the advice which St. Paul gives the

—

" strong" (Rom. xv. 1 4), that they should
bear (iSao-rafsiy, as here, " carry ") the infirmities of the weak, and not wish to please
themselves; after Chi ist's pattern set foith
in prophetical Scripture, of old time written
hi order to instruct us liow we should act.
It has been often observed that the phrase,
" the law of Ciirist," was selected with
allusion to the stir now being made among
the Galatians respecting the Law of Moses.
" Satisfy ye the requirements of the Law
not of Moses which some are prating about,
but the law of Christ, a more perfect law
than that other, and more our proper conPossibly the words rm XpiffroC
cern."
were added as a pointed surprise of style
Tap' m6voiai/, aa the scholiasts on Aristophanes are wont to express it ^"aud thus
of Christ
fulfil the
Ver. 3. For if a man think himself to be
something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth
himself (ci 7ctp So/ce? ns elifal Tt jUTjSej/
kavrdv [Eeceptus, imnhv
((iperajraT^
fie,
c/ipefaTTaT^])
for if a man is nothing and

—

Uw—

1

—

;

thinUeth 'himself to be something, he it
The conjunction
deceiving his own soul.
"for" points back to tlie practical direction
"
spiritual ; " meaning
just given to the
that for those who wished to be, and also
perhaps to bo thought to be, fulfilling
Christ's law, this was the behaviour which
they were to carry out, and without which
The
tlieir claim was mere self-delusion.

phrase, SoKti ehai rt /mtiSIv Siv, is well illustrated by the passage cited by critics from
'Eiv Sonuai Ti
:
Plato's Apolngia,' p. 41,
'

E

firitkv

ivns,

[ch. vi.

oj/€i5f^ET€ ahTo^s

.

1— 18.
•

«

ffri

ovtevhs &I101,
''
Something " is, by a common meiosis, put
fjr " something considerable " (cf. ch. ii. 6).
.

.

oiovToi

Tt

6vriS

eivai

The especial form of eminence, the claim
to which is here referred to, is eminence in
spirituality and consistency as a servant cf
Clirist.
Possibly the apostle has in his
eye certain individuals among the Galatitns
that he had heard of, who, professing much,
were, however, self-complaceutly bitter and
contemptuous towards brethren who had
gone wrong in moral conduct or who differed from themselves iu the disputes then
The phrase, /iiiSh
rife in thoi>e Churches.
&i>, " being nothing," is a part of the hypoindividual
case spoken
thesis relative to the
of, not a statement putting forth the aphorism that no one is really anything. The passage quoted above from Plato shows, tliat
iu the latter cuse we should have had ouStv
and not iirfiip. Some men, by the grace of
God, are " something " but these persons
only fancy themselves to be so. VVhether
any man is really "something" or not is
determined by his practical conduct his
" work " as the apostle expresses it in the
next verse. The verb tppei/airar^y occuro in
;

—

New Testament only here, though we
have the substantive (ppeyairdTris, deceiTOrs,
Titus
i. 10.
St. Jamea(i. 2G) speaks of
in
a niau " deceiving his heart " iu seemingly
In both passages it
just tlie same sense.
appears to be meant that a man palms oil
upon his own mind fancies as if they were
just appiuhensions of real facts; in bc*h
also these fancies are but illusive notions
the

—

own religious character here, as
" spiritual ; " in James, us being
" religious " or " devout " (OpnaKos) the
activity of practical benevolence being in
both cases wanting ; for " the bridling not
his tongue " in ver. 2G is proved by tlie
contrasted behaviour spoken of in the next
verse to refer to those sins of the tongue
which are implicitly condemned in vers.

of one's

being

—

19—21.

—But

let every man prove his
(tA Sg epyop kavrov BoKijua^cVa)
e/cao-Tos); but his own worle let each man be
bringing to the proof. " His own work ;
his own actual conduct. Both " work " and
" his own " are weighted with emphasis
" work," as practical behaviour contrasted
with professions
or self-illusions (oomp.
1 Pet. i. 17, "
without respect of persons judgeth according to each man's work");
" his own," as contrasted with those others
with whom one is comparing himself to find
matter for self-commendation. "Be bringing to the proof;" that is, testing his actual
life by the touchstone of God's law, especially of " Christ's law," with the honest
purpose of bringing it into accordanca

Yer.

4.

own work

Who

";;
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In other words, " Let each man
be endeavouring in a spirit of eelf-watchfulness to walk orderly according to the
Spirit."
This notion of practical self-improving attaches to the verb SoKifidC"
therewith.

"
"
C" prove or examine ") also in Kom. xii. 2
And then shall
1 Cor. xi. 28 ; Eph. iii. 10.
he have rejoicing in himself alone {koL t<!te
tls iavrdp fjiSvou t() Kavx'i}^^, e'lcOl ^'^^ then
in regard to himself alone shall he have
whereof to glory. The preposition tls ia
used as in Matt. xiv. 31, Eij -ri eSia-Taaas;
" What didst thou look at that tliou didst
"
" Acts ii 25, " concerning

doubt ?
him ;
Eph. T. 32 Eom. iv. 20 xiii. 14 xvi. 19.
It depends upon the whole phrase, " shall
have his ground of glorying," and not upon
the word rendered " ground of glorying
;

;

;

The distinction which ordinarily
obtaius between verbals of the form of
Trpajfj-a and those of the form of trpu^is
appears to hold good also in respect to
Kaixvh" ^^^ Kaixv^'s- Compare the use of
Kaixvo^'s in 2 Cor. vii. 4 and Jas. iv. 16, with
Eom. iv. 2, exei Kaixw^
that of /cauxw
" hath whereof to glory ; " 1 Cor. ix. 16, ovk
"
I ^^^^ nothing to glory
fo-Tt 11.01 KoiixWi
In 1 Cor. V. 6, ov Ka\6v t6 KaixviJ''*
of."
" boast,"
vixHv, the substantive seems to mean
that is, what is said in boasting, as distinguished from /i:aux'io''s, the aotioa of
uttering a boast. The verb /cauxw/iOi, with
a favourite terra with St. Paul
its derivatives
often appears to mean " rejoicing " rather
than " boosting " (of Rom. v. 2 ; Heb. iii. 6)
but it seems desirable as a rule to render it
by " glorying," with the understanding that
the writer has frequently the joyous stats
of feeling more prominently in his view
than the utterance of sclf-gratulation.
What the apostle meant by " having one's
ground of glorying in regard to one's own
self alone," is well illustrated by what he
Says respecting himself in 2 Cor. i. 12,
" Our glorying is this, the testimony of our
conscience, that in l.oliness and sincerity of
God, not in fleshly wisdom, but in the grace
of God, we behaved ourselves in tlie world,
alone.

™

—

—

and more abundantly to you-ward." He
had been himself in the habit of testing
his conduct and spirit by the standard of
And
Christ's law ; and this was the fruit.
not in another (««! ovk els t6v irepoi/') and
;

The
not in regard to that neighbour of his.
probably points to that neighbour
with whom he has been comparing himself;
and so, perhaps, also in Kom. ii. 1. But
it may be simply "his neighbour;" ';the
;
man who is other than himself " as it is
in 1 Cor. vi. 1 and x. 24, in neither of which
passages has any particular "other person"
article

been before referred to.
Yet 5. For every

»wn burden

""

far each man shall carry \i» own
man's business is with his own
pack; and all depends upon his carrying
This " pack
that, not putting it down.
{ifiopTiov) is the whole of the duties for the
discharge of which each man is responsibleIt is thus that the image is employed by
our Lord (Matt. xi. 30), " My yolie is easy,
and my pack is light." So also in Matt,
xxiii. 4, " For they tie up packs heavy and
hard to cany, and lay them upon men's
Paffrdirei)

pack.

;

A

shoulders." The phrase, to iSiov (paprloy,
" the pack which is individually his own,"
implies that men's responsibilities vary,
each one having such as are peculiar to
himself. This " pack " is to be carefully
distinguished from the " heavy loads
Our Cbristian obligationj
i&dpri) of ver. 2.
Christ makes, to them who serve him well,
light ; but our burdens of remorse, shame,
grief, loss, whiih are of our own willul
procuring, these may be, must needs bo,
One part of our " pack " of
heavy.
obligation is to help each other in bearing
these " heavy loads " and we shall iind our
joy and crown of glorying in doing so not
only in the approval of our own consciences and in the consciousness of Christ's
approval, but also in the manifold refreshments of mutual Christian sympathy. On
the other hand, our Cbristian responsibilities,
including these of mutual sympathy and
succour, we must not attempt to evade.
One man is able to do more for others than
another man can ; the truly " spu'itual
man, for example, can do that which others
;

;

may

not even attempt to touch each one
has his own part and duty. And Christ's
mot d'ordre to all his worlimcn, or possibly
:

the apostle means to all his soldiers, is'this
" Every man carry his own pack 1 " The
future tense of the verb " shall carry " does
not point to some future time, but to tlio
absoluteness of the law for all time ; as in
ch. ii. 16 (see Winer, ' Gram. N. T.,' § 40,
The varying turn givsa
p. 251, 6th edit.).
to the same general image of oairying
burdens in ver. 2 and here is quite in
Compare, for example,
St. Paul's manner.
in 2 Cor iii. the varying turn given to the
images of " epistle " and " veil."
Ver. 6. let him that is taught in the word
oommunicate unto him that teacheth in all
good things (^KOuKDvelra St d Karnxovfievos rhy
:

—

\6yov T^ KaTjjxoDyTi, iv vacrii/ SiyaBols)

(tKaaTos yap

shall bear his

to"

iSiov

tpoprioi/

;

let

him

that is receiving instruction in the Word share
with him that instructeth in all good things.
The Authorized Version appears to have
exercised sound discretion in leaving the
particle Be untranslated. It is. In fact, here
merely a conjunction of transition: not in

any degree adversative ;

man

207

for the exhortation

to liberality towards our teachers is perfectly
germane to the preceding topics of carrying
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one another's loads, and so carrying our own
pack.

"to

The verb

KaT-nxfiv, etyraologically
sound," thence signifies "to

fill with
din a thing into another person's mind
with inculcation or constant repetition," in
which sense it occurs in Acta xxL 21, 24, of
tlio persistent repetition of a slanderous
report.
So early as in Hippocrates (Liddell
and Scott) the verbal substantive kot^xI""
is used for " instruction " and the verb,
though not occurring in Attic writers, seems
to have continued in use in other dialects,
to reappear at length in the Common Dialect
of Greek. Accordingly, it is found in the
;

sense of " instruct " in Luke i. 4 ; Acts xviii.
25 Eom. ii. 18 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 19. It does not
denote instruction by question and answer
in particular, but bimply the inculcating of
Kecently as the Galatian
knuwledge.
;

Churches had been founded, it appears from
this passage that there were already persons
among them whose particular business it
was to give religious instruction to their
fellow-Christians; so much their business,
that they were on this ground entitled to
receive from those they taught liberal help
Such persons were
in temporal things.
doubtltss included among the "elders"
wrhom Paul and Barnabas appointed in the
several Churches which they planted (Acts
It is noticeable, further, that the
xiv. 23).
order of men alone singled out as entitled
to such secular assistance is characterized
as a teaching order; so characterized, perhaps, because teaching religious truth was
the most prominentand characteristic of their
functions.
In his First Epistle to Timothy
(v. 17), written, probably, some years later,
" the elders who labour in Word and teaching
(SiBao-KaA-fa)" are particularized as those
among the "presiding eldecs" who are the
"most especially" entitled to liberal payment; the form of expression, however,
implying that elders whose function lay in
other duties than that of teaching were
likewise entitled to liberal consideration.
The teaching elders would require, more
than other Cliurch officers, leisure from
worldly avocations for the study of God's
Word and his truth, and for the actual
disdiarge of their especial work in private
as well as in public (oomp. Acts vi. 4 ; xx.
The direction here given would apply,
20).
as to the case of resident teachers, so also
to that of persons who travelled about in
the dissemination of the faith ; as we learn
from 1 Cor. ix. 4—14 ; 2 Cor. xi. 7—12. In
1 Thess. V. 12, 13 the apostle commends to
the "high estimation" of the disciples
" those who laboured among them, and were
over them in the Lord, and admonished
them (/coTTiCcJi'Tas, irpoXffrafiivovSt VQuQtrovv^
The expression " the Word " is used
Ttts)."
without any further qualification to desig-
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nate the Christian doctrine, ai in Mark ii
2; iv. 14; Acts viii. 4; xi. 19; Phil. L 14.
So the Christian religion is styled "the
Way " in Acts ix. 2 ; xix. 9. " Share ; " the
verb Koiv'jivtlv and its derivatives are frequently used vrith reference to that kind of
"fellowship" or "partnership" wiioh Is
evinced by our liberally sharing with the
object of it in our worldly means.
If we
"count a minister our partner {Kotrav6v)''
as St. Paul writes to Philemon (ver. 17),
we shall not begrudge him frank and
generous help in any direction. Thus Rom.
xii 13, " Communicating to the necessities
of saints," is properly " sharing with them in
generous sympathy." So Phil. iv. 14, " liad
fellowship with (a-uyicotvi'ia-avTef) my affliction " points to liberal temporal assistance.
Similarly, generous sympathy embodied in
money gifts is styled "communion," or
"partnirship," in Bom. xv. 26; 2 Cor. ix.
13 ; Phil. i. 5 ; Heb. xiii. 16 ; as also koivoiKiicrfs,
"ready to communicate," expresses
one ready to show such sympathy, in 1 Tim.
vi. 18.
The apostle regards, and would havo
others regard, such offices of kindness with
a Hue delicate feeling, not as giving as if
from a higher level of condition, but as
sharing with brothers, with whom all things
are held in common. Chrysostom and others
consider the word to point to an interchange
or barter of goods, spiritual and temporal,
referring to 1 Cor. ix. 11.
"In all good
things;" in all good things of this life
wliich he himself possesses. " Good things "
as in Luke xii. 18, 19 ("my good^'); xvi.
25 ; the preposition " in," as in Matt, xxiii.
30, " partakers in the blood of the prophets."
The exact import of this clause, which has
been variously interpreted, is best appreciated by our taking account of the warmth
of indignant feeling with which the apostle
is writing. This clearly transpires both from
the words, " be not deceived," and from the
assurance, " God is not mocked." The apostle
had evidently in his eye a certain course of
conduct which he indignantly denounces as
a " sneering at God." Tliis feeling prompts
him to accentuate his exhortation addressed
to the cold-hearted, niggardly Christians
whom he bus in view, by adding tliis clause,
which is in effect, " in every possible
way ; " namely, by giving them respect and
good will as well as maintenance. "To no
other Church does he address such direct
admonition respecting the liljcral treatment
of its teachers, though, perhaps, indirect
admonition may be detected in 1 Ooi. ix.
7 11. No doubt the news he had just heard
from Galatia made him feel the necessity
of dealing with them roundly on this point.
Ver. 7. Be not deceived (jih itXavaaBe).
So 1 Cor. vi. 9 ; xv. 33. Let nothing lead
you astray from the conviction, that in the

—

—

—
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conformity of your real lims and actual
practice with the dictatee of God's Spirit,
and in that alone, can yon hope for eternal
life.
God is not mooked (&ds ou /u/RTripiThe verb
ffToi); God is nut derided.
/ivKTHipl^eiy, to writhe the nostrils (/luKT^pns)
at one in scorn, to sneer at him, occurs
frequently in the Septuagint, rendering
different Hebrew words, which denote disdain; as nSatz (" despise"), Prov. i. 30 hazah
(" despise "), Prov. xv. 20 Id'acf, " laugh (in
derision)," Pb. Ixxx. 6.
St. Luke uses it in
his Gospel twice (xvi. 14 ; xxiii. 35), where
It is, in
it ii rendered " deride," " scoff at."
;

;

a " derision " of God when we meet
his requirements of real piety and of practical obedience by the presentation of lipprot'esiions and outward shows of religiousBut the derision will not last long
ness.
effect,

Whatever in our
cannot hold good.
hypocrisy we may pretend, or even after a
fashion believe, as to ourselves, the eternal
principles of Divine government are sure to
Bishop
work out their accomplishment.
Lightfoot, founding upon the use of the verb
on
rhetoric
Greek
authors
liuKTTipl(^etv in
with whom it denotes a kind of fine irony,
it

in which a feeling of contempt is thinly
veiled by a polite show of respect— proposei
to apply this sense here ; and it would well
suit the tenor of the passage; but as employed by so Hellenistic a writer as St. Paul
it appears safer to interpret the verb simply
in the light thrown upon it by the usage
of the Septuagint, For whatsoever a man
Boweth, that shall he also reap (t> yip 4ai>
The
&v6puvoiy tovto koX Beplffei).
ffireipiff
word irireipri may be either an aorist, as in

"whatsoever good thing each one
; " or a present.
The latter
seems to agree better with the d airelpuv
of the next verse, and the more pointedly
directs attention to one's present immediate

Eph.

doeth

vi. 8,

(ttoi^o-?))

behaviour. The reaping-time is either the
future life or its starting-point in the " day of
the Lord " which determmes its future complexion, as in Kom. ii. 5 16 ; 2 Oor. v. 10.
The axiom here stated holds good, no
doubt, in much that befalli us in the present

—

as is forcibly evinced by the late Fred.
Bobertson's sermon on this text ; but this
application of it hardly lies in the apostle's
present field of view. All human activity
" sowing,"
is here recited under this image of
with reference to the consequences which in
the day of retribution will infallibly accrue
from every part of it. In 2 Cor. ix. 6, however (" He that soweth sparingly shall reap
also sparingly," etc.), the idea is applied to
pecuniary gifts. Such an application seems
to possess a peculiar propriety, founded on
the benefits that the giving of money—which,
viewed as gold, silver, or copper coins is in
would be the
itgelf a dry and useless thing
life,

—
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—

means of efleoting (see vers. 12 15 of the
same chapter). But this does not warrant
our limiting the application of the word
here to the bestowment of money gifts,
though this in the context furnishes the
occasion for its introduction ; the next verse
proves the wider application which the
apostle's mind is making of it, not, however,
losing Bight (vers. 9, 10) of this Bi;ecifio
reference. " Whatsoever he is sovring, that
;
shall he reap " the quality of the harvest
(its quantity does not seem from the next
verse to be particularly thought of, as in 2
Cor. ix. 6) is determined by the quality of
the seed sown. In the form of expression,
the deed which is done is said to be itself
received back received back, that is, in its
corresponding reward or punishment. In a
similar manner the apostle expresses himself
in Epb. vi. 8, " Whatsoever good thing each

—

man

he receive again (xo/ttfrom the Lord." So of evil doings in

doeth, this shall

elrai)

Col. iii. 25, "He that doeth wrong shall
;
receive again the wrong which he did
and of both good and bad in 2 Cor. v. 10.
Thes* last-cited passages, together with
others which will readily occur to the reader,
appear to contemplate a reference to be
made in the day of judgment to each several
action, with an award assigned to each;
which view is likewise presented by such
utterances of Christ himself as we read in
Matt. X. 42 ; xxv. 35, 36, 42, 43. On the
other hand, in the passage now before us,
the "eternal life," and probably also the
" corruption " mentioneil in ver. 8, seem to
point to the general award, of life or of
destruction, which each man shall receive,
founded on the review of his whole behaviour
(see Bev. xx. 12, 15). This is a somewhat
ditierent view of the future retribution from
Considering such passages
the former.
in the light of moral exhortation, we are
reminded that in each several action we are
taking a step Utuiards either a happy or a
disastrous end a step which, if pursued
onward in the same direction, will infallibly
conduct us to either that happy or that
In re|;ard to the relation
disastrous end.
between the two somewhat differing views
of the future retribution above stated, when
considered as suljjeots of speculative inquiry,
a few observations may not be out of place
need find no difficulty at all in
here.
this diversity of representation so far as
relates to the good actions of those who
shall then be accepted or to the evil actions
But a
of those who shall be rejected.
difficulty does seem to present itself with
respect to the evil deeds done, if not before
yet after their conversion, by the ultimately
accepted, and also with respect to the good

—

We

lost.
Will
the righteous receive the award of their evil

deeds done by the ultimately

"
;
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the award of
no righteous
man who hath not sinned as also neither is
there an unrighteous man whose life does
not show good and laudable actions.
reference to the actual experience of souls
in this life suggests, not indeed a complete
solution of the difficulty which the nature of
the case probably malies impossible to us at
devise, but a consideration which helps to
iBssen our sense of it. It is this in Christians who have a well-grounded consciousness of perfect reconciliation with God,
assured to tliem even by the seal of the
Spirit of udoption, this happy consciousness
ia, however, perfectly compatible with
a
vivid remembrance of wrong things done in
the paat.
And this remembrance is perpetually suggestive of sentiments of selfloathing— self-loathing the more bitter in
proportion as the soul, by its growing purification through the Spirit, is enabled the
more truly to estimate the evil character of
those evil deeds.
This is exemplified by
St. Paul's wailing recollection, near the very
end of his course, of those heinous sins of
his, committed long years before, against
Christ and his Churcli (1 Tim. i. 15). Now,
we cannot conceive of a continuous existence
of the soul apart from a continued rememl»ance of its past experiences. The redeemed,
then, in their perfected state after the resurrection, can never become oblivious of those
foul blots in their spiritual histoiy the recollection of them can never cease at once to
abase them in their own consciousness and
to glorify the grace which has redeemed
them.
The Divine Spirit itself will still,
we may believe,quicken these remembrances;
and the infinite benefactions of God, in that
state of felicity experienced, will be still

Will the

deeds?

their good deeds?

lost reoeiye

For there

is

;

A

:

;

heaping fresh coals of fire upon their heads.
Their felicity will be no ofispring of blindness or misconception in reference to the
past; on tlie contrary, they will know the
truth in respect to their own lives, in respect
to every part of them, with a clearness unattainable in the present slate; but they
will know the truth too in respect to the
intensity of the Divine love. God's love, it
is true, cannot shed the light of approval
upon' those dark spots of their earthly history; cannot shed upon them those felicitating beams of " Well done, good and
faithful servant," which will most assuredly
flow down upon the acceptable portions of
their conduct ; that love itself cannot deal
with his servants otherwise than according
But the love of God will be
to truth.
clearly seen, cancelling, for Christ's sake,
the penal consequences which but for Christ
those severAl wickednesses would have incurred in those very mstances of sinfulness
magnifying in each saved one's coneciousness
;
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the infinite benignity of his Father, which
loved him even then, in those very hours of
his extremest ill-deserving. If these speculations appear not unreasonable, then they
will serve to explain in what way the sinful
doings even of those finally accepted will,
however, not fail of receiving their award;
the award will be there, both in that sense
of loss loss of Divine commendation, which
will necessarily accompany the recollection
of them ; and also in the sense of their
debt of punishment, though cancelled. Be
we sure our sin will lind us out.
Ver. 8. For he that soweth to his flesh
shall of the flesh reap corruption (in i
airetpcoif els t^v ffApKa eavTov^ eK T^s ffapKhs
Beplnet tjyBopAi') ; for he that soweth unto his
own flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption.
" For " the causal force of the particle
8ti, properly "because," is here greatly
attenuated, being employed to introduce
a sentence commending to acceptance the
foregoing one, simply by a detailed exposition of particulars illusirating its meaning.
This is the case also in 1 Thess. ii. 14;
iv. 16
Eph. ii. 18 Phil. iv. 16. In regard
to the connection of this first half of the
eighth verse with the preceding context, we
must take note of the sternly monitory tone
which marks ver. 7. This shows that in the
sentence, " whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also ruap," the apostle has more
immediately in view the terrible harvest to
be reaped by those who acted as if they
thought that God might.be overreached.

—

—

;

;

;

We may

infer from this that this first
clause of ver. 8 is mainly the thought
which up to here the writer had it on his mind
to inculcate the " corruption " which a
man would reap from a life of self-indulgence. But, after completing the statement
of this thought, his tone forthwith changes
the frown clearing away from his countenance, he adds, to the threatening admonition of the first clause, the cheering
promise of the second, while a more genial
tone marks his further remarks on the subject
in vers. 9 and 10. The second limb of the
verse thus appears introduced in the same
way as the second does in Rom. viii. 13;
and in both cases with the conjunction Se.
" Sowing unto his own tiesli." Many critics
render, "into his own flesh," as if, with
a shifting of the image, which is certainly
not uncommon with St. Paul, the flesh were
now the ground into which the seed is cast.
This relation, however, to the verb " sow
(see Alford and EUicott) is in the New
Testament expressed diflerently, by eV, in, or
by Eir/, upon; while €is in Matt. xiii. 22
denotes "among." It is more obvious to
take CIS as " unto," " denoting the hnmediate object of the action, that to which it
tends, that in which it terminates " (Webster

—
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This way

u alluding to or rather expressing a eertain

of construing suits better in the phrase, eU
Applying the
rh nyeifjux, which follows.
image of sowing generally, the apostle in
ver. 7 speaks of the quality of the sowing
(not precisely the quality of the seed) as
determining the q uality of the harvest ; and
here, of one kind of sowing being " unto
the flesh," the other " unto the Spirit."
" He that Boweth unto his own flesh ; " that
is, he whose general action in life is referred
to his own personal gratification in his lower
nature to his own profit, pleasure, honour.
The addition of eouToi; ("his own") has a
marked reference to the topio which led
to this general statement: the apostle has
in his view a man's gratifying his own
merely worldly inclinations, to the disregard
of the well-being, even the physical wellbeing, of other men. To sow unto the flesh
of our brethren, in one sense, namely, for
the promotion of their pliysioal well-being,
would bear a different aspect from sowing
unto our own flesh. " Shall from the flesh
reap corruption." This by some commentators has been interpreted thus : In the
harvest of That Day, nought will be foimd
with him of all those things on which hia
heart baa been set nought save, at the
best, mere rottenness, disappointment, and
This would be analogous to the
illusion.
moral with which our Lord pointed hia
parable of the rich fool, to whom God
said, " Whose shall those things be which
"So is he," added
tliou hast provided?"
Christ, " tliat layeth up treasure for himself,
and is not riot toward God" (Luke xii
The word ipeopd, corruption,
20, 21).
involves at least as much as this ; but this
view alone would furnish an inadequate
antitheton to " eternal life," as also it givea
less force to the word itself than it appears from its ordinary use to convey. One
essential element of this verbal noun 4>8opa
is the notion of decay, or the condition of

qualification of the flesh's condition, ia
shown by his inserting the words, ^k t^s
<rapK6s, "of the flesh."
Strictly speaking,
those words are not necessary for the completoness of the sentence. To all appearance they are added setiologicaUy, to make

and 'Wilkinson, ' Commentary ').

—

—

being impaired, spmU, toaated away (cf.
Col. ii. 20 ; Eom. viii. 21). It is used of
corruption in our moral nature in 2 Pet. L
4; ii. 12, 19; as <p9elpa and Stapdelpa are
likewise applied in 2 Cor. viL 2 ; 1 Tim. vi. 5.
But the clear piesentment of its sense,
when connected as it is here with " flesh,"
is afforded by its antithesis, with respect
to the "body" or "flesh," to a<t>0apala in
1 Cor. XV. 42, " It is sown in corruption, it ia
raised iBiTicomfyfe'on," and ibid.,50,"Neither

doth corruption inherit incorruption ;" and
by the opposed adjectives " corruptible"
and " incorruptible " (^^iapr6s and iipBafTos)
in 1 Cor. xv. 53, 54, as well as by the use of
SuupBopa of the rotting away of a dead body,
Acts ii. 27, 31 ; xiii 34—37. That the
apostle uses the word "coiTuption" with
• dueot reference to " flesh," and therefore

m

prominent the thought that what is sown
unto the flesh may be expected to issue in
corruption, because corruption is the natural
end of flesh itself. For an analogous reason,
" of the Spirit " is inserted in the antithetic
statement; the Spirit being essentially not
only living, but vivifio. The words, then,
aeem to mean this : " shall from the flesh
reap that corruption which the flesh, uuquickened by the Spirit of God [for comp.
Kom. viii. 11], must itself issue in." In
endeavouring more exactly to determine the
sense of these words, it ia well in the first
instance to confine our view to the conceptions relative to this subject presented

by

Paul,
In reviewing these, we
that St. Paul never predicates
(" incorruption," " incorruptibleness") of the future bodily condition of
St.

observe

a<)>0apala

"those who perish

(oi

a.ro\Kiiii.evoi)."

—

On

the contrary, in 1 Cor. xv. 42 54 he clearly
restricts this conception of bodily being to
the case of those whose body shall bo
assimilated to that of the second Adam,
the Lord from heaven, as indeed it is only
to them that the entire discourse (vers.
20—58) relates. So again in Phd. iii. 21,
the "fashioning anew of the body of our
humiliation into conformity with the body
of his glory " ia evidently limited to those
whose end is not " perdition (aTrt^Aeia)."
Again, in 2 Cor. v. 1 the " house not made
with hands, eternal," appears to be an exclusive designation of the resurrection-body
of the accepted believer. Once more, in
Bom. ii. 7 the words, "to them that by
patience in well-doing seek for glory and

honour and incorruption

{iupBapalav),"

imply

that incorruption ia an attribute exclusively
pertaining to the happiness after which true
Christiana aspire. All that we meet with
elsewhere in St. Paul's writings fits in
perfectly with his holding the view that,
while " there shall be a resurrection both of
the just and unjust," as he stated to Felix
(Acts xxiv. 15)—a resurrection surely he
meant in the body the bodies of the
accepted alone will be incorruptible, the
bodies of the lost being, for all that appears
in his teaobing, left in some sense subject to
corruption. Va. what way the apostle in hia
own mind connected this conception, of incorruption being a quality exclusively pertaining to the future condition of the just,
witk that of the " eternal destruction
(aiiw/ioj i\(9pos) " awaiting them who know
not God (2 Thess. i. 9), we shall, perhapa,

—

—

;
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do wisely in not attempting to determine.
We can, it is true, imagine ways of conjoining the two notions but it will be best
;

this or that
that was St. Paul's manner of viewing the
subject.
Possibly the Spiiit had not revealed this to him ; if so, he might feel it
incumbent upon him to forbear from giving
forth definite statements on matters not
really disclosed to his view, and, therefore,
nut iutended to form a part of revealed

not to positively affirm that

This, however, should not keep hs
back from accepting what appears to be
the only probable view of the sense of the
present passage, namely, that they who live
a life of selfishness and carnal self-indulgenc« will reap the final award of having
a body with flesh, in some most real and
important sense, subject to ooiTuptlon. The
consideration that the apostle is thinking
of the awards of the day of judgment, at
once meets the objection that corruption is
predicable of the Christian's body also. It
is obvious to reply that, though the body of
a believer is sown in corruption even as the
body of an unrighteous man, it is revealed
to us that it will be raised in incorruption
which it is nowhere said that the body of
him who dies in his sins wiU be. As
applied to objecis lying on the other side
of the veil wliich parts the spiritual world
from that visible world whence all our
images of thought are derived, this term
" corruption " must be understood as describing a condition of bodily being, not
necessarily identical with, but very conceivably only in some respects analogous
to, that which it describes in relation to
a corpse in our present state. The resurrection state, with all that pertains to it,
inscnitably blending, as the story of the
truth.

forty

;

days commencing with Christ's resur-

rection exemplifies, spiritual phenomena
with corporeal, is one which we are wholly
imable to umlerstand or to realize. This
may be thought a very superfluous obser-

The attempts
vation. Bnt it is not so.
intellectually to realize the events which
we are hereafter to witness and to be the
subjects of, and the dogmatic afBrmations
relating to tliem, made, not merely in past
ages, but in the very present, render it
necessary that we should distinctly keep
The physical theory of
this truth in view.
that future state, and the eventual history
which is to be evolved in it, we not merely
do not know, but are absolutely incapable of
forecasting. We dare not say one syllable
about them beyond what is distinctly told
us ; aad what m told us, we are to remember, is through the very nature of the case
no other than images, presented in a dark
dim minor, which shows them so obscurely,
tjiat to 7UI intelleetive perception they seont
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riddles rather than revelations : 'Apn yip
P\4irofiiV 5r ia6'irrpov iv aiyiyfiaTi (1 Cor.
liii. 12).
It is, in fact, not our intellect, but
our moral sense, that the revelations of the
future state are designed to inform. N^ext,

looking out from the field of purely Pauline
doctrine upon the teaching presented in
other parts of the New Testament, we are
reminded at once of that awful and repeated
word of our Lcrd concerning the " Gehenna
of fire" " where their worm ((r/ctoATiJ) dieth
not, and the fire is not quenched " (Mark ix.
43—48). It is known hat, before our Lord
appeared upon earth, this conception of
Gehenna, the terms of which beyond question were borrowed from the closing verses
of Isaiah, had already become cun'ent in
the eschatological views of the Jews. This
is evidenced by Judith xvi. 17 ; Ecclus. vii.
17.
This imagery our Lord adopted, recognizing, it should seem, in this portion of
rabbinical teaching a just evolution of ideas
which had been presented in the inspired
volumes of the Old Testament a development of them which we may fairly attribute
to the guiding influence of the Holy Spirit
promised to God's restored people, as e.g.
in Ezek. xxxvi. 24 28.
cannot doubt
that the " worm " which our Lord spoke
of means the worm which preys ujion
The image, therefore, exactly
rotting flesh.
accords with the word " corruption " ee
interpreted above.
Whether the apostle
glanced at that discourse of Christ, or was
even aware of it, is uncertain but that he
both knew of it and even inferred from it
in using this word " corruption," is by no
means unlikely. One other reference to
" corruption " as the future doom of at least
certain of the lost, is found in 2 Pet.

—

I

—

—

We

;

ii. 12, which, according to the now approved
reading of the Greek text, runs thus " But
these, as creatures without reason, boru
mere animals to be taken and destroyed
shall ill their destroying be destroyed [or, ' in
their corruption shall even rot away'] (eV r-g
<p6op^ auToj;/ Kal (pSap'fiffovTai)."
Possibly
the word <j>dopd, taken as " corruption,"
points here to moral corruption ; but tlie
verb <l>8apiirrovTcu may very well point to
the miserable doom of rotting away by
which they shall judicially perish, moral
corruption working physical corruption.
But the exact sense is doubtful. With the
clause before us we must group Bom. viii. 13,
" If ye live alter the flesh, ye are certain
to die " whilst the sentence which follows,
" But if by the Spirit yo put to death the
doings of the body, ye shall live," anaweri
to the closing sentence of the present ver^e
as also does " death " as " the wages of sin,"
balanced against the " eternal life " which
:

;

"the gift of God,"
oontn^^d thou|;hts
is

in
in

Kom.
Phil.

vi. 25.
iii.

The

19,

%9

;
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HkewisB closely touch thoge here presented
to UB.
But he that Eoweth to the Spirit
shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting (j Si
ffireipojv €is rh Xlyev/ja, in rov. Tlveifiaros Bepiirei
(mit' al^fiov); hut he that eoweth unto the
Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life eternal.
That is, he that expends thought, time, effort,
money, upon the furthering, in himself and
in otters, of the fruits of the Spirit, shall
receive, from that Holy Spirit to whose
guidance dwellins; witliin him he resigns
himself, that quickening of his whole being,
body, soul, and spirit, for an everlasting
existence in glory, which it is the proper

work of that Divine Agent to
the latter clause, comp. Bom.

For

effect.
viii.

11, " If

Spirit of him that raised up Jesus
frum the dead dwelleth in yon [as the
guiding, animnting influence in your lives],
he that raised up Christ from the dead shall
quicken also your mortal bodies, because
;
of his Spirit dwelling within you " in
which passage tlie setiological clause, "by
reason of his Spirit dwelling in you," corresponds exactly with the setiological clause,
"of the Spirit," in the words before us.
The two verses which follow show that one
specific form of sowing unto the Spirit'
which the apostle has definitely in view,
while enforcing the general idea, is that
How closely the
of Ohriutlan beneficence.
tlie

practice of Christian benuflcence was in
mind, in conformity with
tlie apostle's
Christ's own teaching (Matt. xxv. etc.),
connected with the securing of the future
blissful immortality, is
1

Tim.

vi. 18,

19; —

markedly shown in

^not

the less so

if

we

now

approved reading, Xya
iiriXifiavrai rov ivras fm^ j, " that they may
lay hold on the life which is life indeed."
Ver. 9. And let us not he weary in welladopt

the

—

doing {rh 5e KaKhv voiOvvTfs fjL^ iyKUKufiev
[Textus Eeceptus, 4KKaKS>/j.tv]) ; but in doing
that which is good, let us not flag. That is,
some sow unto their own flesh, some unto the
Spirit ; let us be of those who do that which
is commendable
and not that only ; let us
do it witli an unflagging spirit. Such seems
to be the swaying of thought in the sentence ; hence the position of the participial
phrase before the verb: the participle is
not a mere qualification of the verb, as it is
in the rendering, " Let us not be weary in
well-doing," and as it is in 2 Thess. iii. 13
but, with an implied exhortation that such
should be the case, it supposes that we are
of the better class, and founds upon the supposition the exhortation not to flag. " That
which ia commendable (rh KtAiv) " recites,
not works of beneficence only, but every
speciei of moral excellence, comprising in
brief the enumeration given in Phil. iv. 8,
kll of which is included in " sowing unto the
The verb iyKaxeiy occurs in five
Spirit."
;
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—

other places of the New Testampnt Luke
xviii. 1; 2 Cor. iv. 1, 16
Eph. iii. 13;
2 Thess. iii. 13. In every one of these six
passages some of the manuscripts present
the variant reading of ^KKaKeic, which in all
is adopted in the Textus Beceptus, but is
in all replaced with the general consent of
recent editors by kyKaxeTy, It is, indeed,
questioned whether ixicaKeTv is ever used by
j

any Greek author. The difference

in

mean-

ing is material: 4-yKaice!i/ ia to be bad in
doing a thing; while iKKuKur would probably mean to be so bad at a course of action
as to leave it off altogether. In the first
four of the above-cited passages it is rendered in the Authorized Version bj
" faint ;"_ whilst in 2 Tliess. iii. 13 and
here it is rendered "be weary," that is,
" flag." In all the notion of flagging appears
the most suitable, and in 2 Cor. iv. 1, 16
necessary.
In the present passage the
course of thought requires us to understand
it as not so strong a word as 4K\vea-eai.
Critics point attention to the play of phrase
in connecting the expression, doing that
which is commendable or good, with the
verb denoting being bad at doing it. So in

2 Thess.

iii.

13,

ij.ii

Sy/co/c^irijTE

KoXoitoi.-

The

epigrammatic combination
would seem to have been u favourite one
with St. Paul, occurring as it does in two
ovvres.

letters written several years apart.
Such
playfulness is not foreign to his style. Tlie
use of the first person plural may be merely

cohortative, as above in ch. v. 24. But it
may also be a real self-exhortation as welL
In the long, long, weary, arduous conflict
which St. Paul was waging throughout his
Christian career, the flesh must often have
felt weak, and have required the application of this goad. And tllis tone of personal
feeling may, perhaps, bo further discerned
"
in the use of the phrase, " in due season ;
the blessed reaping of joy may seem to
OS at times long in coming; but God's time
for its coming will be the best time ; let
us, therefore, be resigned to wait for that.
This leems to be the tone of the KaipoTs
iSlois, " in its own times," of 1 Tim. vi. 1 5.
For in due season we shall reap, if we faint
not (Kaip$ yitp iSltf Oeplaonfv, fiii iK\vi/j,€voi) ;
fen- at its oum season we sltall reap, if tee faint
not. Kaipbs IfSios is the season assigned to
an event in the counsels of God; as in
2 Thess. ii. 6, 4v r^ avrov KOipcp, "in hia
season," of the revelation of the "man of
lawlessness." Kaipo7s ISlois ia used in 1 Tim.
vi 15 with reference, as here, to the day of
judgment ; and in 1 Tim. ii. 6 and Titus i. 3,
of the manifestation of the gospel. In every
case the phrase appears to intimate that

the season appointed by God, though not
what man might have anticipated or wished,
was, however, to b* aoquiesoed in aa wiseat

;

;
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and best
the same

(see last note).
The reaping Is
as that referred to in the previous
two verses. " If we faint not." The verb
iKKisaBai in Matt. XT. 32 and Mark viii. 2
is to faint physically from exhaustion.
In

Heb.

xii. 3, fl it is used of succumbing,
giving in, morally ; not merely feeling weak,
but in consequence of weakness giving up

all further effort.
In this latter sense it
occurs in the Septuagint of Josh, xviii. 3

And this last is its
It expresses more than the
spirit before mentioned; for

and in 1 Mace.
meaning liere.
flagging of

ix. 8.

would not forfeit the reward of past
achievement, unless it led to the actual relinquisiiment of further endeavour ; this last
would forfeit it (comp. Eev. iii. 11 and 2
John 8). Taking it thus, there is no occasion for understanding this phrase, "not
fainting," as several of the Greek commentators do, including apparently Chrysostoin,
as if it meant thus : " We shall reap without any fear of fainting or becoming weary
any more;" wliich surely, as Alford observes, gives a vapid turn to the sentence.
Ver. 10. As we have therefore opportunity {^pa oZy &s Kaiphv ^X'^A^'') t ^0 then,
while (or, a») we have a $eawn for to doing.
'Apa oZv this combination of particles is
frequently found in St. Paul's writings,
being so far as appears (cf. Winer, ' Gram.
N. T.,' § 53, 8 a) peculiar to him (1 Thess.
V. 6; 2 Thess. ii. 15; Eom. v. 18; vii. 3,
25 ; viiL 12 ; ix. 16, 18 ; xiv. 12, 19 ; Eph.
ii. 19).
In every fnstnnce it marks a certain pause after a statement of premisses
in several, following a citation from the Old
Testament ; the writer, after waiting, so to
speak, for the reader duly to take into his
mind what has been already said, proceeds
to draw his inference.
The &pa seems to
point backward fo the premisses; the oiv
" Well, then,"
to introduce the inference.
or "so, then," appears a fairly equivalent
rendering. In 1 Thess. v. 6 and Eom. xiv.
19 &pa oiv introduces a cohortative verb, as
here; in 2 Thess. ii. 15, an imperative.
The words which follow seem to be commonly understood as meaning "whenever
opportunity offers." But this falls short of
recognizing the solemn consideration of the
proprieties of the present sowing-time,
which the previous context prepares us to
expect to find here ; the term " season," as
Meyer remarks, having its proper reference
already fixed by the tmtithelical season of
reaping referred to in ver. 9. Moreover,
instead of on, wuuld not the apostle, if he
had meant " wlienever," have used the
intensified form KaSclisI Chrysostom gives
the sense well tlius : " As it is not always
in our power to sow, bo neither is it to show
mercy ; when we have been borne iience,
tliat

—

:

though we may desire

it

a thousand times,

we
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shall be able to effect nothing."

Indeed,
questionable whether the sense now
pleaded for is not that which was intendec?
oy the rendering in the Authorized Version.
The particle is probably means " while,"
as it does in Luke xii. 58 and in John xii.
35, 36, where it should replace the far of
the Textus Eeceptus; but this needs not
to be insisted upon. Anyway, we are reminded of the uncertain tenure by which
we hold the season for doing that which, il
done, will have so blessed a consequence.
Let us do good nnto all men (Jkpya^^fjLiBa rh
ayaBiv vpis Trivras); let us he worlcers of
that which «'• good towards all men.
The
verbs hpyd^ofiai and irotia appear used interchangeably in Ool. iii. 23 and 3 John 5
but the former seems to suggest, more
vividly than the other, either the concrete
action, the Ip-yov, wliich is wrought ; or else
the part enacted by the agent as being a
worker of such or such a description as if,
here, it were " let us be benefactors." The
adjective " good " (^ayaBis) is often, perhaps
most commonly, used to designate what is
morally excellent in general thus, e.g., in
Eom. ii. 10, "the worker of that which is
good " is contrasted with " the worker-out
of that which is evil," as a description of a
man's moral character in general. But on
the other hand, this adjective frequently
takes the sense of " benevolent," " beneficent;" as e.g. in Matt. xx. 15, "Is thine
eye evil, because I am good ? " 1 Pet. ii. 18,
"masters, . . . not only the good and gentle,
but also the froward " Titus ii. 5 ; 1 Thess.
iii. 6 ; 1 Tim. vi. 18 ; Eom. xii. 21.
In the
remarkable contrast between the righteous
man and the good man in Eom. v. 7 (see Dr.
Gifford's note ou the passage, 'Speaker's
Commentary,' p. 123), the latter term appears distinctly intended in the conception
of virtuousness to make especially prominent the idea of beneficence. Naturally,
this sense attaches to it, when it deacribea
an action done to anotlier, as the opposite to
the "working ill to one's neiglibour," mentioned in Eom. xiii. 10; "good" in such u
relation, denoting what is beneficent in
effect, denotes what is also benevolent in
intention (see 1 Thess. v. 15). Indeed, that
the present clause points to works of beneficence " is made certain by that which is
added, "and especially," etc.; for our behaviour should be in no greater degree
marked by general moral excellence in dealing with one class of men than in dealing
with any others; though one partiealar
branch of virtuous action may be called into
varying degrees of activity in different
it

is

—

;

;

.

relations of
all

men "

human

;

intercourse.

**

Towards

towards, as in 1 Thess. v.
14; Eph. vi. 9.
The spirit of universal
philanthropy which the aoostle inculcate!
irpcfs,

;

<m.
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here as in other passages, as e.g. 1 Thess.
V. 15, is one which flows naturally from the
proper influence upon the mind of the great
facts stated in 1 Tim ii. 3—7, as also it was
a spirit which in a most eminent degree
animated the apostle's own life. Witness
that noble outburst of universal benevolence
which we read of in Acts xxvi. 29. Such
an escape from bigotry and partieiilariiim
was quite novel to the Gentile world, and
scarcely heard of in the Jewish, though
beautifully pointed forward to in the teaching of tlie Book of Jonah (see Introduction
to the Book of Jonah, in ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. vi. p. 576). Especially unto
them who are of the household of foith
(jid\iirTa 5e irphs Tohs oiK^iovs t^s Tr/cTTcais)
but especially towards them that are of the
household of faith. The adjective oikcioj
occurs in the New Testament only in St.
Paul's Epistles— twice besides here, namely,
in Eph. ii. 19, "fellow-citizens with the
saints, and of the household (^oIkuoi) of
God " and in 1 Tim. v. 8, " if any provideth not for his own, and specially his
own household (o'lKelaiv)." In the last-cited
passage, the adjective, denoting as it plainly
is meant to do, a closer relation than " his
;
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their hold upon the fundamental prin
oiples of the gospel, they had also declined
in their affectionate maintenance of the
teachers who upheld those doctrines. He

now commends these, belonging to faith's
own household, to their especial regard
(comp. Phil.

iu. 17).
"Especially;" this
qualification in an intensified form of the
precept of universal beneficence, is the outcome of no cold calculation of relative
duties, but of fervent love towards those
who are truly brethren in Christ. That to
these an especial affection is due above all
others is a sentiment commended and in-

culcated in almost all St. Paul's Epistles
;
as it is also by St. Peter, as e.g. in 1 Pet. i.
22, etc. ; and again by St. John. With all,
" love of brethren ((l>iKaSs\<pta)" is a diflerent
sentiment from that sentiment of charity
which is due to all fellow-men that is, it
is an inteusifled form of this latter, exalted
into a peculiar tenderness of regard by tho
admixture of higher relations than those
which antecedently connect true Christians
with all members of the human family.
Christ has himself (Matt. xxv. 31—46)
taught his disciples that he deems a peculiar regard to be due from them- to those
"his brothren" who at that day shall be on
;

own (iSiW)" must mean members of his
household or family; and we can hardly
err in supposing that in Eph. ii. 19 likewise the phrase, oiKe7ot tov ®eov denotes
those whom God has admitted into his
family as children.
So the word also
signifies in the Septuagint of Isa. iii. 5;
Iviii. 7
and Lev. xviii. 6, 12, 13. It is,
therefore, an unnecessary dilution of its
force here to render it, " those who belong
to the faith," though such a rendering of it
might be justified if found in an ordinary

meaning, evidently, by
brethren," not suffering men,
women, or children as such, but sufferers
peculiarly belonging to himself (comp.
Matt. X. 42 ; xviii. 5, 6). Thus we see that,
after all, there is a partieularimn properly
characteristic of Christian sentiment ; only,
not such a particularism as a Gentile, and
too often a Jew likewise, would have formulated thus : " Thou slialt love thine own
people and hate the alien ; " but one which

Greek author.

may

;

is

illustrated

The meaning of rrjs iria-nas
by the strong personification

used before by the apostle in ch. iii. 23, 25,
" before faith came " " shut up for the faith
which was yet to be revealed ; " " now that
faith is come."
The apostle surely here is
not thinking of " the Christian doctrine,"
but of that principle of believing acceptance of Ood's promises which he has been
insisting upon all through the Epistle.
This principle, again personified, is here the
patron or guardian of God's people aforetime under a pedagogue : " of the household
of faith," not "of the faith." The apostle
is thinking of those who sympathized with
the doctrine of justification by faith in
Christ without legal observances ; and very
possibly ii glancing in particular at the
teachers under whose care the apostle had
At first, we
left the Gkilatian Churches.
may believe, the Galatian Churchmen, in the
fervour of their aifeotion to the apostle himself, had been willing enough to help those
But when relaxing
teachers in every way.
;

his right

"these

hand;

my

be formulated thus : " Thou shalt love
every man, but especially thy fellow-believer
in Christ." The reader will, perhaps, scarcely
need to be reminded of Keble's exquisite
piece on the Second Sunday after Trinity
in tho Christian Year.'
Ver. 11. Ye see how large a letter I have
written unto yon with mine own hand
'

—

(XSere irri\(Kois ^/uv ypd/ificuTiv eypa^^a rf 4fj.-^
XfipO i '^ "'^'^ nhat large pieces of writing
(or, with what large letters) I have written
(or, 1 write) unto yon with mine own hand.

There can be hardly any doubt that the
rendering "ye see" of the Authorized
Version, supposing, as it seems to do, that
this is meant as an indicative, must be
wrong (cf. John iv. 29 ; 1 John iii. 1). The
iSere of the Textus Beceptus in Phil. L 36
is replaced by recent editors with one consent by ^HsTf, Each one of the foui next
Greek words, irrfXiKois w/ttr ypdfi^uurty typai^o,
has been subjected to a variety of interpretations.
What appears to the present writer
the most probable view he must explain aa

"
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briefly

eg be

Ib

able.

The

interrogative

means "how great," as in Zeoh. ii. 2
(Septuagint) Heb. vii. 4. Accordingly, iritffo
Kol iTTjA-i/to in Polyb., i. 2, 8 (cited in Liiddell
and Scott's ' Lexicon ') means " how many
and how Iiirge." Many, as «.gf. Chrysostom,
have euppcised that tiie word includes a
irrjAficos

;

reference

attaching

to clumsiness, ungainliness, as
to the apostle's handwriting

(" with what big letters I "). But uo example
of the word being used in this sense of
" uagainliness " has been adduced ; and it
seems safer not to import into its rendering
this additional shade of meaning.
The
dative i/io' Bishop Lightfoot proposes to
connect closely with imKlKois as juol and
(Tol are often used in familiar style, with the
sense marlt you I But there is no instance
of this nse of the dative pronoun in the

Greek Testament

Anm.

§ 22, 7,

Gram. N. T.,'
140); and here surely

(see Winer,

2, p.

'

more naturally oonnects "itself with typa^a.
It ia not uncommon with St. Paul to insert
some word or words between a substantive
and its adjective or dependent genitive, eis
here between irriXiKois and ypd^fuxtrtv (see
ch. ii. 9 iii. 15; PhU. iv. 15, etc.). In the
instances now cited there appears no more
it

;

for such a seeming disarrangement of the words than there does
here. The verb typail/a is used with no

logical occasion

objective accusative following, as in Bom.
XV. 15 ; 1 Pet. v. 12 ; the substantive
ypd/ifiaffiv being in the dative, because the
apostle is referring merely to the form of

the medium of communication, and not to
the substance of the communication itself.
The rendering of the Authorized Version,
" how large a letter I have written," cannot
be defended as a literal- translation, tliough
it may be allowed on one view of the passage to give tlie sense rightly. But though
the plural noun ypiii/tma, in ordinary Greek,
like Uterx in Latin, sometimes occurs in the
sense of a single epistle or letter, it is never
so used by St. Paul, who always employs
the word iirnTToKii to express this notion,
which he does no less than seventeen times.
In Acts xxviii. 21 it is rendered " letters,"
in the plural n'umber; being properly "communications in writing." The noun ypimm
was the word ordinarily employed in Greek
to designate a letter of the alphabet. It
also denotes "a writing," as when in the
plural we read in John v. 47, " if ye believe
not ills writings," and in 2 Tim. iii. 15, " the
sacred writings," or Scriptures. In Luke
xvi. 6, 7 " take thy bill" is literally, " take
thy writings" (ypiiiimra being the now
accepted raiding in the Greek text). In
2 Cor. iii. 7, " the ministration of death in
writings," the word probably refers to the ten
commandments, each forming one " writ ing;
though it may mean " in characters of

[oh. VI. 1
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writing." In ordinary Greek it sometimes
denotes a passage of a treatise or bonk
(Liddell and Scott, under the word, ii. 4).
Next (1) the verb eypa\f/a (" I have
written ") may be understood, as in Bom. xv.
15, " I have written the more boldly nnto
you,'' etc., with reference to the entire letter,
now nearly complete, as it lies before )iim.
In that case the apostle's words may be
rendered, " See, with what long writings
[or, ' pieces of writing '] I have written unto
you with mine own hand." Throngh some
cause or other, we know not what the cause
was, writing with his own hand was not
a welcome employment to him ; so far
nnwelcome that he generally devolved the
actual penning of his letters upon an amanuensis, merely authenticating each letter as
his own by a postscript added in his own
liand (see 2 Thess. iii. Jin.).
Perhaps
Philemon foims the only exception (see
ver. 19), apart from this letter to the
Galatians.
may, therefore, imagine the
apostle as painfully and laboriously penning
one portion after another of the Bpistle;
often pausing weariedly in the work as he
came to the end of each ypa,iip.a, that is, to
the end of each section of his argument,
each seeming to him a long and toilsome
eflort.
And now at last he exclaims, " Look,
what long, laborious performances of handwriting [ have achieved in writing to you 1
And from that learn how deeply I am
concerned on your behalf, and how grave
your present spiritual peril appears to me
to be 1"
Ordinarily it was only a brief
" piece of writing " that he wrote with his
own hand ; here, long pieces, added one
after another with painful eifort.
Or (2)
the verb " I have written " may be referred to what the apostle is now beginning
to pen, not merely because the epistolary
style of the ancients, Greek and Roman,
was wont to place the writer of a letter in
the temporal standing-point of its recipient,
as when Cicero dates his letters icribebam

We

but because under some circumnatural that the writer should
thus refer himself to the view of his correspondent. Thus in Philem. 19, "I Paul
have written it (eypa<fia) with mine own hand,
I will repay it." It would be quite obvious
to ourselves to express our meaning in the
same manner. So far, then, as such con
siderations reach, it appe-.irs quite supposable that the apostle, liaving employed an
amanuensis as usual as far as the end of
ver. 10, then himself took up Ihe pen for
the customary addition of an authenticating
postscript; and that, for the purpose of
adding especial emphasis to the postscript
which he here thought advisable to add,
he made his handwriting most nnusnally
Id., etc.,

stances

large,

it is

and that

it ia to

this em{)hatio ityUi

;
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penmausMp that he here draws attention.
Many modem critics have acquiesced in

of

explanation; and if ypd/ifuuriv means
" letters," that is, characters of the writing,
it seems the most piohable
for it does not
seem likely that the whole Epistle was
written in letters of an extraordinary size;
while, if the characters were those of his
ordinary style of penmanship, the remarU
would 1)6 too trivial to come from him. The
present writer inclines to the former metliod
of interpretation.
Ver. 12. As many as desire to make a
fair show in the flesh (S(roi BeKoucrtv fuwpoaairijirai iv (rapxl); all those who wish to
make a 'fair ehow in the flesh. In this verse
and the next the apostle einglea out for
tills

;

—

especial animadversion certain Christians,
Galatian Christiana no doubt, who were
actuated by the aim of standing fair with
the religious world of Judaism. They were
Gentile Christians and not Jews; this appears from their not themselves wishing
to keep the Law ; for if they had been Jews,
the external observapee of the Law, being
natural to them from their infancy, would
have been with them a matter of course:
St. Piiul himself would probably not have
urged them to relinquish it.
The verb
eijipoffairejy is not found by the critics in
any earlier Greek writer, though the adjective eujrp((<rfinroy, fair-faced, is used of " specious " answers in Herodotus (vii. 168), and
" BpeciouB words " conjoined with " fables "
Ariin Demosthenes ('De Cor.,' p. 277).
stophanes uses the word v^iwoTpoawrfiv
('Nub.,' 362) to "carry a solemn and worshipful fece." The notion of f' Jsity, plainly
hinted by eimpoauTritrai, reminds us. Bishop
Lighttbot observe*, of our Lord's words respecting whited sepulchres, which "outwardly appear bsautiful, but inwardly,"
etc. (Matt, xxiii. 27).
Compare the use of
irpoVanroi', face, ir\ 2 Cor. v. 12, " glory in
oppearonce, and not in heart." As the aorist
of verbs denoting a certain state frequently
expresses an entrance upon such a state (see
0iaw above, ch, ii. 19 and note), it probably
is intimated iheX the persons referred to
were conscious that their " outward appearance"
hiU)erto not acceptable to Jewish
minds, but that they now were desirous of
making it so. Time had been when they
"In the
did not care so much about it.
flesh." This word " flesli " not unfrequently
dMigcatos men's condition as unmodified
by the Spirit of God as when the apostle
speaks of " heing in the flesh " (Eom. viL 5
thence also circumstances or reviii. 8, 9)
lations pertaining to this unspiritual condiwhere the apostle
tion, ar In Phil. iii. 3, 4
spejjoi of " having confidence in the flesh,"

WM

;

:

;

and goes on, in
9£

vers. 6, 6, to enumerate some
or relationg. Thus,

hose ciroumstauoes
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again, in Eph. ii. 11, "ye, the Gentiles in
the flesh," that is, who in that state of things
in which men lived before the spiritual
economy intervened, were the "unoircumoision (iKpo/SuiTTfo)," while the

Jews were

ciroumoision."
But as the distinotion between these two classes was signalized by an external corporeal mark,
the apostle in that passage immediately
after uses the expression, " in the flesh," in
a varied sense, with reference to this latter,
"that which is called circumcision, in the
flesh, made by hands." With similar variation of meaning the word " flesh " is used
here. The Christians spoken of, losing sight
of the cross of Christ and the Spirit's work,
were becoming possessed by feelings belonging to the old "carnal" relations between Jews and Gentiles, and so were
making it their ambition to figure with
advantage in the eyes of the circumcision,
as well as to escape their enmity. And
then, as in the passage just referred to
(Kph. ii. 11), the apostle passes from this
sense of the phrase, "in the flesh," to another
relating to corporeal flesh for this he does
in the next verse, in the words, " that they
may glory in your flesh." They constrain
you to be oiroumcised (oStoi dvayic6.Qoijaiv

the

**

;

these compel you to be
" Compel " the same verb as
Was used above (oh. ii. 14) of St. Peter's
attitude towards the Gentile believers at
v/ias irepiTc/ifcirflai)

circumcised.

;

;

Antioch. As here applied, it means " advise,"
" urge," argue for it as right and necessary
for salvation, insist upon it as a condition
of friendship.
"These;" not, perhaps,
meaning "these only," "none but these;"
suppose that the
it appears enough to
apostle, from defluite information which he
had received, was persuaded that some of
those who took the lead in urging onward
the Judaiziiig movement were led to join
in it by the cowardly motives hire described.
With indignant scorn, he says, " As surely as
a man wants to stand well with the world,
so surely will he be found with these
eircumcisers." Ouly lest they should suffer
perseoution for the cross of Christ (ji6voii
%va r^ trravp^ tov Kpiffrov fi^ didicuvraL
[Textus Eeoeptus, ii6yo» Jva fiii rif a-ravp^
ToS XpiaToS SuiKwyrai]') only that they may
not iy meara of the cross of Christ suffer
;

"Only that;" that Is, for no
other reason than that. The /t^ is thrust
out of its proper position in tlje sontenoa
(which is that assigned to it in the Textus
Reoeptus) by the fervour of the writer's
feelings.
To himself the cross of Christ
seemed the centre of all glory and blessedness ; to be connected with it he would be
well pleased to suffer martyrdom; but these
men could be well content to shelve it out
of sight, and, in fact, were doing so; an4

persecution.

'
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what foi ? because the Jews did not like it,
and they did not wish to get into trouble
by offending iheml A grand disdain prompts
the apostle, at the cost of impairing the
smooth run of the sentence, to (as it were)
balance against each other the "cross of
Christ " and " not being persecuted." The
construetion of the dative to express "by
means of," that by which a certain result is
brought about, is not very common ; but we
have it in Bom. xi. 20, rp aruTTt<f i^€K\i(rffijiroi': and ibid., 30, ^Ae^flTjTe Tp toi5tcoi'
liTTurTlif: 2, Cor, ii. 12, r^ ji^ tvpuv.
Our
attention is in this passage again drawn to
the manner in which the Jews regarded
"the word of the cross" (1 Cor. i. 18), as
that " word " was unfolded by St. Paul and
received by his disciples among the Gentiles.

The

great point of offence (o-Kiii'SaAoj') in
the apostle's teaching respecting it lay in
his presenting its pollution in the view of
the Law, as inferring the abrogation of the
ceremonial institute itself. On this account
the Jews could not abide him nor those
who attached themselves to him as their
teacher, though in a degree able to put up
with Christians not auti-Judaists. To the
Galatians he had presented " Christ crucified" (eh. iii. 1) as he saw him to be, and
they hud axscepted the doctrine. But now
some, at least, of them were beginning to feel
uneasy at observing how the Jews in their
neighbourhood regarded Paul and those who
attached themselves closely to Paul. Had
not the Jews (they felt) high claims to consideration ? Were they not the original depositaries of the oracles of God ?
Was not'
their religion venerable for its antiquity,
magnificent in its temple and ritual, and in
origin Divine ? To these new converts from
the gross spiritual darkness and degradation
of heathenism, some of them, perhaps, drawn
from it originally by the teaching of nonChristian Jews, the adherents to the ancient
faith would naturally appear entitled to
high respect respect which tliey themselves
were also not backward in claiming (see
Bom. ii 19, 20). When the personal influence exercised upon tlieir minds by the
holy love and fervour of tlie apostle had
through his absence begun to wane, they
also, we may imagine, began to get disheartened, by feeling that their Christian discipleship was viewed with disfavour by their
Jewish neighbours, by reason of its Pauline
complexion; that on this account the Jews
looked upon themselves, though worshippers
of the same God, as unworthy of nonce,
nay, were even disposed to point them out
to the surrounding heathens, only too willing to follow up the hint, as proper objcots
of contempt and ill usage (see for illustiation. Acta xiii.; xiv. 22; zvii.; xviii.; 1
Theas. iL 11 16). And herewith we have

—

—
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mind also that Judaism wai in
jurisprudence treated as a tolerated
religion (religio licitd) ; and that, as long as
Christians were regarded as belonging to
a sect or branch of Judaism^ they might
seem to be entitled, in tlie eyes of Boman
law, to the same toleration as the Jews themselves enjoyed. But if the Jews cast them
off or disowned them they might forfeit
such immunity, and become liable to be
treated, not only by mobs, but by the
Boman law itself, as offenders. The persons, then, here censured by the apostle
may be supposed to have piu-sued the course
they did with the idea that, by making
themselves acceptable to the Jews through
the adoption to a limited extent of Jewish
ceremonies, and especially through the acceptance in their own person and the urging
upon others of circumcision, they would
relieve themselves of "the ofience of the
cross" (ch. V. 4). Without ceasing to be
Christians, they would wipe themselves
clear of the odium which with the Jews
attached to Paul and those who held with
Paul. Such seems to be the situation to
Bishop
which St, Paul's words allude.
Lightfoot interprets it somewhat differently.
Ver. 13. For neither they themselves virho
are circumcised keep the Law {oiSk y&p oi
irepiTefxv^neyot avral vifjioi/ tpv\iiffffovaiv)l for
neither do they who are being circumcised themselves keep the Law; or, for
not even (hey who are being circumcised,
It is doubtful
tltemtelves leeep Oie Law.
whether the ouS^ accentuates the main idea
of the clause (see note on ch. L 12), or only
the single term, " they who are being circumcised," as in John vii. 5 it accentuates
" his brethren." " For ; " pointing back to
the words, " only that," " for no other reason
The
than that," of the previous verse.
apostle means, it is from no zeal for the Law
itself that they do what they do, for they
are at no pains to keep the Law ; but only
with the object of curiying favour with the
Jews. The present participle ir(piTfiu'6iieroi
is the reading more generally accepted,
though the perfect ircpiTeTjuij/ieVoi has a competing amount of documentary authentication.
The perfect is so much the easier
reading to understand (" not even those wlio
have actually been circumcised ") as to be
much more likely to be a correction displacing irepiTtfiv6nevoi than the converse hypothesis of the latter being a correction of the
other borrowed from ver, 3.
"They who
are being circumcised " may be understood
of a party, including fhoee ictjo first set the
movement agoing, who were one after another
undergomg the rite. Another turn is given
to this paracipial phrase, as meaning " who
are eager for circumcision," " who are all
for being circumcised," "tiie circumcisiou
to bear in

Eoman

—
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party." Bishop Lightfoot is in favour of
this view, referring to " the apt quotation "
from an apocryphal book, in which the
phrase appears used in this very eenae (see
his note).
It is a seuse grammatically difficult to sustain from the usage of the New
Testament for i Si^kmv of oh. i. 23, which
has been cited on its behalf, does not bear it
out.
But the passion of Boorn with which
the apostle writes make the supposed strain
upon strict grammatical propriety not alto;
gether improbable. " Themselves " this is
inserted with allusion to the zeal shown by
those men, both the first promoters and
those drawn in by them, in urging upon
others the observance, not indeed of the
whole Law, but of certain of its prescrip>nB. The verb (pvXijrira is used similarly
tn. Rom. ii. 26; Acts xxi. 21.
The sense
seems founded upon the notion of watching
-the Low to see what it requires, as one is
endeavouring to carry it out. The article
is wanting before vifiov, though specifically
denoting the Law of Moses, as in Bom. ii.
;

2.5,

27,

and

often.

But desire to have yon

cironmcised, that they

(aA\6 64\ov(riv

may glory in yonr flesh

u/ioy ireptrejuyefffloi, Xya iv

rp

capKl Kavx'fio'taj/Tai) ; but they desire
ymt to receive circumcision, that tn your flesh
they may have whereof to glory. The conjunction aWa is used in its proper original
sense, "instead of that." All that they
want is that in their intercourse with the
Jews they may have your circumcision to
refer to as evidence of the high respect
which they and you as influenced by them
have for the Law. " See I so far from trampling upon the Law, weand these our brethren
too are adopting the very badge of the servants of the Law." The word " flesh " is in
v/MCTeptf

clause used in its strictly literal sigThe account which the apostle
here gives of the motives actuating this particular section of Judaizing reactionaries
was no doubt grounded on specific informaBut such
tion which he had just received.
information, both in respect to its general
probability and to its grave importance, was
doubtless corroborated to his own mind by
large experience which he had had elsewhere
among the Gentile Churches of the behaviour
of unsteady and imperfectly instructed Gentileconverts. In almost every important place
where Gentiles were won to the I'aith, ttiere
were previously existing communities of
Jews (Acts XV. 21) ; and contact with these
must have given rise to an endless diversity
of relations both of attraction and of repulEverywhere, from the very first, the
sion.
contact of Christianity with Judaism gave
birth to varying phases of Judaico-Christianism such a49 afterwards developed into monstrous forms of error. It was no new thing
with the apostle that he should find himself
tliis

nification.

;

309

called upon to check, on the part of weak or
insincere brethren, a tendency to draw towards Judaism at the cost of not merely

unseemly

fundamentally fatal
wa.s always very
near, and had to be constantly watched and
guarded against.
but

even

The

compliances.

peril

Ver. 14.— But God forbid that I should
glory, save in the cross of onr lord Jesus
Christ (^juol 5^ /»^ yivono KouxScrflai, ci ;nj) iv
Tifi ffravpip ToD Kvplov Tjfiuy *l7i(rov Xpitrrov) ;
but as for me, God forbid, etc.
iPor the
constiTiction of the dative ^fiol with -yeVoiTo,

Alford citea Acts xx. 16, 'Oiras fih yivnrai
auTy xP'""''''P'i8^c'", and Meyer Xenophon,
•Cyrop.' vi. 3. 11, 'n Zei; fiiyum, hafiiTi) /xoi
yivano a\n6v. But neither passage matches
the tone of abhorrence which attaches to
the phrase, ix')] yivoiTo, on whioli see note on
oh. ii. 17.
Here only in the New Testament does it form a syntactical part of a
sentence.
But in the Septuagint this construction is of repeated occurrence, following
the Hebrew construction of chali'lah with a
dative and an infinitive verb with min.
Thus Gen. xliv. 7, Mj) yevoiro to7s iraurl crov
iroirjcrai,

k.t^.;

The pronoun

id., 17.

So

Josli.

xxiv.

16.

is strongly emphasized
clause of the verse and in
that which follows. The apostle is vividly
contrasting his own feeling and behaviour
in relation to the cross of Christ with those
of the leaders of the circumcision party

both in this

whom

i/iol

first

he has been denouncing.

I%ey would

fain put the cross as far as possible out of
sight, not to offend the Jews they were
80 anxious to conciliate ^that "obnoxious
object" (o-Kcti'So^oi', 1 Cor. i. 25) itself, as
well as the inferences which the apostle
taught them to draw from it in relation to
the ceremonial law : their KotJxw. that
whereof they would glory, should be in
preference the mutilated flesh of their misled Galatian brethren; his boast, rejoicing,
glory, was, and God helping him should
ever be, the cross of Christ that, and that
alone. It quite emasculates the energy of
his utterance to paraphrase " the cross " as
being "the doctrine of the cross or of
Christ's atonement."
Bather, it is the
cross itself which rivets his admiring view
sneered at by Gentile, abhorred by Jew,
but to his eye resplendent with a multiplioity
of truths radiating from it to his soul of
infinite preciousness.
Among those truths,

—

one group, which to us is apt to appear of
but small interest, was to the aposLle's heart
and conscience productive of profoundest
relief.
In former days he had experienced
the burden and the chafing or benumbing
effect of the Law, both as a ceremonial institute and as a " letter " of merely impera-

command.
It was the cross which
released him, as from the guilt and eervituda
tive

"
;

m

tfite
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of tin, 60 also from all the worry and distress
of bondage to ceremonial presorlptiona.
And this group of truths, as well as those
relating to man's reconciliation with God,
he felt it to be his mission, even perhaps
his own most especial mission, boldly and
frankly to proclaim ; not only to rejoice in
them on his own behalf, but to hold them
forth to the view of others, as replete with
blessing to all mankind ; to glorify and
vaunt them. His motive at present in thus
vehemently protesting his own rejoicing in
the cross of Christ was doubtless to rouse
into fresh activity the slumbering sympathy
with those feelings which had probably in
some degree once animated his Galatian
converts. Therefore it is that he writes,
" the cross of tmr Lord Jesus Christ," instead of " the cross of my Lord," which it
would else have been in this case natural
to liim to say, as he does in Phil. iii. 8, " for

the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord," and according to the tone
of eh. ii. 20 of this Epistle. This " onr
Lints to the Galatians that they have as
much reason as he has to glory in the cross
as redeeming God's people alike from sin
and from the Law. By whom (or, whereby')
the world is crucified unto me, and I unto
the world (8i' o5 e/^ci Kitrfjtos iara^puTatj
Kory^ K6a^tp [Receptus, r^ K(f(T;njj]) ; through
which the world has beert crucified unto me,
and I unto the world. The omission of t^
before KSaiuo, which is now generally agreed
in, adds to the terseness of the sentence. Tlie
article is

wanting before

as 2 Cor. t. 19
1

Tim.

iii.

16.

:

elsewhere,
15 ; Col. iL 20
construing of the pas-

Phil.

The

k6<tixos

ii.

sage which takes the relative o5 as reciting
" our Lord Jesus Christ," loses siglit of the
image which is now the one most prominent
to the apostle's view : this surely is not
Christ himself, but his cross as in 1 Cor.
ii. 2 the apostle determines the more general
term, "Jesus Christ," by the more specific
;

one, "and him crucified." The reference
of the relative is to be determined, here as
often elsewliere,not by the mere propinquity
of words in the sentence, but by the nearness of objects to the writer's mind at the
moment. In language of singular intensity
the apostle bespeaks the all-involving transformation which, through the cross of Christ,

The world,
life had undergone.
had become to him a thing crunot only a dead thing, ceasing to

his

own

he

says,

cified

:

interest or attract him, but also a vile, aoeursed thing, something he loathed and
despised. And conversely, he himself had
crucified thing unto the world;
not only had he ceased to preaent to the
world ought that could interest or attract
it, but also become to it a tiling scouted and
•bhorrod; aa he layi 1 Car. iv. 13, "We

become a

[ch.

vt 1-lS

have been made as the

filth of the world.
the offscouring of all things." The whol«
context of those words in the Corinthians
(vers. 9
13) is here compressed into th«
single clause, " I have been crucified unto
the world." "The world;" the term denotes nnregenerate mankind taken in oonnection with that entire system of habits of
life and of feeling in which man, as unquickened by the Spirit of God, finds hia
sphere and home. As the apostle is speaking
of his own personal experience, we must
understand him as referring in particular to
all those circumstances of civil, social, and

—

which had once surrounded
him, the honoured Jew and Pharisee. These
he enumerates at length in Phil. iii. 5, 6.
To these we might add, though it would,
religious being

perhiips,have hariily occurred to Paul's own
mind to add it, the ordinary possession o(
worldly comforts and immunity from want
and suffering. All, he proceeds in that
passage to say, he had " f irfeited " (i(ri/uii6rip
l?ljil. iii. 8).
Nor did he look back upon
his loss with regret : "I do count them aa
dung {aKifiaKa)." This twofold description,
" I forfeited all things," and " I do count
them all as dung," is here summarized in
the phrase, " the world is a crucified object
to me."
The world, further, thus described as crucified to him, included in particular the entire system of Jewith ceremonialism, BO far as it existed apart .'rom
the vitalizing iufiuence of the Spirit of God.
The " natural man (y^vx^Kbs Mpuwas) " sets
great store by religious ceremonialism ; it is
to him, in (act, his religion.
The apostle
has himself felt it to be so. But his sentiment now is the very opposite : he accounts
it a dead, lifeless thing; nay, even loathsome and abhorred, whenever in the smallest
degree placed even by a Christian Jew in
the category of Cliristianly obedience. That
he did regard such religious ceremonialism
as belonging to the "world," from which as
in Christ he had become dissevered, is plain,
both from oh. iv. 3, " in bondage under the
rudiments of the world," and from Col. ii.
20, " why, as though living in the world, do
ye subject yourself to ordinances. Handle
not," etc. That this particular ingredient
"
in the whole system recited as " the
i

world
was at this moment present to the apostle's
mind, appears from his singling out circumcision for mention in the next verse. While,
however, this wm a part of the " crucified
world " just now prominent to his view, this
term comprised to his consciousness much
beside ; namely, the entire mass of ungodliness and vice which appertains to "the
course, or age, of this world" (^aiiiy toS
/fffff/iou To^Tou, Bph. iL 2), from which aiiir
the Cliristian is by the daily transforming
of his character to be lemofed (Bom. sii. t),

—
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(See above, oh. 1. 4, and note.) ** Through
which ; " in various ways was the cross of
Ohrist the means of effecting this mutual
crucifixion between the apostle and the
world. It is apparent, from the whole tenor
of his Epistles, that Ohrist crucified, as
manifesting both Christ's love to sinful men

but, since Christ died on s cross, true ahKtlulely, that for salvation neither circumcision

in general, and to his own self in particular,
•'the chief of sinners," and likewise the
love of God his Father, wrought with so
mighty an attraction upon his whole soul
iatellect,conscieuoe, affections that all other
objects which were only not connected with
this one lost to him their whole zest and
interest, while all other objects which

oh. V. 6.
The words koik); xriais may mean
either " a new creature," or " a new act of
creation making a man a new creature." It
is hardly admissible to take ktWh as " creation " in a collective sense, as in Bom. viii.
19 ; though this may, perhaps, be its meaning
in 2 Cor. v. 17, " If any man is in Christ,
there is a new creation," that is (perhaps),
ho finds himself, as it were, in a new heaven
and a new earth. Christians as such are
elsewhere described by the apostle as the
product of God's creative hand ; thus in Eph.
ii. 10, " For we are his workmanship (7ro(r)/ia),
created {KnaSevrfs) in Christ Jesus for good
works." As " begotten again " (1 Pet. i. 23
avayeyeyi/Ti/ihoi), or " born anew " (John iii.

—

clashed with the moral and spiritual influenc« of this became absolutely distasteful
and repulsive. And, on the other hand,
the world at large met the man who was
aniraateJ with this absorbing devotion to
God as manifested ia a crucified Christ,
with just that estrangedness and aversion

which might have been anticipated. The
influence exercised by the cross in crucifying
the world and the apostle to each other Wiis
intensified by the especial bearing which,
in the apostle's view, the cross had towards
Jewish ceremonialism (see oh. ii. 19, 20,
and notes). The vivid, intense manner in
which the apostle proclaimed such sentiments alienated from him the adlitronts
und champions of Judaism, and made him
of all Christians the one who was to tliem
the most obnoxious. And how this aftected
his standing, even in the Gentile world,
there have been above repeated occasions
for noting.
Ver. 15. ^For in Christ Jesus neither drcumoision availeth anything, nor uncircumoision, but s. new creature (otfre yap Trtpiro/i^

—

Ti strTtv o6t6 aKpoPvffria, a\\ii Katvii ktIitis) ;
/or neither i» dreamcision anything, norunciroumeimon, but a new creature (or, creation).

The reading of the Textus Beceptus, followed
in our Authorized Version, is this : eV ytip
<Vx^e<, oBre
XpuTT^ 'IijffoS oire 7r«piT0^4
aitpo^varia, i-Wh. KUty^ xrlns. But by almost
replaced
all recent editors this reading is
by the one given above. That iariv is the
true reading, and not iirx>5", all are agreed
in thinking; iax^'et being regarded as a cor-

"

rection

imported from ch.

v. 6.

The evidence

for the rejection of €> Xpurr^ 'Itjo-oB,
manuscripts
is found In all the uncial

which
except

the Vatican, is by no means equally decisive.
The piesenCB of those words in ch. v. 6,
where they are very suitable to the context,
has with great probability been supposed to

being
explain their being also found here,
passintroduced, like iaxi^t from the former
the qualificaage, by the copyists; but here
required.
tion made by them is not bo certainly
The apostle felt it to be not merely true
"
Jesna,
r^ativd^, that is, for those in Christ

was aught, nor nncircumcision, but only a
new creature. For the discussion of the
terms of the aphorism as here stated, as compared with its form in ch. v. 6 and in 1 Cor.
vii. 19, the reader is referred to the notes on

yfvvTietvTfS kvaSiv), subjects of a "regeneration " (Tra,\i.yyfv(cia, Titus iii. 5X they
must, of course, be the products of a uew act
18 the sentence,
of creation. In 2 Cor. v. 14
"If any man is in Christ, there is a new
creature," lies
a
new
creation," or "he is
embedded in a passage which describes in
language of remarkable Intenseness the
transforming infiuence of Christ's death,
wherever by faith it has been fully grasped.
That passage, occurring as it does ia an
Epistle written nearly at the same tiiine as
the Epistle to the Galatians, leaves no doubt
as to the ideas which in the apostle's mind
cluster round the term " new creation," mentioned, here too as in effect there, in close
connection with the cross of Ohrist, his sole
supreme glory. It points to the state of a
sinner consciously reconciled to God by the
death of Christ, and finding himself tlius
translated into the midst of new perceptions,
now joys, now habits of life, ne w expectations.
" The old things are passed away " ^guilt,
the overmastering power of siu, laborious
3,

—

—

effort after goodness frustrated after all and
ineffectual, the servile routine of a dead

unquickening ceremonialism : " behold, all
things are become new, and all things are of
God, who hath reconciled us to himself
The phrase, "a new
through Christ"
creature," appears to have been used by the
Jews to describe the change resulting in the
case of a heathen becoming a proselyte.
That was no doubt a great change but far
greater seemed to the apostle to be the transformation in the case of one translated from
the bondage and darkness of the "letter"
into the " newness of the Spirit " (Bom. vii.
He had himself experienced how mar6).
;

vellously great as well as how blessed the
transition was ; and lie has desoribed it in

—

"

"
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i. 17
ii. 10.
In
the present passage the particle " for " seems
to point back, not exclusively to ver. 14, but
to the general tenor of the whole passage in
vers. 12
U, as rebuking that great ado about
circumcision which the innovators referred
to were making in the Galatian Churches,
thereby diverting the minds of those that
listened to them from the Christian's true
business. This sense of the particle may
seem somewhat loose but it suits well the
rapitl, decisive, summarizing stiain
with
which the apostle is now closing up his

the Thessalonians for that on their coiiversion they proved themselves imitators of him
When discoursing to the
(1 Thess. i. 6).
Corinthians of his manifold afflictions and

letter.
The supreme concern, he means, for
every one who wishes to be a member of
God's kingdom is that he shall realize in
his own experience the " new creation
alike in the freedom and joy of adoption

them (iv. 9), "Those things which ye,
moreover, learned, and received, and heard,

glowing terms also in Bph.

;

;

wliich appertains thereto (ch. iv.), and also
ill that walking of the Spirit which includes
the crucifixion of the flesh (oh. v. 16—25).
On this point we may compare Eph. ly. 23,

24 and Eom. xii. 2.
Ver. 16. And as

—

many

to this rule (wai Scot

as walk according
Kavivi rovrai ffroixh'
as shall he walking by

tij?

and as many
The wnrd Kavd>v, properly a workman's rule, according to Liddell and Scott,
ffovtriv)

;

this rale.

but according to Bishop Lightfoot, who, refers to Dr. Westcott, ' On the Canon,' App.
A, the carpenter's or surveyor's line by which
a direction is taken, is used in 2 Cor. x. 13,
15, 16 of tlie measurements and delimitation
of districts ; here, with reference apparently
to a surveyor's measuring-line, as marking
out a path or road. So that r^ Kav6vi roi)ra
(TToix^'iv means " walking on orderly " (see
note on trroix^tv, ch. v. 25) in the line marked
out by what has now been said. The future
tense appears to point forward to what should
be the case among the Galatians when the
letter now going to them should have had
time to do its work. But what in the preceding context does the apostle refer to as
supplying "this rule"? Many think that
he points to the aphorism in ver. 15, affirming the utter iuditferency of cii'cumcision or
uncircumoision, and the all-importance of a
" new creature ; " in which case the stress
would lie mainly upon the latter point, the
all-importance of a " new creature," which
was of perpetual interest, rather than on the
Indifferency of circumcision which in itself
was a matter of but passing concern. It may
be fairly questioned, however, whether the
apostle does not rather point to the description which in ver. 14 he has given of the
manner in which he himself regarded the
cross of Christ, as a pattern to the Galatian
Churolimen of the manner in which they also

should be affected by it. It was customary
with the apostle to present himself to his
converts as the model to which they should
cuuform tlieuwelves. Thus be oommendB

of his self-humbling, laen-loying demeanour
under them all, he besought them to be imitators of him (1 Cor. iv. 9
16), which entreaty he renews with a similar reference iu
ix. 1.
So he exhorts the Fhilippians to
unite with one another in imitating him, and
to fix their regards upon such as walked as

—

they had him and those with him for a
pattern (Phil. iii. 17), and again repeats to

—

and saw in me, do,"

all

which clauses

refer

own character and doings as seen by
themselves or as reported to them by others
(see Alford, in loc.y
This purpose, of propounding his sentiments and course of action
as a model for the guidance of his converts,
no doubt underlies very many of those
passages in which he so frankly and (we
might but for this be tempted to think) so
BLilf-approvingly dilates upon them.
In
those days we must remember there was no
" Canon " of New Testament Scripture which
might serve for the guidance of the newly
gained converts from heathenism ; for practical guidance in the Christian life, besides
the Old Testament Scriptures (2 Tim. iii.
15 17), they had, perforce, to be referred
partly to their own moral sense, partly to the
inward teachings of the Holy Spirit, and
partly, and this to a very important extent,
to the living examples of eminently Spirittaught men. This purpose, of propounding
himself as an example, evidently underlay
the writing of ver. 14; and it is the consciousness that it was so that now leads him
to use the phrase, " by this rule," in reference, as seems most probable, to that very
to his

—

description of his own life. It is noticeable
that, after liaving exhorted the Fhilippians
to do all the things which they had seen
and known him to do, he adds (Phil. iv. 9),
" And the God of peace shall be with you ;
just as he here says, " As many as shall be
walking orderly by tliis rule, peace upon
thorn, and mercy 1"
are now brought
into a position to see clearly the force of the

We

conjunction "and," with which he introduces this verse. It connects it closely with
ver. 14.
"I myself glory iu the cro«s of
Christ, and to thai cross have sacrificed all
I held dear ; and lor all that shall be found
walking iu that same path upou them shall
rest
hearty sympathy and
pastoral
benediction."
It is further deserving of
notice that in Phil, iii., when presenting
himself to the Philippians as their examplav,
the apostle speaks of "many" no doubt
with inclusive reference to those Judaizing

—

my

my

—

advocates of oirouuoisioit whose oircupioisioii

""
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he scornfully

styles a concision
as being
" the enemies of the cross of Christ." This
was written some years after the Epistle to
the Galatians ; but it -shows that it was a
common experience with the apostle to find
among the Gentile Churches two classes in
particular of Christians one, consisting of
his own adherents and followers in the spirit
and life of the gospel another, of those wlio
(either because as jjom Jews or Gentile
Judaizers, they eschewed the pollution of the
cross and its aspect towards the ceremonial
Law, or because they were Gentiles, ashamed
before their countrymen of trusting in a Jew
who had been crucified), were fain to the
utmost of their power to thrust the crucifixion of Christ ottt of sight
" the enemies
of the cross of Christ " Peace be on them,
and mercy, and upon the Israel of Qod.(sipiiyri
4v auTo(J?, «al eAeos, Kal iitl rhv *J(rpa^\ tov
0foS).
The suppletiou of "be" in the
Authorized "Version, in preference to " shall
be " or " is," is borne out by the fact that
the language of benediction, both in the
gi'eeting at the beginning of the Epistles
and in their close, ordinarily omits the
copula verb, whicli in such cases mtist be
may compare in
what is here supplied.
particular Eph. vi. 24, " Grace be with all
Jesus
Christ in
them that love our Lord
unoorruptness," not only as similar in construction, requiring the like suppletion of
" be," but also as another instance in which
the apostle pronounces his pastoral benedic:

;

—

I

We

tion with a certain limitation, specifying
those only who sincerely " love Jeaus Christ."
The limitation in these two cases only implied is in 1 Cor. xvi. 22 converted into a
distinctly expressed anathema upon those
who do not love Christ. The present passage
makes the implied limitation without even
that measure of stern precision which would
have been marked by his writing ivl roirovs
(" upon these ") instead of eV ai-rois (" upon
them "). It seems as if he would fain allure
back to the gospel blessing those of his
readers who might feel themselves as not

now coming within its range. Perhaps in
the addition of the words, "and mercy," we
may detect a sympathizing sense in the mind
of the apostle of the mental suifering, which
those in Galatia sincerely devoted to the
crucdfied Christ had and woultl still have
to enoounter, in contending for the truth of
the gospel against fellow-Churchmen of their
own. They would probably be no mere
but humble,
the merey of God
would be very dear. The apostle adds it to
his greeting only In writing to Timothy
2 Tim. i. 2), distinguished ap(1 Tiin. L 2
parently for the affectionateness and feminine-heartedness of his character. In Titus
The words,
1, i tb« »ddition is not geauine.

hard-minded

controversialists,

loving believers, to

;

whom

31S

" and upon the Israel of God," seem to be
an echo of the " peace upon Israel («V6h|

M

Tiv

'IcrpaliX.),"

which, in the Septuagint,

closes the hundred and twenty-fifth and
hundred and twenty-eighth psalms. The
addition of the words, " of God," seems in-

tended pointedly to distinguish the " Israel
which the apostle has in view from that
which boasted itself as being Israel while it
was not, and also from the false hrethren
(\l/ivSaSe\if>ul,

ch.

il.

4)

in

the

Christian

Church, who were for linking themselves
with the false Israel. The addition is not
merely honorific, as in the expression, " the
Church of God" (1 Cor. i. 2; 2 Cor. i. 1;
X. 32
xi. 22 ; xv. 9), but distinctive as
well that which alone God views and loves
as " Israel " to wit, the entire body of real
believers in Christ, who, as portrayed in
this Epistle, are " children of promise after
the fashion of Isaac" (ch. iv. 28), Abraham's seed and heirs of the promise " (ch
iii. 29), and the children of " the upper
Jerusalem, which is our mother " (ch. iv. 26).
Of that portion of the true Israel which
dwelt iu Galatia (see 1 Pet. i. 1 ii. 10),
those who, like the apostle, consecrated
themselves to Christ as crucified, were the
guiding and characterizing element; and
therefore his blessing shed upon these spreads
itself also upon those connected with them.
That the apostle is even here still regardful
of others among the Galatians, who were
themselves " shifting away from the gospel
and were drawing others away too (ch. i. 6,
7), is shown by the next verse.
;

—

—

;

Ver. 17.

—^From

henceforth (tow

AoiiroS).

This genitive form is found, in the Nov
Testament, only here and in Eph. vi, 10,
where the Textus Eeceptus reads rh Aoirov.
As being less ambiguous, it is chosen in
preference to rb Kom6i', because this latter
word is also used in the sense " finally," as
iu Phil. iii. 1 ; iv. 8, as well as for " henceforth," as in Matt. xxvi. 45; Heb. x. 13.
The meaning of tov Koittov is illustrated by
Aristophanes, ' Pax.,' 1050, "You shall never
dine henceforth (toS AoittoB) any more in

the Prytaneum ; " and Herod , iii. 15. Let
no man trouble me (K6-novs /lot lafieh iraptXeTw). The phrase, k6ttovs irape'xeu', " cause
trouble, or annoyance," occurs also in Matt
xxvi. 10; Luke li. 7; xviii. 5. Obviously
the apostle refers to such trouble as was
now accruing to him from the endeavours of the Judaizing party to pervert
his Galatian diiiciples. On him fell the
"anxiety of all the Churches" (2 (3or. xi.
In any of his Gentile Churches, tho
28).
defeat of the work of the gospel by Judaizing
perversion was a " worry " which touched
him to the very quick. There is nothing to
warrant the supposition that he alludes to
assaults

made

in particular

upon iua apos-
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tolical authority, snoh ai he had often
occasion to deal with, as, for example, at
Corinth. None ench have been referred to
in this Epistle, though he has found occasion
to complain of the alienated aifeotions of
his converts.
For I hear in my hody the
marks of the Lord Jesus (^iy^ yap ra ffrlyfiara
ToD 'ItjctoO [Beceptus, tov Kvplou 'liiaov] iv
Tij! ati/iaTl nov fiaaT&fw) ; I am one who hear
hranded <m my body the flesh-marki of Jesua.
The iyi> is inserted with emphasis. Being
such as lie here describes himself, he had
a claim upon his brethren to be spared unnecessary annoyance.
The Greek word
stigma here employed denotes a mark on
the flesh, either by puncture, its proper
sense, with a hot, sharp instrument, very
often with hot needles (see Prudeutius'a
lines quoted by Grotius in his note on the
Xiipay/j-a, mark, in Eev. xiii. 16), or more

by

branding without
somelimes as a mark
of permanent ownership, as upon horses or

summarily
puncture.

simjily

It serveil

cattle (Liddell and Scott, sub verb, trrl^a).
In respect to slaves, it was not considered
humane to brand them, except for punish-

ment, or as security in particular cases
against running away. Hence aTty/iaTlas,
brandling, designated a scoundrel or a

runaway slave; as Aristophanes, 'Lys.,'
Others besides slaves
381; 'Av.,' 760.
were sometimes branded in ignominious
punishment: Aristophanes, 'Ban.,' 1507;
Herod., vii. 233. Thus we have in ^sohiiies
(38, 26), 4(rrLyfi^vos avTofi6\os, " a branded
deserter." Vcjcetius (quoted by Facciolati,
sub verb, fitigma), writing three hundred
years later, states (' De Ee Milit.,' i. 8; ii.
5) that, in the Koman army, raw recruits
had to be proved fit for service before they
were allowed to have the tattoo put upon
ti.em.
After due trial, they were "puuoturis in cute punctis milites script! et
But this testimony
matrioulis inserti."
does not establish the fact of such usage
prevailing in the Eoman army in St. Paul's
time; though it is quite supposable that
then, as now, soldiers might sometimes
tattoo on their arm or hand the name of a
favourite general. Instances are cited of
consecration to a particular god being
Herodotus, writing
signalized by eligma,
five hundred years before, says of a certain
temple of Heracles, on the Egyptian coast,
that if a servant, belonging to any man
whatever, took sanctuary in it, and put
upon himself sacred stigmata, giving himself
to the god, no one could touch him (ii. 113).
In 3 Maco. ii. 29 mention is made of a
"mark of Dionysus' ivy leaf being, by
means of fire, put upon the body " of Jews
in Egypt in the time of Ptolemy Philopator;
but this would seem to have been intended
rather
» barbarous indignity, because

m
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especially abhorrent to their religious feelings, than as an actual consecration of them
to Dionysus as his "slaves." But that it
was in some oases employed to signalize a
"sacred slave" is attested by Philo, 'De
Hon.,' ii. p. 221,
; and Luoian, ' De Dea
Syr.,' § 59, as cited by Bishop Lightfoot,
who remarks that "such a practice could
not have been unknown in a country which

M

was the home of the worship of Cybeie."
example more familiar to the apostle's

An

mind might,

perhaps, be cited from Isa. xliv.
5 (Septuagint), 4irtypcafiei x^'P' aurov To?
0(ov elfii, " shall write upon his hand, I am
God's," which rendering Gesenius (' Thes.,'
in verb, katliahh) consents to accept. But
if this rendering be the right one, it may
yet be doubted whether it means writing
by puncture ; for ypd/ifiara o-tiktc* appear in
Lev. xix. 28 to be forbidden; unless, indeed, the prohibition be taken to refer to
idolatrous tattoos only.
But even thus the
use of such in idol-worships has a further
confirmation.
It appears, howcTer, to be
a strong objection to our supposing the
apostle to be here alluding to either the
etigmata of consecration or those of other
ownership, that such would infer no more
tuffeting than would attend simple tattooing; whereas it is plain that the apostle
alludes to marks which evidenced the undergoing of inflictions of extraordinary severity.
The word etigma had passed into Bomaa
usage, being employed both in a lltereU
sense and also in a figurative one of a
"stigma," as we also speak, cast upon a
person's character as by a poet's lampoon.
Thus Martial (' Epigr.,' xu. 62) writes,
"Frons hseo stigmate non meo notanda,"
" This forehead to be marked with a stigma
not of my affixing," where the word front
indicates a close adherence to the original
notiou of a slave's forehead branded. Suetonius ('CtBS.,' 73), "Gatullum, a quo sibi
versiculis de Mamurr^ perpetua stigmata
imposita non dissimulaverat, satisfacientem
eodem die adliibuit coenaa." Reviewing the
evidence now adduced as to the manner in
which the term was used, we observe that

the words

"brandling" and "branded"
and iareynivos) were used to
describe a person made infamous to open
view by brand-marks put upon his person.
It was natural that the word ttigma would
thus acquire the sense of a mark of patent
infamy left upon a man's person by some
corporal abuse which he had been subjected
to, without any other qualifying idea. Now,
it appears most probable that it is^in this
{(TTiy/mTlas

sense that the apostle here uses the word.
The term points to those scars, seaius,
perhaps long-continuing sores, which the
long course of ever-recurring liardships and
ill usage, through which he had passed.

—
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upon him

—patent evidenee

to all who looked upon him of the manner
in which his fellow-men regarded and
treated him; this only, apart from any
qualifying idea, whether of ownership, or
of military aUegianoe, or of religious coneeoration.
It is in this general sense that
Ghrysostom appears to have read the clause
and this general sense satisfies all the requirements of the context,
strong light
is thrown upon this matter by what the
apostle, near about this same time, wrote
to the Corinthians, in 2 Cor. xi. 22 il.

A

The

passage, as indeed does the whole
Epistle, with much also of the former Epistle
addressed to the same Church, betokens a
strong feeling at this particular time resting on his mind, of the grievous, countless,
hardships which marked his career a feeling, very supposably, just then freshened by
some very painful experiences recently gone
through, from tlie effects of which his
bodily form was still Bu£fering. " In stripes
above measure, ... in deaths oft. Of the
Jews, five times received I forty stripes save

—

one; thrice was I beaten with rods, once
was I Btoutd, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a
night and a day have I been in the deep."

Such are some particulars which he specifies ; and the enumeration is very suggestive
with reference to our present point. Could
he have undergone that "stoning" at
Lystra, after which he was dragged out of
the city as dead to be left to lie witiiout
burial, and have carried away no enduring
disfigurement ? Whether any marks would
be likely to ren'.a'n upon him &om the five
Jewish whippings, we cannot tell ; but we

may

be assured that the three floggings
inflicted with the cruel vitis of the Roman
soldiery must 'have scarred his flesh with
seams of permanent disfigurement. Perhaps
while he wrote, sores remaining from some
one of those eight punishments were making
themselves painfully felt. These judicial
inflictions, however, severe as some of them
may have been, were nevertheless regulated
by law and custom. There were in all
probability other, much more barbarous
and altogether unregulated, violences, which
came often upon him from the brutality ol
mobs, from the assaults of " robbers," from
It could not fail
accidents in shipwreck.
but that his person presented, wherever he
went, conspicuously to view, tokens that
he yia» one wont to be both regarded and
dealt with as if he were, no doubt deservedly, a wretched outcast; in his own
forcible, most deeply pathetic phrase, iis
TrcpiKoBipfUiTa rod k6(TIX0v, iriinrnv 7rep(i(i7)/ta,
" as the filth of the world, the offscouring of
Tlie apostle's
•11 things " (1 Cor. iv. 13).
enemies taunted him with the contrast
which subsisted between the solemnity and

power

815

— would-be power they meant —of

fail

and the meanness and feebleness
personal appearance and bis personal

letters,

of his

address (2 Cor. x. 1, 10). His personal presence may, originally and by natural make,
not have been calculated to bespeak respect.
But whatever disadvantages he lay under
originally, must, beyond all question, have
been vastly aggravated by the bodily hardships to which he had been subjected.
These must have left eflects (tliis, perhaps,
being the "stake in the flesh" which he
groaned under " Satan's messenger to buffet
him," the fruits, certainly, of Satan's working
in the hearts of godless men) which he felt
to be not only fraught with personal humiliation in whatever intercourse he held
with his fellow-men, but also likely greatly
to mar his eflSoienoy in his ministerial work.
The only consolation remaining to him was
that, in the utter extinction of all self-love,
he re juiced to know that Christ's grace had,
in this enhanced feebleness of his instrument, the clearer field wherein to manifest
its own Divine potency (2 Cor. xii. 9, 10).
" The flesh-marks of Jesus." This may be
understood as meaning that they were incurred in Jesus' service. In part it may
be so taken ; but the relation expressed by
this genitive appears to go deeper than
that.
The apostle means, the marks which
disfigured the body of Jesus as now reproduced in hit body. The genitive is used
in just the same way as it is in the strikingly
similar clause in 2 Cor. iv. 10, "always
bearing about in the body the dying of
Jesus (irayrrfTe t^v veKptoffii/ tov 'iTjffoi/ iif

—

Ty

(Tc&fiaTi ire/ji(pe/>o*'T6s),"

ToB

'iTjiroS

where

tj

yeKpairis

means apparently " the deadnoss

or corpse-condition of Jesus " (compare the
use of the Greek noun in Bom. iv. 19) ; the
state of Jesus* vevsKpufiivov trco^ia, while
yet hanging a corpse on the cross. By a
strong hyperbole, prompted by the intenso
feeling tlien on his mind of his own bodily
sufferings and the almost ever-present imminenoy of death (comp. vers. 7 12 of the
same chapter), the apostle, in those words,
refers to "Jesus' corpse-condition" as reproduced In his own bodily condition, adding the expression of his assured conviction
that all was to this end that " the life also
of Jesus," that is, the Ufe which Jesus himself lives, should be all tlie more clearly
manifested by what he was working in the
world, in and through a body apparently
so deatli-bound as the apostle's was. The
use of the phrase, thus interpreted, coheres
well with the feeling which, in the writing
of this Epistle, was very near to his soul,
of his being " crucified along with Christ."
The phiase, then, glances at those swollen,
livid, blood-flecked, wales and bruises (t^
liiiXanri aliTou, 1 Pet ii. 21) which the

—

—

——

—

;;
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Roman scourging that immediately preceded his being handed over for crucifixion
must have left on his sacred flesh no part
spared the entire frame pervaded alike
with disfigurement and with torture. To
tlie body of his adorable Lord at that hour
to the human consciousness of every thoughtful spectator, defaced, shorn by the dishonouring whip of the dignity properly connate with a human body, and made utterly
vilo (for this should seem to have been the
symbolical meaning and intent of that
customary preliminary of crucifixion) and,
at length on the cross, presenting to open
view those brand-marks of degradedness, the

deferential, sympatbetio compliance, which
the disciple of Christ might be expected to
entertain towards his Lord, crucified for
him; such a sentiment as would prompt
him to lighten, if he might, his burden and
pain, to take part in his enterprise, to help
forward his designs. Those brand-marlcs
would ciy out in loud protest against a
fellow-disciple's antipathy, tergiversation,
or disesteem.
Yer. 18. Brethren, the grace of onr Lord
Jesus Christ be with your spirit.
Amen
(tj x^P^s 'row Kvpiov Tjfiuy 'iTjtrov XpiffTOv fiera
t6v weiifiaTos u/twi/, SScA^o/.
'Afi'fiv) ; the
graee of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your

apostle feels his own body to be, in the
treatment it had received and the condition
to which it had been reduced, in no small
measure assimilated. Not only was he in
spirit joined unto his Lord and one spirit
with him ; but in body likewise was he (so to
speak) joined unto his Lord, and one body
with him being deeply " taught " in the
lesson of wliat was meant by being "a sharer
of his Bufferings, while day by day becoming more conformed to the fashion of
Ms death" (Phil. iii. 10); clothed with
Christ in this sense also ; clothed with the
Crucified Oiie. The verb PaardCa, as here
introduced, may be distinguished from the
irepitpepovres of 2 Cor. iv. 10, by presenting
the notion of one's carrying -something
in thought separ-ible from one's self, instead
of being (so to speak) commingled with
" I am carrying, and can
one's own being.
oifer to your view, the brand-marks of
Jesus." Chrysostom catches this view, perhaps carrying it out somewhat far, in his
animated comment, " He saith not, ' I have,'
;
but ' I carry ' like a man priding himself
on n trophy and ensigns of a king." The
use of the same verb in Acts ix. 15, " to
bear my Name 'before the Gentiles and
kings," clearly illustiates its import here.
This closing verse is withal no piteous

spirit,

—

—

—

;

appeal for commiserating sympathy. The
tone of "from henceforth," betokening the
feeling of one who has made up bis mind
not to be trifled with, precludes the notion
of his mood being one of mere self-pity and
Far more does the apostle
tenderness.
hereby make claim to share with his Lord
In that mingled sentiment of reverence and

—

brethren.
Amen.
"The grace of
Jesus Christ " denotes liis Saviour's lovingkindness, not only eflieotual in making a
guilty soul acceptable to God through his
atonement, but also in purifying it from
sin, enduing it with spiritual strength,
and securing its final salvation. The precatory imperative " be," which, of course, is
to bo supplied, clothes a friendly wish in
the pious form of a prayer. " With," the
/i€Tci which, in the Septuagint, represents

" present to help,"
xxi. '22; Buth ii. 1;
Judg. vl. 12; Matt. i. 23; xxviii. 20; John
" With your spirit," here,
iii. 2 ; xvi. 32.
as in Phil. iv. 23; Philem. 25; 2 Tim. iv.

the

Hebrew 'tin, meaning

is illustrated

by Gen.

22, replaces the " with you,"

which is the
form iu which the farewell greeting is
commonly couched as in 1 Cor. xvi. 23
Eph. vL 21, etc. There is no polemical
reference whatever in the substitution
rattier it is an affectionate amplification
or intensification of the kindly wish or
blessing, the outcome of affectionate yearning, after the stern rebukes which he had
felt himself compelled to address to them.
;

It expresses his desire that Christ's grace
might be very near to them ^near to the
most intimate and most controlling part of
their nature.
The singular " spirit " is

—

conjoined with the plural pronoun " your,"
as in Bom. viii. 16; 1 Cor. vi 19 ("your
body"); 1 Thess. v. 23, "your spirit and
soul and body." The word " brethren " it
added last of all, as it were in caressing
affectionateness, as in Philem. 7. The final
" Amen " seals the true earnestness and
the devotional spirit of the benediction.

EOMILETICS.
/alien hrother. The apostle changes his attitude of
Ver. 1.
rebuke into one of afiectionate admonition as he addresses the "brethren" of the
Ualatian Churches. His language exhibits a marked softening of tone that recalls
the warmth of his earlier lelatiocship to them. There are " brethren " still in Galatia.

Hesturation of a

Notice
I.

A

OBAVK CABE OF OFFENCE.

" Even

if

B

man

be surprised in a traDsgresaion.*

—

—
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1. It is not a case of mere inadvertence or ignorance, hit a case of falling away from
a Divine command—^more probably misconduct than heresy. The doctrinal reaction
It was a case in which the
at Galatia may have had a morally unsettling tendency.
offender yielded to the force of temptation, as is implied in the words, " lest thou also
;
be tempted " yet a case in which he endeavoured to hide his transgression from the
world. 2. It is the case of a member of the Ghurch who had fallen out of relations to
brethren.
A Christian shares in the infirmities of our nature, and may be surprised
by sudden temptation, like Peter and David. The honour of Christ, the credit of
religion, the offender's benefit, demand the prompt but tender interference of Christian

brethren,

" Ye who are spiritual, restore such a one." It was
II. The duty of brethren.
not a mere admonition to replace the backslider in his old Church relationship, but
rather to recover him from his sin and place him in a right relation to duty.
There is
no hint given as to the method of restoration, but it would naturally be by kindly
admonition, by faithful instruction, by prayer. There must be no blind love to intercept the friendly remonstrance ; there must be no careless disparagement of the fault
there must be no suffering a sin upon our brother.
It was the praise of the Bphesian
Church that "she could not bear transgressors" (Kev. ii. 2). Those urged to this duty
must be " the spiritual " those whose lives illustrated the graces of the Spirit (ch. v.
22), for they only would have the capacity and the inclination, while their action
would be backed by the full confidence of the Church.
" In the spirit of meekness.''
III. The spirit in which this duty is to be done.
Not with harshness or want of sympathy, dwelling bitterly on the sin and expatiating
with self-complacent severity on the weakness that led to it ; but rather in a spirit of
love, patience, and humility, as if they had a sincere compassion for the backslider and

—

a supreme interest in his welfare.
IV. The reason or ground for this spirit. " Considering thyself, lest thou also
bo tempted." The apostle marks this emphatic consideration by an individualizing
transition to the singular number.
The case may be thine. You who are spiritual
may err. The saints of God have often failed in the very grace for which they were
must distinguished. Therefore " let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he
We are, therefore, admonished to bring offenders with all love and tenderness to
fall."
a due sense of their sin, and to comfort them lest they should be swallowed up with

overmuch sorrow.
Ver. 2.

The bearing of others' burdens. " One another's burdens do ye bear, and so
fulfil the law of Christ."
This verse is an advance upon the first

ye shall thoroughly

Consider
verse, for it greatly widens the sphere of duty.
They are not simply " the infirmities of the weak,"
I. The burdens to be borne.
which the Boman Christians were called upon to bear; but sins, sorrows, errors, and
It is a serious thing for the weak or the wayward to
temptatioi^s.
burden to others, who have burdens enough of their own to carry.
is weak, and I
not weak? "
is an illustration : "

Who

Ths duty of

make themselves a
The Apostle Paul

am

As

to show that there is no separate interest in
the Church of God, the apostle tells believers that the sins and infirmities of others are
not only to be tolerated, but taken up as burdens. This is more than a counsel to
" support the weak, to be patient toward all men." Travellers have often to carry the
burdens of their comrades who become faint by the way. It would be a serious thing
for the weak, if believers were to draw away from them and allow them to carry their
Christian must have strong shoulders and stout legs in order to
own burdens. "
bear the flesh, that is, the weakness of the brethren " (Luther). Christian life is a
burden-bearing, but, after all, it is something short of the supreme Sacrifice. "
ought to lay down our lives for the brethren." Let us, therefore, bear transgressors
upon our hearts at the throne of grace, and upon our shoulders by brotherly help and
Our gratification is not to be the rule for the exercise of our Christian
patience.
II.

Christians.

if

A

We

liberty.

III.

That

Thk motive to this duty. " Ye
the new commandment, " that ye

is

could be no

shall thoroughly fulfil the law of Christ."
love one another " (John xiii. 14). There
burden -bearing except from a principle of love, and the fulfilment of the

—

—
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This law is not to be conceived of ag if It
or as if believers were now exempt from Law
Love is the fulfilling of the Law." It was so in Old Testament
even as a rule of life.
times ; for the sum of the Decalogue is love (Matt. xxii. 40) ; and the Apostle Paul
exhorts believers to love one another, on the ground of its being a requirement of the
need Law as well as love. Law tells me what to do
moral Law (Eom. xiii. 8, 9).
love gives me power to do it.
Our Lord never enjoined a greater love than the Law of
Moses, though he prescribed more modes of its manifestation. The law of Christ,
therefore, is only new in bo far as it is enjoined upon a new model, " Love one another
as I have loved you" as it is addressed only to believers, as it sprang out of a new
necessity as the distinguishing mark of discipleship, and as it goes forth into life
with a new impressivoaess. So regarded, the injunction to the Galatians becomes
doubly impressive, as our Lord's example has the force of s law for us, for he bore with
us in our weaknesses, and cannot but be touched with the feeling of our infirmities.
duty implies a fulfilment of Christ's law.

had come

in the place of the

moml Law,

"

We

—

A

Ver. 8.
warning against self-deceit. The high but false estimate that men may
form of themselves is the great hindrance to this mutual burden-bearing. Consider
It is not remarkable that a man shoula
I. The strangeness of belf-deceftion.
be the dupe of others, but strange that he should be the dupe of himself. Yet tliere
are many who think themselves to be something when they are nothing partly from
the want of self-knowledge ; partly from the deceitfulness and pride of the human
heart ; partly from the fallacious habit of measuring themselves by the attainments of
others ; partly, too, from the influence of false teachings.
He deceives himself, but he cannot
II. Its evil effects upon the man himself.
deceive either God or man. It is a fatal delusion while it lasts, for it stands in the
way of all improvement. He lives in a fool's paradise. If he had once discovered that
he was nothing he would be put in the way of getting the foundation rightly laid, and
he would be the more likely to have points of sympathy with the outcast and fallen.
The sense of our own weakness is the best motive to an indulgent consideration for

—

others.

This is the crowning idea of the
Its evil xffeotb as beoabds othebs.
The self-deceived man is incapable of bearing others' burdens. In fact, the
imagination of superior piety leads him to be harsh and censorious and overbearing to
There are sects in our day which pretend to a deeper communion with God
others.
than other Christians, and they are only remarkable for a censorious pride which kills
love.
The self-deceived man thinks meanly of others' attainments, in opposition to
the gospel temper, which counsels Christians " in lowliness of mind to think otljers
;
better than themselves " while he takes no delight in their graces or gifts, aud will
accept neither instruction nor correction from others. He seems self-supporting and
self-contained, exempt from frailty, sin, and soitow, and therefore cares nothing for the
It is only the disposition that can say, " Not I, but the
sins or the sorrows of others.
grace of God in me," that will be ready for that mutual burden-bearing which conduces
80 much to the comfort and cohesion of Christian society.
III.

passage.

" But let each one prove his own work."
a mere call to self-examination, though that is a commanded duty which
tends to deepen the sense of our infirmity and our need of a higher strength ; it is
a call to prove, not himself, but his work for there is a sort of introspection which
might only foster his self-importance but a powerful check is provided by a rigorous
account being taken of "work." The self-deception is mainly subjective; the correction is supplied by an objective standard applied to the work done-rthe broad
The result will be that " then," on the supposition that
practical result of his life.
the work has stood the test, " he shall have his ground of boasting only in relation to
himself, and not in relation to the other" the man with whom he was comparing
He may test his own work, but he cannot test the work of the other man.
himself.
The apostle does not mean to say that the test would be favourable, for, judging by
himself, self-examination would discover, along with graces and virtues, many frailties
and follies, that would lead him to glory, not in himself, but in the mercy and love
of the Lord. Self-examination is not designed to leave us satisfied with ourselves oi
Vor. 4:.— The necessity of testing our work.

It is not

—

;

—

——

;
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free from doubts and fears, but to lead us to the Lord for fresh pardon and gracs'
It is a useful corrective to the merely morbid self-scrutiny with which men torment
themselTca, to have the test applied to their work.

even

—

Ver. 6.
Our own individtidl hurden. " For each one shall bear his own burden.*
1b not called to glory in reference to his neighbour, for he has his own burden to
carry.
The " burdens " of the second verse point to the m'ltual sympathy ; the
"burden," or load, of this verse, to that burden which each one carries for himself and
no ODO can carry for him.
Though
I. Mark the individxtalitt of each man's position in God's Biairr.
God has set us in a wonderful scheme of human relations, we have an individual life
that cannot be touched by man. We are individually responsible to God. This
individuality sets man, as it were, in a solitude.
He lives alone; he suffers alone; he
dies alone.
If he has pain in his body, no sympathy of friends can destroy it ; it is
atill his pain.
Our friends may soothe our dying moments by their prayers and their
words of affection ; but still we die alone. Thus every man carries alone, and apart
from other men, his own burden of responsibility, or of frailty, or of sorrow. " Bach

He

soldier bears his

own

Mabk thb

kit."

drawn prom this individuality of position.
The apostle does not mean to countenance the neglect of social concern nor to recommend a selfish isolation in human relations, but he condemns the harsh judgments
pronounced upon others by men who have their own imperfections and infirmities to
II.

answer

for.

inferences to bb

We cannot lighten the burden of

to bear hardly

upon

our

own

responsibilities

by any attempt

others.

The duty of supporting the ministry. " But let him who Is being Instructed
with him that teaoheth in all good things." The apostle
had spoken of burdens, but he did not mean to exempt the Galatians from the burden
of supporting their teachers. Perhaps they were niggardly ;for Gaulish avarice was
a proverb and it was necessary to teach them their duty.
L This passage implies that there is an order of ministers in the Church.
If the ministry was common to all Christians, why should there have been provision
made for the support of a particular class? 1. It is implied that tl^e ministers were
teachers, not mere celebrants of ritualistic devotion or spectacle.
They taught orally,
as the word signifies. It was thus that the early disciples were " nourished up in the
words of good doctrine." 2. It is implied that the Word of God was their text-book.
The early Christians were "taught in the Word." They had the Scriptures in their
own tongue, and were in a position to test the teaching of their guides as well as " to
try the spirits" generally.
3. It is implied that the teachers referred to devoted
themselves entirely to the work of ministry. They had isolated themselves from
secular employments, else why should it be necessary to provide them with an
independent support ?
II. This passage teaches that ministers abb to ebceivb an adequate maintenance. They are to share " in all good things'; " not as a gift or dole, bat as a
right ; for Christ said, " The labourer is worthy of his hire." If inspired teachers like
the apostles and prophets deserved this consideration, is it not much more needed for a
class of teachers who spend much time and thought in preparation for their work ?
The duty is clearly set forth by the apostle. (1 Thess. ii. 6, 9 ; 2 Cor. xi. 7 ; ix.
Luther says, "Whosoever will not give the Lord
Phil. jv. 10; 1 Tim. V. 17, 18).
God a penny gets his due when he is forced to give the devil a dollar." Calvin
"
it is one of the tricks of Satan to defraud godly ministers of support
suggests that
that the Church may be deprived of their services."
Ver.

in the

6.

Word communicate

—

—

The two sowings and the two reapings. The Galatians were probably
Vers. 7, 8.
disposed to find excuses for avoiding the responsibility of supporting their religious
The apostle warns them of the danger of self-deception, and, above all, of
teachers.
the danger of imagining that a man may sow to the flesh and yet expect to reap the
the Spirit. Mark—
L Thb solemn warning against

fruits of

self-deception,

" Be not deceived ; God

is

not

—
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Whether the self-deception arise from pride or corruption of heart, or from
the perversions of false teachers, some might imagine that there would be no harvest
after the present life
others might suppose that they would not reap the same sort of
seed they were sowing ; others, that the harvest would have no relation to the degree
or proportion of the goodness or badness of the seed.
They are sternly warned not to
deceive themselves. They might impose upon themselves. That is all they can do.
God is not mocked, either by a presumptuous neglect of a Divine command or with
services that are pretended and not real.
II. There is a necessart connection between the sowing and the reaping,
It is Impossible for men to break the Divine order established in the nature of things.
There is a "sowing-time; there will be a reaping-time. The reaping will be as the
sowing. He that sows wheat will reap wheat ; he that sows cockle will reap cockle.
Nobody expects, after sowing wheat, to have a crop of thistles. So it is in the acts of
human life. If a man sow the seeds of charity, the harvest will be answerable both
in kind and in degree. The actions of this life are as seed sown for the life to come.
The tare-sower cannot expect wheat ; for " whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap."
" He that soweth to the flesh
III. The two bowings and the two beafings.
shall of the flesh reap corruption ; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit
reap life everlasting." The flesh and the Spirit represent, as it were, two corn-fields, in
which different kinds of seed are sown. The future and the present here stand in the
strictest connection.
1. The sowing to the flesh.
The flesh is the unregenerate nature.
Every act of life has a distinct relation to the gratification of that nature. The idea of
the apostle is elsewhere represented in vivid phrase. The man who "sows to tht
flesh " is he who " walks after the flesh " (Bom. viii. 4), who " minds the things of the
flesh " (Rom. viii. 5), who is " in the flesh " (Rom. viii. 5), who " lives after the flesh,'
who " minds earthly things," who " fulfils the desires of the flesh and of the mind,'
who " presents his members unto sin as instruments of unrighteousness " (Rom. vi. 13}
see part of the harvest in this life.
see drunkenness
2. The terrible reaping.
dogged by disease, idleness with rags, pride with scorn, and the rejection of God by
the belief of a lie. But the passage clearly points to the harvest at the end of the
world, when the seed germinates into corruption. This is moral death (2 Pet. ii. 12;
" To be carnally minded is death." Great in consequence will be the
1 Cor. iii. 17).
misery of man ujwn him. 3. The sowing to the Spirit. All the acts of the believer
have relation to the life of jrace : he lays up treasure in heaven the life created by
4. The hlessed
the Spirit can have no pause— it renounces self and lives to God.
reaping. The harvest is everlasting life. The connection between the reaping and
the sowing in the first case is that of desert ; the connection in this case is established
by grace ; for, while " thd wages of sin is death," " the gift of God is eternal life
through Jesus Christ our Lord" (Bom. vi. 23). Though the harvest is everlasting life
to all sowers to the Spirit, it will not be the same to all ; for " every one is to receive
the things done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether good or bad."
IV. Conclusions. The passage suggests ; 1. That we ought to have a due con2. That the hypocrite is a Ibol
sideration to the importance of our present conduct,
who imagines that he can sow to the flesh and yet reap " life everlasting." 3. That
it is only by faith in Jesus Christ we shall ever be brought to cease sowiug to the flesl
and begin sowing to the Spirit.
mocked."

;

We

We

;

Ver. 9. Encouragement to perseverance in well-doing. The apostle enlarges the
compass of his exhortation so as to include well-doing in general. Consider
L Well-doing is the duty, the dignity, the destiny, of believers. 1. " We
(Eph. ii. 10.) 2. It is "good
are, as God's workmanship, created unto good works."
and profitable to men " that believers should be care/id to maintain yood works. These
"
works are to be " maintained for necessary uses (Titus iii. 8, 14). 3. They are to/ollow
the example of Christ, "who went about every day doing good" (Acts x. 38), and who
so pointedly declared that it was lawful to do well on the sabbath day (Matt. xiL 12).
IL The importance of pebsbvkranoe in WELL-DOllia. "Be not weary in wellHe doci
doing." 1'he same counsel he gives to the Tbessalonians (2 Thess. iii. 13).
uot hint that the Galatians were not already doing good ; he merely suggests thatthe;

—
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must not weary in it. How much depends on perseverance
(1) God's glory is greatlj
promoted ; (2) the prosperity of the Church powerfully enhanced (3) our own leward
proportionately increased. Therefore we, ought to be open to new opport*initi«8, to new
!

;

new objects, of usefulness.
The causes or weariness in well-doino. They

occasions, to
III.

their operation.

1.

The

friction of life in a world

are numerous and complex in
with ungodly tendencies. 2. The

We

ingratitude and nnworthiness of those we befriend. 3.
are cooled by the coldness
of other men. 4. Our patience is exhausted by the number seeking our help. 5. There
is so much to be done that it seems useless to begin in the hope of overtaking everything.
7. Physical
6. There is so much opposition to the best plans of goodness.
fatigue has a tendency to generate moral weariness.

Our work will not be resultless. " In due
There is a regular time for the harvest.
" The harvest is the end of the world." The sowing goes on all through our lives. We
must mot be disheartened because the interval appears long. " Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just." If you do not find the results of Christian
" Be patient therefore, brethren, unto
service on earth, you will find them in heaven.
the coming of the Lord. Behold, the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of
the earth, and hath long patience for it, until he receive the early and latter rain " (Jas.
V. 7).
2. The reaping will surely come.
It will come partly in this world, in the
blessing of God upon all we possess and all we do, in the gratitude and prayers of
those we help, and in the secret satisfaction which a course of well-doing carries into
the heart of the believer. But our full reward will be at the resurrection of the just, and
Therefore believers ought
will be proportional to the nature and extent of our labours.
to be " steadfast, uumovable, ever abounding in the work of the Lord, seeing that our
labour shall not be in vain in the Lord " (I Cor. xv. 58).
IV. Encoueaqement to perseverance.

season

we

shall reap, if

we

faint not."

1.

The sphere of beneficence. This verse sums up the ideas of the previous
which spoke of beneficence in general, by setting forth its objects and occasions.
L The dotv commanded. " Let us do good." Christian life is not a mere easy and
decent inoffensiveness. A man is not harmless who does no good. The barren tree is
hurtful, because it cumbers the ground and draws to itself the fertilizing qualities of the
earth, whicli would make a better tree more fruitful.
It brings forth no bad fruit ; yet
it is cast into the fire. Therefore we must not only " cease to do evil," but " learn to do
" To do good and to communicate forget not " (Heb. xiii. 16).
well."
"As we have therefore opportunity."
II. The duty bounded by opportunity.
Cotton Mather says, " The opportunity to do good imposes the obligation to do it." It
is not when our inclination or our self-interest or the thirst for fame or gratitude dispose
us that we are to do good, but at every opportunity that opens on our path. These
opportunities are constantly around us in the common intercourse of life, but they
Therefore " in the morning
specially arise in connection with suffering and distress.
sow thy seed, and in the evening withhold not thine hand."
There is a wider sphere, and a narrower within
III. The sphere of benevolence.
it : " Do good unto all men, and especially to them who are of the household of faith."
There are distinctions even in the wider sphere. We recognize them in the obligations
;
of family life. " If any man provide not for his own, he is worse than an infidel " we
recognize the claims of friendship and of gratitude ; yet our beneficence is to extend to
Ver. 10.

rerses,

It is a significant fact that the Apostle Peter,
all men within the range of opportunity.
in naming the successive graces of life that are essential to our partaking of the Divine
nature, says, " Add to your brotherly kindness charity." There may be a selfish or
sectarian feeling that leads us to forget the wider relations in which we stand in the
scheme of Divine providence. Yet the brotherly kindness stands first.
aro to do
good, "especially to them who are of the household of faith; " on the same principle aa
we are bound to remember first the wants of our family or our friends. The spirit oi
the Bousseau philanthropy would not tolerate any distinctions of this sort.
The
household in question, which includes the whole collective body of Christians, is a large,
a growing, a loving household, and, in early times, sorely scattered by persecution. There
was, therefore, a special need to show kindness to its members. The " collection for the
saints " (1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2) is a practical illustration of this nearer relationship.

We

OALATIANS.
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A personal postscript. "Ye

see in what large letters I write with mine
There is a mystery about these large characters. It is conjectured that
they may have been due to age, or to infirmity, or to weakness of eyes, or to the want
of habit in writing Greek. But it is more interesting to see that, unlike other Epistles,
which were written by an amanuensis, this one was written entirely with his own

Ver. 11.

own hand."

hand.

To SHOW

HIS LOVE FOR THE Galatians.
Tho ButogTaph would be a precious posIt is the largest Epistle he ever wrote with his own hand.
IL To PKEVENT IMPOSTURE. Letters were sometimes forged in his name (2 Thess.
ii. 2 ; iii. 17). Bat his handwriting, being probably already known to them, would prevent
misonderstanding as to the authorship.
I.

session to them.

III.

To GIVE QREATEB WEIGHT TO THE EpiSTLB.

their account at a

most

critical

It

showed

his profouud anxiety

OB

moment.

Vers. 12, 13. Exposure of the tactics of Afs adversaries. The apostle recapitulates
in a few sentences the contents of the Epistle and exhibits the falseness of his Judaistic
adversaries in a clear light. Mark

They "desire to make a fair show in the flesh." They
I. Their DOGMATIC ATTITUDE.
made a pretentious display of religion by a zeal for external rites " the unrenewed

—

nature cropping out under its more special aspect of sensuousness and externalism."
Yet all the while they affected a peculiar concern for God arid religion.
IL Their urgent zeal. "Tliey are constraining you to be circumcised;" their
delusive flatteries (ch. iii. 1), their arguments, their example, having all the stress of
moral compulsion. The Judaizers had an immense and eager zeal for proselytism, and
were sleepless in their efforts to undermine the gospel of liberty.
III. The true motive of thbie conduct. " Only lest they should suffer persecution
1. Thdr conduct was cowardly.
for the cross of Christ."
They would avoid persecution either by renouncing Christianity altogether or by shaping it into Judaistic forms.
The last was the course they took. They had no true love for the cause of religion when
they insisted upon the indispensableness of circumcision, for their real motive was to
The cross of Christ
protect themselves from the fierce anger of their countrymen.
offered salvation without law of any kind, and welcomed the Gentiles without their
becoming Jewish proselytes ; but the Judaizers, by circumcising the Gentiles, desired
to show their countrymen that, in attaching themselves to the gospel, they did not
abandon the Mosaic Law or ritual. 2. Their conduct was hypocritical. " For neither
they themselves who are circumdsed keep the Law." They placed a burden on their
Gentile converts which they were not themselves willing to bear. " Indifferent them-

they make capital out of you." They make convenient selections out of the
precepts of the Law ; for they have no idea of obeying the whole Law, though it all rests
upon Divine authority. S.' Their conduct was self-interested. "They desire to have
you circumcised, that they may glory in your flesh." They wanted to swell the
importance of their sect by a large array of proselytes, who were to bear in the flesh the
mark of their instructions.
IV. It was just and hecessabt that the apostle should expose a polict so
MEAN, 80 MEECENAEY, BO IN8IN0EKE. Love may prompt the covering of a neighbour's
faults, but it is right to expose religious seducers of all sorts.
selves,

Hie true ground of the apostWt glorying. " But for me far be it to glory,
Vor. 14.
save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ."
1. 2%ts is not, as Romanists say, the wooden cross.
It
I. The ckoss of Chmst.
would be beneath the good sense of the apostle to say that he gloried in a piece of wood.
"
If any man will
2. It was not the metaphorical cross borne by believers
afflictions.
come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me " (Matt. xvi.
The apostle did not glory in this because
3. // was the atoning death of Christ.
24).
of its moral influence upon his life, nor even because it was a manifestation of Divine
justice and love, but because Christ, through his expiatory sufferings on the cross, procured for us eternal life, which he applies by his Holy Spirit.
He gloried in it. 1. Ik
II. The attitude of the apostle toward the cross.
knplied that he had abandoned the way of righteousness by the Law. 2. It implied

—

——
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that he trusted in the atoning death of Christ for salvation. 3. It implied tlie exclu*
sion of all other elements in which errorists might trust as grounds of salvation.
III. The effects of the ckoss of Christ. " By which the world has been crucified
to me, and I unto the world."
It is not material whether the double crucifixion here
described is referred to Christ or to his cross ; for as it is only Christ crucified whom the
apostle preached, it is through him the believer is crucified to the world.
Christ's
cross has sundered the relationship between Paul and the werld. They are dead to
"
each other. Luther says, The world and I are well agreed. The world cares not a
pin for me, and I, to cry quittance with it, care as little for the world." Consider : 1.
What is the world f It is that sphere of things in which the lust of the flesh, the
lust af the eye, and the pride of life find their natural development.
It is the world
as opjflsed to God. " The friendship of this world is enmity with God " (Jas. iv. 4).

How i» the world crucified to the apostle ? It is not that the apostle regards (1) the
world as useless. (2) Nor as a place to be abandoned, in a spirit of monkish austerity.
Luther says, " The monks dreamed that the world was crucified to them when they
2.

entered into their monasteries; but by this means Christ is crucified, and not the
world. Yea, the world is delivered from crucifying." (3) Nor as a scene upon which
he is to wreak his morbid spite or bitter misanthropy. But (4) it implies that the world
had lost its attractions for him, its power over him, its influence to lead him astray.
There was a time when he was not so crucified he was " alive once ; " but death in
Christ and with Christ was his death to the world and the death of that world to him.
The world regards him as a dead man, who has
3. How is he crucified to the world f
no longer any attractions that it should desire him. It regards him no longer as its
own, and therefore hates him to the point of persecution. This inter-crucifixion came
about through his union with Christ, and that union was effected by the cross. Well,
therefore, might the apostle glory in the cross

—

I

7%e fundament

il fact in Christian life.
This ia regeneration. The Jew
in circumcision ; the Gentile, in liberty ; but " in Jesus Christ neither
circumcision availoth anything, nor unoircumcision, but a new creation." Consider

Ver, 15.

might find

it

That Christ oblitebates the most highly valued

I.

distinctions.

1.

In him

They have ceased to be. Jews
che old separating distinctions are no longer in force.
and Gentiles are made one in Christ. They are fellow-citizens, of the same body, of
the household of God (Bph. ii. 19). They are made " one new man." 2. In him the
old separating distinctions have lost all their value. Neither circumcision nor uncircumcision ever availed anything for justification. The Jew might be ready enough to
concede the point as to unoircumcision, but he would be offended to hear that his cirThe sentence of the apostle outs up by the roots all
cumcision availed nothing.
the ritualism of the Churches. Eating of meats, celibacy, holidays, are nothing; we
are no better for abstaining nor are we the worse for eating.

That the fundamental fact

in Christianity is begeneeation.
1. Tliis
an entirely spiritual system, in which the outer is nothing, the inward
It is not a mere change of opinion, or of party, or of outward life.
is everything.
;
men may be noble by birth, but they cannot be holy by birth ;
It is not of " blood "
"not of the will of man," as many a godly father knows by bitter experience as he
mourns over the waywardness of ungodly children. 2. The new life originates in
" If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature " (2 Cor. v. 17). The spiritual
Christ.
renewal springs irom union with Christ. It is " not of the will of man," for man cannot
change his own heart. Christ is our very Life (ch. ii. 20). 3. It is a new life ; for it
II.

constitutes

it

—

has

new

new desires, new principles, new affections, and stands in everlasting
new name, the new song, the new Jerusalem, the new heavens, and the
The new birth, in a word, has ushered the believer into a new world.

thoughts,

relation to the

new

earth.

The apostolic llessing.
Yer. 16.
Consider

This takes

its

colour

from the tenor of the

Epistle.

" As many ai walk
guidanob.
I. The authobitativb bulb fob Chbistian
according to this rule." 1. Christians are not lawless in their obedience. They walk
according torule, and are never so free as within the limits of rule. 2. The ride i$
emdentljf that expressed in the previous verse that what is outward in religion U

—

——
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nothing, and what is inward is everything ; that the new creation is the whole of
If this position were rightly recognized, to be a Jew would be no privilege,
religion.
to be a Gentile would be no barrier.

IL Tub BENEDICTION. "Peace be on them, and mercy." The two greatest blessings
of the covenant. Peace is the distinctive theocratic gift " Peace shall be upon Israel
(Ps. cxxv. 5) ; mercy is the blessing in which poape finds at once its origin and support.
Those " who walk according to this rule " and
III. The objects of the blessing.
"the Israel of God." The lirst class was not Gentile believers as such, and the second
Jewish believers as such. The blessing is for the entire number who walk according
to this rule, but the apostle finds among them a class whom he describes with a tender
and suggestive fitness as " the Israel of God." He had been all along proving that the
true Israel was "of faith," but he evidently thinks of his countrymen as standing
apart from their Judaistic perverters in the glorious eminence of " the Israel of Gt)d."
It is a peculiar expression, still more distinctive even than " Israel after the Spirit,"
and emphasizes the Divine ownership in those who are " the circumcision, who worship
God in the Spirit, who rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh "
(Phil.

iii.

3).

An apostle pleading for forhearanoe. He now turns round to his adverand with one parting word asks to be let alone.
" Hencefoith let no man cause me troubles,"
I. A CLAIM TO BE LEFT UNMOLESTED.
by gainsaying my doctrine, impugning my apostleship, or imposing upon me the
labour of a defence. He might well appeal to their forbearance he needed to be
Ver. 17.

saries,

;

strengthened rather than weakened, comforted rather than discouraged.
not
II. The ground op his claim. " I bear in my body the marks of Jesus." " I "
the false teachers who plan to escape persecution by their hypocrisy " bear in my body
the marks " in many scourgings, wounds, and scars of Christ's ownership. These

—

—

marks were the

—

—

visible vouchers of his apostleship.

Ver. 18. His parting word. "The grace of onr Lord Jesus Christ be with your
brethren. Amen." The Epistle began with a salutation of grace and peace ; 11

spirit,

ends with grace.

"Grace," which is at once the beginning, middle, and end of
I. The blessing.
Paul's theology ; and the beginning, middle, and end of Christian life.
" Brethren." It comes last in the senII. The token of parting tenderness.
tence, as if, after all his grave censures, he would remember they were still brethren in
Ciirist.
His spirit softens as his pen traces the closing words of the Epistle, and the
sweet "Amen" seals everything with the token of his deep sincerity and his tender
interest in their welfare.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Ven. 1 5. Hie restoration of the erring. The walk in the Spirit, which eschews
The
vain-glory and envy, further manifests itself in consideration for the erring.
sins of others become our concern, and we anxiously seek bow we can best have them
Here, then, is a burden which Christians have not undertaken as earnestly
restored.
and sympathetically as they ought tc have done ; it is the burden of sin which weighs
on other people's hearts.
(Vers. 1 3.) The
I. The peepabation foe dealing with other people's bins.
idea of Paul here is that the Pharisaic temper is utterly incapable of the restoration of
the erring. Thinking himself to be something, not realizing that he is in God's sight
nothing, the Pharisee deceives himself, and so cannot become the guide of others. He
will be severe through his self-satisfaction, hard and unsympathetic because he is
His
ignorant of his own need and cannot consequently know the needs of others.
pride makes sympathy for the abased impossible, and he passes on in utter uselessness.
But when the Lord makes us meek, when the Lord impresses upon us the fact of our
own liability to temptation, when the Lord leads us to ihe sifting of our own work,
and to a higher standard than mere comparison of it with that of others, when, in a

—

—
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word, we are led out of Pharisaic thankfulness that we are not as other men into
Christian humility and self-abasement, then are we in some measure fitted to take up
the problem of other people's trespasses and to solve it. It is the " spiritual " who are
to undertake the delicate work.

—

n. The law of Chkist is to be our method. (Ver. 2.) Now, when we consider
broadly the work of Chiist, we find that it resolves itself exactly into this work of
restoring the erring.
This was the purpose of his Ufa and death, to bear other people's
burdens the burdens of sin. Of course, Christ could deal with sin in a more radical
way than we can. He was sinless ; he was Divine ; he could accept of the responsibilities of human sins and atone for them, as we cannot do.
But we can surely have
fellowship with him in concern about other people's spiritual state; we can sympathize
with them, and perhaps encourage them to make us their confidantes, so that we may
do something for their relief.
can also keep their restoration steady as a star
before us, and follow the Master in leading them to renewed hope.
lu all these ways
we may follow the law of Christ in dealing with delinquent brethren. The fact is
that, because we cannot share in Christ's atoning work, we are tempted often to let sin
lie outside our deliberate philanthropy.
are willing enough, perhaps, to help a
fellow out of the burden of poverty, of outward misfortune but to help him as a
spiritual counsellor seems beyond our province.
And yet we are not surely very
thorough in our philanthropy if we do not try to touch and remove the deeper burden
of heart-trouble by leading the erring to our elder Brother.
III. There will be joy as well as disappointment upon this path of Christian
SYMPATHY. The heavenly world gets more joy out of the penitent prodigals than out of
the nnfallen beings (Luke xv. 1 10). It is the same with us in our humble efforts after
restoring erring brethren. What a joy it is to think that he has repented and got unburdened and restored I There is no joy of exactly the same pure intensity in all the world.
There is music and dancing in our hearts as in the great Father's house. Earth and
heaven are one (Luke xv. 25). There will be a measure of disappointment. Souls
over whom we have sighed and wept, for whose salvation we have longed, may disappoint us sadly but we can assure ourselves that in this respect also we are in fellowship with God. Every impenitent soul must be a disappointment to the Supreme
leave the mystery at his holy feet, and, notwithstanding disappointment, resolve in
dependence on him to work bravely on until our day is done, persuaded that our tale
of souls relieved shall be longer in the end than we have dared to dream. B. M. E.

—
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;

—

;
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Vers. 6

—

10.
The seed-time of philanthropy. Paul has just spoken of the most
and precious form of philanthropy that which deals with a brother's sins.
And now he passes on to speak, just for a moment, of the duty which the Galatians
delicate

—

They are pre-eminently the unburdeners of men's
to their spiritual teachers.
hearts ; they imdertake as life's chief work the ministering to minds diseased. Let
them be considered, therefore, and receive all good things from those they serve. But
he passes on to the greater truth of which this " ministerial support " is only a small
hpplication that life is a seed-time; and, according as men sow, must they reap.
Let philanthropy rejoice, therefore, in every opportunity of doing other people good,
for a harvest with its golden glory awaits all true workers in the other life.
owe

—

I. When this life is looked upon as sbed-tixe, wb are projected of necessity
FOR OUR harvest UPON ANOTHER AND BETTER LIFE. The mistake many make is in
turning this life into harvest and looking on what it affords as all. It makes a mighty
difference if I am living in the autumn only and am for ever past the spring. Now,
Christianity, as the religion of hope, leads us to this view of thfe present life. It is only

seed-time. The harvest is not yet. No refinement of speculation can be allowed to
cheat us of our assurance of immortality.
are only in the spring. The summer
and the autumn are before us.

We

II.

Those who sow to the flesh have a fearful harvest beforb them
Now, it is well for us to remember here that ritualism, or salvation by cere-

(Ver. 8.)

is the error mainly attacked in this Epistle.
And a careful study of Paul's
writings shows that he puts this into the same category as the sins of the flesh.
" Whereas there is among you," said he to the Corinthians, " envying, and strife, and
The exclusiveness of the ceremonialista
divisions, are ye not carnal, and walk as men ? "

monies,

—

—

fm
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" The Law," it has been powerfully said,
properly a schoolmaster to bring them to Christ; but in so far as its temporary
disciplinary character was lost sight of so far as it was made a ground of national
exclusiveness, and its observance a matter of personal pride it cut its votaries off from
the righteousness of God, which is essentially a derived, communicated, and universal
righteousness ; not of works, but of grace ; not for a peculiar people, but for all men.
They were living, not in the freedom and self-abandonment of the Spirit, but in the
exclusiveness and selfishness of the flesh." Hence the sowing to the flesh, in its more
elevated or more degraded forms, can have only one issue, and this is " corruption."
What comes of the exclusiveness and fair show in the flesh ? Does it promote spiritual
interests ?
Is it not productive of vain-glory and of the corrupt, self-righteous spirit ?
The harvest is one of disappointment. It profitcth nothing. Into the corruption to
which the grosser sins of the flesh lead we need not here enter with any particularity.
III. Those who sow to thk Spirit shall bbap kteknal life.
(Ver. 8.) The
sowing to the Spirit is the antithesis of sowing to the flesh. It means living with
spiritual and immortal aims.
It means, as the succeeding context shows, the life of
active philanthropy.
Now, a harvest of " eternal life " (Revised Version) is before
all such philanthropists.
Their life on earth is a seed-time which has this immortal
harvest. The very life of God, who is eternal, becomes ours, and its fulness within us
is just proportional to our present diligence in philanthropy.
IV. This should lead to great patience and conBAGE in our wobk. (Ver. 9.)
should not faint or get weary in our well-doing. Work along this line is sure to
tell.
Let us not be discouraged. Let us give the first place in our philanthropy to
" the household of faith," and the second place to " all men " indiscriminately. Let us
honestly be public benefactors, and a multiplication of blessing will be found awaiting
us when the harvest comes, beyond our most sanguine hopes. The patience of hope is
the attitude of every believing soul, and the harvest is in a wealth of life beyond the
shadows proportional to our philanthropic spirit here. B. M. E.

was a

l)oiidage to the elements of the world.

"was

—

—
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Ohrying in

the creii.
Paul has been urging the Galatians to do
the seed-time of philanthropy, and the harvest will be after*
-wards. And now he appeals to them by the "large letters" of this vnique Epistle,
which seems to have been the only one which was a complete autograph. Though penmanship was a trouble to him, he was yet anxious to do for these Galatians what good
he could in the spirit he has been enforcing. But philanthropy has its counterfeits.
Consequently he warns them once again against those teachers of ceremonialism, who
would have the heathen converts to try to save themselves by Jewish ceremonies. These
Bre merely making tools of them to save themselves.
They wish to escape persecution
Paul, on the other hand, glories in the cross, and carries in his body
for Christianity.
the marks of the Crucified One. The following thoughts are here suggested :

Vers. 11

good to

all

men,

for

now

is

I. The toleration extended by the heathen world to Judaisu.
The heathen
world was largely latitudinarian. The idea was comprehensive. All gods were to be put
in the Pantheon.
But among the idolatries of the East, Judaism, a spiritual worship,
Its synagogues were built side by side with the heathen temples, and
got a footing.
they were allowed to worship without molestation. Their proselytism was trifling
The heathen could not fear
their missionary enterprise was unworthy of the name.
them. Hence their immunity from persecution.
II. The Jewish teachers thought that, if thbt made all Christian converts
Jewish proselytes, they would secure Christianity from persecution. They
They wanted to avail themselves of the
did not want to be persecuted for the cross.
toleration of Judaism and merge Christianity in it. An emasculated Christianity might
escape the persecution which, in its naked simplicity, it was fitted to secure. It was
Pride went along with it. It
a policy of compromise, begotten of cowardice and fear.
would be a grand thing to count up so many converts to Judaism and glory in the
growth of circumcision. It was a selfish stroke under the guise of philanthropy.
Now, the croaa of Christ is the
III.- The antagonism indicated by the cross.
expression of the antagonism of the world to the self-sacrificing Philanthropist who thus
It could not and would not tolerate the person who would not save himself
perished.
when he had the power. It believes only in those who can take care of number one.
j

—
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As

soon, then, as a man like Paul gets into unison with the crucified Chiist, as soon aa
the cross becomes an experience witliin, and a selt'-sacrificiug spirit takes hold of a man
for the Eul!:e of doing good to others, that moment the world and he become antagonistic.
They cannot get on together. The world is crucified to the person and he to
the world. Bacli wishes to put the otlier out of the way, and as contemptuously as
possible.
Ab £oou, therefore, as the world discovered what Christianity meant, that
it meant a brotherhood of self-sacrificing philanthropy, it took alarm, fur it saw that,
if Christianity were^not put down, it would put worldliness down.
Hence the drawback of persecution attaching to the Christian faith.
IV. In this unwobldly cross PauIi gloried. He appreciated its efficacy. He
recogi^zed its claims. He allowed it to make him unworldly. Hence ho made it the
sum and substance of his teaching. He preached "Christ crucified" continually.
Circumcision was nothing in which to glory. It was a carnal ordinance which might
be very carnally administered, and a mere stepping-stone for pride. But the cross of
Jesus was an object in which to glory. Its spirit was so unworldly, so self-sacrificing,
so noble, that nothing in this world was so worthy of our interest and glorying.'
v. He had Christ's hakd upon his body. Now, if a man goes in for self-sacrifice,
as Paul did, under the spell of Christ's cross, his body will soon show it. There can be
no pampering of the flesh.
spiritual soul soon makes the tenement enshrining it to
transmit some of its glory. Paul shows the marks of self-sacrifice upon his person.
Christ had made him his slave, and put the brand upon him. As Christ's prisoner, he
had the seals of office in his jjcrson. Consequently, no man need trouble him or try to
move him away from his standard, the cross. It is a noble ending to this fine Kpistle.
May it make all its students to glory in the cross also I B. M. E.

A

—

—

5.
Vers. 1
Treatment of a fallen brother.
I. Christiak way of trbatino a
FALLEN brother. 1. It IS our duty to restore him. " Brethren, even if a man be overtaken in any trespass, ye which are spiritual, restore such a one in a spirit of meekness

looking to thyself, lest thou also be tempted." This subject arises out of the warning
against vain-glory at tlie close of the last chapter. When a vain-glorious spirit possesses
society, some provoke as superiors, and others are filled with envy as inferiors. Vainglory is usually connected with such external things as rank and wealth. The apostle
here supposes it carried beyond these, carried even (that seems to be the force of the
word) into the inner sphere of character. He supposes some one connected with the
He describes him as oversociety (presumably the Christian society) falling into sin.
taken in some trespass. The language defines without excusing. It indicates that the
If it had been habitual, then he
trespass was solitary or occasional, and not habitual.
was not entitled to a place in the society, and the proper course toward him would have
been excommunication. But the trespass was not to be regarded as a fair representation
of his character as a whole. He was overtaken in it, before he rightly considered what
he was doing. That by no means relieved him from blame. It showed a want of
steadiness in his Christian course. It showed a want of reliance on the Divine supports.
It showed carelessness in the use of appointed means. It could be said to him, " Hast thou
not procured this unto thyself, in that thou hast forsaken the Lord thy God, when he
led thee by the way ? " In such a case, then, how \Vas he to be dealt with by the spiritual, i.e. not those who remained true to Paul and his doctrine, nor those who were
strong, but those who, according to the Christian idea, desired to be led by the Spirit,
to express the mind of the Spirit, t.e. in the specified circumstances. It is the teaching
It is to be our object that he
of the apostle that we are to restore a fallen brother.
That he should trespass and not be sorry
should be brought to a right state of mind.
for it would be neither for his good nor for the good of the society.
fallen brother
having evinced sorrow, we are to receive him back into the place which he formerly
occupied, even as we beUeve that Christ, from his treatment of sinners when on earth,
are to restore him in the spirit of meekness, i.e. in the spirit
receives him back.
a,

A

We

This is a favourite text (ver. 14) with preachers. Among others we may mention
Maolaurin in ' Glorying in the Cross ' Saurin, Sur la Veritable Glorie du Chretien,' in
tome xii. p. 43 D'Aubigne on "The Cross of Jesus Christ," in 'Discourses and Essays;
Huntingdon, " Tbe Cross a Burden or a Glory," in his ' Christian Believing and laving ;
and M'Che;ne in the Bemaius,' p. .374.
•
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which, while characterized by faithfulness, is chiefly characterized by meekness. There
is to be the absence of self-exaltdtion. We are not to triumph over a brother, as though
his fall added to our importance. There is to be the absence of that harshness which
accompanies self-exaltation.
are not to wish to give him a sense of his inferiority
to us in respect of his fall, nor are we to wish that he should be filled with sorrow or
kept back in any way more than the ends of holiness require. We are not to break the
bruised reed, nor to quench the smoking flax. The ground an which we are to restore
him is of the strongest nature, and, to bring it home with more power, there is a
singlitg out of the reader, " Looking to thyself, lest thou also be tempted." Thou art to
look to thyself as not beyond trial. Thou art to look to thyself as having elements of
weakness in thy flesh ; and therefore liable to be tempted, and, when tempted, to fall.
Nay, thou art to think of thyself as having in the past been tempted and having fallen
before temptation. It has been said that, when looking on an offending brother, we may
^We either are, or have been, or may be all that he is. If we
reflect with ourselves
have not sinned in the same form, yet have we sinned in a form which may be as heinous
are to regard the fall of a brother only as a call to self-humiliation
before God.
and tender dealing. 2. This is to fulfil the law of Christ. " Bear ye one another's
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Clirist." Mutual dependence is a law of the universe.
As the philosophic poet has it, " All are but parts of one stupendous whole." Nothing
stands alone; each depends on all. Look at the innumerable worlds tliat inhabit
space.
God might have held each world in its place separately and out of relation to
every other world. But he has chosen to hold all worlds together as a universe, or one
vast world, by a law according to which all worlds and all particles of matter also
The material world
attract one another in a certain proportion to mass and distance.
is one vast intei-dependenoy, so finely balanced that a modification of a part would
while the aberration of a large mass might
necessarily be the modification of the whole
be the destruction of the whole. The apostle points out the same thing in the human
body. " The eye cannot say unto the head, I have no need of thee ; nor again the head
As in the human body, so it is in human society.
to the feet, I have no need of you."
The greatest happiness of individuals is not to be attained by each being his own servant,
but by there being division of labour and each being as much as possible the servant of
all.
The greatest happiness of nations is not to be attained by each keeping within its
own resources but by each developing its own resources to the utmost, and exchanging
them for those of other nations. It is not, theVefore, to be wondered at thnt Christ, in
founding a society, lays down this law of dependence for its regulation. Indeed, he has
to enact no new law, but only to give a higher sanction and application to an existing
He finds men already dependent on one another, all the more by the entrance of
law.
"Bearyeone another's
sin, and he takes advantage of this for the training ofhis people.
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ." It is implied that there are certain burdens
which one Christian can bear for another, and which that other can bear for him, and
which can in this way be lightened for them both. (1) Burden of want. We mean
the burden of poverty which is commonly called want, being most" palpably, thoimh
not most really, so. For we have all to be supplied with our daily bread, and, while
some are rich or comparatively rich, i.e. to say, have more than they need, others are
poor or comparatively poor, «.«. to say, have less than they need, God might have
ordained all to be rich and none to be poor in the Church. But he has, on the contrary,
ordained some to be rich and others to be poor, t.e. to say, he has made a dependence
of the poor on the rich. " The poor," says the Lawgiver here, " ye have always with
you." And we look forward to no golden era of science when there shall be no poor in
our Churches. Certain it is that many are poor by circumstances over which they have
had no control. And, while trade is not conducted on thoroughly Christian principles,
which it will never bo while there is sin and selfishness in the heart of man, there will
always be circumstances bearing hard on some of our Church members. Now, we are to consider the care of the Christian poor. Having little coming in and perhaps many mouths
to fill, they have a real burden on their minds, a burden which we would not choose to bear
And the law of Christ is that we are to bear this burden for our fellowfor ourselves.
members, those of us who are in a position to do it bear it as we would have them to
do it for us in like circumstances. Why are we not in their position and they not in
curs? why have we more than enough and they less than enough? is it not of favour, and
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of favour that we may minister to their necessity ? And we should minister to their
necessity were it only for our own good, to counteract that greed which is apt to grow
insidiously upon men who are prospering.
And for this reason it were, perhaps, to he
wished that there were more poor in some of our Churchfs, that there might he a greater
flow of Christian charity.
are to bear this burden for them, as those who have the
same heavenly bread to eat of.
little sacrifice on our part may do much to lighten
their burdens and cheer their hearts.
And we should bo quick to know where we can
do good in this way. If there are not always those who are in clamant need, there are
always those whose struggle for subsistence might well be made easier, whose difficulties
might well be made fewer, and whose comforts might well be added to. As to the way
in which we are to do it, we are to do it with discrimination, as good stewards of what
we have been entrusted with for others.
are to do it as though it were a luxury to
ourselves, and not as though we were conferring an obligation.
may do it secretly
when it is no objeut to manifest personal kindness.
are always to do it with reverence.
For, if there is anything in our bearing calculated to destroy the self-respect of
the recipient, when he is taken at a disadvantage, then we may be removing one burden,
but we are at the same time laying another upon him which it will be more difiScult
When we give help to any one we should be very studious to make
for him to bear.
him feel that he is our equal in being a man, and, in the case before us, a Christian.
mean the burden of sickness or bereavement. For we
(2) Burden of affliction.
" Death lias set his mark and seal " on our bodies.
are all mortal.
are all liable
And, when we come within the precincts of the Church, we do
to sickness and decay.
not leave our ills behind us.. But here, of this one and of that one it is said, " He is
sick." Now, we are to consider the case of the aflSicted members of the Church. They
have a burden to bear. When of those beloved one after another is laid in the grave,
the burden of mortality presses heavily enough upon them. " What could be heavier ? "
they seem to say through their tears. When, by a succession of premonitory symptoms,
ihby are made aware that their own health is failing, the burden seems to press yet
more heavily. It is something more to feel for themselves as if life were slipping out
When, at last, they are prostrated upon th« bed of sickness and are
of their grasp.
withdrawn, perhaps for ever, from the wonted scene, from the sanctuary, from the sphere
of usefulness, the burden seems to be weighted as with lead, and there is a multitude
of thoughts within them. Now, Christ has a|>pointed for such ; and his law laid upon
fellow-members is, " Bear ye this burden for them."
are to bear this burden for
them; for we may yet be in their case, and we should like the same office to be perare to bear this burden for them ; for so closely are we related to
formed for us.
them, that it is as though part of ourselves were suffering. If we fiave a fine spiritual
organism, then, what a fellow-Christian suffers will, as it were, vibrate through us.
may show our sympathy by a
are to bear this burden in the way of sympathy.
visit to the sick-bed, by a kind inquiry, by a kind office, by a kind expression, by a kind
are to be studious to show that we are not wholly taken up with ourselves,
look.
For, oh, when life is ebbing, it is hard
but have a place and a tender feeling for them.
to think that they are forsaken ; while it is cheering to think that there are around
them messengers of Christ, each, as it were, conveying to them a portion of the Master's
eympathy. It is a great accomplishment to be able to administer consolation.
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And love to raise the languid eye,
When like an angel's wing, t]bey feel him
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Feel only, for in silence gently gliding
Fain would he shun both ear and sight."

We

cultivate this Divine art, that we may become proficients in It.
should
each to be a Barnabas, a son of consolation, especially to the Lord's a£3icted ones.
It is a fine spectacle to see a pilgrim bearing the burden of a fellow-pilgrim who may
be nearing his journey's end. May the Lord, by his grace, break our hearts, so that
wc khal? >f^esl, as with his own fineness of feeling, for every sick Lazarus in our nudstj
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mean the burden connected with our living the
(3) Burden of spiritual need.
Christian life. J'or we have all our spiritual difficulties.
find it hard, with our
natural weakness, to live up to the Christian standard. As Christians, we all need
encouragement. Now, the ordinance of Christ is that we are to bear this bui'den for
are to assist one another against the evil of our hearts, agttinst the
one another.
temptations of life. For this purpose we are constituted into a society, and not left

We

We

each to live the Christian life apart by ourselves. As members of the same Christian
society, we are to be interested not least in one another's highest welfare.
It is very
encouraging to think that there are persons interested in us as spiritual being*, who have
passed through similar experiences themselves, and who are, therefore, anxiouS to do us
all the good that lies in their power. While very sad must it he to be possessed with such
we have all felt a little of it in certain
a thought as that which possessed the psalmist
moods " I looked on my right hand and beheld, but there was no one that would know
me, refuge failed me, no man cared for my soul." The burden to which we are specially
referred in the context is the burden of trespass with which a brother is weighted.
Of
Far more than the burden wh ich a fellowall burdens, the only intolerable burden is sin.
man may lay upon us, or than what God may see fit to lay upon us, is what we lay
upon ourselves when we incur guilt. Of all positions in which human beings may be
Next to that is when
placed, the worst is that of impenitence, of insensibility to sin.
we have been awakened and have afterward been overtaken in a trespass. When there
is want of sensibility as to the evil of what we have done, that is an aggravating circumstance. Now, we are to feel burdened with the burden of our brother's trespass.
We are to feel vexed and saddened that he has fallen, even as though we had fallen
ourselves.
We are not to feel for him as though he had been simply unfoitunate, but
we are to feel for him as placed in the grievous position oi having sinned against Grod.
Our sympathy is not to amount to tolerating sin in him. Neither can it avail to relieve
him from his guilt. But it may avail to increase his sensibility to sin, and to encourage
the desire in him to be delivered from his awful position. The apostle's teaching, in
keeping with ch. v. 14, is that the bearing of one another's burdens gives compluteneso
to our filling up of the Law.
IL Vain-glorious wat of teeatino a fallen brother. 1. TAe root «f the evU.
" For if a man thinketh himself to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth
himself." It is true that he who triumphs over a brother in his fall injures him, by
But the apostle goes to
discouraging him from coming back to the paths of rectitude.
the root of the matter when he says that he practises deception on himself. He thinks
himself to be something when he is nothing. That is true of the vain-glorious man.
That in respect of which he raises himself above his neighbour is unreal, or he is in
the way of making it unreal by the spirit in which he regards it. And thus in the false
importance he attaches to himself he is prevented from being sympathetic. He does
not bear his neighbour's burden, because he does not feel his own. 2. Corrective. " But
let each man prove his own work, and then shall he have his glorying in regard of himLet him apply the proper tests. Let him not
self alone, and not of his neighbour."
compare himself, especially with one with whom he thinks he can compare favourably.
But let him compare himself with the Bible standard. Let him compare hia^self
with the example of Christ. Let him apply the test of humility, " God resisteth the
proud, but he giveth grace to the humble." Let him apply the test of brotherly love,
" We know that we have passed from death into life, because we love the brethren."
The result of this self-examination will be to bring us to reality. If we have the root
of the matter in us, then we shall be able to discover the working of Divine grace in us.
And if there is also evil discovered, then that, being reason for our being humbled before
God, viti. lead to our having more reality. And then, through self-examination, shall we
3.
hjive matter for glorying in regard of ourselves alone, and not of our neighbour.
Season far self-examination. " For each man shall bear his own burden." It was
said in the second verse, " Bear ye one another's burdens." Here it is added, with suffi" For each man shall bear his own burden." The first
cient nearness to be paiadoxical,
representation was that of standing beside a brother, holding up his burden for him.
The representation here is that of each nian standing solitarily by himself, bearing his
own burden. Strong but not very conclusive assertions are made that this is not the
burden of responsibility. The burden to which reference was made at the beginning ol
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the paragraph was the burden of trespass. This we are to share with a brother
comes in the thought of such self-deception as prevents us sharing it sympathetically with
him. Following upon that is an exhortation to apply proper tests to our conduct as
i whole, the result being that, if we have the root of the matter in us, we shall have
matter for glorying in regard of ourselves alone, and not in regard of our neighbour.
And then the apostle seems to add that we have immediately to stand before God, each
with his own burden. It Is true that the burden includes the burden of trespasses. And
it is true that the fact that we have trespasses should make us sympathetic.
But that
which weights the burden of our conduct as a whole, and which should make us tender
to each other, is that we have immediately to reader our account to God.
The thought
then is ^We are to feel for our brother, who in his trespass has a heavy and incommunicable load of responsibility ; for in our own trespasses we have a load of responsibility that is heavy and incommunicable too. (1) It is a burden which cannot be refused
tnr laid doion at pleasure.
By a mere wish we cannot be irresponsible. We are, in this
respect, as clay in the hands of the potter.
We have not the choice of our own existence or of our non-existence. All that pertains to our coming into existence, and to
our constitution, has been ordained by a sovereign Gkxi, who for good and wise ends
has made us, and has made us responsible. Now, what does God require of us ? It is,
in New Testament language, " Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be
saved." Apart from the graciousness of this, there is its imperativeness. We have not
been consulted as to the making of this command ; but it has been imposed in virtue
of God's sovereign prerogative to lay commands on us.
Is there any question as to the
desirability of salvation ?
It is enough that God wishes to see us saved.
Is there any
objection to the particular way of being saved ? It is enough to say that this is God's
way. Having appointed it, there is no question of preference, but simply of obedience.
Is there any discretion as to time ?
It is said, " Behold, now is the accepted time,
behold, now is the day of salvation." If God says now, then it is at our peril if we delay
It is well to have the command laid upon us in all its imperativeness,
for an hour.
that we may feel driven, as by weight of authority, to Christ for salvation.
There is
responsibility connected with our whole life.
We have not really the disposal of anything, apart from God's way of disposing of it.
God's will must rule our disposal of
our time, of our talents, of our property. (2) It is a burden which we cannot devolve
upon another. This is its incommunicableness, which weights it so much. We must

—

act for ourselves in the matter of our salvation. If we wait until others save us we
shall never be saved at alL
They may give us their sympathy, and by their prayers
and appeals influence us ; but tliey cannot act in our soul's stead, and accept of Christ
have we been so nobly gifted ? Is it not that we may act for ourselves,
for us.
and not need to hold on to another ?
are to act out our convictions of what is right,
as those that will have to stand before the judgment-seat and give an account of all
our acts. And surely we can never see our way as responsible beings to reject salvation.
It will be found that all among whom our lot is cast will not be on the side of
our best interests. There will be some who would lead us to ruin, as though our souls
were ouly to be played with. But if others choose to go to ruin, that is no reason why
we should go witti them. And yet it is to be feared that many ruin their souls merely
to please or not to displease their friend.
But no one can be excused for this. For
what is that but thinking more of our friend than of God ? It is at our peril if we can
be influenced by a fellow-man when he asks us to sin, and not be Influenced by God
when he asks us to be saved. If those who seek to lead us away could take our responsibility and relieve us from the consequences of our acts, then we might have some
inducement to go with them. But that is what none of them can do, be he ever so
" Wherefore should I fear [»'.«. to say, slavishly] when the iniquity of
great.
heels
shall compass me about? They that trust in their wealth, and boast themselves in the
multitude of their riches ; none of them can by any means redeem his brother, nor give
to G«d a ransom for him (for the redemption of their soul is precious, and it ceaseth [i.e.
there is a time when it ceaseth] for ever), that he should still live for ever, and not see
corruption.* If no one, liowever great, can do this, then we must act for ounalves and
refuse to b« influenced for eviL
Oh that men, when asked to take a wrong step, would
only consider before Qoi how they are alone as responsible beings, standing or faUing by
themselves 1 (3) It is a burden whii\ tve are always free to bnr.
mean all who
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have the use of reason.
would bo no more sin.
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We can never be forced to sin. If we could ho forced, then sin
We sometimes hear of one being a martyr to circumstances.

h not altogether true. What God requires of us varies, indeed, according to circumstances.
And there are those who have been placed under great disadvantages
compared with others. But, however badly placed wo have been, we cannot say that
we have been necessitated to refuse salvation. With the offer of Christ in the gospel
we have the power of rising above circumstances. Whatever the difBculties in our way,
let Christ be glorified iu our triumphing over them.
At the last day it will be no valid
excuse that our difficulties were great. The testing question will be Could we have
surmounted them ? did we ever sincerely try to surmount them ? If Christ shall ask
if we tried his strength, what shall we be able to answer?
Let us not lay the blame
upon circumstances ; let us lay the blame on our own evil hearts. (4) It is a burden
which may he borne lightly or irksomely. One bears the burden of daily toil with a light
cheerful heart ; another with a heavy heart.
So is it with the burden of responsibility.
have reason to thank God that it can be borne lightly. Christ took over our heavy
responsibilities. That was, not each bearing his own burden, but One bearing the burden
of all. He has taken the weight of guilt out of our burden, and by his grace he can
make us move freely in the groove of his purpose. There is resting upoii every square
inch of our bodies a weight of atmosphere equal to fifteen pounds ; and yet it does not
oppress us.
move freely under all that weight ; we never think of it being there.
With as little feeling of oppression do we bear, in Christ, the burden of our lesponsibilty.
But if we stand out of relation to Christ, then it is as though we had two or three
atmospheres upon us which would crush us. B. F.
That
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Vers. 6 10.
Well-doing. I. The mode of bupportino the Christian minisibt.
" But let him that is taught in the Word communicate unto him that teacheth in all
It is implied that there is to be, in the Christian Church, an order of
good things."
men whose function it is to teach in the Word. Where these give their whole time
and attention to their work, which, as a general arrangement, is most advisable, it is
necessary that provision should be made for their temporal support. The mode of
support here sanctioned by the apostle is that the taught in the Word should contribute for the support of their teachers. Receiving spiritual things, they are to show
The apostle himself
their value of them by communicating of their temporal things.
did not always see his way to take advantage of this mode of support. But even when
he worked with his own hands to support, himself, as he did at Corinth, he let it be
known that he was waiving his right of support from the Church he was serving. This
voluntary mode of support has a rival in the mode of Endowment. Where Christian
teachers are the beneficiaries of the state, there are questions raised which need not be
entered into here. But there may be endowment not connected with the state. Christian
people have sometimes gifted moneys and lands for the support of Christian teachers.
And where these benefactions are used to support teachers for those who have not been
brought under the influence of Christianity, or in aid of what can be raised by congreBut the question
gations, there is no violation of the spirit of the apostolic ordinance.
is whether Christian people should contribute, according to their ability, for the support
of their minister. Should a Christian teacher be thrown on the willinghood of his
people ? or should he have his income secured to him apart from his people ? It is said
to be lowering to a minister that he should be dependent on his people.
So far as
The essential thing
worldly status or emolument is. concerned that may be set aside.
is that he should have the opportunity of doing good to men by teaching them iu the
Word. And, where he has that secured to him, he may be content to be supported in
the way in which the Master and apostles were supported before him.
But it is said
that he is under the temptation to lower his ideal of the Christian ministry in accommodation to the tastes of those upon whom he depends for his support. That may be
a reason for his being on his guard ; but it is surely not a reason for dispensing with
an apostolic ordinance. Is there no danger, on the other hand, of bringing down the
ideal mode of supporting the Christian ministry to worldly expediency ? The apostolic
mode only works well where there are really spiritual men, where real sforitual benefit
is done by the teacher, and where the taught are really interested and reasonable.
But
ig H wi^ tb%( U should b9 abandoned for a, iQode wiuo)i dispense! with ipiritu^ con*
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coming down to lower

principles upon the failure of higher
that these lower principles will be accumpanied with the
same spiritual results? The apostolic Toode of suppwt has advantages for the minister.
He is put more on doing his best. He is under less temptation to consult his ease, and
under greater necessity to work for his people. He is under less temptation to preach
according to bis fancy, and under greater necessity to bind himself to the word that
He is under less temptatioa tc be indifferent
is most fitted to interest and to benefit.
The <npostolie
to his people, and under greater necessity to live well in their affection.
mode of support has also advantages /or the people. It delivers them from the feeling
of dependence on others. It delivers them from spiritual inertia. And, when they
have a field for their own exertions and sacrifices in connection with the gospel message
they are more likely to be interested, both in the message and in the messenger.
XL Pbinciple involved. " Be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap. For ho that soweth unto his own fiesh shall of
the flesh reap corruption ; but he that soweth unto the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap
eternal life."
It is remarkable here how the apostle, in support of the particular duty
which he has been inculcating, introduces a great and wide principle. There is a similar
instance in 2 Cor. viiL He is inculcating there the duty of liberality, and lie brings
in the transcendent consideration of Christ's self-sacrificing love : " For ye know the
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became
poor, that ye through his poverty might become rich." Here he is inculcating the duty
of the taught in the Word doing well by their teachers ; and he bi'in<;s in the great
principle of sowing and reaping. The immediate application is this. There are certain
conditions upon which God blesses congregations. One of these is that they do well
by their ministers. Let them not, then, be deceived. God is not mocked. Let them
not think that he will act independently of his own regulation, or reverse it for their
Only as they do well by their spiritual teacher shall they prosper.
particular benefit.
What a powerful enforcement of the duty I But let us look at the principle in its
generality, and let us learn, in connection with the consideration of it, lessons suitable
to seed-time and harvest. 1. The sower is also the reaper. " Whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he a{so reap." The seed he puts into the ground he gets back in the form of
Everywhere is this arrangement carried out. The seed, small and hard, or
fruit.
walled up in stone, or blown about, is, of all objects in nature, the most suggestive.
Nature sows innumerable seeds, far up in rocky places, and far away in lonely islands
Man principally confines himself to the sowing of a few seeds which are
of the sea.
seed is a force, has power
necessary for his life and would perish but for his care.
It may be buried in the dry earth for
stored up in it which does not yet appear.
centuries; but, under favouring conditions, it will burst forth, spring up, and come to
maturity. And there is what is analogous within the spuitual sphere. All human
Whether we think of it or not, every time that we think and feel
life is a sowing.
and exercise our wills we are sowing. All our acts are, forces, which unite and form
That is the great harvest which even here we are reaping. Lot us not,
character.
then, be deceived. God is not mocked. Let us not think that he will not do what he
Let us not think that we can do an action and
is constantly teaching us in nature.
have done with it when it is done. It is impossible. Even our slight words are forces
that are productive. Our listless moods will be found by us again. As certainly as we
2. We reap in the same kind that we sow.
sow shall there appear a harvest.
"Whatsoare familiar with this too in nature.
ever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."
If we sow in our flower-plots mignonette seed, there will grow up mignonette plants.
If we sow in our fields oats, there will not grow up barley ; if we sow barley, there will
not grow up wheat. The type of what is sown is impressed on what is produced from
it.
And the analogy is carried out within the spiritual sphere.
reap in the same
kind that we sow. The character of our actions is stamped upon the results that they
are only liberal as we have acted liberally.
produce in our nature.
are only
Wisdom does not spring from the same
devout as we have cultivated devout habits.
kind of seed as zeal ; nor gentleness from the same kind of seed as courage. Whatever
fruit we wouldhave, we must sow in that kind.
Let us not, then, be deceived. God
Lot us not think that he will disregard his own appointment like
is not mocked.
Lat \u not tbiak thi^t wa pan {ww uiggardlioeiis and reap fatness
e^ed, Uk9 harvest,
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The kind that we sow in oni
dissipation and reap steadfastness.
and none other, determines what we reap. 8. A$ we sow to tin flesh or to the
There are many kinds of seeds in
Spirit, what we reap is corruptible or incorruptioh.
nature j but there is one essential distinction between them. There are seeds of plants
which are vile and noxious, and which we seek only to extirpate. And there are seeds
Sowing to thp
of plants which are useful or beautiful, and which we seek to cultivate.
flesh is doing what is right in our own eyes, acting without regard to the will of God.
Sowing to the Spirit is
It is like sowing the seeds of weeds in the soil of our hearts.
what ii called, in the Old Testament, sowing in righteonsness, doing what is right
before God. It is like sowing the seeds of useful grains, or of beautiful flowers, in the
soil of our hearts. It is said, sowing " to our own flesh," but simply " sowing to the Spirit,"
showing that the point of the distinction is taking the rule of our actions from self or
from Qod. The Divine ordering is that, sowing to the flesh, we shall of the flesh reap
corruption. And we are snfiiciently taught what corruption is. There is an ofiensiveness connected with wet, decayed vegetable matter. There is a greater offensivenesi
connected with putrid animal matter. And, as the best things corrupted are the worst,
there is nothing so offensive, within the material sphere, as the human body in a state
of corruption. And that, again, is but a suggestion of what the soul is in a state of
Let us not think
corruption. Let us not, then, be deceived. God is not mocked.
that we can break God's laws with impunity. Let us not think that we can sin, and
have the freshness and beauty of holiness. It is impossible. Sin is working ita work
that

WJ can bow

actions,

It is bringing in the elements of death into our nature. It
of deterioration even here.
is as though mortification in all its loathsomeness were proceeding in our various
powers. And it is the most solemn fact of existence that, if we die in sin, then, as
certainly as there is righteousness in the character of God, will retribution follow us
into the next world. On the other hand, the Divine ordering is that, 80win<< to the
There is nothing within the material sphere
ijpirit, we shall of the Spirit reap eternal life.
which can fitly set forth what this life is. As spirit is finer than matter, so is spiritual
It has
life finer than the most lovely flower, the most beautiful human bodily form.
especially the element of imperishableness, eternity. Flowers quickly fade ; the most
beautiful face loses its freshness. But the life that is begun in God and carried on in God
shall be eternal as God himself. Let us not, then, be deceived, God is not mocked. It la
only by sowing to the Spirit that we can get beautiful and imperishable elements into our
" Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honourable, whatsoever things
li fe.
are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are
of good report ; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things."

the order of the Divine government which we must observe if wo would ba
with the Divine beauty and immortalized with the Divine immortality.
Seeing, then, that God cannot deny himself, must honour his own arrangement, let us
karn the supreme importance of sowing to the Spirit. There is nothing in this principle,
rightly considered, which militates against the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins. For
the great Substitute of mankind came under the broken Law, which had its full course
He reaped, in terrible experience of forsakenness what we had sowed in our
in him.
sins. " Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows." And, therefore, it is
that we can reap a rich harvest of forgiveness. But it needs to be borne in mind, as
a complementary truth, that, after we are forgiven, we have still to contend against
depraved tendency, and especially against the results of our previous sinful life. And
it is also to be borne in mind that we can only have the harvest of life eternal in so
Let
far as we have thought out the Divine thoughts and carried out the Divine wilL
us not be deceived. God is not mocked. In no other way can it be secured by us.
"And let US DOt be
III. EKOOUBAGEUGNT AaAINBT WEARINESS IN WELL-DODIO.
weary in well-doing : for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not." The apostle
has been exhorting to do well by Christian teachers ; he now proceeds to exhort to welldoing in general, i.e. to all kinds of doing well to the bodies and souls of men. And
let it be understood, that nothing is worthy of the name of weU-doing which is not
done from a right motive. It must be, not for lelf-glorification, but for the glory oi
God, 1. Causes of weariness. (1) There are discouragements connected with the natun
of weU-doing. It is under a high impulse that we begin the life of well-doing. It la
the kind of Ufe that is furthest removed frozu selfishness. It requirca a large infusion
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of the spirit In wTiich Christ regarded men.- Bnt we have still to do \(rith the matterof-fact world.
are not placed above the ordinary cares and difficulties of life
These may increase with us and may act upon us so as to tend to weariness in well
doing.
have to give out largely too of our best Btrength in well-doing. To be
burdened with the souls of men is exhausting beyond anything else. And the more
intensely we care for souls the more are we laid open to a feeling of weariness. (2)
There are discouragements conntcted with the associations of well-doing.
may not
like the scenes of discomfort, squalor, and vice into which well-doing brings us.
•may feel the want of suitable appliances for engaging in well-doing.
may feel the
want of hearty co-operation. Some to whom we had reason to look may fail us, having
become cald in the work. Of our fellow-workers in the same society some may be
more intent on getting their own way than on the advancement of the common cause, if
they do not even resort to slander a,nd. obstruction. And all these things are causes of
weariness. (3) 7%ere are especially discoriragementt connected with the results of welldoing. In other work we can, to a large extent, walk by sight.
feel the encouraging
influence of results. There is something to show for what our hands have done every
day.
But in well-doing there is little to show in the shape of results. There is something to be seen, indeed, if we feed the hungry and clothe the naked. And there are also
results that can be tested, if we engage in communicating knowledge to the young and
the ignorant. But if we seek to influence men's hearts through gospel truth we may
have to say, " Who hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm of the Lord
revealed ? "
may labour on, and some may appear further removed from good than
they were. Some who appeared to be established may show deterioration or may fall
greviously, to our great amazement and sorrow.
Or, if we meet with outward tokens
of success, in the very moment of success it may be felt to be unsatisfying. It may
be not all real, when tested even by time. And we may afterwards be disappointed
in some upon whom we reckoned as savingly influenced.
And there are wearying
influences that come in from a wider rang*. It may seem as if there were but poor
results from the money and labour spent on missions.
It may seem as if little inroads
were made upon the domain of evil. It may seem as if the Church were losing its
wonted fire, were feeling the chilling Influence of the world. It may seem as if iniquity
were abounding, and, because iniquity abounds, our love, and that of many others, is
apt to wax cold. 2. Encouragement against weariness.
cannot remove the causes
of weariness in well-doing.
We cannot escape the temptation to be weary. What we
"
have to do is to refuse to yield to the temptation.
Let us not be weary" that is the
word which the apostle sends forth to all who are inclined to be weary In well-doing.
Let us learn a lesson from what we see going on in nature. The sower does not see
his harvest the day he sows his seed. He has to begin by putting his seed out of sight,
and it is a time before the plant appears above ground. And then he has to wait until
nature slowly brings it forward to maturity. But If, in the face of what he does not
yet see, he faint not as under the burning beat of the sun, then he shall assuredly one
day be privileged to bring in the ripe grain into the stackyard. For God has appointed
a season for this. So let us learn, in the face of all discouragements connected with
well-doing, especially in the face of what we do not yet see of results, that, if we faint
not, if we lose not faith in God, ia the mighty influences of the Divine Spirit, in the
converting efBcacy of the Divine message, in the binding nature of the Divine command, and if we lose not hope for man, then in due season we shall assuredly reap.
shall reap in our own souls, in the blessing God shall not delay to send on us for
engaging, unweariedly, in well-doing. And, what is more to the purpose of well-doing,
we shall reap in others, in the blessing which God may not immediately or within our
observation, but shall in dne season, send upon them asthe result of tearful prayers and
labours which he never forgets. Let us, then, cost our bread, though it may be as upon
the waters, and we shall find it, though it may be after many days. God has his own
time and way of bringing the seed forward, and it may be long after we are dead and gone
that the fruit shall be gathered in.
IV. Oppobtunitt op itbll-doiwo. " So then, as we have opportunity, let us woric
that which is good toward all men, and especially toward them that are of the household of faitn." These three things constitute opportunity, viz. time, ability, and
»1^«cti gf well-doing.
1. Thtrt i» (In limit qf time.
Spring ia the season for sewing
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not improved, there \ri11 be nothing to gather at harvest-time. Sc
the season for well-doing. It does not appear that in the next world
we ghall be employed in reclaiming sinners. Let us, then, improve the time that God
hai given us for doing good, all the more because of the uncertainty of its being continued to us. In the morning let us sow our seed, in the evening let us not withhold
our hand. Let us serve well our day and generation. 2, TTiere is the limit of aHlity.
God has given us all the means of doing good with our powers, and money. Up to
that point we have obligation. Let us, then, faithfully discharge our obligation as
before God.
Let us know how to use our powers, not selfishly, but usefully, beneficently.
Let us learn the secret of making ourselves friends of the mammon of
unrighteousness. 3. The olgects of well-doing. These are in a manner uulimitetL The
apostle says, " all men." That is to say, that, if we had time and ability, it would
literally be our duty to work that which is good to all men.
As it is. wherever there
is a human being, he has a claim upon us on the ground of his humanity and on the
ground of his being the object of God's love and of Christ's redemption. But there is
a defining, limiting of the order in which we are to proceed with those whom we seek
to bless.
As within the natural sphere our own household have the first claim on us,
so within the Christian sphere it is those who are of the household of faith.
It is an
additional and cogtiai reason for the bestowment of a charity that the objects of it
have the same faith and sympathies and look forward to the same home with ourselves.
Within the Christian household, too, our own family and friends, our own
But let us
neighbours, our own countrymen, have a prior claim on our interest.
must go out in
remember that, if charity begins at home, it does not end there.
the spirit of this exhortation in our sympathies and charities and labours to all the
ignorant, and to them that are out of the way. "1 exhort therefore that supplicaThis is good and
tions, prayers, intercessions, thanksgivings, be made for all men.
acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour: who willeth that all men should be saved,
and come to the knowledge of the truth." B. F.
the seed.
If it
the present life
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Parting words. L His handwritiho. " See with how large letters
Vers. 11
have written unto you with mine own hand." He seems to intimate that not merely
the following words, but, against his usual custom, the whole Epistle, was in his own
handwriting. This was to. be interpreted as a manifestation of his interest in them in
connection with the importance of the occasion. He also intimates that he used large
characters. It cannot tie imagined that his intention in doing so, and in calling
attention to it, was to emphasize his instructions. It was rather to be interpreted as
an appeal to them in eoimection with his defective vision which necessitated the use of
1

large characters.
II. The bpibit
their

op the JnoAiziKa teaohebs. L They desired to appear well for
own interest. " As many as desire to make a fair show in the flesh they compel you

to be circumcised ; only that they may not bo persecuted for the cross of Christ."
He
does not mention the Judaizing teachers by name, but he graphically describes them.
They did not care for reality ; what they cared for was to make a fair show. And,
though it was to make a fair show in religion, that did not remove it from the sphere
of the flesh. It was still self that was the actuating principle. If they had presented
the cross of Christ in its simplicity, as the apostle seems to imply they were free in
their conscience to have done, they would have ofiended their unbelieving countrymen,
and would have been subjected to persecution from them. The carnal, self-interested
way in which they got over the offence of the cross was to insist on the circumcision
of the Gentile converts. 2. Their false glorying. "For not even they who receive
circumcision do themselves keep the Law ; but they desire to have you circumcised, that
they may glory In your flesh." They were the party of the circumcision, not merely
because they were circumcised themselves, but because they made drcumcision a
prominent article in their teaching. They had not the zeal that might have been
expected of them for the Law ; for they were faulty in their own keeping of it, feeling
They displayed their teal in proselytizing. They
it to be burdensome to their flesh.
hoped to hold themselves up to the admiration of their countrymen in the numbers,
not that had undergone a saving change, but that, through their inflnance, had reoeiveil
the mark of droumcision in their flesh.
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1. Ei» glorying.
III. His SPraiT as conteastrd with that of the Judaizeks.
" But far be it from mo to glory, save iu the cross of our Lord Jesus Clirist, through
which the world hath been crucified unto me, and I unto the world." (1) He gloried
in the cross. By the cross we are to understand the atoning death of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
By glorying in the cross we are to understand that he not only trusted in it
for his own salvation, and admired it himself, but that he held it up for the trust and
admiration of others. The cross is to be gloried in as a marvellous exhibition of the
Divine Ime. It was God not sparing his Son, but delivering him up for the salvation
of men. If love is to be measured by sacrifice, then it was a love that made infinite
The cross is to be gloried in as a marvellous exhibition of the Divine
sacrifice.
In default of man being able to make satisfaction for his sin unless in
righteousness.
his own destruction, it was God coming forward In Christ and making satisfaction for
The cross is to be gloried in as amarvellous exhibisin by paying its utmost penalty.
It was God in Christ conquering the kingdom of Satan,
tion of the Divine power.
showing himself stronger than the evil of man's heart. The cross is to be gloried in
It was God showing how he could
as a marvellous exhibition of the Divine wisdom.
be just, and yet the Justifler of him that believeth in Jesus ; showing how he could
attract the sinner to himself, and yet condemn his sin.
(2) He gloried espseially in
By the world we are
the cross liecause of its effecting changed relations to the world.
to understand the sphere in which the principles of the flesh find their maniftistation.
The cross crucified the world to him. He condemned it and tore himself from it
because of its antagonism to God. He was independent of its favours and pleasures,
for he had better within himself, in the love and approval of God, and in all the joys of
Bonsliip.
The cross crucified him to the world. It condemned him in turn, and
Blood aloof from him as a lost man, and only thought of him to hate him and persecute
him. In this cross, then, with all that it entailed, he gloried, and in this alone. Far
2. His
be it from him to hold up anything else for tlie trust and admiration of m'en.
regard for reality. " For neither is circumcision anything, nor uncircumoision, but a
new creature." To him it was of no importance that men should be outwardly marked.
What was of importance was that they should be inwardly changed. Numbers he
would have rejoiced in if they represented saved men.
IV. As HIS SPIBIT WAS so HE BLESSED. " And as many as shall walk by this rule,
peace be upon them, and mercy, and upon the Israel of God." He invokes blessing on
all who would walk by the rule laid down, i.e. who would glory only in the cross of
He invokes blessing on them in
Christ, and would seek reality and not appearances.
the usual form, only putting peace before mercy. All such, and not those whom the
Judaizers blessed, were to be regarded as the Israel of God.
V. His claim to be unmolested. " From henceforth let no man trouble me : for
I bear branded on my body the marks of Jesus." A general who has seen long service
and has received many scars may reasonably claim to be relieved from future service.
That was not Paul's claim. Hard service had a singular charm for him. But ho
thought that he had received scars enough to place bis relationship to Christ as his
servant and apostle henceforth beyond all doubt. The slave had branded on his body
the name of the Master to whom he belonged. So in his past hardships he had as it
were the came of Jesus branded on him. Henceforth, whatever men might do to him,
let them not molest him by raising doubt as to the Master to whom he belonged.
" The grace of our
VI. His SPECIAL AND FINAL BLESSING FOB THE Galatians.
Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brethren. Amen." He blesses them from the
centre of their being. He was so charged with indignation when he commenced the
Kpistle that he was long before he could address them as brethren. 2^ow he is so
charged with affection that, putting " brethren " into an unusual position, he makes it the
last word that shall linger in their memory when they have completed the reading of

the Epistle.

We

have no evidence of the immediate

Galatians.
rifo

among

effect

which this Epistle had upon the

It is painful to read of heresies which, at a subsequent period, were
them. It is, however, pleasing to know that in the Diocletian perse-

cation in the beginning of the faurth century, and in the " attempt to galvanize the
expiring form of heathen devotion in Galatia," by Julian the apostate, there were not a
few Galatian martyrs. It cannot be said that there is at tiie present day within the
SAIiATLUiS.
I

—
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any representation of Pauline Christianity. Tlie Christian Church has yet to
indehtedness for this Epistle hy going forth in the spirit of the great preachef
of the cross to reconquer Oalatian soil for Christ.— B. F.
district

show

its

Ver. 1. Hestoring the erring.
In all the writinc(s of St. Paul there is no more
Christ-like utterance than this.
It breathes the very spirit of him who came to seek
and to save the lost. It, seems to be addressed in particular to the more spiritual
members of the Galatian Churches to those who had not been carried away in the
tide of fashionable Judaizing.
Tiiere was a danger lest the severe rebuke administered
by the apostle to their erroneous brethren should provoke a vain and censorious spirit
in these men.
St. Paul warns them of that danger (ch. v. 26), and points out the
right course that is open to them.
Instead of judging they were to help to restore the
fillen in all gentleness and humility.
I. The DDiT OF EESTOBINO THE EHRINO.
Too often they are harshly judged, condemned, des]nsed, crushed, so that if they are strong they are confirmed in their errors
by pride and motives of sheer self-defence, and if they are weak they become reckless
and despairing and a ready prey for greater evils. The censorious will have to answer
for the terrible responsibility of confirming guilt and checking repentance.
In no case
is it ours to judge.
But to brand and ostracize the guilty is to incur the heavy guilt of
those who make others to sin. How diflerent would the history of the Church have
been if. Instead of the controversy which aims only at silencing opponents, there had
been the counsel that seeks at restoring brethren f But it is important to see that
there should be no aim short of restoring the erring. That is a false charity which
ignores sins in others. They must be faithfully pointed out and earnestly opposed The
great end must not be mere punishment nor easy indifference, but restoration.
The spiritual. It lequires such, for it
II. The persons charoed with this ddtt.
"We are not all fit for it. Spirituality should produce charity, 1'he
is a delicate duty.
spiritual are not to withdraw from their weaker brethren in Pharisaic pride.
Such
No nobler mission can be open to the
pride, indeed, is a proof of utter unspiritnality.
purest souls than that of restoring the erring. It was Christ's great work, and bs
does not liberate his people from the duty of taking their share in it. The more a man
has of the spirit of Clirist the better will he be able to succeed in this beautiful labour

—

of love.

L

Charity. Consider
IIL The bpirit in which the duty is to be carried out.
that the unfortunate man has been " overtaken" in a trespass. Make due allowance
for the peculiar form of the temptation under which he fell and for the surprise with
which it came upon him. 2. Meekness. The duty is not to scold, but to heal. The
healer of souls mnst show the utmost possible gentleness, consideration for wounded
pride, and respect for natural reserve, and should do all he can not to humiliRte the
offender more than is necessary, nor to injure his self-respect. 3. Humility. " Lookitg
to thyself, lest tliou also be tempted." It is not necessary to appear immaculate in
order to restore another. The pride of assumed superiority will be the worst possible
hindrance in such a work. It is well to remember that, if we had met the same
temptation, we might have had even a more grievous fall. And some day our time
may come, and then the present offender may be our restorer. Let the work be done,
W. P. A.
then, as by a brother to a brother.

—

Ver, 2.
The law of Christ. The Galatians have been hankering after the Lai» of
Judaism, as though some counsels of perfection could be found therein for adding hi)»ber
" If you want a law," says St. Paul, " takt this
virtue to the graces of Christianity.
rule of mutual sympathy bear ye one another's burdens."
Christ has his law, then,
It is not a ceremonial observance, but it la high enough for the ambition of
after all.
the noblest self-sacrifice.
L Christ expects us to take beep interest ik onb another. Christianity is
unselfish. To think that all we have to do is to save our own souls is to misunderstand
the religion of Christ completely. He who would thus save his soul will lose it.
The
gospel ia a gospel to us just because it calls us out of ourselves and leads ns to den;

—

oiiraelTes

li

and practise active charity,
SPECIAL interest SH0UM> RE DRAWN TOWARDS THE TROUBLES OF OTHERS.

OUB

—
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are to be our concern.
How large a share of life they cover I 1. Burdens
These seem to be uppermost in the mind of St. Paul (ver. 1). As Clirist bure
our sin, we are to bear our neighbour's ; ».e. make it our trouble and anxiety, and a thing
we labour at removing. 2. Burdens of sorrow. The trouble of our brother will be
ours if we are members one of another, 3. Brffdens of care. Fear and anxiety are
magnified in loneliness. We can see the forlorn suflfer from being quite desolata. 4,
Burdens of doitht. Do not brand the doubter as a heretic. Enter into his difficulties.
Discuss them frankly as with your brother.
III, It is our ddtt to bear these bukdens.
The scribes bound heavy burdens
grievous to be borne on the shoulders of their victims, and would not so much as touch
thsja with their little fingers. The example of these men has been too often followed
by the teachers of the Church. Yet God knows the burdens of life are heavy enough
witkmt our adding to them. Our part is to lighten them. This is a serious, practical
work, and not a matter of humanitarian sentiment. We must take the burdens on
ourselves till we fuel the weight of them.
Real sympathy, and not
1, By sympathy.
mocking pity, makes another's trouble one's own. It takes the heaviest weight from
the load the dull, crushing sense of loneliness. The burden is lightened by being
shared.
2, By active relief.
When once we feel the burden we shall wish to remove
it.
Bearing it, we shall do all in our power to bear it away. Thus Christian sympathy

The burdens

of sin.

—

produces active philanthropy.
IV. To BEAR ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS IS TO FULFIL THE I.AW OF ChRIST, It is
And to fulfil
required by Christ.
are disobedient to him if we neglect the duty.
In face of this plain duty there is an unreality amounting
it is to satisfy Christ.
almost to hypocrisy in the effort to live a holy life by practising artificial, ascetic selfdenial, as if enough could not be found in the common walks of life and in ways of
How absurd to wear a hair shirt and lash one's self with scourges
plain usefulness.
instead of taking the self-denial in the less romantic but mora Christ-like way of
hfllping the sick and ignorant and fallen

We

!

" The trivial round, the common task,
Will furnish all we ought to ask
Room to deny ourselves, a road
To bring us daily nearer God."

W.F.

A.

A

truism, yet such that, while everybody
The self-deception of self-conceit.
Ver. 3.
ready to apply it to his neighbour, few are wise enough to take it home to themselves.
By the very nature of the case it is always ignored where it fits most aptly,
HeUcs the need of insisting upon it.
I, There are strong inducbmbntb fob formino an unduly favourable opinion
cannot get the right perOF one's self. Self-knowledge is a difficult acquisition.
spective. The effort of turning the mind in upon itself is arduous. Then we are inclined to
take imagination and desire for direct perception, i.e. to think we possess qualities which
we only picture in thought ; or to measure our faculties by our inclinations, to suppose
that the wish to do certain things carries with it the power. E.g. an enthusiast for the
violin is likely to suppose he can handle the instrument musically before other people
are of that opinion. The very habit of thinking about ourselves causes a growing
sense of self-importance. Moreover, by an unconscious selection we are led to dwell
on the favourable features of our own characters, and leave out of account the
unfavourable.
niOH opinion of one's self is commonly found to be associated with a
IL
is

We

A

we sometimes find men of high
they know that their merits have
not been duly recognized, or because their vanity has been excited by the applause of
Such cases reveal a weakness, and strike us as peculiarly unfortunate
their friends.
for the men of worth would be wis»r to wait for the acknowledgment which thelt
merits by themselves will ultimately command had they but patience enough, or at th
worst should be above caring overmuch for any such acknowledgment. Still, the men
<nay be real. In most cases, however, it is those who are least who boast the loudest,
Tbe man of little knowledge thinks he knows everything ; wide knowledge rereila th*
MUr CONDITION OP REAL WORTH.

endowments painfully

Not

invariably, for

self-assertive, either because

—
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awful vastness of the unknown, and impresses profound humility.

man

is

think
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So the

holiest

own sinfulness. At best, too, what right have we
when all we have comes from God our natural abilities

most conscious of

much

his

—

to

as
of ourselves
gifts of Providence, our spiritual attainments as graces of the Spirit ?
III. An undue opinion of one's self is nothing but self-dbcbptioit.
It cannot
long impose upon others. The world is not inclined to attach much weight to a
man's own evidence in favour of himself. (Hypocrisy, or the deliberate effort to deceive
others, is out of the question here, as that implies a knowledge of the falseness of our
pretensions, while we are now considering the honest belief in them.)
Such selfdeception is unfortunate, (1) because it will put us in a false position, incline us to
make wrong claims, and to attempt the unattainable, and so result in disastrous failure;
(2) because it precludes the endeavour to improve ourselves ; (3) because it destroys
the Christ-like grace of humility; (4) because it provokes the ridicule, scorn, or even
enmity of others. W. F. A.

—

Vers. 7, 8.

Sowing and reaping.

The Galatians appear

to have been niggardly in

their contributions for the support of their Christian teachers (ver. 6).
St. Paul warns
them that such conduct will tell against themselves (see Prov. xi. 24). The principle on which he bases his admonition is one of deeii significance and wide application.
No doubt the apostle wished it to be impressed upon his readers in all its bearings a»

him to mention it.
It is a law or nature that the reaping shall cohrespond to the sowing.
1. This is part of the general law that, other things being equal, the sa/me cause always
produces the same effect. There is no known exception to the law of causation ; there
is no possible evasion of it.
We see it plainly working in human affairs. The eternal
constancy of nature assures us that the consequences of which certain conduct is
known to be the cause will undoubtedly follow. 2. The special law of sowing and
reaping is that the product of the harvest will be the same in kind as the seed sown.
Tares will never produce wheat, nor wheat tares. But each seed reproduces \ii own
This is seen in human affairs.
Commercial industry tends to commercial
kind.
wealth, intellectual study to a state of intellectual cuiture, etc. It is vain to think
well as in relation to the particular case that led
I.

money will buy refinement or that learning is the road to wealth. E&sh pursuit
own consequences in accordance with its own nature.
1. Here the future
II. This law applies to spiritual sowing and reaping.
depends on the past and present by a cirtain law of Musation. No words could more
plainly assert that our conduct is shaping our own fate and these are not the words of
that

has

its

;

James, but of St. Paul and they occur, of all places, in the Epiptle to the Galatians,
Moreover,
where the doctrine of justification by faith is most vehemently asserted
they are not addressed to Jews still under the Law, nor to heathen who have not
yet availed themselves of the privileges of the gospel, but to Christians who have come
into the justification by faith, as it is to Christians that St. Paul says elsewhere, " We
We are here
shall all stand before the judgment-seat of God" (Rom. xiv. 10).
reminded that the future consequences of conduct are natural, not adventitious— that
they are caused by what we are and do, that they flow of their own accord from our
We simply reap
lives, and are not assigned from without by any arbitrary decree.
what our own sowing has produced for us. 2. In spiritual things there is a correspondence between what is sown and what is reiiped. (1) Sowing to the flesh
The mere animal life, the life of
produces its own natural harvest corruption.
worldly interests, the life of the lower self, is itself a life of corruptible things. Its
When the grave opens all
soil and nourishment are earthly and cannot outlast death.
St.

I

I

—

before death thieves steal, and moth and rust eat into the treasures.
corrupted by such a life. Its faculties are dissipated and decay
away. It descends to the evil state of moral rottenness and death. (2) Sowing to tha
Spiritual things are eternal things.
Spirit produces its own harvest of eternal life.
Treasures in heaven are beyond destroying influences. In proportion as the spiritual
within us is cultivated we have what will outlast death and what no grave will ever
Already we have an eternal life in livins; in the things that are spiritual and
claim.
is lost.

The

soul

Even

itself, too, is

Money goes, but faith remains ; the pleasures of the senses pall upon
but the peace of God never fails ; self-seeking leads to disBatisfaction, the love of
God Buatains ni with undying interests.
therefore eternal.

us,

——
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INSINCERITY. It is YSiiu to shut our eyes to it. Nature is pitilessly inexorable, and
here we are considering a law of nature which is as rigid as the law of gravitation.
Deception may avail with men, but here we have God's action, and no subterfuge can
escape his detection. There is a sort of irony on our petty schemes and contrivances
in the calm, sure way in which the laws of the universe work out their issues, totally
regardless of what we may imagine or pretend. Yet we are in danger of self-deception.
1. The harvest is delayed. The result is not the less certain, however, on that account.
Seeds found bnried with Egyptian mummies thousands of years ago when sown now
bear fruit after their kind, with as little deviation as if they had been produced last
harvest. 2.
expect more consequences than the law of sowing and reaping justifies.
Thus we are surprised that bad men should he prosperous in worldly matters and good
men unfortunate. But each reaps as he sows. He who sows to the world reaps worldly
gain, with its ultimate corruption.
He who sows only to the Spirit has no right to
expect more than spiritual returns. His harvest will be eternal life, not money and
pleasure.
He gets just what he sows, only with increase. Finally, how can we
reconcile this principle with the gospel of Christ and the doctrine of grace?
Simply
by seeing that to have a true submissive and obedient faith in Christ is to sow to the
Spirit.— W. F. A.

We

Weariness in well-doing. I. The condition of weariness nr well-doing.
The well-doing is continued in spite
feeling, not at present a change of action.
of weariness. Our moods vary, and we can scarcely be held to be responsible for them.
The essential thing is that we do not cease working. 2. It is very different from being
may grow wenry in our work and yet be most anxious for
weary of well-doing.
often is the flesh weak
the success of it. Such weariness is a common condition.
Ver. 9.

1. It is

a.

We

How

while the spirit is willing 1 How often is the spirit, too, wearily cleaving to the dust,
and pining for a Divine inspiration, like the hart thirsting and panting for the waterbrooks 1
The task over which we sing
1. It is distressing.
II. The Bvn. of this condition.
in the freshness of the morning becomes a burden to groan under when the evening
2. It is likely to make our vmrk defective.
We cannot row
finds ns jaded and worn.
fast when the stream turns contrary to us, nor work effectively against the grain.
Weariness may end in despair.
3. It may lead to the abandonment of our mission.
If we have no joy in our work we shall be tempted to negligence.
1. In ourselves.
III. The causes of this condition.
"Come
(1) Want forest.
ya aside and rest awhile," said Christ to his disciples in the midst of their busiest
We grow weary if we work long without food.
labours. (2) Want of nourishment.
There is a danger lest the active servant of Christ should neglect his own private prayer
and meditation and the quiet inward spiritual sustenance that is so necessary to give
vigour and freshness to the external service. 2. Causes in our work. (1) Monotony
and drudgery. How much of our work has no glow of romance and no inspiration of
heroism about itl The soldier grows tired of camp service, though he would put
forth tenfold exertions in the excitement of battle without feeling weary.
(2) Lack of
Now, futile toil is of all
results.
It often looks as though we were labouring in vain.
toil the most wearying.
IV. Thk bemedt fob this weariness. 1. If it comes firom our own habits and
conditions, see that we have the rest and nourishment that our souls need.
We must
he more with God in prayer. Natural bodily rest may be needed too. A good holiday
may be the best cure for a weariness that sadly troubles the soul of a conscientious
2. If the weariness comes from our work, (1) remember that Christ is watching
toiler.
us, so that the commonest drudgery done for his sake becomes a noble service and will
nay, a more kindly
receive as warm an approval as the most brilliant achievement
recognition, seeing that it was more trying to discharge the lowly duty with full
fidelity ; and (2) remember that the harvest, though delayed, will surely be reaped in
due time, then " they that sow in tears shall reap in joy." W. P. A.

—

—

—

Ver. 14. The cross of Christ. I. The cross as an object of OLORTiNa. 1. St.
Paul can glony in nothing else. Yet he had whereof to glory. His birth, his education.
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and his

religious devotions had been sources of pride to him.
His Christian attainments, his apostolic authority, his missionary triumphs, and his bravo endurance o(
persecutions, might be talten as reasons for self-glorification. But he rejects the whole.
Plainly no Christian inferior to St. Paul can have anything in himself to be proud of.
2. The glorying only begins in looking away from self to Christ. Men talk of glorying
in their crosses.
But St. Paul boasted, not in his own-cross, but only in the cross erf
Christ.
He made nothing of his sufferings for Christ; all his interest was absorbed
in Christ's sufferings for him.
All the brightness of Christian experience centres
in Christ. 3. The grand source of glorying is the cross of Christ.
The cross was
the symbol of shame; it has become the token of what we most reverently
adore.
So complete is the transformation of ideas that we can with diflSoulty understand the paradox as it would strike the contemporaries of St. Paul when he spoke of
glorying in the cross. It is as though we spoke of priding ourselves on the gallows.
This cross, this instrument of shameful death, has become the emblem of Christianity.
Gleaming in gold on the spires and domes of our cathedrals, it typifies the most vital
truth of Christianity. The glory of the cross is not a merely mystical sentiment.
It
springs from evident facts : (1) the fidelity of Christ as the good Shepherd, who would
not forsake the flock and flee before the wolf; (2) the patience, itentleness, and forgiving spirit of Christ on the cross; but (3) chiefly the love of Christ in suffering
shame and anguish and death for us. There are some who would dispense with the
doctrine of the cross; but a crossless Christianity will be a mutilated, impotent gospel,
robbed of all efBcacy, shorn of all glory.
IL The cross a8 an instrument op death. The cross does not change its nature
by winning its glory. Still, it is a cross tool of pain and death. It is no less than
this to the Christian as it was no less to Christ. For Christianity is not a calm acceptance of what Christ has done in our stead ; it is union with Christ, first in his death
and then in his victory. 1. The cross means the death of the world to us. Before
that glory of Divine love in human passion all lesser lights fade and peri.sh.
As we
look upon the cross the world loses its hold upon us. In the vision of truth and
purity and love even to death, the threats of the world's hurts lose their terror and
the fascinations of its pleasures their charm. 2. The cross means our death to the
world. Joined with Christ by faith, we have the old self killed out of us.
Hitherto
the power of the lower world has dragged us down to sin and trouble. But in proportion as we are united to the Crucified we cease to have the feelings and interests which
chain us to the earthly. St. Paul describes a magnificent IdeaL No man on earth
has fully realized it. It must be the aim of the Christian more and more to be one
with Christ, that the cross may pass more deeply into his soul till all else melts and
fades out of experience.
These two aspects of the cross ^Its death-power in us, its glory in Christ are
directly related.
For it is only after it has been the instrument of death to us that
we can rise in the new life and see it as the one absorbing object of glory. W. F. A.

—

—

—

—

—

A

Ver. 16. "
new creature." I. External bbliqion counts for nothino. " For
neither is circumcision anything." Religion is wholly in the souL
1. No rite has any
value in itself. Nothing done to the body is of any religious account whatever. Neither
*
is anything done by the body.
rite may be a symbol, and as such a means of
grace ; but St. Paul plainly teaches that it has no magical efScacy. 2. Ecclesiastical
position is in itself of no imjiortance. Circumcision was the seal of membership in the
Jewish Church. Yet it was nothing.
may he members of the strictest sect, or we
may hold high rank in the most august Church. But before Qod this is just nothing.
3. Doctrinal orthodoxy counts for nothing.
Not that truth is unimportant. But the
mere intellectual grasp of theological ideas leaves us where it finds us ; and therefore if
we go no further it is of no consequence whether those ideas are true or false. Conversely, to dispense with rites, to be in no Church, or to be unorthodbx, is no condemnation.
Neither, however, is it a merit, as some extravagant admirers of the idea of
heresy strangely assert. If circumcision is not anything, neither is uncircumcision.
II. The one ersentiai. is to become a new oreatobb.
This great truth implies
two others. 1. In religious matters the important question is as to what we are. It
matters not what is done to us or what we hold. Ail of importance is in our own lif«

A

We

—

OH.

—
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character.
If we are not true and pure and self-sacrificing, if w« have not the
Spirit of Christ, all our orthodoxy, Ohuroh status, and ritual observances are an emptymockery. If we are thus Christ-like, any further question is irrelevant. The sole

and

2. In our sinful condition we are not like Christ, but are so
radically unlike him as to need a complete, new ereation before we can be in a right
condition.
The requisite change is so thorough that no ordinary religious influences
will accomplish it.
Circumcision is nothing, because what we want is nothing less
thAn the crucifixion and death of the whole old life and the creation of an entirely new*

•Bsential is then safe.

When

this change has been accomplished, however, it is the evidence of its own
It is impertinent to raise little questions of rites, etc.-, when the new man
bears in each lineament of his countenance, in the very tone of his conversation, and in
the bearing of his whole life, the princely character of a son of Grod.
His.

sufficiency.

Thb Cebistian

III.

is

What drcumcislon symboye shall know them." The gospel of
works. Nothing else can make men new

a new obeatdrb in Christ.

lizes faith effects (ch. v. 6).

" By their

fruits

faith proves its claims by the results that it
creatures.
The gospel can do this. For those, then,

who

are

still

in the old life of sin

a warning and an encouragement. 1. A warning. Kenewal is necessary.
2. An encouragement.
Renewal is possible. No painful rites have to be observed, no
All that is wanted is
difficult doctrines comprehended, no strict Church entered.
union with Christ in faith. The way is simple and clear; it is not easy and painless,
for it is by being crucified with Christ.
But it issues in a glorious new life.
.
W. P. A. -

here

is

—

Ver. 16. " Hie Israel of Ood." To one who enters into the ideas taught by St.
Paul, the anxiety of some persons in the present day to discover that the English are
descended from the lost ten tribes of Israel is altogether mistaken. Even if they could
prove their very improbable theory, it would have nothing but an ethnological, or at
best a sentimental, interest. Religiously it is not of the slightest importance. All
Christians, whatever their birth and descent, are the true Israel of God.
Look at some
of the marks of Israel upon the Christian.
I. Abraham'sbebd.
The Jew traced his pedigree back to Abraham. He was Abraham's seed. Therefore he accounted himself the heir of the promises made to Abraham.
The Christian possesses Abraham's faith. By means of this he becomes Abraham's seed
(ch. iii. 29), while the Jew who lacks faith is disowned.
IL PossEBSiNO THE ORACLES Or GoD. St. Paul reckons as the first advantage of
the Jews " that they were entrusted with the oracles of God " (Rom. iii. 2). The
Hebrew race had the unspeakable privilege of receiving through their inspired teachers
the highest revelation of God vouchsafed to the world for many ages. But there came
a later revelation outshining this old revelation in clearness and glory. The Jew
The Christian holds the New Testament,
rejected this. The Christian accepted it.
and he has Christ, God's brightest manifestation of himself. Thus he steps into the
position held by ancient IsraeL
III. Separation frou the world.
The Jew was called out from the world to
Christians are thus
live apart as a lonely race with a peculiar destiny of its own.
They are made to live as pUgrims and strangers, as
called out of life into the world.
sojourners with God.
MISSION TO the WORLD. Israel did not always understand her mission, and
IV.
often grossly neglected it in proud exclusiveness. Yet many of the prophets saw
clearly that the chosen people were called from among the nations that they might be
trained to give to the world the highest blessings. They did this, but only through
giving it Christianity. Now, Christians are an elect people elect to be missictuaries
and apostles to the people that .sit in darkness.
FUTURE heritage. 'The Hebrew in the wilderness looked for a promised
V.
Abraham and the patriarchs had hoped for " a city which hath foundations,
land.
whose Builder and Maker is God." The perfect fulfilment of these hopes was not given
It is for the Christian hereafter ; for " there remaineth thersfore
to the Jew on earth.
a sabbath rest for the people of God " (Heb. iv. 9).— W. F. A.

A

—

A

Ver. 17.

The stigmata,

L The

apostle

ib

the bsbvant or Christ.

Th«

ttig*
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mata are the brands, the ranie of the master humt on the slave. The most honoured
of the apostles regards himself as the branded servant of Clirist. To no higher honour
can any Christian aspire. Christianity is living, not for self, but for Christ.
must
all understand that Christ stands to us in the relation of a Master.
Our part is to
submit to bis wilL The supreme and peculiar Christian duty is obedience to Christ

Wo

(John

xiv. 21).

IL The truk bkrvant op Christ bbabb the mark of his Master.
St. Paul
bore on his body the scars of the sufferings he had endured in the service of Christ.
These plainly marked him as Christ's. Christians must all bear indications of Christ
on their lives. It may be granted that St. Francis was none the better for having the
wound-marks as of the nails of the cross in his hands and feet. Yet this strange condition was the last proof of his passionate identification of himself with Christ in
thought and will and affection. So the Christian must ever have the Name of Jesus
upon him in the Christ-likeness of his life. It is useless to have it merely on the
tongue it must bo on the body, i.e. on the life.
III. The marks op Christ comb through surFBRiiro for Christ.
Thus St. Paul
received his. They were brands burnt in by fiery trials. Suffering for Christ proves
our fidelity to him and brings out our Christ-likeness of character.
They who are
;

and receive the Word with joy, but cannot withstand persecution,
sing of the sweetness of the Name of Jesus in sentimental hymns ; but they have
no such Name branded on their persons. After all their enthusiasm has evaporated, we
The Christian must deny himself for Christ. His life may
see nothing but self left.
not be so hard as St. Paul's. Barely has such hardship been known as the great
apostle endured; rarely have the brands been burnt so deep with such cruel fires. Yet
all must have an experience that is similar in kind, though perhaps far less in degree.
The sufferer, however, may console himself with the thought that the more fiery the
trial he endures for Christ becomes, the deeper will be the sacred marks of the Name of
Jesus upon him. For nothing makes us so Christ-like and nothing binds us so near to
Christ as patient suffering and toil for his sake. This suggests the fear that it is no
easy thing to be a Christian. Certainly to be a true Christian such as St. Paul was is
not easy ; it is the depth of self-renunciation and the height of arduous fidelity. Coimt
the cost, then. Look at the irons ready to brand the Name of Jesus before consenting
to become his servant. But look also on the other side, at what he suffered for us
and at the glory of his service.
IV. The BftANDs of service should be the beouritt of the servant of Christ.
With such marks upon him, how dare any man trouble the apostle by questioning his
authority ? Suffering for Christ should be a confirmation of our faith to others.
It
shooM also be a security against the danger of unfaithfulness. How can he who beaii
the Name of Jesus thus conspicuously burnt in by hard trial and long service forsake
his MMter 2 Such brand* should be eternal.
W. P. A.
like the rocky soil

may

—
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THE EPISTLE OF

PAUL TO THE EPHESIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
1.

Bt whom writtes.

Tail the (lays of De Wefcte, who was followed by Banr and Schwegler, Dr.
Samuel Davidson, and some others, it was never doubted that the Epistle
This had been all along the
to the Ephesians was written by St. Paul.
uniform tradition of the Church. The external evidence in his favour is
about as strong as the case admits of. The list of early writers who are
attest this includes Ignatius, Polycarp, Marcion, Valentinus,

believed to

Clemens Alexandrinus, TertulUan, and the author of the Muratoriau Canon, and thereafter the Epistle is constantly included among the
IrensBUS,

Pauline writings. It is not alleged that there is the faintest external
evidence in favour of any other writer.
It is solely on internal grounds that the anti-Paulinists base their opinion.
1. Generally, it is alleged that the Epistle is a somewhat wordy repetition
of that to the Colosslans, and that so fresh and vigorous a mind as that
of the apostle would not have been likely to repeat itself in such a way.

There are expressions that seem to show that the writer had never been
Bphesus e.g. ch. i. 15, he has heard of the faith, etc., of the Ephesians
ch. iii. 2, 3, the Ephesians may have heard of the commission given to
him ch. iv. 21, *' If to be ye have heard him." Such expressions seem
to show uncertainty as to their position and knowledge.
3. There are no
salutations to the members of the Church at Ephesus, as we should certainly
have looked for, considering how long St. Paul was there (Acts xx. 31).
4. The Church at Ephesus consisted of both Jews and Gentiles (Acts xix.
8 10, 17)
but the Epistle is addressed wholly to Gentiles, and rests
mainly on the fact that privileges of equal value had been brought to them
by the instrumentality of the apostle. 5. Many things in style, sentiment,
and aim are not Pauline.
The hypothesis as to the autbomhip which those who hold these views have
2.

at

;

;

—

;

KPHKSIANt.

h

.

;

iKTRODtrCTlON TO

tl

adopted

is

tbat some worthy man, residing at Borne, wishing to do good to

the Ephesians, or perhaps to a cluster of Churches of which that at Ephesus

was

one, wrote this Epistle, and, in order to obtain acceptance for

name

of Paul; nor

was

it,

issued

an absolute fabrication, for, as it
consists to a large extent of the views of Paul as expressed in the Epistle
to the Golossians, it really is in substance Pauline.
People were not very
critical in those days ; they received it as genuine, and ever after it passed
as such.
The date at which it is supposed to have been written is various
De Wette assigns it to the apostolic age ; Schwegler and Baur give it the
same date as that of the fourth Gospel the middle of the second century
but Davidson is compelled to place it between a.d. 70 and 80.
In this hypothesis, the error is committed, so common with critics of the
new light, of removing one set of difficulties by creating much greater.
The difficulties of the new view are both moral and intellectual. Morally,
there is the very serious difficulty of giving, as author of the Epistle, the
name of one who waa not its author. The guilt of this is aggravated by
the way in which the writer's claim to be listened to is set forth, " Paul,
an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God," and by the fact that aU
writings that were really apostolic carried to the Church supernatural authoThe real writer assumes Paul's name he not only trifles with the
rity.
apostle, but with the Divine authority which all true apostles enjoyed.
Intellectually, the hypothesis has this difficulty
it maintains that Paul
could not have been the author, yet that, from the, very beginning, the
Church accepted him as the author. The writer makes it plain that he was
never at Ephesus, but the blind Ephesians received the letter as from Paul,
who had been three years there. The style, the sentiment, the aim, are not
Pauline, yet they were accepted as such. The writer was so careless that
he did not take the trouble to avoid expressions that could not have been
written by Paul and the recipients were so stupid that, in spite of these
things, they accepted it as his. An hypothesis so clumsy and hanging so ill

it

in the

this

—

;

—

;

together refutes

The

itself.

objectioHS referred to, though attended with considerable difficulty,

The very principle of the De "Wette hypothesis,
was passed ofE and accepted as Pauline, may show that

are not at all conclusive.
that the Epistle

cannot contain anything obviously un-Pauline. It is true that many
same as those handled in Golossians; but the matters peculiar
to Ephesians are very remarkable {e.g. the statement of salvation by grace,
ch. ii. ; the prayer for the Ephesians, ch. iii. the Christian panoply, ch. vi.).

it

topics are the

;

Every devout reader feels that the parts peculiar to the Ephesians contain
some of the finest of the wheat and though repetitions are not usual with
the apostle, there is no reason why he, like any other letter-writer, should
not have repeated to the Ephesians what he had written to another Church,
;

if

their circumstances required a similar communication.

The

objections

of inrpriw.

We

which we have marked

2, 3, 4, do certainly cause a feeling
should certainly have expected the apostle to refer to his

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.
personal intercourse -with the Epliesians, and to send salutations to some

he had met at Miletus and we sbould not
have expected the Epistle to be written so preponderatiugly to Gentiles.
But, in point of fact, in many of his Epistles the apostle sends no personal
greetings ; to do so was by no means his universal habit. Besides, as the
Epistle was sent by Tychicus, a personal friend in whom he had great
confidence, the greetings might be conveyed orally by him. We find, too,
that in his Epistle to Philemon, who was one of his own converts, he uses
that very expression, " hearing of thy faith and love," which in Ephesians
And as for the
is said to prove that the writer had never been at Ephesns.
composition of the Ephesian Church, there are several incidents which show
that, from the Jews, there came for the most part only bitter opposition
(Acts XXX.. 9, 13, 14; XX. 19); so that the great majority of the Church,
which was a very numerous one, must have been Gentiles. In fact, the
shrine-makers for Diana would have had no cause for fear if it had no*-,
been for the multitude of pagans whom Paul was persuading to abandoii
Moreover, in our everyday life, we are ever finding
the old religion.
things that are mysterious to us when our information is imperfect, but thatbecome plain and simple when some missing link of explanation is supplied.
of them, especially the elders

;

that the early Church did not see in the features of the
to any reason for doubting that Paul was the author.
As to the allegation that the style, tone, and sentiment are in many
respects not Pauline, no weight is to be attached to it. To trace salvation
to grace as its fountain ; to magnify the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ to
It is certain

Epistle

now adverted

;

proclaim the freedom of the new dispensation; to interlace doctrine and
duty in the web of exhortation ; to sound the military trumpet, as it were
and stimulate his readers to intrepid action in the service of Christ; what
were more eminently Pauline objects than these ? and where are they more

—

promoted than in this very writing ?
adopted by some writers that this Epistle was not
addressed to Ephesus only, but was a kind of circular letter, sent first to
Ephesus, but afterwards to various neighbouring Chiu?ches. On this hypobhesis it has been held that an explanation may be given of those things
which create a feeliug of surprise. To this hypothesis we shall have to
characteristically

A conjecture has been

advert further on.
The Epistle bears throughout to have been written by Paul, and, as
he speaks in several places in the character of " a prisoner of the Lord,"
There were two places where
it appears that he was a captive at the time.

—

he suffered captivity C»sarea and Rome. The reference to Tychicus, the
bearer of the letter for the Colossians as well as of this one for the
Ephesians, and other allusions,

make

it

probable that he was at

Rome when

thought that the Epistle to the Ephesians was written shortly after that to the Colossians, while both were
despatched together, and that their date is A.p. 62. No one could have
inferred from the tone of the letters that at the time the writer was
he wrote this

letter.

It is usually

INTRODUCTION TO
coDfined in bonds. Anything more bright, cheerful, and even exulting th»n
the tone of the letter to the Ephesians can hardly be conceived. No doubt
Bome critics would say that this showed that the letter could not have been

written in such circumstances. But negative critics are never more at sea
than in estimating spiritual forces. The triumphant tone of the letter is
no proof that the writer was not in prison, but it is a signal proof that
his Master had kept his word to him, " ho, I am with you alway, even to
the end of the world."

II To WHOM WEITTBH.

The words of the
show the destination

our text), iv 'E<^eo-<{), sufficiently
but the authenticity of these words has
been disputed. Basil the Great received the Epistle as addressed to the
Ephesians, but quoted and commented on ver. 1 so as to show that h
'E(^eo-([> was not in the manuscripts he used, at least not in those of early
In the Codex Vaticanus and the Codex Sinaitious the words are
date.
written by a later hand, Marcion appears to have called it Paul's Epistle
to the Laodiceans, and quoted ch. iv. 6, 6 as from that Epistle.
But
the liberties taken by Marcion with the canon and canonical books show
that but little weight is to be attached to him, Undoubtedly a difference
was introduced in the manuscripts at an early date. It is not easy to
decide whether the words were omitted in some manuscripts from the
original text, or whether they were inserted in other manuscripts where
first

verse (as

of the Epistle

it is in

;

the text had them not.

By some

has been thought that the Epistle was originally addressed to
it is therefore the writing referred to in Col. iv. 16.
Bleek favours this view, while ho holds that the letter may have been an
open one, intended for Laodicea in the first instance, but for other places
near Laodicea that were even less known to the apostle personally. In
opposition to this view, it is to be remarked that in no manuscript are the
words «V AaoKiSei'a to be found in place of iv 'E<}>4<na, and, moreover, the
letter referred to in Colossians is not a letter to the Laodiceans, but an
it

the Laodiceans, and that

Epistle front Laodicea. What that Epistle was
only matter of conjecture.

is

unknown, and can be

Another supposition, as we have already said, is, that while this letter
was addressed to the Ephesians in the first instance, it was not meant for
them alone. It is supposed that there were other Churches in much the
same condition as that of Ephesus, and that the Epistle was intended as
an encyclical letter, to go the round of them all. This might in some
degree account for the absence of familiar salutations, and for other
features that might have reasonably been looked for in a letter to the
Ephesians. On the other hand, and in opposition to this hypothesis, there
is nothing to indicate that the letter was meant for a variety of Churches,
There is throughout an assumption of the unity of the Church, the letter
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addressed apparently to one set of people, wliose spiritual history had
been marked by the same features.
To get oyer the difficulty arising from the absence of all personal
references, and other difficulties, some have thought that Ephcsus was not
included among the places to which the letter was addressed but fresh
it makes it impossible to account
difficulties arise with this supposition
for the words iv 'E^eVw occurring so generally, and for the universal tradiNor is it easy to
tion that the letter was addressed to that Church.
conceive that Paul should write to a circle of Churches adjacent to the city
where he spent three years, and say nothing to the Christians in that city.
On the whole, taking both external and internal evidence into account,
there seems to be no reason for giving up the traditional view that the
It is not a question that admits
Epistle was addressed to the Bphesians.
of demonstration, but the difficulties attending this view are less than
those attending any other. Even if it were a perfectly open question, if
Ephesus were not now in possession, we should say that it had the best
claim; certainly nothing has been advanced to show that that claim ought
to be surrendered in favour of any other.

is

;

:

III.

Ephesus and

its

Chukcb.

Eplieaus was an important city, situated at the mouth of the river Oayster,
near the middle of the western coast of the peninsula of Asia Minor. The
term " Asia," however, was in those times confined to the Roman province in
the west of the peninsula, of which Ephesus had become the capital nearly

two hundred years before it was visited by Paul. Its inhabitants were half
Greek, half Asiatic, and their religion and superstitions were a compound
Diana, or Artemis, a goddess of the West, was
of the East and the West.
the chief object of worship but the style of her worship had in it much
The temple of Diana was renowned
of Oriental mystery and munificence.
It had been two hundred and
as one of the seven wonders of the world.
twenty years building its roof was supported by one hundred and twentyThe image
six columns, each sixty feet high, the gifts of as many kings.
of Diana, said to have fallen from heaven, was of wood, forming a striking
contrast to the magnificence around. Ephesus was notorious for its luxury
and licentiousness. Sorcery or magic, an importation from the West, was
exceedingly common. The 'E<^£tna ypaufxaTa were a celebrated charm, which
continued to be used more or less till the sixth century, a.d. Ephesus
was a great and busy centre of commerce " it was the highway into Asia
from Rome; its ships traded with the ports of Greece, Egypt, and the
Levant; and the Ionian cities poured their inquisitive population into it
;

;

;

at its great annual festival in

honour of Diana."

It is

known from Josephus

that Jews were established there in considerable numbers; it is the only
place where we read of disciples of John the Baptist being found, and
retaining that designation while the case of Apollos coming to it from
;

INTRODUCTION TO
Alexandria, and that of Aqnila and Priscilla from
tbat

it

Rome and

Corinth,

sho:vT

held ready intercourse with the rest of the world.

Ephesns in his second mission tour
was very short in his third tour he returned
and remained two years and three months. The unusual length of tima
spent by him in the city shows the importance he attached to the place
and the measure of encouragement he received. His labours were very
assiduous, for he visited " from house to house," and " ceased not to warn
every one of them day and night with tears " fActa xx. 20, 31). The
opposition he met with was correspondingly great.
He writes to the
Corinthians that he had fought with beasts at Ephesus, and the tumult

The apostle paid

(Acts

xviii.

19

his first visit to

— 21), but

it

;

that occurred at the instigation of the silversmiths connected with the

temple of Diana, where he was assailed ever so long with brute force and
insensate yelling, justified the expression.

At

first,

the opposition was

from the pagans too. On his last recorded
journey to Jerusalem he sailed by Ephesus, and summoned the elders of
the Church to meet him at Miletus, where he delivered a solemn charge to
them to continue their work with fidelity and diligence He laboured
under a great dread of unfaithful teachers arising from among them, and
heartless plunderers falling on them from without, that for selfish ends
would make havoc of the Church. The anxiety which the apostle had about
the Ephesian Church seems to have led him to place Timothy in a peculiar
There is no mention of Timothy having been ordained to
relation to it.
any special ofiice at Ephesus, but he is called to " do the work of an evanThe apostle speaks of him more as his assistant and
gelist " (2 Tim. iv. 5).
personal friend than as sustaining an independent and permanent office in
the Church (1 Tim. i. 3, 18 ; iii. 14, 15 ; iv. 6 2 Tim. iv. 9, 13, 21). It
has always been the tradition of the Church that the Apostle John spent
the last part of his life at Ephesus, although very recently this has been
questioned by Keim, who holds that the John who laboured at Ephesus was
not the apostle, but another John. This view, however, has obtained little
chiefly

from the Jews

;

latterly

;

support.

At Ephesus, Paul was helped by Aquila and Priscilla, and by ApoUos,
and he likewise enjoyed a special manifestation of supernatural power, for
many miracles were wrought by him. The first scene of his preaching
labours was the synagogue but his reception there was so unfavourable that
he had to leave it, and then he reasoned daily in the school of one Tyrannus.
His success among the Gentiles was much greater than among the Jews.
The power of the Word of God was so great that it even subdued those
who had become rich by lucrative sin. The power given to Paul to cast
out evil spirits was so manifestly above any that they possessed, that many
exorcists and persons who practised magical arts became converts to Christ,
and gave proof of their sincerity by burning their books and abandoning
for ever a business which may have enriched them for this world, but
would have ruined their souls.
;
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vli

was shown in the wide difference between
and that of the men who feared that the gospel
was going to dry up the sources of their wealth, and raised the tumult that
Those who were led by a Divine hand
led to the expulsion of the apostle.

The sovereignty

of Divine grace

the conduct of the believers

surrendered everything for Christ
their

own

;

those

who

followed the impulse of
God afresh rather than

hearts would have crucified the Son of

A

Church that had surrendered so much for Christ
given up their gains.
could not but be very dear to the apostle. It may be said that we do not
find in the Epistle any special allusion to this sacrifice.
But neither does
any such allusion occur in the address to the elders at Miletus nor in the
Epistles to Timothy. Possibly the form of expression in ch. iii. 8, " the
unsearchable riches of Christ," may have been suggested by the fact that,
for his sake, many Ephesians had given up the riches of this world.
But
both in the Epistle to the Ephesians and in those to Timothy the mind of
the apostle seems to have passed from the minuter features of the individual character and life to those broad manifestations of corruption, on
the one hand, that marked their unregenerate life, and those precious fruita
of Divine grace, on the other, that thereafter began to adorn their character.
The anxieties he had about the Ephesian Church arose from a restlessness
and selfishness of which doubtless he saw many evidences. It seems to
have been a strongly emotional Church distinguished for the warmth of
Where there is not a strong backbone of conits first love (Rev. ii. 4).
scientious fidelity to truth and submission to law, Churches of the emotional
type are very liable to degenerate hence the anxiety of the apostle, and
hence those forebodings of coming declension that, in one point at least,

—

;

were verified before the close of the century (Rev.

ii.

1

— 7).

rv. Design and Scope op the Epistle.

No

specific object occupies the apostle's attention in this Epistle, as in

those, for instance, to the Galatians

and the Colossians.

His design

is

a

—to

confirm, animate, and elevate. By God's blessing on his
labours while he was among them, they had started aright on the Christian
course ; he now desires to give them a fresh impulse in the same direction.
The evils of which he had warned the elders at Miletus had not yet begun

general one

break out; against these, therefore, he does not require to sound the
trumpet anew. At the moment of his writing there was little to correct

to

either in doctrine or in practice, and there was little to disturb the serenity
The atmosphere
of the apostle's mind in the contemplation of their state.

thus very calm, and the sky bright and sunny. The
seem to walk together on the Delectable
in heavenly places. We seem to hear the
Christ
with
sit
they
Mountains
" For, lo, the winter is
call and enjoy the scenery of the Song of Solomon
of this Epistle

apostle

and

is

his correspondents

;

:

past, the fain is over

and gone

;

of the singing of birds is come,

the time
heard in our

the flowers appear on the earth

and the voice

of the turtle

is

;

HI

TNTHOBUCTTON TO

We are near the New Jerusalem, and the Lord is to ns an everlastlancl."
ing ligtt, and our God our glory.
After the usual salutation, the apostle breaks out into a fervent thanksgiving on behalf of the Ephesians, for the Christian blessings now in their
enjoyment, tracing these to their ultimate source, the good will of the Father
who had placed their welfare on the securest possible footing, seeing he had
chosen them, in Christ before the beginning of the world, and blessed them
with all the blessings of the Spirit. From the beginning of the Epistle
the several functions of the three Persons of the Trinity in redemption are
recognized, and the medium or element in which all the blessings of redemption are possessed and enjoyed by believers is made prominent
" in Christ

—

Jesus."

Then we have an earnest prayer for the spiritual growth of the Ephesians,
and more especially for their growth through experience in their souls of
that Divine power of which the nature and the measure were seen in the
resarreetion of Jesus Christ from the dead, and in his elevation to the
position of Head over all things to the Church.
The Church is declared to
be Christ's body, and, in subsequent parts of the Epistle, this figure

is

worked out in a practical way.
The spiritual history of the Ephesians

is then more fully and minutely
dwelt on, in order to bring out the sovereignty and riches of the grace
which they had experienced. From death they had been brought to a state
of life from wrath to acceptance from lying spiritually in the grave to
sitting with Christ in heavenly places
from moral distance to moral nearness.
No atom of this was due to themselves, it was all of grace and one
purpose why they had been so treated was that the riches of God's grace
might thereby be for ever revealed. Jew and Gentile were thus on an
equal footing in the sight of God, and a great spiritual temple was in the
coarse of being reared, in which Jew and Gentile would equally share, and
which would, when completed, exemplify the fulness of blessing and the
;

;

;

fulness of beauty of the

new

;

creation in Christ Jesus.

makes a digression
placing Jew and Gentile on the same

The

—

apostle then

to emphasize the goodness of
level,

and he takes occasion

God

to

in

show

the greatness of the privilege conferred on himself as the instrument that
God chose to announce his goodness to the Gentiles. Having shown that
the Gentiles had received a right to all the unsearchable riches of Chiist, he
proceeds to offer an earnest prayer to the effect that they might practically
receive and enjoy a larger measure of these riches a larger measure of

—

blessing in their relation to each of the three Persons of the Godhead.

Then

begins, at oh.

iv.,

the

more

practical part of the Epistle.

principles have yet, however, to be laid down.

The

Some

relation of believers to

each other, and also their relation to Jesus Christ, are made the basis of
encouragement and exhortation Christ, as Head of the Church, treating
;

Church as one, has obtained for her and bestowed on her certain gifts
with a riew to edify all the members and advance them in the direction of

his
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completeness. The office-bearers of the Church, whether temporary, like
the apostles and prophets, or permanent, like pastors, teachers, and evangeare gifts of Christ for this end.

lists,

pi-ized,

and

all

members

of the

As such they

Chureh are

to

aim

at

are to be received and
growth in the direction

of perfection.

Coming

closer to the region of character, the apostle contrasts the prin-

and on the latter urges
walk worthy of their vocation. Personal holiness and
purity are urged under the figure of putting off the old man and putting on
the new, and on the ground of the oneness of believers as one body, whose
welfare all are bound to seek. The spirit of love and forbearance is speciallj
urged by the consideration that in Christ our Father has forgiven us,
and we all ought to be imitators of our Father. Another figure is then
taken up children of light, and similar exhortations are based on it to a
ciples of Gentilo character with those of the Christian,

that they should

—

holy

life.

The. apostle proceeds

based on the several social
husbands and wives, parents and children,
masters and servants. Being united to Christ, and living in the element
of onion to him, their character in all these respects should be the very
relations of

Christians

to further exhortation

as

purest possible.
Lastly, in the view of all the powers, earthly and spiritual, that were
ranged against them and their souls, he exhorts them to put on the whole
armour of God, and maintain a vigorous and fearless conflict with the forces
And after a few words about himself, he closes with prayer and
of evil.
benediction, invoking peace and other blessings on the brethren of Ephesus,
and grace on all who love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.
The Epistle is marked by a tone of great exuberance and spiritual elevation.
The frequent occurrence of such expressions as " fulness," " riches,"
" abounded," " exceeding riches," " riches of glory," " exceeding abundantly," and the like, shows that the writer was in the spirit of glowing
satisfaction and delight at the thought of God's provision for the wants of
sinners.
The three Persons of the blessed Trinity are ever present, in
the various functions which they fulfil in the economy of Godhead.
The
foundations of the believer's security and blessedness are laid deep in the
The believer is not viewed merely as an indivieternal counsels of God.
dual, but also, and very specially, in his relation to the Church, both to its
Head, Jesus Christ, and also to its member's. The moral counsels of the
Epistle are searching and salutary. The standard of Christian privilege is
very high, but so also is the standard of Christian character. The great
aim of the writer is to urge the Ephesians to aspire to the very highest
reach of Christian attainment, and thus bring the greatest revenue of

glory to their

God and

Saviour.

No

part of Scripture presents in a more striking light the riches of the
grace of God, or furnishes his people with stronger inducementa to walk

worthy of the vocation wherewith they are called.

—

—

;

;
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PAUL TO THE EPHESIANS.
ESPOSI'llON.

CHAPTER

1.

Address and Salutation.
Vers. 1, 2.
Ver. 1. Paul an apostle of Christ Jesus.
Paul's one but all-sufficient claim on the
Epbesians is his relation to Christ : he is
Christ's apostle, not only as sent forth by
him, but also as belonging to him; elsewhere his servant or bondman. He makes
no claim to their attention on the ground of
bis great experience in the gospel, his profound study of it, or even his gifts, but
rests simply on his being Christ's apostle;
thus recognizing Christ as the only Head of
the Church, and source of authority therein.
By the will of God. The First Person of the
Trinity, the Fountain of Godhead, hag not
only devised the whole scheme of mercy,
but has likewise planned the subordinate
arrangements by which it is carried out;
thus it was by his will that Paul held the
office of an apostle of Christ (see Gal. 1. 1
Acts xxvi. 7 ; Gal. i. 11, 12). His authority
and bis dignity as an apostle are thus the
highest that can be " He that heaieth yon,
heareth me." To the saints that are at
Ephesns, and the faithful in Christ Jesus.
This designation is expanded in the verses
that immediately follow. " Saints " means
set apart for God, and, as thefresult thereof,
persons pure and holy ; " faithful " (iriirTois)
is equivalent to "believers;" while "in
Christ Jesus " denotes the Source of their

—

.

:

the element in which they lived, the
Vine into which they were grafted. Such
persons were the heart and nucleus of the
Church, though others might belong to it.
In the fervour of his salutations here and
elsewhere, Paul seems to see only the
genuine spiritual members of the Church
though afterwards he may indicate that all
life,

are not such (see Phil. iii. 18). With regard
to the clause, "that are at Ephesue," aee
Introduction.

EFBESIABS.

—

Ver. 2. Graoe unto yon and peace from
God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
As in most of Paul's Epistles, " graoe " is
virtually the first word and the last (oh.
vi. 24), equivalent to free, undeserved mercy
in all its manifold forms and manifestations.

This Epistle is so full of the subject, that it
has been called "The Epistle of Grace."
The apostle dwells more fully on it than
even in the Epistle to the Bomans, and
with - more jubilant sense of its richness
and sufficiency. Peace is conjoined with
grace ; they are like mother and daughter,
or like twin sisters. Grace is the only
foundation of true peace whether peace
with God, peace of conscience, rest and
satisfaction of soul, or peace toward oui
fallow-men. The source of graoe and peace
is " God our Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ." The two are always in apposition
as the Source of blessing, never in opposition.
The notion is emihently unscriptural
that the Father personally burned with
anger until the Son rushed in to appease
both are in beautiful harmony in the scheme
of grace. " God so loved the world, that he
gave his only begotten Son," etc.
Vers. 3 14. Thanksoivino bob theib
Divine Obdination to the Blessings of
Grace. In thiy glorious anthem, in which the
apostle, tracing all to the Divine Fountain,
enumerates the glorious privileges of the
Church, and blesses God for them, he first
(ver. 3) states summarily the ground of
thanksgiving, expanding it with glowing

—

—

fulness in vers. 4—14.
Ver. 3. Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us
with every blessing of the Spirit, in heaTenly
places in Christ. Here we have (1) the
Author of our blessings; (2) tbeirnature and

—

sphere ; (3) the Medium through whom we
have them. 1. The Author is " the God and
Father of our Lord JeeuB Christ." Jesus

B

—

—
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called God hie God and his Father (John XX.
17) in virtue of the state of subjection to
hliu in which, as the Sun of man, he had
voluntarily placed himself. In this aspect
and relation to Christ, God is here thanked
because he hath blessed us in him. 2.

*Ek

TrofT]/

spiritual

fvKoyltf tryevfiaTiK^ I not
to material,

as opposed

merely
but as

applied by the Soly Spirit, the office of the
Third Person being to bring Divine things
into actual contact with human souls to
apply to us the blessings purchased by
Christ; which blessings are ev tojs iirovin heavenly place*. They belong to
pauiois
the heavenly kingdom ; they are therefore
the highest we can attain to. Tlie expression
occurs three times, and with the same meaning. 3. 'Ek Xpurr^. The Medium or Mediator
through whom they come is Christ; they
are not fruits of the mere natural bounty of

—

—

—

fruits of
his redeeming bounty
the mediatorial work of Jesus Christ. Thus,
in this summary, we recognize what is
eminently characteristic of this Epistle
the doctrine of the Trinity, and the function
of each Person in the work of redemption.
So other writing of the New Testament is
so pervaded with the doctrine of the Trinity.
The throe great topics of the Epistle will
be found to be considered in relation to the
three Persons of tlie Trinity. Thus : 1.
Origin and foundation of the Church, referred to the eternal counsel and g'ood
pleasure of the Father. 2. The actual birth
or existence of the Church with all its
privileges, to the atoning grace and merit of
3. The transformation of the
the Son.
Church, the realization of its end or purpose,
in its final holiness and glory, to the sanctifying grace of the Holy Spirit. This throws
light on the expression, "every blessing;"
it includes (1) all that the Father can
bestow; (2) all that the Son can provide;
The re(3) all that the Spirit can apply.
sources of all the three Persons thus conspire
In the verses that
to bless the Church.
follow, the First Person is prominent in vers.
i 6; the second is introiluced in vers.
6—12; and the third in vers. 13, 14. But
all through the Fiiit Person ii the great
directing Power.
Ver. 4.— Even as he chose us in him before
the foundation of the world ; literally, he
chose us out, or selected us (e'leAtfaTo) for
himself (middle Toice). The Father chose
the heirs of salvation, selected those who
were to be quickened from the dead (ch. ii. 1)
and saved. He chose them in Christ in
connection with his work and office as
Mediator, giving them to him to be redeemed (John xvii. 11, 12); not after man
was created, nor after man had fallen, but
" before the foundation of the world."
We
are hers £»o« to face with a profound

God, but of

—

—

[CH.

1.

1—23.

mystery. Before even the world was founded,
mankind presented themselves to God aa
lost; the work of redemption was planned
anil its details arranged from all eternity.
Bot'ore snch a mystery it becomes us to put
the shoes from off our feet, and bow reverently before him whose "judgments are
unsearchable and his ways past finding out."
That we should be holy and without blame
before him in love. Tliis is obviously the
design of God's electing act efrai ri/icis osuinot denote the ground, but the purpose, of
the choice, God did not choose some because he foresaw their holiness, but in ordel
that they might become "holy and without
blame." These two terms denote the positive and negative sides of purity: holy
possessed of all the fruits of the Spirit
(Gal. V. 22, 23); without blame, or blemish^
marked by no stain or imperfection (see ch.
V. 27).
The terms do not denote justification, but a condition of sanotification which
implies justification already bestowed, but
goes beyond it; our justification is a step
towards our complete final sauctificatiou.
This renewal being " before him," must be
such as to bear the scrutiny of his eye;
therofore not external or superficial merely,
but reaching to the very heart and centre of
our nature (1 Sam. xvi. 7). The expression
further denotes how it is of the very nature
and glory of the new life to be spent in
God's presence, our souls flourishing in the
precious sunshine which ever beams out
therefrom. For, when thus renewed, we do
not fly from his presence like Adam (Geu.
iii. 8), but delight in it (Pa. xlii. 1
Ixiii. 1).
Fear is changed to lore (1 John iv. 18) the
loving relation between us and God is restored. It has been much disputed whether
the words iv aydirp ought to be construed
with the fourth verse or with jrpoop£<ras in
the fifth. The weight of autliority seems
in favour of the latter; but we prefer the
construction which is given both in the
Authorized and the Revised Version, first,
because if 4i> iydini qualified irpoopia-as, it
would come more naturally after it; and
second, because the scope of the passage,
the train of the apostle's thought, seems to
require us to keep ^v ayiiry in ver. 4. We
n«ver could come to be holy and without
blemish before God unless the loving relations between us were restored (comp. ch.
;

;

;

iii.

17,

"Rooted and grounded in love").

The spirit of love, trust, admiration, directed
to God helps our complete sauctification-—
changes us into the tame image (2 Oor.
iii.

18).

—

Ver. 5. ^Having predestinat'sd (or, fereordained) VLB to adoption througK Jesus Christ
unto himself. The same idea .j denoted by
Ttpoopttras in this verse and
IJeAeJaro in
ver. 3, but while in {cAc'fart 0x6 ^iea o/

"

on.
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1.

selection out ft-om among others is prominent,
ill irpoopiffas the special phase of thought is
that of the time, irpJ, before before the foundation of the world. Both denote the exercise
of Divine sovereignty. In ver. 4 we have the
ultimate puipose of God's decree -the entire
sanctiticatiou of the elect; here, in ver. 5, we
find one of the intermediate steps of the process
adoption. The apostle's reason for
speaking of adoption in this place, and of
justification afterwards, is that he had just
referred to the restoration of o relation of love
between us and God as connected with our
ultimate complete sanctification ; thus it was
'natural for him to bring in our adoption as
the preordained act in which this loving relation is formed.
Our obedience is not the
forced obedience of servants, but the loving
obedience of sons. Adoption implies more
than sentiment a real legal relation to God
as his sons (Horn. viii. 17). The adoption is
" by Jesus Christ : " " As many as received
him, to them gave he the right to become
children of God " (John i. 12). And it is
denoting a
eij aurhv, unto or into himself
movement towards God which terminates in
union to him. According to the good pleasure of his vill. The spring or motive to
the selection is solely in God, not in man.
It has been
It is an act of sovereignty.
disputed whether " the good pleasure of his
will" is equivalent to benevolentia or to
bene placitum. Parallel passages like Matt.
xi. 26 and Luke x. 21 lead us to prefer the

—

—

—

—

latter.

The idea of kindness is not excluded,

but it is not what is affirmed. Kindness is
always involved in the Divine will but tlie
point here is simply that it pleased God to
choose and ordain the Ephesian believers
to the privilege of adoption through Jesus
Christ. This is presented as a ground of
The
praise, a reason for their blessing God.
Divine sovereignty is not presented in Scripture to seekert, but to finders. It is apt to
embarrass those that seek ; and accordingly
the aspect of God's character presented to
them is his good will to men, his free offer of
mercy : " Look unto me, and be ye saved ;
" Him that cometh unto me I will in no wise
cast out." But it is a ground of thanksgiving
to those who have accepted the offer ; they see
that before the foundation of the world God
chose them in Christ. What an interest he
must have had in them, and how thoroughly
they may rely on his finishing the work he
Divine sovereignty, human
has begun
responsibility, and the free and universal
offer of mercy are all found in Scripture,
and, though we are unable to harmonize
them by our logic, ought all to have a place
in our minds.
Ver, 6. To the praise of the glory of his
with a view to praise being given
grace
The purpose of
to the glory of his grace.
;

I

—

J

—

"

grnce quoad, man, is to make him perfectly
holy; quiiad God, is to give to the universe a right conception of his grace, and
draw forth corresponding tributes of praise.
It is to show that Divine grace is not a limp,
shallow attribute, but one of glorious riches,
deserving in finite^raise. The iilea of the
richness, fulness, abundance, of God's grace

prominent throughout tlie Epistle, God
desires to draw attention, not only to this
attribute, but to the boundlessness of it
thus to draw the love and confidence of his
creatures to himself and inspire them with
the desire to imitate him (comp. Matt, xviii.
21—35). Wherein he abounded toward us
in the Beloved.
Two slight difficulties are
found hire one in the text, the other in
the interpretation.
After xi^piroi avrou,
some copies read iv jf, others ^r. A.V. follows
theformpr; E.V. tne latter. XapiT(Ja usually
is

—

means to bestow grace ; sometimes, to make
gracious or beautiful. The former is more
in accordance with New Testument usage
(Alford) and with the tenor of the passage.
The glory of the grace of which God desires to
create a true impression is not an abstraction,
not a glory hidden away in some inaccessible
region, but a revealed glory, a communicated
glory ; it is revealed in the grace wherein lie
abounded to us, or~which he freely bestowed
on us, in the Beloved. The grace bestowed
on believers exemplifies the glorious quality
of the attribute its glorious riches. The
connection of God with Christ in the bestowal
of this grace, and of believers in the reception of it, is again noted by the remarkable
term, " in the Beloved." That the Father's
relation to Christ was one of infinite love is
a fact never to be lost sight of. His having
constituted the Beloved One the Kinsman
and Mediator of sinners shows the riches of
the glory of his grace, " He that spared not
his own Son, but delivered him up for us all,
how shall he not, with him also freely give
us all things?" Our union to the Beloved,
our participating in all the blessings of his
purchase, our becoming heirs of God and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ, further illustrates the glorious riches of his grace.
" Behold, what manner of love the Father
bath bestowed on us, that we should be
called children of God
Ver. 7. In whom we have the redemption
through his blood. Some of the blessings
referred to in ver. 3 are now specified be-

—

—

I

—

ginning with redemption (t^/i/ wiraKvTfaau''),
The article makes it emphatic the great
redemption, the real redemption, compared
to which all other redemptions are but
shadows. It is a redemption through blood,
therefore a proper propitiation or expiation,
blood being always the emblem of expiaIn Christ, or in union to Christ, we
tion.
have or are having this blessing it is noi

—

;

—
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it is ours, we being in
faith; not a privilege of the future
merely, but of the present as well. Even

merely in existence,

bim by

the forgiveness of our sins, 'h^eaiv denotes
release, separation from all the consequences
of OUT transgressions ; equivalent to Ps. ciii.
12, " As far as the east is fr«Q the west, so far
hath he removed our transgressions from us."
According to the riches of his grace, The
completeness of the forgiveness, its ready
bestowdl now, the security of its being continued in the future, tmd such like qualities
show the richness of his grace (comp. Matt,

27 ; Luke vii. 42, 47).
Yer. 8. ^Which he made to abound toward
us in all wisdom and prudence. This rendering of the K.V. is better than the A.V.,
" wherein he hath abounded," for fs before
eVepio-o-euo-ej/canhardly be put for the dative;

xviii.

it is

—

genitive

by

attraction for the accusative.

The wisdom and prudence refer to God he
has not made his grace abound to us in a
;

random manner, but in a carefully reguhited
manner. This is more fully explained afterwards, in reference to God's concealment for
a time of the universality of his grace, but
manifestation of it now. Some have found
a difference between ao(pla and ippoirl]ats, the
one being theoretical wisdom and the other
practical, or the one intfeUeotual and the
other moral; but possibly they may be
meant merely to intensify the idea the
height of wisdom is shown in God's way of
making his grace abound toward us (comp.
Eom. xi. 33, " Oh, the depth of the riches
both of the wisdom and knowledge of

—

God

I

").
9.

Ver.

—Having made known unto us the

mystery of his will. The wide extent of
God's grace was a mystery, i.e. a hidden
counsel, before Christ came and died, but it
In tliis, and not in the
is now made known.
modem sense of mystery, the word fivariipwv
The thing hidden and
is used by Paul.
now revealed was not the gospel, but God'»
purpose with reference to its limits or sphere
According to his good plea(see ch. iii. 0).
sure which he purposed in himself. The
whole phraseology denotes that, in this transaction, God was not influenced by any
external considerations; the whole reason
The threefold
for it sprang from within.
expression brings this out : (1) according to
his good pleasure (see ver. 5); (2) he purposed, or formed a purpose (3) in himself,
without foreign aid, " For who hath known
the mind of the Lord ? or who hath been his
;

counsellor? " (Eom. xi. 34).
Ver. 10.— With a view to the dispensation
of the fulness of the times (or, seasons) (vers.
9 and 10 are one sentence, which should not
be broken up). This seems to denote the
times of the gospel generally ; not, as in
Gal. iv. i, the particular time of Christ's

[CH.
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advent; the o'tKovoiita, oi economy, of the
gospel being that during which, in its successive periods, all God's schemes are to
ripen or come to maturity, and be fulfilled.
To gather together under one head all things
in Christ. 'AvaK^tpaKauia-aa-eai is a word of
some difficulty. It is true it is derived from
icetpiiKaiov, not Ke<f>aA^ : therefore some have
thought that it does not iuclude the idea of
headship ; but the relation of KfipdAatov to
KeipaKii is so close that this can hardly be.
The word expresses the Divine purpose

what God TrpocffcTo^which was

to restore ia

Christ a lost unity, to bring together dis
united elements, viz. all things, whether thej
be things in heaven or things on earth
There is no hint here of a universal restoration.
Such a notion would be in flat contradiction to the doctrine of Divine election,
which dominates the whole passage. God's
purpose is to form a united kingdom, consisting of the unfallen and the restored the
unfallen in heaven, and the restored on
earth, and to gather this whole body together under Christ as its Head (see ch. iii.
cannot say that this purpose has
15).
been fully effected as yet; but things are

—

We

it, and one day it will be
wholly realized. " He that sat on the throne
said, Behold, I make all things new " (Bev

moving towards

xxi. 5).

Ver. 11.
also

—Even in

made

—

Tiim
^in
his inheritance.

whom we were
Thii

ii

the

and it is
more expressive than the A.V., " In whom
also we have obtained an inheritance." God
literal

rendering of

^KAr)pii6i)/(»,

taking us for his own heritage involves
more than our getting an inheritance from
God (see Deut. iv. 20, " The Lord hath taken
you ... to be unto him a people of inheritance"). It is implied that God will protect,
care for, improve, and enjoy his own inheritance he will be much with them and do
Formerly
all that is necessary for them.
God's inheritance was Israel only ; but now
it is much wider. All that God was to Israel
of old he will be to his Church now. Having
been predestinated according to the purpose.
The reason why the reference to predestination is repeated is to show that this new
privilege of the whole Church as God's inheritance is not a fortuitous benefit, but the
result of God's deliberate and eternal fore;

ordination; it rests therefore on an immovable foundation. Of him who worketh all
things after the counsel of his will. Predestination is not an exception to God'i
usual way of working; he works, or works
out (^vcf>7aSTas) all things on the same
principle, aocordingto the decision to which
his will comes. When we think of the
sovereign will of God aa determining all
things, and in particular determining who
are to be his hentage, we must remember how

—

;;
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diiferentlyconstitiitpil

thewilla/aDtnAnitely

of frail and fallen
oratiires. Thp fallfn creiiture'g will ie often
wliimaical, tin- rn«,iilt of some freak or fancy
often, too,

is

It

rnuii

tljat

outcome of priile, avarice,
or some other evil feeling

is tlie

sensual affection,

but God's will

the expression of his in-

is

finite p»Tfretions,

and must always be

in-

holy, wise, and good.
Wilfulnesi
in man is utterly different from wilfulness
in God ; but the recoil we often have from
the doctrine of God's doing all things from
his mere bene pladtum, or according to the
counsel of his own will, arises from a tendency
to ascribe to his will the caprice which ii
true only of our own.

finitely

—

Ver. 12. That wo should be to the praise
of his glory, we who had before hoped in
Christ, The "we" which hitherto has been

applied to the whole Church, Jewish and
Gentile, begins to have a more limited reference, and to contrast with " you " in ver. 13.
The first " we " in this verse embraces all,
us in the preceding part of the chapter; the
Siicond (omitted in the A.V.) is conditioned
by the words following, and is applicable
to the Jewish Cliristians, who, through the
pri/mises given to the fathers, had seen
Chiist's day afar ofi^ and had thus hoped
in liim.
This special reference to Ji/xas is
(bllowed immediately by a reference to ififTs.
Vet. 13. In whom are ye also, having
heard the word of the truth, the good news
of yovr salvation.
A.V. has " in whom ye
also busted," or hoped, supplying a verb
from nponK'!riK6Tas in ver. 13, but without
the prefix.
This seems hardly natural,
because the prefix nph is characteristic and
emphatii^ in ver. 12. It is a much less
(train to supply simply iirrh, the important
point being that you are now in him in

—

—

Christ.

This expression, "in Christ,"

is

one

of the hinges of the Epistle ; it occurs times
almost witjxout number, denoting the intimate vital union through faith between
Christ and Ms people, as of the members to
the head, in virtue of which they not only
get the benellt of his atonement, but share
his vital influonces, live by faith on the Son
of God. Having heard and received the
truth as it is in Jesus, the glad tidings of
salvation through a crucified Jesus, they
became one with him, just as freely as did
the believing Jnws, and to the same blessed
More than that in whom also
effects.
having believeit, ye were sealed with the

—

Holy Spirit of tl'.e promise thus weiving a
new ground for thankfulness, a new proof
of the riches <'f the grace of God. Many
explain this feel of baptism, which undoubtedly seals Christ and all his blessings
But though the seal of the
to betievereHoly Spirit may have been given in and
;

with

;
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holy Bi-iiig

"

baptism,

it

U

not

identical

with

baptism.
The Impression of it il partly
within
believers
and partly
without.
Within, it is the felt result of tlie working
of the Holy Spirit the feeling of satisfac
tion and deliglit in the work and person of
Christ, of love, confidence, and joy flowing
out toward Gud, and the desire and endeavour in all things to be conformed to his will.
Without, it is the fruit of the Spirit, the
new man, created in righteousness and holiness after the image of Christ.
Within,
the Spirit bears witness with their spirits
without, the transformed life corroborates
the inward witness, and gives it to the
world. The first is never complete without
the second, nor the second without the first.
The spiritual history of believers is thus
presented : (1) Rearing the truth (2) believing; (3) bemg sealed.
The Spirit is
called the Spirit of the promise, because
he is often promised in the Old Testament
(Isa. xxxii. 15; Ezek. xxxvi. 20; Joel iii.

—

;

1, etc.).

Ver. 14.
heritauoe.

Who
The

is

the earnest of onr inSpirit ii not

gift of the

only a seal, but an earnest, firstfruit, or instalment, a pledge that the rest shall follow.
The seal of the Spirit not only assures us of
the full inheritance to come, but gives us a
right conception of its nature. It shows us
tlie kind of provision God makes for those
whom he takes as his heritage, his peculiar
people. It is an inward heaven the Spirit
brings them.
"The kingdom of God is
not meat and drink, but righteousness and
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." The
full inheritance will consist in a heart in
full sympathy with God, and in those occupations and joys, intellectual and moral,
which are most congenial to such a heart.
Unto the redemption of the purchased possession. The until of the A.V. is not textual,
and does not give the force of els, which
implies that the earnest of the Spirit is a
contribution toward the result described it
tends to realize it " Redemption " here is
not quite equivalent to " redemption " in ver.
7 ; for there it is a thing accomplished, here
It is obvious that
it is a thing to eome.
here the meaning is the completed redemption the full and final deliverance of the
Lord's heritage from all sin and sorrow,
from all the evils and disorders of this life.
The term irepinocliais, translated " purchased
possession," is an unusual one.
But its
resemblance to nepmiinos, the Septuagint
"
rendering for a special people " its uge by
Peter, \ahs irEpi7roI)j<remr,"a peculiar people;
the use of the verb iKK\ii<Tiav toC 0£oS, %p
ifcptevo (Tar
8iA rov aifixtros auTou, " the
Church of God, which he hath purchased
with Ills own blood;" show that it must
be regarded in this place as denoting the
peoial, ova, purchased possension of Gal,
;

—

;

I'll

—

—

";

'
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flnnl glory is go often presented to

uur ti.oughis in this

Ei-iiBtle.

To the praise

For the third time in this
paragraph, these or similar words are introduced. In this place the precise meaning
ia that the consummation of redemption
will be the highest tribute to God's glory
his infinite excellence will be wonderfully
manifested thereby.
Neitlier men nor
angels are qualified to apprehend the glorious excellence of God in an abstract way
it needs to be revealed, exhibited in acta and
operations.
The teaching of this verse is
that it will be manifested with triumphant
brightness in the final redemption of the
Church, when the groans of nature shall
come to an end, and the creation shall be
delivered from the bondage of corruption
into " the glorious liberty of the sons of God "
o( his glory.

—

(Eom.

viu. 21).
23.

—
—

Fbatbb fob tbeib Spiritual Growth.
Ver. 1.5. Wherefore I also, having heard
of the faith among yon in the Lord Jesus,
and your love vrhioh extends to all the saints.
The " wherefore " has reference to their
Vers. 15

present standing in grace, described in the
verses preceding : since ye have heard, believed, been sealed, and thereby shown to be
in the right line, I apply myself towards

promoting your progress, towards advancing
you to the higher stages of the Christian
life.
Special mention is made of their faith

and love, as cardinal Christian graces, to
which elsewhere the apostle adds hope (1
Cor. xiii. 13; 1 Thess. i S
2 Thess. 1. 3).
The literal expression, " faith among ynu
{KaS' i/ias), indicates that it was a marked
;

perhaps not universal
while their love was not mere general amiabut a love that embraced the saints

social feature, but

;

bility,

as such, having a special complacency in
them, and being directed to them all. If
it be asked
Could this knowledge of the
condition of his correspondents have been
derived from hearsay (," having heard") if
the letter was addressed to the Ephesians,
among whom Paul had lived so long, and
whose condition he must have known by
personal intercourse (Acts xix. 10; xx. 31)?
we reply that, though he derived his first
acquaintance from personal intercourse, it
was some years bince he had been at Ephesus,
and the kicoiaas refers to what he had beard

—

in the interval (see Introduction).

Ver, 16.— Cease not to give thanks for
you. This clause expresses the continuation
of a'ibrmer action- the giving thanks for
tliem had begun before the liearing of their
faith and love
from the days, in short, of
his personal intercourse.
We notice as a
remarkable feature of Paul's personal religion, as well as his pastoral care, the frequency of his thanksgiving, indicating the

—

[cii.
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prevalence in him of a bright, joyous state
of mind, and tending to increase and perpetuate the same. Constantly to recognize
God's goodness in the past begets a larger
expectation of it in the future. Slaking
mention of you in my prayers. This seems
additional to his giving tlianks, 'Prayers"
(Trpoafuxaf) refers more to supplication and
entreaty.
While thankful for them, his
heart was not satisfied regarding them he
wished them to forget the things behind,
and reach forth to tluise before. The apostle's
prayers for his spiritual charge are always
remarkable.
They are very short, but
wonderfully deep and comprehensive; very
rich and sublime in aspiration ; powerful in
their pleas, whether expressed or implied;
and exhaustive in the range of blessings
which they implore.
Ver. 17.^That the God of our lord Jesus
The invocations
Christ, the Father of glory.
of Paul the terms by which he calls on
God are always significant, involving a
plea for the blessings sougiit. God, as " the
God of our Lord Jesus Christ," gave to him
the Holy Spirit without measure, and might
well, therefore, be asked and expected to give
the gifts of the same Spiiit to those who were
" in him " one with iiim as members of his
body. Being also the "Father of glory,"
:

—

—

—

glorified Jesus, even after his
Buifering, with the glory which he had with

and having

him

before the world begsn, he might well
be asked and expected to glorify his people
too.
May give to yon the Spirit of 'wisdom
and revelation in the fall knowledge of him

" Spirit " here is neither exclusively the
Holy Spirit nor the spirit of man, but the
complex idea of the spirit of man dwelt in
and moved by the Spirit of God (Alford>
Wisdom seems to denote the general gift
spiritual illumination revelation, capacity
of apprehending the revealed of perceiving
the drift and meaning of what God makes
known, so that it may be a real revelation to
us (comp. Matt, xiii. 11). 'Emyvdi<rei is something more than mere yvdiaei full knowledge of Christ, implying that it is in becoming better acquainted with Christ that we
get the spirit of wisdom and revelation. In
seeking to know Christ more, we are in the
true way to get more insight into all that is
Divine (comp. John xiv. 9). The importance
of seeking more knowledge, even after we
have believed and been sealed by the Holy
Spirit, is here apparent
a growing knowledge is a most healthful feature of Cliristii.n
" Grow in grace, and in the knowledge
life.
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Chriet (2
;

—

—

;

Pet.

iii.

18).

Ver. 18.— That having the eyes of your
heart enlightened. "The eyes of your heart
is an unusual expression, but it denotes that
to see things clearly there is needed, wi
'

;
!
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merely lumen aiceum, but lumen madidum
(to borrow terms of Lord Bacon), ait merely
intellectual clearness, but moral suscep-

—

and warmth a movement of the
heart as well as the head (compare the opposite state, " blindness of the heart," oh. iv.
Ye may know what is the hope of his
18).
calling; the hope which he calls you to
oheiish. The glpiy which he invites you to
look forward to, when Christ shall come
again, how sure it is and how excellent
How infinitely it surpasses all earthly glory
Uow it at once ravishes and satisfies the
heart 1 And what the riches of tlie glory of
his inhetitance in the saints.
If the saints
form God's heritage (see ver. 11), it may be
asked Where are the riches of God's gloiy
in them f But it is not necessary to take
tibility

—

the eV Tois 071015 60 literally.
It may
be rendered, " in reference to the saints."

The riches of tlie glory of his Inheritance
in reference to the saints is the riches of the
glory of their privileges as the Lord's heritage, or people that is, their privileges are
glorious. But this glory is not limp, limited
it is wonderfully rich, full, abundant.
God gives liberally gives as a King, gives
glory to all Christ's people. "When Christ,
who is our life, sliall appear, then shall ye
also appear with him in glory " (Col. iii. 4)
" The glory which thou gavest me I have
given them." The difference between this
glory and other glory is, human glory is often
unjustly accorded, it passes away with wonderful quickness but this glory is real and
everlasting.
"When the chief Shepherd
shall appeal, ye shall receive a crown of
glory that fadeth not away."
Ver. 19. And what the exceeding greatness of his power toward us who believe.
new object of knowledge is here brought
forward knowledge of a power wliieh works
in UB a great power, a Divine power, a
The whole
power surpassingly great.
energy of the Divine Being is turned on to
our feeble, languid nature, vivifying, purifying, and transforming it, making it wonder;

—

•

—

;

—

A

—

—

fully active where all was feebleness before,
as the turning on of steam suddenly wakens
up a whole mass of inert machinery. When
we think of the glory of the inheritance, we
feel unfit for it; our narrow hearts, cold
temperaments, feeble and dislocated faculties,
how can they ever be right? Our four is
removed when we think of the greatness of
the Divine power that works in us God's
power to transform us so that, " tliough we
nave lien among the pots, we sliall be as the
wings of a dove covered with silver, and her
feathers with yellow gold." According to the
are now
working of his mighty power.

—

We

furnished with a standard and sample of
the m^glity power which energizes in believers —are referred to od» nf its gjandest

]

achievements, in order to elevate our conceptions of what it is capable of effecting
in ««. In the prophets we find a similar
encouragement for God's people, in sublime
descriptions of the almighty power of him
who was working in them and for them
(lea. xl. 21, etc.

—

;

xlv. 7, etc.).

Ver. 20. ^Whioh he wrought in Chnst,
when he raised him from the dead. The
game power that produced the marvelloui
miracle of Christ's resurrection now worki
in the hearts of believers. To appreciate
this, we must bear in mind the apostle's
full doctrine of the resurrection of Jesus,
embracing not only the revivifying of his
dead body, but the transformation of that
body into a spiritual body, and the constituting of Jesus a second Adam, who should
transmit or communicate to his spiritual
seed both a renewed soul and a glorified
body, as the first Adam transmitted a sinful
nature and a corruptible body to his natural
seed.
The power that accomplished all this
now works in believers, and cau surely work
in them all needed transformation. And
set him at his own right hand in the heavenly,
places, effecting on him a change alike
sudden and marvellous : from the cross and
the tomb to the throne of glory, from being
as a worm and no man, to be higher than
the kings of the earth King of kings, and
Lord of lords. It is frequently represented
in Scripture that Jesus in heaven is at the
right hand of God. There must be a spot
in the heavens where his glorified body
exists, in immediate contact with some
manifestation of the glory of the Father.
There Stephen saw him ; thence he came to
meet Saul on the way to Dirmascus; and
his promise to his people is Where I am
there shall ye be also (John xiv. 3).
Ver. 21. Far above all rule, and power,
and might, and dominion. Separate shades
of meaning may doubtless be found for
these expressions, but the main effect of the
accumulation is to expand and deepen the
idea of Christ's universal lordship. Hardly
anything is revealed to us on the various
orders of the spiritual powers, unfallen and
fallen; and the speculations on them in
whicli the Fathers used to indulge are of no
value ; but whatever may be true of them,
Christ is exalted far above them' all far
above every creature in earth, heaven, or
hell (comp. Ps. ii.
Ixxii. ; ex. ; Dan. vii.
13, 14, ete.). And every name that is named,
not only in this world, but also in that
which is to come. The pre-eminence of his

—

—

—

;

Name

is

to be eternal.

It shall

never be

by any other name, nor shall there
ever be a name worthy to be coupled with
his Name. In human history we find no
eclipsed

name

that can be fitly coupled with Christ's.
In the world to come, it shall ever shine

—

;
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forth with an unapproached effulgence. All
this is sail to exalt our sense of the Divine

l>nwer

that

God-Mail,
tliat still

Ver

Bo raised up and exalted the
Christ Jesug the same power

—

woiks in helievers.

22.

—And put

all things under his feet
strong, figurative expression, denoting
high sovereignty. It does not refer merely
to defeated and arrested enemies, but to the
whole of creation and the fulness thereof.
They are as thorouglily under Christ and at
his disposal as if they were literally under
his feet.
As a military commander, proseeding even through his own country, has
power to reqjuisition everything needful for
his army, and deal with all property as may
be required for military purposes, so Christ
has the whole creation at his disposal, animate and inanimate, hostile and friendly.
And gave him to be Head over all things to
the Church.
The exaltation of Christ la
not merely an honour confeiTed on himself,
but has also a definite practical purpose ; it
is for the benefit of the Church.
God gave
him to the Church as Head over all things.
The gift of Christ to the Church is the gift
)f One who has sovereign authority over all
ihings.
The official subordination of Christ
to the Father is recognized throughout this
remarkable passage.
So in Philippians,
though he was "in the form of God, and
thought it not robbery to be equal with
God, he made himself of no reputation, and
took upon him the form of a servant, and
was made in the likeness of men." It is
thie J esus, in the form of a servant and in
the likeness of men, that is now Head over
all things, and as such given by the Father
to the Ciiurch.
With such a Head, what
need the Church fear, and what can she
want ?
Ver. 23.—Which is his body. The Church
is Christ's body in a real though spiritual
sense. He is the Head, his people the members he the Vine, they the branches.
He
dwells in the Church as life dwells in a
living body.
He fills it with his life, replenishes it with his strength, feeds it with
nis body and blood, beautifies it with his
comeliness, calms it with his peace, brightens
it with his holiness, and finally glorifies it
with his glory. All things are delivered
unto him of the Father and all that be

a

;
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has he has for the Church " My beloved U
mine, and I am his." The fulness of him
that -filleth all in all. The grammatical
structure of the words would lead us tfl
construe "fulness" with "the Church," and
to regard the Church as Christ's vA^^-zia.
:

Some object to this, inasmuch as, in pom* of
fact, the Church is often very empty, and
therefore not worthy of the term " fulness."
But it is not meant that the Church has
actually received all the fulness of him vno
fiUeth all in all, but only that she is in the
course of receiving it.
The Church ob
earth is an ever-changing body, perpetually
receiving new members, who are at first
empty; so that it must always in this state
be in the course of filling, never filled. II
is in the course of being filled with all
Divine things with all the treasures ol
heaven. As the empty cells of the honeycomb ari! being filled with the sweet essencei
of flowers, so the empty vessels of the
Church are being filled with the gloriou:
treasures of God; or, as the courts an<
compartments of a great international exhi
bition get filled up with the choicest pro
ducts of the lands, so the Church gets fillet
with the handiwork of the grace of God
When the Church is completed, it will be
representation of the fulness of God; t,ll
of God that can be communicated to nifn
will be made manifest in the Church.
Fir
he whose fulness the Chuich is, is he that
fllleth all in all, or fill, th all with all.
He
possesses all things, and he tills all space
with the all things. He fills the ocean with
water, the organic world with life, the firmament with stars, the entire creation with
forms innumerable, alike beautiful and useful.
So also he fills the Church. Thus
appropriately concludes this chapter, beginning (ver. 3) with thanksgiving to him
who had blessed the Ephesians with every
blessing of the Spirit in Christ Jesus, and
now ending with a sublime picture of the

—

'i

Infinite

One

filling

the Church with these

Divine blessings out of the

infinite stores of

Mogdom

of heaven. Thus we see the
quality of richness, exuberance, overflowing
abundance which is so conspicuously ascribed
in this Epistle to the grace of God (comp.
Ps. zxxvi. 8 ; ciii. 3 5 ; Matt. v. 3, etc.).

the

—

;

HOMILETICS.
Vers.

1, 2.

•

Address and salutation.

Character and scope of the Epistle
m whole
circumstances of the writer ; jubilant tone of the Epistle ; cordiality
of the Ephesian Church.
I. The writer speaks with authority.
He is an " apostle," sent and commissioned
directly by Christ, and acting in his name a real ambassador of the Lord of glory,
II. He holds this office " by the will of God ; " pursues neither an irregular nor a
merely volunteer course unsanctioned by the supreme Euler, but acts by the will of God.
(see Introduction)

;

—

—— ——
CH.

1.
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III.

Jesus."

;

The Church is a society of "saints," and " faithful," or believing, " in
If we want these attributes, we may bo of Israel, but we are not Israel.

Christ

IV. Divine blessings are invoked and brought near to the Church, viz. (1) grace
(see Exposition) ; (2) peace^; both of these having their only source for sinners in God
and Christ. This salutation is more than a pious wish or even prayer ; the blessings
It rests with them either to receive them
are brought as it were to the door of all.
city of God 1 " The blessings brought
or not. " Glorious things are spoken of thee,
near are very precious, for God in Christ with all his fulness is there. Let us beware
of trifling with the offer. Let us open the door and welcome the Lord of grace and
peace.

—

The thanfcsgiving. The condition of believers is fitted to excite the
Vers. 3 14.
profoundest emotions of gratitude and praise in all who know them. Grounds of this
thankfulness are
I. Stated summarily.
(Ver. 3.)
(For outline discourse on this text, see
Exposition.)
II. Stated in detail.
(Vers. 4 14.) The chief elements of blessing are: 1.
Holiness and biamelessness in love, secured by God's eternal election (ver. 4). 2.
Adoption, secured in the same way (ver. 5). '3. Acceptance in the Beloved (ver. 6).
5. Abun4. Redemption through Christ's blood, especially forgiveness of sin (ver. 7).
dance of grace, regulated by wisdom and knowledge (ver. 8). 6. Enlightenment in the
mystery of God's will as to the Gentiles (ver. 9). 7. Especially, knowledge of Jesus
Christ as the predestined Centre or Head of all things (ver. 10). 8. Fellowship with
Christ in the enjoyment and purpose of his inheritance (vers. 11, 12). 9. The seal of
the Holy Spirit, or earnest of our inheritance, the pledge and assurance of the eternal
Observe the constant allusions to the glory of God's grace, the riches of his
glory.
grace, the abundance of his grace, the riches of his glory
the munificence of God. It
is the narrowness of our hearts that will not take in this boundless generosity.

—

;

I. In a certain sense, all men are children of God (Mai. ii. 10)
But sirmers hava
fatherly interest in them and yearning towards them.
forfeited the rights and position of sons ; they are like the prodigal son, " not worthy to
be called thy son." Thus they have no claim on God. Nay, they are " children of
wrath " (oh. ii. 3).

Ver.

<.«.

S.

Adoption.

God has a

Sonship in God's family is for sinners only the fruit of adoption. Adoption is
by grace, through Jesus Christ. It is the result of Diviun predestination. It
belongs only to " as many as receive him " (John i. 12). It is the fruit of spiritual
oneness with Christ.
When we are by faith united to the eternal Son of God, we
become, in a lower sense, sons of God ourselves.
Sons have a
III. Sonship has many privileges
parallel between nature and grace.
right to a due provision, to protection and shelter, to education and training ; they share
their father's house; they get the benefit of his experience, wisdom, counsel ; they enjoy
II.

solely

;

his fellowship,

and are moulded by his example and

influence.

many

duties : obedience, honour, trust ; gratitude, complacency,
affection ; co-operation with the father in his designs and aims.
V. In Christ, sonship is indissoluble and everlasting.

IV. Sonship

has

Ver. 7. Bedemption. " In
the forgiveness of our sins."

whom we

have the redemption through his blood,

eveii

What men

need is more than instruction, education, or an elevating influence.
are in sin condemned, enslaved, and disordered ; in the fetters of a strong man
armed, and a stronger is needed to disarm him and spoil his house. In a word, they
I.

—

They

need redemption from

sin.

What

the gospel specially announces is such a redemption. Christ came, not
merely to enlighten, or elevate, or improve, but to redeem. He came to grapple with
sin in all its bearings and results.
IIL This redemption was consummated by the shedding of Christ's blood. Jesus
died as a sacrifice or propitiation for sin. He came by water and by blood, not by
water only. His blood " cleanseth us from all sin " his Spirit renews the soul. Calvin
II.

;

—
— ——

!
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says the blood figured atonomect, the water ablution. The side of Christ, he says,' waa
the fountain of our sacraments.
IV. Forgiveness of sins is a fundamental element of this redemption. The gospel of
Christ is a gospel of forgiveness. Sin is blotted out freely through Christ's merit.
need nothing short of forgiveness, and should not rest till we have it.
V. All this is to be enjoyed in union to Christ. " In whom " we have redemption.

We

Thus union to
Ver. 10.

Christ

is

Christ the

the turning-point of all blessing-

Head of

all,

" To gather together under one head

all

things

Unity a

characteristic of God's works.
Unity of the solar system, the
stars, the heavens.
In the moral and spiritual world there are diverse orders of
holy being. To us only two are known— angels and men. But there maybe many

in Christ."

more. All these it is God's purpose to form into one economy. Jesus Christ is the
have some glimpses of this in the Apocalypse. Besides
Centre of this great plan.
countless angels, " Every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the
earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them, heard I saying," etc. (Eev.
This does not imply that there will be nothing outside this glorious host of holy
V. 13).
beings ; for the Apocalypse affirms the contrary.
I. This subject gives us an exalted conception of the place of honour to be occupied

We

Christ in eternity; As was his humiliation, so will his glory be.
It gives us also an exalted conception of the glory and dignity of all true
believers.
How glorious the fellowship of such an order of beings 1 How insignificant
the honours of earth, for which men toil so hard

by

U.

Vers. 13, 14.
The seal oj the Spirit and the earnest of the inheritance. I. Thb
1. In hit
Spmrr is himself the seal by which believers are known as God's.
inward operations on their hearts. (1) Revealing to them the all-sufficiency of the
Saviour.
(3) Satisfying
(2) Enabling them to close most heartily with his offers.
them with Christ and his blessings. (4) Drawing out their hearts in love, trust, and
cheerful obedience.
(5) Conforming their wills and affections to the will of God.
2. In the outward effects of his working: (1) Generally, in their contrast to their former
life.
(2) In their renewal in knowledge, righteousness, and holiness. (3) la their
specific points of resemblance to Christ.
(4) In their active interest in Christ's work
and kingdom. (5) In their visible ripening for heaven.
n. The Spirit is also the earnest or the inheritance. Heaven a condition
more than a locality. Heaven is brought to men before they are brought to heaven.
Renewal of soul is the beginning of heaven. It is thus the firstfruits of their inheritance.
It is the pledge and assurance of " more to follow." Apart from this there
" Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."
is no heaven.

—

23.
Prayer for spiritual growth. General characteristics of Paul's
Vers. 15
prayers (see Exposition, ver. 16). The prayer is (1) retrospective ; (2) prospeetive,
Consists of thanksgiving (ver. 16).
Happy key-note for
I. Retrospective.
prayer.

supplication.
Here we may note : 1. The name by which
see Exposition).
2. The blessing sought, viz. further illumination in the knowledge of God's will. 3. The points needing to be more fully revealed,
viz. : (J.) The hope of his calling, or to which he calls.
(2) The riches of the glory of
his inheritance in the saints.
(3) The greatness of his power toward believers.
4. The working of God's power in Christ, as foreshadowing his working in believers.
(1) In his resurrection. (2) In his elevation to God's riglit hand. (3) In his universal
dominion. (4) In his relation to the Church.
seem to luxuriate
:
To what a glorious elevation we are carried in such prayers 1

n. Prospective. Of
God is invoked (ver. 17

;

We

Observe, again, that all is connected with Christ and his
If the power that raised Christ should raise us, to what a glorious elevation

in infinite stores of blessing.

redemption.
should we rise

Ver. 22.

—

(1)

I

Christ

Head

over

Head of the Church

;

aU

and

things for the Church. The double headship of Chrilt
Head over all things for the Church,

(2)

—

OH.

1.

I.

—
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As Head of the Church, he

is

11

the sole Fountain of authority, grace, influence,

No other to be set above him or alongside of him on his tlirone.
As Head over all thinos for the Church, he has complete control

blessing.

1. Over
Over the angels, to command their services. 3. Over all kings and rulers, heathen and Christian, to counteract
their opiiosition or summon them to his side.
4. Over Nature and all her resources.
philosojAy, art, science, literature, etc. 6. Over all
5. Over the whole realm of mind
the stores of grace and blessing (see Fs. ii.). But this headship of Christ is not to be
held as superseding civil authority, which is a Divine ordinance in its own sphere.
Though Christ is Head over all things for the Churub, he has not called his ministers to
share this authority ; he keeps it in his own hands.

II.

the devil and all his hosts, to restrain their malice, etc,

:

2.

—

The GJiurch the fulness of Christ,
The Church, when completed, will
fulness of Christ's love, arace, wisdom ; it will r. fleet the fulness of his meekness, self-sacrifice, forbearance, and bountifulness ; it will show the fulness of his power
to bless the individual and to regenerate the world.
Ver. 23.

show the

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vers. 1, 2,
IVie salutation.
The apostle introduces his Epistle by a duplicate order
of ideas: a double blessing "grace and peace;" a double source of blessing "God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ;" a double designation of the Christian people
"saints and faithful in Christ Jesus;" and a double source of authority "an apostle
of Jesus Christ by the will of God."
L The author. " Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God." As one
standing outsirle the circle of the twelve, who overshadowed all others by his
immense authoritj^it was necessary he should preface his Epistle by the mention of
his independent apostleship.
Yet in no spirit of vanity or self-assertion does he use
the high language of apostolic authority and inspired conviction. He disclaims all
personal merit in his call.
His apostleship was linked with grace in its original
bestowal; therefore he speaks of "grace and apostleship" in the same breath (Eom.
i. 5) ;
it was "by the will of God," not by the suggestion or call of man, that he found
his place in the service of all the Churches.
For us the interest of our author's name
Las a profound significance for, though in language of the deepest humility he speaks
of himself as "the least of the apostles" and "less than the least of all saints, " he
stands before all coming ages as the great apostle of the Gentiles, whose personal history and writings fill one-third of the New Testament Scriptures, and who, more than
any other apostle, has shaped the theology of Christendom in its best periods, supplying at once the bone and marrow of the evangelical system of thought.
II. The pbhsons addbessbd. " The saints which are at Ephesus, and the faithful in
Christ Jesus. " 1. This double title seems to suggest the objective and subjective sides
of Christian life for if it is God's work to make saints, "it is man's to believe;" we are
chosen to salvation " through sanctiflcation of the Spirit and belief of the truth " (2
God has joined these two principles together let not man put them
Thess. ii. 13)
asunder.
3. It is in Christ we obtain our standing both as saints and as believers.
He is made unto us " wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctiflcation, and redemption"
The expression, " in Christ, " which occurs here for the first time in this
(1 Cor. i. 30)
Epistle, is found thirty-three times in the New Testament. Christian life, like revela-

—

—

—

;

;

:

.

.

3. The Christians at Ephesus had grown from twelve disciples
(Acts xix. l)into a large and influential community, worshipping the Lord under the
very shadow of the great Temple of Diana. The apostle has a deep personal iuterest in
the fortunes of a Church established in the very acropolis of paganism the first of the^
seven Churches of Asia forming the third capital of Christianity, as Antioch was the
second and Jerusalem the first. He remembers the three years of untiring and anxious
labour he had spent in the city, as well as the interest of the Ephesian Christians in
himself and his work which he seeks shortly to intensify by the projected visit of a
" beloved brother and faithful minister in the Lord" (ch. vi. 31, 33)
The Apostle Paul
was unique among the apostles of Christ for his quickness in finding out a common

tion, is Christo centric.

—

—

.

—

;
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grouncl of interest among the believers of every place, for his deep yearning after
•ppreciation, and the heartfelt joy of finding his services recognized by the Churches
he served, as well as by the facility with which he held a hundred interests in his
hand, and engaged the sympathy of all sorts of men in the cause of Christ.
" Grace be to you, and peace, from God our
III. The teems of the salutation.
Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ." This is the apostle's usual salutation to
Churches it is only in the pastoral Epistles that he adds the word " mercy " but its
form suggests a beautiful and significant blending of the Greek and Hebrew methods of
salutation, as if to anticipate the share of Jew and Gentile alike in the future blessings
of the gospel.
How sweetly Christianity sanctifies the common courtesies of life ! 1.
The double hlessing. " Grace and peace." The word " grace" has a unique history among
English words. It means ever so many things, all suggestive of the happiest associations, and has never suffered that contraction of meaning which has spoiled the moral
beauty of so many other words. In the gospel sense, whether it applies to the origin
of man's salvation or to the Christian disposition which is the result of it, grace marks a
beautiful movement of life in the direction of blessing given or received.
Grace is the
key-note of the Ephesian Kpistle. Grace is the well-spring of all blessings. " The way
to heaven lies not over a toll-bridge, but over a free bridge, even the unmerited grace
Peace is the fruit of grace, which can never be severed from
of God in Christ Jesus."
It is the very testament of Christ : "
its fruits.
peace I give unto you : " the
very equanimity, firmness, serenity, of his own life carried into the lives of his saints.
This peace so " keeps the heart and mind " that nothing can break down a spirit so
established.
The two graces are here in their due order; for there is no peace without
They cover the whole space of a believer's life ; for if it begins in grace, its
grace.
latter end is peace.
The Lord always has " thoughts of grace and peace toward us "
2. The double Source
(Jer. xxix. 11). They are together the bright sum of the gospel.
cf blessing. " From God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ." There is a
(sertain intensity of bright suggestion in the asserted origin of these blessings.
God the
Father is the " God of grace " (1 Pet. v. 10) and " the God of peace " (Heb. xiii. 20)
and equally so " grace and truth came by Jesus Christ " (John i. 17), and he is also
our Peace (ch. ii. 14). But the Father is the original Fountain of all blessings, and
the Son the Dispenser of blessing to us. The juxtaposition of Christ with the Father
No man's name can be
is the significant proof of the divinity of the Son of God.
placed beside God's in the dispensation of Divine blessings. The Holy Ghost is not
named, because it is he who communicates the grace and the peace. Similarly, the
believer has " fellowship with the Father and the Son " (1 John i. 3), but the Holy
Ghost is the power of this fellowship. 3. It is neither improper nor unnecessary to
need a continuous
pray for grace and peace, though we already possess them.
supply and a continuous experience of both blessings. Believers are, therefore, fully
justified in coming boldly to a throne of grace, that they may obtain mercy and find
grace to help in time of need. T. 0.

—

—

My

We

—

The blessings of redemption. Full minds overflow in long sentences. The
Ver. 3.
sentence which begins with the third verse runs on continuously to the fourteenth,
marked all the way by many rich and happy turns of expression. The apostle pours
forth his thoughts with a splendid exuberance, which dazzles common readers, but is
kindling to congenial minds. The whole passage is " a magnificent anthem," in which
the ideas " suggest each other by a law of powerful association," It takes up the spirit
of the psalmist, " Bless the Lord, O my soul : and all that is within me, bless his holy

Name " (Ps, ciii.),
I, The blessings abb traced dp

to the Father as thbib Souboe, It is he who
has blessed us with all spiritual blessings in Christ Jesus, It is a mistake to represent
the Father as a harsh creditor, who has no point of contact with his debtor except at
ibe moment when the bond is being discharged ; or to represent the Son as the tender
and compassionate. Redeemer, who prevails with his Father to grant a salvation he is
unwilling to bestow. The true source of salvation is in the Father's heart, and the
mission of the Son was to execute the loving will of the Father who is in heaven. The
atonement was the effect, not the cause, of Divine love. Jesus did not die on the cross
The cross could
that God might be induced to love us, but because he did love us.

—
OH.i.

—
,
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is an eternal perfection of the Divine 'nature, seeking
an object on v/hioh to exhaust its riches. But the cross was the mode in which, for
reasons Icnown to himself and partially disceinihle to us, it was expedient and neces-

not originate Divine love, wiiich

sary that his love should be expressed.
But then the same God who exacted the
atonement has also provided it and therefore we may glorify the love of the Father
for " herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and gave his Son to be
;

the Propitiatio)! for our sins."
II. But if the fountain of all cue blessings is in the Father's heart, thbv
The God and
n,OW DOWNWARD TO US IN THE CHANNEL OF ChBIST's MEDIATION.

Father of our Iiord Jesus Christ is our covenant God. God, being his Father, becomes
our Father ; foi " we are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus " (Gal. iii. 26).
The blessings flow first from the Father to Christ, and then from Christ to us. Jesus
"
said to Mary, " I ascend unto my Father, and your Father to my God, and your God
(John XX. 17); not, says Augustine, "I ascend to our Father and our God," but first
mine, then youca, as if to indicate the distinction between his own essential sonship and
their derivativa sonship by adoption.
But it is a distinguished part of the Christian's privilege that not only "he is Christ's," but "Christ is God's" (1 Cor. iii. 23),
;"
according to the prayer of Jesus himself, " All mine are thine, and thine are mine
for it was an iilea near to the apostle's heart that Christ and the Church are one
one
Head and one body and that Christ in the Church and the Church in Christ are God's
possession. Therefore we can understand the grandeur of the conception that all God's
blessings descend to us in Jesus Christ.
III. Thet 4 BE SPIRITUAL BLESSINGS.
There is no allusion to earthly blessings
riches, honours, beauty, pleasures
as if New Testament believers had ascended to a
higher platform than that held by Old Testament saints. God " has provided some
;

—

—

—

better thing for us." The spiritual blessings include all that is involved in the Father's
electing love, the Son's satisfaction for sin, and the Holy Spirit's application of redempthu:< see the relation of believers to the three Persons of the blessed Trinity.
tion.
It is "all spiritual blessings," but they are so linked together in the Divine order that
if you have one you have all:
he did predestinate, them he also called:
and whom he called, them he also justified : and whom he justified, them he also
glorified."
Christ's ministry began with words of blessing, in the eight beatitudes of
his first sermoii.; his gospel brings with it fulness of blessing (Rom. xv. 29); and the
final glorification of the saints is accentuated in the glorious words of the Judge,

We

"Whom

" Come, ye blessed of my Father."
IV. These itLESSiNGS connect us with heaven. They are spiritual blessings in
heavenly places. The reason is that Jesus Christ, as our Forerunner, has gone within
the veil, with he anchor of our hope iu his hands, to fasten it upon the " two immutable things in which it was impossible for God to lie" the promise and the oath of
God, so that we might have a strong consolation who have fled for refuge to the hope
His forerunnership is identified with his represenset before us (Heb. vi. 18
20).
tative position as the Head of all true btlievers; and his presence in heaven is not only
a sublime guai antee of spiritual blessings accruing to us while on earth, but a pledge
that "where he is we shall be also." Thus we can understand why our hope should
be laid up " in heaven " with its " many mansions " (Col. i. 5) why our hearts ought to
be there in supreme aspiration (Col. iii. 2); why our citizenship should be on high
(Phil. iii. 20); and why we should identify the scene of our future blessedness with all
)

—

—

;

that

is spiritually

aspiring

on

earth.

—

BB0CPIENT8 OF these blessings. " Us " emphatically Jewish and Gentile
believers, with special reference to those who loved Christ, and maintained their
integrity in thu great focus or centre of Grecian vice and Eastern fanaticism, to which
the iipistle wa.i addressed. There is no depth of iniquity to which God's mercy and
grace cannot descend. T. 0.

V.

The

—

Thi origin of our blessings: the election of grace. The difficulties
Ver. 4.
that attach to this doctrine do not arise from any ambiguity in the Scripture proofs
which support it, but from the nature of the doctrine itself, and its apparent inconsistency with other doctrines of Scripture. Many of the difiioulties, indeed, that we
associate with the doctrine are Involved in the doctrine of Divine providence ; so much

—

—
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so that William III. could say to Bishop Burnett, " Did I not believe absolute predestinatiou, I could not believe a providence; for it would be most absurd to suppose
a Being of infinite wisdom to act without a plan, for which plan predestination is
only another name." Predestination is but God's plan of aciion ; providence is the
evolution of that plan. " If this providence has ordered and ordained everything which
relates to the temporal lot and life, it is absolutely inconceivable that man's eternal lot

should be determined without God's eternal counsel being fulfilled therein" (Oosterzee).
I. The election op grace, which is
thr foundation op all cub spiritual
BLESSINGS, HAS Christ FOR ITS Oentrb for " God hath chosen us in him."
are
regarded as exigting in him, even in the Divine plan.
The Son of God is the Firstborn,
as well as the eldest Brother of the vast family of God.
He who is the Centre of
creation, providence, history, U also the Centre of the Divine plan.
II. The election is founded on the good pleasure of his will, which is
ABSOLUTELY ONE WITH HIS MORAL PERFECTIONS, AND CANNOT, THEREFORE, PARTAKE
OF AN ARBITRARY OHARAOTEB. The great question is Is God or man the author of
salvation? Are not fail h and repentance, thouL^h man's acts, God's gifts? Is not the
Christian God's workmanship
"cre.ited in Christ Jesus unto good works"?
Is it
possible to maintain the doctrine of grace without referring man's salvation to God ?
The system which rejects an election of grace does not make provision for the salvation
of a single soul.
III. The election is from eternity.
It is " before the foundation of the world."
It is as etiTnal as God himself, and not, therefore, founded in man's excellence, or even
originated by sin, like an after-thought to rectify disorder or mistake ; for believers are
chosen, not on the ground of foreseen holiness, but that they may become holy, their
faith itself being the effect, not the cause, of their election.
IV. It is an election to adoption or to holiness for " God hath chosen us in him
"
the positive and the negative sides of
.
. that we should be holy and without blame
Christian life or he hath " predes'inated us to the adoption of children."
holy God
cannot choose us to be anything but holy. Holiness is the end of our calling, as it is of
our election. The Church of God is to be finally "without spot, or wrinkle, or any
holy heart is a happy heart," even
such thing." Holiness is the way to happiness. "
in this worid of care.
V. It is as election of individuals. There is a national election, or an election
to covenant privileges
but there is an individual election inside it " Israel hath not
obtained that whioli he seeketh for, but the election hi\th obtained it " (Rom. xi. 7).
This fact is further manifest from the manner in which the Apostle Paul comforts
believers, and urges them to sanctification by reminding them of their personal election.
Believers are coinforted besides with the assurance that their names are vnritten ia
heaven, or in the book of life (Phil. iv. 8 ; Luke x. 20 ; Heb. xii. 23).—T. 0.

We

;

—

—

;

—

.

—

A

A

;

:

The adoption. " Having predestinated ns to the adoption of sons by Jesus
Ver. 6.
Christ to himself." " Adoption " in Scripture expresses more than a change of relationIt thus combines the
it includes the change of nature as well as the change of relation.
blessings of justification and sanctification, or represents the complex condition of the
In a word, it presents the new creature in his
believer as at once the subject of both.
new relations. This passage teaches
I. That adoption originates in the free grace of God ; for we are predestinated
thereunto. By nature we have no claim to it. " It is not a natural but a constituted
None
relationship." The idea is nut of sonship merely, but of sonship by adoption.
can adopt into the family of God but God himself, and therefore it may be regarded
as an act of pure grace and love. " Behold, what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon ns, that we should be called the sons of God!" (l John iii. 1). He may
ask the question, "How shall I put thee among the children?'' but he has answered it
graciously in the line of covenant promise : " 1 will be a Father unto you, and ye shall
be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord/' (2 Cor. vi. 18).
II. That adoption is in connection with the Person and mediation of Christ.
He is not merely the Pattern of sonship to which we are to be conformed, but the
adoption is "by Jesus Christ." The apostle declares elsewhere that " we are all the
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus" (Gal. iii. 2C), and that " God sent forth his

—

OH.
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Son, made of a woman, made under the Law, to redeem them that were under the Law,
It is evident from these
that we might receive the adoption of sons" (Gal, iv. 4, 5).
passages that we do not receive the adoption menly in virtue of Chri-st's incarnation.
Some modern divines hold that tho adoplion springs, not fi'om the death, but from the
birth of Christ ; that its benefits are conferred upon every member of the human race by
virtue of the Incarnation ; that Christ being one with every man, the Root and Archetype
of humanity, all men are in him adopted and saved, and that nothing remains for faith
bvit to discern this oneness and his salvation as already belimging to us.
1. This
theory makesChrlst, and not Adam, the Head of humanity. Yet Scripture makes Adam
tho true head of humanity, and Chiist the Head of the redeemed. Christ is no doubt
'ailed " the Head of every man " (1 Cor. xi. 9), in so far as he is " the Firstbor n of every
creature," and as " all things were created " by him and for him but the allusion is nut
10 the Incarnation at all, but to the pre-existent state of tho Son, and to the fact tliat,
But
according to the original state of thln^;s, the world was constituted in him.
•ne whole race of man is represeuted as in Adam (Kom. v. 12). How else can we
"That was not first which was
understand the parallel between the two Adams?
" The first man was made a living soul the
rpiritual, but that which was natural."
last Adam was made a quickening spirit."
Is it proper to regard Christ as the Archetype
of fallen humanity alienated from God, and needing to be created anew in the Divine
image (Col. iil. 10; ch. iv. 24)? 2. This theory is inconsistent with Scripture, which
They are both means to an end : the
aiakes the Incarnation and the cross inseparable.
tixpiation of sin, the vindication of Divine justice—'the meritoiious obedience to be
rendered to the Law. Jesus was born that he mij;ht die. The jvent of Golgotha not'
only explains but completes the event of Bethlehem. Our Saviour came to save the
he came to give his life a ransom (Matt. xx. 28) ; he came into
lost (Matt, xviii. 11)
the world to save sinners (1 Tim. i. 15) he took part of flesh and blood to destroy death
(Heb. ii. 14) he was manifested to destroy the works of the devil (1 John iii. 8) ; it
was on the cross he triumphed over principalities and powers (Col. ii. 15). There are a
hundred passages in Scripture which ascribe our salvation to his death to one passage
It is a suggestive circumstance that he should have appointed
ascribing it to his birth.
the Lord's Su]iper—and should have appointed no
tt festival to commemorate his death
1'he eflect, if not the design, of this theory
similar festival to commemorate his birth.
IS to destroy the necessity for the atonement, and thus to avoid the offince of the cross.
The Incarnation is presented to us as a remedial arrangement by virtue of its connection with the cross, and the connection of man with Christ is represented as corrective
of his connection with Adam. Our primary connection is with the first Adam, and
we only attain to conueetioa with Christ by regeneration.
Scripture
III. That adoption is foe those who abb united to Chbist bt faith.
"Ye are all the children of God
is exceedingly plain in its testimony upon this point.
by faith in Christ Jesus" (Gal. iii. 26); " As many as received him, to them gave he
power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his Name" (John i.
12) ; " As many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God " (Rom. viii.
Yet it is said that faith does not make the sonship, but discerns it as already
14).
The proper office of faith, however, is not to recognize the blessing of adoption
ours.
as ours, but " to receive and rest upon Christ alone for salvation," as he is oflered to us
in the gospel." The blessings of salvation are not conferred on all men prior to their
The union between Christ and believers, of which the
faith or without their faith.
Scripture is so full, is not accomplished by our Lord's assumption of our common
nature, but is only realized through an appropriating faith wrought in each of us by the
grace of God.
IV. That the issue of the adoption is to bbinq believers at last ikto communion with God himself. " Ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's." We are brought
"the family in heaven and in earth " (ch. iii. 15) of which
into the Divine family
God is the Father ; for " adoption finds its ultimate enjoyment and blessing in God."
If we are thus brought to God and belong to God in virtue of our adoption, ought we
not with a profound earnestness to aim at a high and spiritual tone of living ? T. 0.
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

Ver. 7.

BedemptUm through Wood.

Implying deliverance from

sin,

" Redemption "

Satan, and death.

is

a large

and exclusive term,
mere remission of

It includes, not the

—
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which is, however, the primary element in it ; nor the mere adoption, though that
the consequence of it for " we are redeemed that we may receive tlie adoi)tioD o(
sons " (Gal. iv. 4), but the completed sanctification of our souls and the consummated
redemption of our bodies. The price of redemption is the blood of bim who is here
described as " the Beloved."
I. The redemption is not, ant more than the adoption, effectbji by the inoabNATION, BDT BY THE DEATH OF Christ. More was needed for redeniption than tlie
mere birth of the Redeemer, else he need not have died. Tlierefore we preach, not the
person of Christ, nor the child born, but Christ crucified, "the wisdom of God, and
But
the power of God." Some lay stress upon his life rather than upon his death.
the one righteousness on the ground of which we are justified, consistfi at once of the
obedience of his life and of the sufferings of his death. Our Saviour was our Substitute
both in life and in death. Yet Scripture assigns the greater prominence to the death.
We are " bought with a price ; " " We are redeemed by the precious blood of Christ."
Not only is redemption set forth objectively in Christ's person, because he is of God
made unto us "redemption" (1 Cor. i. 30), but the ransom price is definitively
described as "his blood," considered as the reality of the ancient Haorifices and as
procuring the full salvation which they only figured foith.
II. The redemption is not a mere moral renovation.
Some divines say the
work of redemption is wholly subjective, its sole aim being the moral transformation
of the sinner, or the rooting of sin out of the soul. They say, indedd, that no such
thing as remission of sin is possible, except through the previous e:,ttirpation of sin
But, according to Scripture, redemption includes everythuig necessary to
itself^
both justification
salvation, both the change of condition and the change of character
and sanctification. And both these come to us in virtue of Christ's blood. If nothing
was required for salvation but the exercise of spiritual power upon uti, no person need
have come from the bosom of the Godhead, and there need have beea no crucifixion.
The double aspect of Christ's death is presented in such passages as these : " He bare
our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins, should live unto
righteousness " (1 Pet. ii. 24) ; " He gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from
all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good works " (Titiu
That is, his ultimate design is to deliver us from sin itself. But the moral
ii. 14, 15).
power of the cross depends upon those substantial objective benefits which it procures
On the theory of some modern divines, the redemption cannot extend to Old
for us.
Testament saints at all, for they have not seen the manifestation of Divine selfsacrificing love which we have seen in the cross.
The original word implies this " we
III. It is a redemption still in progress.
Naturalistic writers give us a dead Christ.
But we
are having " this redemption.
have a living Saviour who, because he was crucified once, is dead no more, but "ever
He is now carrying on in heaven the work of our
liveth to make intercession for us."
ledemption. The Holy Spirit applies to ub all its blessings, and seals us unto the day
T. C.
of redemption.
sins,

—

is

—

—

—

The forgiveness of sins. Redemption consists essentially in forgiveness »«
fact in respect of importance and of order, not as a mere element belonging
the more advanced stages of Christian life, nor as dependent on the renovation of our

Ver. 7.
its

to

primary

nature.
I. Sceipturb asbeetb a direct causal connection between the blood of Christ
and the forgiveness or bins. 'I'here is no absolute forgiveness. Christ's blood
w«s shed for the remission of sins (Matt. xxvi. 28). The original word for forgiveness

a judicial term, referring to deliverance from the punishment due tii sin rather than
Scripinre does not say that Christ contemplated a mere
deliverance from its power.
moral redemption though sanctification as well as justification is included in his
work ; nor does it teach that his death was a mere example of self-s&crifice, or merely
designed to confirm the truth of his doctrine or to ratify the promise of an absolute forIn that case, the Old Testament saints could have no share in the benefits
giveness.
But Scripture clearly teaches that forgiveness is the direct result
of Christ's death.
of the atoning death, without any addition of works of ours or works of Law to Kcure
is

—

exemption from punishment.

—
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Forgiveness i» the
FoROiVENEBS IB TO BB DiSTiNaniSHED noM ATOKEMiiirr.
God ns Judge ; atonement is the act of Christ as Surety. The atonement is tha
foundation or ground of forgiveness. It is from the neglect of this distinction that
some divines declare the impropriety of onr praying for the forgiveness of sin, inasmuch
The atonement
as all our sins, past, present, and future, were put away in one day.
was certainly made in one day ; but forgiveness is a continuous act. To purchase a gift
We cannot expunge a debt till it has been
is a different thing from bestowing it.
contracted, and we were not in existence when Christ died, either to sin or to receive
" But we were not in existence to be atoned for." The cases are difforgiveness.
ferent.
A father can lay up property for an unborn son, but the son cannot come into
possession till he is bom. Besides, if all our sins were forgiven at Christ's death, how
could pardoned believers ever have been guilty? And why should there be examples
II.

act of

in Scripture of prayers for forgiveness ?

The

"According to the riches of his grace."
obioin or the foboiveness.
to us through the blood of Christ, it is really traceable to the " riches
of his grace." It has been said that ransom and the exercise of grace are not consisYet the apostle here expressly asserts the consistency of the two things
t-ent.
complete satisfaction and a free pardon. Though the pardon is free to us, it was not
procured without the payment of a price. The grace of God is the source or impelling
cause in our redemption; the blood of Christ was the meritorious ground of it.
may, therefore, glorify God for " the riches of his grace " in the full forgiveness of all
our sins. We may, therefore, " be of good cheer," for our sins are forgiven us ; we
may love him much for the much that he has forgiven us ; and call upon our souls to
" Who forgiveth all our
bless the Lord for all his benefits, and especially for this
iniquities."
^T. 0.
III.

Though

it

comes

—

We

—

—

Hie revelation of the mystery. It was the high distinction of the Apostle
Ver. 9.
Paul that to him, and not to any one of the twelve apostles, was committed the
It is
revelation of a great mystery. Ten times is this mystery named in his Epistles,
;
i:alled significantly " his gospel " for which he was, indeed, an ambassador in bonds
but a gospel even more gloriously practical than it was speculative in its tendency
and chtracter. It was a revealed secret, " hid from generations " ^indeed, hid " from
;
the foundation of the world " a matter, not indeed unknowable, but simply unknown
till it came to light through the revelation of this last apostle.
The
I. ThEBE is a time when the WOBIiD IB NOT EEADT FOB Gfop'S KTSTEEIE8.
Divine purpose might be defeated by a premature disclostire to minds untrained for
The presence of mysteries is a sort of moral training for man, in so
their reception.
far at it stimulates a sort of sober and -devout inquisitiveness in minds blunted by sin,
while reason needs likewise to be humbled under a sense of the necessity of illuminaWhile we sit under the solemn shadows of Divine mysteries,
tion from on high.
we feel the need of lifting up our mantled eyeballs to the great Father of lights.
II. The mybtebt does not come without dub pbepaeation havino been made
FOB IT. Not only is the Kew Testament contained in the Old, but the whole preChristian period iEJ one long preparation for the coming of Christ. Not only the types
and prophecies of the Mosaic dispensation, but the whole history of the world, with all
the marvellously intricate movements of providence, had a certain Christward tendency
and leaning, as if to prepare the way for him who was the end of the Law, the
turning-point between the old and the new time, " the pivot on which the entira plan
of God moves." Thus we find " the Incarnation to be the centre of gravity to the
world's great movements."
IIL But this mtstebt op the gospel which the apostle madb known was a
VKBY LABQE AND INCLUSIVE THING, EMBBAOING JeW AND GbNTILE, HEAVEN AND EAETH,
IN ITS FULL AND OEADUAL DEVELOPMENT. Sometimes it appears as if it meant only
Christ : " To whom God would make known what is the riches of the glory of this
mystery among the Gentiles ; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory " (Col. i. 27).
Sometimes it appears as if it included U'^thing but the reception of the Gentiles into
the Christian Church upon conditions of perfect equality with the Jews : " The
mystery of Christ, which in other ages was not made known unto the sons of men,
18 it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit ; that the
;

—
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Gentiles should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and partakers of his promise in
Christ by the gospel " (oh, iii. 4 6).
It was no mystery to pre-Christian ages thai
the Gentiles would be afterwards included in the Christian Church for the prophetic
Scriptures are full of the subject ; but it was never known till after the day of Pentecost that the theocracy itself was to be abolished, and that a new dispensation was tc
be established, under which the old distinction of Jew and Gentile was to be abolished.
Sometimes it appears as if it meant a Divine purpose or plan, with Christ for its Centre,
stretching out over the whole length of the Christian dispensation, and finally
re-collecting into one " things on earth " and " things in heaven " (vers, ti, 10).
In fact,
it means all three things ; for the Divine plan for " the summing up " of all things
included, as one of its earliest and most momentous facts, the inclusion ol' the Gentiles
in the Church, and Jesus Christ as the very Centre of the whole Divine dispensation,
to wliom shall be " the gathering of the people " in all ages of the world.
This is the
mystery of the gospel : not the Church, as some say, restricting the term to believers
of the Christian dispensation ; for it was by the Church the mystery was to be made
known : " To the intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places
might be known by the Church the manifold wisdom of God " (ch. iii. 10), Yet the
Church was included in this glorious mystery of God, as the form in which there
should be the final " summing up " of all things in heaven and in earth. T. C,

—

—

—

" The dispensation of thefvlnesi of times." This marks the period during
which the summing up of all things is to be accomplished the period of the disVer. 10.

—

pensation of grace.
I. ThS TEBU BUOOGSTa THE IDKA OF A PLAN OR BT8TEM, KOT OONSISTINO OF MERE
JBAGMEHTABY AND CNEBLATBD PAKT8, BUT A THOROUGHLY COMPACT AND OBOANIZeO
SYSTEM, IN WUIOa THE INDIVIDUAL PABT8 HAVE THEIB DUB PLACES IN THE WORKINQ
OUT OF A DESTINED BEBULT. Just as in Creation there is a unity of plan with certain

typical ideas and regulative numbers \ym?, at its basis, so there is in God's dispensation a certain succession of times and seasons working out the purposes of his will.
" God is the Steward of all time." The God who has made of one blood all nations of
men " hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation "
(Acts xvii. 26). Christianity marks a new era in history, dividing it into two unequal
parts, the appearance of Christ marking the turning-point between them.
II. This dispensation dates fbom the FinjiESs of times, that ib, feom the febioo
WHEN ALL THE TIMES DESTINED TO FBECEDE IT HAD BUN OXTT. The pre-ChristiaU agOS
have seen their end in Christ's advent, which becomes thenceforth " the fulness of
times." It was a chronological as well as a moral fulness. The epoch in question is
the best time in the Divine calendar ; for it is God's time, and he is the Lord of all
time. The age that saw the advent of the Saviour was ripe for the event. It was
"the time appointed by the Father" (Gal. iv. 2). The Roman power had opened
highways for the gospel in every land by its immense conquests and its large toleration,
Greece gave the world the richest of languages to become the vehicle for New
Testament inspiration. Meanwhile religion had outlived itself, and scepticism mocked
at the decaying superstitions of the people, " The world by wisdom knew not GkxL"
All Gentile experiments in living bad been tried, but with the unvarying result ->f
Meanwhile there was at the heart of heathenism a mysterious
disappointment.
longing for some change in the world's destinies, and the eyes of men turned inEtincWhether this tendency sprang up among the dispersion of the
tively to the East.
Jews over the East and the West, or from some instinctive longing, it was God's will
that the Gentiles should, with a conscious need of redemption, feel alter him for themAmong the Jews, likewise,
selves, " if haply they might find him" (Acts xvii. 27).
;
there was a significant " waiting for the consolation of Israel " idolatry had totally
disappeared ; new and more liberal ideas prevailed, in spite of the bigotry of the sects;
and many hearts were prepaiod to welcome the " Desire of all nations." " The full age
hdd come," when the heir would enter on his inheritance, Thus the advent was in
every sense " the fulness of times." It was " the due time " when Christ died for the
ungodly. The world had waited long for it. The purpose of God had only to receive its
fulfilment by the coming of Christ. Equally so still is there a longing in the heart
Men may try experimenta in life; they may taste of iti
of men for • Saviour,

wMe

—
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pleasures ; they may try to extract from it all the wisdom the world can give ; but
there is still a void which nothing can fill till he cornea whose right it is to possess
aud subdue and save the soul for himself. ^T. G.

—

The summing up in one of dU things in Christ.

Ver. 10.

(rod hid for ages, but

L

now

This was the mystery of

revealed.

It implies a PEIOB separation op the things EB-COLLBCTED OB EBOATHBBED TO

in Jesus Cubist as Centbb ob Head. Sin is the great divider. It sejiarates man
from God it separates man from man ; it causes a schism within man himself.
Rebellion introduced disorder. There was a break of moral continuity between earth
and heaven caused by the Fall. " Earth was morally severed from heaven and the
worlds which retained their pristine integrity." The primary reference here may be to
the separation or enmity which so long held apart the Jew and the Gentile, but it
undoubtedly has a wider reference to the relations between heaven and earth which
were so profoundly affected by the fall of man.
II. The OBJECTS of the eeunion.
1. Jews and Gentiles, so long apart, are now
" made both one " through the blood of the cross. Men try in our day to bring about
a union of humanity on a basis of moral rule, or of socialism, or of the creed of
" liberty, equality, and fraternity; " but the cross is the only reconciler of man to man.
It is only under Christianity that any approach has been made toward a juster view of
human rights, and toward a more genuine interest in the welfare of individual men,
2. The whole Church of God in heaven and in earth is reunited in Christ.
This
includes the saints of all dispensations, who, whether they lived under the comparative
twilight of the Jewish dispensation, or in the days of antichristian apostasy in our
own dispensation, found their home at last in glory. There are those who imagine that
the pre-Christian saints do not belong to the Church of God, because this Church, they
affirm, first came into being on the day of Pentecost, and therefore they assign to the saints
of Jewish times an inferior place of glory in heaven. The Church of God for which
Christ died (ch. v. 2) must include the saints of all time. This is the Church which he
hath purchased with his own blood, and, if the Old Testament saints are not in it, they
are lost. There is no redemption apart from union with the person of the Redeemer; fur
the one sentence in the Corinthian Epistle covers the destinies of the whole human
race : " As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shalh all be made alive " (1 Cor. xv. 22).
Ana if we are Abraham's seed, we must have union with Christ ; for " they that are of
faith are blessed with faithful Abraham " (Gktl. iii.).
Those, therefore, who are to be
gathered together in Christ must include the saints of every dispensation. 3. The
augels of heaven are probably included among " the things of heaven." When we consider that Jesus Christ is Head of angels as well as men, that the angels are ministering
spirits to the heirs of salvation, that they had a profound interest in the work of
redemption, that the Church itself was to be the means of instructing them in the
wonders of God's plan of salvation (ch. iiL 10), that the angels themselves may have
been confirmed in their holy steadfastness by the Son of God, that our Divire
Redeemer continues to wear in the sight of angels the human nature he wore on earth,
^it is no extravagant speculation that all the heavenly hosts are united under a new
Head, and in a new bond in virtue of the grand transaction of Calvary. 4. There seems
no just reason for believing that the passage sanctions the restoration of lost men and
The parallel passage in Col. i. 20, which speaks of " things in heaven and
lost angels.
things on earth " that is, the redeemed saints of earth and heaven seems to exclude
such an interpretation.
The reHwllecting or regathering ia twiceIII. The centbb op bbunion is Chbist,
told as in him. An apcient prophetic voice spoke of him as the One to whom " shall the
gathering of the people be" (Gen. xlix. 10). He is the Centre of everything in the
He is the Centre of nature, for not only were all things made by him, but in
universe.
him they consist; he is the Centre of providence, for he upholds all things by the word
of his power ; he is the Centre of Christendom, just as he was the Centre of the old
theocracy ; he is the Centre of the Church invisible, for he is its Head and its Life ; he
is the Centre of heaven, for it is the Lamb that is in the midst of the throne ; he is
the Centre of the Godhead itself, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. It is, therefore, in him
that " all things in earth and all things in heaven " are re-collected or gummed up, for the

God

;

—

—
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showing forth, with a lustre before unknown, of the majesty and glory of God,
them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one " (John xvii, 23).

"I

in

—T. C.

The lelieve.i'i inheritance. This is for the children, who are not only
Vers. 11, 12.
partakers of the knowledge of redemption, but heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ
Jesus (Rom. viii. 17). Property in this world usually goes by inheritance, but it is not
so with Heaven's highest blessings. They are " not of blood, neither of the will ol
man," but of God. The serious question suggests itself Have we any part or lot in the
great gathering together in Christ of whieh the apostle has just spoken ? "
hare
obtained an inheritance."
I. The natiteb of this inheritancb.
It is difficult to describe it, because " It doth
not yet appear what we shall be;" but it is described more negatively than positively
in Scripture, rather by the absence of certain things, that we may the better understand the things that are really present in it. It is "incorruptible, imdefiled, and
unfading;" there shall be in our future life no more death, nor curse, nor night, nor
weeping, nor sin, nor transitoriness. But it is possible to gather up from Scripture
some of the positive elements in our future inheritance. Man's twofold nature, as body
and spirit, demands a twofold satisfaction. 1. There are many mansions in our Father's
house; there are lieavenly places not made with bands; there is a better and more
enduring substance in store for us. The promise of Jesus, " Where I am, there ye shall
be also," carries with it the assurance that our future home will be adorned with all the
art and workmanship and glory our Redeemer has lavished upon this world, with all its
sins and miseries.
It cannot be that the Son, the Creator, will be less powerful when
he stands at the head of a redeemed world, or less willing to show forth his glory as
the Author of all the beauty which has been ever seen or dreamt of. Whether our
future home is to be a star, or a galaxy of worlds, or a vast metropolis, it is reasonable
to suppose that it will display infinitely more material glory, as the expression of his
creative genius and his infinite love, than he has ever lavished upon this beautiful world,
with all its deep scars and its traces of sin and sorrow. 2. But there are certain
spiritual aspects of our future inheritance, concerning which we may speak with more
confidence. (1) There will be a vast increase of knowledge as well as of the capacity
We shall know even as we are known (1 Cor. xiii. 12). It will be a
of knowing.
knowledge which will dispel error, disagreement, ignorance, which will make us marvel
at our own past childishness. (2) There will be holiness, for " without holiness no man
;
shall see the Lord " and the Church will be presented to him at last " without spot,"
because without a trace of corruption ; "without wrinkle," because without one trace of
decay, but " holy and without blemish" (ch. v. 27). (3) There will be rest and satisfaction of heart. The weary heart of man says, " I have seen an end of all perfection,"
but the believer can say in happy assurance, " I shall be satisfied when I awake in thy
likeness " (Ps. xvii. 15). " Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, for they shall
Their rest will be that of
rest," not from their works, but only " from their labours."
joyful strength, of congenial employment, in a perfect world. (4) It will be a social
blessedness ; for the elect shall be gathered from the four winds, that they may dwell
together, seeing the same glory, singing the same songs, and rejoicing in the presence of
the same Lord. "To be with Christ" is not inaptly described as the hope of the
believer, for he is the chief and central Source of the heavenly joy.
"In whom we have
II. Believers hate the inheritaiice through Christ.
obtained an inheritance." It is not a hereditary possession, like an entailed estate ; for
grace does not run in the blood. It comes to us through Christ, He purchased it with
his blood. His righteousness gives us a title to it, as his grace gives us " a meetness
;
for the inheritance of the saints in light " and now he keeps possession of it for us,
writing our names upon the royali va of heaven, and will put us into full and final
possession at the last day.
III. The inheritance is accordino to the Divinb pubfose; for we are "predestinated according to the purpose of him who worketh all things after the counsel of his
are predestinated, not to adoption merely, but to the inheritance that
own will."
The Lord provides a heavenly portion. It is a sure portion, because it is
it involves.
according to a purpose that cannot be frustrated. Qiace ia the key-nota of this Epistle.
Our tialvatioD is first and last of grace.

—

We

We

—
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" That wc should be to the
is to promote God's oloey.
Believers are either in their lives to be " living epistles of Christ,
to be known and read of all men," as instances of the power of Divine grace, or they
are to set forth his praises by ascribing everything to his grace and nothing to their own
merit.—T. 0.
IV.

The end ob dbsion

praise of his glory."

"Who

Ver. 12. Hope 4n Christ.
first hoped in Christ."
Hope, as one of th»
great springs of human action, is to be distinguished fi:om simple foresight or simple
expectation ; for the one may be a foresight of evil, the other an expectation of coming
misfortune. Hope, on the contrary, is the expectation of future good.
do not
hope for mistake, or for misfortune, or for pain ; we hope for what will fill our future with
" Hope is the noblest ofispring, the first born, the last buried child of forebrightness.
seeing and forecasting man." Hope is often illusive, but the hope of the gospel is real
on account of its deep, strong, and immutable foundations.
I. Jesus Christ is the true Foundation of oub hope.
So strongly linked with it,
"
indeed, that he is expressly called "our Hope" (1 Tim. i. 2), and " the Hope of glory
(Col. i. 27).
To have hope in Christ is a higher thing than to have hope directed
towards Christ. What is there in the person or work of Christ to awaken or sustain
our hope ? 1. In his atonement there is a foundation laid for the hope of pardon in
the heart of the chiefest of sinners. 2. In his present work as our High Priest and
Intercessor there is a foundation laid for the hope of purification.
3. Christ in us
"dwelling in us by faith" is the assurance of our hope; for it is Christ in us who is
the Hope of glory. 4. Christ is the Pattern of our hope, for when he shall appear, we
hope to be like him, being " predestinated to be conformed to his image."
5. The
climax of our hope will be reached at his appearing, for that is the blessed hope of the
Church.
are " to hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought unto you at
the revelation of Jesus Christ " (1 Pet. i. 13).
II. The source of oue hope
Christ.
are predestinated thereunto (ch. i. 11).
It is the " God of hope " who causes us " to abound in hope " (Bom. xv. 13) ; it is he
who gives us "a good nope through grace" not of nature or man's merits, for it
is ascribed to his " abundant mercy " as the spring of it (1 Pet. i. 3) ; and he gives
ua "the patience and comfort of the Scriptures, that we may have hope" (Eom. xv. 4).

We

—

We

m

We

—

ChEIST. " Who first hoped
This was the great privilege of the Jews^ The Gentiles were last, not
first, in their enjoyment of Christ.
The Apostle Paul deemed Andronicus and Junia
highly favoured, becau.se " they were in Christ before him " (Rom. xvi. 7). It must
always be subject of pious regret that we had not an earlier experience of Christ ; for we
should thus have been preserved from many sins and follies ;. we should have had such
a fuller enjoyment of his gospel, and we should have had many more opportunities of
doing good. T. 0.
III.

It

IS

A HIGH PRIVILEGE TO HAVE AN EARLY HOPE IN

m Christ."

—

Ver. 13.
The meamt of satvation. "The Word of truth, the gwpel of your salvation." This double title is significant because the faith which cometh by hearing has
a relation at once to the understanding and to tke will. The Word of truth is to satisfy
the understanding ; the gospel of salvation is to satisfy the will, which embraces Christ

—

is freely offered in the gospel.
It is the " Word of truth "
not cunningly devised
fables or illusory dreams of men ; for it comes from the God of truth, it has Christ the
Truth for its substance, and the Spirit of truth applies it by imparting a true spiritual
discernment of its meaning. It is " the gospel of your salvation ; " for it is " the power

as he

to salvation to every one that believeth " (Bom. i. 16). Therefore we ought
" to take heed what we hear " (Mark iv. 24), and to ponder one of the signs of a
godly character, " He that is of God heareth God's words " (John viii. 47).
" Faith cometh by hearing,
I. The Scriptures are necessary to oub believing.
and hearing by the Word of God" (Rom. x. 17). " Receive with meekness the ingrafted
Word, which is able to save your souls " (Jas. i. 21). Not but that in some extraordiaary cases God seems to have converted men without the agency of preaching or
of the written Word Divine mercy suddenly coming into contact with men that were
not seeking for it, and found in quarters where it might least be expected. It is very
doubtful, however, whether in cases of this sort, the Word of God, once learned but long
of

God

all

—

.

—
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may not have been revived by the Spirit ot God as the means of salvatioo.
The Scriptures "make wise unto salvation" (2 Tim. iii. 15), and souls need to be nourished
up with the words of faith and good doctrine, even with the wholesome words of our
Lord Jesus Christ. The parable of the sower shows the uses of the seed (Matt, xiii.),
IL The Spirit of God is necessary to the dub reception of the Word. Thus the
Word of God is called the sword of the Spirit (ch. vi. 17 Heb. iv. 12), which he holds
in his hand as an instrnmont of power.
We are " born again, not of corruptible seed,
but of incorruptible, by the Word of God" (1 Pet. i. 23), The influence of the Holy
forgotten,

;

Spirit is uniformly distinguished from that of the truth itself; because it is necessary
to the reception of the truth (1 Cor. ii. 12—15). It is true that faith cometh by
hearing, but there is a bearing which brings no faith ; therefore the Spirit is needed
to give effect to the truth. " Open thou mine eyes, that I may see wondrous things
out of thy Law." Men see by the light, yet the eyes of the blind are not opened by
the light. The Spirit must give efficacy to the Word, that it may save the souL
III.
ought to study the Scriptures in a right spirit. 1. Reverently, because
they are the Word of God, and not the word of man. 2. Meekly (Jas. i. 21), with a
humble and submissive temper. 3. In faith (Heb. iv. 2); for else the study were
utterly unprofitable. 4. Prayerfully (Ps. x. 17); for the Lord will thus prepare the
heart.
5. Practically (Matt. vii. 24, 25), that our life may be a comment upon the
Word.—T. 0.

We

Faith in Christ. "In whom having believed." Faith is a God-given
on an all-suflBcient Mediator.
I. It is more than a mere belief of the truth : it is an act of the will ; it is
trust in ^ Person.
It has been strongly urged in our day that faith is simply the
" It is simply believing that
belief in God's testimony that Christ has died for ns.
Christ died for me." There are two statements here : Christ is the Saviour of sinnerg
he bas saved me. The first is true, whether I believe in him or not ; the second only
becomes true on my believing. Faith is not believing that I am saved ; it is believing
Ver. 13.

reliance

•

in order tt; be saved.
The grant of salvation is absolute or it is not. If not, the grant
does not make the pardon mine before I believe ; if it is absolute, it makes the pardon
mine before I believe ; so I am justified before faith and therefore without faith. On
this theory of faith, faith is utterly impossible ; for the soul would require to accept the
man may firmly credit the
proposition, "I am saved," in order to be saved.
testimony of God, and yet doubt whether he is himself a believer, though he is
convinced that Christ will save all true believers. The position of some is practically
If this is true faith, we cannot deceive ourthis : " I believe that I am a believer."
selves ; for the more firmly a man believes he is a believer, the stronger must his faith
But nothing but a theory of universal .salvation could warrant a sinner, while
be.
he is still a sinner, to believe that Christ died fur him and will assuredly save him.
The apostle said to the Galatians, " Let no man deceive himself " but on this principle
there is no need for any warnings against self-deception.
n. Faith is trust in a Person. It thus becomes the insti-ument of our justificaIt is the receptive organ or the jpind by which the graciously provided ransom
tion.
is received by the sinner ; or, it is the bond which attaches him to Christ.
When the
object of faith is stated in Scripture, it is presented in connection with certain significant
are said to believe in or upon Jesus Christ.
forms of grammatical construction.
This form occurs fifty times in the New Testament, and the object is always a Person,
and not a statement to be believed. If faith, indeed, is not taken to include trust, we
have not a single exhortation in the whole New Testament to trust in the Lord like
what occurs so often in the Old Testament ; and if faith does not include trust, where
is the evidence that the Old Testament saints had faith at all, apart from the Epistle
to the Hebrews (Heb. zi.) ; for in the Old Testament they are not said to believe, but
»lways to trust in the Lord ?
III. Faith is thb bustainino prinoipia of oub Christian lifk. It is not the mere
root-principle ; it is the continuing principle of it for the apostle says, " The life which
He who
I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God " (GaL ii. 20),

A

;

We

;

believes receives the saving blessings
Christ undei thrae gracious aspects :

which Christ's death procured. Faith apprehends
" Christ for ua," for our justification ; " Christ in

—
CH.

1,1—28.3
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OB," for OUT Banctifioation ; " Christ with us," for comfort and confidence. These are not
three separate blessings, any one of which we may have without the others, but three
parts of the Christian's privilege, bound up together in the same bundle of life, and
given upon our believing. There is a mysticism which speaks of Christ in bis people
which fails to realize Christ for his people; but our fellowship of life with Christ is not
redemption, but as the Bible everywhere represents it, aa the result, reward, and fruit
of the ransom offered by our Divine Redeemer.—T. 0.

The tealing of the Holy Spirit. " In whom, having believed, ye were
spoken of rs a past process, but, though dating from a certain specific
point of time, it is continuous in its operation.
I. The nature of the sealino.
It is something different from faith, as the sealing
of a letter is different from the writing of it. In the order of nature there must be a
difference; in the order of time, the faith and the sealing may -be contemporaneous.
The sealing implies the direct contact of the seal with the thing sealed, and an
impression made by it. It has both an objective and a subjective meaning. It is
objective so far as it is for identification. "The foundation of God standcth sure,
having this seal. The Lord knowetb them that are his " (2 Tim. ii. 19) ; for the Lord
sets his mark upon believers to keep them safe for himself ; and it is aliio for security,
for " we are sealed unto the day of redemption" (ch. iv. 30), that is, to be preserved unto
that day, the sealed ones of the Revelation being expressly sealed for safety (Rev.
vii. 3).
Then it is subjective as it involves the assurance of faith, saints being thus
assured of their interest in the favour of God and in the blessings of his kingdom.
"Faith is the hand that takes hold of Christ; assurance is the ring which God puts
on faith's finger." Believers as sealed by the Spirit have the witness within themseltres that they are children/if God ( I John v. 10 ; Rom. v. 5 ; viii. 18).
II. The Sealeh.
This is God, not the Holy Spirit; for it is said, "Now he which
stablisheth us with you in Christ, and hath anointed us, is God, who hath also sealed
The Holy
us, and given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts " (2 Cor. L 21, 22).
Spirit is not the Sealer, but the Seal.
Jesus Christ. " In whom
III. The Persok into whom bblievebs are sealed
ye were sealed." The sealing has direct relation to our union with Christ, as the
passage implies ; but the apostle also says, " He which stablisheth us with you in
Jesus said, " At
[rather, ' into '] Christ is God . . . who hath also sealed us " (2 Cor. i. 22).
that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you." TLua
all the three witnesses in heaven, as well as the three witnesses on earth, concur in the
testimony to our interest in the blessings of salvation. Our sealing is indeed in virtue
of the sealing of Christ himself; for " him hath God the Father sealed '' (John vi. 2i).
IV. The seal is not baptism, or the Lord's Suffer, ob extraordinary gifts,
BUT THE Holy Spirit mMSELF. " Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, in whom ye were
sealed till the day of redemption " (ch. iv. 30), as marking the element or sphere of the
sealing.
God stamps the image of his Spirit upon the Christian soul ; and all that is
Vers. 13, 14.

sealeil."

It is

—

involved in the Spirit's operation

—

love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,

meekness, temperance (Gal. v. 22)—is worked into man's spirit ; for " we all,
with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the
same image from glory to glory, as /rom the Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor. iii. 18), that

faith,

is,

as reflecting his image.

Y. The sealed are believers. It is not truths, or promises, or experiences, that
are sealed upon the heart ; it is believers themselves who are sealed. A hard, cold,

The believing heart must be melted by the love
lifeless heart cannot receive the seal.
Bhed abroad by the Holy Ghost, just as wax is melted to receive the device carved on
the seal, before it can be in a state receptive enough for taking the impress, that is, the
witness of Divine favour and security.
This seems implied in the very nature of
YI. The ihdeiiiilitt of the seal.
the term employed, " ye were sealed " in the past tense. " Whatever bears Qod's
image will be saffly carried home to his bosom," The seal that may be broken is no
" Ye were sealed till the day of redemption "—till no day short of that ; but
security.
It is this security that supplies
it is a sealing that implies a perseverance in holiness.
IJm strongest argument why we should not grieve the Spiiit. The apostle does not

—

!

—

U

—
;
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Buggest the fear of the Spirit's withdrawal, but rather the ingratitude of belieTers
eould grieve One who had done so much for them. ^T. 0.

—

who

Ver. 14. The believet's earnest of his Divine inheritance. The Spirit is the earnest
the sample as well aa pledge of future blessedness.
It is now we see the purpose of the
seal.
It is because the Spirit is an earnest of our inheritance that his indwelling is
a seal. The earnest is the same in kind with the prospective inheritance. It is " the
inheritance in miniature." It is a sample of the stock, a pledge that all the rest will
come in due time. The indwelling of the Spirit is part of the blessings of redemption,
and a security for our enjoying the rest. Therefore it is called " the firstfruits of the
Spirit."
Three times does the word " earnest " occur in tha New Testament in relation
to the work of the Spirit.
I. It has belation to an eternal inheritance
to "the redemption of the
purchased possession," that is, the final deliverance from all evil which is to take place
in the end of all things.
It is an earnest of that completed redemption.

—

II. It 18 also an earnest, not of the resurrection merely, nob of the
CHANGE OF LIVINO BELIEVERS AT THE BESUERECTION, BUT OF A CONDITION OF GLOET
BETWEEN DEATH AND THE RESURRECTION for the apostle refers specially to this fact in
2 Cor. V. 5, " Now he that hath wrought us for the selfsame thing is God, who also hath
;

given unto us the earnest of the Spirit."
III. The indwelling of the Spirit is kbpbesented in Rom. vin. 11 as the
PLEDGE OF the FUTURE LIFE OF THE BODY ; for there is a redemption of the body
(Rom. viii. 23), because the Spirit is equally the Source of the life we derive from
Christ, both for body and soul.
This earnest redounds to the praise of God's glory, as
God is glorified in the security of believers. T. 0.

—

Ver. 15.— The prayers of an apostle. In other Epistles the apostle introdnces his
expression "of thanksgiving at the beginning, but here he brings it into the very heart
of a doctrinal statement, enumerating in successive steps the immense blessings of
salvation.
I. It 18 THE INSTINCT OF A HOLT HEABT TO PBAY FOB THE BPIRITUAL WBLL-BEING
OF OTHERS. " It is an angel's grace to rejoice over the conversion of sinners." But
Paul had the care of all the Churches daily upon his heart ; they all had a place in hia
supplications, as well as individual Christians among them ; and he " ceased not " to
pray for them till he had received an answer to his prayers. He must have spent
a large portion of his busy life in prayer. How could he find time to remember all the
Churches in his supplications ? A godly pastor in America was in the habit of isolating
a day now and then for prayer for the whole world. When asked how he could find
matter for a whole day's supplication, he answered, " I spread out a map of the world
before me ; and as I know something of the religious condition of all the countries on
the map, I cannot be at a loss for matter." What a large heart was that of the apostle,
that could bear all the Churches up to the throne of God in earnest and affectionate

entreaty

—

The ground of

his THANKSGrviNa
"the faith and love" of the Ephesian
These two graces, like the two great commands of the Law, sum up in a
sense all the graces of the Spirit. " Faith and love are the two arms and the two eyes
without which Christ can be neither seen nor embraced." They have their origin in
the grace of Christ, which " was exceeding abundant in faith and love " (1 Tim. i. 14)
faith holding the first place, because "faith in the Lord Jesus Christ" is the first
principle of Christian life, because it worketh by love, because love springs out of faith
not love to God, but love to the saints, which is implied in this higher
(1 Tim. i. 5)
love ; for " he that lovetli not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God
whom he hath not seen?" (1 John v. 20). It was a catholic love " to all saints,"
with all their differences of character, habit, and life. The apostle was thankful for the
exhibition of these two graces at Ephesus, not only because he had been the instrument
of their conversion, but because they marked the interest of his disciples in the blessings
He was delighted, besides, to find them persevering in grace: " Now I
of salvation.
live if ye stand fast in the Lord." The spiritual friendships of tiie apostle were marked
II.

Christians.

—

—

by great intensity of interest and

feeling.

—
«m.

1.
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IIL ThESB PRA.rEBS OF AN APOSTLE WOULD BE EFFECTUAL IN BKINQING DOWN
" The effectual fervent prayer of a nghteoua
BLES8IKO nroN THE Efhesian BAQIT8.

man

—

much."

availeth

^T.

C.

Ver. 17. Prayer far the Holy Spirit. The Ephesian saints had already received
the Spirit, for they had been sealed by him; but the apostle wishes the Spirit to
become a spirit of wisdom and revelation, for further enlargement in a spiritual sense
can only be realized in the direction of new knowledge. Some persons say it is wrong
The
to pray for the Holy Spirit, as it seems to imply that be has not already come.
apostle here expressly prays for the Spirit. Our prayers always acknowledge the Spirit
as already come, and already operating with power in the Church, and what we desirn
from time to time is the individual application of his blessings to our hearts. Similarly,
the apostle wislies grace and peace to Churches which already rejoiced in the experience
" Ye have received an unction from the Holy One, and ye know
of both blessings.
all things."
Jesus is the Holy One ; his Spirit is the unction ; the knowleclge of all
things the result. This unction imparts the germ and substance of all knowledge.

—T.C.

Ver. 17. Prayer for the knowledge vf Ood. The apostle prays that the spirit of
wisdom and revelation may be given, so that the Ephesian saints may have a fuller
knowledge of God. Knowledge is an essential factor for promoting growth in grace.
He does not pray for holiness, but for knowledge, because he knows it is only through
the fuller knowledge of God, imparted by the Divine Spirit, that holiness can be
promoted. Thus he prays for the Colossians that they may be " filled with the knowledge of God's will in all wisdom and spiritual understanding " (Col. i. 9) that they
may " walk worthy of the Lord unto all pleasing." He prays for the Philippians that
" their love may abound in knowledge and all judgment " (Phil. i. 9) the knowledge
and judgment being indispensable both for the regulation and for the increase of love.
Similarly, Peter prays for the Christians of the dispersion, that "grace and peatt may
be multiplied through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus our Lord " (2 Pet. i. 2).
" The knowledge of God is thus the first and best of all the sciences." T, G.
;

;

—

—

7%e connection between the heart
Vur. 18.
heart being enlightened."

and

tht intellect.

"The

eyes of ycur

L This is a singular expression. Yet it is true in philosophy and true in life, as
well as consistent with Biblical language.
Scripture speaks of applying our hearts unto
wisdom (Ps. xc. 12), and of " the understanding of the heart " (Luke i. 51).
II.

The HEART POWERFULLY INFLUENCES THE UNDEESTANDINO. LarOChefoUCauld
own cynical manner, " The head is the dupe of the heart." There is often

says, after his

undoubtedly a divided interest in the soul of man, where two powers are fighting for
the mastery. Coleridge said, at a certain point in his speculative career, " My head was
with Spinoza, while my heart was with Paul and John." Scripture is most emphatic
in marking the connection between knowledge and holiness.
We " grow in grace and
In knowledge" together, the two growths not hindering but helping each other.
" Blessed are the pure in heart : for they shall see God." Purity of heart gives the insight.
And purity of heart rather than accuracy of thought, is the order of the kingdom. " If
any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God " (John
How often do we find in human life that interest, vanity, fear, party spirit,
vii. 17).
determine the conclusions of the intellect
Our opinions often depend upon our lives
quite as much as our lives depend upon our o|jinions. Pichte says that our system of
thought is of en no more than the history of our hearts. Our judgment is often swayed
by our affections.
" The eyes ofyour heart being enlightened."
III. It is God who gives the inbioht.
It is God who " hath given us an understanding to know him that is true " (1 John v.
20) ; not a new faculty, but a new quickness or insight ; for " unless a man is born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God " (John iii. 3).
It is God who " giveth the
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ Jesus *• (2 Cor. iv. 6).
We are " not able of ourselves to think a good thought " (2 Cor. iii. 5), and our highest
knowledge is » Divine gift " To you it is glvea to know the mysteries of the kingdom
!

I

—
—

"
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God " (Luke viii. 10). It ought, therefore, to be the prayer of every Christian,
" Open thou mine eyes, that I may see wondrous things out of thy Law ; " and we are
encouraged in our supplication by the knowledge that " eye hath not seen, nor ear
heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which Qod hath prepared
for them that love him " (1 Cor. iL 9).—T. 0.
of

Ver. 18.
The knowledge of God and its outlets. The effect of the Divine illuminais to enlarge our knowledge in three different directions—pointing at once to the
hope that is lodged in the heart of our Divine calling, to the glory of our futors
inheritance, and to the greatness of the change involved in our regeneration by the Holy
Spirit.' The Apostle Peter reproduces exactly the same order of thought when he
blessed God (1) for having begotten us by the resurrection of Christ from the dead
to a lively hope ; (2) to an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and unfading ; (3) reserved
in heaven for those who are kept by the power of God unto salvation.
The ideas are
presented in exactly the same order. There is a grand alliance of blessings included in
the knowledge of God. ^T. 0.
tion

—

Ver. 18.
The hope of God's calling. It is impossible to appreciate the hope
understand th« true nature of the calling to which it is so beautifully attached.

till

we

I. The calling is the effectual call op God bt the Spieit.
1. It is posited
securely between predestination on one side and justification on the other ; for " whom
he did predestinate, them he also called: and whom he called, them he also justified "
(Rom. viii.30). 2. It is a call to peace : " Let the peaceof God rule in your hearts, to the
which also ye are called in one body " (Col. iii. 15). 3. It is a call to blessing : " Knowing

that ye are thereunto called, that ye should iiiberit a blessing " (1 Pet. iii. 9), 4. It
is a call to eternal glory: " The God of all giuce who hath called us unto his eternal
glory by Christ Jesus " (1 Pet. v. 10). It may, therefore, be well descriljed as a higt
or heavenly calling (Phil.

iii.

14.

;

Heh.

iii.

1).

New

hopd

is

lodged in the heart of this

calling.

The natubk of the

hofe. It must be regarded both subjectively and objectively,
both as a hope allied to joy "rejoicing in hope" (Eom. xii. 12), as "a living
hope" (1 Pet. i. 3), as a hope full of consolation (Heb. vi. 18), as a hope " that maketh
not ashamed " (Rom. v. 5), and as a hope connected with certain deep and strong
foundations. These are desciibed in the Epistle to the Hebrews the Epistle of the
better hope as " the two immutable things," the oath and the promise of God, terminating or ccuverging upon our great High Priest of the Melchisedec order, who is, by
virtue of his Atoning work, the real " Hope of gbry " made known to sinners (CoL i. 27)
We cannot know this liope, either subj^'ctively or objectively, without the aid of the
Holy Spirit; and therefore the apostle ja-ays,-" The God of hope fill you with all joy and
peace in believing, that ye may abound in hope, by the power of the Holy Ghost
(Rom. XT. IS). The apostie, therefore, prays here that the Ephesian Christians may
have an abounding assurance oi their interest in Christ based on the best possible
groands. 1. Every believer is called to have an assurance of bis personal interest in
Christ.
whde Epistle has been written to help toward this assurance : " These things
have I written to you that ijelieve on the Name of the Son of God, that ye may know
that ye have eternal life" (1 John v. 13). 2. It is implieil that believers may not fully
kiiiow "the hope of their calling."
Yet they may still be true bilieyers. Faith and
a.'i:iuiance are not to be confounded.
The hope in question is held by an anchor that
cannot be dragged from its sure holding-groumd (Heb. vL 18, 19).
II.

that

is,

—

—

—

A

"Hope of

all passions most befriends us here;
Passions of prouder name befriend us less;
Joy has her tears and Transport has her death.
Hope like a cordial, innocent, though strong,
Man's heart at once inspirits and serenes."

T. C.

know of this
Ver. 18.— ?Vi« rialies of the glory of Ood' s inJwritanee. How Tittle we
in our fuller
included
points
are
five
There
know
more.
desire
to
We
1
inheritance
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It is " a

purchased possession " (ver, 14), the price being the
of the Testator was necessary that " they which are
called might receive the promise of eternal inheritance " (tieb. ix. 15).
II. It is a eioh inhkeitanoe.
God is rich in mercy, rich in grace, rich in love,
rich in power, rich in goodness and forbearance but as to heaven, he is rich in
glory. It is there emphatically he will make many rich. Both here and there it will
be delightfully true: ''My God shall supply all your need according to his riches
in glory by Christ Jesus " (Phil. iv. 19). The rich glory of the New Jerusalem is
described in the Revelation (Rev. xxi.). Its riches lie essentially in the perpetuity
of its blessedness it is "an eternal inheritance."
I.

TITLE TO

IT.

The death

blood of Christ.

;

—

"The righteous shall shine as tke ran"
43), because they are received to the glory of God (Rom. xv. 7), and
called to bis kingdom and glory (1 Thess. ii. 12). The glory of God himself is to be
the light of heaven (Bev. xxi. 11).
ly. It IS A Fatbeb's inhebitanoe. And therefore he is here called " the Father of
glory."
are heirs of God as we are children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. " Eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which
God hath prepared for them that love him."
V. It is foe thb saints. " He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and I will
be his God " (Rev. xxi, 7).
need to have " the eyes of our heart enlightened,"
that we may know all the fulness of glory and blessing involved in these five suggestive
considerations.
^T. 0.
III.

(Matt,

It IB

A OLOBious INHEKITANOE.

xiii.

We

We

—

The power of Ood in salvation. "The exceeding greatness of his power
believe." This is the third thing the apostle wished them to know
their
furtherance
and joy of faith."
"for
sphbeb
of this working. " To usward who believe." Power will always
I. The
excite our admiration, but it will not inspire comfort unless it is exerted on our behalf. The devils know the power of Gad, but its exercise inspires them witU no comfort.
This power is manifested in the various parts of Christian life, both in grace
and in glory, from conversion to glorification. It provides all things that pertain o
life and godliness. It is God's saving power. 1. At the beginming of Christian life—in
our conversion. God 'hath delivered us from the kingdom of darkness and translated
us into the kingdom of his dear Son" (Col. i. 18). The apostle speaks of this power
in relation to his own conversion and apostleship : " Whereof I was made a minister,
aocording to the gift of the grace of God given to me by the effectual working of his
power " (oh. iii. 7). The gospel is the instrument of Divine power. It is " the power of
God unto salvation " (Rom. i. 16) ; for " our gospel came unto you, not in word only,
but in power " (1 Thess. i. 5). 2. In its progress in our sanctijication. The thought
of preserving grace is, perhaps, uppermost in the passage.
Believers are "kept by the
power of God unto salvation " (1 Pet. i. 6). Therefore the apostle prays that God would
" fulfil all the good pleasure of his goodness and the work of faith with power ''
"
(2 Thess. 1. 11). God "is able to do exceeding abundantly above all we ask or think
(oh. Iii. 20).
The apostle prays for himself that 'he may know " the power of his
lesurrectiou " (Phil. iii. 10).
There is power everywhere at work in our salvation
for it is thus that " the whole body increaseth with the increase of God by the effectual
working in the measure of every part " (ch. iv. 16). 3. At our final glorification.
"
shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like to his own glorious
body, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all things unto
Ver. 19.

to

usward who

i

'

—

Who

himself" (Phil

iii.

21),

n. The nature of

this foweb. "The exceeiling greatness of his power." It was
power that could overcome all obstacles. " If God be for us, who can be against us ?"
(Rom. viii. 31); "My Father is greater than all, and no man is able to pluck them
out of my Father's hands " (John x. 29). We argue from his power to his forgiveness,
and, therefore, in the Lord's Prayer, after we have asked for the forgiveness of our sins,
we plead for it on the ground, " Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory."
Let us not hesitate to accept the fulness of Biblical teaching through any fear of trenching
an the free-wiU of man. Man's freedom works freely -vrithin the sphere of God's power.
But the apostle does not content himself with merely {Kling up s cuiccession of poiases

—
—

;
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expreesive of the wonderful effects of this power. He places it side by aide with the
power manifested in the resurrection and glorification of the Redeemer. T. 0.

—

The power of the Resurrection. " Asoording to the working of his
Vers. 19, 20.
mighty power, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead." The
resurrection of Christ was at once an illustration and a pledge of our resurrection,
spiritually and physically, with himself.
It seems a strange thing to find an exercise
of purely physical power compared with an exercise of purely spiritual power. The
strangeness disappears when we consider the place of the Eesurrection in the scheme of
Christian doctrine. The fact of Christ's resurrection is to us both doctrine and life
" the very pillar and ground " of Christianity.
I. It is the constitutivb essence of Cukistianitt, histoeioally and hoballt.
Strauss admits that " Christianity in the form in which Paul, in which all the apostles

—

understand

it,

as

it is

presupposed in the confessions of

all Christian

Churches,

falls

with the resurrection of Jesus." In this fundamental fact we have the concurrent
witness of the apostles, of Paul in his gospel and his life, of the Gospels, of Jesus
himself, of the belief of the disciples, of the attitude of Jewish enemies, of the founding of the Church among Jews and Gentiles. If the Besurrection is denied, Vinet'g
remark becomes true : " A new history is manufactured for us in the interest of a new
theology."
II. It has great theological valxje ; fob it is the seal and ceown of Chbists
EEDEEMiNG BACEiFicE. "He was raised again for our justification" (Rom. It. 25). If
he was not raised, we are yet in our sins.
III. His eesubreotion bufflieb the image and the obocnd of oub benewal
into his FELLOWSHIP. (Rom. vi. 1 13;Col. ii. 10 13; iii. 1 10; Gal. ii. 20.) Jesus

—

—

—

himself expressively blends together the historical and the moral constituents of our faith
in the sublime sentence, " I am the Resurrection, and the Lire : be that believeth in me,
though he were dead, yet shall he live : and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall
never die " (John xi. 25). It is not simply that resurrection is the truest description
of the living personal experience of the believer from day to day, but by virtue of his
oneness with Christ he is "quickened together with Christ, and raised up together
with him, and made to sit together with him in heavenly places " (ch. ii. 5). Jesus'
extinction of the penalty of sin, his breaking the seal of death, his recovery for man
of the power of the Holy Spirit, all attested by the Resurrection, reveal it to us at the
same time as a source of moral light and power. This is " the power of the Resurrection "
that the apostle prays for (Phil. iii. 10).
lY. The besubbection is the pledge to us of pebsonal ihmortaleft, and his

EESOEEEOTION-BODT THE TYPE OF THE FUTUEE GLOEIFIED KAN. (Phil. ill. 21.) The
apostle says, " If the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you,
ne that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies through
Thus, first and last, the resurrection
his Spirit that dwelleth in you" (Rom. viii. 11).
of Christ is more than a mere illustration oi the power of God "to usward who
;
believe " it is a pledge of the continuance and consummation of all that is involved
in the redemption of Christ.

—T. C.

The exaltation of Christ. " And set him at his own right hsind in the
Vers. 20, 21.
heavenly places." There was power both in the resurrection and in the ascension of
our Lord. As the Resurrection was the seal of his redeeming sacrifice, his ascension
was the seal of the Resurrection, usually linked with it in Bible allusions, but specially
referred to by Peter (Acts ii. 33
36 ; 1 Pet. iii. 22). In John's Gospel there is an
emphatic reference to the event : " I came forth from the Father, and am come into the
world ; again, I leave the world, and go to the Father " (John xvi. 28). In the Epistle
to the Hebrews it receives greater prominence than the Resurrection itself THeb. ii. 9
iv. 14, 19).
It was a phrase in one of the earliest hymns of the Church
he was
" received up into glory " (1 Tim. iii. 16). The sitting at the right hand of God is the
Immediate and necessary sequel of the ascension from the earth. Several important
facts are implied in this heavenly session.
L Kingly dignity. This accrues to him from his obedience unto death (Phil, ii, 9 11),
and is neyer referred to Christ before his incarnation, but only to the God-Man after hi«

—

—

—

—

;
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he was in reality King as well as Priest before his incarnation. If ha
beginning, he was King from the beginning. The dominion of the
Mediator was conferred upon him in consequence of his obedience unto death, and was
yet enjoyed and exercised by him long before his death ; just as he saved men from
the beginning by the blood of the cross, as being the " Lamb slain from the foundation
of the world," The exaltation he received after death was not an accession of new glory
01 power, but the manifestation under new conditions of a glory he had from the beginning. This was th6 position assigned to him in the hundred and tenth psalm, " The
Lord said un to my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand." Its fulfilment is manifest in such
sentences as the following
" Him hath God exalted with his right hand to be a Prince
and Saviour " (Acts v. 31) ; " He was made higher than the heavens " (Heb. vii. 26)
"
he sits on the right hand of power " (Mark xiv. 62) ; he is " now set down at the
right hand of the throne of God " (Heb. xii. 2).
Thus, though " crucified in weakness,"
he " liveth by the power of God " (2 Cor. xiii. 14).
II. Kingly authoeitt.
Over all the principalities and powers, evil and good, in
two worlds for not only is he far above all these, but God " hath put all things under
his feet."
He had himself declared immediately before his ascension, "All power is
given nnto me in heaven and in earth " (Matt, xxviii. 18). There is nothing excepted
from the vast sweep of his power. All things whatsoever are his footstool. The brow
that was once crowned with thorns wears the crown of universal dominion. The
pierced hand holds the sceptre of the universe. Herein lies the sublime guarantee for
the preservation and completion of his Church on earth. He will ultimately triumph
over all his tinemies (Heb. x. 13).
This points to " the joy set before him " (Heb. xii. 2), the joy
III. Blessedness.
of holy love, because " he has received of the travail of his soul and is satisfied " (Isa.
liii. 11).
It was in allusion to himself that the bright words are used, " Thou wilt
show me thi path of life : in thy presence^is fulness of joy ; at thy right hand are
pleasures for evermore " (Ps. xvi. 11).
IV. Pbbpmtuity. He liveth ever to God without dying again (Rom. vl. 10). We
have to do with a risen Christ who dieth no more, and therefore can be ever helpful,
unlike our fi lends of earth, whose death ends all their relations to us.
v. Inter' iessoby wokk. He is our heavenly Advocate (1 John ii. 1). He has entered
heaven " for us," now " to appear in the presence of God for us " (Heb. ix. 24). It is
this presence of our High Priest which is so helpful to us in our many infirmities, and
Thus,
is the guarantee of our daily pardon in virtue of the great sacrifice on Calvary.
being reconciled to God by his death, we are saved by his life, in consequence of the
power which is unceasingly passing forth from the Head to the members (Rom. v. 10).
The salvaticn of Christ on earth and in heaven is one inseparable whole. Thus the
session of Christ is connected with the peace, the sanctification, the security, the hope
ascension.

saved

STet

men from the

:

—

;

of all believ{ rs.
VI. Les8')nb and bncouragbments to belibveeb. Our Saviour assumes and
exercises a lordship over the lives and over the deaths of all his disciples ; " for whether
we live or whether we die, we are the Lord's " (Rom. xiv. 8) ; and in the case of two
eminent disoiples, Peter and John, he claimed this lordship, " And if I will that he
tarry till I come, what is that to thee ?" (John xxi. 18, 22). Therefore all the energy
and devotio)i of our lives are to be given to him. He demands of us a heavenly direction
of mind (Col. iil 2), with a sense of our heavenly citizenship to keep us apart from the
ought to cherish a sentiment of holy fear, on account of
sins and vai>ities of life.
our relation to a Redeemer so highly exalted in glory ; and yet a sentiment of holy
boldness, knowing that our High Priest is on the throne of glory and of grace. T. C.

We

—

Vers. 22, 23.

Chrisfs headship.

The

Resurrection was the point of conjunction

between his crucifixion and his coronation. The headship to which he was exalted
had a twofold relationship : he was made " Head over all things to the Church," and
he was mado Head of the Church itself.
L His headship over all things. It is no new thought that our Lord is at the
head of the natural order of things ; for " without him was not anything made that
was made ; " " By him all things consist ; " he upholds " all things by the word of his
power," for " the government is upon his shoulders." But by virtue of his mediatorship

;
;
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subject to him all kings and nations, all angels in hearen,
advances and discoveries of science, are made tributary to the
Therefore no tveapon formed against her shall prosper. Chriswelfare of the Church.
tian people ought to derive comfort and aspiration from the thought that he who is the
Foundation of their religious hopes holds in his hands all the complicated threads of
providence and directs the course of human history. It is the one Divine hand which
clasps together the two great books of nature and revelation. This thought ought to
give fresh breadth and strength and healthiness to all our thoughts about him. Above
" If God
all, let us see in this fact the Divine guarantee for the safety of the Church.
be for us, who can be against us? " Jesus " filleth all in all," and therefore has the
inexhaustible resources of the universe at his disposal for the good of the Church.
II. Headship of the Chuboh.
There is a double relationship involved in this
headship one representative, the other vital. 1. The representative relation. He was
Head as he was Saviour (ch. v. 23). Believers were in him from eternity, for they
were chosen in him (ver. 4). " The covenant which was confirmed before of Gofl in
Christ " (Gal. iii. 17) was that in the terms of which they are saved ; the promise of
life is said to be in him (2 Tim. i. 1), as all the promises are " yea " and " amen " in him

the elements are
all

fallen angels, all the

—

(2 Cor. i. 20). Thus grace is said to be given us in Christ Jesus before the world began
(2 Tim. i. 9) ; and believers are said to suffer with him, to be quickened and raised
together with him, to sit together in heavenly places in Christ (oh. ii. 6). Christ,
indeed, as Head, stands for the whole body : " So also is Christ " (1 Cor. xii. 12). Thus
the representative relation extends from eternity to eternity. These passages of Scripture prove the groundlessness of the notion that Christ only became Head after his
resurrection with the view of proving that the saints of tlie Old Testament dispensation
do not belong to the body or Church of Christ. He was Head just as he was Saviour
for " he is the Head of the Church, and he is the Saviour of the body " (ch. v. 23).
Christ was not and could not be Saviour without death, yet he was the Saviour of Uld
Testament saints ages before bis death. There is no passage asserting that he became
Head through resurrection. The resurrection only declared his headship as it declared
If Christ was not Head before his incarnation, the Old Testament saints
bis sonship.
had no Mediator. Christ was the Head of all believers because, as being the last Adam,
2. The vital relation.
Christ is the Head of the body, the
all believers were in him.
Church, holding the same relation as the head does to the natural body. (1) As to life.
His life is the life of the members. " Because I live ye shall live also " (.John xi v. 19)
" The life I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God " (Gal. ii. 20).
The lil'e of the Church
If the head Is severed from the body, Kle becomes extinct.
depends upon its union with Christ; therefore it is a blessed truth, "He that is joined
to the Lord is one spirit " (1. Cor. vL 16, 17). Thus the apostle can say, as if his life
were merged in the very life of the Redeemer, " I live ; yet not I, but Christ liveth in
activity, the Source of all my holy desires, the Fountain
me," the Mainspring of all
blessedness. In a beautifully spiritual sense, believers can say, " In him we live,
of
and move, and have our being." (2) As to motion. It is the head which directs all
the movements of the body ; so it is Christ who " worketh all in all " (1 Cor. ii. 6) and
" fills all in all." (3) As to strength. The members of the body have no power of
self-motion ; they derive their power from the head. So all our power to fight against
Therefore the apostle prays for the Ephesians that they
sin is derived from Christ.
may be " strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner man " (ch. iii. 16) ; and he
says of himself, "I can do all things through Christ which strengtlieneth me" (Phil.iv.
13).
(4) As to sympathy. The sensations of the limbs are telegraphed back to the
pain
brain, which shows itself in constant sympathy with every part of the body.
So Jesus Christ knows all our sorrows and
in the smallest nerve is felt in the head.
our trials, and " cannot but be touched with a feeling of our infirmities." He says to
persecutest thou me?" and says to the whole company of the redeemed,
Saul, "
" Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these
brethren, ye have done
It is out of this close connection that the members
it unto me " (Matt. xxv. 40).
themselves ought to realize the power and the blessing of mutual sympathy. (5) As
Jesus Christ is not only Head of the Church, but Head over the
to subordination,
Church. The apostle says, " The Head of every man is Christ, and the head of the

my

my
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Why

my

woman
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the man, and the

Head

of Christ is

God "

(1 Cor.
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subordinate to the bead, though the suhoidinatjon is in its nature
Christianity is not ^nly Christ, but it is subjection to him as Saviour, Lord, and Guide.
The Church thus regarded refers not
III. The Chdboh as the body op Chbibt.
to any one body of Christians ; for there is no denomination on earth that contains all
the disciples of Christ, nor is there any denomination of which it can be said that all
It refers to the whole number of God's people,
its members are disciples of Christ.
redeemed by the blood of Christ (ch. v. 25). The Ephesian Epistle sets forth the doC'
never read in it of Churches, but of the Church.
trine of the Church in this sense.
The idea is that of one organic whole, represented under various images, borrowed at
vne time from a temple, at another from a house, at another from the head with its
different members, but it always signiticg a union of those united to Christ by faith,
whether they belong to earth or heaven. The Church is here described as at once the
body and the fulness of Christ. 1. The body of Christ. The most impressive illustra27.
He shows an
tion of the body is supplied by the same apostle in 1 Cor. xii. 12
analogy between the Church and the human body iu important particulars. (1) As
the body is one organic whole, because animated by one spirit, so the Church is one by
It follows, therefore, that believers must be one in
virtue of the indwelling Spirit,
But this union must have outward expression in the recogfaith, love, and obedience.
nition of all Christians as such, and in mutual helpfulness and harmony.
(2) As the
unity of the body admits of a diversity of members and organs, the unity of the Church
admits of a like diversity in gifts and ofBces. (3) As all the members of the body are
mutually dependent, each existing for all, so members of the Church have beneficiary
relations to each other for the purposes of edification or service.
(4) It is God who has
made the distinction among the members of the body ; it is he who bestows spiritual
Thus the body exists with a community of congifts according to his good pleasure.
diiaon, feeling, character; all the members bound up in one bundle of life, so united to
Christ that all his relationships are theirs his people their people, his Father their
Father, his home their home. ^2. The Church the f'idness of Christ. As the body is
not complete without the head, so the head is not complete without the body. The
Lord Jesus Christ is not complete without his Church. How can this be ? He himself
;
says, " My strength is made perfect in weakness " but is his power not always perfect ?
So the Church serves as <m empty vessel,
It is declared to be perfect in our weakness.
Every fresh convert added to
into which the Saviour pours his mediatorial fulness.
the Church adds to his fulness. His fulness is manifested by the variety of gifts and
graces he bestows on his members, who are always growing up into him who is t' e
Head (ch. iv. 15), growing to a stature, to a proportion, till we are filled with the fulness
of God. This view of the Church suggests (1) that if wa are vessels of mercy, we are
empty vessels till the Lord fills us with his Spirit. (2) It suggests the high dignity
of the Church. (3) It suggests the rich love of Goa who gave Christ as the Head of
the Church.
(4) It suggests the absolute safety and ultimate triumph of all true
believers.
T. C.
khat the

body

is

differeat in the three casus mentioned.

We

—

—

—

Yeis. 1, 2.
The salutation of the saintt. In the present case Paul, without associating any brethren with himself, proceeds to state his apostlesliip, and to transmit his
These saints had been gathered for the most part
salutation to the saints at Ephesus.
out of paganism, and this will account for the introduction, as well as many of the conWe note the following lessons as here suggested
tents, of this magnificent Epistle.
L The apostleship of Paui. had been keceivbd dibectlt fbom Jesus Christ.
(Ver. 1.) The name " Paul " was the Boman counterpart of the Hebrew " Saul," and
its use in these superscriptions to the Epistles was doubtless to conciliate those ChrisThis Paul, then, the man who had made the
tians who had once been heathen.*
interests of the Gentile world a chief concern, declares that he had received his apostleship from Christ directly. He thus repudiated any man-given or man-made apostleship.
It is Jesus who alone could make an apostle, just as it is he alone who can make a
All that any Church can do is to recognize a God-given qualification.^
minister.
:

'

Of. Earless,

'

Epheser-brief,' iu

Paul aux Ephesiens,' t» Um.
' Cf. homily on Qal. i. 1,

loe. ;

also

Honod'i

*

Explication de I'Epitie de Saint
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Paul was the apostle of Jesus, the man sent forth by the risen and reigning Tiord U
evangelize the heathen. Such a consciousness of Christ's consecration giive him great
power.

He

II.
HEBE BALUTBS Liyisa 8AIMT8. (VoT. 1.) Monod has pertinently remarked
that, while others seek their saints among the dead, Paul seeks saints, and so should we,
among the living. Saintliness should characterize all Christians. In fact, a Christian

a " person set apart, separated from the world, and reserved for the service of Jesus
and for the glory of God, according as it is written, ' This people liave I formed
for myself, they shall show forth my praise.'"
Accordingly, Psiul did not hesitate to
call the Christians at Ephesus " saints, for he expected from them saintly lives.
The
very name raised the standard of Christian profession throughout the Church at
Ephesus. And would it not he well for us to use it, and to strive always to deserve its
use ? It is to be feared that our saints, like those of Rome, are for the most part dead
and gone whereas what the age needs is saintliness embodied in flesh anil blood before
it.
It is only then that it shall come to acknowledge the power of the Christian faith.
Of course, Paul did not imply that every professor at Ephesus was saini ly. He used
the term presumptively, as a charitable spirit will. But the very use of the terra
raised the whole standard of holy living there and did immense good.
(Ver. 1.)
We take rurroi
III. These saints are full of faith in Christ Jesus.
in this -passage in the sense of men of faith. Paul thus states the principle of their
saintliness.
They had learned to trust Christ and to regard him as their King, and so
they came to be consciously consecrated unto all good vporks. Fidelity flows from this
They prove reliable men because they have first loamed to rely
living faith in Christ.
upon the Saviour (cf. John xx. 28 ; Gal. iii. 9). Let ns apply this principle ourselves.
If we trust Jesus as we ought, we shall find the trust working itself out into lovable
and lovely lives, and we too shall be saintly.
IV. Paul desires fob these saints the grace and peace of God. (Ver. 2.)
There is something beautiful in the old forms of benediction. We lose (heir fragrance
in our cold " Good-ljyes." The Greeks and Eomansiwere accustomed to wish their
;
correspondents " Safety " the Jews took the simpler form of " Peace." Hut the gospel
came to give to both a deeper meaning and breathe grace and peace (if the deepest
character into human souls. Hence these salutations of the saints. Goil's undeserved
favour coming forth as grace finds its effects in the responsive human heart in a
heavenly peace, so that the once troubled spirit comes into wondrous calm. What
Paul is about to state in his Epistle will not interfere with but rather de<ipen this holy
Is

Clirist

;

peace.
It is well for us to see the Fountain-head of blessing in the Father's hfart, to see the
channel of communication in his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, and to experience its
effect in the peace which passeth all understanding, which he has ordained should keep
our hearts and minds by Christ Jesus (Phil. iv. 6). The saints are meant to be peace^K. M. B.
^il spirits as they consecrate their energies to the service of the Lord.

—

— — 2%«

As soon as thu salutation of
electing and adopting love of God.
Paul proceeds to speak about the blessings he and they have received
from God. One curious expression meets us and constitutes the key of the whole
passage; it is "the heavenly places" (iv rots iirovpaviots) wherein the spiritual blessing
This cannot mean merely that out of the heavenly placiis the gracious
is experienced.
Father pours his spiritual blessings upon selected souls ; but, as a comparison of ch. ii. 6
will show, it means that the adopted ones are elevated in spirit even U the heavenly
places, where they as spiritually ascended ones can survey the Divine purposes and
Let uh, then, betake
appreciate the Divine blessings in a way impossible otherwise.
ourselves to these "heavenly places" by the blessing of the Spirit, ami see how the
Divine plan looks from such a vantage-ground. It is in this way we shall escape much
And we are
of the obscure thinking which prevails upon the electing love of God.
flere taught
(Ver. J{.) Paul puts
I. The Fountaik-head or blessinq is God the Father.
'
the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ " at the head ot all things. Out of that paternal
heart all spiritual blessing comes. The dispensation of grace is overshadowed by i
All the love which wells up out of parents' hearts for their children all tht
Father
Vers. 3
the saints

6.

is over,

CH.

I.
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love they lavish with varying success npon their prodigals, hut faintly images the
wondrous love that wells out of the heart of God. Yet the image, though but feint, is
real, and we may climb by the firm footing of analogy up from human experience to
some comprehension of the Divine love and plan. Just as earthly fathers plan blessings
of all kinds for their children, and give them these on certain understandings, so is it
with the infinite Father above. It is a Father with whom we have to deal, the
" Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."
IL The rule of BLESsiNa was the good plbasube of his will. (Ver. 5.) Now,
when we get up in spirit to the heavenly places, we have no difSculty in seeing the
truth and propriety of this arrangement. For the world above is one whose inhabitants have all learned to acquiesce in the good pleasure of the Father's will.
They
know that the pleasure of his will can be nothing else than good ; they are content to

by

They

assure themselves of everlasting blessedness in accepting of it as
And we have only to get to their standpoint and to perceive bow
good God is, to acquiesce at once in the good pleasure of his will. God is so good that
he could not will anything but what is good. If he has to will vengeance against any
of his creatures, it is because vengeance is better than impunity ; it is better that he
should strike home than that he should be still. Of course, it is hard for our natural
hearts which are so opposed to God to acquiesce off-hand in such an arrangement.
think it hard to have to depend absolutely upon the good pleasure of God's will ; but
we nave only to climb up a little by the Spirit's help and see how good he is, and then
shall we gladly and gratefully adore his pleasure as always good.
III. The Fatheb planned the blessino of his adopted children before the
FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD. (Ver. 4.) Starting from the sovereignty of the good God,
as the rule of all blessing, we have next to notice that the blessing of his adopted
children was deliberately planned from all eternity "before the foundation of the
world." The foresight of a father when carried into every detail of the children's needs
glorifies him in our estimation.
would not honour an earthly father who left anything to hap-hazard which he could have foreseen. Hence we conceive of the infinite
Father as leaving nothing to chance, but arranging all down to the minutest details.
should he, if he is
He did not leave a loose thread in the whole arrangement.
the omniscient and almighty God ? What is contended for in predestination, therefore,
is that the almighty Father left nothing to chance, but provided for everything in his
plan.
How this is compatible with human freedom is beyond our feeble comprehension; but that it is compatible we do most firmly believe. There are many problems
of advanced mathematics which as rusty mathematicians we cannot now nee how to
solve, and there are many problems of science which are to the most splendiu scientists
still unsolved ; but we should be foolish in the extreme to pronounce either insoluble.
So is it with the Divine predestination and the freedom of the creature. There is a
believe in both as
solution somewhere, but it is beyond our terrestrial calculus.
And in the heavenly places
facts, and we leave the future to bring the reconciliation.
to which the Spirit helps us to soar, we rejoice in the thought of that Divine plan
which left nothing out, but embraced everything.

abide

it.

their rule

and law.

We

—

We

Why

We

IV. The election of individuals was to holiness and blamblessnbss of
CBABACTBR BEFORE HIM IN LOVE. (Ver. 4.) Holincss and perfection are the ends
aimed at in God's electing love. It is because this is lost sight of that we have so
much confusion on this subject. God could not elect any soul to a salvation without
holiness
the idea has no meaning in the Divine mind. Men may desire to separate
salvation from holiness, to carry their sins with them into the heavenly world but
uch desires are vain, and under God's government they can have no realization. The
So long as a soul loves sin and hates holiness, he has no
election is unto holiness.
warrant to affirm any election. He may subsequently tvum from sin to God, and thus
receive the evidence within him ; but a soul that loves sin and hates holiness has no
business in dabbling with this doctrine of election. God saves no man except in the
process he makes him holy. Hence we must remember " they were not chosen because
they were viewed as holy, and therefore deserving to he distinguished as God's
favourites, on account of their obedience or personal purity, but that they should b«
;

;

holy,"

V.

And these
EPHESIANS.

individuals find themselves adopted into thk Divine fajoli

U
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We

(Vers. 6, 6.)
have seen that the inSnita
the Source of all blessing. But that Father has one only Son, the only
begotten, in his Divine family. The eternal Father had an eternal Son, and they held
This Son was and is the wellfello-vribip from all eternity through the eternal Spirit.
He always did the things which pleased the Father (John viii. 29). But,
beloved.
blessed be his Name, he was content to have "joint-heirs" with himself in his inheritance (Rom. viii. 17). Jesus showed no jealousy about enlarging the family circle and
Hence the Father set about adopting children,
about an abundance of brethren.
bringing into the charmed circle those who bad no claim to the position <»: to its
rewards. But every adopted child is made to feel that he is accepted of the Father for
Jesus as the Firstborn in the mighty family has so endeared
the elder Brother's sake.
himself to the Father that for his sake the Father accepts the persons of the prodigals
who are adopted into his family. There is no reason in us for our adoption there can
never be ; it is owing simply and entirely to Jesus Christ that we are accepted and
adopted. Hence there is in the plan, as so far brought before us, no ground for boasting.
Election and adoption alike rest on the good pleasure of God's will. They are sovereign
They have their root in sovereignty ; and as we rise into the heavenly places, we
acts.
li. M. E.
see that this is exactly as it should be.

Father

is

—

—

7 li.—JTie forgiveness and inspiration o/ the adopted ekildren. From the
and adopting love of God, Paul proceeds next to show how it manifests itself
We saw how they are accepted into
in the thorough culture of the adopted children.
the charmed circle for the Beloved's sake, and to him, indeed, owe aU. We are now
to notice how thorough is the provision mside for the upbringing of these adopted ones.

Vers.
electing

And—
I.

Thbouoh the blood of the Beloved thby abb bbdeehed and fobgiven.

For the selected individuals, so far from having any personal merit, are lost
Prodigals by nature and practice, they feel that they deserve not to be called
suns of God. They are brought to such a sense of unworthiness as to wonder at the
riches of God's grace which could make sons and heirs out of such material.
But the
great Father has provided redemption and forgiveness through the blood of his dear
terrible price, doubtless, it was for the Father to pay, and for the Son to offer
Son.
Tet it was cheerfully and freely given. The family is thus
to secure our redemption.
blood-bought. How holy and consecrated we ought to be 1 Our redempiion price, the
terms of our forgiveness, involved no less than the death of the Son of God.
(Vers. 8
II. The adopted children abb eddoated to know God's will.
10.)
Forgiveness and redemption refer to our state, but after we are set down in the family
Earthly families make the education of the children
circle we need to be instructed.
a first concern. So it it in the family of God. Hence the riches of his grace are
shown, not only in our pardon, but also in the revelation of his will and in our
education therein. Moreover, his will contemplates the unifying of all things under
His family is not to be split up into sections jealous of each other, but unity
Christ.
is to pervade it all. Gentiles and Jews, the Ejihesians and Paul,
one and all are to be
united under Christ the Head. Now, there is a great tendency towards unity in the
properly
Philosophy,
so
called,
is
tbe
discovery
of unity of printhought of men.
Well, this tendency shall have its magnificiple among the facts of the universe.
cent fulfilment in the consummated unity of the dispensation of grace, when tlie
heaven above and the earth beneath shall alike recognize in Jesus the elder Brother
and righteous Head. All education is towards this grand unity. This is God's
purpose, and everything will in due season subserve it. The knowledge of God's
will, then, is the apprehension of his magnificent design in the unification of all
things. The gospel is thus but a portion of a mightier plan.
III. AOOOKDINGLT, THE ADOPTED ONES ABE IN8PLBED. (VcrS. 11
14.) PaUl SpCakS
of having received an inheritance in Christ, and then he speaks of the Ephesians having got the sealing of the Spirit as the earnest ottTiMr inheritance. His meaning is
plain. For Jews and Gentiles, as God's adopted children, the one great need in this
When the Holy Spirit condescends to dwell within us, we are
life is inspiration.
And it is the
fitted for the duties which belong to the members of God's family.
spirituality thereby communicated which gives to us the true ideal of what heaven is
(Ver. 7.)
in sin.

A

—

—

—

—
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moments, when the indwelling Spirit moves within iia, are our
Then conformity to God's will is the great delight, and whatever he
sends is welcomed. Of circumstances we are then so far independent as to realize that,
with God as our Portion, we have all things, though we may have little but him. We
are already within the gates when with Habakkuk we can say, " Although the fig tree
to be.

holiest

heavenliest.

shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines

;

the labour of the olive shall

fail,

and the fields shall yield no meat ; the flock shall be cut off from the fold, and there
shall be no herd in the stalls : yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of
my salvation " (Hab. iii. 17, 18). Inspired to do or suffer cheerfully God's will, this is
heaven begun below and the true ideal of the heaven to come. The family composed
of such elements as these must be harmonious in its relations.
May its unity of spirit
be always ours 1
B. M. E.

—

—

23.
Vers. 15
Paul's first prayer for the Ephestans. Having spoken of the inspiration of the adopted children, the apostle proceeds next to his first prayer on their
behalf.
He has a still more remarkable prayer in ch. iii., but the present one is most
instructive too.
It begins, as usual, with thanksgiving for the faith towards the Lord
Jesus, and love to all the saints which the Ephesians cherish. This need not detain us,
but we may at once proceed to the substance of his petition for them. In a word, it
is that they may know spiritually the Divine purpose regarding them, and thus be able
the better t« co-operate with God in the fulfilment of it.
This Divine purpose is
determined by the Divine power, and the progress of the Christian is simply an
experience of " the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who believe, according
to the working of his mighty power." The point of the passage and of the prayer
consists in the measure of the mighty power. This is found in the experience of Christ.
His experience, in fact, becomes the measure of the Christian's hope. When the Father
can do such wonders in the person of Christ and in the interests of Christ's people, how
mu-sh may we expect him to do for ourselves

The Father showed

I.

his

mighty poweb in baisino Christ from the dead.

The mighty power

of God is illustrated in the work of creation ; but, as
A. Monod pointedly puts it, " Creation is an emanation ; resurrection is a victory."
Christ was dead ; apparently he had been vanquished ; the king of terrors seemed
supreme. But the first day of the week dawned upon a " risen Saviour," and the
Father's mighty power received ample illustration. Now, it must have been a marvel*
lous experience for our Saviour to pass from death into newness of life.
For the hfe
after he rose was different from the life before he suffered.
It was immortal.
He could
henceforth die no more. Hence he said in apocalyptic vision, " I am he that liveth,
and was dead, and, behold, I am alive for evermore." It was thus a transformation
from mortality to immortality, from death to everlasting life. The previous resurrections, as far as we know, were only to mortal life.
The children raised by Elijah,
Elisha, and Christ, and the adults as well, rose to die once more. So that previous
resurrections were only foreshadowings of the resurrection of Jesus out of death into

(Ter. 20.)

life eternal.

The Father showed his mighty poweb ih OAUBiNa Christ to aboend to
OWN RIGHT HAND IN THE HEAVENLY PLACES. (Vcrs. 20, 21.) Had Christ been

II.

HIS

in this world with his immortal nature, he would have had a wide sphere for
influence and authority. The opposing terrestrial powers would have gone down before
him in due season, and an emancipated world been the result. But when we consider
how limited in size this earth is compared with the rest of the system, we can under«
stand how the Father would resolve to put his best beloved Son in a wider sphere of
influence than this world affords.
What principalities, powers, mights, and dominions
left

lie beyond this " little sand-grain of an earth " we cannot yet tell ; but we are assured
here of one fact, that the Father has set the Son above them all, at his own right hand
Now, the " right hand of God " means the seat of power.
in the heavenly places.
It is the very focus and centre of that mighty energy which we are now considering.
Consequently the Father has lifted the Son in his immortal human nature into the very
centre- of power, and given him the universe as his empire.
This, again, must have
been a marvellous experience for Christ. What a joyful enlargement 1 To pass out of
the narrowness and provincialism of this tiny world into the magnificence of a universal
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empire ; to hare all created things and beings as his sabjects ; to be supreme Adminisunder the infinite Father ; this must have been a mighty and a joyful experienoa

—

trator

for the risen Christ.

The Father showed

his miohtt powkb in puttinq all thinob undeb
(Yer. 22.) The administration is thug guaranteed to be triumphant.
Some portions of the vast empire may be rebellious. They may refuse the reign of the
Man Christ Jesus. Their rash words may be, "
will not have this Man to reign
over us." But they are only putting themselves under the feet of the reigning Christ.
Their defeat is certain ; the Father's mighty power is pledged to Christ's supremacy.
And though, in the words of the Epistle to the Hebrews, " we see not yet all things put
under him, we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering
of death, crowned with gloiy and honour," and this is the Father's pledge of ultimate

IIL

Christ's feet.

We

triumph.
lY. The

Fatheb showed bis miohtt foweb in GiviNa Chbist the headship of
THE Chubch. (Vers. 22, 23.) Now, the administration of a state and the headship
of a Church are very distinct things. If the Church is the body and Christ the Head,
then it stands in closer relations to Christ than subjects do to any sovereign. Christ
thinki for the Church the Church acts for Christ. Just as the body is the instrument
of the head, carrying out in the details of practical life the commandments of the head,
the seat of the mind and will, so the Church is designed to be the instrument in the
hand of Christ for the carrying out of his purposes. What a mighty power is needed
;

to bring about a relation so close as this 1
What gracious power is needed to subdue
the individual self-will, and enforce submission to the will and the word of the living

Headl This intimate and glorious union between believers and their Lord is what the
mighty power of the Father has brought and is bringing about, and this again must be
a glorious experience on the part of Christ.
Here, then, we have resurrection, ascension, enthronement, and headship all secured to
the once dead Christ by the mighty power of the Father. In such a system what
opened up for each of us
If this is the measure of the Father's
mighty power, which Paul invoked on behalf of his Ephesian converts, truly they may
lift up their heads in hope of redemption, complete and glorious, drawing nigh.
The
more we meditate upon the mighty power of the gracious Father, the more we are
assured that mighty grace shall be manifested to us as we need it. When our Lord has
had such experience granted him, his members may expect similar experiences in their
season. We shall see a parallelism in the experience when we advance to the succeeding
possibilities are

section.

I

—E. M. E.

Yen. 1, 2. Address and salutation. The great verity of which the Epistle to the
Ephesians treats is the Ohureh of Christ. It has its place along with other everlasting
verities in the twelfth chapter of the Hebrews.
It exists in no visible community as it
This letter is addressed to the Ephesian Church ; hut there
exists in the mind of God.
There are no Ephesian errors which are
is nothing peculiarly Ephesian about it.
There are no salutations sent to particular members of the Church of
combated.
Ephesus. This gives it a catholic form ; and it may have been that it was addressed
as a circular letter to a number of Churches of which Ephesus was the centre.
" Paul." He was the founder of the Ephesian Church,
1. The writer.
I. Addbess.
as of many Churches besides. Of all Christian workers he clearly bears the palm. It
seems as if it would take many of our lives to make up what he succeeded in putting
into the latter half of his. And yet what was Paul? He at once brings himself into
For the first mentioned, Jesus (Accomrelation to two personalities, two and yet one.
plisher of salvation) is the Christ (the Anointed) of the second mentioned.
(1) His
relation to Christ. " An apostle of Christ Jesus." He was subordinated to Christ. He
is the great efficient Cause who saves Qn the fullest sense) by his Word, by his blood,
by his Spirit. To him, therefore, must be all the praise of salvation. " Unto him that
loved us." But yet he stood in an important relation to him as an apostle. He was
He was sent from Chiist
not the only apostle, but he was as much an apostle as any.
(with special authority), as Christ was sent from God. With special powers his mission
was to bring the salvation that was in Christ to man, and to build up the Church,
(2) Eis relation to Q*d. "Through the will of Gkid." This was at once his abas*-
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support. He had no personal merit entitling him to the position of
the same time, that position was not a self-chosen one. It was the will
of God that Christ (such is the idea) should station him, now here and now there,
among the Churches. And whether he was anxiously engaged in the composition of
an Epistle, or whether he was pleading tremblingly with his voice for Christ, he was
supported by the feeling that he was acting at the Divine instance and under the
2. The persons address^.
"To the
Divine authority.
(1) Oenerie designation,
The members of the Ephesiaa Church are designated
saints which are at Ephesus."
are to think of the Old Testament meaning.
"saints."
Temple, city, land,
are to take this name to ourselves,
priests, people, were all holy, or devoted to God.
not vauntingly as what we are, but humbly as what we aspire to be. (2) Specific designation. " And the faithful in Christ Jesus." This is a designation associated with
are marked off not merely
Christ. They were distinctively a Christian community.
from those who have no faith (infidels) or an unholy faith (such as those who think it
right to offer human sacrifices), but also from the Old Testament Church (the one
Sacrifice having now been offered), and also from angels, who admire and adore Christ
but have not the same close interest in him as sinners of mankind. In the cross we see
the Divine purpose of salvation fully disclosed ; and, under a sense of our great demerit,
we rest upon Christ (in his boundless merit) as he is offered to us in the gospel.
" Grace to
1. The two words of salutation.
II. The salutation.
(1) Orace.
you." The idea to which grace (on God's part) is opposed is merit (on our part),

ment snd

apostle.

At

We

We

We

" For merit lives from man to man,
And not from man, O Lord, to thee."

We feel that, if

it were only to fare with our friends according to their deserving before
God, it would not be well with them. There would be innumerable things for which
they could not answer. We therefore recognize the great condition of their welfare
to be that there should be the outgoing of undeserved favour and of loving care
toward them. And so that is the first thing we put into our greeting. (2) Peace.
" And peace." This is not peace of any description, which may only be a curse in
But it is a peace which is conjoined with grace. It is a freedom from
disguise.
anxiety, which results from the consciousness of being loved and mercifully dealt
with. It is the child's feeling at rest under the shelter of his father's roof, and, when
he acts amiss, in the enjoyment of his forgiveness. 2. The twofold source to which we
The fatherly in
Icok in salutation, (1) First sowce. "From God our Father."
God is higher up than his omnipotence. The Father's heart we have found to be the
soiree of blessing to ourselves, and we feel that it is only from that source that others
He who is gracious to us be gracious also to them. (2) Second
can be truly blessed.
source. " And the Lord Jesus Christ." He is the glorious Manifestation of the Father's
grace. It is by him that blessings have been obtained, and through him that they
come to us. " No man cometh to the Father but by me." We must, therefore, in
seeking blessings for our friends, recognize him as the lordly Dispenser in his Father's
'

house.— B. F.
praise by the Church. I. The blessed of the Chdeoh.
It seems better to read, " Blessed be God." Thinking
of God as infinitely glorious, how can we add to him by onr praises? how can we by
any words or deeds make him more glorious than he is? And yet he is pleased to say,
" Whoso offereth prtuse glorifieth me." Our praises are pleasing to God, according as
they are sincere and intelligent. When we come upon new and more impressive views
of the Divine character, we cannot help saying with lowly adoring hearts, " Blessed be
God." There is this outburst of adoration here at the beginning, and there will be fresh
outbursts as we proceed. 2. Ood in relation to the Church's Lord. " And Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ." The Lord of the Church is he who was anointed Saviour
of mankind. He is in the Church, not like a servant, as Moses was, but as a Bon over
He has absolute authority to act in the Father's Name in the making
his own house.
And in all that Christ has
of all arrangements, in the dispensing of all blessings.
done, or is doing, foi the Church, God has the glory, and ia to b« adored as Father of
Ver.

1.

Ood,

our

S.— Ascription of

" Blessed be the God."

Lwd Jesus

Christ.
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For what the Chttboh blesses God ? " Who hath

blessed us with every Bpiritual
merely of blessing that has been actually enjoyed. It
It is all that God has in store for the
is rather blessing without respect to time.
Church, and that is really inexhaustible blessing. "In our Father's house there ia
enough and to spare." He is not exhausted in blessing one, but has more thau enough
all that we can
for aU ; and he has not one kind of blessing merely, but every kind
possibly need to complete our happiness. And he has an infinite willingness and
longing to bestow. He is glorified in our coming to him with large petitions, in his
bestowing on us large blessings. The blessing being characterized as spiritual seems to
point to the connection of the blessing with the Spirit. For, as there has been repeated
reference already to the Father and the Son, so now there is reference, though not very
explicit, to the Third Person of the Godhead. It is by the Spirit's instrumentality, and
with the Spirit's blessed influences, that the Church is enriched.
III. Centre fbom which the Chukch is blessed. " In the heavenly places." This
indicates the centre or height from which the blessing proceeds.
IT.

blessing."

We are not

to think

—

**

Come, thou holy Paraclete,
And, from thy celestial seat.
Send thy light and brilliancy."

It also indicates the Church's destination in being blessed. For, though the Church can
bless God for what it has under earthly conditions, there is not yet the full realization
of the idea. It is when drawn to the centre, taken up to the Father's house, that it will

known how God can bless.
IV. HiSTOKiOAL CONNECTION OP THE BLESSIN8. " In Christ." It is in the historical
li. F,
Christ that the treasury is opened out of which the Church is blessed.
be

—

I. The Chubch tbaced up to the
Vers. 4 XQ.r- Origination of the Church.
BiiEOTivB LOVE OP GoD. 1. Chosen for himself. " Even as he chose us." He chose ua
tmt of the sinful mass of humanity. He chose us for himself, as he chose ancient Israel
for himself. 2. Chosen in Christ as covenant Mead. "In him." He was God's sovereign
choice : " Behold my Servant, whom I have chosen." Abraham, notably among men,
was chosen; and, viewed as existing in him as their covenant head, were the Israelites
chosen as a nation. And so, viewed as existing in Christ as our greater Eepresentative,

have we been thought about and chosen by God.

3.

Chosen from eternity.

"Before

the foundation of the world." He chose us ere ever we had thought of him, ere ever
we had being, ere ever this world on which we stand was founded. There in the
depths of eternity the Church lay in the thought of God, the object of the Divine

" That we should be holy and without
4. Chosen with a view to holiness.
blemish before him." For in the thought of God we could not be thought as simply
standing before him in our sinful state. Called out of that, the intention was that we
should have those positive elements of holiness wrought in us to our highest capacity
which God has in absolute perfection ; and that we should be free from all that inca" In love." It seems best to connect
5. Chosen in love.
pacitates for his presence.
He chose us to be fit for his presence in love. The love
this with what goes before.
being placed last covers the intention as well as the act of choosing. It was love that
was the moving principle in the election of the Church. God was so full of love that
h» could be satisfied with nothing hut his having the Church for himself.
1. Oiur adoptionpreII. The Chuech tbaced dp to the pubposb op adoption.
" Having foreordained us unto adoption as sons." This predetermining
determined.
(prearranging, prelimiting) is thought of as anterior to the elective act, covering, we may
Gbd has foreordained with a view to
say, the whole counsel that there was about us.
our having the position of sons. It was the highest position in which God could place
"Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we
us.
should be called the sons of God." It was placing us in most favoured nearness to
It was placing us where we could enjoy all the tenderness of his fatherly love,
himself.
This adoption was placing us in the family,
all the plenitude of his fatherly blessing.
2. The predetermining extended
after we had been displaced, disowned, disinherited,
" Through Jesus
to the means ly which our adoption as sons was to le accomplished.
It was arranged beforehand that Christ should be Accomplisher of our adop.Christ.''
election.
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His own Son had to he parted with that we might be adopted as sons. It was
under no sudden impulse of obedience that Abraham lifted the knife against Isaac. Ha
had tinie to think of what he was doing, a three days' journey to take to the place which
God was to show him, and he was animated throughout by a calm, abiding spirit of
obedience. So it was no momentary impulse that led God to make so inconceivable a
sacrifice ; but it was the deep, unchangeable feeling of his heart. It was all well thought
over and arranged beforehand. It was deliberately written down in the book of the
Divine counsels. 3. It was an adoption unto himselj. " Unto himself." It was taking
men from the street, as it were, that he might surround himself with them in his
own home. 4, It was a sovereign adoption. " According to the good pleasure of his
wilL" While we were the gainers by it, God, in so acting, had a supreme regard to
himself.
It was his sovereign desire that man should be lifted so high, and lifted by so
wondrous means. 6. It was an adoption that magnified the grace of Qod. " To the
praise of the glory of his grace, which he freely bestowed on us In the Beloved."
The
great and ultimate end of adoption was to magnify the Divine love in its freeness. It
was not called forth by any excellence or merit God saw in us. In Christ that love
could find its fitting object. He is the beloved, the utiadopted Son of God ; and it is only
because of the infinite excellence and merit the Fatlaer sees in him that we are adopted
into his family.
This love of God, then, is most free, and, as such, is to be praised.
Other attributes of God we see alsewhere ; but it is in the Church that the Divine grace
tion.

shines forth.
III. The Chdkch ni connection with the rebemptivb pubposb op God.
1. It is
in Christ that we enjoy redemption. " In whom." It was only in a very limited way
that the children of Israel were redeemed in Moses. He had not the redemption in
his own person.
But the person of Christ is of infinite consequence in the matter of
our redemption. It is in him that redemption has its everlasting subsistence and
sphere of operation. " Neither is there salvation in any other." And it is only as we
are united to him and live in him that we are redeemed. 2. We are the Church of
Qod by redemption. " We have our redemption." Redemption implies a previous
" Out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage : " so the
state of bondage.
children of Israel were often reminded. Sin brings us under a worse than Egyptian
bondage. The most galling tasks are those imposed upon us by our own foolishness.
The most crushing tyranny is that which we bring upon ourselves by our own evil
habits.
It is out of the gall of bitterness, and bond of iniquity, that we have come.
Redemption is to be taken in its widest sense. To the Israelites it meant deliverance
from Egyptian bondage. It meant also the setting up for them in Canaan of those
conditions which were best fitted to develop their national life.
So redemption for us
means deliverance from all the evil under which sin brings us. It also means the setting
up of those conditions, and the bringing unto us of those influences, which are most
conducive to our spiritual development. 3. The procuring cause of redemption is the
hlood of Christ. " Through his blood." The word translated " redemption " points to
delii erance through a ransom ; and the ransom is here stated to be blood.
And it is
the sacrificial association of blood that we are to lay hold of. The apparent procuring
cause of the redemption of the children of Israel was the blood of animals slain in
That was manifestly an insufficient
sacrifice, which was sprinkled on their doorposts.
account of the matter. It was, however, typical, as all blood similarly shed was
typical, of what is the real procuring cause of all redemption for men, viz. the hlood
of Christ. (1) It points to life given for life. The animal was the substitute of the
worshipper. That lies at the root of all sacrifice. When, therefore, the animal gave
So Christ was our Substitute,
its life, it was as though the worshipper gave his life.
and, when he shed his blood, it was as though we shed our blood. (2) It points to
This was wanting in the case of the old sacrifices. But
life given in the same kind.
And so Christ had
it is manifestly an indispensable condition of all true substitution.
the same flesh and blood as those for whom he became a sacrifice. (3) It points to
wiforfeited life given for forfeited life. The animal had done nothing to forfeit its

It had a life to part with, in
life.
It was therefore, in this respect, a fit substitute.
order that the sentence of forfeiture might be removed from the offerer, upon whom
So Christ had no sin of his own, and therefore he had an unforfeited life
sin rested.
t« ^ve for those who had sinned, in order that forfeiture might be removed from them.
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a more valuable life given. It was the life of One who, in becoming
man, could not part with his essential divinity. It was, therefore, a life of infinite
value.
And, when he s'aed his blood, it was far more than if the whole world of
sinners had shed their blood. (5) It wa> life carried to the highest state of human
The animal had to be without blemish. But that was only an imperfect
perfection.
symbol. The Head of humanity required to have more than mere innocence. He
required to have perfection in human kind. And when he finished the most beautiful
human life with an act of perfect love to man and of absolute devotion to God, he
once for all touched the summit for us. He first touched the lowest depth of human
misery but it was that, with him, we might touch the summit. Such was the life,
not untried, but grown rich in all excellence, that was substituted for ours, that we
might be redeemed. 4. Redemption in its first and characteristic blessing is the for(4) It points to

;

giveness of sins.
"The forgiveness of onr trespasses." God does actually forgive sins.
This is a fact, for the certain knowledge of which we are indebted to Divine revelation.
What are our sources of knowledge? There is, first of all, nature. The great
system and fabric of force, of cause and effect, does it tell us anything about forgiveness? In the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, there is a verse which bears

—

that it is the fault even of the heathen if they do not learn from God's works the
lesson of the eternal power and Godhead ; but it does not bear that it is expected that
we learn, and that it is our fault if we do not learn, from nature the lesson of the Divine
forgiveness.
Nature has no such message. Its message is this a working toward
good ends, but, according to unchangeable law, a gospel for angels, for unfaUen men,
and not for sinners. Can human nature, then, give us any assistance ? It shows uf
God's laws broken ; but it shows us also conscience testifying to the inviolability ol
law, as when it haunts the criminal with the feeling of remorse. If not, then, from
conscience, are we led to look for forgiveness from any other part of human nature ?
Does it not belong to
Is not forgivingness the prcperty of noble, royal dispositions?
father forgives a son ; will not God, then, as
the idea of the fatherly character ?
Yes, if it were only a private matter, so to
oiir Father, forgive us our trespasses ?
8^>eak.
He who is the Fountain of all fatherly feeling will not do less than that feeling
But sin is not a private matter at all. There are
prompts to in his creatures.
involved in it public considerations. There is raised by it the question of government
father naturally feels disposed to forgive his erring child; but
on the widest scale.
he cannot do so on any basis whatsoever. He is not to allow him to remain under
his roof and defy his authority. It is evident that there must be something in the
name of law, and for the safety of other members of the household. And so we are
Now, the whole of Divine
left uncertain as to whether God can forgive our sin.
revelation may be summed up in this that, in spite of inflexible laws, in spite of the
condemning voice of conscience, God can forgive, will forgive, does forgive, sin. The
moral consequences of the past can be reversed. This has not been certainly by the
setting aside of Law. The blood of Christ speaks to the majesty of Law, and to a basis
of righteousness, of satisfaction made to the Law, on which the offer of forgiveness is
made. In this the Bible stands alone. Confucianism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism,

—

A

A

—

of forgiveness. They have something about human purification. But
ring only in the Bible : " Go in peace ; thy sins are forgiven thee."
" According to the riches of his
6. Redemption has its measure in the Divine grace.
It had a miraculous
Israel was redeemed by the stretched-out arm of God.
grace."
God stretched out his arm, and miraculously interposed for us in
origin as a nation,
Clirist.
Now that the ransom is paid, there is no hindrance to the forgiving disposition
It goes forth, not according to a penury of nature
of God, unless it is in ourselves.
Buch as exists in men, but according to a wealth and liberality of disposition which
6. The grace which determines
are thus forbidden to despair.
belongs to God.
redemption ia conjoined toith wisdom and prudence. " Which he made to abound
parent often makes mistakes in bestowing
toward u» in all wisdom and prudence."
his favours on his children ; not so our heavenly Father. Wisdom ia to be taken
generally ; prudence is rather the application of wisdom, according to time and circumstance.
A seaman who is wise prudently looks to wind and tide. An agriculturist
who is wise prudently considers the season and the nature of the soil and suitable
implements. " His God doth instruct him to discretion, and doth teach him." And

know nothing
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what God gives thus, one in one kind, and another in another, he hag in himself in an
UQbroken completeness. And, therefore, he must always abound in aU wisdom and
prudence. The whole scheme of redemption is a manifestation of wisdom but there
is specially a look forward here to the time and manner of its disclosure with which
the Divine prudence has to deal. 7. Hie purpose of redemption part concealed and
part revealed. " Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his
good pleasure which he purposed in him." There is a phase in which the purpose of
redemption is the mystery of his will, and a phase in which it is made known. It
was hidden in the eternal counsels. It was in part revealed when the promise was
given that the Seed of the woman would bruise the head of the serpent. It was more
fully revealed when he appeared who was the great Discloser of the Divine counsels.
But we are not to suppose that mystery has. been entirely removed from the purpose.
" Should the sun glare in our eye in all its brightness on a sudden, after we have been
in a thick darkness, it would blind us, instead of comforting us ; so great a work aa
this must have several digestions." We are not in a position to estimate aright the
prudence that has marked the disclosure. It must lie held to be a well-timed disclosure, as being what he purposed in himself.
And we should feel thankful for our
;

being included within its scope. 8. It is a purpose in which there is development and
a consummation, " Unto a dispensation of the fulness of the times, to sum up all
things in Christ, the things in the heavens, and the things upon the earth." God is
here represented as having the administration of times or seasons. These must be
regarded as making up the whole extent across which the redemptive purpose of God
stretches.
The time proper for redemption is broken up into epochs. These are all
determined and brought in by him, who, from one to another, is ever filling up hia
purpose and getting nearer to his end. We must not have too rounded conceptions
of what these epochs are. When we are tempted to despond, the psalmist tells us
that we are to " remember the years of the right hand of the Most High."
are to
think of the vast time which God has in which to work out his purpose. (1) Uiere
is a completing-point in the development.
The times administered by God are to come
to their fulness.
When that will be is yet mystery. (2) At the point of completion
there is to he a unification which is described in terms (^ universality.
There is to be
a gathering up into one of all things in Christ, both which are in heaven, and which
are on earth.
There is confusion now ; all things will be harmonized at last.
who are in the midst of the confusion cannot expect that the future shall stand out
all clear before us.
How many will be included in the redeemed Church of mankind ?
Will the unification extend to the angels as well as to men ? Will it extend to the
material creation ? In what form will God at last conquer evil ? These are questions
of which we have not the full solution. The final shaping of the purpose has not
been all brought out of mystery. Enough that he who has the administration of
the times is to bring all things to an issue which will be satisfactory to his own
mind and to that of every rational creature. Such a prospect as is here pictured,
while it may not gratify curiosity, is fitted to fill the imagination and to kindle hope.
(3) This unification is to he in Christ, It was promised that in Abraham all families
of the earth would be blessed. The Church has a greater word of hope here.
It is
Christ who has made this possible and certain. He is harmonizing now by his blood
and Spirit, by his Word and Church ; and he will not cease until, under the great
Administrator, he has harmonized all. It is in him that the purposes of God will
come forth at last into all their clearness, and have their complete justification. B. F.

We

We

—

—

Priority in the purpose of redemption. The connecting thought is
Vers. 11 14.
the divulging of the purpose of redemption (ver, 9), in which there is development ami
Under successive epochs or dispensations men must occupy
a consummation (ver. 10).
different standpoints relative to the purpose as more or less fully manifested. And thers
The conspicuous instance is
are those to whom it is earlier divulged than to others.
There is a special reference here to Jewish Christians and
that of Jews and Gentiles.
(Jentile Christians ; and as the entire community of believers are called children (ver. 5),
we may indicate the point of priority by the earlier horn and the later horn.
"In him, I say, in whom also we were made a heritage,
I. The eablieb bokn.
hav'og been foreordained a"cording to the purpose of him who worketh all things aftei
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the counsel of hU will ; to the end that we should be unto the praise of his glory, we who
had before hoped in Christ." Jewish Christians are described as those who had before
hoped in Christ. They did not vaguely hope, but they so grasped the promise of the
Messiah that even from Abraham's day they gladly looked forward to him ; and as the
time drew near they waited for the consolation of Israel. There were a few of them
who had stood in a double relation to Christ, first as ex[>ectants of his coming, and then
as blessed with the object of their hope. They could say in a special sense, " We who
before," etc. But the same language could be used by the others (Paul among them) as
ideDtifyitig themselves with the pious of former generatious. The hoping in him before
he came implies the trusting in him as come, and it is as believei's that they were made
possessors of the inheritance.
It is a theocratic word that is used as suiting Jewish
Christians.
The theocratic life was saturated with the idea of the inheritance all down
the generations. Great importance was attached to the lot in each tribe and family
being preserved entire. And now, when the earthly Canaan as a type was fading into
the past, were they the first to be put into possession of the endui ing substance. Why
were they thus the first in privilege? Why have we had only a few years, while others,
Why are we blessed with
sjdnted, have had hundreds of years of redeemed existence ?
the gospel while multitudes are placed after us still unblessed ? There is an evident
pointing to conditions of redemption as lying beyond our control, as determined by the

Divine sovereignty.
the purpose of him,
others.

He

(Amos

iv. 7).

And we can only say, as here, that it is foreordered according to
He is absolutely free to assign some a more favoured " lot " than

etc.

it to rain upon one city and causes it not to rain upon another city
causes it to rain, with the rains of his Spirit, earlier upon some and
Their being put first was " to the praise of his gloiy.
later upon others.
are not
to think of this priority under the Divine administration as though it were not glorifymust think of it, as of all else connected with redemption, that there
ing to God.
is that rich grace in it which is characterized by wisdom and prudence (ver. 8).
must believe it to be the best method by which God can compass the end he has in
who are to thank God for all men are to thank Crod especially for the earlier
view.
bom of the redeemed. They will thank God too; but the glory that God has in
them is not merely their matter, it is ours as well, and calls for our song of praise.
Especially shall we feel the reasonableness of such pnestly service if we go on to think
of those who are brought to Christ through the instrumentality of the first born.
" In whom ye also, having heard the word of the truth, the
II. Thb later born.
gospel of your salvation." These were the Gentile Christians. Christ was the Desire
of all nations. The Gentile world in its want and woe called for a Saviour. But it
could not be said that they. Gentiles by extraction, had in their generations hoped in
When he came it was to " his own ; " and it was only after the Jews, even
Christ.
under the new dispensation, that they " heard." Every generation has a duty to perin
form to the next. It is to tell what they themselves did hear (Ps. hxviii.).
Christian lands have a duty to perform to those placed behind us in Christian privileges.
And " how shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard ? " (Bom. x.). This

causes

He

We

We

We

We

We

duty of telling rises out of our possession of " truth," our possession of " salvation." The
truth which has a saving power in it is not the private property of any ; but we are
bound, as soon as we know the value of it, to seek to make it the property of others. It
cannot be too widely possessed ; it is as fitted to bless all as it is to bless one. And
But we
this saving truth we do not have in the varying element of our own thought.
owe it to God that he has given the truth its proper form in the " word," salvation in
" the gospel." And it is this gospel, this good word from God, which we have to make
men to "hear." The Jewish Christians acted the part of the first born; for it was
Jewish preachers who went forth to the Gentiles. " That all the Gentiles might hear,"
said the most heroic of them. And in Bphesus, in the face of difficulties (fighting with
Hearing does not
beasts), he made them to hear this word of truth, this gospel, etc.
bring the certainty, but it brings the opportunity and the responsibility, of believing.
And their opportunity in that heathen city they solemnly embraced. Faith came by
hearing, the faith which sinners need for salvation. It was the right attitude toward
the Saviour, and, as it was not different from that of Jewish Christians, by that God
with whom there is no difference, they, though later, were placed on the smu« level ol
Messing^
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thk later born have certain THraos
common,
j e were sealed with the Holy Spirit of jirumise, which

is an earnest of our inheritance, unto the redemption of God's own possebsion, unto the
praise of his glory."
common seal. (1) What the seal is the Holy Spirit of
1.
promise. And what could be more equalizing to Gentile Christians (Acts ii. 15—17)?

—

A

This sealing with the Spirit Implies a certain similarity of nature along with his power
of working on us as the mighty Artificer. (2) What is sealed on us the Divine image.
That image is impressed on us in what is called character, as being something impressed.
It is for us to be as wax under the working of the Spirit. It is the holiness of God that
he who is the Holy Spirit seals on us. (3) What is sealed to us that we are the sons
of God (Rom. viii. 16). In what the Spirit works in us of conformity to the Divine
image do we obtain the comforting assui'ance that we are born of God. 2.
common
guarantee. (1) To what the guarantee pertains our inheritance. "If sons, then
heirs."
It is the inheritance formerly referred to.
And the equalizing further is this,
that the later bom share it with the earlier born. (2) How far the guarantee extends
until the redemption (full) of the purchased possession.
The " purchased possession" are the possessors of the inheritance. It is a theocratic word that was well
understood. It was used to describe ancient Israel as property which the Lord had
acquired for himself.
Christians now answer to the ancient designation.
are
the successors of Israel, and therefore the Lord claims us as a people for his peculiar
possession (1 Pet. ii. 9).
are the peculiar property of God by right of redemption.
The price was formerly mentioned Christ's blood (ver. 7). And the redemption, which
was there viewed as begun in the forgiveness of sins, is now viewed as carried forward
to completion ; and it is only as fully redeemed that we come into the full enjoyment of
the inheritance. (3) In what the guarantee consists the earnest of the Spirit. The
earnest money is small in comparison with the full payment ; but it is part, and is to
be taken as a token that the whole will in due time be forthcoming. And so in what
we enjoy now of the Spirit we have the foretaste and pledge of what the full inheritance
will be.
3. They can join in o common doxology : " Unto the praise of his glory.'
Gregory of Nyssa, referring to the close of the Psalter, pictures the time "when the
creatures shall be harmoniously united for one choral dance, and the chorus of mankind
concerting with the angelic chorus shall become one cymbal of Divine praise, and the
final song of victory shall salute God the triumphant Conqueror with shouts of joy."
In this song the first born shall join with the later bom, parents and teachers shall
blend their voices with those who have come after them to glory; with no feeliog of
self-exaltation or of envy because of priority, but all rejoicing in the marvellous grace
that has given them a place and God the victory. B. F.

—
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Vers. 15 23. Prayer for the Ephesians, I. Founded on information,
1. Regarding their faith. " For this cause I also, having heard of the faith in the Lord Jesus
which is among you." He had already more than once referred to their Christian
faith ; he refers to it now as ground for his prayer on their behalf.
We are to pray for
" all men," even for unbelievers ; but whoever through faith are admitted into the
same Christian circle, claim a special interest in our prayers. 2. Regarding their faith as
manifested saintward. " And which ye show toward all the saints." " Love " is omitted
in the Eevised translation ; but the thought must be " faith working through love." It
was toward the saints. They were saints themselves (ver. 1) they were kind to the
saints as to those who were actuated by the same lofty sentiments.
They recognized
them as having the first claim on their sympathies, according to the order laid down in
Gal. vi. 10, It was toward all the saints. They exhibited catholicity. They did not
confine their interest to their own immediate circle, but extended it to the whole
They did not boast of their superiority to other Churches, but
circle of the saints.
were able to appreciate Christian excellence wherever it was to be found.
They
were not restrained in the outgoings of their brotherly love by any difierenoe in
;

unessentials.
1. Thankigiving for them.
II. It combined two xmNOS.
"Cease not to give
thanks for you." His information supplied him with mmtter for thanksgiving. Ha
heard of their fiiith and its manifestations, and so he thanked God for them. This ii
All joyg of others we then make oon.
* very interesting part of our priestly ofBce

;;
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" I saw thee eye the gen'ral mirth
With boundless love."

We can

only do this wlien we turn to God in thanksgivings for all men (1 Tim. 11. 1).
apostla had peculiar ^delight in the Epbesians; and as their faith was genuine,
and was ever receiving new manifestations, his thanksgiving for them was unceasing.
2. Intercession /or them. " Making mention of you in
prayers." He was in the habit
of praying for the Churches by name, as a parent prays for his children by name.

The

my

They were among

the number prayed for, from the time of their becoming a Church.
special points of interest connected with them.
He had been long resident
there, and he had not forgotten the affectionate leave-taking at Miletus.
And having
kept up his information regarding their affairs, he was supplied with matter for

He had

Observe the two/old use of information. It Is important to circulate
missionary information, that we may be supplied with subjects for thanksgiving.
" Daily shall he be praised " as the result of praying for Christ continually (in an
unsaved world) and giving of the gold of Sheba ; but how shall we praise unless we
have the means of hearing? It is important also to know the condition of Churches
and of individuals, that our prayer for them may be more intelligent, and may not,
Irom vagueness and indirectness, miss the mark.
III.^ In what character God ib addressed is pbatbr.
"That the QoA of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory." As is not unusual in prayer, God receives
a name from what is to be prayed for. The prayer is to relate to glory; and so God is
styled sublimely the " Father of glory." The glory in store for us is not from ourselves
it is from God.
To hira all glory essentially belongs, and by him as Father it must
be produced in us. The first part of the designation is striking ; it cannot be said to
be startling. That God should be called "the God of our Lord Jesus Christ" is in
keeping with the language of human dependence on the cross " My God, my God," and
also with the language of identity with his own before his ascension : " I ascend unto
my Father and your Father, and my God and your God." Using this language, we
identify ourselves with Jesus Christ as our Lord.
Taken along with the other part of
the designation, the meaning is that God is the First Cause (Father) of that glory
which Jesus Christ has obtained for us, and which it belongs to him as our Lord to
bestow.
IV. It is a prater generally to know about God. " May give unto yon a spirit
of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of him." Than the thorough knowledge
of God which is here implied, there is nothing more worthy of attainment. " Every
intercession.

:

one's elevation is to be measured first and chiefly by his conception of this great Being
and to attain a just and bright and quickening knowledge of him is the highest Eum of
thought. In truth, the great end of the universe, of revelation, of life, is to develop in

Much earnest, patient, laborious thought is required to see the
Being as he is to rise above the low, gross notions of the divinity, which rush
in upon us from our passions, from onr selfish partialities, and from the low-minded
world around us." A spirit of wisdom is that in which we rightly estimate things,
vain things as vain, worthy things as worthy, and all things according to their relative
vanity or worth. As applied to God, it is the spirit in which we learn to appreciate his
It is the dawning of his beauty upon
ill finite worth.
It is also a spirit of revelation.
our minds. It is the reception of much about God that we could never have found out
by our reason. Condition. " Having the eyes of your heart enlightened." There is a
noticeable change from "understanding" to "heart" in the translation here. It is true that
God is an object for the heart more than for the intellect. The Church says in the Song
of Solomon, " I sleep, but my heart waketh." It was the heart that detected the voice
of the Beloved, The eyes of our heart, more than of our intellect, have been filmed
over by sin.
We cannot naturally appreciate the Divine unselfishness, what in selfforgetfulness he has it in hia heart to do for us.
For this there is necessary the
cleansing and quickening of our spiritual vision by the revelation without us and
throtigh the inward operation of the Spirit. To God, then, wo must look for the presence
of this condition of Divine knowledge.
V. It IS A PRATER SPECIFICALLY TO KNOW ABOUT GOD THE GLORY WHICH HB HAS
DESTINED FOR US. " That ye may know what is the hope of his calling, what the
Thera is a hope which his calling
riches of the glory of his inhentanc« in the saints."
u^)

the idea of GiA.

infinite

;

OH.
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produces in our hearts. This is the hope of the inheritance which has already been
Having, then, connected the Divine purpose with
referred to in the fourteenth verse.
the inheritance, he now prays that they may have some worthy conception of it, as tliat
There is an accumulation of language to impress us with
to which they were called.
The glory of the inheritancf
the greatness of the inheritance as worthy of the donor.
in the saints. The glory of a thing is its highest, most beautiful form, as when the
The glory of the inheritance in the saints is all
fislds are in their summer loveliness.
that an inheritance can flower out into for them, the final thought of God regarding
the condition of his own. It must excel what was the glory of Canaan, as it is au
The riches of the glory. The riches ot his
inheritance formed with richer materials.
grace ends in the riches of the glory. The open flower, of which there was a representation in the Jewish temple, is but a suggestion of the glory which God will manifest
So rich is the
in the saints. The higher the existence the richer the eiHorescence.
It is
glory in the saints that it is difficult to form a conception of what it shall be.
difficult for us to think of ourselves beautified as we shall be in our nature and in our
surroundings. But that it may be worthily conceived is an object for which we are to
pray for ourselves and for others. It is true that "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for
them that love him " but that is not the whole statement, for it is added, " God hath
;

We

are therefore to seek, witli the materials
revealed them unto us by his Spirit."
have, some clear, vivid, uplifting conception of the future inheritance.

we

VI. It is a pbaybb to know about God the powbb which is to bffbot this
QLOBT to the SA.INT3. " And what the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who
believe." Again the apostle heaps up language, as though the idea were too great for
The power of God has not only greatness it has exceeding greatness.
expression.
" The power of God is that ability and strength whereby he can bring to pass whatsoever he pleases, whatsoever his infinite wisdom can direct, and whatsoever the infinite
;

purity of his will can resolve " (Charnock). " God hath spoken once ; twice have
I heard this that power belongeth unto God." It belongs to him originally, inalienably.
Job discourses of the power of God as seen in the lower parts of the world, in hanging
the earth upon nothing, in holding up the clouds, in compassing the waters with
bounds till day and night come to an end, in commotions in air and earth, in his
garnishing the heavens. Then sublimely he concludes: "Lo, these are parts of his
ways but how little a portion is heard of him ? but the thunder of his- power who can
understand?" The apostle goes to a difierent field in which to study the power of
God. It is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who believe. It is the
power of God as manifested toward the Church of Christ.
:

:

VII. It IS A PBATEB TO KNOW ABOUT THE DiVINB POWEB THAT WHIOH WAS MANl
FESTBD IN THE BESUBEBCTioN OF Cheist. " According to that working of the strength
of his might which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead." He has
spoken of the power of God abstractly ; this gives colouring to it. He would show
what God can do for the Church, by pointing to what he has already done for Christ.
It was power displayed upon Christ in extraordinary circumstances. For how powerless
He
was Christ, when his body was taken down from the cross and laid in the tomb
His humanity was unnaturally
continued for a time under the power of death.
The spirit was disembodied, leaving the once active body a pale and motiondivided.
less corpse. But upon this utter powerlessness the power of God was signally put forth,
that power by which he can subdue even death to himself. He recalled the spirit, and
gave it to retenant the body subdued to a nobler mould. This, then, is the power which
I

And is it not pertinent as well
to give us the riches of the glory of the inheritance.
For our being raised by a similar forthputting of power is preparatory
as sufficient?
to our being instated in the inheritance.
is

VIII. It is a PRATER to know about the Divine power that which was manifested IN the raising of Christ to his bight hand. " And made him to sit at
his right hand in the heavenly places, far above all rule, and authority, and power,
and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that
which is to come." The working of the strength of the Divine might did not terminate
with the raising of Christ from the dead. For a time he remained on earth, and was
een by mortal eye. But by another grand forthputting of power Christ was rused
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above earth, was raised to the right hand of God. This denotes an intimacy with God
And yet it was mysteriously in our
in power such as is beyond any mere creature.
creaturely nature that he was raised to the right hand of God. There he was seen
afterwards, and recognized, by the prisoner of Patmos ; and there he still sits. This is
in the heavenly places, the height from which, according to the former thought, the
Church is blessed. He has been raised above every form of superiority or prerogative.
Pour words are used which cannot be distinguished. Earthly orders or powers seem
to be included as well as heavenly. Christ is King of kings, whether these are o<
the human or of the angelic type. He has also been raised above every name that is
named, t.e. every one who has personal subsistence or, it may be, is the representative
of power.
And this has reference, not merely to the present, but to the future order of
things as well. Thus, with necessary vagueness, is the superiority of Christ set forth.
"We know that the emperor goes before all, though we cannot enumerate all the
satraps and ministers of his court; so we know that Christ is set before all, although
wecannot name all who are under him."
IX. It 18 A PEAYEE TO KNOW ABOUT THE DiVIKB POWBE THAT WHICH WAS MANIFEBTKD IN THE OIVINO OF ChKIST TO BE HeAD OVER ALL THINGS TO THE CHnBCH.
" And he put all things in subjection under his feet, and gave him to be Head over all
He raised him from the dead; he raised him to sit at his
things." There is a climax.
right hand ; raised to sit at his right hand, he gave him to be Head. The apostle thinks
of the Father as First throughout, and in viewing him as Head he thinks of the Father
preparing for the position by first putting all things in subjection under his feet. His
From it he exercises unlimited,
seat at the right hand of God is a seat of government.
universal sway. The elements of earth and air and water, all living things on our
planet, the bodies and souls of men, the whole mateiial universe, the invisible world
and its inhabitants, are in his hands to be sovereignly disposed of according to his
thought. But let us look at the full bearing of the headship of Christ on the Church.
" To the Church." By the
1. Christ is given as Bead over all things to the Church.
Church we are to understand the collective body of believers, or of those who are called
out Df the world. The latter conception, to which the derivation points, excludes the
holy angels, whose life must be essentially the same with ours, but who have never
been called out of a depraved condition. It is the Church of the redeemed, then, about
which sublime statements are made. Christ is here set forth as the great Donation
to the Church. " Given to the Church " is the language of the apostle and the gifts
of God, we are told, are without repentance. He does not withdraw his Bible, nor his
Son to whom it testifies. This is a gift which strikes us with a sense of the disproporGod's own Son given to the Church how
tion between its value and the recipient.
inconceivable a mark of the Divine favour 1 But it is in his headship over all things
that he is gifted to the Church. Had he reigned only within the Church, its interests
could not have been sufficiently guaranteed. Danger might have arisen from the
quart«r to which his reign did not extend. But, as he reigns over all things, he can
make all things without the Church and within the Church too ^work together for
" The whole economy of creation stands at his disposal as the basis and
its good.
sphere of activity for the economy of redemption." He does not need to be indebted
to the earthly powers for a sphere for carrying on the operations of the Church in the
" For the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof." He
era that is proceeding.
has proprietary rights over it of the most absolute nature as Mediator. It has been put
in subjection under his feet ; it has been handed over unconditionally to his control.
And the earthly powers only hold from him their 'portion of the surface and riches
of the earth. They are no more than tenants-at-will ; he appoints to them the bounds
of their habitation ; and they can be used by him for his ends ; their schemings and
commotions can be overruled for the advancement of the Church. As for the Church,
Christ, haTing unlimited power, can place it where its discipline can best be secured,
and where it can have the widest door of usefulness. And even the worldly elements
which find entrance into the Church, although they may be allowed to work for a time,
can be checked, controlled for his Church's triumph over them. If the Chiirch has
a vast work before it, and is yet far from coming up to the prophetic mark, may
And if the Church is promised a great
it not trust to the greatness of itg Head?
future after this era has run its course ii the eternal order of things, is not its great
;

—

—

—
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Christ.
"Whicli is ilia body." As we stand in relation
to our body, so Christ stands in relation to his Church. The body of man is a
marvellous piece of workmanship. "Fearfully and wonderfully made" is language
applicable to its structure.
But the apostle contemplated it, not from the strictly

but from the religious or mor« particularly the Christian standpoint. He
that the Church is the body of Christ This raises the body of man to an exalted
It is not the degraded thing it has been sometimes thought to be.
It is
position.
This is tlio true way of putting it ; not,
after the pattern of things in the heavens.
certainly, that the Church is made after the pattern of the body, but that the body is
made after the pattern of the Church. Just as fatherhood existed in God before
it existed in man, so body existed in the Divine conception of the Church before it
existed in the human body. Let us look into the bearing of it. (1) It is in relation
The head or brain is the great seat of bodily
to Christ that the Ohureh has life.
life.
It is here that there takes place the mysterious union of soul to body.
From this as a centre the soul animates the body. There is an equally mysterious
union of Christ to the Church. Upon him as animating Head the Church depends.
(2) It is in relation to Christ that the Church is organized. An organism is a living
structure that, by means of organs, serves its uses. The human body is an elaborate
structure of this kind. It is a number of organs arranged to form an organic whole.
It is from the brain that it is organized.
From it proceed the various ramifications
throughout the body. In the same way the Church is the great living structure, even
more elaborate than the human body. It is an organization intended to serve certain
uses.
It is from Christ as Head that the Church takes the type of its organization.
(3) It is hy Christ that the Church is governed. The brain is the thinking, ruling
centre in the body. There the thinking is done. From it the whole regulation
proceeds. Its commands are carried by the nerves to every part.
So Christ is the
brain or centre where the thinking goes on for the Church, whence commands are
issued to all the dependent parts.
3. 2'he Church is that in which Christ is to te fully
manifested. " The fulness of him that filleth all in all."
are to understand it to
be Christ that filleth all in all. It is he who fills the sim with its light-giving properties.
He fills the seed with its germinating power. He fiUs the flowers with their
power to blossom forth into beauty. He fills the souls of men with all their natural
qualities.
It is Christ, then, who is to be seen in the sunshiae, in the waving com, in
the flowers that deck the field, and also in the blossoming forth of genius. But the
Church stands in a special relation to Christ. It is his body, and therefore he is to fill

scientific,

ays

We

Aa he
It is here called his pleroma, or fulness.
else.
Pleroma of God, so the Church is called his pleroma. There is a
high sense in which the body is intended to be the manifestation of the souh We
think of Christ in the days of his flesh as having a body with an ideal beauty corresponding to his spiritual excellence so far as flesh would allow. It was not a mere
sensuous beauty, but rather a beauty that was expressive of holiness. At the same time,
In the same way
it was not a beauty that excluded marring by sorrow and struggle.
the Church is to manifest Christ. It is to be a fitting temple for the Christ within.
It is to be that in which he is to body himself without any barrier, other than that
which marks the Church's finitude. He is to bring up his Church into the highest
form so as to body forth his beauty. All deformity and weakness are to be excluded,
as unworthy of him who is receiving manifestation. All imperfection is also to be
excluded, such as belongs to lower things which can only, though filled by him, have
broken rays of his glory. What a glorious destiny is this for the Church I How
And
fitting that it should be held up before it in all the grandeur of the oonception !
how fitting that we should see to it that we belong to the Church, and are guided and
it fuller

than he does anything

liimself is called the

by Christ, so that in
forth!—B.F.

ruled

us, as part of the whole, the glory of Christ shall ghine

Vers. 1, 2.
The highest things in the world. " Faiil, an apostle of Jesus Christ by
the will of God, to the saints which are at Ephesns, and to the faithful in Christ Jesus
grace be to you, and peace, from God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ."
The words set before us three of the greatest things in human life.

—
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" An apostle of Jesus Christ." 1. He was
I. Thb highest office in the wobld.
a mtaienger of the greatest Person. How great was his Master I Messengers of inferior
personages are often but little esteemed, whilst those of illustrious ones are held in high
"
honour. He who represents a king receives something of kingly homage. An " apostle
is a representative of " Jesus Christ," who is the Son of God, the Creator of the universe,
and the Head of all " principalities and powers." But what was his message ? 2. He
was the hearer of the grandest message.
He who bears an important rsuessngi
message on which the interest of a neighbourhood or the destiny of a nation depends,
will stamp the hearts of men with awe.
An apostle of Christ delivers ths highest
message pardon to the guilty, light to the benighted, freedom to the slave, immortality
to the dying, salvation to the lost
3. He was a messenger of Christ by the " will of
Ood." Many go out in the name of Christ, bat not according to the Divine will. The
Eternal has never called them to missions so holy and momentous, and hence they
misrepresent the doctrines and the genius of bis blessed Son. This was not Paul's
He was called to be an " apostle," " separated unto the gospel of God " (Rom.
case.
i. 1).
He felt this. " When it pleased God, who separated me from my mother's
womb, and called me by grace," etc. What office in the world approaches this in
sublimity ? A messenger of Christ by the " wiU of God " 1 He who by the " will of

—

—

God " bears Christ's message to the hearts of men sustains a position, compared with
which the most elevated offices amongst men sink into contempt.
" To the saints," etc. " Saints " and
II. The moHBST ohaeaotebs in the wobld.
" faithful." Who are they ? They are those who are consecrated in soul to truth, and
love and Gkid, and this because they are faithful. They are made holy through their
All moral excellence in man is derived in this way and in no other.
faith in Christ.
Philosophy, history, and the Bible show this. Notice, these saints resided at " Ephesus."
This, the chief city in Asia Minor, was the centre and stronghold of paganism ; it had the
temple of Diana, one of the greatest wonders of the world. Its influence upon millions
was immense, and its appeal was to men's superstition, sensualism, and selfishness.
This shows : 1. Man
Albeit there were Christians there, holy and believing men.
2. That, with the possession of the
is not necessarily the creuture of circumstances.
What characters in society are
gospel, a religious life is practicable everywhere.
;
equal to those of genuine " saints " ? None. They are " lights " without them the
"
They are living stones " without them the social
social heaveiks would be midnight.
temple would fall to ruins. They are " salt ; " without them the social body would
become putrescent and pestilential.
" Grace and peace." Here are two
III. The highest blessings in the wobld.
" Grace." The love, the benediction, the approbation
blessings.
1. Divine favour.
" Peace," not insensibility, not
2. Spiritual peace.
What a boon this
of God.
stagnation, but a repose of the soul in God. Men through sin have lost peace. " The
wicked are like the troubled sea." Sinners are at war with themselves, society, the
universe, God. But through God's love, through Christ souls are at one with all.
" Peace " sweet word, blessed thing I To the mariner after a storm, to a nation after
a war, how blessed! But far more blessed to the soul after a life-war with self and its
Maker. " He will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed upon God."
Who will say that there are any higher things on earth than are found in this text ?
And these highest things, thank God, we may all possess. We may all, in a sense, be
We may be all " saints and faithful." We may all partake of the
apostles of Christ,
" grace" of God and possess the blessed " tlpiiyri." D. T,
;

I

—

—

—"

Th« redemptive predestination of God a reason for man's exultant
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed
us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ: according as he hath
chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and
without bUme before him in love : having predestinated us unto the adoption of
children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good pleasure of his will, to the
praise «f the glory of his grace, wherein he hath made us accepted in the Beloved."
The leading subject of these words is the redemptive predestination «f Ood a reason
" Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
for man's exultant gratitude.
We say redemptive predestination, for there is predestination in every
Christ," etc.
Vers. 3
gratitude.

6.
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department of Divine operation ; from the most microscopic objects to the massive
«ystems of immensity. Before we go on to nutice the reasons suggested in the passage
•rhy man should adore the Eternal for his redemptive predestination, it may be well, in
order to remove much of erroneous sentiment find terrible feeling that exist in the

minds of some men in

relation to this great subject, to state the following things.
1.
predestination of Ood contemplates good, ami good only. (1) The benevolence of
his nature proves this.
He is Love, and it is eternally antagonistic to love to plan for
True science sees a Divine
misery, (2) The structure cf the universe proves this.
plan in every part of nature, from the minutest to the largest objects. Yet it has never
discovered, as Archbishop Paley has well said, any contrivance for suffering.
Not a
lingle " vessel " has been discovered that has been " made for dishonour."
(3) The
dedarations of the Bible prove this. The Bible only reveals God's will concerning mao,
and it tells us that his will is that we shall all be saved. (4) Consciousness proves this.
All men feel that God intends their happiness. If they did not, moral sense would be
an impossibility. 2. The predestination of Ood never interferes with the free agency of
moral beings. It is true that no philosophy has yet harmonized, to the satisfaction of
the human understanding, the doctrine of free agency with the doctrine of eternal
predestination. This is the great intellectual puzzle of the ages.
But that the one
interferes not with the otlier in the slightest degree is attested :
(1) By history.
Amongst the many examples that might be selected, talie one the crucifixion of
That stupendous evil was predetermined. Yet were not his crucifiers free ?
Christ.
" Him being delivered," etc. (2) By Scripture.
The Bible eveiy where appeals to men
as responsible beings appeals to their choice, and wares them of a judgment, when
every one " must give an account of himself." (3) By consciousness. Men feel that
they are free. This feeling defies all logic. It is the ultimate argument. Beyond its
decisions there is no appeal.
3. The predestination of God is not exclusively confined to
human redemption. This we have already intimated. It does not follow, because Paul
refers God's predestinating agency in man's salvation to an eternal plan, that he would
not have referred it in any other department to an eternal plan. It is a characteristic
and of a truly intelligent man,
of a pious man that he traces all that is good to God
he would trace everything to the Divine plan. Had Paul been writing on botany,
he would have traced every blade and flower and plant that grew to the predestination
Had he been writing on anatomy, he would have traced every organ, limb,
of God.
joint, vein, nerve, and sinew to the predestination of God.
But he was writing of man's
salvation, and it was only to his purpose to refer to predestination in connection with
Predestination is not a dream of the schoolman, or a dogma of Calvin, but an
that.
eternal law of the universe.
4. The predestination of Ood is revealed in Scripture
according to forms of human thought. As no finite being can comprehend the Infinite,
no finite mind can give a representation of his acts that is absolutely correct. What,
for example, in the predestination of God, is there answering to our ideas of that act ?
The ideas of commencement, observation, resolve, enter into our conceptions of it. But
these are foreign to the subject.
What is there, too, in God's choice, answering to our
ideas of choice ? The ideas of beginning, comparison, rejection, acceptance, enter into
our conception of choice ; but in God's choice there was no beginning, no comparison,
What conception can we have of the processes and the workings of a mind that
etc.
knows no succession, to whom all the future is as the past, who has but one eternal
thought ? Alas that men should be so impious as to dogmatize upon a subject like this
" Who by searching can find out God ? "
now pass on to the question
should
we exultiugly adore the Eternal on account of his redemptive predestination 7 Paul
suggests three reasons in the text.
What are the " spiritual blessings in heavenly
I, Happiness is its exclusive aim.
" That we
places," which the apostle in the text traces to it ?
1. Moral excellerux.
should be holy and without blame." The two words represent spiritual excellence.
" Without blame." Perfectly free from all that is wrong in thought,
!1) Negatively.
Appearing before God "-without spot, or wrinkle, or any such
eeling, and practice.
thing." (2) Posit(l?ely. " Holy." Consecrated to the will and service of God. 2. Spiritual
"H^venly places."
truly Christian man is now in heavenly regions.
devation.
Though on the earth, he is not of the earth, he is of heaven. His fellowsldps, ideas,
cervices, aspirations, are heavenly. He fs come to an " innumerable company of angek,"
'SiiQ

—
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—

;
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"Our citizenship 5s in heaven," etc. S. Divine sonship. "The adoption of children." All
men are the offspring of Crod, but none are his true children but those who have the
true filial spirit. To possess this Involves man's highest blessedness. This is the work
" As many as received him to them gave he power to become the sons ol
of Christ.
God "

—

—

the true sons " heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ," These are some ol
the "spiritual" blessings which flow to man through God's redemptive predestination.
Paul does not refer to a single evil or woe as coming to man from tliat source. Good,
and good only, he saw flowing from that fountain. The inhuman, the blasphemous
dogma of reprobation never entered his mind in connection with this grand subject.
What reason for exultant thankfulness is here
Well may we exclaim, " Blessed be
God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ."
II. Jesus Chbist is its Medium.
Predestination, which in nature makes the sun
the medium of lighting, quickening, and beautifying the earth, in redemption makes
Christ the Medium of conveying all those spiritual blessings which constitute the
happiness and diguity of man. The " heavenly places " to which we are raised are " in
Christ Jesus." The adoption of children is " through Jesus Christ." All the Divine
grace favour bestowed on man is through "Christ Jesus, the Beloved." Wliat a
Medium is this 1 This is the great gift of predestination. God's only begotten, wellbeloved Sou : " He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for Us all, how
shall he not with him also freely give us all things?" What reason for exultant thankfulness is here
Well may Paul exclaim, " Blessed be God, the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ," etc.
III. Eternal love is its spring.
"In love, having predestinated us unto the
-adoption of children by Jesus Christ."
1. This love existed before the objects of it came
into actual being. Millions of ages before mankind came into existence, before the
" fouudation of the world," he loved them. His love created them, organized them
for happiness as creatures, and provided for their spiritual recovery as sinners.
The
uncreated, those that are to be, are as real to God as the created that are. 2. This love it
"
"
the happiness of his own nature. Its manifestations are the
good pleasure of his own
will. The good pleasure of malevolence is misery ; the good pleasure of love is happinesst
Are not the reasons suggested by Paul for gratefully exulting in God's redemptive
predestination abundant ? " Predestination," " choice," " counsel," " purpose," " decree"
The more ignorant men are, the more they profess to have fathomed the meaning
of these terms, as representing the mental acts of the Eternal ; and the more flippant
they are in their use. But what do they stand for when applied to God ?
Volition^
" God is love," and his wUl must be happiness. He is " of one
will, nothing more.
certain theology, which, thank God, is
mind," and his will must be unalterable.
dying out, has invested these grand old words with attributes of hideousness, before
which weak souls in all ages have trembled with horror. But they only indicate the
will of infinite love to flood immensity with bliss.
I

—

—

!
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" Love

is the root of creation, God's essence
worlds without number
Lie in his bosom like children ; he made tjiem for this purpose only,
Only to love and to be loved again he breathed forth hia Spirit
Into the slumbering dust, and upright standing, it laid its
Hand on its heart, and felt it was warmed with a flame out of heaven."
;

;

D.T.

—
"

Ver* 7

14.

The redemptive predestination of God in

whom we

its subfeciive

and

objective

have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins,
according to the riches of his grace ; wherein he hath abounded toward us in all wisdom
and prudence ; having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his
good pleasure which he hath purposed in himself : that in the dispensation of the fulness
of times he might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which aro in heaven,
and which are on earth ; even in him : in whom also we have obtained an inheritance,
being predestinated according to the purpose of him who worketh all things after the
counsel of his own will : that we should be to the praise of his glory, who first trusted
In whom ye also trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel
in Christ.
of your salvation : in whom also after that ye believed, ye were sealed with that Holy
Spirit of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption of Um
aspects.

In
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purchased possession, unto the praise of his glory." This passage, treated homiletically.
presents redemptive predestination to us in some of its subjective and objective aspects.
We use those words with no liking, for they savour of a school of thought with which
we have but little sympathy. But the terms, experimental and doctrinal, internal and
external, would not represent our thoughts so well.
Let us then look at the passage as
presontin>< redemptive predestination
There are certain words employed which
I. In some op its subjective aspects.
indicate its influence and issues upon the heart of its true disciple. There is : 1. Deliverance. " In whom we have redemption." This means simple deliverance, and perhaps
Unregenerale humanity is in moral
is used in allusion to the Exodus of the Jews.
bondage, is carcally sold under sin. It is in a captivity compared with which the most
cruel physical bondage is but a shadow.
The gospel is the deliverer. It crushes the
despots.
It sounds the trump of jubilee.
2. Pardon.
"The forgiveness of sins."
This, like redemption, means release, but it indicates release, not from calamity alone,
but from crime. Redemption delivers man at once from the slavery of sin, forgiveness
from its guilt. Divine forgiveness, what is it? It is remedial mercy separating the
"Far as the east is from the west," etc. Separating not
sinner from liis sin.
from its memory, nor from all its effects and influences, but from its soul-accusing
" He miglit gather together in one." Uniting the dispower.
3. Unification.
harmonious soul of man with the universe, by uniting it to Christ. As planets are

—

bound together, though millions of leagues apart, by a common centre, so true souls
in all worlds and ages are united by being united to Jesus Christ.
He is the Head.
4. Heritage. " Obtained an inheritance," "the earnest of our inheritance." What is the
inheritance of a Christ-redeemed soul?
Ah! what? What springing energies, what
rising hopes, what high fellowships, what glorious liberties, enter into that inheritance 1
"All things are yours." The allusion is perhaps to Canaan. What is the true Canaan
of the soul ? 5. Divinity. " Sealed with that Holy Spirit." (1) Divinely impressed.
(2) Divinely distinguished.
(3) Divinely secured,
observe that it has objectively : 1. One
II. In some of its objective aspects.
primordial sov/rce. Whence does this grand redemptive system spring ? From " the
riches of his grace." " His good pleasure." " The counsel of his own will." Its spring is
in God.
Creation and salvation well up from the same eternal fountain. 2. Manifold
manifestations.
How many terms are here employed to represent this one system I
(1) " His Wood." Christ's blood, or his self-saonficmg love, is its vital power, its very
substance, without which it would be a doud without water, a body without a soul.
Christ is Christianity. (2) " Wisdom." Two words are here enipU)yed " wisdom " and

We

—

same thing, " wisdom." The word "wisdom "
may indicate intelligence, and "prudence" its application. Christianity is "the manifold wisdom of Gud."
It is not enly necessarily a mystery to all to
(3) " Mystery."
whom it is not revealed, but it must ever be to a great extent a mystery to its most
advanced students. It is that which angels "desire to look into." It has heights no
intellect can scale, depths no philosophy can penetrate. It has lengths and breadths for
ever outreaching the swiftest and strongest wing of thought.
(4) " Dispensation." It
The intellect that planned the universe planned it. (5) " The
is a Divine scheme.
word of truth." Truth is reality. Divine truth is eternal reality. Reality has many
v/ords, and the gospel is the word of this eternal reality.
(6) " The gospel of your
salvation."
The good tidings of infinite love. 3. A gradiud unfoldment. It was once
a " mystery," unknown to the universe, unknown to man. It was in the mind of God.
He spoke its first sentence, perhaps, to Adam, and from that hour it has been gradually
unfolding itself.
It has had its striking epochs, and it is moving on to " the fulness
" prudence." But

_

tliey

mean

in reality the

A

It will flood the universe with its brightness one day.
4.
sublime result.
" Unto the praise of his glory." The highest aim of the creature is to worsliip with the
The guilt and misery of this world is that it fails
fullest loyalty and love the Creator.
The ultimate aim of Christianity is to tune the world's heart to music, and
in this.
cause loud hallelujahs to break from every lip. D. T.

of times."

—

—

23.
Apostolic philanthropy. " Wherefon I also, after I heard of your
Vers. 15
futh in the Lord Jesus, and love unto all the saints, cease not to give thanks for you,
making mention of you in my prayers ; that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

—

;
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may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelfition in the knowledge of him : the eyes ot your understanding being enlightened ; that ye may know what
is the hope of his calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the
saints, and what is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward who believe,
according to the working of his mighty power, which he wrought in OJirist, when ho
raised him from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places,
far alxyve all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every name that
is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is to come : and hath put all
things under his feet, and gave him to be the Head over all things to the Church, which
is his body, the fulness of him that filleth all in all." This passage, which is confessedly
somewhat involved and obscure in some of its expressions, may be h:miletlcally
regarded as illustrating apostolic philanthropy. There is a great deal of what is called
philanthropy in this age. Most men who are candidates for public suffrage profess
Indeed, there are not a few who trade
to feel its inspiration, and advocate its claims.
in its holy name.
Under the cover of serving their race, they gratify their own vanity
and enrich their own coffers. Amongst so much of spurious philanthropy it may be
well to take a glance at the genuine thing. Paul was a philanthropist of the true type
his love for his race was disinterested, self-sacrificing, and unconquerable. The passa^'e
bi^fore us gives us a glimpse of philanthropy as it existed in his noble soul,
\^'e
observe
Father of glory,

I.

His PHILANTHBOPT BEOABDED SPIBITnAL BXCBLLBNCB AS THE ESSENTIAL NECESTwo elements of spiritual excellence are mentioned here, which

SITY OF MANKIND.

must be

regarded, not merely as the specimen of others, but as the root of all genuiae
" Faith in the Lord Jesus." In the
1. Practical faith in Christ.
New Testament this is everywhere made the one thing needful. Faith in him is
represented as essential in the moral restoration of man to the knowledge, image, and
fellowship of God; and both the philosophy of the human mind and the experience
of mankind concur in demonstrating that practical faith in the Son of God can alone
" Love unto all
confer real and lasting good on man.
2. Oenuine love for the good.
the saints," i.e. all the genuine disciples of Jesus Christ. The love is virtuous, it is for

goodness of heart.

account of their goodness-T-" saints." This love is catholic, it is for " all the
Mow, Paul regarded these two things as existing in the Ephesian Church
as the most hopeful and essential things. He makes no reference to their secular
education, to their mercantile progress, to their artistic improvements, to their politicai
advancement ; he knew that these were comparatively useless without spiritual excellence, and that with spiritvial excellence these would grow up to highest perfection.
He looked to the reformation of souls as that which was a good in itself, and which
alone could give value to any other reformation.
" Cease
II. His PHILANl'HROPT LIVED IN THE BELIGI0U8 EXERCISES OF HIS BOUL.
not to give thanks for you, making mention of you iu my prayers." Observe three
things concerning Paul's religious devotions.
They were profoundly reverential.
1.
How great did that God whom he worshipped appear to himl (1) " The God of our
Lord Jesus." The God of that mighty Being who wrought such wonders when on this
earth.
(2) " The Father of glory," One who dwelt " in light which no man could
approach unto." The central Fount of all honour and dignity. (3) The Dispenser
" Given unto you the Spirit," etc. Such is the God he worshipped.
of the Spirit.
Great ideas of God generate reverence in souls. 2. They were unceasing in thanks and
prayer. "Cease not to give thanks for you," etc. In prayer and supplication he made
known his requests to God. Unceasing thanks for thepiist, and prayer for the future, is
the grand duty of all, and the happy life of Christians.
3. They were ever animated
with love to men. As he appeared before this great God in worship, he bore the interest
of the Church at Ephesus in his prayers.
He presented Ephesus to the care and love
of him who alone can save and bless.
True philanthropy has ever used, and must
ever use, prayer as its chief instrument.
The prayer of Abraliam all but saved Sodom
and GomorrsJi. On the day of judgment it will bo seen that the world's greatest benefactors were the men of greatest prayer.
III. His PHILANTHBOPT BABNEBTLY SOUGHT MAN'S ADVANCEMENT IN BPUtlTDAL
INTELLIGENCE. He desircd the iricrease of their knowledge in three things, 1, In
Divint truth. He prayed that God " would give them a spirit of wiiidom and revelation

men on
saints."

—
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knowledge of him." He wished for them clearer and broader views of the Eternal
In Ohriitian privilege, " The eyes of your understanding being enlightened, that ye
may know what is the hope of his calling." The general idea is that you may know
the transcendent and inexhaustible blessings that Ged has provided for you. 3. In

in the
2.

personal attainment. "What is the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward."
The idea is that you may more deeply feel the change that God's power has wrought in
you. How great was the change that God's almighty energy had wrought in these
people (see Acts xix.) I Such was the knowledge that Paul was anxious to promote,
and this, indeed, is the knowledge to bless humanity.
IV. His philanthropy tbacbd all genuine improvement in human ohakaoter
TO THE Divine power that was manifested in Christ. The mighty power which
had done such wonders for them was the " power which he wrought in Christ, when he
tlie dead," etc.
The power : 1. Was manifested in the resurrection
Christ's resurrection might be regarded (1) as a symbol of the spiritual
resurrection of the soul : " If ye then be risen with Christ," etc. ; (2) as the procuring
cause of the spiritual resurrection of the soul. Had Christ not risen from the dead the
" Blessed be the God and Father of our
spiritual resurrection would be impossible.
Lord Jesus Christ, who according to his abundant mercy hath begotten us again to a
2. Was manifistcd in the
living hope by the resurrection of Christ from the dead."
exaltation of Christ. He exalted Christ " far above all principalities," etc. That power

raised

him from

of Christ.

will also exalt the soul, give it a dominion over self and circumstances ; that power
makes men " kings and priests unto God." Paul's philanthropy led him to trace all the
improvement at Ephesus, not to his own labours, though he had laboured there long

^nd hard, but to God's power, and to God's power as manifested by Jesus Christ.
V. His philanthropy identified man's interest with the lipe of the Son
Thcise only, he felt, were truly blessed of men who were vitally connected
iV God.
with Christ, as body and soul. " Which is his body," etc. The figure implies : 1.
Chritfs animation. The soul animates the body ; Christ animates the good. 2. Christ's
The soul controls the body ; Christ controls the good. 3. Chrisfs manifestacontr-jl.
The soul manifests itself through the body ; Christ manifests himself in the good.
tion.
D. T.
4. Christ's Church. It is a unity. The body, with all its members, is one whole.

—

I. Christians have been blessed with many
I'he Christian hlesHngs.
Ver. 3.
blessings. 1. Christianity involves hlessedness. The declaration of its truths is a
gospeL It is the religion of the cross ; yet it is far happier to bear Christ's cross than
to wear the yoke of sin, and there is no other alternative. 'I'he way of the cross is
2. Christian blessedness isnow enjoyed.
itself the way of peace and highest happiness.
" Hath blessed us " literally, " did bless us." The gifts of the gospel are not all reserved
Indeed, if we enjoy none now, we are not likely to be able to
for the future world.
For (1) Christ has already done all that is
appreciate any after death (1 Tim. iv. 8).
necessary to secure us the highest blessings ; and (2) many of the best blessings are
already within our reach, and do not depend upon any change of state to be produced
by death. 3. The Christian blessings are numerous amd various. "Every spiritual
If we have received some blessings there are more to follow. Already what
blessing."
we have had is beyond reckoning. All do not receive just the same kind of blessings.
Each may look for fresh varieties.
II. The Christian blessings are spiritual and heavenly. 1. They are spiritual.
This word describes them subjectively ; it shows what they are in us. They are inward
may receive temporal prosperity, and, if so,
graces, not material possessions.
should ascribe it to the Source and Author of every good gift. But we may be denied
It is a mistake for any of us to look for
it, and yet be none the less blessed of God.
specially Christian blessings in this category, or to be perplexed at not receiving them.
The true Christian blessings are such things as peace and joy, light and love, purity
and power. 2. They are heavenly. This word describes them objectively ; it points
Coming from
to what they are in themselves and in relation to their Divine origin.
God, they belong to " heavenly places." They are such things as the forgiveness of
sins, and the sympathy and fellowship of Christ, the beatific vision vouchsafed to the
pure in heart, and the baptism of the Holy Ghost. Because they are heavenly things
they are not beyond our reach; for heaven is let down to earth now that the kintsdom

—
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in our midst, and we we lifted up to heaven when we have our treasur*
of heaven
But it is only the upward gaze that will discern true
there, for there our heart is.
Christian blessings. Kirke White writes of "this low-thoughted world of darkling
woe." The woe is so " darkling " just because the world is so " low-thoughted."

We

cannot find the stars by searching in the dust.
III. These blessings descend upow us toom God through Oheist.
1. The source
Christianity has its origin in God. He conceived the first thought
of them is in (?0(i.
of it. He sent his Son to bring it to us. 2. The blessings come especially from God in
God is revealed as Creator, King, Judge ; from none of these
his character of Father.
Divine characteristics oould we expect the blessings of mercy which as Christians we
They are given by a Father. 3. These blessings flow directly from Qod's
receive.
He is the " Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." The blessings
relations with Christ.
are given to us through Christ's great work of mediation.
4. It is through our
relations with Christ that we enjoy the Christian blessings.
They are " in Christ."
He first receives them, and we have them by union with him. We must be "in
Clirist " ourselves in order that the blessings may be ours.
IV. The enjoyment of the Christian blessings should inspire our most heartfelt PRAISES. The whole verse is an utterance of thanksgiving. Surely it is fitting
that we should bless God for such wonderful blessings to us. We cannot repay, but
we can at least thank. " Where &re the nine?" must often be the sad question thai
should shame our gross ingratitude. The essence of religious worship. Yet our age
has forgotten to worship. We pray, begging favours for ourselves; we discuss truth,
seeking light for ourselves ; we work let us hope sometimes unselfishly ; but where i»
our worship, adoration, praising of God ? See the grounds for thus blessing God (1) in
the richness of the blessings ; (2) in our total iU desert; (3) in the greatness of God,
and the consequent depth of his condescension in stooping to our low estate ; (4) in the
the precious blood of Christ (ver. 7) ; and (5) in the wonderful
cost of the blessings
Pivine love which inspired the whole work of redemption. W. F. A.
~

'

—

—

—

—

We

Ood's idea of humanity.
commonly regard our lives from a human
Vers. 4 6.
But, if it were possible, it
standpoint, which we cannot well leave even in thought.
would be most interesting to see how God looks upon them. Now, it is one of the
to lead us to see ourselves as God sees
objects of revelation to help us to do this
Next to the vision of God himself, such a picture of humanity as it appears in the
us.
eyes of God is of the greatest importance. The manifestation of our present condition
in the searching light of God turns out to be a shameful exhibition of sin and failure.
But the declaration of God's idea of our lives, of what he wishes and purposes for us,
and of his design in fashioning us, is truly sublime, and should fill us with genuine
" self-reverence." In the verses before us, by a magniBcent feat of inspired imagination,
St. Paul describes this idea and the method by which God is working it out.
L The origin of the idea. It was conceived " before the foundation of the world."
The architect's design precedes the builder's structure. God had his plan of mankind
before a man was created.
1. Seeing that God is infinite, that plan must extend to
euery detail of the vocation of every individual souL 2. Seeing that God is independent
of time, he must fenoui from the flist all future issues, and what course will be taken
by the free-will of each man. 3. Seeing that all things are united by successive waves
of influence, what God does from the foundation of the world onwards must all have its
bearings on the latest development of mankind, and must therefore be determined in
some measure with respect to God's idea of humanity.
1. In our eharaoter.
God's will regarding us is our
II. The objects of the idea.
Ranotification.
He foreordains us to be pure and free from all defilement and imperThus we learn that the moral and spiritual state of u soul is far more
fection.
important in the eyes of God than any intellectual gifts, or any amount of comfort and
happiness. 2. In our condition, God wishes us to be his sons. The high privilege
To be thus nearly related to
of Christ he desires to bestow upon Christ's brethren.
God is to have the highest possible destiny. 8. In relation to Ood himself. The praist
of his glory is thus attained. If God seeks his own glory, it is because this is the glory
of goodness seen in the welfare of his creatures.
1. Jn Qod't sovereign freedom.
Ha purpose!
iU. Toe motivkb of the idea.

—
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" according to the good pleasure of his will." Like the potter with his clay, God has
• right to choose his own idea of humanity^ 2, In God's great love. God's will is
always holy and always gracious.
If, therefore, anything depends solely on his will,
it is sure to he don^m the best possible way, and in the way that brings most good t>.
Instead of fearing God's free choice, we ought to rejoice in it, seeing that
his creatures.
it is always determined by love.
It is love that leads God to design for mankind so
glorious a destiny as

IV.

was conceived

before the foundation of the world.
idea.
1. Through grace " freely bestowed on

Tdb method of rbalizinq the
God does not

us to a high vocation without giving us the means whereby to
ordained the future destiny, he alone can now give us power
to accomplish it. 2. Through Christ. Christ is the greatest gift of God's grace.
By
our faith in Christ we receive God's grace. Christ, as the Beloved of God, brings us into
the blessings of God's love. ^W. F. A.
us."

fulfil it.

As he

call

first

—

What

" Our redemption " is here in
it means to us.
Ver. 7. Redemption. I.
apposition with " the forgiveness of our trespasses." The phrases mutually explain one
another.
1. The idea of forgiveness explains that of redemption.
(1) Redemption ia
a setting free. Sin is a bondage. The guilt of sin is the burden of ati unpaid debt.
When we are forgiven the debt is cancelled and the yoke broken. (2) Redemption is
a recovery. The redeemed man is not merely a captive liberated ; he is a prisoner
restored to his country and his home.
Sin banishes us from God. Forgiveness restores
us to the home of our souls in bringing us back to communion with God. 2. The idea
of redemption explains that of forgiveness. Such forgiveness as amounts to a redemption
cannot be a mere withholding of penalties. It must be (1) positive giving us the
statu? of free, restored souls ; and (2) personal
a reconciliation between man and God.
II. What it cost Christ. Redemption implies payment. The redeemed is recovered
by means of a ransom. The cost of the Christian redemption is the blood »1' Christ.
Unfortunately, the expression, " the blood of Christ "-—or even the mutilated expression,
"the blood" has been used by some so ignorantly and coarsely that many persons
have come to turn from it with disgust. It would seem that some so-called evangelical
people attach as much efiScicy to the charm of the word " blood," repeated without any
intelligent idea, as the most superstitious Roman Catholics ascribe to what they believe
Oh the other hand, we must not explain
to be real blood in the sacred chalice.
away the expression by saying that it simply means the death of Christ, or why was
not the*ord "death" used? And did not Jesus say that we must eat his flesh and drink
his blood? According to a venerated Hebrew idea, the blood was life.
The shedding
of the blood, therefore, was the giving of the life. If Christ's blood is a ransom, that
means that Christ gave his life and himself as a ransom. The value of such a ransom
must be just the value of such a life. How well pleasing to God must be the obedient
yielding up of himself by Christ I How persuasive to us in drawing us out of the power
of sin should the same sacrifice be 1
III. Whence it orioinated.
are redeemed "according to the riches of his
grace," i.e. of God's grace.
1. Then it is Ood who first plans our redemption and
desires our forgiveness and provides the means for our restoration.
2. The motive of
redemption is pure grace. It is not that we have a rij^ht to be restored, as Bnglishraen
would claim a right to be set free from ignominious slavery in a foreign land ; nor
that we shall be worth so much to God when restored as to compensate him for the
cost ; but simply that, freely loving us, he mercifully delivers us.
3. The grace of God
There are men whose favours are so povertyis replete with wealthy resources.
«tricken that they are not worth having.
God's grace is rich enough to provide the
necessary ransom for our redemption. Christ our Ransom is given to us as the greatest
W. F. A.
gift from the treasury of Divine grace.

—

—

—
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The consummation of all things.
Ver. 10.
have in this hold, sweeping picture
of the great onward movement of the universe a solution of the most ambitious
questions of philosopny. What is the meaning of the ever-changing flux and rush
of i^ll things ? and whither does it tend? It is, says St. Paul, a progress towards organic
unity. Can any thought be more modehi or more in accordance with strict science ?
$t. Paul recognizes the all-important point, too often ignored in ancient philosophy,

,

—
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we have to deal with organic conditions with living forces and their resultants.
In spite of many indications
discerns a purpose in the seeming confusion of forces.
And the end of this progress he declares to
of failure, he discovers a sure progress.
he union and harmony. Yet he is not merely philosophizing. *His idea is theological
that

He

It ia alw
he sees God's mind planning the whole, and God's hand effecting it
essentially Christian.
The end is accomplished through Christ,
This purpose is
I. God pniiPosBS to bbin& all things into organic union.
Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown
illustrated by the latest philosophy of evolution.
that evolution is a process of increasing integration, accompanied by increasing differentiation.
Scattered nebulous matter concentrates into solid worlds. From existence
in separate cells, life advances to the union of cells in organic creatures.

Society
progresses from individual separation, through tribal union, to the formation of great
nations.
Heaven and earth, things
St. Paul carries out the idea on a larger scale.
spiritual and things material, will ultimately integrate in one grand unity.
Consider
some of the wonderful results involved in such a process as it completes itself. 1.
An approach, of all things nearer together and a more ready intercommunication. The
earthly will no longer be separated from the heavenly. 2. Mutual co-operation. Bach
wiU minister to tlie other. 3. The more effective work of higher organization. 4. The
end of all discord, the overthrow of all evil, the subjection of the lower to the higher.
Sin must then be cast out and God's will done on earth as it is now only done in heaven.
On the contrary, differentiation increases with integra5. No necessary uniformity.
tion.
The most highly organized bodies have the greatest variety of parts. While
we look for progress, therefore, we must not be surprised at seeing increasing differences
of constitution, idea, method of action, etc., among Christians, but even expect this
to accompany a growth In harmonious mutual helpfulness.
are not to see the
uniformity of the blades of grass in a meadow; but the unity of the root, trunk,
branches, leaves, and fruit of one great tree.

We

IL The union of all things will bk effected through Christ. We cannot
measure the far-reaching effects of the life-work of Christ. But the character of all of
them is peacemaking and progressive. Christ comes to quell the discord of life, to
We may see, partly, by
draw aU into one, and to lead the whole on to a higher life.
what means this is done. 1. The Incarnation. Thus heaven comes down to earth.
The process begins here in one man, Jesus. 2. The sacrifice of Christ. This is a
peace offering. By it the separation between man and God is done away. 3. The
All Christians are brethren in Christ. Thus human differences
are done away ; Jew and Gentile, bond and free, barbarians and civilized, are one in
Christ.
In the fend, the union of Christians in the Church should realize the cosmopolitan oneness which will banish war and mutual jealousies. 4. The headship of
Christ.
As Christ is recognized to be the Head by all, all become members of him,
and so members one of another. 6. The final triumph of Christ over sin, death, and

brotherhood of Christ.

all evil

things.

The accomplishment of the organic union of all things will comi
WITH " the dispensation OF THE FULNESS OF TIMES." 1. It IS Only possible in course
III.

Evolution takes time ; so do the Divine education of the race, the spread
of time.
of the gospel, and the growth of the Church in truth and grace. 2. It is not to 6i
The present confusion ii
indefinitely postponed. There will be a fulness of times.
only temporary. It may last long, but not for ever.
may do something to hasten
It will only come when the times are ripe for it
the consummation of all things.
but as we do our part to aid the great Christian progress, we help on the ripening ol
the ages.—W. F. A.

We

L The assurance that Christians are sealed. 1. They
" The Lord knoweth them that are his." God is said to keep
a book of remembrance, so that they who fear him shall be remembered in the day
when he makes up his jewels (Mai. iii. 16, 17). 2. They are to be known by men. A
It is intended to be seen and understood.
seal is conspicuous.
There are signs in th«
life by w hich the inward spiritual religion may be detected.
If we know how to read
the seal, we shall be able to discover whether or no it is on ourselves. Yet it ii
poasil:^ to bt a true servant of Christ, and yet to be sadly doubtful as to one'i own
Vers. 13, 14.

are

Sealed.

owned by God.

—
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condition, not because we have not the seal, but because we are too blinded with fears
•o read it, or because we are looking for a different kind of seal.
3. They aio preserved,
by Ood. The seal is a security. All the authority of its owner accompanies it,
Christians being once owned will never be deserted by God.
II.

The condition on which Christians akb

sealed.

This

Is faith.

As a

pre-

We

liminary, the gospel must be heard. But all who hear are not sealed.
must,
individually and voluntarily, yield submission to the truth we have receired.
Two
motives for faith may be gathered from the words of St. Paul, viz. : 1, The claims of
truth.
It is " the Word of the truth " that we have heard.
Truth is royal and
authoritative, and rightly demands obedience.
2, Our own salvation.
This " Word
of the truth " is also " the gospel of your salvation." Our highest iq^teit lies in our
accepting the gospel and giving our faith to it.
III.

The method bt which Christians ark sealed. It is " with the Holy Spirit
The early Christians were endued with the Holy Spirit after they had
their faith to Christ.
None but those who were thus " believers " received it

of promise."

given

'J'he gift

a

We

was, therefore, a sign of true faith.

gift of toniiues, of healing, etc.

But we

—

it in the same form
aa
in spiritual graces. Christiana
consequence, realize their sonship to God

do not have

receive

it

endued by the Holy Spirit, and, as a
16, 17), and enjo}' communion with God (Rom. viii. 26, 27).
The reality
of these things and of the spiritual gifts from which they flow is proved by the resultare

still

(Rom.

viii.

ing fruits of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22, 23).
IV. The purpose fob which Christians are sealed. They are sealed by a Spirif
of promise.
The blessings assured by the Divine recognition are as yet chiefly future.
arc heirs, not owners or, regarding it from another point of view, God has paid
the ransom loi his own possession, but the redemption of it is not yet fully accomplished.
Yet he has so far claimed it as to set his seal upon it. Christians bear the
marl? of God's owuership, though they are not wholly recovered to him. Their present
condition is an assurance of final recovery. It is an earnest of redemption. Enough
grace is already givi'D to result in some measure of redemption. If we have not this
foretaste of tieaven, these first droppings of the showers of blessings, we have no right
to expect more.
But If we have, the beginning points on to the fulfilment, when God
will be glorified in our perfeet redemption.
W. F. A.

We

;

—

Vers. 15, 16.
Spiritual prosperity. Although St. Paul could soar Into strange
heights of contemplation, his interest was not confined to cold theological abstractions.
If he meditated on the final ^tmsummation of all things, he was never negligent of
the spiritual condition of the Oliristians of his day. No man could show more deep,
earnest, personal concern for those committed to his charge, than the great apostle
evinced for the Churches of which he had the oversight. They were ever in his
thoughts and in his prayers.
Theii prosperity or adversity was his joy or sorrow.
It was happy when, as in the case ot the Christians of Asia, to which the Epistle to
the Ephesians was addressed, St. Paul Dad little to blame and much to rejoice over.
may leara something by considering what, in St. Paul's estimation, were the marks
of Christian prosperity, and how he regarded that prosperity.
I. The true prosperity or a CHnRCH consists in the growth of spiritital

We

SRACBS AMONG THE MEMBERS. We make much of numbers, as though prosperity were
a matter of _arithmetic. " The statistics of the Churches " will never serve as a divining
rod with which to discover the precious metal of piety. St. Paul cared less for the

number of adherents to
While we busy ourselves

Christianity thfrn for tiie quality of the true Christians.
in counting the attendants at church, who is to measure the
growth or decrease of spiritual life? Then St. Paul's idea of prosperity was not
accumulating wealth, the creation of more imposing buildings, a higher social status

AU he cared for was spiritual
things about which some of us are so greatly concerned.
The two essential elements of this are growing faith in Christ and growing
love towards one another.
II. The growth of spiritital prospbritt is deserving op joyful recognition
AND THANKSGIVING. If St. Paul IS fearless in rebuking where rebukes are necessary,
he in ungrudging in his congratulations where these are earned. Some people seem
to I'M afrftid of provoking the vanity of others in praising them, M they are not prevented
progress.

—
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from giving them their due by jealousy. We might better encouraf;e one another ii
we were more ready to anticipate the great Master's genercus " Well done, good and
faithful servant."
At the same time, it must be remembered that the glory is due to
Thus onr congratulations should pass into
Grod, as the grace came only from him.
thanksgivings.

in. While thankfully becognizino spiEirnAL prospeiiitt, we should pray for
THE INCREASE OP IT. The present graces are not enough. We shall deceive our
brethren if our congratulations lead them to think that there is no need for further
progress.

On

increase.

Thus

the contrary, the present attainments are reasons for praying for greater
St. Paul makes mention of the faith and love of the Christians of Asia
in his pray«f«fc,The reward ot one grace is the addition of another.
One prepares the
way for anotnP! Certain spiritual attainments are grounds on which new and higher
attainments may be built. W. F. A.

—

—

Vers. 17 19. Spiritual knowledge. After thankfully recognizing the faith and
love of the Christians he is addressing, St. Paul describes his prayers for their further
endowment with Divine graces, and shows that he is especially anxious that they shou3d
Possibly the Cliristians of Ephesus and its neighbourhood
receive a Spirit of wisdom.
were backward on the intellectual side of the spiritual life ; but more probably wisdom
was desirable for them just because they were exceptionally capable of high thinking,
and would therefore profit above others by enjoying the light of lieavenly revelation.
In any case, it is to be observed that faith and love are the more essential graces
that they must precede wisdom and knowledge, which are not, as is often assumed,
to be expected as the first and tundamental grounds of religion ; but that, nevertheless,
the intellectual side of religion is important as an addition to the moral.

The source or spiritual knowledge. 1. This knowledge comes from God.
Paul makes it a matter ot prayer. It is not to be attained, then, merely by
2. It is given as
intellectual culture, nor even by our own spiritual experience alone.
a revelation. In revelation God makes known what was naturally and previously
hidden, While the curtain is drawn no guesses can tell what lies hehind it. Speculation, unaided by revelation, is as much at sea in discussing the unseen universe
to-day as it was at the dawn of Greek philosophy. 3. It results from an inspiration
of the tSpmt of Ood. We receive a " Spirit of wisdom." The Holy Spirit is a Spirit
of knowledge, leading us into all truth, at once purging us of the sin that blinds our
vision, quickening the life within to a more keen sensitiveness, and bringing us into
that sympathetic state in rogard to spiritual things which makes us feel tbeir presence
and imderstand their character.
The eyes oiF our heart have to be
II. The organ or spiritdal knowledge.
enlightened that we may know spiritual things. 1. The heart has itn eyes. There is
an inner sight. This is not merely speculative. It is alive with feeling ; it is in the
Thus the poet will see wh^t the naturalist overlooks the mother will know
heart.
her children as the schoolmaster cannot know them; the saint will have visions
2. All that the heart needs in
of Divine truth to which the philosopher is blind.
What is wanted is no new declaration, but an
order to see the highest truths is light.
The landscape is as present when invisible at night as
enlightening of our eyes.
when seen in clear daylight. Divine truth lies open before us. We require no new
All that is wanted is a change in ourselves the unstopping of
voices from heaven.
our deaf ears and the opening of our blind eyes.
1. Christ.
It is " the knowledge
III. The subjects op spiritual knowlkdgb.
A^e must begin with knowing Christ. In
of him " for which St. Paul first prays.
knowing him we know all ; for all the treasures of the gospel dwell in him. 2. The
future inheritance. How vainly we speculate about this I We can know it only by
Not that the formal nature of it can be discerned, but the true
spiritual illumination.
There are riches in this inheritance
character and worth of it will be appreciated.
In our coldness of heart they look dim and faint. We
of which we little dream.
have yet to learn how infinitely glorious they are. Such a discovery will gladden,
By
3. The Divine pmoer.
cheer, and encourage us in the dark battle of the present.
heaping up expressions, the apostle makes u<i realisie the importance of this subject,
Qoi ^ives U8 the inheritance. It is vast and glorious. But terrible difficultiw stand
I.

St.

;

—
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between us and it. Till we understand somewhat of the power of God, the hope will
seem to be unattainable. But this we may understand in so.far as we are enlightened
rightly to appreciate the manifestation of it in the resurrection and triumph of Christ
the pledges and grounds of our future blessedness. W. F. A,

—

We

The supremacy of Christ.
commonly think of Christ as the
Vers. 20—22.
of sorrows, humiliated and crucified; but we should more often remember that
If we would love and worship
this familiar picture describes what is completely past.
our Lord as he now is, we must look at him in his exaltation— triumphant, juyons,
should see the typical Christ in Eaffaelle's ' Transfiguration ' rather than
glorious.
have not to weep
in the many piteous ' Ecce Homo's 1 ' that arrest our attention.
in
at the tomb, " He is not here ; he is risen." The supremacy of Christ Is twofold
rank and in authority.
I. Thk supreme bank of Christ.
1. Wherein it consi$t$,
Christ sits at God's
" right hand in the heavenly places, far above all rule," etc. By an accumulation of
titles of beings below Christ, St. Paul not only declares, but helps to make us feel, the
For since we have only seen the humiliation, it is difBcult to
lofty rank of Christ.
Ho is
2. Whence it o/rises.
realize the exaltation.
(1) From the nature of Christ.
Son of God as well as Son of man. In the end every nature finds its leveL (2) From
The highest honour is due not to wisdom, nor to power, but
the character of Christ.
It is not the Socrates, nor the Alexander, but the holy Jesus of Nazareth
to goodness.
who is raised to the right hand of God. (3) The sacrifice of Christ. " Every one
that humbleth himself shall be exalted," God exalts Christ to his throne, because
3. What effects should flow from it.
Christ humbled himself to the cross.
(1) It
should excite our joy. It is our Lord, our Saviour, our Brother, who is thus honoured.
If we thought less of ourselves and more of Christ, our worship would be less plaintive
we should make heaven's arch ring with songs of gladness. (2) It should inspire our
must have a low nature if we cannot love reverently when we love
reveremoe.
warmly. Yet with many a genuine affection for Christ seems to inspire an unbecoming
How can we be
familiarity.
(3) It should shed glory on the service of Christ.
ashamed to be Christians, if this is to be followers of the highest in rank ? (4) It
should encourage our hopes. At first it may strike a chill fear as we see our Lord
removed far aljove us. But faith knows that he is the same Man who sat weary by
the well of Sychar, and lay sleeping in the fishing-boat of Gennesaret. The risen
Christ had his still pierced hands. It is unworthy to think that in his heavenly
He will
exaltation he will forget his earthly friends. If he does not, his glory is ours.
call his people to share his triumph.

Man

We

We

—

We

The supreme authority of Christ. 1. Wherein it consists. (1) " He put
All earthly and heavenly things work
things in subjection under his feet."
according to the will of Christ. (2) He is the Head of the Church. He not only
teaches and saves and V)lesses; he rules. And he has never abdicated nor delegated
Any assumption of the headship, which belongs only to Christ, is
his authority.
2.
If the pope claims this authority, he must be an antichrist.
rebellion against him.
Whence it arises. (1) From the nature of Christ. He is a born King. (2) From the
He
character of Christ. He is just and merciful, and has the ideal royal character.
is most fit to rule.
(3) From the triumph of Christ. He is victorious over sin and
He reigns by right of conquest. 3. What effects should flow from it. (1)
death.
should obey Christ, and (2) have full confidence in him. Here is good ground fol
believing that he will make all the strange, dark events of our lives work right in the
end ; that he will conquer all his foes and all the evil of the world ; and that those
who suffer with him here shall also reign with him hereafter. W. F. A.
II.

all

We

—

We

The Church as the body and the fulness of Christ.
have here the
Ver. 23;
Intimate relation of Christ with his Church described in two aspects first external,
and then internal.

—

1. Th«
I. ExTBENAtlT, THE CHURCH IS A BODT OF WHICH ChRIBI IS THE HeAD.
Church is joined to Christ. Christ maintains the closest possible relations with his
people.
His ascension, instead of removing him from us, by taking him to a distant
h«aven, brings him nearer to u<, by hia passing into the spiritiMtl universe, througk

—

M
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which he can have Immediate contact with individual so'jls. 2. There Is one U/e in
Christ and the Church. The same blood pulsates through the head and through the
memhers of the body. The blood of Christ must not only be " apjilied to " Cliristians,
as some people say, but in them, drunk as wine of life (John vi. 56). Thus, by close
communion with Christ in faith, submission, and obedience, the very life of Christ will
flow through us, so that we can say, " Not I, but Christ liveth in me." 3. Christ
He is the Head of the body. The Church is not a republic;
presides over the Church.
His thought teaches, his will commands, his
it is a kingdom, and Christ is its King.
4. The Church is one
Spirit gives grace and order to all the movements of the body.
The head has but one body. Through Christ a common sympathy should
in Christ.
spring up among Christians, just as, through their connection with the head, the
When the influence of the head
various organs of the body co-operate harmoniously.
So sectarian enmity
is lost, convulsions or confused movements are the consequence.
Nevertheless, variety is possible and even
is a proof of severance from Christ.
necessary in a highly organized body. There are many members, and all the members
have not the same office. The essential unity consists in the subordination of all the
Christless
parts to the one head. 5. Severance from Christ is death to the Church.
may retain the doctrine and ethic of tlie New TestaChurch is a headless trunk.
Even a partial
ment, but, nevertheless, amputation of the Head means death.
sererance of connection involves paraysis loss of spiritual power and loss of spiritual

A

We

—

feeling.

Intebwallt, the Church

the FntNESs of Chkist. It is filled with Christ.
he is the life within it. He does not only teach,
he inspires his people and lives in his
bless, command, and lead from without
Church. Christ fills " all in all '' i.e. the Spirit that was in Jesus of Nazareth is in
the whole universe, inspiring all creation and all providence with wisdom and goodness,
purity and grace. The same Spirit is in the Church. As yet, unhappily, the Church
Though Christ is received into the heart of Christians, every
is not filled with Christ.
dcor within is not yet flung open to the gracious Guest. But in the perfect timp, when
his authority is everywhere established, his presence will be universally immanent. In
the ideal Church, Christ fills the affections with holy love, the thoughts with higher
He
truths, the imagination with heavenly visions, the will with obedient actions.
II.

He

is

not only the Hend above

ib

it

j

;

;

Alrcaily he begins the blessed indwelling.
We
and his graces are seen in all.
look forward to his great triumph, when he will aa fully fill hia people as he will
absolutely conq^uer his foes. W. F. A.

fills all

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

n.

—

Vera. 1 10. Spibituai Histobt of the
EruBSiANS. This passage corn spends to
Geu. i. It is a history of creation, and we
note the same great stages. 1. Chnos (vers.

—

1
2. The dawn— the Spirit of God
3).
moving on the face of the waters (vcr. 4).
in Buooessive stages
3. The work of creation
(vers. 4—10).
Ver. 1. Ton also, who were dead in your
trespasses and your sins. The npostle returns from his digression, in which he had
shown the marvellous working of the Divine
power on Christ, to show the working of the
same power on theEphesian converts themThe «M*s is not governed by any
selves.

—

—

verb going before; it manifestly depends
on the ffvfeCaioTroiiiiTev of ver. 5, but it is
eeparated from it by a new digression (vers.
2, 3), on which the apostle immediately
While the same quickening power
ftarti.

of

God was exerted on Christ and on the

EpliesiiiLS, it was exerted to very ilifferent
cftccts in the case of Christ, raising liim
literally from the dead and exalting him to
:

lieavenly glory; in the case of the Ephesians, raising them from spiritual death and
exalting them to high spiritual privileges.
may observe the change from the second
to the first person, and vice versa, in this
chapter as in ch. L Second person (vers. 1,
8, 11); first (vers. 3, 10, 14); and the two

We

streams brought together (ver. 18). The
chapter closes beautifully with an emblem
of the Church as the one temple of which
all believers are parts.
The death ascribed
to the Ephesians in their natural state ii
evidently spirituaJ death, and "trespasses and
sins," being in the dative (yexpoiis rois iropcnrTii/iairi Kal rail afiaprltta),

—

seems to indi-

cate the cause of death "dead through
your trespasses and your sins" (E.V.);
** dead
of your trespasses," etc, ia suggested

—

;

OH. n.
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by Alford. It Is not easy to assign a
meaning to the two nouns here;
some suggest aet$ of transgression for the
one, and sinful tendencies or principles for

different

the other, but this distinction cannot be
carried out in all other passages. The killing eifect of sin is indicated. As sins of
sensuality kill truthfulness, industry, integrity, and all virtue, so sin generally,
affecting as it does our whole nature, kills,
or does not suifer to live, the affections and
state of
movements of the spiritual life.
" death " implies previous life
the race
lived before ; it implies also a state of insensibility, of utter powerlessness and helpless-

A

—

61

denote a prophetic rather than an actual oon
ditinii.
This spirit energizes in the " sons
of disobedience." This designation is striking it denotes persons bom of disobedience,
bred by disobedience, having disobedience
in their very nature; comp. Rom. viii. 7,
" The carnal mind is enmity against God,"
and passages where fallen man is called a
;

rebel (Isa. i. 2; Ixiii. 10; Ps. Ixviii. 6; Jer.
It denotes the essential anV. 23, etc.).
tagonism of man's will to God's, arising
from man's devotion to this world and its

and God's regard to what is higher
and holier an antagonism often held in
check and suppressed but bursting out

interests,

—

—

wildly at times in fierce opposition, as at
Ver. 2. Wherein aforetime ye walked
the tower of Babel or the crucifixion of
according to the oourse of this world. The
Jesus. The devil inflames man's inherent
idea of a dead creature walking is not altodislike to God's will, and encourages outgether incoTigruous. It implies that a kind
breaks of it.
remained
sufBoient
for
but
walking;
of life
Ver. 3. Among whom we also all once
not the true, full, normal life ; rather the
spent onr life in the lusts of our flesh. The
life of a galvanized corpse, or of one walking
apostle here brings Jews and Gentiles toThe figurative use of walking for
gether. "
also," as well as you
we were
in sleep.
living, or carrying on our life, is frequent
all in the same condemnation, all in a
miserable plight, not merely occasionally
in this Epistle (oh. iv. 1 ; v. 2, etc.). " The
dipping into sin, but spending our very lives
course of this world," elsewhere" the world,"
in the lusts or desires of our flesh, living for
denotes the present system of things, as conno noble ends, but in an element of carnal
ducted by those who have regard only to
desire, as if there were nothing higher than
things seen and temporal, and no regard to
God or to the future life. Where tliere is to please the carnal nature. Fulfllling the
desires of the flesh and of the mind. Desires
spiritual death there is insensibility to these
of the flesli, tlje grosser and more animal
things. According to the prince of the
this
is
obvious
that
propensities (the flesh, in Seripture, has often
the
air.
It
is
of
power
a wider sense; see Gal. v. 19 21); and of
equivalent to "the god ot this world"
the mind or thoughts, Siami&v, the objects
(2 Cor. iv. 4), but the explanation of the
that we thought about, whatever they might
term is difBcult. Allusion is made to a
corporate body, "the power [or, 'governbe, the waywardness of our thoughts seems
to be denoted, the random roaming of the
ment '] (^Joufffa) of the air," and to one who
mind hither and thither, towards this pleais "prince " of this government. There is no
sure and that, sometimes serious, sometimes
difficulty in identifying the evil one and his
frivolous, but all marked by the absence of
host, of whom Milton gives^ such giiiphic
any controlling regard to the will of God.
But why should they be specially
pictures.
The life indicated is a life of indulgence in
counected with the air 1 The notion, enterand
others,
some
of
the
Fathers
whatever natural feelings may arise in us
tained by
be they right or be they wrong. And we
that storms and distuvbances of the atmowere by nature children of wrath, even as
sphere are caused by them, is preposterouf5
the rest.
This is a substantive clause,
it is unscriptural (Ps. cxlviii. 8) and quite
The term seems to denote tliat
staniling on its own basis, a separate fact,
unscientific.
not merely an inference from the previous
evil spirits, who have some power of instatements. The life described would have
fluencing us by their temptations, have their
exposed us to wrath ; but beyond and bef ire
abode in the atmosphere, or at least haunt
this we were by nature children of wrath.
it, being Invisible like it, yet exercising a
"By nature" denotes something in our
real influence on human souls, and drawing
directions,
and
contrary
to
constitution, in our very being ; and " even
them in worldly
which
now
God.
The
spirit
is
as the rest " denotes that this was universal,
the will of
not a peculiarity aft'ecting some, but a geneworking in the sons of disobedience. The
" Children of
ral feature applicable to all.
fact Ihat this spirit is still working in others
wrath " denotes that we belonged to a race
makes the escape of the Ephesians from him
which had incuixed the wrath of God ; our
the more striking. He is not destroyed, but
individuality was so far absorbed by the
vigorously at work even yet. Though Jcsns
social body that we shared the lot under
beheld him fall from heaven as lightning,
which it had come
If there be something
and though he said that the prince of this
in this that ieems contrary to justice, that
world had been judged, these expressions
ness.

—

—

—
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—
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TO TflE EPHESIANS,

BeemB to condemn men for the eine of others,
we remark (1) that in actual life we con-

phatic the free and sovereign mercy of God.
Though sin is the abominable thing whioh
he hates, loathsome to him in the last
degree, he did not turn from us when we
were immersed in it; nor did he wait till

stantly find individuals suffering for the sin
of the corporation, domestic, social, or national, with whinh they are identified ; (2)
that apart from this altogether, our individual oiTonces would expose ns to God's
wrath; and (3) that the moral and legal
relations of the individual to tlie corporation
is a subject of difficulty, and in this case
makes a strong demand on our faith.
should accept the teaching of the Word of
God upon it, and leave our righteous Judge
" Wrath," as applied
to vindicate himself.
to God, must be regarded as essentially
different from the same word when used of
man. In the latter case it usually indicates
a disorderly, excited, passionate feeling, as
of one who has lost self-control ; when used
of God, it denotes the holy, calm, deep opposition of his nature to sin, compelling hiip
to inflict the appropriate punishment.
Ver. 4. But 6od, being rich in mercy.
The preceding verses convey the idea of a
rushing towards inevitable ruin towards

we began

to move towards him : he began
to influence us even when we were dead.
Made us alive together with Christ (trvpffaioTTofrjo-e rai XpiffT^).
Made us alive with

the life which
from Christ.

We

when

all

;

;

the

help from

man is hopeless. Man's extremity becomes
God's opportunity. The " but " is very emphatic, and wonderfully reverses the picture.
The sovereignty of God is very apparent, on
its gracious side.
It interposes to rescue
those who would otherwise plunge into
irretrievable ruin
have here the filling
Israel, thou
up of that Divine saying, "
hast destroyed thyself, but In me is thine
help." The genesis of salvation is declared
to be in two of God's attributes, of which
the first is mercy, or compassion. God has
a tender, yearning feeling towards men
brought to Jnisery by their own sins. And
this feeling is Hot shallow or spare
he is
rich in mercy. It is an exuberant, full-flowing feeling in God (" Thy mercy ... is in
the heavens," Ps. xxxvi. 5), and may thereFor his great
fore be appealed to trustful ly.
love wherewith he loved us. The other
attribute from which the plan of salvation

We

O

—

Love is more than
sprang is God's love.
compassion. Compassion may be confined
but
love
goes
forth in active
to the breast,
It makes common cause with
beneficence.
It cannot rest till its object is
its object.
put right. Two expressions are used intensifying this Divine love: (1; his great
love (2) love wiih which he loved us ; the
verb of love governing the noun of love
makes the idea rich and strong. This view
of the exuberance of the Divine attributes
from which salvation has its rise is in harmony with the whole character of the Epistle.
Ver. 5. Even when we were dead in our
Bepeated from ver. 1, in order to set
sins.
;

—

in its true light the declaration that follows
of what God did for ud, to make more em-

in Ohiist and which flows

in which God's power operated on the
body of Christ, and the way in which it
operates on the souls of believers in him in
respect of (1) the quickening; (2) the
raising up from the grave; (3) the seating
of them in heavenly places. The Father,
having " given to the Son to have life in
himself," and "the Son quickening whom
he will" (John vi. 21, 26), by God's decree
we were first quickened by him, made partakers of Christ's life (John xl. 25 comp.
John xiv. 19; xv. 5; Col. iii. 4 Gal. ii. 20,
etc.). All the life we had lost was restored-—

—

friglitful cataract,

is

A parallel is run between the

way

—

some

ifiB.ti.l—i2.

I

life forfeited

by transgression, the

life o(

a calm and well-ordered heart, the sublime
life of fellowship with God.
By grape have
ye been saved. This is a parenthetical
clause, more fully dwelt on in ver. 8, thrown
in here abruptly by the apostle in the fulness of bis heart, to throw light on this
great wonder that Christ should impart
bis own life to souls dead in sin. Grace

—

in opposition to human merit in at the
root of the whole arrangement ; free, undeIt is not anything that God
bound to by the necessity of his nature.

served mercy.
is

not of his i>ature.
it not been for his good pleasure, salvation had never been. "Saved" is the
past participle (aesaaiihoi), denoting, not
the act of being saved, but the fact of having
been saved. Salvation in a real sense is a
present possession. When we are one with
Christ we are justified freely by God's grace,
our trespasses are all forgiven. The spirit
of new moral life has been given to us;
we are made alive to God. But while salvation is a present attainment in a real sense,

It is the result of his will,

Had

realization is future, for tliatincludcs
perreot holiness, and also the glorification
of the body.
In this sense salvation is to
its full

come (Rom.

viii. 24; xiii. 11).
Ver, 6. And hath raised na up with him
(comp. Phil. iii. 10) ; so that we no longer
walk " according to the course of tbia
world," but according to the life of Christ
we walk " in newness of life." And seated
us with him La the heavenly plaoes in Christ
Jesus. As God placed Jesus at hii right
hand in heaven, so he has placed his people
with him in heavenly places; i.e. placei
where the privileges of heaven are dispeD«ed, when the air of heaven it breathedi

—

—
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whore the fellowship and the enjoyment of
heaven are known, where an elevation of
spirit ia experienced as if Heaven were
begun. Such was the case of the three
disciples on the Mount of Transflguration of
the two on the way to Emmaus, when their
heart buintd within them; of the beloved
disciple when he was " in the Spirit on the
Lord's day " of many at the Holy Supper,
or in fervent communion with brother and
sister believers, when they seem at the very
gate of heaven. This is sometimes the experience at conversion, but the vividness of
The
tlie feeling does not always abide.
;

;

repetition of " in Christ Jesus " in this connection emphasizes the fact that tliis gracious proceeding of God towards us is in

immediate connection with the work and
person of Christ. It is as being one witli
Christ JoBus that all this raising up comes
to us.

—That in the ages

to come he mig:ht
special
riches of his grace.
purpose served by God's free grace bestowed
on such persons as the Ephesians. It was
intended as a lesson for future ages. "The
ages to come " denotes eras to begin from
that time, running on now, and to continue
hereafter. It would be a profitable lesson
for the people of these ages to think of the
Ephesians, far as they were by nature from
God, receiving his blessing so abundantly.
From this they vfould learn how great are

Ver.

7.

show forth the

A

the riches of God's grace. In kindness towards
The particular channel
us in Christ Jesus.
in which the riches of his grace flows is
kindness shown to us in Christ Jesus. Kindness in the matter of the blessing, forgiving
us freely, and accepting and adopting us in
him kindness in the manner of the blessing,
dealing with us as Jesus dealt with the
Woman that was a sinner, or with the thief
on tbe cross, or with Peter after he had
fallen, or witli Saul of Tarsus; kindness in
the extent of tlie blessing, providing amply
for every want kindness in the duration
But again,
of the blessing for evermore.
the Medium or MeJiator of blessing is
specified " in Christ Jesus." It is not the
kinilness of providence, not the natural
bountifulness of God, but that kindness and
bountifulness which are specially connected
with the atoning work of Christ: "God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto
;

;

—

—

himself."
Ver. 8.

—For by grace have ye been saved,

faith.
He repeats what he had
said parenthetically (ver. 5), in order to open
On the part of
the subject up more fully.
God, salvation is by grace; on the part of
man, it is through faith. It does not come
to us by an involuntary act, as light falls
on our eyes, sounds on our ears, or air enters
oiu lungs. Wheu we are so for enlightened

throngh

«3

as to understand about it, there must be a
personal reception of salvation by us, and
Faith at once believes
that is by faith.
the good news of a free salvation through
Christ, and accepts Christ as the Saviour.
commit ourselyes to him, trust ourselves
to him' for that salvation of which he is the
Author. In the act of thus entrusting ourselves to him for his salvation, we receive
the benefit, and are saved. It is not that
faith is accepted by God in place of works,
but because faith indicates that attitude of
men towards Christ in which it pleases
God to save them, transferring to him all
their guilt, imputing to them all his merit.
And that not of yourselves it is the gift of
God. Which of the two things is meant
salvation or faith f The grammatical structure and the analogy of the passage favour
the former view, " Your salvation is not of
yourselves," though many able men Lave
taken the latter. The apostle is so anxious
to bring out the great distinguishing dootiiite of grace that he puts it in all lights,
affirms it positively, contrasts it with its
opposite, and emphasizes it by repetition.
It is a gift, not a purchase; a free gift,
without money and without price ; what
would never have been yours, but for the
It is very usual in the
generosity of God.
New Testament thus to represent salvation

We

:

.

;

our Lord's words to Nicodemus (John
iii. 16) ; to the woman of Samaria (John iv.
14) St. Paul's " Thanks be to God for his
unspeakable gift" (2 Cor. ix. 15); "The
gift of God is eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord" (Kom. vi. 23); and 1 Jolm
V. 11, "God gave unto us eternal life, and
the life is in his Son." This usage confirms the view tliat it is not merely faith,
but the whole work and person of Christ
wliich faith receives, that is meant here as
the "gift of God."
Ver. 9. Not of works, lest any man should
Exegetical of the last clause, " Not
boast.
of yourselves certainly not of your worlts."
The suppression of boasting was a purpose
of God iii his scheme of salvation ; not the
chief or final purpose, any more than the
manifestation of his grace in coming ages
was his chief or final purpose in showing
mercy to the Ephesians, but inseparable
from the nature of his plan.
The spirit of
glorying is essentially unsuited to the relations between the creature and the Creator,
between the Redeemer and the redeemed.
It is the very opposite of the spirit, " Not
unto us, O Lord " (Ps. cxv. 1)— the spirit
that casts its crown before the throne, and
that breathes in the songs of heaven, " Cuto
him that loved us ... be glory and dominion for ever and ever " (Rev. i. S, 6).
Ver. 10.
For we are his workmanship,
Another illiutrutinii ami evideuce of grace

cf.

;

—

;

—

—

—
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We

have to be fashioned anew by God
we can do anything aright (see
Anything right in us is not
V. 17).
There
the cause of grace, but its fruit.
seems to be no special reason for the change
before
2 Cor.

Created

from the second to the first person.
in Christ Jesus for good works. So little
inward capacity had wo for such works, that
we required to be created in Christ Jesus
l^lie
in order tliat we migiit do them,
inward new birth of the soul is indicated.
When gooil works were required, this gracious
change had to be wrought to secure theiu.
The purpose of tiie new creation is to produce them. Christ " gave himself for us, to
redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto
himself a people of his own, zealous of good
works." It is not good works first, and grace
after
but grace first, and good works after
Which God hath
(see Titus ii. 11, 14).
before ordained tiiat we shonld walk in
them.
further proof of the true origin
of good works.
They are the subjects of a
Before the fouudution of
Divine decree.
the world it wag ordained that whoever
should be saved by grace should walk in
good works. The term " walk " here de;

A

notes the habitual tenor of the life it is to
be spent in an atmosphere of good worKs.
Here we have one of the. Divine safeguards
against the abuse of the doctriue of salvation
by grace. When men hear of salvation irrespective of works, they are apt to fancy that
works are of little use, and do not need to
On the contrary,
be carefully atteuded to.
they are part of the Divine decree, and if
we are not living a life of good works, we
have no reason to believe that we have been
saved by grace.
;

Vers. 11—22. Contbabt between thb
Past and the Pbesent.

—

Ver. 11. Wherefore remember, that once
ye, the Gentiles in the flesh. The practical
tenor of the apostle's teaching is indicated by
his "wherefores." He is always gathering
up his views into some lesson. They are to
" lemember " the change between the past
and the present what they were by nature,

—

and what they had become by grace. This is
most useful to all, even though the contrast
between the two be not so vivid as in the case
of Paul and the Ephesians. The contrast
is

indicated in various particulars, both of

outward condition and of inward privilege

and character. First, the old condition.
"
They were "Gentiles in respect of the fiesh
not bearing on their bodies the mark of the
Israel of God, therefore not marked out for

—

Who

are
blessing, not apparently near it.
called Uncircumcision by that which is called
Ciroomcision in the flesh made by hands.
it were, Uucircumoision by
those who in a fleshly or mechanical, but
Qot ^Iway* iu tbe true spiritual se^se (comp.

Nicknamed, as

[CH. n.
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Eom.

H. 28, 29: Phil. HI. 8; Ool. fl. 11),
were called Oircnmcisioa ; they had a name
which denoted the very opposite of that
given to God's people another illustration
of their apparent distance from blessing;
they revolved round the sun, as it were, not
in the nearer orbits of planets warmed

—

brightened, and beautified by the solat
beams, but in the outermost ring of all
like the cold, dark orbit of Uranus or Neptune, which the sunbeams hardly reach to
lighten or to warm.
Ver. 12. That at that time ye were
without Christ.
Very comprehensive description, having no knowledge of Clirist,
no interest in him, no life or blessing from
him. Being aliens (or, alienated) from the
commonwe^th of Israel ; the woXiTfiu, or
citizenship condition, including a country,
a constitution, a divinely appointed and
divinely administered economy, rich in
blessing. And strangers to the covenants
The promise of Christ, of
of the promise.
The
which circumcision was the seal.
"covenants" (plural) substantially the
same, but renewed to various persons and
at various times in which God promised,
" I will bless him that blesseth thee, and
curse him that curseth thee; and in thee
and in thy seed shall all the families of the
earth be blessed." In respect of these they
were strangers, not embraced in their provisions, not, therefore, iu a state of encouragement to expect a great blessing. Having
no hope ; no grounc for looking forward to
better times, no reasonable expectation of
improvement in your religious condition.
And without Ood in the world; &6eoi,
atheists; but not in the active sense of
denying God, rather in the passive sense

—

of unconnected with God; without any
friendly and beneficial relation to him,

without any vital nexus that would bring
The
into their soul the fulness of God.
words " in the world " intensify " without
God." It were bad enough to be without
God (without his holy fellowship and blessed
infiuence) anywhere, but it is worse to be
without him in the world, iu " this present
evil world " (Gal. i. 4), in a world dominated
by so subtle and evil a god (ver. 2 and
2 Cor. iv. 4). The fivefold negative description of this verse has a cumulative
efi'ect; the situation becomes graver and
more terrible, and the last clause is the
climax.
Ver. 13.
ver. 11,

—

But now; antithesis to iro-i in
and t^ Kai(i$ ixetvcf in Ter. 12.

Another of the very powerful " buts " of
this Epistle, completely reversing the picture going before (see ver. 4).
In Christ
Jesus,
This expression is the pivot of the
Epistle, denoting, not only that Chiist Jesus
is the Source of blessioj;, bat also that W9

;

OH. n.
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gut the blessing in, i.e. by vital union and
feliowsliip with, him. Th6"without Christ"
of ver. 12 contrasts powerfully with "in
Christ Jesus " of this verse ; and the addition of " Jesus " to the name is significant,
denoting his saving power, denoting One vfho
is not merely an official Saviour, but to whom
wa get linked by all manner of endearing
qualities and personal attractions, whoso
human name is Jesus, because he saves his
people from their sins. Ye that once were
Tbe apostle haa
far off are become near.
slidden into a new figure ; formerly the con-

was between death and life, now it is
between distance and nearness. Not merely

trast

geographical distance, or remoteness in respect of outward position, but moral distance
too ye wore far off from God, «.e. from his
favour, his fellowship, his gracious pardoning and renewing grace. In this sense too
ye are now brought near. God is become
your God and Father. Your orbit is olianged
to a near and blessed position, where the
light of God's countenance falls upon you.
In the blood of Cluist. This is the particular instrument of the change; not
merely Christ manifesting the Father's readiness to receive you, but shedding his blood
:

make atonement for you (see c'a. i. 7).
The preposition ^i- (not merely 8ii) is again
to

significant, denoting

more than the instru-

mentality, viz. personal connection with
the blood, as if sprinkled on us, so that we
are symlrolically in it. Cleansing us from
all sin, it brings us nigh,
Ver. 14. For he is our peace. Explanatory
of the preceding verse of tlie way by which
we are brought nigh. Christ is not only
our Peacemaker, but our Peace, and that
in the fullest sense, the very substance
and living spring of it, establishing it at
the baginning, keeping it up to the end
and the complex notion of peace is here
not only peace between Jew and Gentile,
but between God and both. Consult Old
Testament predictions of peace in connection with Messiah (Isa. ix. 5, 6; Micah
Who made both
V. 6; Zech. ix. 10, etc.).
one; literally, hoih things, hoth elementi
so that there is now no giound for separating
between a Jewish element and a Gentile;
thc.y are unified. And broke down the middle
waU of the partition. The general idea is
obvious; the particular allusion is less
Some think it is to the veil
i^sUy seen.
that separated the holy of holies from the
holy place (Heb. x. 20); but that could
Others the wall
hardly be called a waU.
that separated the court of the Jew from
that of the Gentiles; but that wall was
literally standing when the apostle wrote,
and besides, the Ephesians could not be
supposed to be so familiar with it as to
make it a suitable ill'utration for them. In

—

;

—
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the absence of any specific allusion, it is
best to understand the words generally,
" broke down that which served as a middle
wall of partition" what is mentioned immediately in the following verse.
Ver. 15. (To wit, the enmity.) It is s
moot point whether tV ix'^pav is to be taken
as governed by \iaas in ver. 14, or by xarapBoth A.V.
yiiaas in the end of this verse.
and B. V. adopt the latter but the former is
more textual and natural. Another question
What enmity ? Some say between Jews
is
and Gentiles; others, between both and
God. The latter seems right; where "tfte
enmity " is so emphatically referred to, it
must be the great or fundamental enmity,
and the whole tenor of the passage is to the
eflect that in the removal of the enmity of
the sinner to God, the abolition of the
enmity between Jew and Gentile was provided for. In his flesh, These words are not
to be connected with the enmity, for then
they would require t^k before them, but
with \i(ra.s (ver. 14) or Koxafryfiaas (ver. 15).
In his flesh, crucified, broken, for our sins,
Christ virtually broke down the enmity
(comp. Col. i. 22). Having abolished the

—

—

;

—

law

of

commandments in

ordinances.

Some

think that " in ordinances " {iv Siy^affi, doctrines) denotes the means by'which the Law
WiiB abolished
by means of doctrines, t.e.
the doctrines of Christianity.
But New
Testament S6yfia is not equal to " doctrine."
"In ordinances" limits the law of commandments. The law abolished or superseded by Christ was the law of positive
requirements embodied in things decreed,
evidently the ceremonial law of the Jews
certainly not the moral law (se« Bom. iii. 31).
By removing this, Jesus removed that which
had become the occasion of bitter feelings
between Jew and Gentile ; the Jew looking
down proudly on the Gentile, and the Gentile despising what he deemed the fantastic
rites of the Jews.
That he might create the
two in himself into one new man. The idea
of a corporate body comes here into view.
Christ's object was not merely to restore
individuals, but to rear a Church, composed
of many units incorporated into one body.
This idea is prominent in the rest of the
Kpistle.
Hence the strong word ktutti,
create; not only is every believer a new
creation, but the corporate organization
into which they are built is also a creaticm.
The two are made " one new man ; " the
Gentile is not turned into a Jew, nor the
Jew into a Gentile, but both into one new
man, thus removing all grounds of jealousy.
This transformation is "in himself " in vital
union to Christ they are formed into one
body. No Church connection of man with
man is the true connection, unless it is
founded on a mutual oounootion with Christ,

—

;

—
;
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that Is, between Jew and
The peacemaking with God, as

after the lesurrection that peace could bs
proclaimed on the footing of faith in a

seen, ia referred to in the first words
of the veree; this at the end is the subordinate peacemaking, the result of , the

Saviour who had died and was alive. And
only in the sense of having sent his
preachers and given them his Spirit could
Jesus be said to have preached to the
Bphesians. The repetition of the word
" peace " in the B.Y. is expressive if the
subject had been merely peace between the
two classes of men, we should not have had
the repetition ; the repetition denotes peace
between each of the two classes and a third
party, viz. God. It is remarkable thiit the
Gentiles, " those that were far off," are mentioned here before the Jews, "those that
were nigh." In point of chronology, the
Jews came first ; but the order is here transposed, probably to emphasize the offer of the
gosjiel to the Gentiles, and to show that
spiritually they were as near as the Jews.
Ver. 18. For through him both of us have
our aooesB by one Spirit unto the Father.
Further illustration of identity of position
of Jews and Gentiles, and of the work of
Christ in bringing it about. Subject of this
verse, access to the Father ; predicate, this
access effected through Christ by the tne
Spirit.
Our having access to the Father is
assumed as a matter of spiritual experienoe
the converted Ephesians knew that in their
prayers and other exercises they did really
stand before God, and felt as children
to a Father.
How came this to pass?
" Through him." Sinful men have not this
privilege by nature " Your iniquities have
separated between you and your God " (Isa.
lix. 2).
They need a Mediator; Jesus is
that Mediator and through him, both Jews
and Gentiles enjoy the privilege. But right
of access is not enough in approaching God
and holding fellowship with him there must
be some congeniality of soul, a fellow-feeling
between God and the worshipper; this is
effected througli the same Spirit.
Some
render " in the same spirit, or disposition of
mind." This is true, but not all the truth
for tho question arises
How do we get this
suitable disposition? And the answer is
It is wrought by the Holy Spirit.
As the
state of the soul in true intercourse with
God is substantially the same in aE^ ao
it is brought by the same Holy Spirit.
J»
fact, this verse is one of the characteristic
texts of Ephesians, in which Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit are brought together.
Vor. 19. So then ye are no more strangers
and foreigners, "Sojourners" is nearer
rdpoiKoi than " foreigners ; " it denotes perions dwelling in a place, but without citizen
rights and privileges ; but ks such persons
are usually foreigners, it is immaterial which
term is used. But ye are fellow-oitizeug
with the saints. The saints are the chosen
ones of all time (oomp. Heb. xii. 22, " Bui

So maMnif peace
Gentile.

;

we have
other.

—

Yer. 16. And that he might reoonoile
both to Ood in one body by the oross.
Exegetioal of preceding statements, and
making emphatic the fact of reconciliation
to God on the lame footing and hy the tame
meant; both were to be reconciled in one
hody (see oh. iv. 4) and hy the eross. No
preference was to be given to the Jew facilitating his union to Christ the Gentile was
to be taken into Christ's body as readily as
the Jew. In reference to tlie sense in which
:

reconciliation was effected by tlie croBS of
Jesus, some say it was only as the cross
demonstrated to men the love of God and
his willingness to bless them ; while other*
maintain very strongly that it was as providing a satisfaction to God's justice for
their guilt, and thus enabling him to receive
and bless the sinner. Not only the analogy
of other passages of Scripture as well as of
this Epistle justifies the latter view, but preeminently the words, "by the cross." If
Christ had only to proclaim God's friendship toward sinners, why should lie have
Buffered on the cross? The cross as a
mere pulpit is hideous ; as an altar it is
glonous. The love of God is ill revealed, if
it subjected Jesus to unnecessary agony.
The love of both Father and Son is indeed
commended, if the agony was voluntarily

borne by the Son, and permitted by the
Father, as being indispensable for the pardon
of the sinner. 'AitoKaraWa^^ denotes the

whole process of reconciliation (see Eadie).

Having slain the enmity thereby (or, thereon).
" The enmity" is the same as at the beginver. 15— the enmity of man to God.
destruction of this enmity is one of the
of the cross, though not the only
effect ; it is necessary to root out the enmity
of the carnal mind. That this is the meaning here seems plain from Bom. v. 10, " If,
when we were enemiei, we were reoonoiled to
God by the death of his Son." The apostle
there makes no allusion to the enmity of
Jew and GentUe to each other, but to this
vnder fact
rh (l>p6vT)na rrjs aapxhs ^x^P"
cir @e6v. If any words can denote the result
of a propitiatory sacrifioe, it is surely "reoonoiled to God by the death of his Son."
Yer. 17. And having come, he preaohed
peace to you that were far off, and peace to
those that were nigh. The coming denoted
by i\iiiv is subsequent to the transactions of
the cross. It cannot denote what Christ did
personally, but what he did by sending his
Spirit to the apostles and other early
preaohen. It was only after the cross and

ning of

The

effects

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;
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ye are come unto Mount Zion," etc.). " Tholr
names are engraven on the same oivio roll
with all whom the Lord shall count when
he reokoneth up the people.' It is as if they
who had dwelt in the waste and howling
defenceless and in
melancholy isolation, had been transplanted,
not only into Palestine, but had been appointed to domiciles on Mount Zion, and
were located in the metropolis, not to admire
its nrohitecture, or gaze upon its battlements,
or envy the tribes who had come up to worship in the city which is compact together
but to claim its municipal immunities, experience its protection, obey its laws, live
and love in its hoppy society, and hold communion with its glorious Founder and
Guardian " (Eadie). And (members) of the
hoosehold of God.
nearer relation to God
and a higher privilege is denoted here. You
are not guests or occasional visitors, but
permanent dwellers in the house and
members of the family. Compare the Queen
of Sheba's words to Solomon (1 Kings x. 8).
Ver. 20. Being built on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets.
new figure,
the third here Introduced to denote the
change that of a temple, of which Christians are stones. There is no contrast in
form in this figure, as in the other two ; it
just expresses directly the privilege attained.
wilderness,

scattered

A

—

A

—

There

a real contrast, however, between
the first three and the last three verses of
the chapter the lowest degradation expressed in the one, the highest elevation in
the other. Observe, the apostle passes, by
association of ideas, from the household
(ver. 19) to the house (ver. 20), from the
domestics to the stones ; but by a bold figure
he gives life to the stones, otherwise we
might be in the game region of lifelessness
as in vers. 1 3. Two questions arise here.
1. About this foundation
In what sense is
it "of the apostles and prophets"?
Certainly not in the sense that they constituted
the foundation ; for, though this might be
warranted grammatically, it would be untrue: "Other foundation can no man lay
than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ"
is

—

—

—

The best meaning seems to
(1 Cor. iii. 11).
be, the foundation which the apostles and
prophets laid, which they used for themselves

was

and announced

this foundation

for others.

But what

Substantially that of
1 Cor. iii. 11 ; but the mention of Christ as
chief Comer-stone at the end of the verse
miglit at first seem to indicate that something diiferent was meant by tlie foundation.
But it is impossible to propose any suitable
interpretation which would not make Christ
2. Who arc the protlie Founilation too.
phets? We might naturally suppose the
Old Testament pruphi ts, but in that case
?

they would probably have been mentioned
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before the apostles. In other passage* of
this Epistle "apostles and prophets" denote

Now

Testament officers (oh. iii. 5j Iv. ll)k
most suitable to regard that as th*
meaning. It was the privilege of the Ephesians to use the foundation on which stood
the two higliest bodies of officers in the new
dispensation the apostles and prophets
notliing better could be found. Jesas Christ

and
.

it is

—

;

himself being the chief Corner-stone. Not aa
to the foundation, but in addition
thereto.
Jesus is really both, but there is a
reason for specifying him as tlie chief Cornerstone; comp. Ps. oxviii. 21, "Tliestone which
the builders rejected is become the headstone
of the comer ; " i.e. the stone which, being
placed in the corner, determined tlie lines
of tlie whole building. Tlie idea of foundation is that of support ; the idea of the chief
corner-stone is that of regulation, patternhood, producing assimilation. Jesus is not
only the Origin, Foundation, Support of the
Church, but he gives it its shape and form,
he determines the place and the ofiSce of
each stone, he gives life and character to

opposed

each member.
Ver. 21. In whom all the bnilding, Not
even the figure of a building can keep the
apostle from his favourite idea of vital

—

fellowship with Christ as the soul of all
Christianity " in whom." Iloiro oUoSo/i^ is
rendered in R.V. "each several building."
But surely the want of the article does not
make impeiative a rendering which is out
of keeping with the apostle's object, via.
to illustnito the organic unity of believers,
Jewish and Gentile, as one great body
(oomp. ch. iv. 4, " There is one body "). If
there had been many several or separate
buildings in the apostle's view, why not a
Jewish building and a Gentile building? Or
how could the separate buildings have their
lines directed by the one chief Comer-stone ?
In Acts ii. 3G was oTkos 'l(rpaii\ is not " every
house of Israel," but " all the bouse of Israel."
Fitly framed together. There is a jointing
and joining of the various parts to each
other, forming a symmetrical, compact, wellordered building. The Church has many
members in one body, and all members have
not the same office. It is a co-operative
body, each aiding in his own way and with
his own talent. The Church is not a collection of loose stones and timbers ; its members
are in vital union with Christ, and ought to
be in- living and loving and considerate
fellowship with each other.
Groweth into
a holy temple in the Lord. Increase is an
essential property of the Church ; wherever
there is life there is growth. But the growth
of the Church is not mere increase of members or size ; the growth is toward! a temple,
of which the character is holy, and it ii
in the lord. The world-famed temple of

—

—

;;

;
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Diana at KpheBus may have been in the
apostle's mind
its symmetry, its glory, the
relation of each several part to the rest and
to the whole, as a suitable external emblem
of the spiritual body wliioh is being-built upin Christ ; but the Christian Church is a holy

—

temple, dedicated to God, purified by his
Spirit, entirely foreign to tliose defilements
which disgraced the temple of JDiana. Tlie
eV (J at the beginning of the verse is followed
by iv Kvptcf at the end, as if the union of the
Church to Christ could not be too often
brought out. In him we are born into it
in him we grow in it; in him the whole
temple grows towards the final consummation, when the topstone shall be brought out
with shouts of " Grace, grace unto it."
Ver. 22.
In whom ye also are builded together. Once more the vitalizing element
;
" in whom " for this is bettor than " in
which," inasmuch as this verse is substantially a reduplication of the preceding one,
making special application of the same subject to the Ephesians.
The person changes
from the third te the second, to make emphatic that the Ephesians shared this great
privilege. Their relations towards believing

—

—

[CH. n.
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Church were
were " builded together," compacted into each other, and
ought to work together towards God's great
ends. For a habitation of Ood in the Spirit
Xot many habitations, but one. The
Church as a temple is the dwelling-place of
God. Here he bestows tis fulness, so that
when the temple is completed it will ex-

Jews and other

believers in the

not accidental ;

they

a created thing can, the
manifold glory of God. " In the Spirit " in
this verse corresponds to " in the Lord" in
the previous one. The actual communication
of Divine properties to finite beings is tlie
work of the Third Person. In this verse,
again, we find the three Persons of the
Trinity : the temple is the habitation of the
First Person; the source of its life and growth
and symmetry is the Son; the actual upbuilding and glorifying of it is by the
Spirit.
This is the climax of privilege, anc
no contrast could be greater than that between the death in trespasses and sins' with
which the chapter begins, and this sublime
temple, whore God dwells and boiitowi hi«
fulness, with which it ends.
hibit, as fully as

HOMILETICS,

—

Spiritual history of Ephesians.
L The chaos, or original state. 1,
implying previous lil'e, but present insensibility and helplessness.
"
2. Ytt a state of
The element of death is " trespasses and sins
their killing power.
;
unholy adiviti/, (1) in respect of the objects pursued " the course of this world " (2)
the authorily obeyed "prince of the power of the air;" (3) the companions accepted
" the sons of disobedience." 3.
state of unholy indulgence ; seeking the fulfilment
(1) of the lusts of the flesh, the lowest part of our nature ; (2) the lusts of the mind,
state of condemnation
a li ttle higher, but still most unworthy to be the chief aim. 4.
" by nature," by our very ci)nstitution, we are children of wrath. And this true of all.
" But." Force of contrast. " The darkest hour precedes the dawn."
II. Tub dawn.
God says, "Let theie be light, and there is light." (1) The source
1. Ood's wurJe.
of light and order
God, not man.
(2) The attributes giving birth to the new
creation : (o) his mercy; (b) his love.
(3) The fulness and intensity of these attributes he is " rich " in mercy and his love is " great." (4) Our condition when visited
by mercy and love: "even when dead in sins." 2. Besults of Qod's interposition.
(2) " Raised us up together."
(3) Seated us
(1) " He hath quickened us with Christ."
with Christ in heavenly places.
3. Purpose of Ood in this process
to " show the
exceeding riches of his grace."
1. The great change.
III. The new creation, or salvation by grace.
"Ye are
saved." 2. How effected. (1) On the part of God, salvation is "by grace." (2) On
"
the part of man, salvation is
through faith." God offers it, and faith receives it, as
a free gift. 3. lielation of salvation to works. (1) Works do not procure salvation
for then boasting would come in.
(2) "Works are the product of God working in us
"
are his workmanship." (3) Works are the lesult of a Divine foTCordination.
'1-.
are not only to do good works, but walk (habitually) in them.
Grcmdeur
(4)
of this work. Creation was grand ; new creation is grander. To bring a world out
of nothing was great; to restore a world from chaos is greater.
At the first creation, God saw all that he had made, and it was good.
At the new creation, he
experiences even a deeper emotion of joy. Imperfection of the new creation in this life
in human souls. Let us seek that in us it may become continually more complete and
Vers. 1

10.

It is a state of death,

—

—

—

—

A

A

—

:

—
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We
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more glorious. It is not that we are called to work, but rather to allow God to work
to have all within us open and unobstructed for the full and free exercise of God's
almighty renewing power.

—13.

Contrast betiveen the past and the present. The Ephesians are here
remember what they were ; not, however, with the feeling of a
man who has raised himself in the world, and whom such retrospeot usually fills with
pride, but with the feeling of those whom God has raised, a feeling that ought to
produce the deepest humility and gratitude,
one having respect chiefly to their
I. The past is presented under two aspects
01 Ward condition, the other chiefly to their inward.
1. Outward condition.
They
were Gentiles " the Uncircuracision " (ver. 11).
2. Inward condition, denoted by
five negatives: (1) without Christ; ^2) without a country; (3) without promises;
(4) without hope ; (5) without God (ver. 12). What an accumulation of miseries
Yet men often ignorant of their misery and without desire for change. Need of Holy
Spirit to convince us of our sin and misery.
II. The change. (Ver»13.) This is one of the brightest verses in the Bible, as Ter. 12
From being " far off," they are " brought nigh." (1) Brought
is one of the darkest.
nigh in justification ; (2) in adoption; (3) in sauctification (4) to be finally brought
nigh in glory. To be nigh or near to God is to be in a blessed relation to him, to
be restored to an orbit in which we get all the blessed influences of his presence, so
that the light of his countenance falls richly upon us, and we become changed into
the same image, from glory to glory.
" [n Christ Jesus." " By the blood
III. The ground and medium of the change.
of Christ." Great difference between God's dealings with us in nature and in grace.
The blood of Jesus omnipotent to save. " All hail the power of Jesus' Name 1
Vers. 11

called to look back, to

—

;

—

Vera, 14 19.
Christ and his worJe of reconciliation. Here we have three topics
Christ our Peace ; (2) thereby bringing us nigh ; (3) the subject summed up.
Observe the several statements (vers. 14 17). 1. He made
I. Christ cub Peace.
both Jew and Gentile one (see Exposition). 2. He broke down the middle wall of parti(3 )

tion.

3.

—
He abolished the cause of enmity between Jew and Gentile—the Law of com-

4. He constituted himself a new Man, to which both Jew and
thereby reconciled both to God. 6. All this he effected by his
cross.
7. He not only effected it, but came and jiroaohed peace to the far off and the
nigh.
The idea conveyed is that no single thing was left undone that could contribute
to the great double result of reconciling Jew and Gentile, first to God, and thereby to
each other. Thus reconciliation to God effects reconciliation between man and man, as
sometimes a child, mutually beloved, may effect reconciliation of parents after a

mandments in ordinances.
Gentile belong.

5.

He

difference.

Cubist AB OUR Peace BRINGING us nigh. (Ver.

18.) 1. True Christians have access
secured meritoriously " through Christ." 3. And eifioaciously
" by the one Spirit." How much is implied in having access to the Father ! Access
to his love, his wisdom, his transforming influence, his capacity of satisl'ying the soul in
all its lawful propensities, and blessing it for ever
(Ver. 19.) The relation established with God is not a temporary
III. Summing up.
The reconciliation is effected, nut
or occasional one, but close, abiding, indestructible.
II.

to the Father.

2.

a day, but

for

for

This

is

evermore (Rom.

viii.

35

—

39).

—

The Christian temple. This the climax of the comparison between past
Vers. 20 22.
and present pursued in this chapter. Temple of Diana at Ephesus may have suggested
the figure. The three persons of the Godhead are concerned in this work of building.
(1) The temple is the habitation of God the Father; (2) its Foundation and Comerstone are the Son (3) the lustre and glory of the temple are due to the Holy Spirit.
;

three are brought together in ver. 22. Glorious threefold cord, securing the salvaThe grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of
tion and final glory of the Church !
God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost are with her for ever. While all the thi-co
This connection appears
are connected with the building, Christ is so pre-eminently.
1. Christ is the Jroundation of the temple ; his Name, the only
in five particulars.

The

—

—
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name given under heaven whereby we must be saved ho tbe tried and sure PonndaAre wo resting on him ? 2. Ho is the chief Corner-stone,
tion-stono, elect, precious.
determines the lie and direction of other stones. We must be in harmony with Christ,
;

our wills, notions, taste, habits. There may be secondary corner-stones; comp. Pa.
cxliv. 12, " That our daughters may be as otrner-stones, polished after the similitude
of a palace." Reference here to the high polish as well as true position of a temple
Eecords of Ohiistdan Church present many such women. From the Marys
corner-stone.
of the Gospels, the Priscillas and Lydias of the Acts, the Phcebes and elect ladies of the
Epistles, through all the trials and strug-^les of the Chuich, down to the present day^in
all which none have shown more of the true polish of coruer-stones, more syrapamy
for the lost, more zeal and self-denial and devotion to God and man, than earnest Christian women.
Blessed ambition for all young women, to be placed in such a relation to
Christ, and vital communion with him, as to help to square and polish others, and thus
make their lives likewise beautiful and blessed
3. In Christ, the whole building is
Every one gets stability and adaptation to his neighbours
fitly framed together.
angles rubbed off; each gets and gives support.
Stones are not all alike; not a hrick
!

building. Different talents, gifts, and graces : some Christians excel as speakers, some
in prayer, some in praise, others in visiting sick, or in teaching the young, or in
collecting contributions, or in speaking to strangers; some can write books, others
can translate ; some can guide the Church at home, others go to the heathen. In
Christ, all work together to a common end.
Out of Christ, strifes and divisions arise,
ending in schisms and ruptures. Let each try to ascertain his part, and patiently and
conscientiously to fulfil it.
4. In the Lord, the building grows to a holy temple.
Two

Christian Church a growing Church.
Where there is hfe there is
(1) Growth.
growth. (2) Towards a temple which is holy, or consecrated to God. All its members
are thus consecrated; let each realize this.
It is by each carrying out his own consecration that the building grows toward the dimensions of a complete temple.
5. It is a
habitation of Qod through the Spirit. Its collective qualities serve to indicate the presence of the living Spirit ; it is a kind of incarnation. Historically this is a delightlul
Bring together all the holy qualities of the Church from first to last the
view.
simple trust of the hundred and twenty in the upper chamber; the warm brotherly love
of the Pentecostal converts ; the missionary ardour of Paul and his companious the
faith and constancy of the noble army of the martyrs; the seraphic spirit of mar^y a
man and woman who has dwelt at the gate of heaven ; the steadfast devotion of
Waldenses and Culdees, of Lollards and Wickliffites and Hussites, of reformers and
Huguenots and confessors of every clime ; the consistent godliness of many a humble
cottager ; the brilliant service of the Christian philanthropists and the glorious struggles
of all the champions of freedom who have fought the battle of the cross in evil
times ; in all this we have a vision of the glory of the Church as the habitation of
God through the Spirit. Alas there have been so many corruptions that this glory has
been sadly tarnished. Let each one resolve by God's grace to fulfil his part, and so to
live that, so far as his life and character are concerned, thoy may show the result of God
dwelling in them through the Spirit.
ideas.

—
;

—

!

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver. 1.
Spiritiuil death.
The apostle sets forth the greatness of Divine power in
man's salvation by setting forth the grteatness of his sin and misery, represented under
the aspect of spiritual death. Let us understand the nature of this death,
I. Mabk the expressiveness op the term.
It is strange to find it applied to
living nien.
But there are certain suggestive points of similarity between natural and
spiritual death.
1. The dead have all the organs of sense, hut no sensibility.
As the
psalmist said of the idols of the heatlien, so are the dead : " Eyes have they, but they
see not: they have ears, but they hear not" (Ps. ex v. 5, 6).
So the spiritually dead
have no susceptibility in regard to the things of God ; they see not the beauties of
holiness ; they see ilot God or Christ.
2. The dead have all the machinery of motion,
hut the machine is at rest.
So the spiritually dead have all the natural faculties of life
—judgment, memory, imagination, feeling, conscience but they are unable to reneK

—

—
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themselyes Into ppiritual life. The inability is not natural, but moral, and therefore
" Ye will not
sinners are responsible for it.
Tliey cannot, because thoy will not.
come unto me, that ye may have life " (John v. 40). 3. The dead are cold to the touch.
The living body retains its heat very much in the same manner as a fire retains its
heat, and, in a very true sense, we are all literally burning out like the fuel that is
consumed in our fires. The dead are cold as the grave that covers them. So are the

dead; they have no warmth of Christian love going out either to God or
intellectually alive to all purely worldly interests, tlicy are coldly
indifferent, or even hostile, to the interests of the kingdom of grace.
4. The dead go
onward to corruption. The process of corruption may be arrested for a time by the
skill of man, but it will prevail in the end, and man returns to the dust whence he
came, as the spirit has returned to the God who gave it. So the spiritually dead are
corrupt, constitutionally, in virtue of the sin of Adam, and they are still more corrupt
through temptation to actual transgression. The absence of love to God interposes no
check to the progress of corruption in a human heart. What a terrific picture is that
of a dead soul!
II. The cikodmstances or conditions op spiritual death.
We see our dead
suiTounded successively by the shroud, the coffin, the hearse, the grave. So likewise
the spiritually dead are surrounded by " trespasses and sins." These two expressive
terms indicate, not simply the cause of death, but its conditions and circumstances.
I. Trespasses.
This term is exceedingly expressive as embodying what is involved in
the original term. (1) It suggests the idea of a landmark fixed by God, which he has
commanded us not to pass. Yet who can say that he has not passed the landmark ?
Who can say that he has not trespassed uix>n God's preserves ? For what God had
reserved for himself out of all the trees of the garden of Eden, our first parents trespassed upon; and who among ourselves has not again and again trespassed upon that
reserved territory of love wherewith God has surrounded himself and surrounded each
one of our neighbours ? (2) The word suggests the further idea of a barrier which God
has placed in our way, and told us that we are not to force it or pass it; There is the
barrier of his Law, which ho has strengthened by terrible penalties, and upon which he
has inscribed his own fearful curse : " Cursed is every one that continueth not in all
things which are written in the book of the Law to do them" (Gal. iii. 10). Yet who can
say that he has not passed this barrier, though God's curse was inscribed upon it? There
is the barrier of conscience which God has built up strongly in every man ; and who
can say that he has not again and again passed this barrier, often bringing the artillery of
worldly advantage or pleasure to bear against it and break it down? 2. Sins. This term
points to the sinful movements of the soul sins of thought and purpose, as trespasses
seem to point to the various developments of a sinful nature. The sins are the fruit of
a moral corruption which has it's seat in the heart, and radiates thence to every
department of human conduct. The principle of sin is not merely negative, for it is
The term
a positive negation of the Divine will, putting something else in its place.
"sins" would, more exactly than the other, include sins of omission, which are
It is a solemn thought
necessarily much more numerous than sins of commission.
that men are " dead in sin " by every duty they omit, by every opportunity they
neglect, by every blessing they despise, as well as by every positive transgression of
The radical significance of both terms implies a real hostility to God,
the Divine Law.
which is only brought into prominence the moment the sinful spirit comes into sharp
and painful collision with the pure Law of God. This dark picture of the sinner's
state suggests that (1) we ought to mourn for the dead, as we mourn for our dear
ones who are carried forth to burial ; (2) that we ought to pray for the dead, that God
may grant them " a quickening together with Christ ; " (3) that we ought to warn the
dead that, if they dio in their trespasses and sins, they will be buried in their tiespasses
and sins. ^T. G.
spiritually

man.

Though

—

—

The iralk of the dead. The expression is very significant, " In which
Ver. 2.
ye walked." Superstition tolls us that the dead walk in the shades of night. This
Yet, day by day, we are really surrounded by the dead not by spirits
is mere folly.
of the dead, walking their hour in the darkness of night, but by living men like
ourselves, pursuing their courses of worldly activity with all their wonted energy and

—

;
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zeal, yet " dead while they live," and unconscious of their death.
The term " walliing "
implies the habitual course and tendency of life.
Men were dead in sin just as they
lired in sin, for the apostle says of the same sins, " In the which ye also wallied «ome time,
when ye lived in them " (Col. iii. 7). The direction of their walking is away from

—

God, with their backs turned upon him, for unbelief is a departure fiom the living God
and the end of their walking is death, as it is all through, for " it is the way of death "
(Prov. ii. 18), and " their steps take hold on death " (Prov. v. 5). Well may we pray
with David, " Lord, search me and know my heart : ... see if there be any wicked way
in me, and lead me in the way everlasting " (Ps. cxxxix. 23).
T. C.

—

Ver.

2.— Three fatal

They

guides in this walk.

are represented as the woild, the

and the devil.
These are inextricably linked in the common death of men, for
" the whole world lieth in the wicked one," and it includes, as its totality of possession,
" the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life." There is no schism in
this dread conspiracy against man's life.
I. The world.
Sinners walk " according to the course of this world." 1. Tlie world
is here to he distinguished from worldly objects and pleasures, or mere " things of the
world" which are more definitely included in " the lusts of the flesh " (ver. 3). It
refers to men of the world, as where it is said, " The whole world lieth in the wicked
one " (1 John v. 19), and, " The world will love its own " (John xv. 19). These are
" the children of the world," who are "wiser in their generation than the children of
light " (Luke xvi. 18).
The world is a great creator of opinion, sentiment, and habit,
and thus becomes an immense obstacle to the Church of God. 2. The course of the
world. "Every age hath almost a new dress, though it is the same world, and still
carnal men live according to it." Though no age is independent of the ages which go
before it, each age has its own peculiar drift or tendency, which makes it influential
for good or evil.
We hear of the spirit of the age the Zeitgeist which is supposed to
shape the thought and the action of men ; but it cannot command CJiristian Jiomago,
except so far as it works in the line of truth and righteousness. The Ephesians were
neither before their time nor after their time, but in their time, living like other Gentiles,
in the same errors, delusions, and idolatries ; above all, being specially attached to the
worship of Diana. 3. It is the duty of Christian people to oppose the course of this world.
The apostle solemnly commands us, " Be ye not cooformed to this world " (Kom. xii. 2),
and the reason is because "we have not received the spirit of this world, but we have
Let the world be ever so refined,
received the Spirit which is of God " (1 Cor. ii. 12).
it cannot divest itself of carnal principles and ideas, and the saying of our Lord will
always be true, " 'J'he things that are in great esteem with men are an abomination
imto God " (Luke xvi. 15). His own mission was " to deliver us from this present
Therefore, while we use this world, with all its lawful callings
evil world " (Gal. i. 4).
and occupations, so as not to abuse it, and honour every true principle that is held
"
by them that are without," let us resolutely stem the tide of the world's evil tendencies
in the strength of that faith which will yet give us the complete conquest of the world
flesh,

—

(1

John

—

V. 4).

The

This enemy, older than the world, has a vast influence in conand movements. 1. He is described hy two names "the prince
of the powtr of the air," which seems to point to his headship over the fallen angels ; and
" the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience," in relation to his power
The moral nature of his influence may be inferred from
as the " prince of this world."
the character ascribed to him in Scripture
as a sinner from the beginning ; as a
homicide from the beginning ; as an arch-liar " the father of liars " as a renegade,
who, with the angels under him, fell from his first estate, probably through pride, ai
the principal cause of his fatal fall. His name is expressly identified with the sin
of Adam, the murder of Abel, the treachery of Judas, and with a constant opposition
He is accuser, tempter, corrupter, and has, in virtue of sin,
to the kingdom of God.
a certain power even in death (Heb. ii. 14). The existence of such a being is no more
a difSculty than the existence of wicked men, who live to corrupt and destroy their
fellow-men, 2. Jt is not easy to understand the mode in which he acts upon tlie minds
and hearts of men, nor to distinguish a direct temptation of Satan from those which
spring from the world or from our own hearts. He works in and through tleso two
II.

devil.

—

trolling its tendencies

:

—

—

—
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An evil man or an evil woman can inject an evil thought and suggestion into
If God, who is a Spirit, can have
the nature of another, either by word or by glance.
access to our minds so as to influence us supremely for good, why may not Satan, as
an evil spirit, have a similar access for evil? Accordingly he is represented as
putting it " into the heart of Judas to betray Christ " (John xiii. 2). He can, like
a bird, pick up the good seed out of the heart (Luke viii. 12) ; he can fill a man's
heart so as to instigate falsehood (Acts v. 3); and he can dwell in a man's heart, like
a strong man in a castle (Luke xi.). His action is, indeed, " with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness " (2 Thess. ii. 10), as if he were bent upon destroying the moral order
of the universe. 3. Though Satan is the tempter of men, the sins of men are not the less
their own sins.
If the tempter were human, there would be no question about responsibility.
They are called " the children of disobedience," because they refuse to obey
God, and therefore "the wrath of God" is said to come upon them (ch. v. 6). These are
they who are " carried away captive by the devil at his will " (1 Tim. ii. 26). Believers
are therefore warned not " to give place to the devil " (ch. iv. 27) ; " to resist the devil
(Jas. iv. 7), as they are led to glorify that grace which originally translated them out
of the kingdom of Satan into the kingdom of God's dear Son (Col. i. 13).
III. The flesh.
The spiritually dead find an instigation to sin in " the lusts of
the flesh," as well as in the suggestions of Satan and tli e temptations of the world.
The flesh is a large term, which covers more than mere sins of the body, for it includes
"hatred, variance, emulation, wrath, strifes, seditions, heresies," as well as "adultery,
fornication, murder, drunkenness, and revellings" (Gal. v. 19, 20).
There is a
" spiritual wickedness " that cannot be traced to the body of man. The reason of the
term being thus applied is probably, first, to distinguish it from the spirit; then
because "the things of the flesh" are the supreme objects of desire to worldly men, or,
as they are differently phrased, "earthly things" (Col. iii. 2); and, thirdly, because it
comes by birth : " That which is born of the flesh is flesh " (John iii. 6). Thus the
lusts of the flesh have their outlet in the desires at once of the flesh and of the mind.
They are described as " ungodly lusts " (Jude 18), because they are based on a disregard
for or on an enmity to God; "worldly lusts" (Titus ii. 12), because, in the absence of
God, they "run out to all things in the world ;" " foolish and hurtful lusts" (I Tim.
" deceitful lusts
vi. 9), because they end in shame, disappointment, and ruin ;
Therefore we
(ch. iv. 22), because they fail to answer all a sinner's expectations.
see the glory and fitness of the gospel, which leads us " to cleanse ourselves from all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God " (2 Cor. vii. 1).
The Apostle Paul suggests the danger of the flesh in setting forth the grand principle
of his life " The life 1 now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God." All
Spiritual life exists in a body with
life is in this world exposed to risk of some sort.
passions prone to evil, as well as in a world with many seductions and cares. Christians
must strike the true mean between the sensualism which dishonours the body, and
the asceticism which, regarding it as an enemy, denies it those innocent enjoyments
which Scripture and nature equally sanction. It is not the body of flesh, but
must learn,
the body of sin in the flesh, that is the real trouble of the Christian.
by God's grace, to honour the body as the temple of the Hcily Ghost ; to make it the
servant, not the master, of the soul ; to dedicate it as a vessel unto honour sanctified
and " meet for the Master's use." ^T. 0.
things.

—

We

—

The true fountain of spiritwA death. "And were by nature children of
Ver. 3.
wrath, even as others." The apostle traces the pedigree of all the elements that enter
into this spiritual death up to our birth itself. He does not say that it is on account
of " nature " or natural depravity that we are children of wrath, but " by nature
that is, we are simply born in a state of condemnation. There is no express reference
here to Adam or to our relation to his sin, though it is certainly implied that we had
our probation in Adam, and are therefore born in a state of condemnation. To say
that we are condemned on account of our hereditary depravity is to say that we are
condemned without a probation. The doctrine of original sin is one of the " deep things
Pascal well says, " Original sin is folly in the sight of man, but this folly is
of God."
wiser than all the wisdom of man. For without it who could have said what man
The recognition
is? His whole condition depends upon this imperceptible point."
;

——
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of the doctrine is the starting-point of the doctrines of special revelation, of redemption through Christ's blood, of regeneration through the Uoly Spirit.
Tliis passage
implies

That wb need redemption from the moment of our

birth. The sacrament
meaningless on any other theory, " The wiclted are estranged from the
womb." Why do all men certainly sin from the beginning ?
II. That all men, Jews and Gentiles, are bobn in this state of condemnation.
Because " all in Adam die " (1 Cor. xv. 22).
I.

of baptism

III.

is

That

God's

wrath

is

a reality.

It is grounded in his essential holiness, ai

appears from the fact that God swears in his wrath (Heb. iii. 11), and it belongs to the
idoa of the personal God as he acta in history, who cannot looli with equal indifference
or equal satisfaction upon virtue and vice, piety and impiety, wisdom and folly. It is
not to be regarded as a mere modification of Divine love, as either love-sorrow or the
anger of love. It is not Biblical to say that a God who has wrath is not a God of love.
The objective reality of Divine wrath on account of sin is an axiom of natural theology
(Horn. i. 32) as well as of revealed ; it is presupposed in the atonement, and must be
carried into any conception we may form of future retribution,
T. 0.

—

Ver. 4. The true origin of salvation. It is interesting to observe the variety of
terms here employed to describe the source of all the blessings of salvation. It is no
longer a question of power, as it was in the first chapter (ch. i. 19, 20), but of love,
mercy, grace, and kindness.
" God who is rich in mercy.'' There is a
I. Que salvation is of God's mercv.
distinction between mercy and love, for love is the foundation of mercy.
God is called
the "Father of mercies " (2 Cor, i. 3); mercy is his deliglit, for "he delighteth in
"
mercy
(Micah vii. 18) ; he betrotlieth us to himself in mercies (IIos. ii. 19) ; he
begets us again " according to his abundant mercy " (1 Pet. i. 3) and we are led to
pray, " Lord, according to the multitude of thy tender mercies, blot out my transgres;

sions " (Ps.

(Rom,

Ii.

1).

Believers are therefore well described as

"

vessels of

mercy "

ix. 23).

" According to the great love wherewith he hath
II. Otm salvation is of love,
loved us." The apostolic saying, " God is love," supplies us with the best Christian
God's love is more
idea of God, as well as with the right key to explain all his actions,
than kindness, which is, indeed, one of his attributes, but love is, properly speaking,
the nature of him who unites all these attributes in himself. The incarnation of the
only begotten Son is the greatest fact of the Divine love, but is nut disjoiuod from the
deep humiliation and suffering to which it enabled him to descend. The love of God
to sinners is (1) a great love (ch. ii. 4), " a love strong as death " (Cant, viii, 6, 7) j
(2) an everlasting love (Jer, xxxi. 3); (3) an unchanging love (Mai. iii. 6) ; (4) an
invincible love (Rom. viii. 39) ; (5) it is like the Father's love to the Son, " As thou hast
loved me " (John xvii, 23),

"By grace ye are saved." 1. It is not of
III. OuB salvation is of grace.
works, but of grace (ch. ii. 8). It is " of faith, that it might be of grace " (Rom. iv, 16).
2.
are accepted by grace (ch. i. 6) j our calling is by grace (2 Tim. i. 9). 3. We
have a good hope through grace, 4, Our election is of grace (Rom, xi. 5). 5. The
grace of God abounds in faith and love (1 Tim. i. 14). 6,
are under a reign oi
grace (Rom. vi. 14) ; we have our standing in grace (Uom. v. 2). 7. It is the greatest
of all concerns to establish men's hearts in " the true grace of God " (1 Pet. v. 12),
IV. OuB salvation is of God's kindness. (Ver. 7.) " The word here," says an
old writer, " implies all sweetness, and all candidness, and all friendliness, and all
heartiness, and all goodness, and goodness of nature."
Scripture speaks of God as kind
(Ps. xxxvi. 5 ; Luke vi. 35), and of his " loving-kindnesses " (Isa. Ixiv. 7).
It is made
the root of mercy in God (Titus iii. 4) for the apostle here speaks of his kindness
toward us in Christ Jesus. Thus our salvation, first and last, is attributed to nothing
in ourselves, but to love, mercy, grace, and kindness in God.
T. 0.

We

We

;

—

Ver, 6.

The

helievei's

union with'

The

apostle teaches that, in virtue of the
life their life, his
the familiar doctrine of Rom. vi. 4, " Therefore we
Christ.

union lietween Christ and his people, his death was their death, his
exaltation their exaltation.

It is
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Me

buried wilh him by baptism into deatli : that like as Christ was raised up from the
dead by the glory of the Father, even so wo also should walk in newness of life."
Those words indicate a bond of connection bot.vcon the spiritual life of the believer and
the resurrection of Christ.
The new life is, iu fact, a participation in the risen life of
the Saviour.
I. Quickened together with Christ.
1. Consider the nature
"
It implies a previous identification with Oiirist in his death.

of

We

this quickening.

are buried

with

by baptism into death." We have, in fact, died unto sin exactly as Christ died
unto sin for " in that he died, he died unto sin once " (Rom. vi. 10). Christ died
unto sin when he underwent death as the wages of sin and exhausted all the woe that
sin entails as its punishment.
He died for sin that he might become dead to sin the
parties having become dead to each other, taking their own path henceforth, never to
Christ

;

;

meet or cross each other unto eternity again. And we are dead unto sin in precisely
the same sense in which Christ is dead unto sin ; for the apostle says, " Likewise
reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin," because we are exempted from
all its curse on the ground of its curse being already executed.
How can this be, as
we never suffered the curse of sin ? Because we have been baptized into Christ. Mere
water-baptism cannot accomplish this blessed result. It is the Holy Spirit who is tlie
liaptist, for he engrafts us into Christ and makes us one body with him (1 Cor. xii. 12,

We are united to Christ by faith. 2. Consider the effects of this quickening.
13).
This new position involves our seeino; what the dead can never see. When wo are
quickened by the Spirit of God : (1) We see God " Blessed are the pure in heart for
they shall see God." We see him as a Father, because we have seen Christ, for " he
that hath seen me hath seen the Father." We see a Father's power, love, and compassion.
(2) We see Christ in his person and in his work, as a sutficient Saviour, as a
willing Saviour, as a loving Saviour, with a work accomplished on the ground of which
:

:

We

we sha.i be accepted and saved. (3)
see the sin that is in ourselves and the sin
that is in the world.
The dead see nothing. "They have no speculation in their
eyes."
Men of the world do not see sin as sin, but often as a source of profit or amusement. " Fools make a mock at sin." But the quickened sinner sees the sin of the world
as he sees the sin of his own heart, and mourns over it.
(4) He sees heaven and hell.
1'he eye of man sees many stars in the sky on a dark night, but tlieie are many blank
spaces in which no twinkling glories can be seen.
Men of the world see heaven and
hell as blank spaces, or, at best, as dim and shadowy.
But the quickened see them as
supreme and transcendent realities. They see heaven as the home of Jesus and the
saints ; they see hell as the place prepared for the devil and his angels.
(5) He sees
the world in its true character.
How different tlie view of the same city from two
opposite standpoints 1 Not more different is the view of the world from the standpoint
of eternity, for the saint sees it as a doomed world at enmity with God, and is thus led
to place his citizenship on high, "setting his alfections on things above, not on things
on the earth " (Col. iii. 2).
II. Raised together with Christ.
For as Christ was raised from the dead by the
glory of the Father, so we also should walk in newness of life. The connection between
the believer's life and the Redeemer's resurrection is one not merely of ceitainty and
similarity, but of participation, and thus we come to know the power of his resurrection
(Phil. iii. 10).
There was a change in Christ's own relation to God established by his
resurrection ; " for in that he died, he died unto sin once : but in that he liveth, he
Uveth unto God" in an entirely new relation to God, which shall endure for ever, for
when he shall appear the second time, it will bo without sin unto salvation. Formerly
he was condemned, now is he justified in the Spirit; he liveth now to God with no
curse to boar, no sacrifice to offer, no suffering to endure, no service to achieve ; and
therefore the God of peace, in token of the acceptance of the Surety, brings again from
the dead that great Shepherd of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting
covenant.
Sc likewise we are to count ourselves " alive unto God through Jesus

—

Christ," in that same relation of irreversible acceptance into whicli Jesus has entered.
The apostle here not only represents believers as ideally raised in Christ, but as actually
raised just as Christ actually came forth from his sepulchre, leaving his grave-clothes
;
behind him. Similarly we are not to be as " the living among the dead " we are to caat
impede
which
only
the
free
moTements
our
spiritual life.
of
from us our grave-clothes,

— —

—

!
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We

The

are enthroned with
session with Christ in the hbavenlt places.
Christ is already represented as " set at God's own right hand in the heavenly
sit there representatively, hecause our Head is there, and thereplaces " (ch. i. 20).
fore we are, though still on earth as to onr practical calling and life, citizens of heaven
are guided by the laws of heaven ; our hearts are cheered by the
(Phil. iii. 20).
hope which, as an anchor, is fastened within the veil, and we now by faith enter the
are even now " kings and priests " (Rev. i. 6).
holiest of all by the blood of Jesus.
are justified in regarding our future glorification as only a continuation of our
present spiritual life. The guarantee of both is alike in Christ. Meanwhile, though
Sin is here ; we are
representatively in heaven, we are personally and actually here.
to watch and fight against it ; but " our life is hid with Christ in (Jod," only hereafter
T. 0.
to be manifested in full glory.
III.

Christ.

We

We

We

We

—

The design of the dispensation of mercy
The salvation of these Ephesiang
Ver. 7.
"
to stand out as a remarkable monument of " the exceeding riches of God's grace
It was in this sense that the apostle regarded himself
to all succeeding generations.
"as a pattern to them which should. hereafter believe on him to life everlasting"
.

was

(1

Tim.

i.

16).

It was to encoukaoe the greatest sinners to hope in God's mercy through
Christ. Siimers often, when pressed with the urgent calls of the gospel, plead that
they are too wicked to be reached by it. The examples of salvation in the Scriptures
those of the Ephesians, the dying thief, Lydia, the Philippian jailor, the Apostle Paul
himself are all designed to meet the diflSoulties that men interpose in the way of their
It is
receiving Christ, as if any worthiness could attach to the persons thus described.
a great comfort that what God did then he does now and will do till the end of the
His mercy and grace are not exhausted.
world.
This fact
II. It is implied that salvation is not of works, but by grace.
cuts up by the roots all theological systems which imply that man has any power to
I.

—

save himself.
III.

It

is

implied that there will be a Church on earth through

the ages to come,"
of

in spite of all

"all

the malignity, the imgodliness, the unbelief

men.

is implied that the Scriptures are to convey the records of God's
grace down to the latest generations. We could not know of God's gracious
work at Ephesus but by the Scriptures. How much we ought to prize such records
V. This history of the Cuurch since the days of the apostles proves how
God has fulfilled the design involved in the dispensation of mercy. The stream ot
grace has flowed more or less freely and fully in every age.
VI. Mark the true subject op preaching. Not mere moral counsels, not mere

IV. It

!

philosophizings, but " the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness to us in Jesus
noble text for the pulpit of all ages
Christ."
VII. The ultimate design op God is to manifest his own glort. Not thi^
mere glory of his power and wisdom, but of his abounding grace and mercy.
VIII. It is implied in the text that the apostle did not expect, as some
affirm, that the end of the world was at hand. There were ages to come in
which tlie exceeding riches. of his grace could be shown forth in the salvation ol

A

sinners.

—T, 0.

SdlvMon in its completenes* : tjie place of faith and works. One
Vers. 8-10.
thought runs through these two verses like a thread of gold. We are not saved by
works, but unto works.
" Ye are saved."
1. It is implied that the
I. The privilege of believers.
It is not, " Ye shall be saved,"
They were already in
salvation is a present reality.
an actual state of salvation ; they had passed from death unto life ; and the life was
2. The salvation was more than a deliverance from the guilt of sin, so as
everlasting.
This is, indeed, the first step in salvation.
to exempt sinners from future punishment.
There must be likewise a deliverance from the power of sin. _ To be saved from sin is
the climax, the consummation, the essence of salvation. Holiness is tke most essential
thing in salvation. Therefore, while believers may rejoice that they have received

—
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pardon through the blood of Christ, let them still more rejoice that Jesus " saves them
from their sins " by a contitmous supply of his living grace.
" We are God's WorkmanII. PowEK FOR GOOD W0BK8 IS INCLUDED IN SALVATION.
ship, created in Christ Jesus unto good worlcs."
We are saved because we are thus
created.
This was the Divine purpose in the mission of the Son; God sent Christ to
bless us " by turning every one of us away from our iniquities " (Acts iii. 26).
We
have learnt to believe that our works have nothing to do with our pardon our evil
works have not hindered it, our good works have not helped it ; our pardon is of pure
grace. But the apostle teaches, in the tenth verse, that what is true of pardon through
Ihe death of 3hrist is equally true of power by his life
that if we are delivered from
the punishme.it of sin by the atoning death of Christ, we are also delivered from the
power of sin by the loving grace that streams from the fountain of the cross. Salvation, if it be salvation at all, is " unto good works; " good works not being the root on
which salvation grows, but the fruit which grows upon the tree of life.
" By grace are ye saved,
III. How IS THIS PULL SALVATION TO BE OBTAINED ?
through faith." You are "God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good
works." 1. Grace is the fountain at once of pardon, and of holiness. The purpose of
God is of grace, for " he hath saved us according to his own purpose and grace " (2 Tim.
i. 9)
the atonement is of grace, for " ye know the grace of .
. Christ, that, though he
was rich, for your sakes he became poor " (2 Cor. viii. 9) ; the application of it is of grace,
for it is " grace that bringeth salvation " (Titus ii. 11) ; and it is according to this grace
" we are called with an holy calling " (2 Tim. i. 9). Now, we have learned to say of
pardon that it is " not of works ; " equally true is it of our purification that it is not of
worlds
that is, not of our working for we are " his workmanship, created . . . unto good
works." The old man cannot work. The new man receives the power in the very
structure of his spiritual being ; for, having died with Christ, he is risen with him that
he should walk in newness of life. 2. Faith is the instrumental cause of our salvation.
" By grace are ye saved, through faith " and thus the gospel becomes " the power of
QkA unto salvation to every one that believeth." Power as well as pardon flo'ws forth
from Christ to every one that believeth. We are not to suppose, however, that salvation is given as a kind of reward of faith, for, in a true sense, faith is part of the
salvation itself. But the apostle uniformly represents faith as that which apprehends
the sjilvation. It is in no sense the ground of salvation ; " the righteousness of God
which is by faith of Christ Jesus " is the only ground of it, and it is therefore called
" the gill of righteousness " (Bom. v. 17) ; but faith is the hand by which it is received.
There is tlius no merit in faith any more than there is in the hand of the beggar who
receives an alms.
3. Good works are the predestined way along which the saved walk.
" Which God hath before prepared that we should walk in them." This might be true
in a double sense : either that, by the revelation of the moral law, he has fixed the firm
and unalterable pathway of the believer's obedience prepared, as it were, the sphere of
our moral action ; or that, by creating us in Christ Jesus, he has preordained our disIt is evident from the apostle's doctrine that
position ^nd aptitude for this obedience.
(1) good works are not necessary to qualify us for believing in Christ, (2) or are the
ground of our expecting a future inheritance in glory. But they are necessary, notwithstanding, on the following grounds :—(1) We are elected unto holiness (ch. i. 4)
and we are " called unto holiness " (1 Thess. iv. 7). (2) They are necessary as acts of
obedience to the Lord's commands (John xiv. 15) ; (3) as acts of gratitude for aU his
goodness to us ; (4) as evidences of the sincerity of our faith in Christ ; (5) as tending
to adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour, and to glorify his Name ; (6) as contributory
T. 0.
to our inward peace and comfort.

—

—

.

;

—

—

;

.

—

—

The uses of rememhrance. "Wherefore remember." The present is built
and the memory of the past has much to do with the joys and sorrows
of the present, as well as with the hopes and achievements of the future. It is well for
Remembelievers to remember what they have been in view of their present mercies.
brance may thus become a means of grace.
I. It tends to deepen the HUMILITT of saints Ai WBU, AS TO INCBBAIB THEIR
GODLY SORROW FOB SIN.
II. It tends to uake v» obateful fob oub mercies and to vakk us If aonift thb
Ver. 11.

upon the

past,

—
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GREATNESS AND FRBBNE88 OF DiviNB MVB. Where sm did much abound, we have
found that grace did much more abound.
III. It tends to inspire ub with a BTONaEn love fob Christ, who has placed us
HIGH in heavenly PLACES. The woman in the gospel loved much wheu she
remembered how much was forgiven her. " The grace of our Lord was exceeding
abundant in faith and love" (1 Tim. i. 14) to the Apostle Paul in the remembrance of
his old blasphemies and injuries to the gospel.
IV. It tends to quicken us to greatkr zeal and activity in the Lord's bervice.
We think sadly of our lost time in the service of sin, and are led now to wsrk with

0

increased energy for the cause of our Redeemer.

V. It tends to make us more hopeful of the conversion of others who ake saw
AS SINNERS. Yet this remembrance of our past condition is mt to
be a rueful, self-accusing thing that will kill hope and heart, but rather that which
leads onward to a higher joy and a more complete consecration to the Lord's work.
T. 0.

WHAT we onoe were

—

The religious position of the heathen. The apostle does not speak of the
Ver. 12.
distinguished place of the heathen as to art and science, culture, and worldly civilization
^in which they far surpassed Israel
but he describes the utter destitution of
their religious life by contrast mainly with the privileged superiority Of Judaism.
The points of contrast are six in number.
were " Gentiles in the flesh." Circumcision, accordI. They were cncircumcisbd
ing to the apostle, might mean very little or very much. It might mean very much,
in so far as it was a "seal of the righteousness of faith " (Rom. iv. 11) and was a
spiritual thing
" the circumcision of the heart " (Rom. ii. 29), involving " the worship
of God in the Spirit, rejoicing in Christ Jesus, and having no confidence in the flesh "
(Phil. iii. S).
But it might mean " the circumcision in the letter," after the habit of
those Jews who ascribed objective power to the mere external rite, regarding it as a
channel of grace, irrespective of the subjective condition of the recipient. It was only
in the spiritual sense of the rite that the Gentiles were disadvantaged by their want of
it, not only because it meant the obligation of withdrawing all the relations of life from
the dominion of nature, but because it implied a covenant union with God, involving
the blessings of redemption itself.
The Jews were not without him ; for " salvation
II. They were without Christ.
was of the Jews;" Abraham, the first Jew, saw the day of Christ afar off, "and was
glad " (John viii. 56) ; the Jews drank, in the wilderness, of the " Rock which was
But the Gentiles were without him, because (1) they liad no
Christ " (1 Cor. I. 4).
knowledge of him ; (2) they had no faith in him ; (3) they had no union with liim
How dark and
(4) they were therefore without pardon, life, grace, hope, and comfort.
cheerless was heathenism even under its reign of culture 1
It had no experience of the
threefold blessing of the gospel
"Christ for us, Christ in us, Christ with us" the
grand totality of Christianity,
They were so
III. They were aliens from the commonwealth of Israel.
civilly as well as spiritualiy, for the Jews had no dealings with Gentiles.
1. The
word " aliens " points in the original to a lapse from a former unity or fellowship.
Universalism characterized the first dispensation of the race of man : deliverance was
to come through the Seed of the woman ; but when the race took a direction contrary
to the will of God and fundamentally wrong, the circle was narrowed into particularism,
which in its turn tended toward a universalistio goal, for all nations of the earth are
Jew and Gentile thus stood apart for ages, till, " in
to be blessed in Abraham's seed.
the fulness of times," they met at last round the cross of Christ in an act of supreme
rebellion, only to be uniti d in Christ for ever in the future development of the kingdom
of God. 2. Their estrangement from the Israelitish commonwealth was an immense
spiritual loss j for to it belonged the oracles of God (Hom. iii. 2), and " the adoption,
and the glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the Law, and the service of God,
and the promises " (Rom. ix. 4). It was a privilege to belong to a people expecting
nothing from their own power or wisdom, but everything from the interposition of their
God, It is a great blessing to be born within the pale of the visible Church, so as to
The Gentiles were outside the whole apparatus of religioui
l^artake of her privileges.
jnstructian provided for the special guidance of the Jews.

—

—

—

—
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IV. Thet were STnANQEBS TO THE COVENANTS OP PROMISE. 1. The plural reference
It was but the one
to the successive renewals of the coven.int with the patriarchs.
covenant of promise "the promise made to the fathers" which God fulfilled in
"raising up Jesus" (Acts xiii. 82). Tlie word "covenant" occurs two hundred and
thirty-six times in our English Bible, and in more than two hundred instances it is a
Divine covenant. The covenant with Abraham was the Magna Charta of Israel; th«
covenant with Uavid rests upon this earlier covenant, marking out more dearly the
line in which the Divine purpose of blessing would be fulfilled to Jews and eventually
The new covenant of the New Testament, which has in Christ a
to all nations.
Mediator greater than Moses and is "established upon better promises," is no other
than the ancient covenant made with Abraham (Gal. iii. 14). 2. Thus we can see
liow the Gentiles were strangers to the covenant in all its historic developments. They
had no national covenant with God, and no land of promise in the present world. As
Gentiles, the covenant had never been revealed to them, and, except so far as they mny
have been included in the Israelitish commonwealth, it could bring them no blessing.
V. They were without hope. They had no covenanted hope no hope of the
Messiah and of salvatinn by him, of a future state of eternal life. "Such as are
Christless must be hopeless ; such as are without faith must needs be without hope
and such as are without the promise must necessarily be without faith for the promise
It is a miserable state to be
is the ground of faith, and faith is the ground of hope."
without hope. " If in this life only we have hope, we are of all men most miserable."
The future to the heathen was a night without a star. In the Roman catacombs hope
There is no such word on the tombs of the heathen dead.
is the commonest inscription.
This marks the climax of their
VI. They webb without God in the would.
misery. They were witliout God, though they were not atheists, for they had a
tlousand gods that were no gods.. And they were not bold deniers of God, for many
But (1) they were without the knowledge of
of them were " feeling after the Lord."
the true God; (2) they had no faith in him; (3) they lived without relation to him
and (4) they had no consciousness of his presence to bless and guide and comfort them.
They were without God "in the world" in contrast with the position of the Jews
entrenched witliin their commonwealth privileges and were thus homeless and
forsaken in that world which had Satan for its prince. This is the picture of the
hf athen world given by the apostle without Christ, without Church, without covenant,
without hope, without God. At the period to which he refers, religion had outhved
itself, unbelief mocked at the superstitions of the vulgar, and scepticism gradually
became the sole wisdom of the cultured classes. Along with the power of truth the
power of morality was irrecoverably lost ; and yet there was a deep yearning at the
heart of paganism for the God unknown whom it was the high destiny of Christianity
They were without God, yet were not outcast from
to make known to the Gentiles.
T. 0.
his favour, for these Ephesian Gentiles were in due time called by his grace.
is

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

Ver. 13. Nearness to Ood in the blood of Christ. This chapter speaks of a double
alienation and of a double reconciliation : on the one hand, a deep alienation of mankind from God, dating from birth, subsisting along with a moral separation between
Jews and Gentiles j on the other hand, it points to the historic fact of Christ's atonement as the divinely instituted method by which both alienations were to be
extinguished, and man united to God and to man in a higher unity, so that the two
separated elements should henceforth become one new man, one city ol God, one temple
or habitation of God.

'

"You that were afar oiT." They were in a
I. The Gentiles remote from God.
geographical sense far off from Palestine, the centre of the true religion. This land
was with a truly providential design, selected as the home of God's chosen people,
because it held a central place between Europe, Asia, and Africa. But the nations
were still more apart from Palestine, so as to have no share in its theocratic life. In
" far off," was a phrase in common use to
case, the expression " far from God," or
this

designate the Gentiles (Isa. xlix. 1 ; Acts ii. 39). But there was a moral distance—an
which was more serious than any geographical
alienation of the Gentile heart from God
remoteness from the seat of theocratic institutions. It is both the sinfulness and the
"
misery of sin that men are at a distance from Qod. Unbelief is a departure from the

—

—

—
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Gentiles were far from Christ, from the Church, from the covenant,
There is no divider lilie sin.
Just as Israel at Sinai was
II. The Gentiles madk nigh in the blood of Christ.
hy the sprinkling of blood made to be the people of God, brought near to him, kept
year by year in covenant, so the blood of Christ was the element or sphere in whict
the new covenant took its shape with its all-inclusive relations both to Jew and t<
Gentile.
It was the blood that obliterated the interval between the Gentiles and God.
They have now communion with God, and are established in their nearness to him. It
is not merely in Christ Jesus, but in the blood of Christ, that our nearness is
established.
It was not the incarnation but the death of the Son of God
the desigttsd
complement and issue of the incarnation that has secured our privilege of access to
God. It often happens in the history of grace that those very far Irom God in character
and hope are made nigh by the blood of the cross. There is a marvellous power in the
blood of the lifted-up Redeemer : " And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto
me " (John xii. 32), irrespective of national distinctions. T. C.
living God."

from hope, from God.

—

—

—

—

16.
Christ our Peace. He is so by effecting two reconciliations, and thui
Vers. 14
obliterating two deep and long-standing alienations.
He " hath made both one "
Jew and Gentile and " he hath reconciled both unto God in one body by the cross."
Christ is our Peace, not simply as our Peacemaker, but as our Peace objectively considered and with regard to our relation to God ; for the apostle represents our nearness
to God as grounded in Christ as our Peace.
He is therefore our Peace, as he is called

—

our Eighteousness and our Redemption (1 Cor. i. 30), and while thus he is our Peace
toward God, he is the ground of peace in every other relation, and especially between
man and man. Thus he abides our continual Peace, for he dtd not make peace and
end his relation toward us, but is the Source of our«biding reconciliation with God as
well as of the continuous enjoyment of peace. Thus the Old Testament prophecies
which connect peace with the Messiah find their just fulfilment (Isa. ix. 5, 6 ; Ivii. 2, 7).
Peace was the legacy which he left to his disciples (John xiv. 27). It is " the peace to
which we are called in one body " (Col. iii. 15). It is that which " keeps our hearts and
minds through Christ Jesus" (Phil. iv. 7). Consider—
1. He did SO ly levelling
I. How HE HAS MADE PEACE BETWEEN Jew AND Gbntilb.
in the dust the middle wall of partition that separated them widely for ages, in a word,
by abolishing the narrow particularism of Judaism. The wall in question was the
ceremonial law "the law of commandments contained in ordinances " given to Israel
as a separate people and of positive appointment. The moral law was no pai't of the
partition wall, and contains in itself nothing either to excite enmity or to establish
separation between man and man. The deaith of Christ did not abolish it ; it was the
law of ceremonies only that was abolished in the cross, for when he died, it disappeared
The moral law, as embodied in the
like a shadow when the substance was come.
Decalogue, was older than the Mosaic institute, and therefore survived its fall. The
partition wall that kept Jew and Gentile apart was (1) an ancient hairier of separation.
It lasted sixteen hundred or two thousand years, according as we date its origin from
Abraham or Moses. A Puritan Father says, " The foundation of the wall of separation

—

—

was laid in Abraham's time when circumcision was first given, for that began the
quarrel ; reared up higher by Moses' rites ; further lengthened and stretched out in all
times of the prophets, throughout all ages, till Christ, who came to abolish it and break
it down."
(2) It was a high barrier. It kept the Jew e%ctively apart for more than
a millennium and a half, that he might be trained for the universalist dispensation that
was to be established in the fulness of times. (3) It engendered a deep hostility on
both sides. It was this " enmity " that made the barrier so serious an element of
separation.
The Jew regarded the Gentile with a proud and supercilious superiority,
and the Gentile regarded the Jew as an enemy of the human race. Literature is full
of the evidences of this continuous hostility.
The Gentiles were called in contempt
"the uncircumcised " and "sinners of the Gentiles." Juvenal, Tacitus, Martial,
Horace, repay the debt in the language of bitter and contemptuous sarcasm. 2. Contider the grand instrument of reconciliation between Jew and Qentile. " In his flesh."
The language refers expressly to the condition of penal ourse-beaiing to which the
atoning Saviour spontaneously subjected himself. As the apostle once represents sin

—
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as being condemned in Cbrist's flesh (Rom. viii, 3), so here our Lord is regarded as
having in his flesh taken upon him the sins of Ijis people, as the great cause of enmity
and disunion, and having exhausted at once the sin of man and the wrath of God on
the cross, ho thus at once abolished the law uf ceremonies and annihilated the enmity

which found its occasion in it. The cross
man. The world has made many efforts

the instrument of reconciling man to
men on a basis of liberty, equality,
often trying to bring about a union even by the most terrible bloodshed
fr iiternity
but no principle has yet been discovered to unite man to man save the gospel of Christ,
with its doctrine of atonement through tbe blood of the cross. 3. Consider the ultimate
" To make of twain one new man, so making peace."
cesvft of the death of Christ.
Those previously sundered were by the cross lifted into a higher unity, and placed
upon a platform of equal privilege that obliterated all the old causes of division. The
reconciling power of the cross ran through all the relations of men and all the relations
The person of Christ crncifled became henceforth the great Centre of unity.
of life.
ir. How Chkist 18 ouB Peace in effectino reconciliation between God and
MAN. " That he might reconcile both unto God in one body by the cross, having slain
the enmity thereby," Nothing can be more expUcit than the declaration that Christ's
mission was intended to reconcile God and man, who were previously alienated by
sin.
It is often contended that, as God is essentially a God of love, it becomes «s
to tiiink only of reconciliation on man's side.
There are, in fact, two reconciliations,
the one based on the other a reconciliation of God to man, and a reconciliation of
man to God. The apostle says elsewhere that " God has reconciled us to himself by
Jesus Christ " (2 Cor. v. 18), and that it pleased " the Father, having made peace
through the blood of the cross, to reconcile all things unto himself" (Col. i. 20). The
scheme of salvation, whether we take account of the incarnation or the atonement,
emanated from the Divine good pleasure as the supreme source of all blessings. It
is always important to emphasize the fact that the atonement is the effect, not the
cause, of God's love.
The peace here spoken of is peace on a basis of law and justice
for the offering up of Christ so magnified the Law and exhausted all its demands, that,
on the ground of that propitiation, God could be at once just and the Justifler of .he
ungodly. This is according to another passage : " God hath sent forth his Son to be
a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness " (Rom. iii. 25).

—

is still

to unite

—

If this be so, it is an error to hold that the only purpose of Christ's death was the
manifestation of Divine love. It was, in fact, a manifestation of Divine justice as well
as of Divine love ; and if it was not a manifestation of Divine justice, that is, if there
was no righteousness making that death necessary, it is difficult to see how there
could be a manifestation of love in his dying. It follows also that it is an error to
depreciate the importance of Christ's death, and to lay the main emphasis of his
mission upon the virtues of his life. The Bible knows nothing of a gospel without a
cross, or of a gospel which makes the cross a mere affecting incident at the close of
a sublime career ; it rather exhibits the cross as the grand procuring cause of life and
redemption to man. If you take away the cross, you dry up the stream of blessing
which has flowed down through all Christian ages, you put an end to the abiding
peace of God's people, and you paralyze the right arm of the ministry. Therefore we
are justified in regarding the reconciliation between God and man as resting on Christ's
work, and this work as charged with reconciling power, not as it moved the human
heart or led to a new conduct in man, but as it introduced a now relation in which
men were placed before God. T. C.

—

The proclamation of peace, I. He who is oub Peace is the publishf.e
"And came and preached peace." He came as the Prince of peace,
spoke of peace before his death as his parting legacy to the Church, and after his
ascension to heaven sent forth his ambassadors with the gospel of peace to say, " Wo
pray you in Christ's stead be ye reconciled to God " (2 Cor. v. 20). What Christ does
by the apostles he does by himself.
peace.
The first word of the angelic annunII, The burden ok the gospel
1, It is peace through the blood of Christ, which
ciation was, " Peace on earth,"
thus " speaketh better things than that of Abel." 2. It is peace through the righteousness of Christ: "Therefore, being justified by faith, we have peace with God
Ver. 17.

OF PEACE.

—
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through onr Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. v. 1).
3. It is the staple of the gospel, which
a gospel of peace pruclairaod by ministers who are the publishers of peace. 4, It
introduces sinners into the covenant of peace, which cannot be removed.
6. It has
peace fur its fruits, for believers have "joy and peace in believing;" "Great peace
have they that love thy Law; " " To be spiritually minded is life and peace " " They
;
that trust in the Lord are kept in perfect peace " " They dwell in peaceable habitais

;

tions, in quiet resting-places."

persons to whom peace is pbbaohed. "To you that are afar off and to
There was peace for both Jew and Gentile. It was peace for
the world. There is no restriction upon the message of peace. " The Lord shall
bless his people with peace" (Ps. xxix. 11).
"Great shall be the peace of thy
children." The proof that the peace has this wide and blessed efficacy is our free
access to the Father by Jesus Christ.
T. 0.
III.

The

them that

are nigh."

—

Our access to the Father. " For through him we both have access by one
unto the Father," If the enmity had not been slain there could not have been
Both Jews and Gentiles enjoy this access on a footing
access to the Divine presence.
of grace and mercy to the throne of God.
I. The APPBOAcn is to the Fathee.
It is not to a stern Judge or a God wielding
terrible power against us, but to a gracious Father, we have access in virtue of Christ's
atoning work. It is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who is represented
in this Epistle as having blessed us with all spiritual blessings
it is the Father who
has made known to us his purpose to reconcile all things to himself in Christ; it is
the Father who has made peace through the blood of the cross.
We must ever seek
the true origin of our salvation, not in the suffering of the cross, but in the bosom of
Ver. 18,

Spirit

;

the eternal Father.
II. OuB ACCESS TO HIM IS THROUGH Chkist.
1. We are brought near to God
through his blood (ver. 13). 2. Through his intercession. Jesus, as Mediator; Advocate, Forerunner, takes us, as it were, by the hand, ami presents us to God,
This is
the doctrine of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which introduces the era of the better
hope, under which we draw nigh to God with true heart, in full assurance of faith,
because we have such an High Priest over the house of God, But our Saviour is more
than High Priest ; he is Forerunner ; he is not merely Keprcsentative of believers, as
the high priest of Judaism was representative of the tlaeocratic people, but he ig
Forerunner, entered within the veil, whither his people can follow him to the very
Tliere is no longer a restriction
place which he has gone before to prepnre for them.
upon our access to God. It is a free access, an open access, an access that may well
inspire confidence, because it is in Christ : " We have boldness and access with
confidence by the faith of him " (ch. iii, 12),
1, It is by his influence we are first brought
III. The access is bt one Spirit,
home to the Father, It is by him we are baptized into one body, 2, The indwelling
of the Spirit is, necessary to the perpetuation and power of " our fellowship with the
Father and the Son,"
3. It is the Spirit especially who helps our infirmities in
Thus we see how the three Persons of the Trinity are conprayer (Bom, viii, 26).
cerned in our salvation. T, G.

—

Ver.

19,— 3Afl Church a

eity.

The

Qentilei were

now no

longer strangers, but

fellow-citizens with the saints.
I,

The

citt

mat be regarded either

as the Church on earth or the Church

IN HEAVEN, They are equally the city of God " which hath foundations, whose
Builder and Maker is God." It is a city strongly fortified with the walls and bulwarks
of salvation, and is surrounded by a river of love, which ministers to the wants of
There God dwells in the midst of them.
its citizens.
It is a city possessing glorious
It is not limited, like the Jewish theocracy, to
franchises and ordered government.
one nation ; it is not bounded by the frontiers of any land ; it is the kingdom which
is not of this world, and destined ultimately to triumph over all other kingdoms.
II. The Gentiles are no longer strangers in it, like those who have no home,
no property, no privileges, no interests, in common with its inhabitants. They are
now naturalized citizens of the Christian commonwealth, living on termi cf perfect
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other momberg, as to privilege, protection, and government.
with the Jews either of the present or th«
and all times ; for the Church of God which
Jesus " purchased with his own blood " does not date from the day of Pentecost, bvit
covers the whole period of human history sinoo the beginning of time. The abrogation
of old theocratic distinctions leaves a new community in which " there is neither Jew
nor Greek, circumcision nor uncircumcision."
III. The heavenly citizenship has impohtant ethical bearings.
Those whose
" citizenship is in heaven " are not to " mind earthly things " (Phil. iii. 20), but to think
of the Saviour who is to be revealed with transforming power in the final resurrection.
The laws of heaven are to be our guide on earth. Our calling is, therefore, a " high
calling."—T.C.
all

tlie

They

are thus brought into relation, not
past, but with saints of all dispensations

Ver. 19.
The Church a family. The Gentiles were no longer mere inmates of the
family without domestic rights, like the guests of the priests in ancient times (Lev.
xxii. 10), but " members of the household of God."
I. Thb Chubch is often likened to a family ob house, which is a much more
intimate brotherhood than the city with all its precious franchises.
The Church,
which is the pillar and ground of the truth, is the house of God (1 Tim. iii. 15) ; we
are Christ's house (Heb. iii. 6), and it is at this house of God that judgment often
begins in the dispensations of Divine providence (1 Pet. iv. 17). This is the house
of which Moses was a servant (Heb. iii. 5); therefore it was in existence before
Pentecost.
This is the true " household of faith " (Gal. vi. 5). 1. It has God for a
Father. This relation is more tender than that of a civil ruler. And therefore we
are more than fellow-citizens of the saints; we are children of God by faith in Christ
Jesus (Gal. iii. 26). 2. Christ is the Firstborn and elder Brother, " a brother born
for adversity," allied to us by the dearest ties of sacrifice and sympathy.
3. It is a
large family, for it includes " the whole family in heaven and in earth " (oh. iii. 15)
saints old and young, of all lands, of all times.
4. We enter this family, not by
birth, but by adopting grace.
5. It is a separated family, its members divided by
time and space, opinion and feeling; but all the members will be at last brought
home to " the house of many mansions," the " holy place not made with hands," which
our Saviour has gone before to prepare.
II. The Gentiles are no longer sojoctbneiis, bdt members of this household
OF God. They are not like guests, abiding for a time, but eventually going forth
again.
The blessing of Abraham " having come upon the Gentiles " (Gal. iii. 14),

—

they have been born again ; they have become children of Gud by faith (Gal. iii. 26)
they have become heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ they are " clothed with
;
the beautiful garments of salvation " they shall go no more out, for they have
;

received an eternal inheritance.

HI. This position of privilege ought to make us jealous of our Father's honour,
mindful of our Father's guidance, loving in all our relations to the members of the
groat household, and studiously careful to promote its harmony and prosperity.
T. C.

—

Vers. 21, 22.
The Church a holy temple. It is elsewhere called " a spiritual house,"
composed of " living stones," built upon him who is a living Stone laid in Zion, elect,

though rejected of men (1 Pet. ii. 4, 5). Each believer is a living stone,
dug out of the quarry of nature, hewn by the Word and ministry, laid in the foundation, and built into the heavenly structure.
The Church is God's building, not
There are four things observable in the apostle's account of this blessed
nun's.
precious,

structure.

Built on the foundation of " apostles and prophets,
I. It has a good foundation.
Jesus Christ himself being the chief Corner-stone." It is built on the foundation that
apostles and prophets laid, namely, on Jesus Christ himself, who is at once Foundation
and Corner-stone " Other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Christ
Jesus " (1 Cor. iii. 11). This was the Foundation which the apostle was always laying
" I have laid the foundation, and another buildeth thereon " (1 Cor. iii. 10). But it
was God himself who laid this stone in Zion : " Behold, I lay in Zion a chief Corner:

stone, elect, precious" (1 Pet.

ii.

6).

The foundation

is

not, therefore, in

man, but

in

—
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Therefore it is an indestructible building. Jesu«
in 11011)8, but in heaven.
Christ is called " the chief Corner-stone," whicli has its true supporting-place in the
foundation, because it is the bindirg-stone of the building, holding two walls because
Perhaps there is a reference to the union of Jews and Gentiles
it is built into both.
in Christ, who has made both one, and tluis builds the whole number of believers into
the glorious temple, and bears the weight of the whole structure.
It is not a mere heap or mass of hetercgeneoui
II. It is fitly framed togethee.
materials.
1. The materials must be prepared for their place in the building so as
to promote its unity and compactness.
All the members of the Church must first be
joined to Christ as the Foundation, and then cemented to one another by love. Thus
" Happy, indeed, the
their unity gives beauty as well as strength to the structure.
stones that God chooses to be living stones in this spiritual temple though they be
hammered and hewed to be polished for it by afflictions and the inward work of
mortification and repentance."
2. The members are to have each their proper place
in the building.
Thus only can it become a compact structure. Some have a higher,
some a lower place some are appointed to teach, others to be taught some to lead,
others to be led ; some to counsel, some to execute ; but all the stones are to keep
their due place, and thus grow up into a holy temple, " edifying itself in love " (ch.
iv. 16).
The Lord requires stones of all sorts and sizes, the smallest as well as the
largest, for hia temple ; and it ought to reconcile us to our respective positions, that
it is the Lord's own hand which not only fits us into our place, but keeps us there.
III. It is imperfect but still growing.
"It groweth into an holy temple." It
is growing by the accession of new stones, or by the addition of new members, and by
the addition of new graces in the individual members. Provision is made for a vast
increase in its size and height, but as it is fitly framed together in its growing dimensions,
it will los« nothing in symmetry and strength by its continuous elevation.
IV. The end or design of the building. " For a habitation of God." When we
build houses, it is that men may dwell in them. Thus the Church is the temple of
God. " Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you ? " (1 Cor. iii. 16). " I will dwell in them,, and walk in them " (2 Cor.
vi. 16).
Thus " we will be filled with all the fulness of God" (ch. iii. 19). Thus we
have the true temple of the Father, built in the Son, inhabited in the Spirit, the
offices of the three blessed Persons being distinctly pointed out
God the Father in
all his fulness dwells in, fills the Church ; that Church is constituted to him a holy
temple in the Son is inhabited by him in the ever-present indwelling of the Holy

God, not

;

;

;

:

;

Spirit.

Fbaotioal lessons. 1. lliink of the safety and glory of the church. Christ is its
Foundation. All the stones are knit to the Corner-stone. It is well proportioned,
because the Holy Spirit is the Architect; it is vast in its proportions, for it is spread
over the earth and it is inviolable, for it is devoted to the Lord. 2. Think of God
dwelling in the Church. The Christian is an epitome of the Church. He is himsclt
a temple of the Holy Ghost. (1) What condescension in God to dwell in human
" It is a marvel that the habitation he has chosen for himself is an impure
hearts
one."
(2) What a fearful thing it would be to be in collision with such a God
(3)
How careful we ought to be not to defile this temple
ought to live purer lives,
to breathe a sweeter air, to open our hearts to all that is heavenly. (4) What an
awful thought, that the holy God dwells in our unholy hearts, watching us in our
•ecret moments, and reading our very thoughts 1
(5) Yet let us remember with
gratitude and love that "the high and lofty One who Inhabiteth eternity, whose
name is Holy," selects his dwelling-place " with him that is of ft contrite and humble
spirit."—!. 0.
;

I

I

I

We

—

The resurrection and ascension of the soul. Paul's prayer for the
Vers. 1 7.
Ephesians was, as we have seen, that they might appreciate the mighty power of Qcd
to US-ward who believe.
This power was first manifested in the person and experience
of Christ in raising him from the dead, in exalting him to the Father's right hand, in
putting all things under his feet, and in constituting him Head of his Church. We are
now to notice a parallel experience of power in the case of the believer.
L CoNSiSKB TUB BE8UBBE0TION Of THE Bouu (Vers. 1 5.) In these versei the

—

—
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apostle represents our souls as by nature dead like Christ's body in the tomb.
They
are not sick through sin, but dead.
And the death of the soul is manifested in the
corruption of the nature, so that we live as the world lives, according to the devil's
desires, fulfllling the desires of the flesh and of the mind, and becoming most deservedly
the " children of wrath " like others. All this corruption of the nature is the manifes-

who raised up Christ's body from the tomb,
The
are quickened together with Christ.
this miracle within us, so that we are raised out
just as Jesus entered by resurrection into a new

tation of the death in sin.
But the
comes to quicken our dead souls.
Father in his wondrous love works

of death into a

new

life.

Now,

Spirit,

We

because immortal life, so we by resurrection enter into a new and immortal existence.
We feel assured that we caonot die, since we have been raised into the new life with
Christ.
This idea of the death of the soul is found in the ancient and in the modern
classics.
In such autboni as Plutarch, Cicero, Heraclitus, and Persins, as well as in
such a modem as the poet Gautier, it may be found ; but in them it is an utterance of
despair.
It is only Paul who can take it and show how the death can be terminated
in the victory of resurrection.
(Ver. 6.) Not Only is the soul raised
II. CoNSiDEB THE ASCENSION OF THE SOUL.
together with Christ, but it is " made to sit together in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus." In other words, we are made to have an ascension experience as well as a
resurrection experience.
Now, when Christ ascended far above all principality and
power, he must have entered a joyful experience such as this world could never afford.
He would never have enjoyed such a delight had he lingered in a limited world like
this.
In the same way the risen soul is enabled to ascend into a seraphic experience,
a joy in the Lord such as was never dreamed of. It is to be feared that many have
experienced the spiritual resurrection who have not gone on to the experience of the
They do not
ascension; in other words, they are living lives comparatively joyless.
live as if they were already within the golden gates and rejoicing always in the Lord.
But the thing is not only possible, it is pre-eminently desirable. The world would be
vastly the better of souls that had realized the ascension.
(Ver. 6.) For Jesus ascended
III. Consider the believer's consequent keign.
that he miglit occupy a throne. And we ascend in spirit that we may be kings of
meji. It is Christ's purpose that we should be kings and priests unto God and his
Father (Rev. i. 5, 6). Now, joyful Christians cannot but influence others for good.
They come to their kingdom, and others are glad to submit to their sway. They hold
men by the heart and assert a proper sovereignty over others. The reign of Christ is
carried out in some measure when we have learned lovingly to reign.
IV. The pubpose of such bpieithai, gifts is that the exoeedino bichbs of God's
GiSACE might be kbvealbd. (Ver. 7.) For if we had never died in sin, Grod's mighty
power in raising us would never have been appreciated. If the creatures had never
fallen, who would have known the wealth of God's love and power in lifting them up
again ? The physical universe can only illustrate a small part of the power and love
of God. It requires the moral universe as a background to set off the brightness of his
redeeming mercy. It is out of a sinful world the greatest examples of Divine power
shall be forthcoming.
God is rich in mercy ; how rich only sinners can illustrate and
with some fulness appreciate. Every risen, ascended, and reigning soul is intended
to be a fresh example of the exceeding riches of God's grace.— E. M. B.

—

10.
Salvation, its root and its fruit. Paul now proceeds to put the gospel
Vers. 8
in a nutshell when he tells us that we are saved by grace, through faith, and unto good
works.
have in these three terms the whole plan brought out. Let us look at
them in their order.
L Grace is the boot ob cause op salvation, (Ver. 8.) By " grace " is meant the
It is etymologically the same as "gratis" and
fiee, undeserved favour of God.
" gratuitous ; " it occurs in the business phrase, " three days of grace " given in
connection with the payment of a bill ; it signifies therefore a Divine manifestation
In other words, we do not deserve salvation.
can
to which man has no title.
never deserve it. No works of ours could entitle us to it. Yet we are saved by grace,
by the free and sovereign favour of the Lord. It is most important that we should
have clear views of the cause of salvation. Its cause is the gracious love of Godi Its

We

We

—

—
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cause is outside of us, and
of grace.

we have no

part or lot in causing salvation.

[oh. n.

It
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entirely

(Ver. 8.) God
II. Faith is the HiKD of the hbabt which receives salvation.
But would it be worth
miglit conceivably save men without asking us to trust him.
our while to get emancipated from deserved punishment to live on in perpetual
suspicion ? The fact is that to have any comfort in our relations with God, we must
But there is no merit in trusting him. If we refuse him our trust we do
trust him.
him grievous wrong. This shows that trusting God is only giving him his duo.
Besides, the more we know ourselves the more we realize that faith just as well as
salvation is his gift. Had not the Spirit come and transformed our suspicion into trust,
we should not have ceased suspecting him. It is a blessed change, but the change is
God's gift through the Spirit.
III. Good woeks akb the foreobdained fruits op salvation. (Ver. 10.)
free
and gratuitous salvation is supposed by some to be a dangerous and immoral doctrine.
But the consequences of salvation have been all provided for. God saves men that we
may serve him. Good works constitute the outcome, the dividend, the fruit which
are his workmanship." Just as a mechanic
God gets from the salvation. "
constructs a machine that he may get a certain amount and kind of work out of it,
SI) God saves us that he may get a certain amount and kind of work out of us.
Nor
has he left it to any hap-liazard. He has foreordained the good works in which we
ought to walk. He has planned our lives as believers. Bushnell wrote a famous
sermon in which he tried to show that " every man's life is a plan of God."
modify the thought and recognize in every leliever's life a plan of God. Every good
work is down in God's design, it has its place, and it will exercise its influence. While,
therefore, God will save no man for his good works, he saves every soul unto good
works. They are the/ruit, though they cannot be the root of salvation. ForeordinaGod's plan embraces the
tion covers the effects of salvation as well as salvation itself
whole problem, and it is thoughtless to rob him of a single element in the glorious
result.— K M. E.

A

We

We

H—

22
The spiritual temple. In the apostle's prayer for the Ephesians th«
Vers.
power of God to us-ward who believe was illustrated first in the experience of our risen
and reigning Head, and secondly in the experience of us as risen and reigning members
of his mystical bedy. The unity of the members, however, has not been as fully
brought out in the preceding verses as Paul desired, and so we have in the section now
before us the subject amplified and completed mainly round the figure of a " spiritual
temple." It i» this main figure which we shall now keep before us. And
I. CONSTDBE THE RAW MATERIAL OUT OF WHICH THK SPIRITUAL TEMPLE 18 TO BK
This is Gentiles and Jews, tlie Uncircunicision and the CirBUILT. (Vers. 11
17.)
cumcision, those far off from God and those that were nigh.
The Gentiles were
" without God " (Sflfoi iv T$ it6trii(f), by which we are not to understand " atheists" in
"
without God in the world,"
the sense of disbelieving the Divine existence, but simply
as men who cling to the world in its corporate capacity, wherein it ignores the Divine
sovereignty and lives an alien citizenship. The Jews, on the other hand, were nominally
citizens of the sacied commonwealth, and the covenants of promise were in their hands,
and they bad hope in consequence. Yet the raw material in both cases was rough- and
unsightly until the Lord undertook its preparation for the temple wall. Both were
under sin, both had to be redeemed from evil, taken out of the quarry of nature and

—

fitted

by Divine grace for their place in the building.
The FOUNDATION OF THE TEMPLE. (Ver. 20.)

U

The spiritual temple
here
This, of course, sigsaid to be built on the " foundation of the apostles and prophets."
nifies that it is upon the revelation God made through apostles and prophets that the
II.

It is not upon speculations or dreams, but upon " the sure Word of
prophecy," that the structure rests. Without the witnesses in the inspired Word, we
should have no basis for spiritual unity and no foundation for edification. ' Hence our
deep indebtedness to the sacred writers.
cannot do without " the Book ; " we should
only be building on the sand.
(Ver. 20.) The next consideration here is the cornerIII. The corner-stones.
stones.
Now, Christ is called here the " chief Corner-stone," that without which thf
edifice is erected.

We

—
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two walls could not be bound into one. He lies at the foundation of the structure, tho
massive stone, so to spe.ik, which unites the two great walls. Above him and upon
bim are laid other but minor corner-stones j for every Christian soul who longs to promote unity among men is bo far a corner-stone in the great building. Hence the minor
honour of being elements of union is given unto Christ-like scnis. But Jeeus is the
And the apostle shows how Jesus is the bond of union
indisi:cnsable Corner-stone.
between Jew and Gentile. Both as under sin needed au atoning Saviour ; but only one
Saviour and one blood were provided. The Saviour of the Jews was the Saviour of
the Glectiles also. Thus both Jews and Gentiles were brought of necessity to the one
Saviour ; the one sacrifice on Calvary atoned for both the one blood blotted out the
transgiession of both; the one crucifixion reconciled both to God, and peace produced
between both and God secured at the same time peace with each other. Jew and Gentile are united and brought nigh to God by the one blessed Saviour.
IV. The unity of the tkmplb. (Vers. 18, 19.) The seemingly discordant elements
are reduced to real harmony, and the unity of tlie whole is realized in the Spirit which
pervades all hearts. For wlien the Gentiles and the Jews realize access unto the Father
by one Spirit, then the alienation has passed away, and citizenship and the family
It thus appears that " Christian prayer is a witness of Chrisfeeling have supervened.
tian citizenship."
We squabble about differences until we are united at the throne.
Alienation cannot survive
It is the united prayer which really is felt to unite believers.
union at the throne of the heavenly grace.
v. The august Guest who inhabits the temple. (Vers. 21, 22.) Every temple
is erected for some god as guest.
It may only enshrine a phantom or an idol, which is
nothing in the world, and yet the idea in temple-building always is the enshrining
Now, this temple, whose stones are the souls of religious men, and whose
of a god.
unity is realized in religious exercises, is meant to be the dwelling-place of the
Holy Ghost. He does not dwell in temples made with hands, but he dwells in those
temples which are made without hands. The personalities of saintly men become his
glorious home, and he condescends to dwell within us richly and to fill us with hia
The temple
fulness.
It is the unifying power of his presence that moulds all into one.
grows from within, like every growth in nature. The guest determines the character
To this unity Paul desires the
of the temple. The Holy Ghost secures a holy temple.
Bphesians to come. R. M. B.
;

—

—

Yen. I 10. Association with Ohritt. The concluding thought of th« first
chapter was the resurrection and exaltation of Christ. In order now to bring out how
they were benefited thereby, he calls up to them their original condition. He shows
them the pit out of which they have been dug, the rock out of which they have been
hewn. In the first and second verses he has special reference to Gentile Christians, in
the third verse he includes Jewish Christians in his description.
I. Gentile Cheistians. 1. They were dead. " And you did he quicken, when ye were
dead." It is a comprehensive word for the evil of their condition. There is a natural
condition for plants, which tliey lose in their decay. There is a natural condition for
animals, which they lose in their death. So there is a natural condition for rational
beings, which they lose in what we call spiritual death. And, as there is nothing
higher in kind than spiritual life, so there is nothing more dreadful than spiritual death.
It is not extinction, but it is a condition against nature, \m the ground of an immortal
It is not loving God with our whole soul and strength and mind, but
existence.
living at enmity with him; and how wearing ont to contend with our Maker! It is
not loving our neighbour as ourselves, but seeking our own selfish ends and how narrowing is this to our souls 1 2. Their deadness was caused by themselves. " Through
your trespasses and sins." If there is any difference between these two words, it is that
the former refers more to overt transgressions, while the latter is inclusive of evil
thoughts that have only been entertained in the heart. When Adam and Eve overtly
transgressed in eating of the fruit, death at once passed upon them in the loss of confidence in God, of unconsciousness, of ingenuousness, of devotedness to each other. And
the act was not long in bearing bitter fruit in the hate which led Cain to take a
brother's life.
Overt transgression makes matters worse, in the evil that is wrought ov
At the same time, it is true that evil
vthers, in the entanglements to which it leads.
;
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imaginations fhat never find expression in words or acts have a deadening effect on th«
soul.
They may indicate daring rebellion against God ; and, even though they are
only vain thiughts that lod^e in the mind, they are not there without the spreading
of a baneful influence over the life. 3i They were only causes of deadness. " Wherein
aforetime ye walked." In trespasses and sins they walked. Their life was one continual
trespassing and sinning. Their fountain was constantly sending forth bitter water.
Their tree only brought forth evil fruit. And how could it be oth ^rwise, seeing that
they were corrupted at the very centre of their being ? There were some of their acts
that were better than others, but none that were thoroughly right in principle or motive.
All their acts had a fatal defect, and many of them, as the first of Komans shows, had
a positive vileness. 4. They stood related to this world. " According to the course of
this world."
This world is opposed to the world as it should be, or the kingdom
of God among men. It is the world content with itself, and seeking to be independent of
Ood, And as the kingdom of God has an age or ages fur its holy development, so this
world, it is implied here, has an age for its unholy development. For the word translated " course " is properly " age." In the mysterious providence of God evil has scope
" The mystery of iniquity doth work." And when it is said
for its development.
here that they once walked according to the course of this world, the meaning is that
their characters had not the normal form of the kingdom, but had one or other of those
abnormal forms which belong to the world. 5. They stood related to the head of evil.
" According to the prince of the power of the air, of the spirit that now worketh in the
sons of disobedience." He is here called the prince of the power of the air. He is a
prince with other evil spirits under him.
Evil is divisive ; his then must be a mighty,
prince-like influence that he keeps them iniited under him for evil ends.
He is dependent on God, a mere instrument in his hand, at his absolute disposal, as it is with every
creature; but he is" allowed, through his emissaries, to have great power upon earth.
The singular epithet is applied to him hero in allusion to his surrounding us with
temptatioc as the atmosphere surrounds the earth. As the air borders on the earth,
eo there is a sphere bordering on our spirits, subtile, invisible like air, through which evil
suggestions can readily be conveyed to us. Or it may be that the evil spirits have an
aSinity to air which they do not have to grosser matter, so that it is their haunt within
this region.
There is here what we cannot understand ; but we can understand this
temptation being skilfully presented to our minds, against which we must invoke the
skill of another, else we are taken in the tempter's meshes.
He is further called the
prince of the spirit that now worketh in the sons of disobedience.
It is not usual to
connect a spirit, or principle, with its prince. But he is undoubtedly the principal
representative of the spirit of disobedience. In him disobedience takes its most virulent form.
The object on which he is bent is to spite God, to thwart his holy ends.
This is the spirit which he as its original .source breathes into his subordinates, and
which they in turn under his direction seek to breathe into men. And those in whom
it finds a sphere of operation are called the children of disobedience.
They stand related
to the evil princii>le as its unclean progeny.
It was from heathendom that the description here was taken.
It was very much man left to himself.
It was the truest
representation of what " this world " is. It was Satan having his own way.
It was

—

rampant disobedience. For though the heathen world was under the Divine providence, yet it was without special helps, without special checks. Depraved human
nature was allowed to bring out its own ignorance of God, its own profanity, its own
licentiousness.
It was from that heathen world that these Gentile Christians had been
taken. There they could see what they once had been. But, lest the Jewish Christians
might think that it had been better with them, he proceeds to bring them under the

same

description in respect of their original condition.
Jewish Christians also. (Ver. 3.) " Among whom we also all once lived in
the lusts of our flesh, doing the desires of the flesh and of the mind, and were by nature
Especially are they classed with Gentile Christians,
children of wrath, even as the rest."
as having originally been children of disobedience. Among whom we also all once lived.
Their disobedience appeared in their living in the lusts of the Jlesh. Those lusts that
had their root in the flesh, or unrenewed nature, they ought to have brought into subjection to reason or the will of God ; but, instead of that, they lived in them.
This
II.

it

further described ag "doing the desires uf the flesh and of the mind,"

Evil wiiiies
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they require the consent of the mind,
but of the mind. And were hy nature
nature " is a qualifying clause. The Jews

gratified

not only of the

flesh,

" By
the children of wrath, even as the rest.
could not be spoken of in the same terms as the Gentiles without qualificatioti.
For
thoy were different in having a covenant position, in having Divine helps vouchsafed to
them, in being placed under special training. And though they did testify to depravity
in their frequent rebellions, yet was there alongside a work of grace, which showed
It could only be said, then, that by nature, that is, apart
itself conspicuously in some.
from covenant grace, they were the children of wiath, even as the rest. What a testimony is there here to universal depravity 1 All have the Divine displeasure imprinted
on tiifjir nature. In the condemning voice of conscience there is an echo, often very
faint, of the condemnation of God.
Our evil tendencies, which we bo soon exhibit,
His righteous sentence has gone forth upon us,
are tokens that God is angry with us.
even in our present condition. This is unpalatable truth, but it agrees with the facts.
It is well that we should keep it in mind, in order that we may be humbled by it, and
in order that we may realize the forces against which we have to struggle.
HI. Cub salvation. 1. Ite explanation. " But God, being rich in mercy, for Ms
great love wherewith he loved us, even when we were dead through our trespasses."
The mercy is mentioned first, as standing in closest connection with the miserable
And as their former state was described in strong terms,
state which has been described.
He is not
80 now is there set over against it the superlative quality of the mercy.
content with the expr.cssion, " God in his mercy." That language is too bare in view of
what they once were. So he applies his common epithet, "rich." " God, being rich in
mercy." The mercy is a particular outgoing of the Divine love, viz. toward sinners.
So he traces it up to the more general feeling, which leads him to seek the good, and
nothing but the good, of all his creatures whatsoever. And to this in turn he applies
•nothcr common epithet, " great." " The great love wherewith he loved us." And th«
greatness of the Divine love is here presented under a special aspect. In the fifth of
Romans it is said, " God commendeth his lovo towards us, in that, while we were yet
sinners, Christ died for us."
The thought is very similar here. "Even when we were
dead through our trespasses he quickened us," Stress is laid upon the moment of the
Divine movement. When we were dead and could do nothing for ourselves, that was
the time for the going forth of the great love of God in rich mercy toward ua. And it
is in this connection that we are to bring in the words within brackets, " By grace have
ye been saved." For, though he has it in his mind to magnify the Divine grace further
on, yet now, having the opportunity to make a point, he cannot let it pass.
And the
incidental way in which he brings it in shows the great importance which he attached
" Quickened us together, with Christ (by grace have
to that doctrine. 2. Its nature.
ye been saved), and raised us up with him, and made us to sit with him ia the heavenly
places, in Christ Jesus."
It is set forth in relation to our previous deadness.
And it
will be observed that the description here is connected with a certain historical point.
that
we
The idea is
were dead up to the time when Christ was quickened.
were
dead, even as Christ was dead in the tomb. Nay, more, we^were dead with Christ in
the tomb. For it was as our Representative that he was lying there. And when he
was quickened, it was as our Representative too. He was quickened, not for himself,
but for us whom he represented. And therefore it can be said that, when the life-giving
power went forth upon him in the grave, we were quickened with him. And it did
not stop there ; but when he was raised up we were raised up with him, in the whole
breadth that language can bear. And not only so, but the consummation applies to
U8 too. It is not indeed said that we were made to sit at the right hand of God, as is
said of Christ in the first oliapter and twentieth verse.
But it is said that we were
made to sit with Christ in the heavenly places. Even here on earth we are sitting
with Christ in the heavenly places.
are sitting there in him as our Head.
That
is no fancy, but the actual language which is applied to us by an inspired apostle.
Oh,
privilege
is
conferred
on
us
How
does
what a glorious
I
it become us to be thankful,
Let us, in our life, rise to the height of our position. Let us not
and to be humbled
be as creeping on the earth, but as sitters with Christ in the heavenly places. 3.
purpose served by our saluatiun. " That in the ages to come he might show the exceeding
riches of his i^race in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus." Tli« language is appUoabla

We

We

I
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to after ages on earth.
There U encouragement to us, even now. In tte fact that such
kindness was shown to Ephesians who had heen dead through trespasses and sins. But
the language is also applicable to the a3ons of which the Scripture speaks beyond this
life.
For if there is not room there for sinners being encouraged, there certainly is
room for the demonstration, the more complete realization, of the Divine grace. It will
be one of the lessons of those ages to learn how much in our history on earth we wero
individually indebted to grace.
Here again, in the fulness of emotion, he gives an
ample characterization of the grace, the exceeding riches of his grace, in kindness
toward us in Christ Jesus. The latter expression has reference to Isenefits conferred,
viz. our quickening.
(1) The exceeding riches of his grace appears in the complete
exclusion of human merit. " Fur by grace have ye been saved through faith ; and that
not of yourselves it is the gift of God : not of works, that no man should glory," Our
salvation is given to the subjective disposition of faith.
It is when we believe, that the
union between our souls and Christ takes place, and the first, not the completed,
quickening goes forth upon us. But this believing does not make us the authors, or
give us the merit, of our salvation. It, that is to say, our salvation, is the gift of God.
And believing is just taking it as a Divine gift, taking it as that for which we have
given nothing. Christ has paid the full price for it ; he has paid the uttermost farthing,
and so we can receive it as a free gift. But works are out of the question ; for it is just
as impossible for a dead man to rise and do the works which be was wont to do, as it ia
for the dead through trespasses and sins to work out their salvation.
Divine help ii
the plainest necessity, and to such an extent that there is no room for boasting. (2)
The exceeding riches of his grace appears in good works following on the Divine workmanship, " For wo are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which
God afore prepared that we should walk in them." " An honest man's the noblest work
" For we are his workof God." A Christian is certainly the noblest work of God.
:

We

are the result of all the means that God has
used. It may be seen in us, as saved persons, what Christ has done by his blood. And
we are not his workmanship because of works which we were afterwards to do ; but we
were created " for good works, which God afore prepared that we should walk in them."
It may be said of a tree that it is afore prepared for the fruit which it is to bear.
It
may be said of a vessel that it is afore prepared for the uses which it is to serve. But
as the fruit is not the cause of the tree, nor the uses served by a vessel the cause ol
the vessel, so neither can it be said that the works we perform are the cause of the
Divine workmanship that hes gone before. Our salvation, then, is wholly of grace.
K. F.

manship, created in Christ Jesus."

—

— —

22.
Vers. 11
Union of Jews and Oentiles in the Christian Church. "Wherefore
remember, that aforetime." The Ephesiaii Christians are reminded of what they were
" aforetime," that is, before they received the gospel. It is a good exercise of memory for
us all to go back on what we once were. For we did not all receive the gospel when it
was first presented to us. Many of us who now believe were for years in a state of
indifference.
How well, then, does it become us to " remember " our former unconverted
condition I_ The memory of what we were aforetime should make us humble anl
thoughtful, and quicken us in present duty.
" Ye, the Gentiles in the flesh." The namt
I. Those that were Gentiles by name.
" Gentiles," both in the Hebrew and in the Greek, is " nations." It was applied by the
Jews to all nations except their own, just as we distinguish Christians and heathen.
The Jews were one nation over against many ; and though Christians are relatively
more numerous than were the Jews, still they are the few and the heathen the
multitudinous. But the apostle has reference to what the Gentiles were " in the flesh,"
and 80 he applies a second name to them.
U. Those that were the Uncikoumoision. " Who are called Uncircumcision by
that which is called Circumcision, in the flesh, made by hands." The Jews were
distinguished by a bodily mark. It is referred to in the language " in the flesh, made
by hands." By this surgical mark on them, they were known as God's. They were
therefore properly called " the Circumcision," as all others who had not the mark were
propeily called " the Uncircumcision." And when the apostle uses the noticeable
language here, " Who are called Uucircumcision by that which is called Circumciiiioiv"
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not to be regarded as reSecting on the distinction, or on the names founded on it.
simply exeroisiog a little caution. Those who called themselves Circumcision, as
siiporior to those whom they called Unoiroumoision, should have answered to the
name. But he will not say that circumcision in the flesh was also circumcision iu the
There is often this distinction to be drawn butween what we are called and
spirit.
what wo are. We are Christians in name ; but are we also Christians in truth ? We
have many honourable names applied to us as Christians ; but do we answer to them ?
Is there a broad line of distinction between us and men of the world iu our characters ?
III. Thbib beakino the name of the UNcraouMOisioN IMPLIED MUCH.
1. Separate
from Christ. " That ye were at that time separate from Christ." They were not,
indeed, without some connection with Christ.
For it is only on the ground of his
suretyship and work that men have a lifetime on earth, brief at it is. There was, therefore, indebtedness to Christ, even on the part of the uncircumoised ; but they were
separate from him in that they did not have him as their Messiah. There were Greel^s
kuJ Romans that had more culture than Jews ; where they came behind was in their
having no Messianic privilege. There was no intimation to them of a Saviour who was
to come into the world.
There was no presentation in type to them of the atonement
that was to be made for sin. They were, therefore, excluded from such saving relation
to Christ as was open to the Jews.
The want of Christ is still the greatest want of the
heathen world. He is not made known to them for their saRration. The radical defect
in an unconverted man's position is that he is out of Christ, and so has none to give him
" Alienated from the commonwealth of
shelter and help.
2, Separatefrom the Church.
Isr&el." Israel was a commonwealth, as constituted, not for the good of a section, but for
the good of all alike.
It was constituted, not for mere political purposes, but for religious
purposes principally. It was the Church more than the state. And the great privilege
which every member of the commonwealth enjoyed was nearness to God. He was allowed
Now, when the Jews were thus
to draw near to him and worship him in his temple.
constituted into a Divine commonwealth, the Gentiles were kept at an outside. The
arrangement we know was for the ultimate benefit of the whole race ; but none the less
deplorable was their condition as aliens, or persons out of privilege. There is no
arrangement now by which any are excluded from the Church of God, and yet it is with
many as though such an arrangement existed. There are some, in Christian lands, who
are alienated from the Christian Church, it may be, to a certain extent owing to the
faults of its members but can it be wholly put down to that, when there is in the gospel
such a representation of goodness as er>ght to attract all who are not prejudiced against
goodness ? " Strangers from the covenants of the promise." There were promises to the
Gentiles, but they did not pertsun to them who lived before the coming of the Messiah.
The Jews had the covenantsof promise, viz. the covenants made to the patriarchs, founded,
not on what had been effected for them, but on what was to be effected for them in the
future, and which was promised.
These covenants were their charter as a Church, what
they could fall back upon as the reason for their existence. To these covenants the
Gentiles were strangers ; they had no share in them ; theirs was an unoovenanted position.
The covenant is not founded now on promise; it is founded on accomplished fact, it has
been sealed with Christ's blood. None now occupy an uncovenanled position, such as the
old heathen world did ; and yet it is with many as though no change had taken place.
" Having no hope." Not having the " covenants "
3. Miserable condition in the world.
to go upon, they had no. hope at all. Season did not sufSce to give them a hops
beyond the grave. The hereafter was not a certainty, but only a vague conjecture. It
was not lightened up as it was to Old Testament saints. We Christians have a rich
hope.
It is the hope of a glorious resurrection, and of a perfected and endless life with
Christ as our risen Saviour. When such a hope has been brought to the world, how
sad that there are so many in heathen lands who are looking forward into a dark and
he

He

is

is

;

cheerless future I

And sadder

far it is

that there are those in Christian lands

who

place

no value on the life and immortality that have been brought to light by the gospel.
" Without God in the world."
Out of the Church, they were in the world. And the
great evil of their being in the self-seeking, God-forgetting world was that there they
were unbefriended by God. They could not live in the sunshine of his love, for they
did not know him to be the Qod of love. It was a loss for which nothing could oompeusatA, What a gain would it be to the heathen of our day to conceive of God ut

"
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for them t
And yet, of those who have the opportunity, how few
enter into the felicity of the enjoyment of God's love
IV. Their altered position. " But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far ofl
are made nigh in the Wood of Christ."
God had his earthly dwelling-place in the
temple at Jerusalem. The Gentiles were literally far off from this centre, compared
with the Jews. But the distance in space was only emblematic of the moral distance
at which they stood from God.
They were at a distance, in their being out of harmony
with his character. They were at a distance, in the displeasure with which he regarded
their actions.
But in Christ, in his becoming the personal historical Jesus, all this was
altered.
They were brought into a position of nearness to God. Christ effected this by
his blood.
The blood which was shed on Jewish altars was only for Jews. The Jewish
high priest represented the twelve tribes, but no more. The blood of Christ had a wider
reference.
It was for Gentiles as well as for Jews.
And that being the case. Gentiles
were kept no longer at a distance.
V. Jews and Gentiles brought into amicable relations. " For he is our Peace,
who made both cue, and brake down the middle wall of partition, having abolished in
his flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances ; that he
niight create in himself of the twain one new man, so making peace." There is a change
from " ye " to " our." There is a difference of opinion as to the extent of meaning belonging to the words, " he is o6r Peace." It is admitted that, in the two verses here, the idea
of peace between both receives decided expression.
But some think that there is also to
be brought in, though subordinately, the idea of the peace of both toward Ood. The
objection to that is, that it is superfluous.
For already it has been said of the Gentiles
that obstacles have been removed out of their way, and afterward there is the thought
of both being reconciled to God, and also of peace, i.e. reconcilation to God, being
preached to both. It seems much simpler, then, here to confine the thought to peace
between both. Christ is this Peace in his own person. In him there is neither Jew nor
Gentile.
His work is descriljed as making both (parts) one ; and the manner of his
doing it as breaking down the middle wall of partition. It seems warrantable to explain
this by an intended reference to the arrangement in the temple.
There was there a
separating of Jews from Gentiles. There was a wall or boundary beyond which
Gentiles were forbidden to advance. As by the rending of the veil was signified the
opening of the way into the hohest of all, so by what is described as the breaking down
of the middle wall of partition we are to understand that Jews and Gentiles are brought
into the same nearness to Ood.
The middle wall of partition is explained to be the law
(^commandments contained in ordinances. The Mosaic Law was, on one side, a system
of separation.
It was like a wall enclosing the Jews and shutting off the Gentiles.
It
forbade all familiar intercourse with the Gentiles. As Christ was called Peace, so the
Mosaic system is here made synonymous with enmity or estrangement. The Jews were
not to hate other nations (for Jehovah was the God of all the earth, and they were told
of a time when all nations were to be blessed); but, as things were, they were
necessarily separated in feeling from them. And the Gentiles, on tlieir side, were not
slow to hate the Jews for their exclusiveness. The Mosaic system, then, in its incidence
especially on the Gentiles, was enmity.
And this enmity, we are told here, Christ
abolished in his flesh. The Jewish Law he fulfilled, and, by fulfllling,'abolished, so that
The rending of the veil pointed
it was no more a separation, or cause of estrangement.
to a rending of his flesh. So the breaking down of the wall suggests a breaking in his
flesh.
It was a breaking, it is further suggested, that, Jew and Gentile perishing, there
might rise out of both a new creation, viz. Christian, " That he might create in himself
of the twain one new man." The breaking thua resulted in a peacemaking : " So
making peace."
VI. How this was shown. 1. In their being placed in one Church eu reconciled to

having given his Son

"

And might

reconcile them both in one body unto God
enmity thereby." There is an advance from " one
new man" to "one body." " Christian " was created ; but it was in order that a hody
of Christians might be formed. In this body Jews and Gentiles might very well te
together ; for they had the deepest ground of union in their both being reconciled to
Qmd. This equality extended even to the instrument of reconcilation, viz. the Cross.
When they were thvu reconciled to Ood by the same means, " the enmity was slain ;

Ood by the same means.
through the cross, having

slain the
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Church foiming a separate community.

i.nd there
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Jewish Church continuing, and a Gentile
But there was the clearest case for one Church,
viz. the Christian Church, containing both.
'2. Jn their having the same gosnel
of peace
preached to them. " And he came and preached peace to you that were far off, and peace
to them that were nigh."
Wlien it is said that Christ came and preached peace, we are
to understand that it was under his authority and through his instruments.
In comparison with what he himself had to do with it, others might very well be left out of
account. There were obvious reasons for the clause in the parting command, "beginning from Jerusalem." But that only, as is implied, indicated the point of departure.
And it was the sauie gospel that was to be proclaimed to all alike " And that repentance
and remission of sins should be preached in his Name unto all the nations, beginning from
Jerusalem." So here, with a certain emphasis in the repetition of the word "peace," as the
purport of the message (to be understood in its God-ward sense) " peace to you that
w<re far off, and peace to them that were nir;h." If, then, the gospel was preached to
them in the same Name and in the same terms, they might well be " one body." 3. In
tjbeir having, as reconciled, the same spiritual privileges.
(Ver. 18.) (l) Access unto the
Father. " For through him we both have our access in one Spirit unto the Father." To
Old Testament saints God was not unknown as Father. " I said, Thou shalt call me,
My Father." But it is true that this is the distinction and favourite designation of God
in the New Testament.
And the Messiah is correspondingly the Son of God. I'he relation ship stands out as it did not do before, and gives peculiar p^ithos to the whole story of
redemption. Sonship too becomes a more blessed reality, as it was a new-gained right.
:

—

The

idea here is that both could exercise the right of sonship in going to the Father
and asking his blessing. Why, then, should they be apart ? (2) Same Introducer. In
Eastern courts there was one who acted the part of introducer into the presence of royalty.
This part Christ performs for us. He not only acted for us on the cross, but, on the
ground of his sacrifice, he still intercedes for us. And every time we go into the presence
of God we need his services, if we are to be acceptable.
This part Christ performed for
both alike. (3) Assistance of the same Spirit. There is not one Spirit with Jewish
proclivities, and another Spirit with Gentile proclivities.
But there is the one Spirit,
their interests one,
and putting common desires into their hearts when
approaching God. The equality thus extends along the whole line.
VII. Practical conclusion, in which the Ephesian Christians are addressed
IN A threefold character. 1. They are members of the spiritual commonwealth.
" So then ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but ye are fellow-citizens with the
" Fellowrcitizens with the saints." They are citizens in relation to God as
saints."
Head of the commonwealth. " They are no more strangers and sojourners." There
were those who stood in this relation to the Grecian states. They did not live on
Grecian soil, or they lived on it without possessing the rights of " citizens." Such
had been the relation of the Ephesians to the Jewish commonwealth. But now they
were iully enrolled and recognized as citizens in that commonwealth in which were
incorporated both Jews and Gentiles. The members of this commonwealth are designated " saints," as were the Ephesians in the opening of the Epistle. It points to
their bearing a certain character, and having certain duties to perform.
But the leading idea is the privileges of citizens. And these may be particularized. (1) There is
In a civil community, laws are good where as much
the privilege of good laws.
liberty of the subject is secured as is consistent with the public good, and where the
In this land we have been blessed in
interests of all classes are equally regarded.
And our legislators are always trying to work out
large measure with good laws.
more perfectly the idea of justice. In the spiritual community, we do not need to
concern ourselves about the improvement of the laws. They Tiave had the character
of finality from the beginning. We never need to distinguish here between law and
We can feel that the whole Divine dealing is characterized by the utmost
equity.
" I know the thoughts which I think concerning you."
fairness, reasonableness.
(2) There is the privilege of protection. A British subject, so long as he keeps within
the laws, has really the whole British power at his back. If a foreign state allows
him to be trampled upon, he can claim protection from home. Such cases not unfrequently have arisen, and, where redress has not been given, there has been resori
membw «f the Pivine oommonwealtb. who is powessed with its
to punishmnnt.

making
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has the theocratic power at bis back ^bas, it inay be said, ten legiuos of aDgelg at
" Whoso toucheth you toucbetb the apple of mine
his command, as the Master bad.
eye." There was this protection enjoyed by the Israelites very remarkably in connection with their going up to their feasts.
And, in the Christian commonwealth, we
can feel there is a wall of protection round about us.
can boldly say, " If the
Lord is on our side, who are all they that can be against us ? " (3) There is the privilege
of petitioning. It is a fundamental principle of the British constitution that every
British subject has the right of petitioning the sovereign or Houses of Parliamant.
Tliere is the same right vested in those who belong to the commonwealth of God.
This right Daniel exercised when he made his petition three times a day. 2. They
Bpirit

We

are members of the household of Ood. " And of the household of God." The relation
in the family is closer than in the state.
The theocracy was as a house in relation to
which they had been strangers or sojourners but now they had the full rights of
members of the family. (1) There is the right of a place in the household. " The
servant abideth not in the house for ever ; but the son abideth ever." There is no
breaking up of the household of Q^d, such as is witnessed in earthly families. There
is no banishment, such as there was from the household of David.
(2) There is the
right of intercourse. Not the right of interview, let it be noticed, but, the right of
living in the Father's presence, and, in communion with him, entering into his thoughts
and plans. " The servant " knoweth not what his master doeth. But of this intercourse we have not yet the full manifestation. (3) There is the right of being pro oided
for. " If any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath
denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel." God holds himself bound by covenant
to make all suitable provision for us, here and hereafter.
And in our Father's house
there is enough and to spare.
3. They are part of the temple of God.
We are really
subjects and really sons, but we are only compared to stones.
It is a comparison by
which are brought out some important truths. (1) Apostles and prophets are founda" Being built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets." The
tion-stones.
latter, in accordance with ch. iii. 5 and ch. iv. 11, are regarded as New Testament
prophets. It is supposed that the meaning of the language, " the foundation of the
apostles and prophets," must be ruled by 1 Cor. iii. 10, where Christ is called the only
Foundation. But, apart from the consideration that a figure does not always need to
be used in the same way, the sense in which the apostles and prophets are the foundation is supported by Peter being called the Eock, and also by the twelve foundations
being identified with the twelve apostles. There is nothing derogatory in such an
interpretation to Christ, to whom in the connected clause is given the place of proeminence in the foundation. All that we are to understand is that, in what they had
of Christ in their life and teaching, they were stones on which others were laid, and
they were not stones far up in the building, but were at the very foundation of the
Ephesian Church. Nay, they were foundation-men for the Christian Church as a
whole, and it can be said that we are builded on them. And they were men that subserved the Divine purpose well. (2) Christ Jesus himself is the chief Comer-stone.
" Christ Jesus himself being the chief Corner-stone." Having said so much of the
They were only ordinary
subordinates, he could not omit saying this of the Master.
stones of the foundation ; but Christ was the chief Stone of the corner, not only supHe was a Stone disallowed by the Jewish builders. He was
porting, but combining.
And yet it
to be of no use in the Church or theocracy with which they had to do.
was, in the wonderful working of God, in the very disallowing of him by these builders
that he became the chief Stone of the corner. It is entirely owing to him as cause
that a temple of Qoi is being erected, each stone a saved soul. (3) ITiere are many
buildings, bat only one 'temple. " In whom each several building, fitly framed together,
groweth into a holy temple in tho Lord." It will be seen that, in the Revised translation, there is a change from " all the building " to " each several building."
It is
admitted that for the latter there is a necessity of scholarship; but for the formei
It does not appear, however, that the
there is supposed to be a necessity of thought.
naturalness and beauty of thought suffer by the translation which the Eevisers have
adopted. The key to the understanding of it seems to be Matt. xxiv. 1. His disciples
came to him to show him the huUd-'igi of the temple. Here the very word is used io
the plural. There were parts that might have formed buildings by thenuelvea. And
;
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these buildings were goinp; np together, extending in all
employed at different points, would there not
have been appropriateness in saying that the buildings were growing into, or toward, a
holy temple ? These Ephesians knew what a massive imposing structure was, in theii
temple which covered an immense area. And such is the Church of God, as it is now
goiDg forward in the world. Buildings, eacii with its set of builders, and they are
growing, not into separate temples, but into one holy temple. Let us go out with the
Master and view them, and form some idea of the imposing structure it is to be.
" In whom ye also are
(4) The temple takes its whole conformation from Christ.
Duilded together." (a) Each several building in its parts.
The idea of regulation is
brought out in the word which is translated " fitly framed together." " Joint " and
" reason " both go into the word. There is not a mere putting of parts together, but
there is a jointing as in the human body, and a jointing moreover that displays reason,
He, then, is the reason or thought of
it is in Christ as Corner-stone that this is done.
God (Logos he is called), according to which the various parts of the building are put
together.
It is on this thoughtful connecting of the parts that the stability of a build"
noble craft is that of mason : a good
ing, which is a main excellence, depends.
building will last longer than most books, than one book out of a million" (Carlyle).
Eegulation here also is pointed to in the word
(t) The several buildings as a whole.
" grows." For there is a type according to which every living thing grows (which is
from the Logos, by whom all things are made). So also is there a plan or distinct
thought (in the mind of the Architect) according to which the buildings, separately
proceeding, are made to " grow " into a holy temple. This also is in the Lord. The
whole connecting of the spiritual structure belongs to him, and is shadowed forth by
" For a habitahis being Corner-stone.
(5) The temple is for the habitation of Qod.
tion of God in the Spirit." In the Revised translation there is an easy transition from
the twenty-first verse to the twenty-second veise, from "each several building" to the
Ephesian Church. That Church was one of the buildings; It was designed with a
view to a habitation of God. But any one Church is too narrow for the dwelling-place
of God. And so the Ephesians are reminded in the word which is employed that they
were only a building along with other buildings all of which are needed to make up
How intimate the union between God and his people that they
the habitation of Qod.
are the habitation of God in the Spirit who
are as a house in which he dwells 1
puts all holy thou.ihts within us. " Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and
that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?"— E.F,
if

of the time

directions, diiferent sets of builders being

A

—

We

—

10.
Oospel reformation great and gracious.
"And you hath he
Vers. 1
quickened," etc. This passage, though its language is somewhat obscure, sets forth most
manifestly the greatness and graciousness of gospel reformation. The gospel is a reformative system ; it is revolutionary in its spirit and its aim. It uproots the noxious in
It pulls down the corrupt and builds up the holy.
life, and plants the wholesome.
It
bums up man's old moral heavens and creates new ones, "wherein dwelleth righteousIt reforms society by reforming the individual man ; it reforms the individual by
ness."
regenerating his spirit, and making him a new creature in Christ Jesus. It works from
the centre to the circumference. Observe
The greatness of the change it effects
I. The greatness of gospel eefobmation.
in mankind will be seen if we consider two things which are so prominently set forth
1. The state of man preceding its work.
There are several striking
in this passage.
expressions in this passage indicating the original depraved condition of sinners, their
condition before the gospel touches them. (1) They are morally dead. " Dead in
[through] trespasses and sins." What is moral death ? Not insensibility, for sinners
What, then ? Destitution of the true principle of
feel ; not inactivity, for sinners act.
moial life. What is that? Supreme love to God. He is the true Life of the soul.
Humanity has lost it, and it is dead. Corporeal death is a separation of the soul from
the body, moral death is the separation of the soul from godly love. (2) They are
practically worldly. " They walked according to the course of this world." What is
the " couise of this world " ? Carnal, selfish, devilish. The spirit of the world is their
inspiration, the maxims of the world their law.
(3) They are Satanically ruled,
"The prince of the power of the aii" works in them. He rules and fashions them

U

—

!
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his purpose. (4) They are wiclcedly associated. "Among whom also we all had our
conversation in times past." Their social natures are so perverted that they are linked
with the corrupt; all their social alliaiicen are false and impure. (5) They are carwoZZy
" In the lusts of the flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh." The body with
debased.
Their
its gross impulses dominates over the soul ; they are " carnally sold under sin."
" Children of wrath," Where
souls are animalized.
(6) They are perilously situated.
" They treasure up wrath." From the
is the wrath ?
It is of their own creation.
eternal law of retribution their sins must bring on their ruin.
2. The state of man
tiicceeding its work.
The passage teaches that they are brought by the gospel intc
the most vital connection with him who is the embodiment, the standard, and the
medium of all human excellence, "the Lord Jesus Christ." (1) His life is theirs.
" Quickened us together with Christ." That love which is the life of the soul has been
imparted. This life is his life. " Together with him." 1'hey are quickened by his
ideas, with his Spirit, with his aim. (2) His resurrection is theirs. They are " raised "
raised from the grave of carnality, worldliness, and moral corruption, and their resurrec" Raised us up together." Christ's resurrection is not merely the
tion is with him.
instrumental cause of their spiritual resurrection, but its inspiration and its type. (3)
His exaltation is theirs. They are made to " sit together in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus." They are morally exalted exalted in their power over themselves and over
circumstances ; exalted in their sympathies, ideas, and aims ; exalted in their fellowship.
They are in " heavenly places " now, their " citizenship is in heaven." All this exalta" They are created
tion is enjoyed together with Christ.
(4) His character it theirs.

—

in Christ Jesus unto good works."
God has recast their character ; he has moulded it
The general meaning of all these expressions
after the ideal embodied in Jesus Christ.
Man, after the gospel reformation has been elteoted, is
is thorough Christianization.

" He is conformed to the imsge of Christ." How
like Christ in spirit and character.
How infinitely transcending all the
great the change! how thorough I how sublime
reformations of men I This is the reformation that is wanted ; this is the reformation
that every true philanthropist should strenuously advocate and zealously promote.
What is the great, originating, effiII. Thb geaciousnbss or gospel rbfobmation.
The text answers the question. " God,
cient cause of this glorious moral reformation ?
who is rich in mercy, for his great love wherewith he loved us, even when we were dead in
Instrumental causes, such as the Word
sins, hath quickened us together with Christ,"
of 0od, gospel ministry. Christian example and influence, are many, but eternal grace
The passage indicates four things
is the cause which originates all and blesses all.
It is ascribed to the richness of mercy
concerning this Divine grace.
1. It is great.
and the greatness of love. " God, who is rich in mercy, for his great love," etc. God's
love is the spring of all his activities; it is as deep as his own he^irt ; it is as iuSuit«
aalumselL "It passeth knowledge."
!

* O Love

the one sun I

O Love

the one sea
not in thee ?
have no shore ;
Tliou giv'st witliout merit to worlds evermore.'!
I

t

What life has begun that breathes
Thy rays have no limit, thy waves

It quickens, raises, exalts, recreates human somls.
2. Sit mighty.
It is as mlgMy aa
the power that raised Christ from the dead. How mighty is that power that thoroughly
No power but the power of God can do that. "Not by
Christianizes even one soull
might, nor by power." 3. It is manifestable. " In the ages to come he might show
the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness toward us through Christ Jesua."
The conversion of every one is designed to manifest it. The conversion of the sinner,
though a good in itself, is not an ultimate end ; the event has remote issues, ulterior
" Ages to come ; " intelligences that will rise
points, bearings and relations interminable.
thovisands of years in the future will study and adore the infinite grace of God in the
" Howheit for this cause I obtained mercy, that in
spiritual reformation of mankind.
me first Jesus Christ might show forth all long-suffering, for a pattern to them which
should hereafter believe on him to life everlasting" (1 Tim. i. 16). 4. It is unmeritorious. " For by grace are ye saved through faith
and that not of yourselves : it is the
The expression, " not of works," does not mean, of course,
gift of God : not of works."
that men are to do nothing. This would be contrary to the general teaching of Scrip*
;

—
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ture, contrary also to the constitution of the soul

so constituted that
efforts.

no moral change can be

»7

and the nature of the work.

effected in

He must work. All that the expression means
" By grace are ye saved through faith." But

the cause.

him
is

Man

irreiipectiye of his

Is

own

that man's works are not

if faith is

required,

and

it is

the freeuess of the grace ? Elsewhere Paul says that
" it is of faith, that it maybe of grace." Two remarks will explain this. (1) Faith is
Because it is the simplest act of the mind, aai an
essentially an unmeritorious act.
act for which man has a strong propensity ; he has never taken credit for it he never
can.
There is no virtue in believing. (2) This essentially unmeritorious act is itself
the gift of Ood.
Not a gift in the sense in which existence is a gift, but in the sense
in which knowledge is a gift.
It is a gift, because God gives the mental capatnty for
it, reveals the true objects for it, and furnishes the opportunities for studyiug the
evidence essential to produce it. D. T.

an undoubted necessity, where

is

;

—

Vers. 11

—22.

Gospel reconciliation

—

its subjects,

agency,

and

results.

"Where-

remember, that ye being in time past Gentiles in the flesh, who are called Uncircumcision by that which is called the Circumcision in the flesh made by bands ; that
at that time ye were without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel,
and strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in the
world : but now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the
blood of Christ. For he is our Peace, who hath made both one, and hath broken down
the middle wall of partition between us ; having abolished in his flesh the enmity,
even the law of commandments contained in ordinances ; for to make in himself of
twain one new man, so making peace ; and that he might reconcile both unto God in
one body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby : and came and preached peace
For through him we both
to you which were afar off, and to them that were nigh.
have access by one Spirit unto the Father. Now therefore ye are no more strangers
and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household of God ; and
are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being
the chief Corner-stone in whom aU the building fitly framed together groweth unto
an holy temple in the Lord in whom ye also are builded together for an habitation of
God through the Spirit." Reconciliation is the grand idea of this passage, and it sets
before us the condition of its subjects, the nature of its agency, and the blessedness of
fore

;

:

its

achievement,

The condition op
which all men

its bdbjbctb.
They are here presented in two aspects
in their unregenerated state are found.
1. As socially disharmonized. Between the Jews and the Gentiles there was no accord ; on the contrary,
there was a deep, mutual variance in sympathy and soul.
1'here was a " middle wall
of partition between them." That wall was built by political prejudices and religious
differences, and was cemented by a mutual " enmity."
So that they were " aliens,"
and "strangers," and morally "far off" from each other. There are these social
differences between unregenerate men now, the world over.
Instead of union, there is
division
harmony, there is discord love, there is enmity. Hence the eternal feuds,
domestic, social, ecclesiastical, political. Some "middle wall of partition" divide.s
family from family, class firom class, nation from nation, man from man. 2. As
religiously disharmonized.
There was not only a mutual variance between Jew and
Gentile, but there was a variance between both and God.
Religiously the Jew is
represented here as being "without Christ," ignorant of him, and uninterested in him ;
" without hope," without any well-founded hope of future good ; " without God "
Living every day as if no God existed. Does not this describe the
practical atheists.
religious condition of ^11 unregenerate men in every part of the world? What a picture
of the moral world 1 Hideous, yet life-like I
II. The natubb or its asency.
is the great Reconciler?
is he that
reconciles men to men, and all to God ?
There is One, and only One. " Now in Christ
Jesos ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh." The passage gives three ideas
1. It is the work of se^-sacrijice,
Christ does it by his
about this reconciling.
" blood," by his " cross." What is the blood of Christ ? Not, of course, the vital fluid
which flowed through his corporeal veins ^not his mere existence, but the governing
moral spirit of his life. The real life of a man ia bia governing disposition. This is
EPHESIAirS.
I.

aspects in

—

—

Who

—

Who

—
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the moral blood that circulates through all his activities. What is the governing spirit
of Christ? Self-sacrificing love. " Yo know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ," etc.
It is by that self-saorifloing spirit of his in teaching, working, praying, and dying, that
he does the work of the world's reconciliation. Love alone can kill enmity. Christ's
moral blood is the atoning power. 2. It is the work of abolishment. Christ's mission
is destructive as well as constvuctire.
He pulls down as well as builds up. He came
to destroy the works of the devil. (1) He abolishes dividing/orms.
He breaks down
the " middle wall of partition." When he died upoo the cross, not only was the veil
in the great temple of life, which divided men from God, rent asunder, but the wall
" The whole law of commandments
that divided man from man was broken down.
contained in ordinances " was abolished. " Blotting out the handwriting of ordinanses
that was against us, which was contrary to us, and took it out of the way, nailing it
to the cross " (Col. ii. 14).
He gave man one system of worship. " God is a Spirit,
and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in trutli." (2) He abolishes
the dividing spirit. " The enmity." The abolishment of the mere separating forms
would still leave souls asunder if enmity ejsisted. He slays the enmity. 3. It is lh»
worh of preaching. " Preaching peace." " And came and preached peace to you."
Christ preached peace himself both before and after his death. His personal ministry
was emphatically a ministry of peace in spirit and in doctrine in example and in aim.
He preached by his servants. This was the grand subject of the apostolic ministry.
This is the grand subject-of all ministers. The gospel is a gospel of peace; Christ
was the Prince of peace.
III. The blessedness of its achievembnt.
What is the grand result of his
" To make in himself of twain one
reconciling agency ?
1. Union of man to m.an.
new man." Giving all men, however diverse in temperament, circumstances, and
education, one moral soul. This is the true union, the union of heart, making men
one one in sympathy, one in purpose, one in Christ. 2. Union of man to Ood.
" And that he might reconcile both unto God." In truth, man can only become truly
united to his brother man, by first becoming united to God. He must love the great
Father supremely before he will love his race with the affection of a genuine brother,
hood. True philanthropy grows out of piety. Men thus united to God, the passage
suggests, are united together : (1) As citizens of the same spiritual state.
They are
" fellow-citizens with the saints." The common " citizenship " of all is in heaven. All
are alike loyal to the same authority, obedient to the same laws, inheritors of the same
rights.
(2) As members of the same spiritual family. They are of the " hoiisehold
of God." They are united not by mutual interests or covenant arrangements, but by
the clinging instincts of family affection. 'J'hey are of the family of God. (3) As
" And are built upon the foundation of the apostles
parts of the same spiritual temple.
and prophets," etc. In some respects the parts of a building are more united even
than the members of a family. In a well-constructed edifice one part is so dependent
on another, that to disturb a portion would be to injure the whole. All whom Christ
(o) Beautifully united, " framed together."
reconciles are parts of a grand temple,

—

—

(4) Gradually advancing: "groweth," the growth of a living organism, not the mere
(c) Religiously consecrated: "a holy temple."
What a
growth of a building,
glorious temple is thisl The temple of Diana these Epbesians originally considered as

the glory of the world, but it would appear to them contemptible by the grand spiritual
temple that Paul here pictures to their imagination. D. T.

—

—

7.
From death to life. 1. The process. This is a history of spiritual life.
the order of natural history. Instead of " funeral marches to the grave,"
we have a resurrection gladness, as the soul grows upward i'rom death to life eternal.
Tine death here referred to is not a fnturo
I. The process begins with death.
penalty, but the past condition of many men and the present state of all others. 1.
There is a spiritual death in the midst of natural life. The body is flushed with the
glow of health ; the intellect is keen in worldly affairs ; but the spirit is dead. The
busy life of the lower nature may hide the scene of death, but it csanot destroy it,
and to right-minded observers this noisy energy is painful and revolting like th«
Spiritual death bears all the hideous marks of real death : (1) a
revelry of a wake.
{ailing of spiritual strength ; (2) a loss of faoulties of spiritual discernment
Dirin*

Vers. 1

It reverses

—

—

"
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truth fades from the darkened vision, the ear of conscience growg deaf to the voices of
heaven (3) an uiioonsciouaness of its own mournful condition the spiritually dead
give no more evidence of realizing their condition than we can see in the mute, immothe dead Boul
bile oouutenanoe of a corpse; (4) the commencement of corruption
2. Spiritual death is caused by sin.
There are
rots and spreads a miasma of sin.
positive " trespasses," in which men go beyond the bounds of the lawful and commit
"
what is forbidden; and negative sins," in which people miss the mark, fail of their
the one killing
-iuty, and omit what they ought to do. Both have fatal consequences
with the poison of bad thoughts, imaginations, and affections and the other with an
atrophy of spiritual organs that waste away for want of exercise, 3. Innumerable
influences provoke to sin ; (1) from without, in the general customs of the times, " the
;
course of this world," and indirect temptations, " the prince of the power of the air
(2) from within, in bodily appetites, " lusts of the flesh," and in mental propensities,
" desires of the mind." The resulting condition of denth becomes a second nature,
normal and chronic ; yet it is not the less odious in the sight of God, but rather the
more so, treasuring up wrath against the day of wrath.
past
The life is described in three stages. 1.
II. The process uesults in life.
quickening. " He quickened us," This is accomplished in the Christian. It is what
"
Christ calls being " born from above " (John iii. 3), and St. Paul, a " new creation
removal
of
penalties,
tha
is
an
external
change,
such
as
the
It
not
(2 Cor. y. 17),
(1)
gift of blessings, and the entrance to a place called heaven, but an internal change
in the soul of the redeemed.
(2) It is not the soothing of b troubled conscience
nor the endowment of mere comfort and happiness, but life energy, power, activity
—life that begins with painful cries and the awakening of sad repentance rather
than with peace and comfort. The other blessings may be added, but this is first
and most essential. It is useless to load the grave with treasures. The dead soul
must come out of the tomb before it can be loosed from its cerements and enjoy its
" Raised us up " " Made us sit with him in
present exaltation.
inheritance,
2,
heavenly places," Lazarus comes forth from the tomb. The Christian does not linger
the stool of
long among the scenes of his miserable past. He is not for ever sitting
the penitents. In his new life he walks in God's sunlight, he breathes the free air of
heaven, he is called to a high vocation and endued with glorious privileges, 3.
future blessedness. The Divine life is but in the germ on earth. Its fairest flowem
will bloom on a happier shore and its sweetest fruits ripen in a sunnier climate. There
are " exceeding riches " of grace to be revealed in " the ages to come," The life for
which they are preparing is eternal. No disease will blight it, no age bring it decrepiAs it develops eternally, so will the riches of Divine love
tude, no death lay it low.
^W. F, A.
fill it in an ever-increasing abundance,

—

;

—

—

;
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—
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Vers, 1
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7,

From

death

to life.

2.

The

lecret.

What

is

the secret of the wonderful

reversal of the order of nature that is seen in the spiritual transformation from death to
The power is put forth by the grace of God, and the method of its influence is
life ?
through union with Christ,

The powek that TRANsroBMs from death to life
The power is Divine. (1) Men cannot quicken themselves.

I.

1,

from their graves. Silent,
and begin a new spiritual

stiff,

life.

and

(2)
chafing the chiU limbs,

cold,

Men

the obaob of God,
The dead can never rise

is

dead souls will never shake off their lethargy
cannot quicken one another. Before life is

by giving cordials and other remedies, the fastrestored to the dying man. But when the last breath is breathea,
and the heart has ceased to beat, and the patient is really dead, science and love are both
can galvanize the corpse into a shocking mockery of life, but that is worse
bafSed,
an useless, Now, nothing short of death has come upon those who are under the
power of sin. They are too far gone for human restoratives such as education, social
influence, reward and punishment, exhortation and rebuke, (3) God alone can and
does effect the great transformation, because he is the Source of all life, and because this
return from death to life is a pure miracle. 2. The power is put forth by the grace of
God. He might leave the dead to bury their dead, and concern himself only with fresh
new lives. But he has infinite pity even for the dead, Nothing but grace could inspire
extinct, by
ebbing vitality

may be

We

such pity.

For we have no claim upon God

after

we have become " by nature

children

—
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of wrath."
must look for tbe motive in the love of God alone. But that love is so
great that it is a very treasure-house of mercy. God is "rich in mercy."
Then our
very helplessness appeals to his compassion. The more dead we are the more will God
desire to quicken us.
II. The means THRorroH which the grace of God tbansfobms from death to
LIFE IB UNION WITH Chbist. 1. All through the history of the wonderful process, St.
Paul traces, step by step, the progress of the Christian in the very experience through
which Christ went. (1) We begin in death as Christ stooped to die for us. (2) We ara
" quickened together with Christ," and have fellowship with the resurrection of Christ.
(3) We are exalted in the likeness of Christ's ascension (ver. 5). (4) And we look
forward to sharing in his future glory. Thus we are not merely to receive the benefits
of the death and resurrection of our Lord ; we have to enter into his very experience
and pass through it ourselves spiritually. Then his life and his victory become ours.
2. This experience is realized by our union with Christ in faith.
It is vain and
hopeless to attempt to follow Christ by painfully attempting an exact imitation while
we are going alone and in our own strength. The way is too dark, too steep, too rough.
And this is not what is expected of us. But if we trust Christ our faith unites us to
him, and by the influence he puts forth over us he carries us along with him; bo that
through him we receive the gift of life from the grace of God. W. F. A.

—

Ver. 8.
Orace and faith. These two, grace and faith, are the sheet anchors of the
Pauline gospel. The former was preserved in the Augustinian theology, and the latter
restored to the Church by the Eeformation.
In his earlier Epistles, St. Paul establishes
Now, he considers those claims to be settled, and appeals to
their claims by argument.
the doctrines of faith and grace as axioms, quoting the phrase, " By grace have ye been
saved," as a sort of proverb. It is plain that the apostle regarded the truths as
practically self-evident, though it was not long since they were the mysteries of a
new revelation and the conclusions of an original argument. There is no paradox in
this changed position, for it is the functionof revelation so to open our eyes that we
may see for ourselves what was before hidden. Then, having once thus beheld the truth,

we may retain it on its own account. So that revelation is most successful when it
But this is only possible on the condition that
teaches us how to dispense with itself.
there is an inherent fitness and reasonableness in the truths it declares. If, therefore, we
are to see the axiomatic truth of the doctrines of grace and faith, they must not be an
In other
arbitrary association of ideas ; they must be truths of inherent reasonableness.
wnrds, the relation of salvation to grace and faith must not be treated as accidental, and
fixed only by the sovereign will of God, but as natural and necessary.
To see the natural reasonableness of.this axiom,
I. Salvation is given by gbaob.
we must first understand in what salvation consists. In the Bible the word " salvation " is
not a technical theological term. It means deliverance generally. Any special import
In the present instance the context
in a particular passage must depend on the context.
This is not rescue from
clearly shows what kind of salvation St. Paul is thinking of.
earthly poverty and pain— the lower old Jewish salvation, nor escape from future
torment the lower Christian salvation. It is delivei ance from a present spiritual death
The soul is saved from itself. Such a salvation must be by grace,
(vers. 4, 6).
because we cannot escape from ourselves ; because the evil of spiritual death involves
the loss of power in spiritual things ; because God only can create life ; and because the
death results from sin, and therefore implies an ill desert that can only appeal to the
mercy of God. The facts of the. work of Christ and the recovery of dead souls to life
by the gospel prove that this salvation exists and is accomplished by grace.
This principle, if axiomatic, must be also natural
II. Grace works through faith.
must not think of faith as a mere assent to the doctrine of grace.
and reasonable.
Faith is the soul opening out to God. As the flower cannot be quickened into fertility
while the bud is closed, the soul that is self-contained can by no means receive the
Faith is a
grace of God. The door is barred, and Christ will not force an entrance.
It means flinging wide the gates in submissive
capitulation of the proud soul.
When the
receptivity, and yielding to the voice of Divine love in obedient activity.
Boul has faith in God, the grace of God streams in with life and healing. As distrust
severs souls, faith unites them. Thus faith is like the wire joining eiurth to heaveiu

—

We

—
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while grace Is like the electric current which waits, but only waits, such a connectioL
to hasten to us with light and fire and life.
Even faith itself is " the gift of God." Faith is a
111., Faith comes fbom grace.
spiritual act and habit, and therefore it would be impossible in a soul quite deaa
spiritually.
But he who provides the salvation provides the means wherewith to enjoy
it.
If faith be ever so feeble we may cry, " Lord, I believe help thou mine unbelief,"
with the assurance that there is no prayer more certain of an answer. W. P, A.
;

—

Ver. 10.
Ood's workmanship.
I. As Christians, cheated in Christ, wb abb
God's workmanship. It cannot bo that our salvation comes by our works, because it is
such a quickening from death to life as amounts to nothing.short of a new creation, and
because God is the only Creator. We only become new creatures through union with
Christ, and by the grace of God that is in him.
To know if this is our condition, we
must see if we bear the traces of the great Worker upon our persons. God's work must
have the characteristics of good work. 1. Fitness. God finds us out of joint. He
shapes us suitably for our vocation.
house without adaptation to its ends may look
handsome, hut it is a failure.
true Christian will not only have a saintly bearing, he
will have a practical suitability for his mission.
How thorough is
2. Thoroughness.
God's work in nature as seen in the microscopic organs of the smallest insects
The
new creation is as thorough as the old creation. Down to every thought and fancy God
shapes the character of his redeemed. 3. Beauty. The best work is graceful and fair to
look upon.
God's spiritual work is adorned with the beauty of holiness.
Good works are
II. We are thqs okbated fob the purpose of doing good works.
more honoured by the doctrine of grace than they are by the scheme of salvation by
works ; for in the latter they appeal only as means to an end, as stepping-stones to be
left behind when the salvation as reached ; but in the former they are themselves the
ends, and are valued on their own account. Thus we are taught not to perform good
works as an only or necessary means for securing some ulterior boon, but are invited to
accept that boon just because it will enable us to do our work better.
Instead of
regarding the gospel as a pleasant message to show us how we may save ourselves the
trouble of work, we must hear it as a trumpet-call to service.
The Christian is the
servant of Christ. In spiritual death we can do nothing. Salvation is quickening to a
new life. The object of this life is not bare existence. All life ministers to some other
life.
Spiritual life is given directly with the object of enabling us to do our work.
It
fails of its object if it Is unfertile.
The barren tree must wither, the fruithless branch
must bo pruned away. Purity and harmlessness are but negative graces, and are not
sufficient justification for existence. The great end of being is the doing of positive good.
The judgment will turn on the use we have made of our talents.
III. The works fob which we abb created have been preareanqed by God.
The road has been made before we have been ready to walk on it. And there is a
road for every soul. Each of us has his vocation marked out for him and fixed in the
ancient counsels of God. No life need be aimless since every life is provided with a
mission.
How may we know the mission ? 1. From our talents. Men do not gather
grapes of thorns, nor poetry of commonplace minds, nor heroism of feeble souls. The
nature of the tool proclaims its use. The hammer cannot be made to cut, nor the saw
to drive nails.
God's workmanship bears on its special form the indications of its
purpose. To know our work we must pray for light that we may know ourselves, or
we shall fall into the common error of mistaking our inclination for our capacity and
our ambition for our ability. 2. From our circumstances. God opens providential doors.
Let us not refuse to enter them because they are often low and lead to humble paths.
If they face us they indicate the work for which we are created, and that should suffice
obedient servants. W. F. A.

A
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Ver. 12. Dark depths. Step by step descending into darker and darker depths,
Paul describes the awful condition out of which heathens had been rescued when
they became Christians. Regarded from a Jewish point of view, this condition is seen
to consist in the loss of all the high privileges of Israel, and the salvation of the
Gentiles appears as an adoption into the circle of those privileges. But larger things
of more general import are covered by the description, so that it applies viitually to
St.

—
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who are outside the pale of the gospel. Let us go through the descending and
darkening scries and observe the several woeful characteristics.
The Gentile world had no Messiah. Worldly interests business,
I. Chbistless.
have their advantages ; but they bring no Saviour, no Physician of
pleasure, culture
siok souls.
As Christ is the Foundation-stone of the new temple, to be without
Christ is to have nothing on which to erect subsequent Christian blessings. If we
have the doctrine and discipline of the New Testament without the Christ, we have
nothing of real profit. The dumb, pathetic helplessness of spiritual hunger in the
finer inquiring and doubting minds of our day is a proof that to be without the light
and life and love of Christ is as great a loss to us as it was to any in old times.
" Alienated from the commonwealth of Israel." The Church is
II. CuoKOHLESS.
now what Israel was in pre-Christian times the home and family of the people of
God. Only it is not marked by the visible boundaries of any " Holy Land." The
true Church, the fellowship of kindred followers of Christ, contains many a choice soul
that has been accounted a schismatic and cut off from the organized communities of
Christendom. Eoal excommunication comes not by the fulmination of an anathema,
but by the breach of spiritual sympathy. Without the union that comes through our
relation to Christ we voyage in solitude over lonely seas of thought.
" Strangers from the covenants of the promise." The Jew
III. Unevangelized.
had a gospel in Messianic prophecy. The Christian has his in New Testament history.
What covenant is there in science ? What promise in art ? What gospel in commerce ? We may discover laws and facts of the universe, and create works of skill
and beauty, and accumulate treasures of wealth. But still stricken souls cry, "Is
there no balm in Gilead ? " for all this brings no peace to the weary and the broken-

all

—

—

—

hearted.
IV. Pessimist. " Having no hope." Pagan Rome and Greece wore verging towards
pessimism in the days of St. Paul, when philosophers advised suicide and historians
taught contempt of mankind. Pagan Eui-ope now manifests the same tendency.
Culture fails to convert the Philistine. Science dwarfs humanity before nature, and
discovers no soul and no heaven. Business, politics, and society drive man to a
weariness that sees no rest.
V. Atheistic. Speculative alheism is rare, if it ever exists. Practical atheism is
more common and more disastrous. It is worse to believe in God and to live as if
there were no God, than to doubt his existence. To be without God is not to look
for his help nor to obey his will.
This is death, since in God we live and move and
have our being. Glorious must be the gospel that redeems us from such a depth of
ruin.— AV. F. A.

—

18.
Vers. 13
Christ our Peace. I. Christ makes peach. He was predicted as
the Prince of peace. His birth was heralded by the good news, " On earth peace." 1.
Peace between man and man. In Christ the enmity between Jew and Gentile ceases.
Christianity forbids all envy, jealousy, hatred, and strife. It is cosmopolitan, and will not
sanction national selfishness cloaked by the sacred name of patriotism. It is brotherly,
and will not favour sectarian animosity sheltering under the mask of loyalty to truth.
2. Peace between man and God.
Both Jew and Gentile are reconciled " unto God "
(ver. 16). The discord between man and man is but a symptom and after consequence
of the deeper quarrel between man and God, just as the unrestrained war of factions is
a result of the overthrow of the central authority in a state.
IL Christ's pbacb is stable.
hollow peace which like an unstable equilibrium
is liable to bo upset at any moment, and is little better than an armed truce, is only a
deception and a snare. But Christ's' peace is solid and secure, involving two great safeguards.
1. Seconciliation.
duel may be interrupted by the police, and yet the
combatants may still cherish mortal hatred to one another. The forced agreement of
Jew with Gentile under the Roman empire was no real peace. The order of a state in
which criminals are curbed but not reformed, and the decorum of a society in which
only social fear prevents outrageous insults to purity and godliness, are no proof of
real peace with God and man.
But Christ reconciles, takes away all disposition for
quaiTelling, and establishes peaceable affections between man and man and between
nan and God. 2. Union. The old feuds between Norman and FSaxon can never bs

A
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revived, simply because the two races have been blended together.
So Christ would
blend Jew and Gentile, and establish a common family union between Christians and
also between the whole Christian brotherhood and our ouo Fa'her in heaven.
III. Christ's peace depends on the destruction of the causes op discobd.
It
does not merely heal the surface-symptoms, but it goes to the root of the evil and
cuts this out. The Law, which was the middle wall of partition between Jew and
Gentile, is abolished.
The religion of Law, which provoked constant enmity between
man and God, is done away. In the place of rigid, painful exactions, never by any
possibility fully satisfied, we have the service of the Spirit, which is the same for all

and which is possible to all.
IV. Christ's peace is brought about by the sacrifice of himself. 1. In relaChrist makes reconciliation by his great propitiatory offering of himself.
tion to Ood,
As we look at the cross our enmity to God dies down, and we learn in humble penitence to seek for forgiveness. 2. In relation to man. Christ has died for every man.
Before that awful tragic event all mutual enmity should be hushed.
In the love of
our Peacemaker, which is shown in his dying for us, we have the strongest possible
motive for a common fervour of love to him that should quench and drown all petty
animosities and unite all Christians into one body.
W. F. A.

—

— —

The pride of Ephesus was her world-famed
Vers. 19 22.
27)e Christian temple.
temple, in which the relision, the art, and even the commerce ol the city centred and
What the temple of Diana was mateiially in its visible pomp and power,
flourislied.
the Church of Christ is to be spiritually, but with a higher splendour and a wider
More than once has St. Paul described the Church as a temple. The
influence.
truths shadowed forth by this name press upon us with weighty importance.
" The
1. The foundation.
I. The materials with which the temple is built.
foundation of the apostles and prophets " must be the work of the earliest and leading
Christian teachers who laid the first stones of the Church. They preached the fundamental truths on which the Church stands primarily Christ crucified, for Christ is
the real Foundation and they gathered in the first converts. The Church receives its
Divine recognition in being apostolic and in being founded by inspired men " prophets." 2. The stones. These are the men and women who compose the Church.
building cannot bo all foundation. The Church must be the union of individual
Christians.
It is not the teachers and authorities, but the several members who conThese, therefore, are the rich gifts and the honourable mission of
stitute the Church.
the Church. All classes are here united, and those who were once furthest from God
publicans, Samaritans, Gentiles, heathen, corrupt judicials, the neglected, the ignorant, and the base
are brought in. 3. T!ie Corner-stone. Ohirist crucified is the foundation laid by apostles and prophets in their preaching; Christ glorified is the crowning
begin with Christ ; we end in Christ. The
completion of the whole structure.
temple starts with Christ, and as it rises tier by tier it is growing up to Christ. Chribt,
the Head of the body and the chief Corner-stone of the Church, is both the supreme
authority and the perfect glory of his people.
II. The plan on which the temple is desmned. 1. Z%e adjustment of a variety of
"Each several building " is " fitly framed together." It is as thoufjh
separate parts.
the vast temple were begun in several distinct centres, and, as the building progressed,
these approached one another till they met and combined in one vast harmonious
There is variety all through, for the " frozen music," architecture, is a
structure.
blending of many different notes. In the Church there are necessary differences. The
hot imagination of the South must produce a different type of Christianity from that
moulded by the cool, practical temperament of the North. All parts of the temple
One is to take a lowly place in the monotonous run of
are not for the same ends.
stones in a wall ; another, to be carved into the delicate grace of a capital, conspicuous
But every one has its place, and the union is dependent on variety.
to all eyes.
There is no unity in a heap of cannon-balls. The fitting together of the various part*
of an elaborate structure constitutes the highest unity. 2, Ultimate wiitj/. To this
the harmonizing of the several parts is tending. Do we not see the work progressing
now in the cooling of ancient ecclesiastical feuds side by side with an enlarging liberty
of thought ? The true unity will be oneness of sympathy, brotherly love, and mutual

—

—

—
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Every Christian should strive to realize his share of this and bevifare of
helpfulness.
Christianity begins with individual faith, but it
the selfishness of individualism.
grows into an enlarged brotherhood and the formation of one temple.
temple i&a house in which a
III. The use to which the temple is dedicated.
god dwells. The spiritual temple is " a habitation of God." " Grod dwelleth not in
temples made with hands." He inhabits the humble and contrite spirit. The real
presence of God is in the Church. He does not only bless his children, he visits them
and abides with them. He does not confine his presence to a select few inspired
He fills the whole Church with his presence as the
prophets, ordaiued priests, etc.
incense spreads through every quarter of the temple.
1. Herein is the true glory of
the Church ^not in outward magnificence, but in the spiritual presence. 2. From
this arises the responsibility of the Church, not to defile the temple of the Holy Ghost,
but to let the glory of God shine out through every door and window unsullied by any
cloud of sin. W. F. A.

A

—

—

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

in.

— —

Vers.l 13. DlGEESSIONOUTHEADlHSSIOlf
OF THE Gentiles to the Kingdom op God.
Ver. l.~For this cause. The reference is
not merely to the last statement or illustration, but to the whole view of the purpose of
God toward the Gentiles unfolded in eh. ii.
The apodosis does not come in till ver. 14,
at the beginning of which this conjunctive
I Paul, the prisoner of
clause is repeated.
Christ Jesus for you Gentiles. He introduces
himself in order to make known the feelings

which were roused in Ms soul towards them
by the consideration of the privileges just
enlarged on especially to acquaint them
with ths prayers he offered for them (see
vers. 14
19), and apparently with the in-

—

—

them to offer similar
To justify this
prayers for themselves.
introduction of himself, he delicately introduces the fact of his being a prisoner on
direct object of gettiu^j;

their behalf. What had brought him to
Borne, what had made liim appeal to Caesar,
was his preaching the gospel to the Gentiles ;
indeed, the immediate occasion of his arrest
at Jerusalem was the suspicion that he had

Trophimus, an Ephesian, one of
themselves, into the temple (Acts xxi. 29).
By this allusion to the condition into which
nis regard for them had brought him, he
conciliates sympathetic consideration of what
taken

is to follow.

—

Ver. 2. If ye have heard of the dispensation of the grace of God. Here begins the
digression. The words, " if ye have heard,"
etc., do not denote an uncertainty, but are a
Doubtless they had
delicate reminder.
heard of the matter when he was at Ephesus,
and, as he remarks in ver. 3, he had already
written briefly on it. Grace is here used in
B more restricted sense than in ch. i. 2 in
the sense of Divine favour, honour, privilege
the same as in ver. 8, "To me ... is this
favour given." Which is g^veu me to yon-

—

—

ward. The grace or favour meant ig that
whereby Paul was constituted tljc apostle
of the Gentiles.
Deeply though he felt
his being sent

away from preaching

countrymen (Acts

to his

xxii. 18), he took kindly
allotted to him, and mag-

to the new sphere
nified his office (Rom. xi. 13).
Ver. 3. How that, by revelation,

was

made known unto me the mystery.

The

—

mystery, as is explained afterwards (ver. 6),
was not the gospel itself, but its destination
to the Gentiles as much as to the Jews
although, as appears afterwards, this fulness of blessing is really the great glory
of the gospel. Mystery, that which is known
only to the initiated, does not denote here a
thing obscure in its own nature, but only
something that had been concealed fiom
view. It was ouly the initiated that now
knew that God designed the gospel for
Gentile and Jew alike.
Paul had been
initiated " by revelation "
not by his own
reflecting power, not by his study of Scripture, not by communication from other men,
but by a special comniuuicatioa from God
(Gal. i. 12).
As I wrote before in few
words. Where? Inanotlier Epistle? No;
but in the earlier part of tliis Epistle (see
eh. i. 9; ii. 18, etc.).
If it be said the
allusions iu these places to tho topic in
question are rather vague and general, the
apostle virtually admits it he wrote of it
" in few words ; " but, as it is a great and
glorious truth, he returns to it to amplify it
and place it in a brighter light.
Ver. 4. In accordance with which, when
ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in
the mystery of Christ. IIpos %, with reference
to which, i.e. to what I wrote afore : to make
that more intelligible I write on the subject
more fully now, so that you shall see that
your instructor is thoroughly informed in this
matter of the mystery in Christ this once
concealed but now revealed purpose of hii

—

—

—

—

grace.

—

;
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was not made known to
Ver. 5.
the sons of men in other generations. Though
purpose,
the knowledge of it is
not a new
new. Abraliam, David, and the prophets,
however much they knew of Christ and the
fulness. of blessing in him for all the families
of the earth, did not know the full extent
of God's grace to the Gentiles did not
know that the middle wall was to be wholly
broken down, and all inequality removed.

—

This might seem to throw some doubt on
the reality of this doctrine ; but it was on
purpose that God kept it secret, and those
by whom he has now revealed it are worthy
of all regard. As it has now been revealed
unto his holy apostles and prophets in the
Spirit.
It is not revealed to Paul only,
ttlthough he has got the privilege of announcing it to the Gentiles, but to the whole
body of " holy apostles and prophets." The
designation, " holy apostles," is rare ; it is
used here to magnify the office, to show that
those .whom the Head of the Church hnd
sot apart for himself were fit instruments to
receive so important a revelation. "Prophets " here are undoubtedly New Testament
prophets (see ch. ii. 20), the contrast being
with "sons of men in other generations."
Beference may be made to the experience
and decree of the Council of Jerusalem,
guided by the Holy Spirit (see Acts xv. 28).
Ver. 6.—That the Gentiles are fellow-heirs
heirs with the Jews of the same inheritance (see ch. i. 11) and fellow-members of
the body (this figure is repeated and applied
in ch. iv. 4, 16, 25), and fellow-partakers of
the promise in Christ Jesns through Che
gospel the promise to Abraham, " In thee
and in thy seed shall all the families of the
earth be blessed." They do not get this
blessing indirectly through the Jews, or by
becoming Jews, but directly, as Gentiles ; and
they become fellow-heirs, fellow-members,
and fellow-partakers " in Christ Jesus," enjoying all privileges in him, in a state of union
and fellowship with him. To this state they
are invited and admitted ihrough the gospel;
by receiving the glad tidings they enter on
these blessings (comp. Bom. x. 15, 18). This
statement of religious equality between Jews
and Gentiles is strong, clear, complete;
the more remarkable that Paul himself had
had so strong Jewish prejudices ; only one

—

—

—

of clearest insight and highest courage
could proclaim the truth so emphatically
it is little wonder if many believing Jews,
less enlightened and less courageous, shrank
from his statements as too strong.
Ver. 7. Of which I became a minister
did not gradually grow up to the office, bat
became, at a given time and place, a minister,
a Siixovos, a servant. According to the gift
The office of serving
of the grace of God.
Chriat was a gift, most undeserved on Paul's

—
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part, who had been a persecutor and injurious, but flowing from the free grace
of God, his sovereign, unmerited mercy.
Which was given me according to the working of his power. This denotes the manner
of the gift; the gift itself, apostleship to
the Gentiles, would have been little had it

not been accompanied with Divine power.
Spiritual office without spiritual power is
miserable ; but in Paul's case there was the
power as well as the office ; not merely the
power of working miracles, as some have
held, but besides this, the power of spiritual
insight into the meaning of Scripture
power of exposition, power of demonstration, power of persuasion (comp. 1 Thess.
Paul
i. 5 ; Acts xiv. 1 ; ] Cor. iv. 7, etc.).
gratefully acknowledged that all tfie jiower
of his ministry was God's, not his own
(1 Cor. iii. 6, 7).

—

Ver. 8. TTnto me, who am less than the
least of all saints ; not only of apostles and

—

prophets, but even of all believers a profound expression of huniilily, founded not
only on his persecuting career, but on his
consciousness of sin, of inborn rebellion
against God's Law, of fountains of unlawful
desire in his flesh (Bom. vii. 18 ; 1 Tim. i.
13 15), making him feel himself to be, in
heart and essence, the chief of sinners.
The sense of sin is not usually in proportion
to the acts of outward transgression, but to
the insight into the springs of evil in one's
heart, and the true nature of sin as direct
antagonism to the holy God. Was this grace
given. The third time in this chapter that
he speaks of his office as a fruit of grace,
showing that, notwithstanding his being a
prisoner on account of it, and all the perils
it involved (2 Cor. xi 24—27), he was overwhelmed with God's unmerited goodness in
conferring it on him. It was substantially
the post of a foreign missionary, with hardly
one human comfort 1 To preach among the
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ;
fhayyeXiaaaSM, to evangelize, to proclaim
good tidings. The force of the ci is not
given in " preach," but the idea is amply
conveyed by the words that follow. The
balance of authority for tojs iBi/ttri, " to the
Gentiles," and eV Tots iBi/etrt, " among the
Gentiles," is about equal; the meaning
really the same. "Eflvoi, heathen, was almost
an offensive name ; yet with that name the
apostle associates the highest blessings of
God. The unsearchable riches of Christ;
two attractive words, riches and unsearchable, conveying the idea of the things that
are most precious being infinitely abundant.
Usually precious things are rare; their
very rarity increases their price ; but hero
that which is most precious is also boundless
riches of compassion and love, of
merit, of sanctifying, comforting, and tran*-

—

—
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forming power,

all

without limit, and capable

could not have been
planet

despise it, and filled him ffith adoring
gratitude to God for having conferred it on
9.

—And to make

all

men

see

what

is

the dispensation of the mystery. Another
branch of his office, and another fruit of
God's grace in conferring it. He was not
only to benefit man, but also to vindicate
God. For "fellowship of the mystery"
(A. v.), the R.V. has " dispensation of the
mystery," founded on the preference of the
reading olKovo/ua, for which there is a great
preponderance of authority over Koivuyta.
It was the apostle's function to show how
this mystery had been dispensed
concealed
for a long time and at last revealed. Which
from the beginning of the ages hath been hid
in God. The counsel itself was irpj rwn
alivav, before the foundation of the world ;
the concealment of it n?r<i -rav alivav, from
the beginning of the ages, when there were
intelligent beings capable of understanding
it
whether angels or men. Whatever the
angels may have known of the Divine
plans, this feature of them was not known
till revealed to the New Testament Church.
"Who created all things. Tlie reason for
adding tliis particular designation of God is
not obvious; probably it is to indicate the
relation of the matter in hand to the
mightiest works of God. This is no trifling
matter; it connects itself with God's grandest
operations ; it has supremely glorious bear-

—

—

ings. It might be supposed to have relations only to one race and to one period of
"
time ; but it has relations to " all things ;
it is an integral element in God's plan.
The words, by Jesus Christ (A.V.), are not
found in a great preponderance of textual
authorities.
Ver. 10. ^To the intent indicative of the
purpose of the remarkable arriingement or
(lispunsation according to Which the eternal
Divine purpose, wliioh had been concealed
from the beginning of the ages, was now
made known that liere might be made known
to the prinoipalities and powers in the
heavenly places; that a lesson might be given
to the unfuUen angels.
Their interest in
the aohemo of man's redemption is often
referred to (1 Pet. i. 12). Even the highest
powers of heaven have yet much to learn
respecting God. The dispunsation of God's
grace to man is one of their lesson-books.

one

pc>oi

;

—

—

—

Dr. Chalmeri shows (' Astronomical Discourses ') how this meets the objection that
wo diead a sacrifice as the life of God's Son

for

1—21.
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made

III.

in its indirect bearings wo do not
know what other orders of beings have
derived most vital lessons from this maniHowfestation of the attributes of God.
ever men may scorn the salvation of Christ
and all that belongs to it, the highest intelligences regard it with profound interest.
By the Churoh the manifold wisdom of God.
Through the Church, now constituted, according to the revealed mystery, of Jew and
Gentile, all redeemed by Christ's blood and
renewed by his Spirit, there is exhibited to
the angels the manifold wisdom of God.
The precise line of thouglit is this: God,
from eternity, had a purpose to put Jew and
Gentile on precisely the same footing, but
concealed it for many ages, xmtil he revealed
it in the apostolic age, when he appointed
Paul his minister to announce it. The purpose of this whole arrangement was to
enlighten the principalities and powers of
heaven in the manifold wisdom of God.
How in his manifold wisdomi In this way.
During these preparatory ages, when God's
gracious dealings were with tlie Jews
only, all kinds of false religions were developing among the heathen, and their
diversified influence and eifects were becoming apparent in many ways the divergent tendencies of men, espeoiailyin religious
matters, were being developi d;' but in tlie
new turn given to things by the breaking
down of tl^ middle wall in Christ, the
manifold wisdom of God was shown in
transforming many of these most diverse
elements, unifying them, building them up
into a great spiritual body, into a holy,
most beautiful, most symmetrical temple.
When all things seem to be flying asunder
into the most diverse and antagonistic elements, God gives a new turn, as it were, to
providence, and lo I a glorious symmetrical
and harmonious structure begins to rise.
Ver. 11. According to the eternal purpose
which he purposed In Christ Jesus our Lord,
The apostle is ever anxious that we should
connect these operations of God with the
profundity, deliberation, and awfulness of
an eternal decree, and that we should thus
contrast them in our minds with many even
of the most important works of man which
are often determined, on his part, by a
passing event or other trivial cause. 'The
verb in this clause is iiroiria-e, which he

satiBfying every want, craving, and
yearning of the heart, now and evermore.
Thi thought of his having such riches to
offer to all made him regard his office as
most glorious, raised him far above the
point of view from which the world would

ot

him.
Ver.

TcH.

made, and

i

it has been debated whether it
denotes the original formation of the purpose, or the execution of it under Christ
With A.V. and R.V., we prefer the former.
The object of the apostle is to indicate that
the purpose existed from eternity; but,
besides, the meaning of " fulfilled " or
" executed " can hardly be sustained by
iirolrifft.
The closing foimula, "in Christ

—
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Jesus," ia perfectly applicable to the eternal
formation of the pui-pose; it is the constantly returning indication of the element
in which the whole scheme of grace had its
beginning, its progress, and its end.
Ver, 12. In whom we have onr boldness

as good a right to the good things of tho
covenant;— I take the steps now to be specified for enabling them actually to possess
these good things. On the one hand, the
apostle saw the believing Ephesians still
comparatively poor and needy ; on the other

ud

hand, he saw all spiritual stores provided for
them : the question was how to get the one
into contact with the other. For this cause,
he says, I bow my knees unto the Father,
An emphatic way of denoting prayer ; but
not incidental, occasional prayer, inspired
by some passing feeling ; the attitude " bow
my knees " denotes deliberate prayer (corap.
Dan. vi. 10), mailing a business of it,
approaching God with reverence and holy
fear, with all tho solemnities suitable to the
occasion of making a specific and important
request. In the A.V. it is "unto the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ." The K.V., some
of the oldest manuscripts, and most recent
commentators omit tho latter words, which
are supposed to have been taken from ch. i. 3.
On internal grounds, the omission of the
words seems to yield the best sense, for in
ch. ii. 18 our having access to " the Father"
is spoken of, and when the apostle proceeded
to show how he availed himself of that
privilege, he is not likely to have used more
than that expression.
Further, there is
such a close connection between varepa and
Trarpth in ver. 15, that they are not likely
to have been far separated as tho apostle
used them.
Ver. 15.— From whom the whole family in
heaven and on earth is named. So A.V.,
but R.V. has "every family," holding,

—

na^'^wla literally means
"boldness" or "freedom of speech" but is
used here in a more ample sense for want of
aooess.

restraint, ease of feeling, comfortable selfposaceaion, in our access to God. Contrast
with
hiding himself among the trees

Adam

of the garden, and the lost calling on the
mountains to fall on them, and the rocks to
cover them. The "we" in this verse inThe
cludes both Jews and Gentiles.
" access," or introduction (aee ch. ii. 18), is
like that of the high priest into the holy of
holies we have boldness to enter into the
holiest of all (Hob. x. 19). In confidence
through the faith of him. The confidence
of being welcomed and accepted when we
go into God's presence springs from our
faith in him.
believe in him as the
Propitiation, as our Peace, as the Keconciler,
and we go before God with confidence. The
clause, " through fakh in him," influences
the whole verse. And, as before, we have
at the beginning of the verse, "in wliom"
on expression denoting generally our
union with Christ, and at the end, " tliroush
the faith of him" a specification of ttie
instrument by which that union ia formed

—

We

—

—

and by which
Ver. 13.
at

it operates.

—Wherefore

I heg that ye faint not
very delicate
request, that they would not
distressed by what he was

my tribulations for you.

and touching
be too

much

A

suffering for them (comp. Epaphroditns,
Phil. ii. 26). Paul knew that the sympathy
was so strong tliat what was suffered by him
was endured sympatlietically by them. Two
expressions denote that the sufferings were
great : "
Ulbulations for you " a word
expressing intense and protracted suffering;
"that ye faint not," or that ye do not lose
heart, as if the power of evil had got tlie
upper hand. Which is your glory. That is,
the character or capacity of the apostle of
Jesus Christ to the Gentiles, in which I

—

My

suffer tribulation, is one of such exalted
dignity as to reflect glory on you. Take
that view of my sufferings; I suffer because
I hold BO glorious an office, and the glory
of that office is reflected on you.
Vera. 14 21. Pbaybb fob theie Spibi-

—

TUAL ENHIOHMENT.
Ver. 14.

—For

this cause.

The

digression

being ended, the apostle takes up the thread
broken at ver. 1. We must seek the " cause"
Seeing that the Gentiles have
in oh. ii.
now equal privileges with the Jews seeing
that by faith in Christ Gentile Christians
have been brought as near to God, and have
;

—

want of the article irSira
7roTpi&,notTrS(ro nvuTpia
requires lliis sense.
But as in Matt. ii. 3 ; Luke iv. 1 3 ; Acts ii. 36
doubtless, that the

—

vii.22,andoh.ii.21

sohere,irao-owithoutthe
the totality of the thing
vatra. irarpiei corresponding to nciaa oiKoSofi^,
And this seems more in accord with the
eoupe of the passage, for here the apostle is
not distributing into groups, but gathering
into one. But what is tlie precise import of
the statement, and for what reason is it
introduced?
The apostle recognizes all
saints, whether in lieaven or on earth, as
forming one family, and as the whole family
derives its name from God, so God may be
expected and appenled to to make full and
corresponding provision for the wants of its
various sections. The implied appeal is not
to the fact that the family is God's family,
but to the fact, less importaijt in itself but
really including the other, that it is named
after him. Among men, one would be held
emphatically bound to take an interest in
those who are not only his relations but
bear his very name.
Now, that part of
the family which is housed in heaven is
gloriously providtd for; the apostle proarticle

may denote

;

;

—

;
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eeeds to intercede for the portion still on
earth.
As the whole family is named after
the same Father, is conspicuous before the
eyes of all as God's, so it may well be expected that the more needy, feeble, exposed,
and tempted part of the family will be
treated in every way worthy of its Father.

"Let saints on earth unite to sing
With those to glory gone;
For all the servants of our King,
In earth axd heaven, are one.
" One family we dwell in him.
One Church above, beneath
Though now divided by the stream,
The narrow stream, of death."
Ver. 16. That he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory. The standard
or measure of the Divine giving is brought
into view. " Kiehes of his glory " is a more
emphatic expression than " glorious riches,"
though substantially the same in meaning.
God's standard of giving is liberal, bountiful, overflowing.
An image of the riches

—
•

of his glory

is

seen in the starry heavens,

which proclaim at once the vast riches and
surpassing glory of God. Or in the beautiful appeaianoe of an autumn sunset, where
the whole sky is flecked with clouds brightened into a sea of glory. In prayer, it is
both useful for ourselves and glorifying to

—

God to recognize his bountifulness to remember that he gives ug a King (2 Sam.
xxiv. 23). To be strengthened with might by
his Spirit in the inner man.
The inner man
is the seat of influence, but with us it is the
seat of spiiitual feebleness.
Most men may
contrive to order their outward conduct suitably ; but who has control of the inner man ?
Faith, trust, humility, love, patience, and
the like graces which belong to the inner

man, are what we are weakest in, and what
we have least power to make strong. In this
very region it is sought that the Ephesiana
might be strengthened with might by the

The gift of the Spirit is available
very purpose for all that ask him.
Ver. 17. That Christ may dwell in your
hearts by futh. Reversing the usual order,
the prayer begins (ver. 16) by asking the
blessing of the Third Person of the Godhead
now we have a cluster of petitions connected
with the Second Person. The first of these
is for the iud welling of Christ in their hearts,
as opposed to mere occasional visits or influences &om Christ the instrument by which
this blessing is attained being their ftiith.
Christ exercising a constant power within
them, both in the active and passive movements of the heart, giving the sense of
pardon and acceptance, moulding the will,
sweetening the emotions, enlightening and
confirming the conscience, purifying the
whole apringf and principles of action.
Spirit

for this

—

;

[oh. tn.

This to be secured by their

ftiith,

1—21.

opening

the door, receiving Christ in all his fulness,
resting and living on him, believing his
promises, and longing for his appearing the
second time. In order that ye, haying been
looted and grounded in love. Two images
are combined to make the idea emphatic
that of a tree and that of a building;
denoting what is both the starting-point
and the support of the Christian's life, viz.
love.
In what sense ? The love of Christ
is specified afterwards (ver. 19), but this
may be as a pre-eminent branch of that mauifold love which bears on the Christian life
the love of the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost; the love of the brethren to one
another; and the reciprocal love evoked
from the believer by the reception of this
love.
Evidently it is implied that the
Christian life can begin and flourish only in
such an atmosphere of love; as warm sunshine
is needed to start and advance the life of a
plant, so love is needed to start and carry
on the life of the soul. Experience of
Divine love is a great quickening and propelling power. " One glance of God, a touch
of his love, will free and enlarge the heart,
so that it can deny all and part with all
and make an entire renunciation of all to
follow him " (Archbishop Leighton).
Ver. 18. May be made strong to comprehend with all the saints. The subject to be
comprehended is not only beyond man's
natural capacity, but beyond the ordinary
force of his spiritual capacity.
The thing
to be grasped needs a special strength of
heart and soul; the heart needs to be
enlarged, the mental "
of the arms "

—

hands
need to be made strong (Gen. xlix. 24). But
the attainment is not impossible it is the
experience of "all the saints;" all God's
children are enabled to grasp something of
this (comp. 2 Cor. iv. 3—6). What is the
breadth^ and length, and depth, and height.
No genitive being given, it has been a difiScult point to settle to what these dimensions must be held to be applicable. Some
think that the love of Christ in the following
clause must be meant ; but surely when that
is made the subject of a separate part of the
prayer, and is not in the genitive but the
objective case, governed by a verb of its
own, this explanation is not to be entertained.
Others, with more reason, think
that the idea of a temple was in the mind of
the writer, as it certainly was in ch. ii. 21,
22, and that it is the dimensions of the
temple he had here in his eye, the prayer
being that the Ephesians might compre-

—

hend the

and glory of that spiritual
conslituted by all believers,
and in which God dwells by the Spirit.
Even this, however, would not divest the
construction of abruptness, and it would fit
vasitness

temple which

is

—

—

eH.in.l—21.]
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in but poorly with tlie context, in which the
tenorof the apoatle'e prayer isthataprofusion
of Divine blessing might be enjoyed by the
Ephesians. If a genitive must be supplied,
may we not conceive the apostle to have
had in his view the entire provision God has
made in Christ for the good of his people,
BO that the dimensions would be those of
the gospel storehouse, the vast reservoir out

of which the Church is filled? "Breadth"
might denote the manifoldness of that provision; "length," its eternal duration; its
••
depth " might be represented by the profundity of Christ's humiliation; and its
" height " by the loftiness of the condition
to wliich his people are to be raised.
To
comprehend this, to understand its existence
and its richness, is to get our faith enlarged,
our expectations expanded; it is through
this comprehension that "all the saints"
have got their wants supplied, and their
souls tilled as with marrow and fiitnesa.
Ver. 19. And to know the love of Christ,
which passeth knowledge. The love here is
evidently the love of Christ to us, and this
may well be speeified as a special matter of
prayer. Knowledge of Christ's love, in the
sense of an inward personal experience of it
its freeness, its tenderness, its depth, its
patience is the great dynamic of the gospel.
This love is transmuted into spiritual force.
As the breeze fills the sails and bears forward the ship, so the love of Christ tills the
Boul and moves it in the direction of God's
will.
But in its fulness it passeth knowledge ; it is infinite, not to be grasped by
mortal man, and therefore always presenting
new iields to be explored, new depths to be
fathomed. That ye may be filled with all
the fulness of God ; that is, that ye may be
filled with spiritual grace and blessing to an
extent corresponding to all the fulness of
God. Though the finite cannot compare
with the infinite, there may be a correspondence between tliem according to the capacity of each. Tliere is a fulness of gracious
attainment in every advanced believer that
corresponds to all the fulness of God;
every part of his nature is supplied from the
Divine fountain, and, so far as a creature can,
he presents the image of the Divine fulness.
In the human nature of Christ this correspondeneewas perfect: "In him dwelt all the
;
fulness of the Godhead bodily " iu the soul
of the believer there may be a progressive
movement towards this fulness. No higher
view can be conceived of the dignity of
man'B nature,- and the glorious privileges

—

—

—
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him by the gospel, than that
susceptible of such conformity to God.
Who can conceive that man should have
attained to such a capacity by a mere process of evolution? "So God made man in
his own image;" and in Christ man is
"renewed in righteousness and holiness after
the image of him who created him."
Vers. 20, 21.— Doxologt. Tlie study and
exposition of the amazing riches of the grace
of -God gives birth to an outburst of praise
toward the Divine Source of all this mercy,
Now unto him
past, present, and to come.
that is able to do exceeding abundantly
above all that we can ask or think.
In
thinking of God it is as if we thought of
conceptions
space however far our
may
travel, there is still infinity beyond.
Paul,
had asked much in this prayer, and thoughts
can always travel beyond words, yet the
excess of God's power beyond both was
infinite. This excess is denoted by a double
term of abundance (iroi^o-ai virep irivra and
i-TrepeK-jreptffffov), as if the apostle wished to
fill our minds with the idea of absolute
infinity of gracious power iu God. According to the power that worketh in us, which
conferred on

he

is

—

none other than the power "which he
wrought in Christ, when he raised him from
the dead" (oh. i. 20). The power that is
actually at work in us has only to be exerted
a little more to accomplish wonders of sanctification, and confer on us immense spiritual

is

strength. TTnto him be the glory in the
Church in Christ Jesus, world without end.
Amen. To God the whole credit of the
scheme of grace and the work of grace as
carried out in his people is due ("Not of
works, lest any man should boast ") ; therefore let the Church acknowledge this, and
cordially and openly ascribe to God his due.
Let this feeling be universally encouraged
and cherished in the Church, and let it find
in the Church services suitable occasions of
breaking forth in song and prayer. Again
the apostle's favourite formula comes in—
" in Christ Jesus," to denote that this act
of adoration is to be done in immediate
connection with the work and person of
Christ for it is he who has brought about
the whole condition of things from which
the act of adoration springs.
And this
ascription of praise is not transitory; this
view of the Divine character and actings
will never beeomo obsolete or be superseded
by other views; it will claim their cordial
ascriptions for ever literally, to all the geiMrationa of the iige o/ the agea.
;

—

HOMILETICS.

—

GocPs purpose as to the Oentilei. This passage a parenthesia after
Vers. 1 13.
1 A reference to Paul's personal history. It contains the explanation of hia

ver.

—

—"

—

;
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Why

secret of his wonderful zeal.
was he a prisoner ? Generally,
Because the Divine purpose regarding them had
the Gentiles.
for them ?
been revealed to him, and through him to the world, and the enmity of the Jews to
that purpose had brought Paul into captivity. Looking at the passage as a whole, it
may show us how Paul found compensation for his captivity in the privileges connected
with his office as apostle of the Gentiles, This compensation lay chiefly in thre*

whole career, the

Why

for

things.
I. The precious insight he obtained into the glory of the Divine purpose in reference
to the Gentiles, giving him a high conception of the far-reaching generosity of God.
1. There is a high intellectual pleasure. in the discovery of any great truth.
pro2.
found emotional pleasure in discovering a truth of vast benefit to mankind. 3.
still
higher pleasure in receiving such a truth direct from God. This truth did not involve
Thou;_|h the Jews, as a nation, were no
a case of levelling down, but of levelling up.
longer to occupy a higher platform than the Gentiles, yet all were to be invited to equal
nearness to God, and if any should reject the invitation, the blame and the loss would
be all their own.
II. The remarkably high qualifications given to him for his office (see ver. 7)
^great
love, faith, courage, perseverance, liope ; great intellectual insight ; great spiritual power.
Others got frightened (Mark, Deraas, etc.) ; Paul went on. The human spirit was often
depressed, but God comforted him. The thorn in the side was annoying, but "my
grace is sufificient for thee."
III. The great honour and privilege of being called to so blessed a work.
The work
had a glory on eaith and a glory in heaven. 1. On earth. He preached to the Gentiles
the unsearchable riches of Christ. He proclaiined his riches of grace, and showed them
He not only proclaimed them, but in a sense imparted them
to be unsearchable.
brought them into contactwiththeEphesians, so that they got the good of them, through
the blessing of the Holy Spirit. 2. In heaven. The gospel has aspects of blessing beyond
this world. It carries important lessons to the principalities and powers. It shows the
manifold wisdom of God, shows how all classes and varieties of mankind are brought to
God by the cross of Christ, assimilating all jcharaoters, overcoming all alienations,
demolishing all walls of separation, and building up all together in Christ Jesus.
One great conclusion. In every sense the success of the gospel is very glorifying
to God ; it illustrates his perfections ; it glorifies his Son ; it educates the very angels
and thus it carries forward the grand purpose of God in the creation of the worlds.
" To him be glory for ever. Amen."

A
A

—

Ver. 8.
The unsearchable riches of Christ. " Eiches " an attractive word. Human
heart leaps towards them. Ceaseless disappointments of most who follow after them.
Here the riches that moth and rust do not corrupt, nor thieves break through to steal.
1. There are in Christ unsearchable riches of compassion. Case of the lost, proper object
of pity. Christ's pity boundless. Human pity often quenched by great wickedness,
troublesomeness, loathsomeness.
Not so Christ's 1 Pity for thief on cross, Saul,
2. Unsearchable riches of merit.
Corinthians, and other gross sinners.
His blood
cleanseth us from all sin.
He is "able to save to the uttermost all that come to
God by him" Augustine, Bunyan, Lord Rochester, John Newton, and such like.
3. Unsearchable riches of sanctifying grace.
Great change needed to make men meet
This includes grace to enlighten, guide, strengthen, and to
for kingdom of heaven.
No sorrow to
restore from declension.
4. Unsearchable riches of comforting grace.
which we are liable for which the gospel has not a comfort; no wound for which
there is no balm. The Third Person, " the Comforter," is sent by Christ. 5. Unsearchable riches of glorifying grace. Can make provision for the full satisfaction and infinite
enjoyment of every soul for ever and ever. " They shall hunger no more, neither
;
thirst any more ; ... for the Lamb in the midst of the throne shall feed them
" He that hath the Son hath life ; " " He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and
I will be his God, and he shall be my son."

—

Vers.

—

14

21.

Prayer for spiritual enrichment.

qualities already noted as belonging to Paul's prayer.

(1) introduction ; (2) petitions

;

(3) doxology.

This prayer remarkable for
Three parts in this prayer—

—
aim.

":

"
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my

knees;** humility, earnestness.
1, The attitude: "I bow
;
designation of God : " the Patiier " the character in wliioh Christ taught us to
approach God in prayer, and which gives us most encouragement. 3. The name of the
family is derived from God, constituting au additiunal plea. That which bears God'g
Kaine must he an object of special interest to him.
II. The petitions. Three centres of petition, according as the grace (1) of the Spirit,
1. Ver. 16 : connected with
(2) of the Son, or (3) of the Father is specially invoked.
the Spirit.
(1) The petition : to " be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the
inner man" the region where we are weakest, and where the might of the Spirit is
most needed. (2) The measure or standard of the gift: "according to the riches of his
;
glory " as, for example, that riches as exhibited in the starry firmament, or in any
2. Vers. 17
other scene that exhibits the boundless profusion of God.
19 : connected
"That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith ;
v/iihthe Son. (1) Indwelling,
denoting permanent residence and interest, to be secured by a faith ever looking to him
and resting on him. (2) Stabilily and force, " That being rooted and grounded in
;
love " having the stability and force of Christian character whioli comes from love ; i.e.
the love of Christ received and enjoyed, and a loving spirit toward him and his peoi'le
exercised.
(3) Comprehension, with all saints, of the manifold dimensions of Christ's
capacity to bless (see Exposition). (4) Knowledge of " the love of Christ, which passeth
knowledge ; " for the inward, experimental knowledge of tliat love is the strongest of all
"Filled with all the
spiritual dynamics.
3. Ver. 19: connected with the Father.
fulness of God."
The renewed heart has a capacity to receive the things of God to be
plunged, as it were, into his fulness and filled therefrom. This can never be fully
reached ; as our capacities increase there is more to be enjoyed.
" Him that is able," etc. View of
1. The Being praised.
III. The doxology.
Divine infinity, for much has been asked and more thouglit about; yet, like space and
time, God's ability to bless extends infinitely beyond. The blessing is in the direction
of what has been already conferred : " According' to the power that worketh in us."
" the praise, credit, glory of the
2. r/<e ascription offered.
(1) The offering : " glory
whole work of grace, with all its blessings and its final consummation. (2) The sphere
"in the Church" something different from the glory of creation and providence; the
the glory of redemption.
glory connected with the history of the Chui'ch
(3) The
medium: "in Christ Jesus," in vital union to whom the Church has got all her
;
"
world without end " for the story of redemption will
blessings.
(4) The duration :
never become obsolete, and the songs of redemption will be for ever fresh and living.
city of our God!"
"How goodly are thy
"Glorious things are spoken of thee,
Israeli Blessed is he that blesseth thee,
Jacob, and thy dwelling-places,
tents,
he that curseth thee I
tud cursed
I.

2.

Introduction.

The

—

—

—

—

—

—

m

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver. 1. "The prisoner of Jesus Christ." The apostle often refers to his prison-life,
4nd here presents himself to the Churches as "an ambassador in bonds" (ch. vi. 20).
Pei-haps he was regarded as of no great
I. He was a most celebrated pkisonbb.
•ccount by his Roman jailors, who could have known nothing of the secret of his greatness ; but viewed in the light of Christian history, Paul is the most distinguished of
men. He did more than any other apostle to shape the theology of Western Christendom,
which, in Its turn, has left the deepest imprint on the civilization of the world. The
world would not be to-day what it is .if Paul of Tarsus had not lived. His influence has
sympathize with the
long survived the empire of Rome, which held him captive.
prison-sorrows of the great. Alas that the best of men, " of whom the world was not
worthy," have spent so many weary days and years in prison I

We

1

II. He was not a prisoner for crime ob fob the breach of the Rohan laws,
BUT AS the effect OF THE UNSLEEPlNa HATRED OF THE Jews. It Was his ministry to
the Gentiles which brought down upon him the vindictive anger of his countrymen, and
The suspicion that he had taken
led them to accuse him before the Roman magistrates.
Trophimus, an Ephesian, into the temple at Jerusalem had, indeed, an immediate connection with his first arrest " He was at once Christ's prisoner, the Jews' prisoner, th«

—

—

;
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Bomans'

])risoner, the Gentiles' prisoner : Christ's prisoner, as suffering for hia gospel
the Jews' prisoner, as suffering by their accusation ; the Eomans' prisoner, as suffering
by their sentence ; the Gentiles' prisoner, as suffering for his labours unto their salvaHis imprisonment was thus a higher honour than his rapture into the third
tion."
heavens.
III. His imprisonment had its providential advantages.
Just as John Huss
had leisure during his imprisonment in the fortress on the Ehine to write words that
fired the hearts of his countrymen ages after his martyrdom at Constance, and as Murtin
Luther's one year's imprisonment in the Wartburg enabled him to give the Scriptureii
to Germany in the tongue of the people, so the Apostle Paul was enabled in the leisure
of his Koman imprisonment to throw off those beautiful Epistles of the captivity
to
the Philippians, to the Bphesians, to the Colossians, to Philemon
whicli have so
largely contributed to the edification and comfort of the Church.
He still held the
threads of a hundred interests in his hands, and felt in his prison at Eome the throbbing
of thousands of Christian hearts in all parts of Asia and Europe.
IV. Prison-life is almost necessarily sad, because of its isolation from
HUMAN relations, ITS SOLITUDE, ITS SUSPENSION OF ACTIVE AND ACCUSTOMED
LABOUR, AND ITS USUALLY HARD CONDITIONS. It must have been a sore trial to the
apostle to submit to an enforced inactivity, while the world was everywhere, in so
sad a sense, " ripe for the harvest." It would seem as if, at a certain point, the sympathy of Asiatic Christians failed him (2 Tim. i. 15) and there was an unaccountable
indifference to his wants marking the relations of the Roman Christians themselves,
which argued that much was not to be expected from their affection. So his prisonexperience must have had its dark moments.
V. Mare thf, spirit in which the apostle lived through this pbison-bxPBRIENCB. The solitude of such a life often breeds a morbid spirit, which throws a
darker colouring into the thoughts of the prisoner. Yet the Epistles of the captivity
breathe a beautiful spirit of Christian courage and resignation, not to speak of absolute
rejoicing.
Compare the letters of the apostle with those of Cicero, Seneca, and Ovid in
their exile, and we see at a glance the different effects of Christianity and paganism
upon the happiness of man. As the prisoner of Jesus Christ, he abounded in the consolations of his Divine Master, while he must have been greatly encouraged by the
visits of disciples like Epaphroditus, Epaphras, and others, who carried to him the
prayers and benefactions of the Churches.
VI.
ought to remember pbisonbbs in our prayers, as " bound with them."
Most prisoners in our day are in jail for crime, but we ought to remember that tliey
are men, that they are our brothers, that they must feel their separation from wife and
Perhaps, but for restraining grace, we
children and home as keenly as we should.
should have been in their position. But we are bound specially to remember in our
prayers those suffering for the cause of Christ, and especially those occupied with great

—

—

;

We

—T. 0.

service for the Lord.

—

Dispensatianal privileges of the Gentiles. The apostle recurs to a subfew words " in the first chapter words which he requests them
respecting the new position of
to read, that they may fully understand his meaning
the Gentiles in the kingdom of God. Their position was determined by a dispensation,
that is, by an arrangement organized in all its parts in relation to space and time ; for
God works by order in grace as well as in nature. Consider
" The grace of God given to me to you-ward."
I. The origin of this dispensation.
It was an act ot Divine favour to select the apostle as the person through whom
" the mystery " of the dispensation was to be, not only revealed, but applied in its
redeeming effects to the Bphesian heathens. It was not the honour or the authority
involved in it that made it precious in his eyes; it was the privilege of makini;
known the unsearchable riches of Christ. Thus, as a good steward of the mysteries
of God, it was the delight of his life to dispense them in all their gracious maniVers. 2

5.

ject already treated in "

—
—

foldness to the family of God.

The mystery that shrouded the dispensation for ages. 1. It i$ eoHled
mystery of Christ" not because he is its Author, hut because he is the Centre or
Street of it; tbr it included far more than the truth that the Gentiles were fellowII.

''

the
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Christ is the Mystery of godliness, as he is God manifest in
the flesh, but he is emphatically so as "Christ the Hope of glory" for the Gentiles
(Col. i. 27).
2. It was hidden for ages from the sons of men, both Jew and Oentile.
mystery is either something 'which has been concealed, perhaps for ages, and which
probably would never have been discovered unless the voice of revelation had
proclaimed it ; or something which, even when revealed, transcends the power of the
human faculties to comprehend it. Now, the Incarnation is a mystery in this double
sense ; but the call of the Gentiles, as part of " the mystery of Christ," is a mystery
only in the first-named sense. It was known to the Jews for ages that the Gentiles
would share in the blessings of the Messiah's kingdom and the Apostle Paul
quotes Old Testament predictions to prove the fact (Rom. ix. 25 33) ; but it
was not known that the Gentiles would be included within the circle of religious
privilege by the complete sacrifice of the Hebrew theocracy and the reconstitution
of religion on a perfectly new basis, designed equally for all mankind, under
There was
which the old distinctions of Jew and Gentile would be done away.
The dispensation which was to
to be no further room for Jewish particularism.
carry the world to its last destinies was to be as universal as that embodied in
8. Th» revelation of the mystery.
the first promise made to our first parents.
So far as it involved a mission to the Gentiles, it was revealed first to the
Apostle Paul at his conversion ; for when Christ appeared to him on his journey
to Damascus, he said, "I have appeared unto thee for this purpose, to make
thee a minister and a witness . . . delivering thee from the people, and from the
Gentiles, unto whom now I send thee, to open their eyes, and to turn them from darkBut the
ness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God " (Acts xxvi. 16
18).
fuller exhibition of Gentile privilege is made in this glorious Epistle as well as elsewhere. It was a revelation made by the Lord himself (Gal. i. 12). But it was made
especially to "apostles and prophets," both of them belonging to the new dispensation
the only class of inspired men connected with it who received special information from the Holy Spirit, who searches the deep things of God, respecting the new
development of the kingdom. The revelation was, indeed, one of facts as well as of
truths. The calling of the Gentiles was made manifest in the Spirit's falling upon Cornelius, and in the widespread success of the gospel among the Gentiles, so that the
logic of facts beautifully reinforced the more formal revelations of " apostles and prophets." 4. Tlie substance of the revelation. "That the Gentiles are fellow-heirs, and of
the same body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by the gospel." These are the
O'hey were not to receive the blessings of the
three points of Gentile privilege.
Messiah's kingdom by being merged as proselytes into the old theocracy, which was to
abide in all its narrow ritualism. (1) The Gentiles are fellow-heirs. Tossession by
that is
inheritance involves the ideas of right, certainty, and inalienal'leiiosg.
involved in the benefits of the covenant of grace is our inheritance. Now, the Gentiles
are " heirs of God and joint-heirs with Christ " as well as the Jews, just because they
are " children of God by faith in Christ Jesus." They cannot be heirs unless they are
children; they cannot be children unless they have faith. And because they have
" And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed,
faith, they are Abraham's seed.
and heirs according to the promise " (Gal. iii. 29). The Gentile interest in the inheritance may be recent, but it is entire and beyond cavil, Jews and Gentiles have an
equal share in all the blessings of the inheritance, (2) The Qentiles are of the
same body. This marks a more intimate relationship. They were all Jews and
Gentiles alike, baptized into one body by one Spirit, and thus coalesced into one
Church-state, with Christ as the Head of both. But while they were thus, as members
of oae body, partakers of a common life, the Gentile was not there by the permission
They were both equally
of the Jew, or the Jew by the permission of the Gentile.
baptized into it by the Spirit. The union in one body obliterates all previous distinctions of character or culture, and all varieties in dispensational privilege ; fur there
The Judaistic section of the Church in the apostle's day
is no schism in the body.
fought strenuously against the doctrine of the one body. (3) The Gentiles are fellowpartakers of the promise. This refers, not so much to the promise of redemption made
first to Adam, repeated to Abraham, and embodied in many Old Testament predictions,
to the promise of the Spirit, who enables us to realize all Um blessings involved in
citizens of the saints.
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This was, indeed, the blessing of Abraham which came upon
the Gentiles (Gal. iii. 14). It was conspicuously realized when, in the words of the
Apostle Peter, " the B.(Ay Ghost fell upon them as on us." There is no promise of the
new coveuant that is not equally sure to Gentile and to Jew. All the three points of
Gentile privilege, setting forth apparently the relation to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
and represented in a sort of spiritual climax, are realized by union with Christ, made
known to us in the gospel. Salvation centres, as its objective ground, in Christ Jesus,
and the gospel is the medium by which it is subjectively applied to sinners of manthi« first promlaa.

kind.—T. 0.
Very often does he refer, with a sort of grateDivine favour in attaching him to the service of the gospel.
I. Mark the contrast between his call and his sense of pkrsonal nothingness.
" Less than the least of all saints." The expression is exceedingly emphatic, being a
comparative formed upon a superlative. He could never forget his share in the death of
Stephen, and his fierce persecutions of the Church of God. This was the sin which,
though forgiven by God, could never be forgivun by himself. But he was likewise conscious of his own weakness and sinfulness, as we know by the very forcible phrase, "of
sinners I am chief," which he uses as a presently believing man. Such language of selfabasement is a mark of true saintship. Thu highest saints are usually the most distinguished by their humility. The term by which he describes himself implies that there
little, less, least ; not that there is any difference in
are saints in Christ's kingdom
their title, but a difference at once in their realization of their own unworthiness and in
the degree of their conformity to him who was at onco " meek and lowly." Now, while
the consciousness of his own unworthiness stood out in marked contrast to the high
function to which he was called in God's grace, he does not shrink from asserting his
authority as an ambassador of Christ in the strongest terms, but always with the conviction of one who ascribes all his success, not to his own merits, but to " the gift of
the grace of God." His call to the apostluship involved his conversion, and his conversion was " by the effectual working of God's power."
" The unsearchable riches of Christ."
II. Consider his message to the Gentiles.
We read of riches of grace and riches of glory, but the plenitude of. all Divine blessings is in him. 1. The apostle does not specify what is included in the " riches of
Christ." He who was rich for our sakes became poor that " ye through his poverty
might be made rich" (2 Cor. viii. 9). We see the source of all the riches it is in
himself. But Scripture shows that, while in him there was all the fulness of the Godhead bodily, with the real design of his filling us eventually with all the fulness of
God, " the riches of Christ" are scattered over the whole path of a believer, from its
starting-point in conversion till it is lost in the glories of the eternal inheritance.
He
is rich in love, rich in compassion, rich, in mercy, rich ia grace, rich in peace, rich in
promise, rich in reward, rich in all the blessings of the new and better covenant, as he
must be because he is " made unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanotification, redemp2. The riches of Christ are " wnsearchdble."
The word suggests the idea of
tion."
the difficulty of tracing footsteps. Who can trace the footsteps of God ? Whatever
whatever of love
of power is infinite power ; whatever of wisdom is infinite wisdom
is infinite love.
We may
(1) We cannot trace the extent of the " riches of Christ."
apply a double standard of measurement, taking account of the infinite altitude of the
sources whence his salvation has flowed, and of the depths of sin and misery to which
Yet we have not searched out
salvation had to descend in order to reach its objects.
the riches of Christ. He put forth upon our salvation all the invention of his omniscient wisdom, applied to it the utmost energies of his omnipotent power, and lavished
upon it the exceeding riches of his infinite goodness neither mercy conflicting with
justice, nor love with righteousness, nor compassion for the sinner with hatred of his
sins.
(2) The riches of Christ are unsearchable so far they are undiminished with
use or time. Who can trace the limits of their application ? Millions have drunk
of the " water of the wells of salvation," but these wells are still unexhausted and
inexhaustible. The rivers of the earth may fail ; there may bo dry wastes where now
there are running streams ; but the riches of Christ can never fail, though thousands of
needy souls have drawn from them uid twice ten thousand more will yet come to
Vers. 8, 9.

The aposth't high privilege.

ful humility, to the
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The fountain of supply is full as it is free, and free as it is full. S. Consider
"And to make all men see the dispenhis larger message to the whole world of man.
sation of the mystery, which from the beginning of the world hath been hid in God."
The apostle's object was to enlighten the Jew as well as the Gentile upon the true
nature of the dispensation which displaced so much that was dear to the Jewish heart
draw.

in order that the true glory of the Lord might shine forth, not as a mere minister of
the circumcision, but as the uniter of Jew and Gentile, bond and free, male and female,
in his own body. The mystery was hid for ages, but was now made known by
see how revelation was an historical movement, subject to
apostles and prophets.
the usual laws of historical development ; for the redemptive purpose, " hid for ages,"
was evolved by a gradual process of growth, till in Christianity it became a full-grown
fact.
It was \iaTt of the discipline of man to go through all these stages of imperfect
knowledge till " the perfect day " dawned upon the world. But it was through all the
ages " the mystery of redemption," going back to the ages that date from' creation
" creation building the platform on which the strange mystery of redemption was
disclosed."— T. 0.

We

The Church the means of angelic enlightenment. The Divine purpose
Vers. 10, 11.
in the dispensation already described was to make known to the angels the manifold
wisdom of God.
This implies : 1. That
I. The anqels eeceivb instruction through the Church.
the angels are not omniscient, for they have something still to learn. 2. 1'hat the angels
They rejoice over
are in communication with the Church on earth as well as in heaven.
the conversion of sinners ; they minister to those who shall be heirs of salvation (Heb. L
14) ; they stand in immediate relation to the individual man (Matt, xviii. 10 ; Luke xv.
10; xvL 22). The apostles regard themselves as "spectacles to angels " as well as men,
in the insults heaped upon them by an ungrateful world (1 Cor. iv. 9). The Apostle Peter
was liberated from prison by an angel. Angels are present in the assembly of the saints
(1 Cor. xi. 10). They are associated with the redeemed in heaven (Heb. xii. 22), so as
8. The angels desire
to derive much information concerning the kingdom of God.
increased knowledge of the ways of God with man. This might be inferred from the
fact that they come specially into the foreground at great turning-points in the history
of the kingdom of God, such as the founding of the old and new covenants, and the
humiliation and exaltation of Christ. But they are expressly represented as desiring
"to look into" the great realities of redemption (1 Pet. i. 12), and here they are
instructed in the manifold wisdom of God by means of the Church.
II. The instruction conveyed by the Church is " the greatly diversified
WISDOM OF God." It is a curious fact that the interest of the angels is not in the
power or the goodness of God, but in his wisdom, as if to imply that the work of
redemption represents the highest order of intelligence. It is also a high honour to man
that he should first receive the knowledge which the angels are to receive through
man. But the angels, by their great age for they may be thousands of years old
have advantages that short-lived man does not possess for comparing the wisdom of
God as manifest in widely distant ages. But the wisdom here referred to centres ia
the Church the spiritual body constituted in Christ, and its variety is manifest in
the original plan of salvation, in the selection of a Redeemer, in the incarnation, in
the atonement, in the application of salvation to Gentile and Jew, in the spread
of the Greek language, in the triumph of the Boman law, and in all the dispensations by which the Church has been led onward to her final destiny. Thus our earth,
though a mere speck in space, becomes, in the eyes of angels, the brightest of stars
for it is the platform of that Church which mirrors forth "the manifold wisdom

—

—

—

of God."

m.

It 18 the Church which

is

the medium op angelic insteuction. Not specifiChurch as the exhibition

cally the preaching of apostles, nor human preaching, but the
in its long and checkered history of the wisdom of God.

IV. This exhibition op the manifold wisdom was involtbd is the original
PLAN OP salvation. " According to the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ
Jesus our Lord." The scheme was fixed in the counsel of peace ; it was executed. in
all its parts in and through Jesus Christ, in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdoaa
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and knowledge ; and H found historical realization in the progress and kingdom of Qod,
apart from all dispensational limitations.
T. 0.

—

The new spirit ofapproouih to God. As the effect of the work of redempVer. 12.
we stand in a new relation to God, which entitles us to a continuous access to

tion,

and confiding,
boldness and access to God. There is an open, intrepid speaking
which springs from a mind confiJent in itself and strong in the justice of the cause it
espouses; hut the freedom of speech here referred to is based upon a true appreciation
of our relation to Christ and the security enjoyed by the believer in the midst of all
Our God is indeed a consuming fire, yet the believer can
his tremors and dubieties.
approach him without servile fear, simply because Christ is the way of access, and
the heart has been sprinkled from an evil conscience through his blood.
II. It is in Cheist wb have this changed disposition in pbayer.
He died that
we might have " boldness to enter into the holiest." We see in his atonement, not
a means of deliverance out of the hands of God, but the "strongest of all reasons for
casting ourselves into the hands of God as the very best Friend we have in all the
universe.
Our security from the wrath of God is in the bosom of God. It is Jesus
who gives us audience with God, dispelling at the same time from the mind of the
worshipper those suggestions which would restrict or narrow the riches of God's love.
III. It is by paith in Christ we kbach this new temper op boldness.
It is by
the faith of which Christ is both the Object and the Author, discovering to us the
dignity of his person, the efficacy of his work, the security of his love, that we are
enabled joyfully to approach God. It is thus we have confidence in our approaches
to God.
Christ's sacrifice, as it has given infinite satisfaction to God, is fitted to
inspire the soul of the believer with perfect confidenceL
He sees that nothing more is
needed to ensure his everlasting acceptance, and is thus led to tread with boldness the
entrance into the sanctuary of God's presence. He has peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ. He has confidence in regard to his interest in God's love, in re'gnrd
to the power and faithfulness of God to fulfil his promises, and in regard to the continuousiiess of the supply of grace necessary to his final salvation.
IV. The effects of this boldness and access to God are to make ns superior
to all the afflictions op life. The apostle beseeches the Ephesians, on this
ground, not to lose heart on account of the afSictions that had come to himself on
their account.
The cynical philosopher represents most men as easily reconciled to
the misfortunes of their friends, but Christianity not only enjoins but sustains a nobler
temper. So close was the relationship that existed between the apostle and the saints
at Ephesus, that his afBictions had fallen upon them like almost the reality of a personal experience. They were not to be discouraged by his tribulations, which were,
after all, the price paid for hia uucomprumising assertion of their riubts as Gentiles.
hira, free, unrestricted,
I.

We have

—T.a

—

Ver. 15. " The family in heaven and in earth." The prayer of the apostle, which
Includes a reference to the whole family interest of the universe under the blessed
Father, is one of the most fervent, comprehensive, and sublime to be found in all
Scripture.
Let us consider the force and beauty of the expression, " the family in
heaven and in earth." The primary reference is to the Church of God, but it likewise
Includes the angels, who merge with the saints into one family ; for " all they are
brethren." The Church is the family of God in many respects.
I. It is so in the tie that binds all the members tooethbk.
family has its
constitution in nature, not in similarity of opinion, or interest, or taste.
cannot
choose who shall be our brothers or sisters. There are relationships in human life
into which we can enter or not enter at will, such as political associations, literary
fellowships, social bonds of various kinds.
The family is not of this character. Now,
the Church is a family unlike these merely voluntary associations, for it is founded by
God himself, in which we have our place by his own adopting grace, and once we are
there, our relations to everything internal and external are determined, not by ourgelves, but by the laws of family life.
become " children of God by faith in Christ
Jesus " (Oil. iii. 26). There may be members in this family who may not recognize
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ns as fellow-members at all, but we are members notwithstanding, by ties which they
have done nothing to create and which they cannot undo by their exclusiveness or
Yet all the members are really bound to each other by the tie of a
their bigotry.
common life, for they live by faith in Christ Jesus, and of a common love; for faith
worketh by love, and never works without it. Jesus says, " Love one another, as I
have loved you." That is, we are to love with a love practical, humble, bountiful,
patient, gentle, all-embracing,

IL The Chuboh

and

lasting as Christ's

own

love.

a family by

its unity.
There is but one Father in the Divin«
family, who unites in himself the perfection of fatherly and motherly affection. There
is but one Church on earth, " one body," as there is but one faith, one baptism, one
Wherever there is union with Christ, there is membership in his body the
hope.
Church. The indwelling of the Holy Spirit is the bond of unity in the Church. It
follows, therefore, that believers must be one in laith, love, and obedience,
There are great
III. The Church as a family admits of qeeat divebsities.
diversities of affection, of temperament, of character, in the same family, contributing,
is

The completeness of the family
indeed, to the fulness and happiness of its life.
depends, indeed, on the beautiful fusion of its masculine and feminine elements. Now,
the Church similarly, though one, exists under great diversities of form and condition.
There are, first, the two great divisions of the Church into the heavenly and the earthly
membership. It is a mistalie to say, as some do, that the Church consists only of
God does not set members in
living saints, as if the dead ceased to be in its unity.
the body that they may die out of it again ; he is the God, not of the dead, but of the
living; and if such members are not in the body, they are without a Head, that is,
without Jesus Christ, who is the only Head of the body. Can " the whole body " grow
to the measure of the stature of a perfect man without including the growth of the
Then, againj there are the diversities of dispensations.
entire Church of God?
Believers of every age, no matter under what dispensation they lived, are members of
the Divine family. The way of salvation was always the same (Eom. iv.). The one
Lamb of Gud who took away the sin of man was " slain from the foundation of the
world " (Eev. viii. 8). The variety of dispensations marks the onward stages of the
family life.
Then, again, there are the diversities of opinion which have existed
within the Church of God without destroying its unity ; and endless diversities of
character and temperament, all governed more or less by the subduing grace of God
and the diveisities of lot, service, and event, illustrated in the career of the members of
this family.
IV. The Chuboh
a family with a final oatherino and a home fob all its
sepabatbd members. There is a house of " many mansions," which our Saviour has
gone before to prepare (John xiv. 2) " the holy places made without hands ; " the
grand metropolis of God's moral rule, " whither the tribes go up, the tribes of the
Lord," from every realm of earth, from every age of time. There angels will mingle
with saints, and interchange experiences of the love of God. The fatherhood of God
is thus seen to connect different orders of beings by a new and loving tie.
Happy
Happy family, whose ranks are
family, whose names are written in heaven I
unbroken, whose hearts are one 1 Gathered home at last, to be for ever with the Lord,
and for ever with one another! T. 0.

n
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—

Ver. 16.

A

prayer for spiritual strength.

several interesting points.
I. It is a pbayeb fob

the

This beautiful supplication suggests

It is not for their conversion, but that they
apostle's desire was to make men eminent
Christians, to quicken them in tlie heavenly race, to promote in them a growth in grace
and knowledge which would contribute to their spiritual robustness.

might have

life still

saints.

more abundantly.

The

IL The blessing sought is beoarded as a free gift. " That he would grant
you ... to be strengthened." All true prayer proceeds upon the supposition that we
can expect nothing from God but as a free gift through Jesus Christ. There must be a
sense of want along with a spirit of entire dependence on the Lord, so that the believer
may realize the sweetness of the promise, "My God shall supply all your need
scoording to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus " (FhiL iv. 19).
UL The blessing is spiritual sibenoth. " Strengthened with might . . . in ih«
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which is a matter of slight moment
made the subject of foolish boasting among men ; nor
but for
for intelleotnal strength, which is a much more important factor in human hfe
" strength in the inner man." This is not to be confounded with " the new man." It is
rather "the hidden man of the heart" (1 Pet. iil. 4); the man "created after God"
inner man."

It is not a prayer for physical strength,

in God's sight,

though

it is

often

;

(ch. iv. 24) in righteousness and holiness; the interior principle of spiritual life; tlie
personification of our intellectual and spiritual life, with its impulses, its feelings, its
This is the sphere, the direction, the destination, of the strength prayed for.
struggles.
It is a prayer that God would malce us eminent in grace and goodness, that our souls
may prosper and be in health like our bodies, that we may be able to grapple with all

our spiritual enemies, to resist temptation, to endure afflictions, to perform the duties
of our .Christian calling. If wo have strength, we shall be able to run in the way o'
God's commandments (Isa. xl. 31). Our pliysical strength is renewed from day to day
by food and rest. So is our spiritual strength daily renewed by the Bread of life ; and
thus the apostle could say of liimself, "I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me."
IV. The Source op this strenoth is the Spirit of God. "By the Spirit."
Here is the Fountain of spiritual energy. The Spirit strengthens the believer by leading
him to the fulness of grace that is in Christ, by shedding abroad the love of God in his
heart, by applying the promises of the gospel, by makinw the Scriptures sources of that
"joy of the Lord which is our strength," and thus causing us to go from strength
It is easy to see, indeed, that the
to strength till at last we stand before God in Zion.
Fountain of strength is in the Spirit for all the nine graces of the Spirit love, joy,
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance (Gal. v. 22)
are so many factors of this inward power. They promote the freedom and efficiency
;

of

—

—

life.

The measure of this stbenqth. " According to the riches of his glory." The
apostle asks it i». no limited measures; he asks it in the measure of the riches of
that glory which is seen in his blended and harmonious attributes, God will act up
" Open thy mouth wide, and I will fill it,
to the difrnity of his infinite perfections.
;
saith the Lord " " Ask, and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full."
There is au
inexhaustible source of mercy upon which we may draw at pleasure in the iupreme
exigencies of our life.
VI. Consider the importance op the blessing asked fob. There is happiness
in strength, there is misery in weakness ; there is efficiency in strength, there is
futility in weakness.
1. Our usefulness depends on large supplies of spiritual strength.
"Ye are the salt of the
If we are weak, what good can we do in the world?
earth ; but if the salt have lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted ? It is thenceIt is not enough
forth good for nothing."
2. We glorify God by this fuller strength.
to have grace enough to carry us to heaven ; we must abound in the fruits of righteousLet us, then, pray earnestly that we may becoafie
ness to the praise and gloiy of God.
" strong in the Lord, and in the power of his miglit," and that our inward man may be
renewed day by day, even though our outward man show signs of weakness and
V.

decay,—T,

a

—

The indwelling of Christ in believers. "That Christ may dwell in youi
Ver. 17.
Whether we regard this clause of the prayer as representing the
hearts by faith."
result, or the purpose, or the source of the spiritual strength spoken of in the previous
Its own meaning is perfectly clear.
clause, it is in very close relationship with it.
Christ. Tliere is a threefold idea suggested by the t«>rm.
I, The Indwellee
It is origin1. The believer is regarded as a temple or house to be divinely inhabited.
Judging by the
ally a house in ruins, to be restored as a beautiful temple of the Lord.
analogy of restoring a ruined house, the first operation is a cleansing out of the rubbish
the second, an opening of the windows to admit the pure air of heaven, and a kindling
of a fire on the hearth ; the third is a closing up of all the cracks or openings in the
walls by which the wind or air finds access ; and the fourth is the furnishing of the
rooms with such articles of convenience as our taste and our means may enable us to
procure. Similarly, when the Lord takes up his abode in the sinner's heart, the process,
though not successive in point of time, includes, first, the application of the blood o(

—
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" the heart sprinkled from an evil conscience " second, the opening of the
windows of the understanding to displace the tainted atmosphere of man's thoughts,
and the Itindling of the fire of love Divine in the heart third, the watchful closing up
of those avenues in the soul through which sin so easily finds access and fourth, the
furnishing of the soul with the needed graces of the Spirit. 2. The indwelling is here
ascribed to Ghrist. It is elsewhere ascribed to the Holy Spirit " Know ye not that
ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you ? " (1 Cor. iii. 16).
It is likewise ascrihed to the Father: "He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and
God in him " (1 John iv. 16). These varying forms of expression find their solution
He that hath seen the Son hath seen the Father, and
in the doctrine of the Trinity.
he that hath the Son hath the Father then, again, he that hath the Son hath the
Now if any man have not the
Spirit of Christ " The Spirit of Gk)d dwelleth in you.
Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if Christ be in you . . . the Spirit is life because
of righteousness " (Eom. viii. 9, 10). Therefore, when the apostle speaks of Christ dwelling in our hearts, he refers to the Spirit's indwelling, for Christ dwells in his people by
But there is a distinction in the modes of this indwelling: the Father
his Spirit.
dwells in us by love (1 John iv. 16) the Son by faith (ch. iii. 17) the Spirit lies hid
3. It implies
in the heart, working the faith in the one case and the love in the other.
an abiding habit of life, Christ does not come as a sojourner or as a wayfaring; man,
that turneth aside to tarry for the night, but as a constant dweller. Herein lies our
;

Christ to

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

security for the continuance, the power, the comfort, of this

—the heart.

life.

the true shrine. The word
signifies the seat of religious knowledge as well as feeling. Thus Christ sits at the very
centre of spiritual life, himself the very Life of that life (Gal. ii. 20), controlling all its
impulses and movements. The objects we most desire we treasure in the heart. The
heart wearies of many things, but can never weary of this Divine Visitant, who can
speak with commanding voice when the soul is disturbed by suggestions of sin. " If
our heart condemn us, God is greater than our heart " (1 John iii. 20). The Lord is
the supreme Possessor of the heart "now sprinkled from an evil conscience."
This is not to be
III. The subjective means of the indwelling— faith.
reo-arded merely as the means of our justification, or as the root of our spiritual life, but
as" its continuously sustaining principle, according to the apostle's teaching: "I live;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me : and the life which I now live in the flesh I live
by the faith of the Son of God" (Gal. ii. 20). 'J'his is the faith that worketh by
It is the principle of spiritual
love, that purifies the heart, that overcometh the world.
communion ; it is that by which we realize the presence, the excellence, the power,
of Christ in us; it ifl that which radiatei all grace and peace through the believer's
II.

The seat op indwelling

This

is

heart.—T. 0.
Ver. 18. Love, the root and foundation of spiritual knowledge. " That ye, being
rooted and grounded in love," may comprehend and know the love of Christ. The effect
of Christ's indwelling in believers is to root them and found them deeply in love love
being the root of the tree of life in the one case, and the foundation of the temple or
house in the other ; for the soul, ever contemplating Christ within it, is changed into
his very likeness. The apostle means that the Ephesian saints would grow in the
"Blessed are
knowledge of that love by growing into the likeness of that love.
;
the pure in heart : for they shall see God " " The meek will he guide in judgment, the
meek will he teach his way." The truths of God are by them spiritually discerned.
There is a deep philosophy in this matter. Men cannot understand each other except
so far as they have the radical elements of the same experiences in themselves. I
understand what you mean when you say you are hot or cold, because I have had
sensations of heat and cold in myself. Thus people of dissimilar tempers, or culture, or
vulgar man cannot understand
opportunities are apt to misunderstand eadi other.
practical man of the world, who is to-day what he was
a man of high refinement.
yesterday, and will be to-morrow what he is to-day, can never understand the man of
poetic genius, whose spirits come and go like the tides, to-day in the height of sentimentafecstasy, to-morrow in the depths of despair. There must, therefore, be similarity
of temper or experience to promote a real understanding. Thus we can see how only
lOTC can understand love. Even in our worldly intimacies, it is not quieknem of foi-
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sympathy or affection that enables us to understand our friend*.
"Love's quick eye can pierce through disguises impenetrable to a colder scrutiny."
Thus it is that the knowledge of God is not to be compassed by a mere exercise of the
" He that loveth not knoweth not God ; for
intellect ; it is to be attained through love
God is love " (1 John iv. 8). Thus it comes to pass that we can know the love of
Ohrist realizingly just in proportion as we have that which resembles it in our own hearts,
and that love is there in virtue of his own indwelling by the Spirit. "The Christ of
the Bible manifests himself, and, by the laws of human nature, can manifest himself
only to his own image formed in the heart." Thus it is possible to read a new meaning
Into the beautiful sentence of inspiration, " Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that
love him " (1 Cor. ii. 9).
Our Lord has suggestively said, " If any man will do his will,
he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God." There are moral as well as
intellectual conditions in the pathway of all extended knowledge.
T. G.
ception but the force of

:

—

—

3%« eomprehension of the hve of Christ, The true science for saints
" Christ's love."
I, Consider this lovb as represented in the passage as to length, breadth,
height, and depth. 1. IVsese dimensions seem to imply infinity.
It has been suggested
Vers. 18, 19.

Is

that the apostle speaks as it' standing in a centre, himself the object of this love,
enveloped by an atmosphere of love which stretches away inimitably above, beneath,
around. He prays that all saints may stand, as it were, in tiie focus of the same
enveloping love. What is that which has thus its centre wherever a saint is to be
found ? The centre of infinite space is wherever we stand ; for we carry this centre with
So it is with the infinite love of Christ, which surrounds
us, no matter where we go.
the saints with its vast and limitless expanse. Each saint ought to feel that he is in
the very centre of that love, as if the sole object of its guiding, purifying, comforting
care.
Human aflfection has its limits, for it cannot lavish its richest treasures upon
Not so the heart of Jesus, which has room lor millions
several beings at the same time.
upon millions of saints. 2. Sut the love of Christ may be seen in its pre-eminence from
Not only does he love millions, but there is a wonderful
the standpoint of time.
duration in his affection for us. We think gratefully of the parental affection that
shone upon our life before any time that our memory can recall, and long before we
value most the friendships that have lasted longest.
were conscious of its existence.
But what is all earthly love to the everlasting love of Christ, which had us in his henrt
ages before our birth, and had a kingdom prepared for us before the foundation of the

We

world?

But

his love is as lasting as it is ancient.

Human affection

often fails throiish

misunderstandings, collisions of interests, variations of pursuit, so that there is oftc n
a painful sense of uncertainty as to the future ; but even that aiTection can hardly
follow us, as to any real succour or comfort, throughout the unknown life that awaits
us beyond the grave. There is One, however, who is the same yesterday, to-day, and
for ever ; on the continuance of whose love we can securely count in time and throughout eternity. If he love us now, he will love us to the end. What, then, shall separate
us from such a love? 3. But this love might he regarded from another standpoint
think of its intensity. We measure its intensity by its sacrifices, its sufferings, its
burdens ; yet we must remember that there was more than a mere human sensibility
beating in the heart of Christ. He plants himself in the very heart of this world's
ingratitude and rebellion and unbelief, exposed to all its hatred, revenge, impurity,
profanity ; and dies for this very world, " the Just for the unjust, that he might bring
us to God."
II. It is a lovb designed to be the object alike of comprehension and of knowLEDGB. The apostle prays that the Bphesian saints may comprehend the dimensions
of it and " know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge." There is a difference
do not want simply to know about Christ's love, of which
between the two terras.
the absolute understanding is beyond our reach, but to know it, to realize it as a
possession of our own, to have an experimental knowledge of its preoiousness. Such
love may be darkness to the intellect, but it is sunshine to the heart ; too marvellous
"In a word, to know the love
for us to comprehend, but not too rich for us to enjoy.
of Christ it is might in weakness ; it is patience In tribulation ; it U xtren'ttb fot

We
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it is

heaven brought down to earth
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it is

heaven dwelling

within the soul."

this realized love. " That ye may be
the fulness of God." 1. The fulness of Odd is the fulness which Qod
possesses, and therefore incapable of beino; contracted to the dimensions of a human
heart.
Yet that fulness the plenitude of the Divine perfection, which is said to dwell
in Christ bodily
^is the very measure unto
are to be
which we are to be filled.
perfect as our Father in heaven is perfect ; we are to come " to the perfect man, to the
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ ; " we are actually predestinated to be
conformed to the image of that Son of God who is the Brio;htness of the Father's glory,
and the express Image of his person. 2. We are to be filled unto that fulness. The
apostle does not say tliat we shall reach it in this life, or that, if we reach it in the life
beyond, the distance between God and us will net still be less than infinite. Plunge
an empty vessel into the ocean, it is filled out of and filled with the fulness of the
waters that surround it on every side. That empty vessel is our soul. It can lake
in the fulness of God in its own measure of self-containment.
The comparison, to be
more exact, demands that the vessel in question should be of expansible material, like
a sponge, which, lying withered upon the rock, becomes larger and larger as it is sunk
in the deep, till it is merged in the very fulness of the sea.
Thus our dry and withered
souls, filled with the love of Christ, expand gradually into the very fulness of God.
3. Effects of this filling unto Ood's fulness.
One is that, with a well so full and overflowing, our vessels need never be empty.
You may ask too little you cannot ask too
much : for the very fulness of God is ever flowing into you. You cannot exhaust it by
any frequency of resort to it. Study ever more and more the love of Christ, which,
like an arch, stands all the firmer from every additional stone with which it is weighted.
Another effect is that, in proportion as you are being filled with God's fulness, there is
less room in the heart for sin, or fear, or doubt, or pain.
The fulness, like the perfect
love, " casteth out fear."
As in an exhausted receiver, the more the air is drawn off
the more firmly will the machine clasp the surface upon which it stands, so the more
that guilt and fear are drawn off from the believer's heart, the more will it cleave to the
a^TTiighty strength on which it rests.
Let our hearts rejoice, therefore, in the fulness
of (Vid.—T. C.
III.

filled

The oband purpose and result of

with

all

—

—
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Vers. 20, 21.

A great doxoloqy.

The

apostle

had exhausted

all

the fdrms of suppli-

and now he casts himself upon the very infinitude of God, which was able to
supply more than the thoughts or desires of men could suggest in the sphere of prayer.
I. The theme of the doxologt.
It is no abstract ascription of glory to God it
is one full of hope and cheer to the Church
the ability of God to do great things for
his people.
There is a sort of climax in the language employed God is able to do
what we nsk or think ; he is able to do above all we ask or think ; nay, abundantly
above it; nay, exceeding abundantly above all we ask or think; and our thinking is
very much wider than our asking. Two things make us strong in prayer a deep sense
Perhaps we shall hardly venture to ask some
of need and a strong hope of supplj'.
blessings, but we oui;ht to considtr that we are either to approach God on our own
merits or on the merits of Christ. If we pray for blessing on our own merits, we can
hardly be too stinted in our asking; but if on the merits of Christ, wo ought not to
disgrace God by asking little things on such a wide basis of encoiiiagement.
We have,
in fact, got a carte-blanche put into our hands by Christ, saying, " Ask what you will, and
We are to ask up to our power of thinking, and far beyond
it shall be done unto you."
it; for "God giveth liberally and upbraideth not." " Prove me now, ... if I will not
open you the windows of heaven, and pour yon out a blessing that there shall not be room
enough to receive it." But Paul says merely that God is " able " to do so ; what about
We remember, when speaking of God's ultimate restoration of the
his will to do so ?
Jews, Paul says, " And they also, if they abide not still in unbelief, shall be graffed in
{r>r God is able to graff them in again."
That is, they shall be, because God is able to
do it. Therefore, we shall never have asked too much till we have asked beyond God's

cation,

;

—

:

—

ability.
II.

The heasubk or the foweb befekbkd

vorketh in

ii«."

to.
"According to the power that
II i* not abstract or iotrinsio omnipotenoe, such as merely snggesta
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B possibility that may never pass into a reality. It is a power in actual exercise for tha
benefit of the Church of God.
It is in actual operation even before we have begun to
ask or think ; it is " the exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe; " it
is the glorious and surpassing power of God, not only irreversibly pledged, but irrevocably in operation. The principal thing that God does for us is what he does in us.
" According to the power that worketh in us." There is a power that worketh for us,
in virtue of whose supremo disposal " all things work together for good to them that
;
love God " but ther« ic :; power that worketh in us, to will and to do of his good
pleasure, that perfecteth that which concerneth us, keeping us from falling, so that we
may be presented blameless before the presence of his glory.
III. The debt op globy dub to buch a God.
"Unto him ... be the glory.^
^Tiat shall we not render unto him? Is it not a glorious work he has done?
''^UBbt make him glorious, but we can tell how glorious he is in his gracious and mighty'
administration. " Thine is the glory," said Christ. All glory belongs to him. Many
glorious things exist in creation.
The sun is glorious, the stars are glorious, even
one star differing from another star in glory ; but it is God who feeds their wonderful
fires.
They belong unto Jehovah. " No flesh must glory in his presence ; " and the
only way not to glory before him is to glory in him. " He that glorieth, let him glory
in the Lord."

We

IV. Thb sphbbe or scbne or this globy. " Unto him be the glory in the Church and
in Christ Jesus." " The locality or sphere is the Church, the outward theatre on which
this glory is manifested before men ; " and " Christ Jesus is " the Minister of this glory
to God, the Minister of the true tabernacle which the Lord pitched, and not man, by
whom the glory in question is presented with acceptance. In iact, it is in him God
manifests the glory of his perfections as the God of grace and salvation ; it is through
him he shines into our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory of God.
Thus the blessings descend through Christ to the Church, just as all the Church's
service goes up to God through the hands of Jesus Christ.
v. Thb period of this globy. " To all the generations of the age of the ages."
camulative expression of great force. This glory is to be given to God during all the
ages of time. " His Name shall endure for ever ; men shall be blessed in him ; all
;
nations shall call him blessed " "I will make thy Name to be remembered in all
generations." The stream of time rolls on world without end, but the glory is to
continue through all the ages of eternity. "Blessing, and houour, and glory, and
power, be to him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb for ever and erer.

A

Amen."
VI. Lessons to be dbawk fbom this doxology. Let. us not be poor any more in
our supplications ; let us not be stinted in asking to the dishonour of his abounding
grace.
Let us be encouraged to ask by the recollection of the blessings we have already
received.
Let us show a more signal gratitude for all our meicies. Are not the extent
of our obligations and the perfection of the holiness to which they bind us, far beyond
our powers of ajiprehending or appreciating them ? and ought they not to leave us with
the similar question of bewildered gratitude, " What manner of persons ought we to
be?"—T. C.

—

Tl>e deith of the tribal spirit.
The apostle, having stated the unity
Vers. 1 13.
between Jews and Gentiles in the one spiritual temple, proceeds in this parenthesis to
state the aspect of the gospel which is thus presented.
It amounts, in fact, to the death
of the ti'ibal feeling, and to the encouragement of that broad cosmopolitanism which has
been fostered by the Christian system. Paul, of course, rejoiced in his Jewish origin
and in all the privileges which he had thus inherited. But since his conversion unto
Christ, the narrowness had disappeared, and he took his stand before the world as the
apostle and apologist of the Gentiles, hoping for the same elevation of character for

tkem

as for himself.

Let us notiob how Paul was pi!epared fob this championship of the
Gentiles. (Ver. 6.) He had come to enteitain a deep humility of spirit. He deemed
I.

himself " less than the least of all saints." In Paul's experience it has been observed
there is a progress. First he speaks of himself as " the least of the apostles, that am
not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the Church of God" (1 Oar. xv. 9).
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Secondly, as in this passage before us, he regards himself not only as hardly worthy o(
the name of an apostle, but as less than the least of all saints.
Having ranked all
apostles above himself in the first instance, he now ranks all the saints above him.
Then, thirdly, he puts himself below all other sinners, and declares, " This is a faithful
saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners ; of whom I am chief " (1 Tim. i. 15).
Now, this expresses a complete revolution in Pharisaic thought.
Unquestionably Paul had learned to judge himself severely
when he comes to conclusions such as these. Now, Christianity secures this apparent
mora! paradox of esteeming each the other better than himself (Phil. ii. 3). " By
humility," as A. Monod has said in his ' Explication,' " the Christian is led to judge
himself severely, while charity comes to his aid in making him judge favourably of
another.
Each one, besides, reading in his own heart and not that of others, perceives
only in himself that depth of sin which is the worst aspect of it, although least visible,
and he can always hope that with others, whatever the appearances may be, this depth,
hidden from his eyes, is better than with him." This personal humiliation, then, is the
preparation Paul receives for his great r6le as elevator of the Gentiles. It is when
personally abased that we are exalted in heart and hope, and become the willing
servants of mankind.
II. Paul's estimate of his office.
(Ver. 8.) It wasa "grace" given to him to
be allowed by God to preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ. His
notion was that it was the crown and summit of human privilege to be thus placed in
charge of such a commission. He magnified his ofBce. He saw nothing to be compared with it in the privileges of men. He would have endorsed the words of a great
modern preacher when he declared to students for the ministerial office, " There is no
career that can compare with it for a moment in the rich and satisfying relations into
which it brings a man with his fellow-men, in the deep and interesting insight which it
gives him into human nature, and in the chance of the best culture for his own
character. . . . Let us rejoice with one another that in a world where there are a great
many good and happy things for men to do, God has given us the best and happiest, and
made us preachers of his truth."
III. The moral elevation which the oospel proposes to bestow upon the
Gentiles. (Ver. 6.) Up to our Lord's time the tribal idea prevailed. The Jews were
a tribe, and their pulicy was, as their policy would still be, the supremacy of the tribe.
But Christ proposed not to carry the Jewish tribe up to proud supremacy, but, on the
contrary, to bring all other tribes up to their level of privilege, and to weld the world's
peoples into one. It was he who first touched the key of cosmopolitan comprehensiveness and bade the narrow tribal spirit to cease. He talked of many coming from east
and west to sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven
(Matt. viii. 11). He talked of drawing " all men " unto himself once he was lifted on the
cross (John xii. 32).
He spoke of Jerusalem ceasing to be the single centre of true
worship, and of true worshippers worshipping the Father anywhere (John iv. 21 24).
All nations were to be discipled by his servants (Matt, xxviii. 20). Into these broad
and noble views for mankind the eleven did not very rapidly or fully enter. Doubtless
Peter had inaugurated the Gentile Pentecost iirthe house of Cornelius ; but he relapsed
into narrowness a few years later at Antioch.
It was reserved, therefore, for Paul, the
most powerful mind of the apostolic band, to catch the cosmopolitan spirit of his Master,
and to champion the Gentile against all the prejudice of the Jewish world. It has been
suggested that he would not have chosen the appointment had it been left to himself.
But, as far as we can judge, he showed no narrowness once he had humbled himself at
Christ's feet on the way to Damascus.
He there ceased to be the patriot of a tribe,
and became, in the widest and worthiest sense, a citizen of the world and a champion
There is surely something grand in this idea of lifting
of the rights of universal man.
outcaet communities into the highest and holiest associations.
There is no casting of
contempt on any tribe, but extending pity and compassion unto all. The golden gate
of privilege is opened wide for every one. The missionary enterprise is the best and
noblest policy which men have set themselves in earnest to carry through
IV. The lesson thus affobded to the heavenly world. (Vers. 10 12.) The
idea of Paul is that the angels on high look down with rapt interest and profit upon
what is taking place in the Church. The moTements of men outside the^Church have
.
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of course, their interest ; t^ut it \s the bringing of the different peoples of tTie earth into
tlie glorious unity of the Church of God wliich so strilces the attention of the heavenly
world. The Divine society which is gathering round Jesus is the most instructive
exhibition of Grod's purposes which the heavenly world can contemplate.
As Jonathan
Edwards put it in his sermon upon ver. 10, the angels are benefited by the salva*.'0D
of men, (1) by seeing therein a great and wonderful manifestation of the glory of God
may be sure that the
(2) by Jesus Christ, as God-Man, becoming their Head.
history of the world looks very differently to the immortals from what it does in the
pages of mortal history.
see the tramp of armies and of battles upon the graphic
page, and an account more or less intelligent of the different and concurrent causes
but with what fuller insight and appreciation must the heavenly world look down
upon the vicissitudes of time I Amid the conflicting policies of different states and
nations, the missionary enterprise appears as the one consistent and uniting policy.
The elevation of the world's peoples into one consecrated whole, into one mighty family,
into one organic whole, is surely worthy of a God. And tijis is what the Church
exhibits ; it was for this Paul suffered, it i* for this we in our respective spheres must
•truggle too. B. M. E!.
;

We

We

—
Vers. 14 — 21.

—

77ie OhrisMan Irotherhoocl
PauVs second prayer. Prom the noble
idea of the elevation of the heathen to equal privileges with the Jews, the apostle
proceeds to a second prayer for the Bphesian converts, in which he rises to still greater
elevation of thought. Prostrating himself before the Father of all, he contemplates

a family unity embracing both heaven and earth, and he prays that his friends at
Ephesus may experience such inward illumination and strength as to be fitting members
of the mighty family. The leading thought is, then. Christian brotherhood, which
embraces angels as well as men. The following thoughts are suggested by the prayer
L Christian beotherhood is to bb realized in devotion before a common
Patheb. (Ver. 14.) The words " of pur Lord Jesus Christ " are not in the most ancient
manuscripts, and are rightly omitted in the Bevised Version. This clears the ground for
the understanding of the family name. The word for " family" (rarpA) ig etymological ly
connected with rarijp, so that it is God the Father who supplies the patronymic to
" every family in heaven and on earth." All gather round the feet of a common
Father, and realize in their devotion the true brothirhood. We do not sufficiently think
of how much is accomplished when we get men everywhere on their knees with the
Lord's Prayer upon their lips. As we say from the heart, " Our Father, which art in
heaven," our hearts have become really one. However much we may squabble before
we proceed to prayer, if our prayer to the infinite Father be true, we have enteied by
Contention cannot stand " the light of the countenance " of
it into real brotherhood.
the great " Peace-maker."
IL Christian brotherhood is secured through the indwblliko of a common
Saviour. (Vers. 16, 17.) For the Holy Spirit, entering into the hearts of God's children,
enables them to entertain the elder Brother as a Guest. Christ dwells within each of
He comes to sup with us and to enable us to sup with him (John xiv. 21
us.
Bev. iii. 20). Christ within us becomes the unifying element. He is the Guest of
each and of alL As a Divine Being, he can pervade all the hearts and ensure the
brotherhood. The brotherhood is brought about and sustained by an indwelling Christ.
Taking possession of our natures, Jesus moulds them to his own gracious purposes and
:

secures the essential brotherhood all round.
III.

Christian brotherhood

ib

intensified through the gradual comprehen-

sion of Christ's wondrous love.; (Vers. 18, 19.) Jesus' by his indwelling becomes
the object as well as instigator of our love.
get " rooted and grounded in love."
The selfish, loveless life has ceased, and the loving and devoted life has begun. This
is essential to the comprehension of another's love.
As Eobertson says, " You must
love ia order to understand love. . . . One act of charity will teach us more of
the love of God than a thousand sermons."
Only loving hearts, then, can
appreciate the wondrous love of Christ. It passeth the knowledge of natural and
unloving men. Love is a revelation only unto love. But now, supposing that the
love of Christ has begun within us, then his wondrous love becomes a subject of endless
coatomplatiom Iti breadth and length, it* depth and height, praaeut » ptobleia liu
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our holy comprehenglon, which can never he exhausted. " The believer," says A. Monod,
" who has been represented just now as rooted and grounded in the love of the Lord, is
here represented as enveloped on all sides by this love, which extends itself in all
directions around him beyond the limits of vision.
Suspended in the very bosom of
the infinite love, like the earth in the bosom of space, he looks before him, behind him,
above him, below him, to seize the just measure of this love which has saved him, but
all ends in demonstrating the impossibility of measuring it.
The breadth ? On his
light and on his left, immensity.
The length ? Before him and behind him, immensity.
The depth ? Under his feet, immensity. The height ? Over his head, still immenHere, then, in the infinite love of Christ there is material for eternal study, and
sity."
the brotherhood realizes that it has begun an everlasting progress towards " the fulness
of God." As we comprehend Christ's love, we find ourselves proportionally " partakers
of the Divine nature " and filled with the Divine fulness.
This is the infinitely distant
goal ; this is the straight line to which our hyperbolic orbit is continually making
approach, tliongh destined never actually to reach it. And as we approach tlie perfection and fulness of God, we become the more united in Christian brotherhood.
IV, Christian brotherhood remains unbroken by the change of worlds.
(Ver. 15.) The family of love, who are gathering regularly round the feet of the
heavenly Father, cannot be broken up by death or change of worlds. Heaven with its
saints and angels, earth with its suffering and saintly souls, these constitute but one
family circle, and are pervaded by the one Christ and the one Christian spirit. It is
this thought which robs death of its sting and makes it appear but a sublime emigration.
The majority are in the Father's house above ; it is the minority that are left on
earth and our sainted dead have simply passed over to the majority and are awaiting
us aniid more perfect associations. " Death, in short," says Martineau, " under the
Christian aspect, is but God's method of colonization the transition from this mothercountry of our race to the fairer and newer world of our emigration. What though no
other passage thither is permitted to all the living and by neither eye nor ear we can
discover any trace of that unknown receptacle of vivid and more glorious life ? So
might the dwellers in any other sphere make complaint legpecting cur poor world.
Intensely as it burns with life, dizzy as our thought becomes with the din of its eager
passions and the cries of its many woes, yet from the nearest station that God's
universe affords nay, at a«few miles beyond its own confines, all its strong force, its
crowded cities, the breathless hurry and ferment of its nations, the whole apparition
and chorus of humanity, is still and motionless as death gathered all and lust within
the circumference of a dark or illumined disc. And silent as those midnight heavens
appear, well may there be, among their points of light, some one that thrills with the
glow of our lost and immortal generations; busy with the fleet movements and hapjjy
energies of existence more vivid than our own ; where, as we approach, we might catch
the awful voices of the mighty dead, and the sweeter tones, lately heard in the last
pain and sorrow, of our own departed ones."
V. The Christian brotherhood is sustained by the assurance of God's surpassing POWER. (Vers. 20, 21.) In the doxology the apostle adds one other thought
He wishes to ascribe glory unio God; but
to round and complete his glorious theme.
what attribute shall form the substance of the doxology ? The attribute of power.
isot, however, the physical power which obtains in the universe of sense, but the
And so he looks upward and
spiritual power which obtains in the "world of mind."
pronounces the mighty God as " able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask
In the world of sense he does
or think, according to the power that worketh in us."
not work up to his full strength, nor is there any reason why he should. The physical
universe speaks of his " eternal," but not necessarily of his " infinite " power (Rom. i.
And such
It is in the domain of the spirit that he performs his chefs-d'oeuvre.
20).
a thought if surely fitted to sustain the aspirations of the Christian brotherhood!
R. M. E.
;

;

—

;

The apostle has it
Vers. 1—13. Paul's apostleship to the Gentiles: introduction.
I'here is a twofold ground upon
in his mind to pray for the Ephesian Christians.
which he proceeds. 1. What has been said about them. " For this cause." He has
deiONb«d theoa in threw waya aa tooorporated in the Church. Sia last atatement
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pointed to their being built in. They were, therefore, objects for intercession, such as
2. Eis relation to them.
He did not stand at
their heathen ancestors had not been.
aa outside, but in the closest relation to them, such as brought with it the obligation
on his l)art to pray for them. (1) Se had a relation to them through the common
Master, being the prisoner of Christ Jesus. " I, Paul, the prisoner of Christ Jesus."
He was not the only one of whom that could be said, but " Paul the prisoner " was
well known to them. Indeed, it was an Ephesian named Trophimus who innocently
brought him into trouble. He was the prisoner of C'sesar ; but who was Caesar but the
hand of Christ in the matter? He recognized the fact that it was by Christ's mil
primarily that he was a prisoner. Christ being above Csesar in power, and therefore
able to order it otherwise, it was to human appearance strange that a worker like Paul
should at this time hare been so restricted in his energies. But he who has eyes like
unto a flame of fire saw deeper into it than any other could. One good result which
flowed from his imprisonment was that he was able to give himself more to composition.
See here how there rose before the mind of the prisoner of Christ a glorious
conception of his Church, by which there will be greatest benefit to the end of time.
" In behalf of
(2) He was the prisoner of Christ Jesus on behalf of them, the Gentiles.
you Gentiles." His unbelieving countrymen (who in their spiritual priile were for the
exclusion of the Gentiles) had been his bitterest foes, and were, indeed, chargeable
(more than the Eoman authorities) with his imprisonment. He was suffering for his
liberality in seeking to include them, as was the will of Christ, within the pale of the
Church. He might well, then, claim to write to them, as well as be expected to offer
prayers on their behalf. But, having mentioned this ground of his praying for them,
ho goes asid« fcsBi his prayer, and does not proceed with the sentence which he has
commenced until the fourteenth veise, giving us a parenthesis which, for length and
weight together, is not surpassed. Transition to the suhject of his aposileship. "If
Gentiles, for whom he was suffering, could scarcely have
so be that ye have heard."
been ignorant, whether they had enjoyed his ministrations or not, of the fact of his
being apostle of the Gentiles. And if the Ephesian Christians had heard more particularly of the matter of the revelation, as probably they had done, for Paul laboured
two years among them, yet it would not he inconsistent with usage to say, " If so be
that ye have heard," as referring to a well-known fact, and as referring to it in the way
of calling them to self-scrutiny as to the time when they heard it and the person from

whom

they heard

it.

His apostleship was of Divinb akbanoement. " Of the dispensation."" It was
not of his own ordering, but was the dispensation of God. It was arranged that he
I.

should be a minister to preach unto the Gentiles (vers. 7, 8). This is in accordance
with his manner of viewing things in the first chapter. He who has the administration of the aeons has also the appointment of all who serve in his house, whether
ordinary or extraordinary.
II. Fob his apostleship he was favoueed with the knowledge of a mtstebt.
" Of that grace ot God which was given me to you-ward." He had no reason to look
for such a thing, but with a view to his acting as their apostle he was so favoured.
by revelation. " How that by
1. It was a mystery which was communicated to

Mm

was made known unto me the mystery." He did not receive it at secondhand, nor was it a discovery of his own but it was immediately and supernaturally
communicated to him. That was guarantee for the knowledge being certain and
thorough. The fact revealed to him at his conversion, that he was to bear Christ's
revelation

;

Name before the Gentiles, may only have given rise to perplexities as to the mode. We
can think of the revelation referred to here as coming to him, not without preparation
And it must have been a
of reflection on his part, during his retirement in Arabia.
great help to him in his perplexities to know confidently and timeously the principles
on which God was to proceed with the Gentiles. 2. It was a mystery of his knowledge
of which he had already given them evidence. " As I wrote afore in few words." The
reference is evidently to this same Epistle, especially to the first chapter, in which it is
part of the " mystery " of summing up all things in Chi ist, that Gentiles are put on
an equality with Jews in being made "heirs" on trusting in Christ. It was the
mystery of Christ, viz. as the great Eeconoiler. He had written in brief; but their
interest would make up for his brevity, and he claims that, in what he had said, he had

BH.
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given them the opportum'ty, when they should " read," of perceiving his understanding
And thus, through his communication to them of what he had got
of the mystery.
immediately from God, they would have the satisfaction of seeing for themselves what
the truth was. 3. It was a time when others were favoured with revelation of the
mystery as well as he. "Which in other generations was not mnde Itnown unto the
sons of men, as it hath now been revealed unto his holy apostles and prophets in
the Spirit." " Sons of men" has a certain association of incapacity. Being only sons
of men„ they could not be expected to know the mystery of themselves. And the
former generations of them had stood at a disadvantage. They had not been absolutely
excluded from the benefit of revelation. But still, in all that they had been favoured with,
in promises connected with the admission of the Gentiles, it had remained very much
of a mystery, until the then Ohristiiin period.
And the Apostle Paul, with an evident
enthusiasm, thinks of himself as in the company of apostles and prophets, upon whom
in that age the inflatus of the Spirit had come, and who were privileged to make communications of blessed import to the Gentiles. 4. What the contents of the mystery
were. "To wit, that the Gentiles are fellow-heirs, and fellow-members of the body, and
fellow-partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel." There is a catching up of a previous thread here, for which we were prepared by his reference to what
he had written before. " They were made a heritage." They had the " earnest " of an
"inheritance." They were "God's own possession."
There was something new (or
matter for revelation) in their thus heing fellow-heirs. For this was something bej'ond
the extension of grace to them. It indicated their relation to ancient Israel. The
Jews (or believers among them) were not the only successors of Israel. But the Gentile
They were in the true theocratic line. The presbelievers were served heirs as well.
And
tige of that people, the great things the Lord had done for them, were theirs.
Theirs were their Scriptures.
theirs, too, were even the lessons of their apostasies.
" Follow-membors of the body " is also a catching up of a previous thread. For he has
This had not been clear to the former
before written of the " one body " (ch. ii. 16).
generations.
They had not contemplated such a close commingling of Get tile and
Jewish elements. Was there to be no partition wall whatever? Was their identity as
Jews completely to be lost ? Yea, that was the form that mercy to the Gentiles was
to take.
And there were they in the Ephesian Church, some of them Jews and some
of them Gentiles, but all members of the body of Christ. " And fellow-partaker* of
the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel." " Fellow- partakers of the promise"
But there is a reason for connecting the remaining
is properly the parallel phrase.
words specially, if not exclusively, with this. For the promise (that is, to former
geneiations) refers to the same blessings offered (since the coming of Christ) in the
There is thus a catching up of a previous thread from the second chapter,
gospel.
wl'jere it is said that Christ came and preached the gospel (of peace) to Gentiles as well
And there was much for apostles and prophets to reveal of the mystery
as to Jews.
here.
For it was by so completely "filling up" the types, and presenting the real allsufficient sacrifice for sin, that all former restrictious could be done away.
Men no
longer needed to be circumcised or to go up to Jerusalem, but could freely participate
in the blessings of salvation simply as believing on Christ.
III. His BEING A MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL TO THE GbNTILBS FILLtID HIM WITH A
SENSE OF HIS OWN HNWOBTHiNESS. " Whorcof I was made a minister according to the
gift of that grace of God which was given me according to the working of his power.
Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, was this grace given, to preach unto
the Gentiles." Paul takes the lowly title of " minister " (literally, "one who runs at the
call of another," but used generally of a servant).
He was a servant in » particidar
order.
Orace was given him to preach unto the Gentiles. That was where he found
his work, where he was appointed to follow the Master.
And the gift of this gra^
(thus defined) was given him in a particular way " according to the working of his
power." " The mention of the power of God is founded on the circumstance that Paul
sees in his change of heart, from a foe to a friend of Christ, an act uf omnipotence."
Grander than the flash of the
It is an exercise of power that calls for our adoration.
lightning, the roll of the thunder, was the power which turned Saul into Paul, the
persecutor into the preacher. It is power which has been exercised »fter the same
example, notably in the case of Bunyan. It is power to which the Church can con-
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It is power to which th«
stantly look for the raising up of men to do its work.
greatest sinners may be pointed for their conversion to God. In magnifying tVie Divine
power, Paul humbles himself. But not thus does his feeling of humility (which none
need to cultivate more tiian ministers) find adequate expression. But in view of the
greatness of his calling he humbles himself still further. " Unto me, who am less than
There is employed, to express his meaning, what is both a
the least of all saints."
comparative and a superlative. There was no exaggeration in this to the apostle who,
though he could warmly vindicate his apostolic position when there was occasion, yet
had a feeling of his own nothingness (2 Cor. xii. 11). It belongs to a shallower Christian
experience than his was, to make such comparisons. To one who has felt his own utter
vileness before God, to think of instituting a comparison in personal worth, in spiritual
standing between himself and his fellow-Christians, is utterly abhorrent to him. He
There can be no doubt
riipudiates the thought ; he is less than the least of all saints.
that those who have (without feigning) the deepest feeling of humility are really the
It is not the case that a career of
best saints and the best champions of the faith.
wandering such as the apostle had (in his case it was wandering in self-righteousness
For we have all
for thirty years) is necessary to the deepest feeling of humility.
enoufih of evil in our hearts to lead to humiliation. But it may be said that those
who have had such wanderings and subsequent struggles are the most likely (in respect
of their opportunity) to excel in a knowledge of the con'uption of their hearts. The
are they that form
apostle supplies us with a rich expression here, " all saints."
Certainly none of mankind who have not the blood of Christ sprinkled
this order ?
upon them. Certainly more than those who have been specially "sainted" of men.
They include many " hidden ones " on earth.

Who

" But sure from many a hidden dell.
From many a rural nook untliought of, there
Eisee for that proud world the saints' prevailing prayer."
include the "elder saints" in heaven, both angels and men. They have all tlieij
are to look unto " Jesus, tlie Author
the universe of God.
and Perfecter of our faith;" but we are also to get strengthening, incitement, catholicity,
frum " the communion of saints."
IV. The subject of his pbeachino to the Gentiles was the unseabchablb
Tlie blessings of the gospel are compared by our Lord to gold : " I
EiciTES or Cheist.
And, in agreement with that, is this descrijition of
coun-sel thee to buy of me gold."
these blessings as " the unsearchable riches of Christ." There are none higher (as
there is nothing hisher in metals than gold), and, if we count them as men count gold,
they are inestimably precious. What are the blessings of the gospel ? There is first
of all peace, not the peace of unfallen beings, but the peace of those who have been
the sweet sense of sin forgiven, the blessed feeling that
sinners and are now reconciled
the guilt which was resting on us is removed, and that there is now nothing between
us and a holy God. And who can tell the preciousness of this blessing? The man
who has thij peace can feel richer than Croesus. It is a pea,ce which makes us
independent of the world, which the world cannot give and which the world cannot
take away. It is a peace which passeth all understanding, which has a mysterious,
unspeakable sweetness about it, so that he who has once felt what it is would never
Another blessing is spiritual understanding. The man who knows is
like to lose it.
on a different footing from the man wlio does not know. Think of one who has all the
light of modern science, compared with the Chinaman who is only where his ancestors
were two or three thousand years ago. Think of one who has all the light which
Christianity has shed on the highest matters, compared with the fetichist whose dim
How dark the world would have been
object of reverence is some unconscious stone.

They

We

circle of influence in

—

But, along
day but for the dayspring from on high which hath visited us
with that outward light which shines widely, there is to all who seek and embrace it
an inward light of the Holy Ghost. Blind Bartimseuses, we believe in Christ, and we
And what riches it is to have spiritual insight, to have the veil
receive our sight.
taken off God and truth, to he under no delusion, to be deliveied from every error, and
A third blessing, but a very compreheu.sive
to see things clearly in the light of God
But
one, is holy feelivg. What a cage of unclean birds doos sin make of our hearts I
at this

I

!
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the gospel introduces a radical change of feeling. "For the law of the Spirit of life in
Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death." And is it not golden
feeling in which there is no sinful element, but only the fine grain
to have fine feeling
of holiness ; to have devoutest reverence and tenderest love towards God ; to have due
respect and tender love toward our fellow-men? The man who feels aright all round
has his wealth in his soul, there a perpetual feast. These blessings we may regard as
Gummed up in Christ. For as Christ is said not only to have the bread of lif- but to
be himsnlf the Bread of life, so we may say he has not only unsearchable riches to
bestow, but he is himself the unsearchable Kiches. He is the true Gold, he is precious in
every quality of his being as gold, and, in having him as the Portion of our souls, we
must needs have unsearchable riches.
HIS PBE ACHING TO THE G ENTILES. " And
v. An OBJBOr AIMED AT BT THK APOSTLE
He himself understood
to make all men see what is the dispensation of the mystery."
the mystery, having got it by revelation. And he had given them the means of
jjerceiving his understanding of it, and therefore of understanding it- for themselves.
But so precious a truth was not to be confined within so narrow an area. He bad a
certain unl)ound^ ambition in preaching the gospeL
It was to make all men see the
gracious arrangement which had been newly introduced, and see it so as to be induced
to take advantaoie of it. On another occasion his language was, " That all the Gentiles
might hear." In both cases it is the language of enthusiasm. It was the burning
desire of his heart, to make all men see, that made him go (not without hardships)
from land to land. He was not free to settle down in any one place. When he had
established a centre of gospel light in Ephesus, he must go elsewhere. The world was
a dark place, and he must establish as many centres of light at suitable points in it
as God would enable him to'establish during his appointed course.

—

W

VI. A TWOFOLD ULTERIOB OBJECT 8EBVBD BY THE PEEAOHINO OF THE GOSPEL TO
THE Gentiles. 1. More immediately men having demonstrated to them the Divine
tovereignty. " Which from all ages hath been hid in God who created all things." It
because he has created all things that he has the disposal of all things. There is
nothing whatever which he cannot bend to his will. It was in the exercise of his
sovereignty that, at the beginning of the ages, he did not reveal the whole breadth of
And for ages his ways were dark, in the great
his purpose.
It lay hid in himself.
majority of men being left to their own natural ignorance and inability. During these
ages he rested in his own thoughts regarding men, in his own reasons of procedure, in
But there was mystery. The largeness of his purpose was
his own ways of working.
sovereignly hid under a cloud until, with the coming of Christ and the preaching of the
gospel to all men, it clearly burst forth. 2, Angels seeing by the Church the manifold
wisdom of Ood. " To the intent that now unto the principalities and the powers in the
heavenly places might be made known through the Church the manifold wisdom of
Ood, according to the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord."
The Church is the community of which, as is said in the first chapter, Christ is the
Head. The interest in this community is here represented as extending to the angels.
They are here designated on the side of their power and rank as the principalities and
the powers. In the bundled and third psalm it is said, " Ye his angels, that excel in
strength." In what relation rank or dominion is ascribed to them, we have not the
means of knowing, as we have not the survey of the heavenly world which they, it is
here implied, have of the earthly world. But we are to understand the apostle, in the
loftiness of his thought, seizing upon this as being to the honour of the Church, that it
" those who have
attracts the attention of the inhabitants of " the heavenly places
never known any other habitation, who, from the first moment of their being, have
They have been contemporaries of man during all' his
lived in the presence of God.
For when the earth was framed " the morning stars sang together, and the
history.
sons of God shouted for joy." We are to think of them as witnessing man's innocance
and fall, and as being made acquainted with the introduction of grace in the promise.
And the Law (which had a separating side) was by the " disposition of angels." And
angels very signally heralded the Saviour's birth. But it was not for our sakes alone
that they were thus connected with our history. It would seem that, though in the
heavenly places, they had but a limited knowledge of redemption. They had not foreknowledge they had to wait like us for the evolution of events. What was mystery
EPHESIAN?.
K

it

—

;
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to us (as to the including of the Gentiles) was myetery to them also, heing hidden to
both in God. They were at a loss to understand what the development of things under
But they were taught by the events. Now through the Church
the gospel was to be.
was made known the manifold wisdom of God. The Church was not to be instructress,
but rather material for instruction by God in the subject of his manifold wisdom.
There was material to be found elsewhere, in which the angels delighted to study the
manifold wisdom of God. It was when the worlds were brought forth into space that
they shouted for joy. What a field was that opened up for their contemplation I "
Lord, how manifold are thy works 1 in wisdom hast thou made them all." The simple
idea of a house is that which has walls, and door, and windows, and roof; but into what
manifoldncBS, what richness of' structure, may that be drawn out by the creative mind
An architect's work is manifold in proportion to the multiplicity of
of the architect 1
the parts, and to the variety he can introduce into these ; and his skill is seen in his
combining these parts, in all their multiplicity and variety, into a unity. What
multiplicity of parts has God to deal with in the material structure of things ! and what
variety he introduces, so that no leaf is exactly like another I and how there are
only
adaptations which can be made a study of by themselves (as a column^^r bit of tracery
on it, may be made a study of), but these are comprehended in wider adaptations, and
so all-comprehensive is the Divine thought that there is in the result no confusion but
the highest simplicity I That is one sphere for the display of manifold viisdom.
may expect greater manifoldness as we rise higher. What a manifoldness in the life of
" And God," says Leibnitz, " has the qualities of a good Governor as
rational beings !
well as of a great Avchitect." It may be supposed that the angels will first contemplate the manifuld wisdom of God in themselves, in their high and varied endowments, in the way in which their eternal well-being has been secured to them without
their having to i)ass through the experience of sin, and in the part assigned to each and
to all in the great plan. Is he not called the Lord of hosts, as marshalling the innumerable army of angels? They have a manifoldness far beyond our conception, and yet he
can dispose of them as easily as an officer can do with a small section of an army. He
calls them, as he calls the stars, by their names ; not one is overlooked, not one out of
The manifold wisdom of God is also to be seen in the way in which the twelve
place.
hundred millions of men on the earth are dealt with at one moment. The problem
here has been complicated by the entrance ot sin. Manifold are the phases of sin, and
manifold are the methods by which he seeks to dislodge men out of their sin. But
this manifold problem of the world of mankind is mastered by him more easily thaa
the problem of a single household is mastered by us. But it is in the Church that
And, in the first place,
there is to be seen conspicuously the manifold wisdom of God.
it is to be seen in that general point regarding the Church which the apostle has been
considering, viz. the including of the Gentiles after they had been so long excluded.
It may seem that the exclusion of any from the privileges of the Church was a reflection
on the Divine wisdom. Was it not sacrificing their interests that an effort was not
uTaie for their salvation along with that of others? But the problem was far more
manifold than that. If there had been a comprehension of all nations all along, the
are not to think that
result would probably have been the extinction of religion.
Christ could have come, and his gospel be promulgated, at any time. If the gospel
dispensation had been introduced at the time of the election of Abraham, we may
suppose it would have been thrown away. He with whom a thousand years are as
one day had to took to, not the greatest good of men then, but to the greatest good of
men to all time. And so he ordained a long period of preparation, both negative in
bringing out what men could not do, and positive in the way of teaching by type and
providential dealing. And he did not bring Christ into the world until he saw how
And though
his truth could get a firm hold, and be proclaimed wide to the nations.
the gospel has yet much to do, it is in such a position that it cannot now be lost. But
"
According to the eternal purpose which he
this was only part of a wider purpose.
have to bring in the whole purpose of God
purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord."
regarding the Church. This purpose he purposed in eternity. It was a purpose running
through the ages. In Christ he saw the Church in the completeness of its idea, in the
whole of its development. And, with this clear before his mind, he could patiently
wait through the ages for the fuller unfolding of his purpose. As Christ is called the
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so we may expect to see in Ws Church a wisdom manifold as UmselfL
What an element in the scheme of redemption, that the Kedeemer was a Divine Being
in human nature
How justice and mercy are reconciled in his cross How sin is
How manifold
forgiven while God at the same time manifests his detestation of it
What the final adjustment
are the ways by which men are brought into the Ohurch
But
of things is to be is very much a mystery to us, as it is doubtless to the angels.

Wisdom, of God,

I

!

I

I

in this position that, in what has been exhibited to us already of the manifold
wisdom of God, we can look hopefully forward to the final reconciliation.
VII. Bbturn to peivileob of Chbistian position. " In whom we have boldnosi
and access in confidence through our faith in him." Christ was the Ohject of their
faith.
Bealizing by faith what he was, the provision made by him, the great love he
In Gal. iii. 26 it is said, " Ye are the
bore to them, they had the spirit of sons.
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus." That is, we have the position of children.
Here the thought is, we have the disposition of children. 1. The spirit of boldness.
They had a free, joyous mood, as having an interest in Christ. They were delivered
from the fear of wrath. They were not of the number of those who, through fear of
death, were all their lifetime subject to bondage. 2. In nearness to God (in the GodMan) they had the spirit of confidence, ^hey had that confidence restored to them
which Adam lost. They had the confidence to which Paul elsewhere gives lofty
expression " For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor princi-

we stand

:

nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor
any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord."
VIII. Exhortation LOOKma back to first versb. " Wherefore I ask that ye faint
not at my tribulations for you, which are your glory." He supposes that they would
be concerned for his tribulations, as endured for them. How was the cause of Christ to
be carried forward, when so principal an instrument was lying a prisoner in Eome?
But he would have them not to faint, bringing forward the consideration that these
If he had proved unfaithful to their interests, and
tribulations of his were their glory.
withdrawn from persecutions, that would have been a disci editing of him as a discrediting of the Pounder of the Church, and they might in that case have been tempted to
despair of Christianity, But, as he had stood true to them in the face of persecutions, that brought them honour, and was fitted to have a confirming, elevating effect
on them as a Church. B. F.
palities,

—

—

A

prayer on hthmlfof the Ephesian, Chriatiant, I. Thb soppliant.
Vers. 14 19.
knees." He has explained who he, Paul, was, in the
this cause I bow
remarkable parenthesis which concludes with the thirteenth verse. In resuming his
sentence, so long interrupted, he naturally falls back on the first words, " Fur this
Thus taken up, it has only the meaning which it had before, the thought in
cause."
the parenthesis being carried forward into the word, " I." He describes himself as a
suppliant from the natural posture in prayer. The only reason there can be for a
standing posture in prayer has a narrow reference. There is justification in standing in
prayer at a bedside or before a congrpgation, if kneeling interferes with edification
(which is the higher consideration). Solomon was able to combine the kneeling
posture with edification in his prayer of the dedication ; for, placed on a brazen pulpit,
" he kneeled down upon his knees before all the congregation of Israel, and spread forthKneeling is the posture of humility, and we have reason
his hands toward heaven."
to humble ourselves before God as creatures before our Creator, as sinners before our
Judge. It is the posture of earnest entreaty. " And his fellow-servant fell down at
So should we, as though pleading for our life, bend the
his feet and besought him."

my

"For

knee before God.

is abdbebsed. " Unto the Father, from whom every family in heaven
named." In the Greek there is a transition as from Father to fatherhood, only the transition in thought is not to the abstract idea of fatherhood, but to the
II.

How God

and on

ei\ith is

.x>Dcrete representation of it in

a family.

God has

instituted the relationship of father

and son among men. And though the angels neither marry nor are given in marriage,
it would seem from the language here that there is a certain grouping of thum in
families too. How far this may descend we have not the means of knowing, iiut inti

;

;
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a family there enters the idea of a head with a certain suhordination to the head.
There also enters the idea of a special affeotioa existing between the members of the
same fiimily. Now, the whole of this conception has its origination in Godhead. It
is from God that every family in heaven and on earth is named.
We find Father and
Son existing from eternity. "I was sot up from everlasting, from the beginning, or
ever the earth was.
.
. When he appointed the foundations of the earth, then I was by
him, as one brought up with him : and I was daily liis delight, rejoicing always before
him." And angels and men have been constituted after this pattern, in order that they
may be familiarized with the truth of God's fatherhood, and in order that they may know
ill what close relationship he would have them stand to him.
And where the family is
th us " named " after God, how becoming to worship him as the God of femilies, and
specially as the God of our family 1
" That he would grant
III. The measure acoordino to which blessino is asked.
you, according to the riches of his glory." There is a certain expectation of favouii,
and donations from people according to their rank and wealth. There is a style ot
giving which is known as princely. The apostle supposes that the glory of God, which
infinitely transcends all human glory, which is infinitely rich in the meeting of all
perfections,
that all this glory means infinite power to bless, to which his creatures
may look. His conception of God is sublime, that he grants according to the riches
of his ^lory.
He grants, not like a being of limited powers, but like himself. He is
glorified in bestowing large blessings upon his people.
He who came forth from God
and knew the glory of God, said, "Hitherto have ye asked nothing."
.

—

"

IV.
order,

Thou

art coming to a King
Large petitions with thee bring
For bis gruce and power are such,
None can ever ask too much."

The prayer in kive petitions. These petitions follow each other in natural
and we are carried forward from the point where our need begins to the point

where it is all filled up. It is a suitable prayer for Christians, to be used often, even
" That ye may be strengthened with power through
as tlie Lord's Prayer, First petition
his Spirit in the inward man." The destination of the strength is the inward man. As
The outward
it were, it goes pa:it the outward man, and reaches to the inward man.

—

The apostle
the inward man needs to be "renewed day by day."
are not
touches where our need begins, viz. in an inertness in the inward man.
The outward has too much influence in our
disposed to exert ourselves spiritually.
need strength to counteract our inertlife, and works to our inward weakening.
Now, there is all strength in God.
ness, and to deliver us from too outward a life.
This is part of the riches of his glory. And his Spirit is the mediating agent between
And what we have to ask God to do for us is, tliat,
his strength and our weakness.
through his Spirit, he would infuse strength into our weak inner nature. Second
" That Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith." The supplies of
petition
strength which we get from God through the Spirit find their way into our laith to
This faith is an exercise of the mind specially directed toward
its greater activity.
Christ for tts Christ in what he was and still is as our Surety. The result is the
dwell within (as is suggested by "inward man");
indwelling of Christ in our hearts.
but within us (far in as we are) dwells Christ. He dwells in our hearts (the inward
man viewed from the side of the affections), where he receives our love and adoration.
As dwelling within, we are present in every outward motion; and so Christ, as dwelling
within us, is at the very centre of our being, and becomes so interlaced with it as to be
present in all our life, to think in our thoughts, to speak in our words, to act in our
" I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." And we ask from God new supactions.
plies of strength that, with new faith, we may have new experience of Christ's indwellThird petition " That ye, being rooted
ing in our hearts, and presence in our life.
and grounded in love" If love is " creation's final law," it is also its first principle. If
it is the end for which all things exist, it is also the principle from which all things
have sprung. Love may be defined as the desire to bestow. It was in the desire to
bestow that we were created, with all our capacity for enjoyment. If, then, our being
is tiiua to be traced back to love, it is clearly necessary that we Bhould be rooted
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grounded in love. And this, we are taught here, is only possible by our believing in
Christ.
For love is in Christ, as Christ in us. As bilieving, then, is rooting and
grounding ourselves in Christ, so it must mean rooting and grounding in love getting
down into the eternal substratum of all being. And we ask for supplies of the Divine
Btreugth that, through a vigorous faith, this rooting and grounding in love may go
forward in our life. Fourth petition " May be strong to apprehend with all the saints
what is the breadth, and length, and height, and depth, and to know the love of Christ
which passeth knowledge." The rooting and grounding in love is «Mr qualification for
apprehending its greatest manifestation.
Cold hearts can do nothing here. The
apostle's own heart is in such a glow that the love of Christ rises before him as though
it were a body in space having dimensions of breadth, and length, and height, and depth.
We are not to suppose that be was so mathematical as to associate different ideas with
these dimensions. The use that they serve is to fix and detain the mind over the
magnitude of the love of Christ. The magnitude of the love of Christ appears in two
things.
1, It is bestowed on the undeserving.
How was it possible for Christ to love
us ? It was not that there was any goodness in us with which he could have sympathy.
For we were the opposite of what he was. As described in this Epistle, we walked
according to the course of this world ; we lived in the lusts of our flesh, doing the
desires of the flesh and of the mind.
It was not that he underrated what we were
for he saw our depravity in all its breadth, and length, and height, and depth.
It can
only be stated as n great inexplicable fact that, in the full view of what we were, he
was irresistibly drawn toward us in saving love. 2. It is bestowed in the sacrifice of
himself.
In order to gratify his love in our salvation, he had not only to lay aside his
Divine glory, but to come down into our nature, and, in that nature, to suffer shame
and death. It is no ordinary love that is needed to impel one to sacrifice his life for
" Skin for skin," said the arch-deceiver, " yea, all that a man hath will he
anotlier.
give for his life." " Love," said the Spouse to her Beloved, " love is strong as death,
many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it ; though a man would
give all the substance of bis house for love, \t would utterly be contemned."
And
Christ falsified the base insinuation of his adversary, and verified the loving declaration'
of his Spouse. His love was proved stronger than death, though that death was ten
thousand deaths in one, in having in it the curse of the broken Law. This is the love
of our Helovedi and say not then any more, " What is thy Beloved more than any ether

—
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beloved

?

"

"For

fainter than the pale star's ray
Before the noontide blaze of day
Is all of love that man can know,
All that in angel breast can glow,
Compar'd, O blessed Lord, with thine,
Eternal, infinite, Divine."

,

We are to

seek to apprehend with all the saints the magnitude of this love.
For this
according to the apostle, to have the mind opened to some sense of its

is saiiitship,

magnitude, and we must not make it narrower than that. We are to seek to " apprehend," along with others, the dimensions of this love but we are also to seek to know
it by ourselves, that is to say, to have it in our own experience.
We can have a
certain " ajiprohensioa " of its infinitude ; but our experimental knowledge of it is
The reality, being infinite, always passeth our knowledge. But we
necessarily finite.
are to ask of God, that, being rooted and grounded in love, we may know more of this
wonderful love of Christ. Fifth petition " That ye may be filled unto all the fulness of
Ood." The apostle here indicates the goal toward which we are to be blessed. We
have now some of the fulness of God, Through the agency of the Spirit, we have
poured into us out of the Divine fulness, strength, light, purity, love, peace, joy ; and
these in us are the same in kind that they are in God. We look forward to the time
when we shall bo filled out of this fountain even up to our capacity. Meantime we
would have more of the knowledge of Christ's love^ which unseals the fountain of the
Divine fulness. B. V,
;

—

—

Vers. 20, Zl.—Doxology.
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We

adore God as able to do for us in answer to our prayers. It
that worketh in ns.*"
expected of us that we ask, that is, actually desire the blessing, and express the
desire.
But, beyond all that we ask, there is what we think, that is, what comes into
our mind as to what we should desire and express. Now, God is able to do above all
that we ask or think. And not only so, but the apostle is so struck with the disproportion between our asking and thinking, and the Divine ability, that he has to add
the expression, " exceeding abundantly." And then he would have us look to our
being answered, not according to our own poor asking and thinking, but according to
the power that worketh In us, all our experience of which is fitted to raise our
expectation.
" Unto him be the glory in the Church and
II. In what sphere he is aLORiFiBO.
are to praise God for what- has been done for the Church and for
in Christ Jesus."
what is gifted to the Cli urch. " And the glory which thou hast given me I have givou
unto them ; that they may be one, even as we are one ; I in them, and thou in me,
that they may be perfected into one ; that the world may know that thou didst send
me, and lovedst them, even as thou lovedst me. Father, that which thou hast given
me, I will that, where I am, they also may be with me that they may behold my
glory, which thou hast given me: for thou loveds_t me before the foundation of the
worli" It is only in Christ that there is the Church, and that it is what it is (being
the receptacle of Christ's glory), and therefore it is only in him that we can praise God
for the Church.
III. The time during which he is to be glorified. " Unto all generations for ever
and ever." Literally it is, " unto all the generations of the age of the ages." There are
generations which make up an age then there are ages which make up the grand age.
There is suggested the length of time (beyond our narrow conception) which God has
and also the lenj;lh of time therefor completing his purpose regarding the Church
It become* ua
after, during which the lull-volumed doxology will be chanted to God.
each to add our " Amen."
,
if

We

;

;
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Through

all eternity to
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A joyful song I'll raise
For

oh, eternity's too short

To utter all thy

{ttuiae."
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" For this cause I Paul, the
Vera. 1 13. Aspects of the true goaptl ministry.
prisoner of Jesus Christ for you Gentiles, if ye have heard of the tlispensation of the
grace of God which is given me to you-ward : how that by revelation he made known
unto me the mystery ; (as I wrote afore in few words, whereby, when ye read, ye may
understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ) which in other ages was not
made known unto the sons of men, as it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and
prophets by the Spirit ; that the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body,
and partakers of his promise in Clirist by the gospel whereof I was made a minister,
according to the gift of the grace of God given unto me by the effectual working of
Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this grace given,
his power.
that I should preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ ; and to
make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning of
the world hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ: to the intent
that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places might be known by
the Church the manifold wisdom of God, according to the eternal purpose which he
purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord : in whom we have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of him. Wherefore I desire that ye faint not at my tribulations
Homiletically, this whole passage, in which there are
for you, which is your glory."
many digressions and involved utterances, may be regarded as exhibiting a true gospel
minister in three aspects as the subject of vicarious suffering, the recipient qf Divine
ideas, and as the messenger of redemptive mercy.
Paul speaks of himself as a " prisoner of
I. The subject of vicaeious suffering.
Jesus Christ /or you Gentiles," and in the thirteenth verse he says, " my tribulations/or
you" As an apostle, Paul's sufferings were great ; elsewhere he gives a brit f catalogue of
them (Corinthians, etc.) ; but all his great sufferings as an apostle were vtcu)'MnM--lhey
:

—
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were for the men he endeavoured to help. " All for you Gentiles." We offer three
remarks concerning his vicarious sufferings, as a true gospel minister. 1. They were
intense. What agony of mind is involved in the expression, " For I could wish that
myself were accursed from Ciirist for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh"!
According to Dean Alford, Dr. Wordsworth, Professor Plumptre, Jowett, and our hest
critics, this means such an agonizing desire for the salvation of men as would prompt
the most terrible sacrifices to accomplish it. In another place he represents his state
of mind as a parturition distress. " I travail in birth again." Again, " I suffer trouble,
as an evil-doer, even unto bonds." And again he says, "I endure all things for the
elect's sake, that they may obtain the salvation that is in Christ Jesus" (2 Tim. ii. 9).
Every true gospel minister knows something of this intense spiritual suffering for
others.
What solicitudes, disappointments, wrestlings of soul has he! So infense was
the desire even of Moses for the good of others, that he said, " If thou wilt forgive
their sins
;
and if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book which thou hast written "
(Exod. xxxii. 32). 2. They were voluntary. Human society is so organized that a
certain amount of vicarious suffering comes on all men, irrespective of their choice, and
even contrary to their choice. The innocent suffer for the gnilty, children suffer on
account of the sins of their parents. The present generalion groans under tiie burdens
of the past. But the vicarious sufferings of Paul, as a minister, were voluntary, h»
entered into them freely. The love of Christ "constrained" him to put himself in
the place of suffering men, and to feel with them and for them. Hence he sayf>, " Who
3.
is weak, and I am not weak ? who is offended, and I burn not ? " (2 Cor. xi. 29).
They were Ghrist-like. Whilst there are points which mark the vicarious sufllerings of
Christ, both in their nature and amount, from the vicarious sufferings of those of his
That
ministers, yet there are points of agreement which are worthy of our notice.
such correspondence exists is suggested by the similarity of Scripture-language by which
both are set forth. Both are represented as endured for sinners and in order to effect
their salvation. Indeed, Paul speaks of his whole life as a sacrifice (Phil. ii. 17). Two
points of analogy are especially worthy of remark.
(1) Both partook of intense grief
on account of human sins. Christ's grief on account of sin was intense, agonizing, and
Jerusalem, Jerusalem," etc. Paul participated to some
fathomless in amount. "
extent in this feeling. " Of whom I tell you even weeping, they are enemies of
the cross of Christ." In truth, the vicarious sufferings of all genuine ministers partake
Even those of the Old Testament felt it. Jeremiah says, " Oh that my eyes
of this.
were fountains of waters," etc. and the psalmist, " I beheld the way of transgressors,
and was grieved." (2) Both partook of an intense anxiety for man's salvation. To
restore man to the knowledge, image, and fellowship of God was the one great object
This was Paul's
of Christ. For this he laboured ; for this he agonized, bled, and died.
great aim. " For though I be free from all men, yet have I made myself a servant unto
And unto the Jews I became as a Jew, that I might
all, that I might gain the more.
gain the Jews; to them that are under the Law, as under the Law, that I might gain
them that are under the Law to them that are without Law, as without Law (being not
without Law to God, but under the Law to Christ), that I might gain them that are
without Law. To the weak became I as weak, that 1 might gain the weak : I am made
And
22).
all things to all men, that I might by all means save some" (1 Cor. ix. 19
in another place he says, " I please all men in all things, not seeking mine own profit,
but the profit of many, that they may be saved" (1 Cor. x. 33). Now, my position is
that this intense, voluntary, Christ-like, vicarious suffering, not only ever characterizes
the history of eveiy genuine minister of Christ, but is an essential qualification for the
Paul felt that his great efficiency in the work depended upon bis proximation
office.
What else did he mean when he
to Christ in the amount of his vicarious sufferings.
said, " 1 Paul rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up that which is behind of the
" (Col. i. 24) ?
afflictions of Christ in my flesh foi- liis body's sake, which is the Church
" By revelation he hath made known to
II. The becipibnt of Divtnb ideas.
me the myst'-ry," etc. The gospel truths which Paul had to proclaim to the Gentiles
were not derived from any human source. They were not the deductions of his own
"I
reason or the intuitions of his own soul, but thay were revealed to him by God.
never received it of man," said he, " neither was I taught it, but by the revelation trf
JesuB Christ " (see Acts xvi.). We have an account of this revelation given by Paul
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glory of man that he can receive ideas from the great God himsslt.
creature under heaven has the capacity to take in the tlioughts
He cannot offer
It is essential to a true minister that he does this.
of the Infinite.
any spiritual help to humanity u^jless he does so. His own ideas have no power to
help his race. 1'he ideas to enlighten, elevate, and hless souls must come from God.
Hence what Paul gave to the Gentiles, he tells us, came by revelation. Two remarks
1. It had been long hidden.
He
are suggested by the passage in relation to the idea.
It
calls it the mystery : " The mystery which in other ages was not made known."
was a mystery not in the sense of incomprehensibility, but in the sense of undiscoveredThe whole
It had been unrevealed, and therefore unknown to past generations.
ness.
gospel was once a mystery ; it was in the mind of God as an idea unrevealed to the
The particular idea to which the apostle here refers
universe.
2. It was very grand.
is this, that the Gentiles were to partake of the salvation of the gospel, and to be united
in one body with the Jews. "That the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs, and of the same
body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by the gospel." Grand idea this ! That
the poor Gentiles should become " heirs " of the same inheritance as the Jews^menibers
"
of tlie same great spiritual " body " as the Jews partakers of the same great " promise
The idea that Paul had from God was the uniting of all tlie races in the
as the Jews.
world in one great spiritual con I'ederation, 3. It was exceedingly ancient. " From the
beginning of the world it halh been hidden in God." Such was tlie idea that Paul tells
us had been revealed to him and to the holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit. Every
true gospel minister is the recipient of Divine ideas.
III. The messengbb of eedbmptivb mercy.
Paul speaks of himself here as the
"minister" of the things that have been revealed to him. "Whereof I was made a
What he received he had to communicate. The pa,ssao;e indicates
minister," etc.
several things concerning a true messenger of redemptive mercy.
1. The Divine designation to the office. " I was made a minister, according to the gift of the grace of God
given unto me by the effectual working of his power." The office of a true minister
is a gift of grace
a gift of grace which comes to the soul by the effectual working ol
God's power. Paul felt that he became a messenger of these truths, not by his own
seeking or merit, but by the grace of God. Nor by his own native inclination, but by
the effectual working of God's power, referring, undoubtedly, to the Divine energy in
Every man must experience this Divine energy before he can become
his conversion.
a true messenger of redemptive mercy. God must work in him before he can work hy
him. 2. The humhle spirit of the office. "Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints,
The expression means, who am incomparably the least of all the
is this grace given."
uints, who am not worthy to be reckoned amongst them. The memory of his past
conduct and the solemn grandeur of the work to which he was called deeply impressed
him with the sense of his own unworthiness. Humility is essential to this great work
it is when a man feels his weakness that he is truly strong in the ministry of truth.
deep sense of our own insufficiency is essential to make us sufficient for this of all
He who feels himself the " least of all saints "
offices the most grand and momentous.
3. The grand subject of the office.
will become the greatest of all preachers.
What is
the great theme of the gospel preacher? Scienlifio facts, philosophic speculations,
theological theories ? No ; " the unsearchable riches of Christ."
The word " imsearchable" occurs in only one other place in the New Testament (Bom. xi. 33), where it is
rendered " past finding out." Past finding out, not so much in the sense of mystery,
It is an ocean whose depths are unfathomable,
as in the sense of inexhaustibleness.
and whose breadth and length stretch into the infinite. These " unsearchable riches "
of Christ, unlike material riches, are soul-satisfying, man-ennobling, ever-enduring,
" To make all men see what is the fellow4, The enlightening character of the office.
ship of the mystery." The idea is to enlighten all in respect to God's redemptive
mercy, the Gentiles as well as the Jews. The work of a true gospel minister is to
make men see Divine things, to bring them before their eyes, and to induce them to
look earnestly and steadily upon them. 5. The angelic bearing of the office. " To the
intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places might be known
by the Church the manifold wisdom of God." Sevei»l thoughts are implied in this
passage. (1) That there are in the universe a gradation of angelic intelligences.
himself.
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that tTiey should study the manifold wisdom of God. (ii) That the Christian Church
affords tliem a grand opportunity for studying this glorious subject.
The Church is
the effect, the manifestation, and the organ of God's manifold or diversified wisdom.
(4:) That the use of the Church for this object was according to the eternal plan of
God. " According to the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord."
" In whom we have boldness and access with con6. The high privileges of the office.
" The accumulation of substantives in this sentence,"
fidence by the faith of him."
says Hodge, " boldness, access, confidence, shows that there was no word which could
express what Paul felt in view of the complete reconciliation of men to God through
the mediation of Jesus Christ." The privileges of a true gospel minister, as indicated
in vers. 12, 13, are : (1) Free and fearless access to the great God.
(2) Divine srfpport
" Wherefore I desire that ye faint not at my tribulavftder the various trials of life.
tions for you, which is your glory "
Paul was now a prisoner at Eome, and yet he
felt that inward support which enabled him to exhort the saints at Bphesus not to
faint or be disheartened on his account.
Such in brief is the view which this passage presents of a true gospel minister. Ha
is a man of vicarious suffering, a recipient of Divine ideas, a messenger of redemptive
mercy. Where are the preachers that answer to this sltetch ? Let such men fill our
pulpits, and the conversion of our England will not be far distant ; and when all
England becomes a true Church, the whole world will speedily be won to Christ. D. T.

—

—

Vers. 14 19. Intercessory prayer. "For this cause I bow my knees unto the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is
named, that he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be
strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner man ; that Christ may dwell
that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, may be able
in your hearts by faith
to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and
height; and to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might
be filled with all the fulness of God." In the whole passage we have Christiaji philanthropy and prayer. The apostle, who was a philanthropist of the highest type, here
prays, not for himself, but for others ; and prays, not for mere secondary and nonessential blessings, but for blessings paramount and vital.
Let us attend to this
intercessory prayer of his. A true minister is a true philanthropist, and will, like Christ,
not only vicariously suffer for others, as we have seen, but will ever make intercessions
for others.
Intercessory prayer is the rarest and highest type of prayer. In answer to
objections that are raised against it, four facts are ever to be kept in view.
1. It is an
instinct of social love.
Self-love urges a man to pray for himself, social love prompts
the soul to address Heaven on behalf of others.
What more natural than for a loving
mother to pray for a suffering child, a loving pastor for his people, a loving citizen for
his country?
What is natural is Divine. 2. It is a soul discipline. Nothing exerts
a higher influence upon the soul than the realization of the Divine presence in prayer
this quickens and hallows it.
In intercessory prayer, however, there is this, and something more ; there is the taking of the soul out of the circle of itself, and expanding
it with earnest, loving sympathies for others.
Intercession lifts the spirit into fellowghip with that God who careth for all. 3. It is a manifest Christian duty. We are
not only commanded in Scripture to pray for others, but we have the highest examples
Moses, Abraham, Paul, Christ. 4. It has been crowned with wonderful success. The
Bible abounds with examples. " Peter . . . was kept in prison : but prayer was made
without ceasing of the Church unto God for him. . . . And when Peter was come to
himself, he said. Now I know of a surety that the Lord hath sent his angel, and hath
delivered me out of the hand of Herod. . . . And he came to the house of Mary, , , ,
where many were gathered together praying." This is only a specimen.
;

—

" For what are men better than sheep or goats,
That nourish a blind life within the brain.
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer,
,Both for themselves and those who call them friend? "
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the Father." In the New Testament the fatherhood of God is revealed. Christ speaks
him as the l<'ather, and in his ideal prayer he is addressed as " Our Father." In
this character Paul here addresses him.
see good reason for this.
(1) It makes
the Object of prayer intelligible to the mind.
Infinite Creator, universal Sovereign,
ahsolute Proprietor, and Disposer what finite mind can understand these characters ?
But a Father all know paternity engaged the first attention, excited the first feelings,
started the first thoughts.
child understands what a father is.
(2) It makes the
Ohject of prayer attractive to the mind. Creator, Sovereign, Judge ; are these attractive ?
By no means. They overawe, confound, repel. But fetherhood is attractive. The
child joyously leaps into the arms of its father.
Instead of cringing fear, there is filial
love and boundless confidence.
(3) It makes the object of prayer transformative to the
mind. Who has such a transformative power as the parent? Fatherhood moulds all
characters, fashions history.
Children naturally imitate the father they love. Are not
these good reasons why we should look to God as a Father, and address him as such ?
" Of whom the whole family." Or every
2. Ife is the Father of all holy intelligences.
family, every race in heaven or on earth. The expression must be limited to the
intelligent creation, for he could not with propriety be called the Father of the irrational ; we must go further, and say that the expression must be limited to the holy
races of his intelligent creation, for he would not be the Father of the rebellious and the
profane.
family relationship exists between all the holy intelligences, and God is
the Father of all Father of all uufallen angels aud redeemed men. And although
"Father of our Lord Jesus Christ " may be out of its place in this passage, still it
expresses a fact everywhere else revealed, that God is the Father of man's Becleemer, as
well as of all other holy ones in the universe.
What a family is God's loving,
immense, ever-multiplying, harmonious, and ever-blest. 3. He is the Father possessing
"
boundless hountihood.
Paul speaks of the riches of his glory." What is the glory of
God ? Not his power, not his wisdom, not his wealth, not his dominion, but his goodness.
When Moses prayed, " I beseech thee show me thy glory," what was the answer ?
" I will cause all my goodness to pass before thee," as if he had said, " My goodness is
:ny glory." And this goodness of his is inexhaustible. "The riches." It is higher
than all heavens; it is deeper than all hells.
Its majestic billows roll under all
of

We
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What blessings did he seek ? 1. Divine strength of soul.
II. Thk good invoked.
" To be strengthened with might by his Spiiit in the inner man." (1) Every man has
an "inner man" the moral ego of his being. It is this inner man that interests
humanity in God, duty, immortality. (2) This inner man wants moral strength. It
is enfeebled, it is crushed by sin.
It is the slave of the appetite it is " carnally sold
unto sin." It wants strength to rise to its true lordship over the body, and to its rightHow morally weak is the " inner man " the
ful relation to God and his universe.
very stamina of humanity ! (3) This moral strength must come from God. He who
quickeneth all things must quicken this inner man, now dead in trespasses and sin.
its cry is, "
wretched man that I am who can
It can find help in no other way
"That Christ
2. 77ie indwelling of Christ.
deliver from this bondage and death?"
may dwell in your hearts by faith." There is no mystery about the indwelling of
Christ,
The heart that loves him supremely holds him as ils constant Guest. As the
author lives in the loving student, as the parent lives in the loving child, so in the
same way, but in a higher degree, Christ lives in his loving disciples. His thoughts
are their thoughts, hi.s Spirit is their inspiration, his chiiracter is the very sun that
" That ye, being
quickens, lightens, and beautifies their being. 3. Stability of love.
rooted and grounded in love." There is a love for Christ which is not rooted noi
grounded it is a passing sentiment, which, like a bubble, is thrown up on the stream
The love of genuine Christianity is a rooted love. Hooted, not in
of circumstances.
something that can change and decay, but in the immutable excellence of God. Oh, to
have all the fibres of the inner man struck into the Divine character, and rooted in
God 1 Then, and not till then, will the soul be as the tree " planted by the rivers of
water," etc. A religion whose love is not rooted is without (I) life, (2) growth,
" That ye may be able tn
4. The comprehending of loi<e.
(S) fruit, {i) permanence.
comprehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height and
Clbrist's love is intelleclua ly
to know the love nf Christ, which pas-seth knowledge."

—

;

—

;

!

;

;

—
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immeasurable ; " Who by searching can find it out ? " And yet, though it passeth the
knowledge of the intellect, there is a sense in which it can and must he Icnown
known as a matter of consciousness, known as an all-controlling power. " The love
of Christ constraineth us because we thus judge," etc. 5. The reaching of Divine per" That ye might be filled with all the fulness of God " that ye might be
fection.
The idea is that you may " be perfect even as God is
filled up with the fulness of God.
This is the standard set before us; we are to be holy, even as God is holy,
Perfect."
nfinitely high as this is, nothing lower will meet the cravings of our moral nature or
the full unfoldment of our endlessly advancing being. Heaven has predestinated us to
be conformed to the image of God (Bom. viii. 29).
Such was Paul's intercessory prayer. Let us seek that Divine philanthropy which
made him such a mediator between God and man. The priesthood of this philanthropy
Avaunt to all others
They are impious impostors, profane
is what we want.
intruders.
The priesthood of Christian philanthropy is the only Divine priesthood in
the universe. D. T

—

I

—

Um

that is able to do exceeding
Vers. 20, 21. Exultant praise. "Now unto
abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power that worketh in iis,
unto him be glory in the Church by Christ Jesus throughout all H'^ea, world without
end.

Amen."

The passage

leads us

to

consider the subject of exultant

praise.

Worship is praise ; it is a higher service than prayer. It is in truth the highest end
and the completest answer to prayer. In the preceding verses Paul prays ; here he
He passes from asking to adoring. The passage lends us to consider religious
praises.
praise in relation to the Object, the Church, the Redeemer, and the ages.
He is here represented in his absolute and relative
I. In relation to the Object.
capacity for helping man. 1. In his absolute capacity. " He is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think." (1) Men can ask for much. They can
ask for ages of blessedness, paradises of beauty and of bliss. (2) They can tliinh of more.
Imagination transcends desires. We only ask for what we desire but we can conceive
cf a universe of things which it has never entered into the heart to crave for. But the
Divine capacity to give is " exceeding abundantly " beyond the power of asking or of
thinking. Nay, it is "beyond <(ll things:" all things that ewer /wye 6een. It is greater
than the universe. All things that ever will be ; the possible with God will always be
;

How groat is God's capacity for helping What a God does
greater than the actual.
the gospel give us to love, worship, and adore 1 And yet, strange to say, finite though
we be, no God of meaner type could match the measure of our souls. 2. In his
" According to the power that worketh in us." Infinite as is his
relative capacity.
capability to help, his power to help us is determined by the nature and measure of
those spiritual aspirations and cravings which the power of his grace within us has produced. Unless we desire knowledge, he cannot enlighten us ; purity, he cannot purify
us ; pardon, he cannot pardon us ; spiritual strength, he cannot strengthen us. Our
moral cbntractedness limits his power to help us. His communications will he according
to our receptivity. As the indolence of the farmer limits those fructifying influences of
nature that would yield to him a golden harvest ; as the stolid ignorance and base sei>suality of the people limit the influence of the genuine reformer to raise the millions ia
the social and political scale ; as the dulness or idleness of the pupil limits the power of
a great teacher to enrich him with the treasures of knowledge; so the moral contractedness of the heart limits the power of the Holy One. He cannot do many mighty works
"
It is " according to the power that worketh in us
for us, because of our unbeliet.
!

that God's power to help us is determined.
" In the Church," etc. The Church is a company of
II. In relation to the Church.
redeemed men, part of which is in heaven and jiart in various portions of the earth.
does Paul single out the Church to praise and adore the gi-eat God ? Because the
Church is under special obligations to do so. All things in heaven and on earth, from the
lowest to the highest creature, should praise their Maker. " Let everything that hath
breath praise the Lord." But the duty of redeemed souls to do so transcends in urgency
that of all others. He has not only created them and preserved them, but he has redeemed
them, and redeemed them not with " corruptible things " such as silver and gold but
For them his only begotten Son becam«
ivith thf " precious blood of Jesus Christ."

Why

—

—
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incarnate, snUcred, bled, and died.
For them the Holy Spirit is in constant operation.
All things work togetlier for tlieir good." None have engaged so much of the Divine
atluntion as they ; none have been recipients of such Divine mercies as they; none are
Their hallelujahs ought to be more fervid, more enthusiastic,
so deep in debt as they.
'

more incessant than any that echo through the hierarchies of heaven.
" By Christ Jesus." Why should Paul identify
III. In relation to the Repeembb.
the work of the Church with Christ ? Why does he ascribe glory to tlio El«rnal bv
him or in him ? Two reasons may be suggested. 1. Through Christ man is made to
.see the glory of Ood.
He is the Bevealer of the moral glory of God to the soul. " We
beheld his glory," says the apostle, " the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full
of grace and truth." He himself is " the Brightness of the Father's glory." Where but
in Christ can man see the moral glory of God ; the glory not of mere intellect, power,
or outward goodness which you have in nature, but the glory of tenderness, mercy, forbearance, purity, rectitude, faithfulness, boundless compassion? Where Clirist is not,
God's glory is not seen. 2. Through Christ man is broitght into sympathy with the
" God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined
f/lory of Ood.
in oui hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
Jesus Christ." He it is that inspires, enamours, and transports the soul with the glory
of God.
Human worship must ever be in connection with Christ. " He loved us, and
gave himself for us."
IV. In relation to the ages. " Throughout all ages, world without end. Amen."
This implies : 1. That God will he for ever. Were he not to be for ever, worship
would not be for ever. He is eternal. " From everlasting to everlasting thou art
God." " He inhabiteth eternity." " One day with him is as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day." 2. Thai the Church will be/or ever. The redeemed will
never cease to exist. They are to live from generation to generation, through endless
ages.
3. ITiat the reasons for praise will he for ever.
God's infinite excellence, liig
redemptive and fatherly relation to the Church, and the communications of his love
are the grand reasons for praise, and these will be for ever.
CoNCLDSioir. What a sublime destiny is that of the redeemed! Genuine religious
praise is the heaven of the soul.
It is that in which all the " powers find sweet
employ." It is that which brings the whole spiritual man within the glow and the
sunshine of the fatherhood of God. Praise is not the " service of song," as it is called;
it is the spirit of life.
It is not until all the activities of our being chime in one
triumphant and succeeding psalm tliat our destiny is realized. D. T.

—

—

Ver. 1. " The prisoner of Christ Jesus." St. Paul writes from his Roman dungeon,
with the galling; constraints of his confinement constantly about him. There is a
pathos in the situation that must move the sympathy of the reader; and yet there is
a dignity and even a glory in it that make us feel the apostle's occasional reference to
his bonds chiefly a motive for giving the greater weight and solemnity to his persuasive
exhortations.
I. The faithful servant of Christ may become a prisoner in his oausk.
St.
Paul was called into the apostleship from a worldly position of great influence and
brilliant prospects.
He was the most gifted and the most devoted man in the Christian
Church. No one laboured more assiduously, and no one met with more marked
success.
Yet it has all come to this, that the great, honoured apostle lies chained in
a Roman prison, his life at the mercy of the " mad boy " Nero. The end might have
disciple is not above his master, nor a servant above
been expected in this form. "
his lord.
If the Lord was crucified, shall we be surprised that the servant is imprisoned ?
Still some are perplexed and disappointed, not at suffering these great hardships, iut at
having to bear any cross for Christ. Christianity is the religion of the cross for the
Christian as truly as for Christ.

A

II. Liberal Christianity may endanger the liberty or its advocate.
St. Paul
was a prisoner " in behalf of you Gentiles." We know, from the history in the Acts,
that it was through the enmity of Jews that the apostle was accused before the
Roman government, and that this enmity was roused by the jealousy they felt at his
preaching the gospel to the Gentiles, and advocating the Gentile right to an equality
with the Jew. St. Paul was the preacher of the more liberal Christianity of his da;

;
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and therefore he was most grievously misnnderstood and most titterly opposed. They
who feel called to preach more liberal views than are sanctioned by the prevailing
opinions of the age may expect opposition, but ma,y learn the duty of courage and
fidelity to truth, and may be cheered by thinking of the lonely sufferers, in the same
cause in bygone days, when the larger views and the freer doctrines were more
vigorously opposed than they can be now. The noble champions of liberal Christianity,
from St. Paul to Maurice, have won substantial victories from wiiioh we profit.
III. It 18 BETTB* TO BK A PKISONBR FOB CHRIST AND LIBERAL TRUTH THAN TO BE AT
unKRTT WITHOUT CHRIST AND IN UNCHARITABLE NARROWNESS. After all, the prisoner
He was the prisoner of Christ, and Christ
at Rome is more to be envied than pitied.
was with him in his bondage. His was the real blessedness of those who are persecuted for righteousness' sake. St. Paul was the champion of freedom as opposed to the
restraints of Judaism, and this real, spiritual freedom could not be destroyed by bolts
and ban.
"Stone walls do not a prison make^
Nor iron bars a cage."
large liberty in Bedford jail when he travelled to the
Baulah heights and almost as far as the gates of the celestial city.
IV. The prisoner who suFrBRS fob a good cause lays obeat obligations upon
ALL who benefit FROM IT. St. Paul quietly appeals to his imprisonment as a gioimd
The sufferings of the great martyrs
for prayer (ver. 14) and exhortation (ch. iv. 1).
of liberty in the past urge us, who have entered into the heritage won by their tnil apd
death, to be faithful to so great a trnst, to walk worthy of it by using our liberty as an
opportunity for the highest service of love, and to preserve it from all encroachments
and hand it down to our children unfettered by new restraints of theological dogma
W. F. A.
or of official domination.

The immortal dreamer had

—

—" Less than

I. He who is most highly gifted with
the least of all saints."
Ver. 8.
Divine grace will think most lowly of himself. St. Paul, the most gifted apostle;
We must distinguish between the
is most deeply conscious of his own unworthiness.
endowment of grace and the acquisition of merit. To have much grace is only to be
much favoured. As a man grows in grace he grows in power of spiritual insigfit
and the result is twofold he has more knowledge of his own true state and a better

—

understanding of the claims of righteousness. Thus the standard is ever rising above
his head in greater heights of holiness, while he is constantly seeing more clearly, freed
from all hypocrisy and self-deception, the miserable weakness and sinfulness of his own
character.
II. He who thinks most lowly of himself will be most fitted for the service
OF Christ. It is not that unworthiness is itselfa fitness for service. Both to be unworthy
and to think one's self worthy are to be doubly unfit. But as Socrates thought he might
be accounted wise only because lie knew he was ignorant while all other Athenians
were unconscious of their ignorance, the true servant of Christ is aware of the sinfulness which is common to him and to all others, but others are not so deeply cfmscious
This humble consciousness of unworthiness is helpful for service, (1) because
of it.
it makes us look for the indispensable grace of God; (2) because it saves us from
preaching ourselves when we should be preaching Christ; and (3) because it compels
us to give God all the glory of success. W. F. A.

—

—

Yer, 8. " Tlie unsearchable riches of Christ." Some riches are unsearchable because
they are inaccessible, like jewels guarded by jealous sentinels, and pearls in sea-caves,
and the gold-mines of remote stars. Some riches are unsearchable because they are
secret, like treasure hid in a field, and ancient records in undeciphered hieroglyphics
in this sense an illiterate man finds the wealth of a library, and an unscientific man
No doubt there are wonderful graces in Christ
the stores of a museum, unsearchable.
that are as yet above and beyond our grasp, and deep mysteries that we cannot fathom,
and a spiritual worth in all his blessings that cannot be discovered by the unspiritual.
But it is not in these senses that the riches of Christ are called unsearchable. The
doors of his treasure-chamber are flung wide that the poorest may enter. There is no

—
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mystery to prevent a little child from seeing the beauty within. The riches of
Christ are'unsearchable simply because they are so ahundant and so various that no
man can ever measure the extent, or count the number, or distinguish all the forms of
them. For near upon nineteen centuries this great treasury has been ransacked by
friends and foes, by hungering inquirers and by keen-eyed critics, with the result that,
which is felt to be more immeasurable in our own
like the infinite wealth of nature
day, after the fruitful labours of the most indefatigable naturalists, than ever it was
when not one-tenth of what we now know was discovered these riches of Christ
amaze and fascinate and overwhelm us with an ever-growing sense of their magnificent
unsearchahleness.
veil of

—

,

—

I. The EICHE8 OF THE OHAKACTEB OF ChBIST ARE OTTSEAECHABLE.
I. They have
been searched into by uncompromising foes, at first by bitter Pharisees and scoffing
Sadducees, later by clever philosophical opponents, such as Celsus and Porphyry, down
to the times of Voltaire's .sparkling sarcasm and Strau,ss's dry criticism.
And the
verdict of mankind is distinctly against the fault-finders, confessing with Pilate, " I find
no lault in him." 2. These riches have also been searched into by adoring disciples,
some with the profundity of St. Augustine, others with the simplicity of St. Frances;
and all types of Christians in every succeeding age unhesitatingly declare that they
never weary of worshipping fresh wonders in that life of uneartlily loveliness. The
more our eyes are opened to discern spiritual worth, and the more the character of
Christ is studied, the more are we astonished and delighted by the vision of infinite

perfection.
II. The riches of the truth op Christ are uusbarchablb.
Christ is the Truth
and the Light of the world. The ideas of Plato may be measnnd— the truth of Christ
never.
Yet two classes of people deny the unsearchable nature of the riches of this
truth.
1. Those who say the world has outgrown Christianity.
Perhaps they mistake
.

the dogmas of the creeds for the truth as it is in Jesus. The former are necessarily
Lmited, and some of them may have to break up and give place to larger ideas. But
the latter is living, infinite, and eternal. 2. Those who are satisfied that they know
everything.
They are usually the people who know least.
smooth and rounded
scheme of doctrine comprehends their universe. Because taey have shaped it into
logical consistency, they assume that no truth can lie outside it.
They have yet to

A

learn that the

Word made

flesh, like

the

Word

in nature,

is

infinite.

The

riches or the love of Christ are unsearchable. Hnnian love commonly
diminishes in intensity in proportion to the extent of the area over which it is spread;
family affection being warmer than our interest in the wider circle of friends, and this
than general philanthropy, just as the river is deep where it is narrow, but becomes
shallow as its banks open out in width. But the s;race of Christ, in depth and breadth
like the sea, has a vast comprehensiveness for all, togetlier with a strong intensity for
each.
So that in the last great assembly, when some come from distant isles and
some from hidden valleys, some from populous cities and some from lonesome deserts,
to confess that the grace of Christ has reached them in the fulness of its power, none
will be found so remote as to have been beyond reach, so undeserving as to have been
past mercy, or so needy as not to have been able to find the supply of every real want
III.

in his great riches of love.

Thk

riches of the blessings given by Christ abb unsearchable. Thei«
an unhappy habit among some of listening only to the evil report of the spies
who tell of the giants, and turning a deaf ear to the spies who bring the grapes and
pomegranates. No wonder that this habit leads to the painting of the blessings of
Eightly understood, the gospel oifers a pearl of
Christianity with very dull shades.
great price, reveals hidden treasures, strips ofi' the rags and brings I'oith the best robe
and the ring. From the first grace of forgiveness to the last grace of peace in death,
Christ is breathing benedictions on the Christian's life, so that when he reflects, he is
astonished at what he has already received, and yet learns to accept all this as only
the earnest of the blessings of light, and strength, and purity, and peace, that are
reserved for his future inheritance.
W. F. A.
IV.

is still

—

Ver. 10. " The manifold wisdom of God."
FORTH vs the REDEMPTION OF THE WORLD.

I.

The uanifold wisdom of God

God

IS

the great Thinker.

ib

All

put
ovu

—
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attempt of man to spell out some of the ideas of Gfod. What wisdom
the creation of the world and the ordering of all things, from the
mov^ements of a star down to the life of a cell What wisdom is involved in the government of the world, maintaining life and gladness, developing the latent resources of the
universe, making all things work together for good, ruling great kingdoms and individual lives in justice and mercy 1 But a higher wisdom is required for redemption.
It is more difficult to regenerate than to create, to regain Paradise than to form it at the
1. Not only are the power and goodness of God needed for this work, hut also
first.
Preaching may he foolish, hut the gospel preached is the wisdom of
his wisdom.
The highest intellectuality has been exercised in working out the world's
(lod.
redemption. 2. St. Paul sees this especially in the breadth of the results in the
High wisdom is broad, and liberal charity requires
inclusion of Gentile with Jew.
much intelligence. Comprehensiveness should not be a matter of vague sentiment.
To be effective it must be fortified by ripe wisdom. 3. This wisdom is manifold.
God has niany interests to consider, many conflicting forces to deal with, and many
Therefore (1) different men may have different views, and yut
issues to provide for.
all be in the right.
(2) Maoy purposes may be aimed at in redemption beyond what
we can see, and thus many processes which to us look meanini^less find their end.
The water is not taken over the mill-wheel simply that it may find its nearest course
to the river ; nor is the Christian led over a broken path because that is the nearest
way to heaven.

ptyosophy is
was requisite

tlie

for

!

—

II. The manifold wisdom of God is made known through the Chcbch to the
-HIGHEST INTELLIGENCES. The Church IS the manifestation of a wisdom that was
hidden before Christianity appeared. Truth is explained by illustration, and the Church
It is not in the thinking and teaching of
is a concrete illustration of Divine wisdom.
Divine wisdom by Cliristitms, but in their very existence as such, that the wisdom of
God is revealed. To be a redeemed soul is to be a proof of that wisdom, just as for
one who had been incurably sick to be a healthy man was to be a living proof of the
This revelation was made to other worlds and liigher intellihealing power of Christ.
elsewhere processes of education
1. Ood cares for other worlds than our own
gences.
2. We are called to
are being carried on with creatures in whom God takes interest.
minister instructimi to other worlds. The service is mutual angels are ministering
Thus
spirits to men, men are instructive witnesses of redemptive wisdom to angels.
the lowest can help the highest. An angel can learn lessons from a man, as a man
can find instruction in an insect. Our lives, then, are linked to other worlds. What
happens to us has bearings elsewhere. This thought may help us to face some mystery
As in the case of Job, what is humanly uuintelligible may be explained when
of life.
it is seen that the beings of another sphere are being instructed through our experience.
" these things, and see the manifold
3. If the highest intelligences " desire to look into
wisdom of God in them, surely we men should treat the works of redemption with
profound reverence,and regard the study of them at worthy of our highest thought.—
W. F. A.
;

;

Christian boldness. I. Boldness is a Chbistian qbace. The gospel
Ver. 12.
destroys the gloomy old religions of terror. It dispels even the natural fear of guilty
It is essentially
souls in the presence of the holy God. It brings liberty and courage.
the manly faith of the world's adult age.
The Christian
II. This boldness is manifest in our confident access to God.
is not to approach God under the circumstances which made the courageouu entrance
see God
of Queen Esther into the presence of King Ahasuerus so nobly patriotic.
as our Father waiting to be gracious. It is unworthy to fear. Our prayer should not
be the cry of the captive for mercy, but the glad request of the child. Note 1. Christian
2. This boldness is no
boldness is wasted unless we use it in coming nearer to Ood.
excuse for irreverence.
1. Christ
III. Christian boldness is explained by oub relation to Christ.
have but to
dispels our ignorant terrors by revealing the fatherhood of Ood.
acquaint ourselves with him to be at peace (Job xxii. 21). 2. Christ gives to us the
3. Christ reconciles us with Ood, and so removes all
peifect love that casts out fear.
ground of reasonable alarm. For while we are unreconciled and imforgiven, courage is

We

:

We

—

—
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madness, and the wildest terror the reasonable conditioH of those whose conscience ii
roused and who realize their frightful peril. But through Christ we are forgiven and
reconciled to God.
It is ungrateful, after being thus blessed, to cherish the old fears.
IV. Christian boldness is en«oyed through faith ih Christ, 1, Faith is
necessary in order to bring us into those relations with Christ which make our boldness
Without faith we are not redeemed, and while unredeemed we
right and justifiable.
have no ground for being bold in Christ. 2. Faith is necessary in order to enable us
Until we trust Christ we shall
to realize our free and safe condition through Christ.
not dare to approach God with a confidence that is grounded on our relations with
Thus spiritual cowardice is a mark of unbelief. He who trusts most strongly
Christ.
will enjoy most freedom of access to God.
W. F. A.

—

The universal fatherhood of Ood. I. The katuub of the fatubuuuoi
God is the Source of our being. He has not only created us as he has
created the rocks.
We are not manufactured, but begotten by God. He has breathed
There is a similarity of
his life into us.
2. God has formed us in his own image.
nature in child and parent. All spirits belong to the same family -and have a couimon
Throughout life the father is most
likeness lo God. 3. God is closely related to us.
nearly cunnected with his children by nature and consequent claims and duties. God is
our Father now ; he has not merely called ua into being in the past. He always and
Ver. 14.

OF God.

1.

necessarily bears the fatherly relation to us.
II.

The extent of the fatherhood of God.
is named " then God is the Father
;

and earth

From God "every
of every family.

family in heaven
.His fatherhood is

reaches to all spiritual beings. Of what orders, how many, and how
wholly beyond our speculation. But none are so remote, so pecu-'
liar, so lofty, or so low as not to come within God's fatherly relationship.
2. It ii
" Every family."
individually concerned with each separate order of beings.
The
God regards his children with
families are distinguished and so are their homes.
3. It is not destroyed by evil conduct.
There are fallen beings,
personal interest.
orders, and families that are degraded in sin. But these make no exception to the universal
fatherhood. In spite of the shameful corruption of some of the families, God is still
Father of all. David did not cease to be the father of the rebel Absalom. The prodigal
son could arise and go unto his father. The worst sinner, when he comes to himself,
Father." This necessarily results from the very nature of fatherhood.
may say, "
The three facts of origination of life, community of nature, and close relationship can
never be annihilated. For a father to ignore them is for him to become an unnatural
parent.

tiniversnl.

Tat'.oas

1. It

they

are, are

My

III.

The consequences of the fatherhood of God.

1.

In Ood.

(1)

He

will

manifest a fatherly interest in every family. In choosing the Jew he cannot forget the
Gentile.
In blessing the Christian he cannot overlook the heathen. Christians, like
the Jews, have foolishly thought to appropriate God to themselves. But less enlightened
He has not left himself without witness in
races have not been neglected by God.
pagan lands. All religions, in so far as they contain any truth, are inspired and rest on
Divine revelations. God visits all his children. The seeking after God in the dark
of remote inquirers is a vague response to the voice of God heard by them in their
consciences.
(2) God has rights over all men, and no one has a right to disown his
Father. God will judge all and justly chastise the disobedient children who refused to
admit his claims. (3> God desires to bless all his children and will always welcome
back the penitents. 2. In us. (1)
should remember that, as spiritual beings, we
are related.
If men are akin to the inhabitants of other worlds, much more are they
very closely related to one another.
Hence our duties of brotherhood to foreign
nations and to savage races. (2)
should have boldne-ss and confidence in our
bt. Paul names the universal fatherhood of God in the preface
api>roach to God.
W. F. A.
of a prayer.

We

We

—
Vers. 14 — 19.

The great mystery of the love of Christ. The speciftl olject of St. Paul't
the Ephesians is that their knowledge may be enlarged, and the one direction
in which he desires for them the increase of knowledge is in regard to the love of Christ.
That i* the most wonderful and the most vital theme of Christian meditation ; it on
prayer

for

—
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only be rightly contemplated under spiritual aid; but the true understanding of it will
be fruitful in rich blessings.
Everything in Christ is wonderful,
I. The gbf.at mystery of the love of Ohkist.
but nothing more so than his love. The multitude were astonished at his miraculous
powers. Keen antagonists were confounded before his superlative wisdom but hig
friends and disciples were above all and growingly touched by the gentleness, the
eoodness, the sympathy, the self-sacrifice, and the love which filled his lifu. This
" passeth knowledge " in many respects. 1. Character.
(X) Disinterestedness &mowai\ng
to the extreme of self-denial.
Christ never sought his own pleasure. He lived wholly
Measure his self-sacrifice by the depth of the descent from the glory of the
for others.
only begotten Son to the agony and shame of the cross. (2) Intensity. The toil,
suffering, and fruitful enerjiy of Christ's love reveal this.
(3) Endurance. It is
sustained by an infinite patience, like God's long-suffering goodness, like " the mercy
of the Lord " which " eudureth for ever." Christ stands long at the door and knocks.
2. Comprehensiveness.
(1) Extending to the wAo?e wor?d. The objects of our affection
Who can understand a love that embraces Jew
aro necessarily limited in number.
and Gentile, Greek and barbarian, and every man, woman, and child in the world ? (2)
Including the most uninviting subjects. We love those whom we admire or those to
;

whom we

drawn by some attraction, sympathy, or relationship. Christ loves the
and corrupt men, remote and obscure folk " the dim jniiltitude" and
those who seem even less lovable the great mass of dreary, uninteresting people.
These ai-e the highest and purest. A low love indulges, pampers, and spoils
3. Objects.
Christ's love often gives pain, demands sacrifice,
in weakly trying to please its objects.
perplexes and troubles us. It seeks the redemption; the purification, and the highest
are

—

base, despicable,

—

glory of men.
II.

The WAT TO know the love of

theless,

Chbist.

"passeth knowledge.'' Neverit, as one who cannot see the
base, as one who can never define an
waters and neighbouring bays. Now,
It

though we cannot comprehend, we may apprehend

mountain's cloud-capped towers may explore its
illimitable ocean may grow familiar with its home
such knowledge as we may have of the supreme mystery of the love of Christ is not to
be got by merely reading the New Testament history, nor by any amount of theological
It is spiritual, sympathetic, inward, and attained through Divine grace.
discussion.
They are three, in successive gradations
St. Paul prays for the means of acquiring it.
one leading on to the other. 1. Hpiritual strength. This is to have life, vigour, and
energy in the inner nature. For so long as the spiritual faculties are dead, or slumbering,
An inspiration
or only move languidly, they cannot rise to grasp great, Divine things.
of God's Spirit, to be measured only " by the riches of his glory," wiU supply this
The first act of the awakened, energized spiritual
2. ITie indwelling Christ.
strength.
nature is to receive Christ through I'aith. While he is only outside us we can neither
know him nor love him. 3. Our love to Christ. When we by faith receive Christ into
our hearts we learn to love him. Then only can we understand his love. It is true
that "we love him because he first loved us;" still, the vague, wondering sense of
Christ's love that wins our hearts to him is a poor perception compared with what we
Only love
shall experience when we look at him with the enlightened eyes of love.
can understand love.
III. The bpiritual blessedness that flows from knowdjo the love of Christ.
This is to "be filled unto all the fulness of God." Men have sought union with God
by ascetic devotion, by mystic contemplation, by sacramental grace ; for all spiritually
awakened souls have felt a void which only God can fill. The secret which priest and
By understanding the love of
pietist have searched after in vain is here revealed.
Christ we are brought into sympathetic connection with him in whom dwelleth the
fulness of the Godhead bodily, and through his mediation we receive the graces and
W. F. A.
glories of the Divine nature (John xvii. 21).

—

—

Ver. 17.
it

The real presence.

No

great delusion could attain wide influence unless

were the counterfeit or perversion of a valuable truth, and miless

it

promised to satisfy

The

doctrine of the real presence is a pathetic witness to
the yearning of the soul for personal fellowship with Christ, Bad to the truth thai he
does come into the lives of his people.

some deep, natural

EPHESIANS.

desire.

If

—

s

;
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IS BEAL.
It is not euoiigh that he should he with U8 only as
invisible" of the departed great are near; i.e. in our memory and in his
influence.
are not satisfied with having his spirit among ns in the sense in which
the spirit of Plato and the spirit of Shaliespeare are still with those who read ' Phaedo'
and 'Hamlet.' Christ promised to be personally present with his disciples (Matt,
I.

Cheist's F3E8ENCB

"the choir

We

Ho

ascended up into heaven, not that he might be removed from us, but
from the material to the spiritual world, he might come into the closer
contact with our souls.
II. Ohbist's presence is in our hearts.
He touches us through our thoughts and
affections. There lies our true self, and it is to our true self that he comes. He makes his
presence felt by the tiuths he inspires, the love he rouses, and the strength ho infuses,
just as the sun's presence is felt in the seed when it begins to germinate in its darli tomb
In this way Christ is even more near to us than he was to
beneath the earth.
Zacchseus when he sat at the publican's table, or to John when the beloved disciple
leaned on his Master's bosom.
HI. Christ's presence is abidino. He comes "not to sojourn;" he abides with
us.
He is with us when, busy in doing his will, we are not thinking of the Lord
himself, as the master is among the workmen who for the moment are too diligent to
look at him. He is with us in hours of spiritual night when we are not enjoying
communion with him, as a friend may be by our side in tlie dark, near though undiscovered. He is with us in our weariness when we have not strength and heart to pray,
as the mother watches her sick child while he lies moaning and quite unconscious
of her gentle nursing.
He is not in every heart
IV. Christ's presence is enjoyed through faith.
Nor is he fully present with each one^f his own people;
for there are Christless souls.
for it is on behalf of true Christians that St. Paul prays for the strength to receive
He is near to us just in proportion as our faith is vigorous to lay hold of him.
Christ.
must trust the unseen presence. Wo
We cannot put our fingers in the nail-prints.
must not look for any second sense, any mystical intuition ; for that is as much
walking by sight as if we saw our Lord with our bodily eyes. Faith is pure trust
xxviii. 20).

that, passing

We

of

in that

wliich

we have no

diiect

appreheasioD.

By

this faith

we

receive

Christ.—W. F. A.

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB

rV.

Pbaotioal Portion of the Epistle.
1
16.
Ohcboh Prinoiple of
Growth and Progress; the Churoh a
Body.

—

Vers.

Ver.

1.

—I

therefore.

Inference not only

but the whole Epistle.
Paul's interest in the Ephesinns led him to
a double application of the great subject
which he had expounded (1) to ask C5nd
on their behalf that he would bestow on
them the full measure of the blessing to
which of his grace they wore entitled (.ch.
lii. 14
21) and (2) to entreat them on God'
behalf to live in a way befitting their high
from

last chapter,

;

—

;

—

calliug(ch. iv.
vi.). To this second application he proceeds now.
The prisoner in the
Lord.
Not merely " of the Lord," but iv
Kvpttf,

the

usual

formula for vital com-

munion with Christ, indicating that his captivity was the captivity of a part or member

An exhortation from such a
of the Lord.
prisoner ought to fall with double weight.
Beseech you to walk worthy of the calling

wherewith ye were

called.

Their

call

was

to be God's people (comp. Bom. ix. 25);
this not a mere speculative distinction, but
one that must have practical form and that
must lead to suitable fruit. True grace
in the heart must show itself by true
goodness in the life.
They were not to
conceal their religion, not to be asbamud of
it, but to avow it and glory in it, and their
lives were not to be disgraced by unworthy
conduct, but to be brightened and elevated
by their relation to Christ.

Ver. 2.— Some Points op a Worthy Walk.
all lowliness aud meekness, with longsuffering, forbearing one another in love.
He begins his enumeration with pass'V*
graces— eminently those of Christ. Lowliness or humility may well be gendered by
our remembering what we were when Goil'a
grace took hold of us (oh. ii. 1 3). Meek>
ness is the natural expression of a lowly
state of mind, opposed to boisterous selfassertion and rude striving with others ; it
genders a subdued manner and • peaceloving spirit tliAt studies to give tlie soft

With

—

—

—

m.

TV.
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answer that turneth away wrath.

Long-

suffering and loving forbearance are phases
of the same state of mind— denoting the
absence of that irasoibilitjr and pronenesa to
take offence which flares up at every provocation or fancied neglept, and strives to
maintain pelf-coutrol on every occasion. It
is from such qualities in God that our
redemption has come; it is miserable to
accept the redemption and not try to attain
and exhibit its true spirit. Neglect of this
verse has produced untold evil in the Christian Church
Ver. 3. Striving to keep the unity of the

—

SirouSrffovTej IS stronger than the
A.V. " endeavouring," and denotes an object
to be carefully and earnestly watched for and

Spirit.

promoted. "The unity of the Spirit" is
equivalent to the unity of which the Spirit
is the Author.
In all in whom he works
savingly, the Spirit produces a certain oneness in faith, in repentance, in knowledge, in
their views of sin, grace, Christ, the world,
etc. This oneness e$ists,and cannot but exist,
even when Christians are not careful of it, but
the manifestation of it is lost; it seems to
the world as if there were no such oneness.
" Many men, many minds," says the world,
when believers differ much and qontend
much, and are at no pains to preserve and
manifest the unity wrought by the Spirit.
It is due to the Spirit, as well as to the
interests of the kingdom of God, that the
unity of the Spirit be maintained in the bond

The genitive, tipiivris, is commonly held to be that of apposition, the bond
which consists of peace a peace-loving
spirit, a spirit laying more stress on the
point! in which Christians agree than those
in which they differ. Those who are combative, censorious, careless of peace, do not
walk worthy of their vocation.
of peace.

—

—

;

—

Wherein Unity consists
Vers. 4 6.
Seven Pabtiotjlabs. There isone body (see
ch. ii. 16). The Church is an organic wliole,of
which believers are the members, and Christ
the Head, supplying tlie vitalizing power.
The real body, being constituted by vital
union with Christ, is not synonymous with
any single outward society. One Spirit ; viz.
the Holy Spirit, who alone applies the redemption of Christ, and works in the members of the Church the graces of tlie new
creation. As ye also were called in one
hope of your caUiug, This is one of the re^
suHs of the Spirit's work ; when the Spirit
called you he inspired you all with one
hope, and tliis one hope was involved in the
very essence of youroaUing(comp. Titusii. 13,
"Looking for the blessed hope, even the
glorious appearing of the great God and our
Saviour Jesus Christ"). To all believers the
Sp^rit imparted this one blessed hope. One
Ibi^; Jesus Christ, unique and beyond coi»-
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pqrison : as Teacher, all hang on his words
as Master, all own his supreme authority ; to
his example all refer as the standard; his
likeness all covet as the highest excellence

(where Mary is worshipped, though nominally you have but one Lord, virtually you
have two). Cue faith not objective in the
sense of creed, but as denoting the one
instrument of receiving salvation (ch. ii. 8),
the one belief in the one Saviour by which
;

we are justified, adopted, and in other ways
One baptism. One initiatory rite
admitting into the visible Church baptism
in name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
blessed,

—

symbolic of the washing of regeneration, the
one way of entering the Church invisible.
One God and Father of aU. We rise now to
tlie fountain of Godhead, the one supreme
Being with whom all have to do, the only
Being who is or can be the Father of us
all; who can be to us what is implied in
the name " Father," whose love and grace
can satisfy our liearts. Who is over all;
the supreme and only Potentate, exercising

undivided jurisdiction, " doing according to
And
his will in the armies of heaven," etc.
through all; pervading the whole nniverse,
not
dwellinu
apart
sustaining and ruling it,
from his works, but pervading them not,
however, in any pantiieistical sense, but as
a personal God, whose essence is separate
from his works. And in all. A closer and
more abiding influence he dwells in them,
and walks In them, moulding their inner
being, and filling them with his own light
and love. Some commentators of mark have
tried to find a reference to each of the persons of the Godliead in the three prepositions
over, through, and by, but this seems a
strained view.
The three persons, however,
appear clearly in the seven elements of
unity, but, as before (ch. iii. 16
19), in
the reverse of the common order first, the
Spirit; second, the Son; and third, the
These seven elements constitute
Father.
the true unity of the Church. It is out of
the question to identify the Church which
is thus one, with any external organization
How
like the Koman Catholic Church.
many millions have been connected with it
destitute
of the
who have notoriously been
one hope, the one Spirit, the one Father
;

;

—

—

I

It is of the invisible Church the apostle
speaks, and his exhortation is, seeing that
this blessed sevenfold unity is the unity
wrought by the Holy Spirit, maintain that
unity; maintain the manifestation of it;
give no occasion to any one to say that there
that the Holy Ghost is
is no such unity
a Spirit of oouftision and not a Spirit of
order and unity.
Vers. 7 16.
^Vabiett or Gifts in oonNEOTION WITH UNITT; VSB TO BE ItADB Of

—

—

TBBir.

—

;
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Vcr. 7. But to each one of us was grace
given according to the measure of the gift of
In the Church all do not get alike
Christ.
grace is not givta in equal measures as the
manna in the wilderness; Christ, as the
great Bestower, measures out his gifts, and
each receives according to his measure.
Coiijpare parable of talents. " Grace " does
not refer merely to supernatural gifts, but
also to the ordinary spiritual gifts of men.
These a>si varied, because what each gets he
gets for the good of the rest the Church is a
fellowship or brotherhood, where each has an
;

interest in all

and

all in each,

and

is

bound

to act accordingly.

Ver.

8.

—Wherefore he saith, When he as-

cended on high he led captivity captive, and
received gifts for men. The speaker is God,
the author of Scripture, ami the place is the
That psalm is a psalm
s xtv-eighth psalm.
of triumph, where the placing of the ark on
Zion is celebrated as if it had been a great
victory.
As this quotation shows, the psalm
its deepest sense is Messianic, celebrating
the victory of Christ. The substance rather
than the words of the passage are given, for
the second person ("tfeou hast ascended,"
and whereas
etc.) lb changed into the third
in the psalm it is said, " gave gifts to men,"
as modified by the apostle it is said, " received
gi lis /or men."
As in a literal triumph, the
chiefs of the enemy's army are led captive,
811 the powers of darkness were led captive
by Christ (captivity, alxi'-a\w(ria, denotes
prisoners)
and as on occasion of a triumph
the spoils of the enemy are made over to
the conqueror, who again gives them away
among the soldiers and people, so gifts were
given to Christ after his triumph to be
given by him to his Church. We must not
force the analogy too far the point is simply
this
as a conqueror at a triumph gets
gifts to distribute, so Christ, on his resurrection and ascension, got the Holy Spirit
to bestow on his Church (comp. oh. i. 22).
Ver. 9.
Now (the fact) that he ascended,
what does it imply but that he descended first?
The ascent implied a previous descent that
is, the ascent of the Son of God
of one who
was himself in heaven, who was in the bosom
of the Father (comp. John iii. 13), implied
that he had come down from heaven, a
striking proof of his interest in and love
for the children of men.
And the descent
was not merely to the ordinary condition
of humanity, but to a more than ordinarily
degraded condition, not merely to the surfice of the earth, but to the lower parts of
the earth. This has sometimes been interpreted of Hades, but surely without reason.
If the expression denotes more than Christ'e
humble condition, it probably means the
grave.
This was th« climax of Christ's
bvunilmtioa; to be rcpaoved oqt of mm^»
ill

;

;

:

—

—

—

;

;;;
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Bight, as too offensive for them to look
on, ^to be hidden away in the depths of the
earth, in the grave, was indeed supremely
humbling. The object is to show that, in
bestowing gifts on men, Christ did not mer«ly
bring into play liis inherent bountifulness
as the Son of God, but acted as Mediator, by
right of special purchase, through his work
of humiliation on earth ; and thus to lead
us to think the more highly both of the
Giver and of his gifts.
Ver. 10.
He that descended is the same
also that ajsoended far above all the heavens.
There was a proportion between the descent
and the asceut. His descent was deep
into the lower parts of earth ; but his ascent
was more glorious than his descent had
been humbling. The Hebrew idea of various
heavens is brought in ; the ascent was not
merely to the third heaven, but far above
all heavens.
That he might fin all things.
very sublime view of the purpose for
which Christ reigns on high. The specific
idea with which the apostle started— to
give gifts to men is swallowed up for the

—

—

A

—

moment by a view far grander and more
comprehensive, "to fill all things." Jesus
has gone on high to pour his glory and excellence over every creature in the universe
who is the subject of grace, to be the Light
of the world, the one Source of all good. As
in the solar system it is from one sun that
all the supplies of light and heat crime, all
the colours that beautify earth, sea, and sky,
all the influences that ripen the f^in and
mature the fruit, all the chemical power
that transforms and new-creates; so the
ascended Jesus is the Sun of the universe
all healing, all life, all blessing are from him.
It is quite in the manner of the apostle,
when he introduces the mention of Christ,
to be carried, in the contemplation of his
person, far above the immediate occasion,
and extol the infinite perfection and glory
that distinguish him.
Ver. 11. And he gave some (to be)
Coming back to the diversity of
apostles.
gifts (ver. 7), he enumerates some of these,
as Christ (aurDs, he, emphatic) bestowed
them. The organization of the Church is
not a mere human arrangement ; its ofScers
are of Divine appointment. The first gift is,
It is not meant that he gave
his apostles.
to some the gifts needed to constitute them
apostles, though that is true; but that,
having qualified some to be apostles, he gave
them to the Church. An apostle had his
commission direct from Christ (Matt. x. 5)
he possessed supernatural gifts (Matt. x. 8)
it was necessary for him to have seen the Lord
(Acts i. 22) his diocese was the whole world
(Matt, xxviii. 19; Mark xvi. 15).
The
apostles were the constituent body of the
Cbutob—tbe^ b»d all n^eeMftr7 {cifto tw(

—

;

—
OH. nr.

—
;
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they were a marvellous gift of
Chi'iat to his Church.
And some, prophets.
Next to the apostles in point ot value, as
gifts to the Church, having supernatural
knowledge of God's will present and future
(Acts xxi. 11). Prophets were indispensable
before the New Testament was given as the
Church's infallible guide to the will of God,
but not apparently necessary after the will
of God was fully recorded.
And some,
evangelists.
The nature of this office is
known only from the meaning of the term
and the work of those who bore the designation (Acts xxi. 8; 2 Tim. iv. 5) persons not attached to a particular congregation, but who went about preaching the
glad tidings, and otherwise building up the
Church, but without the full powers of
And some, pastors and teachers.
apostles.
The more ordinary settled ministers of congregations, called pastors, because they
watched over the flock, trying to lead all
in right ways; and teachers, because they
communicated Divine knowledge.
Some
have thought that each expression denotes
a separate office, but, coupled as they are
together, it is better to regard them as
indicating two functions of one office (see
1 Tim. V. 17 ; Acts xiii. 1).
Ver. 12. In order to the perfecting of the
The ultimate end for which the
saints.
work
gifts bestowed (comp. Heb. xii. 1).
completion
is in hand, which must be
of

has

testified,

—

—

A

fulfilled (see ver. 13)

:

the..faints,

now com-

passed about with infirMlty, have to be
freed from all stain (ch. v. 26, 27), and as in-

struments towards this end, the ministers of
the Church are given by Christ ; they are
not mere promoters of civilization, men of
culture planted among the rude, but instruments for advancing men to complete holiness.
For the work of the minisftry. The
preposition is changed from irphs tu ils, uphs
denoting the ultimate end, eJs the immediate
object (comp. Rom. XT. 2); the office of the
Gliurch officers is not lords, but SiaKocof,
aervants,as Chtist himself wa8(M.att.xx.28).
For the building up of the body of Christ.
Bringing bone to its bone and sinew to its
sinew, increasing the number of believers,
nnd promoting the spiritual life of each;
carrying on all their work as Christ's servants and with a definite eye to the promotion of the great work which he undertook
wlien he came to seek and to save the lust.
Ver. 13. Vntil we all come. This marks
the duration of the office of the ministry.
Home maintain that it implies that all these
offices are to continue in the Church until
the result specified Is obtained (Catholio
Apostolic or Irvingitu Cliuroh): this is contradicted by Scripture ami by experience, so
(af as apovtles »»4 popbetii are opsp^rnei},
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for the gifts for these offices were not continued, and without the {jifts the offices are
impossible.
The meaniiif>f is that, till the
event specified, there is to bo a provision in
the Church of the offices that are needed,

and he apostle, in using " until," probably
had in view the last office in his list
pastors and teachers. To the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God. Both genitives are governed by unity;
alraady there is one faith (ver. 5), but we
all, i.e. all who compose or are yet to compose the body of Christ, the totality of this
body, have to be brought to this faith. As
in ver. 5 " faith "is not equivalent to "creed,"
i

or truth believed, but the act of believing;
so liere the consummation which the ministers of the Church are given to bring about
is a state in which faith in the Son of God
shall characterize all, and that, not a blind
faith, but a faith associated with knowledge.
Usually faith and knowledge are opposed
to each other ; but here faith has more the
meaning of trust than of mere belief trust
based on knowledge, trust in the Son of God
based on knowledge of his Person, his work,
and his relation to them that leceive him.
To bring all the elect to this faith is the
object of the ministry; when tliey are all
brought to it, the body of Christ will be
complete, and the functions of the Christian
ministry will cease. Unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the statnre of the fulness of Christ. The idea of organic completeness is more fully expressed by these
two clauses ; the consummation is the completeness of the whole body of Christ as
such ; but that involves the maturity of each
individual who is a constituent part of that
body ; and the measure or sign of maturity,
both for the individual and for the whole, is
the stature of the fulness of Christ (comp.
Bom. viii. 29, " Whom he did foreknow,
them he also foredained to be conformed to
The question has
the image of his Son ").

—

been put— Will this consummation be in this
life or the next?
The one seems to melt
into the other; the idea of a complete
Church and that of a new economy seem
inseparable; as the coming of Christ will
terminate the observance of the Lord's
Supper, so it will terminate the ministries
ordained by Christ for the completion of his

Church.

—

Ver. 14. That we be no more children,
tossed to and fro and carried about with
every wind of teaching. The apostle goes
back to illustrate in another way the purpose of the ministry ; it is designed to
remedy childish fickleness and the causes
that lead to it. The ignorant and inexperienced lie at the mercy of abler persons,
and, when there is no regular ministry pro-

vided b^ Cbrietj ore liable to be swept alon|
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by any plausible person that professeB to be
a Christian teacher, antl such persons are
often very dangeious, working by the Bleight
of men, i.e. the cunning legerdemain by
which the teachings of men teachings devised by the hearts of men are made to
appear to the uninitiated the same as
Christ's teaching. In craftiness, tending to
the scheme of error. Such teachers employ

—

—

cnifty methods, apparently harmless, but
tending to further the method or scheme ol
error.
Tljc strong language here used corresponds with tliat in which, at Miletus, the
apostle warned the elders of Epliesus of the
"grievous wolves" that were to come in

of the men "speaking
perverse things" that were to arise among
themselves, not sparing the flock (Acts xx.

among them, and

29, 30).

Ver. 15.— But speaking the truth in love.
hanlly translatable in English
it implies being true as well as speaking the truth and following the truth.
Truth is the element In which we are to
live, move, and have our being ; fidelity to
truth is the backbone of the Christian
niiiiistry.
But truth must be inseparahly
married to love; good tidings spoken harshly
are no good tidings ; the charm of the message is destroyed liy the discordant spirit of
the messenger. The more painful the first
impjession which a truth is fitted to produce (e.g. ch. ii. 1 3), the more need is
there for dealing with it in love a much'A.\Ti6sioi/Tes is

—

—

needed and

—

much-neglected

exhortation.
May grow np into him in all things who is
the Head, namely, Christ. Growing up into
Christ is like baptizing into the Name of
the Father, etc. ; it implies that the growth
tends to a closer union to Christ, as, on
the other hand, union to Christ causes
the growth : the two act and react on each
"
other. This growth is to be " in all things
in the whole man in knowledge, righteousness, and holiness, in all the communicable properties of Christ. How great the
work of growth is that should be sought in
the case of every living believer, is evident
from the enormous gulf there is between his
spiritual and moral state and that of Christ,
Yet such growth is reasonable, considering
the relation of the body to him, its Head.
The fact of this relation should encourage
us to seek and expect the growth, and
encourage ministers to labour hopefully

—

—

towards promoting

—From

it.

whom

all the body fitly
framed and knit together through that
which every joint supplieth. The relation
of 4k in this verse to eis in ver. 15 is to be
noted growing up vitally into him, the body
derives vital subatanoe from him. Not, however, in a mere individual sense, but as an
organization, the parts being adapted and

Ver. 16.

—
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to one another (this process
being continuous; see present participles,
articulated

In
a-vvapfioKoyoi/ievot' and avv^i^aCif-fVov).
the Church there are babes in Christ, also
young men and old men some are clear in
intellect, some strong in faith, some warm in
;

love,

some excel

in

passive virtues,

some

but in a well-ordered Church these
should be getting jointed together, and
learning to work with and for one another,
no one despising gifts which he has not
but another has in this sense, there ought
to be a spiritual communism, for all are one
in active;

;

spiritual body.

But

social equality,

communism
communism or even

spiritual

does not involve social

nor will social distinctions

be obliterated in a pure Church, except so
far as they hinder spiritual communion.
According to the energy in the measure
(or, proportion) of each individual part.
This clause seems to be most naturally
connected with what follows. In the fit
framing of the body, channels as it were
are laid for the propagation and working of
the vital force throughout the body; this
force is not aljke, but of various amount iu
the differentparts; somemembers have much
of it, some little, but the measure of this
vital force regulates the growth.
Carries on
the growth of the body. The middle voice,
iroiEiTai, indicates that it is a growth from
within, while depending on the energy furnished by Christ. For building up of itself
in love. This is the end, so far as tlie body
itself is concerned, though, of course, the
completed spiritual body, like the completed natural body, has work to do outside
itself.
In a healthy Church there is a conconstruction,
tinual work of building up
not destruction, is its proper business pro:

moting peace, purity, prayerfulness,

—

trust,

work of the Lord, but all in
love, the absence of which makes winter
instead of summer, declension instead of proactivity in.the

In illustration
of the various measure of grace, and yet
its real efficiency in all the members of the
Church, Eadie says, " No member or ordinance is superfluous. The widow's mite was
commended by him -who sat over against
the treasury.
Bolomon built a temple.
gress, death instead of life.

Joseph provided a tomb. Mary the mother
gave birth to the child, and the other Marys
wrapped the corpse in spices. Lydia entertained the apostle, and Fhobe carried an
Epistle of old, the princes and heroes wont
to the field, and wise-hearted women did
spin. While Joshua fought, Moses prayed.
The snuffers and trays were as necessary ai
the magnificent lampstand. . .
The result
.

that the Church is built up, for love is
the element of spiritual progress. That love
fills the renewed nature."
The Church has
been defined as an institution that has trutb
is

;

OH. IV.
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for its nourishmeiit, love for its tttmosphere,
for its Head.

end Christ

— —

Vera. 17 24. OoNsiitASTED Peinoiples
GF Gentile and Christian Charaoteb.
Ver. 17. This I say therefore, and testify
in the Lord. There is no sign of the apostle,
when he comes to the practical part of liis
Epistle, deeming it of less importance than
the doctrinal. The formula is very expressive the apostle sinks liis personality, aod
brings forward Christ as the Exiiorter.
That ye no longer walk as the rest of the

—

;

First, he indicates what
Gentiles walk.
they are not to be. " Be not conformed to
In four particulars they are
this world."
The first of
to be different from Gentiles.
the
vanity of their mind. The
these is in
aims in
frivolous,
empty
is
to
their
allusion
life, and their unfixed, unsettled impulses.

The Gentiles were chasing shadows, blowing
bubbles, doing anything to make time pass
consideiing or knowing
or whence they
came, or whither they were going.
Ver. 18. Being darkened in their understanding (second point of difference), and
thus blind to all that is most vital ignorant
of God, of the way of salvation, of the
love of Christ. Even at best the natural
understanding cannot discover these things,
and when it is not only imperfect but darkened made more obscure than ever by sin
(see after) its guidance is altogether defective. It has been said truly that the youngest
scholar in a Sunday school that has been
taught the elements of the gospel has more
light than the wisest of the heathen. Alienated from the life of God because of the
ignorance that is in them, heoauso of the
hardness of their heart (third point of
Two causes are given for their
difference).
alienation, viz. ignorance, and hardness of
heart, this last being the ultimate cause.
Through worldly living, their hearts have
become hard, callous, insensible to spiritual
influences, perceiving no beauty in Divine
things, no preoiousness in Divine promises,
no excellence in the Divine image; this
makes them ignorant, careless, foolish; and
such being their state of heart, they are
alienated from the life of God, can't bear
vital religion, hate the very idea of spiritual

agreeably;
either

not

what they were,

—

—

—

—

and holy service.
Ver. 19.— Who being past

feeling.

With-

ot shame, without conscience,
witliout fear of God or regard for man,
without any perception of the dignity Of
human nature, the glory of the Divine
image, or the degradation of sin. Have given
themselves over to lasciviousness to work
all nnoleanness (fourth point of difference).
This is the climax heathenism in its
worst and fullest development, yet by no
means rare. The sensuality of the heathen

out sense

—

l.-^l

was and is something dreadful. Many of
them gave themselves to it as a business,
worked at it as at a trade or employment
Ulilmann's 'Conflict of Cliristianitj
with Heatlienism,' etc.). Details, such as
even the walls of Pompeii furnish, are unfit
for the public eye. With greediness. IIAeove^ta means the desire of having more, and
has reference to the insutiable character of
sensual sins. Sometimes it is translated
(A. V.) " covetousness," as ch. v. 3.
Ver. 20. But ye did not thus learn Christ.
" But " emphatic a great contrast, that
must come home to the conscience of every
(see

—

—

Christian, and to his whole heart and soul.
expression, " learn Christ," is a pregnant one, corresponding to " preaching
Christ" (Acts viii. .5) all about Christ,
Christ in all his offices, and in all his influence.
He that learns Christ appropriates
him in the efficacy of his atonement, in the
power of his Spirit, in the forue of his
lessons, and in the spirit of his influence,
and finds the whole to be diametrically
opposite to the godless world.
word
Ver. 21. If sobethatyeheardhim.
of caution.
We are not to assume too readily
that we are in a right relation to Christ.
must look within and make sure of that.
To hear him, here, is to hear him as his
sheep hear his voice and follow him,
recognizing the voice of the Shepherd, a
voice to be implicitly obeyed. And were
taught in him, as truth is in Jesus. The
peculiar force of this clause is the double
iv, not given in thefirstclauee in A.V., thereby
obscuring the sense, which is, that all teaching and all truth acquires a different hue
and a different character when there is a
personal relation to Jesus. Truth apart
from the person of Christ has little power
abstract doctrines have little influence;

The

—

—

A

We

the very atonement may be a barren dogma.
But the atonement taught " in Jesus," in
connection with the living, loving, dying,
risen Saviour tells the blood of redemption
in connection with the Son of God incarnate
thus loving us, and meekly, patiently suffering the agonies of the cross in our room, is
not only a power, but the greatest moral
power that can move the heart.
Ver. 22. That ye put off, as oosoeming
the former conversation, the old man. The
sum of Christ's practical lessons is given in
two particulars putting off and putting on.
The change is very decided and very comIt is emphatically personal; not a
plete.
mere change of opinions or of religious
observances, but of life, habit, character;
not altering a few things, but first putting
" It
off the man as we put off a garment.
is a change which brings the mind under
the government of truth, and gives to the
life a new aspect of integrity and devout
;

—

—

—

THE
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Which is rotting according to the lusts
The pn sent partioiple, <pBeip6-

nras,"
of
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deceit.

indicates contiuuance or progress in
Sin is a disintegrating discorruption.
solving thing, causing putridity, and in all
liivov,

cases,

when unchecked, tending towards

it.

Deceit is personitied it is an agent of evil,
Bending nut lusts which seem harmless but
are really ruinoas theii' real character is
;

—

concealed; they come as ministersof pleasure,
they end as destructive tyrants. Lust of
power, lust of money, lust of pleasure, have
all this character; they are the offspring of
deceit, iind

always to be shunned.

23.— And that ye be renewed in the
Between the first and
of your mind.

Ver.
spirit

practical change, durived from being
taught by Christ, the apostle inserts tliis
This renewal is
counsiil applicable to both.
the work of the Holy Spirit how, then, can
it be the subject of an exhortation to us ?
In this sense, that we are to prize, long for,
encourage, watch, this work of the Holy
Spirit, feelin!; it to be most vital and
essential, uot to be neglected without awful
Usually the Holy Spirit
sin and danger.
works in us by stirring up our spirit to deendeavour
after holiness ; to resist
sire and
these strivings of the Spirit, or even to be
indifferent to them, is a deadly and most
dangerous sin.
Ver. 24. And put on the new man. A« the
fruit of inward renewal, let there be outsecoiiil

;

—

ward renovation.

A

new

object is clean,

have something of
the same aspect— let your principles, aims,
habits, be new, in the sense of being conWMoh
formed to Christ, who is your life.
after Qod has been created in righteousness
and holiness of truth. " After God," equivalent to " after the image of him that created
Some think " the new
liim " (Col. iii. 10).
man"equivalent to "Christ" (Rom. xiii. 14),
constituted the Head of renewed humanity,
But this would not
as Adam of depraved.
correspond with tlie exhortation to put off
the old man, nor should we be exhorted to
put on Christ after being exhorted to be renewed in the spirit of our minds. In what
fresh, tidy

;

let

your

life

sense, tlien, has the " new man " been
created ? The idea presented itself to the
apostle in the abstract there has been a
;
but concretely,
creation ot u, new
we have tu conform to the Divine creation,
in respect of righteousness and lioliness
righteousness denoting personal uprighluiss
Bud fidelity to all social duties ; holiness,
the state of the spirit toward God. The last
words, " of truth," denote the relation of
righteousness and holiuess to the truth. The
words aiw opposed to " of deceit " in ver. 2"*.
Lust is bred of dec<>it, but righteousness
and holiness of truth. They never deceive,
nevel disappoint, arc solid to the end.

—

mm

;

tci«. t*.
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Ver. 25— ch.
Man and Kobus

Rags op the Or.D
v. 2.
op the Naw.
25.
Wherefore,
putting
away falseVer.
hood, speak every man truth with his neigh-

—

bour.

Lying

or falsehood

is

pre-eTuinently

a heathen vice, as missionaries in India and
other countries abundantly testify. It is an
attribute of fallen humanity " They go astray
from the womb, speaking lies " and one oi
the earliest vices that appear in children is
deceit.
Not only is it God's will and command that we speak the truth, but it is
peculiarly incuinbent on
Christians as
children of the light, as followers of him
who is the Truth, as having renounced the
devil, who is the father of lies.
Another
reason is added. Tor ye are members one of
another. Falsehood is always designed to
mislead but to deceive our own member.s is
emphatically wicked.
Says Ohrysostini
(quoted by Eadie), " Let not the eye lie to
the foot, nor the foot to the eye. If there be
a deep pit, and its mouth, covered with reels,
shall present to the eye the appearance nf
solid ground, will not the eye use the foot
to ascertain whether it is hollow underneath
:

;

;

or whether

it is firm and resists ?
Will the
foot tell a lie, and not the truth as it is P
And wliat, again, if the eye were to spy a
serpent or a wild beast, will it lie to tlie

foot?"

—

Ver. 26. Be ye angry, and sin not. Quotation from the Septuagint version of Ps.
Anger, the feeling and expression of
iv. 5.
displeasure, is not wholly forbidden, but is
guarded by two checks. Our Lord did not
make anger a breach of the sixth command-

ment, but being angry with a brother without
cause.
The first check is to beware of
sinning; to keep your anger clear of bitterness, spite, malevolence, and all such evil
feelings. The second is, Let not the sun go
down on your irritation; examine yoursel in
the evening, and see that you are tranquil.
" St. Paul
Eadie quotes Thomas Fuller
saith, 'Let not the sun go down upon your
wrath,' to carry news to the antipodes in
another world of thy revengeful nature.
Yet let us take the apostle's meaning rather
than his words witji all possible speed to
depose our passion ; not understanding him
60 literally that we may take leave to be
angry till sunset; then might our wrath
lengthen with the days, and men in Greenland, where day lasts above a quarter of a
year, have plentiful scope of revenge.
And
OS the English, by commaLd of William
the Conqueror, alway ruked up their fire,
and put out their candles when the curfew
bell was rung, let us then also quenv^. all
sparks of anger and heat of passion." It is
etspeoially becoming in men, when about to
sleep the sleep of death, to see tliat i.hey are
iu peace and charity with all men it weri
t'

;

—

;

—

m.

tv.
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Ver. 27.

fall
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the same

to the devil.

Place OP room, opportunity and scope for
acting in and tlirough you. There aeems
no special reference to the last exhoitatlon,
but as that demands a special act of
vigilance and self-control, so the activity of
the devil demands vigilance and self-control
on all occasions, and especially on tho^e on
which the devil is most apt to try to get a
foothold.
The reference to the devil is not
« figure, but an obvious recognition of hia
personality, and of the liability of all Christians to fall under his influence.
Ver. 28. Let the stealer steal no more.
'O KKeirrav may be translated either as anoun
or as the presen c participle. In either case it

—

impi ies that even Christians might continue

and that tliey had to be warned
against the habit. This may seem strange
to us, but not to those wlio consider how
little theft was thought of among the pagans,
and how liable such habits are to remain
among converts from lieatiienism. Where
there i8 a low moral tone and an uneducated
cotscience, very great irregularities may bo
found
Dishonesty in trade, deceit in
business, are just the same. Among the
Gpliesians, thieving was probably tlie result
of idle habits and of dislike to hard work.
Hence the apostle says, But rather let
labour, working with his hands the
things that are good, that he may have
Idleto impart to him that hath need.
ness is mean, labour is honourable ;- Christ
calls us to work, not for this reason only, but
in order that we may have something to
give away. Paganism would rob others of
what is rightfully their own ; Christianity
leads me to give to others what is rightfully
my own. This different genius of the two
systems appears here very clearly. Observe
the true use of superfluities look out for
the needy, and give for their relief.
Ver. 29. Let no corrupt word prooeed
out of your mouth. Not pagans only, but
some of whom better tilings might be
expected, need this charge. How revolting
is the tendency in some circles to foul and
profane
blasphemous conversation; to
land obscene jests, songs, and allusions; to
feed as it were on moral garbiage I From
Christian mouths no such word should ever
issue it is simply abominable. But that
which is good for improvement of the
occasion, that it may give grace to them that
Speaking should ever bear on imhear.
provement or ediiication, especially on
turning passing things to good account.
This should be the aim it does not require
speaking to be uniformly grave, but to htue
en dbjeet. It may be quite right to have an
taliven^ object, but among Christians it
to stial,

Mm

—

—

—

;

;
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should always be such as befits their profession, and tends to help on the exalted
objects at which they aim.

—

Ver. 30. And grieve not the Holy Spirit
of God. Very solemn and emphatic counsel.
The name is given with unusual fulness, in
order to show the magnitude of the sin ri
Tlvivfia rd &ytov rov @eov, " The Spirit, the
Holy Spirit of God."
By an anthropopathy the Spirit is represented as grieved
by such treatment as would grieve us e.g.
when his work is obstructed, when sin is
trifled witli, when Deity is treated carelessly,
when place is given to tlie devil, when the
spirit of the world is cherished.
Those who
act thus resemble
the Sanballats and
Tobiahs of the time of the restoration, who
hindred the rebuilding of the temple and
the restoratiiin of order and prosperity.
When the Holy Spirit would urge consecration, separation from the world, holy
exercises, active service, our indolent and
worldly hearts are liable to rebel and vex
him. To grieve a parent heedlessly is a great
sin; how much more to grieve the Spirit of
God ? In whom ye were sealed unto the day
of redemption.
The Spirit being rather the
Seal than the Sealer, who is the Father
(see ch. i. 13), it is better to translate in
whom than by whom ; besides, this preserves
the force of the iv, which, whether used of
Christ or of the other persons of the Godhead, is so characteristic of the Epistle. To
grieve the Spirit is to help to obliterate the
seal, and thus weaken the evidence of our
redemption.
Ver. 31. Let all bitterness ; not only in
speech, but in mind, disposition, habit. And
wrath and anger ; nearly synonymous, but
perhaps " wrath " is equivalent to the tumultuous excited state of mind, out of which
comes anger, the settled feelin g of dislike and
enmity. And clamour and evil-speaking he
put away from you ; " clamour," equivalent to
the loud noise of strife, the excited shouting
downofopponents; "evil-speaking," the more
deliberate habit of running down their
character, exciting an evil feeling against
them in the minds of others. With all malice
equivalent to wishing evil, whether in a more
pronounced or in a latent and half-conscious
form, whether expressing itself in the way of
coarse malediction or lurking in a corner of
the heart, as an evil spirit of which we should
be ashamed ; all are rags of the old man, as
disgraceful to Christians as literal rags to a
man of position ; utterly unworthy of the
regenerated child of God.
Chrysostom,
rather fancifully, treats tliem as a genealogy:
" Bitterness bred wrath, wrath anger, anger
clamour, chmifiur evil-speaking, which is

—

—

railing."

Ver. 32.— But he ye kind one to another,
teader-hearted, forgiving one another (op-

—

—

;
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posed to bitternesa, wrath, anger ; Bengel).
Kind (xP'?ffToi), sweet, amiable In disposition, subduing all that is harsh and hasty,
encouraging all that is gentle and good
tender-hearted (eUa-nKayxvoi), denoting a
specially compassionate feeling, such as may
arise Irom the thouglit of the iuiirmities,

and miseries to which more or less
are subject ; these emotional conditions
to bear the practical fruit of forgiVenees, and
the forgiveness to be mutual (xapiii/i^voi
iavTo7s), as if under the feeling that what
you give to-day you require to ask to-morrow,
not being too hard on the faults of others,
remembering that you have your own.
liven as God iu Christ also forgave you. The
A.V. rendering, " for Christ's sake," is objectionable everyway: it is not literal; it
omits the characteristic featureof the Epistle,
" in Christ," losing the force of the consideration that the forgiveness was dispensed by
the Father, acting with or wholly one with
the Son ; and it gives a shade of countenance
griefs,
all

[on. iv.
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to the great error that the Father personally
was not disposed to forgive till he was
prevailed on to do bo by the interposition
of the Son.
The aorist, " forgave," is more
literal and better than the perfect, "hath
forgiven ; " it points to a definite time when
forgiveness was bestowed, viz. the moment
of real belief in Christ, and hearty acceptance of his grace. The vague atmosphere
in which many envelop the question of
their forgiveness ia very hurtful ; it checks
their
thanksgivings,
dulls
their
joy,
quenches hope, and dilutes the great
dynamic power of the gospel— the powertliat
impels us to forgive our brother, as well as
to abound in tho work of the Lord with a
tender conscience, the sense of forgiveness

urges to the most full and hearty doing of
God's will ; but when hypocrites, with seared
consciences claim to be forgiven, they steal
what is not their own, and become mora
abandoned to wickednesn.

HOMILETICS.
" Walk worthy of the vocation vrherewith ye are
to the practical part of the Epistle, and the first exhortation
Paul attached great importance to the element of walk or character.
He skilfully puts two things in connection with each other vocation on the one hand,
and wal/c on the other. The preceding chapters had shown the wonderful glory of the
Christian vocation. The succeeding chapters are directed to secure a correspondingly
1. Generally, the uo?m«
elevated Christian walk. Two main topics present themselves.
2, The kind of walk required
" worthy of the
of the Christian walk or character.
vocation," etc.
This may be shown in three aspects.
I. Value of Christian walk or charaotbb.
As a plea for Christianity, or evidence of the reality of Christian faith ; as a persuasive
plea. Sceptical tendencies of the present
towards it, and as a pattern for imitation. 1.
age ; logic not sufficient to meet them. Strongest popular evidence of Christianity is its
inherent truthfulness, its self-commending power. But next in power is the consistent
lives of earnest Christians. Men and women consistently following Christ, breathing hia
spirit, and moving heavenwards, showr that his religion is not a sham or a deception,
Such lives appeal to the heart as well as the
ptrsuaeive.
but a great reality. 2.
head. They sliow religion to be, not only a reality, but a great obligation and a great
blessing ; appeal to the conscience and force it to say, " That is what we ought to be."
Men feel they ought to live like such, and certainly they would fain die like them. 3.
pattern. Do we need it? Have we not other and more perfect patterns? Sermon
on mount ; life of Christ ? Yea, but human nature desiderates something on its own
Bomelhing visible and tangible, a Stepping-stone between heaven and earth.
level
Hence Paul gave thanks that the Thessalonians became followers of him and of the
Lord, and he told the Phillppians that he and others were given them "for an ensample."
Every Christian congregation should have a number of model Christians fitted to be
examples to the rest the elders and elderly people especially. Men may sneer at
model Christians, but they do not sneer at model soldiers or model servants, and
certainly every Christian worthy of the name should aim at being as near Christ as
Ver. 1.

The Christian walk.

We

called."
now
is a striking one.

come

—

A

A

A

—

—

possible.

IL The kind op walk. " Worthy of the vocation wherewith ye arc called." We
have all an idea of consistency ; inconsistency should be the object f our abhorrence.
The world has a keen eye for inconsistencies of Christians, and exposes them mercilessly. It takes comfort from them to continue in sin. Sins detestable in the godly ars
<

——

«ft.

IV.

—
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thought nothing of in the worldly. If what David did in re Uriah had been done by
Nebuchadnezzar, no one would have said anything. A consistent walk is,. by God's
help, within the reach of all.
It is an impressive Bernion to the world, a continual
sermon, an unanswerable sermon. Let all preach this sermon, though it be their only
one. The "walk worthy" is a walk of holiness, humility, forbearance, forgiveness,
patience, charity.
It is also a walk of brightness and beneficence.
It seeks to inake
the world brighter and better. Let us be urged to it by the sins of the world, by the
miseries of the world, by the dangers of the world, as legards the soul. In order to
promote it, let us be much with Christ, and as far as we can, with those who are like
Christ.
Let us study the biographies of Christ-like men and aim at conformity to their
example. Let us often pray the prayer of the third chapter of this book, and other
prayers of the like tenor. Let us use earnestly our menus of grace, praying that each
sabbath, each sermon, each sacrament, may serve to make us more worthy of the
vocation wherewith we are called.
Vers. 2

—

Details of a walk worthy of the vocation.

This walk demands
social concord, through the quiet or passive vibtoes,
which, having been very characteristic of Christ, are eminently incumbent on all who
bear his Name. 1. Lowliness, arising from a chastened sense of our sin and unworthiness.
2. Meekness, which is in speech what lowliness is in spirit.
3. Long-suffering
and forhearance in love ; in opposition to hastiness, irascibilily, impatience, ill temiier,
which, thou<jh often little thought of, are eminently unworthy of the Christian calling.
Christian victories are often gained by meekness and endurance what Milton called
" the invincible might of meekness." These graces have reference mainly to the
ordinary intercourse of social life ; what follows has to do more with the public life
of the Church.
II. The preservation of ecclesiastical concord through the bond of peace.
'Jlie concord to be preserved is the " unity of the Spirit "
the unity .of which the Holy
Spirit is the Author
not mere external uniformity, bnt inward agreement. It is a fact
'.hat there is much inward agreement wherever the Spirit of God works.
It is our
t-ity to preserve this
to keep it from being broken or even appearing as if broken.
This unity is to be maintained by the bond which consists of ".peace;" by a peaceloving and peace-seeking spirit, that spirit of which Christ said, " Blessed are the
peacemakers : for they shall be called the children of God." The danger of breaking
the unity of the Spirit is great readiness to take offence, pride, regard lessness of the
welfare of others, forgetfulness of the vast Christian work and warfare committed to
us, are temptations to this.
On the other hand, the habitual striving after the graces
enumerated above, and trying to exercise thera habitually, tend to preserve the unity
of the Spirit, and to a large extent, too, to preserve external agreement in the government and worship and work of the Church.
III. In connection with this subject, the apostle shows wherein The unity of the
Spirit consists, and wherein it is to be preserved. There is a sevenfold unity (see
Kxposition). That tme believers are one in Christ is one of those truths which happily
even controversy and sectarianism do not quite obliterate. But a more full, rich, and
constant manifestation of this unity would make a great impression on the world it
would remove one of the most common excuses of scepticism it would tend powerfully
both to edify and to extend the cause of Christ and it would make the fellowship of
the Church much more delightful, spreading more of the atmosphere of heaven upon
I.

6.

The preservation of

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

earth.

—

11.
Christ's gifts to hit Church.
Vers. 7
The grand object of the apostle in
this section of his Epistle is to show the ample pro\ i.-ion made by Christ for the welfare

of his Chuich. The Church may sing as well as the individual, " The Lord is my
Shepherd I shall not want." The jxirticular object is to indicate that the gifts
conleired by him on the members individually (vers. 7
10), and especially the
appointment of the several classes of office-bearers (ver. 10), show the Lord's earnest
desire to raise his Church to the highest possible condition of grace and honour; to make
her complete and glorious, as the one body of which he is the Head, the one vessel into
wb'ch he Ib to pour all his fulness, the bride on wuom he is to exhaust evory ornament,
;

—

—

"
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Church are innumerable ; they recede back through
cyermore (ch. iii. 18, 19). His death marked the climax of
For her ha
his self-sncrifice ; but even that did not end Christ's service for his Church.
not only descended from heaven to earth, but for her too he reascended from earth
to heaven ; like tlie high priest, he went into the holiest of all with his Kame on his
breastplate, and he only changed the sphere in which his mediatorial office was
exercised.
But more ; the good Shepherd is ever renewing the miracle of the five
loaves and two fishes ever saying with reference to his people, " Give ye them to eat
and ever appointing and qualifying suitable officers to take care of his Church and
break among them the bread of life. He is ever qualifying his ministers for ruling and
feeding his flock, for filling the empty soul, speaking a word in season to the weary,
guiding the perplexed, reclaiming the erring, strengtheniiig the weak, supporting the
feeble-minded, and sending on the ransomed of the Lord to Zion, with songs and everlusting joy upon their heads.
The subject divides into two the gift-giving (vers.
7
In the
11), and the end or purpose for which the gifts are given (vers. 12
16).
all

eternity

Christ's care for his

and forward

for

;

;

—

—

—

we

find: 1. The source of the gifts and the principle of distribution (ver. 7).
". Confirmation of this from the sixty-eighth psalm (ver. 8).
S. Commentary and
inferences therefrom (vers. 9, 10).
4. The special gift of suitable officers.
I. 1. Christ is the great Source of grace, including ordinary and extraordinary gifts
(" the gift of Christ ").
2. Christ leaves no one out ; to every one of us is given
grace.
3. The grace was not given in equal measures to all. 4. But according to the
measure of the gift of Christ
II. From the sixty-eighth psalm it appears that this proceeding was symbolized when
the ark was placed on Mount Zion, when David's victories were celebrated, and a distribution of gifts took place.
III. The word " ascended," applied to the Son of God, implied a pievious descent;
first

part

for when he ascended, he went to his own home and seat ; previous to this he came
down, and the apostle dwells especially on his having come down to the lower parts
of the earth, such as Getlisemane, Calvary, and the grave.
His was no holiday visit to
earth, to green fields, or golden palaces; " He was taken from prison and from j'dgment."
Yet even there he triumphed over all his enemies, and now he is exalted " fai above all
heavens." This last expression is very remarkable, especially in the view of what
modern astronomy teaches on the extent of the heavens. It is a marvellous testimony

to the glory of the risen Lord.

the testimony to his glory in the purpose
fill all things."
The sun, in the centre
of the solar system, fills that system, spreading light and heat and manifold influences
to its extremest limits. All the colours that beautify earth, sea, and sky ; all the heat
that fosters life and gladdens living creatures of every kind ; all the chemical influences
that are so manifold in their effects on the economy of nature, radiate from the snu.
So Christ is Sun and Centre of the infinite universe, and the univeise is filled by him
with heavenly influences. There are many snns, but only one Saviour ; there are many
systems of worlds, according to our modern astronomy, and even firmaments of worMs,
beyond the ken of our strongest instruments ; but all are joined by one glorious bon ;
for not only have they been all formed by one Creator, but all have been "filled" by
the one all-glorious Mediator- Lord. What resources does that expression, "that he
might fill all things," aseribe to Christ! If he can fill all things, he can fill us; our
hearts are not easily filled ; but what can be wanting to us out of such fulness ?
IV. But from the stars we come back to the Church, and consider Christ as exalted
to fill his Church. With this view he has qualified and commissioned certain officers to
minister to his Church. Of these it is generally allowed that apostles and prophets were
special an(i temporary ; while evangelists, pastors, and teachers are ordinary aii'i permanent (sec Exposition). Observe that such men are to be received (and when needed
to be asked loo) as gi/ts of Christ to his Church.
It is the Lord of the harvest who
equips and furnishes labourers for his harvest.
should not seek ministers of the
gospel, as some do, for our own pleasure or credit, rejecting them if they do not quite
answer our idea; but as gifts of Christ, in which their great object will be to build up
his Church and promote the beauty of his bride.
for

which he has gone on high

Still highei- is

—" that
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might
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" for the perfecting of the
Christ has a trork of pwfection on hand. This denoted by
saints " (ver. 12), and " unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulWhat a high aim with reference to creatures so poor and
ness of Christ " (ver. 13).
needy as the members of his Church 1
II. In order to this, the work of the ministry exists ; and that worlc seeks (1) " the
edifying the body of Christ " (2) the promotion of unity of faith and of the knowledge
of the Son of God (ver. 13); (3) protection of the Church from childish fickleness and
In order to accomplish these ends,
the arts of men who seek to unsettle her (ver. 14).
the ministry is called to speak the truth in love (ver. 15), and especially truth " as it
Truth, thus spoken, is the great means of spiritual edification
is in Jesus " (ver. 21).
and of progress towards perfection. Kxternal rites or ceremonies can profit nothing
except in so far as they are Divine channels for conveying this truth.
III. While ministers are instruments, Jesus is himself the great Source of growth.
" (ver. 15).
All
1. The growth to be promoted is growth " unto him who is the Head
vital, spiritual influence is in Christ. As the woman reasoned, " If I may but touch the
hem of his garment, I shall be made whole ; " so if we, by faith, shall come into contact
with our living Head, his gracious influence will spread through our souls. 2. The
whole Church is articulated with Christ ; its parts are articulated with each other, but
all are designed to communicate with the Head, and to assist in conveying vital influence
from the Head to the members. So it is in the human body ; it is all jointed and
connected together ; but the object of this is to facilitate the transmission of the vital
All the members of the Church should realize their
force throughout the whole.
position as parts of a body connected with the head, and should regard the measure of
energy received by them as designed for the general good (ver. 16). 3. While Christ
is the sole Source of vital influence, and ministers are the main instruments of its
transmission, the whole body is to be self-edifying, intelligently and consciously
moving on towards the grand consummation (ver. 16). Ministers do not differ in kind
from the members. They have got special gifts for the edifying of the body, but every
All ought to conspiie harpart of the body has got some gift for the same end.
;

moniously together, keeping in view the grand consummation. Churches and members
of Churches must not be content with any inferior aim, but habitually and earnestly
move on toward perfection. And for this the Spirit of love is indispensable (ver. 16).
The Church cannot edify itself except in love. Strife and division are sure to arise,
and these are not edifying, but disintegrating. One great lesson here is that, as Christ
The gospel as a system of truth has Chiist in the
is the Truth, so he also is the Life.
centre ; so the Church as a living agency has Christ in the centre. Take Christ fi-om
either, and " Ichabod " may be inscribed on the wall.

—

We

now
24.
Contrasted principles of Oentile and Christian character.
The apostle had presented
explicitly to the details of Christian duty.
a very high standard of Christian privilege in the preceding chapters, and now he
What God gives in the one form
IM-esents an equally high standard of Clristiai: duty.
The importance of
is to be given back in the other, and in corresponding proportion.
the subject is indicated by the formula, " This I say, and testify in the Lord." The
apostle contrasts the Christian with the Genlile walk, and indicates wherein the latter
in what he
is tc (tffer from the former, (1) in what the Christian is Twt to be, and (2)
Vers. 17

come more

is to be.

In the vanity of their mind. 2. In the darkness of their understandmg. 3. In
from the life of God. 4. In their abandonment to lasciviousness. Thus
even Christian converts need to remember the duty to keep themselves unspotted by
the world. There is a world of guilt and godlessness from which it is necessary for
thorn to keep themselves unstained.
" Ye have not so learned
II. Positive kules of Christian life. 1. Their Source.
Christ, if so be ye heard him," etc. (ver. 20). The whole tenor of Christ's teaching
and influence is against these things. Only make sure that you have come under it.
Comprehensiveness of the word
(1) " Put off the old man," etc.
2. What they are.
"man;* his tendency is to rottenness or corruption; the lusts of deceit which are
" Be renewed in the spirit of your
connec'ted with him are pernicious and ruinous. (2)
desire for it, and
Haind." Renewal begins within by the Holy Spirit rousing iu you a
I.

1.

their alienation

—
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urging you to use the means towards it. Accept and improve these movements of the
Spirit within you.
(3) In this way, " put on the new man," and especially encouraga
and seek to have developed these two features of the new creation righteousness and
Righteousness, including integrity, honest, trne, fair, open dealing ; doing
holiness.
justly out and out, in every place and in every relation
in the house, the market,
the counting-house, the sliop, among neighbours, among strangers, everywhere and at
all times.
Holiness of truth, including high reverence for God and all that is Divine,
sympathy and congeniality of heart with God, cleanness of nature, purity of soul,
conformity to the image of Christ, who is the Image of the invisible Grod. No professing
Christian can be exempted from this rule of life. Nor should any assume too readily
" Let him that thinketh lie standeth take heed
that he is thoroughly conforming to it.
lest he fall."
Christianity in its practical relations is very searching and thorough.
It
demands a high standard of life and practice. Bat no wonder, if Christ be the Head, the
Source of all vital power, and if ihi re be a complete provision by which the needed
power may be communicated to all the members. Never let it be said to Christians,
" What do ye more than others?"

—

—

Ver. 25—ch. v. 2. Bags of the old man and rohes of the new. The Christian
Ephesians somewhat resembled Josliua tlie high priest, when standing before the angel
of the Lord, ami when Satan was standing at his right hand to resist him. Joshua was
clothed with filthy garments, and the angel spake to those that stood before him, " Take
away the filthy garments from him. And unto him he said, ' Behold, I have caused
thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I will clothe thee with change of raiment." Rags
of the old man still hang about these Ephesians, disfiguring their persons and giving
them a very different appearance from that which befits the regenerated sons of God.

The

is giving directions to take away each filthy rag and substitute for it
raiment of the new man. And he is doing this under a solemn sense of danger
and responsibility, and with the feeling that two great spirits are also interested in the
work and actively concerned in it the one, the spirit of evil, who is trying cunningly
but earnestly to spoil the process, and induce the Ephesians to cling to their own
garments; the other, the blessed Spirit of God, who in his infinite love is seeking
to clothe the Corinthians in the garments of purity, to seal them unto the day of
redemption, so that by the brightness of their appearance they shall be known to be
God's in the day when he makes up his jewels. And what makes the whole matter so
solemn and momentous is that, unless they are ever on their guard, the subjects of this
jjrocess are ever liable to give place to the one spirit and to grieve the other ; the awful
danger lying in this, that the spirit to whom they are prone to yield is the spirit of evil,
and the Spirit they are apt to grieve is the Holy Spirit of God. 1. The rags of the old
man to be put off are lying, anger, stealing, coarse language, bitterness, wrath, angei',
clamour, evil-speaking, and malice (see Exposition). Three reasons are given, more
or less explicitly, why such things should be put away.
(1) We are members one of
another (ver. 25), and ought to assist instead of injuring one another (ver. 28). (2) We
ought not to give place to the devil (ver. 27). (3) We ought not to grieve the Holy
2. The robes of the new man to be put on are truthfulness, lonest
Spirit of God.
industry, edifying speech, kindness, tenderness of heart, forgiveness, imitation of God,
and the loving walk which becomes his followers. Three reasons are given likewise
why these rohes should be put on. (1) God in Christ forgave us (ver. 32). (2) Christ
loved us. (3) Christ gave himself for us, an offering and a sacrifice to Gk)d of a sweetsmelling savour. This is one of the most comprehensive and beautiful summaries
It is the quintessence of practical Christianity.
of the Christian life.
It furnishes an
admirable rule for self-examination, and an admirable incentive to progress in the life
of God.
It is a passage, not only to be got by heart, but written on the heart.
We
may well say, as we resid these verses, "This ts Christianity; this is the walk worthy
of our vocation." If the writer of the hundred and nineteenth psalm had such boundless
delight in the Law of God, though it had not to him the delightful evangelical aroma
it has to us, what ought our feelings to be?
Under all dispensations of the covenant,
the Law is still the rule of our life, though salvation is of grace ; and the prayer that
"
continually becomes us is, Incline my heart unto, thy testimonies ; quicken thou me,
that I may keep thy Law." Rags or robes ; why should any hesitate between litem f

the
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To most men

rags are most repulsive. To wear literal rags to appear shabby, dirty,
very unpleasant. How much more, in the eyes of God and the saiotat and
angels, to wear moral ragsl Mnuy a one clothed in purple and fine linen wears the
filthiest rags of the old man ; and some, on the other Imnd, in the plainest and coaisest
attire, have put on the beautiful robes of righteousness, and shall be crowns of glory in
the handtf of the Lord and royal diadems in the hands of their God.

untidy,

is

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver. 1.
Ethics after theology. The doctrinal part of the Epistle is
the practical part begins.
This is the true and natural order.

now

finished

and

I. It is in the sphere of the doctrinal that we find the power that carries
us through all practical duties. In all the Epistles the duties enforceil are
grounded in the doctrines declared or explained. The doctrines are the reservoir which
sends its stream of power down over the human life.
The engineer scoops out a
hollow space to be filled with water, constructs his machinery, and then lifts the sluice
that sets all the machinery in motion.
When the doctrines of grace have been fully
expounded, the apostle lifts the sluice and lets on the stream that sends life spinnins;
round and round in a course of holy activity. " I beseech you therefore, by the mercies
of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacriSce " (Rom. xii. 1).
II. It is necessary to incdlcatb Christian duties even in the case op
Christians.
If the apostles did it, we must do it.
It is only Antinomianism
resting on the doctrines of grace witliout watchfulness of the walk before God— that
contests this principle.
An Antinomian Bible would have no place for duties. Christianity includes duties as well as doctrines. It does not merely hold out a refuge to the
guilty, but takes all who accept Christ under its supreme and exclusive direction.
It
evangelizes human life by impregnating its minutest transactions with the spirit of the
But we must be always careful, in preaching the necessity of good works and
gospel.
in enforcing Christian duties, to ground them, as the Scriptures ground them, in the
doctrines of grace. T. C.

—

Ver. 1.
The obligations of the Christian calling. " Walk worthy of the calling
wherewith ye are called."
We are called out
It is the Christian vocation.
I. The nature of this calling.
of darkness into God's marvellous light (1 Pet. ii. 9), into the grace of Christ (Gal. i. 6),
into the fellowship of Christ (1 Cor. i. 9); unto holiness (1 Thess. ii. 7); unto glory
and virtue (2 Pet. i. 3); unto peace (1 Cor. vii. 15), not only with God, but with
our consciences and with one anotlier (Acts xxiv. 16 ; ch. iv. 2). This calling is a
We may well, therefore, walk
high calling, a holy calling, a heavenly calling.
worthy of it.
It is emphatically "to walk worthy
II. The walk ts harmony with our calling.
of the Lord unto all pleasing " (Col. i. 10); " to walk worthy of God who hath called
you unto his kingdom and glory" (1 Thess. ii. 12); to have a conversation becoming
the gospel of Christ (Phil. i. 27). In human society, men are often kept from unworthy
courses by a feeling of honour, as gentlemen; how much more ought Christians to
cherish a sense of honour as disciples of the Saviour and joint-heirs with him of the
kingdom of heaven I The feeling of family honour is often a powerful guard against
mean or ungenerous actions. It is a profound disgrace to find the descendant of an
ancient and noble family forswear all its best traditions. As members of the household
of God, as brethren of Jesus Christ himself, shall we dis<;race this sublime relationship?
cannot afford to bring shame upon our profession (Heb. vi. 6), to lose the comfort
Let us not, therefore,
of our calling (Ps. xix. 11), or to lose its end (Heb. xii. 14).
affront our calling by inconsistencies, but walk in a way that will fully harmonize with
It is all the more necessary to do so as the true walk
its nature, glory, and end.
of a saint tends so powerfully to promote the unity of the Church. T. 0.

We
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Graces that promote the harmony of the Church. " All lowliness and
Ver. 2.
meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing one another in love." These graces aia
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needful in the Church for their opposites, pride, irascibility, and impatience
to create lieart-burning and division.
It is that deep humility, as opposed to
I. Lowliness of mind.
1. Its nature.
pride, arrogance, and conceit, which is produced by a right sense of our weakness,
ignoi-fince, and dependence, and by a due appreciatiim of the undeserved glory (o which
we are called in Christ Jesus. Men are made humble and self-di ^trustful less by the
knowledge that they are weak, ignorant, and mortal, than by the fact that, while stiiving
for a hiuher end, they are always coming short of it by their mistakes ami their fellies,
and are in constant need of a strength greater than their own. It is thus possible to
unite a high aim with a profound humility.
2. Its importanre.
It ii necessary
because God requires it (Mioah vi. 8); because Christ cxcmpliMed it (Mait. xi. 29);
because God dwells with the humble (Isa. Iviii. 15); because it is the way to learn
wisdom (Prov. xi. 2), to attain grace and holiness (Prov. iii. 5, 6 Jas. iv. (>), and to
preserve unity in the Church (Jas. iv. 1).
It has many promises made to it.
God
will respect the humble (Isa. Ixvi. 2), he will give them grace (1 I'et. v. 6), he will
exalt them (1 Pet. v. 6), and reward them with all good things.
Its impoitance is
specially manifest in Church relations.
Believers are not to think of tlieiiisehes more
highly than they ought to think (Rom. xii. 3), nor exalt themselves above their degree
Let
(2 Cor. X. 13
15), but to esteem others better Ihan them-selves (Pliil. ii. 3).
believers, therefore, have a humble apprehension of their knowledge, for " knowledge
puffeth up" (1 Cor. viii. 1); and humble thoughts of their goodness, for we cannot
understand all our errors, and need to be cleansed from our secret faults (Ps. xix. 12).
Let them "put on humbleness of mind," as the brightest ornament of Christian
character (Col. iii. 12).
II. Mekkness.
There is a natural connection between meekness and humility, and
therefore they are often joined together.
1. lis nature.
It is that disposition which
does not arraign God and does not avenue itsell on man. As re<^ards God, it im^jlies a
ready submission to the authority of his Word (Jas. i. 21), and a cheerful resignation
to his providence, as opposed to murmuring and fretfuhiess (Ps. xxxix. 9).
As
regards man, the meek will have a calm temper under provocatious ; he will be "slow
"
to wrath
(Jas. i. 19)
he will give " the soft answer that turnoth away wrath " (Prov.
XV. 1); he will show that ornament of a meek and quiet spirit which adorns more than
rubies (I Pet. iii. 4).
When joined with strength it makes one ol the most effective
characters.
It is especially to be esteemed in a religious life.
Theiefore the apostle
says, " Let him show out of a good conversation his works with meekness of wisdom"
(Jas, iii. 13).
It is with meekness and fear that we are to give a reason of our hope
(1 Pet. iii. 15), and it is in a spirit of meekness we are (o recover the erring (Giil. vi. 1).
It is one of the nine graces of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22).
2. Its importance.
See how
largely it contributes to the usefulness of Christian life.
The meek man has great
power with men. See how it contiibutes to the eomfort of life; for it keeps him from
the friction of temper that so often detracts from true repose it brings us nearer and
nearer to him who was pre-eminently " meek and lowly of sjjirit " (Matt. xi. 29) ; and it
has the promise of the earth for an inheritance (Matt. v. 5). Let us, therefore, seek
sjiccially

do

;

much

;

—

;

;

meekness (J?eph. ii. 3).
HI. Long-suffering.

nature.
It is the disposition that leads us to
1. Its
suppress our anger (2 Cor. vi. 6 ; Gal. v. 22) ; and 3 oppo.sed to that irritabihty often
expressively called shortness of temper, which is quick to show resentnient.
This
spirit is of great moment in the Church, whore there may be frequent collisions of
opinion, or interest, or feeling, and it waits with patience till the passionate er obstinate
see their way to more reasonable courses.
2. Its importance.
God co'umands it
(Eon), xii. 17).
He exemplifies it (Matt. v. 44; l!om. v. 6 8), and his Son has left
us a most impressive exhibition of it (1 Pet. ii. 21 23).
all fail in our duty aud
need to have due consideration made to our failings.
are above all to bear and
forbear in matters of religious fellowship ^Rom. xv. 1).
IV. The bpimt in which this long-suffebing is to be exercised. " Porbeaiing
one another in love." Christians are not to resent injuries or retaliate for wrongs done
to them, but are to bear with each other's infirmities, to cover each other's weaknesses,
to pity each other's frailties, and to forgive the provocations they inflict upon each
ethar- Thi^ ia to 1^ doae, i^ot froin a principle of merely worldly oourteay or frooi

—

—
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contemptuous indifference, but from that love which " suffereth long, and is kind." It
" charity which covereth a multitude of sins," just as surely as " hatred stirreth up
strife" (Prov. x. 12).
It would be impossible to secure the eciiianimity of life if the
principle of forbearance, prompted and guided by love, were not generally exercised.
The counsel of the apostle in this whole passage pointedly condemns the proud, arrogant,
censorious disposition, which tramples, not only on the rules of courtesy, byt of
OhristUm afl'ection. We owe to others what they require at our hands. There is much
in us they have to allow for, and therefore it becomes us to allow for much in them.
Therefore our very manners ought to show true Christian consideration, for the poet
bA8 rightly said
mauners are not idle, but the fruit
Of loyal nature and of noble mind."
is

And

T.C.
Ver. 3.
T%e unity of the Spirit and the mode of its keeping. "Endeavouring ta
keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace."
1. It is not the unity of the body, the
I. Consider the nature op this unitt.
Church. That is an immutable unity which man cannot keep. God alone keeps it.
Neither are we commanded to make the unity of the Spirit, but simply to keep it for
it exists, in a sense, independently of man's fidelity ; but in the degree in which it is
kept in the bond of peace, it will eventually lead to visible oneness. 2. Much less
That unity existed already at Ephesus. It
is it a unity of external organization.
is rather a unity in view of internal differences, which must have existed at Ephesus, as
in other Churches which had a mixed membership of Jews and Gentiles. Christ did
undoubtedly make both one on the cross, but the apostles allowed a considerable
diversity of order and usage to exist in the Churches, according to the dominance of
the Jewish or the Gentile element in them. There were Churches that followed the
rule of Moses—sthe apostles themselves holding by the ceremonial law till the end of
And there were Cii arches that did not observe days
26).
their lives (Acts xxi. 20
nor follow Jewish usage, but took a course authorized by apostolic command itself.
If the differences that existed in the days of the apostles did not destroy the unity of
the body, it is difficult to see how similar differences in order and worship can destroy
3. The unity of the Spirit is that unity of which the Spirit is the Author.
it LOW.
Man, therefore, cannot
Its indwelling is the principle of imity in the body of Christ.
make it, nor can he destroy it, though he can thwart or disturb its manifestations.
The use of the word "endeavouring"' implies that it may be kept with a greater or

—

—

lesser degree of fidelity.

IL Consider how this unity m to be peesbrvbd. •* In the bond of peace." That
the bond which is peace, springing out of humility, meekness, and forbearance.
Just as pride, arrogance, and contention are separating elements, the opposite disposiThe peace which is the element of Christian society is
tions are conducive to unity.
that to which wo are called in one body for we are called by the God of peace,
redeemed by Christ who is our Peace, sanctified by the Spirit whose fruit is peace, and
Thus the unity is
edified by the gospel of peace, that we may walk as sons of peace.
preserved and manifested by peace, as it is marred or lost sight of amidst conflicts and

is,

;

apostolic injunction is very inconsistent with the Darbyite principle that the
is to be preserved by separation from evil, theological, ecclesiastical,
or moraL It is strange that the apostle never hints at such a thing as separation, but
speaks only of such graces as " lowliness, meekness, with long-suffering," which are
but little exemplified in many of the separations brought about by such a principle.
The Darbyite principle is not a bond of peace. It multiplies separations and divides
the saints of God. "There is uniting power in a common belief or in a common affection, but there is none in mere separation from evil. The common rejection of Arianism
can never become a centre of union for Protestants and Roman Catholics, because they
are still so fundamentally apart in the whole spirit of their theology. The unity of

jars.

The

unity of the Spirit

is, therefore, a unity compatible with minor
grand means of throwing the unity of the body into a
more glorious distiuctness before >b« world.—!•'. Q,

the Spirit which
differences,

we

are enjoined to keep

and ought

to be the
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Vers. 4—0.
The sevenfold unity. The apostle proceeds to state the nature and
grounds of the unity which is to be so carefully guarded. It has its basis in the fact
that the Church is one, and does not consist of two rival societies.
I. " There is one body."
The body with its many members and its many funotions is yet one.
Similarly, "we being many, are one body in Christ, and every one
"
members one of another (Rom. xii. 5) ; so that believers, no matter how separated by
race, colour, language, station, opinion, interest, ciroumHtance, experience, are

members

of this one body.
The body cannot, therefore, be an external visible society, but a
spiritual body of which Christ is the Head. It may not be so easy to realize this unity
in the midst of the multiplication of sects and denominations, each with its welldefined lines of doctrine and order, and each more or less sharply distinguished from
its neighbour.
Yet there is still but " one body " there is amidst accidental diversities a substantial unity, a unity that covers all truly essential elements.
Tlie
diversity arising from temperament, culture, habit, has had its due effect in the
development of truth; for some parts of the Church have thus given prominence to
some truth which other parts have allowed to fall into the backiiroiind. The beauty
of the Church is manifest in this very diversity, just as it requires all the hues of the
rainbow to make the clear, white ray of colourless sunshine. The duty, therefore, of
Delievers is to regard the diffeiences that keep them apart, not as hindrances to loving
intercourse, but as helps to the fuller develu|]ment of Divine truth and the fuller
manifestation of the mind of God to the Church.
II. " One Spirit."
As in the human body there is but one spirit, with a single
vivifying power, so in the Church there is but one Spirit, apimating all its members,
as the common principle of life. "By one Spirit were we all baptized into one body,"
and " were made to drink into one Spiiit" (1 Cor. xii. 13). "
have access by one
Spirit unto the Father."
There is, therefore, no room for a conflicting administration.
"There are diversities of gifts, but the same Spiiit" (1 Cor. xii. 4); and therefore all
sins against unity are sins against the indwelling Spirit.
Sectarian or divisive ccnrses
have a tendency to grieve the Spirit. Indeed, it is a mart- of a separating apostasy
that it has not the Spirit (Jude 19).
Let us remember that the one Spirit who
animates the body of Christ produces as his own choic«st fruits "love, joy, peace,
long-suffering, gentleness, gcodness, laith, meekness, temperance" (Gal. v. 22).
These
are graces with a distinctly unilying tendency.
III. "One hope op tour callins." 1. Its nature.
Here it is not the thing " hoped
for," as it is in Col. i. 5 and Titus ii. 13, but the emotion of hope, the expectation of
future good. All believers have the same aspirations, the same anticipations of coming
The hope is subjective. 2. Its origin.
glory, as the effect of. the Spirit's indwelling.
The hope is "of your calling." It springs out of the effectual call of the Sijirit, who
"
begets us to " a lively hope (1 Pet. i. 3), being himsfelf the Earnest and Seal of the
iuture inheritance.
naturally hope for what we are invited to receive. 3. Its
Just as two strangers meeting for the first time on the deck of an emigrant
effect.
ship, lx)th bound for the same new land, and purposing to pursue the same occupation,
art. united by a common interest of expectation, so believers are drawn together into
unity by a consideration of their common hojies.
IV. " One Lord." As the Head of the Church, the supreme Oliject of faith, and into
whose Name all saints are baptized. There are two ideas involved in this blessed
lordship
ownership and authority. 1. Ownership. Jesus Christ is not only Lord of
are not our own, for we have been
all, but especially Lord of his own iieople.
redeemed and bought with a price (1 Cor. vi. 20), even ,vith his precious blood. For
this end he both died and rose and revived, that he might* be Lord both of the dead
and of the living (Rom. xix. 4). 2. Authority. Therefore wo are subject to him, our
reason to his guidance, our conscience to his [irecepts, our hearts to his constraining
There is no part of our being, there is no event of our lives, that is not subject
love.
It is this subjection of all belieyers to one
to this authority which brooks no rival.
Lord that marks the inner unity of the Church ; for loyalty to a commou Lord makes
them stand together in a common hope, a common life, a common love.
V. " One faith." Not one creed, though all believers do really hold all that is
essential to salvation, but one faith in its subjective aspect, through which the one Lord

—

We

—

We

—

id

^ypreheoded.

We

It is

one in

all believers, for

they are

all justified in ej^actly

the savua
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it Is in all a faith that "purifioth the heart," " worketh by love," and
th the world." It ia not, therefore, an external unity that this faith builds
This principle
u[', but a union of a spiritual character, wrought by the t^race of God.
or grace ol failli has a thoroughly uniting tendency, liecause it brings us near to tha

manner, and

"dvercom

Saviour, and the nearer we stand to him we stand the nearer to one another.
VI. " One baptism." There is but one baptism, once administered, as the expression
of (Kir faith in Christ ; one initiation into the one body by one Spirit (1 Cor. xii. 13) ; one
dedication to the one Lord. All believers are baptized unto the Name of Father, Son, and
" As many as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ.
Iluly Ghost.
There
is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female:
for ye »re all one iu Christ Jesus" (Gal. iii. 27, 28).
Christendom owns but one
biiiitism.
It has been remarked as strange that the Lord's Supper
" the one bread"
should not have a place among the unities, as it is essentially the symbol
(I iir. X. 17)
of union among believers.
But it differs from baptism in two important respects:
(1) baptism is individual, the Lord's Supper is social ; (2) it is by baptism, spiritually
legaided, we are carried into the unity of the one body (1 Cor. xii. 13); it is by the
Lord's Supper we recognize continuously a unity already accomplished.
Thus baptism
is included among the seven unities, because it embodies the initial elements that enter
into the unity,
VJI. "One God and Fatheb of all, who is above all, and through all, and in all."
The unity of the Church finds its consummation at last in him, who originated the
scheme of grace and from whom all the other unities are derived. If God be our
Fathir, then are we members of one family, brotliers and sisters in Clirist Jesus, and
The counsel may well come to us, " See
are therefore bound to live together in unity.
that ye fall not out by the way" (Gen. xlv. 24). All the unities are secured by the
He is " over all " its members, and thererelation of God the Father to the Church.
fore there can be no rival sovereignty. The Church " is the habitation of God through
the Spiiit." He is " through all," in respect of pervading and supporting energy ; he
There
is " in all," as the Source and Spring of constant light and grace and goodness.
Thus there are seven unities, like so many distinct obligations,
is here no pantheism.
to incline believers to the unity of the Spirit, which can only be preserved iu the bond
T. 0.
of peace. Believers ought, indeed, to be of one heart and one soiu.

—

—

I

—

Ver.

7.—Diversity

of gift in unity of tody.

There are three points suggested by

this verse.

This unity of the Chtjkoh is consistent with great diversity of gifts.
iu the human body there are many members with different functions, so the
hurch is " nut one member, but many." Diversity of gift, so far from being inconI.

As
(.

" If all were one member, where were the
sistent with unity, is really essential to it.
body ? " All the great purposes of life would be frustrated if every part of the organism
did not find its due plage.

This does not say that
II. Each member of the Church has his separate gift.
any one member has all gifts. Each has received his measure. There are those who
would make the Chuich all "tongue," as if all were called to the gospel ministry.
One has the gift of speech, another the
'J'be gifts dilTer both in nature and in measure.
fiift of sagacity, another the gift of enterprise, another the gift of sympathy, another the
All ought to be contributory to the unity of the Chiuch.
gift of wealth and influence.
III. The origin as well as measure of the gifts is to be traced to Christ.
The
'J'he position of each member in the body is not determined by itself, but by God.
e}e does not make itself the eye, nor the hand the hand. So the position of believers
The grace "is given
in the Church is determined, not by themselves, but by Christ.
according to the measure of the gift of Christ." Christ is the Source of all spiritual
He does not give
gifts, and he determines their adjustment as w-ell as their amount.
according to our merit, or our capacity, or our desires, but according to his sovereign
pleasure.
There is, therefore, (1) no room for self-inflation if we have received the
largest gifts (2) there is no room for envy or jealousy because others have received
more gifts than ourselves ; (3) but rather an argument in the fact that one has a grace
which another wants, for our helping each other in the Lord. Thus the true unity of
the Church is promoted. T. C«
;

—

— —
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The Source of

all the gifU.
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It is Christ himself in virtue of hii

exaltatiou.
I. The Ascension the orohnd alike of the founding, the pkebebvation, and
THE PERFECTION OF THE CuuBCH. Tbis historic circuiiistauce is the sequel of our

Lord's resurrection from the dead, and can only be rightly appreciated by marking its
connection with the humiliation by which it was preceded. It was the Son of God
who de.scended, and therefore it was the Son of God who ascended up far above all
heavens, and who, lilte a conqueror, is here represented as dividing the spoils of
He is exalted to give the Holy Ghost with all his gifts and graces. It is a
conquest.
very touching as well as inspiring thought that the humanity of our ascemled I.urd
cannot doubt the
has not been so transmuted as to change hii relation to us.
The same Lord wLo went about every day doing good upon
identity of his person.
earth, is now doing good every day in the fulness of spiritual blessings which he is
dispensing from the throne of his asccnsion-^lory.
These stand in abiding connection with the
II. The GIFTS OF tub Ascension.
But the special reference is to the
peace, the sauctifioation, the hope, of bclievfirs.
Mhiisters may be nothing in themselves, but as
blessing of the Christian ministry.
the gifts of Christ they ought to be highly esteemed. If we love Christ, we ought
to set store by his servants, who shepherd the flock in the absence of the great
Shepherd.
"Yea, for the rebellious also"
III. The unwobthy recipients of these gifts.
(Ps. Ixviii. 18).
They were for men, as the apostle w serts; for rebels, as the psalmist
asserts.
It is not usual for conquerors to divide their spoils among rebels, yet our
conquering Lord gives gifts even to those who put him to death. The ministry ie
still the Lord's gift to a wicked world, for he is still the Source of the Inward life of
the Church and of its authority.
T. C.

We

—

The variety of the gifts.
The Lord himself gave apostles, prophets,
and teacliers. Provision is thus made for three grext objects.
It needed a special order of inspired men to
I. The foundation of the Church.
lay the foundations. Hence believers are said " to lie built upon the foundation of
The foundation, however, had only to be laid
apostles and pronhets " (ch. ii. 20).
once for all, and those apostles and prophets passed away in the first age of Christianity.
There is no place, therefore, now in the Church for either class; for the "apostles"
of the Irvingite sect possess no single qnalification of the original apostles of Christ,
As the apostles wrote nearly the whole of the New Testament Scriptures, w ch supply
the literary foundation of Christianity, they may thus be regarded as still identified
witli the progress of the gospel in all lauds and all ages.
Evangelists were specially designed to preach
II. The extension of the Church.
They are on this
the gospel in districts where it had not been previously known.
ground distinguished from pastors apd teachers. They itinerated from place to place,
carrying with them the wonderful story of the cross, and werequite exempt, as such,
from the labours of organization or discipline. Our missionaries in modern times do
Ver. 11.

evangelists, pastors,

"

the

work

of evangelists.

The continuance op the Chueoh.

Pastors and teachers were stationary
ministers appointed for the continuous edification of the flock.
They represent, not
two classes of office-bearers, but two aspects of one and the same office. They are distinguished alike from prophets and from evangelists, and had to do with the permanent
The existence of sueh an order of teachers
instruction and guidance of the flock.
proves that the Christian Church was not to be propagated or maintained by mere
Why, in that case, should the Lord have appointed such ordinary
gifted persons.
officers at all ?
The pastors of Bphesus and Corinth were distinct from the prophetically gifted persons in both Churches (1 Cor. xiv. ; ch. iv. 11).
Private persons,
no matter how gifted, were not allowed to take the place of apostles and prophets
If they could not take tha
at Corinth, and therefore not of pastors and teachers.
place of the one, they could not take the place of the other.
If all believers were to
exercise the gift of ministry in the Christian dispensation, why should not the apostles
have started with this arrangement from the first?
should the Lord giva
psstnrg and teachers to one generation
and that a generation provided with «A
III.

—

Why

—
—
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provision for all future

The design of the ministry.

Ver. 12.

It is to perfect the saints for Christian
the Church. The miuistry is intended to
" equip or prepare for future enterprise by means of perfecting the power and adaptaIt prepares the saints for two services.
tion of the man for his tusk."
It is maintained by some that this passage warrants
I. The wokk of ministry.
all saints to preach the gospel, because the four classes of officers s[)oken of are said
to prepare saints for the work of miuistry.
If so, then these officers, or some of them,
are still needed for the purpose ; yet this is expressly denied.
The passage, however,
implies that the preparation in question is to be continuous, for it is to last till the
end of time. The word "ministry," however, must be taken in a large sense to
signify general spiritual service, tijat may assume a thousand different forms (Heb. vi.
10; Acts vi. 4; xi. 29; 1 Cor. xvi. 15; 2 Cor. ix. 12, 13; xi. 8; 2 Tim. iv. 11).
Every believer is not only to bo "fruitful in every good work," but to "hold forth the
Word of life," though he should be neither trained nor culled to the Christian pastorate.
II. The EDimcATiON of the Chukch.
This is the second end included in the
Christian pastorate. The action of the ministry upon the saints is blessed to the
enlargement of the Church, both in numbers and in spirituality. A revival of religion
is always accompanied or followed by " a building up of the body of Christ."
T. C.

and

service

for sharing in tlie edification of

—

The ministry not a temporary institution. It is to continue till the Church
have arrived at its completed unity. This does not imply that there are still
apostles and projihets in the Church.
It is the ministry, not these particular offices,
that is to continue in the Church. The ministry is to continue till the Church
reaches its destined goal, which is here described in three forms.
This implies : 1. That
I. Unity of faith and knowledge of the Son of God.
faith and knowledge are distinct from each other in nature, thouijh they are inseparable
Faith is fed by knowledge, and knowledge,
in the experience of Christian men.
2. That religion is not
especially in the sphere of Divine realities, is based on faith.
a mere matter of feeling, but intellectual as well, resting upon correct apprehensions
3. That the central Object of religion is the Son of God, not only
of Divine truth.
It is eternal life to know him.
4. That
apprehended, but appropriated by faith.
saints have yet to attain to a truer faith and a larger knowledge of the Son of God.
;
All believers, it is true, have " one faith " yet they are to attain to the unity of faith.
Unity is a matter of degrees. The apostle does not, however, say that we are to begin
with it, but to end with it. It is to be realized, not in the course of the dispenThe unity of the faith includes more than
sation, but as one of its blessed results.
the unity of the Spirit that unity of mutual kindness and forbearance that will
promote the other unity for it points to the result of the Spirit's continuous working
in the Church.
There is an absolute truth independent of all our opinions, and the
same to every man, whether he believes it or not. We shall not here attain to it ; but
we shall reach it when we are at length set free from our imperfections and our
infirmities.
We shall then be of one mind, because we shall be conformed to one
Ver. 13.

shall

—

—

image.

We

A

PEEFBCT MAN. This points to the full development of our manhood.
II.
The believer is
are fragmentary, one-sided, without a true adjustment of powers.
imperfect both in faith and in knowledge, but he is growing into that unity of life
which involves perfect knowledge and perfect holiness.
The true standard
III. The measure of the statdre of the fulness of Christ.
The stature of the Church is ever expanding, as it receives of
is conformity to Christ.
The end of this growth cannot be seen in
Christ's fulness, into that very fulness.
The Bible nowhere represents the perfection of the Church as occurring on
this life.
It is to be without spot or wrinkle when the day of its glorious presentation
earth.
comes. Thus the design of the Christian ministry is to labour for the perfection o/

the^Chmck— T.C.

— Warning$

Yer. 14.

against instability

and

deception.

The ministry has been

—
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appointed to bring the Church forward to maturity, and therefore it is concerned to
carry it safely through the intermediate stages.
We are consequently warned not to
ciintinue children, bat to advance steadfastly towards manhood.
There are two faults
liiiiteil at by the apostle.
"
Tossed to and fro and carried about by
I. Childbbn ABE APT TO BE UNSTABLE.
every wind of doctrine." They have not become so firmly rooted in the truth as to bo
pruof against unsettling influences eitlier within or without them. Consequently, they
1. The warning implies
are lil<e "a wave of thu sea driven cf the wind and tossed."
that truth is a matter of supreme moment.
Holiness of character is impossible
witliout it.
Believers ought to be well founded in the truth; not mere babes, but
such as " are of full acre, even those who by reason of use have their senses exercised
to discern both gnod and evil" (Heb. v. 14). 2. They are warned against the tendency
The
to be blown about by the winds of doctrine that blow from every quarter.
counsel is much needed in this age of startling suggestion, radical denial, and deep
nnsottleuient.
Tijere are men who go the round^ of all the sects; swinging from side
to side with a movement which indicates that they are true to nothing but the love of
chaui^e.
It is hard for unstable natures to hold the poise of their judgment in the
midst of such terrible cross-fires of theological and philosophical speculation.
Their want of knowledge leaves them
II. Children aee apt to be deceived.
open to imposition and deception. The apparatus of theological seduction is always at
hand. The language of the apostle implies : 1. That there were errorists either at
Bphesus or elsewhere, identified with the Christian communion, niaiked by " the
sleight of men and cunning craftiness whereby they lie in wait to deceive."
It is a
mere dream to suppose that the primitive Church was perfectly pure either in doctrine
Of practice.
The apostle's farewell address to the Ephesian elders at Miletus anticipated the rise of serious error (Acts xx. 29). 2. That such " false teachers " were
marked by selfishness, deceit, and malignity. This is the character which the ajiostle
usually ascribes to such men (Eom. xvi. 17, 18 ; Col. ii. 18 ; Gal. ii. 4 2 Cor. ii. 17).
Error is, therefore, not harmless, though it may appear to be the mere sword-play of a
speculative temperament.
False teachers are not innocent. Yet our judgment in aU
cases of this sort must be exercised with charity and meekness, because men may be
3. That
better than their creed, and may be influenced by the sounder parts of it.
Satan often succeeds in seducing the unwary by the dexterous tricks of such teachers,
who cunningly mingle the truth with such error as robs it of its healing virtues. T. C.
;

—

Vers. 15, 16.
The true method and conditions of Cliristian growth. The apostle sees
the conditions of Christian stability in a faith that worketh by love the love being at
once the sphere and the means of our spiritual growth. The expressive figure used
by the apostle sets forth several important truths concerning the Church and its
development.
Christ the Head. As the Church is a spiritual
I. The SotTROB of its growth
body, so the characteristics of the natural body are found in it. It is a body divinely
framed as truly as the natural body, and designed to bring greater glory to God than
the body which types it. Its Head is the Lord himself. It has its being and form in
him, as well as all its nurture, such as its life and light, grace and joy, strength and
fruitfulness ; it depends upon the Head for subsistence and for safety; it is united to
the Head by a boml that is both close and indissoluble.
IL The agent of its growth the Holy Spirit. For " by one Spirit were we all
baptized into one body " (1 Cor. xii. 12). As the one spirit of man wields at will all the

—

—

—

functions ot the body, and concentrates the various members upon its purposes as they
so the Holy Spirit gives each member of the mystic body its peculiar action and
power in the divinely appointed diversity which contributes to its eventual unity.
arise,

III.

The relation of the members to each other.

joined together

and compacted by that which every

members

" The whole body

joint supplieth."

is

fitly

Each member

as well as with the Head.
Each is dependent
dismiss another as useless ; none is so great as not to
" God has tempered the body together." Now, just as' the
be indebted to the least.
parts of the human frame are necessarily of different functions, and set, some iu
superior, some in inferior, places, yet all act together in the fullest sympathy ; so all the

is in relation

upon the

with

other.

all

other

No member can

ca.nr.
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members of Olirist's body must keep rank nnd order, acting within their own sphere
with due wisdom, harmony, and love, the eyo not doing the work of the hand, nor tho
hand the work of the foot, but abiding each in his own calling.
IV. There is an individual action ot each membeb. " According to the effectual
working in the measure of every part." Bach must do its own proper work, according
to its position.
Just as a man is strong in the faculty which he most exercises, so the
member who is strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus becomes individually efBoicnt
according to the operation of that grace. One member is thus apt to teach, another to
convince, another to counsel, iinotlier to stimulate.
V. The channels of supply "the joints and bands" akb the Wobd and
ordinances. They convey grace from the Head to the members. The Word of God is
the grand means, in connection with baptism and the Lord's Supper.
These two
ordinances are, indeed, the two appointed symbols of the Oliurch's unity baptism
representing the first action of the Holy Spirit in fittiflg the members for the body ; the
Lord's Supper, the drinking into one Spirit, who makes the table a visible centre of
Jinion to those brought out of the world.
VI. The element or sphere in which the growth of the body is effected.
" Love." It is not asserted tliat we are to grow in love, but that in love, as the
sphere of growth, we are to grow in all the elements of perfection. That love which
follows the things which make for peace and edification, and bears the infirmities of
others, has peculiai- faculties for edifying the body of Christ.
VIL The result of growth. " It maketh increase of the body unto the edifying
of itself"
The increase is twofold in the addition of members to the Church, and in
the growth of the members in all the elements of spiritual perfection. T. 0.

—

—

—

—

Vers. 17
saints of
described.

—

— —

19.
The moral characteristics of heathenism.
Ephesus not to walk in the ways of paganism.

The heathen walk

The apostle warns the
These ways are vividly

the vanity of their mind.

This vanity has its
the waste of speculative
jrawor upon questions of (he profoundest importance", ending usually in pantheism,
atheism, or polytheism. The pagan intellect groped in vain amidst the darkness for
light upon duty, upon providence, upon the future life of man.
The heathen became
vain in their imaginations.
2. Morally, the heathen walked in a vain show, looked for
happiness in riches, honours, and power, and pursued foolish or wicked courses in
the effort to attain these objects of desire.
The end of such • walk must always be
I.

intellectual

and

its

moral

in

side.

1. Intellectually, it represents

disappointing.
II.

Explanation or this vain life. It is twofold. 1. It arises out of intellectual
" Having the understanding darkened." Not that the natural genius of
was obscured, for the world must always admire the classics of Greece and

obscuration.
the heathen

Rome ; but there was all but utter extinction of spiritual light in the heathen mind.
There wa* no saving knowledge. The god of this world had blinded their minds, and
their growing apostasy entailed a judicial blindness which issued in utter darknes?.
'i. It arises out of moral estrangement from God, " being alienated from the life of God."
There could be no light in the mind, because there was no life in the heart. The life
of God is not his own life, but the life he lives in his people, which is manifest in their
faith and holiness; but the heathen were estranged from that life, so as to have no
liking for it and no inclination to it, but rather a love for the life of sin. (1) This
moral estrangement is caused by " the ignorance that is in them ; " tor where men are
Ignorant of God, they have no desire after him, no faith in him, no communion with
him, no living accui ding to his will. (2) And this ignorance, in turn, springs out of " the
hardness of their hearts." The callous heart was proof against all impression from
without, and thus kept the mind uninformed or apathetic, till heart and mind were
both buried in the gloom of hopeless paganism.
III. Ultimate results of this vain life.
"Who being past feeling, have given
themselves over unto lasciviousness to work all uncleanness with greediness." When the
hardness of the heart has followed close upon the steps of the darkened mind, conscience
loses its power ; it becomes seared as with a hot iron ; the sense of sin is lost ; the fear
The sinnei
of guilt dies out ; and now the way is open to measureless moral disorder.
|

—
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plunges into all forms of impuritj', with the spirit of covetonsness, as if he conk 7"3ver
be satisfied with sinning, but sought ever new enormities of lawless desire. This i\ in
brief, the tremendous picture of heathenism given by an inspired apostle.
T. 0.

—

—

Vers. 20 24. In Christ the transition effected from the old man to the new man. The
apostle represents " believers" as having "learned Christ," not as having; learned about
him, but as having reached the true knowledge of him, having heard his voice and
having been taught by him, as to " the truth as it is in Jesus " a truth that carried
now understand the
tliem far apart from the fi-ighlful licence of the heathen.
exact import of this truth. It is to put off the old man and put on the new man.

—

We

It

is,

in a word, sanotification.

L The necessity op this transformation. The question might naturally arise
Had not the saints at Ephesus already put off the old man and put on the new man ?
already true believers? Why should they be asked to do it again?
view the distinction that the apostle clearly maintains in this familiar
"
figure between
the old man " and " the new man." Sometimes he refers to our legal
" Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ
condition, sometimes to our moral condition.
(Rom. xiii. 14). In this Epistle the apostle exhorts the Christians to put off the old
man ; but in the Epistle to the Colossians he says the old man has been already put oft
(Col. iii. 9).
In this Epistle the exhortation is given, " Put on the new man " (ver.
24) but elsewhere that which is new has been already accomplished (2 Cor. v. 17)
We are exhorted again to be " transformed " (Eom. xii. 2) and " renewed " (ver. 23) ; bu"
we are elsewhere said to be already "transformed" and "renewed" (2 Cor. v. 17). li
is necessary to mark this distinction, that we may not be led aside or into that mysticism which seems to confound justification with sanctification. It is the moral, not

Were they not

We must keep in

;

the legal, condition that is here in question. It is worse than a mistake to say that
we ought not to trouble ourselves about sin, because the new man cannot sin, and al'
ein comes from the old man, who has been already crucified and put off.
This theory
makes the work of the Holy Spirit altogether unnecessary.
II. The nature op this transformation.
This is evident from the contrasi
between the old man and the new man. 1. The old man represents corrupt nature,
and is called " old," because it is original as opposed to what is new. It precedes what is
new. Its character is vividly pictured by the apostle : " waxing corrupt according to
the lusts of deceit." There is a progressive moral disintegration, which is inconsistent
with the life of God or the happiness of man.
The moral nature goes to pieces under
the action of this corruption. Then it finds its natural development in " lusts of deceit."
These lusts are deceitful, for they promise pleasure and bring pain ; they promise
liberty and bring bondage ; they promise secrecy and bring shame
they promise
impunity and bring retribution. Christians are well taught to put off this old man.
2. The new man represents the new nature, with its renewed intellect, its renewed
affections, its renewed will.
It has been " created after God in the righteousness and
;
holiness of truth " that is, in the righteousness and holiness which belong to the
truth, or which are its essential products.
Observe : (1) That the new man is a creation,
"
are God's workmanship " (ch. ii. 10).
as man was a creation at the beginning.
;

We

The apostle
(2) The new man is in God's image, as the first man was in God's image.
Bays, " According to the image of him who created him " (Col. iii. 10).
(3) The linea"
"
ments of the image of the new man are righteousness
that principle which guides
dim in all his relationships to God, man, and himself; and "holiness" that principle

—

—

which has primary relation to God himself. Kighteousness and
piety, governed and guided by the truth, are the two great principles of spiritual
The image of God is thus manifest in its intellectual and its moral side.
perfection.
All things, indeed, have become new to the believer a new name, new relations, new

of the spiritual

life

—

honours, new possessions, new thoughts, new affections, new words, new actions
because he now acts from a new principle (Gal. iu 20), and is governed by a new end
in life (1 Cor. x. 31).—T. 0.

— Warning

Ver. 25.
conversion.

It

was

against falsehood.
As the saints had put off lying at Iheil
their dnty henceforth to speak truth with their neighbours,
Considei

OH. IT.
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" Speak every man truth with his neighbour."
What
There is truth as opposed to falsehood, which is an express intention to
There is truth of character, which is opposed to insincerity. Both kinds of
deceive.
truth are manifest in three circumstances—in common conversation, in bearing testimony, in making and in keeping promises. (1) Christians ought to be truthful in
ordinary conversation, on the most trivial as well as on the most solemn occasions,
because if a strict veracity is not maintained in the unguarded moments of life, it seldom
remains long imshaken under a stress of temptation. The slightest deviation from it,
either in the way of exaggeration or distortion, is inconsistent with the candour and
simplicity which ought to adorn a Christian.
The prohibition of falsehood is absolute
h^ Scripture.
"Te shall not lie to one another " (Lev. xix. 11); "Lie not one to
another" (CoL iii. 9) ; " Speak every man truth with his neighbour " (Zech. viii. 10),
"
(2) Truth must be maintained in bearing testimony. " A false witness speaketh lies
(Prov. vi. 19), and thus " soweth discord among brethren," It is the characteristic mark
of a citizen of Zion that he will not take up a report against his neighbour (Ps. xv. 3).
No affection, no prejudice, no fear of man, ought to lead to a false, or partial, or misleading representation of facts. Perjury undermines society more than murder. (3)
Truth must be kept in the matter of promises. There must be a real intention to fulfil
them when they are made. The citizen of Zion " speaketh the truth in his heart " (Ps.
XV. 2). Promises to men stand on the same footing with vows to God. " Better it is that
thou shouldest not vow, than that thou shouldest vow and not pay " (Eccles. v. 5). We
must be as conscientious in performance as we are in promise. There may be cases,
no doubt, in which the obligation is superseded by higher considerations. Herod was
not bound by his oath to the daughter of Herodias. There may be cases likewise in
which there is a providential disability to carry out a promise. But if we possess a
The citizen in Zion
full capacity of action, our duty is to fulfil our engagement.
" sweareth to his own hurt, and changeth not " (Ps. xv. 4).
" Because we are members one of
II. Thb
motive to this social D0TT.
another." This is a religious consideration that is not designed to exclude other
grounds of cbligation to truthfulness. 1. But the principle here laid down applies
I.

is

The

social BnTT.

truth ?

equally to mankind in general.

A

It tends
lie is a breach of the social contract.
(1)
to make seciety impossible, for society only exists through the trust that man exercises
in man. It turns that instrument of speech, which God has given ns for our mutual
"
comfort, into a means of estrangement. Therefore " the righteous man hateth lying
(Prov. xiii. 5). (2) It is a breach of the golden rule that we should do to others as
we would hare them do to us. Liars expect others to speak the truth to them, and
complain when it is not done. Therefore truth is what every man has a right to
have no more right to deceive our neighbour
expect and desire from another.
than we have a right to defraud him. (3) It destroys the comfort and peace of society.
What a picture of its effects is in Jer. ix. 4, 5! "Take ye heed every one of his
neighbour, and trust ye not in any brother: for every brother will utterly supplant,
and every neighbour will walk with slanders. And they will deceive every one his
neighbour, and will not speak the truth : they have taught their tongue to speak lies,
and weary themselves to commit iniquity." (4) It prepares the way for further
demoralization of character. 2. The principle here laid down specially applies to
Christians.
They are not only members of Christ, but of one another. Chrysostom
supposes the impossibility of the eye lying to the foot or the foot to the eye, in the
presence of danger. Thus it would be equally unnatural, by the very law of their
union, as members one of another, that believers should deceive one another by falsehood. The consideration of this membership suggests a relation (1) to that God the
Father who is "a God of truth" (Deut. xxxii. 4), who "is not a man that he should
lie" (Numb, zxiii. 19), who gave oath and promise as "the two immutable thini^s, in
which it is impossible that God should lie " (Heb. vi. 18) ; (2) to that Saviour who is
the Truth as well as the Life "the faithful anl true Witness" having "no guile
found in his mouth;" (3) and to that Holy Spi-it who is the Spirit of truth (John
xiv. 17), and has given us the Scriptures of truth.
Inferences. 1. Let believers be careful as to truth. " If any man see<..eth to be
particularly from lying
"that man's religion
religious, andbridlet'h not his tongue"
Let them pray with the psalmist, " Remove far from me the way of lying."
is vain."

We

—

—

—

—

—
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Mark how

religion tends to
the cement of society.
3.
Remember that the devil is the father of li^irs (Julia viii. 44), and that "whosoever
loveth and maketh a lie " shall not enter the heavenly Jerusalem (Eev. xxii. 15). T, 0.

Let them not tolerate liars in their society (Ps.
promote the well-being and comfort of society.

ci. 7).

Truth

2.

is

—

Yer& 26, 2T. Bestraints upon anger. The apostle teaches that we are not to allow
the irritations or exasperations of life to become the occasion of sin, that we are not to
cherish anger, and that we are not to give scope to Satan by temper which may open
the heart to those passions of hatred and revenge that are identifie.l with his operations.
The passage teaches
L That there is ax AuaEB that is not sinpul. This affection is, indeed,
implanted in our nature for righteous ends. It arms the passions quickly against evil,
and operates with the force and effectiveness of an instinct If it is mingled with
malice, it becomes sinful; but if it is associated with a holy disposition, it is safe Bn(?
Anger ic
good. Jesus regarded the conduct of the Jews " with anger" (Mark iii. 5).
often attributed to God himself (Ps. vii. 11), but it can have no sinful elements in th»
Divine mind. It is, in fact, with anger as it is with hatred. It is a shallow prejudice
to shrink from the name and the tiling which it signifies, as if it were all and only
evil.
Jesus hated as well as loved. The two emotions hang for their life upon each
(ither.
Love cannot be unless a hearty hate of evil lie beneath. They are but the two
sides of one sublime emotion which turns life, so often insipid and dull, into a vivid,
balanced, and joyful activity. So it is with anger. Under the inspiration of a holy nature,
it may flash forth with a marvellous power against wickedness, untruth, and dishonour.
II. That there is an baw passage fkom what is bight to what is wkonq in the
INDULGENCE OP ANGER. " Be ye angry and sin not." This command implies that it
is an easy matter to sin in our anger, and a hard thing to be angry and not to sin.
The path of duty affords firm footing to those who keep it ; but it is very narrow, and
there are dangerous pitfalls on either side.
Anger is, therefore, not an operation to be
rashly or lightly performed, even when it is a very evil thing against which our disIf it comes often and comes easily, you may suspect the danger
pleasure is directed.
that lurks in it. Take care, above all things, that the zeal for riglitcousnesa may not
plunge you into hatred of your neighbours. " If a glass bol tie be full of clean water,
though it be stirred there ariseth no mud but if mud arise when it is stirred, the
water was foul in the bottom so is the spirit of a man foul within that, being stirred,
showeth distemper." " Be angry and sin not." You cannot be angry and siifftr not.
Just as a cannon when discharged recoils heated and begrimed within by the fiery
blast that issued from its mouth, the spirit of man is similarly affected even by those
discharges of anger that are directed against the most wicked deeds.
III. That it is habd to avoid sin in ottk anger if we indulge it for an undue
LENGTH OF TIME. "Let uot the suu go down upon your wrath." Anger may flash
suddenly out from the lips of a good man, but " it resteth in the bosom of fools " (Ecolcs.
There is a limit even to righteous anger; not that we are not to have a convii. 9).
;

:

tinual anger against sin ; but we are not to carry our anger against a brother into the
are not to harbour resentment or keep it rankling in our bosom, lest it
next day.
should change into downright hatred or revenge.

We

IV.
is

That Satan takes advantage of our anger to do us great hurt. There
He who goes angry to bed has the devil for a bedfellow,"

an old Latin proverb, "

a motive to yield to his evil suggestions. The devil is in
Yet, though he wiilds the resources of this
world as its god Ihaugh he is incarnate in the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life ; he has no power to enter any heart except with the will of its owner.
Let not Christians, then, allow that heart, which is the temple of the Holy Glhost, to
be opened, in a moment of holy anger, to the intrusive suggestions of the evil one.
The counsel of the apostle is well calculated to promote the comfort and the usefulness
of life. Let Christians take care that their anger is not without cause, or without
measure, or without justice, and that it should not be so inconsistent with low that we
cannot pray for those against whom it is directed. T. 0.
Anger,

full

if cherished, supplies

sympathy with a

resentful spirit.

;

—

Ytt.28,

— Warning against

thtft:

a plea for

honest work.

It

may seem

itnutge

-

—

—

;
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th%t suqh an admonition should be addressed to 'bBlievers. It is no more strange than
admonitions against fornication. "Flee fornication" (1 Cor. vi. 18), It is a warning
against dishonesty, which often assumes insidious disguises that coucual the true
character of the injury done to our neighbours.

Theft

I.

IS

onb of those sins which ouoht not even to bb named amono

out of the deep selfishness of tiie heart. It is a breach of the
of love-^that love " which worketh no ill to his neighbour "
and proves that the world has a great hold upon the heart that can plan the deed of
dishonesty.
" Let him labour,
II. The remedy prescribed to prevent theft is honest work.
Christians.
great

It springs

commandment

working with his hands." 1. Ood is our Employer. He has appointed our work and
he requires it at our hands (Acts xx. 34 ; 1 Thess. iv. 11). It ought to be part of our
worship. The gospel does not forbid our making an honest gain, nor does it countenance any indifference to our mere earthly advantage. It gives no encouragement to
asceticism.
2. Idleness is inconsistent with Christian life and leads to many dangers.
"Idleness occasions poverty, brings men to want, increases their necessities; and then
they betake themselves to indirect and unlawful means to supply them." There were
persons at Thessalonioa who were " working not at all, but were busybodies " (2 Thess.
Christianity gives no encouragement to monkish idleness. It was designed
iii. 11).
" Working with his hands the thing
3. It mttst Be honest work.
for a busy world.

We

We

may not
may not stOi\l, either to enricli others or ourselves.
wliich is good."
seek our own advantage by oppression or injury to others, or by the gain of callings
dishonouring to our Christian profession. " The matter of our alms must be goods
righteously gotten ; otherwise it is robbery, not righteousness." 4. It is work for the
" That he may have to give to him that needeth."
benefit of others as well as ourselves.
are not to amass wealth for our own enjoyment, but that we may supply the
There are some who cannot work. Their wants we are bound to
necessities of others.
supply, for no man liveth to himself. "The righteous man giveth and spareth not"
would not rather be a labourer than a loiterer, seeing thj
(Prov. xxi. 26). "
sluggard is so miserable a wretch, but the just man so happy and able to do good

We

Who

works?"—T.O.
Two Mnds of speech. The apostle gives ns a lesson on the use of the tongue.
Negatively we are to utter no corrupt speech. 1. It argues a corrupt heart
"out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, false witness, blas-

Ver. 29.
I.

for

:

It is thus the tongue "defileth the whole body, and setteth
19).
the course of nature " (Jas. iii. 6). It is " out of the abundance of the heait
that the mouth speaketh" (Matt. xii. 34). 2. Corrupt speech is a fearful perversion of
It is a melancholy fact
the noble faculty of speech with which Ood has endowed us.
3.
that "out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing" (Jas. iii. 10).
Corrupt speech has the power of destruction. It takes root outside of us, perhaps in
some young heart, which it " sets on fire of hell." How true it is that " death and life
4. Corrupt speech is irrevocable.
are in the power of the tongue " (Prov. xviii. 21) 1
No words of ours may be able to undo the mischief caused by it 5. Corrupt speech is
reserved for the fire of judgment. (Matt, xii.)
" That which is good to the use of
II. Positively wb are to use edifying speech.
edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers." 1. Edifying speech. It must be
speech that will tend to build up the hearers in faith, holiness, and wisdom. It must be
salutary speech, calculated to improve both heart and mind, tending to make men wiser
and better. 2. It must, as the original words signify, be speech guided according to the
must consider the different dispositions, views, and wants of those
needs of men.
should not " cast our pearls before
we converse with, so as to speak with effect.
swine " (Matt. vii. 6), nor " speak in the ears of a fool who will despise the wisdom of

phemies" (Matt. XV.
on

fire

'

:

We

We

our words " (Prov.

xxiii. 9), but rather use a happy dexterity in accommodating religious
word in season may be blessed to the
discourse to different persons and occasions.
word has changed a character, and a character
conversion of a soul. Milton says, "
has changed a kingdom." 3. Tlie design and effect of such discourse is " that it may
It discovers the grace that is in our own hearts, and
minister grace unto the hearers."
Therefore "our speech ougH to b«
ii the means of working it in the hearts of others.

A

A

——

;;
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always with grace, seasoned with
(CoL iv. 6).—T. 0.

salt,

that

we may know how

[oh. iv.

to answer every

1—32.

man *

Sin and ingratitude of grieving the Spirit of Ood, The apostle, as if to
serious consequence of corrupt speech in a Christian, nays, "Grieve not the
Ho'ty Spirit of God." That would be a most deplorable result.
1. It implies the holy personality of the
I. Consider what is implied in this act.
Ver. 30.

ghow the

Third Person of the Trinity. He is a Person as mueh as the Father and the Son. 2.
It implies that the Holy Spirit is already a Dweller in the hearts of those who are
grieve those we love or those who love us.
very dlEFerent
mpable of this act.
term than " grief" would be applied in the case of unbelievers who are said to resist him.
3. The Holy Spirit represents himself as susceptible of grief or affront. Not that there is
any break in the calm of the Godhead, but to signify that " he carrieth himself toward

A

We

us after the manner of a person grieved," as if he were a human being capable of grief.
When we consider that it is he who af)plie8 to us the redemption procured by Christ
that it is he who, as the Spirit of holiness, works in ns every pure thought, every
chaste desire, every noble sentiment ; that he dwells in our very bodies as liis holy
temple ; our unworthy conduct is manifest in its true light as a grieving of the SpWt.
His love is wounded as well as his holiness offended. 4. The effect of our "g^-ieving"
him is to lead to the suspension of his influences, to the withdrawal of his comforts, to
In a word, he will withhold the manifestations of
the temporary loss qfow assurance.

—

bis presence.

Consider the abqumbnt bt which the apostle enforces thb exhortation.
ye have been sealed till the day of redemption." It is ingratitude on our
part to grieve him upon whom our salvation depends.
The apostle does not make an
appeal to our fears as if the Spirit would leave us, but to our gratitude, as any corrupt
speech or action on our part would wound the heart of our best friend. The passage
implies our perfect security till the day of judgment. 1. There is no hint of apostasy
in the passage, or of the Spirit's departure.
2. The term "sealing" implies security.
" A security that may be broken at any time, or the value of which depends on man's
owe responsive fidelity, is no security at alL" 3, The sealing is spoken of as a past
4. The
act : " Ye have been sealed." Thus their perseverance in grace was secured.
security lasted beyond death; " till the day of redemption." The apostle never regards
the day of death as marking the day of final security, but rather fixes it for that day
which completes the redemption in the rejoining of body and soul in their changeless
II,

" In

whom

—T. 0.

incorruptibility.

Ver. 31. Malicious and revengeful feeling. The apostle commands us to put away
forms of it akng with the temper out of which they spring.
This points, not to mordant speech merely-, but to a sour, irritable,
I. Bitterness.
splenetic temperament, which places a man in an attitude of constant antagonism with
Its efl'ects are
his fellow-men.
It argues want of love and consideration for others.
(1) to spoil our own comfort ; (2) to excite the hatred of others ; (3) to destroy our
five

influence for good.

Wrath.

This suggests the Seroe mental excitement that springs out of bitter" a fever in ihe heart, and a calenture in the head, and a fire in the face, and
a sword in the hand, and a fury all over." Wrath is sinful because it springs from want
of love, from misunderstanding, and from pride (Prov. xxi. 24).
III. Anoer.
This is a more settled habit of the spirit. 'There is an anger that is
lawful (ver. 26), so far as it proceeds from a lawful cause, is directed to a lawful
object, and is guided to a lawful issue. But the anger here is altogether sinful. It is an
anger (1) that is accompanied with hatred (2) that breaks out into curses (fs. cvi. 33)
(3) that is excited by the wrong done to ourselves rather than by the dishonour done to
God ; (4) that is long cherished ; (5) that unfits us for holy duties. We ought to put it
away from us, because (I) God forbids it (Ool. iii. 8) ; (2) because it disturbs both
mind and body ; (3) because it is folly as well as sin (Prov xiv. 17, 29) ; (4) because it
II.

ness.

It is

;

may

lead to eternal ruin.

IV. Clamour. This is the cry of strife; the noisy, impetuous brawlitg,
gives ouUet to ttaa dark hostility within.

whMh

—

ra. nr.

—
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V. Evil-speaking. This points to the licence of speech which wounds the reputaIt is an outrage alike upon truth and charity.
VI. Malice. This marks the rooted enmity out of wliioh all the five forma of evil
It has been remarked tliat their genealofiical relationship is manifest
naturally spring.
in the very drder of their meutiou : " Acerbity of temper exciting passion, that passion
matured into strong indignation, that indignation throwiiii; itself off in indecent brawling.'and that brawling darkening into libel and abuse, a malicious element lying all the
while at the basis of these flagrant enormities." We are commanded to put them all
away. 1. They find their true place among the works of the flesh (Gal. v. 19 21).
2. They are not only inconsistent with but opposite to the, nine graces of the Spirit-love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance and
tion of others.

—
;

their indulgence in any degree by Christians has the effect of grieving the Spirit.
3. They are inconsistent with that worthy walk which belongs to the vocation with

which we are

—T. 0.

called (ver. 1).

Instead of bitterness, there ought to
instead of wratli, anger, clamour, and evil-speaking, there ought to be
tender-heartedness ; instead of malice, a loving and hearty forgiveness.
It is a suggestive idea that our English word " kind " is derived from
I. Kindness.
1. Consider how it is to be manifested.
kin-ned, as marking the affection of kindred.
(1) By desiring one another's good (1 Tim. ii. 1); (2) by rejoicing in one another's prosperity (Rom. xii. 15) ; (3) by pitying one another's miseries (Eom. xii. 15) ; (4) by
helping one another's necessities (1 John iii. 17, 18). 2. The. motives to kindness.
" kind to the unthankful and evil
(1) The example of God himself, who is said to be
(Luke vi. 35) ; (2) it is a commanded duty ; (3) we are brethren both in the flesh and
kindly spirit without a touch of censoriousness or harshness greatly
in the spirit.

The benevolent and forgiving temper.

Ver. 32.

be kindness

;

A

recommends true religion.
This expression is in the original closely allied to
II. Tender-he AKTBDNBSS.
" bowels of mercy " (Col. iii. 12). It implies a compassionate sense of the miseries and
It is to interpret in the best sense the injunction of the apostle
his own things, but every man also on the things of others"
The ties of nature are not cancelled by Christianity, but strengthened by
(Phil. ii. 4).
ought to be ready at all times to soothe the sorrows, to remove the miseries, to
it.

infirmities of others.

" Look not every

man on

We

It is a temper highly recommended in Scripture
solve the doubts, of our neighbours.
(Luke vi. 36 ; 1 Pet. iii. 8). An unmerciful spirit is declared to be inconsistent with the
love of God in the soul : * Whoso . . . shutteth his bowels of compassion . . . how
ought to follow the example of
dwelleth the love of God in him ? " (1 John iii. 17).

We

our heavenly Father, who is rich in ni<!rcy,aud whose tender mercies are over all his works
and of his dear Son Jesus Christ, who was often moved with compassion (Matt. ix. 30),
and, as the High Priest of our profession, cannot but be touched with the feeling of our
infirmities (Heb. vi. 15).
" Forgiving one another, even as God also in Christ forIII. The ronoiviNG spieit.
gave you." These words imply : 1. That Christians will often do to one another much
that needs forgiveness. They are " of like passions with other men," beset by infirmities
of temper, or apt to come into collision with others either in a way of opinion or of interest.
Faults will be committed, offence will be given. 2. That it is a Christian duty to forgive others. Our Lord gave repeated injunctions respecting it (Matt. vi. 14 ; Luke xvii.
4). 3. Our forgiving our brethren must be a certain factor in our own prayer for Divine
4. The motive or measure of our forgiveness is to be the very forgiveness
forgiveness.
Note : (I) It is God who forgives ; it is an act of his grace (oh. i. 7).
of God himself
Mediator. (3) II
(2) He does it in Christ, not merely for his sake, but in him as our
Believers are forgiven in Christ in the very moment of their conversion
is a past act.
God angry with us ; hell under our feet
(4) How miserable we should he without it I
the very blessings of life a curse to us. (5) How happy we are with this forgiveness
God will never condemn you nor remember your sins ; all things will )» blessed to you
the love of God the guarantee of your final glorification. T. 0.

—

;

i

—

—

Tlw unity of the Ohurch. The doxology has just aied away with its
Vers. 1 16.
ascription of glory to God in the Church throughout all ages, and now the apostle turns

a
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from his Intercession to admonish the Ephesian Christians ahout the necessity of cultivating lowliness of mind and mutual consideration, that in the Church there may be
preserved " the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace." It is plain from the verses
that follow that Paul's conviction was that the Divine glory could only bq manifestid
in a Church thoroughly united. To the all-important subject of the uidtypf the Church
we are cons< quently led.
I. Consider the uniftino facts. (Vers. 4
6.) Paul here lays before the Ephesians
These
ctrtain great facts which are meant to ccintrib"ute to this unity of the Church.
facts we had better enumerate in barest outline.
This refers to
1. Theie is one hody.
the solidarity of believers, who, so far from being indejiendent units, are dependent part."
of one great organism of which Christ is the Head.
The unity of the Church is thus
shown to be organic, and lying deep down in the nature of things. 2. Tliere is one
Spirit. For to the exibtence of a body there must be a spirit.
The body, the Church, is
pervaded by the Spirit, the Holy Ghost. It would be a corpse but for this indwelling.
3. There is orie hope in all the called ones.
The unity of hope is surely a remarkable
All the called ones have their faces set towards the future as the gulden uge,
fact.
when their ideals shall be reahzed. Christianity is the religion of hope, the one religinn
which denies that the foimer times were better than the^c, or that the golden age is
behind us. 4. One Lord. Jesus reigns as the Church's living Head. He as Mediator is
the Source of all authority in the Church. His lordship or headship is a fact which calls
for unity.
This asserts that tho truth is one. Error is manifold, but the
5. One faith.
truth as it is in Jesns is one.
It seems to our latitudinarian age almost heresy to affirm
the unity of the Christian faith. But seeing that its substance consists in facts, it would
be madness to relegate these to the region of uncertainty. 6. One hiptism. This is
baptism into the one Name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (Matt, xxviii. 19), so that
" The doctrine of baptism " is reduced
the Divine Name unifies the baptized believers.
to a significant unity thereby.
7. " One God and Father of ally who is over all, and
through all, and in all " (Rev ised Version). This is the seventh and last of the unifying
facts.
The fatherhood of God, all-embracing, all-pervading, speaks of family unity
and rebukes all discord. In presence of such facts the wonder is that division could be

—

entertained.

—

(Vers. 7
II. Consider the uniftino gifts.
More has been done towards the
12.)
unity of the Church than confront believers with unifying facts, even in tlieir sevenfold
perl'i ction.
The ascended Saviour has bestowed unifying gifts upon his believing
need not tarry over the humiliation by which Christ secured them
people.
humiliation down to the lower parts of the earth, and involving the tenanting of the
tomb and the region of the dead.
hasten to the glorious gifts themselves, which
come out of the hands of the ascended and glorified Christ. And here we have
1. Apostles.
We may well restrict the teim to the selected witnesses of our Lord's
resurrection, the noble band who wrought most earnestly for the unity of the Church.
The inspired ones, whose inspiration was always on the lines of Christian
2. Prophets.
unity for the will of God which they conveyed to men is that believers should be one.
Men like Timothy or Apollos, who go forth with the" one message,
3. Evangelists.
thereby promoting unity in the Church of God. The gospel is not a manifold, as we
have seen, but a unity, and he who proclaims it with simplicity and earnestness contributes thereby to tho unity of the Church.
4, Pastors and teachers.
These gifts
are less special, and consequently more important.
True pastors, true teachers for
"
God, will aim at the peifecting of the saints, unto the work of ministering, unto the
building up of the body of Christ." The note of a Divine gift is the desire to promote
the all-important unity. Is it not a glorious thought that orders of men have been
established by Christ for this special purpose of promoting the unity of the Church ?
III. Consider the unifying development.
(Vers. 13
16.) The unifying process
Is to be educational and so progressive.
The unity will not spring full-grown and
panoplied like Minerva from the head of Jove, but; it will grow, as knowledge grows and
kindly feeling, " from more to more." And in this patient development jiesus is to be
our Ideal, and his fulness and perfection the goal for which we strive. Taking him as
our Standard of excellence, we are to grow up into him in all things and if we do,
unity must result.
And here we should observe: 1. Our development will carry us

—

We

We

:

;

—

;

—
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inability to make up our minds about the essential doctrines of the faith.
If we are
tossed about like vessels unmoored, if we are a prey to designing and cunning men, we

Dannot contribute anytiiin;^ to the unity of tlie Church.
2. Oitr development will
innbleus to he communicatioe and so far edifying. (Vers. 15,16.) For as we grow
ill knowledge of Christ we learn to speak the truth in love.
A speechless member of th*
community cannot contribute much to unity and edification. We are bound to be
witnesses. And loving language about the Lord promotes the glorious unity. It grows
as the organism grows in mutual adaptation, strength, and power. The Church, thus
growing in the knowledge of the living Head and jjervadcd by the one Spirit of life
and of love, advances towards the perfection which Christ has shown us. Harle-ss
and Monod, in writing on these verses, refer to the indeterminate character of the
I'assage as to the realization of the perfect state being in this world or beyond it. But
the emphasis is laid by Paul upon the fact of development, and how each individual
may. contribute to the consummation in th(j unity of the Church. If each of us considers his duty in the matter of edifying that body of which, as a believer, he forms
a part, the glorious development will make its steady progi'ess towards the perfection
to be realized at last.
It is surely w^orth an effort to contribute something to such a
purpose. K. M. E.

—

—

32.
Haw material for Christian unity. It comes upon us with somea surprise, the exhortations of the present passage after the glories which
have gone before. But they are instructive in that they biing outthe raw material out
of which Paul hoped to manufacture Christian unity.
It is cv.dent that he desjjaired
of rione, even supposing they had been guilty of the gravest crimes and characterized by
the deepest pollution. Does not his grand hope rebuke our faint-heartedness ?
I. Consider the mobal bbacoks here brought BEroRB the Ephesians.
(Vers.
17 20.) Paul presents in the begii ning of the Epistle to the Komans a friglitfnl picture
He had studied the question carefully, as a missionary
of the immorality of the heathen.
He here gives a briefer analysis, but one exceedingly vivid and
io the heathen must.
Instructive.
The terrible fact was that many of the Gentiles had " given themselves up
to lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness," and Paul gives us here the
reason of it. They had got utterly " hardened " and " past feeling." This was through
tlieir ignorance of the holy God, from whose life, with all its purifymg power, they were
consequently alienated. They had nothing for it in these circumstances but to follow
the glimmer of their own darkened understandings, and to walk in the vanity of their
minds. It was a case otalienation and isolation from the only Source of purity and
Paul consequently holds up the licentious Gentiles as beacons to warn the
of life.
Ephesians away from the paths of sin, that they may walk worthily as the children of
God.
II. Consider the spiritual renewal to which he summons them.
(Vers. 21
24.)
The unconverted and lascivious heathen only showed to what excess of sin the old
nature within «ach of us will proceed, if it be not put away. The lieacons show the
Hence Paul counsels the
possibility of every sinful soul if it be not converted unto God.
Ephesians to " put away, as concerning your former maimer of life, the old man, which
waxeth corrupt after the lusts of deceit; and that ye be renewed in the spirit of your
mind, and put on the new man, which after God hath been created in righteousness and
The " old man " is the sinful nature which we
holiness of truth" (Revised Version).
all possess as children of Adam; the "new man" is the better nature which God
But this new nature does not assert itself as new faculties and new
creates within us.
poweis, but utilizes the understanding and affections and will, which it finds already
withm us, so that according to proper mental laws we experience our renewal. The
means by which this renewal is brought about are Christ and his ofBcea and benefits;
The moral manifestation
in other words, it is effected by " the truth as it is in Jesus."
is in " righteousness and holiness of truth."
III. Consider the serious sins against which he warns tub Epui'sianb.
(Vers.
25 29.) It is evident, from the way in which he mentions them, that they prevailed in
heathenism, and that the Ephesians had been previously guilty of them. They bring
out vividly the raw material with which he had to work, and t'ey should sustain the
1. Falselwod.
It is evident that the veracity of tha
bopA of missionaries siili.

Vers. 17

tliing like

—

—
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heathen cu ild not be calculated on and what was true in Paul's time is true still. The
testimony of missionaries is to this effect, that you cannot rely on the word of the
Christian Saiital
heathen. An interesting fact may here be quoted in illustraticn. "
was once going through several villages to make an extensile purchase of rice, lu
the first of tlie villages he got part of what he required, in tht, second also he got soiuf
baskets, and so forth, all for cash payments.
But when he had brought out his monpj
at the last village, he saw that he had not enough.
He was twelve shilhngs shoi t
of the sum necessary to pay wliat he had bought,
it is a thing unlieard of among the
Santals to give any goods on credit, so that the man saw that he had no alternative but
Meantime the seller
to ask the seller to take back twelve shillings' worth of the rice.
had perceived that he had to do with a Christian, and as this impression was confirmed
on his directly putting the question, he declai'eil, without more ado, that he would be
content in the mean time with the partial payment, and would trust to the buyer that
he would soon bring him tiie balance. Unfortunately, the tax-collector came next
day to the village to collect the dues. The man who had given his rioo on credit was
not able to pay his dues fully at once, and told, by way of excuse, what had bofalkn
him. But tlie official deemed it incredible that a Santal should part with his goods
without getting the money for them. His suspicion was confiimcd by the fact that the
man could give neither the name nor the residence of his debtor, and only took his
stand upon this, that he was a Christian, and would certainly pay the twelve shillings
Even the other villagers did not believe the story, and the collector sentenced
ere long.
the supposed liar to a suitable measure of stripes. A few days after, that Christian
His creditor.had scarcely recovered from his undeserved
returned and ])aid his debt.
ill treatment; but he foigot his pains through the joy of being able to vindicate himself
and his honourable debtor before his neighbours and acquaintances. He called them all
together and said triumphantly, 'You lau^shed at me lately because I trusted the word
of a Christian. There he is.
Look well at him. I have not dunned him for his
debt.
I knew neither his name nor where he lives, and yet he has come to pay me the
lwel7e shillings.'" This interesting circumstance brings out at once the falsehood
Before leading this
that exists in heathenism and the veracity fostered by the gospel.
It
first sin, however, it is well to notice on what Paul grounds his appeal for vera ity.
" Truth-speaking," says Mozley, '' is not a
is on our being " members one of another."
universal isolated obligation which we are under
a law to say truth under all
circumstances, and in whatever relations we stand to the other party but it supposes
certain relations, viz. the ordinary relations of man with man, the natural terms of
fellowship with man
that we are bound to pcrfirm all the offices of humanity to him,
and to behave to him as a brother. When we speak of the certain and obvious
obligation to sincerity, these are the relations which we suppose and St. I'aul places
the duty of veracity upon its proper basis, and gives the law of truth its proper positiou
in the frame and system of morals, when he assigns the duty of truth-sptaking this
We
large and deep SDiirce, this intelligible connection, and this inclnsive rationale."
do not proceed further in the quotation, but he infers thai the relations of man to man
may so vary, as when a man turns out assassin, that we are under no obligation to tell
truth to him, if it would further his diabolical designs. 2. Sin/til anger. This is
another sin which is prevalent among unregenerate men. Paul's appeal im[ilies that
there is such a thing as sinless anger, God is angry with the wicked, for example,
every day. David, again, at the very time when he was calling on God to search him
and to try him, could say calmly in the Divine presence, " Do not I hate them,
Lord, that hate thee? and am not I grieved with those that rise up against thee?
I hate them with parfect hatred: I count them mine euendes" (Ps. cxxxix. 21,
But a great deal of the anger indulged in, both in heathen and in Christian
22).
It is against this selfish phase Paul
lands, is selfish paisiou, and so sinful anger.
warns them, and as we are peculiarly open to assaults from Satan when thus angry,
the E|jhesians are warned in this connection not to give place to the devil. 3. Laziness.
The heathen will not work if they can help it. 'Phey would rather steal than work.
Hence the gospel has always had an important mission in the "exaltation of labour."
The monks in the Middle Ages did immense service in this direction, and really
prepared Europe for the vast development of modem industry. This is one great
icatuxe Also of modem missions.
They give an impulse to industry wherevei they
;
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money-getting spirit. He
and he calls covetousness

money is the root of all evil,'
admires industry, but it must be industry which is consecrated
by the nature which he requires for it is that of duty when a man fulfils in the
In the present instance he exhorts
fear of God the task which is allotted to him,"
jven says,
idolatry.

.

'

The

...

love of

He

—
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thors to give up the laziness which would prompt a man to steal, and to work earnestly
that they may be able to help others. Labour is exalted when disinterestedness enters
need not tarry upon this. It is
in and consecrates it. 4. Filthy conversation.
known to be one of the great trials of missionary life in heathen lands. What they
hear is something awful. Some time since an enterprising and able young man disguised
himielf and spent some nights in the model lodging-houses of Glasgow, to report on
the way in which they are conducted. His testimony was that it was not so much what
he saw or smelt which gave him such pain, as what he heard. This exactly illustrates
the point before us. Paul's ear, we may be sure, had been the avenue of exquisite
torture as he heard " the filthy conversation of the wicked." He calls upon his conIt is by speaking
verts, consequently, to cultivate a gracious and edifying discourse.
that human usefulness is chlefiy realized. Men are to be talked into better things

We

(Rom.

X. 17).

IV. COKSIDBB HIS WAEUnra AGAINST GBIBVING THE HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD. (Vcr. 30.)
Now, if Paul's ears were grieved with the immoralities of heathenism, how much more
How needful that those in whose
must we believe will the Holy Spirit be ofiended
hearts he dwells should abstain from all appearance of evil, and so give no offence to
More especially should this be the case when he condescends to
the holy Guest
If he has come to abide with us for ever,
seal souls " unto the day of redemption."
surely we ought not to trifle in his presence or to offend his pure and blessed Being \
V. Lastly, considbb his appeal fob mutual fokbbarakcb and kindliness.
(Vei». 31, 32.) He brings in the forgiveness of God to us as a reason why we should be
forbearing and forgiving to one another. In this way he expects to bring the Ephesiaps,
who had been so unholy, into the glorious unity of Christian love. The material on which
he worked was raw and rough indeed, but not worse than human nature still. But
out of the roughest stone hewed from the quarry of nature Divine grace can make
polished stones fitted for God's palace. E. M. E.
!

!

—

—

Exhortation. I. Transition from the dootrinal to the peactioal.
the prisoner in the Lord, beseech you." There is a similar transition
at Bom. xii. 1, " I beseech you therefore." In both cases the " therefore " is the link
of connection between doctrine and duty. In both cases the apostle follows up his
In the other case
exposition of doctrine by an affectionate enforcement of duty.
In the
his affectionate tone is caught from a consideration of the mercies of Qod.
present case it is caught from a consideration of his own sufferings. He has already
Now, he beseeches them as the
prayed for them as the prisoner of Christ Jesus.
priioner in the Lord. If in the former expression the idea is more that the imprisonment was "caused" by Christ, in the latter it is more that it came to him, not as a
wrong-doer, but as moving in the Christian sphere. Either way, he refers it to Christ.
He might have commanded them as their apostle, who had received the mystery
It
relating to them by revelation, but he rather besought them as the Lord's prisoner.
Paul thought that he
is well when the " official " can be lost sight in the "personal."
might urge those from whom he had had an affectionate parting to the performance of
duty by the consideration of his chains (in their relation to Christ).
" Walk worthily of the calling wherewith ye were
II. General exhortation.
They were called, according to the foregoing part of the Epistle, to be sons,
Milled."
Another aspect of it was that they were called to
or members of the Christian family.
be citizens, or members of the Christian commonwealth. They were thus called when
they accepted of Christ. But whether they were called to be sons or citizens, it was a
" high " calling wherewith they were called. They had a great " Head " placed over
them. It was in the working out of a great scheme that they were called. And the
apostle's thought is that they were to bring their " walk " into some worthy correspond" It is," said a Soman writer, " useful 'for cities tliat
ence with their " calling."
h
£FHESIANS,
Vers. 1

"I
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valiant men should (although it be false) believe themselves bom of the gods, that their
minds, thence bearing a coufidence of their divine extraction, may more boldly undertake great enterpiises, pursue them more earnestly, and hence accomplish them more
happily, from the security the conceit produceth." It is by no conceit, but in sober
truth, that as Christian believers we belong to a family, to a oommonwealtli of which
God is the Head. And should not such a connection draw us away from what is mean
and base, inspire us with noble thoughts, and incite us to noble actions ?
1. Dispositiun leading up to ChrisIII. Special exhobtatiok to Christian unity.
That is
It is viewed as what siiould "attend^' us in our Christian walk.
tian unity.
to say, if we walk worthily of our calling, this is the disposition which we shall manifest.
" With all lowliness." This is of prime importance with the apostle, for in the twelfth
of the Romans, having set foith our duty toward God under the aspects of consecration
to his service and separation from the world, he immediately says, " Fur I say, through
the grace that was given me, to every man that is among you, not to think of himse'f
more highly than he oui;ht to think; but so think as to think soberly, according as
God hatii dealt to each ujan a measure of faith." We have reason to be lowly he/are Ood.
Kven Christ, we know, cherished the spirit of lowliness, and commended it to us by his
own example. He was lowly in respect of his creaturely nature. He was also content,
as the Representative of mankind, to take whatever place the Father assigned him.= He
did not need to humble himself for sin, unless representatively (if it is proper to think
We have
of him as humbling himself for the sin with which he idenlilied himself).
reason to be lowly, because of having been personally involved in sin, and because of
much remaining evil in our nature. And it is only in the way of faith, or in fellowship
with Christ, that we have any Christian worth. And if we have thusreasnn to be lowly
Shall we not rather keep self in the
before God, shall we be arrogant toward others f
background, in -accordance with the precept, also in the twelfth of the Romans, " In
honour preferring one another"? Let us, then, have all lowliness, such as becomes us
as sinners before God, and such as becomes us in the various positions in life in which
we are placed. " And meekness." With lowliness the apnstle couples meekness ; and we
need not wonder at his doing it when the Master had done it before, with tliis dilference,
that meekness came first to his thought " Learn of me fur I am meek and lowly in
heart." Meekness points to sufferings which have to be endured we need not wonder,
therefore, at It having a prominence in the Saviour's thought. There are sufferings sent
upon us with which others have not had to do. We are to bear ourselves meekly under
them before God. We are not to he as though we challenged God's sovereignty, or
wisdom, or goodness in sending them. And even when others have had to do with our
sufferings, we can look past them to God, as David did when he said, "Let him curse, for
the Lord hath bidden him." " With long-suffering."
This has reference ta provocation
ncirived.
There is provocation in the ordinary course of life. We suffer from the
iufirmities and faults of others.
We may have to do, as Paul had, with " unreasonable
and evil men." But we are to think specially here of there being provocation within
the Church circle. There is provocation if we are ardent in a good cause and are
associated with the apathetic, or if we see clearly the yiroper course to bo pursued and
are overborne by the ignorance of others, or if we are bearing our fair share of the common burdens while others are shirking them. There is provocation in a more positive
lorm if we have to do with those who advance views or enga;^e in movements which
we must strongly condemn, or who are given to misrepieseutation and abuse, or who in
malice do not scruple to stir up strife. " Forbearing one another in love." The inward
feeling with which we are to meet provocation is long-sufforing
its outward manifestation is described as/orhearing one another.
The latter form of expression indicates that
we have all our faults, and all need to be borne with. Forbearance is good fur ourselves.
" He that is slow to anger is better than the mi,;hty ; and he that ruleth his spirit than
he that taketh a city." Forbearance is good for those who give provocation. It gives
them time for reflection. It is also a likely means by which they may be won to
reason.
It is heaping coals of fire on their heads.
It is overcoming evil with good.
Forbearance is good for the ends of a Christian society, in preventing unnecessary
" Giving diligence
division, in promoting unity.
2. Hie nature of Christian unity.
to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace."
In accordance with what has
been fuud, thiS unity of the Spirit it, ou the one side, a disinclination to obtrude aAi,
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and, on the other side, the power of hearing with others. In accordance with what !
said of it hare, as produced by the Spirit, this unity is the disposition to be guided by
the Spirit, and to advance the end which the Spirit has in view in relation to th«
cause of Christ. This unity of the Spirit is to find expression in the land of peaet. Tht
Boman Catholic, Chwch claims to present this bond of peace in its entirety. For, first,
it claims to be the unbroken organization of Christians all over the world, and shuts out
from the Church of Christ all who do not enter its communion.
Protestants are
not Christians; and therefore there is no break so far as we are concerned. And,
secondly, it claims to have also the bond of peace, in freedom from internal division.
as Protestants refuse to acknowledge this claim.
For, first, we differ from the
Homan Catholic Church, in spite of its historic position, as to the essentials of salvation.
And, secondly, its uniformity is not freely wrought of the Spirit, but results
from unreasoning conformity to the law of the priest. It is suggested here that it may
only be possible to attain to an imperfect realization of the bond of peace.
are to
give diligence in this matter but it does not entirely depend on ourselves. When we
have done our best, the bond may be broken independently of us. Who are the breakers
of the bond of peace? (1) Those who are chargeable vnth defection. The bond of
union in the Church is not what is supposed to be truth, but what can actually bo
made out to be truth from the Word of God. Those who are aside from this, whether
tliey are in the majority or not, wliether they conform to the language of the confession
or not, are really the dividers. They necessitate those who have the leading of the
Spirit giving their testimony to the truth and, it may be, dissenting from their
brethren. (2) Those who manifest an unchristian spirit toward brethren who differfrorm
them. It is right that we should try to convince those whom we believe to be in
error.
But there is a way in which we are to do it, if we have the interests of truth
and of unity at heart. " In meekness correcting them that oppose themselves, if
peradventure God may give them repentance unto the knowledge of the truth." If
we exhibit a temper that is not consistent with the truth, that may be as dividing
as holding an erroneous position. (3) Those who unnecessarily separate from a Christian socieiy. The mere fact of separation from a imrticular ecclesiastical organization
is not decisive of the sin of schism.
Nor is the fact of error in a society necessarily a
should be content to remain in the same society
warrant for separating from it.
with brethren, even though we differ from them in many points, if we think that the
great interests of the kingdom are being properly advanced.
By those who value the
continuance of the bond of peace it must be acknowledged that separation is an extreme
step; and is only to be justified, in the case of those who separate, where it can be
made out that the interests of religion are better served by the existence of a separate
society. (4) Those who claim to he the Church of Ood to the exclusion, of other Christian
societies.
If there are Christian bodies that are really doing the work of Christ, though
they do not join with us, or work according to our methods, we are bound to regard
them as belonging to the Church of Christ, and to live in brotherhood with them.
And to be arrogant and uncharitable towards them is breaking the bond of peace as
really as though we were separating on insufficient grounds.
3. Grounds of Christian
unity. (1) Unities to which we are to he properly related. It is manifest that the
apostle has studied to put these in a striking and memorable form. There is a threefold division, and there are three unities in each of the divisions,
(a) Tlie Churchitself
" There is one body." Believers are not detached units, but,
is constituted a unity.
whatever they are by human denomination, by Divine constitution they are made a
unity. They are not two or more organizatioiis, between which there might be rivalry
And how fitting that there should be sympathy
they are only one organization.
between the various members of the body that the eye should not say to the hand, " I
have no need of thee," or, again, the head to the feet, "I have no need of you"?
" And one Spirit."
are not merely constituted one body, but are animated by one
Spirit.
It is not as though we had a double or treble consciousness, but being dwelt
in by the one Spirit, we diould be kept from divergence and led in the same direction.
Theie is here ground, if we could get to it, for that unity described in John ivii. 20,
" That they all may be one." " Even as also ye were called in one hope of your calling."
The consummation is the same in essence to all. It is glory, or fiill and blessed fellowship with Uhrist. And how fitting that those who we to live with Christ throughow
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meantime as brethren " dwell together in unity"! (6) How this tmity it
brought out. " One Lord." "In whatsoever notion we take the word 'Lord,' either as a
prince over subjects, or as a master over servants, or as an owner of goods, or as a preceptor and president over disciples, or as a leader and captain to followers, or as a
person singularly eminent above inferiors, he is according to all such notions truly
our Lord."
body implies a head, and as our dependence on Christ is that of responsibility, he is truly our Lord.
As united to the same Head, it becomes us to be in good
brotherhood. This is his law (common it is), "Hereby shall all men know that ye
" One faith."
have ail the same
are my' disciples, if ye have love one to another."

eternity should

A

We

We

all rely upon
uniting bond to Christ, the same subjective disposition toward him.
the atoning merits of his sacrifice.
all confide In him for what is needed to complete our salvation.
can all use the same language of trust we can sing the same
hymns; we can otTer the same prayers. Being thus alike in the essential element of
character, it is fitting that we ihould exhibit catholicity, that we should be free (rom
" One baptism." It is this which symbolizes our imion by faith
all sectarian feeling.
have all been baptized
to Christ. Our imity has received visible manifestation.
into Christ. It is fitting, then, that we should live in good fellowship one with another.
" One God and Father of all." As the apostle has
(c) TTow this urdty is sustained.
been speaking of Christians, we must not extend the range of this language beyond
" Who is over all."
In his
can all say, " Our God," and " Cm- Father."
them.
sovereignty he has an absolute right to dispose of all. This a father has to a limited
extent over his children. " And through all." In his fatherly love he goes out to
So a father wishes to pervade
all, and pervades all vrith his gracious influences.
" And in all." With the
his children with those sentiments of which he approves.
revelation of his fatherhood he blesses all.
So a father would have his children to live
in the sunshine of his love.
In lore of the brethren, then, we should be tenderly affecmust think of God as rejoicing
tioned (or have natural affection) one to another.
in the peace of his Church, as a father rejoices to see good feeling maintained between
those whom he has begotten. (2) What diversity there is Christ has appointed. "But
unto each one of us was the grace given according to the measure of the gift of Christ."
(a) That we hav« aU grace for which to be thankful.
It is a motive for unity,
No
one has been overlooked in the distribution. The humblest Christian has his grace as
well as the greatest apostle. (6) That the diversities of grace have not been arbitrarily
appointed. They have been measured out (to a nicety, it is suggested by the language)
by the great Disiributer. (c) That all the diversities are necessary to the grand unity
which Christ has in his mind. It was on his ascension that he became Donor, or Dis" Wherefore he saith. When he ascended on high, he led captivity
tributer to men.
The conception is that he ascended as a conqueror.
captive, and gave gifts unto men."
Satan, sin, and death were in his triumphant train. On his victory over these, he gave
" gifts " to men. These were the spoils of the battle-field, as it were, which he distriare to think of them, in their special association with
buted among his followers.
the Ascension, as the gift of the Holy Spirit, the gift of a finished redemption, the gift
of a completed Bible, tae gift of the Christian style of character, and, as we shall see
It was because he descended that he could
presently, the gift of the gospel ministry.
do so much when he ascended. " Now this, be ascended, what is it but that he
He that descended is the same also
also descended into the lower parts of the earth?
that ascended far above all the heavens, that he might fill all things." His descending
into the lower parts of the earth points emphatically to the reality of his death.
His
body was not merely on the earth, but was received within the earth. His soul was
not merely a dweller in an earthly body, but was received into Hades. He thus had the
extremes in his experience, and therefore can fill all things, from the lowest depth to the
highest height. He can especially, out of his own experience, be with his people in
the gravQ and in Hades, and thence carry them with him to the heights. (3) The
various ministering orders wen especially his gifts, (a) WJiat these were. " And he
gave some to be apostles ; and some, prophets ; and some, evangelists ; and some, pastors
and teachers." Apostles. These were the highest functionaries in the Church. Functions
were combined in them which were separated in others. They also possessed extraordinary qualifications, (o) They had extraordinary administrative p(wer.
They had
the care of th? Churches generally (or widely), aad were a gift t^' the eaily Church ia
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teing a supreme authority in all matters of administration. Many questions would cnnia
up at tiie first about the right working of the Church, and they were there on the ppot ;i3
tliough Christ had been there to settle them decisively. (/S) They had extraordinary
teaching power. Tliere were developments of doctrine witliout which the Church could
not be established, and for a time the Church had in the apostles the gift of infallible exposition,.
It was thus exceptionally helped through the most critical period.
It
was especially in connection with the founding of Churches that the apostolate was
exercised.
And. in connection with this, on its teaching side, the apostolate was
seyarated inio two offices, (i.) Prophets. These were inspired like the apostles, and
seem to have come in after them, in the way especially of expounding apostolical
teachings.
While the apostles planted, the prophets watered. They would be useful
to Churches, in the way of continuing the benefit when the apostles had to pass on t<>
found others, (ii.) Evangelists, These had the same itinerant character that tlie
apostles and prophets had ; but their distinctive feature was that they brought the
gospel, especially as a message of pardon, to bear upon the ignorant, or careless, or
inquiring.
Philip did the work of an evangelist in directing the Ethiopian eunuch to
Christ.
They would be able to render valuable assistance to apostles in the foumling
of Churches.
Christ still gives these to the Church, in the more or less distinctly
recognized order of evangelists, i.e. men who have a special power in awakening the
careless, as distinct from feeding believers with knowledge.
He also gives them, in the
order of missionaries, in so far as they have to do converting work. There are added,
in conjunction, pastors and teachers,
(i.) These are in connection with Churches as
settled, and as distinguished from the other orders are stationary,
(ii.) They are the
ordinary ofBce-bearers, after the extraordinary have ceased from the Church, (iii.) They
represent the two sides of tde apostolate, without its infallibility and supremacy. The
pastors represent the administrative side, the care which is to be exercised over members of a Church, similar to the care which the shepherd exercises over his flock.
The
teachers, again, represent the teaching side, the exposition which needs to be given of
truth founded on the teachings of the Bible, and specially of Christ and his a])ostles.
And, as it^is not said as before, some, pastors, and some, teachers, but some, pastors
and teachers, it is rightly held that there is contemplated a combination of the two
functions in one order. (6) For what end given, " For the perfecting of the saints,
unto the work of ministering, imto the building up of the body of Christ." (a) The
ultimate end of the gifts is the perfecting of the saints. This is placed first, though we
might have e.^peoted it last. For it is well to remember that all that is done in the
Church or gilted for the Church is to be judged by this how far it serves the perfecting of the saints.
There is a perfect form after which nature strives ; so there is a
perfect form to which the saints are designed to come, and it is most emphatically the
province of the Church to help saints toward their perfection. What that perfection is
we shall see more particularly in the following verses. (;3) The gifts specified agree in
heing connected with a work of ministering. The aiX)stolate, we know, was not a
What Christ
sinecure it meant work, and to Paul it meant hard work and suffering.
still continues to the Church implies the work of ministering to the souls of otheis, a
work than which none should be more arduous. (7) The way in which the work of
ministering is to reach the perfecting of the saints is by the buUding up of the body of
Christ.
To do the work of an evangelist is not enough. Men, after they have been
They must be brought into connection with tho
couyerted, must be looked after.
Church. And the Church must be thoroughly organized, must have all suitable institutions, must be strong and vigorous in its working, in order that the. perfecting of the
It follows (i.), as against the Plymouthists ami others, that there
saints may go on.
is a special pastoral and teaching order in the Church ; and (ii.) tiiere is this in the
interests of unity, which is not broken by the diversity there is, seeing all are gifted to
the Church by Christ, (c) Goal up to which the gospel ministry has been given.
(a) Ooal characterized as the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of Ood,
" Till we all attain unto the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of
God." There is a difficulty with which we are confronted here. It has already been
must have some
said in this paragraph (ver. 4) that Christians haye "one faith."
" beginning " of faith in us, else we cannot be numbered among the " all " here. How,
then, can it be said that we are to h^ve " the unity of the faith " »» our go^I V it is not
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that we are to attain unto the same " degree'' of faith. Fur in our ultimate state there
will be differences in the degree of faith, which is only to say that there will be differences in character (no factor therein being more important tlian faith). But, at the
same time, it is true that all will come to a full-orled faith, that all will have clearly
brought out the srrand characteristics of faith which are only dimly seen now. Again,
it is true that all Christians have, to begin with, " one knowledge," the one practical

knowledge of the Son of God.

In our ultimate

state, too,

we

shall vary in our capacity

knowing the love of Christ and appreciating the bearings of his work. But there is
a full, rounded, satisfying knowledge to which we shall all come. In our present
advancement our faith is not sufficient to exclude unbelief. We can only say, "Lord,
help thou mine unbelief." But our ultimate will be the expulsion of all
I believe
unbelief.
Our knowledge, too, is not so much one as to exclude all differences ol
But the unity with which we shall end will be one in which we shall see eye
opinion.
to eye, from which all difference of opinion will be excluded.
(;8) Ooal characterized a$
" Till we all attain
the full-grown man.
unto a fullrgrown man." In appositiou
with the foregoing, it is said (changing from the abstract to the concrete), "till we all
of

;

.

.

.

.
.
unto a full-grown man." We have, just seen that there is a unity with
.
which we be^in and another unity with which we end. Here it is iinplied that there
is a state of infancy with which we begin, and a state of manhood with which we end.
And the goal here, too, is purposely viewed as a unity for it is not said, " full-grown
men," but " a full-grown man." We must, however, in order to this unity being attained,
become individually full-grown men. And that suggests how much there is before
Christians rise from the babe state up to the state of manhood. What a disparity in
bulii, stature, strength, and generally in development, between the babe and a man in his
piime
We can mark the increase that takes place from year to year. And so there
is a goal of spiritual manhood, far away from the point where a man first believes in
C'irist.
'I'here are possibilities of attainment bi^fore us which we are slow to realize.
Ooil shows us in the lily how rapidly we may grow, and in the cedars of Lebanon how
deep-rooted we may grow; in the plane tree he shows us how widespreading we may
become, and in the olive-tree how productive; in the lily and olive, too, how beautiful
we may become, and in the pine forests what a health fulness and pleasantness there
may be about us. Here he teaches us the lesson of growth from the human body.
When we see how a child is growing up, let us think how there should be a parallel to
" Till we all attain
that in our spiritual life. (7) Ooal set before us in Christ.
. unto
the measure of the stature of the fulruss of Christ." If it was the abstract first, and
then the concrete, it is now particularly the historical. It is a matter of infinite consequence that the goal for humanity has been reached by the representative Man. He
has carried us, representatively, forward from our infantile state to our state of manWe can see before the throne, or on it, a representation of what by the inworkhood.
ing of Divine grace we are to become. Let us think of the character which he wrought
out for us on earth, an'" «s love is so much introduced by the apostle, let us think of
that character as forraeu -Ato its beauty under the formative principle of love.
There
He contemplated whatever the
is in Christ the representation of contemplative love.
Father showed him in nature, in human life, in the Holy Scriptures. In the stillness
of his soul he communed with God through these, and these melted into him, they
And as a consequence, what the world showed him was
swallowed up his being.
exposed to his mind, and could not pollute him. And if we are to attain to full stature
in Christ, we must keep sabbath In our souls, we must keep out the distraction of the
world, we must look upon and appreciate those glorious truths which, through the ages,
God by his servants and his own Son has been setting before us. There is in Christ the
He was more than the perfect man of the mystics ; he
representation of active love.
He felt that he had a blessing to impart to men
presented also the side of activity.
and all his energies must be sirained that the blessing should not be withheld. "I
must work the works of him that sent me, while it is day i the night cometh, when no
man jcan work." And if we are to be of full stature in Christ, our iiiertness must be
rebuked, our holy energies must be called forth. We must know what it is to " work,"
and, while working, let us take care that our works are " wrought in Ood."
There i§
in Christ the repnisentation (^suffering love. If Christ could be said to excel in one class
He suffered what wai
of virtues mor@ thckn in aouther, it was in (he passive virtues.
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drank the cup which his heavenly Father put into his hand. He
whom he came to save. And if we are to attain imto the
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ, we must be ready to sulTer, to bear the
contradiction of sinners, to shed tears over sinners.
For if there is anything which
l>etokens the Christian style of character, it is sympathizing with men as lying undei
sin, 80 that we can suffer for them and from them, if so he that we may compass their
good, (d) Gospel ministry needed up to goal.
The teaching here is that the gospel
ministry is the means by which the final unity is to be brought about, by which
fipiiitual manhood is to be reached.
It is true of the teacher that he makes Ms work
The child grows up to be able to do without his help. And so with the
nMfterfluous.
" gilt " of the teacher in the Church his work is to make himself unnecessary.
The
time is coming when no man shnll need, to teach his brother, saying, "Know tlie
Lord ; " for all shnll know him, from the least to the greatest. But, until the goal is
reached, the gospel ministry will be needed.
And nothing could set forth its position
more strongly than that. It is not to be supposed that it does everything. It rather
comes in as a supplement to what Christians can do by themselves. Even when the
person sitting in tlie pew has a better understanding than the person occupying the
pulpit, he may reap benefit, if only truth (howevei- imperfectly) is presented to his
mind. Let no one say that he has got beyond the lulp of the (Jhristian ministry. If
it is earnest, it may bo expected to have Divine power with it.
We know that Christ,
who did not come to his manhood till the last (albeit that even while he was coming
to manhood he left every other immeasurably behind), did not dispense with the
teaching of the sanctuary. For he went, as his custom was, into the synagogue on
the sabbath day. And shall we say of even the greatest literary man of the day who
has a soul to care for, that he is better at home than sitting in church? (e) Gospel
appointed

suffered sublimely for those

;

ministry needed to deliver from the dangers incident to childhood. " That we may
be no longer children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine,
by the sleight of men, in craftiness, after the wiles of error." There are some who are
necessarily in spiritual childhoud from their recent spiritual birth.
There are others
upon whom it is a reflection that they are in their childhood, seeing that they
might have got beyond it with the opportunities that they have had. It is the latter
rather that are described here.
They are at the mercy of false teachers, or the opinionative.
They are like waves tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind. In
their simplicity and inexperience they are made a handle of by those who are practised
in the wiles of error.
certain sleight of hand is practised on them.
The word
" sleight" is literally " dice-playing." The dice-player can by trickery (loading the dice is
part of the trickery) throw them so that the numbers turn up which suit his purpose.
So there are religious tricksters who can turn texts of Scripture to suit their purpose.
For instance, it is said by those who advocate the indiscriminate ministry of all that a
And they get the simple those
stated ministry was only a temporary arrangement.
whom the apostle here calls children to believe that. This indiscrimmate ministry is
very much a playing upon men so that they are tossed to and fro and carried about,
stated
now believing this and now believing that, as the crafty influence them.
ministry is meant to deliver from the evils of such a condition, to carry the inexperienced
past instability into a certain established state. (/) Process of development toward the
goal described, (a) What we have to do in the determination of the development. " But
speaking truth in love." It is not certain that " speaking truth " is the right translation.
If it had been the intention of the apostle to convey this idea, we should have expected
the same form of expression which is used in the twenty-fifth verse, where two words are
What is certain is that
used, and not the one word here, which primarily is truthing it.
the apostle means to convey the idea that, instead of having to do with the wiles of error,
we are to have to do with truth. We must he guided by truth if we would come to tlie
are to have to do with the tru*h in love. It is implied that
goal set before us.
there is an intimate connection between truth and love. If truth directs, love impels.
Love is the highest law of being, and therefore we must have our being bathed in it if
we would understand the truth of things, and speak and act the truth. (;S) Christ has
" May grow up in all things into him which is
a principal pa/rt in the developmsnt.
the Head, even Christ." It is from the head that the regulation of tlie body, in all its
movomeuts^ proceeds. So it w from Christ as the Head that the whole regulation
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of the Church proceeds.
What we do is not to regulate ourselves, but rather to put
ourselves into accord with Christ in his regulating of us. The head communicates with
And thus it is in the Church.
all ihe parts of the body ; it can send commands to them.
In all things we are commanded from Christ as from the brain or centre of the whole
system. And so we grow up into him in all things. The whole development takes a
distinctively Christian form,
(y) Particularly, the development proceeds round Christ.
" From whom all the body fitly framed and knit together." In the body round one
centre the different parts are harmoniously related to each other, and so related as
mutually to support each other. So the idea is that in the Church Christ, as from the
centre, is putting each into his proper position
a position in which he will harmonize
with other parts and add strength to them.
(8) ITie development proceeds iy a supply
from Christ according to the need of every parti " Through that which everj' joint
gupplieth, according to the working in due measure of each several part, maketh the
increase of the body."
tree grows by the vital juices which are supplied to every
part.
In a tree there is a connecting, as by joints, where the supplies pass oflf to the
various points. The joints in the body are where the supiilies of nourishment pass off
to the various members.
So the Church is so jointed that it can all be supplied from
Christ.
There is a due apportionment to every part. I'here is no part forgotten, so
that there is nothing like atrophy.
And no part is supplied contrary to its nature, so
tliat there is no abnormal development, as though the hand were enlarged to the size of
the loot, or the foot dwarfed to the size of the hand, (e) The result which is being
produced is dencribed (the figure being dropped) as the building up of itself in love,
" Unto the building up of itself in love." While the Church may be endlessly growing,
It will be built up like a strong
it will come to a state of fixedness, of establishment.
compacted building which cannot be broken down. It is in love that this result is
produced and in love it will remain an eternal reality. This then, finally, is the way
which the apostle takes to show the foundation that there has been laid for Christian
Thus at length has he supported his particular exhortation that we are to
unity.
keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. R. F.

—
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"This I say therefore, and testify in the
of the apostle to sink his own personality, and to put forward
Ciirist.
lie wishes it to be understood that it is not in liis own thought, but in the
thought of him whom he calls Lord, that he makes his statement and gives his solemn
asseveration regarding their dut}'.
" That ye no longer walk as the
I. Exhortation directed against Gentilism.
Gentiles also walk." They had formerly been Gentiles in walk or character, as Geutiles
Now they were religiously the people of God. It became them, therefore
in name.
1. General character of Oentilism.
to have done with Gentile ways.
"In the vanity
That was the moral atmosphere with which tliey were surrounded. In
of their mind."
"
Rom. i. 21 it is said that they became vain in their reasonings." The word translated
" mind " clearly refers to the governing part of the nature. And the meaning is that
they wasted their " rational powers on worthless objects." They were made to have
to do with great realities ; but they were taken up instead with vanities.
They were
made to worship God, " who is, and is the Rewarder of them that diligently seek him ;
Tliey were made fijr
but they were idolaters, making gods of things that were not.
immortality ; but amid the trifles of time they had little or no thought of a hereafter
Of the most privileged populace in ancient heathenism it is paid that '" they spent their
time in nothing else but either to tell or to hear some new thing." (1) OentiHsm on ist
intellectual side. " Being darkened in their understanding."
are not to understand
that they were unable to use their intellectual powers.
For though heathenism has
been largely associated with degradation of intellect, yet there have been some marked
intellectual developments in the heathen world.
pagan, such as Sluclid, was able
most successfully to prosecute mathematical science. But it is true that, as they came
near the centre of human interest, they were dimmed in their vision, they were
enveloped in darkness. For want of the Divine light they had no tight conception of
God, or of the meaning of human life. They called evil good, and good evil ; they
put darkness for light, and light for darkness. (2) QentiKsm on its practical side.
"Alienated from the life of God." There was much Inertness with which heathejuam
Vers. 17

Lord.'

24.

Exhortation resumed.
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it is true that there were busy mercantile
a very great amount of energy was spent by
heathen peoples on war. It can only be said that their higher energies were not called
forth, and that none of their energies (not even those directed to ordinarily useful purThey were alienated from that life, selfsuits) were penetrated with the life of God.
pleasing having taken the place of the glory of God ; and therefore in all their energies
there was the coldness of death, the rottenness of the grave. These two clauses on
which we have been commenting are closely related. For what is light but the life of
God within the intellectual sphere ? And what again is it that utilizes our energies
but light ? There are subjoined now other two clauses of a causal nature. " Because of
the ignorance that is in them, because of the hardening of their heart." It does not
seem natural to connect these two clauses with only the second of the preceding
clauses.
But rather retaining both in our mind, are we to connect the ignorance that
is in them with the darkening of their understanding, and the hardening of their heart
with their alienation from tlie life of God. It is true that ignorance is a form of spiritual
darkness, but not otherwise than hardening is a form of spiritual death. Ignorance ia
both a result and a cause. And, in so far as it has resulted from a refusal to have light,
As an abiding state (the result
it is a cause from which there is not dissociated blame.
of a previous course), it is a source whence there is a perpetual irruption of darkness
Hardening of the heart also is both a result and a
within the circle of the thoughts.
cause.
It has been defined as such a suppression of moral and religious feeling as to
imply a total disregard of Divine calls and warnings, and an insensibility to their
importance? In so far as obduracy is formed, it has resulted from disregard of calls
and warnings, and therefore it may be assigned as a cause (with which blame is
By cultivating sensitiveness to good
associated) for alienation from the life of God.
we prevent hardening in evil, and therefore hardening is blameworthy. 2. Oentilism
in its most offensive form. " Who being past feeling." This was one form of the hardening.
The result of a course of dissoluteness was that they were past all feeling, i.e. of
shame. That feeling of shame is given as guardian of the puiity of the body. But
habitually disregarded, it is lost. "Gave themselves up to lasciviousness." Such was
Instead of abandoning themselves to God (which
their fearful self-abandonment.
would have been dcliveran'e from all possible thraldom), they abandoned themselves
That is, they made a god of lust. They
to what (with specialty) is called lust.
degraded self, their glDiioiis personality, by making it a means to lust. Thus abandoned to lust, it became their conscious aim or business " to work all uncleanness."
And that does not complete the description of their guilt and degradation. For it is
added, as indicating the Irame of mind in which they wrought uncleanness, that they did
And there is no reason to think that this description, or the
it "with greediness."
descrii tion in Rom. i., is exaggerated. Not that there were not some virtuous heathen
but impurity was so rife as to be characteristic of heathenism. And when it is considered how it was not an object of public reprobation, and how it was associated with
religion and also with art, it can be understood what foul shapes (amid a certain
refinement and luxury) it would take.
II. Bphesians reminded how Gentilism is conteadiotbd by Chbistianitt. " But
ye did not so learn Christ." It will be observed that Christ is not put forward here as
our Teacher, but as our Lesson. It is stronger language than is employed by Christ
when he says, " Learn of me," where he puts himself forward as our Example. It corresponds to what the apostle says in 1 Cor. i. 23, ""We preach [not/ concerning,' but] Christ
lesson is what we have to get into our minds ; so wo have, as it were, to
crucified."
There is the
acquire or get into ourselves, by learning, the person of Christ liimself.
commencement of the lesson. " If so be that ye heard him." In this clause Christ is put
forward as the Teacher of the lesson. They heard him when they were converted. At
such a critical time it becomes us to know what we are really doing, under whose
parent sees to his son being put to a school or
instructions we are putting ourselves.
university' where he thinks he will get for him satisfactory instruction. So we should
be sure, as taught here, that at the great turning-point it was not the voice of a hireling
or the mere echo of our own voice that we heard, but the voice of him who has autho" And wore taught in him,
There it the lesson in its continuance.
rity to speak to us.
even >^ truth is in Jesua." This refers to the further iusfruution which (beT had
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" tanght in
received as those who had heard Christ. Here again Christ is the Lesson
him," as we might say taught in languages or in philosophy. And not merely so, but
the historical Jesus is pointed to ns the embodied Lesson " even as truth is in Jesus."
He contains all the truth of God, and especially as he is brought before us in thra
Gospels, all that we need to know for salvation. He is ac Lesson we cannot learn in a
day or in a lifetime. Even eternity will not suffice to exhaust its contents. But let us
learn Christ as we can now, in the excellence of his character, in the greatness of his
1. Vhristianity in its negative aspect.
work, and in the purport of his doctrine.
" That ye put away, as concerning your former manner of life, the old man, which
waxeth corrupt after the lusts of deceit." He has in view, it will be seen, their former,

—

In this he sees what he calls the
their Gentile or pre-Christian manner of life.
man, viz. the sinful type of hunianity. Originating in opposition to !od, there is a
type (such as there is in the development of a tree) according to which the corrupt
development goes forward. Ther« is a necessity of nature or of Divine government
i.e.

old

(

worse, and in the way in which we grow worse
a law (appointed order) of sin and death under which vo are
With the same essential type in all sinners, the corrupt development tal<es a
placed.
special form from the lust (or desire in a sinful state) that isrfomjna«f, whether it is what
is called lust, or the lust of money, or the lust of power.
These lusts all agree in bein,:;
intimately connected with or in the service of deceit. That is to say, under different
disguises, we are promising ourselves independence and satisfaction, or making ourselves
believe that we are pleasing Grod or benefiting men while really all our relations are
wrong. The old man, then, as truth as it is in Jesus requires, is to be put away. That
is better than the old translation.
are not merely to put it off, as we put off our
clolhes at night but we are to put it away, as an old garment never to be put on
" And that ye be renewed in the spirit of
again. 2. Christianity in its positive aspect.
your mind, and put on the new man, which after God hath been created in righteousness
and holiness of truth." The new man is the type of redeemed humanity, or, as it is put,
" the holy form of human life which results from redemption."
condition of this is
renewing in the spirit of the mind.
are not to interpret this as though it were
renewed by the Spirit in the mindi The spirit is the centre where we appropriate the
blessing of redemption, where we choose Christ instead of self, where we put ourselves
are taught that renewal must
in a right relation to the holy type of humanity.
be from within outwards. If there is only life lingering at the outside, it will never
But if there is still life at the centre, though the
penetrate from thence to the centre.
The new man
old forms may have to be ca.st away, it will clothe itself in new forma.
In one view of it, this is what Christ did
is described as that which hnth been created.
He created a holy type, which may be assumed by us sinners. And that
in his work.
was surely creation hy pre-eminence. It was creation after Ood, even as mau was created
at first in the image of God. And we are here helped to the understanding of what
that image was. It did not consist in anything accidental, but it consisted in what is
most essential (what presupposes free-will), viz. rightness of moral disposition. It is
" Righteousness betokens a 3*^t
here referred to as righteousness and holiness of truth.
relation among the powers of the soul within and towards men and duties without.
But holiness betokens tlie integrity of the spiritual life, and the piety towards God of
which that is the condition." Theie is a trutli in such relations upon which righteousare made with a subordination of our lower powers
ness and holiness are founded.
are made to be nmtually helpful. And we are made to be dependent
to our higher.
on God and to trust in him. In all these respects man was rightly dispositioned at
first.
And whiit we lost in Adam we have more than regained in Christ in the creation
This new man, then, let us put on as that wliich we are never to put
of the new man.
off.
Let us pray for a constant renewing in the spirit of our mind, that, after God, we
may have righteousness and holiness of truth that every relation which God has made
for us may be honoured by us.
R. F.
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Vers. 25 32.
Vices,
The apostle here emimvmtes five vices pertaining io the old
Oentile state, and shows how they are contradicted by Christianity.
" Wherefore, putting away falsehood."
1. The negative of Christianity.
I. Ltino.
Lying sufi3cieutly indicates what is meant, if we take it lis including falsehood in act

man, or
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makes the lie, whatof the motive does not alter its character.
may be saying what we do not think, to convey a cOmijliment. Or we may be advancing an argument in which we do not believe, to serve our party. Or we may make a
m»y, by some half-truth, be getting
strong denial, to cover the fault of a friend.
But all the same, there is an offence comrid of a slight inconvenience to ourselves.
mitted against truth. And we must understand from the teaching here that Christ
are to put away lying, and the context
emphatically says no to it in every form.
need not
plainly suggests that we are to put it away as belonging to the old man.
wonder at it characterizing the old man, when we remember that Scripture dates the
Many of the
original of evil in us from the result of a lie told by the father of lies.
heathen were like the Cretans, of whom Paul testified, in a quotation from one of their
own poets, that they were always liars. It is a vice which is known to be very prevaThere is not so much of shameless lying among
lent among non-Christianized peoples.
Christian nations ; but in less open forms, where there is not saving grace, .there is the
same disposition to be false, to state false reasons for our conduct, to keep up false
appearances, to cover our faults by a denial of fact. " Do not," says Ruskin, " let us
lie at all.
Do not think of one falsity as harmless, and another as slight, and another
Cast them all aside they are an ugly soot from the smoke of the pit,
as unintended.
and it is better that our hearth should be swept clean of them, without overcare as
"Speak
2. The positive of Christianity.
to which of them are largest or blackest."
ye truth each one with his neighbour." In Zech. viii. 16 it is said, "Speak ye every
man truth to his neighbour." The change from "to his neighbour" to "with his neighbour" has the effect of defining the circle contemplated here as the Christian circle.
Why are we to hold the truth sacred ? The ethical reason given by Kant is that we
The Christian
ire to do so out of reverence to the humanity subsisting in our pemon.
reason as given by the apostle here is virtually this, that we are to do so out ©f regard
to the Christ that is in us. His words are, "For we are members one of another." That
Christian neighbour is a part of myself; and why should I wrong him? Not
Is,
inapt'.y Olirysostom says, " If the eye were to spy a serpent or a wild beast, will it lie to
must do by oui Christian neighbour as we would do by a part of ourthe foot? "
But what is it that makes our Christian neighselves which we would not see hurt.
bour so closely related to us? It is the Christ that is in him and in us. And in lying
we are not only dishonouring our common humanity, but, in the Christian circle, we
The habit of speaking the truth each
are dishonouring Christ who has made us one.
one with his neighbour is of difficult acquisition. There is so much that is false in
the conventionalism of society, and such a desire in men to appear better than they
The way to
really are, that there is often the spectacle of truth " fallen in the street."
acquire it is to put Christ before us in our neighbour as him whom, by the slightest
divergence from the truth, we must not demean.
" Let not the sun go down
1. The negative of Christianity.
II. Sinful akgeb.
upon your wrath." The word is rather exasperation (already an evil form of feeling),
which, if nursed, fast settles down into wrath. It was a custom of the Pythagoreans
that, if betrayed into railing by passion, before the sun went down they shook hands,
It is one of the uses of night that it is a call
kissed one another, and were reconciled.
"
are not bad gods or demons in our impetuosity, but men, men
to be placable.
that go to sleep as children do and must. Being spaced off in tbi8 manner by stopare softened and gentled in feeling more,. perhaps, than
pages, we consent to limits.
man must be next to a devil who wakes angry." The
we would like to be.
Christian reason against nursing wrath is that it is a giving place to the devil. For
" Neither give place to the devil." He who
it is in connection with wrath' that it is said,
rises from his bed unsoftened, who seeks about for new reasons for his wrftth, is giving
the devil peculiar opportunity. And when the devil gets in through the door of
•>assion that is nursed, a man will do deeds then that, in his cool moments, he would
have shrunk from with the utmost abhorrence. Viudictiveness was a characteristic of
the heroes of the ancient heathen world, and does not call forth from such a delineator
It is still found in not dissimilar
of them as Homer an expression of disapprobation.
form in the savage, who ruthlessly pursues his enemy until he has scalped him.
W)thiij the Cbristtan sphere indulgence of anger is peculiarly unbecoming, ukI
as well as falsehood in speech.
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and right guidance.
angry."
And we need not wonder at llie
injunction when we take into account that anger is a hundred times in Scriijture attributed to God, and also that it is said of Christ that he looked round about on the
hypocrites among his hearers with anger. "
are so made that pity is not more
naturally awakened by the sight of suffering, fear by the approach of danger, delight
by the vision of beauty, gratitude by deeds of generous kindness, than anger by many
kinds of wrong-doing. The men whose hearts never glow with enthusiasm at witnessing
lofty self-sacrifice, never burn with indignation against cowardice, falsehood, and profligacy; the men whose eyes never flash, whose pulse never quickens, whose words move
on in an unbroken flow, and never rush along tumultuously like a cataract, either in
praise or blame,
never yet did any worlc worth doing either for God or man" (Dale).
But, as if special danger attended anger, the injunction to it is followed up, and thrown
into a certain subordination, by the caution
"And sin not." (1) Anger is to he proportioned to the offence. There must be justice in our anger. The passionate man la
often causelessly angry.
His passion is roused by a mere inconvenience to himself for
which no one is to blame, or by a hnsty view of the action at which he takes offence.
mere personal slight is not a sufficient cause for anger, especially when we remember
him who was led as a lamb lo the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,
Bather are we to reserve our anger for what hurts the
so he opened not his mouth.
truth in us or in others.
Let our indignation be poured out on the attempt to corrupt
our principles, to steal our fair fame, on the cowardice that keeps a man fi:om standing
by his convictions, on the selfishness that can keep a wife and family miserable, on the
dishonour that is done to God by our want of faith and niggardliness in supporting his
cause. "It does not appear," says Butler, "that the feeling of indignation, generally
speaking, is at all too high amongst mankind." " Yea, what indignation " says the
apostle, in enumerating the fruits of godly sorrow,
(2) Anger is not to inter/ere with
love.
While Christ looked round on the hypocrites with auger he was at the same time
grieved because of the burdening of their hearts. And we must ever draw this disGrievedness of heart for the sinner and strong
tinction between the sinner and his sin.
condemnation of his sin can and should go hand-in-hand. Even as we love him we
mus( show him how we regard his conduct so far as that is calculated to do him good.
Sucu going forth of anger (liavin^ justice in it) is fitted to sustain love.
"Let hiui that stole steal no
III. STEALitjG.
1. The negative of Christianity.
more."
Whether we translate the first part of the injunction "him that stole," or, as
is often done, " him that steals," the latter part, " steal no more," implies that there
was danger of some in the Ephesian Church falling into this sin. And we need not
wonder at this, when we consider their pre-Christian state. They were accustomed,
in heathen society, to theft being punished (which would keep up a certain moral
sentiment against it), but at the same time, they were brought up in a certain laxity
with regard to what was theirs and what was their neighbour's. And is not the
Ephesian Church in this respect representative? While there are very few connected
with our Churches who will steal, so as to expose themselves to the punishment of the
law, there are those who are chargeable with what, if strictly looked into, is dishonesty. They do not give value in labour for money received. Or they contract
debts, or come under obligations which they have no reasonable expectation of meeting
or they are not doing their utmost, in the way of exertion and economy, to get out
of debt. Or, under the pressure of competition, they fall in with the evil custom ol
the trade, and adulterate. There are many ways of unjustly hindering the wealth
or outward estate of our neighbour. There may be dishonesty even in the desire to
have what does not belong to us. But nothing could be more emphatic than the declaration here that, whatever our temptations, whatever losses it may entail, we are not
to steal at all.
2. The positive of Christianity.
"But rather let him labour, working
with his hands the thing that is good, that he may have whereof to give to him that
nath need." There is presented here the Christian aspect of labour. It is according
to the rule of Christ that we should work and not be idle.
And if it is in literally
working with our hands that we spend our energies, yet is that not deirieaniug, for
Christ sanctified such work by working as a carpenter. It is further according to tha
'ule of Christ that we should work the thing that is good, that is to say, have •& hoo«8t
2.

result in the ejection of Christ and, with him, of pe&ce

The positive of Christianity.
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business and do our best (time and circumstance considered). There is further the
motive with which we are to work. There is the incentive of providing for our own,
and specially our own household, and of providing for our household not merely foi
the present, but, in view of the uncertainty of our life, also as we can for the future.
And if any one of ours needed special nourishment or change of air, that would be a
reason for our working hard that what was needed might be supplied.
But in the
language here employed there is a look to the needy in body or in soul beyond our own
immediate circle. And it is taught that the Christian is to labour with the view and
in the hope of having something over, after making all reasonable allowance for his own,
to bestow on the poor and to send the gospel to the heathen. It is this in our aim
which is needed to make labour however assiduous and lawful, distinctively Christian.
And the exhorter here himself set a Christian example, "In all things I gave you an
example, how that so labouring ye ought to help the weak, and to remember the words
of the Lord Jesus, bow he himself said, It is more blesse<l to give than to receive."
And he, even the humblest labourer, who strives in his labour to have somethins; over
for Christ (in him that hath noed), will not fail, or if he can be said to fail, yet will
his effort lead to his labour being accepted of Christ.
And if this is the true gospel of
labour, then how much lahour is there which must be rejected in which there is a

wrong done

to Christ in his not receiving his dues or acknowledgment?
IV. Unwholesome speech. 1. The negative of Christianity.
"Let no corrupt
speech proceed out of your mouth." " Perhaps the image which the word (corrupt)
calls up was not distinctly present to the apostle's mind but it might have been, for it is
a very just one. The epithet is used to describe vegetables, meat, and fish which are
beginning to go bad and there are some people whose conversation is quite as unwholesome as food which is not quite fresh. Unsound itself, it injures the moral health and
vigour of those who listen to it." Without being poisonous, words may be unwholesome. Falsehood he has already condemned. Violence and detraction in speech fall
under the next head. Filthiness and foolish talking and jesting come up in the
beginning of the next chapter. Words may be neither false, nor violent, nor defamaAnd to such we
tory, nor foul, nor senseless, nor profane, and yet be unwholesome.
There are some who give the chief place in their convereation
limit our attention here.
There are others who give it to fashion, pleasure,
to business or household affairs.
amusement. There are others again who give it to the little affairs of their neighbours
Conversation may properly enough turn upon these things; but when
or to politics.
it is so occupied with them as to rouse the impression that the world in one or other of
these forms is everything, as to shut out the thought of God, as to take away the
feeling of the seriousness of life, then (Uke food that is not quite fresh) it is fitted to
do harm. There is not. In such conversation, nutriment for the moral being, exercise
It is to be said, too, that the spirit f worldly conversation is
for the moral powers.
gathered up in certain worldly maxims such as these : that we must look after ourselves
that we must take the good of the world; that we must have our time of gaiety;
that we must be like our neighbours. These maxims (as excuses for selfishness, thoughtlessness) are unsound and the apostle, speaking for Christ, would say emphatically,
" Let no such corrupt speech proceed out of your mouth." And the peculiarly Christian
reason against that kind of speech is given in the words, " And grieve not the Holy
It will be seen
Spirit of God, in whom ye were sealed unto the day of redemption."
that the apostle regards speech iu a sacred light he would have it as a medium or
organ of the Holy Spirit. It is taught that the Divine Spirit is intensely interested in
There is not a department to which his interest does
all the movements of our life.
not extend, and which he would not have permeated with his holy influences. And
when he is thwarted in his holy ends he is grieved as a mother is giieved when a son
whom she loves as none else can is not acting according to her wishes and prayers.
And it is to be noticed that what is represented as grieving the Spirit is that which is
Against graver faults
hurtful, not so much by its heinousness as by its commonness.
we are placed more on our guard ; but we do not think how we grieve the Holy Spirit
by ihoi feeble moral tone of our conversation. The Spirit is grieved with the conversation of the unconverted (which is necessarily unwhnlesome) ; but he is especially
giieved when Christians thwart him by a conversation which is not of him. For on
them, as already expx«8sed in the first chapter, his seal was placed, against the day of
;

;

;
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their final redemption. You, then, who have the seal of the Holy Spirit of God on you,
marked for reilemption, giiev'e him not by unedifying conversation. 2. Tlie positive
of Christianity. " But such as is good for edifying as the need may be, that it may

as

give grace to them that hear." The Christian element in conversation is that a regard
are made to communicate with others by speech, not that
be paid to edification.
we may impose on them, or play with them, or regard them carelessly, but that we
may edify them. There is not only that which is edifying, but edifying for the
occasion.
And " a word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of silver." And
what constitutes its fitness is not its mere artistic form or reconditeness, but especially
a depth of feeling in it, and a moral discrimination, that make it meet a need and
prove a blessing to them that hear.
word of this kind, that may not be wanting in
shaipnQss, but can convey comfort too and direction and incitement to good, what an
And, however far we are behind, let ug
accomplishment it is to be able to speak it
strive after the Christian ideal of conversation which is here placed before us.
V. Bad TEMPER. 1. The negative cf Christianity. "Let all bitterness, and wrath,
and anger, and clamour, and railing, be put away from you, with all malice." By
This is indicated
bitterness here we are to understand all want of sweetness of temper.
by what are mentioned as its mani Testations. It takes the form of wrath, or a suridon
'.'he
outburst of passion. Or it takes the form of the more settled feeling of anger
wrath, again, takes the form of clamour, or violent speech. And the anger takes the
form of railing, or more deliberate and continued speaking against a brother. And the
evil temper in these its manifestations, in all the varieties that belong to it (as is
indicated by the word " all "), is represented as having its subsistence in malice, by
which we are to understand ill feeling, and that not simply in its worst form, but (as
This apostolic analysis of bad temper
is also indicated by " all ") in all its forms.
shows that he regarded it in a serious light. He did not regard it as some would, as
a mere physical infirmity. Constitution has to do with it in this respect, that some
have more to contend against than others. But, whatever our constitutional temper
Bad temper, therefore, is a sin, aft
is, we are bound to bring it under law to Christ.
unchristian state, of which we are to repent, and from which we are, according to the
thought here, to be forcibly delivered. For "put away" heie is stronger than "put
away " in the twenty-fifth verse, and implies the putting forth of something like force
upon us (by the stronger than we), in order that we may get rightly away from it.
2. Tlie positive of Christianity.
"And be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted,
forgiving each other, even as God also in Christ forgave you." The kindness here
inculciited is that good feeling toward others which keeps us from unseemly manifestations, and Sweetens our whole bearing as brethren.
And this kindness is to extend
(where there is occasion) to tenderness of heart (or, as it used to he in CoL lii. 12, With
the same allusion as here, "bowels of mercies"). And this tenderness of heart is to
take the very beautiful and distinctively Christian form oi forgiving ness. For God in
Christ forgave «s. The allusion is to the historical fact of Christ onoo for all putting
away sin by the sacrifice of himself. Thus God not only showed himself forgiving,
but actually made forgiveness a gospel reality. It is after the manner of the apostle
to ground deep human duty.
He has especially a satisfaction in falling back on the
great fact of the atonement.
Forgiveness is not an optional matter with us, of something that we may want without losing our Christianity ; but it is that to which we
are peculiarly, indissolubly bound by the lact that God has gone before us in it in his
dealing with us.
Let us, then, have that nobility, generosity of disposition, that
emanation fi:om God himself, which will lead us to forgive those that sin against us.
R. F.
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The

of our vocation. "1 therefore, the prisoner of the
verses, looked at homiletically, suggest ihe following truths:

I. That man's external condition in this world is no true test or his real
WORTH. _A greater man than Paul, greater in true thought, lolty aims, disinterested
sympathies, self-sacrificing love, Christ-like devotion, and philanthropy, never lived.
He was great in himself, great in his spiritual influence, great in the estimation of all
capable of appreciating worth. Yet he was a " prisoner " and doomed to martyrdom
» oonditi<m the mo»t ignominious and painful. This fact shows : 1. Th* eorruption qi
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human

society.
So blind In moral jutlgraeiit and so perverse in heart has civil society
been, almost fiom the beginning, that it has doomeil its best men to degradation,
Buftering, and often martyrdom.
2. The high probability of a/uture retributive dispmsation.
The beheading of John the Baptist, the imprisonment of a Paul, the
crucifying of the Christ, proclaim with a tongue of thunder a coming judgment, a day
when " all ungodly men shall be convinced of all ungodly things which they have

ungodly committed."
II.

The

That the end op all true thbolooy is the impbovement of chabacteb.
after laying down in the preceding chapters the grandest theological

apostle,

truths, begins in these verses an application of these truths to practical life.
you therefore." " Therefore."
?
Because of the wonderful things I

Why

" I beseech
have stated.

if it remains with us merely as a soieiioe, will do us no spiritual service.
It
stimulate thought, widen the realm of intelligence, afford scope and incentive to
our speculative faculties, and develop our powers of logic and controver.sy. But what
Devils in depravity and torture are theulogians. It is only wben
boots all this?
theological truths pass from the iutellect to the heart, and th'ence circulate as blood
through every particle of our being-^in other words, when doctrines are translated into
deeds that they really serve us. Theology is bread; but undigested bread does not
grea*
impart health, but impairs it, does not invigorate the man, but enfeebles him.
theologian is often a moral invalid.
III. That the privileges op a moral being are the measure op his obligations.
" Walk worthy of the vocatiou," etc. The Bible teaches us our duty, not so much by
Indeed, it seems to me
v/rittiin precepts as by principles, either cxpresserl or imjilied.
no code ol legislative propositions, though its volumes tilled the world, could supply
You caimot bring all the
directions for the boundless activities of an undying soul.
Hence we have principles,
obli<^ati()iis of souls into any number of written sentences.
and often one principle will meet all the possible activities of a soul, determine its duty
in every separate act.
The principle we have stated is an example. When a real
Christian is told to "act worthy of his vocation," he is told everything touching all
conceivable obligations. This point supplies us with two general remarks. 1. Christians

Theology,

may

—

A

are called into a Divine sonship, and their duty is to walk worthy of that. The call
you have in the fifth verse of the first chapter. " Having predestinated us unto the
adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good pleasure of his
are called to be the sons of God.
What is our duty? To act worthy of
will."
our relationsliip, act as sons ought to act towards such a Father. Give him: (1) The
highest reverence. Our heavenly Father is not only greatest to us, but greatest to the
owe everything
universe.
Therefore reverence him. (2) The highest gratitude.
being and the highest blessings of being. Therefore to him our profoundest and
to liim
He is the best of Beings, the
incessant thanks are due. (3) The highest esteem.
Fountain of all virtues, the Standard of all character, the Totality of goodness. Therefore he should be loved with all our soul and strength.
(4) The highest confidence.
Trust in him for ever. (5) The
"Yield to him a cheerful trust, a boundless reliance.
He should occupy more of our thoughts than any other being.
highest aitentifm.
You should study his character, trace his ways, anticipate his wishes, imbibe his Spirit,
When Christians
imitate his character, and thus become partakers of his nature.
It means to live a
are told to walk worthy of their sonship, what more can be said ?
pure, useful, elevated, morally royal life. 2. Christians are called into a spiritual
When on earth Christ Ibunded
corporation, and their duty is to walk worthy of titat.
a new society, its members consisted of those who practically accepted him as their
That society, few in numbers at first, has
great Teacher, Example, Saviour, Lord.
been increasing ever since. Millions have gone to heaven, and millions are still on
this earth found in connection with all Churches, and not a few in connection with
This society, though its members are divided by sentiment and ritual and
none.
one in spirit, purpose, life. They are but branches of oae
distance, are nevertheless one
tree the Root of which is Christ, members of one body the Head of which is Chriet.
Now, every Christian is called into this grand corporation. And the apostle here states
two things concerning our relation to it. (1) The grand purpose we shovM aim at.
" Endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace." "Unity of the
^Jnity, not merely 4oetn(ml
Spirit " means the unity of which the Spirit is the Author.
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or ecclesiastical, for there may be doctrinal and ecclesiastical unity where, there is
It is the unity of souls in Christ,
Now, every one belong;ing to
Bpiritual separation.
This unity is
this corporation should diligently endeavour to maintain its unity.

consonant with diversity ; the waves are different, but the ocean is one ; the branches
are different, but the tree is one ; the members are different, but the body is one ; the
Men's thoughts may he different, but men's
stars are different, but the system is one.
loves may be one, and loves are the bonds of souls.
(2) The method for promoting
this purpose.
Three things are indicated here, (a) Humility. " With all lowliness
and meekness." Pride, arrogance, and haughtiness in all its forms, have ever been
amongst the most disturbing elements in Church life, (b) Mutual forbearance. " Forbearing one another." The best members of this Church are imperfect in belief,
sympathies, and conduct ; hence mutual forbearance is necessary in order to maintain
unity. He who feels disposed to quarrel with every fault of his associates may spend
" Forbearing one another in love."
(c) Brotherly love.
his time in doing nothing else,
Love is the healer of discords. No hand but hers can retune the discordant harp of
Church life. These ^lowliness, meekness, long-suffering, loving forbearance quiet,
unpretending, unshowy virtues are amongst the best means for promoting true unity in
the Church of God.
is the most useful Christian ?
Not as a rule he who has
the most transcendent genius, brilliant talents, and commanding eloquence, but he
who has the most of this quiet, loving, forbearing spirit. The world may do without
its Niagaras, whose thundering roar and majestic rush excite the highest amazement
of mankind, but it cannot spare the thousand rivulets that glide unseen and unheard
every moment through the earth, imparting life and verdure and beauty wherever
they go. And so the Church may do without its men of splendid abilities, but it
cannot do without its men of tender, loving, forbearing souls. D. T.
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6.
Tlie unities of Christianity a reason for union amongst Christians.
Vers. 3
" Endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. There is one
body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of your calling; one Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and
in you all." These various unities in Christianity are here, specified by the apostle in
order to enforce the impoitance and obligation of a loving concord amongst all true
Christians.
By noticing these unities with a little closer attention we shall see how
they formed in the apostle's mind an argument for a loving union amongst all th«
disciples of Christ.
I. All Christians are members of one spiritual organization. " One body." Though
they are very numerous and ever increasing, though they differ widely in many morally
unfundamental points, and live in different lands and different worlds, still they are
The tree, though- it has a thousand branches all varying in
parts of one great whole.
This unity, though not visible, really
size and shape and hue, is an organic whole.
exists.
To be a Christian is to be a branch of the one tree, a stone in the one buildiug,
a member of the one body. Now, this fact is certainly a strong reason for the cherishing
amongst all of brotherly love and hearty fellowship. " That there should be no schism
in the body
but that the members should have the same care one for another. And
whether one member suffer, all the members suffer with it ; or one member be honoured,
all the members rejoice with it."
II. All Christians are animated by one great Spirit. " One Spirit." What the body
is to the human soul, this great organization, this universal Church, is to the Spirit
of the living God.
1. Servant.
As every member of the body is the servant of the
soul, every genuine Christian is the servant of the Spirit, obeys his dictates in everything.
As the body reveals and expresses the soul by its looks, words,
2. Symbol.
ind operations, so the true Church reveals the IJivine Spirit ; reveals its quickening,
redeeming, elevating, sanctifying influence. 3. Residence. As the body is the residence
of the soul, even so the Church is the temple for the Holy Ghost to dwell in.
If
there is this one Spirit running through all, guiding, animating, overruling all, should
loving
there not be through all a mutual,
sympathy and interest?
" One hope." What is the object
III. All Christians have one glorious heaven.
of a tiue Christian's hope? Not happinest.
He whose grand object in life is his own
Uappiiiegfii it under the influence of that BelflshnesB whicE U the vasvuce uf
»nd tha
;
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That spirit in Churches which cries, " Oh that I had the wings of a
then would I fly away and be at rest," is discontented selfishness, nothing more.
Alivs
that there should be churches, chapels, and pulpits in England ministering to
an insatiable avarice that considers this beautiful world not gooii enough for its home 1
But if the object of a true Christian's hope is not happiness, what then? Moral
goodness.
Goodness as exemplified in the life of Jesus.
To become like Christ, to be
partakers of the Divine nature, to be holy even as God is holy, this is the great object
of a true Christian's hope. And herein is heaven and nowhere else.
To be happy is
to be good, to be good is to be like God, and this is the grand object of genuine Christian
" Then shall I be satisfied when I awake up in thine own image." Moral
hope.
goodness is the only true Paradise of souls.
IV. All Christians have one sovereign Master. "One Lord." Who is this one
Lord ? By the general consent of acknowledged expositors, the one Lord Jesus Christ.
" One is your Master, even Christ," There are men in Christendom who assume titles
iudicatin°; authority. over human souls.
We have the Pope of Home, the lord bishop,
and the " Primate of all England." Terribly sad it is that in the name of liim who
had nowhere to lay his head, and who taught that the least should be greatest in his
kingdom, there should be found men either so dull or daring as to assume such titles
as these.
Call no man " master," said this " one Lord."
He is the Head of tlie Church
which is his body, the only Head. Is not this also a potent reason for loving concord
among Ctiristians? They have to draw their doctrines from one Teaclier, they have
to learn their duty from one Master, they have to fashion their character after one
Model, to depend for reconciliation to God upon one Mediator.
V. All Christians have one supreme creed. " One faith." This means, as we have
seen, one Object of faith.
What is the one creed ? Theological propositions put forth
as articles of belief? If so, there are many faiths
faiths almost as numerous as there
are Christian professors.
No two men can perhaps believe the same thing in exactly
the same way ; the same proposition shapes itself dilierently to different souls. The
Now Testament teaches with unmistakable explicitness that the true creed of a
Christian is not a prepositional manifesto, but a personal life the life of Christ. In
more than thirty passages of one Gospel, the Gospel of St. John, we find with reference
to Christ the expressions, " trusting to me," " trusting to him," or "trusting to the
Sou." Take two or three as specimens. " This is the work of God, that ye believe on
him whom he hath sent." Again, " He that believeth on me hath everlasting life."
Again, " He that believeth on him shall not be damned." Again, " He that believeth
on me, the works that I do," etc. " Do this in remembrance of me." Christ is the one
deed. lie is, in truth, the Bible. See how this one creed argues the importance of
loving union amongst Christians. If our creed is a series of propositions we shall be
divided, but if our creed is the personal life of One all-holy, all-loving, all-good, we
If all the members of all the Churches believed with a living faith in
shall be united.
the one personal Christ, there would be a loving concord of soids.
VI. All Christians have one spiritual glbansino. " One baptism." The primary
meaning of " baptism " is cleansing. BairTurfiis is rendered " washing " in several places
(Mai k vii. 4, 8 ; Heb. ix. 10). There are two kinds of baptisms or cleansings mentioned
in the New Testament
the material and the spiritual, that of water and that of fire.
This
The latter, namely, the fiery baptism of the Spirit, is the great thing.
undoubtedly is the one baptism, the one cleansing.
1. This is the one essential
Without this, though we were baptized in all the rivers of the world, we
cleansing.
Millions have entered
are not members of that one body of which Christ is the Head.
heaven without water baptism, but not one without the spiritual. 2. This is the one
Divine cleansing. It is the Spirit's work. This is the " washing of regeneration " and
the renewing of the Holy Ghost. Is not this one essential. Divine cleansing another
good argument for unity of love in all Christians ?
VII. All Christians have one adorable God. " One God and Father of all, who
1, ITiere is but <me Qod.
This fact is
is above all, and through all, and in you all."
supported by the structure and order of nature ; stands in direct antagonism to atheism,
fetichism, polytheism, and pantheism ; and is accepted as a fundamental truth in all
evangelical Churches throughout the world. The glorious fact reveals the greatness
of the Greaior, the defitiiteness of moral obligatioas, the fitnew of veUgion for ^a
A
sraxBiAKs.
devil of the soul.
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man, and the universal brotherhood of bouIs. 2. This one God t«
" Father of all." " Of all and through all." " All is not neuter
true that God is the Author of all nature, is over all nature, and lives

universal Father.
iriyTity."

It is

nature
but the ap.istle's reference here is undoubtedly to intelligent
and it may be that he intends only the members of the true Church. All
the members of the true Church recognize him as " the Father of all, over all, through
all, and in all."
Conclusion. Here, then, in the unities of Christianity are the bonds of true union
Notwithstanding all the discords and conflicts that rage and revel
ftinongst men.
through the virorld, there lies deep dnwri in the heart of humanity an ineradicable desire
far unity. The greatest events that have marked and helped the progress of the human
Mankind have tried for this unity in many
race are the outcomes of this desire.
different ways.
They have tried by: 1. Political ri.eans. In ancient times kings and

through

all

;

existences,

warriors endeavoured to bring men together under one iron sceptre. The Assyrian,
tlie Persian, the Greek, the Roman, each in his turn made the desperate endeavour.

lu modern times Spain and France and Russia have tried and failed. Far enough
we from denouncing or even depreeiatini; such a grand political purpose. For our
own part, we should like to see what we think will one day appear on this earth one
great cosmopolitan government
a goverament embracing within its majestic arms of
righieuus and sanitary law all the children of men the world over. The fact that
England now sways her sceptre over India and Australia shows that neither diversities
of race, language, colour, religion, habit, nor remoteness of position from the central
power are necessary obstructions to the establishment of such a rule. With such a
government imniense and manifold would be the advantages. The libeities of all
would be secured. The spirit of nationality, the prolific parent of desolating wars,
would find no place. All wonM be lellow-citizens of one state. All the tyrannies and
rivalries of little despots would be played out.
The age of standing armies would be
over.
The markets of the world be open alike to all. Such a government, I believe,
will come.
The gradual absorption of the smaller into the larger states, the evermultiplying facilities of intercourse between the remotest parts of the globe and
diversified races of mankind, and the ever-advancing intellectual, moral, numerical,
and colonizing superiority. of the Anglo-Saxon race charm my poor soul at times with
the belief that such an empire is in the tenor of things inevitable.
But let it come.
The real unity for which tlie hnman soul craves will not be met. Law cannot create
Religion has made one great attempt to bind the
love.
2. Ecclesiastical means.
human race into one grand confederation. The CJhurch of Rome sets up one head to
which all souls must bow, prescribes one ritual through which all souls must move,
propounds one creed to which all souls must adhere. The object is a noble one ; our
But the means, involving priestly assumptions and the infringement
hearts go with it.
of the rights of conscience, are amongst the worst damnabili ties of history. Hence it
has failed in its object. Aiming at unity, it has led to endless divisions. Many a
peace-loving soul, pained with the controversies of the sects, has sought refuge in
Rome, but has found it a stormy as well as perilous port. 3. Oommercial means.
Merchandise in this age is preached as the uniting power. Self-interest is to be the
golden chain to bind all men together. Nothing is more unphilosophic than this.
Self-interest Is not a uniting but an insulating power.
The battles of the market, if
are

—

—

not as bloody, are as base and as heartless as those of the field and the ocean. The
For universal union there must be universal
true principles of union are in the text.
love, for universal love there must be universal excellence, and for universal excellence
there must be the uiuversal recognition of the one body, ihe one Spirit, the one heaven,
the one Master, the one creed, the one cleansing, the one God and Father of all. D. T.

—

—

" But unto every one of u»
16.
Vers. 7
Redemptive influence the gift of Christ.
is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ.
Wherefore he saith, When
he ascended up on high, he led captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men. (Now that
he ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the lower parts of the
earth ? He that descended is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens,
that he might fill all things.) And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and
some, evangelists ; and some, pastors and teachers ; for the perfecting of the saints, jbi

—
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the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ : till we all come in tfa«
unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto
the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ : that we henceforth be no more
children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight
of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive ; but speaking the
truth in love, may grow np into him in all things, which is the Head, even Christ: from
whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every joint
supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh
increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love."
The subject is Moral restorative influence the gift of Christ.
The " grace " mentioned in the seventh verse refers
undoubtedly to the spiritual influences of God in the salvation and perfection of
man.
There are four things in thia remarkable passage concerning this grace, this
restorative influence.

" But unto every one of us is given grace
I. This gift is communicated by Chbist.
according to the measure of the gift of Christ." The expression, " according to the
measure of the gift of Christ," means, I think, that its bestowment is entirely according
tohissowereig'w purpose. 1. Some have a higher measure of grace than others. Somehave
wider and clearer views of truth, a richer experience of Divine love and faithfulness,
broader and stronger sympathies, more soul-uplifling hopes and aspirations than others.
There are babes in Christ and there are men in Christ. Some are qualified to be
Some are only fitted for a humble place in his vineministers, martyrs, apostles, etc.
yard. 2. This measure '*» determined by the will of Christ. It is according to " the
measure of the gift of Christ," not according to the measure of a man's capacity, merit,
or effort. The fact removes all ground for boasting in the most distinguished in his
Chtorch.
By the grace of God each disciple is what he is.
II. This gift is coMMmnoATED bt Christ as the besult of his wondebfui.
histoby. " Wherefore he saith. When he ascended up on high, he led captivity captive."
" He led captivity captive." He
1. Eis history was a history of wonderful triumphs.
achieved the most brilliant victories. He triumphed over " principalities and powers,
and made a show of them openly." He triumphed over death, rose from the grave,
and became the Prince of life. He triumphs over the enmity of the human heart and
2. Eis history was a
brings the souls of the rebellious into captivity to himself,
" He descended
history of wonderful changes.
(1) It involved the lowest descension.
into the lower parts of the earth." He not only came down to the condition of humanity,
but he took his place in the lowest social grade. " He made himself of no reputaHe descended even into the grave and Hades. (2) It involved the highest
tion," etc.
ascension. "He ascended on high . . . ascended up far above all heavens." How many
heavens are there ? Who can tell the height of the lowest ? He is " far above " the

He thus descended and ascended in order that "he might fill "all human
things with his spiritual influence, fill all human souls with his ideas, principles,
and aims.
III. This gift is communicated by Chbist ik a great vabiety of ministeies.
" He gave some, apostles ; some, prophets ; some, evangelists ; and some, pastors and
No one was an apostle but those immediately appointed by
"Apostles."
teachers."
Christ, who had seen him after his resurrection and endowed with a special inspiration.
" Prophets^' Those who, being divinely inspired, taught in the name of God. " EvangeProbably itinerant preachers, missionaries, such as Philip. "Faitora and
lists."
All_, who in any
Overseers and instructors.
way promote spiritual
teachers."
Christianity in the world, from those who were the most feeble in power to those
of loftiest capacity, are the gift of Christ. He calls them, qualifies them, and appoints
highest.

them

their respective spheres.

is communicated by Christ in obder to perfect his Chuboh. " Fot
the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry." Spiritual perfection is the
grand aim of all, 1. Perfection in service. " For the work of the ministry." The
twelfth verse teaches that a perfect ministry implies a perfect character. There is no
man must 6e good to do good.
perfect service where there is not a perfect character,
" Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the know*
2. Perfection in unity.
ledge of the Son of God," This may mean oneness or harmony of mind in relation to
the doctrine and spirit of Christ, a common thought and sympathy in relation to th«

rV, This gift
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S. Perfection in character. " Unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fulness of Christ." Christ is the Standard of excellence, and perfection
of character is conformity to him. His character is the measure. To be Christ-like is
" That we henceforth be no more children,
to be perfect.
4. Perfection in strength.
tossed to and fro, carried about with every wind of doctrine." (1) The strength of
firmness. Possessing power enough to stand against all the winds and waves of religious opinions. There are some men at the mercy of every new doctrine. Their souls
have no anchorage ; they are not " rooted and grounded in the faith." (2) The strength
" By the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness.'' The ideas seem
of determination.
to be not influenced by the mere contingencies of sentiment nor the craftiness of heretical
" Speaking the truth in love, may grow
teachers.
5. Perfection in Church growth.
up into him in all things, which is the Head, even Christ." The two verses teach
"
may grow up
(1) That Church growth is an advancing assimilation to Christ.
into him in all things, which is the Head, even Christ." The true growth of the soul
is progress towards a perfect conformity to Christ.
(2) That Church growth requires
the loving exhibition of truth. " Speaking the truth in love." There is a truth, a
reality in the gospel, and the ministry of this truth in love is necessary to promote the
true growth of the Church.
(3) That Church growth is in every part dependent upon
" From whom the whole body fitly joined together,"
its vital connection with Christ.
" By
etc.
(4) That Church growth requires the healthy action of all its members.
that which every joint supplieth," etc. D. T.

Son of God.

We

—

—

Vers. 17 19.
Symptoms of moral madness. " This I say therefore, and testify in
the Lord, that ye henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of theii
mind, having the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God
through the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their heart : who
being past feeling have given themselves over unto lasoiviousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness." In these verses the Christians at Ephesus are warned against
the course of life pursued by the Gentiles, whom he describes as the prey of mental
delusion, benighted in intellect, unbridled in licentiousness.
Our sublet is Symptoms
of moral madness. What is " vanity of mind " in a scriptural sense ? Not mere mental
Motoi<!tjjs, vanity, includes moral worthlessness and corruption.
fatuity.
Sin is folly,
and sinners are justly represented as fools. It is said of the prodigal son, that " when
sinner is not himself. "
he came to himself" he began to inquire.
learn for the
first time," says Dr. Arnot, " that the man has been mad by learning that his reason is
restored.
It is a characteristic of the insane that they never know or confess their
insanity until it has passed away: it is when he has 'come to himself that he first
discovers he has been beside himself.
The two beings to whom a man living in
sin is most a stranger are himself and QroA
when the right mind returns he becomes
acquainted with both again. The first acit of the prodigal, when light dawned on his
darkness, was to converse with himself, and the second to return to his father."
learn from these verses that this moral madness is associated with several things.
L With am intellect without tedk lioht. There are two expressions here indicating the state of a sinner's intellect. "Understanding darkened" and "ignorance
that is in them."
When we say that the sinner's intellect is in the dark, we mean, of
course, in respect to the spiritual realities and interests of his being.
He may have the
light of poetic fancy and of secular intelligence
the stars of general science may beam
on his horizon ; but so far as moral light is concerned, he is in the dark. His eyes are
blinded. Three things show this. 1. His adoption of the partial to the rejection of
the complete in enjoyment. He has sensiud phasures, but these pleasures even in their
highest measure constitute but an infinitesimal portion of those enjoyments for which
human nature craves and for which it is organized ^the pleasures of holy loves, devtmt
meditations, sublime fellowships, and uplifting hopes and aims. Is not the man mad
who chooses the partial and rejects the complete ? 2. His adoption of the fleeting to
the rejection of the enduring in enjoyment. The pleasures and dignities he strives
after are all connected with this Ufe, which in its longest periods is brief and its
securest conditions uncertain.
What is our life ?
vapour." All is flowing as a
stream, all is transient as a dream. The joys and honours of immortaUty he practically
ignores and rejects.
Is not this madness? 3. His adoption of the rutnout to the

A
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the adoption of the partial and the fleeting

to the rejection of the complete and permanent, he pursues a course that .involves the
ruin of himself, the utter loss of all good. Are not these facts sufficient to show the
darkness of the sinner's mind and the dense ignorance that rtigns within him?

With a soul without the tbue God. " Alienated from the life of God." No
no creature in the world can live a moment without God. " By him we live, and
move, and have our being." Yet there is a solemn sense in which moral beings can and
do live aloof from him, live without him. Sinners are "without Ood" in the world.
" He is not in aU their thoughts." They shut him out from the whole sphere of their
Not only do they practically ignore his presence and
feelings, thoughts, and activities.
They are without Ood. Bractical atheists. Is not
his claims, but his very existence.
this moral madness? 1. Is it not moral madness to shut the eye to the greatest Object
One compared with whom the creation itself is as nothing ? 2. Is it
in the universe
not moral madness to disregard the most absolute Master of our destiny the one Being
in whose hand our breath is One whose very word can make for us an eternal hell or
heaven ? 3. Is it not moral madness to have no sympathy with the best Being in
the Fountain of all love, truth, and blessedness ?
existence
" Blindness [hardness] of their
III. With a heart without true sensibility.
" Past feeling." This insensibility, whilst it has been brought about by moral
heart."
irrationality and igndrance, reacts, deepens the darkness of the understanding, and
II.

Boul,

—

—

;

—

When the man's heart gets so hardened as to be " past
he becomes utterly incapable of taking right views of spiritual things. The
impure atmosphere of a corrupt and hardened heart will obscure the vision of the
intellect.
When the heart is " past feeling," man becomes so stupid in intellect as to
be utterly incapable of seeing the beauty or feeling the force of spiritual truth. 1. To
be " past feeling " is to be past the power of true improvement. Where there is no feeling there is no pain, and where there is no pain there will be no impulse for the search
bodily disease without pain is the most hopeless, and a moral disease
of a remedy;
without pain must prove fatal. " Past feeling." The moral heart run to " fat." 2. To
be " past feeling " is to be past the power of true enjoyment. There is no pleasure
without feeling.
IV. With a life without true virtue. " Given themselves over unto lasciviousness, to work all unoleanness with greediness."
The passage includes two things.
voluntary abandonment to sin. "Given themselves over unto lasciviousness,"
1.
Having lost spiritual intelligence, God, and sensibility, the soul abandons itself to
etc.
moral corruption. It does it voluntarily. " Given themselves." They are not forced
souls made in the image of God plunging into
by God or the devil. What a sight
" With
2. An avaricious appetite for sin.
a hideous, sunless, lifeless, lawless chaos
greediness."
The word "greediness" elsewhere means " covetousness " a desire to
have more.
Conclusion. Learn: 1. That a clear intellect requires a clean heart. 2. 17iat a
clean heart requires a vitai connection mth Ood. Beligion is essential to a sound
intellect.—D. T.
intensifies the folly of the soul.
feeling,"

A
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The true Tnethod of studying Christianity. " But ye have not so
Vers. 20 24.
learned Christ ; if so be that ye have heard him, and have been taught by him, as the
truth is in Jesus ; that ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man,
which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts ; and be renewed in the spirit of your
mind ; and that ye put on the new man, which after God is created in righteousness
and true holiness." These verses, including those back to the seventeenth, contaiu a
The exhortation takes two forms the negative and
general exhortation to holiness.
the positive. The negative we have noticed in our previous homily, vers. 17 19 ; the
The subject is The true method of studying Christianity.
positive is now before us.
Christianity is to be " learned." It is not an inbred knowledge. Man has no intuitions
about it. Nor is it a knowledge imparted in any way irrespective of the use of our
It conies to a man as the result of " learning."
The man who
faculties and means.
does not rightly study will never know it. But what is the true method of studying ?
This ia our present question, a question 'which we shall endeavour to answer ia tha
light of the passage before us.

—
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I. ThK TBUB method of BTUBYINa CHBtSTIANlTT BEQ0IRE8 THAT IT SHOULD BB
STUDIED IN tJEBisT. " Truth ... in Jesus." Christianity must be looked upon as
seen in Christ. 1. Not as seen in religious professors. This would give a false view.
This would give a false view. 3. Not as seen in
2. Not as seen in rdigious books.
religious institutions.
These would give a false view. There is nothing cold in truth
or narrow, as seen in Jesus, but all that is broad, warm, free, sublime.
II. The true method of btudtinq Chbibtianity bequires that rr should bb
STUDIED under THE TUITION OF Chbist. We are " taught by him," or, as some translate it, " taught in him." Christ is the only effective Teacher of his own religion.
If the
sun is to be seen it must show itself all the stars and moons of the universe canuot
reveal it; so with Christ.
But how are we to place ourselves under his tuition?
Three things are necessary. 1. We should realize our <ru« nwral relation to truth as it
is in him.
Truth in him has a special relation to us, not merely as men, bat as corrupt,
guilty, and ruined sinners.
We must feel ourselves to be the character to which it is
specially addressed.
3. We must endeavour to identify ourselves with the particular
" Truth in Jesus " has reference to special classes
class of character which it indicates.

—

of sinners, such as the worldling, the formalist, the hypocrite, the inquirer, the penitent.
must put oiu^elves in the right class. 3. We must invoke the aid of his
Christ's body is not in the world, but his Spirit is.
Spirit.
The bodies and souls of
other great men have left the world Plato, Seneca, etc. They are not with the
students of their works, but Christ is. He is with all his students.

We

—

III.

The true method

of studying Chbistiahitt requires that

—

wb should study

—

IT IN ORDER TO BE MADE Chbist'-likb. " Which after God " that is, God's image " is
created in righteousness and true holiness." It is not to be studied for intellectual,
ecclesiastical, secular, or professional purposes, but for moral ends
studied in order to
make us like God. The moral transformatioa is here indicated as consisting of two
tilings.
1. The renunciation of the old and corrupt character.
The " old man " is put
off.
It is moral character that makes the human animal a
(I) Character is the man.
man. " As a man thinketh in heart so is he." His character forms his world, his
heaven or his hell. (2)
sinful character is the old man. It is old because it is the
first character we get. This must be put off. Old principles, purposes, habits, motives,
" Be renewed in the
thrown away.
2. The adoption of a new principle of cha/rader.
spirit of your mind."
Eenewed in the central springs of being. The assimilation of
our character to the grandest ideal which after God is created, and so on. D. T.

—
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The abjured and the enjoined in Christian life.
Vers. 25 32.
"Wherefore,"'
In the preceding verses, as we have seen, under the head of The true method
of studying Christianity, the apostle exhorted the Bphesians " to put off the old man
and to put on the new man." He here proceeds to particularize and urge this the great
practical work of Christianity.
He dbjures the elements of the old man and enjoins
the elements of the new. Our subject is the abjured and the enjoined in the Christian
etc.

life.

There are certain things here which are, alas
I. The ABJURED IN Christian life.
often found in connection with nominal Christians, and which are therefore too often
regarded as identified with the Christian system, which are here abjured in language
most earnest and strong. What are they ? 1. Lying speech. " Putting away lying."
lie is a falsehood intended to deceive, with an immoral design ; it is a misrepresentation of that to another about which. he has a right to know the truth.
What, then, is
There is no justifiable fiction that does not agree with
fiction and parable, say you ?

A

reality and morals.
Lying is one of the most prevalent
ancient heathens everywhere practised it, and moderns too. All travellers
and missionaries bear testimony to this. Heathens are not to he believed on tbeir
Alas! the vice is not confined to heathendom; it prevails throughout the
oaths.
Lies fill the social atmosphere. Men in every department of life are
civilized world.
deceiving and being deceived by their fellow-men, and often for selfish and immoral
Christianity condemns lies. " Lying lips are an abomination unto the Lord."
ends.
And "liars at last shall have their part in the lake that burneth with fire and
brimstone." Christianity is essentially and eternally antagonistic to all insincerities
and unrealities. Vanity, cowardice, and greed are the prolific factors of falsehooda

fact

sins.

and serve the cause of
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3. Sinful anger. " Be ye angry, and sin not." We say, " sinful anger," for the text
implies that there is an anger that is not sinful. Anger is the mind in emotional
antagonism, and in a world of unreality, sin, and crime there is much to justiTy tha
strongest antagonism of the soul.
Christ himself looked upon the conduct of the
Jews with anger (Mark iiL 5). Indignation sometimes fired his breast, and " wott "
like thunderbolts rolled from his lips.
The stronger a being's love for the right, the
mightier his indignation for the wrong. The text implies two things concerning sinful
anger.
Hence the command, " Let not the sun go down upon
(1) That it is abiding.
your wrath." Anger should not be allowed to continue in the mind, because it is
painful to the soul ; it is a fire that bums.
He who cherishes it could not better
gratify the vengeance of an enemy, for he is in agony all the while. The great Creator,
" Let not
in whose nature there is " no fury," never made the human soul for anger.
the sun go down upon yoiu: wrath," Do not take it to bed with you ; it will break
your slumber and it will breed the devils of revenge. " Anger resteth in the bosom
of foois."
There is another thing here implied concerning ^nfij^ anger. (2) It is
favourabh to the devil. " Neither give place to the devil." An angry soul b just the
sphere to which the devil has the freest access and can best work out his malignant
ends. All the assassinations, murders, and wars he works through angry souls. Don't
give place to the devil.
Human souls may keep the devil out. He cannot enter
without their consent. 3. Social dishonesty. " Let him that stole steal no more."
Stealing in some way or other is a vice as prevalent as lying. Our popular ideas of
larceny are not deep or broad enough for Christianity. Englishmen regard those as
thieves only whom the law has convicted of pilfering, and who are generally amongst
the poor and needy. But in the eye of Christianity he is a thief who takes from
another his rightful due. The tradesman who deals in short weights and measures,
and overcharges for his wares, is a thief; the servant who does not occupy faithfully in
his master's service the hours and faculties for which he is paid, is a thief; the physician
who prolongs his visit to his patient beyond what is necessary, in order to get gain,
is a thief; the rulers who tax the people to pay them enormous salaries for offices

and often injuriously filled, are thieves. To all these Christianity says,
" Let him that stole steal no more ; " be honest. 4. Corrupt langvage. " Let no
corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth." It is a putrescent language that
is here abjured.
What is a foul speech m the sense of Christianity ? Not the ungrammatic in structure or the inelegant in style. The irreligious speech, which treats
sacred things with frivolous profanity and sneering ridicule, is fovu and corrupt the
selfish speech, which argues and persuades solely for personal gratification, is foul and
corrupt ; the malicious speech, which endeavours to undermine the influence, damage
the interests, and injure the reputation of others, is foul and corrupt; the sensuous
speech, that seeks to influence the animal passions and pollute the pure love of mankind, is foul and corrupt. All such language and, alas it abounds amongst us is
indeed putrescent. As heaps of decomposing vegetable and animal matter send forth
inefSciently

;

—

—

!

gases into the atmosphere injurious to the physical health of the world, all corrupt
communications proceeding from the mouths of men impregnate the mental atmosphere
with elements damaging to the moral health of souls. 5, The anti-Divine. " And
grieve not the Holy Spirit of God." Of course we are not to suppose that the eternal
He is the ever-blessed Glod. What is meant is, " do not
Spirit literally endures grief.
do that which is repugnant to the heart and desires of the infinite Spirit." And wbat
All that the Spirit here abjures, as well as moral evil
is thus repugnant to the Spirit ?
good reason is here added by Paul, " Whereby ye are sealed unto the
of all kinds.
day of redemption." This expression implies two things. (V) There is a perfection
awaiting the genuine disciples of Christ " the day of redemption " redemption from
Blessed day I (2) The Divine Spirit
all evils, corporeal, intellectual, social, spiritual.
has secured them to tbis. They are sealed for it. How flagrant the ingratitude and
impiety of opposing such a spirit I Another thing abjured here is : 6. Malevolent
" Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil-speaking, be
conduci..
put away from you, with all malice." Malice, or malevolence, ia the root of alL It is
malice that generates the Utter things in social life ; it is malice that kindles the fires
;
of " wrath and anger " it is malice that makes the tumultuous " clamours " and the
Let this malice be destroyed, and social love and nuntv asi4
'Hinteatious brawJ*.

A

—

—

—
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peace shall prevful. Such are some of the evils that Christianity abjures, and, in
it abjures tnat which is the disgrace, the guilt, and the curse of mankind.
With an exulting confiden«.'e, I say to infidels that whatever is bad in the world or
the C!hurch, instead of growing out of Christianity, is in direct antagonism to it. All
abjuring,

wrong

is

antichrist ; all right

is

Christian.

The

ENJOifiED IN CmtisTiAN LIFE. Christian life is not a negation. It does
not consist in the mere deprivation of the morally wrong ; its essence is the spirit o
goodness love. This love, in its social character, is forcibly inculcated in these words.
" Be ye kind one
are here taught : 1. That the social love enjoined is courteous.
Christianity requires us to cherish a benignant spirit, and maintain an
to another."
amiable and considerate deportment towards all mankind. Wiiere this kindness ot
nature is there will be true courtesy and a gentle bearing in all our intercourse with
men. There is a politeness of manner in society which has no heart, no nature ; it is
mere mechanism and polish ; it is often in alliance with the coarse in thought, the
selfish in spirit, the putrid in moral feeling.
Such politeness is theatrical. The coarseminded churl on the stage assumes the costume and plays the part of a gentleman.
The spirit of Christianity is antagonistic to all that is coarse, crabbed, and morose.
Love " doth not behave itself unseemly." 2. That the social love enjoined is compas"Tender-hearted." There is suffering in society physical, mental, moral,
sionate.
social.
Children of sorrow and trial are found in every walk of life. Towards those
Christianity inculcates "tender-hearted" compassion.
"Put on ... as the elect ot
God, holy and beloved, bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness,
long-suffering; forbearing one another, and forgiving one another, if any man have a
quarrel against any even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye" (Col. iii. 12, 13).
"Be
ye all of one mind, having compassion one of another, love as brethren, be pitiful, be
courteous : not rendering evil for evil, or railing for railing ; but contrariwise blessing;
knowing that ye are thereunto called, that ye should inherit a blessing " (1 Pet. iii. 8, 9).
" Forgiving one another, even as Gkid for
3. That the social love enjoined ia forgiving.
Few men pass through life without meeting with
Christ's sake hath forgiven yon."
those who commit offences against them; those who seek to damage their secular
How does Christianity
interests, their social enjoyments, or their moral reputation.
require its disciples to act towards them ? Not with the spirit of vengeance, but with
that of forgiveness. " Forgiving one another." The words contain three facts. (1)
That God hath forgiven Christians. Glorious fact this. (2) That God in forgiving
Christians has acted in Christ. " As God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you," &e6s ir
XpiarA in Christ. God works through various organs, through material nature, through
moral mind, and through Jesus Christ. But it is only through the last Christ that
he forgives. " God is in Christ reconciling the world unto himself." It is only in
Christ that he works in the sinner that state of mind which separates him from his
sin.
(3) That God's forgiveness of Christians is a rule for their forgiveness. " Even
as God." How does God grant forgiveness? (o) Freely. No urging required, no
"He will abundantly pardon." "How oft shall my
constraint.
(6) Abundantly.
brother sin against me, and I forgive him ? until seven times ? " This was Peter's question to Christ ; and what was the reply ? " Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee. Until
seven times : but, Until seventy times seven" (Matt, xviii. 21, 22). 4. That the social
love enjoined is God-lihe. "Be ye therefore followers of God, as dear children."
" Become, then, followers of God, as beloved children (EUicott). " God is love." Seek
to become like him in love. His love is disinterested, compassionate, forgiving, boundThis is the standard to be aimed at ; nothing lower. (1) God
less, and ever-acting.
cannot become like God in wisdom, power, sovecan he imitated in this respect.
reignty, but we can in love. The child can love as well as the man, and the man
as well as the seraph. The God of love hath made all souls to love. (2) God must
be imitated in this respect. It is essential to happiness. Heaven is in this love, and
nowhere else. " He that loveth dwelleth in God, and God in him." 5. That the social
love is sdf-sacrificing. " And walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath
given himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour."
{1} The self-sacrificing love which Christianity enjoins is like that exemplified in Christ.
" He gave himself for our sins." " He loyed us,
iChrist " hath given himself for us."
Christ so loved mankind that he sacrificed his time,
and gave himself for us."
II.

We

—

•

—

—
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life, all to save them.
The love that Christianity enJoiDi
like this, nothing Inferior to this, nothing short of this ; self-sacrificing love is
the love of Christianity. It is the true heroic element. (2) The self-sacrificing love

energy, peace, reputation,

must he

which Christianity enjoins is acceptable to Ood. It is " a sweet-smelling savotu:." Its
exhihition in Christ was delightful to the heart of God, and the same self-sacrifice in

man

can alone
Conclusion.

make man

pleasing in his sight.
is Christianity I
It abjures in the life of its
disciples all that is false, maligu, unjust, impure, and profane, and enjoins that spirit of
love which purifies, ennobles, and beatifies.
D. T.

What

a suhlirae system

—

— —

3.
Vers. 1
Walking worthily. It is touching to see how the great apostle, who
had a right to issus commands to the Churches in the name of Christ, prefers to beseech
his readers with gentle entreaty as " the prisoner in the Lord." This method U as
much a mark of his wisdom as of his humility and kindness of heart. For we are all
more easily moved by persuasion and sympathy than by patronage and authority.
I. Chbistiaus abb called to a high vocation.
1. There is a Divine call.
We

are not left to drift through life aimlessly, nor are we permitted to carve out careers
for ourselves.
Divine purposes go before us, mapping out our course of future service
and Divine voices in the gospel and in our hearts bid us follow our vocation. 2. The
lo/tj/ and worthy of all honour.
Christians are not saved with a bare and
beggarly deliverance, like shipwrecked mariners flung upon the beach, half drowned
and bereft of everything. When we enter the Christian life we commence a course of
high service, vast enterprise, and splendid aims. 3. The purpose of this vocatio» is to
glorify God and bless the world by realizing the idea of the Christian Church.
In the
previous chapter St. Paul has been describing some of the great privileges of Christians,
whi«h consist chiefly in their being built into one great temple and growing together in
union. The breaking down of national, ecclesiastical, intellectual, and moral barriers,
and the building up of one great family, knit together by love and united through
a common union with Christ, is St. Paul's magnificent conception of the fruits that the
gospel is to bear on earth.
II. It is the duty of Chbistianb to walk woethilt of theib high calling.
are called, not
1. The responsibility of fulfilling our vocation rests upon us.
But though we are free from compulsion,
driven, and we can disobey the Divine voice.
we are not free from responsibility. For God has a right to call us whither he will,
and Christ has laid us under peculiar obligations by his work and sacrifice for us.
are to " walk
2. This fulfilment of our vocation must he in our daily conduct.

call is

We

We

worthily." Belief and worship are not enough. The life and the whole work and
daily occupation are to follow the Divine call. 3. Christian consistency is squaring our
Many make much of mere self-consistency ; but it is
conduct with our calling.
well often to be inconsistent with ourselves, or we can never progress, much less repent
and amend. Nor is it enough to make our actions consistent with our opinions, unless
both opinions and actions are consistent with truth, with God's will, and with our
vocation.
III. Walking woethilt of the Christian calling consists chiefly in maintaining AND INCREASING OUR MUTUAL BROTHERHOOD. Love is the quecn of the New
Selfishness, moroseness, lack of sympathy, and the like are
Testament graces.
To be zealous in defending the faith,
sins against the peculiar genius of the gospel.
to be pure as white marble in saintly separation from vice, to be strict in integrity, etc.,
will not be enough ; for our calling is to a brotherhood, and our worthy walking must
1. Negatively, we must have lowliness which declines to assert one's self
help this.
before one's brethren, meekness which acts gently to them, and long-suffering which
bears with any provocations they may give us. 2. Positively, we must &ctend Christian
unity and the spirit of peace. The peaceful brotherly spirit must not only be passively
harmless, it must be earnest, active, and diligent. W. F. A.

—

Vers. 4

—

This is a frequently recurring theme in the Epistle
always treated with an emphasis that marks its supreme
importance, and with a prophetic hopefulness that regards the higher development of it
as one of the grandest features of the ideal future.
6.

Christian unity.

to the Ephesians,

and

it is

—
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Wheiikin Christian unity

consists.
1. Externally it consists in the "one
Plainly the " one body " is the Church, the community of Christians. It
should he clear to an impartial reader of the New Testament that neither Christ nor
his a)X>stle8 contemplated the ideal of the kingdom of heaven on earth as we see that
kingdom realized only in a Christendom torn and distracted with the bitter rivalries
and mutual excommunications of innumerable sects. The Church of Christ, the
Church in St. Paul's conception, was to be catholic—one great family, harmonious,
mutually sympathetic and mutually helpful. 2. Internally it consists in the "one
Spirit" So long as there is not oneness of spirit in the Church, the attempt to preserve
external union by force is futile nay, it is positively hurtful. It is best not .to hav«
a mock semblance of union when at heart we differ strongly. But if there is a unity
of spirit, that should be regarded as the most essential thing. History shows that the
greatest breaches of unity have been caused by the illiberal efforts of bigots to constrain
uniformity. If we want true unity we must dispense with agreement in doctrirje,
form of worship and ecclesiastical order, and be content with oneness of spirit. This
unity will be realized, not by increasing, but by minimizing, the points of vmiformity;
in comprehensiveness, not iu stringent discipline ; with larger charity, never with more
absolute authority.
II. TowAKDs WHAT BND Chbistian unitt IB TENDING.
The Christian calling points
fail of our vocation
to " one hope." All things make for final integration (ch. i. 10).
There will be varieties of life in the future,
if we are satisfied with a churlish isolation.
no doubt, as there will be " many mansions." But all Christians will be united in the
one city of God, even in the one house of our Father (John xiv. 2). It becomes,
therefore, our manifest duty to heal the breaches of Zion.
Controversialists should ask
iisemselves whether they bring the millennium nearer by their pugnacious advocacy of
pet doctrines, or drive it further ofif by deepening the fissures of a sorely divided
Christendom ; and ecclesiastical advocates of Church unity should consider whether
it is likely they will win over to their side all the divergent sects by standing on the
narrowest possible ground and erecting about it frowning ramparts.
III. On what OBIQINAIi FOUNDATIONS CHRISTIAN UNITY IS BASED.
1. On* Lord.
In proportion as Christiall have one and the same Christ, and in him we are one.
anity becomes less an affair of theological dogmas and ecclesiastical systems, and more
a religion of personal devotion to Christ, shall we be able to realize our true unity.
2. One faith.
All Christians must experience the same spiritual faith in becoming
Christ's, and must walk equally by faith.
Opinions and rules may differ, but we do
not live by opinions and rules we live by faith. Now, faith is the same spiritual act
in child and in philosopher, in penitent and in saint, in the shouting recruit of the
Salvation Army and in the grave Quaker, in the evangelicil Methodist and in the devout
restorer of mediajval theology.
3. One baptism.
There is one outward sacrament
common to nearly the whole of Christendom significant of tlie washing and renewal all
need and all can receive in Christ. 4. On« God and Father.
common worship
Communion with our one Father makes us members of one family. W. F. A.
unites.
I.

body."

;

We

We

—

A

—

Ver. 7. Measured grace. I. Christians abk beoipibnts of grace. 1. Without
grace we can do nothing. All our attainments will be proportionate to tlie amount and
cannot fulfil our vocation nor realize the grand unity of
kind of grace we receive.
the Church by unaided human efforts. 2. Bui yrace is vouchsafed to Ghristians. It is
the peculiar privilege of the New Testament dispensation that it brings the energy of
grace as well as the light of truth.
II. Christian gbace is the gift of Chbibt.
1. Grace must he a gift.
It would
cease to be grace if we could create, earn, or deserve it.
All the blessings of the gospel
are free gifts, as are also our natural endowments.
2. Christian grace comes direct
from Christ. His sacrifice won it. His ascension enables him to dispense it (vers.

We

8—10).
This obaoe is given to all Christians. It is not reserved for high ecclesiand select saints. We are no Christians if we have it not. The Church
is the body of all Christians, and it is one because the same grace flows through the
whole brotherhood. The gospel is broad and democra.ti'*
VT. Tuu eKAOK IS »upinrsii:D to £aoh imsivtdual s^vkoaixy.
fGach one receives
III.

astical officials

——

CH. IV.
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We

cannot be blessed by Divine grace in crowds and masses. The Church
the gift.
can only be endowed with grace when her private members are personally blessed.
do not receive grace by becoming part of the grand Catholic Church. But we realize
the unity of the Church when we have been first blessed with Christ's grace in our

We

own

souls.

V. This obace ib measdbed out ih vabtino propobtioks. In Christ there was
grace without measure. In us it is measured. Christ has a right to measure it,
because it is a gift which he can withhold or bestow as he pleases. Yet if it is measured
there is no stint, for if Christ has first given us himself, we may be sure that he will
never keep back any needful lower blessings. The measure of the grace is determined
by our spiritual capacity, our faith, our need, our special mission. W. P. A.

—

The univenoA experience of Christ. I. The aboenbiok of Christ
HAD PREVI0U8LT DESCENDED. 1. It implies that he was low dowti at
Had he always enjoyed his rightful honours there could have been
some period.
no act of rising to them. The coronation shows that the sovereign had once been
a subject. The greatness of the elevation of Christ and the stir and change it produces
are significant of the low iepth of an earlier state.
2. It implies that he had been
highly exalted at a previoiupet'iod. The mere act of ascension may not show this, but
Vers. 9, 10.

IMPLIES THAT HE

the spiritual character of it does. All things ultimately find their level. The highshooting fountain is an evidence that its water has come from a great elevation. 3. It
implies that by his deep humiliation Christ merited his great exaltation. He did not
simply deserve it by way of compensation. He earned the high honour of the Ascension
by the patient sacrifice of himself in his descent down to a life of lowly service, down
to the cross, down even to the dim land of the dead (Phil. ii. 5
Thus the last
11).
13 first, and he who humbled himself is exalted.
iL The ascension and fbevious desoendino of Christ enable him to fill
AIL thinos. 1. His presence enters into every grade of being. From his awful
primeval glory down to the dread depths of Hades and then up to the throne and the
right hand of God, by the vast sweep and range of his profound humiliation and
8U]ierb exallation, along every step of existence traversed, Christ comes into personal
contact with all life and death. 2. His experience gives him knowledge of every grade
of being. 'And with this knowledge he has sympathy for all. Our lack of wide

—

sympathies is chiefly owing to our narrow experience. Christ's sympathy is as universal
as his experience.
In his exaltation he does not forget the scenes that moved his heart
in lowlier walks.
"... Besting by th' incarnate Lord,
Once bleeding, now triumphant for my sake,
I mark him, how by seraph hosts adored,
He to earth's lowest cares is still awake."
things by experience, knowledge, and sympathy, he has power over all
even to the spirits in prison to whom he preached by the Divine Spirit,
and tluoagh every rank of life, he has influences to exert, graces to bestow, redemption
to accomplish. There is no order of things beyond the reach of Christ. As the great
reward of his sacrifice and triumph, of his deepest humiliation and his highest exaltation, he fills heaven, earth, and hell with a presence which, if he is the same now as
when he lived among men, is everywhere healing and redemptive. W. P. A.
3. Filling all

things.

Down

—

—

16.
The full-grown man. The object for which the various gifts that
Vers. 13
flow from the ascension of Christ (see ver. 8) are bestowed is here describ^. That
It is practical and for
object is not the mere enjoyment of the gifts themselves.
a distinct purpose, viz. to accomplish " the building up of the body of Christ." For
this same end the offices of the Christian ministry and all other ordinances and institutions of Christianity are now ordained. It is not enough to hold services and gather
together decorous congregations. Nor is it even enough to secure converts. The final
object is to build up the Church itself, by developing its manhood and cementing
The end is twofold; and though the two parts of it are as intimately
its unity.
connected in experience as they are here blended together in the language of St. Paul,
The first element in the buUding up of the
they osn be considered separately.

—
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the development of individual Christians ftom spiritual infancy to spiritual
the second is the consolidation of the several members of the Church into
the one body of Christ the inward growth to the stature of the fulness of Christ,
the outward growth of the various parts of that great organism of which Christ is the

Church

is

manhood

;

—

Head.

The inwaed growth of

spiritual manhood.
Individual Christians must
the whole Church is to grow. 1. The characteristics of the growth. It is the
gradual attainment of manhood.
There are babes in Christ among men who are
old in years.
The work of the gospel is not accomplished till it has made strong
men of us.
religion of soft sentiment and imbecile intelligence, such as some
would commend as a rebuke to our pride, would find no favour with St. Paul. He
was a man of robust intellect and vigorous energy. The childlikeness of the Christian
is far from the childishness of the sentimental religionist.
Many of the greatest
heroes have had a singular childlikeness which has only enhanced the manliness
of their lives. The perfect Christian is just the perfect man. In particular he must
have: (1) lacvestse of knowledge. (2) Stability of belief ; the lack of personal convictions
that is so common among us is a symptom of intellectual feebleness.
do not
want rigid dogmatism, but surely us oiir thinking and experience progress some
truths should emerge out of the mist of doubt clear and certain, some ground should
be securely won, though much must stiU be beyond our comprehension. (3) Fidelity ;
" speaking the truth," or rather " dealing truly " for this a manly firmness must
I.

grow

if

A

We

;

(4) Love; "in love," etc. 2. The relation of this growth to Christ.
(I) Christ is the object of our growing knowledge we have to grow in " the know" The
ledge of the Son of God." (2) Christ is the standard of Christian manliness.
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ " is what we are called to grow up
to.
(3) Christ is the end of Christian effort. We have to grow " into him." The
degree of our Christian progress may be determined by our nearness to Christ.
Apparent increase of knowledge, energy, etc., is real decline if we are drifting further
from Christ. The perfect Christian is at once he who is most Christ-Jike in character
and he who is nearest to Christ in living communion.
II. The outward growth of the Church.
The whole body grows with the
gradual increase of its several parts. But this general increase has a character and
a history of its own.
The Church grows up to manhood. Through all the ages
of Christendom it has been the object of Christ to develop and educate his people
till the infant Church of the first age should become the manly Church of the last.
This thought warns us against the foolish veneration for antiquity which Lord
Bacon repudiated, reminding us that these later days are the truly ancient times
when the world has grown old in experience. Doubtless we may learn much by
the study ol jiatristic and primitive Christianity.
But we shall be in error if we
imagine that all we have to do is to revive the days of the Church's childhood ; and
we shall be far from the broad, strong, spirit of St. Paul if we timidly shrink firom
those new advances that make for the increase of the Church's manhood.
The
Church, as well as the individual Christian must grow in knowledge ; it should aioo
grow in fixity of established faith, in fiilelity, and in love. The true growth of the
Church will also show (1) more harmony and unity of sympathy atid co-operation
in'worh "fitly framed and knit together;" (2) at the same time more elastieity,
versatility, and variety of life and action
" every joint " supplying its own share of
work ; (3) enlargement in numbers and size " increase of the body ; " and (4) closer
union with Christ the whole body must " grow up in all things unto him which is
the Head."— W. F. A.

be acquired.

;

—

—

—

—

Ver. 21. As the truth is in Jesus. These words describe the method, not the
substance, of Christian teaching ; the latter is adverted to in the next verse. The
historical name, " Jesus," instead of the more common ofBcial name, " Christ," indicates
that this teaching is given through the life of our Lord on earth.
come to
the knowledge of truth by hearing him, by being taught of him, by seeing it as it is
in him.
of supreme importance tu us. The means
I. The knowledok oy tbuth
If the life of Christ is necessary for the revelation
is proportioned to thu end.

We

u

—
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of truth, the truth thus revealed must he of first moment. Emotion without truth
vapid sentiment ; and action without truth can have no moral character, and is as
likely to he hurtful as useful.
It is a blind man's groping.
can dispense with
have too many words about truth. But truth itself,
a superfluity of dogma.
the living spiritual reality, is the very breath of our souls. To know ourselves and
our vocation, to know GiDd, his love and his will, to know the spiritual order of
things as far as it touches our own lives and conduct, is of vital interest.
Truth is written on the great hook of
II. Tbuth is revealed is Christ.
creation, but in obscure hieroglyphics, for nature is an inarticulate prophet.
Trutk
has also come through the inspiration of thought and conscience in poets and seers.
But then it is always in words; and words make it but a oliunsy garment hiding
Its finer beauty and, at best, speaking at second hand.
In Christ we see truth
intelligible, powerful, touching.
It is revealed in his very self and in his words
and deeds as they are the outcome and signs of his character and nature.
Christ
He has but to be and to be seen and heard for truth to be revealed.
is the truth.
is

We

We

This revelation of truth in Christ ib op a distdtotive character.
human. Truth is seen in Jesus just because he is a real and perfect Man.
As man is made in the image of God, the very being of a perfect man must be
a manifestation of Divine thoughts. (1) Therefore any dogmas that are contrary to
humanity are false. (2) Therefore, also, we need not fear truth. She has a human
Truth in words is cold and dead, though it may
countenance. 2. It is living.
Truth in Jesus is alive, revealing itself in action, putting
be clear and beautiful.
3. It is spiritual.
Truth of religion
forth energy, responding to our sympathy,
and of conduct is What we see. in Jesus, not reminiscences of secular histoiry nor
The highest truth concerns God and the soul,
anticipations of material science.
duty and the unseen world. 4. It is beautiful. Christ's glory was full of grace and
truth.
In his face truth has no terrors, but the most winning attractions and the
most moving loveliness.
IV. Such a presentation oj; truth calls forth duties on our part. 1. We
have to "learn Christ." That is the one lesson for our souls. We may learn all
systems of theology and yet know nothing of the highest truth, if we do not
III.

1. It is

know Christ. They who sit at the feet of Jesus drink from
As Christ is best described to us in the four Gospels, these

the deepest fountains.
Gospels are the chief
source of Christian knowledge. Yet inasmuch as the apostles interpret the mind of
But we must
Christ, we may learn Christ from the whole of the New Testament,
2.
also come to a personal communion with Christ in order to know him aright.
have to prove how we have learned Christ ly our conduct. This knowledge is to
shape our actions. Fidelity, purity, and charity of life must make men see what
truth we have found in Jesus. W. F. A.

We

—

1. It Is natwral.
I. Anobb is a dutt.
The man who Is
Ver. 26. Anger.
Christ was sometimes angry (Mark iii. 5).
never angry is lacking in moral fibre.
God is angry with the wicked (Ps. vii. 1]). 2. It is just. We cannot rightly
rebuke evil without anger. Lies and cruelty should not be treated mildly. Christ
would not have been faithful to righteousness if he had not shown indignation
in response to hypocrisy. 3. It is useful. We may save a man by first being angry
mild complacency may be the greatest cruelty to a bad man. Even
with him.
when we caimot rouse the conscience of the guilty by anger we may protect the
weak and wronged who claim our first sympathy.
It is the most perilous of duties even when it is
II. Anqer brings a danobr.
1, It is in danger of being indulged for our own satisfaction instead of
obligatory,
Personal revenge is likely to usurp the
the resistance and checking of moral evil,
place of righteous indignation. 2. It is in danger of running into excesi. It is a
The angry mim must
passion, and every passion tends to irrational extravagance.
beware of losing his temper,
1, We
III. The limits of righteous anger should be oabbpullt marked,
must avoid the mingling of wicked feelings with necessary anger. While angry with
We may be most angry with those wa
GUI' brother we must not cease to love him.
Love most. But when auger provokes tis to wish harm to any one, it degeneratos t«

A

,

— —
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and becomes a great sin. 2. We must cot cherish anger for long. Th«
meicy of God is everlasting ; his wrath is for a season (Fs. ciii. 9). It is the devil
ouly whose habitual mood is anger. Men may do fearful harm by the sudden
ebullition of a hasty temper harm which may be repented of in vain for long years.
Nevertheless, the sullen persistence of ill-feeling for weeks and longer that some
people practise is in itself more culpable. It would be well to remember every
night that we cannot have Gud's forgiveness of our sins of the day unless we bav«
first forgiven those who have sinned against us.
8. We must not lose sdf-eontrol
hatreil

—

" Neither give place to the devil."
No
IV. The Chbistiak bafeouabd aoainst the abuse of anger is love.
man can be safely angry with his brother unless he jirst love him. It is only they
that love much who can make a wise use of the furious weapon of anger. If we
are "kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving each other," we shall be able
Theu our
to show righteous anger without lowering ourselves to personal spite.
anger will be a pain to us and we shall long to abandon it for more congenial feelings.
So shall we be like God, whose wrath is sinless, because k'* loves his children
through all the anger their sin has called forth. ^W. F. A.

in anger.

—

Grieving the Holy Spirit of Ood. L What it ib to grieve the Holt
Ver. 30.
are startled at the expression.
Spirit of God.
Few of us would have thought of
using it if we had not found it in the Bible. It cannot be a mere figure of speech. It
must describe a strange, sad, touching fact. 1. God is a lining Spirit. He can be
It is of the self- sacrificing
grieved.
2. God is our Father, related to us, loving us.
nature of love that it lays itself out to be wounded when it is treated unworthily. We
can always hurt most those who love us most. 3. God is within us. The Holy Spirit
Because he is so near he is much concerned with our
is Gud dwelling in our spirits.
character and conduct.
1. All sin is grievous to
II. How WE MAT grieve THE HoLT Spirit OF GoD.
This should be one
liim, as holiness is hurt by unholiness and love by unworthiness.
warning against our carelessness in falling into temptation. If we do not feel it, God
child who would not refrain from a bad thing on its own account, checks
does.
should be warned by rememhimself as he thinks how it would vex his mother.
bering that our sin hurts God ; did it not kill Christ ? 2. St. Paul has in mind the
This defiles the soul and dishonours the
particular sin of corrupt speech (ver. 29).
temple in which the Spirit of God dwells. Flippant conversation on sacred subjects, as
well as language that is absolutely debased, is grievous in the ears of God, not only on
its own accotmt, but because it reveals a low tone of spiritual life and a want of the
reverence and love that we owe to the Holy Spirit.
wb should be most careful kot to grieve the Holt Spirit op
III.
If we are spiritual
1. Because of the obligations of gratitude for past grace.
God.
Christians we are "sealed;" i.e. we have the mark of God's recognition and owning
given by the Spirit. After accepting the uniform of the Divine King, how can we
heedlessly bring dishonour on his Name? 2. Because of the responsibilities of our
present condition. We are sealed " in the Spirit." To be in living relation with the
This higher
Spirit of God is the condition of all who are new creatures in Christ.
fellowship brings higher claims. 3. Because of the hope of owe future redemption.
"
CWistians are sealed unto the day of redemption." The first day of redemption is the
day of Christ's death, but that marks only the beginning of deliverance. To each soul
the day of God's forgiveness and welcome of the penitent is a day of redemption ; but
This is at present a hope, and the
perfect redemption is deliverance from all evil.
hope depends on the work of the Spirit of God. If we are grieving the Spirit of God
how can we a*k for his aid ? There is danger lest one grieve the Holy Spirit so that
he take his departure, and then how dark and woeful will the deserted soul be 1—
W. F. A.

We

A

—

We

Wht

Vers. 31, 32.
Charity to the undeserving. I. The negative duties. " Let all bitterVarious influences tempt us to the indulgence oi
ness, etc., be put away from you."

theM dark passions, 1. Natural disposition. Some men appear to be bom with' an
some plants secrete irritant poisons. 2. Frovoeniion.
and mordant temper,

acrid

m

—
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Anger rouses anger as fire kindles fire. The reference to forgiveness shows that St
Paul is especially condemning outbursts of wrath against people who have treated iw
maliciously. 3. MvU example. " Clamour and railing " are public offences.
When
many men concur in pouring wrath on a selected victim it is difficult to stand aside
from the current of abuse and recognize the unholiness of it. The admonition may be
applied (1) to public life, that politics may be freed from the degradation of personal
i^pite ; (2) to affairs of religion in condemnation of the odium theohgicwm, and also
of the odium ahtiiheologicum, why should we hate a man because his opinion is Dot
ours? (3) to social life, since it is better to suffer an injury unavenged than to add a
second injury in return.
U. Thg fositive duties. Christianity is not satisfied with passive meekness.
must not only turn the cheek to the smiter, we must love our enemies a duty of
This would destroy the selfishness
positive feeling and action.
1. General kindness.
that is at the root of all revengeful feelings. He who has injured us is ovf brother.
The ties of our common brotherhood that urge us to love him should be stronger than the
provocations of his unkindness that would make us bitter against him. 2. TenderThis should make us pity the offender for the shame and giult he has
heartedness.
brought upon himself, and long for reconciliation with him. 3, Forgiveness. The final
step for the healing of positive injury is the most necessary, for without it we can have
no Divine' forgiveness, nor can we truly love our enemy.
" Even as God also in Christ forgave you." As we must
III. The gband motive.
forgive others before God will forgive us, so when he has forgiven us a stronger reason
1. The Divine foris added to urge ua to forgive those who may in future injure us.
The [larable of
giveness is the reason for our forgiveness and kindness to others.
the unforgiving servant reveals the gross inconsistency of an unforgiving spirit in
Christian men and women (Matt, xviii. 23 35). How can we who simply exist
If God who is
because God has forgiven us deny forgiveness to our brethren?

—

We

—

—

above us has condescended to forgiveness, shall we stand more strictly on our
petty rights ? If God has forgiven us our innumerable, great, and awful sins against
him, can we be backward in pardoning the much fewer and slighter sins of our fellowmen against us? Forgiven the debt of ten thousand talents, how have we the fece to
exact the debt of a hundred pence ? 2. The Divine forgiveness is the pattern of our
forgiveness.
It is (1) at the greatest cost—"in fchrist," through the gift of God's
own Son ; (2) covering all sins, the worst and blackest without exception (3) perfect,
remembering our sins no more, removing them from us as far
full, and ungrudging
as the east is froni the west, burying them in the sea ; (4) cheerful and geuerous
putting the ring and best robe on the penitent ; (5) free, not earned by sacrifice,
penance, or good works. Such should be on our forgiveness of one another. W. F. A.
infinitely

;

—

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

cised

V.

—

Ver. 1. Be ye therefore Imitators of Go4,
as children beloved. These words are closely
connected with the preceding. In ch. iv.
32 lie had urged the example of God in

one very momentous matter ; he now urges
it in a more general sense and on another
ground. We ought to forgive men because
God has forgiven us all admit that; but
moreover, we ought to imitate our Father in
his forgiveness and in his loving spirit, bebeoause beloved children should always
imitate, and will always strive to imitate,
what is good in a beloved father. For-

—

is one of the great glories of our
has been made peculiarly attractive in our eyee, because it has been exer-

giving love

Father ;

it

by him towards us; every

tion, therefore,

considera-

ought to induce us to show

the same spirit.
Ver. 2. And walk in love. Taking up
anew the exhortation of ch. iv. 1. Let your
ordinary life be spent in an atmosphere of
love.
Drink it in from heaven, as plants
drink in the sunshine radiate it forth from
eyes and face ; let hands and feet be active
in the service ; let looks, words, and acts all
be steeped in it. Even as Christ also loved
ns.
The passing from the Father to the
Son as our Example is not a new departure;
for the Son reveals the Father, the Son's
love is the counterpart of the Father's, made
visible to us in the way most fitted to im-

—

;

press us. Though Christ's love, like hi*
Father's, is eternal, the aorist ia used, to,

—
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denote that Bprciflo act of love which
And gave himis immediately iu view.
self for us.
The Pauline phrase (Gal.
i.
4; ii. 20; Titus ii. 14; 1 Tim. ii. 6),
simple, but very comprehensive " himself"
all that he was as God, all that he became
as Man, a complete self-surrender, a whole
burnt offering. "For us," not merely on
our behalf, but in our room (after verbs of
giving, dying, etc.) this, indeed, being implied in the idea immediately following of a
sacrifice, which, alike to the Jewish and
pagan mind, conveyed the idea of a life
given in room of another. An offering and
:

—

;

a

sacrifice to God. Offering and sacrifice are
nearly syftonymous, but the first probably
includes the whole earthly career of Christ
incarnate ^hls holy life, blessed example,
gracious teaching, loving companionship, as
well as his atoning death, which last is more
precisely the 0vaia, sacrifice.
Tlie offering
and sacrifice were presented to God, to

—

satisfy his justice, fulfil tlie demands of his
law, and glorify his holy and righteous

governxoent. For a sweet-smelling savour.
Allusion tc Noah's sacrifice of every clean
beast and of every fowl " the Lord smelled
a sweet savour ; " that is, the whole transaction, not the offering merely, but the

—

which it was offered likewise, was
grateful to God. The whole work of Chribt,
and the beautiful spirit in which he oflxred
himself, were grateful to the Father, and
procure saving blessings for all who by

spirit in

faith

make

the oflering their own.

—
—

Vers. 3 21. The Wai^k Suitablb to
THE ChILDBEK of LiGHT.
Ver. 3. But. Another of the remarkable
contrasts of this Epistle ; the fumes of lust
are doubly odious in contact with the sweet
savour of Christ's offering. Fornication and
all impurity, or covetousness.
The combination of covetousness with sins of the flesh,
occurring several times in the apostle's
writings (1 Cor. v. 11 ; ch. v. 3; Col. iii. 5),
is rather unexpected.
nAfoi'e|/o, covetousness, means the desire of having more, which
peculiarly
true
is
of sensual sins ; but it ia

not coupled with them by a koI, but disjoined by an ij, indicating something of
another class. In the mind of the apostle,
sensuality was inseparable from greed, unnatural craving for more, dissatisfaction with
what was enough ; hence the neighbourhood
of the two vices. Let it not be even named
among you, as heoometh saints. The practice
of such sins was out of the question ; but
even speaking of them, as matters of ordinary conversation, was unsuitable for saints;
the very conversation of Oliristians must be
pure. The exhortation bears on Christians
in their social relations; had the apostle
been treating of the duty of the individual,
he would have urged that such sins should

—

[CH. V. 1

33.

never be admitted even to the thoughts oi
the imdgination.
Ver. 4. And filthiness; oiVxpi^Trjj, implying that such things are disgraceful,
ugly, revolting, the opposite of Ka\6s, fair,
comely, attractive. And foolish talking or
jesting, which are not becoming. This would
be well understood in sensual, frivolous
Ephesus; a light, bantering, jesting kind
of talk, seasoned with double entendres and
obscene allusions, very pernicious in its
moral effect. There is no reason to suppose
that the apostle meant to condemn all play
of humour, which is a Divine gift, and which
in moderation has its own useful place as a
means of re&eshing and invigorating the
spirit; it was the jesting associated with
ribaldry that drew his reproof. But rather
giving of thanks. EixapKrrla is somewhat
similar in sound to eurpawe^la, jesting : the
reason for putting the one in opposition to
the other is not very apparent ; the meaning
seems to be that, in place of giving vent to
lively feelings in frivolous talk and jesting,
it is better for Christians to do so by pouring out their hearts in thanksgivings to God
for all his goodness.
Ver. 5. For this ye know well ; an appeal

—

—

to their

own

consciences,

made

confidently,

as beyond all doubt.
That no fornicator,
nor unclean person, nor covetous man, who
is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the
kingdom.
Covetousness, the twin-brother
sin of uncleanness, is denounced as idolatry
It is worshipping the creature more than the
Creator, depending on vast stores of earthly
substance in place of the favour and blessing
of Gt>d. It must receive the doom of the
idolater; instead of inheriting the kingdom,
he must die the death. The doom in this
verse is not future, but present not shaU
have, but hath, inheritance, etc. (comp. oh. i.
11, 18). The lust of greed overreaches itself;
it loses all that is truly worth having; it
may have this and that—lands, houses, and
goods ^but it has not one scrap in the kingdom. Of Christ and Ood. The two are united
in the closest way, as equals, implying the
divinity of Christ and his oneness with the
Father in the administration of the kingdom.
Ver. 6. Let no man deceive you with
ompty words. No man, whether pagan or
nominal Christian : the pagan defending a
life of pleasure as the only thing to be had
with even a smack of good in it ; the Christian mitigating pleasant sins, saying that
the young must have an outlet for their
warm feelings, that men in business must
put all their soul into it, and that life must
be brightened by a little mirth and jollity.
As opposed to what the apostle has laid
down (ver. 5), such words are empty, destitute
of aU solidity or truth. For on aocoont of
these things the wrath of Ood oometh on lAn

—

—

—

—

;

;
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children of disobedienoe.

The

eophistry Is

—

Bwept away by an awful fact the wrath
cometh, is coming, and will come too in the
future life. It comes in the form of natural
punishment, Nature avenging her broken
laws by deadly diseases; in the form, too, of
disappointment, remorse, desolation of soul
and in the form of judgments, like that
which befell Sodom and Gomorrah, or the
sword which nerer departed from David's
house.
Ver. 7.

—

Be not ye therefore partakers
with them. If you are partakers of their
sins, you must be of their punishments too.
Refuse all partnership, therefore. Your
natural instincts recoil from partnership in
punishment ; let your spiritual instincts recoil from partnership in sin.
Ver. 8. For ye were onoe darkness, but

—

now light in the lord. Another expressive " but." To make the contrast more emphatic, it is not said, " ye were in darkness,
but are now in light ; " but, " ye were darkness itself, and are now light itself," and this
are

explained by the usual formula, " iu
the Lord." There was a celebrated Bphesian
philosopher, Alexander, who was called "The
Light ; " but not from that source had the
light come. The idea of light-giving is also
involved in their being light. " Arise, shine,
Walk as children of
for thy light ia come."
light.
Another expressive image, denoting
close connection with light, as if they were
actually bom of it ; hence their lives should
be full of it. The figure connecting darkness with sin and light with purity, common
to all languages, underlies the exhortation.
Ver. 9. For the frnit of light is [shown]
in all goodness and righteousness and
truth. The exhortation is confirmed by this
statement of what is the natural result of
light goodness, the disposition that leads
to good works ; righteousness, rectitude, or
integrity, which is most careful against all
disorder and injustice, and renders to all
their due, and especially to God the things
last is

—

—

that are God's ; and truth, meaning a regard
for truth in every form and way believing
it, reverencing it, speaking it, acting accord-

—

ing to

it,

hoping and rejoicing in

it,

being

honest, not false or treacherous.
Ver. 10. Proving what is well-pleasing
general rule applicable to
to the lord.
the whole walk, To prove is to ascertain
sincere

and

—

A

Our whole walk
test and experiment.
should be directed to finding out what

by

things are pleasing- to Christ, rejecting at
onOB everything that is not so, and clinging
We are not to follow the trato all that is.
dition of our people, and not to take a vague
view of duty ; we are to prove the matter, to
put it to the test. For the supreme practical
rule of the Christian's life must be to please
Christ.
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Ver. 11.—And have no fellowship with
the unfruitful works of darkness. The point
of this exhortation is in the adjective " unfruitful."
The works of darkness are unfruitful : they produce no goodness, give
rise to

no

satisfaction, to

no moral

result]

that are " a joy for ever; " or, if fruit they
have, it is shame, remorse, despair. Contrast this with the renovating, satisfying,
joy-producing, fruits of righteousness.
But
rather even reprove them. Do not be content with a passive attitude towards them,
but take the aggressive and expose their
wickedness, whether in public or in the
dnmestio circle.
testimony has to be
lifted up against ways that are so shameful
and that bring down the wrath of God.
Ver. 12. For the things that are done by
them in secret it is a shame even to speak of.
The groves of Ephesus were notorious for
the shamefulness of lust. To speak of such
deeds was not only wrong, but shameful ; so
extreme is the delicacy which Christianity
fosters.
Too much pains cannot be taken,
by parents, masters of schools, and others,
to foster this delicacy among the young
to exclude from conversation the faintest

A

—

touch of what is unbecoming.
Ver. 13.— But all things when they are
reproved are made manifest by the light.
As, for in star ce, when our Lord reproved the
hypocrisy of the Pharisees their practices
had not seemed to the disciples very evil
before, but when Christ threw on them tlie
pure light of truth, they were made manifest
in their true character they appeared and
they still appear, odious. A just reproof
places evil in a light that shows its true
character. For everything which is made
manifest is light. Literally, this is a truism;
anything shone on is no longer dark, but
light. The nearest approach to this, morally,
is that light has a transforming power;
when the light of the gospel shines on anything dark or evil, it transforms it into what
This is not uniformly true
is light or good.
all the light of heaven turned on hell would
but it is the
not make it morally ligM
general property and tendency of moral
light to transform. The exhortation woulj
thus mean Use your light to reprove what

—

—

;

—

or dark, for not only will the true
character of the evil thereby be made
apparent, but your light will have a transforming power. But if this were the meaning, we should expect in the end of the
is evil

verse, not (pws eart, but ipus yiveral, to denote
The rendering of
this transformation.
A, v., giving to (pavefioifupov an active

meaning (" whatsoever doth make manifott
is
light"), is rejected by most gram-marians, as not being consistent with the
usage of the word. The meaning wtich
that Tendering gives is this : " Light is the

;
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element which makes all clear." We should
Hi us have in the latter clause a proposition,
aflirmiug as universal what in the former
clause is affirmed of one particular case;
" things reproved are made manifest by the
light, for it is only light that makes things
The exhortation to reprove would
clear."
thus be confirmed by the consideration that
the only way of making immoral things appear in their proper character is to let in on
them the light of the gospeL The great
practical point is that Chrietiant ouglU to let
in

and

diffuse the light,
^Therefore he saith, Awake thoa
that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and

Yer. 11.

—

This is
Christ shall give thee light.
evidently intended to give an additional
impulse to the Ephesians to walk as children
of the light ; but a difficulty arises as to the
There is no
source of the quotation.
difficulty with the formula, "he saith,"
which, like the same expression in ch. iv. 8,
But no
is clearly to be referred to God.
such words occur in the Old Testament.
The passage that comes nearest to tliem is
Isa. Ix. 1," Arise, shine; for tUy light is come,
and the glory of the Lord hatl) risen upon
thee." The simplest and best explanation
is, not that the apostle quoted fiom any lost
book, but that he did not mean to give the
words, but only the spirit of the passage.
This is evident from his introducing the
word " Christ." It must be owned that the
apostle makes a very free use of the prophet's words. But the fundamental idea in
(he prophecy is, that wheu the Church gets
tlie light of heaVen, she is not to lie still, as if
she were asleep or dead, but is to be active,
is to make use of the light, is to use it for
illuminating the world. The apostle maintains that the Ephesian Church had got the
light of heaven ; she, therefore, was pot to
sleep or loiter, but spring forth as if from
the grave, and pour light on the world.
The changes which the apostle makes on
the form of the prophecy are remarkable,
and show that it was to its spirit and substance ruther than to its precise form and
letter that he attached the authority of
inspiration.

Yer. 15.
striotly.

—^Take

The

heed then

construction

how ye walk
is

somewhat

combining two ideas— see that yon
walk strictly, but consider well the kind of
peculiar,

Do not walk loosely, without
fixed principles of action ; but make sure
that your rules are of the true kind. Many

strictness.

who are not wisely strict; they
rules, but not good rules.
Not as nnwise, but as wise. This rendering brings
out the force of &(ro<pot and aoipul : " fools "
(A.V.) is rather strong, for it is not utter
are strict

have

folly that is reproved, but easy-mindedness,

want of earnest consideration in a matter ao

[CH. V.
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infinitely vital, (o as to know what is trnly
best.
Yer. 16. Bedeeming the time, because the

—

buying up for yourselves
idea being that of a
merchant who, knowing the value of in
article and the good use to which he can
put it, buys it up. The opportunity is the
opportunity of spreading tlie light and acting according to it; and the reason assigned,
" because the days are evil," indicates that,
owing to the prevalence of evil, there is
much need for the light over which the
Christian has control. It may be hinted
liki'wise that the prevalence of evil is apt to
cool the love and diminish the zeal of the
Christian ; hence the need for special eagerness of spirit in the matter he must
greedily watch for his opportunity.
Ver. 17. Wherefore be ye not unwise,
but understanding what is the will of the
lord. The "wherefore" bears on all the
preceding argument: because ye are children
of light ; because light is so valuable and so
indispensable because your whole circumdays are evil

;

or,

the opportunity, the

—

—

;

demand so much care and earnestness. " Unwise " is equivalent to senseless
" understanding," to both knowing and laystances

ing to heart, as in parable of sower "When
any one heareth the word of the kingdom,
and understandeth it not," i.e. does not consider or ponder it, "then cometh the wicked
one," etc. The will of the Lord is the great
rule of the Christian life to know and in
the deeper sense understand this, is to walk
:

;

wisely and to walk surely.
Yer. 18. ^And be not intoxioated with
wine, wherein is dissoluteness. Drunkenness is suggested because it is a work of
darkness; it is the foe to vigilance and
earnestness, and it leads all who yield to it
to act unwisely.
It is the soHal aspect of
drunkenness the apostle has in view the
exhiliu'ating influence of wine in company,
giving a rush of high spirits. 'AcruTfa, from
a and aa^a, the opposite of savingness,
wastefulness, dissoluteness; or the process
of being dissolved, involving perdition.
Spoken of the prodigal son, "riotods
living ; " the hdMt which sends everything to
wrech and rutn. But be filled with th«
Spirit. Instead of resorting to wine to cheer
and animate you, throw your hearts open to
the Holy Spirit, so that he may come and
fill them ; seek the joy that the Spirit in-

—

—

when he makes you to sit with
Christ in heavenly plac.es, so that, instead
of pouring out your joyous feelings in
bacchanalian songs, you may do so in
Christian hymns.
Yer. 19. Speaking to one another. laterally, this would denote antiphonal singing,
but this is rather an artificial idea for
so simple times.
It seems here to denote

spires

—

—

"
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one person Binging one hymn, then another
another, and bo on; and the meetings
would seem to have been for social Christian
enjoyment rather than for the public worship of God. In the Epistle to the Colossians it is, "Teaching and admonishing one
another with psalms," and this has more of
the idea of public worship; and if it be
proper to express joyful feelings in the comparatively private social gatherings of Clirisproper to do the same in united
public worship. In psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs.
The precise meaning of
these terms is not easily seen ; " psalms " we
should naturally apply to the Old Testament
psalms, but the want of the article makes
the meaniug more general, equivalent to
" songs with the character of the psalms ;
•'hymns," songs celebrating the praises of the
Divine Being, Father, Son, and Holy Cihost;
" spiritual songs " or odes of a more general
cast, meditative, historical, hortatory, or
didactia But these must be "spiritual,"
such as the Holy Spirit would lead us to
tians, it is

use and would use with us for our good.
The two clauses correspond : " be filled with
the Spirit ; " " speaking in spiritual songs."
Ileceive the Spirit— pour out the Spirit; let
your songs be effusions sent forth from your
hearts with the aroma of the Holy Spirit.
Singing and making melody with yonr heart
to the Lord ; i.e. to the Lord Jesus. Some
have argued that while rj Sorrej denotes singing, xlidWovTes means striking the musical
instrument.
But ^d\\a> is so frequently
used in a more general sense, that it can
hardly be restricted to this meaning here.
The great thought is that this musical
service must not be musical only, but a
service of the heart, in rendering which the
heart must be in a state of worship.
Ver. 20. Giving thanks always for all
things this being not only a most Christian
duty, but an excellent way to keep the
heart in good tone, to keep up happy feelings—the duty not being occasional, but
" always," and not for things prima faoie
agreeable only, but "for all things" (see
Job ii. 10 Bom. viii. 28). In the Name of
our Lord Jesus Christ to God, even the Father.
God the Father is the proper Object of
thanksgiving, as of prayer generally; but
the thanks are to be given in the Name
That is, through him who has
of Christ.
brought in the economy of grace, whereby for
blessing, for suffering we get
get
we
wrath
reward, for misery glory whereby, in short,
the whole aspect of life is brightened, and
even the greatest trials and sorrows turned

—

;

;

;

into real blessings.

—

Ver. 21. Subjecting yonrselTes one to
another in the fear of Christ. The last of
the participial exhortations depending on
th« general exhortation of Ter. 15 to walk

«J

Most commentators connect it with
the three immediately preceding participles
(speaking, singing, giving thanks), but are
unable to find a link of connection. Better
connect with ver. 15. Mutual subjection is
part of a wise, circumspect walk, i.e. mutual
recognition of each other's riglits and of our
obligations to serve them.
In some sense
we are all servants, i.e. we are bound to
serve others; the very father is, in thii
sense, servant of his child. So in the Christian Church we are all in a sense servants
("By love serve one another," Gal. v. 15;
onmp. Matt. XX. 26—28 ; John xiiL 15, 16).
This view is in harmony with the humble
spirit of the gospel.
Pride leads ns to
strictly.

demand

rigorously from

others

what we

fancy they owe to us humility, to give to
others what Christ teaches that we owe to
them. The one feeflng is to be discouraged,
the other exercised and strengthened. In
the verses following we have this precept
;

split

up

into its constituent filaments.

The

reading of B.V., "in the fear of Clirist," has
more authority than A.V., " in the fear of
God." It brings to our mind the wonderful
example of Christ in tflis element of character (comp. Luke ii. 51
Heb. v. 8). Bevereutial regard for him should inspire oa
with the same spirit (Phil. ii. 5 8).
Ver. 22— oh. vi. 9. Exhobtation to BbLATivE Duties.
Ver. 22. ^Wives, submit yourselves to yonr
own husbands, as to the Lord. Though Cbriitianity emancipates and elevates woman, it
does not release her from the duty of subjection (comp. 1 Pet. iii. 1
6). The rehitioa
to the husband is intensified in order to
enforce the duty: " your own husbands," toU
ISiois divSpiiTi
as we eay, " she deserted her
own child." The " as to " denotes a parallel
duty: as it is your duty to be subject to
Chri;;t, so also to your husbands (see next
;

—

—

—

:

verse).

—

Ver. 23. For the hnsband is the head of
the wife, as Christ also is the Head of the
Church. The woman was made for the man
(Gen. ii. 18; 1 Tim. ii. 18), showing the
Divine purpose that the man should be the
head and centre of the household, and that
the position of the wife, as wife, should
be one of subordination. Parallel to this
arrangement is the relation of Christ to
the Church. In words, at least, all admit
tlie headship of Christ, and the subordination of the Church to him. The Christian
household, on a much lower level, should
exemplify the same relation. Being himseU
saviour of the body.
This is not said bj
way of contrast, but still by way of paralleL
The very saviourship of Christ should find
an analogy in the Christian husband. The
husband should be the ever-vigilant and
self-denying proteotori guardian, deliverer^

:
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of his family, though his saving power can
never come near the high level of Ohriat's.
husband reckless of these obligations
virtually ceases to have any claim on the
subjection of the wife and the family. The
very comparison of the husband to the Savio\ir implies that, while there is a certain
aualogy, there is a still greater contrast.
This is implied in the first word of the
following verse. Between the lines we read
this thought: "Not that the parallel between
Christ's saving function and the husband's
extends to the highest things."
Ver. 24. But [it exists so tar as to enforce
this exhortation] as the Church is subject to
Christ, so let the wives be to theii husbands
in everything. Let there be a subjection in
the one case parallel to that in the other, for
such is the Divine v, ill and purpose. Any
subjection due to the husband muot be modifiei by what is due to God, for as the
huabaud may not require fur himself, so the
wife may not give to him, what is God's

A

—

paramount over all. Of the
three wills that may be in collision, viz.
God's, the husbani^js, and the wife's ^the
duty of the wife is to take them in this
order, having regard first to God's, next to
her husliaud's, and last to her own.
God's will

is

—

—

Ver. 25. Husbands, love your wives, even
OB Christ also loved the Church, and gave himself for her. The husband's duty to tlie wife
is enloiced by anotlier parallel
it ought to
correspond to Christ's love for the Church.
This parallel restores the balance; if it
should seem hard for the wife to be in subjection, the spirit of love, Christ-like love,
on the part of the husband makes the duly
easy. Christ did not merely pity the Church,
or merely desire her good, but loved her;
her image was stamped on his heart and her
name graven on his hands; he desired to
have her for his companion, longing for a
return of her affection, for the establishment of sympathy between her and him.

—

And he

gave himself for her (comp. ver. 2),
her happiness and welfare
were dearer to him than his own the true
shovriiig that

—

test of deep, real love.
Ver. 26. ^That he

—

might sanctify her,
having cleansed her hy the washing of water
with the Word. The immediate object of
Christ was to cleanse her, and for this en4
he used the Word as a purifying agent,
washing her by means of it. The difierence
between selfish and unselfish love is seen
here: a selfish lover cares for his wife in
his own interest like Samson, desires to
have her simply because she pleases him,

—

and, in hie converse with her, thinks, not
of her good, but of his own enjoyment ; but
tho love of an unselfish lover constrains
him to seek her good, to do nothing that
will hurt her and damage her in any manner

[oh. t.
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of way, but to do everything that he believes will advance her well-being, espeHe finds her
cially in the highest sense.
polluted (comp. Ezek. xvi.), and his great
instrument of cleansing is "the Word"
(comp. John xv. 3; xvii. 5) the Word in all
its searching, humbling, rebuking, correcting, informing, stimulating, refreshing, conThere is no express allusion
soling power.
to baptism, r^ Aovrpip rov vSaros is explained
by ivpiiii.ii.Ti, "the Word" being the great
sanctifying medium, and baptism a figure

—

(1 Pet.

iii.

21).

—That

he might present to himChurch glorious. The ultimate end,
to which ver. 26 is introductory.
Christ
both gives and takes the bride he presents
her to himself the day of his espousals
being in tho state of glory (Rev. xxi. 2),
and all the tiaining of this life being deVer. 27.

self the

;

—

signed to

fit

her for that condition.

becomes glorious at

last

She

through assimila-

tion to himself (2 Cor. iii. 18; John xvii. 22).
Not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such
thing. The idea is that of a body perfectly
free from blemish, typical of a soul perfectly delivered from sin
of a character
perfected in all grace and goodness. But

—

should be holy and without blemish.
The same truth expressed in positive form,
which in the preceding clause is expressed
in the iiegative. Nothing could more clearly
denote perfection of character the full
development of the character with whatever
that

it

—

of variety may arise from differences in
natural gifts and constitution, or convey a
more glorious idea of the destiny of redeemed humanity. To be, as it were, the
bride of Christ is a high destiny in point of
condition ; but it would be miserable if character did not tally with condition; this
agreement, however, is secured, for the
Church is to be holy and without blemish..
Ver. 28. Even so ought husbands also to
love their own wives as their own bodies,
new illustration is introduced here to
throw light on the bearing of the husband
to his wife, and the oStws seems to refer, not
to what goes before, but to what follows
(comp. in ver. 33). He that loveth his own
wife loveth himself. His wife is part of
himself, so that not to love her as himself
is not only a sin against law, but a sin
against nature,
Ver, 29. For no man ever hated his own
flesh ; but nonrisheth and oherisheth it, even
as Christ also the Church, To hate one's
wife is as irrational as to hate one's own flesh,
and as, on the other hand, men constantly
nourish aud cherish their flesh, protecting
it from hurt, seeking to heal it when hurt,
and generally to promote ita welfare and
comfort, so ought husbands to act towards
their wives.
In this aspect of the case, too.
.

—

A

—

—

OH. T.

—
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the eharp eye of the apostle finds an analogy
botweera the relation of the wif#to the
husband and that of the Church to Clirist,
expanded in the next verse.
Ver. 30.— For we are members of his body
[being], of his flesh, and of his bones (the
last eeven words omitted in many manuscripts and in the E.V.).
The reference is
to tlie original formation of woman as narrated in Gen. ii.
Her very name indicated
that she was " taken from' man."
She was
taken from him and given to him. So the
Church is taken from Christ and given to
him.
Taken from his body, sprung from
his incarnation and his crucifixion and
resurrection, the spiritual offspving of his
humanity, and then given to him, to be his
servant, nay, above a servant, liis companion,
friend, and confitlaut for evermore.
If it
had not been for tlie body of Christ (Heb. x.
5) the Church could have had no existence.
No bride fit for the King of heaven could
have sprung from the earth. As Eve came
from the opened side of Adam, so figuratively the Church springs from the pierced
side of Jesus.
Ver. 31. For this cause shall a man leave
his father and mother, and shall cleave to his
wife, and they two shall come to be one
flesh.
Quoted in substance from Gen. ii. 24.
It seems to be introduced simply to show
the closeness of the relation between man
and wife it is suah as in a sense to supercede that between parent and child. The
apostle (as appears from the next verse) has in
view, at the same time, the parallel truth
the closeness of the relation between Christ
and the Church it too in a sense supersedes the relations of nature (comp. Luke
xiv. 26
Matt. xii. 50).
Ver. 32. This mystery it e great one;

—

;

;

;

—

—

but I
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am

speaking with referenoe to Christ
The matter referred to
is the typical relation between the marriage
of man and wife, and the union of Christ
and the Church. It ia called a mystery,
and it is not said, as is said of another
mystery, referred to before (ch. iii. 5), that
it has been completely explained.
Some
light has been thrown upon it, but that is
all.
It is implied that there is something
of mystery in many of the relations between
things natural and things spiritual, but
that in the depth and grandeur of the subject, the mystery connected with the marriage relation is pre-eminent ^it is " a great
mystery." The analogy of the wind to the
Holy Spirit ; the springing up of plants to
the resurrection; the melancholy sounds of
nature io the prevalence of sin; and many

and the Church.

—

vague sliadows ot
which we canthe day breaks and "the

otiier analogies, present

truth, the clear, full forms of

not see.

When

shadows flee away," such
appear in a clearer light.

things

will

—

Ver. 33. Nevertheless let each of you
severally so love his own wife even as Mmsalf.
The "nevertheless" refers to the unsolved part of the mystery: whatever may
mysterious,
be
there is no mystery as to this,
as to the duty of each husband to love his
wife even as himself: that, as already shown,
is clear from many considerations.
And let
the wife see that she fear her husband. Not,
of course, with the slavish fear of one
terrified and trembling because of a stronger
being, but with the holy respect due to one
to whom, by the will of God, she stands in
a suborilinate relation.
The relation of
Sarah to Abraham may again be referred
to as indicating the true ideal of the relation
of the wife to the husband.

H0MILETIC8.
1—14.
The

The walk niilabh

of light: no fellowship with itns of
Bphesus naturally led the apostle to
dwell on it emphatically as one of the worst rags of the old man, a rag to be wholly
and for ever cast away. But, indeed, there are few heathen communities where
sensual vice does not flourish when men have it in their power to indulge in it. It is
singular how universal sin is in connection with the irregular and disorderly indulgence
of the bodily appetites. It would seem as if God made this a special matter of
probation, for when these appetites get the upper hand, they lead into terrible excesses,
and.'by bringing disease on both mind and body, avenge the sin to which they have
First, they tempt men to sin, and then, as if in heartless mockery, they
impelled.
We find here
scourge them for having sinned.
L SiKS OF TUB FLESH DENOUNCED, With a corresponding sin of the spirit covetousVers.

the flesh.

to the children

fearful prevalence of sensual vice at

—

ness (vers. 3, 4).
II. Beasons wht buoh eiKS should be renounced bt Christians.
1. No such
person has any inheritance in the kingdom of God (ver. 5). 2. The wrath of God
for such things on very evil men (Sodom and
Cometh
is present and visible
Gomorrah. Canaanites, etc.) (ver. 6). 3. They belong to the world of darkness, and

—

—

—

;
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Christians are children of light (ver. 8). 4. Christians, as living in the Spirit, should
biing forth the fruit of the Spirit (ver. 9). 5. Thej*should ascertain and follow only
what is pleasing to Christ (ver. 10).
1. They are bo
III. Reasons why sdoh sins should be reproved by Christians.
2. The true character of such
evil that it is a sin even to speak of them (ver. 12).
3. The light has a tendency to transsins is seen by light let in on them (ver. 13).
form (ver, 13), and by letting in the light that shows the odiousness of the sin you
may be the means of changing the sinner ; while you reprove you may also improve
him, 4. It is for this purpose the Church has got the light when the light is
brought to her, her Lord calls on her to awake and shine (ver. 15). Such precepts
and considerations have a wider bearing than Ephesus and its groves. Sins of the
Cesh flourish even in Christian lands. Young men! lay these things to heart; fear
God and keep his commandments, and be not misled by any of the sophistry to
which you listen ; for they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh, with the affections

—

and

lusts.

— —

Walk circumspectly, or urictly. The apostle goes on to urge a
Vers. 15 21.
circumspect, wise, and earnest life, closely conformed in all things to the will of God,
fashioned according to that idea of wisdom which is set forth in the proverb, " The fear
Nothing is of more value than flxed
of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom."
principles foi guiding our life.
One settled conviction may be of inestimable value
e.g. the conviction that nothing can come to any good in the end which is against the
will of God. Whenever greatness is achieved in any sphere of life it is through the force
Every great author, artist, statesman, has owed his success to
of well-kept rules.
certain principles of action to which he has rigidly adhered. It has been remarked that
the puritan age was an age of convictions ; ours is an a^e of opinions. But what we
need is convictions, and pre-eminently the conviction that the only true, safe, and
blessed rule of life is to follow implicitly the will of God.
flnd here rules for a
careful Christian life, (1) apart, (2) in Christian society.
I. Apart.
1. Walk circumspectly, or strictly, not carelessly.
2. Walk wisely,
taking pains to ascertain that you so walk as to gain the great end. 3. Bedeem the
time, or buy back the opportunity (see Exposition). 4. Understand ; i.e. lay to heart
and follow the will of Christ.
5. Avoid intoxication and all wild excitement and
unhallowt'd pleasure. 6. Be filled with the Spirit, and the holy, blessed emotions which
he genders.
II. In Christian society.
1. Cultivate Christian song, and make melody in your
heart to the Lord. 2. Let thanksgiving have a special place in your exercises. 3.
Submit yourselves one to another in the fear of the Lord. As Christians have not
only duties, but also joys, belonging to their individual life, so they have both duties
and joys belonging to their social life. What is most characteristic of the social duties
of Christians is mutual submission ; consideration of one another of what is due by
one to another, and still more of the loving service which one may be able to render
What is most characteristic of their social joys is the element' of thankto the other.
f ulnesB in which they flourish ; they should ever live as those who in Christ have received
mercies beyond all calculation ; and they should make abundant use of song to give
expression to such feelings and to deepen them in so doing.
This joyous element goes
a long way to give brightness to the social life of Christians ; they will not miss the
more carnal delights on which worldly men set so much store, but wiU feel that God
put8 joy in their hearts, more than in the time that their com and wine increased.

We

—

—33.

Duties qfviivei and husbands. The Apostle Peter, in his First Epistle,
on the privileges of believers, strongly urges them to have their conversation honest or fair among the Gentiles, exemplifying, by the purity and beauty of
their life, the excellence of the principles and privileges of the gospel ; and then he
branches out into three cases or relations that afford scope for this mode of life that
Vers. 22

after dwelling

—

of subjects to their rulers, that of servants to their masters, and that of wives' to their
husbands and husbands to their wives. Though Peter and Paul moved in different
orbits, yet, firom the strength of the convictions held by them in common, and the
guidance of the Eoly Spirit in them both, they were led to enforce wonderfully similar

—

1—33,]
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Patil, like Poter, brings forward
applications of the great principles of the gospel.
three relations, the only difference being that, in place of the relation of subjects to
their rulers, he has that of children to their parents, and the corresponding duty of
have the clearest proof of its being the purpose of
parents to their children.
Christianity to purify and elevate the common relations of life. Much of the visible
fruit of tnie religion lies in its making better subjects, better spouses, better children,
Pagans were struck with the excellence of Christian women. The
better servants.
mother of Chrysostom won golden opinions by remaining a widow from her twenty-first
year. " What women these Christians have 1 " was the exclamation of some. Christian
women were wonderful missionaries in the early centuries by their' devout, pure, and

We

earnest lives ; many was the pagan who, " without the Word, was won by the conversation of the wife." Such lives are doubly blessed—blessed in themselves, and
blessed in their influence on the world.
Submission to the husband as to the Lord (ver. 22). Reasons
I, The wife's duty.
2. There is a parallel
for this.
1. The husband is the head of the wife (ver. 23).
betweeo the husband and Christ (ver. 23). 3. Even in respect of Christ's saving power,
the parallel holds to a limited, though very limited, extent (ver. 23). 4. The parallel
is close enough to require the subjection of the wife (ver. 24).
II. The husband's duty. To love his wife. This is enforced : 1. By the consideration
of what Christ felt and did for his Church.
(1) He loved the Church (ver. 25).
(2)
He gave himself for her (ver. 25). And the object for which he did so. (o) His
immediate object (ver. 26). (6) His ultimate object (ver. 27). 2. By the consideration
This
of the closeness of the relatiun of the wife to the husband as his own flesh.
The
relation is considered (1) naturally (vers. 28, 29); (2) symbolically (ver. 30).
Church taken from Christ; given to Christ. The relation of the husband to his wife
The relation of the Church to
supersedes (in a manner) the relations of nature.

Christ does so too (ver. 31). But the subject is mysterious (ver. 32). Yet one practical
obligation is very clear (ver. 33).
The constitution of the Church, like that of natural society, involves mutual duties.
Nothing can be complete unless each party performs his share. While it is the woman's
The one balances the other.
part to be in subjection, it is the husband's part to love.
It is the duty of the wife to be subject even though the husband does not love, and the
duty of the husband to love even though the wife is not subject ; but how hard, difficult,
almost impossible, such duties thus become! If the husband withhold love, he ii
wronging his wife, and altogether subverting the relation between them. Let it ever
be observed that, while God has joined husband and wife together, he has joined the
husband's love to the wife's subjection; what, therefore, God hath joined together, let

man put

not

asunder.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver.
I.

1.—" Followers of Ood."

'J'he

duty HEBE COMMANDED.

This is the high destiny of God's children.
" Be ye imitators of me." It is to do (1) what God

does ; (2) because he does it ; (3) as he does it. The special point of imitation here is
the dutv of showing a forgiving spirit to one another.
we should imitate God. 1. Because we are his " dear children.''
II.
should children imitate but their father ? Believers have had experience of their Father's
wisdom, love, and power, and it is only an instinct of filial love to imitate such a
Father. 2. Because we were originally made in his image (Gen. i. 26), and though that
image has been marred by sin, it is to be renewed in the process of a Christian
" Because it
experience (ch. iv. 23). 3. Holiness consists in the imitation of Ood.
" (1 Pet. i. 16). 4. The prospect ofperfect likeneu
is written, Be ye holy, for I am holy
(1 John iii. 2.)
(0 Ood in the day of our LortPs appearing.
1. Pray without ceasing,
III. Means towards the fulfilment of this duty.
deeper
especially for fuller measures of his grace, for larger disclosures of his love, for a
insight into his truth. 2. Live continually as heing under his eye. (Ps. cxxxix. 6, 1.)
i

Whom

Why

8.

Ckmsider

Vw.

2,

how

others have followed him.

The walk i^hut.

(1 Cor. xi. 1.)

We are bound

—T. C.

to love one anoth«;

"
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L This was the great duty of the Law. " All the Law is fulfilled in one word,
even in this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" (Gal. v. 14). "The end ol
the commandment is love " (1 Tim. i. 5). All our duty to our neighbour is summed
up in love. Love supplies the motive-power to all right relations with our fellow-men.
IL This was the new commandment or Christ. " A new commandment give I
unto you, that ye love one another " (John xiii. 34:). The love thus newly enjoined has
certain important characteristics.
1. It must he the love of deeds, not words.
"Let
us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth " (1 John iii. 18). 2. It
must be ardent. " Above all things have fervent charity among yourselves " (1 Pet. iv.
" We ought also to lay down our lives for the
3. It must be self-sacrificing.
7, 8).
brethren " (1 John iii. 16). 4. It ought to be a love well guided and controlled. " This
I pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge and all judgment
" Having loved
(Phil. i. 9).
5. It ought to be a constant love like that of Christ.
his own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end " (John xiii. 1).
6. It
ought to be a decisive test as to our condition in Qod's sight. "He that loveth his
"
brother abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in him (1 John
" We know that we have passed from death unto life, because we love the
ii. 10).
brethren " (1 John iii. 14). 7. It must he a love recommended by the highest examples.
" God is love." " If God so loved us, we ought also to love one another." We are to
" walk in love, as Christ also loved us." " Let the same mind be in you which was
also itt Christ Jesus" (Phil, li, 5).—T. 0.

—

The pattern of Christian love. " Ab Christ also hath loved us, and hath
Ver. 2.
given himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour."
Jesus was an example of love in his life, for he went about every day doing gocd (Acts
But it is to his suffering of death that the apostle points us for the most
X. 38).
sublime and impressive illustration of his love. The words suggest many pregnant
thoughts.
I. Who offered himself ?
It was Christ, the only begotten Son of God.
It was
" Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his
his own voluntary act.
" Who loved me, and gave himself for me " (Gal.
life for his friends " (John xv. 13).
It was love that prompted the gift of himself eternal, infinite, free.
ii. 20).
Himself. Not the blood of others, much less th* blood
II. What did hb offer ?
of bulls and goats. It was the offering of the body of Christ (Hob. x. 10).
III. Foe whom ?
For us, while we were yet enemies (Rom. v. 10). Whether he
died in our stead or merely for our benefit is determined by the context, which
represents him as giving himself " an offering and a sacrifice."
This language marks
the distinctly substitutionary character of Clirist's death, just as he is himself described
"
elsewhere as a ransom for many."
IV. To WHOM DID he offer HIMSELF ? To God- That is, with the design that
God might accept the sacrifice. God had pleasure in the death and atonement of

—

his Son.

v. Ih what manner? "A» an offering and a sacrifice." The term "offering"
applies to propitiatory sacrifices, as well as to free-will offerings (Heb. x. 18, 14). The
additional word, "sacrifice," marks the clearly propitiatory character 3f his offering
(Heb.
VI.

vii.

27).

With WHAT BBSULT?

" For a sweet-smelling savour."

This phrase

is

applied

to propitiatory as well as to free-will offerings, as, for example, to the burnt offerings of
Noah (Gen. viii. 21). The sacrifice of Christ was well-pleasing to God, who could

henceforth manifest his character " as just, and the Justifier of him who believeth in
Jesus." The whole passage teaches us : 1. The unsoundness of that theology which sees
in the sufferings of Christ, not a propitiatory sacrifice, but the love, faith, and submission of God's Son, as an example to man. This view is altogether one-sided. 2.
The unsoundness of that theology which sees in his sufferings a mere exhibition of
love, without that element of righteousness which made these sufferings necessary.
If
love alone could save, why should he have suffered or died at all? It is the atoning
love that is the element of consolation to man.
3. The unsoundness of thftt theology
which sees the redeeming power of Christ in his birth rather than in his death, as if
the event of Bethlehem were transoendcntly more Importaat tlun the event

d

——

—

1

ea. T.
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4. That there is in Christ's love, not merely a force of argument or motive,
but a very rule or measure, of the love which we ought to exercise toward each other

GolgQtlia.
in the

bonds of the gospel.

—T.

C.

Vers. 3—5.
Warnings against impurity of dfl kinds. The sins hwe described were
common among the heathen, and received no adequate check from their moral guides.

Indeed, the old pagan world regarded them as things indifferent. They are, for the
most part, sins against ourselves, as the sins condemned in the previous verses are sins
against our neighbours.
They are to be condemned on many grounds.
I. Thbt are expkbss violations of the Divine Law.
(Exod. xx. 14.)
II. Thbt are dishonouring to God and his holiness.
The corruption that is in
the world through lust is inconsistent with the Divine nature (2 Pet. i. 4).
III. They thwart the design op the gospel or Christ, which is "to purify a
people to himself " (Titus ii. 14) ; " to cleanse us from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit " (2 Cor. vii. 1).
Jesus suffered in the flesh that we should die to the flesh (1
Pet. iv. 1).

IV. Thbt gbievb thk Holy Spirit, whose office is to sanctify us (ch. iv. 29, 30),
" That jure and holy dove will not dwell in a cage of unclean and filthy birds."
V. They dishonour the body, which is the temple of the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. tL 18).
They waste it as well as dishonour it (Prov. v. 11).
VI. They war against the soul in every sense of ths term against its life, its
aspirf^'ioas, its happiness (1 Pet. ii. 11).
They even darken the judgment and the
understanding (Hos. iv. 11). No sort of sin so hardens the heart.
VII. They provoke God's anger. (Col. iii. 5, 6 ; Jer. v. 7 ; ch. v. 6.) " For the
wrath of God cometh upon the children of disobedience." They subject transgressoi'S
to God's judgment, for " whoiemongers and adulterers God will judge "(Heb. xiii. 4).
And they keep them out of heaven (1 Cor. vi. 9 ; ver. 5). These sins of impurity are
not even to be named among saints, who are to be pure in thought, pure in heart, pure
" Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal V)ody, that ye
ic speech, pure in life.
1 Avoid all
should obey it in the lusts thereof" (Rom. vi. 12). To this end we must
the occasions that prompt to impurity : (1) idleness (Ezek. xvi. 49) (2) evil company
2, Make a covenant with our eyes
(Prov. vii. 25); and (3) all other sins (Prov. i. 25).
4. Delight iu God's Word.
(Job xxxi. 1).
3. Watch over our thoughts (Mai. ii. 16).
(Prov. n. 10, 16). 6. Continue in prayer (Ps. cxix. 37).—T. 0.
I

—

;

;

—

Warning against covetousness. It is singular to find covetousness,
Vers. 3 5.
In reality
is often the sin of respectability, linked with sins of gross impurity.
springs from selfishness, Uke these other sins. It has its origin ia the some unholy

which
it

root,

It is the inordinate love of riches,
Consider the nature or cotbtousness.
1. In the eager anxiety to attain wealth, without
itself in several ways.
2. In a sinful acquisition of
respect either to God's glory or our own spiritual good.
3. In a
wealth by extortion or fraud. (1 Kings xxi. 2, 13; Prov. x. 2; xxviii. 8.)
(1 Tim. vi. 17, 180
reliictance to use our wealth for good ends.
IL How IS covetousness to be regarded as " idolatry " ? It is to make a god of
our possessions and to give them the homage of our hearts. All the essential elements
I.

manifesting

of idolatry are included in this worldly disposition. The covetous man transfers to
His sin
riches the love, desire, joy, trust, and labour which God demands for himself.
The warning of the text
is all the greater because he knows that his god is no god.
is applicable (1) to all whose thoughts run more upon eaith than upon heaven (Luke xii.
22, 25, 29) ; (2) to all whose comfort depends upon worldly successes (Luke xii. 19)
(3) to all who grudge the time that is spent in rel gious duties (Amos viii. 5). The
sin of covetousness is, therefore, to be jealously avoided (1) because it is odious to God
" The covetous whom the Lord abhorreth " (Ps. x. 3) (2) because it is destructive to
ourselves, in turning our hearts from God (1 John ii. 15), in filling our hearts with
trouble and care (1 Tim. vi. 9, 10), and in kefping us out of the kingdom of God
Let us, therefore, estimate the world at its true value, meditate much on
(ver. 5)
the fatherly care of our God (Ljike xii. 81, 32 Matt. vi. 25, 26), act in faith upon the
promise (Heb. xiii. 5), and remember the terrible brand of idolatry which rests upon
;

.

;

——
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covetousness. It is a solemn thought that the most common of all sins is the most
Yet there is nothing in the condemnation of this sin that
serious in God's sight.
justifies the theory of other-worldliness, or the neglect of the duties of common

life.—T.

a

Warning against unbecoming speech, " Neither filthiness, nor foolSsh
nor jesting, which are not convenient : but rather giving of ihanks."
This term,
I. There ARE THREE VARIETIES OF DNBDiFYiNG SPEECH.
1. "MUkiness."
tliough referring to acts as much as words, points especially to that obscenity of speech
which is so disgusting to the moral sense of man. It is proof of a corrupt heart for
"out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh" and, more than anything
else, makes the tongue "a fire, a world of iniquity," even "set on fire of hell."
2. " Foolish talking"
This is the talking that will have many idle vi'ords to answer for
It is more than mere random gossip ; it is the
at the day of judgment (Matt. xii. 36).
talk of fools which is folly and sin ; It includes " corrupt speech " (ch. iv. 29).
It is
aimless, senseless, frivolous talk.
Our talk ought to be full of reason and purpose, and
bright with happy suggestion.
8. "Jesting."
The apostle does not condemn the
pleasantry which lends such a grace and joy to conversation, but the wit that is allied
to lewilness, brimming over in doiille entendres, and tending to demoralization.
" Which are not conII. The apostle's judgment upon these kinds of speech.
venient." 1. They are not so in themselves, for the character of impropriety essentially
attaches to each of them. 2. They are not so in the speakers, who incur a still deeper
reproach and prepare for themselves a graver judgment. 3. They are not so for the
hearers, who, though they may be amused for the moment, are not profited, but rather
debased by such conversation.
" Giving of thanks."- Christian cheerfulness
III. The bight use op the tongub.
ought to express itself, not in buffoonery or levity, but in thanksgiving and praise.
have much to be thankful for in our daily lot, and the thought of the indulgent
kindness which supplies all our need ought to repress anything like foolish or scurrilous
discourse.
The language of thankfulness will minister grace to the hearers. T. 0.
Ver.

4.

talkinjr,

—

—

We

—

Vcr. 6.
Divine wrath upon disobedience.
the true nature and real end of impurity in
you with vain words."

It

was necessary

all its

for the apostle to

manifestations.

mark

" Let no man deceive

no UK usual experience for wicked men not to see the wickedkjsss
The heathen regarded moral purity as a thing indifferent, and many
of tlieir moral guides palliated some of the worst features of pagan sensuality. They
argued, as some have argued in modem times with a wicked levity of purpose, that
sins of impurity have their origin and their justification in the very constitution of our
nature, that they are not inconsistent with many social virtues, and that they are not
injurious to others. It is one of the blinding effects of sin that men do not see their
I.

It

is

OF THEIR ACTS.

sin "

through the ignorance that

is

in them, because of the blindness of their heart

(oh. iv. 18).
II. It is a MISTAKE TO SUPPOSE THAT THE WRATH OF GOD IS LIMITED TO THE
PRESENT LIFE, and is merely entailed through the connection established by the
Divine government between sin and suffering. There is such a connection written in
the physical const;itiition of man. Sinners often in this life receive in themselves
"that recompense of their error which is meet" (Rom. i. 27). The drunkard is
punished here in broken health, in loss of substance, reputation, and happiness. But
we are not to suppose that the laws of Providence which ensure these results exhaust
the fulness of Divine wrath against sin. Scripture tells us plainly that sins of impurity
entail exclusion " from the kingdom of Christ and of God " (ver. 5) ; that he will
judge whoremongers and adulterers (Heb. xiii. 5), and that " the abominable, and
murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have
their part in the lake that burneth with fire and brimstone " (Rev. xxi. 8).
T. 0.

—

Ver. 7.— Separation /rem evil. The apostle counsels believers not to be partakers
with sinners. That is, in their sins, not their punishnient. We are here taught
1. That it is P088Ibi.e foe believers to partake of rH>5 bJse of othebb.
Thev

—
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may do so by conniving at them, by not checking or punishing them, hy not mourning
over them,a8 well as by actually committing them. It is a dishonour to God, a lure to
others, a mischief to ourselves, to stand in the way of transgressors.
IL That believers ought to maintain a vebt bepakate walk in the world.
They who have named the name of Christ ought to depart from iniquity (2 Tim. ii. 19).
The cry to them ever is, " Come out from amnng them, and be ye separa te " (2 Cor. vi. 1 7).
There is no common standing-room for Christ and Belial in the Church. This do»s
not countenance our separation from society ; for Jesus, who was " separate from sinners,"
was always in society that he might win sinners to God. Our wall; is yet to be as
separate as it is to be circumspect, tliat we may stand apart from the plagues that will
descend upon a doomed world. T, 0.

—

The darkness turned into light As a reason for their not lapsing into
from which they had escaped, the apostle reminds them of the darkness 61 their

Ver. 8.
vices

pagan condition.

L They were ONCE DARKNESS itself. "Ye

were sometimes darkness." Tiie phrase
very impressive, for it indicates a moral as well as an intellectlufxl darkness.
hard
heart is always linked with a blinded understanding. The two act and react upon each
Men do not care to retain the knowledge
other, becoming alternately cause and effect.
of God in their thoughts, and God, in judgment, gives them over to a reprobate mind.
The most enlightened natures of the ancient world were thus "darkness" itself.
Athens, the eye of Greece, inscribed upon an altar the confession of its ignorance. The
phrase, " darkness," suggests three thoughts. 1. Mere is fear in darkness the fear
Heathenism was full of
of enemies, the fear of death, the fear of undefined agencies.
fears.
Death was a dark and terrible spectre. 2. Theie is discomfort in darkness.
Enemies
Light, its opposite, is the symljol of joy. 3. There is danger in darkness.
stumble un a dark m>^ht ; we fall
use the nights for their deeds of violence.
down precipices ; we take a wrong road. How expressive is the term as applied to
the heathen
II. They are now "lwht in the Lord."
Conversion has wrought a radical
change in the understanding as well as the heart. Believers are now light " in fellow"
ship with the Lord
(1 John i. 3). There is more implied than the flashing into
<» human mind the knowledge of the truth ; there is the renewing of that mind into the
love of the truth which it knows. Otherwise the light would torment and not comfort.
But believers, thus doubly furnished may well be called "light in the Lord."
The light of the sun does not stream down directly upon the world ; at least, it comes
to the service of men reflected from a thousand objects which receive it upon their
surfaces ; similarly the world sees the gli)ry of the Sun of righteousness reflected in the
millions of saints who are " lights in the Lord."
"walk as children op
III. The ddtt of believers in these cikcumstanoes
LIGHT." That is, as those in nearest connection with it. 1. As light signifies joy,
" II we walk iu
believers walk in the Joy of an assured hope and a perpetual cleansing.
the light, as he is in the light, . . . the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from
2. We walk vn the day and therefore should not stumble.
all sin " (I John 1. 7).
" The darkness is past, and the true light now shineth " (1 John ii. 8).
ought to
keep an eye fixed on the straight path of duty, and avoid the by-paths that lead to
darkness and ruin. 3. If we walk in the. light, t«« ought clearly to recognize the
fellowship of all travellers to Zion. " If we walk in the light ... we have fellowship
are going the same way, inspired by the same hopes, meeting
one with another."
the same difficulties, arriving at last at the same home. T. 0.

A

is

—

We

—

We

We

—

shown or seen in all the forms of "goodness
good, the right, the true, are only to he realized
through the light that streams from the Sun of righteousness " the true light " that
" now shineth." The apostle says the fruit, not the fruits, of the light as if to show that
Christianity would be a very imperfect
It takes all the three colours to make this light.
manifestation of God if a single one of these elements were missing from the true light.
It is spoken of elsewhere as a fruit of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22), and
I. Goodness.
This
therefore is not mere beneficeace, for it has its source ia religioui principle.
Ver. 9.

The fruit of the

and righteousness and

light.

truth."

The

It is

—

—

— —

"
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excellence, in its various aspects of kindness
tliat illiimraates the understanding.

EiQHTEOtrsNESS.

II.

mind

The

light

and generosity,

is

[cH.r.l-SS
kindled by the light

which communicates a knowledge of righteousness

This principle
has a due sense of Divine ohligation, and subjects the believer in every relation of life
to the p;uidance of Divine Law,
This is a direct emanation of the light. It is religious truth, working
III. Truth.
ultimately to truth of character in all the genuine forms of Christian life.
T. 0.
to the

also infuses a love of righteousness into the affections.

—

The experimental test of the Lord's will. As the ninth verse is a parenthesis,
Ver. 10.
the apostle states that it is by walldng as children of light we are in a position to
prove " what is well-pleasing unto the Lord."
I.

Consider the true standard of judgment as to rtght and WBONa.

The

believer is not to discover it in wliatever may be well-pleasing to himself, but in what
It is the Lord Jesus Christ who is Lord of the conscience
is well-pleasing to the Lord.
He has a supreme lordship over our
to regulate all our thoughts and all our actions.
life as well as over our death : " For whether we live we live unto the Lord."
He is
thus not merely Saviour and Example, but Director of his people in all the concerns of
In difBcult situations, therefore, the true casuistry of life is to ask Will
religious life.
this action be well-pleasing to Christ ?
Believers are enabled, in
II. Consider the subjective test of this Divine will.
the clear light in which they walk, to discover the right path. It is through their being
transformed by the renewing of their mind that they " prove what is that good, and
Similarly we learn that " if any
acceptable, and perfect, will of God " (Rom. xii. 2).
man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God " (John vii. 17).

—

Light admitted into the understanding contributes to win the affections, and, the
affections won, open wide the doors for the admission of more light.
To know the law
you love and to love the law you know is the best condition in which human beings
can be. It is the union of clear light in the understanding with perfect purity of heart
which distinguishes the kingdom of redemption in its final practical triumph. T. C.

—

—

13.
Separation and rebuke the true attitude toward works of darineK.
Vers. 11
apostle thus describes the duty of Christians in reference to evil works.
" Unfruitful works of darkness."
I. The character of these works.
They
spring out of darkness, they delight in darkness, they lead to darkness eternal. They
are not naturally unfruitful, for they are fearfully prolific of result, but, in the light of
God they are fruitless, because most unlike to the fruits of light, which are goodness,
righteousness, and truth. They have " no fruit unto holiness," with an end of eternal

The

life

(Rom.

vi. 22).

The duty of separation from them.

This is a negative security. Christians
There must be no fellowship with darkness.
are to stand apart from every evil work.
The friendship of the world can only be purchased at the cost of the Father's friendship
II.

(Jas. iv. 4).

This is to be done with the
III. The duty of rebuking works of darkness.
view of producing a consciousness of guilt and evil. The Christian attitude must be
aggressive toward all the forms of sin. The rebuke is to be administered (1) with the
lips, using all plainness, yet with prudence and meekness, so as to win Gentiles to
the truth; (2) with our lives, which, by their holy separateness, ought to demonstrate
the folly and sin of the worli A holy man is a visible reproof of sin.
IV. The reason for this attitude of separation and rebuke. The heinousness
of the sins and the necessity of making them manifest to the sinner's conscience.
1. The sins are (1) done in secret, (2) and they are too shameful for mention.
Such sins
would naturally shun the light of day, for " every one that doeth evil hateth the light
(John iii. 20), and could not be committed to language without risk of defilement to
The light of Divine truth must be let fall
others.
2. Yet they are not heyond cure.
upon them, that they may be corrected. " All things that are reproved are made maniThere is a necessary connection in Scripture between truth and
fest by the light."
holinesg, and the truth must first be applied to the ignorant and the wicked, thatjt
may make way for the sanctifying agency of the S|pi&. The sun-glass of trudt held

—
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hand of the rebuker will concentrate the light from heaven upon the conscience
he will see it full of all nameless lusts, and that very light will
kindle a fire to consume them, unless the sinner, loving darkness, should turn away
from the unwelcome light. Therefore let Christians remember the duty of pious and
prudent reproof, which may not only put sin to shame, if not to silence, but lead the
sinner from darkness to light, from the kingdom of Satan to the kingdom of God's
in the

of the sinner so that

dear

Son.—T.

Ver. 14.

C.

The trumpet-call of the

must be a rousing voice

to

awake the

gospel.

Since

it

ia

light that manifests, there
may be poured fully

sleeper, that the light of life

upon him.
I. The person addressed.
"Thou that sleepest." Sleep is an apt figure to
describe the sinner.
1. He lives in an unreal world, full of dreams and fancies, quite
unconscious of the real world around him. The sinner dreams of safety and peace. He
is carnally secure (Rom. xiii. 10 ; 1 Thess. v. 6).
He may even walk in his sleep.

Be is wholly unprotected against danger. If he knew of his danger, he would not
be asleep. He needs, therefore, to be toused. 3. His work is wholly suspended. So
long as the sinner sleeps in spiritual death he does no good, he gets no good, he cares
for nothing.
The figure of the text is, therefore, very expressive.
IL The command addressed to the sleeper. " Awake . . . and arise from the
dead." The first thing is to open the eyes ; but we are not to suppose that the sinner has
any power of himself to open them, any more than the man with the withered hand had
power to stretch it forth before Christ said, " Stretch forth thine hand." It is the light
which Christ is to shed upon the sleeper that will awake him. Just as the sun in the
natural heavens, shining upon the eye of a sleeper, awakes liim, so the beams of the Sun
of righteousness end the sleep of death. 1. The cry, "Awake !" is the voice of love.
A mother's love will lull her child to sleep, but if the house is on fire, it will take
another turn, and startle the child from its slumbers. 2. The cry, "Awake I" is the
voice of wisdom. The sinner loses much by sleeping. The thief pilfers by night. The
tare-sower goes forth in darkness to sow his seed. If you sleep on till death, you lose
everything. 3. The cry is a voice of command. Who commands? It is he who
4. It is a voice you have often heard
redeemed you with his precious blood.
in
sermons, in sickness, in sorrows, in calamities.
HI. The peomise to the sleeper. "And Christ shall give thee light." The light
that comes from Christ can reach even the dead " The hour is coming, and now is,
when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God and they that hear shall live "
(John V. 25). The dead are not quickened before they hear his voice, but his voice
causes them to hear and live. Christ will give you light to carry you out of the society
of the dead into the companionship of the children of light, because it has already
introduced you into the fellowship of the Father and the Son. " Let us therefoi-e cast
T. C.
off the works of darkness, and put on the armour of light."
2.

—

:

:

—

—

The circumspect walk. 1. Its necessity. The duty of reproof
V«r8. 15, 16.
involved the necessity of circumspection in those who were bound to administer it.
It may be a small thing to Christians " to be judged of man's judgment " (1 Cor. iv. 3),
yet they cannot afford to disregard the force of public opinion. They ought to " have a
good report of them which are without " (1 Tim. iii. 7). It is evidently with reference to
onlookers that the counsel of the apostle is given : " Walk in wisdom toward them that
When we consider the number of our
are without, redeeming the time " (Col. iv. 5).
enemies, the inconstancy of our minds, the strictness of the Divine requirements,
and the jealousy our Divine Master cherishes over his people, it is impossible to walk
acceptably unless we walk circumspectly.
are to " walk circumspectly, not as fools, but
II. The nature op this walk.
as wise." 1. We are to have knowledge of the true way (Jer. vi. 16 Matt. vii. 14), not
as the fool, who misses the path. 2. We are to follow the light that falls upon our path,
not like the fool, who turns aside to darkness, only to stumble in it (Prov. iv. 27).
3, We are to foresee the dangers of the way and provide against them, not like " the
simple, who pass on and are punished " (Prov. xxii. 3). 4. We are to have the Lord for
Companion by the way, like "Enoch, who walked with God" (Gen. v. 22). The

We

;

ow
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compaay of the foolish. 5. We are to heep in view the end of our walh
" Receiving the end of your faith, even the salvation of your souls " (1 Pet. i. 9).
III. The application of this phinoiple to the profitable use of opportunitt.
" Redeeming the time, because the days are evil." There can be no wise or careful
walking without a due consideration both of the value of time and of the importance of
using our opportunities for doing good. 1. The nature of this redemption of time. It
is not the mere effort to rescue the fleeting hours of our life from idleness, vanity, distraction, or excessive devotion to business, but an effort to lay hold of opportunities for
doing good, to make the most of them, to allow no distractions of pleasure or life to
stand in the way of their right employment. Jesus, in his extreme youth, was eager
are to do good unto all men " as
to be " about his Father's business " (Luke ii. 49).
are to do good to our very enemies, after the
we have opportunity " (Gal. vi. 10).
example of that Father who "maketh his sun to rise upon the evil and the good"
(Matt. V. 45).
are to use our opportunities also for receiving good, giving all
diligence to make our catling and our election sure (2 Pet. i. 10).
2. Seasons for
redeeming the time. " Because the days are evil." It is not because our days are few,
though that is also a very good reason. (1)
have lost much time already (1 Pet. iv.
3) ; (2) we do not know how much time yet remains to us (Jas. iv. 14) (3) we have
to give an account of all our time and opportunities. The reason assigned by the apostle
Time must not be lost if the evil is to be quickly and effectively
is the evil of the days.
counteracted.
The apostle does not hint the nature of the evil. Yet it is allowable to
suppose that the days were evil, not in themselves, but by reason of man's wickedness
and folly. (1) It is the evil of sin, rather than the evil of punishment, that is meant.
(2) It is part of the evil that men do not see it at all.
(3) It is part of the evil that
they do not mourn over it. (4) It is part of the evil that they will do nothing to
remove it. There is, therefore, all the njore reason for Christians bestirring themselves
in all seasons and spheres of action to counteract the evil of the days.
T. 0.
fool seeks the

Wc

We

We

We

;

—

Ver. 17.

The right understanding of duty.

This

is

necessary to

Its

efficient

liorformaiice.
I. Unwisdom.
The thought of the apostle turns upon the misapplication or misdirection of our powers.
"Be ye not unthinking and senseless." It is a sin against
our rational nature, against our high calling, against the Lord, not to use our intellectual
faculties with supreme relation to the Lord's will.

II. The importance of a true knowledge of the Lord's will.
Religion is a
question of knowledge as well as feeling. Knowledge supplies the basis of feeling.
Though Scripture tells us not to lean to our own understanding, it tells us to love
with knowledge and all judgment. The knowledge is needed both to stimulate and
to regulate the love.
must know our duties, dangers, temptations, in respect to
every condition of life in which we are placed by Divine providence. It is the will of
the Lord Jesus Christ which supplies tlie true standard of action to every Christian.
The direction of our life is to be determined by his precepts. T. 0..

We

—

Ver. 18.
Warning against drunkennest. The tremendous sin of intemperance must
have had a great hold upon a commercial city like Ephesus. It was necessary that
Cliristians should beware of such an insidious vice.
I. It dishonours the Law of God.
(Rom. xiii. 13.)
II. It disturbs the reason of man.
III. It endanqees the health of the body.
IV. It injures the soul. (Hos. iv. 11.)
V. It wastes the substance and tends to BEcaAKT. (Prov. xxiil. 21.)
VI. It consumes precious time and deteriorates the character of work.
VII. It is the cause of other sins.
Such as swearing, strife, licentiousness

(Prov. xxiii. 19).

VIII. It unfits foe beligious duties.
IX. It keeps souls out of the kingdom of God. (1 Cor. vi. 9.) Therefore
Christians ought to avoid it, abstaining altogether from intoxicating drinks on the
grounds of Christian expediency, and using their influence to rescue others from tt*
ruinoui faacination.—T. 0.

—
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Vers. 18 21.
TTie true antidote to dnmhenneM.
There is • real contrast here
exhibited between fnliiess of wine and fulness of the Spirit.
There is an intensity of
" There is one intensity of feeling produced by stimufeeling produced in both cases.
lating the senses ; another, by vivifying the spiritual lite within.
The one commences
with impulses from without, the other is guarded by forces from within." The one
"
tends to ruin, the other to salvation. The Spirit-fulness
will keep the soul holy, the
body chaste, and render the Christian fit for the service of God on earth and meet foi
the fruition and enjoyment of God in heaven." The exhilaration caused by the Spirit
finds a threefold expression.
I. In psalms, hymns, and spiniTUAL bonos,
1. The heathen festivals were
remarkable for songs of drunken revelry. The excitement of the worshippers found
vent in singing. Christians are likewise to express their exhilaration in songs. "The
hearts and spirits of good men are full of spiritual mirth and joy ; they are as meixy in
the Lord as sinners iii their lust ; it is, therefore, lawful and laudable for them to express
their mirth and give vent to their spiritual joy by singing."
2, There is a happy
variety in such songs adapted to the various moods of the singers.
have the
Psalms of David we have the hymns composed by pious men like Zacharias and
Simeon ; and we have the compositions, for public assemblies, of those inspired by the
Holy Spirit (1 Cor. xiv.). 3. There must be a harmony in these songs between the
artistic service of the voice and the inner melody of the heart.
Otherwise the spirit
and meaning of the exercise will disappear. 4. Singing has always been a powerful
instrument of promoting the spread of true religion (Reformation, periods of revival).
5. The singing here enjoined was for social intercourse as well as for the public assemblies of worship.
Christians ought to exercise their gifts of song to spiritual ends.
The heart which is filled with the Spirit brims over
II. In giving of thanks.
with thankfulness. 1. To whom thanjcs are to be given. " To God, even the Father."
To God as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and therefore our Father in him. (1)
Because it is only from him we have anything that is good (Jas. i. 17) (2) because
it is only by him we are preserved from evil (Ps. cxxi. 7) ; (3) because he only is good
2. How should we give thanks to him 1
in himself (Luke xviii. 19).
(1) By humble
confession of our unworthiness (Gen. xxxii. 10 ; ch. iii. 8) (2) by humble acknowledgment of his mercies (Prov. iii. 6 ; Ps. cxlv. 1 9) j (3) by improving everything to bis
glory (Prov. iii. 9) (4) by walking before him in all well-pleasing. 3. What must xb*
thank him for f " For all things." (1) For our mercies for sparing mercy, for recovering mercy, for mercies both received and expected. You cannot expect a blessing in them
unless you are thankful for them ; and the more thankl'ul you are for mercies received
the more reason is there for your expecting more. (2) For all providences for prosThe afflictions may be mixed with mercies,
jierity or adversity, for health or sickness.
and may be the means of quickening our graces (Ps. cxix. 67). 4. Sow often must we
thanh him f " Always." It must be continuous. The heart must be kept in a constantly thankful frame, and not expend itself at mere intervals in acts of devout
thanksgiving. 5. Through whom are our thanksgivings to he made acceptable to Ood ?
" In the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ."
are authorized to use this Name as our
warrant for expecting the acceptance of onr services as well as the fullest enjoyment of
all spiritual mercies.
The effect of the Spirit's full enjoyment is to produce a
III. Mutual submission.
humble and loving spirit among Christian people. 1. The duty of mutual suhmission.
This principle, which is inconsistent with a perverse egotism or a self-opinionated
It reduces the friction of human life, and
superiority, has great and happy effects.
contributes greatly to its comfort and peace. It has nothing in common with the

We

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

We

and obsequious temper which is such a dishonour to manhood. Let us mutually
condescend to each other. " In lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than
themselves " (Phil. ii. 3). " All of you he subject one to another, and be clothed with
humility" (1 Pet. v. 5). We are not isolated units in society. "The essential
equality of men and their mutual dependence lay the foundation for the obligation of
mutual subjection." 2. The element or sphere in which this duty is to le maintained,
" In the fear of Christ." This is not terror, but the solemn reverence with which we bow
to the authority of our Divine Lord. Our submission is grounded In our reverence for
him, HI our fear of offending him by our airs of assumption or authority, in our supreme
servile

—

—
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regard for his holy will. Thus Christianity lifts the commonest duties and civilities
and amenities of social life into the highest sphere, by connecting them with tin
supreme lordship of Christ over his saints, T. C.

—

—

The duties oftoives. In enforcing relative duties the apostle reminds
Vers. 22 24.
us that religion takes hold of all possible conditions and callings of men. Religion is
the great formative grace for men. We are set in a curiously various scheme of relations, in which the two principles of union and subjection are beautifully blended.
The three relations in which tlifse principles are seen in operation are peculiar to family
life. The wife is first mentioned, then tlie children, then the servants. Beligion rounds
out the life of the family in a lovely completeness. Consider
I. The duties of wives.
They are aU summed up in the one word svhjeciion.
It is singular that the apostle does not command the wife to love her husband as the
husband is commanded to love his wife. Her love is commanded elsewhere (Titus ii. 4),
but not here. It has been observed that what is instinctive is not enforced, but only
what is necessary to hallow and direct our instincts. The husband is to be the head
yet he is not commanded to govern ; but he is commanded to love, as the means of
securing subjection or submission on the part of the wife.
She, again, loves more
naturally and more passionately than man ; her love is no subject of command, it is
talien for granted
and 'he apostle commands her to obey and honour her husband as
the best expression of this love. Jeremy Taylor says, " He rules her by authority,
she rules bim by love ; she ought by all means to please hira, and he must by no
means displease her."
Her great duty, then, is subjection. Let us see what it
involves.
1. It is not servitude.
It is not like the obediencf of servants to masters,
Bor even like that of children to parents. It is a submiss on that recognizes the
husband's rule as just, tender, and wise. 2. It is a wise and hiving obedience. Wives
are " to be obedient to their own husbands" (Titus ii. 5).
Saah is quoted by another
apostle as an example of this obedience (1 Pet. iii. 1
It was necessary to empha6).
size this duty at a time when Christianity gave woman a new position of dignity and
privilege, and when there might have been a temptation on thf. part of Christian wives
who had unbelieving husbands to assert an authority over thim inconsistmt with the
There is to be no dual authority in the family. Ths
original institution of marriage.
gospel made them both " heirs together of the grace of life,'* as it made " both male
and female one in Christ," yet, even in religious or ecclesiastical matters, she was not
to usurp authority over the man, but " to be in silence " (1 Tim. ii. 12).
3. It is an
obedience within limits, though the wives are enjoined to be iubject to their husbands
" in everything," that is, in ei^erything within the d\i6 sphwe of a husband's authority, for they are not to obey him in anything contrary to Go.l and his Law.
They are
to obey God rather than man. 4. It is an obediencefashioned in its conditions and spirit
upon the subjection of the Church to Christ. " As the Chur;h is subject unto Christ,
1 his implies that the wife's
so let the wives be to their own husbands in everything."
obedience is not to be forced or feigned, but springing nal urally out of her affection
to her husband, her dependence upon him, and her recogniti&fl of the just grounds of his
superiority.
5. It implies fear, or reverence.
"Let thevife see that she reverence
her husband" (ver. 33), not despising him in her heart, as Michal despised David
(2 Sam. vi. 16), but, like Sarah, calling her husband "lord" (1 Pet. iii. 6).
The chaste
conversation of the wife is to be " coupled with fear" to assert its own power.
II. The beasons for this submission.
1. The husband's recognized headship in the
" The head of the woman is the man " (1 Cor. xi.
original institution of marriage.
3).
Her obedience, therefore, while a religious duty, has its foundation in nature. (1) The
"
"
formed.
Adam
man was first
was first formed, then Eve (1 Tim. ii. 13). (2) The
man was not created for the woman, but the woman for the man (1 Cor. xi. 9). (3)
The woman was first in transgression. " Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived was in the transgression " (1 Tim. ii. 14). (4) The woman is the " glory of
the man," but " the man is the image and glory of God " (1 Cor. xi. 7). 2. Her
dependent position. As the "weaker vessel," she needs protection, while he far excels
her in those qualities which entitle to command. Yet his superiority in these respects
is consistent with his inferiority to the woman in gentleness, patience, sympathy love
delicacy of sentiment.
3. The fitness of things.
She is " to be subject to her own
;

—

—
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This expressive phrase points to the closeness, exclusiveness, and specialty
It is thus a great mischief to unsex woman by denying or dis-

of the relationship.

regarding the superiority of man. 4. The similarity of the relation to that between the
Chwch and Christ. " As the Church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their
own husbands in everything." As Christ is the Source of authority and direction to the

Church, as he exercises both with meekness and gentleness, so is the husband to the
She is bound, therefore, to give him the obedience the Church gives to Christ,
limited, of course, by the nature of the relation and the authority of God.
She is not
to identify her husband's claims with Christ, as if her Saviour could supersede or weaken
the just authority of her husband over her.
religious wife loves and honours her
husband all the more from the very intenseness of her love to Clirist. Her very
obedience, too, fashioned upon the obedience of the Church to Christ, becomes tributary
to her influence over her husband.
Christianity has lifted woman to a high place, but
without' unsexing her. The old pagan writer, Libanius, might well exclaim, "Oh
wife.

A

what women these Christians have

!

"

— T. C.

—

The duties of husbands. As the duties of wives are comprehended
Vers. 25 33.
in the single duty of subjection, the duties of husbands are comprehended in the single
duty of love. The injunction is significantly repeated three times, as if to indicate
that it was essentially needed to correct or qualify his sense of sovereignty or
superiority over her.
Consider three points.
I. The characteristics of a husband's love.
1. It is peculiar in its nature,
unlike the love of parent or child, friend or neighbour. " He is to love his wife even
as himself." 2. If is single, exclusive, and undivided in its object ; for the husband is to
devote to his one wife all the affection of his life. " Rejoice with the wife of thy
youth'' (Prov. v. 18, 19). This fact is the condemnation of bigamy and polygamy.
" Husbands, love your
3. It is to be considerate and fender, excluding all bitterness.
Husbands are " to dwell with
wives, and be not bitter against them " (Col. iii. 19).
their wives according to knowledge" (1 Pet. iii. 7); that is, with a due consideration
to their condition as "the weaker vessel," and with a disposition to hide or bear with
their weaknesses or infirmities. It is to be a love that will make it unnecessary for the
husband ever to command his wife. The gospel counterpart of " Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands," is not " Husbands, command your wives," but " love
your wives." 4. It is to be mutual. The wife's love is presupposed, though elsewhere
The husband is to love her as she loves him.
it is expressly commanded (Titus ii. 4).
The rightful confidence and sympathy of married life are impossible without mutual
All marriages of convenience or self-interest are thus condemned. Love
affection.
must be the basis of marriage. 5. If is to be constant and lasting, notwithstanding all
the weaknesses or failings of the wife.
1. In providing
II. The methods in which this love is to find expression.
for the temporal support of a wife. The husband is to "nourish and cherish" his wife.
He that provideth not for his own is worse than an unbeliever (1 Tim. v. 3). 2. He
must consult her happiness and pleaswre ; for " he that is married is to care that he
may please his wife " (1 Cor. vii. 33). 3. He must protect her life, her honour, her good
name ; for she is " the weaker vessel." He must " give honour to the wife " (1 Pet. iii. 7).
He is to pray for her and with her, remembering
4. He is to seeJe her spiritual welfare.
that she is an heir with him of the grace of life, " that your prayers be not hindered."
1. The original law of marriage.
"For
III. The reasons for this command.
this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and the
twain shall become one flesh." The union implies such an identification of interest, property, and relationship to the world as to make them almost one person. 2. The wife
She is not only one flesli with himself, but she is his very
is the husband's other self.
body. " No man ever yet hated his own flesh," except the fanatics of ascetic devotion.
She is given to him as " an help3. The help, comfort, and blessing she brings to him.
meet ; " she is his companion. " Yet she is thy companion and the wife of thy covenant" (Mai. ii. 14). I'he heart of the husband "safely trusts in her" (Prov. xii. 4).
spirit of chivalry ought to surround her with the shield
4. She is the weaker vessel.
his honour aud
5. She is " the glory of the man " (1 Cor. xi. 7)
of protecting love.
ornament aud delight. 6. Sis union with her is typical of the blessed union that exists
HFHESIANS.
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and the Church. All the love and self-sacrifice and service wLich Christ
expended upon the Church supply the type of a husband's duty to his wife, T. C.

between Christ

—

—

The union between Christ and the Church, The apostle unites, with
Vers. 25 32.
an exposition of the duties of conjugal life, a very impressive statemrnt of the nature
of the union between Christ and the Church. This statement is exceedingly important,
quite irrespective ol its supplying an illustration of the ground and measure of a
husband's affection for his wife. There are three truths here exhibited respecting the
union of Christ and his Church.
I. Christ is the Head of the Chukch as well as the Saviour op the bodt.
He not only saves the Church, but governs it ; he not only redeemed it by his atoning
death, but is its continuous Preserver and Director, his life the very life of his people
" Because I live, ye shall live also."
1. Tht
II. Christ prepares the Ciiukch fob himself as his spotless bbide.
language implies that the Church was originally impure, in fact, like the foundling
"
"
infant of the prophet exposed on the day of its birth,
to the loathing of its person
(Ezek. xvi.). If she had not been so, there would have been no need of Christ's
glorious cleansing.
2. It was through his death that Christ designed to make his people
" He gave himself" for thera (ver. 25). The language is clearly sacrificial. The
holy.
gift involved a death of unuteiable anguish, yet ho shrank not from it in his unutterable love. It is the death whicli secures our ultimate holiness, for it reconciles us to
God and secures to us tlie gift of the Holy Spirit. We are redeemed from the curse of
the Law, that

"we might

receive the promise of the Spirit" (Gal. iii. 13, 14).
3. The
" That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing
of water by the Word " or, rather, " that, having purified it, he might consecrate it."
The Church is thus set apart as his bride " the Lamb's wife." It is thus that Christ
sanctifies his people with his blood (Heb. x. 10 ; xiii. 11, 12), not merely by way of
expiation, but by way of consecrating them to himself.
The instrumental means of the
Church's sanctifioation is " the washing of water by the Word." This points clearly
;
to bapiism, which is elsewhere described as " the laver of regeneration " but it is
baptism inseparably linked with "the Word." What is the spiritual import of this
baptism? It neither regenerates nor secures the remission of sins. It is true that
it is called "the laver of regeneration" (Titus iii. 5), and that remission of sins is
connected with it. "Arise, be baptized, and wash away thy sins" (Acts xxii. 16).
But no more is ascribed in Scripture to baptism than to the Word of God. Baptism
cleanses from sin as the Word does.
are saved by the truth, begotten by the truth,
sanctified by the truth.
But this language does not imply that the Word regenerates
every one who hears it, or tliat it possesses a masic power to work saving results,
" Faith Cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God " (Rom. x. 17) ; but many
who hear do not believe. Besides, salvation, as in the case of infants, is not linked
inseparably with the Word. Historically, we know from the instances of baptism
recorded in the New Testament that faith preceded baptism.
Therefore baptism
cannot regenerate.
believe, however, that baptism is both a sign and a seal of the
covenant of grace, without believing that it has any regenerating power in itself. The
Lord connects the blessings of salvation with a believing reception of baptism, just
as he does with a believing acceptance of the Word.
For the apostle is here speaking
of the effect of baptism on the Church, not upon those who are aliens from its blessings.
" That he might present
4. The design of the Lord in this purification of the Church.
it to himself a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; but that
it should be holy and without blemish."
(1) This refers evidently to the time of oar
Lord's second coming, when he is to be admired in all them that believe. It cannot refer
to the Church in this world, which, even in its best states, has many a spot and many
a wrinkle. (2) It implies that the Lord will himself present his Church " as his purchased possession," and he and no other will receive the Church as his bride to himself.
(3) The condition of the Church will be one of spotless glory. She will have neither
the spots of sin or error to mar her beauty nor the wrinkles of decay, but will be
" holy and without blemish." 5. It was love that prompted and directed the whok
" As Christ also loved the Church."
process which is to have such a glorious result.
application, of the atonement.
;

We

We

IIL Christ and the Chuboh abe one membership.

" For

we

are

members of Ui

—
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tody, of his flesh, and of his tones " (ver. 30). 1. This does not refer to the incarnalion, for the assumption of human nature allied our Saviour to the whole race of man.
This membership applies to believers only, 2. Neither does it refer, as Romanists say,
to the Lord's Supper, in which, partaking of his flesh, we are flesh of his flesh.
3. It
signifies community of life, like that which connected Eve in her creation with the
flesh of Adam,
are elsewhere said to be saved by his flesh (oh. ii. 15), by his

We

13), by his body (Rom. vii. 4), by the body of his flesh (Col. i. '^2) ; and
" Except ye eat
his flesh is called our life, and described as essential to eternal life.
the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you " (John vi.

blood (ch.

ii.

53, 54). There is, no doubt, great mystery here, and therefore the relation between
Christ and bis Church may well be called so (ver. 32), T, 0.

—

Vers. 1

—

The love and the wrath of Ood enforcing morality. Paul ii still
the unity of the Church and calling for that watcliful and pure walk on
the part of the Ephesians which can alone promote it. He consequently brings to
bear upon them the allied motives of the love and the wrath of God. And here we may
remark, in passing, that the moralities which have tried to work themselves without the
aid of Divine sanctions have proved practically powerless.
No " independent morality "
has as yet rendered any appreciable service to the world.
still need to be overshadowed by the Divine. Paul, moreover, begins with love, and then passes on to the
fact of the Divine wrath.
And—
working

16.

for

We

I,

The love of God patbbnal and fraternal should move us to mutual love

The Ephesians are exhorted to follow their Divine Father as dear children.
The constant love of the heavenly Father lights all the children on their way and
rebukes their want of love. The first motive in this section is, therefore, paternal love
a call to children of God to be loving like their Father in heaven. But the second
motive is from the fraternal love of Christ, which led him out of consideration for us
to " give himself up for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God for an odour of a sweet
smell " (Revised Version). The self-sacrifice of Christ, we are here taught, was a very
precious offering in the Father's sight. In the cross the Father for the firiit time saw
perfect obedience carried up to the point and in the article of death.
While in one
(Vers. 1, 2.)

aspect Jesus realized the Father's wrath on the cross, because the Substitute for sinners,
in another aspect he was contemplated by the Father with the utmost complacency.
Self-sacrifice is fully appreciated by our Father in heaven. Now, if God regarded with
infinite delight the self-sacrifice of the only begotten Son for the sake of his brethren,
there is no way in which we can delight our Father so much as by following in
the Elder Brother's footsteps and being ready to sacrifice ourselves out o"f love to the
What a spirit this would infuse into our Church life! Harless notices that
brethren.
in this passage Christ is really represented as both Priest and Victim.
In the same
way we may delight the mind of God in being victims and priests in our loving
relations to the brethren.
II.

The wrath of God

(Vers. 3

—

7.)

The

is

idea that

a REALirt towards the covetous and unclean.
God will not be angry with wicked men must be

dismissed from all minds. lUghteous indignation against certain forms of evil is an
experience of a most imperative and holy character. We should lose our reverence
It was the more needful to
for a God who did not become angry with sinners.
afiirm this truth at Ephesus, since the deities of heathenism were supiiosed to be
addicted to such crimes as uneleanness and covetousness. Olympus was filled, by
the impure imaginations of men, with a set of men and women who were for the
most part fit for penitentiaries and state prisons. Morality received no backing from
But the thought that a God so loving as our heavenly Father is
the mythology.
wrathful with the covetous and the unclean, and allows his wrath to burn against
them, is surely calculated to wean men from such sins. There seems to have been
insinuations in Paul's time that the Divine wrath against impurity and covetousness
was mythical, just as such insinuation prevails at present. But surely the frightful
punishment which these sins entail in the order of nature speak to the spirit of man
about the reality of the Divine wrath. Not all the ameliorations of science can
bring it about that men can 80 sin with impunity ; the unclean are cursed in the
very nature of things with a grievous curse, and the covetous suffer of nwiessity

—
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and miserly souls. God is an angry God against those who lov«
and our only course is to forsake it. Harless and Olshausen helieve the word
here rendered " covetousness " to mean in this connection " intemperance," the desire,
not for gold, but for fleshly gratification the making a god of the belly, and so an
idolatry.
Of course, if this sense be taken of rAtoytiia, it agrees better with the
context and makes more emphatic Paul's appeal for purity. Do we make as much
As the love-pain of God, as one
in these days of the Divine wrath as we should ?
in their pinched
sin,

—

writer has called

it, it is

surely well fitted to enforce morality.

IIL Paul fhetheb shows that the deeds of dabkkebs arb uuFBUiTFUik
(Yers. 8 11.) He tells the Ephesians they were once in darkness, and did these
deeds of darkness. But they have come into the light which is shed upon our
path by our radiant Lord. They must walk,' consequently, as children of the light,
remembering that the fruit of the light (so Revised Version) is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth. Thus they would prove what is well-pleasing unto the
Lord.
In so doing they would have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but would rather reprove them. Now, in arguing that the works of darkness are "unfruitful," Paul is advocating morality on the ground of expediency. He
has already applied the Divine sanctions, but he does not hesitate to back these up
by showing that what God wills is good. Natural law endorses the Divine precepts.
But this is quite distinct from the position that the natural law can secure obedience

—

when

it stands alone.
All experience disproves this. Utilitarianism is not a sufficiently broad basis for a soimd morality. But the expediency of moral rectitude is
an important argument in its favour. Sooner or later a man who commits deeds of

darkness finds he has made a mistake.
IV. But it is a pure life which will beallt bepeove them. (Vers. 12 14.)
It is thought sometimes by superficial people that accurate descriptions of the deeds
of darkness will do something to disgust people with them. But this is Satan advising
man again to become wiser by eating forbidden fruit. Paul's opinion is that it is a
shame to speak and therefore to think of what is done by the sinful in secret. All
the prurient cuiiosity which feasts itself like flies on foul corruption is of the devil.
The true plan, therefore, is not to mention such matters. Let them be buried in
oblivion, but let Christians awake from all lethargic slumber, and arise from the
corruption of spiritual death, and in the light of Christ live purely. Thus shall the
deeds of darkness be reproved. All that we have to do then is to carry in the light,
and the darkness and its deeds will stand convicted before us. The Ephesians are to
indulge in no scandalous conversation imder the pretence of defeating the doers of the
dark deeds but they are to walk in the light of Christ and be pure, and lol the sinners
shall hide themselves before them.
V. Time may be bedeemed bt holt living. (Vers. 15, 16.) There has been
some discussion as to the exact meaning of " time " in this passage. Harless is clearly
of opinion in which, as in most matters, he is followed by his French disciple,
M. Monod that " opportunity " (der rtchte Zeiipunkt) best expresses T6y Katp6v. Paul
is consequently anxious that in evil days, such as those upon which the Ephesians
have fallen, they should be watchful and wise enough to "buy up eagerly their
opportimity," and do the best they can for their age. This is by holy living. There
It will
is no other way of understanding the times and fulfilling our course in them.
thus be seen that Paul appeals to the Ephesians, by both the love and wrath of God,
by the expediency and power of a pure life, to walk worthy of their high calling. In
this way he expects to enlist them in the great army of united and brotherly souls
who are gathering round Jesus our King and Head. May we all respond to his
11'—E. M. E.

—

;

—
—

—

Inspiration, spirituoiu and spirititcd. Following up his exhortations
Vers. 17 21.
about holy living, Paul now proceeds to the subject of understanding the Lord's will.
In doing so he comes across the necessity which human nature feels for excitement
of some kind, and, warning the Ephesians against the low excitement of wine, he
>

on

—

Upon Bedeeming the Time,' Baurin has two sermons in his tome viii. pp. 187 ^268;
Jonathan Edwards has a thort discourse on 'The FreoiouBness of lime,' founded
'

•D'l

ver. 16.

—
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commends the

liigh eicitement of the Spirit, with all its pleasurable manifestations.
In other words, he speaks of inspiration, but condemns the spiiituous while he
commends the spiritual. We have thus suggested
I. The need of some stimulus fbom beyond ourselves.
(Vers. 17, 18.)
This
is apparent from the fact that every one needs some excitement, as it is called, to keep
him moving something to " interrupt our quiet and ordinary state of mind with some
more lively feeling, which makes us live more consciously and in a manner quicker
than we do in common."
We all feel this. Now, this goes to show that we are not
self-contained, no matter how much we desire to be so, but need a helping hand from
without our personalities. Withhold food, and we perish. Withhold all stimulus from
us, and we go of necessity to pieces. The whole question comes to be, therefore, where
we shall get our required stimulus.
II. The stimolus of wine is attended with danger.
(Ver. 18.) This is an
inspiration which comes through sense.
Now, all of us need a stimulus through our
senses.
Food is such a stimulus.
well-digested meal makes life move faster and
quicker than fasting would.
But the vinous inspiration leads to "riot" (Revised
Version), and is inconsistent with that unity of the Church for which the gospel
calls. We should abstain from such a dangerous stimulus as this, for its effect has been
hostile to unity of spirit.
But we might extend the precaution here to all those
excitements of a sensual nature which exhaust and retard the spirit. As Robertson
says, "Wine is but a specimen of a class of stimulants.
All that begins from
without belongs to the same class. The stimulus may he afforded by almost any
enjoyment of the senses. Drunkenness may come from anything wherein is excess
from over-indulgence in society, in pleasure, in music, and in the delight of listening
to oratory, nay, even from the excitement of sermons and religious meetings.
The
prophet tells us of those who are drunken, and not with wine."
Arnold, in the
same way, bases upon this passage warnings against excess of bodily exercise, excess of
intellectual exercise, excess even in our hours of work, excess, in a word, so far as

—

A

it

militates against Christian sober-mindedness.

The

inspiration from above can have no attendant excess. (Vers. 18, 19.)
with the Spirit, and no riot result, nothing which will do anything
but foster the glorious unity. For, as Arnold shows, the gospel and the inspirations
from God "at once excite and soothe," so that the soul is kept in holy equilibrium,
and the inspiration has its natural manifestion. 1. There will be harmony
social
song.
Poetry and music will become tributary to unity of spirit. The Holy Ghost
2. The praise offered to the
will permeate by his harmonizing presence social praise.
Lord will be heartfelt. It will not be a form of praise, but the very heart going up to
heaven. 3. Thanksgiving will be mightily promoted. In the midst of manifold
mercies our God in heaven looks for constant thankfulness from us. And, indeed, if
we understand his love we shall be prompted to give thanks " always for all things,"
4. And inspiration will promote mutual
in the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Thus it comes to pass that
suljection in the fear of Christ (so Revised Version).
an inspired people proves a praising and united people. What harmony the society
It is heaven begun below.
What we need, therefore,
filled with the Spirit realizes
If the Holy Spirit is pleased to fill us, then shall our discords vanish
is a Pentecost.
and our hearts beat in unison. It is by inspiration that the unity of the Church shall
be secured. R. M. E.
III.

We may be filled

m

I

—
— What husband* and wives owe
Vers. 22 —

to Christ.
In exhorting the Bphesians
33.
to purity *nd enthusiasm of life, Paul is naturally led to the family institution and the
In the heathen world the relations between men and women
relations to be found there.
were degrading. As Pressens^ says, in his most suggestive book, ' La Famille Chr^tienne,'
"One found in the pagan family neither purity nor love. At the moment when Jesat.
Christ came, it had reached the last degree of degradation, and one can apply to the
family itself those words of the Gospel, ' He has come to seek and to save that which
was lost.' " In this passage of Ephesians we have an insight into what Christ has
done for the family. He has made of marriage the choice symbol of his own relation
The conto the Church, and so family life is lifted into a Divine and spiritual light.
sideration of Christ for his people regulates the consideration husband should show to
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;
and the loyalty of Christ's people to their Master indicates the loyalty the wife
should show the hutsbaud. Husbaads and wives thus owe to Christ the purification of
their relations and the sanctification of the home I
I, Jesus left his heavenly home to be united to his bride, thb Church.
It is evident that the parallel between the son leaving father and
(Ver. 31.)
mother that he may cleave unto his wife, and Jesus leaving the bosom of the
Father to be united to the bride, the Church, is" what is in the apostle's mind. He saya
that he speaks of Christ and the Church (ver. 32). And in no more beautiful way
can the self-denial of Jesus in leaving heaven be presented. Heaven had been from all
eternity the happy home of the only begotten Son.
He had lain in the Father's bosom
and enjoyed ineffable bliss. But thoughts of marriage came, and the Father favoured
the Son's idea. The morning dawned when Jesus must leave the homestead, and go forth
Angels maj' well have wondered at the step and doubted its wisdom.
to win his bride.
But the step is taken. The home is left, and never again can it be what it once was.
It is to he tenanted in due time with a bride, the Lamb's wife, composed of a multitude
that no man can number, happy souls, each and all in deepest unity with the Son. We
do not sufficiently appreciate the magnificent design of God in the marriage of his only
Son, or the condescension of the Son in forming such an alliance as he has done. For
no condescension in earthly marriages can more than feebly illustrate the condescension
Princes may marry paupers, but the
of the Divine Son in taliing a human bride.
difference between poverty and princely wealth is as nothing compared with the
But besides, the human nature
difference between human nature and what is Divine.
was not pure upon which he set his love ; it was sinful, lost, ruined. Imagine a prince,
out of pure as distinguished from passionate love, singling out some poor, abandoned
woman, and arranging for her education and health and elevation in thought and
feeUng, until at last he can fairly marry her and give her share of his gloiies and his
home ; this is but a faint image of what Jesus the Son of God has done in selecting as
a bride the ruined human race. He determined to win his bride, and so he took sinless
human nature on him, and arranged for the union of once sinful, but through grace
ganctifled, human nature with himself.

wife

—

IL Thb oabe of Jesus fob thb Church is the ideal at which husbands
SHOULD aim in OARING FOB THEIR WIVES. (Vers. 25 33.) This is Paul's idea in this
whole passage. Let us notice the order of the thought. L Christ loved the Church.
This sovereign and yet most unselfish love led to the whole history of Christ's devotion.
His great heart recognized the possibilities of love when manifested to lost souls, and
determined to realize them. 2. He gave himselffor it. Here was heroic love. In the
nature of things husbands cannot give themselves to death for their wives and afterwards enjoy their confidence. But Christ was able to give himself for the Church and
then to enter into union with it. But it surely shows that a husband who truly
loves his wife should be ready to die for her.
3. His self-sacrifice was to secure the
Church's sanctification. The Church was naturally polluted, sinful, degraded; but
the whole history of Christ's devotion goes to show that he had our sanctification in
view. While setting his love on sinful souls, he hated our sin, and provided blood to

—

And the sanctification Christ secures for his bride is to be
cleanse our sin away.
perfect.
She is to be without " spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; " she is to be " holy
and without blemish." In other words, the sanctification is to be thorongh. And
is this not to show that husbands who are true to their wives should keep their
If a husband does all in his power to
tanctification steady as a star before them ?
promote his wife's holiness, she can never be the victim of any unholy lust, but sanctification will characterize every relation.
4. The love thus lavished on the wife is the love
of a man's " better self." To encourage this gallant and holy devotion to women, Paul
The husband and wife are one, just as Christ and the
further shows the compensation.
Church are one. In loving his wife a man is really loving himself.
It is self-love as
distinguished from selfishness. It is the love of a man's " better self."
man is
not expected to bate his own flesh, but to nourish and cherish it ; self-preservation
dictates such a course ; in the same way husbands should love their wives, cherishing thom as really their " better halves," or rather, " better selves," and feeling assured
tliat a man's real interests all lie in the direction of tender consideration towards his
wilih
It ^niB ajipears that Jesua has furnished the true ideal of devotion.
go not
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about devotion to our wives, but

to

Example
III. The Church's ebvbbential lovb to Christ is the ideal of wipblt
DEVOTION. (Vers. 22 25.) If Paul would summon husbands up to the heights of consecration by the example of Christ, he would also summon wives up to a corresponding
return of reverential devotion. The Church, in her love and obedience to Christ, is the
pattern of wifely devotion. Now, this leads us to consider how Christ rules in his
the foot of the cross, that

see in Jesus our perfect

I

—

Church. It is not an inconsiderate despotism, but an intellij!;ent, considerate rule of love.
His wishes are expressed with infinite tenderness. There is no fury in his commandments. Tie Church feels and finds that they are not grievous. And so believers are
loyal to the Lord from the heart. Nothing is so delightful as to obey him. Sappose,
then, that such a spirit characterized the wife's relations to her husband ; that she
saw in his every expressed wish the outcome of love, and obeyed him in the belief that
obedience was her privilege as well as duty, what Edenic homes men and women would
possess on earth !
And here it may be well to notice a fact brought out in Pressens^'s
volume already referred to, and it is this, that the New Testament has evidently entered
into many more details about the family than about the constitution of the Church.
The
reason is obvious. The battle of the faith is to be won through the family.
The family
is God's unit.
The Church is but a family enlarged; heaven, again, is only a family
still more enlarged.
God as a Father overshadows all
If Christianity ensures a holy
family ; if she wins families from worldiness to holiness of life ; then she may indeed
lift up her head assured that redemption is drawing nigh.
ChristiaQ homes on earth,
paradise restored,
these are really the creations which we look for ; and beyond the
shadows a still statelier home arises in " the Father's house with its many mansions "
prepared for the reception of the bride. The family on earth is sanctified that the family
in heaven may be prepared for ; the heavenly home is but the ^rfection of the earthly,
if this is Christian to its core.
B. M. E.

—

1

—
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What to imitate and to avoid. I. The imitation of God and Christ.
Vers. 1 14.
" Be ye therefore imitators of God, as beloved children."
1. The imitation of Qod.
The force of example is abundantly acknowledged. How much do most of us suffer
from the low standard of opinion and practice with which we are surrounded? On the
other hand, we have all felt what it is to come into contact with one who is raised
above the common standard. By his strength of principle and generous sentiments
should like to be what he is.
and noble endeavours he kindles our aspiration.
The wonderful thing here is that God places us (which is of far greater consequence)
under the influence of his own example. This is the only place in which we are disBut the same truth is given expression to by Christ
tinctly called to imitate God.
when he says, " That ye may be the sons of your Father which is in heaven, for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the just and the
imjust. ... Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect." Paul
has just exhorted us to imitate God in his forgivingness. This imitation of God proIt proceeds on what was referred to before—our being made after the Divine image.
ceeds Cn what is referred to here God being our Father, and as such communicating a
kindred nature to us. But for this kindred nature with God we should have no more
conception of him than the brutes have. " The idea of God, sublime and awful as it
The
is, is the idea of our own spiritual nature purified and enlarged to infinity.
infinite Light would be for ever hidden from us, did not kindred rays dawn and
brighten within us." It belongs to the dignity of our nature (our being partakers of
the Divine nature) that there can be proposed to us as our end likeness to Qod. It is
designed that there should be a perpetual unfolding and enlarging of our spiritual
powers and excellences. All our desires, hopes, efforts, are to be toward this. We are
to be filled with the Divine thoughts, replenished with the Divine energy, warmed
with the Divine love. As a child catches the very tone of his father, so are we to catch
the tone of our heavenly Father. There is a reason given for our being eager to
SoBship
are his beloved children. Oh, the love bestowed on usl
i^nitale Qod,
What a contradiction, to be children peculiarly loved and
forfeited and then restored.
But this leads on to the other thought. 2. The imitation
not to seek likeness to God
" And walk in love, even as Christ also lovrd
of Qod it also the imitation of Christ,
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you, and gave himself up for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God for an odour of a
are not to understand
sweet smell."
Christ is presented for imitation in his love.
that love was an attribute more distinctive of Christ than of God. -For love hi the
greatest attribute of God. But we are to understand that Christ was especially the
manifestation of the love of God. In Christ's love we see what God's love is. And to
imitate Christ in his love is the best way to imitate God. And how does love manifest
Love, on the other hand, manifests
itself?
Selfishness manifests itself in isolation.
itself in approachahleness.
And this was the form which Christ's love took. He loved
us so much as to come within human conditions to become one of ourselves. And
that (wonderful as it is) was not the extent of his approach to us. For, coming into
our nature, he next threw himself into our position, he became our Representative.
And he presented before God for us the offering of a perfect life. He especially, in his
death, presented the sacrifice which had full atoning virtue for our sin. And this presentation of himself as an offering and a sacrifice to God (with the love that prompted
it) was for an odour of a sweet smell.
More grateful than to the sense of smell was
the incense that the High Priest took with him into the holy of holies was to the
heart of God the incense from his life and sacrifice which Christ took with him into
heaven. It is an incense which continually rises before God with acceptance. The
love which prompted to this and carried it out to completion is here proposed for our
imitation.
But how need we think of copying such a pattern ? As well set down a
child to copy a masterpiece of a Raphael or an Angelo ? But let us take these things
We are to be
into consideration.
(1) He has made provision for our imitating him.
thankful to God, that, amid many bad examples and imperfect examples of good men,
he has given us one perfectly good example. He has shown us that a life of the
highest unselfishness is not impracticable in our humanity. If that had been all, the
effect would only hare been to fill us with despair.
But the apostle does not encourage
as to imitate Christ without pointing to his sacrifice of atonement.
His atonement
having been accepted for us, his perfect life has been accepted too, as that which with
assisting grace we may now hopefully strive after.
(2) Compared mth the example of
know that God is love, but in
(rod, the example of Christ is more circumstantial.

We

—

We

we see, under many conditions, how love operates. There is much detail upon
which we can dwell and from which we can obtain help as to the details of our life.
It was a perfect example
(3) It is an example easily followed from its familiarity.
but not in the way of being apart from us, but rather in the way of being so close to us
Christ

as to be easily understood.

It

"

was the time

When truth, embodied in a
Did enter

(4) It

tale,

in at lowly doors."

was an example accompanied with

the strongest incentive to imitation.

It was

not merely that he taught us the reasonableness of a good life, and exemplified it; but
he placed us under infinite obligation in dying for us, and then, having obtained this
immense advantage, he comes forward and asks us to imitate him. (5) We are to
imitate him in his love by walking in love as he did. This does not imply any
unnatural straining ; but, in the ordinary walks of life, we may find sufficient sphere for
are specially to imitate Christ in the missionary
the exercise and growth of love.
are to feel for sinners as in need of salvation.
character of his love.
And we are
to sacrifice much in order that those ends for which he died, and on which his heart is
Let us, then, choose Christ as our Pattern with the whole energy
set, may be furthered.
of our wills.
And let us follow him, not as perhaps we may have done, with a faint
and yielding purpose, but in the full conviction that in following hira we shall best
imitate God.
II. TiiiNOS TO BE CONDEMNED.
1. The tJiings that are not to he named.
"But
fornication, and all uncleanness, or covetousness, let it not even be named among you,
The apostle points here to a fact which is sometimes forgotten,
as becometh saints."
that there is a sphere of that which is not to he named. There are, for instance, books
written, in which blasphemous things are said against the Saviour.
There is this
reason for not reading these books or not repeating blasphemous expressions contained
in them, that they stick to and pollute the imagination.
So the apostle teaches that
saints are to be so cultivated in their sensibilities, to have such a delicacy of feeling.
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that th«y will not talk about or hint at things connected with fornication and
uncleannesS. To take to them in conversation indicates a coarseness of mind, a polluted
state of the imagination.
That is the proper circle, whether familj', or Church, or
neighbourhood, from which the very name of such things is banished.
are
surprised that covetowsness is classed as it is here among the things which are not to be
named. It is a sin about which strange things are said in the New Testament. It is
said that the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil.
The apostle teaches here that
saints are to have such sensitiveness as to be repelled from the very mention of
covetousness, as that which would pollute their lips.
Think of a community educated
up to that state of refinement. 2. The things which are not befitting. " Nor filthiness,
nor foolish talking, or jesting, which are not befitting : but rather giving of thanks."
There are things, the apostle teaches, which are to be condemned on the lower ground
of their being improper, or conducing to no good end. By the first mentioned we are
to understand, especially, that which is foul in speech.
If we distinguish foolish talking from other faults of speech which are mentioned in this Epistle, we must limit it
to what is senseless in speech.
Fools have a way of talking in wanton disregard of
what is rational, as though their rational powers were given them to be played with.
The word translated "jesting" is sometimes used in a good sense. And Barrow has
shown that there is a wit which is not to be condemned, but which is fitted to minister
harmless delight to conversation, to expose things base and vile to due contempt, to
reprove some vices and' reclaim some persons, to confute errors that do not deserve solid
confutation, to repel unjust reproach and obloquy, and to counterbalance the improper
use of it. "It is bad objects or bad adjuncts, which do spoil its indifference and
innocence : it is the abuse thereof to which (as all pleasant things are dangerous, and
apt to degenerate into baits of intemperance and excess) it is very liable, that corrupteth
it, and seemeth to be the ground why in so general terms it is prohibited by the
apostle." " All profane jesting, all speaking loosely and wantonly about holy things,
making such things the matter of sport and mockery, playing and trifling with them,
" All injurious,
is certainly prohibited as an intolerably vain and wicked practice."
abusive, scurrilous jesting, which causeth or needlessly tendeth to the disgrace, damage,
vexation, or prejudice in any kind of our neighbour, is also prohibited." " There are
some times and circumstances of things wherein it concerneth and becometh men to be
serious in mind, grave in demeanour, and plain in discourse." To what the apostle
condemns as not befitting he opposes giving of thanks. There is a fitness in thanksgiving at all times ("giving thanks always," as it is said in the twentieth verse) but we
are to understand that there is a singular fitness in the present connection. Thanksgiving is speech put to the best use (implying both seriousness and joyfulness). Let
there be that, the apostle would say, and it will rectify and hallow all speech. 3. The
" For this ye know of a surety, that no fornicator, nor
things which are not safe.
unclean person, nor covetous man, which is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the
kingdom of Christ and God." The apostle is confident, as declaring what was attested
by their own consciousness or practical acquaintance with the kin°;dom. It is the
kingdom, not only of God, but of Christ and Qod, that is to say, a kingdom peculiarly
associated with the cross of Christ, in which God shows his deep detestation of sin by
kingdom that is ruled over by One who shed his blood
punishing it in his Son.
that sin might be done away, cannot receive into it those who sin and do not mean to
give up their sins. By their very antagonism to the whole spirit, law, ends, of the
are surprised again that the
kingdom, they shut the door against themselves.
covetous man appears in such company, and further here that he is singled out for
" Nor covetous man, which is an idolater." There is idolatry in the
special remark.
other sins, that is, sensual pleasure is put in the place of God. And that may be the
light in which the apostle views the devotees of pleasure as shut out from inheritance
But the covetous man is put forward as being an idolater hy prein the kingdom.
eminence. Christ had already said, "Ye cannot serve God and mammon." The
covetous man is not he who values money and seeks to serve God therewith. But,
according to the thought here, he is one who idolizes money, values it in ituelf and not
and, such being his relation to it,
for God's ends, sets his affections on it, trusts in it
then it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for him to enter
into the kingdom of God. It is true of the covetous man, as it is not true of the others,
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that he can go on in his sin witliout incurring tlie opprobrium of men, and (partly from
the difficulty of drawing the exact line between the right and the wrong love of gain)
without suspecting himself that it is getting a hold upon him, and thus (without such
checks as the others have) getting harJened in his sin, we can understand how he
IVarning. " Let no maa deceive you
should be called by pre-eminence the idolater.
with empty words for because of these things oometh the wrath of God upon the sons
of disobedience. Be not ye therefore partakers with them." It would seem that there
were apologists for vice, who, by their representations, tried to entice the Ei)hesian
Ohiistians back to Gentile ways.
One of their representations was that, besides being
pleasant, it was safe to do these things.
So apologists for vice are ready to say this
and many other things still. Bat " let no man deceive you with empty words." Such
words have not as their contents eternal truth. "For because of these things cometh
The sons of disobedience are those
the. wrath of God upon the sons of disobedience."
who (in their love for sin) disobey the gospel of Christ, by which alone there is
Kefusing God's mercy, how can they escape God's wrath ?
deliverance from wrath.
They »re not only lying under ordinary judgments or condemnation now, but they
have yet to be dealt with for these very sins. "After their hardness and impenitent
hearts they are treasuring up for themselves wrath in the day of wrath and revelation
of the righteous judgment of God."
It is for those, then, who regard their safety (to
bring in no higher consideration), whatever apologists may say, to refuse to be partakers
with the disobedient. 4. Hie things that are dark. (1) They are in their walk to
" Ye were once darkness, but are now light in
le separate from their former state.
the Lord : walk as cliildren of light." They had been brought up in heathen darkness.
It was that in which they lived and moved and had their being.
And so, by appropriation, it was more or less embedded in their nature.
But now, living and moving
and having their being in the Lord, that is, in light (as contrasted with heathen darkness), and being enlightened by him through his gospel and Spirit, they were light.
And such being their state, there was a call to walk as children of light. We are to
walk under the incitement of the glorious fruit of Christian illumination. "For the
fruit of the light is in all goodness and righteousness and truth."
The philosoi>hic
triad is the true, the good, and the beautiful.
The Christian triad as given here, and
with which we ought to be familiar, is the good, the right, and the true. The good,
or excellence of the heart, comes first ; for that is first in God. Then follows the right,
or regard to conscience, to eternal principle. And, lastly, there is the true, or regard
to reality, not only in fact, but in thought (including the perfect in form).
are good
in cherishing a spirit of love; we are righteous in doing our duty ; we are true in conHaving these three in us, then it may be said
foiTQing to Divine forms of thought.
ttiat the beauty of the Lord our God is upon us.
We are to walk in the way of proving
what is well-pleasing to Christ. " Proving what is well- pleasing unto the Lord." It is
not what the apologists for vice say ; it is what Christ says. It is that which is to be
tested.
It is implied that we have the means of testing all things in this light. There
They are revealed in
are many things which, put to the test by ns, we must reject.
our Christian consciousness as wrong. There are other things which we see to be good,
not merely in the convincing light of truth, but in our own blessed experience in the
doing of them we feel that we have the approval of the Master, we can even now hear
his words, " Well done, good and faithful servant." Our position, then, must be separa" And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness."
tion from darkness.
The fruit of light is one, a glorious indivisible cluster. The woiks of darkness are
many. The fruit of light is fitted to incite us. The works of darkness should deter
us.
They are unfruitful. They yield nothing that is worthy of the name of fruit,
but only shame and death. (2) Tliey are to take an aggressive position toward darkThey were not to pass them over in silence
ness. " But rather even reprove them."
or find excuses for them, but to hold them up to reprobation to the doers of them.
As darkness was aggressive toward them, so were they as light (even for their own
They were to lift up the Gentiles to
safety) to be aggressive toward the darlsness.
It is added, as showing the clamant need for reproof, " For the
their own position.
things which are done by them in secret it is a shame even to speak of." It is added
further, as showing the use or end of reproof, "But all things when they are reproved
are made manifest by the light."
"All those secret sina tu'e laid bare in their real
:
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moral character, unveiled and brought into distinctness before the moral consciousness,
by the light of Uhristian truth, which is at work in your reproof ; by the light, I say,
for, it is added, 'everything that is made manifest is light,' has
it is made manifest
ceased thereby to hlive the nature of darkness, and is now of the essence of light."
And thus, whether there was amendment or not, they would be mnking an inroad on
the territory of darkness, making dark deeds stand out in the lixht. (3) Thsy are to take
" Wherefore
this aggressive position in consistency with the awakening call of Ood.
he saith, Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall shine
upon thee." The words are from Isa. Ix. 1, 2, and receive from the apostle a Ohristian
He is described as sleeping and
adaptation,
(o) It is a call to the child of darkness.
dead, tliat is, in sin. He is insensible to the infinite importance of spiritual and
"Awake, thou that sleepest,
(h) It is a call to awake and arise.
eternal things,
and arise from the dead." He does not let the child of the night alone. He comes to
the sleeper and bids him awake, to the dead and bids him arise. And in his very
summons there is an awakening, quickening power, (c) It is a call to which apromise
" And Christ shall shine upon thee." As if it were said, " 'i'he sun is
is attached.
already up, and will pour his enlightening rays upon thee." So while we are sleeping
and dead in our sin, it is true that the Sun of righteousness is up shining upon this
wurld of ours, and we must up and catch his rays. Other men are up and doing their
work under the light of this Sub; why should we be asleep and dead in siu? B. F,

—
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Exhortation to exercise wisdom in regard to our manner of walk.
Vers. 15 21.
" Look therefore carefully how ye walk, not as unwise, but as wise," The object to which
we are to look is this how we walk ; in other words, the conduct of our life. In
regard to this we are to be careful. At cross-roads there are sometimes finger-posts put
up to indicate where the different roads lead to, that travellers may be at no loss. By
looking carefully at these, they may save themselves much trouble and delay. So it
becomes every traveller to eternity to know the road that he is taking, whether it is the
narrow or the broad. There are tinger-posts put up by God (in the Word) by which we
mayascerlain this and put ourselves right if we have to our grief talien the wrong
road.
But, seeing many do not make use of these finger-posts (do not look at them at
all, or only carelessly, and thus exhibit great folly), the exhortation takes the negative
as well as the positive form. " Not as unwise, but as wise." 'i'he word translated " carefully " may also be translated " precisely," and suggests this, that we are not only to look
to the general conectness of our conduct, but to look to it down to the smallest details.
It is only by thus going carefully over it in detail, with no foregone conclusion in our
mind, but earnestly seeking God to search us and to discover to us what can be altered
for the better, that we may be able to bring it out into some beauty of conception as a
There are two thinas in regard to which we are to exercise wisdom.
whole.
L TiMB. " Redeeming the time, because the days are eviL" The right management
of our time is what we are particularly to look to. The exhortation is to redeem the
time, that is, the time meted out to us on earth, in which to fulfil the Divine purposes.
The idea is that
Literally, as giveu in the margin, we are to buy up the opportunity.
every moment has its own duty assigned to it. By doing the duty in the moment, we
make a purchase of the opportunity, we turn it into a gain. We keep abreast of time;
we avoid subsequent collision of duties. Whereas by not doing the duty in the moment,
we contract debt, we fall behind. Instead of being the free owners of our time, we
become slavish debtors to it. We are to be like merchants that seize every vantage that
Merchants, that travel about from place to place, do not get a vantage at every
is going.
They must lay their account by an amount of fruitless toil. But as heavenly
turn.
merchants, we are in this enviable position, that every moment comes laden with golden
opportunity. And we are to make our moments as they pass rich in all the gains of a
good life, 1. Oood planning. If we would redeem the time in its days, then we must
anticipate them by wise economical arrangements. We must see them coming, and know
how (God willing) we are to fsU them up. The light that we have got from past days
we are to put into some workable scheme for the days to come. To the excellence of a
day-plan it is essential that we rightly proportion between the various duties of life (so
We are to keep up the right
that none are left out or do not get their proper place).
proportion between our severer and our lighter engagements. It behove every on« to
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a task that taxes his energies.
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he doea not have

it

by necessity of procuring his daily bread, yet should he have it by necessity of steadying
himself.
But it is not good for the bow to be always bent, and, if we manage well, we
shall find time (and find it good for the doing of our task too) to relax ourselves in social
enjoyment.
We are also to keep up the right proportion between our religious and our
secular duties.
The latter, as a general arrangement, must take up a larpie proportion
of our time.
Six to one is the proportion indicated in the command. But in every
well-planned life there will be found ample time for religious duties. Every day is to
begin with an acknowledgment of God. It may seem Utopian to expect morning
devotions of one who has to be at his work at six o'clock. And yet it only requires a
little taken off sleep or off the previous evening to secure the necessary time for
God. And surely that is not too much to expect of any Christian iu the interest of a
well-ordered life. Morning devotions alone will not make the day good. Only when
these have been conscientiously engaged in there will be felt to be an obligation to
make the day's work harmonize with them. The evening may be utilized for self-improvement and ministries to others. And the day is to end, as it began, with God. It
is only by such planning (in the name of him who is not the author of confusion), that
we can expect to be like merchants accumulating a large fortune. 2. Oood planning
followed up by decisiveness in execution. There is a reason given for redeeming the
time " Because the days are evil." The very earth has taken a complexion from the
degeneracy of the dwellers on it. And so our days are evil, and not such as they would
have been under normal conditions. (1) The days are evil because many of them are
lost already.
We have known the degeneracy of the days in our own experience. We
have lost many a good opportunity. This thought should act as a powerful stimulus
to us.
The apostle gives revenge as the last and crowning fruit of a godly sorrow.
" Yea, what revenge 1 " he says. We are to take revenge upon ourselves that we have
given so much of our valuable strength and time to our adversary. The workman
knows what it is to make up lost time. When he falls behind with his tale of work, he
has to work longer hours or to apply himself with double energy when he is at it. So,
because our days have been ill spent in the past (before conversion and after conversion
too) are we to work with redoubled enei'gy in the future.
(2) The days are evil lecause
of the many temptations they bring. In our calm moments (soiTOwful for the past) we
think of spending our time in a certain way that seems good to us. But circumstances
are not altogether with us.
In a world where evil has obtained such a hold we must
lay our account to our being solicited from without more or less urgently to depart from
our plan. And what makes the solicitation much to be feared is that we are enfeebled
from our past. If we had conquered obstacles as we went along, we should have been
in a freer, stronger position to-day.
But we have to drag our antecedents with us, like
an old debt. We have undigested time, lying like a burden on our present energies.
And though, with repentance and forgiveness, there is a sense of freedom and hope
imparted to us, yet there is that which is to be conquered in evil habit. The only way
of conquest is to deal rigorously with all interruptions of duty, as they arise, as those
who would see the time redeemed, and not its losses added to. (3) The days are evil
lecause they are few.
We have time to make up (in the face of great temptations), and
little time to make it up in.
Had we a thousand years to live, the case would be
altered.
That would be a comparatively long period in which to make up what
we had lost in thirty or fifty or seventy years. But when the days are evil in this
sense, that we cannot calculate on a single day as ours, there is surely urgent reason
for making up our losses without delay.
Were all the interests of life crowded into one
moment, were we told that upon the use we made of that moment depended our future
happiness or misery, how urgently should we be called upon to use it aright 1
What
is actually the arrangement differs little from that.
We really live on from moment
to moment, not knowing which is to be our last.
How wise, then, to seek to make out
of every passing moment eternal gain
Inference in which there is a recurrence to the
general eahortation and a transition to the second particular. "Wherefore be ye not
foolish, but understand what the will of the Lord is."
The teaching here is that Christ
is Lord of our time.
He has the sovereign appointment of the time of our coming here
and the time of our going hence. All ourimdertakings are conditioned by this: "If
He has sovereign rights over our time. To him we owe tiie firstfruiti
the Lord will."
:

—
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of oxir time, as we owe the flrstfruits of our substance.
From Christ we get the whole
plan of our life. The right management of our time, then, is to understand what the
will of the Lord is, what Christ would have us to do.
Seeking Christ's mind as to the
employment of our time, we may expect that we shall obtain from him the strength
necessary to conquer all the obstacles of our time, and to do the work of each day in
its day, according as the duty of the day requires.
IL Wine. L Dissuasive from false excitement. " And be not drunken with wine,
is riot."
It is evident from the language which is here employed that the wine
drunk In those times was intoxicating. The apostolic advice must be regarded as even
more applicable to drinks of stronger intoxicating qualities, w;hich are manufactured now.
It has its application to the intoxicating cup of the world in every form
to the intoxi-

wherein

—

cation of novel-reading, to the intoxication of keenness in business, to the intoxication
of political excitement.
This advice is not inaptly connected with the previous advice
as to the right management of time. For it is when time is not properly filled up, when
it is insipid, monotonous, or when it is filled up with wrong-doing, that there is the
temptation to go after some form or other of earthly excitement. It cannot be said that
the use of wine at all is forbidden by this precept.
But there is certainly sounded in
connection with it the note of alarm. There is put up beside it the red flag of danger.
" Be not drunken with wine." Drunkenness is the feverish desire, the morbid craving,
fur drink.
The man with his noble powers becomes one huge, ever-seeking, never-satisfied appetite.
It is a vice into which all classes are in danger of falling.
If the idle
take' to drinking to relieve the tedium of existence, the overwrought take to it to make
up exhausted strength. The young take to it from a love of excitement, and the aged
and debilitated take to it to get new tone to their system. Men of a coarse nature take
to it because they are Incapable of higher pleasures, and men of fine sensibility take
to it because it is a source of inspiration to the intellect. Men of social tendencies
take to it because it helps good fellowship ; and the saddest thing is that women tako
It
to it in private, because of a peculiarly sensitive frame and inequalities of feeling.
is a vice, then, which must be said to be of a peculiarly fascinating, dangerous nature.
And let no one think that he is out of danger. Many of those who have fallen were
not like falling at first. J'hey did not take drink at all for a time, and their friends
had hope in them that they would prove temperate men. And when (with other social
surroundings in some cases) they began to make any use of it, they seemed to be taking
it in a perfectly innocent or needful way, until the liking was formed, and they
Now, let it
could not do without a certain and an increasing amount of drink.
be observed on what ground the apostle condemns drunkenness. It is in the line of
Wherein, he
his thought that we are to exercise wisdom as to our manner of walk.
Drunkenness is a madness. There is a form of it to which this
says, is riot.
But
description is specially applicable, that which is known as delirium tremens.
even in its ordinary working it has a close resemblance to madness. It takes away
from men the guiding power of reason, their self-possession, their self-restraint, and leads
them to make such exhibitions of themselves as in their calm moments they would be
ashamed of. " Riot," which is the word employed in the Revised translation, is defined
by Johnson to be " wild and loose festivity."

" When his headstrong

riot

hath no curb.

When rage and hot blood are his counsellors,
When means and lavish manners meet together."
" riot " j)oints to the prodigal manner of the drunkard.
(1) The word
prodigal of his means.
" So senseless of expense
That he will know neither how to maintain it
Nor cease his flow of riot."

The drunkard

is

spends on self-indulgence what, if saved, would not only increase the comfort of his
home, but would do much good besides. The drunkard is prodigal of his time, and thus
The golden opportunity, which he might employ for
violates the previous precept.
informing his mind or instructing his children, he wastes in th« public-house. The
drunkard is prodigal of the stuff (/ which his frame is made. He wastes his physical

He
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powers, takes away liis clearness of head, his steadiness of hand, and his general vigour,
induces disease and premature death (again violating the previous precept in throwing
away years that in the paths of temperance would have been his). The drunkard is
prodigal of his worth to his fellows, as the temperate man is preservative in this respect.
When the Indian general saw disaster waiting on his country's arms, because, alas ! in
an emergency his regiments were found besotted with drink, "Call out Havelock's
" they are never drunk, and Havelock is always ready." The
gaints " he exclaimed
drunkard is prodigal of his hetter feelings. He deadens his home feelings. He does not
value the society of his wife and children; he does not study their liappiness; nay, he
can see them want in order that he may be gratified. He deadens his spiritual sensibilities.
And to his wife the most dreadful thought may be, not that she ;s set aside
or the children neglected, but that for his idol he is casting ofiF his God.
(2) The word
" riot " points to the noisy manrterofthe drunkard. Men under excitement are naturally
demonstrative, and the drunkard is peculiarly noisy (and in that senseless) in his
demonstrations. There is the noise of drunken laughter. " As the crackling of thorns
under a pot, so [empty and shortlived] is the laughti r of the fool." There is the noise of
drunken songs. There is the song (of its own kind) which, goes along with the drinking of wine (Isa. xxiv. 8). In the convivial song men tell each other vociferously ot
their freedom from care, of their irood-heartedness (though there maj' be the spectres ot
poverty, of broken hearts, in their homes) or they may go to the lower depth of the
indelicate and the profane.
But how all such hilarity is out of place! " I will turn,"
it is said in the Prophet Amos, " your feasts into mourning, and all your songs into
lamentation." And there is the echo of this in James " Be afflicted and mourn and
weep, let your laughter be turned to mourning and your joy to heaviness." There is
the noise of drunken brawls. There is often, under the excitement of strong drink, a
combativeness in words and a combativeness in acts. "Who hath content'ons? who
hath babbling? who hath wounds without cause? They that tarry long at the wine."
It cannot be said that the apostle gives a decision in favour of total abstinence.
He
nowhere counsels total abstinence as a duty in itself or in relation to his times. At
the same time, he gives no decision adverse to total abstinence. And we know that elsewhere he lays down a principle of expediency wliich, under certain condition'^, makes
total abstinence a Christian duty.
Many good people think tftat these conditions exist
in our country at the present time.
They feel tliat the evil of intemperance has risen
to such a height as to be a national vice (threatening our very position as a nation),
and they wish to stand as clear of it as they can. They feel that there are endangered
persons in their home, or circle of their acquaintances, or Christian congregation with
which they are connected ; and they wish to guard them as well as they can. They
feel that they are in danger themselves, and they wish to be on their guard.
And
those who for such reasons as these can sacrifice their gratification are deserving of all
honour. Let us see that (in the discouragement of drinking) our influence is duly on the
*ide of temperance, that we are doing nothing to hinder others in their struggle (often
" But be
painful) towards virtue and happiness.
2. Persuasive to true excitement.
filled with the Spirit."
The apostle does not forbid all excitement; rather for the
excitement which he negatives as false would he substitute a true excitement. (1) We
can he drunken with wine; we are to he filled (never can be drunken) vjith the Spirit.
There is warning connected with the use of wine, but there is no warning connected
with the reception of the exhilarating influences of the Spirit. Our appeti te is encouraged
here " Be filled with the Spirit,"
We can never be too much abandoned to spiritual
ajipetite ; it can never grow in us to dangerous strength. In our carnality we know too
little of what it is to be joyfully excited in our highest nature.
Cowper tells us how he
must have died with joy if special strength had not been given him to bear the Divine
disclosures.
And Jonathan Edwards tells how he felt as though rapt and swallowed up
in God.
Doubtless such a state (so far ordinary) was the foundation for the supernatural communications which John received in Patmns.
Let it not be thought that
this is too high.
There must be something of this pure excitement experienced in us,
if we would be cured of love for false excitement.
do not despise other cures but
this is the best cure for drunkenness, this is the all-effectual positive which we are to
put in its place.
(2) Tfie manifestations of excitement from wine are unseemly ; the
manifestations of excitement from tM Spirit are pui'e and lovely,
{a) Singing.
It is
1

;

;

:

:

We

;

;
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known how to take advantage of harmoaious sound in encouraging men to go into battle
in " the shrill trump, tlie spirit-stirring drum, the ear-piercing fife." It is also known
how to use it as an auxiliary in the service of superstition, revelry, and vice. And God,
In the old
in his infinite wisdom, has seen fit to make use of the same instrumentality.
Jewish temple four thousand Levites, an entire fourth division of them, were employed
God has inspired and enahled men to write
in connection with the service of praise.
psalms and hymns for the sanctuary ; and he has also enabled men to compose suitable
music for them. The singing of musical words, with or without an instrumental
accompaniment, has a wonderful power in stirring emotion, in waking sweet and glad
memories, and even in exciting the imagination in a certain vagueness and immensity
which belongs to the sounds. As in a sea-shell pressed to the ear we are said to bear
the sound of the ocean from which it has come, so in the sweet strains of music may
we hear a sounding as from the eternal shores.
**

Thou, Lord, art the Father of music
Sweet sounds are a whisper from thee."

In an elevated mood (as here supposed) we naturally give expression to our feelings in
" Is any cheerful ? let him sing praise." (a) Singing together. " Speaking one
song.
Men, under the excitement
to another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs."
of the Spirit, delight to sing spiritual songs (as distinguished from the songs of the
drunkard). Under this come the psalms in their grand historic position. And there also
come hymns, that is, songs other than the psalms, which are used in praise. We are
Pliny records of the early Christians that
to speak one to another by means of these.
they were wont on a fixed day to meet before daylight (to avoid persecution), and to
Luther greatly advanced
recite a hymn among themselves by turns to Christ as to God.
the cause of the Reformation by his hymns, which were sung at the firesides of the people.
How we can thus breathe the spirit of confidence, of courage, of hope, into one another 1
Having encouraged ourselves in the Rock of our strength, we turn and thus speak to
our fellow-worshippers, one to the rest, or one section to another—
"

Te

people, place your oonfldenoe
In him continually
Before him pour ye out your heart)
God is our Kefuge high."

Singing with the heart. "Singing and making melody with your heart to the
Lord." Singing together can only occupy a small proportion of our time. But in our
other engagements we may be so full of trust, so free from care, that we sing with the
And the song that we sing all day is set to the Name of Christ, to the work of
heart.
redemption.
" There are in this low stunning tide
(/8)

Of human
Vlith

whom

Of the

care and crime,
the melodies abide

everlasting chime;

Who carry music in tiieii heart
Through dnsky lane and wrangling mart,
Plying their daily task with busier feet
Because their secret souls a holy strain repeat."

" Giving thanks always for all things, in the Name of our Lord Jesus
(5) Thanlesgtving.
Christ to God, even the Father." This is another beautiful manifestation of spiritual
excitement. In our higher moods we naturally turn to God in joyful gratitude.
Thanksgiving (to which the drunkard must be a stranger, for he abuses his mercies),
In the depths of
like song, is to run like a golden thread through the whole of our life.
our heart we can be always thankful, though the language of thankfulness cannot
have to thank God that a joyful thrill of the Spirit can
be always on our lips.

We

We

have to thank
pass through our being, better than of wine.
mercies.
•*
New mercies each returning day
Hover around ns while we pray

New
New

God

perils past, new sins forgiven,
thoughts of God, new hopes of beavea.*

for

innumerable

—
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have to thank God even for our afflictions, which are blessings in disguise ; for
far as they are evil, we are to be reconciled to them, yet we have to thank
though, in
God for that which is good in them, viz. the merciful design, the accompanying comAnd as we receive all only through Christ, so we are to
fort, the resulting benefit.
" Subjecting yourgive thanks to the Faiher in the Name of Christ, (c) Subjection.
It seems strange that this should be menselves one to another in the fear of Christ."
can only think of it in
tioned as one of the manifestations of spiritual elevation.
As men undei- the excitement of wine are apt to be self-assertive, heady, so
this way.
under the excitement of the Spirit we have such a fund of joy in ourselves that we are
The
content to fall into every position of subjection in whioli God would place us.
particulars of this subjection follow ; it here only concerns us to note the peculiar feelknow that from all the joy
ing which is associated with it, viz. the fear of Christ.
of his first visit as a youth to the temple, the joy of his being there about his Father's
And we know that, amid all
business, he could go down and be subject to his parents.
the rapture of the transfiguration, he could yet think of subjection to the Father's will
As, then, we reverence Christ and fear to offend him, let us (with all
in his decease.
that »e experience of the higher excitement) be subject one to another. B. F,

We

w

We

We

—

—

I. Duty op wives.
"Wives, be in subjection
Vers. 22 23. Relative duties.
unto your own husbands." 1. Oround of subjection. (1) T/ie husband represents Christ
" As unto the Lord." The original of the position of husband is to be
to the wife.
found in Christ. It is in this character that he appears in the forty-fifth psalm, in
He is the absolute impersonation
the Song of Songs, and in other parts of Scripture.
of the idea (the Husband by pre-eminence) ; and what we find in the human family on
earth Is only a faint copy of the original. It is true, too, that the husband is not in
the family in his own name. He derives his authority from Christ. He is there as
representing Christ.
He is there as though Christ were there. What, then, the wile is
In duty bound to render to her husband, she is not to render to him simply, but to him
as representing Christ.
(2) It has its foundation, in nature. The natural relationship.
" For the hushand is the head of the wife." It is not implied in this tliat the husband
is superior to the wife in all qualities, but only that he is her superior in those qualities
which fit him for being head. Especially his superior strength and self-reliance mark
him out for taking the leading part. He is husband, or band of the house what
keeps it undivided and keeps it up. He has to come between his wife and the WOTld,
While she is a keeper at home, he has to go
to shield her from its glare and its harm.
out and work for her, that he may provide for her maintenance and comfort. It is
The Christian
therefore fitting that she should lean upon him and be guided by him.
analogy. " As Christ also is the Head of the Church." The headship is a great doctrine
As the wife in her weakness and disfor the Church, already taught in this Epistle.
trustfulness of self leans upon her husband, so the Church in her weakness and felt
Worldly powers may be hostile, but she can
insufficiency is to lean upon Christ.
uever be deprived of the protection of her Head. Protected by him, she must be dicIn the analogy
tated to by none, but must take the law, pure and simple, from his lips.
" Being himself the Saviour of the body." It must
there is an important difference.
very seldom have happened that one has made a wife of her whom he has rescued from
But it is true of Christ that he has made a
a watery grave or other form of death.
spouse of her whom he hat delivered from everlasting destruction. He is Saviour of the
That makes his headship peculiar (without analogy in the
body, e.«. the Church.
earthly type), and gives him a peculiar hold on the obedience of the Church.
2.
Manner and extent of subjection. (1) Manner. "But" (that Is, though Chiist is
more than Protector, is also Saviour of the Church) "as the Church is subject to Christ,
.-0 let the wives also be to their husbands."
The ideal set before her is that, as the
Church deports herself toward Christ, so she is to deport herself toward her nusband. It
has this advantage (high as it is) that, by entering into the spirit of her relationship to
her husband, siie should be greatly assisted in subjecting herself (as her husband under
Bome disadvantage must also subject himself) to Christ. (2) Extent. " In everything,'
The necessary limitation here is in everything that he, acting in the Name of Christ,
las a right to expect of her. If he were laying anything sinful or purely arbitrary
and tyrannical upon her, she would be justified in resisting him (appealing from him

—

—
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But if it is within his right, and what he judges important, then (eren
she cannot gire her approval) she should be willing to fall in with his arrangement.
" Husbauds, love your wives." As the husband excels in
II. DxjTY OP HUSBANDS.
the governing qualities, so she excels in the lovable qualities.
to Christ).

when

" For

softQesB she,

and iweet

attractive grace."

he has more power, it can be said that (by her pure and modest
her deep tenderness and devotion) she has more influence. 1. Manner.
Chris" Even as Christ also loved the Church." We are to think of the love
tian analogy.
of Christ here only under the special aspect in which the apostlo presents it, viz. his
conjugal love, or love of espousals. (1) His devotion to his spouse. " And gave himself
np for it" (or " her," as in the original). " Israel served for a wife, and for a wife he
kept sheep.
Years of servitude he had to give for Kaohel ; yet they seemed to him but
a few days, for the love he bore to her.
It was a hard price he had to pay for her; but
we read here of what was infinitely harder, of One who had to give himself for his
spouse.
He had to forget himself in humiliation and sorrow and death for her, and
yet, hard as that was beyond all conception, it appeared as though it was nothing, for
the love he bore to her. (2) Purpose of his devotion, (a) Immediate purpose (process
of sanctifioation). " That he might sauctify it, having cleansed it by the washing of
water with the Word." The language is taken from the ordinance of baptism. S%e
Baptism goes upon the supposition
fact is pointed to that the Church needs cleansing.
that we are all by nature defiled with sin. It says this, " We are all as an unclean
thing." The Church was in this state of impurity when the Son chose her for his bride.
To this the words apply He loved her foul that he might make her fair. Washed
certainly she must be (as the bride used to he before marriage), to be fit for associating
with the highest purity. The blessed fact is also pointed to that^ there is what hat
" By the washing of water," it is said here. It is the water used in
cleansing power.
baptism that we are to think of, and that water in what it signifies, viz. the purifying
influences of the Spirit.
As water washes defilement from vessels, from the person, so
the Spirit washes moral defilement from our hearts. This wiishing of water must he
accompanied with the Word. For the Spirit cannot purify alone, but only through
what the Word reveals, especially that blood of Christ which is said to cleanse from all
"That he might present the
sin.
(6) Remote purpose (result of sanctification).
Church to himself a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing;
but that it should he holy and without blennish." By this we are to understand that
Christ is to have in the Church a biide of incomparable beauty. When the cleansing
process has been completed, the Church will be glorious (" all-glorious " is the language
of the forty-fifth psalm, and the effect of the description here), more glorious than any
material substance can be, more glorious than the sun in the heavens. There will not
be spot or trace left of her former defilement. There will not be wrinkle or sign
appearing of coming age (such as comes to an ordinary bride). To make it more
emphatic, it is added that there will not be any such thing, nothing whatever to mar
her beauty. But still the description proceeds ; she will be holy. Her beauty (as it
will not be imperfect or fading) will not be outward, but will be the beauty of holiAnd she will be without blemish, so transcendently beautified that to add to
ness.
her beauty would be (in things that are less)
Tf it can be said that
feeling,

—

"

To

gild refined gold, to paint the lily,

To throw a perfume on

the violet."

At present tne Son's oricle nas many a spot, many a wrinkle (her cleansing must still
go on, her beauty needs bringing out), but the time is coming (in the Divine purpose
which cannot fail, in the conception of Christ which must be realized) when she will
be a fit bride for him. And then it is that, as is said here, he is to present her to himHe is to leave it to no other (say, angelic attendants) to present her, but he is
self.
to take it into his own hand (notwithstanding the double character in which it requires
him to act). And this done (the marriage an accomplished fact), then, as is said in
the Prophet Zephaniah, he will rejoice over her with joy. He will rest in his love he
will joy over her with singing. This, then, is the ideal which it put hefore husbands. It
:
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what we could not have dared to have put before us of ourselves. It would have
seemed profanity to have conjoined things so far apart. But thus it has been dictated
for us by the Spirit of inspiration : " Husbands, love your wives, evun as Christ also
loved the Church." The husband is to possess, to cherish, and to manifest devoted love
toward his wife. And if his is the position of authority, yet is he (an all-requiring
is

And specially is ho
love being also his) to forget himself in services rendered to her.
taught from the high model that he is not to pamper his wife (or to be careful how to
please his wife, as Paul puts the case of the married), but he is to regard lier as given
him for a higher end, and to seek that she may possess all spiritual l>eauty. 2. Ground.
" Even so ought husbands also to love their own wives as their own bodies." The
ground of the duty is that the wife is one flesh with the husband. There are two
points (not immediately connected, but brought up afterward) which go to prove this.
The first is that woman derived her being from man. Eve was taken out of Adam,
bone,
and the language was used regarJini^ her by Adam : " This is now bone of
flesh."
and flesh of
The second point is that, in the marriage union, man and
woman are said to become one flesh. "For this cause shall a man leave his father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife ; and the twain shall become one flesh." The
wife, then, being one flesh with the husband, there comes into operation (in support of
the duty of the husband) the principle of self-preservation. " He that loveth his own
wife loveth himself: for no man ever hated his own flesh ; but nourisheth and cherishetli
The Christian a/nalogy. " Even as Christ also the Church." Christ bestows a
it."
fostering care on the Church ; and this is not only lovely, but it is thoroughly natural.
For : (1) The Church is one flesh with Christ hy derivation. " Because we are members
Her spiritual being is from Christ as much as Eve's physical being was
of his body."
from Adam. (2) The Church becomes one flesh with Christ in the marriage union.
Here the words of the marriage ceremony are quoted with the added comment, " This
mystery is great : but I speak in regard of Christ and of the Church." The language,
" one flesh," has a strangeness in its application to an ordinary marriage union, but the
apostle is careful to let us know that he uses it in reference to the mystical union of
Christ and the Church (by no distortion, for that is the archetype, or original pattern
of all marriage, and, we must believe, was in the Divine mind when the words were
uttered in Paradise). Shall we think of the Son leaving his Father's house and cleaving to his bride in human flesh ? But we must not (as some have done) pry too
curiously into it ; for it is a mysteiy, and we must simply lay hold upon the great fact
that it points to the union between Christ and the Church being so intimate that he
loves her as he loves himself.
ni. Recapitulation (order of duties inverted). Duty of husband. " Nevertheless
[i.e. not to press the mystical bearings of the subject] do ye also severally love each
one his own wife even as himself." It is again an ideal of very difficult attainment.
What a fostering care is conjoined with his authority ! And this to be Christ-like (in
that fostering care which he is now bestowing upon his Church, and which he will one
day bring to a mature result) ? Duty of wife. " And let the wife see that she fear her
husband." He may personally be deficient (in comparison with her) in those qualities
which fit him for being head, but nevertheless she is to show deference to him in
In the precept here it is supposed that he has
respect of the position which he holds.
Christian worth (which is what the representative of Christ should have, what is the
adornment of his position). And even when a Christian wife cannot look to Christian
worth in her husband, yet must she preserve reverence toward him, while at the same
Tivo lessons may he learned here. 1. Martime seeking to win him over to Christ.
It is not. Indeed, to be raised (as it is by the Roman
riage it a Christian ordinance.
Catholics) to the rank of a Christian sacrament ; but neither is it to be reduced to a
mere civil arrangement. It is here associated with the sublimest Christian thought.
This, and the presence of Christ at the marriage in Cana of Galilee, give it a thoroughly
Christian character and throw a Christian halo around it of the brightest nature.
2. /( is not to he liyhtly entered into, hut in a Christian manner.
Man and woman
must belong to the Lord before they Ijelong to each other, and are to enter into tha
married state that they may help each other to be more entirely the Lord's.
Christian
is not at liberty to marry one who is not a Christian (even in the hope of making htm
Christian even among Christians is to seek from the Lord.
or her a Christian).
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"And

now, before the word we speak
That knits the bond man must not break,
We fain would know thy miiid.
Lord, be the sweet conviction given
To both that thou tliysclf in heuvon
The hallowed bond hast twined."

Without this there can be on
It if in that spirit that it ought to be contemplated.
necurity for happiness or for Christ being honoured in connection with the union
farmed.— B. P.

—

7.
Covetousness amongst the worst of humcm erima. "But fornication,
Vers, 3
all uncleanness, or covetousness, let it not be once named among you, as becometh
saints ; neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not convenient
but rather giving of thauks. For this ye know, that no .whoremonger, nor unclean
person, nor covetous man, who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of
Let no man deceive you with vain words : for because of these
Christ and of God.
things cometh the wrath of God upon the children of disobedience. Be not ye thereThe subject which we gather from these words is that
fore partakers with them."
covetousness is amongst the worst of human crimes.
There are three
I. It is herb classed with CBIME8 OF THE W0B8T CHABACTEB.
sins amongst which covetousness is placed in the text: unbridled licentiousness, " for"
^revolting indecency; " filthiness," that which is so
nication," and " whoremongery
unchaste and impure as to awaken universal disgust ; and immoral speech speech that
These are sins confessedly of enormous
is frivolous, untruthful, obscene, profane.
magnitude. All true souls recoil from them, all pure minds renounce thera as a degradation of the race and an offence to Almighty God. But mark, amongst these covetous'
It is ranked with them as related to them in moral vileness.
More
ness is placed.
than this, it is singled out as worse than these " a covetous man, who is an idolater."
What is idolatry ? Holding anything nearer to the heart than God. The " covetoHS
here in
man " loves money more than anything else, and money is his god.
create and
England are very zealous for the conversion of heathen idolaters.
sustain costly organizations, but there is no idolatry more real, more powerful, more
damning, than the idolatry that prevails throughout England. What god in heathendom
is more earnestly and constantly served than Mammon is served in this island ? Before
the introduction of Christianity into this country there were many idols here. " In
Scotland stood the temple of Mars ; in Cornwall, the temple of Mercury ; in Bangor,
the temple of Minerva; at Maldon, the temple of Victoria; in Bath, the temple of
Apollo ; at Leicester, the temple of Janus ; at York, where St. Peter's now stands, the
temple ot Bellona; in London, on the site of St. Paul's Cathedral, the temple of
Diana ; and at Westminster, where the Abbey rears its venerable pile, a temple of
Apollo." But Mammon now has a temple everywhere, a temple on every hill and in
every valley, in every church and house. Mammon has said to England, " Thou shalt
have none other gods beside me," and England heartily responds, " Amen."
II. It IB HEBE CLASSED WITH THE W0B8T OP OBIMBB, AS EXCLUDING FBOM THE
KiNODOM OF God. " For this ye know, that no whoremonger, nor uuclean person, nor
covetous man, who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and
From this passage may be inferred : 1. That heaven is a kingdom. There
of God."
" Kingdom of Christ
2. That heaven is a Divine kingdom.
is rule and order there.
and of God," Christ reigns there. He is in the midst of the throne; his Spirit
animates all ; his Spirit fills all with adoring wonder and worship. Christ reigns as
God there, BoriXct; toS Xpurrov KuX eeoD, Christ and God. The heavens are a kingdom managed, not by Divine partnership, it is governed by God in Christ, 3. That
hea7en excludes evil characters of all descriptions. How clearly and forcibly this is
" The works of the flesh are manifest, which are these ; Adultery,
declared in Scripture !
fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness ... of the which I tell you before, as I have
also told you in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God " (Gal. V. 19 21). " Without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers,
and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie." With the
excluded will "be the covetous man, Yes, though he has been a member of a Christiaa
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Churcb, though cultured in intellect, chaste in feeling, and refined in manners, though
an eloquent preacher of the gospel of benevolence, he will find no admission into that
world. He will be "without." With whom? Will he have a place set apart for
himself ? No, with the common damned.
III. It is HEBB classed with the worst or crimes BEPUaNANT TO THE DiTINB
NATURE. " For because of these things cometh the wrath of God." Paul says, in his
letter to the Eoraans, that " the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against al!
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men." His deep, settled, immutable antagonism
to wrong of all kinds is clearly revealed in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
But is there
any sin more repugnant to the Divine nature than covetousness, which is idolatry ?
What sin has the Almighty denounced with greater frequency and force than that of
idolatry ? But why should covetousness be so abhorrent to the Almighty ? 1. Because
it involves a mal-appropriation of the blessings of Providence.
God's will is that
whatever a man, either by. good fortune or by industry, obtains of this world's goods,
should be expended for the advancement of truth and the geaeral promotion of human
happiness. But the covetous man appropriates all to pamper his own appetites, gratify
bis own vanity, and promote his own selfish and ambitious ends. 2. Because it involves
an utter perversion of his own spiritual nature. The powers of the soul are not given
to amass material wealth, nor the affections to love it. On the contrary, they were
given to gather elements of the highest knowledge, and to love and serve the Infinite
supremely in all. The soul was made to have God, not money, as the dominant suliject
of thought and the dominant object of love. 3. Because it involves the promotion of
misery in the universe. Nothing is more repugnant to the heart of the loving God
than misery. The cause of uuiver.sal happiness is his, but the covetous man is necessarily a promoter of misery in his own soul, misery in his circle, misery through the
creation.
God's order is that no man should live unto himself, that all should labour
for the common weal ; in this way only the good of the universe can be served, its
blessedness advanced, and its order maintained.
Every man who sets himself up as
his own end in labour and life opposes all the arrangements of God.
He does what
he can to create discords in its harmonies, miasma in its atmosphere, poison in its
streams.
No wonder, then, that the " wrath of God " is against " the covetout
man."— D. T.

— 10.

" For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye
life.
walk as children of light : (for the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodr
ness and righteousness and truth ;) proving what is acceptable unto the Lord." These
verses present to us the Christian life in its transformation, obligation, and demonVers. 8

light in the

Lord

Christian
:

ttiation.
I.

Tbansfobmation.

a

true Christian is one

who has been changed from

darkness

A

The figurative language implies: 1.
change from immorality to holiness.
" Darkness " is the emblem of depravity. " They that be drunken are drunken in the
night." The ghastly legions of hell win their most terrible victories in the gloom and
into light.

The " light " is a symbol of purity. 2. A change from ignorance to
Darkness clouds our vision, and hides from us the world in which we live.
Man in an unrcgenerated state is in the moral world as a man in midnight. " Light
3. A change from sadness to joy.
is a symbol of intelligence.
Darkness is depressing.
Even the irrational creatures feel its dejecting power. Sin is sadness ; true religion is
joy.
We are told that there is "no night in heaven." It means that there is no
immorality, no ignorance, no sorrow there. • How great the change that has taken
place in a true Christian man I
Two duties are here indicated. 1. Walking in light. "Walk as
II, Obligation.
children of light." Don't go back into darkness.
Nay, don't remain in the twilight
of Christian experience, but step farther and farther into the day.
Leave the valleys,
scale the hills, and come more directly under the broad beams of day.
To walk in the
light is to walk intelligently, safely, and joyously.
2. Pleasing God. The ninth versa
being parenthetical, the last clause of the eighth verse should be read with the tenth,
" Walk as children of light, proving what is acceptable [well-pleasing] unto the Lord."
" Be not conformed to this world : but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of Qod "
silence of night.

knowledge.

—
CH. T.
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(Rom. xii. 2). The expression "well-pleasing" to God throws a light upwards on
God and downwards on man. (1) It reveals Qod. It indicates («) his moral mscep-

He is not indifferent to the moral conduct of his creatures. It indicates (6)
his forgiving mercy.
Man, though a sinner, can, through his infinite mercy, render
himself accoptable to him. (2) It reveals man. (a) It indicates the highest end of
his being.
What higher object can' a creature have than to please the Creator? (6)
It indicates the highest blessedness of his being.
The smil* of the Creator is the
tibility.

heaven of the creature.
III. Demonstration.
" The fruit of the Spirit

The

Christian

man

develops in his life certain glorious things.
and righteousness and truth." He
demonstrates in his life : 1. Divine heneficence. " In all goodness." He is full of social
love, tender, compassionate, self-sacrificing.
2. Divine righteousness.
He is a man of
inflexible honesty, unswerving rectitude.
In him the " righteousness of the Law is
fulfilled."
3. Divine reality.
His thoughts, sympathies, actions, are in harmony with
the eternal realities of being. He is neither a visionary nor a hypocrite. His thoughts
[light] is in all goodness

are true, his life is sincere.

What an infinite boon
how righteous

is the gospel to mankind 1
How glorious the
the ohlit;atioQ it imposes how great the power
power to demonstrate in our life the good, the right, and the true. ^D. T.

Conclusion.
transformation

it effects

I

—
" And have
Vers. 11 —
—(1) Two worlds of one
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. For
it

confers I

^a

14.

race.

1

—

no fellowship with the

it is

a shame even to speak

of those things which are done of them in secret. .But all things that are reproved are
made manifest by the light : for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore
ho saith. Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee
light."
The text may be regarded as a portraiture of two distinct worlds of men on
this earth
^the world of the wicked and the world of the Christly.
Here we have
I. Tee wobld of wicked men.
The characteristics of these men are here indicated.
1. They are worthless.
Their works are " the unfruitful works of darkness." Ungodly
men live in moral darkness. The sun, which alone reveals things -as they are in the
spiritual world, shines not in their heaveus.
All the light they have are the electric
flashes of an impure atmosphere.
They work in the dark, and their works are
" unfruitful." That is " unfruitful " of good. The soil that is sterile as regards its
capability of producing fruit is often fertile in its capacity to produce noxious weeds
and poisonous herbs ; so the ungodly soul it is unfruitful in goodness, but prolific in
crime. 2. They are clandestine. " Which are done of them in secret." Though
there may be an allusion here to the abominable mysteries which were celebrated in
Greece under the screen of night and secrecy, it describes the general character of a
sinful life.
All is secret. Sin is necessarily hypocritical ; it speaks in a false voice
The more corrupt the human soul the more sneakish and
it works imder masks.
clandestine.
The good alone can afford to be bland and open. 3. They are shameful.
" For it is a shame even to speak of those things." Heathenism has ever abounded

—

—

—

But sin in all its forms
still abounds with nameless iniquities (Bom. i. 24
32).
a shameful thing. It is essentially disgraceful, disreputable, and ignominious.
man has only to think calmly of it in the light of conscience and God, in order to bring
burning blushes to his cheek. Sin is a shame. 4. They are sleepy. " Wherefore he
sinful soul is sleepy in a moral sense.
It is
saith. Awake thou that sleepest."
unconscious of its moral surroundings ^it is filled with illusory dreams ; it must one
day be aroused to a sense of reality. Unlike natural sleep, moral sleep does not refresh
and invigorate, but enervates and destroys. 6. They are mortal. " Arise from the

and
is

A

A

—

dead." Everywhere the Bible represents sin as a state of death. The sinful soul is
Such is the world of
It is odious and the victim of external forces.
like a corpse.
wicked men around us. It is worthless, clandestine, shameful, sleepy, mortal.
IL The world op Chbistly men. These* are represented by the Christians at
Ephesus, the men to whom the apostle is writing. This world has a work to do with
the other the dark world of wickedness around them. And it is here indicated.
What is it ? 1. Separation. " Have no fellowship." It does not mean, of course,
that Christians are to have no Intercourse or dealings with the ungodly. This could
not be, and ought not to be if it could. It means that they are to have no spiritusl

—

—

—
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with them no thoughts, purposes, or feelings alike. That, like Christ,
they are to be " separate from sinners." Morally detached as the lamp from the dark" I have written unto you not to keep company, if any man that is called
ness.
a brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a drunkard, or an
extortioner : with such a one no not to eat " (1 Cor. v. 11). " Wherefore come out
from ftmoug them," etc. (2 Cor. vi. 14 18). 2. Reprehenaion. " But rather reprove
In the name of purity and truth expose and
them."
Eeprove them by lip.
denounce their wickedness. Eeprove them by life. Let the life stand in such a grand
" All
3. Illumination.
contrast to all that is sinful that it may he a standing rebuke.
things that are reproved are made manifest by the light." Hold forth the light of the
gospel in the midst of a " crooked and perverse generation." 4. Beauecitation. " Awake
thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead." Thunder in the ear of the sleeper ; speak
life into the heart of the dead.
There is living light for all in Christ. "Christ shall
give thee light." " He is the Light of the world." The idea of this verse seems to
be that, if Christians will use all their efforts to convert men, they may expect Christ
to shine upon them and bless them. The " light " that comes from him is a soulquickening light. "The hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear the
Elijah raised
voice of the Son of God : and they that hear shall live " (John v. 25).
the dead ; so did the apostles.
We, also, in God's great I^ nme, can raise the dead
dead souls. The resurrection of a soul is a far grander work than the resurrection of a
body. Let us sound the blast of the gospel trumpet over moral cemeteries, and the
graves will open and dead souls come forth to life.—D. T.
identification

—

— —

" See then that ye walk circumspectly,
Vers. 15 21. (2) Two worlds of one race.
not as fools, hut as wise, redeeming the time, because the days are evil. Wherefore be
ye not unwise, but understanding what the will of the Lord is. And be not drunk
with wine, wherein is excess; hut be filled with the Spirit speaking to yourselves in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to
the Lord ; giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the Name
of our Lord Jesus -Christ; submitting yourselves one to another in the fear of Ck)d.'
All these verses must be brought in under the same heading as the verses discussed in
our preceding article, viz.' Ttvo worlds of one race. These verses continue to indicate the duties pertaining to the world of Christian men.
The duties which we previously discussed were separation, reprehension, illuminativn, and resuscitation ; the
duties which we have now to notice are Christia/n consistency, holy excitement, and
;

sociai worship.

" See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but
I. Chbistian OON8I6TEK0T.
as wise." The verses teach that walking strictly in harmony with the Christian creed
implies : 1. Wisdom. " Not as fools, but as wii<e."
conduct inconsistent with the
Christian creed we profess is exceeilingiy foolish. (1) It damages our own moral
nature. (2) It misrepresents the gospel
Christ.
(3) It insults the omniscience of
God. Hypocrisy is in every way unwise. 2. 'Diligence. " Redeeming the time "
"Buying up opportunities." How is time to be redeemed? Not by regaining any
portion of the past. The past is irrecoverably gone. Not by inoperative regrets concerning the wrong of the past. Not by mere sentimental desires that the future may
be better. How then ? (1) By deducing the true moral lessons of the [jast. (2) By
a deep and devout determination to avoid all the evils of the past. (3) By turning
every circumstance of our life to a right spiritual account. " Because the days are
evir,' says Paul.
The times in which Paul wrote were corrupt ; our times are corrupt.
There are several things that make our times evil. (1)
ruling secularism. How
mercenary is our age 1 (2) Beligious formalism. The forms of religion abound everywhere; the real spirit is rate. The "letter" is killing the "spirit." (3) Sceptical
rationalism. The world's philosophy, as it is called, is for the most part anti-theistic,
anti-supernatural, anti-Christian. These elements fill the social atmosphere with the
moral fungi that make our "days " evil. Because our days are charged with so many
evils we should be diligent ; we should seize every opportunity to crush the wrong and
to promote ihe right. 3, Inquiry, " Understanding what the will of the Lord is."
God has a will concerning us, and it ia our duty to endeavour to understand it, wad foi
this purpose we must inquire into it.
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" Be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess ; hut he filled
II. HflLT EXCITEMENT.
with the Spirit." This verse suggests several tlioiights. 1. Man has an instinctive
craving for excitement. The words evidently imply this. Paul assumes that his
readers must have excitement, in telling them in what they should and in what they
should not find it. Excitement is a necessity or our nature. The soul has a deep
hunger for it. (I) Ohservation shows this. Look at society, either as it appears on
the page of history or as it surrounds you now in all the activities of life, and you will
find that the love of excitement explains much of all its restlessness, amusements, and
toils.
All are conscious of this impulse. Monotony
(2) Consciousness shows this.
and stagnation hecome intolerable. We crave a quicker pulse, a warmer and a fuller
passion.
Yes, man has a native hunger for excitement. Hence the popularity of sensational theatres, sports, hooks, scones, music, sermons. 2. Man has recourse to improper
expedients for excitement. "Be not drunk with wine." Wine stimulates excitement.
It quickens the pulse, it heats the blood, it fires the passions.
Hence men like it.
They use it, not for the sake of intoxication, but excitement. Wine-drinking is only
one of many improper expedients for excitement. Drunkenness is here a type of whatever improperly stimulates the senses and enkindles the lusts. (1) There is sensualism.
How many seek excitement in an inordinate gratification of mere animal propensities I
Wiiat thousands resort to the race-course, the exchange, the
(2) There is gambling.
billiard-table, for excitement
(3) There is immoral literature. Luscious tales, filthy
narratives, and sensational romances; these are eagerly sought because they make the
imagination glow with impure fires.
" Speaking to yourselves,'' etc. Tiiese versos (from the nineIII. Social woKSHip.
teenth to the twenty-first) show what is meant by being " filled with th.e Spirit." 1.
Eigh spiritual intercourse with man. "Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs." Speaking to men the highest things in the higliost forms of language—poetry. High feeling always runs into poetry. 2. Devout fellowship with Christ.
" Singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord." The soul pouring out its
devotions in sweet melodies in the Divine ear. 3. Thanhfrd recognition of Divine
favours, " Giving thanks always for all things unto God." 4. Q-odly devotion to the
common weal. " Submitting yourselves one to another in the fear of God." All this
And is there not snfBcient excitement
is implied in being "filled with the Spirit."
here? To be filled with the Spirit is to be filled with the Spirit's ideas; and what
exciting ideas are his I With the Spirit's purposes ; and what inspiring purposes are
his
With the Spiiit's love; and what an immensity of stirring impulses is in that
lovel—D. T.
!

—

I

—

Ideal marriage. " Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husVers. 22 33.
bands, as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is
the Head of the Church and he is the Saviour of the body. Therefore as the Church
Husis subject imto Christ, so let ithe wives be to their own husbands in everything.
bands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the Church, and gave himself for it
that he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the Word, that he
might present it to himself a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such
thing ; but that it should be holy and without blemish. So ought men to love their
wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth himself. For no man ever
yet hated his own flesh ; but nourisheth and cherisheth it, even as the Lord the
Church : for we are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones. For this cause
shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall be joined unto his wife, and they
two shall be one flesh. This is a great mystery but I speak concerning Christ and
the Church. Nevertheless let every one of you in particular so love his wife even as
The subject of this
himself; and the wife sea that phe reverence her husband."
passage is Ideal noatrimony ; or, Ood's idea of the marriage itate. As we look into it,
our convictions will deepen that the Divine idea is but very partially, if at all, developeil
in the matrimonial alliances of modem society. What is marriage? It comes not within
the limits of our purpose or space to enter into a full discussion of the grand subject of
human marriage. Our readers will find a very learned and exhaustive treatment of
'
Our remarks must ba
this question in Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.'
«onfi»«d entirely to those phases of the subject which the passage under review scg;
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hands it is admitted that marriage that is, the union of one man to one
a Divine ordination. Some philosophers see the principle of matrimony
running through all nature, not only in the sexual distinction of aU animals, but in
the sexual form of all kinds of vegetable life. But the Bible is our authority. The
Divine institution of marriage is clearly taught, both in the Old and the New Testaments.
In the opening pages of the Divine volume we read these words, " And the Lord God
I will make him an help meet for him."
said, It is not good that the man should be alone
And in the New Testament we have these words from the lips of the Sou of God himself,
" Have ye not read, that he which made them at the beginning made them male and
female, and said, For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to
his wife and they twain shall be one flesh ? wherefore they are no more twain, but one
flesh.
What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder " (Matt. xix.
4 6). What does the text teach concerning marriage? It teaches
Wives
I. That marriage implies moral royalty on the part of the husband.
are here commanded to submit themselves unto their husbands " as unto the Lord."
The husband is here called the " head of the wife, even as Christ is the Head of the
Church," and the apostle concludes the paragraph by saying, " Let the wife see that she
reverence her husband." The idea of supremacy, therefore, on the part of the husband
is manifest throughout the passage.
But what is the rule to be ? Not the rule of
superior muscular force or intellectual power.
Such a rule would be despotism and
nothing less. The apostle teaches here that the husband's rulership should be similar
to that rulership that Christ holds over the Church.
1. The husband is to rule by
moral influence. How does Christ rule the Church ? Not by force, but by love by
the royalty of his character, the sublimity of his thoughts, the Divine grandeur of his
aims. The Church bows lovingly to his authority, because of the supremacy of his
excellence.
Thus the husband is to rule the wife, for " the husband is the head of the
wife, even as Christ is the Head of the Church." It is only as the wife sees in her
husband true moral grandeur that she can bow loyally to his sceptre and feel a loving
reverence iu her heart. 2. The husband is to rule for beneficent ends. (1) The rule is
" He is the Saviour of the body." This refers to Christ. The
to be restorative.
Church is his body ; he is to it what the soul is to the body the ever-present, animating,
controlling spirit.
So the grand object of the husband should be to save his wife save
her from all that is mean and coarse, from all that degrades the character or pains the soul.
Her true elevation, and not the gratification of her vanity, or pride, or lower appetites,
should be his master aim. (2) This rule is to be universcU. " In everything." It is to
extend through the whole of domestic life. Indeed, a true moral rule over the heart will
extend to " everything " in the woman's life. (3) The rule is to be self-sacrificing in
" Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ loved the Church, and gave himself
spirit.
The husband's love should be that of the highest chivalry a love that
for it."
shrinks at no sacrifice in order to bless and ennoble the partner of his choice. It must
be of the same kind as that which prompted Christ to give himself for the salvation of
the world. Ay, and he must have the same grand object, too viz. the perfect deansing
of his bride from all that is morally corrupt. Christ loved the Church, and gave himself for it; what for?
"That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of
water by the Word, that he might present it to himself a glorious Church, not having
spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; but that it should be holy and without blemish."
It is said that the glowworm never shines after it has become a parent.
Some women
lose the lustre of stll delicacy and refinement under the influence of men whom they call
their husbands.
The aim of the true husband should be to make the character of his
wife a "glorious" character, "without spot or blemish." Behold and admire this
Divine picture of a true husband
The marriage in which there is not such a husband
is no true marriage.
It is an impious mockery.
When a woman in the marriage
ceremony of Churches is called upon to obey a man smaller in intellect, narrower in
sympathies, and inferior in moral character to herself, she is called upon to do violence
to her nature to do that, in fact, which the eternal laws of mind forbid her in sincerity
and truth ever to perform. Who can admire the contemptible? who can reverence the
mean ? The man should appear as a morally royal man in her eyes, or he is no true
gests.

woman
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husband at all.
II. That marriage implies moral lovablenbss on the part or ran wurx,
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ought men to love their wives as their own bodies." If the wife is to be loved, she
must be lovable, for it is as impossible for the human mind to love the morally
unbeautiful as it is to believe a mathematical contradiction.
There are women who
are morally hideous, and from whom all manly natures must revolt with disgust.
What is the truly lovable in a wife? Personal beauty? This may fascinate the eye
for a short time, but it has no power to generate moral esteem.
Brilliant genius or
sparkling accomplishments? No; these may charm the fancy, but never evoke the
true germ of manly love.
What is the lovable ? The text suggests two of its elements
" So ought men to love their
vital sympeUhy with the spirit of a true husband.
1.
wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his_wife loveth himself. For no man ever
yet hated his own flesh ; but nourisheth and cherisheth it, even as the Lord the Church.**
The true husband we have described: he is a royal man, who rules by moral influence
for beneficent ends in the spirit of self-sacrificing love ; and the true wife must have
such a vital sympathy with that high moral spirit of his as to make the " twain one
flesh."
His aims are elevated, his spirit is Christ-like, and her whole heart being in
vital accord with his, they are " no more twain, but one flesh.'*
God, not priests nor
Iiireling registrars, has joined them together.
2. A love-centralizing power of characttr.
There must be that fascination and bewitchment of moral spirit about her that will
draw the affections of her husband from all the dearest of other objects, and centre
them on herself. " For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall be
joined unto his wife, and they two shall be one flesh." He should discover in her
virtues so numerous and strong as to draw his sympathies even from the nearest of his
other relations and centre them on her, feeling that he can repose in her his utmost
confidence and bestow on her his choicest love.
CoNCLusiOK. It is obvious that the world abounds with ipurious marriages. The
popular idea of marriage is a legalized union of one man to one woman. Though the
union may be formed by mere sensual impulses and selfish considerations, it is still
called a marriage.
Though it be formed, not only without any relative fitness between
the parties conjoined, but with a painful discrepancy in temper, age, health, education, it
is still called a marriage. Though it be formed without any element of moral excellence
as a foundation, and without mutual love for virtue simply because no mutual virtue
The woman may be destitute of every high quality,
exists
still it is called a marriage.
immersed in sensuality and pride, still at the altar the man pledges to her his love
and the man may be a little soul, in every respect inferior to the woman, yet at the
Nothing is more baneful to a country
altar she pledges him reverence and obedience.
than the corruption of the marriage institution. The law of England, alas 1 imitea

A

—

—

brutes and fiends together as well as saints.

* For marriage is a matter of more worth
Than to be dealt in by attorneyship
For what

is

wedlock forced, but a

hell.

An age of discord and continual strife?
Whereas the contrary bringeth forth happinen^
And is a pattern of celestial bliss.*'
(Shakespeare.)

D. T.

1.—" Imitators of Ood.' L How ms possible pob us to

be imitators of God.
Ver.
vain to try to imitate God if all resemblance to God is beyond our reach. But
While speculative theolcjgy is fatally successful in magnifying
this is not the case.
the distance between man and God, practical revelation is ever bringing us nearer to God.
God is spirit, and we are spiritual beings. As Chan1. We are like God by nature.
ning taught, all spirits are of one family. God made us in his own image. It is our
work to revive that image where it has been obscured and to carry it up to higher
resemblances. 2. We can imitate God in very small ways. Because he is infinite and
we are finite we are not to infer that all common likeness is impossible. The smRlle.st
pool may bear a perfect image of the sun. 3. We are susceptible of indefinite growth
and improvement. Because we are sadly unlike God now it does not follow that we
may nevej resemble him. " It is not yet made manifest what we shall be. We know
" (1 John liL 2). God haa rtveaimi
that, if lie ^aU be manifested, we shall be like him
It is
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cannot imitate what we do not know. Mysteries of the Divino
himself to us.
nature must ever lie beyond oiu: sight. Nevertheless, something; real about Grod we do
know. For we have seen Christ, and he who sees Christ sees Gud (John xiv. 9).

In what respects we abb to become imitators of God. We cannot attain
Yet we may imitate the
to his almighty energy nor to his unfathomable wisdom.
method of these Divine attributes in the exercise of corresponding human qualities.
But the resemblance to God that is both most important and most attainable is moral
and spiiitual likeness in character and conduct. Consider especially in what points we
most need to be like God. 1. Purity. 2. Truth. 3. Oenerous giving. There are
men who are always grasping for themselves, and others who distribute abroad. The
In nothing do
latt«r are like God, who is ever raying out blessings.
4. Forbearance.
we more need to imitate God than in his gentleness with sinners, his long-suffering
patience, and his forgiving mercy. 5. Love. This is nearest to the heart and very being
of God, for God is love. He who loves his kind most widely and warmly is likest God
II.

(see ver. 2).

Why

III.
we should be imitators of God. 1. It is our natural duty. Nothing
short of this will satisfy the claims of right. It is not enough that we follow the best
men and confonn with the utmost propriety to the pious fasliions of the times, nor even
have to make our conduct agree with God's
that we obey our own consciences.
conscience. Duty is infinite a ceaseless climbing to higher and yet higher regions of
cannot reach the pinnacle of perfection at once, and we are not guilty
holiness.
for not doing what lies beyond our present powers.
But we are blameworthy if we aim
at less than perfection and if we ever rest contented with any lower stage of progress.
" Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly F-ather is perfect." (Matt. v. 48). 2.
"
are under obligations of gratitude to become imitators of God. The word " therefore
calls our attention to these obligations.
It points back to the previous words, wherein
we are exhorted to forgive one another, even as God also in Christ forgave us. 3. Out
highest blessedness will be found in our resemblance to God.
He is ever blessed.
Everything ungodlike must be ultimately a source of pain and death. Though the
imitation of God begins in toil and sacrifice, it grows into the deepest peace and the
richest gladness.

We

—

We

We

IV. By what means we may become imitators of God. 1. Worship. Heathen
gods are objective representations, and even monstrous exaggerations, of the natures of
their devotees.
Such gods can have no good moral influence. But God, as he is
revealed in Christ, is infinitely above us, and full of wonderful beauty and attraction.
As we gaze upon his glory in rapt devotion we are changed into his likeness. We all
imitate, consciously or unconsciously, what we admire.
When we see a great picture
we wish to paint; when we enjoy good music we desire to produce it; when we see
noble deeds we are fired to emulate them. 2. Meditation. As St. Francis is said to

have received the wounds of Christ on his own person by intense meditation on them,
we may receive the spiritual likeness of our Lord a more profitable resemblance by
contemplating and dwelling in the spirit of his life. Then also we shall have the likeness of God. He who is nearest to God in prayer and communion grows likest God.
3. Obedient action.
We must do Divine deeds of holiness and charity if we would
have the character that a habit of such deeds begets. All this God will supplement
and vivify by the inspiration of his Holy Spirit breathing his own life and likeness

—

—

into us.

V. In what spirit we are to become imitators or God. " As beloved children."
Thus loved cliildien venerate and imitate their parents. Here is no room for spiritual
pride.
For when we lose the childlike spirit we fall away from the imitation of God.
They who imitate God most truly are most simple and childlike, and that spirit of trust
in a loving parent which is the highest educational influence in the child, must be in us
if we would be good imitators of God.
W. F. A.

—

—

The sacrifice of Christ. I.
Ver. 2.
gave himself. He said he had power

The

sacbifige of Christ

—right as

was vouintaby. He
to lay down his life

—

well as ability

(John X. 18). Had the sacrifice of Christ not been the free (giving of himself, it would
Lave been like the human sacrifices of the he»theu a fearful deed in those who slew
^im and of no imoort to anv one else. The esaeDce of the sacrifice, all that iravA tn it

—

'

—

CH. V.

—
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propitiatory efScacy, was the willingness of the Sufferer who offered himself.
God is
not pleased with pain and death. What he ia pleased with is the devotion, fidelity, and
love that endure pain and death in the fulfilment of an unselfiijh and nohle mission.
Christ was not simply a Martyr
II. The sacbimcb of Ciiuist was otFBBBD to God.
to truth, nor only a Sufferer in the cause of humanity.
The cup that he drank was
given to him by his Father, His persistence through mortal agony was in submission
Gethsemane interprets Calvary. It reveals an essential element of
to the will of God.
the sacrifice of Christ that has been too much neglected in our theologies— the obedieiici!
of Christ.
St. Paul saw this when he said that Christ became " obedient unto death."
Thus the cross was an altar and the crucifixion an offering to God.
III. The sacrifice of Cheist was well-pleasing to God.
In primite language it
it is said that when the smoke of Noah's sacrifice went up to heaven " God smelled a
sweet savour" literally, "a savour of satisfaction," i.e. it was acceptable to God. So
Christ's sacrifice is described as "an odour of a sweet smell."
Such an act of fidelity
Thus the sacrifice becomes
to God and love to man could not but be pleasing to God,
a propitiation ; it becomes the means through which God looks favourably on those for

—

whom

it is offered.

The saceificb of Chkist was hade on otjr behalf. " For us." Men had
often offered sacrifices for themselves
to express their own devotion and to expiate
their own sins.
It is customary now for people to talk of making a present sncrifice in
order to secure a future advantage. But Christ's sacrifice was not for his own interests,
it was the Shepherd giving his life for the sheep, the Friend laying down his life for his
friends.
His was the pain, ours is the gain ; his the cross of death, ours the crown
IV.

of

—

life.

The sacrifice of Christ was occasioned by his lovb to us. " Christ also
loved you." There was no necessity that Christ should die. Ordinary duty would not
have required the sacrifice, for, though fidelity and obedience entered into it, these
elements were consequent on the free undertaking of a work of love by Christ. Christ
as a man was possessed of a great love of his kind that constrained him to die for the
world; Christ as the Son of God and "the very image of his substance" (Eeb. i. 3)
died because he was full of the love of the Father for his lost children.
VI. The sacbifiok of Christ should lead us to walk in love. 1. In return for
his love.
Love should inspire love. If it does we shall show our love to Christ by
loving our brethren. 2. Jn breaUing his Spirit. Christianity is not merely approIt is following in his footsteps.
Christians
priating the fruits of the work of Christ.
are called to be imitators of ©od, especially as he is manifested in Christ. An imitation
His
of God must therefore consist chiefly in an exercise of love like that of Christ.
love to us led him to submit to crucifixion. He asks us simply to walk in love.
V.

W.F.A.

A

A

particular kind of man is hero addressed
desobiptioh.
Ver. 14. Awake 1 L
that sleepest;" "the dead." 1. The man is ashep. His sleep. is spiritual
Whether or no he has an abstract belief in religion is not of the slightest
indifference.
moment. He may be an atheist or he may be orthodox of the orthodox. So long as
he is sleeping it matters little what he might have been doing had he been awake.
The sleeper may have his eyes open to secular interests ; he may have a quick intellect
Yet angels who see that he is unconin speculation or a vigorous energy in business.
scious of the greatest realities must regard him as a dreamer or at best as a restless
It is more than sleep. It is unnatural
2. This sleep is a sign of death.
sleep-walker.
and impossible to a soul in full energy. Spiritual perceptions must have been dulle.l
and spiritual powers paralyzed to admit of tiiis blindness and stupor in regard to Divine

—"thou

things.
It.

A

Awake!

OALii,

Up!

Arise!

A

loud voice disturbs the sleeper.

I.

Ood

sometimes (1) in providence, rousing the careless soul by the shock of some
sudden change and often (2) in the gospel, for it is the duty of the preacher to speak
2.
in trumpet-notes, not merely to teach the attentive but also to rouse the listless.
It is important to respond to this call ; for sleep is (1) a sinful neglect of duty ; (2) a
he who sleeps till the full day never sees the glory of thesunfoolish loss of blessings
riaa ; and (3) a dangerous condition—the longir a man sleeps the more difficult will it
calls,

;

—

——
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and meanwhile death and juilgment may be upon him. 3. It U poitibU
Ag a man
spiritual sleep is partly voluntary and semi-conscious.
sometimes knows that he is dreaming so he may be made aware that he is spiritually
There \a rousing power, too, in the Divine
asleep and may rouse himself if he will.
voice.
It vexes a man to have his rest disturbed, but as one who wakes the sleeper
when his house is on fire it comes for his deliverance and he will do well to bestir
be to awake,

to awalce.

The

himself.

A

PROMISE. "Christ shall shine upon thee." There is something to wake up
Christ is the Light of the world. His people are now " light in the Lord." He
brings to the waking soul truth, purity, and joy. When the storm rages and the dark
night lingers, and to wake is only to take up again the burden of sorrow and grope in
the hopeless gloom, a man has some excuse for sleeping.
Despair may sleep. But
the Christian finds a bright morning responding to his opening eyes.
are not to
wake only to kindle a poor light for ourselves.
are rewarded for waking by the
cheering brightness of Christ.
must rouse ourselves, however, to enjoy it. Tho
people that sit in darkness see the great light only when they awake and arise from
the dead.—W. P. A.
III.

for.

We

We

We

Ver. 15.
The value of time. I. All time is of high value. They who kill time
destroy one of the best talents God has given them and rob him of a sacred trust he
has lent to them. 1. Time is not our own property.
are servants and have to
account to our Master for our use of his hours. 2. Oreat concerns have to be attended to.
Not only is art long while life is short, but duty is great, the claims of service are
many, and the wants of our fellow-men are numerous. In this world of toil and strife
and sorrow every moment is of value for some good deed of mercy or some solid work of
truth. 3. Lost time is irrecoverable.
cannot redeem the time that has been wasted.
A repentant diligence may bring back the inheritance that was squandered away in
extravagant folly; careful attention may bring back the wasted health; but time once
gone is gone for ever. 4. Time may be made of inareasing value. An hour is worth
more in the use of one man than a day with another man.
II. Special oppoetunitibs abb of special value.
St. Paul urges us to buy up
" the seasons." All time is not of equal value. There are moments of peculiar preciousness. Woe to him who, through hfedlessness or wilful negligence, lets them slip 1 The
moment when the rope floats by the drowning man it must be seized or he dies. Strike
the iron while it is hot. Sow the seed in the spring if you would reap the harvest in
the autumn. 1. Youth has its golden opportunities that bdlong to no other age. Young
men especially should make the most of their own season. 2. Manhood has its time of
vigour for work that will be beyond the strength of old age. The wise man will watch
for occasions of usefulness that his word may be "in season."

We

We

The true value op time can only be obtained at a cost.
have to buy
before we can make use of it.
1.
must spend thought in considering how we
can best use our time and in watching for right opportunities. For want of due consideration there is a frightful lack of economy of energy and time.
2.
must
sacrifice oiu: own pleaswe in giving up time that we are tempted to expend on ourBelve.s, our amusement or our rest, to the service of God.
He who only gives to God
his leisure moments, when he is worn and jaded with his own selfish work, makes bul
III.

it

We

up

We

We

We must put out greater energy in order to make our time of mors
work on the highest subjects at full pressure. The busiest might do
when they cannot as yet find time for serving Christ, they would mak*

a poor offering.
value.

Few

3.

of us

more good if,
time.— W. P. A.

I. TfiB SIN".
It was the mistake of some
Ver. 18. Dninlcenness and its antidote.
of the earlier advocates of temperance to dwell too much on the economic arguments
That disagainst drunkenness, to the neglect of those which are supplied by religion.
But it is not
sipation wrecks a man's position in the world is plain and sad enough.
worldly self-interest that is chiefly outraged thereby. The sin of drunkenness is its
great condemnation.
1. It desecrates the temple of
It is a sin against God and man.
3. It occasions
the Holy Ohosi.
2. It unfits a man for his mission in the world.
brutal unkindness to others, robbing the family of daily bread for the sake of gross

—
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sclf-indnlgence, bringing poverty and gloom, wretchedness and-terror on the home, and
giving to children a hideous inheritance of disease and constitutional tendencies to the

same

vice.
4. It opens the door for other vices.
Instead of pleading intoxiofition as an
excuse for a crime committed in the madness of drink, a man should be made to feel
that the wickedness of putting himself into such a condition was aggravated by the

terrible results.

The temptation. In order to remedy the fearful evil we must consider how it
1. From customs of sociability.
Drinking has been regarded as an almost
necessary accompaniment of friendly intercourse. 2. From lack of mental occtipation.
Men spending hours together of a winter's night without any education to supply food
II.

arises.

for the mind resort to the glass as the one available relief from the tedium of doing
nothing. 3. Z7»e craving fc/r nervous stimulation. This is the real thirst of the excessive drinker.
What is called " low spirits," resulting from general ill health, or
nervous debility, or trouble, or as the natural consequence of previous indulgence,
creates the craving for stimulants.
Early in the present century, Lord Jeffrey quoted
a statement of a physician of Liverpool, respecting some of the most prosperous
merchants of that town. " He informs me," said the lord advocate, " that few of the
richer sort live to be fifty, but die of a sort of atrophy.
They eat too much, take little
exercise, and, above all, have no nervous excitement."
This condition tempts to
indulgence in nerve-stimulants.
III. The antidote.
must have an antidote if we would remedy the evil.
Mere negative abstinence without anything to support and encourage it is impossible
on a large scale and in the worst cases. St. Paul, by a flash of inspiration reveals the
" Be filled with the Spirit." These are old words. Yet they read strangely in
cure.
the present connection so little have they been heeded by zealous but unimaginative
and unspiritual social reformers.
are to pray for the Spirit of God which Christ
assures us will be given to all who ask for it (Luke xi. 13). How is this to
counteract drunkenness? 1. It counteracts the craving fornervous stimulation.
It is
itself a pure and vitalizing spiritual stimulus, infusing at once restfulness and energy.
2. It supplies interest and occupation.
For the Spirit of God is the inspiration of
thought and power. 3. It purifies and elevates social intercourse. They who are
filled with the Spirit will find that "singing and making melody in their hearts" ia
a more congenial accompaniment of social intercourse than drinking strong drinks.' W. F. A.

We

—

We

Ver. 19.
Christian worship. We have here, not only an intwesting picture of
worship as it was conducted in the early Church, but also apostolic directions for
Christian worship that may be applied to all times. Consider some of the chief features
of this worship.

The context shows that this point was of especial interest under the
I. It 18 PUBE.
The pure and simple
circumstances that obtained when the Epistle was written.
observances of the Christian assembly at Ephesus must have stood in striking contrast
In those pagau
to the riotous orgies that characterized the heathen festivities.
ceremonies intoxication and licentiousness were recognized accompaniments. Instead
of indulging in drunkenness, the Christians seek to be filled with the Spirit ; abandoning
immoral practices, they occupy themselves in social worship by singing and making
melody in their hearts. Pagans separated morality from religion. To Christians
neither is possible without the other. Christian worship must be offered up in the
beauty of holiness. Christian conduct is purified and elevated by the inspiration of
worship.
II. It IS spiKiTUAL.
We are to make melody with our "heart. " The heart stands,
not for the feelings only nor chiefly, but generally for the inner life.
Worship must
begin here, or the richest music and the sweetest song will be an empty mockery.
Whatever be our forms of worship, we have constantly to remember that the spiritual
God can only be really worshipped in spirit, in inward thoughts and feelings of

devotion.

Religion is not all feeling.
It is based on convictions, and it
III. It is emotional.
develops into actions. But religion does not dispense with emotions. It touches our
whole nature— the emotional part with the rest. It makes great use of feelings as

—

—
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oufcht to clierish feelings of love and
spiiugs of active and sympathetic influences.
adoration.
In woiship this element of religion finds its natural scope and exercise.
IV. It is jovocs. Instead of gloomy rites and bloody sacrifices Christians have
music and song in their worship. They are living under a gospel and should echo baols
the glad tidings of God's love. They are coming to a Father and should approach
him with happy home-confidence. They are following Christ, who gives his joy to his

people (John xv. 11).

V. It 18 vocAii. It begins in the heart, but it does not remain hidden there. Deep
Beligious emotion is encouraged and
feeling naturally wells out In strong utterance.
assisted by adeq\iate expression.
Of all parts of religion thanksgiving should be least
reserved.

musical. " Malting melody." We canftot make the service of praise too
we should offer to Crod what is best in form as well as in substance,
and because the music of song assists the feeling that it expresses. Slovenly singing

VI. It

is

beautiful, because
is

a

mark

of indifference

n

and

irreverence.

"Speaking one to another." This is probably an
But whatever be the method adopted,
allusion to antiphonal congregational singing.
and thoiic^h a choir may take its part in the service, it is plainly the intention of St.
Paul that all the people should sing, and that thus one should exhort and encourage
cannot praise God by proxy.
another.
VIII. It is addressed to God in Chbist. " To the Lord." Pliny writes how the
are
Christians in his time met in the early morning to sing hymns to one Christ.
not to ling simply for our own delectation or spiritual culture, or merely to attract and
interest others, but mainly as addressing God and Christ in praise and communion.
VII. It

coNOREaATiONAL.

We

We

W. F. A.
Thanksgiving. There are three points in this exhortation to thanksgiving
Ver. 20.
that arrest our attention, viz, the time, the objects, and the method.
There is a time for everything. When, thereI. The time for thanksgivino.
Always. As we should pray without ceasing by
fore, is thanksgiving seasonable ?
living in consitaat communication with God, so a spirit of gratitude should pervade oui
whole life and express itself by the brightness and colour that it gives to every action
(Fs. xxxiv. 1).
If the context limits the application of St. Paul's words to public
worship (ver. 17), the breadth of their incidence is still very significant. Every Christian assembly should be joyous with praise, in every prayer sui>plication should be
mingled with thanksgiving (Phil. iv. 6). There are times when this is difficult, e.g. in
But the difficulty would be diminished
trouble and in moods of spiritual depression.
if we thought less of our own feelings and more of the gifts and deeds of God's goodModern religion is too subjective, and therefore it fluctuates with our varying
ness.
phases of experience. Thanksgiving should call us out of ourselves to contemplate
and praise God. Under the darkest cloud a thankful heart will see innumerable causes
cf gratitude.
But let our thanksgiving be honest. If we do not feel grateful, do not
let us try to force the expression of gratitude.
II. The objects of thanksgivino.
"All things." 1. Personal UesUnge. While
we thank GkA for common gifts to all mankind, our gratitude would be warmer and
more genuine if we reflected on the special proofs of his goodness in our own lives. 2.
Fresh blessings. If thanksgiving is to be perpetual it must constantly find new food
for gratitude.
This, of all parts of worship, should not be a mere repetition of old,
worn thoughts. Our ideas on this point are too narrowed by conventionality. If we
are careful to say grace before meat, why should we not be equally ready to thank God
for a good book, a cheerful visit, or a refreshing walk ?
3. Things that we cannot see
to be blessings. Gratitude for troubles is difiicult to realize.
It is only possible through
faith.
But if we believe that God is blessing us in them we should thank him as one
would thank a surgeon for even amputating a limb to save his patient's life.
III. The method of thanksgiving.
1. It should be offered to Ood »ur Father.
It is a direct speaking to Gcd.
As he is the Father of mercies, his fathernood should
be the attribute that is most in our thoughts when we praise him.
are not rendering adulation to a distant monarch who claims it as the condition of sparing our lives
we are expressing our love and genuine devotion to our Father. There should, thei«-

We
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It should be cheerful and confident. 2,
fore, ho no cringing abjectness in our worship.
The thanksgiving is to be given in the Name of Christ ; i.e. (1) in recognition that Soil's
blessings come to us throuj^h Christ ; and (2) as receiving and appreciating them in th«
spirit

of Christ.—W. P. A.

—

Husband* and wives, I, Chbistianitt oonsbobates and blbvates
Vers. 22 33.
THB UNION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE. 1. Christianity sanctions marriage. St. Paul,
though an unmarried man, casts no slight on maiTiage. It is true that he discourages
under temporary trying circumstances (l Cor. vii. 1), but it is also true that he
not only the lawfulness, but especially the dignity of Christian marriage
The ascetic view of celibacy as a more holy state than marriage is not found
in itself.
" Let marriage Ije had ia honour among all " (Heb, xiil. 4).
in the New Testament.
St. Paul compares it with the union of Christ with
2. Christianity elevates ma/rriage.
his Cliurch.
He does not Xd^i the marriage relation to illustrate that union an illustration that was familiar with the prophets in explaining the relation of Grod to Israel.
He makes the comparison in the opposite way, taking the union of Christ and the
Church as the true and perfect union, and therefore as the type of what marriage
should be, viz. (1) close union and (2) spiritual union. Further, it is to be observed
that Christianity elevates marriage (1) by giving women a religious equality with men
men and women have equal privileges in the gospel ; and (^) by inculcating purity,

it

pliiinly teaches,

—

—

justice, gentleness,

and unselfishness.

The HiaH Christian idea of uabbiaoe latb abeat
HUSBANDS and WIVES. Care and effort are necessary to realize so

besfonsibilities on
magnificent an ideal
as a human copy of the mystical union of Christ and the Cliurch. Care should be
given in particular to the following requisites :—1. Mutual sympathy. It is not right
that husbands and wives, in dividing the home life into separate departments, should fail
The husband should show sympathy
tu take interest in one another's cares and works.
for the wife's domestic hopes, and fears, and joys, and troubles, and the wife for the
husband's schemes and achievements and disappointments. 2. Mutual confidence.
This is essential to mutual sympathy. There should be no secret between husband
and wife. Surely it is a mistake for a husband to hide his trouble from his wife out of
a desire to spare her pain, and equally so for the wife to do the same in regard to he r
husband. The separation thus caused is a more serious evil than the pain that is
Each must be prepared to meet with faults
the
prevented. 3. Mutual forbearance.
other.
But each would be less provoked by those faults if the husband would think
-ather of what his wife has to endure in him than of what he may be annoyed at in
4. The conseher, and if the wife would reflect in the same way on her own failings,
cration of marriage through union with Christ. Such a truly Christian marriage is
It is sad to see how rarely the Christian idea of marriage is
safe from shipwreck.
realized ; but little better can be expected till men and women are aiming throughout
a life of spiritual union with
at a higher life tijan what ia now prevalent in society
Christ.— W. F, A.
II.

m

—

—

St. Paul describes Christ's treatChrist's treatment of his CharcH.
Vers, 25 27.
of his Church as an illustration of the way in which husbands should behave to
But that vision of the spiritual world which is the ideal of earthly martheir wives.
It may
riage is so attractive that it arrests the apostle's attention on its own account.
well do the same with us.
are first directed to Christ's
Chbist has done fob the Chuboh.
I.
He loved it and gave himself up for it. 1. Christ
jvork for the Church in the past.
He loved the whole world, but he had a peculiar love for those who
loved the Church.
trusted and obeyed him a love like that which is between him and God, a love of
sympathy and confidence which could not be given to the world that did not trust and
obey him and was loved only with the love of mercy. 2. Christ loved the Church
His love begins the process of the purificabefore the Church was worthy of his love.
He does not love because his people are holy, but he makes them
tion of the Church.
3. Christ's love to his Church led him to give himself up
holy because he loves them.
for it. His love was not an idle sentiment. It inspired his sacrifice of himself. That
By all that he suffert he confiriiu his
sacrifice, then, is the great proof of his love.

ment

We

What

—
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The language of St. Paul may seem to imply that Christ did not
love to the Church.
On the other hand, however, it is to
die for the whole world,' but only for the Church.
be observed that St. Paul taught that Christ would ultimately gather the whole world
Church (ch. i. 10).
Christ is doing to the Church. 1. B.e is purifying it. Thespiritua..
baptism of the Word, i.e. the teaching of Christian truth, is the method. But Clirist is
Therefore note (1) we
in the truth, and he is actively purging the souls of his people.
have not to wait to be pure before seeking Christ and becoming members of his Chur:;h,
but are rather to come in our sin, repenting and desiring amendment through his grace,
in order that, after we have come to him, he may purify us ; and (2) we shall be purified
if we enter the Church of Christ, for Christ will not suffer us io remain in the imperfect condition in which he at first admits us. The Christian life throughout is a process
cf sanctification. 2. Christ is nourishing and cherishing his Church (ver. 29).
He
feeds his people with the bread that is his body.
He watches over them and deals
gently and kindly with them, and by his grace strengthens and advances their spiritual
life.
Thus Christ has not accomplished a finished woi'k and sacrifice. He is now
carrying on the double process of cleansing and nourishing the Church.
III. What Christ will do with the Church.
1. He will make it gJwious.
Christians are not to receive bare deliverance, but joy and glory.
The Church is not
only to have blessings bestowed upon her ; she is to be raised herself in holiness and
She is to be (1) " without spot," every stain of sin vanishing and (2) " withglory.
out wrinkle," all marks of age, weariness, and trouble passing away. 2. Christ will
into his
II.

What

;

present the Ghurch to himself. He is preparing his bride for the great marriage of the
Lamb. The end of all is that, being first redeemed by Christ and then purified and
strengthened. Christians may be ultimately united to him in eternal blessedness.

W.

F.

A.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

Tl.

—

Ver. 1. Children, obey your parents in
the Lord : for this is right. The first duty
ot children is obedience, and " in the Lord,"
i.e. in Christ, this duty is confirmed.
The
4v Kvpiif qualifies, not " parents," hut " obey,"
and indicates that the element or life which
even children lead in fellowship with Christ
makes such obedience more easy and more
graceful.
The duty itself rests on the first
principles of morality " for this is right."
It is an obligation that rests on the very
nature of things, and cannot change with
the spirit of the age; it is in no degree
modified by what is called the spirit of

—

independence in children.
Ver. 2. Honour thy father and mother
(which is the first commandment with a
promise). The exhortation, based on natural
morality (ver. 1), ia here confirmed from
the Decalogue. " Honour " is higher than

—

obedience (ver. 1) it is the regard due to
those who, by Divine appointment, are
above us, and to whom our most respectful
consideration is due. Father and mother,
though not quite on a footing of equality in
their relation to each other (ch. v. 22), are
equal as objects of honour and obedience
It is assumed here that
to their children.
they are Christians
where one was a
Christian and not the other, the duty would
be modified. But in these succinct verses
;

;

the apostle lays down general rules, and
does not complicate liis exhortations with
exceptions. The latter part of the verse
contains a special reason for the precept ; it
is the first commandment icith a promise
attached.
But obviously the apostle meant
more than this; for as in ver. 1 he had
affirmed the duty to be one of natural religion, so here he means to add that it is also
part of the revealed will of God it is one
of the commandments but still further, it
is the first commandment with a promise.
It may, perhaps, be said that this is appealing, not to the higher, hut to the lower part
of our nature ^to our selfishness, not our
goodness; but it is not an appeal to one
part of our nature to the exclusion of the
rest
it is an appeal to our whole nature,
for it is a part of our nature to expect that
in the end virtue will be rewarded and vice
punished.
In the case of children it is
diflicult to look far forward; the rewards
and the punishments, to be influential,
must be within (he ken of vision, as it
were therefore it is quite suitable that, in
writing to them, the apostle sliould lay
emphasis on a promise whicli had its speeial
fulfilment in the life that now is.
Ver. 3. That it may he well with thee,
and thou mayest live long on the earth.
free rendering (after the manner of the
apoRtle) of the reason annexed to the fifth
commandment, " that thy days may be long

—

;

—

;

;

—

A
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in the land whwh the Lord thy God giveth
thee." While the Decalogue was an expres•ion of the will of Goil on matters of moral
•nd indefeasible obligation, it had a local

Hebrew element here and

there.
In the
drops what is
specially Hebrew, adapting the promise in
spirit to a wider area.
The special promise
of long life in Vie land of Canaan is translated into a general promise of prosperity
and longevity.
As before, we must not
suppose that the apostle excludes exceptions.
The promise is not for each individual many good and obedient children
do not live lung. But the general tendency
of obedience to parents is towards the results
specified.
Where obedience to parents is
found, there is usually found along with it
temperance, self-control, industry, regular
ways of life, and other habits that tend
towards prosperity and longevity.
In
Christian families there is commonly affec-

present

case the

apostle

—

Ver. 5. Bond-servants, obey your maste! a
according to the flesh. There wore nmiiy
slaves in the early Church, but, liowever
unjust their position, ttie apootle couhl not
but counsel them to nbcdicnco, tliis fourse
being the best for ultimately worhinii; out
their emancipation.
The words of Christ

were peculiarly welcome

them

to

" that

are not easily defined in this connection
the former is thought to denote the discipline of training, with its appropriate
rewards and punishments; the latter, inBoth are to be "of the Lord,"
struction.
such as he inspires and approves. Instilling sound principles of life, training to
good habits, cautioning and protecting
against moral dangers, encouraging prayer,
Bible-reading, church-going, sabbath-keeping; taking pains to let them have good
associates, and especially dealing with them
prayerfully and earnestly, in order that
they may accept Christ as their Saviour and
follow him, are among the matters included

labour and are heavy laden;" and, as we
find from Celsus and others, the early
Church was much ridiculed for the large
number of uneducated persons in its pale.
With fear and trembling. Comp. 1 Cor. ii.
3 Phil. ii. 12, from which it will be seen
that this expression does not denote slavish
dread, but great moral anxiety lest one should
fail in duty. It was probably a proverbial
expression. In the singleness of your heart,
as to Christ. Not with a got-up semblance
of obedience, but with inward sincerity,
knowing that it is your duty and even if
it be iiksome, doing it pleasantly, as though
Christ required it, and you were doing it to
him.
Ver. 6. Not in the spirit of eye-service,
as meu-pleasers but as the bond-servants
of Christ, doing the will of Ood from the
heart. Exegetical of the last exhortation,
with a negative and a positive clause,
according to the apostle's frequent practice
(comp. ch. ii. 8, 19 iii. 5 iv. 14, 15, 25,
Eye-service
28, 29; V. 18, 27, 29; vi. 4).
and men-pleasing have reference only to
what will pass muster in the world Christians must go deeper, as bound to Christ's
service by the great claim of redemption
(1 Cor. vi. 20), and remembering that "man
looketh on the outward appearance, but the
Lord looketh on the heart " (1 Sam. xvi. 7)
The will of God is our great standard, and
our daily prayer is, " Thy wQl be done on
In heaven it is
earth, as it is in heaven."
done " from the heart."
Ver. 7. With good will doing service, as
Some join the
to the Lord, and not to men.
last words of the preceding verse to this
clause, "from the heart with good will,"
etc., on the ground that it is not needed for
ver. 6, for if you do the will of God at all,
you must do it from the heart. But one
may do the will of God in a sense outwardly
and formally, therefore the clause is not
superfluous in ver. 6, whereas, if one does
service with good will, OLe surely does it
from the heart, so that the clause would be
more superfluous here. Jesus is the Overlord of every earthly lord, and his follower
has but to substitute him by faith for his
earthly master to enable him to do service
with good will.
Ver. 8.
Knowing that whatsover good
thing each man shall have done, the same
shall he receive from the Lord, whether be

in this louuscl.

be bond or

;

unity, prayer, mutual helpfulness,
reliance on God, trust in Christ, and all

tion,

makes life sweet and wholesome. The
of the promise is realized in such
ways, and it may be likewise in special
mercies vouchsafed to each family.
Ver. 4. And, ye fathers, provoke not your
children to wrath. " Fathers " is inclusive

that

spirit

—

of mothers, to whom tlie practical administnition of the household and training of the
children so much belong. The first counsel
on the subject is negative, and probably bau
respect to a common pagan habit, against
which Christians needed to be put on their
guard. Irritation of children was common,
through loss of temper and violence in
reproving them, through capricious and
unsteady treatment and unreasonable com-

mands; but more especially (what is still
BO common) by the parents being violently
angry when the children, inconsiderately,
perliaps, disturbed or annoyed them, rather
than when they deliberately did wrong.
All this the apostle deprecates. But bring
them np in the training and admonition of
the Lord. The words TraiSeia and vovBeala

—

EPUBSIAUS.

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

free.

The hope

of reward

is

;
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brouglit in to supplement the more disinterested motive, suoli addition being specially
useful in the case of slaves (aa of children,
vers. 2, 3).
For the slave the hope of
reward is future— it is at the Lord's coming
that he will have his reward.
Ver. 9. And, ye masters, do the same
things to them, forbearing threatening.
Act correspondingly toveard your slaves,
as if the eye of Christ were on you, which
indeed it is; if you are ever tempted to
grind them down, or defraud, or scold

through faith is communicated to all hia
people.
To be strong is our duty; to be
wesJc is onr sin. Strong trust, strong
courage, strong endurance, strong hope,
strong love, may all be had from him, if
only our fellowship with him be maintained

make

enjoyment and ease, but of hard conflict,
with foes within and without put on the
armour of Ood, provided by him for your
protection and for aggression too, for it is
good, well-adapted for your use, God has
thought of you, and has sent his armour
for you
put on the whole armour of God,
for each part of you needs to be protected,
and you need suitable weapons for assailing
all your foes.
That ye may be able to stand

—

unreasonably and

their

life

bitter,

remember that there is a Master above you,
If
into whose ears their cry will come.
they are to do service to you as to the Lord,

you are

to require service of

them

as if

you

Therefore forbear threatening; influence them by love more than by
fear.
Knowing that both their and your
Master is in heaven and there is no respect
Both of you stand in
of persons with him.
the same relation to the great Lord, who is
in heaven and over all (coinp. ch. i. 20, 21).
Your being higher in earthly station tlian
they will not procure for jou any indulgence or consideration. You will be judged
simply and solely according to your deeds.
Your responsibility to the Judge and your
obligations to the Saviour alike bind you
If such
to just and merciful treatment.
principles were applicable to the relations
of enforced labour, they are certainly not
less so to tlie relations of labour when free.

were the Lord.

;

WarVers. 10— 20.— Thm Ohbistun
FARB.
Ver. 10. Finally. The apostle has now
reached his last passage, and by this word
quickens the attention of his readers and
prepares them for a counsel eminently
weighty in itself, and gathering up the pith
and marrow, as it were, of what goes before.
"My brethren," A.V., is rejected byB.V. and
most modem commentators, for lack of exWe nute, however, that,
ternal evidence.
whereas in the preceding verses he had distributed the Ephesians into groups, giving an
appropriate counsel to each, he now brings
them again together, and has a concluding
counsel for them all. Be strong in the Lord,
and in the power of his might. Compare
with ch. iii. 16, where the heavenly provision
for obtaining strength is specified, and with
ch. iv. 30, where we are cautioned against a
course that will fritti r away that provision.
The ever-recurring formula, " in the Lord,"
indicates the relation to Christ in which
alone the strength can be experienced (comp.
2 Cor. xii. 9). The might is Christ's, but
by faith it becomes our strength. As the
steam-engine genders the dynamic force,
which belt* and wheels communicate to the
inert machinery of the factory, so Christ is
the source of that spiritual strengtt whioh

—

in uninterrupted vigour.
Ver. 11. Put on the entire armour ol
God. Chained to a soldier, the apostle'i
mind would go forth naturally to the subject of armour and warfare. Put on armour,
for life is a battle-field ; not a scene of soft

—

;

—

;

wUes of the devU. Our chief
enemy does not engage us in open warfare,
against the

but deals in wiles and stratagems, whicli
need to bu watched against and prepared
for with peculiar care.
Ver. 12.

— For we wrestle not against flesh

Our conflict is not with men,
here denoted by " flesh and blood," which
is usually a symbol of weakness, therefore
denoting that our opponents are not weak
mortals, but powers of a far more formidable
order. But against the principalities, against
the powers. The same words as in ch. i. 21
therefore the definite article is prefixed, as
denoting what we are already familiar with:
for though all of these, evil as well as good,
have been put under Christ the Head, they
have not been put under the members, but
the evil among tliem are warring against
these members with all the greater ferocity
that they cannot assail the Head. Against
the world-rulers of this [state of] darlmess
(comp. ch. ii. 2). " World-rnlors " denotes
the extent of the dominion of these invisible
foes
the term is applied only to the rulers
of the most widely extended tracts; thero
is no part of the globe to which their influence does not extend, and where their
dark rule does not show itself (comp. Luke
iv. 6).
"This darkness" expressively denotes the element and the results of their
rule. Observe contrast with Christ's servants,
who are children of light, equivalent to order,
knowledge, purity, joy, peace, etc. while the
element of the devil and liis servants is darkness, equivalenttoconfuslon,ignoratice,orlme,
terror, strife, and all misery.
Against the
spiritual hosts of wickedness hi the heavenly
places.
The natural meaning, though
questioned by some, is, either that these
hosts of wickedness have their residence in
heavenly places, or, that these places arc
and blood.

—

;

—

;
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the Bceue of our conflict with them. The
latter seems more agreeable to the context,
for " in heavenly places " docs not denote a
geographical locality hero any more than in
When it is said that " we
ch. i. 3 and ii. 6.
have been seated with Christ in heavenly
places," the allusion is to the spiritual experience of his people ; in spirit they are
at the gate of heaven, where their hearts
are full of heavenly thoughts and feelings
tVe statement now before us is that, even
in such places, amid their most fervent experiences or their most suljlime services,
they are subject to the attacks of the spirits
of wickedness.
Ver. 13. Wherefora take up the entire
armour of God, that ye may be aWe to withstand in the evil day. Some have tried to
a£Bz a specific time to the " evil day" of the
apostle, as if it were one or other of the
days specified in the Apocalypse ; but more
probably it is a general phrase, like " the
day of adversity," or " the day of battle,"
indicating a day that comes often. In fact,
any day when the evil one comes upon us
in force is the evil day, and our ignorauce
of the time when such assault may be
made is what makes it so necessary for us
to be watchful.
And having done all, to
stand.
"Having done fully," or "completed," is the literal import of Karepyaffdr
uerai, having reference, not only to the
preparation for tliebaftle, but to the fighting
The command to be "strong in the
too.
Lord " is fitly associated with our " having
done all," because leaning on almighty
strength implies the effort to put forth
strength by our own instrumentality ; when
God's strength comes to us it constrains us
" to do all " that can be done by us or
through us (comp. Ps. cxliv. 1 ; Phil. ii.
are not called to do merely as
12, 13).
well as bur neighbours nor even to do well
on the whole, but t6 do all to leave notliing
undone that can contribute to the success
of the battle; then we shall be able to
stand, or stand firm.
Ver. 14.— Stand therefore, having girt

—

We

;

—

about your loins with truth. The "stand" in
ver. 13 denotes the end of the conflict this
"stand" is at the beginning. Obviously
there must be a firm stand at the beginning
In order to
if there is to be at the end.
this, we must fasten the girdle round our
loins viz. truth, here used in a comprehensive sense, denoting honesty sincerity
;

—

;

in opposition to all sham,
and likewise the element
;
of " truth in Jesus " (ch. v. 21), the subare to
stance of the gospel revelation.
gird, ourselves in truth, eV i,\n6elcf, establishing ourselves in that element, wrapping
it round us; eV a\veeiif, literally, "girded in
truth." And having put on the breastplate

of

profession

levity, hypocrisy

We
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of righteousness.
Comp. oh. v. 24, for at
least one element of the righteousness
righteousness wrought in us by the Holj
Ghost after the image of Christ. But a
more comprehensive use of the term is not

—

excluded the whole righteousness that we
derive from Christ righteousness imputed

—

and righteousness infused.
Ver. 15. And having shod your

—

the

preparation

of

the

feet

with

gospel of peace.

The metaphor becomes somewhat

diifioult

to follow ; the feet have to be shod or armed
as with military sandals, and the sandal is
the iToi/ittffla, or preparedness of, or caused
by, the gospel of peace. The idea seems
to be that the mind is to be Eteadied,
kept from fear and flutter, by means of the
good news of peace the good news that we
are at peace with God ; and " if God be for

—

ns, who can be against us?"
The Roman
sandal was furnished with nails that gripped
the ground firmly, even when it was sloping
or slippery; so the good news of peace
keeps us upright and firm.
Ver. 16. Withal taking up the shield of
faith.
The dv^eis was a large oblong shield
covering a great part of the body, not the
atriris, smaller and more round.
Faith, in
its widest sense, constitutes this shield —
faith in God as our Father, in Christ as our
Eedeemer, in the Spirit as our Sanctificr
and Strengthener faith in all the promises,
and especially such promises as we find in
Eev. ii. and iii. "to him that overcometh"
(comp. promise to Ephesus, Eev. ii. 7).
Wherewith ye shall be able to quench all
the fiery darts of the evil one. "Fiery
darts" were weapons tipped with inflam-

—

—

mable materials,

firebrands, curiously constructed, adapted to set on fire. Metaphorically, considerations darted into the mind
inflaming lust, pride, revenge, or other evil
feelings, emanations from the great tempter,
the evil one.
That such considerations
sometimes start up suddenly in the mind,
against the deliberate desire, sometimes
even in the middle of holy exercises, is the
painful experience of every Christian, and
must make him thankful for the shield on
which they are quenched.
act of faith
on Christ, placing the soul consciously in
his presence, recalling his atoning love and
gnice, and the promises of the Spirit, will
extinguish these fiery temptations.
Ver, 17. And take the helmet of salvation.
This is ihe head-covering (comp. Ps.
cxl. 7).
In 1 Thess. v. 8 we read, " putting
on for an helmet the hope of salvation."
The glorious truth that we are saved (comp.
ch. ii, 5, 8) appropriated, rested on, rejoiced
in, will protect even so vital a part as the
head, will keep us from intellectual surrender and rationalistic doubt. And the sword
of the Spirit, which is the Word of Ood. The

An

—

—

;;
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Bword supplied by the Spirit, the Word being
inspired by him, and employed by the Spirit
for he enlightens us to know it, applies it to
us, and teaches us to use it both defensively

and

offensively.

Our Lord

in his conflict

with Satan, and also with the scribes and
Pharisees, has taught ua how this weapon
is to be used, and with what wonderful
effect.
Paul, too, reasoning from the Scriptures and proving from them "that this
Jesus whom I preach unto you ie the
Christ," or (going back to the Old Testament) tlie author of the hundred and nineteenth psalm, showing us how the soul is to
be fed, quickened, strengthened and comforted out of God's Law, indicates the manifold use of the sword, and shows how earnestly we should study and practice this
sword exercise, for our own good and the
good of others.
Ver. 18.— With all prayer and sapplioaThe metaphor of armour is
tion praying.
now dropped, but not the idea of the connow insisted on is of the
what
is
flict, for
most vital importance for successful warfare.
Tiiough prayer is virtually comprehended in
most of the previous exhortations, it is now
specifically enjoined, and in a great variety
" all prayer and supplication,"
of ways
equivalent to every form of it, e.g. ejaeula;

tory, secret, spoken, domestic, social, congregational. At all seasons.
No period of

—

should be without it youth, middle
old age, all demand it ; no condition of
adversity, prosperity, sunshine, desolation, under sore temptation, under important
duty, under heavy trial, under all the
changing circumstances of life, personal,
social. Christian.
See the hymn
life

life,

life

—

" Go, when the morning shineth
Go, when the noon is bright
Go, when the day declineth i
Go, in the hush of night."
In the Spirit

for true prayer is spiritual,
not true prayer unless by the Holy
Spirit the heart is filled with heavenward
longings and aspirations, changing our
prayer from cold form to heartfelt realities.
The ordinary habit of the soul should be
prayerful, realizing the presence of God and
looking for his grace and guidance. And
watching thereunto that is, " towards "
spirituality, against formality, as also against
forgetfulness and neglect of prayer. Perhaps
also the idea of watching for the answer is
involved, as you wait for an answer when
you have despatched a letter. In all perseverance this being very specially needed to
suike prayer triumphant, as in the case of
the Syro-phoenidan mother, or in that of
Honica, mother of Augustine, and many
more. And prayer for all saints this being
ona of the great objects for which saints are

and

— —

;

;

it is

;

;

;

[oh.
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gathered into the " one body " the Church,
that they may be upheld and carried on, in
warfare and in work, by mutual prayer, kept
from slips and infirmities, and from deadly
sins, and enabled one and all to "walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith they are
called."

—

Ver. 19. ^And for me. Mark the «»priestly idea; so far from Paul having a
store of grace for all the Galatians, he needed
their prayers that, out of the one living store,
the needful grace might be given to him. That
ntteranoe may be given to me, in the opening
of my month, to make known with boldness
the mystery of the gospel. With all his
practice in preaching, he felt that every

—

instance of right utterance was a gift " may
be given to me " especially when great
matters were involved " in the opening of
my moutli." To open the mouth denotes am
authoritative act of teaching (comp. Matt:.
y. 2) ; on such occasions he especially desired
holdness, not stormy vehemence, but earnestness, fearlessness in making known the
destination of the gospel, once secret, now
designed for all (comp. ch. ii.). Boldness
was needed because the message was so hateful to some and so contemptible to others.
Ver. 20. For which I am an ambassador
in chains. Thereby not only physically
helpless, but in danger of being subdued
into tamenesa,the ordinary effect of captivity,
and thus reduced to a spirit not befitting the
bearer of a great message from the King of
kings. That in it i.e. in the matter of it,
of the gospel I may speak boldly, as I
onght to speak.
Vers. 21, 22. Mission of Tychioub.
Ver. 21. But that ye also may know my
;

—

—

—

—

how

I do. Having referred to his
captivity, he thought it natural for the Epbesians to desire more information about him,
how he did or fared in his captivity. Tychions, the beloved brother and faithfnl minister in the Lord.
Nothing more is known of
affairs,

him than

that (with Trophimus) he was a
of Asia (Acts xx. 4), who accompanied
Paul when travelling from Macedonia to
Asia, and was sent by him to various
Churches (Col. iy. 7 ; 2 Tim. iv. 12 ; Titus
iii. 12).
The two qualities by which he is
noted, lovableness and fidelity, have not only
served to embalm his name, but show that
he had much of Paul's own character. Shall
make known to yon all things.
Ver. 22.—Whom I have sent unto yon for
this very purpose, that ye may know onr
state, and that he may comfort your hearts.
This serves to explain the absence of personal remembrances, allusions, and messages
in the Epistle. Tychious, who had his full
confidence, would tell them all by word of
mouth. The concluding words show that it
was not to gratify any mere peisonal feeling

man

—
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that Pnul directed Tyohious to make this
communication; but knowing how much
they felt for him, he believed it would be a
comfort to hear how he fared. To pagans
the idea of captivity was always dolorous
and dreadful it was well for them to learn
;

how

Christians could glory in tribulations
(Kom. V. 3). Tychicus, the beloved brother,
was evidently well fitted to apply to the
Ephesiana this comforting view of his state.
Vers. 23, 24. Closing Benediction.
Ver. 23. Peace be to the brethren. There
is a double invocation of blessing—to the
brethren, and to all that love tlie Lord.
" The brethren " must mean the members of
the Church addressed, with special reference
to the amalgamation in one body of Jews
and Gentiles, or to the one family (ch. iii.
15) in which they were brethren. Peace is
the echo of ch. i. 2, and denotes the apostle's
desire for the continuance among them of
the peace with God to which they had been
admitted, as well as the prevalence of peace
in every sense of the word. And love with
" Love " in the widest sense (ch. iii.
faith.
the love of Christ to them, their love
17, 19)
to Chiiat, and theii love to one another; and

—
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love is coupled with faith, because faith is
the companion of love, they are in the closest
relation to each other.
Faith in Christ
receives him as he is oifured, in all his love
and goodness ; it sees his loving face, and is
changed into the same image. From God
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ (comp.
ch.

i.

2).

—

Yer. 24. Oraoe be with all them that love
OUT Lord Jesus Christ in inoorrnptibility.
As grace was the first word, so it is the
last (comp. ch. i. 2), not as denoting anything essentially different from the blessings
invoked in the preceding verse, but for
variety, and in order that the favourite word
may be, both here and before, in the place
of prominence. The expression is peculiar
love the Lord Jesus Christ ii/ kxaeapaia.
The word denotes, especially in Paul's
usage, what is unfading and permanent.
The love that marks genuine Christians is
not a passing gleam, like the morning cloud
and the early dew, but an abiding emotion.
Nowhere can we have a more vivid idea of
this incorruptible love than in the closing
verses of Bnm. viii., " I am persuaded that
neither death nor life," etc.

HOMILBTIC&

—

4.
Duties of children and parents. It must have been an interesting day
Church of Ephesus when it was known that a pastoral letter would be read in
the public assembly from the beloved and venerable apostle whose labours had been
attended with such a blessing. Whether the meeting was held in early morning or
late in the evening, every effort would be made by every Christian to be present, and
even as they were walking towards the place of meeting, a certain briskness of manner
and eagerness of expression would show that something beyond the common was in
expectation. Those who had to pass the great temple of Diana would cast no lingering
look behind, nor think of the contrast between that magnificent shrine of idolatry
and the very humble building where the true God was worshipped, by whom all
things were made. Even the children would not linger to peep at the gorgeous glory
of the temple, for their parents would have told them that at their meeting a letter
was going to be read from the great apostle, now unable to come to them because
wicked men had imprisoned him, but still remembering them all, as his letter would
show. Remembering the interest which, like his Master, the apostle had taken in the
young, it would be an interesting question whether the letter to be read would not
contain some passage for them, and, if it did, what would be its tenor ? Perhaps the
most attentive of them would be beginning to feel weary as five-sixths of the letter
was read, but no word yet for them. But at last the message comes ; and when it
comes it appears that it is not only about them, but addressed to them ; the apostle
looks them full in the face, and says, " Children." And when the children's morsel is
brought out, it is perhaps not quite what they expected. It is not a sugared morsel,
nor is it particularly affectionate in its terms. It is not a nice little story or a poetical
allegory, carrying them to the realms of dreamland ; it is just a simple, practical
requirement " Children, obey your parents in the Lord." Possibly even the older
hearers were rather surprised, and certainly there are many now who would have
expected a more spiritual counsel. They would have expected him to say something to

Vers. 1

in the

—

the children about Jesus, or about prayer, or about trying to teach the heathen around
them ; but he speaks on none of these things. He probably counted that, if the
children were right with their parents, other things would follow ; if they obeyed their

—

—
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parents, and their parents brought them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lonl,
God's blessing would rest on their efiforts and all would be well. But if the apostle
did not speak to children in the modern fashion, it is all the more important to notica
and ponder the message which he actually gives them.
The reasons are
2. To honour their parents.
1. To obey.
I. Duty of childeen.
(1) it is right ; (2) it is a commandment ; (3) it is the first of the commandments
with a promise ; (4) that promise gives expectation of long life and prosperity. In
'The
one of the best books of the early Church, written by one of its greatest
Confessions ' of St. Augustine there is a chapter in which he humbly confesses his

men—

—

disobedience as a boy, in neglecting his lessons, and going to see games and sights in
opposition to the wishes of his parents.
Long after, when he came to be a Christian,
the thought haunted and distressed him until, confessing it, and laying it on Jesus, ho
obtained the mercy and forgiveness of God. Long life among the Jews was a token of
need
the Divine favour, and it seems to have been an emblem of the life to come.
not count in all cases on a literal fulfilment of the Jewish promise ; but we may rest
assured that a spirit of honour to our parents tends to make our earthly lot better and
brighter, and will have some recognition likewise in the life that is to come.
Not to provoke or irritate their children.
II. Duty of pabents.
1. Negatively.
But : 2. Positively, to bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. In
the Old Testament, Samuel, and in the New Testament, Timothy, are samples of
children so brought up.
The Lord's command is, " Bring up this child for me, and
I will pay thee thy wages."
What infinitely precious results depend on the execution
Every well-trained Chiisiian household is a nursery of all that
of these two precepts!
tends to bless the world ; while disorderly and unchristian families are hotbeds of vice
and evil. The prayer of the hundred and forty-fourth psalm is never out of date;
" That our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth ; our daughters as cornerstones, polished after the similitude of a palace. . . . Happy is that people that ii in
such a case ; yea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord."

We

—

Duties oj servants and masters. 1. Duty of sbbvants. Recognized
of the Church, and, however little esteemed by man, as greatly
regarded by God. In Christ all are brethren, for all are brothers of Christ, therefore of
o]\e another.
1. The duty of servants is obedience.
Qualities of the obedience.
(1) With fear and tiembling (see Exposition) ; (2) in singleness of heart ; (3) as unto
Christ and not to men ; (4) not with eye-service, but as servants of Christ ; (5) doing
the will of God from the heart ; (6) with good will. 2. The reward of good service.
Whatsoever good you do, you shall receive of the Lord ; he will repay you. We are
apt to be jealous of this doctrine. It seems to undermine free grace. But no;
salvation is wholly of grace; but one feature of grace is that, when you receive it and
act on it, it begets, as it were, another gift of grace.
If by grace the servant obey in
the Lord, a further act of grace will follow; the obedience rendered will be rewarded
" God is not
and blessed. Better this surely than any amount of earthly reward
Vers. 5

9.

as constituent

members

I

unrighteous to forget" the faithful work of those who remember him above all other.
II. Ddty of masters.
(1) Do the same things to them, observe their rights and do
as you would be done by j (2) forbear threatening.
Reasons for this, (a) You have a
Master also. One in heaven, who oversees all you do ; (6) there is no respect of persons
with him. One of the great problems of the day is how to impregnate the relations of
master and servant with the Christian spirit, and carry into effect the aim of such passages
as this.
do not refer particularly to domestic service, for a servant, by entering a
house, becomes in a sense a member of the family, and is thereby bound to fall in with the
family order. The difficulty lies mainly with the case of large bodies of men working
under a single employer. The problem is too intricate to be discussed here. But both
masters and men need to beware of offending Christ by a bitter and unreasonable spirit.
Occasions for glorifying God by the manifestation of a noble Christian spirit may
become occasions for letting out the selfishness of the carnal heart. Yet, complicated
though the question is, it is probable that the true solution would be reached by all
Christian men if the spirit of this text were carried out, if both masters and men
tried to do all as to the Lord and not to men, and to esteem his approval the very
highest reward to which they could look.

We

—
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Vers. 10 20.
The Christian warfare. Even in common parlance we speak of
" the battle of life." Even for ordinary purposes we have to fight against indolence,
evil lusts, dishonest tendencies, and many other things in ourselves ; and against
opposition, ill treatment, temptation on the part of others, and the depressing effects
of trial and disappointment.
All hard work is a fight ; we have to fight against the
sense of monotony, against the feeling of weariness, against the longing for ease ; and
when we are sick, or feeble, or depressed, it is often hard to hold on the straight path
of hard duty and turn away from the allurements of pleasure. The ring of the
hammer, the blow of the shuttle, the hoiisewife's active step from dawn to dewy eve,
often tell of battles and victories in quiet spheres, that without the idat have much
more real glory than ordinary wars. But much more is the Christian life a battle.
The chief enemies here are unseen. It is impossible to pursue an aimless, careless life
and be a Christian. "If any man will come after me," said Christ, "let him deny
himself, and take up his cross and follow me." Not only to be a Christian, but such
a Christian as this Epistle delineates ; to walk worthy of the vocation with which we
are called ; to be ever reaching forth toward the measure of the stature of the fulness
of Christ; to be growing up into Christ toward that condition in which we shall be
without spot or wrinkle or aiiy such thing ; to be advancing thus in spite of hosts of
spiritual foes, working unseen, sapping and mining our Christian life, trying to entangle
and enslave us in every way ; this can be no easy task ; it is a veritable battle,
demanding constant vigilance and incessant care. It may seem strange that we should
be exposed to such enemies. Is not our blessed Lord exalted far above all principality
and power and every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which
is to come?
Has he not spoiled principalities and powers, making a show of them
openly ? Is he not Head overall things to his Church ? Why, then, does he not crush
all her foes ?
Doubtless because he has purposes of discipline to carry out in connection
with these enemies, because, while he is willing to fight in and through his people, he
does not see it right to crush his foes without their instrumentality ; in this way habits
of vigilance and prayer and activity must be kept up by them ; but all the greater will
be their joy when at last the victory is gained, and they get the reward of " him that
overcometh." In the Middle Ages, certain coarse means were employed to arrest
attention to the formidable foes that beset the Christian soldier. Frescoes were painted
on the walls of churches and other ecclesiastical buildings, representing souls which
were sometimes seen coming out of dying bodies, while angels on the one side, and
devils on the other, were striving to get them.
The devils were grotesque, hideous,
revolting monsters, more absurd than terrible. It was the way of that age to embody
truths which in our material age are apt to be thought as ridiculous as the demons of
the Italian frescoes. But there are spiiits of evil hovering about us, trying to obscure
and pervert the truth, to blind us to the /ruits of sin, to dazzle our eyes wiih theglory
of earth, to entangle us in subtle temptations, to fill our minds with doubts and fears
and evil forebodings, luring us to the edge of the precipice, and ready, if they should
get their way, to burst into their bitter scornful.laugh, as they behold us, through their
Let us observe: 1. The true Source of strength:
wiles, weltering in the gulf of despair.
" In the Lord " (ver. 10). 2. The true armour to seek. " The whole armour of God "
(ver. 11).
3. The true enemies tole overcome. (Vers. 11, 12.) " The wiles of the devil,"
and other unseen spiritual foes. 4. The true employment and attitude of the Christian
warrior: " Withstand . . . and stand" (ver. 13). 5. The various pieces of the armour,
and their use. (Vers. 14—18.) " Who is she that looketh forth as the morning, fair
as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners?" An army
An
consists of men who not only have armour, but have been trained to use it.
unarmed army can only be food for the enemy's artillery, material for a dreadful
massacre. Let professing ChristianB see that they are armed, and that they are
making a good use of their armour. Nature cries out for an easy life, for a truce with
the world, the devil, and the flesh. In this sense our motto must bo war, not peace
for in this sense Christ came, not to send peace on earth, but a sword.

—

— —

Vers. 18 20. " Praying always." Here is a part of the Christian's armour which
had nothing corresponding to it in the panoply of the Roman soldier. Prayer comes in
without any figure. We are taught that, even when every spiritnal weapon is preparvd

—

—
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spiritual foe, all is in vain without a direct appeal to God.
Jacob, looking for an attack by Esau, had completed his arrangements of his
family and flocks, the most important part of his preparations remained— anolher
warfare had to be carried on, he must wrestle with the angel for his blessing. So in
the Christian conflict, even when the loins are girt with truth, the heart protected by
the breastplate of righteousness, the feet shod with peace, the head crowned with the
helmet of salvation, the person protected by the shield of faith, and when the hands
are grasping and wielding the sword of the Spirit, there is another duty which is quite
indispensable prayer : " Praying always with all prayer," etc. This is In accordance
with the whole tenor of the Bible : Enoch, walking with God ; Abraham, interceding
for Sodom ; Moses, pleading on the mountain ; Elijah, praying for rain ; David,
Hezekiah, Daniel, Simeon, Anna, our blessed Lord in Gethsemane, all show us that
The soul is thus strengthened
fighting men ought always to pray and not to faint.
and encouraged ; it reaches the promises and rests on them ; it feels that God is with it
" They that wait on the Lord renew their strength ; they mount up with wings as
they walk, and are not faint." The prayer required
eagles ; they run, and are not weary
With all prayer and supplication ; all kinds
is marked by six features. 1. Manifold.
At all seasons : (1) at all
2. Inwuant.
secret, ejaculatory, domestic, social, public.
times or periods of life, youth, manhood, age ; (2) in connection with every employment,
recreation, trial, mercy, undertaking, both great and small
(3) as a constant habit of
the spirit, thinking on God, depending on him, working for him. 3. Spiritual. " In
the Spirit" in dependence on his aid and inspiring power, in opposition to the mere
form or rhyming of " pater nosters." 4. Watchful. (See Exposition.) 6. Persevering
" For all saints," and especially for God's
(see Exposition).
6. Compreheative.
servants in the gospel, the men who are bearing the burden and heat of the battle.
Men may ridicule prayer; they may scoff at a praying man, a praying family,
a praying nation ; but the spectacle is really sublime. When P6re Hyacinthe, lecturing
on the public immorality of his country, made the aisles of Notre Dame ring with Ws
He said that it moved him to fiad
eloquence, he did not find cause to scoff at prayer.
England and the United States not ashamed to pray in the time of calamity, and to
give thanks in the hour of deliverance. God, after all, is the Buler among the nations,
and his rule of good will stand true. " Them that honour me I will honour, but they
that despise me shall be lightly esteemed."

and directed against the

When

—

—

;

;

—

Vers. 21, 22.
Tychicus. Many honourable men in the Bible have short biographies,
but they are very expressive. Nothing else is known of Tychicus except that he was
But we see here that : 1. He devoted himself to the service of Christ
a man of Asia
(ver. 21).

2.

devoted men.

He was faithful m that service. 3. He was the
4. By his loving spirit he secured their love.

friendly, tender-hearted, suitable to

fellow-labourer of other

5. He was sympathetic,
be employed on a mission of comfort (ver. 22).

—

His memory continues embalmed and fragrant for these two qualities fidelity to
his master, and kindly sympathy for his brother men.
His short biography is full of
instruction for the servants of Christ.
He was unselfish, unworldly, unambitious ; it
were a blessing for the Church if the rank-and-file of its undistinguished ministers and
6.

other workers were like him. After all, few inscriptions on a tombstone would be
more to be desired by the minister of Christ than this : " He served his Master and he
loved his brethren."
Vers. 23, 24.

The

benediction.

The

last drops of the Epistle are of

the

dew

of

heaven.
I. The benediction for the brethren.
1. Its substance.
(1) Peace. (2) Love.
" God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."
2. Its source.
(3) Faith.
II. The benediction for the whole Ohdroh.
Oraoe, sum and substance of the
Epistle " the Epistle of grace." With that he began, with that he ends.
But the
word is much richer after the expissition of the Epistle. It has been connected with
two eternities, past and future. And with the infinity of the three-one God, Father,
Son, aud Holy Ghost, the soul of the reader has been exercised and expanded to its
utmost stretch, in trying to comprehend it but it is incomprehensible. And new,
with all.thw added fulness of meaning, it falls on the head of all that ktva the Lord
;

— —
ca. vt.
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Jesus in incorraptibility. This treasure, multiplied, deepened, lengthened, heightened
to infinity, I invoke on you, says the apostle, in the Name of Grod.
Blessed privilege
Deep responsibility of the people to whom it is
of the minister who can do so.
done. Great importance of the closing benediction in public service ; tendency to think
of it as a mere closin°; form. It contains the very essence of all blessing. Let it be
•vceived KTarently, pondered seriously, accepted joyously.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

3.
Vers. 1
The duties of children to parents. There is a beautiful and appropriate simplicity in the counsel here addressed to children.
Their duties are founded in
nature.
They derive their being from their parents ; they are fed by them ; they are
trained by th«m for the duties of life.
But it includes four
I. Their dwty is summed up in the one wobd " obbdienob."
important elements. 1. Love. This is an instinctive feeling, but it is not the less a
commanded duty, for it is the spring of all hearty obedience. It makes obedience easy.
Yet we are not to love our parents more than the Lord ; we are rather to love them in
the Lord. 2, Honour. This is only another form of obedience : " Honour thy father
and thy mother." Children are never to set light by their parents (Dent, xxvii. 17) ; "
son honoureth his father " (Mai. i. 6) ; " Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head, and
honour the face of the old man " (Lev. xix. 32). God has, indeed, given his own
may not always he called to obey them, but we are always to
honour to parents.
honour them. " Hearken unto thy father that begat thee, and despise not thy mothet
have had
when she is old " (Prov. xxiii. 22). This honour is allied to reverence "
fathers of our flesh who corrected us, and we gave them reverence " (Heb. xii. 9).
It is our duty to requite our parents (1 Tim. v. 4), and our Lord
3. Chratitude.
ought to remember their love,
implies that we are to do them good (Matt. xv. 4).
Joseph provided for his father Jacob in old age, and
their care, their concern for us.
the women said to Naomi of Boaz, " He shall be unto thee a restorer of thy life, and
a nourisher of thine old age." 4. Subjection. "Children, obey your parents in all
things ; " that is, in all things falling within the sphere of a parent's authority. If
par«nts command their children to steal, or lie, or commit idolatry, they are not to
be obeyed. They are to be obeyed " in the Lord." There are several reasons to
make obedience natural. (1) Parents know more than their children ; therefore " a wise
son heareth his father's instruction " (Prov. xiii. 1). The child must take much of his
knowledge for granted on the mere authority of his father. (2) The habit of obedience
It is even good for the health of a child, as a desultory
is good as a discipline.
and dawdling obedience breaks its temper and injures its health, (ii) Children are not
able to guide themselves for " folly is bound up in the heart of a child " (Prov. ixii. 15).
(4) Society is benefited by the due subordination of family life.
" fob this is
II. The bbason op obbdibnoe assigned in this passage is simply
BIGHT." It is right (1) accordii^ to the light of nature ; (2) according to the Law of God.
" It is well-pleasing unto the Lord " (Col. iii. 20). It is embodied in the Decalogue,
and holds the first place among the duties of the second table, and " is the first commandment with promise " the promise of a long life. This implies (1) that the fifth commandment is still binding on the Christians of this dispensation (2) that long life is to
be desired; (3) that disobedience to parents tends to shorten life. There may be
undutiful children who live to old age, and dutiful children who die young, but the
promise abides in its general purpose. It is like the saying, " The hand of the diligent
maketh rich," yet diligent persons have felt the bitterness of poverty. Children are
therefore justified in living regard firstly to the command of God, and then to the

A

We

:

We

We

;

—

;

recompense of the reward.^!, C.
Duties of parents. They are here summarily expressed, first In » negative
positive form.
" Train up a child in the way he should go.
I, Theee must be instbuotion.
Parents must not suffer them to grow up without instruction, as Rousseau suggested,
because not to teach religion is to teach impiety and infidelity ; not to teach truth is t«
Yer. 4.

and then in a

—

;
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teach error. 1. In what principles i (1) Intheprinciplesof the Divine Word, which are
" Desire the sincere
able to make the youngest " wise unto salvation " (2 Tim. iii. 15).
milk of the Word, that ye may grow thereby " (1 Pet. ii. 2). This is counsel for babes,
(3) Lead them to Christ as the Saviour, and pray
(2) Teach them they are sinners.
that the Lord may place his hands of power and blessing upon the little ones, as he did
when on earth. (4) Train them in habits of piety, church-going, and religious action.
2. In what manner t (1) Early, like Timothy ; (2) gradually (Deut. vi. 6—9) ; (3)
patiently (Deut. vi. 20 23); (4) lovingly; (5) by example ^your own example, and
Scripture examples ; (6) prayerfully.
1. Children soon manifest a corrupt and selfish
II. There must be disciplinb.
nature, for folly is bound up in their hearts ; therefore they need correction (Heb. xii.
2. Parents must isolate them by their personal authority from evil or evil com9),
panions or temptations to evil. 3. Parents must use discipline with due discretion
they must not " provoke their children to wrath, lest they be discouraged " (1) by
unreasonable commands ; (2) by undue severity ; (3) by exhibitions of anger.

—

—

IIL EKCO0BAQEMENT8 OR MOTIVES TO THE FAITHFUL DISCHARGE OF PARENTAL
DUTY. 1. The promise : " Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is
old he will not depart from it " (Prov. xxii. 6). 2. We shall have the interests ot
eternity secured early in life.
3. -We shall thus restrain them from many follies and
4, We
sinful habits which would otherwise be the burden and curse of their after life.
shall be promoting our own happiness and comfort in old age.
6. We shall be shaping
the destinies of future generations.

—T. C.

—

Vers. 5 8. Duties of servants. It is interesting to reflect that the New Testament
devotes more space to the instruction of servants than to the instruction of either
parents or children, husbands or wives. The servants, or rather slaves, were a large
and interesting class in the cities of Asia Minor, often greatly more numerous than
freemen, and very many of them had embraced the gospel with great heartiness. There
were obvious reasons for a studious minuteness in the counsels given to such a class.
I. Their duty is summed up in the sinolk word "obedience."
Christianity
does not rudely strike at existing relations in life, but seeks to improve and sanctify
them. In its appeals to slaves as well as to masters, it sowed the seed-corn, small as a
grain of mustard seed, which grew into a harvest of emancipation in the ages which
were to see the full power of the gospel. Obedience was therefore the duty of slaves, or
servants, " in all things " (Col. iii. 22), that is, in all things included within the
sphere of a master's rightful authority, not contrary to the Law of God, or the gospel of
Christ, or the dictates of conscience.
It is set forth first in a negative, then in a positive
form. 1. Negatively. " Not with eye-service, as men-pleasers." This word is coined by
the apostle for the occasion. Bye-service is either work done only to jilease the eye,
but which cannot bear to be tested, or it may be gooil work done only when the
master s eye is upon the worker. This was a vice peculiar to slavery. But it enters
Dishonest work is to be avoided quite as much as dishonest
into all forms of service.
words. An acted lie is as dishonourable as a spoken one. There must be no mere perfunctory discharge of human duties. 2. Positively. (1) " With fear and trembling."
Not from regard to the lash of the master, but with an anxious and tremulous desire to
do our duty thoroughly. Obedience is to be yielded " with all fear " (1 Pet. ii. 18), that
"
" as
the fear of incurring the just rebukes of their masters,

and
fearing God
In simplicity and sincerity
(2) " In singleness of heart, as unto Christ."
of spirit, without dissimulation or hypocrisy. There is a great temptation to duplicity
in those subjected to another's will, especially if the service is irksome or unreasonable.

is,

with

(Col.

iii.

22).

Let there be a single desire to do your duty. (3) "With good-will doing service," not
grudgingly, or murmuringly, or by constraint, but with cheerfulness and alacrity,
" seeking to please them well in all things," that they may obtain their good will
(Titus

ii.

9).

IL The motives to such obedience. 1. The command of God here addressed ta
all seryants.
2. The Lord's mastership, for they are " the servants of Christ," and are
" doing service as to the Lord, and not to men." Here is the constraining force of the
Lord's love. How this motive sweetens, sanctifies, ennobles work
The work is done,
not for wages, not by constraint, but "unto the Lord," and therefore becomes part of
1

——
CH.
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our worship. It is thus that the Lord has married the work of earth to the worship of
heaven. 3. The rewards of this service : " Knowing that whatsoever good thing any
man doeth, the same shall he receive, . . . whether he be bond or free." Whatever disappointment may mix itself with the service of men, the Lord will have a rich reward
in store for the faithful worker.
He is not unrighteous to forget your labour of love,
for "of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance" (Col. iii. 24).
4.
The honour of the gospel. His Name and his doctrine will be blasphemed by a contrary spirit (1 Tim. vi. 1 ; Titus ii. 10). 5. The example of Christ himself.
He
" took upon him the form of a servant ; " for " he came not to be ministered unto, but
He always did the things which pleased God, and has set us an example
to minister."
that we should follow in his steps. T. C.

—

Ver. 9.
The duties of masters. They needed to be instructed as well as their
servaots; for they had irresponsible power in their hands, and might be led to use it
severely or cruelly.
L Theib duties WEBB BECIFBOOAL. They were " to do the same things unto them "
not the same duties as servants were bound to do, but after the same manner, in
obedience to God's command, with the same singleness of heart, and with the same
heartiness and good will. They were to give their servants what " was just and equal."
They were to treat them with justice and equity, with a full recognition of their righ ts.
The apostle, however, demands something more than just treatment; masters are to
forbear the threatening which was a too familiar feature of slavery.
They are not to
rule them with rigour or harshness, or even with displays of temper, but with gentleness, moderation, and kindness.

—

n. The argument to enforce the duties op masters.

" Tour Master

also is in

there respect of persons with him." He is the Judge of master and
servant alike, and will not respect either of them ou account of their station in life, but
Both masters and servants, therefore,
will reward them justly according to their works.
ought to have an eye to the presence of their great Master in heaven, ought to seek his
T. C.
glory, and pray for his assistance and acceptance.

heaven ; neither

is

—

Ver. 10.
T%e secret of Bpiritual strength. This strength is needed under all the
burdens, in all the conflicts and temptations of life, beneath its sorrows and its cares
strength of heart, strength of purpose, strength of wilL
I. " Be stuonq."
This is a strange command, just as strange as it would be for a
physician to say to a weak man, " Be strong." It is like the command, " Rejoice in

the Lord " but it seems more difBcult by any volition of our own to add to our
strength than to add to our joy. Yet, as we can do much to regulate our emotions by
determining what set of thoughts shall engage us, we can equally provide for an
increase in our strength by a direct recourse to the secret and source of it. Our
obedience to this command stands on the same footing as our obedience to God's other
commandments; and if we continue to be weak, it is more than our misfortune, it is
our fault. But there is nothing strange when we consider the secret of the origin
We are conscious of a sense of feebleness, of heartlessness, of hopelessof this strength.
ness, which of itself goes far to disqualify us for duty, and gives us up an easy prey
to the adversary of souls.. It is to meet this want that God reveals himself to us as the
great Giver of strength.
The strength
II. "Be steono in thk Lord, and in the foweb op his might."
poured into us is strength in Christ, springing out of a realizing apprehension of the
strength shall be made percontinued presence, love, and help of the Redeemer. "
The cause is to
fly is able to walk upon the ceiling of a room.
fect in weakness."
be found in the vacuum in its webbed foot caused by its very weight, and it is thus
enabled to hold on by the smooth surface of the ceiling. So our safety lies likewise in
our emptiness. The soldier fights'with greater confidence when he is led by a general
who has been always successful. WeUington calculated the presence of Bonaparte at
the head of an army as equal to a hundred thousand additional bayoneti. Thus we
understand the invincibility of the French army under his leadership. Thus the
Christian fights with greater resolution because Christ is the Captain of his salvation.
;

My

A

UL Thk

command imflies a continuous defendenok upon the Lor»
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strength is not given at once and in full measure, but according to the desire, the
capacity, the faith, the need, the duty, the trial. Our lowest powers, those of the body,
we get by growth, and they grow by exercise. Such is the law of our physical^ childhood, and no other is the law of our spiritual being. The sense of weakness obliges us
" He giveth power to the &iut ; to
to repair every day afresh to him for fresh supplies.
them that have no might he increaseth strength." T. 0.

—

— 2%e Divine panoply

Christians have a
: its necessity and design.
on earth (2 Tim. iv, 7). They have to fight for God (1 Sam. xiv. 28),
for truth (Jude 3), and for themselves (Rev. iii. 11).
It is so called because God provides each individual part
I. The Divine armoub.
"-forged on no earthly anvil and
It is armour for offence as well as defence
of it.
tempered by no human skill." The armour of Rome celibacy, poverty, obedience,
asceticism is for flight, not for conflict. This Divine armour we are not required to
provide, but merely to put on, and its efficacy depends entirely upon the power of him
Vers. 11, 12.

spiritual warfare

—

—

—

who made

it.

" That ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil."
of the Church is the devil, a superhuman tempter older than man.
This language implies (1) the personal existence of Satan; (2) his possession of
immense resources of cunning and craft ; (3) his power to inject evil into the minds of
the. saints; (4) his great end to destroy the souls of men and the whole moral order
of the world ; (5) the possibility of resisting his wiles in the strength of the Divine
II.

Its pueposb.

The grand enemy

armour.
IIL Its necessitt. This Divine equipment is indispensable in view of the serried
ranks of evil which are leagued against us under the leadership of Satan. Onr conflict
The language of the apostle implies
is not with feeble man.
It is with fallen spirits.
(1) that these spirits have a hierarchy of their own of different orders ; (2) that their
malignant activity is exercised in the world of men under a reign of darkness ; (3) that
their moral character is wickedness ; (4) and that, as Satan is the prince of the power
of the air, they seem to have their abode or the scene of their activity in the atmosphere that surrounds our earth. We need, therefore, to be strong and valiant in this
warfare, (1) because we are fighting for our life ; (2) because, though our enemies bo
strong, our Captain is stronger still (3) because nothing but cowardice can lose the
victory (Jas. iv. 7) ; (4) because, if we conquer, we shall ride triimiphantly into heaven
(2 Tim. iv. 7, 8).—T. C.
;

— — Uie Divine panoply

in its separate parts. The spiritual equipment
here described in detail the belt, the breastplate, the sandals, the
shield, the helmet, and the sword.
" Having yOUT loinS
I. TbHTH is THE BELT, AS BIGHTEOUSNESS IB THE BBEARTFIiATE,
As the belt or girdle kept the armour in its proper place,
girt about with truth."
giving strength and buoyancy of action, so truth acts in relation to righteousness,
If truth were wanting, there could be none of these things, and
faith, and peace.
nothing Christ-like or noble. The truth here does not mean truth of doctrine, as the
Word of God is again referred to, nor even sincerity in the sense of truthfulness, but
the truth subjectively apprehended, that is, the knowledge and belief of the truth. It
is the conscious grasp of the truth which gives a Christian boundless confidence in his
conflict with evil.
Error, as a principle of life, dissolves strength and unnerves for the
great fight with sin.
Truth is our proper girdle, because we fight for a God of truth
(Titus i. 2), and against Satan the father of lies (John viii. 44). Without it we

Vers. 14 17.
of the Christian

is

—

and weak.
IL The breastplate. " Having on the breastplate of

are spiritless, heartless,

righteousciMfi.''

The Roman

to protect his heart, the centre of physical life.
The breastplate of the
Christian is here called "the righteousness," evidently in allusion to Isa. lix. 17,
where Jehovah puts on " righteousness as a breastplate, and a helmet of salvation on
soldier

wore

it

It can hardly mean moral rectitude, which, after all, would be but a poor
guard against the reproaches of conscience or the assaults of Satan. This righteousness is that which the Apostle Paul desired for himself " the righteousness of God by
faith" (Pb'l. iiL 8, 9). It i* emphatically "the righteouaness," so perfect that i(

his head."

—

—
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every demand of Law, and is perfectly proof against all assaults from within
from without. Let us not show the bare breast of our righteousness to the tempter,
but rather the righteousness of God himself, imputed to us and received by faith.
This breastplate was purchased by Christ at a dear rate none are his soldiers who have
not put it on ; without it, God himself will fight against you ; if you have it, you are
sure of ultimate triumph (Rom. viii. 31, 32),
" Having your feet shod with the preparedness of the gospel of
III. Sandals.
peace." The legs of the Boman soldier were covered with greaves, and below these
were the sandals, or cdligoe. Swiftness of foot was of great consequence in military
Christians are to show a readiness, a celerity, an alacrity of movement,
iBoveinentB.
This preparelness is the effect of the gospel of peace, which
in doing God's will.
inspires us with severity and courage, and liberates us from those doubts which geneThe unready warrior is liable to sudden and secret attacks. The
rate weakness.
Christian ought ever to be piepareJ to advance against the enemy, to obey his great
Captain, to fight, to suffer, and to die in tlie cause of God and truth,
IV. The shield. " Above all, taking the shield of faith." The shield covered the
whole body, as well as the armour itself. Faith is a shield in the spiritual war/are.
It is that faith of which Christ is the Object, at once " the substance of things hoped for,
;
and the evidence of things not seen " that confidence which defends the understanding
from error, the heart from weakness or despair, the will from revolt 'against Divine
command. It is, in a word, " the victory that overcometh the world " (I John v. 4, 5).
Satan showers
Its special service is " to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one."
his burning arrows upon the soul of the Christian, either in the shape of blasphemous
suggestions, or unholy thoughts, or dark despair ; but faith makes the soul impenetrable
to such destructive missiles, because it falls back upon the Divine Word, and apprehends
the mercy of God, the merits of Christ, and "the help of the Spirit.
V. The helmet. " And take the helmet of salvation." The helmet protects the
head, the most exposed part of the body, enables the soldier to hold it up without the
Salvation, and
fear of injury, and to look calmly round upon the enemy's movements.
not the mere hope of it (1 Thess. v. 8), is the helmet that covers the head, is our true
satisfied

or

;

defence against the devil. It will make you active in all duties, courageous in all
conflicts, cheerful in all conditions, and constant to the end of life.
VL The swobd. "And the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God." The
other parts of the armour were defensive ; this is both offensive and defensive. 1. The
Word of God is a sword, because it pierces like a sword into the heart (Heb. iv. 12),
"
because it pierces through all disguises of error, because it lays bare the " wiles of the
devii It was wielded by Christ himself in his great temptation. It is still the saint's
only weapon of offence. Whether the temptation is to atheism, to impiety, to despair,
" It is
to unbelief, to covetousness, to pride, to hatred, or to worldliness, the legend,
2. It is the sword of
written," stands clearly revealed on the handle of this sword.
the Spirit, because he is its Author, its Interpreter, and he who makes it effectual to the
defeat of all enemies.

— T. C.

The duty of prayer. We are not to regard prayer as a seventh weapon,
Ver. 18.
but rather as exhibiting the spirit in which the Divine armour is to be assumed and
the warfare carried on. It is easy to see the intimate relation existing between prayer
and each individual part of the Christian's armour. 1. It is to be prayer of all kinds
public and private, oral and mental, formal and ejaculatory. 2. It is to be spiritual
;
prayer : " In the Spirit " for " He makes intercession for the saints with groanings which
cannot be uttered" (Rom. viii. 26). We must " pray in the Holy Ghost" (Jude 20).
" At all times ; " at every suitable season. We must
3. It is to be persevering prayer :
" Watching therecultivate an habitual frame of prayer. 4. It is to be watchful prayer :
unto." We must watch against watchlessness, watch for occasions of prayer, watch
It is most
5. It is to be intercessory prayer : " For all saints."
for answers to prayer.
comprehensive in its character. It is based on the communion of saints. We have
every heavenly motive for continuing in prayer. We have no ground to expect blessing
without it (Ezek. 2xxvi. 37), It is a means of getting all blessings, temporal, and
It is in itself the most heavenly duty
spiritual (Matt. vii. 7 ; xxi. 22 ; Jas. L 5).
w« can perform (Phil. iii. 26).—T. 0,

—
——

"
;
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Prayer for art, amlassador in lands. The apostle feels his need of
Vers. 19, 20.
ihe prayers of the saints, because he has a true appreciation of the difBculty and
importance of his work.
L The blessing he asks fob. It is no temporal blessing, not even release from
imprisoumetit that he might more widely preach the gospel. It is simply that " utterance might be given to him " to preach the mystery of the gospel with boldness. This
implies (1) that courage was needed for the declaration of a gospel which was an offence
to the world ; (2) that even an apostle was dependent upon God for simple utterance.

A

DOCBLE ARGUMENT TO BESPEAK AN AFFECTIONATE INTEREST IN THEIR PRATERS.
am an ambassador in bonds." 1. He was an ambassador. The apostle
never forgets the dignity of his oflBce. He knows he is the representative of a great
King, though he is Immured in Boman prisons. Ministers are Christ's ambassadors.
" We are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us we pray you
2. He was an ambassador
in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God " (2 Cor. v. 20).
in bonds. The ambassadors of earthly sovereigns come with pomp and splendour.
Their persons are sacred and inviolable to touch them is to declare war. But this
ambassador of Christ is in prison and afBicted. Brave ambassador in bonds 1 He is
worthy of the prayers of the saints. ^T. C.
II.

" For which I

:

;

—

The errand of Tychicus to Ephesut. The apostle showed his affecVers. 21, 22.
tionate concern for the Church at Ephesus, not only by writing them an Epistle, but in
despatching a minister to inform them concerning his condition and labours as a
It was a great mark of
prisoner, and to comfort their hearts under their various trials.
love and confidence to send a messenger so far, for Ephesus was many hundred miles

distant from
I.

Home.

The messengeb was

Tyohicus.

We 'know

little

of

him except

m hat

is told in

" Tychicus have I sent to Ephesus " (2 Tim. iv. 12),
several passages of Scripture.
probably in reference to this very mission. He was an Asiatic, who remained faithful
;
to the apostle amidst many desertions (Acts xx. 4); "a faithful minister in the Lord
one thoroughly acquainted with all his
as well as " a beloved brother " of the apostle

—

and quite in harmony with all his aims. How powerfully the apostle influenced
Tlie.y reflected his feelings, they intensiall the Churches by his chosen messengers I
fied the impression made by his direct labouis, they perpetuated the cordial relationship
which bound him to all the Churches.
II. The design op his journey.
It was twofold.
1. To acquaint the Ephesians
with his circumstances as a prisoner at Rome.
There were many things in that
imprisonment that the Epliesians would be anxious to know, besides the state of his
health and spirits. They would like to know what facilities he still enjoyed for prosecuting his labours, even as a prisoner; how the gospel was spreading in the great
capital of the world how the Judaic party was affecting his legitimate influence as an
apostle; and what were the prospects of his release from impri.sonment.
2. To comfoit
the Ephesians, not merely by minute oral information respecting these matters, but by
the higher lessons of the gospel. As a faithful minister in the Lord, Tychicus was
capable of doing great senrice in explaining and enforcing the lessons of afSiction. It
is the business of ministers to comfort the hearts of believers, who, whether at Ephesus
or elsewhere, may suffer from persecution, from Satan's temptations, from spiritual
deadness. It is a poor state of the Church when she is without such comforters. T. C.
affairs,

;

—

Vers. 23, 24. Bouhle apostolic blessing. The apostle ends the Epistle by a blessing
addressed first to the brethren at Ephesus, and secondly to all true lovers of the Lord

Jesus Christ.
This is not mere concord—" the
I. BLE8S1N8 TO THE BROTHERHOOD.
1. Peace.
peace to which they were called in one body " but everything that is implied in the
favour of God, repose of spirit under the sprinklings of the blood of Christ, a continuous
flow of spiritual blessings.
That is,'a love joined to faith, not
2. Love with faith.
love and faith as two distinct blessings. Their faith was an actually existing fact
the apostle desired that love should be there, as at once the characteristic and the
discoverer of faith.
3. The full blessing is ascribed to Qod the Father and the, Ltrd
Jesus ChriU. All the graces spring from Father and Son in the power of the Holy

—

.

——
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and the God of love, and Jesui

love.

II. Blessing to all tbue loveks of Oheist.
The Epistle ends, as it begins, with
grace and peace. The apostle implores God's favour upon all who love Christ in
sincerity.
1. Christ is worthy of our love.
He ought to be the supreme Object of our
love, because of the loveliness of his character, because of his boundless love to his
people, because of his work as our Mediator.
2. The love of Christ is a test of owf
He who loves him has found grace in God's sight, and will stand high in the
religion.
Divine favour. If we love him not, we are anathema ; for we love not God, we love
not man, we love not ourselves. If we love him, we have a grace of the Spirit, and we
shall value his gospel, his Word, his cause, his people, and we shall delight in his presence.
3. The love must he sincere, free from those elements of decay or change that would
work its destruction. It must be without hypocrisy, not in word only, but in deed and
in truth.
4. The apostle wishes grace to all such lovers of Christ, so that they might
have fresh discoveries of his love, a fuller enjoyment of his person, and a larger supply
of all spiritual gifts.
Amen. T. 0.

—

—

4.
Christian nurture. Having shown how Christ sanctifies the marriage
Vers. 1
union and gives to husbands the ideal of devotion, the apostle proceeds in the present
section to show the relation which should exist between children and parents. He
directs children to the fifth commandment and to the promise It contains, and he calls
upon fathers to afford their children Christian nurture in place of provocation. The

section suggests

Parental quahfioations. And here we fall back upon the previous section.
when husbands and wives are related as Christ is to the Church, when selfsacrificing love is met by reverential obedience, that the parents are qualified to train
up the children. It is surely significant also that upon the father the burden of the
nurture is laid. For he is in danger of provoking the children by severity, and so is
I.

It is

not naturally so sympathetic as the mother. Besides, if the Christian father keep
Christ before him as his great Ideal, then the Divine fatherhood regulates his
conscience and he nurtures the little ones accordingly.*
The children are not to be provoked, but " nurtured in the
II. The nuhture itself.
chastening and admonition of the Lord" (Revised Version). The former of these
words (rraiSeio) might mean, as Harless suggests, " education in general " {allgemeine
Begriff) ; but it is better to restrict it to the discipline, made up of order and of act,
under which the children grow, while the latter word {yaviiaia) will indicate education by word. " The same spirit," says Monod, in loco, " which in our day relaxes
filial obedience, softens paternal power ; the abuse of indepenrlence among inferiors and
Parents who
the forgetfulness of authority among superiors, march hand-in-hand.
have known how to guard themselves against an excessive rigour, whether as a matter
of principle or of temperament, fall usually into the contrary excess; chastisement is
banished from their household, and as for corporal punishment in particular, it is held
most frequently for a mark of a hard heart or of a base-born spirit. Let us oppose to
By the rod we do
these prejudices Prov. xiii. 24; xxii. 15; xxiii. 13, 14; xxix. 17.
not mean corporal punishment alone ; we simply say that one ought not to exclude it
As for
(cf. Prov. xxiii. 14), and that there are some cases where nothing else will do.
the rest, behold the principle which should direct Christian parents in such a case to
employ discipline of the sweetest possible character, but discipline sufficient to repress
the sin." Let this careful discipline be supplemented by a careful instruction and the
children shall be faithfully " nurtured " for the Lord.
(Vers. 1
Children are to obey their parents;
3.)
III. The evoked obedience.
they are to honour their father and mother. There is to be reverence in the obedience.
This will be secured if the parents are qualified by being God-like. It should, however,
be rendered even when the parents are far from perfect. The loyalty of the children
must not be determined by the character of the parents ; as the natural governors, the
parents are entitled to obedience even though they do not morally deserve it. The

—

—

Cf. Bush Dell's striking volume, ' Christian Nurture,' esreoiaUy the chapter
Qualification*.'
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obedience has no exception. Nor does any majority make the obligation to cease.'
Our obedience as Grod's " dear children " sliould be the model of our filial obedience.
Let UB be loyal to our parents, just as we feel bound to be loyal to our Father in

heaven I
blessino. (Ver. 3.) All God's commandments carry blessings
In the keeping of them there is gi'cat reward (Ps. xix. 11). But the
fifth commandment has this temporal blessing associated with it of longevity. Obedient
children, by a Divine law, live longer than disobedient ones. Dr. Crosby goes so far as to
where the soul
assert that this law of longevity has only " one apparent exception
itself prefers to leave this world for a better, and where, therefore, the letter of the
promise yields to its spirit, and God, instead of continuing the saint upon earth, takes
aim to his desired home in heaven. Where this exception does not occur, we must
believe that every one who dies before old age has disregarded this command."' Now,
Christianity, in promoting nurture and evoking obedience, is so far securing the longevity
of its children. We can see that the unity of Christian families must, ceteris paribus,
In this way Bushnell's assurance may come true of " the
foster health and longevity.
out-populating power of the Christian stock." ^R. M. B.

The attendant

IV.

in their bosoms.

—

—

—

Vers. 5 ^9.
The Christian treatment of slavery. The treatment of slavery by
Christianity is one of the most interesting of themes. Because Christianity did not
preach a, servile war, that is, did not propose emancipation by force, it was imagined
that it was a conniver in the selfish plot agsunst the liberties of man. But Christianity
It is by a spirit that it regenerates mankind. Force
confines itself to spiritual means.
sod mechanical appliances may subserve its purposes, judgment may have to take place
in consequence of men's selfishness and sin, but the instrumentalities of Christianity are
not carnal, but spiritual, and so mighty through God to the pulling down of the diabolic
strongholds. It can be shown that the Mosaic legislation, as well as the Divine
judgments in Old Testament times, were hostile to slavery.' But we are now concerned
with Paul's policy about slaves. Suppose, then, that he had advocated revolt and
immediate emancipation. The slaves would have been separated from their masters
and a chasm created between them which would not have been filled for generations.
Christianity would have been the disintegrater instead of the unifier of mankind,
and the evils of separation would have been excessive. Was it not better to
infuse a new spirit into service and masterhood? Was it not better to carry both
into a Divine light, and so secure the master and slaves dwelling together in unity?
Christianity consequently told master and slave how they were each related to the one
Master in heaven, and so made them one. The actual emancipation has been the outcome of the Christian spirit.

Bond and free were told about a common Master

m

—

heaven. (Vers. 7 9.)
was thus asked to look past his earthly master to his heavenly. He might
be possessed by a master on earth, but a Master in heaven told him he was not his own,
but bought with a price, and so bound to serve him with his body which was God's.
This lifted life at once to a new plane and infused into service a religious spirit.
The
Christian slave became the conscious property of Jesus.
But at the same time, he felt
that this slavery to God was " perfect freedom," that to be God's " slave " was to be at
the same time his " freeman." He was thus spiritually emancipated. Again, the
master was given to understand that he had a Master in heaven, and was the slave
of God. Hence his spiritual life gave to him the ideal of what authority is when
Lovingly dealt with by God above, he had a model of masterhood
its spirit is love.
evermore set before him, and his own relation to his slaves was of necessity modified
I.

The

slave

thereby.
II. They were a8s0BED that he was no respbotbb of persons. (Ver. 9.) Here
a blow was struck at the caste prejudices of the time. Here persons were lifted into
the light of eternal justice and seen in their native equality. Now, if God took no
'

Cf.

Dale on ' The Ten Commandments,' on the Fifth ; also Washbone's ' Social

' The Law of the Household.'
Cf, ' Thoughts on the Decalogue,' p. 114.
Cf. Cheever's eloquent appeal, ' God against Slavery,* pattim.

God,' on
*
•
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account of personal distinctions so ai to draw any line between bond and free, if the
distinctions dwelt on by men were of no account with him, the truth tended to
annihilate the distinctions.
Here was a great Leveller before whom high and low, rich
and poor, bond and free, were absolutely undistinguishable. It is this primary truth
of all men having equal rights before the Supreme which has led in time to all men
baring equal rights before enlightened law, as for example in Britain, and which has
secured the emancipation of men from meaningless distinctions. The method taken by
Christianity has thus been to bring unmeaning distinctions into the liglit of God's
countenance, and when men realize that he disregards them, they are sure to see eye
to eye with him in the end.
It is by reason, not by force, that the emancipation is
accomplished.
III. They were asked to sebve each otheb fob the higher Masteb's bake.
Mutual service for God's sake was the ideal set before masters and slaves by the
gospeL For God himself became incarnate, " not to be ministered unto, but to minister."
He came to show that " it is better to give than to receive." He came to consecrate
errice, to glorify devotion to another's welfare. When masters and slaves learn this,
their relations will contract a cordiality, and be mutually helpful in a degree impossible
otherwise. The gospel has thus quenched tyrannies by the daZiling light of God's
unsuspected justice. There was wisdom in the arrangement. Another policy would
have disorganized society and brought evils greater than existed. Onesimus goes back
to Philemon to be a son in his house rather than a slave, and to help his master in his
progress home to the common Master in heaven. Patiently waiting in his spiritual
freedom and doing his part, he can assure himself that the political emancipation will
be realized in due season. R. M. £.

—

—

The Chrisliom panoply. After having treated Christian morals so
Vers. 10 24.
carefully and shown how Christianity elevates the individual, the family, and the slave,
Paul proceeds, in the close of this remarkable Epistle, to speak of the enemies and the
arms of a Christian. Life is seen to be a battle. The enemies are manifold. It is
leave the carnal warfare to the world.
not flesh and blood against which we fight.
contend against " the principalities, against the powers, against the world-rulers of
this darkness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places " (Eevised
These foes are of a spiritual character false principles and their advocates,
Version).
So that the
whether men in flesh and blood or demons in their invisible might.
Christian finds himself confronted by a most serious host, perhaps not in very strict

We

We

—

order of battle, yet mobbed together into perplexing power. How is one to withstand
the assault of so many ? There is but one way, by becoming " strong in the Lord, and
And, blessed be his Name, he has
in the strength of his might " (Revised Version).
must put on the whole armour, that we
furnished us with a complete panoply.
may withstand all the devil's wiles. Let us translate the figures into their simplicities.
(Ver. 14.) In Oriental as well
I. Thi Christian is to be compacted by tbuth.
33 Occidental warfare, the girdle or belt is all-important. It binds the soldier into a

We

unity and makes him

feel

compact and

firm.

Now,

truth,

by which

is

meant Ood's

truth in the man, not the man's veracity, is what gives compactness to our whole being.
When Jesus is realized as the embodied " truth " (jkA7)0Eia, the same word as here,
John xiv. 6), when he is felt to be dwelling within us, then we become a unity and
strength which we could not otherwise be. Our straggled powers are united in the fear
of God (Ps. Ixxxvi. 11).
II. The Christian ib pbotbotbd by ENTEBTAiNiNa a spirit of eightbotjsnbss.
(Ver. 14.) Here again it is the Divine "justice" coming into us and permeating our
being. Now, there is no such protection for us in our contact with others as this spirit
of fairness, the desire to do what is right as between man and man. If we are able
to let righteousness reign in all our relations, the hostility of men and devils will but
It is to be " God-like " in all our attitudes, and nothing then can harm us.
little avail.
III.

The Chbistian will make

pbogbess only through bnteetaindig an evange-

(Ver. 15.) Here we have the public spirit coming to secure progress.
listic 8PIEIT.
The Christian has ceased to be self-centred. He cannot live the selfish life. He must
be a missionary. The gospel of peace is to be sent round the world. In doing so he
must have some share. He makes progress by giving the "vangelistio centrifugal force

ephbbians.
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free play.
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IV.

We are never

so safe as

when the

safety of others has
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become our great

The Chbistian quenohbs all assaults of Satan by the foweb of faith.

(Ver, 16.) Now, Satan's fiery darts belong to the region of sense. He appeals to passion.
He assaults us through the appetites. But faith vanquishes him, and nothing else can
do so. What are we to understand by "faith"? Not assent to propositions ; not a mere
realizing faculty, assuring us of things unseen ; but a trust extended to the personal and
Divine Saviour who rules over all things. This loyalty to an unseen Sovereign enables
us to see through the wiles of the arch-enemy, enables us to see how narrow are Satan's
are thus
limits, and how wide the order and interests of our Saviour's kingdom.
transported to the wider relations of the spiritual world, and the temptations through
sense and passion fall extinguished at our feet. As we live by faith in him who rules
the universe and dwells within us, Satan finds himself defeated.

We

The Uhristiak's head is covered by the assubanoe of salvation. (Ver. 17.)
has been supposed tiiat a victorious spirit will make men careless in the battle-field.
But is it so? If soldiers believe themselves destined to be victorious, they will strain
every nerve to make themselves so. The flush of victory in their heart gives power in
the contest. Now, !t is when we have got assurance of victory through our indwelling
Lord that we can do valiant things for him. Suppose that a soldier goes to battle with
head exposed, and no helmet protecting it, his anxiety about self will destroy his
fighting power.
But give him his pickelhauie, and he passes into the fight free from
self-care and with the one idea of doing his very best to win the battle.
So is it with
the assurance to which faith is meant to lead us.
VI. The (Ihristian wields, as his only offensive weapon, the Word of GJod.
(Ver. 17.) This is the sword with which he is to lay around him. The Bible is a
wonderful weapon. It cuts men and devils to the heart. It enters into the very joints
and marrow. There is no such discerner of the thoughts and intents of men's hearts.
Now, when we consider that force is only the preliminary to reason ^individuals or
nations fight first and then make up peace upon some pretence of principle
we see
that what Christianity does is to keep strictly to the sphere of reason, and to refuse all
seduction into the field of brute force. The doctrine of norwresistance is the highest
of all tributes to the reasonableness of Christianity.
The Christian, then, who masters
most thoroughly the Word of God will be the most powerful among his fellows. For
after all, this inspired Word is ahead of all human wisdom.
It is the crown and
anticipation of human genius. If we have mastered it in the spirit, we are ahead of our
time and shall understand what we can best do for our generation.
VII. The Christian is always prayerful, and especially fob his fellows.
(Vers. 18 24.) The fight in which a Christian is engaged is not for his own hard.
It is a fight for a common cause, and in the struggle we are never alone.
It is a fight
But as we wrestle, it is not for personal blessings
for the most part upon our knees.
only or chiefly, but for blessings to be conferred on others too. Our own garden is best
kept when we can think of other gardens too. Hence Paul claims an interest in the
Ephesians' prayers, believing that they will fight their battle best if they remember
him. And thus as the Epistle closes we see how Christianity emancipates us from
self, and maUes us pray with a large public spirit and with our eye on the common
weal.—B. M. B.
v.
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Vers, 1—4.
The duties of children and parents, L Duty of children. " Children,
obey your parents." 1. Sphere in which the obedience is to take place. " In the Lord."
It was said in ch. v. 21, as determining the character of the whole subjection that there
is between human beings, that it is to be " in the fear of Christ."
That is to be interpreted as meaning that, in each case, Christ is to be regarded as the authority (behind
the visible) before which those who are subjected are to bow. The husband, we have
seen, represents Christ (so far as it goes) to the wife.
And so the parents represent
Christ to the children. And then only can the children obey hi the Lord when they
regard their parents as placed over them in the Lord. In baptism parents acknowledge
that their children belong to the Lord as standing over them. And, in accordance with
this, children are to look to their parents as standing in the place of Christ to them,
and to obey them as though they were obeying Christ. 2. iiatural ground of the diity

!
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There is a relationship founded deep in nature between parents
they have given being. This is associated with an affection which
is one of the most beautiful things in our nature.
The strength of the parental affection
qualifies the parents for being placed in authority over their children.
And the filial
affection leads the children to look to their parents as the natural source of authority
over them. 3. Scriptural confirmation. " Honour thy father and mother." This is
the fifth commandment, and is wider in its range than obedience to parents.
Contents
of fifth commandment. (1) Children are to honour their parents by treating them with
proper respect. Children are to respect their parents on the ground of their superior
age.
We are commanded to rise up before the hoary head, and honour the face of the
old man. So children should show reverence to their parents because of their years.
And those years are associated with superior attai-iim^nts. A big ship leaving for
another land needs to be cautiously piloted out of the dock and past the other ships in
the harbour or river, away beyond the bar, and, it may be, through the channel, until
it is out to the open sea.
Men of special knowledge need to be employed for this, that
the ship may not get on to the sandbanks or on to. the rocks. So children in their
inexperience, their ignorance of the shoals and rocks and seamanship, need to be piloted
by the superior wisdom of their parents until they are out to the open sea of life. And
it is right that they should think of themselves with humility, and treat with respect
those who are appointed their guides. There are certain natural signs by which this
may he shown a readiness to give place to them, to give them the best seat, to be
silent when they speak, a tone of deference (while at the same time of confidence), and a
When Solomon
certain courtesy in address which is not inconsistent with familiarity.
on his throne saw his mother approaching (infeiior though she was to him in one
relationship), he rose to meet her, and bowed himself unto her, and caused a seat to
be set for her on his right hand. It would be well for children (who are sometimes
"Cursed
inclined to be rude to their parents) to take an example from the wise king.
" The eye that mocketh at his
be he that setteth light by his father or his mother."
father, and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick it out, and
the young eagles shall eat it; " that is, something terrible shall overtalie him who dares
to make light of his parents.
(2) Children are to honour their parents by showing
gratitude to them. How much are children laid under obligation to their parents
There was a time when they were entirely helpless, could neither walk nor speak, and,
but for the care of parents, they would have perished. And parental cares for them do
not soon cease. How they need to be watched, to be kept out of harm's way I And
when they are sick, how they need to be attended to day and night The mother needs
to labour on all day in the house (sometimes when she is not strong) to keep things
And the father needs to go out and work that he may provide shelter,
right for them.
and clothing, and food, and schooling for them. The children are not in a position to
know all the sacrifices their parents make for them, and the amount of thought that is
bestowed on them, and the prayers that are put up for them. But they are receiving
daily marks of their kindness, and they should receive these, not as though they were
They will never have on
entitled to them, but with feelings of gratitude ever fresh.
earth better friends, greater benefactors, than Christ has given them in their parents.
And let them value the gift. (3) Children are to honoitr their parents by being obedient
This is the point on which stress is laid (as though it summed up the
to them.
command) by the apostle. There is nothing by which children can better requite all
thQ trouble that their parents have had on their account than by their obedience. This
It is true
is the most beautiful flower that there can be in their character as children.
of them (as of those who have not come out of the childish state) that they are creatures
of tinpuZs*, and inclined to seize upon present gratification, without thinking whether
Parents, as preferring their future happiness to present
it is for their good or not.
gratification, must lay commands onthem, and the commands should be felt to be easy
as coming from those who are at the same time heaping kindness on them. Children
should be prompt to obey. They should not wait until they are threatened. They
should not yield with a grudge. They should not think of opposing their untutored
wills and crude wishes to the disciplined wills and ripe judgments of their parents. Let
Ihem honour their parents by giving them all obedience. (4) Children are to howmr
There are little services which, from an early
their parents by being helpful to them.

whom
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They should he pleased even to leave their
age, cMldren can render to their parents.
play to run an errand for them. They should not grudge doing things ahout the house
Sometimes sick parents have been thrown on their
to relieve an overworlsed mother.
children, and then it has been seen what little hands can do. Some parents have a very
hard struggle, and children may relieve them of much care and save them not a little
expense by taking care of what takes money to replace. There are some children who
only think how much they can get out of their parents (do not think whether their
parents can afford it, or have to want to give them). Children who wish to honour
their parents will be unwilling that they should want for them, and will think how
much they can save to their parents of labour and expense. (5) Children are to honour
Parents and children are friends, and
their parents by placing confidence in them.
there is nothing on which friendship more hinges than confidence. Parents are intended
to know all that their children do, and it is wrong for children to conceal anything from
them. If they wish to undertake anything, let them ask their parents' consent. Let
nothing be done on which they would not wish their parents' eyes to rest. If they have
done wrong, let them frankly come forward and confess their faults, and ask forgiveness.
But let there be no concealment, no artifice, no untruthfulness. Children who
practise deceit on their parents are likely to form character according to one of the most
detestable types. All will come to regard them with distrust. (6) Children are to
honour their parents hy attending to their instructions. Children are to take full
advantage of the provision made by their parents for their education ; but their duty does
not end there. They are to lend a ready ear to their parents when they talk to them,
especially about serious subjects.
They should love to hear the story of Christ and his
love.
They should not turn away their ear when their parents tell them what dispositions they are to cultivate, what temptations they are to shun, what company they
are to keep, what boolis they are to read; when they tell them to be respectftfl, truth" My son, hear the
ful, honest, kind, and above all dutiful to their Father in heaven.
instruction of thy father, and forsake not the law of thy mother.
For they shall be
an ornament of grace unto thy head, and chains about thy neck." Promise annexed to
" Which is the first commandment with promise, that it may
the fifth commandment.
be well with thee, and thou mayest live long on the earth." It is no longer the land
of Canaan that is mentioned, as it was when the promise was first given.
The whole
earth (not merely the heavenly Canaan) is to be regarded as the land of promise now
for God's peopled
The promise is not to be understood as absolutely guaranteeing long
life to dutiful children.
For there are some who die in childhood and who have not
been less exemplary than those who get the blessing of a longer life. " The good die
first," it is said, and there is truth in the saying.
Some who have been early taken
away have exhibited a singular sweetness and a ripeness beyond their years. Still, it is
true (apart from other considerations that may come in) that long life is promised to
children who honour their father and mother.
And we can see how God (in his
ordinary providence) works towards this end. Those who are dutiful to their parents
are likely to grow up good members of society.
They are not likely to bring their life
to an untimely end in disgraceful quarrels or by crime.
They are not likely to shorten
their days by intemperance or by idleness.
They- are likelyj too, to grow up good
membois of the Church, and may have their lives prolonged to them because of their
usefulness.
When Peter's life was in danger, prayer was made without ceasing of the
Church unto God for him. And his life was spared because of its felt valuableness.
So if we interest people in us, by services rendered to them, their good wishes and
prayers may go to our days being lengthened out for us.
II. Duty of pabbn'^s.
Fathers are addressed; mothers might have been addressed
as well. But one class only being mentioned it is those who represent the others.
" And, ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath." Parents have
1. Negatively.
not a right to act as they please toward their children. They are responsible to
him who has placed them over their children, and are bound to act in his spirit.
Parents provoke their children to wrath when they give them a sense
qf wrong. (1)
By over-commandment. Parents have a right to exact of their children ; but there are
limits to what is to be exacted of them. To heap command upon command, prohibition
upon prohibition, is not to accomplish the end aimed at. When the requirement is
more than can reasonably be rendered, it becomes vexatious. The children lose the
,
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to obey, and under compulsion are provoked to wrath.
(2)
It is true of children that they need a great amount of encouragement. And where it is deserved it ought to be freely bestowed. To bestow it where
it is not deserved is to encourage unreality.
Faults (at least the more serious, wher«

unreasonable hlame.

they are numerous) are to be dealt with. But extreme care must be taken never to
impute blame undeservedly or tentatively to children. There should bo no hint of
blame unless there is sure ground to go upon. For if children are stung with a sense
of injustice, then, provoked to wrath, they are apt to think that they may as well do
the things with which they are credited. (3) By passionatenest. Children can understand a burst of indignation for some serious offence, and are the better for it. But they
are also quick to understand when their parents lose command of themselves and
punish beyond what the offence deserves. This is carefully to be avoided, for passionateness provokes passiunateness ; the passionate father makes a passionate son. 2.
" But nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord." Such
Positively.
nurture is to be understood as a tender plant needs. If it is to be brought to any perfection, then it needs to be suited as to soil, as to exposure, as to temperature, as to
nourishment, as to protection from insects, as to its particular habits. So parents have
tender plants given them in their children to rear up, sometimes exceptionally tender,
but tender in any circumstances. They have to keep them from the storms and blasts
that would wither them. They have their physical development carefully to watch over.
Their intellectual development, too, needs great care, that they may not grow up stunted.
And especially has care to be bestowed on the nurture of their spiritual powers. (1)
This nurture is to have a distinctively Ghristian character. The appliances mentioned
are described as being " of the Lord." That is, they are such appliances as those acting
for Christ should use. They are to be used toward Christian ends. They are to b« used
toward the children being trained up as Christians. Parents are to train up their
children as those committed to their care by Christ. They are to train them up for
Christ.
They are to indoctrinate them with Christian truth. They are to seek to
attach them, not merely to themselves, but through themselves to Christ. They are to
seek that their whole being may be subject to and centre round Christ. (2) Tlie
Christian applianccM. (a) Chastening. It is difficult (apparently impossible) to get
words in the English language to represent the two words that are in the Greek original.
They are in a general way to be distinguished as discipline by power and discipline by
This distinction is effected in the words which are used in the Revised transreason,
lation (" chastening and admonition "), but by an undue limitation of the meaning. The
first word is more than discipline by punishment; the punishment is accidental, or what
It is rather all that drilling which
is only occasionally to be resorted to in discipline.
a parent gives his children in virtue of the executive (magisterial) power which is
placed in him. He has certain rules by which he goes in training his children, and he
has got the power to enforce them. The first lesson he has to teach them is that he is
And so they are, at first, purely in his strong grasp. In vain is all their
their master.
As soon as they can lisp words they must use them in prayer. They are
resistance.
He makes them
passive in his hand, and he can make them utter what he pleases.
observe simplicity, restraint, good manners in eating, that they may not learn to maka
too much of the pleasures of the table. He makes them say " grace before meat," that
they may learn betimes from whom all table-comforts come. He makes them attend
to their lessons, that they may know that they have got to work and not to be idlers.
He makes them be select as to their companionships, that they may not get out into
He appoints certain hours for the house, that they may learn order
evil associations.
and punctuality. He does not ask them if they will go to church, but he makes them
go to church with him. That is the kind of drilling that is meant here, and when it is
necessary it must be backed up by chastening, or judicious punishment for good. (6)
Admonition. This is also a word of too narrow a meaning. The Greek word means
fenerally an appeal to reason. This commences at a later stage, viz. when intellect
eglns to open. It is not necessary that a parent should always explain to a child the
reasons of his procedure. But it is important that, as a rule, children should have
explained to them the evil of the course they are asked to avoid, and the advantages of
the course they are asked to follow. And if they evince a tendency to any evil course, it
The importance of an appeal
ia right that they should be remonstrated with or reproved.
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has in view the emancipation of the children from parental

The time has to come when they have to go from under their pareots, and
he thrown upon their own responsibilities and resources. And it is all-important that,
when they go out to the world aud meet its temptations, they should be fortified with
good habits and reasons which they have in their minds for a course of sobriety, of
Parents, then, should feel their responsibility with regard
industry, and of godliness.
This responsibility is great in view of the
to the proper np-bringing of their children.
evil that is so natural to them, and in view of the evil exatuple with which they are
surrounded. They should see to it that they are first of all Christians themselves, leading a Christian life before their children. They are especially to see that they are
Cliristiaos in the methods which they use with their children.
K. F.

—

— —

9.
3%e duties of servants and masters. I. Duty of sbkvants. " Servants,
Vers. 5
be obedient unto them that according to the flesh are your masters." The Revisers
have shown good judgment in retaining " servants " here, and putting " bond-servants "
in the margin. For though " bond " (the same word) is in the eighth verse distinguished
fi-om "free," yet the thuuglit requires a modification of the meaning.
It would be
pedantic to translate in the sixth verse " bond-servants of Christ " (or elsewhere, " Paul
a slave of Christ "), for slavery is the idea we exclude from the service of Christ. And
this wider use of the word is favoured by the word not being used for "masters" which
conveys the idea of despotic authority. Further, the principles laid down have no
exclusive reference to slaves. They are such as would have had force if this perverted
form of service had never existed. It is right, then, to use a word which covers all
forms of service. It is true that (owing to the carrying out of the apostolic principles,
and generally the influence of Christianity) times have very much changed. There is
almost nowtiere now bondage on the one side and absolutism on the other. The relations
between masters and servants are of a freer nature, and depend on reasonableness on
both sides. 1'his being the case, it is to be desired, not that self-interest or classinterest should rule these relations, but the principles here laid down by the apostle.
" With fear and trembliag, in singleness of your heart,
1. The grounding of the duty.
as unto Christ." (1) The master is representative of Christ.
Four times are servants
reminded of this. The apostolic exhortation is saturated with it. A very unworthy
representative the despot of the household or slave-holder (in the very conception of the
thing, apart from personal qualities) was. But the apostle does not stigmatize him as
a usui'per, a pretender, and call upon the slaves to rise and cast off his despotism.
Strange to say (having him principally in his mind), he regards him as legitimately
filling the place of Christ.
That is to say, underneath all that slave-holding (whatever
it was) there was still a representation, a true representation, of the authority of Christ,
before which the slave was to bow.
And that was going to the root of the matter.
It was more decisive and penetrative than if he had asked them to be reconciled to the
evil of their position on the ground that Christ had suffered greater evil when in tha
world. He refused to regard the relation as disannulled by the accident of despotism
in the master according to the flesh (whoever he might be) he saw a real representation
of the authority of Christ, and he called upon them to render obedience unto him as
For disciplinary purposes, some are servants
unto Christ. All cannot be masters.
and some are masters, and some both servants and masters. In the early and Middle
Ages there were men who were carried away with a frenzy of obedience. Those words,
" I am among you as one that serveth," seemed to put a bad mark on the master state,
and to mark out the servant state as not only the safer, but the grander, more ChristAnd bo they put themselves under superiors, begged in Christ's
like state of the two.
name to be ruled, and thought they approached Christ when they performed the most
menial duties. It must be understood that the state which with Christ carries the
blessing is that (whether of master or servant) which is not self-sought, but in which
Christ sees fit to place us. (2) The appropriate disposition toward the master as the

"With fear and trembling." The slave was to fear and
representative of Christ.
tremble before his master, not because that despotic master of his was able to put him
in chains or to take away his life, but because he represented an authority abova
backed by boundless power, which was able to deal with him, and would righteously
Aai] vuit\t Ti1TY\ frtr naIT^ontol\ Awtv TVidf liniTifT fVio nrrmin^ tlna /liifir vao^nino ii*i*vm.4ifin^
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The workman is to fear and tremble tefore his master, the domestic is to fear and
tremble before her mistress, not because the master or mistress is better bom, or has
more wealth, or has a title (for in that there is little to cause fear and trembling), but
because he or she represents an authority in heaven that in no case is to be trifled with.
" In singleness of your heart." That is to say, the servant must give the reality, and
not the semblance of service. And the only ground on which this can be thoroughly
secured is by regarding his service as done unto Christ. 2. Fault to he avoided. " Not
in the way of eye-sei vice, as men-pleasers." The word translated " eye-service" seems to
have been of the apostle's own coining, and is strikingly descriptive. The eye-servant
His object or motive
is one who takes the rule of his action from the eye of his master.
Such
(as expressed in the word " men-pleasers") is to get credit for whatever he does.
a person may work with a will when he thinks of the master's eye being upon him,
and expects that it will be put to his credit. Even in such a case the principle is
wrong, It would lead him to "scarap" his work when he thought that his master's
eye was not on him, and that he would not be made to suffer for it. Could it be
secured (which it cannot be) that the master's eye was always on the servant, and
that the servant always got credit for what he did, yet work done on such a principle
(whatever it may be in political economy), from a Christian point of view is radically
wrong. 3. Positive excellence to be sought. (1) In relation to work. " But as servants
of Christ, doing the will of God from the heart." The servants of Christ must apply
the principles of Christ to their work. According to the teaching of the apostle, a
how little work he can get off with; nor this,
servant's thought is not to be this
what is the will of his
in the first place (though it is an important consideration)
master ; but this what is the will of God, i.e. what does God expect of him in amotmt,
Having found out this, he is to do his
in excellency, to be rendered to his master.
work, not in the spirit of drudgery, but with a true, it may be an ardent, love fw it, as
" from the heart." To do the will of God in this way may sometimes
it is here put
In these days there are trade-unions, comrequire not a little Christian courage.
binations among the workmen, with the view of protecting their rights. Though
unobjectionable in principle, yet (like other combinations) they may sometimes be
dominated by selfishness, and act tyrannically. And a Christian workman may he in
the position of choosing between the will of God and incurring the opprobrium of his
fellow-workmen. If he is worthy of his master's Master, he will not, to please his
fellow-workmen, give stinted, heartless work, but he will brave the consequences of
doing his duty, saying, "I must obey God rather than man." (2) In relation to his
master. ''With good will doing service, as unto the Lord, and not unto men." A
servant may not be able altogether to approve of the treatment he receives. What is
exacted of him (and what he cheerfully renders, as being the will of God) may be
Nevertheless, as a Christian, he is to keep up good feeling toward his master.
unjust.
He is a\«vaysto respect him because of his position. More than that, he is to have "good
will" toward him, that good will which (as the angelic doxology shows) is so much of
the essence of the gospel.' And he is not merely to have good will toward him as a
man, but good will also toward him in the particular relationship in which he is placed
And he is to have this good will toward him, not on worldly
to him as his master.
grounds, nor on purely rational grounds, nor on purely theistic grounds, but specially
on Christian grounds. " As unto the Lord," and not unto a master by himself or out
of relation to the Lord. That is to say, he is to bear good will toward his master as
being (by no figure of speech, but in very fact) the Lord's representative, and thus,
the relationship
it may be said, for the Lord's sake, and further, that the Lord's ends in
" Knowing
4. Encouragement to duty.
(so far as he is concerned) may be served.
the
that whatsoever good thing each one doeth, the same shall he receive again frum
Lord, whether he be bond or free." Tlie slave, or bondman, here referred to (and very
common then) was considered to be entitled to nothing. His earthly receivings were very
meagre, unless in lashes when he came under the displeasure of his master. The apostle,
him
then, is' to be understood as holding out to him this encouragement (for he names
Christian
particularly, that there may be no mistake), that, if he did his work in a
manner, then he would be a receiver, equally with the free man—he would be a receiver,
he would receive from the Lord Jesus Christ himself.
if not on earth, yet in heaven
He who saved his soul as well as that of the free man, and put both on the
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platform of privilege, would see to it that no smallest piece of work done to an earthly
master for his sake (overlooked here) would i;o unrewarded in heaven. And the same
thing is to be said of the free servant; for lie also is particularized. It is true that
" his work, that will be put against him in
if he is guilty of eye-service, if he " scamps
heaven, and there will be a day of reckoning for his evil thing, for his bad work ; hia
life-work has lost in quality, in measure by it, and his reward will most unmistakably
be curtailed it will be so much the less for that idling of his master's time, that soulless work, that grudge in his heart to his master (for upon such things as these shall
judgment be passed, by such things shall destiny be affected). But if, on the other
hand, a servant, even in the humblest position, grasps his opportunity, and seeks to be
regulated in his work by the will of God, and cherishes good will to his master, then,
in encouragement (as before in principle), he is made independent of such a variable
element as a good or a bad master, his getting his rights or his not getting his rights
he can feel that he has to do with a Master with whom there is no inequality, and who
will see to it that whatsoever good thing he doeth, what he does unobserved or what he
does under the menaces of his fellow-workmen, shall be rewarded.
" And, ye masters, do the
1. Positive statement of duty.
II. DuTT OF MASTERS.
same things unto them." Though they stand differently in the relationship (servant
to master and master to servant), they are to do the same things, the rfgulative
As the Christian servant is to
principles being the same.
(1) In relation to work.
be regulated by " the will of Ood " in the work rendered, so the Christian master is
There is that which (in the
to be regulated by the will of God in the work required.
Divine balances) is fair between them. It cannot be got at by selfishness on the one
If harmony
side and selfishness on the other, which is often made a trial of strength.
is to be attained, it can only be by both, with Christian disinterestedness, agreeing to
bring themselves (in what is required and what is rendered) to the Divine standard.
As there is to be "good mil" toward the master, so there
(2) In relation to servant.
The master may not find the servant what he
is to be good will toward the servant.
would like him to be. He may have to reprove him for eye-service or for careless
But he is always to liave good will toward him, as placed under
service under his eye.
him by Christ. He is to show his good will by seeking to make him comfortable in his
Especially is he to use his influence with him on behalf of his higher wellposition.
In the name of Christ, then, let good will be met by good will. Education
being.
alone is ineffectual. It has sometimes been found that, with the spread of education,
there bus been an embittering of the relations between masters and servants.
It is
wrong, however (as not a few do), to blame education for this. It may be said that, if
these relations cannot stand educative influences, then they are not what they should
be.
And the conclusion to be drawn is, not that we are to dispense with education,
but that those relations can only be thoroughly maintained by reasonableness and
geniune good feeling on both sides. And Christians are not to give up the problem in
despair, but ought to be prepared to demonstrate to the world that it is possible, on
Christian principles, for masters and servants to work together in harmony. 2. 1'ault to
" And forbear threatening." " The too familiar threatening " is the idea
he avoided.
conveyed in the Greek. It was the ready resource of persons possessed of irresponsible
power. Slaves were made to work under fear of the lash. And, though masters have
not so much in their power now, yet the power that they have (there is generally an
advantage in their circumstances compared with their servants) they are not to abuse.
It is those who are deficient in the right management of their servants, in reasonable
dealing, especially in that. good will which is so necessary to management, that take
to the clumsy, coarse method of threatening.
Power must sometimes be put into
execution against servants ; but to hold threats over their heads, to treat them with
clamour, with insult, or with something worse, is not worthy of the Christian master.
" Knowing that both their Master and yours is in heaven."
3. Word of warning.
Christ is represented as the Master of the slave. There was a wrong involved (apart
from any harsh treatment he might receive) in the very fact of his being a slave. He
is represented as the Master of the slave-holder, too, i.e. of the man who was so unenlightened as to hold slaves. As the Master of them both, he would see to things in
the end being righted between them. The Christian master still is to be influenced
to do what is just and proper by hia servants by the consideration that Cluut ii tb«
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Master of his servants as well as his Master. And in the righting; that is to take place,
advautage that the master has taken of his servant, for every harsh speech
and threatening word he has used toward him, he will suffer everlasting loss. " And
there is no respect of persons with him " (i.e. with Christ). There is a real distinction
between master and servant, proprietor and tenant. What is adventitious may gather
round it, but the essential thing is that Christ has not ordained equality here, but has
placed his authority in some, and has subjected others, and has thus given rise to mutual
obligations and trial and the formation of character in connection with these obligations.
But though a real distinction, it is not to be carried beyond what there is really in it.
After all, it is only to last through the present earthly economy. It is destined to be
obliterated with other time-distinctions.
And meantime Christ does not respect a
person less because he is a servant, or more because he is a master. He has an equal
interest In them as both included within the sweep of his work, as having taken him
as their Saviour and Master.
He has an equal interest in them in the relationship in
which they stand to each other. And if they do their part equally well, one in the
position of servant and the other in the position of master, then he will see to it that
they will be equally rewarded. ^R. P.
for every

—

—

Vers. 10 20. Panoply of Ood.
Conclusion of Epistle. "Finally, be strong in
the Lord, and in the strength of his might." In drawing the Epistle to a close, the
apostle falls back on a form of expression he had used in the first chapter. There he
showed that he had a high admiration of " the strength of his [the Fatlier's] might
which he wrought in Christ," and which was proved by Chirst being raised from the
state of the dead " far above all rule, and authority, and power, and dominion."
Here
his admiration is (with little variation) of the strength of his (the Lord's) might.
He
views that as being at the command of all who are in Christ, and his injunction is that,
as it is at their command, it should actually be communicated to them to make them
strong, and indeed invulnerable, as the Lord's servants should be.
He now puts his
exhortation under the special aspect of the panoply for the Christian conflict which is
" Put on the whole armour of God."
presented at length.
" That ye may be able to stand against the
I. Need for the panoply of God.
wiles of the devil." " The wiles of the devU" points to the fact that our adversary does
not work by open methods. He does not rest his cause on its absolute reasonableness.
Rather is he conscious of its indefensibleness in reason, conscious too of his being
conquered by Christ; and hence he has recourse to ways of making men believe that
they have reason on their side, when they are really under the delusion of error.
do not have things put before us in their true character. There are illusory views
of life which are presented to us. There are fallacies with which we are plied, in our
reading, in our intercourse with men, or from our own hearts, the danger of which is
that they chime in with our natural inclinations. What are these but the wiles of the
devil ? And there lies the need for our being armed as warriors, at every point, with
the armour of God.
1. Negatively. " For our wrestling
II. Pabbnthetioai, confirmation of the need.
Wrestling serves to call up the idea of close personal
is not against flesh and blood."
encounter, but otherwise, in accordance with the context, we are to think, not of the
mere wrestler, but of armed warrior against armed warrior. " When Greek meets
Greek, then comes the tug of war." In the contests, from which the apostolic language
It was man confronted
is taken, there was a ceitain equality between the combatants.
with his own flesh and blood, and he might hope, in the life-and-death struggle in
which he engaged, to come off victorious. But such equal conditions do not exist
are not confronted with beings like
in the spiritual warfare in which we engage.
ourselves ; it is not our own flesh and blood that we are pitted gainst. 2. Positively.
" But t^ainst the principalities, against the powers, against the world-rulers of this
darkness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places." To show
the need for being properly armed, the apostle gives a bold description of the foes with
which we have to contend. As to their rank, they are powerful chieftains (prinAs to their domain, it is " this darkness," which is world-wide.
cipalities and powers).
As to their essence, they are not encumbered with clay, but are spirits. As to their
Bomber, thej are hosts, vast multitudes. As to their character, they are wicked, their
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As to their haunt, as it was berora
inveterate disposition is to seek to work our min.
,e air, bo here it is the heavenly or
hinted at (rather than dogmatically taught) as
super-terrestrial places. The general effect of the description is that, men ourselves, we
«re unequally matched in having to fight against superhuman powers.
<

" Wherefore take up the whole
III. FuRTHEB EECOMMENDATioN OF THE PANOPLY.
armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and, having done all,
It
to stand." The evil day is not to be viewed as a special season of temptation.
may be more or less so, but it is always the day of temptation with us. We are
We are assaulted by those
assaulted even when we are en»aged with holy things.
We must, therefore, take up the whole
formidable enemies of ours who are ever busy.
armour of God, that we may be able to withstand the assaults made on us, and, having
done all things pertaining to the conflict, to stand (and not to be left prostrate on the
field).

IV. The PARTS OF the panoply. 1. The girdle. "Stand therefore, having girded
your loins with truth," In preparing for the coniiiot the first thing the warrior had to
do was to gird up his loose flowing robe, that his energies might not be scattered, but
The girdle which binds the energies of the Christian combatant
collected iuto a unity.
About the end of the eleventh century, great multitudes, known as Crusaders,
is truth.
girded themselves to go and deliver the holy sepulchre from the possession of the Saracens.
It was not the girdle of truth which bound them ; for God never meant them to spend
And it was not an object which kept them from flagrant
their energies in that form.
The object which the Christian combatant is to have
irregularities in the pursuit of it.
That truth
before him is not to have mere romance, but truth, binding truth, in it.
may be sxA to be connected with Christ's tomb, but not in a mere realistic way. It
is imperatively demanded, now that Christ has conquered on the cross, and that conquest has been attested by an empty tomb, that in liis Name souls everywhere should
be delivered. And the Christian combatant does not gird himself to get possession of
some sacred place or of some sacred relic, but to help men who are in tlie present
" And having
2. The breastplate.
guilt and thraldom of sin toward tiieir deliverance.
put on the breastplate of righteousness." The idea in righteousness is that of a right
Righteousness worn as a plate over the henrt is to be
relation to the Law of God.
understood rather as the mind conmoiis of right. The Christian coiMbatant is to be
jealous over himself with a godly jealousy.
He is to have notliing to do with
He is not to have selfish motives, but is to be
insincerity, l>ut is to study reality.
thoroughly disinterested. He is not to have feelings of grudging malice, but is to be just
and compassionate. He is to be especially fired with a desire to glorify God. The man
who is conscious of this may be said to have righteousness as a breastplate. 3. The
" And having shod your feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace."
sandals.
The Christian combatant, having girded himself in the cause of truth, and being conIt is that by
scious of no unworthy feeUng, is next to put on the gospel sandals.
which he is enabled to carry the good message. For that also belongs to the work of
But in that war he is not
the battle-field. He puts on his shoes for the holy war.
always closing with his adversary. There are times when he has to follow up an
advantage. Nay, his great business may be said to be to get his message delivered, tocry aloud so that Satan's captives may hear. The message which he has to deliver is
a message of peace. He fights, not for fighting's sake, but that the times of peace may
be ushered in. And as he thinks of his message, and enters into the spirit of it, his
sandals become promptitude, alacrity (according to the idea here) ; he becomes swift" Withal taking up the shield
footed and speeds on with his message.
4. The shield.
of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the evil one."
As
the Christian warrior ruus swift-footed with his message of peace, there are fiery darts
thrown at him. When any one is eminent in the Christian conflict, Satan is likely to
raise up against him traducers.
Those who do not believe in disinterestedness ara
sure to make out that he is serving himself. Those who do not believe in earnestness
in religion are sure to circulate evil reports of him.
It is worse when, in the very
intensity of his spiritual feeling, he is laid open to temptations from his lusts. Or it
may be that his very success lays him open to the temptation of spiiilual pride. So
it was when he who had been victorious in many a spiritual conflict was tempted (it is
aid that Satan provoked him) to number the peo^ And the dart thrown at bdm
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What the Christian combatant
not certainly to under-estimate the force that is

fiery enoupch In its consequences.

thus assailed,

is

brought against him, but it is also by faith rightly to estimate the force that is placed
What can he do against the principalities and powers and thu fiery
at bis serrico.
darts they send out for bis destruction ? If he look to himself, he can do nothing.
But he looks away to the power which placed Christ above all the principalities and
powers, and he places it as a shield between him and the fiery darts, and in it their'flre
is quenched, their force is lost.
5. The helmet. " And take the helmet of salvation." The
helmet is not, as in 1 Thess. v. 8, the hope of salvation, but salvation itself, i.e. salvation
enjoyed. The Christian has an important piece of defensive armout in the assurance
of salvation. The Lord rebuked Satan, and encouraged Joshua the high priest (Zech.
iii. 2), by pointing to him as one of his saved ones.
When one can think of grace going
out toward him in the changing of his position to all eternity, he can feel triumphant
he has salvation as a helmet on his head. 6. The' sword. " And the sword of the
Spirit, which is the Word of God."
The Bible is the sword of the Spirit. Furnished
it is by the Spirit ; for it was under the inspiration of the Spirit that the Word was
written.
And, as the Spirit inspired men to write it, so it is only he who can enable
men to make a right use of it. To this we may apply the words of the hymn—
" God

is

his

And he

own interpreter,
make it plain."

will

In the temptation of our Lord, what Satan did was to misrepresent the character' of the
Father, to put a gloss upon Scripture. And what our Lord, in meeting the temptation, did was to confront him with the pure truth, and the truth opposed to his deceptions.
And he was so skilful in the use of this sword that he could lix upon the
particular Scripture that suited the occasion.
And the Christian combatant, too, must
not only see the truth, but the truth for the occasion, the truth that slays his doubts,
that exposes the fallacies with which Satan would compass his destruction. And ho
must be able to do this in connection with some sure, incisive word of Scripture. That
Tliis
is th? offensive weapon, the weapon which carries tlie war against the adversary.
Christian combatant who has been described is what every Christian is bound to be.
The Church militant is to have, in every one of its members, a combatant. And the
apostle lays stress upon every one taking the whole armour (and not merely some of its
parts).
No one, for instance, is a worthy combatant who feels no responsibility in the
carrying of the gospel message. If we would have the strength our Captain would see
in us, we must use all the pieces of the Christian armour.
V. That which accompanies the use of the Chkistian armoub. 1. Prayer.
"With all prayer and supplication, praying at all seasons in the Spirit." We are
We are rather to think of it
not to think of "all prayer" as a separate weapon.
Without prayer we
AS that which conditions the right use of the whole armour.
cannot gird ourselves for the conflict, but are cumbered as with loose robes. Without prayer we cannot have that purification of motives, that rectification of life,
Without prayer we cannot have swift-footedness in
which the conflict demands.
carrying the gospel. Without prayer wo shall not have faith to ward off the enemy's
Without prayer we shall not be «ble to lift our head in the assurance of
darts.
our salvation. Without prayer we shall be unskilful in the use of the Word. Constant use and prayer, then that will keep the helmet from being dulled, the sword
from being rusty. But : (1) Frayer must not he mere repetition. " And in praying,"
says our Lord, " use not vain repetitions, as the Gentiles do." If we are bent on
having our request from God, it will come up again and again, and under new aspects.
Prayer is using arguments with God, and, as our mind works on our need, we shall ever
be discovering new grounds on which to press our request. So, while we are to have
prayer for ourselves and prayer for others (supplication), it is to be all prayer and
supplication, i.e. to say, it is to have that variety which comes from an abundance
of life, from active thought and feeling, and not that sameness which comes from

—

be irregular.
The apostle teaches that it is to be
seasons (to vitalize them, to redeem them from unprofitableness).
It is true that we are not always in a mood for praying ; but let us keep the appointed
Prayer is one of the means by which we are to get into the rig^t oaoo*
And
eeasoo.
lifelessness.

(2)

connected with

Frayer must not

all

—
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we keep to our plan from a sense of duty (though our feelings are cold), and when
liberation from
the time comes round fall on our knees before God, then may wo expect
" Praying in the Spirit," it
our unspiritual moods. (3) Prayer must not he from self.
Prayer is dependence, and
is said here, and there is the same association in Jude 20.
can only pray
we have the iniiuences of the Spirit on which to depend in prayer.
intercession for
aright, under the impulse of the Spirit, when the Sijirit indeed makes
And, therefore, we should look to the Spirit to put the right desires within us
us.
and to give us right words. 2. With petitions for ourselves we are to blend petitions
The
for others. "And watching thereunto in all perseverance and supplication."
While we are to
apostle is here carrying forward his thought into a special channel.
take heed to be persevering in praying for ourselves, we are to be especially persevering
And the ground of that may be that our prayers are apt to be
in praying for others.
may go on praying for ourselves but we too soon
characterized by selfishness.
unwarrantably (and to our own detriment) contract
give over praying for others.
the circle of prayer. (1) Circle of supplication. " For all the saints." That is not
the outmost circle for it is said in 1 Tim.ii. 1, "for all men." But the apostle is here
presenting the malter under a special aspect. It is this, that the conibatant is to
remember his fellow-combatanta. Every combatant has his peculiar difficulties, his
weak points. But, if he feels the struggle to be hard for himself, that should put him
if

We

We
We

;

;

sympathy with all others, to whom (in their own way) it is hard too. And he
should manifest that sympathy by 'jeseeohing God to make their annour bright, to
hold them up, to give them to win the day, wherever they are appointed to fight.
" And on my behalf." (a) Special prayer he wishes
(2) Special memher of that circle.
them to offer fur him. " That utterance may be given unto me in opening my mouth,
That is to say, boldness
to make known with boldness the mystery of the gospel."
of utterance, whenever he was called upon to open his mouth in preaching the gospel.
This was the great accomplishment of the apostle, that he could preach the gospeL
And he here discovers the secret of it. He put it clearly before his own mind, and got
others interested in his object, so that they helped him by their prayers. (6) Special
reason for the prayer. "For which I am an ambassador in chains that in it I may
speak boldly, as I ought to speak." Season of his office. He girded himself to save
souls.
He kept strict watch over his heart. He was swift-footed in proclaiming the
message of peace. And as he sped from place to place, the fiery darts were thrown at
him. Satan stirred up the Jews against him; men said that he was mad. But he
And
interposed the shield of faith ; he held up his head in the assurance of pardon.
he used the sword of the Spirit against many a heresy which threatened the peace and
It was of great consequence that there should be preserved
prosperity of the Church.
He was at
to such an ambassador the courage of his ofBoe. Season of his position.
the time in chains. He was in a condition, therefore, when his courage wotild be
John the Baptist, in the gloom of his dungeon, gave way to doubts
specially assailed.
of Christ's mission. The apostle's liberty was not so much restricted. That the
liberly he had might be well used by him, that he might speak boldly as he ought to
speak, he would l^ve them make that the subject of their prayers for him. E. F.
in

;

—

—

Vers. 21 24. Affairs of the aposUt. 1. Why he does not enter on them. " But
that ye also may know my affairs, how I do, Tychicus . . . shall make known to you
all things."
He knew that they would be anxious to have some account of his affiiirs.
He would have given them a written account but for the fact that Tychicus, the bearer
of his letter to them, would be able to give them (and others too, it is implied) a more
detailed account by word of mouth.
have already remarked on the absence of the
personal in this catholic Epistle. The one exception is the introduction of the name
of Tychicus, and it is introduced to account for the absence of details about himself.
In the Epistle to the Colossians, along with the same reference to Tychicus, there are
numerous salutations. It favours the hypothesis of this being a circular letter (intended
for a circle of which Ephesus was the centre), that none are conjoined with the apostle
in sending salutations (the apostle alone may have been known to all the Churches),
and none are singled out as special objects for salutation (as in the one Church of
CoIosseb).
2. Qualifications of Tychicus.
"The beloved brother and faithful ministw
in the Lord." In Aota zx. 4 he
classed
an Asiatio. If he did not, then, belong I*
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tlie same city (Tiopbimus associated with him was an Ephesian), he belonged to the
same province, as those to whom he conveyed the letter. Of more importance than his
country was his Christian character, for which the apostle vouches. He limits his
consideration to the Christian sphere (where Christ appoints and animates), and, within
that sphere, Tychious was both a beloved brother and faithful minister. He had those
qualities of heart which attached men to him, an important element in a mission.
He
haii also those qualities of conscience which, as they made him fit to be entrusted with
the gospel, also made him fit for the special service required of him. 3. Definite statement
of the object of his mission. " Whom I have sent unto you for this very purpose, that
ye may know our state, and that he may comfort your hearts." A servant of the
CJhurcb, he was, in the first instance
but he was sent by Paul on this special errand.
He was not only to communicate information to them regarding Paul, but also
Through what he communicated, he would
regarding Paul's companions in Eome.
comfort their hearts. For the precise bearing of this we are left to conjecture. He
might be able to tell them that the health of Paul and of such a fellow-prisoner as
Aristarchus was not suffering from their confinement. He might be able to report that
;

all of them, were remaining steadfast in the faith of Christ.
He
might be able to announce some increased liberty in the preaching of the gospel. He
might especially be able (with communicated apostolic fervour) to report the preaching
of Paul, and himself to present the gospel as the means of comfort.
" Peace be to the brethren, and love
DouBi;E BENEDICTION. 1. First benediction.
with faith, from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." The source from which
blessing is invoked is (as at the beginning of the Epistle) God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ. There is given both the First Cause and the Second Cause. It belongs to
God the Father (to whom can it more belong than to him ?) to bless his children.
Christ is the Second Cause, by whom God made the worlds, by whom also he redeemed
and blesses his people. He is, therefore, also invoked as the Source of blessing. (1)
First blessing. " Peace be to the brethren." We are to understand " peace " here, as at

not only Paul, but

the beginning of the Epistle, in the sense of freedom from unrest, as being under the
loving care of God. It may mean freedom from persecution, if that is lovingly arranged
by God. It may also mean freedom from internal dissensions, if God sees fit to grant
that.
There is a limitation in the scope of the blessing compared with the language
are not to understand it as peace to the whole
of the following benediction.
Church of Christ, but rather peace to the brethren to whom, in turn, the Epistle was to
be sent round. ^2) Second blessing. "And love with faith." The apostle (as he has
done throughout) presupposes" faith, but not aa a fixed quantity. Bather does he
invoke it in its higher degrees, and, at the same time, invoke love as its concomitant.
Let love not lag behind, but let it keep pace with faith. If we turn believingly to
God as our Father and Christ as our Saviour, we should also turn affectionately to the
Let there be love (in all its beauty) to manifest the reality and activity of
-brethren.
our faith. 2. Second benediction. " Grace be with all them that love our Lord Jesus
The Hissing. "Grace." This is to be understood as in
Christ in uncorruptness."
other places. Let there be the outflowing of the Divine compassion. Let there be
The scope of the blessing. As to its
every fitting manifestation of the Divine favour.
form, it is catholic It excludes selfishness and denominational jealousies, and takes in
the whole circle which Christ acknowledges. As to matter, there are two things pointed
to.
(1) The grand characteristic of the Christian is love to the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Christian Is one who (appealed to by the Saviour) can say with Peter, " fiord, thou
knowest all things thou knowest that I love thee." Such an affection as God has put
into the nature of the child, of the parent, such (in its personal character, in its tenderSuch a virtuous affection (aa
ness, in its strength) is to be our affection to Christ.
distinguished from natural affection) as we have toward the brethren, such, purified and
heightened, is to be our affection toward the Master. The ground of virtuous affection
love a man
is moral goodness, and especially one form of it, viz. holy benevolence.
who, besides being conscientious, is filled with universal good will. So we love Christ
because (with all dutifulness) he is the perfection of all unselfishness and benevolence
toward men. In estimating his character (as an object for our love) we must take into
account his rank in the universe, viz. that he was the Son of God. If a king and one
•f hii subjects wer« both Tolimtarily to go into slavery for the purposa cC redeeming
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their country, the sacrifice would be regarded as greater on the part of the king than
on the part of his subject. There may be the same patriotism but there is something
So all that Christ was and did is enhanced in proportior
to be put down to the rank.
It was not simply love to man in a human
to the height from which he descended.
We
position, but love that made infinite descent to bum in the human soul of Christ.
must also take into account the puhlic capacity in which he acted. He was not rendering such help as we personally may render to one another. But he was the Christ,
the appointed Eepresentative of all mankind. He had all our interests on his hands.
His character comes out in the whole of his life. He evinced a universal benevolence
" Him that cometh unto me- 1 will in no wise cast out." He was called the Friend of
sinners.
He loved men apart from their outward surroundings and natural capacities
he loved them as sinners in need of salvation. Especially does his character come out
at the kst.
He went (in suffering the desert of sin) under that which is called the
hiding of the Father's countenance. And it was not only dauntless trust in God, but
unquenchable love to men, that maintained him there. He went down to the lowest
depths for us (in experience the most terrible), that he might carry us with him to the
heights. (2) An indispensable element is pointed to in our love to Christ. " In uncorruptness."
There is a spurious love to Christ, which is founded on his sufferings without
" I wept when the waters went over his soul."
leferenee to their spiritual meaning.
Such love, as it is not well founded, so also is it transient. The closing climactir
thought in this great catholic Epistle is that our love to Christ is to have an immor;

an incorruptibility
As there was a deathless principle in his love to us, so there
to be a deathless principle in our love to him. It will have of this, according as il:
is founded on the real excellence of Christ.
The purer and clearer our conception 0/
his transcendent benevolence and beneficence, the more will our love have of undying
and ever-unfolding beauty. E. P.
tality,

is

—

Vers.
Ijord
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4.

and tJieir parents. "Children, obey your parents in the
Honour thy father and mother which is the first command-

Children

for this is right.

;

ment with promise; that it may be well with thee, and thou mayest live long on the
earth.
And, ye fathers, provoke not your otiildren to wrath but bring them up in
:

the nurture and admonition of the Lord."
treated of the relative duties of husbands
relative duties of parents and children.

In the preceding paragraph the apostle had
and wives; here he directs attention to the

I. Tub duty of children.
The words lead us to consider the nature and reason of
the obligation which children owe to their parents. 1. ITie nature.
The duty is ; (1)
" Obedience." " Children, obey your parents." This duty has its limitation.
When,
When the parent makes
for example, the command is impracticable, it is not binding.
demands surpassing the child's capacity, he is a tyrant, and the child is free from
the obligation. Or when the command is morally wrong, when it clashes with the
rights of conscience and the claims of God, obedience to it is no duty, but would be a
sin.
The duty is obedience rendered in a Christian spirit. " In the Lord." Any
conduct towards parents, mankind in general, or to the great God, that is not inspired
with love to Christ, has no virtue in it. All acts to be acce^jtable to God must.be dene
ill the name and spirit of his blessed Son.
(2) "Honour." " Honour thy father and
mother." That is, reverence them. This implies, of cour.se, that they are hmouraorthy. It is, alas I often the duty of children to abhor and despise the character of
their parents, because of its falsehood, intemperance, profligacy, and crime.
Paul
supposes parents to be what their relation to their children and God dem.»nds pure,
generous, and noble. Such parents are to be honoured.
Not to honour them is to
dishonour God. 2. I%e reason. What is the reason for this obedience and reverence ?
" For this is right." Nature teaches the rectitude of it.
n.) Because it is right.
There is implanted in every child's mind the feeling that he is bound, to oboy and
reverence his parents. This feeling of obligation in some form or other is universal.
I'he Bible teaches the rectitude of it.
It was engraven by the finger of God on the
tables of stone; It was inculcated in the teaching and exemplified in the life of Jesus
" That it may be well « ith~ thee, and thou
Christ.
(2) Because it is expedient.
mayest live long on the earth."
happy and a long life.depends upon it. Children who
ftN RigudlesB of their filial duties will be regardless of all others, and rendered li»bl«

—
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short their days on the earth.

which will render

their life a misery,
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and cut

II. The duty op pabent8.
The duty of parents is here set forth in two forms,
negatively and positively. 1. Negatively. " Ye fathers, provoke not your children to
wrath." The temper of a child is of transcendent moment ; it is that which determines
his character and destiny.
To act upon that temper in its opening years so as to fret
and sour it is to do an incalculable mischief. Against this evil it is the duty of parents
trenuously to guard. Petty interferences, trivial prohibitions, incessant cliidings, and
an irritable spirit, are the things in i)arental conduct which " provoke children to wrath."
2. Positively. " But bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." Train
their facultie.s, bring out their latent powers, teach them to think with accuracy, to
love with purity, t" act with adroitness and promptitude. Do this by admonishing
them " in the Lord." Let the lessons of instruction and warning be drawn from the
existence, the life, the character, and the teachings of the Lord. 'Phe child's faculties
cannot be developed apart from God. Secular education is a contradiction in terms); it
is as great a solecism as a sunless vegetation.
Let parents look well to the minds of
their children.
The farmer who neglects the culture of his fields will soon have his
acres overrun with thorns and briars and noxious weeds and the parent who neglects
the culture of his child will soon discover evils far more hideous and disastrous.
The following from the quaint pen of smart old Fuller will bo read with interest and
profit on the subject
" The good parent. He showeth them, in his own practice, what
to follow and imitate ; and, in others, what to shun and avoid.
For though ' the
words of the wise be as nails fastened by the masters of the assemblies ' (Eccles. xii. 11),
yet, sure their examples are the hammer to drive them in, to take the deeper hold.
father that whipped his son for swearing, and swore himself whilst he whipped him,
did more harm by his example than good by his correction. He doth not welcome and
embrace the first essays of sin in his children. Weeds are counted herbs in the beginning of spring nettles are put in pottage, and salads are made of eldern buds. Thus
fond fathers like the oaths and wanton talk of their little children, and please themBut our wise parent both instructs his children in
selves to hear them displease God.
piety and with correction blasts the first buds of profaneness in them. He that will
not use the rod on his child, bis child sliall be' used as a rod on him. He allows his
children maintenance according to their quality. Otherwise it will make them base,
acquaint them with bad company and shocking tricks ; and it makes them surfeit the
sooner when they come to their estates. It is observed of camels, that having travelled
long without water through sandy deserts, implentur, cum bibendi est occasio, et in
prceteritum et infuturum (' when they find an opportunity they fill themselves both
for the past and the future ') ; and so these thirsty heirs" soak it when they come to
their means, who, whilst their fathers were living might not touch the top of their
money, and think they shall never feel the bottom of it when they are dead. In
choosing a profession, he is directed by his child's disposition, whose inclination is the
But when they set Abel to till the groimd,
strongest indenture to bind him to a trade.
and send Cain to keep sheep ; Jacob to hunt, and Esau to live in tents ; drive some to
school, and others from it; they commit a violence on nature, and it will thrive
Yet he humours not his child when he makes an unworthy choice beneath
accordingly.
himself, or rather for ease than use, pleasure than profit. If his son proves wild, he
doth not cast him op' so far but he marks the place where he lights. With the mother
of Moses, he doth not suffer his son so to sink or swim but he leaves one to stand afar
He is careful, while quenched his
o£f to watch what will become of him (Exod. ii. 4).
luxury, not withal to. put out his life; the rather, because their souls who have broken
And run out in their youth have proved the more healthful for it afterwards. He
moves him to marriage rather by argument drawn from his good than his own authority.
;
'
It is a style too princely for a parent herein to will and command ' but, sure, he may
Afi'ections, like the conscience, are tather to be led than drawn ; and
will and desire.
it is to be feared, they that marry where they do not love, will love where they do not
marry. He doth not give away his loaf to his children and then come to them for •
He holds the reins (though loosely) in his own hands ; and keeps, to
piece of bread.
reward duty and punish undutifulness. Yet, on good occasion, for his children'i
advancement, he wul depart from part of bis means. Base Js their nature who will not
;
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have their branches lopped

till
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felled ; and will let go none of their good\
whereas it doth not follow that he that puts ofl
On his death-bed he bequeaths his blessing to all

body be

their

presaged their speedy death
his cloak must presently go to bed.
as

[oh. vi.

;

Nor rejoiceth he so much to leave them great portions as honestly
obtained. Only money well and lawfully gotten is good and lawful money. And if
he leaves his children young, he principally nominates God to be their guardian ; and,
next to him, is careful to appoint provident overseers. The good child. He reverecceth
ths person of his parent, the old, poor, and 'froward. As his parent bore with hira
when a child, he bears with his parent if twice a child ; nor doth his dignity above him
cancel his duty unto him.
When Sir Thomas More was Lord Chancellor of England,
and Sir John his father one of the judges of the King's Bench, he would in Westminster
Hall beg his blessing of him on his knees. He observes his lawful commands, and
practiseth his precepts with all obedience.
I cannot, therefore, excuse St. Barbara from
undutifulness, and "Dccasioning her own death.
Tlie matter this : her father, being
a pagan, commanded his workmen, building his house, to make two windows in a room.
Barbara, knowing her father's pleasure, in his absence enjoined them to make three,
that, seeing them, she might the better contemplate the mystery of the Holy Trinity.
Methinks two windows might as well have raised her meditations, and the light arising
from both would as properly have minded her of the Holy Spirit proceeding from the
Father and the Son. Her father, enraged at his return, thus came to the knowledge of
her religion, and accused her to the magistrate, which cost her her life. Having
practised, then, himself, he entails his parents' precepts on his posterity.
Therefore
such instructions are by Solomon (Prov. i. 9) compared to frontlets and chains (not to
a suit of clothes, which serves but one, and quickly wears out, or out of fashion), which
have in them a real lasting worth, and are bequeathed as legacies to another age. The
same counsels observed, are chains to grace, which, neglected, prove halters to strangle
undutiful children. He is a stork to his parent, and feeds him in his old age. Not
only if his father hath been a pelican, but though he hath been an ostrich unto him,
and neglected him in his youth. He confines him not a long way off to a short pension,
forfeited if he comes in his presence, but shows piety at home, and learns as St. Paul
And yet the debt (I mean only the principal,
saith (1 Tim. v. 4) to requite his parent.
not counting the interest) cannot fully be paid. And therefore he compounds with his
father, to accept in good worth his utmost endeavour.
Such a child God commonly
rewards with long life in this world. If he chance to die young, yet he lives long that
lives well ; and time misspent is not lived, but lost.
Besides, God is better than his
promise, if he takes him a long lease, and gives him a freehold of better value. As for
disobedient children : if preserved from the gallows, they are reserved for the rack, to
be tortured by their own posterity. One complained that never father had so undutiful
a son as he had. ' Yes,' said his son, with less grace than truth, '
grandfather had.'
I conclude this subject with the example of a pagan's, which will shame most Christians.
Pomponius Atticus, making the funeral oration at the death of his mother, did protest
that, living with her three score and seven years, he was never reconciled to her, se
nuncquam matre in yratiam rediisse, because there never happened betwixt them the
his children.

my

least jar

which needed

—

reconciliation."

—D. T.

Vers. 5 9. Servants and their masters, " Servants," etc. There are two thoughts
underlying these verses. 1. The existence of social distinctions amongst men. There
are masters and servants, rulers and subjects. These distinctions are no accidental
phases of society, they grow out of the constitution of things. Diversity in the temperaments, tastes, capacities, and circumstances of men give rise to masters and servants.
2. 3%e one spirit which is to govern men of all distinctions.
The rich and the poor, the
sovereign and his subject, the master and the servant, are under an obligation to be
animated by the same moral spirit, and controlled by the same moral consideration.
" All in all things should do the will of God from the heart."
The duty of servants, of course, is obedience. " Be
I. The dutt op sebvants.
obedient to them that are your masters." But the obedience is here characterized.
1. It is obedience in bodily matters. " According to the flesh."
Their service is limited
to secular concerns, things that have reference to the material and temporal interests ai
They were to give their muscles, and their limbs, and their contriviuo
their masters.
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but not their souls. " Consciences and souls were made to be the Lord's alone."
obedience lionestly rendered. " With fear and trembling, in singleness of your
heart" "not with eye-service." These expressions mean that there should be no
duplicity, no double-dealing, but downright honesty in everything.
servant is. bound
to be honest towards his employer.
He has no right to be lazy or wasteful. He has
contracted to give, on certain stipulated conditions, his energies and time to promote
the secular interests of his master. 3. It is obedience inspired with the religious spirit.
They are to regard themselves in ever) thing as the servants of Christ, and are bound to
do the " wUl of God from the heart." In everything the authority of Christ must be
held as supreme. Whatsoever is done in word or deed should be done all to the glory
of God. 4. It is obedience which, if truly rendered, iwi'WJe r-ewartZcSo/ (jo<i. "Knowing
that whatsoever good thing any man doetb, the same shall he receive of the Lord.
whether he be bond or free." The faithful servant may feel that the wages he receives
from his earthly master are unjustly inadequate. Yet the great Master will award
to him at last an ample compensation.
Whatsoever good thing he has done, however
trivial, shall meet its reward at last.
The good thing must be rewarded. Goodness
caiTies evermore its own reward.
II. The duty of mastbbb.
The way in which masters should exercise their
authority is here indicated. 1. They are to exercise it religiously. " Ye masters, do
faculties,
2. It is

—

A

the same things unto them." "The same things," as we have said, do not mean the
same work, but the same spiritual attributes. Servants are to be honest and respect
the will of God in all ; the masters are here bound to do " the same things." Both are
to be under the domination of the same moral spirit.
2. They are to exercise it
magnanimously. " Forbearing threatening." Though the servant may by accident, or,
what is worse, by intent, by omission, or by commission, try severely the temper of bis
He should show his right to be a
master, his master should forbear threatening.
master by governing his own soul. The man who takes fire at every offence, whose
eyes flash with rage, and lips mutter threats, is too little a creature to be a master.

He

has no licence from Heaven to rule either children, servants, or citizens, who is not
" Knowing that your
3. They are to exercise it responsibly.
in soul.
Master also is in heaven." They are amenable to God for the way in which they use
their authority.
The master has the same Lord as the servant, and they njust stand
To that Master all social distinctions vanish
at last together at the great tribunaL
"Neither is there respect of persons with
in the presence of moral character.

magnanimous

him."—D.

T.

—

my

brethren, be strong in the Lord," etc.
Vers. 10 20. Soul-militancy. " Finally,
subject of these words is soul-militancy, and they bring under our notice th^ soul'a

The

foes, the soul's strength, the soul's vieapons,

and

the soul's religiousness.

We

wrestle not against flesh and blood." The passa;2;e
soul's foes. "
teaches the following things in relation to the antagonists of souls: 1. They are
spiritual Tpevsonalities. They are spiritual, not " &esh and blood." They exist apart
from matter apart from all animal incarnations. They are personalities. We cannot
accept the interpretation of those who regard Paul as speaking here only of evil
priori
If language means anything, personal agents are here indicated.
principles.
reasoning renders the existence of such beings probable; human experience and the
Bible place their existence beyond all reasonable doubt. 2. They are wicked personalities.
" Spiritual wickedness," or, as the margin has it, " wicked spirits." They are out of sympathy with God ; they are in bitter and practical hostility to all that is Divine, benevoThey differ in their make and
3. They are diverse personalities.
lent, and happy.
their rank ; they are not all of the same nature and measure of faculty, nor of the same
rank in the universe. There are " principalities," " rulers," and " powers " amongst
them. Some, as compared to others, may be as wasps to vultures, as mosquitoes to
dragons. 4. They are organized principalities. They are under one head, here called
the "devil." "That ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil." There
he who seduced our
is one gigantic intellect that manages and marshals the whole
the Satan of God, the
first parents, he trith why>m Christ battled in the wilderness
ApoUyon of man. These hosts of evil spirits are not left to themselves ; they are
welded together by one master intellect. "Devil with devil damned firm concord
I.

The

—
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They are managed by force and fraud, all of them. The passage su^geeta that
uuder his control they act : (1) Craftily. Hence the expression, the " wiles of the
deviL" All his movements are cunningly methodized, for such is the meaning of the
word " wiles." These evil spirits attack us in ambush ; they steal upon us slyly and
" The rulers of the darkness of this world," Where do
stealthily.
(2) In darkness.
hold,"

they reign ? Where ignorance spreads her gloom : in the cold region of atheism where
the mental energies are benumbed, and in the tropic realm of supeistition where the
soul is stirred into an agony of fear and scai'cd with the horrid forms of its own
creations.
Amidst the gloomy recesses of ignorance they rear their throne; through
the districts of intellectual darkness they prowl about in search of their prey. They
reign where depravity beclouds the heart, where passion is stronger than principle, the
senses than the soul, the love of the world than the love of God ; whether that be
amidst the districts of heathenism or civilized life, in the marts of business, the temples
of devotion, or the floweiy scenes of saiety aud pleasure.
They enshrine themselves
amidst the benighted chambers of an impure imagination, they haunt the atmospheie
of pollution, impregnate it with their spirit, causing it to stimulate the tmrighteous
zeal of the selfish, to fire the passions of the carnal, and to swell the vanity of the
ambitious and the proud. They reign where, sorrow and suffering darken all. They
delight in misery. The wretchedness of the indigent, the sighs of the distressed, the
groans of the oppressed, and the agonies of the dying gratify tlieir malignant natures.
" Fiually, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in
II, The soul's strength.
the power of his might." The suul requires tremendous strength to grapple successfully
with these mighty spirits of evil. What is the strength required? It is nothing less
than Divine. It is to be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. But what
kind of Divine strength is required, for strength of all kind is from the Lord? Is it
muscular f No. Samson, with his herculean physical force, fell beneath these spirits;
an evil genius touched him, and the giant fell as a child. Is it mental t No. Meu
of the greatest intellect and of the loftiest genius have not been able to stand for a
moment before these spirits. It is not by this "might or this power" that souls can
stand before these infernal hosts. It is moral strength. 1. The strength offaith in the
Absolute. Faith in that which changes not, whicli is true to man as man, which is
independent of times and circnmstances faith in the Everlasting. With this iaith
men participate in the omnipotence of God, work wonders, and dare the universe. Men,
through this faith, have "subdued kingdoms," etc. 2. The strength of love for the
supremely good. Love, when it is fastened even upon the frail and the imperfect, gives
strength to the soul strength to nerve a mother for the most trying services, strength
to brace a patriot for the thunders of the battle.
But when centred upon the eternally
Good, its strength is increased a thousandfold ; it gives the soul a power that " never
"
faileth," a power that
endureth all things." 3. An invincible attachment to the right.
'I'o " be strong in the Lord " is to be strong in sympathy with the right.
It is to prefer
the right with hell to the wrong with heaven. It is this moral strength alone that
will enable us to " stand against the wiles of the devil," and to battle successfully with
the host of wickedness.
This strength makes a man more than a conqueror, enables
him to glory in tribulation and shout triumphantly in the agonies of death.
IIL The sodl's weapons. The panoply is here described.
It consists of two
the defensive and the offensive Implements.
1. The d^ensiDe implements.
parts
What is the defensive? "Truth." This is the girdle which belts the loins witt
strength, and binds all the other parts of the panoply together so as to protect all the
vital parts. " Righteousness." This is the " breastplate." The man who lacks integrity
can offer no successful defence to the foe ; the dishonest man is vulnerable at every
point. " The gospel of peace." This, like the hoot of the old Roman conqueror, makes
the soldier firm in his step and terrible in the echo of his tread. " Faith." This is
the " shield," protecting the whole body. Faith, not in creeds, but in Christ, is the
true shield of moral soldiership. " Salvation " that is, the hope of salvation. This is
the " helmet." As the helmet guarded the head of the Roman soldier, the hope of
salvation protects the soul. Let despair come, and the head of the soul is wounded
and the whole system endangered. 2. The offensive. What is the offensive ? " The
sword of the Spirit." The true soul has not only to stand its ground, to maintain its
position, to keep its territory, but to advance, to extend its boundaries, to prosecute an
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It Is to conquer all other sonig to Christ, and the weapon is the " Word of
This is the sword by which the ChVistian soldier has to out his way from soul
to soul through the whole world : " For the Word of God is quick and powerful, and
sharper than any two-edged sword," etc. (Heb. iv. 12). God's Word is the truth that
slays error, the love that slays selfishness, the right that slays the wrong, the happiness
that slays the misery of the world.
rV. The soul's belioiousness. Religiousness, viz. a conscious dependence on God,
lies at the foundation of all true soul-militancy.
man can do nothing rightly or
successfully in spiritual soldiership who is not religious in the very spirit of his being.
Religiousness is the only soil in which man's spiritual faculties can grow into heroics
vigour.
In materialism they wither; in mere intellectualism they are only skeletonic
at best ; in religiousness they are like the tree planted by the rivers of water, their roots
are in the Everlasting, they drink into them the very life of Gk>d. Beligi^ness, in one
word,ig the source that supplies the muscle and the instinct that gives the skill in true
moral warfare. It teaches our " hands to war and our fiiigers to fight." This religiousness is here described by the apostle in these words, " Fraying always with all prayer
and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and
supplication for all saints," etc. These words are so true to the original and so obvious
in their significance that they call for no minute exlamination.
They show us how
this religiousness in the soul of the true spiritual soldier is to express itself; and it is
" Praying always with all prayer," or, as EUicott has rendered
to do so : 1. In prayer.
it, " with all prayer and supplication praying always in the Spirit."
The words teach
us ; (1) That the prayer is to be comprehensive. " With all prayer and supplication."
All kinds of prayer, expressed and ejaculatory, private and social. Prayer is not
so much a service as a spirit, not so much an act as a sentiment.
Hence we are commanded to " pray without ceasing." Consciousness of depeudence on God, which is the
very essence of prayer, should run as a living current through the whole of our life.
Our whole life should be an unbroken litany. (2) That the prayer is to be Divine. " In
the Spirit." That is, under the influence of the Divine Spirit, who is to make intercessions for us with groanings that cannot be uttered.
There is no true prayer that
Man's great care should be to lay his soul open to the
is not dictated by this Spirit.
Divine. If a man would have his body crave healthily for food, he must drink in as
much as possible the fresh air of God ; and if he would have his soul crave for spiritual
food, he must breathe into his spiritual nature the breath of the Divine.
(3) That the
prayer is to be watdhful. " And watching thereunto." The soul has its moral moods.
Its
It has seasons favourable for culture, weathers for launching out on the deep.
duty is to watch for these moods watch the motions of the Divine Spirit upon the
Watch, as Elijah did on Carmel, for promising signs in the heaftcens. (4) That
heart.
" With all perseverance." We are to be instant in
tlie prayer should be persevering.
Our Saviour taught the duty of importunate prayer in the parable of the
prayer.
" unjust judge." Importunity is needed, not to influence the Eternal to mercy, but to
prepare our hearts rightly to receive bis ^ifts. 2. In prayer for the good it), general.
" For all saints." The apostle would not have them merely to pray for themselves.
He who prays exclusively for himself never prays at all. His prayers are but the
breath of selfishness. Paul required them to pray for "all saints" saints of every
intellectual grade, of every social position, of every ecclesiastical sect, of every theoWhy for all saints? Because all
logical school, of every kingdom and every tribe.
saints are members of the grand army battling against the common foe
against the
" principalities of evil," etc. The more force, courage, skill, each member of .an army
possesses, the better for the cause, the more likely the victory in whose advantages all
The battle of Christianity is a common battle a battle against error,
participate.
wrong, and depravity everywhere. All saints are engaged in it, and they should be
prayed for. 3. In prayer for gospel ministers in particular. "And for me, that
utterance may be given unto me." Why does Paul wish them to pray for him? Is it
that he might be liberated from prison ? No. He was now, he tells us, an " ambassador
The clanking chains of the prison hung heavily on him, and one would not
in bonds."
have wondered if his first request had been to the Ephesians to pray for his bodily
But this he does not. He is too absorbed in the cause of Christ and
deliverance.
What he prayed for was that he might be enabled
universal happiness for this.

iuvasion;
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" That I may open my mouth Doldly,
properly and successfully to preach the gospel.
make known the mystery of the gospel," that is, the gospel that was once a mystery.
The preaching of the gospel was God's grand instrument for restoving the world to
intelligence, dignity, and happiness, and because of that, he desired to do It in the most
eifective way.
There are several remarkable things in these words. (1) Paul was an
ambassador {vom heaven God's messenger sent to proclaim restoration to lost liumanity.
Tlie grandest commission this. (2) God's ambassador from heaven in bonds. Wonderfil
that the great King, whose word could have shivered Rome into atoms, should have
allowed his ambassador to have been in chains. But so it is ; and we shall have an
explanation ere long. (3) God's ambassador from heaven in bonds, losing all idea of
his own personal sufferings, in the desire to help his race.
Though a prisoner at Rome,
he was permitted to preach (Acts xxviii. 30, 31). And as a prisoner he wanted to
discharge that high mission in the most effective way. For that he prays.
true
gospel minister has a right to ask the prayers of Christians for him particularly. Like
a general in the army, he has the most responsible position, the most arduous task.
Failure in him may turn the tide of battle in favour of the foe.
Prayer, then, is a
necessary qualification of spiritual soldiership. The victory cannot be won without it.
to

—

A

" Restraining prayer, we cease to fight;
Prayer makes the Christian's armour bright;
And Satan trembles when he sees
The weakest saint upon his knees."
great Commander of all the legions of the good recognized the mighty power
of prayer during his struggles on this earth. " Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to
Father, and he shall presently give me more than twelve legions of angels ? " As if

Even the

my

he had said, "

my

to

With one breath

cf prayer I could bring the mighly battalions of eternity

aid."—D. T.

—

Vers. 21 24.
Types of transcendent virtues. "But that ye also may know," etc.
tlicse verses we have three types of transcendent virtues
a type of elevated friendship, a type of spiritual benevolence, and a type of Christian cathuJicity.
TYPE OF ELEVATED FRIENDSHIP. Paul here does two things which show the
I.
purity and the worth of his friendship. 1. Introduces a noble man to his friends. Some
are veny anxious to keep their friends to themselves, and, if possible, to monopolize
their thoughts and their hearts; and some, if they introduce a friend at all, only
those of an inferior type.
Paul introduces Tychicus, "a beloved brother and faithful
minister." You cannot confer a greater benefit on your friends than to commend to
their confidence a noble man ; the gift of such a man to them is more valuable than
lordly estates or mighty kingdoms.
2. He witroduces a noble man to their friendship
entirely for their own advantage.
There are those who introduce men to their friends
for the sake of getting something for them; but not so in this case.
Paul does not
ask them to do an^- thing for Tychicus ; nor does he ask them to send back through
Tychicus any favour to him. He sends Tychicus in order to serve them in two ways.
They would naturally be anxious to know
(1) To satisfy their anxieties as friends.
something conceniing the "affairs "of the man who lived and laboured in their city
for three years, and around whose neck their fathers fell in tears when he bade them
adieu. They would like to know how this their father in Christ fared now a prisoner
in Rome.
"To satisfy the natural craving of their hearts, he now sends Tychicus; he
would tell them all. I should like to have seen Tychicus deliver this letter, and to
have heard the thousand eager questions. (2) To promote their happiness as Christians.
" And that he njight comfort your hearts." Paul knew well the trials to which
the
Church at Ephesus was exposed, both from Jews and pagans. He knew they wanted
comfort. The letter he sent abounded with comforting thoughts, and he knew thai
a loving brother like Tychicus would skilfully and efficaciously apply the healing balm.

—

In

A

Here

is

A

TTPE OF BPiBiTUAL BENEVOLENCE.
Paul's heart goes out in well-wishing.
did he wish for his brethren at Ephesus ? No secondary favours, but the
liighest blessings from God the Father and his blessed Son.
" Peace
1. Divine peace.
Mark where the peace comes from " From God the Father and
be to tilt brethren."
II.

And what

—

—
1—24,]
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the Lord Jesus Christ." There is a peace that does not come from that source a peace
that comes from the deyil, a moral stagnation of soul, something like the stillness
of that murky atmosphere that nurses and forhodes the thunder, the lightning, and the
hurricane which spread devastation over sea and land. The peace of God is: (1)
Peace of an approving conscience. (2) Peace of conscious secuiity. (3) Peace of
Accordant affections. (4) Peace of harmonious activities. 2.
conjunction of love and
" Love with faith." There is a love and also a faith that are not of Heaven.
faith,
Divine love and faith are always united in a good man. Divine faith " works by
love," works by love as the labourer works by the sun. These are the blessings spiritual
benevolence desires for men, and they are in truth the germs of all good. Give me
these, and I want no more. Out of them
Paradise will bloom ; "they are the nebulee
which will one day encircle me with the brightest of heavens. Give the race these,
and soon all crimes, sufferings, discords, miseries, will cease.
IlL
TTFE OF Christian oatholicitt. " Grace be with all them that love our
Lord Jesus " love him purely, love him in reality, love him as he ought to be loved.
Wherever they are; in whatever land, of whatever tribe or kingdom, happiness to them.
The language of modern sects is Grace be to all them that are Baptists, Methodists,
Independents, Episcopalians, etc. The language of the true Christian catholicity is
" Grace be to all them that love our Lord Jesus Christ," of all creeds or no creed,
Churches or no Church.

A

my

A

—

—

—

on this wonderful Epistle. Our walk through
whose aromas have refreshed, whose beauty
has charmed, and whose objects have challenged our thoughts and excited our devout
admiration, is now ended. Should others follow our footsteps with keener eyes and
liner senses, more apt to discover the beautiful and the good, they will be able to
discover for themselves, and reveal to others, much more than we have done. When
we began our walk we were afraid that we should meet some of those grim Calvinian
dogmas which certain theologians assured us were there, but we never met their shadow.
There are no theological weeds and thistles here. All is free and fresh as nature, as
D. T.
fitted to the human soul as light to the eye and breath to the lungs.
Conclusion.

Here end our

reflections

this section of the great garden of truth,

—

1—4. Children and parents. Christianity purifies and elevates family life.
supremely natural, orderly, and reasonable in the treatment of domestic affairs.
We meet with frequent allusions to families and households in the New Testament.
The order and health of the home are clearly recognized as of primary importance.
This is seen in the treatment of parental relations.
L The duties of children to their parents. 1. The duties. (1) Obedience. A
Children must be taught
condition of subjection is necessary and right for childhood.
to reverence an authority above them and to yield their will to a higher will.
Thus
the first principle of what, in after life, must be the fundamental relation to God, is
instilled.
Children should obey, for the very sake of obedience, orders for which at
present they see no reason, and from which they can foresee no good results.
But there
"Obey your parents in the Lord." When parents command
is a limit to obedience.
what is plainly contrary to the will of Christ, disobedience becomes a duty. (2) Honour.
Love and reverence should be found in the heart
It ia not enough to obey in act.
of children.
It is most injurious for children to lose reverence for their parents.
They
are themselves degraded when this is the case. 2. The grounds on which these duties to
This comes first. It is an appeal to conscience.
parents are enforced.
(1) It is right.
No obedience or honour can be of worth when only low, selfish motives prompt the
performance of filial duty. (2) It is profitable. In the long run the principle that
underlies the ancient promise of the fifth commandment is abundantly exemplified.
Vers.

It is

When this is corrupt that will be upset. Good
t''amily life is the root of social order.
domestic habits are the safeguards of the best kind of conservatism. The most frightful
revolutions are those that begin at the family hearth.
IL The duties of parents to children. The family relation is reciprocal, and
It is most unreasonable to expect the
so are the duties of parents and children.
children to discharge their share of domestic duty if parents, who have so much larger
knowledge and experience and whose example is the most powerful instructor of their
To stern Boman fathers the Christian view of parental duty
children, fail in theirs.

——
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Even now it is too little regarded. 1. Hie negative duty. " Provoke not
your children to wrath." While strictl)' enforciug necessary commands, parents should
be most careful not to lay on the shoulders of their children unnecessary burdens.
Obedience is hard enough un^ler the best of circumstances. Especially is it desirable
not to provoke childish irritation by hasty, harsh manners when a wiser, kinder method
might be more efficacious in securing obedience and respect. 2. The positive duty.
" Nurture them in the chastening and admonition of the Lord." The parent is the
He cannot delegate to another the responsibility
spiritual guardian of his cldldieii.
that God will some day call him to account for. In caring for their children's health,
happiness, and worldly prospects, etc., parents are often least anxious about the most
Let it be remembered that the
essential point, the spiritual welfare of their family.
first requisite in training children for Christ is that the parents should be themselves his
disciples.
W. F. A.

was noveL

—
Vers. 5—

^9.
Servants and masters. The early preachers of the. gospel were wise in
not provoking futile and fatal attempts at a social revolution by denouncing slavery.
Nevertheless, they laid the foundation of that revolution and secured its peaceable and
Slavery could not permanently survive the establishment
bloodless accomplishment.
Meanwhile under the then existing circumof the principle of Christian brotherhood.
stances Christianity taught certain necessary duties of slaves and masters, the essential
ideas of which apply to so much of the present state of society as is at all analogoiu to

that of the

first

century.

The duties of servants.

1. The duties.
The position ol
(1) Obedience.
service, whetlier forced as in slavery or freely accepted as among us, implies obedience.
Indeed, where the condition of service is voluntarily entered upon for the sake of
I.

.

adequate payment the duty is so much the stronger. The disobedient servant commits
he is unfaithful to his engagement, and he is robbing his master ol
a double sin
Half-hearted service is semi-disobedience.
iiiiearned wages.
(2) Singleness of heart.
How common is this degrading and dishonest habit in all walks of
(8) No eye-service.
life, from that of the maid who is idle when her mistress is away, to that of the statesman who works for what will win the applause of the multitude to the neglect of the
real welfare of the nation, or the preacher who preaches popular sermons to catch the
ear of the congregation and hides unpopular truths that men much need to hear
are all to serve Christ in our daily work.
This consecrates
(4) Serving t/ie Lord.
the most menial task.
2. The reward.
Gross injustice characterized the old-world
treatment of slaves, and tempted to disloyal service. This injustice will not be seen at
The slave will be as fairly judged as his master. The lowliest
the great reckoning.
work will win as high a reward as the most pretentious if the motive is equally good.
;

I

We

Here

is

an inducement to faithfulness in

little

things.

The duties of masters. It was hard to teach a slave-holder his duty. Yet
it is fair to observe that in many households the rigour of servitude was much softened,
and kinder and more humane relations maintained than those that sometimes characterize our modern commercial connection of workman and employer, relations out
II.

which

humanity seems

to have vanished.

It is interesting to see that in the
considered to be worse off than a household slave
" Do the same things unto them."
1. The duties.
(^e.g. Luke xv. 17).
(1) Fairness.
The duties are reciprocal. Masters have no right to expect more devotion to their
interests from their servants than they show to their servants' interests.
(2) Kindness.
" Forbear threatening."
It is cowardly to use the power of the purse, as old masters
used the whip, to gain an unfair advantage over a servant. In the end sympathy and
genial friendliness will secure the best service.
2. The motives.
(1) Servants and
masters have one common Master. Both are alike servants of Christ ; both must give
account to him of their stewardship. (2) Christ will judge without respect of persons.
The advantages of social superiority are but temporary. They will be of no use at
W. F. A.
Christ's judgment.

of

all

New Testament

a hired servant

is

—

Ver. 10. Divine strength. As the Epistle draws to a close, St. Paul gives emphasis
to the requisition of Divine strength by singling it out for a final word of exhortation.
The doctrin.al principles of the earlier chapters lead up to the practical dutieii of

—
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the later, and these several duties to the need of Divine strength wherewith to disAarge
them in face of the assaults of evil.
Christians are exhorted to be strong. Spiritual strength is decision of
character and force of will.
Religion centres in our will and character. Unless there is
strength, fixity, determination, and energy, then all our elaborate thinking and all our
heautifui sentiments are worthless.
1. Clear belief in the gospel is not sufficient.
may believe intellectually, but if we are too weak to act according to our belief that
counts for nothing. 2. Feelings of love to Christ are vain if they do not inspire us to
faithful service and sacrifice.
3. Passive reliance on Christ will not avail us unless we
have also the active faith that puts forth spiritual strength in obedience to his will.
are not only to flee to the refuge in Christ.
are to go forth to battle In the
open field. And then we are not only to be endued with Divine armour, but first to
be made strong ourselves. First comes the exhortation to be strong, and only second
that to arm in the Divine panoply. It is only the strong man who c»n wear this
armour. 4. It is our duty to be strong. Weakness is not merely a calamity to be
bewailed. It is a sin to be repented of. It leads to our falling into temptation and
our failing in duty.
cannot be strong by merely
II. Spiritual strength is a Divinb inspiration.
willing to be so.
wish will not convert the feeble body of the invalid into the
robust frame of a healthy man, nor will a wish give to the weak soul fixity of
character and energy of will. The body must gain strength through nourishing diet,
bracing air, exercise, etc. So spiritual strength arises from feeding upon Christ in faith
and prayer. 1. There is might in Christ. He is the Lion of the house of Judah.
The strength is the might in exercise. The oak is
2. Christ puts forth that might.
The horse, though less
strong, but passive, and therefore it can do nothing for us.
Christ's great might is
strong, puts forth his power in action, and so works for us.
not a mere latent force. It flows out iu energy. 3. This strength is ours by our
must, therefore, be in Christ in
union with Christ. " Be strong in the Lord."
order that we may have this strength, and the more close our union to Christ becomes
the more vigorously shall we be supplied with his strength. W. P. A.

L

We

We

We

We

A
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—

Thtfoe. The Christian life is a warfare. In order to wage this successfully
Ver. 12.
we must understand the nature of the foes we have to contend with, because the

weapons and armour will have to be selected according to the character of the attack
that is made upon as.
L The nature of the fob. 1, Negatively considered. (1) Not material. Imagination has given the tempter a material form, e.g. in the legends of St. Anthony, because
it is so much easier to grapple vpith the most fearful enemy that can be seen and
touched than with an invisible, intangible foe. But our foe is not of flesh and blood.
The subjugation of the physical world is easy compared with the task of conquering
It is hard enough to think of the obstructive
this invisible enemy.
(2) Not human.
and tempting influence of bad men. But we have something worse to resist. We are
attacked by an unearthly army. The black tide of hellish sin surges against the shores
of our human world and bespatters us with its withering spray. 2. Positively considered.
(1) Spiritual. The fact that the word "immaterial" has come to mean
" unimportant," is a striking proof of our earthly-mindedness. The spiritual world
These spiritual foes are the most truly existing enemies we
is the most real world.
can ever meet.
(2)

Dominant.

Our experience of them is in spiritual attacks, i.e. in temptations.
They are " world-rulers," they are in " heavenly " (or high) places.

When St. Paul wrote this Epistle evil
in

many

regions

now ?

We

was uppermost in the world. Is it not also supreme
have to oust the forces that hold the field and to ctorm

the citadel.
II.

The ohabaoteb of the warfare.

bullets.

Old

castle walls are

Medieeval armour is useless before rifleno protection against modern artillery. Nor will modern

cannon drive back noxious gases. Sennacherib's hosts were powerless before that
So the foe in the Christian warfare determines
invisible angel of God, the pestilence.
the character of the armour and weapons and the tactics to be pursued, 1. Negatively,
Samson's strength is <rf no avail against tempta(1) Fhysical force will not serve us.
Money, material resources, scientific skill, are useless. This is tiie age of steam,
ti(Nb

——

—
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But such things give us no help in subduing greed, lust, and selfArguiiieiits, threats, and promises; influences ol
influence is vain.
authority and of sym(..athy ; appeals to the reason, the feelings, and the conscience;
these methods tliat affect our fellow-men do not touch the awful foes we have to contend
against.
2. Positivdy.
(1) Spiritual armour and weapons are needed, »'.«, truth,
steel,

will.

and

(2)

electricity.

Human

righteousness, the preparation of the gospel of peace, faith, salvation, the Word of God,
They constitute "the
prayer (vers. 14
18).
(2) These must be obtained from Ood.
whole armour of God." There is nothing in the armoury of human resources, physical
or intellectual, that is- adequate for meeting the dread spiritual foes of our warfare.
The Christian warrior must be a man of Divine strength girded about by Dirine

—

graces.—W. F. A.

—

17.
Vers. 13
The whole armour of Ood. I. Christians need to be akmel.
Aldershot cannot dispense with Woolwich. The army must be equipped before it can
take the field. The knight must don his coat of mail and draw his sword if he is to
make any use of his martial skill and prowess. So the Cliurch must be prepared for
the great conflict with unbelief, vvorldliness, and immorality. The individual Christian
must be armed to meet temptation and to win a triumph. Many a sanguine youni;
Christian soldier has fallen shamefully through rushing rashly into the fray without

due preparation.
II. The requisite akmoub must be Divine.
"Armour of God." 1. Provided
We cannot forge our own armour. Our own resolutions, like home-made
hy Ood.
The Christian armour
weapons, will be sure to betray some weakness and clumsiness.
The pilgrim had his armour given him at the house
consists of God-given graces.
" lieautiful." 2. Ood-lihe.
steel breastplate is no protection against a poison-cup.
The character of our defences must be spiritual and holy, like the character of Ck>d, iu
order that we may be able to withstand great spiritual foes.
III. It is necessary to secure a complete suit of armour. " The whole armour."
We are assailable in every part of our nature. It is useless to be only half-armed, for the
are all inclined
subtle tempter is sure to aim his dart at the most vulnerable spot.

A

We

make much of
Where we think

favourite graces and to fortify ourselves against certain selected sins.
ourselves most secure we are likely to be most open to attack. It
Achilles was said to be
will not be sufficient to be sound on all points but one.
vulnerable only on the heel. But that was enough.
His one weak place was fatal to
him. God knows both the variety of foes we have to face and the different susceptibilities of our own constitution, and has provided complete armour accordingly.
to

'

We

The Christian armour

have first
is various in kind. 1. Defensive. (1)
firm grasp of the eternal verities of the faith.
Looseness
of conviction is a fatal source of weakness. Truth being the girdle we are not to
embrace it, but it is to encircle us, t.e. we not to be satisfied with holding the truth,
we must let the truth hold us. (2) Our heart must be protected by righteousness.
An evil conscience, with sin unrepented, unforgiven, and unamended, is fatal to future
mu,st be active in spreading the gospel of peace. (4) Where we
firmness.
(3)
have not sufficient resisting power in our own persons let us trust the defending grace
of God. Then if the breastplate of righteousness is thin, the shield of faith held before
it may still protect us.
(5) Salvation in part secured, in whole promised, will help us
2, Offensive.
have not only to stand
to hold our head erect in calm confidence.
the shock of the enemy's blows j we have to return them. The necessary weapons
are supplied from the Divine armoury.
(1) Tlie Word of Ood. This is the sword
of the Spirit, because God's Spirit inspired it and now gives it edge and penetrating
resist evil by dwelling on
power. Christ used this sword in his temptation.
Divine truths. (2) Prayer. In the garden Christ prayed and Peter slept ; in the
bouse of Caiaphas Christ was faithful and Peter fell. W. F. A.
IV.

to be braced and girded

by a

We

We

We

—

—

True prayer. The arming and fighting referred to in the prerious
Vers. 18 20.
Prayer is as necessary as action. Ths
verses are to be accompanied with praying.
part of Moses on the mount was at least as important as that of Joshua on the plain.
Consider the character and object of true prayer.
1. Earneitnest,
Whftt • ring of TehentenS
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intensity Bounds through the apostle's words I
Here is a man who believeB in prayer
and is greatly anxious to secure it. It would be wonderful if some prayers were
answered. When the prayer does not affect the licart of the suppliant how can it touch
the heart of God ?
half-hearted prayer can bring no blessing from heaven because
it is too feeble even to reach heaven.
2. Spirituality.
must pray in the Spirit.

A

We

Our own thoughts must be spiritual and we must seek the inspiration of God's Spirit
to give light and life to our praying (Kora. viii. 26).
3. Independence of hindering
circumstances. " At all seasons." Prayer is always in season. But we are not always
inclined to pray.
Yet when we least desire to pray prayer is most necessary. 4.
Watching, in order that our prayers may be apjwsite to the occasion, that we may
discern the Divine response, and that we may be roused to renewed earnestness in face
of the dangers and needs of the times.
5. Earnest prayer will be persevering prayer.
It need be so, for God sometimes delays his reply to test our faith,
II. The objects of true prayeb.
shonld prey for
1. On behalf of all saints.
all mankind, but especially for those who are of the household of the faith.
Christian
brotherhood should be seen in prayer.
Mutual prayer is the greatest bond of union in
the Church.
2. For any in trouble.
St. Paul, the " ambassador in chains," seeks the
prayers of his frieuds.
He in Rome can find comfort from the prayers of Christians in
Asia.
It would be well if, instead of condemning our brother when he falls before
temptation, we would pray for him while he is in it. 3. For the spread of the gospel.
St. Paul is not so anxious that prayer should be offered for the alleviation of his harsh
imprisonment and for safe deliverance from the hands of his foes, as for grace to be
faithful and bold in his declaration of the mystery of the gospel
a noble, self-forgetful
request.
If the Church at home believed more in the efficacy of praj'er and practised
it more earnestly, the missionary abroad would he more successful in his work.
W. F. A.

We

—

—

The notes of a true Christian.

This benediction differs from the benedicother Elpistles of St. Paul close in one respect, viz. while on every
other occasion the second person is used, here the blessing is described in the third
Elsewhere we read, " Grace be to you," etc. Here and here only we read,
person.
" Grace be with all them," etc. This variation is in keeping with the catholic character
Ver. 24.

tions

with which

all

of the whole Epistle, which is much concerned with the unity of the Church. It is a
rebuke to the narrowness of Christians who care only for the prosperity of their own
community, and even labour to win adherents from other Christian denominations or
regard the prosperity of neighbouring congregations with the jealousy of a tradesman
for a rival shop-keeper.
How miserably low, narrow, worldly and unchrist-like is the
competitive Christianity of our day
St. Paul prays for a blessing on all true Christians.
In doing so he describes the essential character of such men they " love our Lord Jesus
Christ in uncorruptness." The question has been so much abused and misunderstood
that it is quite as important to point out what is not requisite as what is requisite.
I. What things aee not beqdisitb in men in order that they may be beqabded as
TRUE Christians. 1. External badges of unity.
need not spt^ak the same shibboleth,
practise the same external habits, etc. The test is internal. 2. Agreement in theological
opinion. Men may love the Lord Jesus Christ while they differ profoundly on many
points of doctrine.
Love may express itself in various
3. Vniforrnity of ritual.
voices, from the shouting hallelujahs of a crowd of street revivalists to the elaborate
anthem of a cathedral choir. If the love is there we have all that is essential. 4. Unity
of Ohurch order. Equal love for Christ may be found in Churches that observe the
greatest variety of discipline.
The proud bigotry of orthodoxy will have to be greatly
humbled when many a despised sectary proves his right to a higher place in the
marriage feast because he has possessed a warmer love for his Lord.
is requisite in all people who abb to be reoarded as tbuf
'II.
Christians. To " love our Lord Jesus Christ in uncorruptness." 1. The first essentia!
Our assent to a creed, diligent performance o<
is personal attachment to Christ.
devotional exercises, and connection with a Church fellowship count just for nothing il
we are not in living relation to Christ. What think ye of Jesus ? How does your
These are the primary questions. 2. This attachment
soul's affection regard him?
cold devotion of conscientious but heartless duty will not
is to be one of love.
Happily, Chriat does inspire love in his disciples by his wonderful loreablenebSi
gufflce.
!

:
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love to them, his great sacrifice of himself. 3. This love must be uncorrapted. A
corrupted love is one that is lowered by selfish thoughts. If we only love for what we
If, therefore, we only turn to Christ in
are to receive our love is, of course, worthless.
selfish anxiety to be delivered from trouble to secure certain benefits, if this be the
They love in
secret of our apparent warmth of devotion, the thing is a mockery.
uncormptness who love purely, unreservedly, simply. The idea also implies a permanence of devotion. It is net a mere passing emotion, stirred, perhaps by a sentimental hymn, but a deep, strong affection that outlasts time and persists through
all our varying moods, and show* itself in action, and, whan occasion N^uilM. is
saorifiet.—W. F. A.
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